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The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the official gazette of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It is published
every week and includes a table of contents. A
cumulative subject matter index is published quar-
terly.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin serves several pur-
poses. First, it is the temporary supplement to the
Pennsylvania Code, which is the official codification
of agency rules and regulations and other statuto-
rily authorized documents. Changes in the codified
text, whether by adoption, amendment, repeal or
emergency action must be published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin. Further, agencies proposing changes
to the codified text do so in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
Second, the Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes:
Governor’s Executive Orders; State Contract No-
tices; Summaries of Enacted Statutes; Statewide
and Local Court Rules; Attorney General Opinions;
Motor Carrier Applications before the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission; Applications and Actions
before the Department of Environmental Protection;
Orders of the Independent Regulatory Review Com-
mission; and other documents authorized by law.
The text of certain documents published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin is the only valid and enforce-
able text. Courts are required to take judicial notice
of the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Adoption, Amendment or Repeal of
Regulations
Generally an agency wishing to adopt, amend or
repeal regulations must first publish in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.
There are limited instances when the agency may
omit the proposal step; it still must publish the
adopted version.
The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking contains the
full text of the change, the agency contact person, a
fiscal note required by law and background for the
action.
The agency then allows sufficient time for public
comment before taking final action. An adopted
proposal must be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin before it can take effect. If the agency
wishes to adopt changes to the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking to enlarge the scope, it must repropose.
Citation to the Pennsylvania Bulletin
Cite material in the Pennsylvania Bulletin by
volume number, a page number and date. Example:
Volume 1, Pennsylvania Bulletin, page 801, January
9, 1971 (short form: 1 Pa.B. 801 (January 9, 1971)).
Pennsylvania Code
The Pennsylvania Code is the official codification
of rules and regulations issued by Commonwealth
agencies and other statutorily authorized docu-
ments. The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the temporary
supplement to the Pennsylvania Code, printing
changes as soon as they occur. These changes are
then permanently codified by the Pennsylvania
Code Reporter, a monthly, loose-leaf supplement.
The Pennsylvania Code is cited by title number
and section number. Example: Title 10 Pennsylva-
nia Code, § 1.1 (short form: 10 Pa. Code § 1.1).
Under the Pennsylvania Code codification system,
each regulation is assigned a unique number by
title and section. Titles roughly parallel the organi-
zation of Commonwealth government. Title 1 Penn-
sylvania Code lists every agency and its correspond-
ing Code title location.
How to Find Documents
Search for your area of interest in the Pennsylva-
nia Code. The Pennsylvania Code is available at
www.pacode.com.
Source Notes give you the history of the docu-
ments. To see if there have been recent changes, not
yet codified, check the List of Pennsylvania Code
Chapters Affected in the most recent issue of the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
A chronological table of the history of Pennsylva-
nia Code sections may be found at www.legis.state.
pa.us.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes a quar-
terly List of Pennsylvania Code Sections Affected
which lists the regulations in numerical order,
followed by the citation to the Pennsylvania Bulle-
tin in which the change occurred. The Pennsylvania
Bulletin is available at www.pabulletin.com.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION: (717) 766-0211
GENERAL INFORMATION AND FINDING AIDS: (717) 783-1530
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Printing Format
Material proposed to be added to an existing rule or regulation is printed in bold face and material proposed to be
deleted from such a rule or regulation is enclosed in brackets [ ] and printed in bold face. Asterisks indicate ellipsis
of Pennsylvania Code text retained without change. Proposed new or additional regulations are printed in ordinary style
face.
Fiscal Notes
Section 612 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. § 232) requires that the Office of Budget prepare a fiscal
note for regulatory actions and administrative procedures of the administrative departments, boards, commissions or
authorities receiving money from the State Treasury stating whether the proposed action or procedure causes a loss
of revenue or an increase in the cost of programs for the Commonwealth or its political subdivisions; that the fiscal note
be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at the same time as the proposed change is advertised; and that the fiscal
note shall provide the following information: (1) the designation of the fund out of which the appropriation providing for
expenditures under the action or procedure shall be made; (2) the probable cost for the fiscal year the program is
implemented; (3) projected cost estimate of the program for each of the five succeeding fiscal years; (4) fiscal history of
the program for which expenditures are to be made; (5) probable loss of revenue for the fiscal year of its
implementation; (6) projected loss of revenue from the program for each of the five succeeding fiscal years; (7) line item,
if any, of the General Appropriation Act or other appropriation act out of which expenditures or losses of Commonwealth
funds shall occur as a result of the action or procedures; (8) recommendation, if any, of the Secretary
of the Budget and the reasons therefor.
The required information is published in the foregoing order immediately following the proposed change to which it
relates; the omission of an item indicates that the agency text of the fiscal note states that there is no information
available with respect thereto. In items (3) and (6) information is set forth for the first through fifth fiscal years; in that
order, following the year the program is implemented, which is stated. In item (4) information is set forth for the
current and two immediately preceding years, in that order. In item (8) the recommendation, if any, made by the
Secretary of Budget is published with the fiscal note. See 4 Pa. Code § 7.231 et seq. Where ‘‘no fiscal impact’’ is
published, the statement means no additional cost or revenue loss to the Commonwealth or its local political subdivision
is intended.
Reproduction, Dissemination or Publication of Information
Third parties may not take information from the Pennsylvania Code and Pennsylvania Bulletin and reproduce,
disseminate or publish such information except as provided by 1 Pa. Code § 3.44. 1 Pa. Code § 3.44 reads as follows:
§ 3.44. General permission to reproduce content of Code and Bulletin.
Information published under this part, which information includes, but is not limited to, cross references, tables of
cases, notes of decisions, tables of contents, indexes, source notes, authority notes, numerical lists and codification
guides, other than the actual text of rules or regulations may be reproduced only with the written consent of the
Bureau. The information which appears on the same leaf with the text of a rule or regulation, however, may be
incidentally reproduced in connection with the reproduction of the rule or regulation, if the reproduction is for the
private use of a subscriber and not for resale. There are no other restrictions on the reproduction of information
published under this part, and the Commonwealth hereby consents to a reproduction.
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List of Pa. Code Chapters Affected
The following numerical guide is a list of the chapters of each title of the Pennsylvania Code affected by documents
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin during 2013.
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144 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216
Proposed Rules
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19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3337
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139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 806
901 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 830
Proposed Rules
127 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 677
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284 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4858
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4858
287 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4858
288 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4858
299 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4858
806 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 872
901 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4740
1021 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2591
Statements of Policy
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4103
31 Pa. Code (Insurance)
Adopted Rules
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2816
163 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2819
Proposed Rules
124 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1269
34 Pa. Code (Labor and Industry)
Adopted Rules
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53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2602
54 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2602
57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2602
59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2602
62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2602
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 870
1011 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1725
1015 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1725
1017 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1720, 1725
1021 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1725
1027 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1725
1051 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1725
1053 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1725
1055 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1720
1057 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1725
1059 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1725
Statements of Policy
41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2852
55 Pa. Code (Public Welfare)
Adopted Rules
52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 833
5230 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2572
Proposed Rules
1187 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4599, 4855
1189 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4855
Statements of Policy
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 878
5200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4355
5210 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4355
5320 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4355
6000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1732
6400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 222
58 Pa. Code (Recreation)
Adopted Rules
29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2714
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4214
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3232
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4214
93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4214
113 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4214
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2999, 3006
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3006
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3007
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2311
401a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660, 4096
403a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
405a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
407a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
437a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4096
441a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4096
461a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
471a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
491a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
493a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
494a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
495a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
497a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
499a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
501a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
511a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 660
581 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3495
583 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3495
585 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3495
587 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4971
Proposed Rules
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3238
61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3237
63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3235
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2034, 2035
75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 3233
101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3238
105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3238
137 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2039
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1712, 1718, 2037
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1710
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2037, 4741
421a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2152
421b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2152
439a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2152
461a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
465a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834, 2152, 2827
481a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2152
501a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2152
503a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2152
503b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2152
513a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2152
525 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
575 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
577 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
579 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
603a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834, 2152
605a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2312
609a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
623a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
627a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
629a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
631a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
633a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834, 2152
635a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
637a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
639a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2312, 2827
641a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2312, 2827
643a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2312, 2827
645a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2827
647a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2312, 2827
649a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834, 2827
653a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2312, 2827
655a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2312, 2827
657a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2312, 2827
659a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
661a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
663a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
665a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
Statements of Policy
439b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1733
461b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4744
61 Pa. Code (Revenue)
Adopted Rules
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 532
117 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 535
119 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 535
121 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 535
901 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 532
67 Pa. Code (Transportation)
Proposed Rules
231 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3010
4965
PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN, VOL. 43, NO. 35, AUGUST 31, 2013
101 Pa. Code (General Assembly)
Statements of Policy
31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 878
201 Pa. Code (Rules of Judicial Administration)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2988
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3327
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3223
204 Pa. Code (Judicial System General Provisions)
Adopted Rules
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2559
81 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1173
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1173
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3655
Proposed Rules
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1699
81 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1997
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4967
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 431
207 Pa. Code (Judicial Conduct)
Proposed Rules
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2269
210 Pa. Code (Appellate Procedure)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2007
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2007
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2423, 3327
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2423
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3327
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3223
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3327
17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2271, 3223
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2810
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2007, 2704
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 964, 2007
33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3223, 3470
37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3225
63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 514, 3227
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 298
Proposed Rules
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3082
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3082
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3082
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1700, 3084
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3082
40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1700
225 Pa. Code (Rules of Evidence)
Adopted Rules
Article I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
Article II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
Article III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
Article IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
Article V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
Article VI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
Article VII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
Article VIII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
Article IX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
Article X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620
Proposed Rules
Article VIII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210
231 Pa. Code (Rules of Civil Procedure)
Adopted Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1835
1300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2135
1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3932
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 801, 2272
1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2559, 3936, 3937, 4702
1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3329
3000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2136
Part II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1836
Proposed Rules
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3932
Part II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2010
234 Pa. Code (Rules of Criminal Procedure)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 652
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 652
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 654, 4323
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2560, 2704, 3330, 4062, 4715
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2704, 3330
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1702
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4715
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2560, 2704, 4062
Proposed Rules
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 210, 4210
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2304
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 801
237 Pa. Code (Juvenile Rules)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3938, 3941
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3938
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1551, 3938
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3941
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2306
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2306
246 Pa. Code (Minor Court Civil Rules)
Adopted Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4967
400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4967
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4969
Proposed Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 2136
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3470
400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3085, 3470
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3085
249 Pa. Code (Philadelphia Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . . 657, 658, 1078, 2138, 4064, 4212
252 Pa. Code (Allegheny County Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2711, 3229
255 Pa. Code (Local Court Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . 9, 11, 212, 214, 299, 658, 964, 1173,
1175, 1176, 1408, 1410, 1551, 1842, 2139, 2308, 2309,
2424, 2435, 2563, 2989, 3088, 3230, 3332, 3942, 3943,
4065, 4067, 4070, 4071, 4213, 4326, 4327, 4723, 4724,
4726, 4839, 4845, 4848, 4970
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PART V. PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND CONDUCT
[ 204 PA. CODE CH. 83 ]
Proposed Amendment to Rule of Disciplinary En-
forcement 514
Notice is hereby given that the Pennsylvania Lawyers
Fund for Client Security (the ‘‘Fund’’) is considering
submitting proposed changes to the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania to amend the Pennsylvania Rules of Disci-
plinary Enforcement as set forth in Annex A. Some
concern has been expressed regarding the number of
claims being filed with the Fund as well as the dollar
value of the alleged losses being claimed. Additionally,
some concern has been expressed that certain business
entities should be excluded from recovery from the Fund.
Opinions have been expressed that the Fund is not
intended to be an insurance program for businesses and
corporations. Business entities, through their owners or
board members should monitor the business’ exposure to
attorney malfeasance and to take appropriate steps to
prevent and minimize such damages.
Interested persons are invited to submit written com-
ments regarding the proposed amendments to the Execu-
tive Director, Pennsylvania Lawyers Fund for Client
Security, P.O. Box 62585, Harrisburg, PA 17106, by
facsimile to 717-231-9511 or by email to admin@palawfund.
com on or before September 24, 2013.
By Pennsylvania Lawyers
Fund for Client Security
KATHRYN J. PEIFER, Esq.,
Executive Director
Annex A
TITLE 204. JUDICIAL SYSTEM GENERAL
PROVISIONS
PART V. PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND CONDUCT
Subpart B. DISCIPLINARY ENFORCEMENT
CHAPTER 83. PENNSYLVANIA RULES OF
DISCIPLINARY ENFORCEMENT
Subchapter E. PENNSYLVANIA LAWYERS FUND
FOR CLIENT SECURITY
DISHONEST CONDUCT OF ATTORNEY
Rule 514. Reimbursable losses.
(a) General rule. For the purposes of this subchapter,
reimbursable losses consist of those losses of money,
property or other things of value which meet all of the
following requirements:
* * * * *
(4) The loss was not incurred by:
(i) the spouse or other close relative, partner, associate,
employer or employee of the Covered Attorney, or a
business entity controlled by the Covered Attorney, or any
entity controlled by any of the foregoing;
(ii) an insurer, surety or bonding agency or company, or
any entity controlled by any of the foregoing;
(iii) any government unit;
(iv) any financial institution that may recover under a
‘‘banker’s blanket bond’’ or similar commonly available
insurance or surety contract; [ or ]
(v) a business organization having twenty or
more employees; or
(vi) an individual or business entity suffering a loss
arising from personal or business investments not arising
in the course of the client-attorney relationship.
(5) In cases of extreme hardship or special and unusual
circumstances, and subject to the provisions of para-
graph (b), the Board may, in its discretion, and consis-
tent with the purpose of the Fund, recognize a claim
which would otherwise be excluded under this
subchapter.
* * * * *
(b) Maximum recovery. The maximum amount which
may be disbursed from the Fund to any one Claimant
with respect to the Dishonest Conduct of any one Covered
Attorney shall be $100,000. The maximum amount
which may be disbursed from the Fund as a result
of any one Covered Attorney shall be $1,000,000.
The Board may petition the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania to exceed the $1,000,000 maximum
when the Board determines, in the exercise of its
discretion, that exceeding the maximum is neces-
sary to adequately compensate all victims of the
Dishonest Conduct of the Covered Attorney and
exceeding the maximum will not unduly burden the
Fund.
* * * * *




[ 246 PA. CODE CHS. 200 AND 400 ]
Order Amending Rules 209, 403 and 410 of the




And Now, this 14th day of August, 2013, upon the
recommendation of the Minor Court Rules Committee;
the proposal having been published for public comment
before adoption at 43 Pa.B. 8 (January 5, 2013):
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It Is Ordered pursuant to Article V, Section 10 of the
Constitution of Pennsylvania that Rules 209, 403 and 410
of the Minor Court Civil Rules are amended in the
following form.
This Order shall be processed in accordance with
Pa.R.J.A. No. 103(b), and shall be effective in 30 days on
September 13, 2013.
Annex A
TITLE 246. MINOR COURT CIVIL RULES
PART I. GENERAL
CHAPTER 200. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION;
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Rule 209. Continuances and Stays.
* * * * *
E. Continuances and stays shall be granted in compli-
ance with federal or state law, such as the [ Service-
members ] Servicemembers Civil Relief Act., 50 App.
[ U.S.C.A. ] U.S.C. § 501 et seq.
* * * * *
CHAPTER 400. ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS
RENDERED BY MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT JUDGES
FOR THE PAYMENT OF MONEY
Rule 403. Issuance and Reissuance of Order of
Execution.
A. Upon the filing of the request form, the magisterial
district judge shall note on the form the time and date of
its filing and shall issue the order of execution thereon.
The magisterial district judge shall deliver the order of
execution for service and execution to the sheriff of, or
any certified constable in, the county in which the office
of the magisterial district judge issuing the order is
situated. If this service is not available to the magisterial
district judge, service may be made by any certified
constable of the Commonwealth.
B. (1) Upon written request filed by the plaintiff
within five years from the date of entry of the judgment,
an order of execution shall be reissued at any time, and
any number of times.
(2) If an order of execution is superseded by an appeal,
writ of certiorari, supersedeas, or a stay pursuant to a
bankruptcy proceeding or other federal or state law,
and
(a) the appeal, writ of [ certorari ] certiorari, or
supersedeas is stricken, dismissed, or otherwise termi-
nated; or
(b) the bankruptcy or other stay is lifted; and
(c) the plaintiff wishes to proceed with the order of
execution,
the plaintiff must file with the magisterial district
judge a written request for reissuance of the order of
execution in accordance with subparagraph (1).
C. A written request for reissuance of the order of
execution filed pursuant to subparagraph B(2) must be
accompanied by a copy of the court order or other
documentation striking, dismissing, or terminating the
appeal, writ of [ certorari ] certiorari, or supersedeas,
or lifting the bankruptcy or other stay.
Official Note: Under subdivision A, the order may be
executed by the sheriff of the county in which the office of
the issuing magisterial district judge is situated, as well
as by any certified constable in that county.
If payment of the judgment was ordered to be made in
installments under Rule 323, the magisterial district
judge should not issue an order of execution on the
judgment unless it appears that there was a default in
the installment payments.
Subdivision B will permit the reissuance of an order of
execution upon written request of the plaintiff timely
filed. Compare Pa.R.C.P. No. 3106(b). The written request
for reissuance may be in any form and may consist of a
notation on the permanent copy of the request for order of
execution form, ‘‘Reissuance of order of execution re-
quested,’’ subscribed by the plaintiff. The magisterial
district judge shall mark all copies of the reissued order
of execution, ‘‘Reissued. Request for reissuance filed
(time and date).’’ A new form may be used
upon reissuance, those portions retained from the original
being exact copies although signatures may be typed or
printed with the mark ‘‘/s/.’’ There are no filing costs for
reissuing an order of execution, for the reissuance is
merely a continuation of the original proceeding. How-
ever, there may be additional server costs for service of
the reissued order of execution.
The magisterial district court shall enter stays in
compliance with federal or state law, such as the
Servicemembers Civil Relief Act., 50 App. U.S.C.
§ 501 et seq.
Rule 410. Stay of Execution Generally.
(A) Execution shall be stayed as to the property of the
defendant upon the occurrence of any of the following:
(1) Upon written request of the plaintiff to the magiste-
rial district court.
(2) Upon the entry of a bond with the magisterial
district court by any person or party in interest, with
security approved by the magisterial district judge, in the
amount of the plaintiff’s judgment, including probable
interest and costs, or in such lesser amount as the
magisterial district judge may direct, naming the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania as the obligee, and condi-
tioned to pay the amount due within 90 days of the entry
of the bond, unless the time for payment is extended by
the magisterial district judge.
(3) Upon request of the defendant or party in
interest to the magisterial district court made in
compliance with federal or state law.
(B) When execution is stayed pursuant to this rule, the
stay may not be lifted without written order of the
magisterial district judge.
(C) After a stay is lifted, execution may proceed with-
out reissuance of the order of execution.
Official Note: Compare Pa.R.C.P. No. 3121(a). Other
rules in this chapter may also provide for a stay in
specific circumstances covered by those rules. The magis-
terial district court shall enter stays in compliance
with federal or state law, such as the Service-
members Civil Relief Act., 50 App. U.S.C. § 501 et
seq.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1606. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
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PART I. GENERAL
[ 246 PA. CODE CH. 1000 ]
Order Amending Rules 1008 and 1013 of the Minor




And Now, this 16th day of August, 2013, upon the
recommendation of the Minor Court Rules Committee;
the proposal having been submitted without publication
pursuant to Pa.R.J.A. No. 103(a)(3):
It Is Ordered pursuant to Article V, Section 10 of the
Constitution of Pennsylvania that Rules 1008 and 1013 of
the Minor Court Civil Rules are amended in the following
form.
This Order shall be processed in accordance with
Pa.R.J.A. No. 103(b), and shall be effective September 15,
2013.
Annex A




Rule 1008. Appeal as Supersedeas.
* * * * *
C. Indigent Tenants
* * * * *
(3)(a) If the rent has already been paid to the landlord
in the month in which the notice of appeal is filed, the
tenant shall pay into an escrow account with the protho-
notary the monthly rent [ as it becomes due under the
lease for the months subsequent to the filing of the
notice of appeal ] in thirty (30) day intervals from
the date the notice of appeal was filed; or
* * * * *
CERTIORARI
Rule 1013. Writ of Certiorari as Supersedeas.
* * * * *
C. Indigent Tenants
* * * * *
(3)(a) If the rent has already been paid to the landlord
in the month in which the praecipe is filed, the tenant
shall pay into an escrow account with the prothonotary
the monthly rent [ as it becomes due under the lease
for the months subsequent to the filing of the
praecipe ] in thirty (30) day intervals from the date
the praecipe was filed; or
* * * * *
FINAL REPORT
Recommendation 1-2013, Minor Court Rules
Committee Amendments to Rules 1008 and 1013
of the Minor Court Civil Rules
Exceptions for Indigent Residential Tenants
in Appeals
On August 16, 2013, effective September 15, 2013, upon
recommendation of the Minor Court Rules Committee1,
the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania approved amend-
ments to Rules 1008 and 1013 of the Minor Court Civil
Rules.2
I. Background and Discussion
The Minor Court Rules Committee (the ‘‘Committee’’)
recommended amendments to the rules of procedure
governing exceptions for indigent tenants in appeals from
judgments of magisterial district courts. The goal of these
rule changes is to amend the rules for depositing sums of
rent to secure a supersedeas by low income tenants
appealing judgments for possession and filing praecipes
for writs of certiorari. Moreover, these rule changes
promote consistency between the rules and the Supple-
mental Instructions for Obtaining a Stay of Eviction3
(‘‘Supplemental Instructions’’).
Rule 1008 was the past subject of constitutional chal-
lenges by legal services organizations. Subsequently, the
Court instructed the Committee to draft changes to the
rules similar to changes made by the Philadelphia Mu-
nicipal Court following litigation in the federal district
court case Pleasant v. Evers, 1998 WL 205431 (E.D. Pa.
April 24, 1998), C.A. NO. 97-4124 (Ludwig, J.). The
changes to Rules 1008 and 1013, adopted by the Court on
April 15, 2008, allow an indigent tenant to appeal and/or
file a praecipe for writ of certiorari while still maintaining
his or her housing. The indigent tenant is required to pay
a sum of money, but it is a lesser sum of money than a
non-indigent tenant, who would pay three times the
monthly rent or the rent determined to be in arrears by
the magisterial district judge.
Presently, the solicitor for a county prothonotary con-
tacted the Committee to report a discrepancy between
Rules 1008 and 1013, and the Supplemental Instructions.
Specifically, the solicitor noted that Rules 1008C(3)(a) and
1013C(3)(a) required a tenant who had already paid rent
in the month in which the appeal or praecipe was filed to
‘‘pay into an escrow account with the prothonotary the
monthly rent as it becomes due under the lease for the
months subsequent to the filing of the [appeal or
praecipe].’’ (Emphasis added.) In contrast, the Supplemen-
tal Instructions, made available to tenants online and at
the prothonotary’ s office, directed a tenant in the same
circumstance to ‘‘pay your monthly rent on an ongoing
basis into an escrow account with the prothonotary in
thirty (30) day intervals from the date the notice of
appeal or praecipe was filed until the time of trial.’’
In determining whether to conform the Supplemental
Instructions to the rules or vice versa, the Committee
agreed that calculating the date for future rent payments
by using the date the notice of appeal or praecipe was
filed, instead of the date rent comes due under the lease,
would create greater certainty for the parties. As the
magisterial district courts are not courts of record, there
is no record evidence of the due date of rent. Using the
1 Minor Court Rules Committee Recommendation 1-2013.
2 Supreme Court of Pennsylvania Order No. 362, Magisterial Docket (August 16,
2013).
3 The Supplemental Instructions can be found on the website of the Administrative
Office of Pennsylvania Courts at www.pacourts.us.
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date of appeal or praecipe filing as the trigger for
calculating future rent payments ensures the use of a
date certain that is recorded by the prothonotary, and,
therefore, eliminates uncertainty as to when a payment to
escrow is due.
II. Approved Rule Changes
To address the issues discussed above, the Committee
proposed amending Rules 1008C(3)(a) and 1013C(3)(a) to
delete the requirement that rent be paid into an escrow
account ‘‘as it becomes due under the lease for the
months subsequent to the filing of the [appeal or
praecipe],’’ and, instead, require the payment of rent into
escrow ‘‘in thirty (30) day intervals from the date the
[notice of appeal or praecipe] was filed.’’ This change
brings consistency to Rules 1008 and 1013, and the
Supplemental Instructions.




Adult Probation Drug Test Fees; 2013-CV-1
Administrative Order
Now, this 7th day of August, 2013, effective 30 days
following publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, the
Adult Probation and Parole Department will impose a
$150.00 annual fee for those ordered by the courts to
undergo one or more Drug Tests. This order supersedes
Court Order 2011-Misc-501. The Clerk of Judicial Records
shall collect this fee as part of Court fees levied on
defendants and the Lackawanna County Treasurer shall
establish and administer a separate Lackawanna County
Adult Probation Drug Test Fund, consisting of those
funds received from this Drug Test Fee.
It is further ordered that, in accordance with Pa.R.C.P.
239, this District Court Administrator of Lackawanna
County, Pennsylvania, shall:
(a) File seven (7) certified copies hereof with the Ad-
ministrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts;
(b) Distribute two (2) certified copies hereof to the
Legislative Reference Bureau for Publication on the Penn-
sylvania Bulletin;
(c) File one (1) certified copy hereof with the Criminal
Rules Committee;
(d) Cause a copy hereof to be published one (1) time in
the Lackawanna Jurist at the expense of the County of
Lackawanna; and
(e) Supervise and distribute hereof to all Judges of this
Court.
It is Further Ordered that copies of this Order are
directed to: the Court of Common Pleas; the District
Court Administrator; the Lackawanna County District
Attorney’s Office; the Lackawanna County Public Defend-
er’s Office; the Lackawanna County Clerk of Judicial
Records Office; the Lackawanna County Adult Probation





[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1608. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
Title 58—RECREATION
PENNSYLVANIA GAMING CONTROL BOARD
[ 58 PA. CODE CH. 587 ]
Raise It Up Stud Poker; Temporary Regulations
The Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board (Board), un-
der its general authority in 4 Pa.C.S. § 13A03(b) (relating
to temporary table game regulations), enacted by the act
of January 7, 2010 (P. L. 1, No. 1) (Act 1), and the specific
authority in 4 Pa.C.S. § 13A02(1) and (2) (relating to
regulatory authority), adds Chapter 587 (relating to Raise
It Up Stud Poker) to read as set forth in Annex A.
Explanation of Chapter 587
Section 587.1 (relating to definitions) contains the
definitions for terms used in Raise It Up Stud Poker.
Section 587.2 (relating to Raise It Up Stud Poker table
physical characteristics) contains the requirements per-
taining to the tables and other equipment used in the
play of the game.
Section 587.3 (relating to cards; number of decks)
addresses the number of decks that are used in Raise It
Up Stud Poker and the frequency with which the decks
are to be changed. Sections 587.4 and 587.5 (relating to
opening of the table for gaming; and shuffle and cut of
the cards) set forth the procedures for the inspection,
shuffling and cutting of the cards before they are dealt.
Sections 587.6 and 587.7 (relating to Raise It Up Stud
Poker hand rankings; and wagers) set forth the rank of
the cards for the purpose of determining a winning hand
and specifies which wagers are authorized for use at the
game and when those wagers are to be placed.
Sections 587.8—587.10 (relating to procedure for deal-
ing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure for
dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures for
dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe) specify
the procedures for the dealing of the cards to each patron.
Section 587.11 (relating to procedures for completion of
each round of play) addresses how the dealer is to
evaluate whether a patron’s hand is a winning hand. This
section also addresses the procedures for collecting cards,
collecting loosing wagers and paying out winning wagers.
Section 587.12 (relating to payout odds; Envy Bonus;
rate of progression) addresses the payout odds for permis-
sible wagers and § 587.13 (relating to irregularities)
specifies how irregularities in the play of the game are to
be handled. Section 587.14 (relating to surveillance cover-
age; minimum staffing; training) addresses the surveil-
lance coverage, staffing requirements and the training
required to offer the game.
Affected Parties
This temporary rulemaking will allow certificate hold-
ers additional options on how to conduct table games at
their licensed facilities.
Fiscal Impact
Commonwealth. The Board does not expect that this
temporary rulemaking will have fiscal impact on the
Board or other Commonwealth agencies. Internal control
procedures submitted by certificate holders related to
table games Rules Submissions will be reviewed by
existing Board staff.
Political subdivisions. This temporary rulemaking will
not have direct fiscal impact on political subdivisions of
this Commonwealth. Host municipalities and counties
will benefit from the local share funding that is mandated
by Act 1.
Private sector. This temporary rulemaking will give
certificate holders some additional flexibility as to how
they conduct table games. It is anticipated that this
temporary rulemaking will have an impact only on
certificate holders, which are not small businesses.
General public. This temporary rulemaking will not
have direct fiscal impact on the general public.
Paperwork Requirements
If a certificate holder elects to offer new games for play
at the licensed facility, the certificate holder will be
required to submit an updated Rules Submission reflect-
ing the changes.
Effective Date
This temporary rulemaking will become effective upon
publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Public Comments
While this temporary rulemaking will be effective upon
publication, the Board is seeking comments from the
public and affected parties as to how this temporary
rulemaking might be improved. Interested persons are
invited to submit written comments, suggestions or objec-
tions regarding this temporary rulemaking within 30
days after the date of publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin to Susan A. Yocum, Assistant Chief Counsel,
Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board, P.O. Box 69060,
Harrisburg, PA 17106-9060, Attention: Public Comment
on Regulation #125-173.
Contact Person
The contact person for questions about this temporary
rulemaking is Susan A. Yocum, Assistant Chief Counsel,
(717) 346-8300.
Regulatory Review
Under 4 Pa.C.S. § 13A03(b), the Board’s authority to
adopt temporary regulations governing the rules of new
table games does not expire. Additionally, temporary
regulations adopted by the Board are not subject to
sections 201—205 of the act of July 31, 1968 (P. L. 769,
No. 240) (45 P. S. §§ 1201—1205), known as the Com-
monwealth Documents Law (CDL), the Regulatory Re-
view Act (71 P. S. §§ 745.1—745.12) and sections 204(b)
and 301(10) of the Commonwealth Attorneys Act (71 P. S.
§§ 732-204(b) and 732-301(10)). These temporary regula-
tions expire 2 years after publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
Findings
The Board finds that:
(1) Under 4 Pa.C.S. § 13A03(b), the temporary regula-
tions are exempt from the Regulatory Review Act, sec-
tions 201—205 of the CDL and sections 204(b) and
301(10) of the Commonwealth Attorneys Act.
(2) The adoption of the temporary regulations is neces-
sary and appropriate for the administration and enforce-
ment of 4 Pa.C.S. Part II (relating to gaming).
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Order
The Board, acting under 4 Pa.C.S. Part II, orders that:
(1) The regulations of the Board, 58 Pa. Code, are
amended by adding §§ 587.1—587.14 to read as set forth
in Annex A.
(2) The temporary regulations are effective August 31,
2013.
(3) The temporary regulations will be posted on the
Board’s web site and published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
(4) The temporary regulations are subject to amend-
ment as deemed necessary by the Board.
(5) The Chairperson of the Board shall certify this
order and Annex A and deposit them with the Legislative
Reference Bureau as required by law.
WILLIAM H. RYAN, Jr.,
Chairperson




PART VII. GAMING CONTROL BOARD
Subpart K. TABLE GAMES
CHAPTER 587. RAISE IT UP STUD POKER
Sec.
587.1. Definitions.
587.2. Raise It Up Stud Poker table physical characteristics.
587.3. Cards; number of decks.
587.4. Opening of the table for gaming.
587.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards.
587.6. Raise It Up Stud Poker hand rankings.
587.7. Wagers.
587.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe.
587.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the hand.
587.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an automated dealing
shoe.
587.11. Procedures for completion of each round of play.
587.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression.
587.13. Irregularities.
587.14 Surveillance coverage; minimum staffing; training.
§ 587.1. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this
chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise:
Community card—A card which is used by all players
to form the best possible five-card Poker hand.
Envy Bonus—An additional fixed sum payout made to a
player who placed a Progressive Payout Wager when
another player at the Raise It Up Stud Poker table is the
holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand.
Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand—A hand with a rank of
an ace, king, queen straight flush as defined in § 587.6(c)
(relating to Raise it Up Stud Poker hand rankings).
Fold—The withdrawal of a player from a round of play
by not making a Play Wager.
Push—A player’s hand that results in neither payment
on nor collection of the player’s wagers.
§ 587.2. Raise It Up Stud Poker table physical char-
acteristics.
(a) Raise It Up Stud Poker shall be played on a table
having betting positions for no more than six players on
one side of the table and a place for the dealer on the
opposite side of the table.
(b) The layout for a Raise It Up Stud Poker table shall
be submitted to the Bureau of Gaming Operations and
approved in accordance with § 601a.10(a) (relating to
approval of table game layouts, signage and equipment)
and contain, at a minimum:
(1) The name or logo of the certificate holder.
(2) Three separate betting areas designated for the
placement of the Ante, Blind and Play Wagers for each
player.
(3) Separate areas designated for the placement of the
three community cards located directly in front of the
table inventory container. One area must be inscribed 4th
Street, a second area inscribed 5th Street and a third
area inscribed 6th Street.
(4) If the certificate holder offers the optional Progres-
sive Payout Wager authorized under § 587.7(d)(4) (relat-
ing to wagers), a separate area designated for the place-
ment of the Progressive Payout Wager for each player.
(5) If the certificate holder offers the optional Six Card
Bonus Wager authorized under § 587.7(d)(5), a separate
area designated for the placement of the Six Card Bonus
Wager for each player.
(6) Inscriptions that advise patrons of the payout odds
or amounts for all permissible wagers and the rules
governing the required amount of the Play Wager as a
multiple of the player’s Ante Wager. If the information is
not inscribed on the layout, a sign that sets forth the
required information must be posted at each Raise It Up
Stud Poker table.
(c) If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout
Wager, in accordance with § 587.7(d)(4), the Raise It Up
Stud Poker table must have a progressive table game
system, in accordance with § 605a.7 (relating to progres-
sive table game systems), for the placement of Progres-
sive Payout Wagers. The progressive table game system
must include:
(1) A wagering device at each betting position that
acknowledges or accepts the placement of the Progressive
Payout Wager.
(2) A device that controls or monitors the placement of
Progressive Payout Wagers at the gaming table including
a mechanism, such as a lock-out button, that prevents the
recognition of a Progressive Payout Wager that a player
attempts to place after the dealer has announced ‘‘no
more bets.’’
(d) Each Raise It Up Stud Poker table must have a
drop box and a tip box attached on the same side of the
gaming table as, but on opposite sides of, the dealer, as
approved by the Bureau of Casino Compliance in accord-
ance with § 601a.10(g). The Bureau of Casino Compliance
may approve an alternative location for the tip box when
a card shuffling device or other table game equipment
prevents the placement of the drop box and tip box on the
same side of the gaming table as, but on opposite sides of,
the dealer.
(e) Each Raise It Up Stud Poker table must have a
discard rack securely attached to the top of the dealer’s
side of the table.
§ 587.3. Cards; number of decks.
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), Raise It Up
Stud Poker shall be played with one deck of cards and
one cover card.
(b) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized,
Raise It Up Stud Poker may be played with two decks of
cards in accordance with the following requirements:
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(1) The cards in each deck must be of the same design.
The backs of the cards in one deck must be of a different
color than the cards included in the other deck.
(2) One deck shall be shuffled and stored in the
automated card shuffling device while the other deck is
being used to play the game.
(3) Both decks are continually alternated in and out of
play, with each deck being used for every other round of
play.
(4) The cards from only one deck shall be placed in the
discard rack at any given time.
(c) The decks of cards used in Raise It Up Stud Poker
shall be changed at least every:
(1) Four hours if the cards are dealt by hand.
(2) Eight hours if the cards are dealt from a manual or
automated dealing shoe.
§ 587.4. Opening of the table for gaming.
(a) After receiving one or more decks of cards at the
table, the dealer shall inspect the cards for defects. The
floorperson assigned to the table shall verify the inspec-
tion.
(b) After the cards are inspected, the cards shall be
spread out face up on the table for visual inspection by
the first player to arrive at the table. The cards shall be
spread out in horizontal fan shaped columns by deck
according to suit and in sequence.
(c) After the first player arriving at the table has been
afforded an opportunity to visually inspect the cards, the
cards shall be turned face down on the table, mixed
thoroughly by a washing of the cards and stacked. Once
the cards have been stacked, the cards shall be shuffled
in accordance with § 587.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of
the cards).
(d) If an automated card shuffling device is utilized
and two decks of cards are received at the table, each
deck of cards shall be spread for inspection, mixed,
stacked and shuffled in accordance with subsections
(a)—(c).
(e) If the decks of cards received at the table are
preinspected and preshuffled in accordance with
§ 603a.16(u) or (v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage,
inspection and removal from use), subsections (a)—(d) do
not apply.
§ 587.5. Shuffle and cut of the cards.
(a) Immediately prior to commencement of play, unless
the cards were preshuffled in accordance with
§ 603a.16(u) or (v) (relating to cards; receipt, storage,
inspection and removal from use), after each round of
play has been completed or when directed by a
floorperson or above, the dealer shall shuffle the cards,
either manually or by use of an automated card shuffling
device, so that the cards are randomly intermixed. Upon
completion of the shuffle, the dealer or automated card
shuffling device shall place the deck of cards in a single
stack. The certificate holder may use an automated card
shuffling device which, upon completion of the shuffling of
the cards, inserts the stack of cards directly into a dealing
shoe.
(b) If an automated card shuffling device is being used,
which counts the number of cards in the deck after the
completion of each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards
are present, and the device reveals that an incorrect
number of cards are present, the deck shall be removed
from the table.
(c) After the cards have been shuffled and stacked, the
dealer shall:
(1) If the cards were shuffled using an automated card
shuffling device, deal the cards in accordance with
§ 587.8, § 587.9 or § 587.10 (relating to procedure for
dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure
for dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures for
dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe).
(2) If the cards were shuffled manually or were pre-
shuffled, cut the cards in accordance with subsection (d).
(d) If a cut of the cards is required, the dealer shall
place the cover card in the stack at least ten cards in
from the top of the stack. Once the cover card has been
inserted, the dealer shall take all cards above the cover
card and the cover card and place them on the bottom of
the stack. The stack of cards shall then be inserted into
the dealing shoe for the commencement of play.
(e) After the cards have been cut and before any cards
have been dealt, a floorperson or above may require the
cards to be recut if the floorperson determines that the
cut was performed improperly or in any way that might
affect the integrity or fairness of the game.
(f) If there is no gaming activity at a Raise It Up Stud
Poker table that is open for gaming, the cards shall be
removed from the dealing shoe and the discard rack and
spread out on the table face down unless a player
requests that the cards be spread face up on the table.
After the first player is afforded an opportunity to
visually inspect the cards, the procedures in § 587.4(c)
(relating to opening of the table for gaming) and this
section shall be completed.
(g) A certificate holder may utilize a dealing shoe or
other device that automatically reshuffles and counts the
cards provided that the device is submitted and approved
in accordance with § 461a.4 (relating to submission for
testing and approval) prior to its use in the licensed
facility. If a certificate holder is utilizing the approved
device, subsections (d)—(f) do not apply.
§ 587.6. Raise It Up Stud Poker hand rankings.
(a) The rank of the cards used in Raise It Up Stud
Poker, in order of highest to lowest rank, shall be: ace,
king, queen, jack, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2. Notwith-
standing the foregoing, an ace may be used to complete a
straight flush or a straight formed with a 2, 3, 4 and 5
but may not be combined with any other sequence of
cards (for example: king, queen, ace, 2 and 3). All suits
shall be equal in rank.
(b) The permissible five-card Poker hands in the game
of Raise It Up Stud Poker, in order of highest to lowest
rank, shall be:
(1) A royal flush, which is a hand consisting of an ace,
king, queen, jack and 10 of the same suit.
(2) A straight flush, which is a hand, other than a royal
flush, consisting of five cards of the same suit in consecu-
tive ranking.
(3) A four-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of four
cards of the same rank.
(4) A full house, which is a hand consisting of a
three-of-a-kind and a pair.
(5) A flush, which is a hand consisting of five cards of
the same suit, not in consecutive order.
(6) A straight, which is a hand consisting of five cards
of more than one suit and of consecutive rank.
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(7) A three-of-a-kind, which is a hand consisting of
three cards of the same rank.
(8) Two pairs, which is a hand consisting of two pairs.
(9) One pair, which is a hand consisting of two cards of
the same rank.
(c) For purposes of the Pair Plus Wager authorized
under § 587.7(d)(3) (relating to wagers) and the Progres-
sive Payout Wager authorized under § 587.7(d)(4), the
permissible three-card Poker hands must be:
(1) A straight flush, which is three cards of the same
suit in consecutive rank.
(2) A three-of-a-kind, which is three cards of the same
rank.
(3) A straight, which is three cards of consecutive rank.
(4) A flush, which is three cards of the same suit.
(5) A pair, which is two cards of the same rank.
§ 587.7. Wagers.
(a) Wagers at Raise It Up Stud Poker shall be made by
placing value chips, plaques or other Board-approved
wagering instruments on the appropriate betting areas of
the table layout. Verbal wagers accompanied by cash may
not be accepted.
(b) Only players who are seated at the Raise It Up
Stud Poker table may place a wager at the game. Once a
player has placed a wager and received cards, that player
shall remain seated until the completion of the round of
play. If a player leaves the table during a round of play,
any wagers made by the player may be considered
abandoned and may be treated as losing wagers.
(c) All Ante, Blind, Pair Plus, Progressive Payout and
Six Card Bonus Wagers shall be placed prior to the dealer
announcing ‘‘no more bets’’ in accordance with the dealing
procedure in § 587.8, § 587.9 or § 587.10 (relating to
procedure for dealing the cards from a manual dealing
shoe; procedure for dealing the cards from the hand; and
procedures for dealing the cards from an automated
dealing shoe). Except as provided in § 587.11(b), (d) and
(f) (relating to procedures for completion of each round of
play), a wager may not be made, increased or withdrawn
after the dealer announces ‘‘no more bets’’ and begins
dealing the cards.
(d) The following wagers may be placed in the game of
Raise It Up Stud Poker:
(1) To participate in a round of play, a player shall
place an Ante Wager and a Blind Wager, equal to the
player’s Ante Wager, that the three cards dealt to the
player and the three community cards will form a pair of
10s or better as described in § 587.6(b) (relating to Raise
It Up Stud Poker hand rankings).
(2) In accordance with § 587.11(b), (d) and (f), a Play
Wager that the three cards dealt to the player and the
three community cards will form a pair of 10s or better as
described in § 587.6(b).
(3) A Pair Plus Wager that the three cards dealt to the
player will form a pair or better as described in
§ 587.6(c).
(4) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2
(relating to table games Rules Submissions), a certificate
holder may offer to each player at a Raise It Up Stud
Poker table the option to make an additional Progressive
Payout Wager that the three cards dealt to the player will
form a pair or better as described in § 587.6(c). After
placing Ante and Blind Wagers, a player may make an
additional Progressive Payout Wager by placing a value
chip into the progressive wagering device designated for
that player. Each player shall be responsible for verifying
that the player’s respective Progressive Payout Wager has
been accepted.
(5) If specified in its Rules Submission under § 601a.2,
a certificate holder may offer to each player at a Raise It
Up Stud Poker table the option to make an additional Six
Card Bonus Wager that the three cards dealt to the
player and the three community cards will form a
three-of-a-kind or better as described in § 587.6(b).
(e) A player may not wager on more than one player
position at a Raise It Up Stud Poker table.
§ 587.8. Procedure for dealing the cards from a
manual dealing shoe.
(a) If a manual dealing shoe is used, the dealing shoe
must be located on the table in a location approved by the
Bureau of Casino Compliance in accordance with
§ 601a.10(g) (relating to approval of table game layouts,
signage and equipment). Once the procedures required
under § 587.5 (relating to shuffle and cut of the cards)
have been completed, the stacked deck of cards shall be
placed in the dealing shoe either by the dealer or by the
automated card shuffling device.
(b) Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall an-
nounce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout
Wager is being offered, use the progressive table game
system to prevent the placement of additional Progressive
Payout Wagers. The dealer shall then collect any Progres-
sive Payout Wagers and, on the layout in front of the
table inventory container, verify that the number of value
chips wagered equals the number of Progressive Payout
Wagers accepted by the progressive table game system.
The dealer shall then place the value chips into the table
inventory container.
(c) Each card shall be removed from the dealing shoe
with the hand of the dealer that is the closest to the
dealing shoe and placed on the appropriate area of the
layout with the opposite hand.
(d) The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest
to the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a
clockwise manner, deal the cards, face down, as follows:
(1) Deal one card at a time to each player who placed
Ante and Blind Wagers in accordance with § 587.7(d)(1)
(relating to wagers) until each player who placed a wager
has three cards.
(2) Three cards to the area designated for the place-
ment of the community cards.
(e) After three cards have been dealt to each player
and three cards have been dealt to the area designated
for the community cards, the dealer shall remove the stub
from the manual dealing shoe and, except as provided in
subsection (f), place the stub in the discard rack without
exposing the cards.
(f) If an automated card shuffling device, which counts
the number of cards in the deck after the completion of
each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present,
is not being used, the dealer shall count the stub at least
once every 5 rounds of play to determine if the correct
number of cards are still present in the deck. The dealer
shall determine the number of cards in the stub by
counting the cards face down on the layout.
(g) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are
in the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard
rack without exposing the cards.
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(h) If the count of the stub indicates that the number
of cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall deter-
mine if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were
misdealt (a player has more or less than 2 cards or the
area designated for the placement of the community cards
has more or less than 3 cards) but 52 cards remain in the
deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be
returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt,
all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to
the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed
from the table.
§ 587.9. Procedure for dealing the cards from the
hand.
(a) If the cards are dealt from the dealer’s hand, the
following requirements shall be observed:
(1) An automated shuffling device shall be used to
shuffle the cards.
(2) After the procedures required under § 587.5 (relat-
ing to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed,
the dealer shall place the stacked deck of cards in either
hand. After the dealer has chosen the hand in which he
will hold the cards, the dealer shall continue to use that
hand whenever holding the cards during that round of
play. The cards held by the dealer shall be kept over the
table inventory container and in front of the dealer at all
times.
(3) Prior to dealing the cards, the dealer shall an-
nounce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progressive Payout
Wager is being offered, use the progressive table game
system to prevent the placement of additional Progressive
Payout Wagers. If any Progressive Payout Wagers have
been made, the dealer shall then collect the wagers and,
on the layout in front of the table inventory container,
verify that the number of value chips wagered equals the
number of Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the
progressive table game system. The dealer shall then
place the value chips into the table inventory container.
(b) The dealer shall, starting with the player farthest
to the dealer’s left and continuing around the table in a
clockwise manner, deal the cards, face down, as follows:
(1) Deal one card at a time to each player who placed
Ante and Blind Wagers in accordance with § 587.7(d)(1)
(relating to wagers) until each player who placed a wager
has three cards.
(2) Three cards to the area designated for the place-
ment of the community cards.
(c) After three cards have been dealt to each player
and three cards have been dealt to the area designated
for the community cards, the dealer shall, except as
provided in subsection (d), place the stub in the discard
rack without exposing the cards.
(d) If an automated card shuffling device, which counts
the number of cards in the deck after the completion of
each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present,
is not being used, the dealer shall count the stub at least
once every 5 rounds of play to determine if the correct
number of cards are still present in the deck. The dealer
shall determine the number of cards in the stub by
counting the cards face down on the layout.
(e) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are
in the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard
rack without exposing the cards.
(f) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of
cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine
if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a
player has more or less than 2 cards or the area
designated for the placement of the community cards has
more or less than 3 cards) but 52 cards remain in the
deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be
returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt,
all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to
the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed
from the table.
§ 587.10. Procedures for dealing the cards from an
automated dealing shoe.
(a) If the cards are dealt from an automated dealing
shoe, the following requirements shall be observed:
(1) After the procedures required under § 587.5 (relat-
ing to shuffle and cut of the cards) have been completed,
the cards shall be placed in the automated dealing shoe.
(2) Prior to the dealing shoe dispensing any stacks, the
dealer shall announce ‘‘no more bets’’ and, if the Progres-
sive Payout Wager is being offered, use the progressive
table game system to prevent the placement of additional
Progressive Payout Wagers. The dealer shall then collect
any Progressive Payout Wagers and, on the layout in
front of the table inventory container, verify that the
number of value chips wagered equals the number of
Progressive Payout Wagers accepted by the progressive
table game system. The dealer shall then place the value
chips into the table inventory container.
(b) The dealer shall deliver the first stack of three
cards dispensed by the automated dealing shoe face down
to the player farthest to the dealer’s left who has placed
Ante and Blind Wagers in accordance with § 587.7(d)(1)
(relating to wagers). As the remaining stacks are dis-
pensed to the dealer by the automated dealing shoe, the
dealer shall, moving clockwise around the table, deliver a
stack face down to each of the other players who has
placed Ante and Blind Wagers. The dealer shall then
deliver a stack of three cards face down to the area
designated for the placement of the three community
cards.
(c) After each stack of three cards has been dispensed
and delivered in accordance with subsection (b), the
dealer shall remove the stub from the automated dealing
shoe and, except as provided in subsection (d), place the
stub in the discard rack without exposing the cards.
(d) If an automated card shuffling device that counts
the number of cards in the deck after the completion of
each shuffle and indicates whether 52 cards are present
is not being used, the dealer shall count the stub at least
once every 5 rounds of play to determine that the correct
number of cards are still present in the deck. The dealer
shall determine the number of cards in the stub by
counting the cards face down on the layout.
(e) If the count of the stub indicates that 52 cards are
in the deck, the dealer shall place the stub in the discard
rack without exposing the cards.
(f) If the count of the stub indicates that the number of
cards in the deck is incorrect, the dealer shall determine
if the cards were misdealt. If the cards were misdealt (a
player has more or less than 2 cards or the area
designated for the placement of the community cards has
more or less than 3 cards) but 52 cards remain in the
deck, all hands shall be void and all wagers shall be
returned to the players. If the cards were not misdealt,
all hands shall be void, all wagers shall be returned to
the players and the entire deck of cards shall be removed
from the table.
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§ 587.11. Procedures for completion of each round
of play.
(a) After the dealing procedures required under
§ 587.8, § 587.9 or § 587.10 (relating to procedure for
dealing the cards from a manual dealing shoe; procedure
for dealing the cards from the hand; and procedures for
dealing the cards from an automated dealing shoe) have
been completed, each player shall examine his cards,
subject to the following limitations:
(1) Each player who wagers at Raise It Up Stud Poker
shall be responsible for his own hand and no person other
than the dealer and the player to whom the cards were
dealt may touch the cards of that player.
(2) Each player shall keep his cards in full view of the
dealer at all times.
(3) A player may not exchange or communicate infor-
mation regarding his hand prior to the dealer revealing
all of the community cards. A violation shall result in a
forfeiture of all wagers on that round by that person.
(b) After each player has examined his cards and
replaced them face down on the layout, the dealer shall,
beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s left and
moving clockwise around the table, ask each player who
placed an Ante Wager if he wishes to check or place a
Play Wager in an amount equal to one, two or three times
the amount of the player’s Ante Wager.
(c) Once all players have either checked or placed a
Play Wager, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the first
community card and place it in the 4th Street box on the
layout.
(d) Each player shall then either check or place a Play
Wager in an amount equal to one or two times the
amount of the player’s Ante Wager.
(e) Once all remaining players have either checked or
placed a Play Wager, the dealer shall turn over and
reveal the second community card and place it in the 5th
Street box on the layout.
(f) Each player shall then either place a Play Wager in
an amount equal to the amount of the player’s Ante
Wager or fold. If a player folds, the Ante and Blind
Wagers shall be immediately collected and placed in the
table inventory container and the folded hand shall be
collected and placed in the discard rack unless the player
made a Progressive Payout or Six Card Bonus Wager in
which case the cards shall be left on the table until all
wagers are resolved in accordance with subsection (i).
(g) If a player has placed an Ante, Blind and a
Progressive Payout or Six Card Bonus Wager but does not
make a Play Wager, the player shall forfeit the Ante,
Blind and Progressive Payout Wager but does not forfeit
the eligibility to receive an Envy Bonus under
§ 587.12(e)(5) (relating to payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate
of progression) or a Six Card Bonus payout under
§ 587.12(f).
(h) Once all remaining players have either placed a
Play Wager or folded, the dealer shall turn over and
reveal the third community card and place it in the 6th
Street box on the layout.
(i) Beginning with the player farthest to the dealer’s
right and continuing around the table in a counterclock-
wise direction, the dealer shall turn over and reveal the
player’s three cards and complete the following applicable
procedures in succession for each player:
(1) If a player placed a Pair Plus Wager, the dealer
shall form the highest possible ranking three-card hand.
If the player’s three cards form a pair or better, as
described in § 587.6(c) (relating to Raise It Up Stud
Poker hand rankings), the dealer shall pay each winning
Pairs Plus Wager in accordance with the payout odds in
§ 587.12(a).
(2) The dealer shall form the highest possible ranking
five-card hand from the player’s three cards and the three
community cards. If a player’s highest ranking five-card
hand:
(i) Does not contain a pair of 10s or better, as described
in § 587.6(b), the dealer shall collect the player’s Ante,
Blind and Play Wagers.
(ii) Contains a pair of 10s or better, as described in
§ 587.6(b), the dealer shall pay each player’s winning
Ante, Play and Blind Wagers in accordance with
§ 587.12(b)—(d).
(3) After settling the player’s Pair Plus, Ante, Play and
Blind Wagers, the dealer shall settle the Progressive
Payout or Six Card Bonus Wager, if offered by the
certificate holder, as follows:
(i) If a player placed a Progressive Payout Wager and
the player’s three cards contain a straight or better, the
dealer shall:
(A) Verify that the hand is a winning hand.
(B) Verify that the appropriate light on the progressive
table game system has been illuminated.
(C) Have a floorperson or above validate the progres-
sive payout in accordance with the certificate holder’s
approved internal control procedures.
(D) Pay the winning Progressive Payout Wager in
accordance with § 587.12(e)(1). If a player has won a
progressive payout that is 100% of the jackpot amount on
the progressive meter, the progressive payout may not be
paid from the table inventory container. If a player has
won a progressive payout that is not being paid from the
table inventory container, the cards of that player shall
remain on the table until the necessary documentation
has been completed.
(E) Pay any Envy Bonus won in accordance with
§ 587.12(e)(5). Players making a Progressive Payout Wa-
ger shall receive an Envy Bonus when another player at
the same Raise It Up Stud Poker table is the holder of an
Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. Players are entitled to
multiple Envy Bonuses if more than one player is the
holder of an Envy Bonus Qualifying Hand. A player is not
entitled to an Envy Bonus for his own hand.
(ii) If a player has placed a Six Card Bonus Wager and
the player’s three cards and the three community cards
form a three-of-a-kind or better, the dealer shall pay the
winning Six Card Bonus Wager in accordance with
§ 587.12(f).
(j) After all wagers have been settled, the dealer shall
remove all remaining cards from the table and place them
in the discard rack in a manner that permits the
reconstruction of each hand in the event of a question or
dispute.
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§ 587.12. Payout odds; Envy Bonus; rate of progression.
(a) A player placing a Pair Plus Wager shall be paid at the odds in one of the following paytables selected by the
certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2 (relating to table games Rules Submissions):
Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D
Straight flush 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1 40 to 1
Three-of-a-kind 30 to 1 25 to 1 30 to 1 30 to 1
Straight 6 to 1 6 to 1 5 to 1 6 to 1
Flush 4 to 1 4 to 1 4 to 1 3 to 1
Pair 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1 1 to 1
(b) A certificate holder shall pay each winning Ante Wager at odds of 1 to 1.
(c) A certificate holder shall pay each winning Play Wager in accordance with the following odds:
Hand Payout
Royal flush 100 to 1
Straight flush 20 to 1
Four-of-a-kind 10 to 1
Full house 6 to 1
Flush 5 to 1
Straight 4 to 1
Three-of-a-kind 3 to 1
Two pair 3 to 2
Pair of 10s or better 1 to 1
(d) A certificate holder shall pay each winning Blind Wager in accordance with the following odds:
Hand Payout
Royal flush 1,000 to 1
Straight flush 200 to 1
Four-of-a-kind 30 to 1
Full house 4 to 1
Flush 3 to 1
Straight 2 to 1
Three-of-a-kind 1 to 1
Two pair Push
Pair of 10s or better Push
(e) If a certificate holder offers the Progressive Payout Wager:
(1) The certificate holder shall pay each winning Progressive Payout Wager in accordance with the following odds:
Hand Payout
Ace, king and queen
of spades
100% of meter




Straight flush 70 for 1
Three-of-a-kind 60 for 1
Straight 6 for 1
(2) A player shall receive the payout for only the highest ranking hand formed from the player’s two cards and the
three community cards.
(3) The rate of progression for the meter used for the progressive payouts in paragraph (1) must be in the certificate
holder’s Rules Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2 and be at least 14%. The initial and reset amount must also
be in the certificate holder’s Rules Submission and must be at least $1,000.
(4) Winning Progressive Payout Hands shall be paid in accordance with the amount on the meter when it is the
player’s turn to be paid in accordance with § 587.11(i)(3)(i) (relating to procedures for completion of each round of play).
(5) Envy Bonus payouts shall be made according to the following payout schedules for every Envy Bonus Qualifying
Hand based upon the amount of the Progressive Payout Wager placed by the player receiving the Envy Bonus:
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$1 Progressive Payout Wager
Hand Envy Bonus
Ace, king and queen
of spades
$100




$5 Progressive Payout Wager
Hand Envy Bonus
Ace, king and queen
of spades
$500




(f) A certificate holder shall pay each winning Six Card Bonus Wager at the odds in one of the following paytables
selected by the certificate holder in its Rules Submission filed in accordance with § 601a.2:
Hand Paytable A Paytable B Paytable C Paytable D
Royal flush 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1 1,000 to 1
Straight flush 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1 200 to 1
Four-of-a-kind 50 to 1 50 to 1 100 to 1 100 to 1
Full house 25 to 1 25 to 1 20 to 1 20 to 1
Flush 20 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1 15 to 1
Straight 10 to 1 10 to 1 9 to 1 10 to 1
Three-of-a-kind 5 to 1 5 to 1 8 to 1 7 to 1
§ 587.13. Irregularities.
(a) A card that is found face up in the shoe or the deck
while the cards are being dealt may not be used in that
round of play and shall be placed in the discard rack. If
more than one card is found face up in the shoe or the
deck during the dealing of the cards, all hands shall be
void, all wagers shall be returned to the players and the
cards shall be reshuffled.
(b) A card drawn in error without its face being
exposed shall be used as though it were the next card
from the shoe or the deck.
(c) If any player or the area designated for the place-
ment of the community cards is dealt an incorrect
number of cards, all hands shall be void, all wagers shall
be returned to the players and the cards shall be
reshuffled.
(d) If any of the community cards are exposed prior to
the dealer revealing the community cards in accordance
with § 587.11(c), (e) and (h) (relating to procedures for
completion of each round of play), all hands shall be void,
all wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards
shall be reshuffled.
(e) If an automated card shuffling device is being used
and the device jams, stops shuffling during a shuffle or
fails to complete a shuffle cycle, the cards shall be
reshuffled.
(f) If an automated dealing shoe is being used and the
device jams, stops dealing cards or fails to deal cards
during a round of play, the round of play shall be void, all
wagers shall be returned to the players and the cards
shall be removed from the device and reshuffled with any
cards already dealt.
(g) If an automated card shuffling device or automated
dealing shoe malfunctions and cannot be used, the auto-
mated card shuffling device or automated dealing shoe
shall be covered or have a sign indicating that the
automated card shuffling device or automated dealing
shoe is out of order placed on the device before any other
method of shuffling or dealing may be utilized at that
table.
§ 587.14. Surveillance coverage; minimum staffing;
training.
(a) A certificate holder offering Raise It Up Stud Poker
shall have at least one stationary camera dedicated for
each table.
(b) A certificate holder shall maintain at least one
dealer for each Raise It Up Stud Poker table.
(c) A floorperson may not supervise more than four







(6) Three Dice Football.
(d) A dealer who has completed a course of training in
accordance with § 611a.3(a) (relating to employee train-
ing by certificate holders) and would like to be trained to
deal Raise It Up Stud Poker shall successfully complete
training and a table test required under § 611a.5 (relat-
ing to table test; employee personnel file).
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1609. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
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NOTICES
DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND SECURITIES
Actions on Applications
The Department of Banking and Securities (Department), under the authority contained in the act of November 30,
1965 (P. L. 847, No. 356), known as the Banking Code of 1965; the act of December 14, 1967 (P. L. 746, No. 345), known
as the Savings Association Code of 1967; the act of May 15, 1933 (P. L. 565, No. 111), known as the Department of
Banking and Securities Code; and the act of December 19, 1990 (P. L. 834, No. 198), known as the Credit Union Code, has
taken the following action on applications received for the week ending August 20, 2013.
Under section 503.E of the Department of Banking and Securities Code (71 P. S. § 733-503.E), any person wishing to
comment on the following applications, with the exception of branch applications, may file their comments in writing with
the Department of Banking and Securities, Corporate Applications Division, 17 North Second Street, Suite 1300,
Harrisburg, PA 17101-2290. Comments must be received no later than 30 days from the date notice regarding receipt of
the application is published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The nonconfidential portions of the applications are on file at
the Department and are available for public inspection, by appointment only, during regular business hours. To schedule
an appointment, contact the Corporate Applications Division at (717) 783-2253. Photocopies of the nonconfidential




Date Name and Location of Applicant Action




Application for approval to acquire 100% of Prudential Savings Bank, Philadelphia.
Branch Applications
De Novo Branches
Date Name and Location of Applicant Location of Branch Action








Date Name and Location of Applicant Location of Branch Action
8-9-2013 Royal Bank America
Narberth
Montgomery County











The Department’s web site at www.dobs.state.pa.us includes public notices for more recently filed applications.
GLENN E. MOYER,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1610. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Applications, Actions and Special Notices
APPLICATIONS
THE CLEAN STREAMS LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN WATER ACT
APPLICATIONS FOR NATIONAL POLLUTION DISCHARGE ELIMINATION
SYSTEM (NPDES) PERMITS AND WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT (WQM)
PERMITS
This notice provides information about persons who have applied for a new, amended or renewed NPDES or WQM
permit, a permit waiver for certain stormwater discharges or submitted a Notice of Intent (NOI) for coverage under a
General Permit. The applications concern, but are not limited to, discharges regarding industrial, animal or sewage
waste, discharges to groundwater, discharges associated with municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4), stormwater
associated with construction activities or concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFO). This notice is provided in
accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
Location Permit Authority Application Type or Category
Section I NPDES Renewals
Section II NPDES New or Amendment
Section III WQM Industrial, Sewage or Animal Waste; Discharge into Groundwater
Section IV NPDES MS4 Individual Permit
Section V NPDES MS4 Permit Waiver
Section VI NPDES Individual Permit Stormwater Construction
Section VII NPDES NOI for Coverage under NPDES General Permits
For NPDES renewal applications in Section I, the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has made a
tentative determination to reissue these permits for 5 years subject to effluent limitations and monitoring and reporting
requirements in their current permits, with appropriate and necessary updated requirements to reflect new and changed
regulations and other requirements.
For applications for new NPDES permits and renewal applications with major changes in Section II, as well as
applications for MS4 Individual Permits and Individual Stormwater Construction Permits in Sections IV and VI, the
Department, based upon preliminary reviews, has made tentative determinations of proposed effluent limitations and
other terms and conditions for the permit applications. In accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 92a.32(d), the proposed
discharge of stormwater associated with construction activities will be managed in accordance with the requirements of
25 Pa. Code Chapter 102. These determinations are published as proposed actions for comments prior to taking final
actions.
Unless indicated otherwise, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region III Administrator has
waived the right to review or object to proposed NPDES permit actions under the waiver provision in 40 CFR 123.24(d).
Persons wishing to comment on NPDES applications are invited to submit statements to the contact office noted before
the application within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Persons wishing to comment on WQM permit
applications are invited to submit statements to the office noted before the application within 15 days from the date of
this public notice. Comments received within the respective comment periods will be considered in the final
determinations regarding the applications. A comment submittal should include the name, address and telephone number
of the writer and a concise statement to inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts
upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests for public hearings on applications. A public hearing may be held if the
responsible office considers the public response significant. If a hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing will be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. The
Department will postpone its final determination until after a public hearing is held.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid, service, including TDD users, or other accommodations to seek
additional information should contact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
I. NPDES Renewal Applications
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PA0246689—Sew Rande W. Brown













Muddy Run / 7-J Y
PA0248720—Sew Brian C. Nicodemus
6091 Cortland Road




Fleagle Run / 13-A Y
PA0085740—Sew Mill Creek Area
Municipal Authority
PO Box 4
Mill Creek, PA 17060
Huntingdon County /
Mill Creek Borough







Laurel Creek / 12-A Y
PA0248568—Sew James & Barbara Angelo




UNT Crooked Creek /
13-C
Y



















































II. Applications for New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Non-Waived
Permit Applications
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
PA0060054, Sewage, SIC Code 7011, Mt Airy 1 LLC, 42 Woodland Road, Mount Pocono, PA 18344-9703. Facility
Name: Mt Airy Casino & Resort. This existing facility is located in Paradise Township, Monroe County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Forest Hills Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 1-E and is classified for High
Quality Waters—Cold Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect
public water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.22 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen
(Interim) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX XXX
(Final) XXX XXX 7.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 1.0 XXX 2.0
Total Residual Chlorine
(final) XXX XXX XXX 0.5 XXX 1.0
CBOD5
(Interim) 45.9 XXX XXX 25 XXX 50
(Final) 18.35 XXX XXX 10 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids
(Interim) 55.0 XXX XXX 30 XXX 60
(Final) 18.35 XXX XXX 10 XXX 20
Total Dissolved Solids 1,835 XXX XXX 1,000 XXX 2000
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000




(Interim) Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
(Final) 18.35 XXX XXX 10.0 XXX XXX
Ammonia-Nitrogen
May 1 - Oct 31 (Interim) 5.5 XXX XXX 3.0 XXX 6.0
Nov 1 - Apr 30 (Interim) 16.5 XXX XXX 9.0 XXX 18.0
May 1 - Oct 31 (Final) 2.75 XXX XXX 1.5 XXX 3.0
Nov 1 - Apr 30 (Final) 8.26 XXX XXX 4.5 XXX 9
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Organic Carbon XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus 3.7 XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4.0






























In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Instream monitoring
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
570-826-5472.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
PA0045021, SIC Code 3479, Brightsmith, LLC, 120 Enterprise Avenue, Morrisville, PA 19067. Facility Name:
Brightsmith IWWTP. This existing facility is located in Falls Township, Bucks County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated industrial waste.
The receiving stream(s), Biles Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 2-E and is classified for Warm Water
Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0334 MGD.














Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0
Inst Min
XXX XXX 9.0
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.5 XXX 1.2
Temperature (°F) XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 110
Total Suspended Solids 8.4 16.7 XXX 30 60 75
Total Dissolved Solids 698 1,396 XXX 2,500 5,000 6250
Oil and Grease 4.2 XXX XXX 15 XXX 30
Total Aluminum 0.228 0.552 XXX Report XXX 2.05
Hexavalent Chromium 0.006 0.012 0.02 0.04
Daily Max
XXX 0.05
Total Chromium 0.11 0.271 XXX Report XXX 0.97
Total Copper 0.240 0.450 0.887 1.63
Daily Max
XXX 2.21
Free Available Cyanide Report Report Report Report
Daily Max
XXX Report
Total Cyanide 0.078 0.188 XXX Report XXX 0.70
Dissolved Iron 0.2 0.4 0.72 1.43
Daily Max
XXX 1.80
Total Iron 0.336 0.659 XXX Report XXX 2.50
Total Selenium Report Report Report
Daily Min
Report XXX Report
Total Zinc 0.380 0.867 1.37 3.13
Daily Max
XXX 3.42
PCBs (Dry Weather) (pg/L) XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 003 are based on a design flow of 0.000000 MGD.










pH (S.U.) XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Chemical Oxygen Demand XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Dissolved Iron XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Chemical Additives Requirements
• Approved Test Methods
• Change in Ownership
• Stormwater Requirements
• PCBs Requirements
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0244431, SIC Code 3731, Philadelphia Ship Repair, 1915 South 19th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19112. Facility
Name: Philadelphia Navy Yard Dry Dock 3. This existing facility is located in Philadelphia City, Philadelphia County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
wastewater and stormwater.
The receiving stream(s), Delaware River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3J and is classified for Warm Water
Fishes and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public
water supplies.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 002, 003, 004 are based on stormwater.










Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 011 are based on a design flow of 0.651 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Temperature (°F) XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 110
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 100 200
Max
XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX 15 30
Max
XXX
Total Copper XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Lead XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Zinc XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Ethylbenzene XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
Total Xylenes XXX XXX XXX Report Report XXX
PCBs (Dry Weather) (pg/L) XXX XXX XXX Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX







II. Requirements applicable to stormwater outfalls
III. PCB Minimization Plan and Monitoring
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0058025, SIC Code 4952, Upper Salford Township Montgomery County, P. O. Box 100, Salfordville, PA 18958.
Facility Name: Upper Salford Township Park STP. This existing facility is located in Upper Salford Township,
Montgomery County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Unnamed Tributary to Perkiomen Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-E and is
classified for Trout Stocking and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.0015 MGD.










Flow (GPD) Report XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 4.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.5 XXX 1.2
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX 10 XXX 20
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 10 XXX 20
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Ammonia-Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX 3.0 XXX 9.0
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:




• Dry swale discharge
• Notification of responsible operator
• O&M Plan
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
Southcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone: 717-705-
4707.
PA0043257, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, New Freedom Borough Authority, 49 East High Street, New Freedom, PA
17349. Facility Name: New Freedom Borough WWTP. This existing facility is located in New Freedom Borough, York
County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), South Branch Codorus Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 7-H and is classified
for Warm Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water
supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 2.25 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.20 XXX 0.66
CBOD5 469 751
Wkly Avg
XXX 25 40 50
BOD5
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 563 844
Wkly Avg
XXX 30 45 60
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1000




May 1 - Oct 31 19 XXX XXX 1.0 XXX 2.0
Nov 1 - Apr 30 56 XXX XXX 3.0 XXX 6.0
Total Phosphorus 18.8 XXX XXX 1.0 XXX 2.0
Total Copper XXX XXX XXX 0.012 0.024 0.030
The proposed monitoring requirements and, where appropriate, effluent limits for implementation of the Chesapeake
Bay Tributary Strategy are as follows for Outfall 001.
Mass (lbs) Concentration (mg/l)
Parameters Monthly Annual Minimum
Monthly
Average Maximum
Ammonia—N Report Report XXX Report XXX
Kjeldahl—N Report XXX XXX Report XXX
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Mass (lbs) Concentration (mg/l)
Parameters Monthly Annual Minimum
Monthly
Average Maximum
Nitrate-Nitrite as N Report XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Nitrogen Report Report XXX Report XXX
Total Phosphorus Report Report XXX Report XXX
Net Total Nitrogen Report 41095 XXX XXX XXX
Net Total Phosphorus Report 5479 XXX XXX XXX
* This permit contains conditions which authorize the permittee to apply nutrient reduction credits to meet the Net
Total Nitrogen and the Net Total Phosphorus effluent mass limits, under the Department’s Trading of Nutrients and
Sediment Reduction Credits Policy and Guidelines (Document #392-0900-001, December 30, 2006). The condition includes
the requirement to report the application of these credits in Supplemental Discharge Monitoring Reports (DMRs)
submitted to the Department.
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• To implement requirements applicable to stormwater outfalls.
• 1,700 lbs/yr of Total Nitrogen offsets was approved to be used for compliance with TN Cap Load.
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
717-705-4732.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect.
III. WQM Industrial Waste and Sewerage Applications under The Clean Streams Law
Southcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone: 717-705-
4707.
WQM Permit No. 5011401 A-1, Sewerage, Newport Borough Municipal Authority, 231 Main Street, Newport, PA
17074.
This proposed facility is located in Newport Borough, Perry County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Seeking permit amendment for approval to use the addition of chemicals for
dechlorination and the addition of air to increase Dissolved Oxygen in the chlorine contact tanks to achieve compliance
with the NPDES permit.
WQM Permit No. 2813402, Sewerage, Cumberland-Franklin Joint Municipal Authority, 725 Municipal Drive,
Shippensburg, PA 17257.
This proposed facility is located in Southampton Township, Franklin County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Upgrade of sewer lines from 8 to 12 lines to meet demand and future needs.
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
WQM Permit No. WQG018736, Sewage, Steven Caudill, 2871 Pleasant Drive, Warren, PA 16365.
This existing facility is located in Pleasant Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Transfer of existing permit for a Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant
from Ann Dipold to Steven Caudill.
WQM Permit No. WQG01431304, Sewage, June L. Halovanic, 314 Edgewood Drive, Grove City, PA 16127.
This proposed facility is located in Liberty Township, Mercer County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: New Small Flow Treatment Facility to repair malfunctioning on-lot system for
two homes at 1179 & 1187 Slippery Rock Road, Grove City, PA 16127.
WQM Permit No. 2069405, Sewage, Amendment, Keystone Utilities Group, Inc., 764 Bessemer Street, Suite 101,
Meadville, PA 16335.
This existing facility is located in Greenwood Township, Crawford County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Amendment to convert liquid sodium bisulfite dechlorination to tablet sodium
bisulfite dechlorination.
WQM Permit No. WQG01251310, Sewage, Marin Vasile, 2940 Reilly Road, Erie, PA 16510.
This proposed facility is located in Harborcreek Township, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant to repair a malfunctioning on-lot
system.
WQM Permit No. 2502412, Sewage, Transfer, Robert S. Miller Trust, P.O. Box 349, North East, PA 16428.
This existing facility is located in North East Township, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Transfer of existing permit for a Small Flow Treatment Facility from
Christopher R. Miller to the Robert S. Miller Trust.
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IV. NPDES Applications for Stormwater Discharges from MS4
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
PAI130522, MS4, Edgmont Township Delaware County, PO Box 267, Gradyville, PA 19039-0267. The application is
for a renewal of an individual NPDES permit for the discharge of stormwater from a regulated municipal separate storm
sewer system (MS4) to waters of the Commonwealth in Edgmont Township, Delaware County. The receiving stream(s),
Rocky Run, Unnamed Tributary to Big Run and Unnamed Tributary to Chester Creek, is located in State Water Plan
watershed 3-G and is classified for High Quality Waters—Trout Stocking, Mi, High Quality Waters—Cold Water Fishes,
Trout Stocking and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation.
The Department has made a tentative determination to issue the NPDES permit. Written comments on the application
and draft permit will be accepted for 30 days following publication of this notice. The period for comment may be
extended at the discretion of DEP for one additional 15-day period. You may make an appointment to review the DEP
files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at 484-250-5910.
The EPA waiver is not in effect.
V. Applications for NPDES Waiver Stormwater Discharges from MS4
VI. NPDES Individual Permit Applications for Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction
Activities







PAI014613009 Allison C. Mathern






Northeast Region: Watershed Management Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.







PAI024813005 East P I, LLC













PAI024507004R Kenneth A. Schuchman
P. O. Box 404
East Stroudsburg, PA 18301
Monroe Smithfield Township Marshalls Creek
(HQ-CWF, MF)
Northcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701












Clinton Gallagher Township Lick Run EV












UNTs to Rhoads Creek
(CWF) and Boone Creek
(CWF)
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VII. List of NOIs for NPDES and/or Other General Permit Types
PAG-12 CAFOs
CAFO Notices of Intent Received
Southcentral Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Telephone:
717-705-4707.
PAG123601, CAFO, Lamar D. Horst, 11599 Koons Road, Waynesboro, PA 17268-9606.
This proposed facility is located in Washington Township, Franklin County.
Description of Size and Scope of Proposed Operation/Activity: Seeking permit renewal for existing poultry operation.
The receiving stream, UNT West Branch Antietam Creek, is in watershed 13-C, and classified for: CWF.
The proposed effluent limits for the operation/activity include: Except for the chronic or catastrophic rainfall events
defined as over the 25-year/24-hour rain storms, the CAFO general permit is a non-discharge NPDES permit. Where
applicable, compliance with 40 CFR federal effluent limitation guidelines is required. The general permit requires no
other numeric effluent limitations and compliance with the Pennsylvania Nutrient Management Act and the Clean
Stream Law constitutes compliance with the state narrative water quality standards.
PAG123641, CAFO, Randall A. Andrews, Spring Maple Farm, 421 Penn Grant Road, Lancaster, PA 17602.
This proposed facility is located in West Lampeter Township, Lancaster County.
Description of Size and Scope of Proposed Operation/Activity: Seeking permit approval for expansion of an existing
poultry operation.
The receiving stream, UNT Pequea Creek, is in watershed 7-K, and classified for: WWF.
The proposed effluent limits for the operation/activity include: Except for the chronic or catastrophic rainfall events
defined as over the 25-year/24-hour rain storms, the CAFO general permit is a non-discharge NPDES permit. Where
applicable, compliance with 40 CFR federal effluent limitation guidelines is required. The general permit requires no
other numeric effluent limitations and compliance with the Pennsylvania Nutrient Management Act and the Clean
Stream Law constitutes compliance with the state narrative water quality standards.
STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
PROPOSED NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS RELATED TO APPLICATIONS
FOR NPDES PERMITS FOR CAFOs
This notice provides information about agricultural operations that have submitted nutrient management plans (NMPs)
for approval under 3 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5 and that have or anticipate submitting applications for new, amended or renewed
NPDES permits, or Notices of Intent (NOIs) for coverage under a general permit, for CAFOs, under 25 Pa. Code Chapter
92a. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing The Clean
Streams Law and the Federal Clean Water Act.
Based upon preliminary reviews, the State Conservation Commission (SCC) or County Conservation Districts (CCD)
working under a delegation agreement with the SCC have completed an administrative review of NMPs described. These
NMPs are published as proposed plans for comment prior to taking final actions. The NMPs are available for review at
the CCD office for the county where the agricultural operation is located. A list of CCD office locations is available at
http://www.nacdnet.org/about/districts/directory/pa.phtml or can be obtained from the SCC at the office address listed or
by calling (717) 787-8821.
Persons wishing to comment on an NMP are invited to submit a statement outlining their comments on the plan to the
CCD, with a copy to the SCC for each NMP, within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Comments received within
the respective comment periods will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NMPs. Comments should
include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to inform the SCC of the exact
basis of the comments and the relevant facts upon which they are based. Comments should be sent to the SCC,
Agriculture Building, Room 310, 2301 North Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid, service, including TDD users or other accommodations to seek
additional information should contact the SCC through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
APPLICATIONS
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLAN—PUBLIC NOTICE SPREADSHEET
Agricultural Operation















Mount Joy, PA 17552




3241 Blue Rock Road
Lancaster, PA 17603
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PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY (PWS)
PERMIT
Under the Pennsylvania Safe Drinking Water Act (35
P. S. §§ 721.1—721.17), the following parties have applied
for PWS permits to construct or substantially modify
public water systems.
Persons wishing to comment on permit applications are
invited to submit statements to the office listed before the
application within 30 days of this public notice. Com-
ments received within this 30-day comment period will be
considered in the formulation of the final determinations
regarding an application. A comment should include the
name, address and telephone number of the writer and a
concise statement to inform the Department of the exact
basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it
is based. A public hearing may be held after consideration
of comments received during the 30-day public comment
period.
Following the comment period, the Department will
make a final determination regarding the proposed per-
mit. Notice of this final determination will be published
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at which time this determi-
nation may be appealed to the Environmental Hearing
Board.
The permit application and related documents are on
file at the office listed before the application and available
for public review. Arrangements for inspection and copy-
ing information should be made with the office listed
before the application.
Persons with a disability that require an auxiliary aid,
service or other accommodations to participate during the
30-day public comment period should contact the office
listed before the application. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
SAFE DRINKING WATER
Applications Received Under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act
Southcentral Region: Water Supply Management Pro-
gram Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA
17110
Permit No. 6713511, Public Water Supply.








Type of Facility Public Water Supply





Description of Action A new booster pump station to
replace the existing Parr’s Hill
booster pump station. The
project will include three new
pumps with VFDs, a water
meter, and isolation valves.
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-
4745





[Township or Borough] Richhill Township





Type of Facility Water system
Consulting Engineer Bankson Engineers, Inc.





Description of Action Installation of a mixing system
in the Wind Ridge water storage
tank.





[Township or Borough] Franklin Township





Type of Facility Water system
Consulting Engineer Bankson Engineers, Inc.





Description of Action Installation of a mixing system
in the Waynesburg Reservoir.





[Township or Borough] Washington Township





Type of Facility Water system
Consulting Engineer Bankson Engineers, Inc.
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Description of Action Installation of a mixing system
in the Washington Township
water storage tank.





[Township or Borough] Washington Township





Type of Facility Water system
Consulting Engineer Bankson Engineers, Inc.





Description of Action Upgrades to the Ruff Creek
Pump Station.
MINOR AMENDMENT
Applications Received Under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-
4745





[Township or Borough] Franklin Township





Type of Facility Water system
Consulting Engineer Bankson Engineers, Inc.





Description of Action Installation of approximately
3,250 feet of 8-inch diameter
waterline.
Application No. 5613506MA, Minor Amendment.
Applicant Conemaugh Township
Municipal Authority
113 South Main Street
Davidsville, PA 15928
[Township or Borough] Richland Township




113 South Main Street
Davidsville, PA 15928
Type of Facility Water system






Description of Action Installation of a meter vault,
interconnection and
approximately 1,200 feet of
2-inch diameter waterline along
and adjacent to Eisenhower
Boulevard and Walsall Road.
Application No. 5613507MA, Minor Amendment.
Applicant Conemaugh Township
Municipal Authority
113 South Main Street
Davidsville, PA 15928
[Township or Borough] Richland Township




113 South Main Street
Davidsville, PA 15928
Type of Facility Water system






Description of Action Installation of approximately
1,100 feet of 2-inch diameter
waterline along Walsall Road.





[Township or Borough] Cumberland Township





Type of Facility Water system
Consulting Engineer Bankson Engineers, Inc.





Description of Action Installation of approximately
3,150 feet of 8-inch diameter
waterline.
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WATER ALLOCATIONS
Applications received under the Act of June 24,
1939 (P. L. 842, No. 365) (35 P. S. §§ 631—641)
relating to the Acquisition of Rights to Divert
Waters of the Commonwealth
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-
4745
WA2-1017, Water Allocations. Monroeville Munici-
pal Authority, 219 Speelman Lane, Monroeville, PA
15146, Allegheny County. The applicant is requesting
the right to purchase 5,000,000 gallons of water per day,




UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 1
Acknowledgment of Notices of Intent to Remediate
Submitted under the Land Recycling and Envi-
ronmental Remediation Standards Act (35 P. S.
§§ 6026.101—6026.907)
Sections 302—305 of the Land Recycling and Environ-
mental Remediation Standards Act (act) (35 P. S.
§§ 6026.302—6026.305) require the Department to pub-
lish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin an acknowledgment
noting receipt of Notices of Intent to Remediate. An
acknowledgment of the receipt of a Notice of Intent to
Remediate is used to identify a site where a person
proposes to, or has been required to, respond to a release
of a regulated substance at a site. A person intending to
use the background standard, Statewide health standard,
the site-specific standard or intend to remediate a site as
a special industrial area shall file a Notice of Intent to
Remediate with the Department. A Notice of Intent to
Remediate filed with the Department provides a brief
description of the location of the site, a list of known or
suspected contaminants at the site, the proposed remedia-
tion measures for the site and a description of the
intended future use of the site. A person who demon-
strates attainment of one or a combination of cleanup
standards or receives approval of a special industrial area
remediation identified under the act will be relieved of
further liability for the remediation of the site for con-
tamination identified in reports submitted to and ap-
proved by the Department. Furthermore, the person shall
not be subject to citizen suits or other contribution
actions brought by responsible persons not participating
in the remediation.
Under sections 304(n)(1)(ii) and 305(c)(2) of the act,
there is a 30-day public and municipal comment period
for sites proposed for remediation using a site-specific
standard, in whole or in part, and for sites remediated as
a special industrial area. This period begins when a
summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate is pub-
lished in a newspaper of general circulation in the area of
the site. For the following site, proposed for remediation
to a site-specific standard or as a special industrial area,
the municipality, within which the site is located, may
request to be involved in the development of the remedia-
tion and reuse plans for the site if the request is made
within 30 days of the date specified as follows. During
this comment period, the municipality may request that
the person identified as the remediator of the site develop
and implement a public involvement plan. Requests to be
involved and comments should be directed to the
remediator of the site.
For further information concerning the content of a
Notice of Intent to Remediate, contact the environmental
cleanup program manager in the Department regional
office listed before the notice. If information concerning
this acknowledgment is required in an alternative form,
contact the community relations coordinator at the appro-
priate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984.
The Department has received the following Notices of
Intent to Remediate:
Southeast Regional Office: Regional Manager, Environ-
mental Cleanup and Brownfields, 2 East Main Street,
Norristown, PA 19401, Telephone 484.250.5960.
Riegel Property, Plymouth Township, Montgomery
County. Tony Riegel, 624 Erlen Road, Plymouth Meeting,
PA 19462 on behalf of Richard D. Trimpi, Trimpi Associ-
ates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA 18073,
Robin Sigler, State Farm Insurance Company, P.O. Box
106110, Atlanta, GA 30348-6110 has submitted a Notice
of Intent to Remediate. Soil at the site has been impacted
with the release of no. 2 fuel oil. The future use of the
site will remain the same. A summary of the Notice of
Intent to Remediate was reported to have been published
in The Intelligencer on July 2, 2013.
Exelon Corporation Condensate Tank KIPC, Falls
Township, Bucks County. Dale Davis, Exelon Corpora-
tion, 990 Steel Road South, Fairless Hill, PA 19030 on
behalf of Colleen Costello, Langan Engineering and Envi-
ronmental Services, Inc., 2700 Kelly Road Suite 200,
Warrington, PA 18976, Kathleen Mayher, United States
Steel Corporation, 600 Gant Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15219,
Juddson W. Herr, Langan Engineering and Steel Corpora-
tion, 600 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, PA 18976 has submit-
ted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Soil at the site has
been impacted with the release of inorganics. The future
use of the site will remain the same. A summary of the
Notice of Intent to Remediate was reported to have been
published in the Bucks County Courier Times on March
12, 2013.
2400 South Street, City of Philadelphia, Philadel-
phia County. Michael Nice, P.E., Toll Brothers, Inc. 250
Gibraltar Road, Horsham, PA 19044 on behalf of Mark
Fortna, DelVal Soil & Environmental Consultants, Inc.
Sky Run II, Suite Al, 4050 Skyron Drive, Doylestown, PA
18902 has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Soil
at the site has been impacted with the release of lead and
unleaded gasoline. The future use of the site will remain
the same. A summary of the Notice of Intent to Remedi-
ate was reported to have been published in the Philadel-
phia Daily News on July 11, 2011.
Croydon Residence Property, Bristol Township,
Bucks County. Fannie Mae, 14221 Dallas Parkway,
Suite 1000, Dallas TX, 75254 on behalf of David L.
Reusswig, P.G., Groundwater Sciences Corporation, 2601
Market Place Street, Suite 310, Harrisburg PA 17110,
Gerry Galster, PA REO, Inc., 759 Bristol Pike, Bensalem,
PA 19020 has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate.
Soil at the site has been impacted with the release of no.
2 fuel oil. The future use of the site will remain the same.
A summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate was
reported to have been published in the Bucks County
Courier Times on July 19, 2013.
Sun Pipeline Lima Release Site, Middletown Town-
ship, Delaware County. Bruce Clark, CVS, 3 South
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Pennell Road, Lima, PA 19037 on behalf of Stephanie
Grillo, Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc., 440
Creamery Way, Suite 500, Exton, PA 19341, Carl G
Borkland, Sunoco Logistics Partners, L.P., 4041 Market
Street, Aston, PA 19014 has submitted a Notice of Intent
to Remediate. Soil and groundwater at the site has been
impacted with the release of mtbe. The future use of the
site will remain the same. A summary of the Notice to
Intent to Remediate was to have been published in the
Delaware County Daily Times on July 19, 2013.
Archibald Residence, Lower Southampton Township,
Montgomery County. David Archibald, 522 Rosewood
Avenue, Trevose, PA 19053 on behalf of Richard D.
Trimpi, Trimpi Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road,
Pennsburg, PA 18073, Jason Richards, c/o Nautilus Insur-
ance, Nautilus Insurance, 140 New Britain Blvd,
Chalfont, PA 18914 has submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate. Soil at the site has been impacted with the
release of no. 2 fuel oil. The future use of the site will
remain the same. A summary of the Notice of Intent to
Remediate was reported to have been published in the
Bucks County Courier Times on July 12, 2013.
2345-51 South Swanson Site, City of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia County. Eli Stein & Leon Silverman, S&S
Family Partnership of Philadelphia, PA, 230 South Broad
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102 on behalf of Thomas
Petrecz, Penn E&R, Inc. 2755 Bergey Road, Hatfield, PA
19440, Michael A. Christie, P.G., Penn Environmental &
Remediation, Inc., 2755 Bergey Road, Hatfield, PA 19440
has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Soil and
groundwater at the site has been impacted with the
release of other organics and inorganics. The future use of
the site will be non-residential for union headquarters
training facility and catering.
Bieberman Residence, Buckingham Township, Bucks
County. Jane Bieberman, 2726 Mill Road, Doylestown,
PA 18902 on behalf of Thomas Hippensteal, Envirosearch
Consulting, Inc., P.O. Box 940, Springhouse, PA 19477
has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Soil at the
site has been impacted with the release of no. 2 fuel oil.
The future use of the site will remain the same.
Wynnefield Place Senior Housing Development,
City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Tracy Pinson-
Reviere, Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority, 1234
Market Street, 16th Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19107 on
behalf of Mark Irani, P.G., Land Recycling Solutions,
LLC, 3101 Mouth Carmel Avenue, Suite 3, Glenside, PA
19038, Bill Canteen/Executive Director, Jim Polaski/
Executive V.P., Presby’s Inspired Life, 2000 Joshua Road,
Lafayette Hill, PA 19444 has submitted a Notice of Intent
to Remediate. Soil at the site has been impacted with the
release of no. 2 fuel oil. The future use of the site will
remain the same. A summary of the Notice of Intent to
Remediate was reported to have been published in the
Bucks County Courier Times on July 12, 2013.
The Reserve at Hidden Ponds, Richland Township,
Bucks County. Pamela A. Northrop, Hidden Ponds
Associates, L.P., 1574 Easton Road, Warrington, PA 18976
on behalf of James Cinelli, P.E., Liberty Environmental,
Inc. 50 North Fifth Street, 5th Floor, Reading, PA 19601
has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Soil at the
site has been impacted with the release of chlorobenzene,
1, 2-dichlorobenzene, 1, 3-dichlorobenze, 1, 4-dichoro-
benzene, trichlorobenzene, and 1, 2, 4-trichlorobenzene.
The intended future use of the property is residential.
Access Services, Norristown Borough, Montgomery
County. Phillip Chant, 45 Creek View Road, Perkasie,
PA 19844 on behalf of Valentine Dalavai, Access Services,
5 Office Center Drive, Suite 100, Fort Washington, PA
19034, Staci Cottone, J&J Environmental, P.O. Box 370,
Blue Bell, PA 19422 has submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate. Soil at the site has been impacted with the
release of no. 2 fuel oil. The future use of the site will
remain the same. A summary of the Notice of Intent to
Remediate was reported to have been published in the
Times Herald on July 18, 2013.
Schleinkofer Residence, Falls Township, Bucks
County. Christopher Daniel Bower, 44 Nightingale Lane,
Levittown, PA 19054 on behalf of Richard D. Trimpi,
Trimpi Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg,
PA 18073, Ty Gawlik, State Farm Insurance Company
Pennsylvania Fire Claims, P.O. Box 106110, Atlanta, GA
303048-6110 has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remedi-
ate. Soil at the site has been impacted with the release of
no. 2 fuel oil. The future use of the site will remain the
same. A summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate
was reported to have been published in the Bucks County
Courier Times on July 02, 2013.
Tadlock Residence, Falls Township, Bucks County.
John Tadlock, 21 Timothy Lane, Levittown, PA 19054 on
behalf of Richard D. Trimpi, Trimpi Associates, Inc., 1635
Old Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA 18073, Ty Gawlik, State
Farm Insurance Company, P.O. Box 8061, Ballston Spa,
NY 12020-8061 has submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate. Soil and groundwater at the site has been
impacted with the release of no. 2 fuel oil. The future use
of the site will remain the same. A summary of the Notice
of Intent to Remediate was reported to have been pub-
lished in the Bucks County Courier Times on October 13,
2010.
Ciocco Residence, Maple Township, Delaware
County. Ann Ciocco, 509 Collins Drive, Springfield, PA
19064 on behalf of Richard D. Trimpi, Trimpi Associates,
Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA 18073, Deb
Alessi, State Farm Insurance, P.O. Box 106110, Atlanta,
GA 30348-6110 has submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate. Soil at the site has been impacted with the
release of no. 2 fuel oil. The future use of the site will
remain the same. A summary of the Notice of Intent to
Remediate was reported to have been published in the
Springfield Press on June 19, 2013.
Magarity Ford, City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia
County. Charles Keefer, Bowman Properties, Ltd., 8238
Germantown Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19118 on behalf of
Andrew D. Hubley, Environmental Consulting, Inc., 2002
Renaissance Boulevard, Suite 110, King of Prussia, PA
19406, Richard S. Werner, P. G., Environmental Consult-
ing, Inc., 2002 Renaissance Boulevard, Suite 110, King of
Prussia, PA 19406 has submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate. Soil at the site has been impacted with the
release of pah’s. The future use of the site will remain the
same.
Northcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
fields Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williams-
port, PA 17701
Former College Gardens Nursery, 1173 Grays
Woods Boulevard, Paton Township, Centre County. Mr.
David Swetland, P.G. /Senior Geologist, Converse Consul-
tants, 2738 West College Avenue, State College, PA 16801,
on behalf of Mr. Nick Loutsik, LG, Inc., 450 West Broad
Street, Suite 313, Falls Church, VA 22406 has submitted
a Notice of Intent to Remediate. There was a release of
unleaded gasoline identified on April 1, 2013 during the
removal of an underground storage tank system at the
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facility. The probable future use of the site and off-site
properties will be for residential purposes. The Notice of
Intent to Remediate was published in The Centre Daily
Times on July 25, 2013.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-
4745
Comtech Industries Inc. (former Fort Pitt Lot #3),
Fort Pitt Business Park, Four Coins Drive, Borough of
Canonsburg, Washington County. BA Group Inc., 2525
Green Tech Drive, Suite D, State College PA 16803, on
behalf of Comtech Industries Inc., submitted a Notice of
Intent to Remediate localized areas of contamination
present in site soils including VOC’s, SVOC’s and metals.
Future use of the property will be non-residential. The
Notice of Intent to Remediate was published in the
Washington Observer Reporter August 14 2013.
Former Rosedale Coke Plant, Hinckston Run Road,
Middle Taylor Township, Cambria County. Civil &
Environmental Consultants, Inc. 333 Baldwin Road,
Pittsburgh PA 15205 on behalf of Tecumseh Redevelop-
ment Inc., submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. The
site is suspected to have potential impacts to soils and
groundwater associated with the operation of the former
coke batteries. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was
published in Johnstown Tribune Democrat on July 31
2013.
Fort Pitt Business Bark, Four Coins Drive, Canons-
burg Borough & North Strabane Township, Washington
County. BAI Group Inc., 2525 Green Tech Drive, State
College, PA 16803, on behalf of Stoehr Development Inc.
325 Meadowlands Boulevard, Washington Pa, submitted a
Notice of Intent to Remediate groundwater contaminated
through historical industrial use of the property including
petroleum related compounds and PCB’s. Future use of
the property will be non-residential. The Notice of Intent
to Remediate was published in the Washington Observer
Reporter on August 14 2013.
MUNICIPAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Application for General Permit Renewal Under the
Solid Waste Management Act (35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—
6018.1003); the Municipal Waste Planning, Recy-
cling and Waste Reduction Act (53 P. S.
§§ 4000.101—4000.1904); and Municipal Waste
Regulations for a General Permit to Operate
Municipal Waste Processing Facilities and the
Beneficial Use of Municipal Waste.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170.
General Permit Application No. WMGM015D003.
Superior Mulch, LLC. Narrows Road & State Route
119, Connellsville, PA 15425. This permit is for the
processing and beneficial use of wood and timber waste,
tree stumps, limbs, clean wood, untreated and unpainted
wood and pallets and leaf and yard waste as mulch and
compost. The application for renewal was found to be
administratively complete by the Bureau of Waste Man-
agement on August 19, 2013.
Persons with questions may contact Scott E. Walters,
Chief, Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Re-
sidual Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box
69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170, 717-787-7381. TDD
users may contact the Department through the Pennsyl-
vania Relay service, (800) 654-5984.
RESIDUAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Application(s) Received Under the Solid Waste
Management Act; the Municipal Waste Planning,
Recycling and Waste Reduction Act; and Residual
Waste Regulations for a General Permit to Oper-
ate Residual Waste Processing Facilities and the
Beneficial Use of Residual Waste other than Coal
Ash.
Northeast Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 2
Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
General Permit Application No. WMGR096. Pro-
gram I.D. WMGR096-NE003. Phase III Environmen-
tal, LLC. 1120 Mauch Chunk Road, Palmerton, PA
18071-1110. A renewal application for the continued use
of regulated fill as construction material at the former NJ
Zinc Co. West Plant located in Palmerton Borough,
Carbon County. The application was received on June
24, 2013, additional information was received on July 31,
2013 and the application was deemed administratively
complete by the Regional Office on August 15, 2013.
Comments concerning the application should be di-
rected to William Tomayko, Environmental Program Man-
ager, Waste Management Program, Northeast Regional
Office, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790 at
570-826-2511. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania Relay service, (800) 654-5984.
Public comments must be submitted within 60 days of
this notice and may recommend revisions to, and ap-
proval or denial of the application.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170.
General Permit Application No. WMGR088. Com-
monwealth Disposal, Inc., 2340 Paxton Church Road,
Harrisburg, PA 17110, Dauphin County. This applica-
tion for renewal is for the beneficial use of water
treatment plant residuals as a soil amendment on farm
lands. The application was determined to be administra-
tively complete by Central Office on June 28, 2013.
Written comments concerning the application should be
directed to Scott E. Walters, Chief, Permits Section,
Division of Municipal and Residual Waste, Bureau of
Waste Management, P.O. Box 69170, Harrisburg, PA
17106-9170. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
Comments may also be submitted via email at
ra-epbenuseall@pa.gov. When submitting comment via
email, place ‘‘Comments on WMGR088’’ in the subject
line. Faxed comments will not be accepted. Public com-
ments must be submitted within 60 days of this notice
and may recommend revisions to, and approval or denial
of the application. For more information, contact the
Division of Municipal and Residual Waste at 717-787-
7381.
General Permit Application No. WMGR145. Bea-
ver Valley Slag, Inc., 100 Bet-Tech Drive, Aliquippa, PA
15001, Beaver County. This general permit application
is for the beneficial use of industrial water from wells
associated with a former steelmaking and foundry site for
use to develop or hydraulically fracture an oil or gas well.
The application was determined to be administratively
complete by Central Office on July 17, 2013.
The original notice incorrectly stated comments should
be submitted on WMGR144. The correction has been
made below to reference the correct permit identification.
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Written comments concerning the application should be
directed to Scott E. Walters, Chief, Permits Section,
Division of Municipal and Residual Waste, Bureau of
Waste Management, P.O. Box 69170, Harrisburg, PA
17106-9170. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania Relay service, (800) 654-5984.
Comments may also be submitted via e-mail at ra-
epbenuseall@pa.gov. When submitting comment via
e-mail, place ‘‘Comments on WMGR145’’ in the subject
line. Faxed comments will not be accepted. Public com-
ments must be submitted by October 16, 2013 and may
recommend revisions to, and approval or denial of the
application. For more information, contact the Division of
Municipal and Residual Waste at 717-787-7381.
DETERMINATION FOR APPLICABILITY FOR
MUNICIPAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Permits issued under the Solid Waste Management
Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and
Waste Reduction Act and municipal waste regula-
tions for a General Permit to operate municipal
waste processing facilities and the beneficial use
of municipal waste.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8472.
General Permit Application No. WMGM019D004.
B. R. Kreider & Son, Inc., 63 Kreider Lane, Manheim,
PA 17545
General Permit No. WMGM019D004 authorizes the
processing of used concrete, used asphalt, yard waste,
wood waste and soil for beneficial use as: (1) construction
material; and (2) topsoil and mulch for commercial pur-
poses. The facility is located in Manheim, Lancaster
County. The general permit was issued by Central Office
on August 11, 2013.
Persons interested in reviewing a general permit should
be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381, Chief,
Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box 69170,
Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania Relay service,
(800) 654-5984.
General Permit Application No. WMGM019001.
Horgan Recycling, Inc., 2188 Detwiler Road, Harleys-
ville, PA 19348.
General Permit No. WMGM019D001 authorizes the
processing of used concrete, used asphalt, yard waste,
wood waste and soil for beneficial use as: (1) construction
material; and (2) topsoil and mulch for commercial pur-
poses. The West Point Pike facility is located in Montgom-
ery County. The general permit was issued by Central
Office on August 11, 2013.
Persons interested in reviewing a general permit should
be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381, Chief,
Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box 69170,
Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania Relay service,
(800) 654-5984.
General Permit Application No. WMGM019D003.
J.A. Rutter Co., 4917 Old WM. Penn Hwy. Monroeville,
PA 15146.
General Permit No. WMGM019D003 authorizes the
processing of used concrete, used asphalt, yard waste,
wood waste and soil for beneficial use as: (1) construction
material; and (2) topsoil and mulch for commercial pur-
poses. The facility is located in Monroeville, Allegheny
County. The general permit was issued by Central Office
on August 11, 2013.
Persons interested in reviewing a general permit should
be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381, Chief,
Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box 69170,
Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania Relay service,
(800) 654-5984.
General Permit Application No. WMGM019. Valley
Forge Inc., 462 Glennie Circle, King of Prussia, PA
19406.
General Permit No. WMGM019 authorizes the process-
ing of used concrete, used asphalt, yard waste, wood
waste and soil for beneficial use as: (1) construction
material; and (2) topsoil and mulch for commercial pur-
poses. The Valley Forge facility is located in Montgomery
County at 450 East Valley Forge Road, King of Prussia
PA 19406. The general permit was issued by Central
Office on August 11, 2013.
Persons interested in reviewing a general permit should
be directed to Scott E. Walters at 717-787-7381, Chief,
Permits Section, Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Bureau of Waste Management, P.O. Box 69170,
Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania Relay service,
(800) 654-5984.
DETERMINATION FOR APPLICABILITY FOR
RESIDUAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Application(s) for Determination of Applicability
Received Under the Solid Waste Management Act;
the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and
Waste Reduction Act; and Residual Waste Regula-
tions for a General Permit to Operate Residual
Waste Processing Facilities and/or the Beneficial
Use of Residual Waste Other Than Coal Ash
Northeast Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 2
Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
General Permit Application No. WMGR028, Pro-
gram I.D. WMGR028-NE006, Popple Construction,
Inc., 215 E. Saylor Avenue, Laflin, PA 18702. A General
Permit Determination of Applicability for the beneficial
use of asphalt plant baghouse fines as an aggregate in
roadway construction, a soil additive, a soil conditioner
and/or as a component or ingredient in the manufacturing
of construction products. The application for determina-
tion of applicability was received on May 2, 2013, addi-
tional information was received on August 16, 2013 and
the application was deemed administratively complete by
the Regional Office on August 19, 2013.
Comments concerning the application should be di-
rected to William Tomayko, Environmental Program Man-
ager, Waste Management Program, Northeast Regional
Office, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790 at
570-826-2511. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania Relay service, (800) 654-5984.
Public comments must be submitted within 60 days of
this notice and may recommend revisions to, and ap-
proval or denial of the application.
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AIR QUALITY
PLAN APPROVAL AND OPERATING PERMIT
APPLICATIONS NEW SOURCES AND
MODIFICATIONS
The Department has developed an ‘‘integrated’’ plan
approval, State Operating Permit and Title V Operating
Permit program. This integrated approach is designed to
make the permitting process more efficient for the De-
partment, the regulated community and the public. This
approach allows the owner or operator of a facility to
complete and submit permitting documents relevant to its
application one time, affords an opportunity for public
input and provides for sequential issuance of the neces-
sary permits.
The Department received applications for Plan Approv-
als or Operating Permits from the following facilities.
Copies of these applications, subsequently prepared
draft permits, review summaries and other support mate-
rials are available for review in the regional office listed
before the applications. Persons interested in reviewing
the application files should contact the appropriate re-
gional office to schedule appointments.
Persons wishing to receive a copy of a proposed Plan
Approval or Operating Permit shall indicate interests to
the Department regional office within 30 days of the date
of this notice and shall file protests or comments on a
proposed Plan Approval or Operating Permit within 30
days of the Department providing a copy of the proposed
documents to persons or within 30 days of its publication
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, whichever comes first.
Interested persons may also request that hearings be held
concerning a proposed Plan Approval or Operating Per-
mit. A comment or protest filed with the Department
regional office shall include a concise statement of the
objections to the issuance of the Plan Approval or Operat-
ing Permit and relevant facts which serve as the basis for
the objections. If the Department schedules a hearing, a
notice will be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at
least 30 days prior the date of the hearing.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to participate should contact the regional office listed
before the application. TDD users may contact the De-
partment through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service
at (800) 654-5984.
Final Plan Approvals and Operating Permits will con-
tain terms and conditions to ensure that the source is
constructed and operating in compliance with applicable
requirements in 25 Pa. Code Chapters 121—143, the
Federal Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.A. §§ 7401—7671q) and
regulations adopted under the Federal Clean Air Act.
PLAN APPROVALS
Plan Approval Applications Received under the Air
Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and
25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter B that may
have special public interest. These applications
are in review and no decision on disposition has
been reached.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Sachin Shankar, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 484-250-5920
46-0284: John Middleton Co. (475 North Lewis Road,
Limerick, PA 19468) for modification of the existing
facility including replacing existing cigar-making equip-
ment and adding a central baghouse to control particulate
emissions at their facility in Limerick Township, Mont-
gomery County. As a result of potential emissions of
VOCs, the facility is a State Only facility, with restric-
tions or controls. The Plan Approval and Operating
Permit will contain recordkeeping requirements and oper-
ating restrictions designed to keep the facility operating
within all applicable air quality requirements.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Norman Frederick, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 570-826-2409
40-00005A: UGI Development Co. (390 Route 11, PO
Box 224, Hunlock Creek, PA 18621) for modification of
conditions in the previously issued plan approval 40-328-
006 for the construction and operation of (2) combined-
cycle Turbines at their facility in Hunlock Township,
Luzerne County.
48-00003B: Keystone Cement Co. (PO Box A, Routes
329 and 987, Bath, PA 18014) for modification of condi-
tions in the previously issued plan approval 48-309-124
for the construction and operation of the facility modern-
ization project at their facility in East Allen Township,
Northampton County.
Intent to Issue Plan Approvals and Intent to Issue
or Amend Operating Permits under the Air Pollu-
tion Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,
Subchapter B. These actions may include the
administrative amendments of an associated op-
erating permit.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Sachin Shankar, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 484-250-5920
46-0081C: Markel Corp. (435 School Lane, Plymouth
Meeting, PA 19462) for replacement of the Catalytic
Oxidizer with a Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer (RTO) in
Plymouth Township, Montgomery County. This facility
manufactures fluoropolymer tubing and coated wire, plas-
tic tubing, coated fiberglass sleeves, and specialty tubing
products. The RTO will provide at least a 98.0% destruc-
tion efficiency of VOC emissions that are captured from
all the extruders at the facility. In addition, Markel has
taken operational limitations to reduce their potential
VOC emissions to less than 25.0 tons per year which will
change the facility status from a Title V Facility to a
Synthetic Minor Facility. The Plan Approval also contains
applicable requirements including: testing, monitoring,
and recordkeeping and reporting to show continued com-
pliance with the terms and conditions of the permit.
OPERATING PERMITS
Intent to Issue Title V Operating Permits under the
Air Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chap-
ter 127, Subchapter G.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
23-00014: Kimberly-Clark of Pennsylvania, LLC.
(Front and Avenue of the States, Chester, PA 19013) for
renewal of the Title V Operating Permit in the City of
Chester, Delaware County. The facility is primarily
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used for the manufacture of tissue paper and paper
towels. As a result of potential emissions of nitrogen
oxides and volatile organic compounds, the facility is a
major stationary source as defined in Title I, Part D of
the Clean Air Act Amendments, and is therefore subject
to the Title V permitting requirements adopted in 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter G. The proposed Title
V Operating Permit Renewal includes applicable require-
ments from 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart DDDDD for the
boilers and the dryers associated with the paper ma-
chines located at the facility. The proposed Title V
Operating Permit Renewal includes applicable require-
ments from 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart ZZZZ for their
emergency generators and emergency fire pump. There
are no changes in air emissions from the facility. The
facility is subject to Compliance Assurance Monitoring
(CAM) pursuant to 40 CFR Part 64 for Paper Machine
No. 12. The renewal contains all applicable requirements
including monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting.
46-00035: Glaxo SmithKline, LLC. (709 Swedeland
Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406) for renewal of the Title
V Operating Permit in Upper Merion Township, Mont-
gomery County. The facility is primarily involved in
pharmaceutical research and development. Glaxo
SmithKline operates boilers, generators, and other lab
equipment. The renewal incorporates applicable regula-
tions from 40 C.F.R. 60 Subpart IIII, 40 C.F.R. 63 Subpart
ZZZZ and 40 C.F.R. 63 Subpart DDDDD to the appropri-
ate sources. The renewal contains all applicable require-
ments including monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting.
The operation is subject to Compliance Assurance Moni-
toring (CAM) pursuant to 40 CFR Part 64 and NSPS
regulations.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Norman Frederick, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 570-826-2409
48-00032: Grand Central Sanitary Landfill, Inc.
(1963 Pen Argyl Road, Pen Argyl, PA 18072) for renewal
of their Title V Operating Permit for operation of their
landfill in Plainfield Township, Northampton County.
The facility’s major source of emissions is the landfill,
which primarily emits VOCs. The proposed Title V Oper-
ating Permit will include testing, monitoring, recordkeep-
ing and reporting requirements designed to keep the
sources operating within all applicable air quality re-
quirements.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Program
Manager—Telephone: 717-705-4702.
06-05071: Sealed Air Corp. (450 Riverfront Drive,
Reading, PA 19602) for their packing paper manufactur-
ing facility in the City of Reading, Berks County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has
received an application and intends to issue an Air
Quality Operating Permit for the abovementioned facility.
In 2012 the subject facility had actual emissions of 7.2
tpy of CO, 8.5 tpy of NOx and 2.7 tpy of VOC. The
Operating Permit will include emission limits and work
practice standards along with monitoring, recordkeeping
and reporting requirements to ensure the facility complies
with the applicable air quality regulations. Among other
items, the conditions include provisions derived from 40
CFR 60 Subpart Dc (Standards of Performance for Small
Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating
Units), 40 CFR 63 Subpart JJJJJJ (National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Industrial,
Commercial, and Institutional Boilers Area Sources) and
40 CFR 60 Subpart JJJJ (Standards of Performance for
New Stationary Spark Ignition Internal Combustion En-
gines).
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at the PA DEP Southcentral Regional Office, at 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
A person may oppose the proposed operating permit, or
may provide the Department with additional information
to consider in its review, or may request a public hearing,
by filing a written protest with the Department at the
address listed above. Each written comment must contain
the name, address and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
permit by the permit number listed above and a concise
statement regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to the issuance of the permit.
A 30-day comment period, from the date of publication
of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, will exist for
the submission of comments or protests.
Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief, may be
contacted at 717-705-4862, or at PA DEP Air Quality
Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, for
additional information or for the submission of comments
or protests.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Barbara Hatch, Facilities Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 412-442-4174
65-00860: Hydro Carbide Inc. (4439 Route 982,
Latrobe, PA 15650) to authorize the continued operation
for the production of cemented tungsten carbide at their
Latrobe Plant in Unity Township, Westmoreland
County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) gives
notice that they intend to issue a Title V Operating
Permit renewal to Hydro Carbide Inc. to authorize the
continued operation for the production of cemented tung-
sten carbide at their Latrobe Plant located in Unity
Township, Westmoreland County. The facility consists of
10 attritors and 2 ballmills which are used along with
heptane to mix the carbide slurry. The heptane is used to
prevent oxidation. The drying room is equipped with
eight vacuum dryers; each utilizes a condenser. This
facility has a potential to emit 131 tons/year of VOC. The
proposed TVOP renewal contains conditions relating to
monitoring, recordkeeping and work practice standards.
Those who wish to provide the Department with addi-
tional written information that they believe should be
considered prior to the issuance of the Operating Permit
renewal may submit the information to Barbara Hatch,
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection,
400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA, 15222, 412-442-
5226. Written comments must contain the name, address
and telephone number of the person submitting the
comments, identification of the proposed Operating Per-
mit (TV-65-00860), and concise statements regarding the
relevancy of the information or objections to issuance of
the Operating Permit.
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All comments must be received prior to the close of
business 30 days after the date of this publication.
Intent to Issue Operating Permits under the Air
Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter F.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19428
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
46-00114: Profiners, Inc. (2299 Amber Drive, Hatfield,
PA 19440) for operation of three (3) melting furnaces, two
(2) incinerators and three (3) kettles in Hatfield Town-
ship, Montgomery County. This action is a renewal of
the State Only Operating Permit (Natural Minor). The
original State Only Operating Permit was issued on
January 7, 2004. The renewal contains all applicable
requirements including monitoring, recordkeeping and
reporting designed to keep the facility operating within
all applicable air quality requirements.
46-00115: Knoll, Inc. (329 Railroad Street, East
Greenville, PA 18041) for an upholstered household furni-
ture manufacturing minor facility that operates spray
coating booth with fabric filter, at 329 Railroad Street,
East Greenville Borough, Montgomery County. This
action is a renewal of the facility’s State Only Operating
Permit originally issued on January 18, 2008. The re-
newal does not allow any new changes other than updat-
ing of source inventory and changes of minor significance.
The permit includes monitoring, recordkeeping and re-
porting requirements designed to keep the plant operat-
ing within all applicable air quality requirements.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Norman Frederick, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 570-826-2409
13-00010: Ametek Westchester Plastics (42 Moun-
tain Avenue, Nesquehoning, PA 18240-2201) for a Syn-
thetic Minor Operating Permit for custom compounding of
purchased plastic resins at Nesquehoning, Carbon
County. This is a renewal State-Only Natural Minor
operating permit. The State-Only operating permit in-
cludes emissions, work practice standards and testing,
monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements
designed to keep the facility operating within all appli-
cable air quality requirements.
48-00026: Pan-Glo Division—RT Bundy Associates,
Inc. (417 East Water Street, Urbana, OH 43078) to
operate Pan Cleaning, Glazing and Curing Services at
Bethlehem City, Northampton County. This is a re-
newal of the State-only Synthetic Minor Operating Permit
for this facility. The State-only operating permit includes
emissions, work practice standards and testing, monitor-
ing, recordkeeping and reporting requirements designed
to keep the facility operating within all applicable air
quality requirements.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Program
Manager—Telephone: 717-705-4702.
28-03012: AE Sauce, Inc. (6647 Molly Pitcher High-
way, Chambersburg, PA 17202) for operation of a snack
food processing facility in Antrim Township, Franklin
County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has
received an application and intends to issue an Air
Quality Operating Permit renewal for the abovemen-
tioned facility.
The estimated potential facility emissions are: 3.2 tons
of PM per year; 5.8 tons of CO per year; 10.1 tons of NOx
per year; and 0.3 ton of VOCs per year. The Operating
Permit will include monitoring, recordkeeping & work
practice standards designed to keep the facility operating
within all applicable air quality regulations.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at the PA DEP Southcentral Regional Office, at 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
A person may oppose the proposed operating permit, or
may provide the Department with additional information
to consider in its review, or may request a public hearing,
by filing a written protest with the Department at the
address listed above. Each written comment must contain
the name, address and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
permit by the permit number listed above and a concise
statement regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to the issuance of the permit.
A 30-day comment period, from the date of publication
of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, will exist for
the submission of comments, protests or requests for a
public hearing.
Gary Helsel, Acting Chief, New Source Review Section,
may be contacted at 814-949-7935, or at PA DEP Air
Quality Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA
17110, for additional information or for the submission of
comments, protests or requests for a public hearing.
67-03043: Envirite of Pennsylvania (730 Vogelsung
Road, York, PA 17404) for waste treatment liquid reactors
in City of York, York County. This is a renewal of their
State-Only Operating Permit issued in April 2008.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has
received an application and intends to renew an Air
Quality Operating Permit for the abovementioned facility.
Envirite of Pa. is a minor facility subject to the
operating permit requirements of 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapters F (relating to operating permit require-
ments). The facility performs an intermediate treatment
to the industrial waste liquid or slurry to adjust the pH,
or settle the sludge, prior to further treatment at other
sites. The sources are mixers, blenders, and acid or alkali
reactor tanks operated at ambient temperature, and silos
controlled with scrubbers or bag filters. The primary
emissions from the facility are particulate matter (PM).
The post control emissions of the PM are estimated at
approximately 5 tons.
Copies of the renewal application, DEP’s analysis and
other documents used in the evaluation of the application
are available for public review during normal business
hours at the PA DEP Southcentral Regional Office, at 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
A person may oppose the proposed operating permit, or
may provide the Department with additional information
to consider in its review, or may request a public hearing,
by filing a written protest with the Department at the
address listed above. Each written comment must contain
the name, address and telephone number of the person
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submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
permit by the permit number listed above and a concise
statement regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to the issuance of the permit.
Gary Helsel, Acting New Source Review Chief, may be
contacted at 814-949-7935, or at PA DEP Air Quality
Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, for
additional information or for the submission of comments
or protests.
38-03053: Kreamer Funeral Home & Crematory,
Inc. (5 Camp Meeting Road, Jonestown, PA 17038) for
the funeral home and crematory in Union Township,
Lebanon County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has
received an application and intends to issue an Air
Quality Operating Permit for the abovementioned facility.
The subject facility has potential emissions of 2.3 tpy of
PM, 0.8 tpy of SOx, 3.3 tpy of CO, 1.0 tpy of NOx and 1.0
tpy of VOCs. The Operating Permit will include emission
limits and work practice standards along with monitor-
ing, recordkeeping and reporting requirements to ensure
the facility complies with the applicable air quality
regulations.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at the PA DEP Southcentral Regional Office, at 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
A person may oppose the proposed plan approval, or
may provide the Department with additional information
to consider in its review, or may request a public hearing,
by filing a written protest with the Department at the
address listed above. Each written comment must contain
the name, address and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
permit by the permit number listed above and a concise
statement regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to the issuance of the permit.
A 30-day comment period, from the date of publication
of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, will exist for
the submission of comments or protests.
Mr. Thomas Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief, may be
contacted at 717-705-4862, or at PA DEP Air Quality
Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, for
additional information or for the submission of comments
or protests.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
60-00011: United States Department of Justice (PO
Box 3500, White Deer, PA 17887) for the Allenwood
Federal Prison in Gregg Township, Union County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and
127.425, the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) has received an application and intends to issue a
renewal of an Air Quality Operating Permit for the
abovementioned facility. The subject facility has the fol-
lowing potential emissions: 27.83 TPY of CO; 56.89 TPY
of NOx; 80.24 TPY of SOx; 9.95 TPY of PM/PM10; 29.64
TPY of VOC and 44,565 TPY of CO2e. The Department
has determined that the sources at the facility satisfy
best available technology (BAT) requirements, pursuant
to 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.1 and 127.12, as well as the
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollu-
tants for Industrial, Commercial and Institutional Boiler
Area Sources, 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart JJJJJJ Sections
63.11193 through 63.11237; the National Emission Stan-
dards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Stationary Recip-
rocating Internal Combustion Engines, 40 CFR Part 63
Subpart ZZZZ Sections 63.6580 through 63.6675 and the
New Source Performance Standards for Small Industrial-
Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units, 40
CFR Part 60 Subpart Dc Sections 60.40c through 60.48c.
The operating permit will include emission limits and
work practice standards along with testing, monitoring,
record keeping and reporting requirements to ensure the
facility complies with all applicable air quality regula-
tions.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at the PA DEP Northcentral Regional Office at 208 West
Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport, PA 17701.
A person may oppose the proposed operating permit, or
may provide the Department with additional information
to consider in its review, or may request a public hearing,
by filing a written protest with the Department at the
address listed above. Each written comment must contain
the name, address and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
permit by the permit number listed above and a concise
statement regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to the issuance of the permit.
A 30-day comment period from the date of publication
of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin will exist for
the submission of comments or protests. David Shimmel,
P.E., Chief, New Source Review Section, may be contacted
at 570-327-3568, or at PA DEP Air Quality Program, 208
West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport, PA 17701, for
additional information or for the submission of comments
or protests.
19-00015: HRI, Inc. (1750 West College Avenue, State
College, PA 16801) for their Bloomsburg asphalt plant in
Hemlock Township, Columbia County. In accordance
with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425 the Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP) has received an appli-
cation and intends to issue a renewal of an Air Quality
Operating Permit for the abovementioned facility. The
subject facility has the following potential emissions:
18.90 TPY of NOx; 42.93 TPY of CO; 45.90 TPY of SOx;
2.65 TPY of PM10; 18.03 TPY of VOC; 2.09 TPY of total
HAPs and 10,032 TPY of CO2e (Carbon dioxide equiva-
lent). The operating permit will include emission limits
and work practice standards along with monitoring,
record keeping and reporting requirements to ensure the
facility complies with all applicable air quality regula-
tions.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at the PA DEP Northcentral Regional Office at 208 West
Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport, PA 17701.
A person may oppose the proposed operating permit, or
may provide the Department with additional information
to consider in its review, or may request a public hearing,
by filing a written protest with the Department at the
address listed above. Each written comment must contain
the name, address and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
permit by the permit number listed above and a concise
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statement regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to the issuance of the permit.
A 30-day comment period from the date of publication
of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin will exist for
the submission of comments or protests. Muhammad Q.
Zaman, Environmental Program Manager, may be con-
tacted at 570-327-3648, or at PA DEP Air Quality Pro-
gram, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport, PA
17701, for additional information or for the submission of
comments or protests.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Barbara Hatch, Facilities Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 412-442-4174
26-00057: Matt Canestrale Contracting, Inc. /
Labelle Site (1035 Labelle Rd, La Belle, PA 15450) for
the operation of a barge unloading and transferring
operation to support the reclamation area on top of the
hill adjacent to the unloading/loading area located in
Luzerne Township, Fayette County. Coal ash and FGD
sludge are being used as a capping material on the coal
refuse pile to reduce infiltration and to provide a buttress
for long-term stability. In accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 127.424 and 127.425 the Department of Environmen-
tal Protection (DEP) has received an application and is
providing notice that it intends to issue an Air Quality
Operating Permit for the above mentioned facility.
The subject facility consists of two docks for barge
unloading, two excavators each with a clamshell and an
area for truck/rail transshipping with front loaders. One
dock/ excavator is considered primary, but both docks can
be used at the same time. The rate of unloading the
barges is limited by the number of trucks available.
Barges are unloaded and material is transported to the
reclamation area on the hill behind the barge unloading
area. The trucks transporting the material cross one
public road from the barge unloading area to reclamation
area. The facility provided potential emission calculations
based on 416,000 tons of material handled per 12 month
period and AP-42 Emission Factors. Operating approxi-
mately ten hours a day and five days a week, the
potential emissions are calculated to be 23.9 tons per year
PM10. This includes the potential emissions from trans-
ferring material from barge to truck, haul roads, truck
unloading, wind erosion and bulldozing.
The proposed authorization is subject to State and
Federal Regulations. The permit includes operational
requirements, monitoring requirements, and recordkeep-
ing requirements as follows:
1. The Owner/Operator shall test the moisture content
of each material received on barge at least once per week.
Records of the sample tests shall be maintained in a log
on-site. The Owner/Operator may request a reduction in
the frequency of the moisture content sample testing, in
writing, provided there are no observations by the De-
partment of any inconsistent test samples from the
previous six month period.
2. The Owner/Operator shall conduct a daily survey of
the facility during daylight hours while the facility is
operating to ensure compliance with the fugitive emission
and malodor restrictions in 25 Pa. Code §§ 123.1, 123.2
and 123.31. If any fugitive emissions or malodors in
violation of §§ 123.1, 123.2 or 123.31 are apparent, the
permittee shall take immediate corrective action to elimi-
nate them.
3. The Owner/Operator shall maintain a daily record of
all fugitive emission and odor surveys performed. The
records shall include the date, time, name and title of the
observer, whether fugitive emissions or malodors were
observed and any corrective action. Records shall be kept
on-site for a minimum of five years and made available to
the Department.
4. The Owner/Operator shall maintain a daily log of
material delivered to the facility, inventory on hand, and
material shipped from the facility.
5. The Owner/Operator shall operate and maintain all
sources at this facility in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.444.
6. All trucks carrying material with a moisture content
of less than 5 percent by weight are required to be
tarped.
7. The Owner/Operator shall notify the Department at
least 5 days in advance of handling materials at the
facility that have not been previously handled or ap-
proved by the Department. The Owner/Operator shall
await the Department’s written approval prior to accept-
ing any new material.
8. The drop height from the front-end loaders and
clamshell buckets being used to transfer and load mate-
rial into trucks shall be kept as short as possible to
minimize fugitive emissions.
9. The facility shall not handle materials with a mois-
ture content of less than 5 percent by weight under
excessively windy conditions, where the force of the wind
contributed to the generation of fugitive dust.
10. All unpaved in-plant roads shall be watered on a
preventative basis. Other methods of dust control must be
used when the weather conditions make the watering of
unpaved roads hazardous.
11. All in-plant roads shall be maintained to prevent
particulate matter from becoming airborne in accordance
with 25 Pa. Code §§ 123.1 and 123.2
12. A set vehicle pattern shall be established and
maintained for vehicles entering and exiting the facility.
13. In accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 123.1(c), the
Owner/Operator shall promptly remove earth or other
material from paved roads.
14. An operable water truck must be maintained on-
site at all times.
15. The Department may require additional controls
(water sprayers, paving, conveyor covers, etc.) based on
evaluation of the operation after inspection and determi-
nation that existing controls are not adequate for control-
ling fugitive emissions.
Those who wish to provide the Department with addi-
tional written information that they believe should be
considered prior to the issuance of the Plan Approval may
submit the information to Sheila Shaffer, Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA, 15222. Written comments must
contain the name, address and telephone number of the
person submitting the comments, identification of the
proposed Operating Permit (26-00057), and concise state-
ments regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to issuance of the Operating Permit.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department, in its
discretion, decides that such a hearing is warranted
based on the information received. All persons submitting
comments or requesting a hearing will be notified of the
decision to hold a hearing by publication in the newspa-
per or by the Pennsylvania Bulletin, or by telephone,
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where the Department determines such notification by
telephone is sufficient. Written comments or requests for
a public hearing should be directed to Sheila Shaffer, Air
Quality Engineering Specialist, Department of Environ-
mental Protection, Southwest Region, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. For additional information
concerning the permit or the issuance procedure, contact
Sheila Shaffer at (412) 442-5227.
All comments must be received prior to the close of
business 30 days after the date of this publication.
56-00298: Garrett Limestone Company, Inc. / Romes-
burg Quarry (3307 Garrett Road, Garrett Pa 15542) for
the sand and gravel processing plant located in the Black
Township, Somerset County. In accordance with 25
Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425 the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) has received an applica-
tion and intends to issue an Air Quality Operating Permit
for the above mentioned facility.
The subject facility consists of a crushing, screening,
truck unloading and loading, transfer points and two
diesel generators. A 96 HP diesel engine provides power
to the portable sand plant and a 1,106 HP diesel engine
provides power to the entire site. The facility is limited to
a limestone production of 317,344 tons per year. The
1,106 HP engine is limited to 40,512 gallons of fuel per
year. The facility has the potential to emit 9.73 tpy NOx,
0.08 tpy CO, 0.43 tpy SOx, 0.24 tpy VOC, 20.20 tpy PM,
and 20.0 tpy PM-10. The facility is be required to conduct
a daily survey of the facility during daylight hours while
the facility is operating to ensure compliance with the
visible emission, fugitive emission and malodor restric-
tions. Records of the survey performed must be recorded.
Monthly records of processed limestone throughput, hours
of operation and amount of diesel fuel consumed are
required. The proposed authorization is subject to State
and Federal Regulations (40 CFR 63 ZZZZ). The permit
includes operation requirements, monitoring require-
ments, and recordkeeping requirements.
Those who wish to provide the Department with addi-
tional written information that they believe should be
considered prior to the issuance of the Plan Approval may
submit the information to Sheila Shaffer, Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA, 15222. Written comments must
contain the name, address and telephone number of the
person submitting the comments, identification of the
proposed Operating Permit (56-00298) and concise state-
ments regarding the relevancy of the information or
objections to issuance of the Operating Permit.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department, in its
discretion, decides that such a hearing is warranted
based on the information received. All persons submitting
comments or requesting a hearing will be notified of the
decision to hold a hearing by publication in the newspa-
per or by the Pennsylvania Bulletin, or by telephone,
where the Department determines such notification by
telephone is sufficient. Written comments or requests for
a public hearing should be directed to Mr. Mark Wayner,
Regional Air Quality Program Manager, Department of
Environmental Protection, Southwest Region, 400 Water-
front Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. For additional informa-
tion concerning the permit or the issuance procedure,
contact Ms. Sheila Shaffer, Air Quality Engineering Spe-
cialist, at the same address or phone at (412) 442-5227.
All comments must be received prior to the close of
business 30 days after the date of this publication.
56-00314: Bognar and Co., Inc. (731-733 Washington
Road, P.O. Box 11999 Pittsburgh, PA 15228) for a Natural
Minor Operating Permit for the operation of a coal
preparation plant, known as the Somerset Plant, located
in Black Township, Cambria County.
The facility contains air contamination sources consist-
ing of a coal dryer, crusher, screens, conveyer, storage
piles, and plant roads. Processed coal throughput of the
facility is limited to 200,000 tons per year. Facility
emissions are 30.8 tons per year of PM10, 9.7 tons per
year of SO2, and 2.7 tons per year of NOx. The facility is
limited to a maximum opacity from any processing equip-
ment of 20 percent. Portions of the facility are subject to
40 CFR 60, Subpart Y—Standards of Performance for
Coal Preparation, Processing Plants. The facility is also
subject to state requirements. The permit includes emis-
sion limitations, and operational, monitoring, testing,
reporting and recordkeeping requirements for the facility.
Those who wish to provide the Department with addi-
tional written information that they believe should be
considered prior to the issuance of this State Only
Operating Permit may submit the information to Martin
L. Hochhauser, P.E., Pennsylvania Department of Envi-
ronmental Protection, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh,
PA, 15222. Each written comment must contain the
name, address and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
Operating Permit (specify Operating Permit OP-56-
00314), and concise statements regarding the relevancy of
the information or objections to issuance of the Operating
Permit.
All comments and requests for public hearings must be
received prior to the close of business 30 days after the
date of this publication. In accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.428, prior to issuing an operating permit, the
Department may hold a fact-finding conference or hearing
at which the petitioner, and a person who has properly
filed a protest under § 127.426 (relating to filing protests)
may appear and give testimony. The Department is not
required to hold a conference or hearing. The applicant,
the protestant and other participants will be notified of
the time, place and purpose of a conference or hearing, in
writing or by publication in a newspaper or the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin, unless the Department determines that
notification by telephone will be sufficient.
63-00565: Washington Penn Plastics Co. / Arden
Division (2080 North Main Street, Washington, PA
15301) on August 20, 2013 the Department issued a State
Only Operating Permit for the manufacturing of pellet-
ized thermoplastics in South Strabane Township, Wash-
ington County. The subject facility consists of twelve
extrusion lines, three blenders, two mixers and three
storage silos for raw and finished material. The extrusion
lines are controlled by baghouses. The facility has the
potential to emit 25.0 tpy PM; 2.0 tpy VOC and less than
1 ton per year of NOx, CO and SOx. The facility is
required to conduct a weekly survey of the facility during
daylight hours while the facility is operating to ensure
compliance with the visible emission, fugitive emission
and malodor restrictions. Records of the weekly survey
performed must be recorded. Routine preventative main-
tenance inspections are to be performed on the control
devices and recorded in an on-site log. Particulate matter
emissions are not to exceed 0.04 gr/dscf. The proposed
authorization is subject to State and Federal Regulations.
The permit includes operation requirements, monitoring
requirements, and recordkeeping requirements.
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Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Matthew M. Williams—Telephone: 814-332-
6131
33-00147: Dominion Transmission Big Run Station
(501 Martindale Street, Suite 400 Pittsburgh, PA 15212)
for modification of a State Only Operating Permit for
their facility in Gaskill Township, Jefferson County.
The facility is a Natural Minor. The modification in-
creases the reboiler burner rating from 0.3 mmbtu/hr to
0.5 mmbtu/hr and includes the applicable requirements of
40 CFR 63 Subpart ZZZZ for the 1775 HP Caterpillar
compressor engine.
PLAN APPROVALS
Receipt of Plan Approval Applications and Intent to
Issue Plan Approvals, and Intent to Issue
Amended Operating Permits under the Air Pollu-
tion Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,
Subchapter B And Subchapter F. These actions
may include the administrative amendments of
an associated operating permit.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Norman Frederick, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 570-826-2409
39-00101A: Orograin Bakeries Manufacturing, Inc.
(150 Boulder Drive, Breinigsville, PA 18031) for construc-
tion of one (1) bread production line for their facility to be
in Upper Macungie Township, Lehigh County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.44(a) and
127.45(a) the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) has received and intends to issue a Plan Approval
to Orograin Bakeries Manufacturing, Inc. (150 Boulder
Drive, Breinigsville, PA 18031) for their facility located in
Upper Macungie Township, Lehigh County. This Plan
Approval No. 39-00101A will be incorporated into a
Synthetic Minor Permit through an administrative
amendment at a later date.
Plan Approval No. 39-00101A is for the construction of
one (1) new bread baking line. Emissions will be con-
trolled by the use of a catalytic oxidizer. The Plan
Approval and Operating permit will contain additional
recordkeeping and operating restrictions designed to keep
the facility operating within all applicable air quality
requirements.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at Air Quality Program, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre,
PA 18711.
Any person(s) wishing to provide DEP with additional
information, which they believe should be considered
prior to the issuance of this permit, may submit the
information to the address shown in the preceding para-
graph. Each written comment must contain the name,
address and telephone number of the person submitting
the comments, identification of the proposed permit No.
39-00101A and a concise statement regarding the rel-
evancy of the information or objections to the issuance of
the permit.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department of
Environmental Protection, in its discretion, decides that
such a hearing is warranted based on the comments
received. All persons submitting comments or requesting
a hearing will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing
by publication in the newspaper or the Pennsylvania
Bulletin or by telephone, where DEP determines such
notification is sufficient. Written comments or requests
for a public hearing should be directed to Ray Kempa,
Chief, New Source Review Section, Air Quality Program,
2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701, Phone 570-826-
2511 within 30 days after publication date.
48-399-071: Piramal Critical Care, Inc. (3950 Shel-
don Circle, Bethlehem, PA 18017) for construction of one
(1) new continuous production line for the manufacture of
chlorinated and fluorinate ether-based anesthetics and an
increase of total facility production to 226 metric tons/
month at their facility in Hanover Township, North-
ampton County.
In accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.44(a) and
127.45(a), the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) has received and intends to issue a Plan Approval
to Piramal Critical Care Inc (3950 Sheldon Circle, Bethle-
hem, PA 18017) for their facility located in Hanover Twp.,
Northampton County. This Plan Approval No. 48-00085A
will be incorporated into a Synthetic Minor Permit
through an administrative amendment at a later date.
Plan Approval No. 48-00085A is for the construction
and operation of one (1) new continuous production line
and associated air cleaning devices (thermal oxidizer) at
the facility. VOC emissions form the plant will remain
under 50 TPY, 12-month rolling sum. Total HAP emis-
sions from the facility will be under 25 TPY, 12-month
rolling sum. Single HAP emissions will be under 10 TPY,
12-month rolling sum. These limits will meet BAT re-
quirements for this source. The Plan Approval and Oper-
ating permit will contain additional recordkeeping and
operating restrictions designed to keep the facility operat-
ing within all applicable air quality requirements.
Copies of the application, DEP’s analysis and other
documents used in the evaluation of the application are
available for public review during normal business hours
at Air Quality Program, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre,
PA 18711.
Any person(s) wishing to provide DEP with additional
information, which they believe should be considered
prior to the issuance of this permit, may submit the
information to the address shown in the preceding para-
graph. Each written comment must contain the name,
address and telephone number of the person submitting
the comments, identification of the proposed permit No.:
48-00085A and a concise statement regarding the rel-
evancy of the information or objections to the issuance of
the permit.
A public hearing may be held, if the Department of
Environmental Protection, in its discretion, decides that
such a hearing is warranted based on the comments
received. All persons submitting comments or requesting
a hearing will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing
by publication in the newspaper or the Pennsylvania
Bulletin or by telephone, where DEP determines such
notification is sufficient. Written comments or requests
for a public hearing should be directed to Ray Kempa,
Chief, New Source Review Section, Air Quality Program,
2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701, Phone # 570-
826-2511 within 30 days after publication date.
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COAL AND NONCOAL MINING
ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Applications under the Surface Mining Conservation
and Reclamation Act (52 P. S. §§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the
Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation
Act (52 P. S. §§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law (35
P. S. §§ 691.1—691.1001); the Coal Refuse Disposal Con-
trol Act (52 P. S. §§ 30.51—30.66); and The Bituminous
Mine Subsidence and Land Conservation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 1406.1—1406.20a). Mining activity permits issued in
response to such applications will also address the appli-
cable permitting requirements of the following statutes:
the Air Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015);
the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P. S.
§§ 693.1—693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act
(35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003).
The following permit applications to conduct mining
activities have been received by the Department. A copy
of the application is available for inspection at the district
mining office indicated before each application. Notices of
requests for 401 Water Quality Certifications are included
in individual application notices, as noted.
Written comments or objections, or requests for an
informal conference, or a public hearing, as applicable, on
a mining permit application and request for Section 401
water quality certification application may be submitted
by any person or any officer or head of any Federal, state
or local government agency or authority to the Depart-
ment at the address of the district mining office indicated
before each application within 30 days of this publication,
or within 30 days after the last publication of the
applicant’s newspaper advertisement as provided by 25
Pa. Code §§ 77.121—77.123 and 86.31—86.34.
Written comments or objections regarding a mining
permit application should contain the name, address and
telephone number of persons submitting comments or
objections, application number and a statement of suffi-
cient detail to inform the Department on the basis of
comment or objection and relevant facts upon which it is
based.
A request for an informal conference or a public
hearing, as applicable, on a mining permit application, as
provided by 25 Pa. Code § 77.123 or § 86.34, must
contain the name, address and telephone number of the
requestor; the application number; a brief summary of the
issues to be raised by the requestor at the conference; and
a statement whether the requestor desires to have the
conference conducted in the locality of the proposed
mining activities.
When an NPDES number is listed, the mining activity
permit application was accompanied by an application for
an individual NPDES permit. A separate notice will be
provided after the draft NPDES permit is prepared.
Coal Applications Received
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal
Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100
32011302 and NPDES No. PA0235521 and GP12-
32011302. AMFIRE Mining Company, LLC, (One En-
ergy Place, Latrobe, PA 15650). To renew the permit for
the Gillhouser Run Deep Mine in Buffington and Brush
Valley Townships, Indiana County and related NPDES
permit. Includes renewal of Air Quality GPA/GP12 Autho-
rization. No additional discharges. The application was
considered administratively complete on August 12, 2013.
Application received June 14, 2013.
Greensburg District Mining Office: Armbrust Profes-
sional Center, 8205 Route 819, Greensburg, PA 15601,
724-925-5500
63120103 and NPDES Permit No. PA0252310.Ameri-
kohl Mining, Inc. (1384 State Route 711, Stahlstown,
PA 15687). Application for commencement, operation and
reclamation of bituminous surface mine, located in Not-
tingham Township, Washington County, affecting 276.4
acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tributaries to Mingo
Creek and Mingo Creek, classified for the following use:
HQ-TSF. There is no potable water supply intake within
10 miles downstream from the point of discharge. Appli-
cation received: July 30, 2013.
63120103-GP104 and NPDES Permit No. PA0252310.
Amerikohl Mining, Inc. (1384 State Route 711,
Stahlstown, PA 15687). Request for a Section 401 Water
Quality Certification for a bituminous surface mine,
located in Nottingham Township, Washington County.
Application received: July 30, 2013.
03860111. Rosebud Mining Company (301 Market
Street, Kittanning, PA 16201). Renewal permit for recla-
mation only issued to an existing bituminous surface
mine, located in East Franklin Township, Armstrong
County, affecting 667.4 acres. Receiving streams: un-
named tributaries to Allegheny River. Application re-
ceived: April 15, 2013. Permit issued: August 14, 2013.
30080101 and NPDES Permit No. PA0251411.
Fayette Coal & Coke, Inc. (195 Enterprise Lane,
Connellsville, PA 15425). Renewal application for recla-
mation only to an existing bituminous surface mine,
located in Dunkard Township, Greene County, affecting
46.8 acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tributaries to
Dunkard Creek and Dunkard Creek, classified for the
following use: WWF. The potable water supplies with
intake within 10 miles downstream from the point of
discharge: Greensboro Water Authority and Masontown
Water Authority. Renewal application received: August 9,
2013.
Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best
Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191
10080102. Ben Hal Mining Company (389 Irishtown
Road, Grove City, PA 16127) Renewal of an existing
bituminous surface mine in Mercer Township, Butler
County affecting 4.0 acres. Receiving streams: Unnamed
tributaries to Swamp Run, classified for the following
uses: CWF. There are no potable surface water supply
intakes within 10 miles downstream. This renewal is for
reclamation only. Application received: August 16, 2013.
24080101 and NPDES Permit No. PA0258555. RES
Coal, LLC (P.O. Box 228, Armagh, PA 15920) Renewal of
an existing bituminous surface mine in Fox Township,
Elk County affecting 225.0 acres. Receiving streams:
Unnamed tributaries to Kyler Run, classified for the
following uses: CWF. There are no potable surface water
supply intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application
received: August 16, 2013.
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200
17020101 and NPDES PA0243205. Forcey Coal, Inc.
(P. O. Box 225, 475 Banion Road, Madera, PA 16661).
Permit renewal for the continued operation and restora-
tion of a bituminous surface mine in Decatur Township,
Clearfield County affecting 61.0 acres. Receiving
stream(s): Unnamed Tributaries to Big Run to Moshan-
non Creek classified for the following use(s): Cold Water
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Fishes. There are no potable water supply intakes within
10 miles downstream. Application received: August 13,
2013.
17080104 and NPDES PA0256846. P & N Coal
Company, Inc. (240 West Mahoning Street, P. O. Box
332, Punxsutawney, PA 15767). Revisions to an existing
bituminous surface mine to add additional coal removal
area and revise the NPDES permit located in Ferguson
Township, Clearfield County affecting 233.6 acres. Re-
ceiving stream(s): Snyder Run, Tuckers Run, and Rattling
Run classified for the following use(s): Cold Water Fishes.
There are no potable water supply intakes within 10
miles downstream. Application received: August 14, 2013.
Noncoal Applications Received
Effluent Limits—The following effluent limits will apply
to NPDES permits issued in conjunction with a noncoal
mining permit:
30-Day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Suspended solids 10 to 35 mg/l 20 to 70 mg/l 25 to 90 mg/l
Alkalinity exceeding acidity*
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applied to surface runoff resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event. If coal will be extracted incidental to the extraction of noncoal
minerals, at a minimum, the technology-based effluent limitations identified under coal applications will apply to
discharges of wastewater to streams.
Knox District Mining Office: P.O. Box 669, 310 Best Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191
33020303. Glen Gery Corporation (P.O. Box 7001, Wyomissing, PA 19610) Renewal of existing NPDES Permit No.
PA0242144 in Oliver Township, Jefferson County. Receiving streams: Unnamed tributaries to Little Sandy Creek,
classified for the following uses: CWF. There are no potable surface water supply intakes within 10 miles downstream.
Application received: August 14, 2013.
MINING ACTIVITY NPDES DRAFT PERMITS
This notice provides information about applications for a new, amended or renewed NPDES permits associated with
mining activity (coal or noncoal) permits. The applications concern industrial waste (mining) discharges to surface water
and discharges of stormwater associated with mining activities. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing provisions of The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
The Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has prepared a draft NPDES permit and made a tentative
determination to issue the NPDES permit in conjunction with the associated mining activity permit.
Effluent Limits for Coal Mining Activities
For coal mining activities, NPDES permits, when issued, will contain effluent limits that are the more stringent of
technology-based (BAT) effluent limitations or Water Quality Based Effluent Limits (WQBEL).
The BAT limits for coal mining activities, as provided in 40 CFR Part 434 and 25 Pa. Code Chapters 87—90 are as
follows:
30-Day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (Total) 3.0 mg/l 6.0 mg/l 7.0 mg/l
Manganese (Total) 2.0 mg/l 4.0 mg/l 5.0 mg/l
Suspended solids 35 mg/l 70 mg/l 90 mg/l
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
Alkalinity greater than acidity*
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
In addition, the Department imposes a technology-based aluminum limit of 2.0 mg/l (30 day average) to protect stream
uses.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applies to: surface runoff (resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from active mining areas; active areas disturbed by coal refuse
disposal activities; mined areas backfilled and revegetated; and all other discharges and drainage (resulting from a
precipitation event of greater than 1-year 24-hour to less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from coal refuse
disposal piles. Similarly, modified BAT limits apply to iron, manganese and suspended solids in surface runoff, discharges
and drainage resulting from these precipitation events and those of greater magnitude in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292, 89.52 and 90.102.
Exceptions to BAT effluent limits may be applicable in accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292,
89.52 and 90.102.
Effluent Limits for Noncoal Mining Activities
The BAT limits for noncoal mining activities as provided in 40 CFR Part 436 and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 77 are as
follows:
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30-day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Suspended solids 35 mg/l 70 mg/l 90 mg/l
Alkalinity exceeding acidity*
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
Discharges from noncoal mines located in some geologic settings (for example, in the coal fields) may require additional
water quality based effluent limits. If additional effluent limits are needed for an NPDES permit associated with a
noncoal mining permit, then the permit description specifies the parameters.
In addition to BAT or WQBEL limits, coal and noncoal NPDES permits establish effluent limitations in the form of
implemented Best Management Practices (BMPs) identified in the associated Erosion and Sedimentation Plan, the
Reclamation Plan and the NPDES permit application. These BMPs restrict the rates and quantities of associated
pollutants from being discharged into surface waters in this Commonwealth.
More restrictive effluent limitations, restrictions on discharge volume or restrictions on the extent of mining that may
occur are incorporated into an NPDES permit when necessary for compliance with water quality standards and
antidegradation requirements (in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91—96).
The procedures for determining the final effluent limits, using a mass-balance equation or model, are found in
Technical Guidance Document 362-0600-001, NPDES Program Implementation—Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Concerning Water Quality Management, NPDES Program Implementation, and Related Matters. Other specific factors to
be considered include public comments and Total Maximum Daily Load(s). Additional discharge limitations may apply in
the event that unexpected discharges occur.
Discharge rates for surface mining activities are precipitation driven. Discharge rates for proposed discharges
associated with underground mining are noted in the permit description.
Persons wishing to comment on an NPDES draft permit should submit a written statement to the Department at the
address of the district mining office indicated before each draft permit within 30 days of this public notice. Comments
received within the comment period will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NPDES permit
applications. Comments must include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to
inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests or petitions for a public hearing on NPDES permit applications, as provided
in 25 Pa. Code § 92a.82(d). The request or petition for a public hearing shall be filed within 30 days of this public notice
and contain the name, address, telephone number and the interest of the party filing the request, and state the reasons
why a hearing is warranted. A public hearing may be held if the Department considers the public interest significant. If a
hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing on the NPDES permit application will be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. When a public hearing is held, the
Department will consider comments from the public hearing in the final determination on the NPDES permit application.
Coal NPDES Draft Permits
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100
NPDES No. PA0033511 (Mining Permit No. 30743711), Cumberland Coal Resources, LP, (158 Portal Road, PO
Box 1020, Waynesburg, PA 15370). DEP proposes to revoke and reissue NPDES Permit No. PA0033511 for a new 5-year
term in response to the receipt of an application to consolidate discharges from two mines and discharge treated effluent
to a new water body.
The project (Cumberland Mine Refuse Area No. 1) is located in Whiteley and Monongahela Townships in Greene
County. Surface Acres Affected 152. Receiving stream: Monongahela River, Unnamed Tributary of Whiteley Creek and
Patterson Run, classified for the following uses: Trout Stocking Fishery and Warm Water Fishery. The application was
considered administratively complete on June 25, 2013. The application was received June 25, 2013.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
Outfall 001 (Lat: 39° 50 5.2, Long: 79° 55 27)
Outfall 001 will consist of mine water from the Cumberland and Emerald mine sites. By October 1, 2016, Outfall 001
will be relocated from Whiteley Creek to Monongahela River. The proposed interim limits for Outfall 001 prior to the
outfall relocation are as follows:










pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX 0.9 1.8 2.25
Total Manganese XXX XXX XXX 0.725 1.45 1.81
Total Aluminum XXX XXX XXX 0.6 1.2 1.5
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 35 70 90
Total Dissolved Solids 496,000 Report XXX 6,500 13,000 16,250
Sulfate 198,000 Report XXX 2,600 5,200 6,500
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The proposed final effluent limits for Outfall 001, for the period October 1, 2016 through August 31, 2018 are as
follows:










pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX 3.0 6.0 7.0
Total Manganese XXX XXX XXX 2.0 4.0 5.0
Total Aluminum XXX XXX XXX 2.0 4.0 5.0
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX 35 70 90
Total Dissolved Solids
(December - May) 865,000 Report XXX 6,000 12,000 15,000
(June - November) 125,000 Report XXX 3,000 6,000 7,500
Sulfate
(December - May) 288,000 Report XXX 2,000 4,000 5,000
(June - November) 10,500 Report XXX 250 500 625
The proposed limitations for Total Dissolved Solids and Sulfate are water quality-based limits. In addition, monitoring
will be required for the following parameters: Flow, Total Selenium, Osmotic Pressure, Chloride, Total Barium, Total
Alkalinity, Total Acidity, and Bromide.
The average monthly loading limitation for Total Dissolved Solids during the period December—May will be reduced to
775,000 lbs/day and the average monthly loading limitation for Sulfate will be reduced to 198,000 lbs/day effective on
September 1, 2018 and lasting through the expiration date of the permit. All other limitations as noted in the table for
October 1, 2016 through August 31, 2018 above will remain the same.
Outfall 014 (Lat: 39° 47 51.7, Long: 80° 9 6.3)
Outfall 014 will consist of stormwater from an on-site sedimentation pond with some influence from coal refuse. By
October 1, 2016, all coal refuse-influenced stormwater will be diverted to mine water storage up to a 10-year, 24-hour









pH (S.U.) 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Total Iron XXX 0.9 1.8 2.25
Total Manganese XXX 0.6 1.2 1.5
Total Aluminum XXX 0.5 1.0 1.25
Total Suspended Solids XXX 35 70 90
In addition, monitoring will be required for the following parameters: Flow, Total Selenium, Chloride, Osmotic
Pressure, Sulfate and Total Dissolved Solids.
The proposed final effluent limits for Outfall 014 will be technology-based limits as contained in 25 Pa. Code § 90.102









pH (S.U.) 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Total Iron (Group A) XXX 3.0 6.0 7.0
Total Manganese (Group A) XXX 2.0 4.0 5.0
Total Aluminum* XXX 2.0 4.0 5.0
Total Suspended Solids (Group A) XXX 35 70 90
Total Iron (Group B) XXX XXX XXX 7.0
Total Settleable Solids (Group B) (mL/L) XXX XXX XXX 0.5
* Additional technology-based limitations that will apply during dry weather conditions.
During dry weather conditions (Group A), monitoring will also be required for the following parameters: Flow, Total
Dissolved Solids, Sulfate, Total Selenium, and Osmotic Pressure.
Outfall 016 (Lat: 39° 47 50.7, Long: 80° 9 12.5)
Outfall 016 will consist of stormwater from an on-site sedimentation pond with no influence from coal refuse. The
proposed effluent limits for Outfall 016 will be technology-based limits as contained in 25 Pa. Code § 90.102 for Group A









pH (S.U.) 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Total Iron (Group A) XXX 3.0 6.0 7.0
Total Manganese (Group A) XXX 2.0 4.0 5.0
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Total Aluminum* XXX 2.0 4.0 5.0
Total Suspended Solids (Group A) XXX 35 70 90
Total Iron (Group B) XXX XXX XXX 7.0
Total Settleable Solids (Group B) (mL/L) XXX XXX XXX 0.5
* Additional technology-based limitations that will apply during dry weather conditions.
During dry weather conditions (Group A), monitoring will also be required for the following parameters: Flow, Total
Dissolved Solids, Sulfate, Total Selenium, and Osmotic Pressure.
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ACT, SECTION 401
The following permit applications, requests for Environ-
mental Assessment approval and requests for 401 Water
Quality Certification have been received by the Depart-
ment. Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act (FWPCA) (33 U.S.C.A. § 1341) requires the Common-
wealth to certify that the involved projects will not violate
the sections 301—303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33
U.S.C.A. §§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) as well as
relevant State requirements. Persons objecting to ap-
proval of a request for certification under section 401 of
the FWPCA, the issuance of a Dam Permit or Water
Obstruction and Encroachment Permit or the approval of
an Environmental Assessment shall submit comments,
suggestions or objections within 30 days of the date of
this notice as well as any questions to the office noted
before an application. Comments should contain the
name, address and telephone number of the person
commenting, identification of the certification request to
which the comments or objections are addressed and a
concise statement of comments, objections or suggestions
including the relevant facts upon which they are based.
The Department may conduct a fact-finding hearing or
an informal conference in response to comments if
deemed necessary. Each individual will be notified, in
writing, of the time and place of a scheduled hearing or
conference concerning the certification request to which
the comment, objection or suggestion relates. Maps, draw-
ings and other data pertinent to the certification request
are available for inspection between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. on
working days at the office noted before the application.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
hearing and require an auxiliary aid, service or other
accommodation to participate in the proceedings should
contact the specified program. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
Applications Received under the Dam Safety and
Encroachments Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—693.27) and
section 302 of the Flood Plain Management Act
(32 P. S. § 679.302) and Requests for Certification
under section 401(a) of the FWPCA.
WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
Southeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
E46-1095. Lower Perkiomen Valley Regional
Sewer Authority (LPVRSA),110 Station Avenue, Oaks,
Collegeville Borough, Lower Providence Township, Upper
Providence Township, Montgomery County, ACOE
Philadelphia District.
To perform the following water obstruction and en-
croachment activities associated with the Lower Perkio-
men Valley Regional Sewer Authority (LPVRSA) proposed
installation of approximately 14,150 linear feet of sani-
tary sewer interceptor paralleling existing interceptor
along the Perkiomen Creek:
1. To construct and maintain approximately 5301 lin-
ear feet of 42-inch diameter pipe, 8404 linear feet of
48-inch diameter pipe, and 445 linear feet of 54-inch
diameter pipe at six crossing points on the Perkiomen
Creek and at two crossing points of two unnamed tribu-
tary to the Perkiomen Creek (WWF) commencing and
ending at various stations and segments as indicated on
project design drawings.
2. To impact by crossing a total of approximately 1.75
acres of Wetlands at stations 62+14, 66+87, 71+17,
127+40, 133+48, and 146+08 to compliment the sewer
installation.
3. To construct and maintain ten 10-foot diameter
manholes, trenching and appurtenances in the floodway
of the stream to facilitate the sewer interceptor installa-
tion.
4. To construct two temporary crossings of Doe Run
(WWF) and an unnamed tributary to Doe Run to facili-
tate equipment movement and other material transfer
associated with the construction of the sewer interceptor.
The project site commences at the point where Arcola
Road Bridge crosses the Perkiomen Creek and runs
northward ending approximately 1000 linear feet south of
Ridge Pike at manhole PN-93A3.9 which is approximately
2428 feet south of the point where the Germantown Pike
Bridge (Perkiomen Bridge, SR 0422) crosses over the
Perkiomen Creek. The project passes through Collegeville
Borough, and Lower Providence and Upper Providence
Townships in Montgomery County, (Latitude 40° 09
25.08; Longitude 75° 27 30.21).
E23-502. County of Delaware, 201 West Front Street,
Township of Springfield and Township of Upper Darby
Delaware County. ACOE Philadelphia District
To perform the following water obstruction and en-
croachment activities associated with the replacement of
the Rosemont Avenue Bridge over Darby Creek (Delaware
County Bridge No. 73; SR 7023 Section 073):
1. To construct and maintain the Rosemont Avenue
Bridge over Darby Creek replacing the existing bridge
with a proposed Steel I-Beam bridge having a bridge span
of 82 feet (length of the bridge) and regulatory length of
approximately 38 feet 8.25 inches (width of roadway) and
an underclearance of 12 feet 8 inches in the same
footprint space.
2. To conduct excavation and grading of the stream
banks to facilitate the placement of the new bridge
abutment and bridge decking connections.
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3. To place temporary cofferdams in the stream at
relative locations to facilitate the existing abutment re-
moval and the construction of the proposed abutment
consistent with Erosion and Sedimentation control Re-
quirements
4. To place rip-rap in the stream at the abutment to
facilitate the proposed sour prevention design.
The site is a located approximately 182 feet northeast
of the intersection of Bishop Avenue and Rosemount
Avenues measuring from the Springfield Township side of
the Darby Creek. The bridge site is actually located
between the Townships of Springfield and Upper Darby
and serves as a separating boundary in Delaware County
(Lansdowne, PA USGS Quadrangle N: 11.85 inches; W:
8.25 inches).
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Telephone:
717.705.4802.
E06-692. Hamburg Logistics Park, LP, 930 East
Boot Road, Suite 400, West Chester, PA 19380. Hamburg
Logistics Park, 220 Zions Church Road, Shoemakersville,
PA 19555, in Perry Township, Berks County, Philadel-
phia ACOE District
To construct three new warehouse/distribution centers
totaling approximately 2.25 million square feet and asso-
ciated infrastructure. The applicant proposes to 1) remove
the existing 33.5-foot long, 18-inch CMP culvert, install
and maintain a 65-foot long, 8-foot by 3-foot box culvert
in an unnamed tributary (UNT) to the Schuylkill River
(WWF,MF), and fill 0.03 acre of Palustrine Emergent
(PEM)/ Palustrine Scrub Shrub (PSS) Wetlands F & FF
(Latitude: 40°3126, Longitude: -75°5804), 2) remove
the existing 14-foot long, 30-inch CMP culvert and restore
a UNT to the Schuylkill River (WWF,MF), impacting
0.006 acre of PEM Wetland F (Latitude: 40°3124, Longi-
tude: -75°5802), 3) remove the existing 40-foot long,
15-inch CMP culvert and install and maintain a 68-foot
long, 48-inch smooth lined plastic pipe culvert with a
4-foot by 8-foot concrete intake box in a UNT to the
Schuylkill River (WWF,MF), impacting 0.03 acre of PEM
Wetland F (Latitude: 40°3121, Longitude: -75°5801), 4)
fill and maintain 0.004 acre of PEM Wetland EE
(40°3120, Longitude: -75°5802), 5) fill and maintain
0.025 acre of PEM Wetland F and construct and maintain
a channel change in and along 50 linear feet of a UNT to
the Schuylkill River (WWF, MF) (Latitude: 40°3120,
Longitude: -75°5801), 6) fill and maintain 0.06 acre of
PEM Wetland F and realign and maintain 180 linear feet
of a UNT to the Schuylkill River (WWF,MF) (Latitude:
40°3117, Longitude: -75°5759), 7) remove the existing
42-foot long, 24-inch PVC culvert and restore the stream
channel of a UNT to the Schuylkill River (WWF,MF),
impacting 0.001 acre of PEM Wetland F (Latitude:
40°3116, Longitude: -75°5758), 8) fill and maintain
0.23 acre of PEM Wetland F, install and maintain a
70-foot long, 6-foot by 4-foot box culvert and weir control
structure, and realign and maintain 455 linear feet of a
UNT to the Schuylkill River (WWF,MF) (Latitude:
40°3109, Longitude: -75°5758), 9) fill and maintain 457
linear feet of a UNT to the Schuylkill River (WWF,MF)
(Latitude: 40°3109, Longitude: -75°5758), 10) remove
an existing 202-foot long, 12-inch PVC culvert and fill and
maintain the stream channel of a UNT to the Schuylkill
River (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°3110, Longitude: -75°58
01), 11) fill and maintain 215 linear feet of a UNT to the
Schuylkill River (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°3111, Longi-
tude: -75°5803), 12) fill and maintain 230 linear feet of a
UNT to the Schuylkill River (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°31
13, Longitude: -75°5806), 13) excavate, fill, and main-
tain 0.05 acre of PEM Wetland JJ (Latitude: 40°3112,
Longitude: -75°5808), 14) fill and maintain 0.11 acre of
PEM Wetland EE (Latitude: 40°3117, Longitude: -75°57
45), 15) remove an existing 12.5-foot long, 15-inch con-
crete culvert and fill and maintain 13 linear feet of a
UNT to Pigeon Creek (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°3117,
Longitude: -75°5744), 16) fill and maintain 0.002 acre of
PEM Wetland D (Latitude: 40°3117, Longitude: -75°57
44), 17) remove an existing 91-foot long, 18-inch concrete
culvert and fill and maintain 91 linear feet of a UNT to
Pigeon Creek (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°3116, Longitude:
-75°5744), 18) fill and maintain 533 linear feet of a UNT
to Pigeon Creek (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°3115, Longi-
tude: 75°5742), 19) fill and maintain 183 linear feet of a
UNT to Pigeon Creek (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°3114,
Longitude: -75°5742), 20) fill and maintain 0.03 acre of
PEM/PSS Wetland L (Latitude: 40°3113, Longitude: -75°
5743), 21) fill and maintain 280 linear feet of a UNT to
Pigeon Creek (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°3115, Longitude:
-75°5740), 22) fill and maintain 0.06 acre of Palustrine
Forested (PFO) Wetland Q (Latitude: 40°3114, Longi-
tude: -75°5709), 23) fill and maintain 66 linear feet of a
UNT to Pigeon Creek (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°3114,
Longitude: -75°5740), 24) fill and maintain 0.03 acres of
PEM Wetland N (Latitude: 40°3113, Longitude: -75°57
40), 25) fill and maintain 120 linear feet of a UNT to
Pigeon Creek (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°3114, Longitude:
-75°5737), 26) install and maintain a concrete weir
structure in and excavate 0.04 acre of PEM/PSS/POW
Wetland CC & BB (Latitude: 40°3106, Longitude: -75°
5731), 27) fill and maintain 190 linear feet of a UNT to
Pigeon Creek (WWF,MF) (Latitude: 40°3115, Longitude:
-75°5743), 28) fill and maintain 1.16 acre of the
floodway of a UNT to the Schuylkill River (WWF,MF)
(Latitude: 40°3109, Longitude: -75°5756), and 29) tem-
porarily impact 0.20 acre of the floodway of a UNT to the
Schuylkill River (WWF, MF). The following activities are
waived per 25 Pa. Code § 105.12(a)(2): a) fill and main-
tain 2.63 acres of the floodway of a UNT to Pigeon Creek
(WWF,MF), b) fill and maintain 3.23 acres of the floodway
of a UNT to the Schuylkill River (WWF,MF), and c)
temporarily impact 2.42 acres of the floodway of a UNT to
the Schuylkill River (WWF,MF). In total the applicant
proposes to impact 3,394 linear feet of stream channel,
0.98 acre of wetlands, and 9.64 acres of floodways.
Wetland mitigation is proposed to create 1.26 acres of
wetlands.
District Oil and Gas Operations: Eastern Oil and Gas
District, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport,
PA 17701
E0829-075: Appalachia Midstream, LLC, 100 IST
Center, Horseheads, NY 14845, Wilmot Township, Brad-
ford County, ACOE Baltimore District.
To construct, operate and maintain:
1. a 6 inch diameter natural gas line and a temporary
timber mat bridge impacting 92 linear feet of an un-
named tributary to Sugar Run Creek (CWF, MF) and
impacting 25,067 square feet of an adjacent Palustrine
Forested Wetland and Palustrine Emergent Wetland (Jen-
ningsville, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°3546, Longi-
tude: -76°1242);
The project will result in 92 linear feet or 174 square
feet of temporary stream impacts and 23,552 square feet
(0.54 acre) of permanent PFO wetland impacts and 1,515
(0.03 acre) of temporary PEM wetland impacts all for the
purpose of installing a natural gas pipeline with associ-
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ated access roadways for Marcellus shale development in
Wilmot Township, Bradford County.
Northcentral Region: Oil and Gas Management Pro-
gram Manager, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101,
Williamsport, PA 17701
E4129-078: Anadarko Marcellus Midstream, LLC,
33 West Third Street, Suite 200, Williamsport, PA 17701,
Cascade Township, Lycoming County, ACOE Baltimore
District. To construct, operate, and maintain:
1) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 729 square feet of a palustrine emergent (PEM)
wetland (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2715N 76°54
42W);
2) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 46 square feet of a palustrine forested (PFO) wetland
(Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2715N 76°5439W);
3) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 400 square feet of a palustrine forested (PFO) wet-
land (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2715N 76°5436W);
4) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 5896 square feet of palustrine emergent (PEM) wet-
land (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2715N 76°5432W);
5) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 153 linear feet of unnamed tributaries to Slacks Run
(HQ-CWF, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2713N 76°
5432W);
6) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 3098 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO) wetland
(Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2709N 76°5434W);
7) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 744 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO) wetland
(Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2707N 76°5432W);
8) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 126 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Slacks
Run (HQ-CWF, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2706N
76°5431W);
9) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 2314 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO) wetland
(Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2705N 76°5431W);
10) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 20878 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO) wet-
land (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2656N 76°5431W);
11) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 1192 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO) wetland
(Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2652N 76°5431W);
12) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 3136 square feet within the floodway of an unnamed
tributary to Salt Run (EV, MF) and 17682 square feet of
palustrine forested (PFO) wetland (Bodines, PA Quad-
rangle 41°2650N 76°5431W);
13) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 8419 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO) wetland
(Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2645N 76°5429W);
14) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, and
one fiber optic/electric line impacting 254 square feet of
palustrine emergent (PEM) wetland (Bodines, PA Quad-
rangle 41°2642N 76°5424W);
15) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, and
one fiber optic/electric line impacting 150 linear feet of
unnamed tributaries to Salt Run (EV, MF) (Bodines, PA
Quadrangle 41°2640N 76°5417W);
16) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 21387 square feet of palustrine emergent (PEM)
wetland and 15442 square feet of adjacent palustrine
forested (PFO) wetland (Bodines, PA Quadrangle
41°2638N 76°5416W);
17) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 46 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Salt Run
(EV, MF), 5811 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO)
wetland, and 15 square feet of palustrine emergent
(PEM) wetland (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2630N
76°5416W);
18) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 193 linear feet of unnamed tributaries to Salt Run
(EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2627N 76°54
17W);
19) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 3789 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO) wetland
(Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2626N 76°5418W);
20) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 833 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO) wetland
(Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2622N 76°5418W);
21) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 76 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Salt Run
(EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2621N 76°54
13W);
22) two 12-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 60 linear feet of Salt Run (EV, MF), 26 linear feet of
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an unnamed tributary to Salt Run (EV, MF), and 743
square feet within the floodway of an unnamed tributary
to Salt Run (EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°26
21N 76°5412W);
23) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 14673 square feet of palustrine emergent (PEM)
wetlands and 3962 square feet of adjacent palustrine
forested (PFO) wetland (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°26
21N 76°5350W);
24) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 630 square feet palustrine emergent (PEM) wetland
(Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2621N 76°5347W);
25) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 72 linear feet of unnamed tributaries to Salt Run (EV,
MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2619N 76°5338W);
26) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 4 square feet palustrine emergent (PEM) wetland and
10738 square feet within the floodway of unnamed tribu-
taries to Salt Run (EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle
41°2621N 76°5339W);
27) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 2043 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO) wetland
(Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2619N 76°5338W);
28) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 61 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Salt Run
(EV, MF) and 312 square feet of adjacent palustrine
emergent (PEM) wetland (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°26
11N 76°5333W);
29) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 3698 square feet of palustrine emergent (PEM) wet-
land (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2613N 76°5249W);
30) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 10777 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO) wet-
land and 3019 square feet of adjacent palustrine emer-
gent (PEM) wetland (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2553N
76°5238W);
31) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 133 linear feet of unnamed tributaries to Wallis Run
(EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2549N 76°52
38W);
32) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 45 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Wallis Run
(EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2546N 76°52
38W);
33) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 107 linear feet of unnamed tributaries to Wallis Run
(EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2544N 76°52
38W);
34) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 21 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Wallis Run
(EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2541N 76°52
37W);
35) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 76 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Wallis Run
(EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2537N 76°52
37W);
36) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 65 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Wallis Run
(EV, MF), 12354 square feet of adjacent palustrine for-
ested (PFO) wetlands, and 2439 square feet of adjacent
palustrine emergent (PEM) wetlands (Bodines, PA Quad-
rangle 41°2535N 76°5236W);
37) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 86 linear feet of unnamed tributaries to Wallis Run
(EV, MF) (Barbours, PA Quadrangle 41°2535N 76°52
30W);
38) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 119 square feet of palustrine emergent (PEM) wetland
(Barbours, PA Quadrangle 41°2535N 76°5215W);
39) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 3994 square feet of palustrine emergent (PEM) wet-
land and 3431 square feet of palustrine forested (PFO)
wetland (Barbours, PA Quadrangle 41°2534N 76°52
13W);
40) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 31 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Salt Run
(EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2540N 76°54
19W);
41) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 50 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Salt Run
(EV, MF) and 1382 square feet of adjacent palustrine
emergent (PEM) wetland (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°25
42N 76°5420W);
42) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 69 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Salt Run
(EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2542N 76°54
20W);
43) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 103 linear feet of unnamed tributaries to Salt Run
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(EV, MF) and 3043 square feet of adjacent palustrine
forested (PFO) wetland (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°25
45N 76°5421W);
44) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 44 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Salt Run
(EV, MF) and 1015 square feet of adjacent palustrine
emergent (PEM) wetland (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°25
50N 76°5422W);
45) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 60 linear feet of an unnamed tributary to Salt Run
(EV, MF) (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2557N 76°54
17W);
46) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 73 linear feet of Salt Run (EV, MF) (Bodines, PA
Quadrangle 41°2557N 76°5416W);
47) two 8-inch gas pipelines, one 6-inch gas pipeline,
two 6-inch waterlines, one 12-inch water pipeline, one
fiber optic/electric line, and a timber mat bridge impact-
ing 1214 square feet of palustrine emergent (PEM) wet-
land (Bodines, PA Quadrangle 41°2616N 76°5354W).
The project will result in a total of 1926 linear feet of
stream impacts, 0.34 acre of additional floodway impacts,
and 4.06 acres of wetland impacts all for the purpose of
installing a natural gas gathering line, water line, and
temporary access roadways for Marcellus well develop-
ment.
Wilkes-Barre: Environmental Program Manager, 2 Pub-
lic Square, 5th Floor, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701
EA5411-003. Pennsylvania Department of Environ-
mental Protection, Bureau of Abandoned Mine Recla-
mation, Wilkes-Barre Office, 2 Public Square, 5th Floor,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701. Abandoned Mine Land Reclama-
tion Project, in Tremont Township, Schuylkill County,
Baltimore ACOE District.
The applicant proposes to backfill an abandoned surface
mine, which includes a total of 4625 linear feet of
dangerous highwall. The project will also remove a berm
to join two water bodies to create one 0.6 acre water body.
(Swatara Hill Quadrangle 40°3713.06, -76°375.01)
DAM SAFETY
Central Office: Bureau of Waterways Engineering and
Wetlands, Rachel Carson State Office Building, Floor 3,
400 Market Street, P.O. Box 8460, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
8460
D56-103. Indian Lake Dam, Indian Lake Borough,
1301 Causeway Drive, Central City, PA 15926-7621. To
modify, operate and maintain Indian Lake Dam across
Calendars Run (CWF) for the purpose of modifying the
Indian Lake embankment and spillway channel to safely
control the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). (Central
City, PA Quadrangle N: 4.98 inches; W: 17.0 inches;
Latitude: 40.0285; Longitude: -78.8719), Indian Lake Bor-
ough, Somerset County.
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PERMITS
The following parties have applied for Erosion and
Sediment Control Permits for earth disturbance activities
associated with either road maintenance or timber har-
vesting operations.
Unless otherwise indicated, on the basis of preliminary
review and application of lawful standards and regula-
tions, the Department proposes to issue a permit to
discharge, subject to certain limitations in the permit
conditions. These proposed determinations are tentative.
Limitations are provided as erosion and sediment control
best management practices which restrict the rate and
quantity of sediment discharged.
A person wishing to comment on a proposed permit are
invited to submit a statement to the appropriate Depart-
ment regional office listed before the application within
30 days of this public notice. Comments reviewed within
this 30-day period will be considered in the formulation of
the final determinations regarding this application. Re-
sponses should include the name, address and telephone
number of the writer and a concise statement to inform
the Department of the exact basis of a comment and
relevant facts upon which it is based. A public hearing
may be held after consideration of comments received by
the appropriate Department regional office during the
30-day public comment period.
Following the 30-day comment period, the appropriate
regional office water management program manager will
make a final determination regarding the proposed per-
mit. Notice of this determination will be published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin at which time this determination
may be appealed to the Environmental Hearing Board
(Board).
The application and related documents, including the
erosion and sediment control plan for the earth distur-
bance activity, are on file and may be inspected at the
appropriate regional office.
Persons with a disability that require an auxiliary aid,
service or other accommodation to participate during the
30-day public comment period should contact the specified
regional office. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984.
Applications received under sections 5 and 402 of
The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S. §§ 691.5 and
691.402)
Eastern Region: Oil & Gas Management Program Man-
ager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
ESCGP-1 # ESX13-115-0043
Applicant Name EOG Resources Inc.
Contact Person Greg Shaffer
Address 191 Beaver Drive
City, State, Zip Dubois, PA 15801
County Bradford County
Township(s) Springfield Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UTs/Leonard
Creek, Mill Creek, Pisgah Creek (TSF);
Secondary: Sugar Creek
ESCGP-1 # ESX13-115-0077 Applicant Name Cabot Oil &
Gas Corp.
Contact Person Kenneth Marcum
Address Five Penn Center West, Suite 401
City, State, Zip Pittsburgh, PA 15276
County Susquehanna County
Township(s) Brooklyn Township
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Hop Bottom
Creek (CWF/MF) and Tributaries thereto
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ACTIONS
THE PENNSYLVANIA CLEAN STREAMS LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN
WATER ACT
FINAL ACTIONS TAKEN FOR NPDES PERMITS AND WQM PERMITS
The Department has taken the following actions on previously received applications for new, amended and renewed
NPDES and WQM permits, applications for permit waivers and NOIs for coverage under General Permits. This notice of
final action is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing
provisions of The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S. §§ 691.1—691.101) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1251—1376).
Location Permit Authority Application Type or Category
Section I NPDES Renewals
Section II NPDES New or Amendment
Section III WQM Industrial, Sewage or Animal Wastes; Discharges to Groundwater
Section IV NPDES MS4 Individual Permit
Section V NPDES MS4 Permit Waiver
Section VI NPDES Individual Permit Stormwater Construction
Section VII NPDES NOI for Coverage under NPDES General Permits
Sections I—VI contain actions regarding industrial, animal or sewage wastes discharges, discharges to groundwater,
and discharges associated with MS4, stormwater associated with construction activities and CAFOs. Section VII contains
notices for parties who have submitted NOIs for Coverage under General NPDES Permits. The approval for coverage
under these General NPDES Permits is subject to applicable effluent limitations, monitoring, reporting requirements and
other conditions in each General Permit. The approval of coverage for land application of sewage sludge or residential
septage under applicable general permit is subject to pollutant limitations, pathogen and vector attraction reduction
requirements, operational standards, general requirements, management practices and other conditions in the respective
permit. The permits and related documents, effluent limitations, permitting requirements and other information are on
file and may be inspected and arrangements made for copying at the contact office noted before the action.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under section 4 of
the Environmental Hearing Board Act (35 P. S. § 7514) and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to
Administrative Agency Law). The appeal should be sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street, PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users
may contact the Board through the Pennsylvania Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed with the Board
within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropriate statute provides a
different time period. Copies of the appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained from the
Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on audiotape from
the Secretary to the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond
that permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is not
needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so individuals should contact a lawyer at once. Persons who cannot afford
a lawyer may qualify for pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
I. NPDES Renewal Permit Actions
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II. New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Nonwaived Permit Actions
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
NPDES Permit No. PA0012777, Storm Water, Rohm & Haas Chemicals LLC, 5000 Richmond Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19137-1815.
This proposed facility is located in City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Approval for the renewal of an NPDES permit to discharge Storm Water from a
facility known as Rohm & Haas Chemical Philadelphia Plant to unnamed tributary of Delaware River (Frankford inlet)
and Delaware River in Watershed 3J.
NPDES Permit No. PA0020460, Sewage, Pennridge Wastewater Treatment Authority, PO Box 31, Sellwesville,
PA 18960.
This proposed facility is located in West Rockhill Township, Bucks County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Approval for the renewal of an NPDES permit to discharge treated Sewage
from a facility known as Pennridge WWTP to East Branch Perkiomen Creek in Watershed 3-E.
NPDES Permit No. PAS120002, Storm Water, Alger Oil, Inc., 559 Sylmar Road, Rising Sun, MD 21911-1910.
This proposed facility is located in Oxford Borough, Chester County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Approval for the renewal of an NPDES permit to discharge treated Storm
Water from a facility known as Davis Fuel Oxford Facility to Unnamed Tributary of West Branch Big Elk Creek in
Watershed 7-K.
NPDES Permit No. PA0050776, Sewage, Coventry Terrace MHP, LLC, 10006 Hammock Bend, Chapel Hill, NC
27517.
This proposed facility is located in East Coventry Township, Chester County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Approval for the renewal of an NPDES permit to discharge treated Sewage
from a facility known as Coventry Terrace STP to Pigeon Creek in Watershed 3-D.
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
PA0239534, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, 8811, Michael A Hecei, 2553 Pa Avenue West Ext, Warren, PA 16365. Facility
Name: Michael A Hecei SRSTP.
This existing facility is located in Glade Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Activity: New NPDES permit for an existing discharge of treated sewage. The previous NPDES
has expired.
PA0238791, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, 8811, Rae Kent Gardner, PO Box 43, Warren, PA 16365-0043. Facility Name:
Rae Kent Gardner SFTF.
This existing facility is located in Conewango Township, Warren County.
Description of Proposed Activity: New NPDES permit for an existing discharge of treated sewage.
III. WQM Industrial Waste and Sewerage Actions under The Clean Streams Law
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
WQM Permit No. 2394406, Sewage, Renewal, Newtown Township Municipal Authority, 209 Bishop Hollow
Road, Newtown Square, PA 19073.
This proposed facility is located in Newtown Township, Delaware County.
Description of Action/Activity: Permit renewal of continued operation of the wastewater treatment plant with land
application.
WQM Permit No. 4609407 Sewage, Amendment, Upper Merion Township, 175 West Valley Forge Road, King of
Prussia, PA 19406.
This proposed facility is located in Upper Merion Township, Montgomery County.
Description of Action/Activity: Upgrades to the existing pump station and installation of a new 16 inch force main to
replace the existing dual 8 inch force mains.
WQM Permit No. 4698414, Sewage, Renewal, BSA Cradle of Liberty Council, 1485 Valley Forge Road, Wayne, PA
19087-1346.
This proposed facility is located in Marlborough Township, Montgomery County.
Description of Action/Activity: Permit renewal for continued operation of a treatment lagoon with spray irrigation
disposal area.
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
WQM Permit No. 4813403, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Bethlehem Township Municipal Authority, 4225 Easton
Avenue, Bethlehem, PA 18020.
This proposed facility is located in Bethlehem Township, Northampton County.
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Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of a WQM permit for the construction, operation and maintenance of
a gravity sanitary sewer extension consisting of approximately 11,000 L.F. of 8-inch diameter SDR-35 pipe and
approximately 1,700 L.F. of 10-inch diameter SDR-35 pipe to be connected to the existing Nancy Run Interceptor. The
sewer extension will serve a proposed residential and commercial development known as Madison Farms.
Southwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
WQM Permit No. 6513404, Sewerage, Rostraver Twp Sew Auth., 1744 Rostraver Rd., Belle Vernon, PA 15012
This proposed facility is located in Rostraver Twp, Westmoreland Cnty
Description of proposed Action/Activity: Permit issuance for the construction and operation of a pump station.
Northwest Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
WQM Permit No. WQG01431302, Sewage, Kris H. Rickert, 1129 Walnut Street, P. O. Box 242, Stoneboro, PA 16153.
This proposed facility is located in Lake Township, Mercer County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
IV. NPDES Stormwater Discharges from MS4 Permit Actions
V. NPDES Waiver Stormwater Discharges from MS4 Actions
VI. NPDES Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction Activities Individual Permit Actions
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VII. Approvals to Use NPDES and/or Other General Permits
The EPA Region III Administrator has waived the right to review or object to this permit action under the waiver
provision 40 CFR 123.23(d).
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List of NPDES and/or Other General Permit Types
PAG-1 General Permit for Discharges From Stripper Oil Well Facilities
PAG-2 General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater Associated With Construction Activities
PAG-3 General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater From Industrial Activities
PAG-4 General Permit for Discharges From Small Flow Treatment Facilities
PAG-5 General Permit for Discharges From Gasoline Contaminated Ground Water Remediation Systems
PAG-6 General Permit for Wet Weather Overflow Discharges From Combined Sewer Systems (CSO)
PAG-7 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application
PAG-8 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Non-Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application to
Agricultural Land, Forest, a Public Contact Site or a Land Reclamation Site
PAG-8 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-8 General Permit Coverage
PAG-9 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Residential Septage by Land Application to Agricultural Land,
Forest, or a Land Reclamation Site
PAG-9 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-9 General Permit Coverage
PAG-10 General Permit for Discharge Resulting from Hydrostatic Testing of Tanks and Pipelines
PAG-11 (To Be Announced)
PAG-12 Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
PAG-13 Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4)
PAG-14 (To Be Announced)















































Sadsbury Arcadia Assoc., L.P.




























































































































































Upper Hillside Properties LLC
1117 Old Fritztown Road
















Americold Real Estate, LP
10 Glenlake Parkway














PAG02000613026 Primax Properties, LLC






















































PAG02002213025 Dr. Stacy Castaldi












PAG02003609017R Quarry Edge Properties, LP



























PAG02003613038 Hempfield School District
200 Church Street
Landisville, PA 17358



















































PAG02003613052 Premier R&G Properties





































PAG02003613056 Moove In Partners













PAG02003613058 Norfolk Southern Railway Co.
















PAG02003813015 Joshua W. Tillett




























PAG02003813028 Patrick J. Kerwin
























DMP Northern Tier LP
1952 Waddle Rd







RR 5, Box 5030C
Towanda, PA 18848













RR 5, Box 5030C
Towanda, PA 18848
(570) 265-5539, X 6
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Columbia County








































































PAG02000208040R Richland Industrial Properties,
Inc.















































PAG02000211035R Springdale Open Bible Church
401 Colfax Street
Springdale, PA 15144




























































































PAG02000213001 R&D Land Partners
2140 Woodland Road
Warrendale, PA 15086

























































PAG02000213040 Bove Development Corporation
5851 Brian Drive















PAG02000213042 Western Pennsylvania School
for the Deaf

















Allison Park, PA 15101














































PAG02000213057 Maronda Homes, Inc.
















PAG02000213059 David O. Biddson



















































































































PAG02001012044(1) Evans City Water & Sewer
Authority
c/o Mr. Norman Nelson
204 South Jackson Street,
Suite B






City of St. Mary’s
Elk County
PAG0002413004 Foster F. Wineland














































PAR606112 H Snyder Steel Corp
PO Box 111
Coraopolis, PA 15108


































PAG041108 Kris H. Rickert
1129 Walnut Street,

























PAG058356 Leonard Hatzo Estate
(Hatzo Citgo)




























































































439 Roth’s Church Road
Spring Grove, PA 17362







































NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS RELATED TO APPLICATIONS FOR NPDES
PERMITS FOR CAFOs
The State Conservation Commission has taken the following actions on previously received applications for nutrient
management plans under 3 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5, for agricultural operations that have or anticipate submitting applications
for new, amended or renewed NPDES permits or NOIs for coverage under a general permit for CAFOs under 25 Pa. Code
Chapter 92a. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing
The Clean Streams Law and the Federal Clean Water Act.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal under 3 Pa.C.S. § 517, section 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act
and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel Carson State Office
Building, 400 Market Street, P. O. Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users should contact the
Environmental Hearing Board (Board) through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Copies of the appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules
of practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary of the Board at (717) 787-3483.
This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that permitted by applicable statutes and
decision law.
For individuals who wish to challenge actions, appeals must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is not needed to
file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so individuals should show this notice to a lawyer at once. Persons who
cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for pro bono representation. Call the Secretary of the Board at (717) 787-3483 for
more information.
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NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLAN PUBLIC NOTICE SPREADSHEET—ACTIONS
Agricultural Operation















433 Black Barren Road
Peach Bottom, PA 17563
Lancaster 153.1 411.16 Swine HQ A
PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY PERMITS
The Department has taken the following actions on
applications received under the Pennsylvania Safe Drink-
ing Water Act (35 P. S. §§ 721.1—721.17) for the construc-
tion, substantial modification or operation of a public
water system.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed
with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this document to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for pro
bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board at
(717) 787-3483 for more information.
SAFE DRINKING WATER
Actions taken under the Pennsylvania Safe Drink-
ing Water Act
Northwest Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Permit No. 2064-T1-MA4 Public Water Supply
Applicant Johnsonburg Municipal
Authority
Township or Borough Johnsonburg Borough
County Elk
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Mark V. Glenn, P.E.






Permit No. 2512501 Public Water Supply
Applicant Municipal Authority of the
Borough of Union City
Township or Borough Union Township
County Erie
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer August E. Maas, P.E.
Hill Engineering, Inc.
8 Gibson Street




Northcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport,
PA 17701-6448.










Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Eric A. Casanave, P.E.
Stiffler, McGraw and Associates,
Inc.
1731 North Juniata Street
Hollidaysburg, PA 16648
Permit Issued August 20, 2013
Description of Action Installation of an automated,
self-service, bulk water loading
station, housed within a
prefabricated, steel-sided,
insulated enclosure that is
anchored to a concrete base that
replaces the fire hydrant based,
manually operated, Towanda fill
station located west-southwest of
the intersection of Lindsey Road
and Cummings Road in Towanda
Twp.
SEWAGE FACILITIES ACT PLAN APPROVAL
Plan Approvals Granted Under the Pennsylvania
Sewage Facilities Act (35 P. S. § 750.5)
Southcentral Region: Water Management Program Man-
ager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Tele-
phone: 717-705-4707.
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Plan Description: Approval of a revision to the Official
Sewage Plan of Adamstown Borough, Lancaster County.
The plan revision provides for the use of a small flow
treatment facility with a discharge to Muddy Creek, to
serve the long term sewage disposal needs of a single
family dwelling that is currently served by a malfunction-
ing on lot sewage disposal system. The property is located
at 1854 Bowmansville Rd, Adamstown, PA. The Depart-
ment’s review of the plan revision has not identified any
significant impacts resulting from this proposal. The DEP
Code Number for this planning module is A3-36911-036-
3S. Any required WQM Permits must be obtained in the
name of the property owner.
LAND RECYCLING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 2
The following plans and reports were submitted
under the Land Recycling and Environmental
Remediation Standards Act (35 P. S. §§ 6026.101—
6026.907).
Provisions of Sections 301—308 of the Land Recycling
and Environmental Remediation Standards Act (act) (35
P. S. §§ 6026.301—6026.308) require the Department to
publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of submis-
sion of plans and reports. A final report is submitted to
document cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at
a site to one of the act’s remediation standards. A final
report provides a description of the site investigation to
characterize the nature and extent of contaminants in
environmental media, the basis for selecting the environ-
mental media of concern, documentation supporting the
selection of residential or nonresidential exposure factors,
a description of the remediation performed and summa-
ries of sampling analytical results which demonstrate
that remediation has attained the cleanup standard se-
lected. Submission of plans and reports, other than the
final report, will also be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. These include the remedial investigation report,
risk assessment report and cleanup plan for a site-specific
standard remediation. A remedial investigation report
includes conclusions from the site investigation; concen-
tration of regulated substances in environmental media;
benefits of reuse of the property; and, in some circum-
stances, a fate and transport analysis. If required, a risk
assessment report describes potential adverse effects
caused by the presence of regulated substances. If re-
quired, a cleanup plan evaluates the abilities of potential
remedies to achieve remedy requirements.
For further information concerning plans or reports,
contact the environmental cleanup program manager in
the Department regional office under which the notice of
receipt of plans or reports appears. If information con-
cerning plans or reports is required in an alternative
form, contact the community relations coordinator at the
appropriate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984.
The Department has received the following plans and
reports:
Southeast Regional Office: Regional Manager, Environ-
mental Cleanup and Brownfields, 2 East Main Street,
Norristown, PA 19401, Telephone 484.250.5960.
Village at Valley Forge, 401 North Gulph Road,
Upper Merion Township, Montgomery County. Paul
Fry, Realen Valley Forge Greenes Associates, 1000
Chesterbrook Boulevard, Suite 100, Berwyn, PA 19312 on
behalf of Donald Bowman, Maser Consulting P.A., 190
Brodhead Road, Suite 210, Bethlehem, PA 18017, Brian
Bennett, Northwestern Mutual, 720 East Wisconsin Av-
enue, N16SW, Milwaukee, WI 53202 has submitted a
Final Report concerning remediation of site soil contami-
nated with benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and total
xylenes which was supposed to have impacted soil on the
site. The report is intended to document remediation of
the site to meet the Statewide Healthy Standard.
CTS @ Springmill Station, 1101 East Hector Street
Whitemarsh Township, Montgomery County. Victoria
M. Ryan, VERTEX Environmental Services, 700 Turner
Way, Ambler, PA 19014 on behalf of James H. Turner,
Home Properties Whitemarsh LLC, 8229 Bonne Boule-
vard, Suite 500, Vienna, VA has submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site soil contaminated with no.
4-6 heating oil. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Statewide Health
Standard.
Citizen Bank, 139 South Easton Road, Cheltenham
Township, Montgomery County. ARCLLC, 106 York
Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046 on behalf of Ray Hutch-
inson, Nova Consulting Group, Inc., One Blue Hill Plaza,
10th Floor, P. O. Box 1672, Pearl River, NY 10965, Staci
Cottone, J&J Environmental, P. O. Box 370, Blue Bell, PA
19422 has submitted a Final Report concerning remedia-
tion of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the statewide Health Standard.
Tadlock Residence, 21 Timothy Lane, Falls Town-
ship, Bucks County. John Tadlock, 21 Timothy Lane,
Levittown, PA 19054 on behalf of Richard Trimpi, Trimpi
Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA
18073, Ty Gawlik, State Farm, P. O. Box 8061, Ballston
Spa, 12020-8061 has submitted a Final Report concerning
remediation of site soil and groundwater contaminated
with petroleum. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Statewide Health
Standard.
Cardone Industries Plant 15 &16, 500-550 East Erie
Avenue, City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County.
Glenn DePalantino, Harvest Realty 5501 Whitaker
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19124 on behalf of Mark
Kuczynski, REPSG, Inc., 6901 Kingsessing Avenue, 2nd
Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19142, Suzanne Shourds, REPSG,
Inc., 6901 Kingsessing Avenue, 2nd Floor Philadelphia,
PA 19142 has submitted a Cleanup Plan/Remedial Inves-
tigation Report concerning remediation of site groundwa-
ter and soil contaminated with unleaded gasoline. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the Site Specific Standard.
Nessa Property, 66 Street Road, Upper Makefield
Township, Bucks County. Judy Ness, 66 Street Road,
New Hope, PA 18938 on behalf of Mark Fortna, DelVal
Soil & Environmental Consultants Inc., Sky Run II Suite
A1, 4050 Skyron Drive, Doylestown, PA 18902 has sub-
mitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site soil
contaminated with heating oil. The report is intended to
document remediation of the site to meet the statewide
Health Standard.
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Transmontaigne Site, 2751 South 58th Street, City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Elizabeth Gabor,
Philadelphia Authority for Industrial Development, 2600
Centre Square West, 1500 Market Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19102 on behalf of Jennifer L. Gresh, P.G., Duffield
Associates, Inc., 211 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, PA
19107 has submitted a Final Report concerning remedia-
tion of site groundwater and soil contaminated with
unleaded gasoline and inorganics. The report is intended
to document remediation of the site to meet the Site
Specific Standard.
Access Services, 201 Chain Street, Norristown Bor-
ough, Montgomery County. Philip Chat, 45 Creek View
Drive, Perkasie, PA 18944 on behalf of Staci Cottone, J&J
Environmental, P. O. Box 370, Blue Bell, PA 19422,
Valentine Dalavai, 5 Office Center Drive, Suite 100, Fort
Washington, PA 19034 has submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site soil contaminated with no.
2 heating oil. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Statewide Health
Standard.
Exelon Corporation Condensate Tank KIPC, 990
South Steel Road, Fall Township, Bucks County. Dale
Davis, Exelon Generation-Fairless Hills Generation Sta-
tion, 990 Steel Road South, Fairless Hills, PA 19030 on
behalf of Juddson W. Herr, Langan Engineering and
Environmental Services, Inc., 2700 Kelly Road, Suite 200,
Warrington, PA 18976, Kathleen Mayher, Unites States
Steel Corporation, 600 Grant Street, Pittsburgh, PA
15219 has submitted a Final Report concerning remedia-
tion of site soil contaminated with inorganics. The report
is intended to document remediation of the site to meet
the Statewide Health Standard.
Ciocco Residence, 509 Collins Drive, Maple Town-
ship, Delaware County. Ann Ciocco, 509 Collins Drive,
Springfield, PA 19064 on behalf of Richard D. Trimpi,
Trimpi Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road, Pennsburg,
PA 18073, Deb Alessi, State Farm Insurance Company,
PA Fire Claims, P. O. Box 106110 has submitted a Final
Report concerning remediation of site [media] contami-
nated with soil. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Statewide Health
Standard.
Arcibald Residence, 522 Rosewood Avenue, Lower
Southampton Township, Bucks County. David Archib-
ald, 522 Rosewood Avenue, Trevose, PA 19053 on behalf of
Jason Richards c/o Nautilus Insurance, Nautilus Insur-
ance, 140 New Britain Boulevard, Chalfont, PA 18914,
Richard D. Trimpi, Trimpi Associates, Inc., 1635 Old
Plains Road, Pennsburg, PA 18073 has submitted a Final
Report concerning remediation of site soil contaminated
with no. w2 fuel oil. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Statewide Health
Standard.
CMJ Investments, LLC, 300 South Governor Printz
Boulevard, Tinicum Township, Delaware County. Lou
Cicconi, CMJ Investments, LLC, 300 South Governor
Printz Boulevard, Lester, PA 19029 on behalf of Jim
Taylor, Taylor Geoservices, 38 Bishop Hollow, Newtown
Square, PA 19073 has submitted a Final Report concern-
ing remediation of site soil and groundwater contami-
nated with unleaded gasoline and leaded gasoline. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the Background Standard.
East Center Incinerator Site, 601 North Columbus
Boulevard City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County.
William F. Schmidt, Pennoni Associates, Inc., 3001 Mar-
ket Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 on behalf of Paul
Martino, Pennoni Associates, Inc., 3001 Market Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19104, Joe Forkin, Delaware River
Waterfront Corporation, 121 North Columbus Boulevard,
Philadelphia, PA 19106 has submitted a Remedial Inves-
tigation and Cleanup Plan concerning remediation of site
soil and groundwater contaminated with metals, and
pcb’s. The report is intended to document remediation of
the site to meet the Site Specific Standard.
Magarity Ford, 8200 Germantown Avenue, City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Charles Keefer,
Bowman Properties, Ltd., 8236 Germantown Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19118 on behalf of Richard S. Werner,
P.G. Environmental Consulting, Inc., 2002 Renaissance
Boulevard, Suite 110, King of Prussia, PA 19406 has
submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site
soil contaminated with pah’s. The report is intended to
document remediation of the site to meet the Statewide
Health Standard.
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
and Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.
Elser Property, 353 Route 61 South, North Manheim
Township, Schuylkill County, Michael Crimmel, Austin
James Associates, Inc., has submitted a final report on
behalf of his client, Ms. Nancy Elser, 245 E. Schmaltzdahl
Road, New Ringgold, PA 17960, concerning the remedia-
tion of soil and groundwater found to have been impacted
by leaded gasoline release from a historical gasoline
service station prior to 1977. The report was submitted to
document attainment of Statewide Health Standards for
soil and groundwater and Site Specific Standards for soil
and groundwater. A public notice regarding the submis-
sion of the Final Report was published in The
Republican-Herald on July 18, 2013.
Gulf Oil Fullerton Terminal, 2451 Main Street,
Whitehall Township, Lehigh County, Stephanie Grillo,
Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc., has submit-
ted an NIR and RIR, RAR, and CP on behalf of her client,
Nathan Stevens, Gulf Oil Limited Partnership, Inc., 2451
Main Street, Whitehall, PA 18052, concerning the
remediation of soil and groundwater found to have
been impacted by benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, total
xylenes, methyl tertiary butyl either, naphthalene, 1,2,4-
trimethylbenzene and 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene from sev-
eral incidents which occurred between 9/23/1991 and
1/30/2012. A public notice regarding the submission of the
NIR was published in The Morning Call on May 23, 2013.
A public notice regarding the submission of the RIR, RAR
and CP will be published in the surrounding area in the
near future.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
Jerome H. Rhoads, Inc., 221 East State Street,
Quarryville, PA 17566, Quarryville Borough, Lancaster
County. Gannett Fleming, Inc., 101 Millersville Road,
Lancaster, PA 17603-4250, on behalf of Jerome H.
Rhoads, Inc., 624 South Prince Street, Lancaster, PA
17603, submitted a Final Report concerning remediation
of site soils and groundwater contaminated with petro-
leum hydrocarbons and chlorinated solvents. The report
is intended to document remediation of the site to meet
the Site Specific standards.
Rutter’s Farm Store 53 Diesel Spill, 2215 Old Trail
Road, Etters, PA 17319, Newberry Township, York
County. United Environmental Services, Inc., 86 Hillside
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Drive, Drums, PA 18222, on behalf of CHR Corporation,
2295 Susquehanna Trail, York, PA 17404 and Response
Environmental, Inc., 912 Spring Circle, Mechanicsburg,
PA 17055, submitted a Final Report concerning remedia-
tion of site soils contaminated with diesel fuel. The report
is intended to document remediation of the site to meet
the Residential Statewide Health standard.
Former Tyco Electronics Hamilton Street Facility,
759 Hamilton Street, Carlisle, PA 17013, Borough of
Carlisle, Cumberland County. Herbert, Rowland, &
Grubic Inc., 369 East Park Drive, Harrisburg, PA 17111,
on behalf of Tyco Electronics, Inc., PO Box 3608, Harris-
burg, PA 17105-3608, submitted a combined Remedial
Investigation and Final Report concerning remediation of
site soils and groundwater contaminated with chlorinated
solvents and volatile organic compounds. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to meet a
combination of the Background, Statewide Health and
Site-Specific standards.
Rose Marie Allison Estate, 2070 Enfield Street,
Camp Hill, PA 17011, Camp Hill Borough, Cumberland
County. Reliance Environmental, Inc., 130 East Chest-
nut Street, Lancaster, PA 17602, on behalf of William
Allison, Executor, Rose Marie Allison Estate, 2070 Enfield
Street, Camp Hill, PA 17011, submitted a Final Report for
site soils and groundwater contaminated with #2 fuel oil.
The report is intended to document remediation of the
site to meet the Site-Specific and Residential Statewide
Health standards.
Hershey 19 East Facility—The Hershey Company,
19 East Chocolate Avenue, Hershey, PA 17033, Derry
Township, Dauphin County. Langan Engineering and
Environmental Services, PO Box 1569, Doylestown, PA
18901, on behalf of Chocolate Realty DST, 10 Tara
Boulevard, Suite 103, Nashua, NH 03062 and The Her-
shey Company, 100 Crystal A Drive, Hershey, PA 17033,
submitted a Remedial Investigation Report concerning
remediation of site soils and groundwater contaminated
with VOCs, SVOCs, pesticides and inorganics. The report
is intended to document remediation of the site to meet
the Site-Specific and Residential Statewide Health stan-
dards.
Fillings Dry Cleaners, 3885 Columbia Avenue, Mount-
ville, PA 17554, West Hempfield and Manor Townships,
Lancaster County. Geological Services, Inc., PO Box
578, Rock Hall, MD 21661, on behalf of Fillings Clothing,
681 Harrisburg Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17603, submitted a
Remedial Investigation Report and Final Report concern-
ing site soils and groundwater contaminated with chlori-
nated solvents. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Site Specific Standard.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-
4745
Dura-Bond Pipe Storage Yard, 5 North Linden
Street, Duquesne, Allegheny County. KU Resources,
Inc., 22 South Linden Street, Duquesne, PA 15110, on
behalf of Transtar/Union Railroad Company, 1200 Penn
Avenue, Suite 300, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, has submitted a
Final Report on August 14 2013 concerning remediation
of site soil and groundwater contaminated with lead,
manganese, arsenic, molybdenum, iron and aluminum.
The report is intended to document remediation of the
site to meet the Site-specific and Statewide health Stan-
dards.
Rivers Casino, 777 Casino Drive, City of Pittsburgh,
Allegheny County. Civil & Environmental Consultants,
Inc. 333 Baldwin Road Pittsburgh PA 15205, on behalf of
Holdings Acquisition Co. L.P. submitted a Baseline Envi-
ronmental Report concerning remediation of site soil and
groundwater contaminated with VOC’s, SVOC’s and met-
als. The report is intended to document remediation of
the site to meet the special industrial area attainment
standard.
Fort Pitt Business Park, Four Coins Drive, Canons-
burg Borough & North Strabane Township, Washington
County. BAI Group Inc., 2525 Green Tech Drive, State
College, PA 16803, on behalf of Stoehr Development, Inc.
325 Meadowlands Blvd, Suite 1 Washington, PA 15301,
submitted a Remedial Investigation & Final Report con-
cerning remediation of site groundwater contaminated
with petroleum related compounds. The report is in-
tended to document remediation of the site to meet the
statewide health and site specific standard.
LAND RECYCLING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 3
The Department has taken action on the following
plans and reports under the Land Recycling and
Environmental Remediation Standards Act (35
P. S. §§ 6026.101—6026.907).
Section 250.8 of 25 Pa. Code and administration of the
Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation Stan-
dards Act (act) require the Department to publish in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of its final actions on plans
and reports. A final report is submitted to document
cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at a site to
one of the remediation standards of the act. A final report
provides a description of the site investigation to charac-
terize the nature and extent of contaminants in environ-
mental media, the basis of selecting the environmental
media of concern, documentation supporting the selection
of residential or nonresidential exposure factors, a de-
scription of the remediation performed and summaries of
sampling methodology and analytical results which dem-
onstrate that the remediation has attained the cleanup
standard selected. Plans and reports required by the act
for compliance with selection of remediation to a site-
specific standard, in addition to a final report, include a
remedial investigation report, risk assessment report and
cleanup plan. A remedial investigation report includes
conclusions from the site investigation; concentration of
regulated substances in environmental media; benefits of
reuse of the property; and, in some circumstances, a fate
and transport analysis. If required, a risk assessment
report describes potential adverse effects caused by the
presence of regulated substances. If required, a cleanup
plan evaluates the abilities of potential remedies to
achieve remedy requirements. A work plan for conducting
a baseline remedial investigation is required by the act
for compliance with selection of a special industrial area
remediation. The baseline remedial investigation, based
on the work plan, is compiled into the baseline environ-
mental report to establish a reference point to show
existing contamination, describe proposed remediation to
be done and include a description of existing or potential
public benefits of the use or reuse of the property. The
Department may approve or disapprove plans and reports
submitted. This notice provides the Department’s decision
and, if relevant, the basis for disapproval.
For further information concerning the plans and re-
ports, contact the environmental cleanup program man-
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ager in the Department regional office under which the
notice of the plan or report appears. If information
concerning a final report is required in an alternative
form, contact the community relations coordinator at the
appropriate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984.
The Department has received the following plans and
reports:
Southeast Regional Office: Regional Manager, Environ-
mental Cleanup and Brownfields, 2 East Main Street,
Norristown, PA 19401, Telephone 484.250.5960.
Magarity Ford, 8200 Germantown Avenue, City of
Philadelphia Philadelphia County. Charles Keefer,
Bowman Properties Ltd., 8236 Germantown Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19118 on behalf of Richard S. Werner,
P.G., Environmental Consulting, Inc., 2002 Renaissance
Boulevard, Suite 110, King of Prussia, PA 19406 has
submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation of
site soil contaminated with pah’s. The Final report dem-
onstrated attainment of the Statewide Health Standard
and was approved by the Department on August 1, 2013.
Carzo Residence, 487 Thornton Road, Thornbury
Township Montgomery County. Chris Carzo, 487
Thornton Road, Thornton, PA 19373 on behalf of David J.
Carlson, Environ Trac Ltd., 3 Terri Lane, Suite #8,
Burlington, NJ 08016, Patricia Nicotera, 1307 Covert
Court, Glen Mills, PA 19342-2241 has submitted a 90 day
Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil
contaminated with gasoline. The 90 day Final report
demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health Stan-
dard and was approved by the Department on July 23,
2013.
Maggio Residence, 35 Signal Hill Road, Northampton
Township Bucks County. Vincent Maggio, 35 Signal Hill
Road, Holland, PA 18966 on behalf of Thomas Hip-
pensteal, Envirosearch Consulting, Inc. P. O. Box 940,
Springhouse, PA 19477 has submitted a Final Report
concerning the remediation of site soil contaminated with
no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report demonstrated attainment
of the Statewide Health Standard and was approved by
the Department on July 30, 2013.
Redmond Property West LLC. 4225 Main Street,
City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Mark
Redmond, Redmond Properties West, LLC, 4225 Main
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19127-1602 on behalf of Andrew
Meadows, J&J Environmental, Inc., 2949 Felton Road,
East Norriton, PA 19401 has submitted a 90 day Final
Report concerning the remediation of site soil contami-
nated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report demonstrated
attainment of the Statewide Health Standard and was
approved by the Department on July 5, 2013.
Salmon Residence, 425 Columbia Avenue, Lansdale
Borough Montgomery County. Matthew Salmon, 425
Columbia Avenue, Lansdale, PA 19446 on behalf of Staci
Cottone, J&J Environmental, P. O. Box 370, Blue Bell, PA
19422 has submitted a 90 day Final Report concerning
the remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel
oil. The 90 day Final report demonstrated attainment of
the Statewide Health Standard and was approved by the
Department on June 28, 2013.
Marcus Hook Elementary School, 711 Market Street
Marcus Hook Borough Delaware County. Jay Keever,
Chichester School District, 401 Cherry Tree Road, Aston,
PA 19014 on behalf of Barbara Lippmann, Environmental
Control Systems, 950 Sussex Boulevard, Broomall, PA
19008, Tiffani Doerr, Aquaterra Technologies, 122 South
Church Street, West Chester, PA 19382 has submitted a
Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil and
groundwater contaminated with mtbe. The Final report
demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health Stan-
dard and was approved by the Department on July 23,
2013.
Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witness, 851 Elsinore
Place, City of Chester Delaware County. Dennis Bell,
Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s witness c/o Realty Mark
Nexus, 501 Corporate Drive, Luxembourg Corporate Cen-
ter, Langhorne, PA 19047 on behalf of Staci Cottone, J&J
Environmental, PO Box 370, Blue Bell, PA 19422 has
submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation of
site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report
demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health Stan-
dard and was approved by the Department on August 2,
2013.
National Heat & Power, 1627-35 South 49th Street,
City of Philadelphia Philadelphia County. Elizabeth
Gabor, Philadelphia Authority for Industrial Develop-
ment, 2600 Centre Square West, 1500 Market Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19102, on behalf of Jennifer L. Gresh,
Duffield Associates Inc., 211 North 13th Street, Philadel-
phia, PA 19107 has submitted a Remedial Investigation
Report and Cleanup Plan concerning the remediation of
site soil and groundwater contaminated with other organ-
ics. The Cleanup Plan and Remedial Investigation Report
were approved by the Department on July 1, 2013.
McDannels Residence, Perkiomen Township Mont-
gomery County. Inge McDannels, 210 Cemetery Road,
Schwenksville, PA 19473, George Whitmayer, 192
Morwood Road, Telford, PA 18969 on behalf of Charles
Burge, Mountain Research, LLC, 825 25th Street,
Altoona, PA 16601, Jason Bean, Allstate Insurance Com-
pany, 309 Lakeside, Drive Suite 100, Horsham PA 19044
has submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation
of site soil and groundwater contaminated with unleaded
gasoline. The Final report demonstrated attainment of
the Statewide Health Standard and was approved by the
Department on July 22, 2013.
Gutknecht Property, 75 Vermillion Drive, Falls
Township Bucks County. Kurt Gutknecht, 75 Vermillion
Drive, Levittown, PA 19054 on behalf of Richard D.
Trimpi, Trimpi Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road,
Pennsburg, PA 18073, Ty Gawlick, State Farm Insurance
Company, P. O. Box 8061, Ballston Spa, NY 12020-8061
has submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation
of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final
report demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health
Standard and was approved by the Department on July
30, 2013.
Snyder-Girotti Elementary School, 450 Beaver
Street, Bristol Borough Bucks County. Ralph DiGui-
seppe, III, Bristol Borough School District, 1776 Farragut
Avenue, Bristol, PA 19007 on behalf of Matthew T. Bailor,
CHMM, Gilmore & Associates Inc., 65 East Butler Av-
enue, Suite 100, New Britain, PA 18901, Toby J. Kessler,
P.G. Gilmore Associates Inc., 65 East Butler Avenue,
Suite 100, New Britain, PA 18901 has submitted a
Cleanup Plan and Remedial Investigation Report concern-
ing the remediation of site soil contaminated with arse-
nic, lead, and benzo. The Cleanup Plan and Remedial
Investigation Report were approved by the Department
July 2, 2013.
Mercer Residence Property, 25 Barneston Road,
West Nantmeal Township Chester County. Angelika
Mercer, 25 Barneston Road, Honey Brook, PA 19344 on
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behalf of Michael P. Raffoni, Reliance Environmental, Inc.
130 East Chestnut Street, Lancaster, PA 17602, Mark E.
Zunich, Reliance Environmental, Inc. 130 East Chestnut
Street, Lancaster, PA 17602 has submitted a Cleanup
Plan and Remedial Investigation Report concerning the
remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil.
The Cleanup Plan and Remedial Investigation Report
were disapproved by the Department on July 23, 2013
Penndot District 6-3 Maintenance Facility, 426 Old
Middletown Road, Middletown Township Delaware
County. David P. Condo, PhD., PennDot, 400 North
street, 7th Floor, M-West, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3790 on
behalf of Eric B. Schmidley, PG, SAIC, 189 Gordon Drive,
Suite 109, Exton, PA 19341 has submitted a Final Report
concerning the remediation of site groundwater and soil
contaminated with petroleum. The Final report demon-
strated attainment of the Site Specific and Statewide
Health Standard was approved by the Department on
July 5, 2013.
Wissahickon Charter School, 815-825 East Washing-
ton Lane, City of Philadelphia Philadelphia County.
Brad Copeland, Mt Airy Transit Village, 6703 German-
town Avenue, Suite 200, Philadelphia, PA 19119 on behalf
of Stephanie Hernandez, Wissahickon Charter School,
4700 Wissahickon Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19144, James
Manuel, REPSG, Inc., 6901 Kingsessing Avenue, Suite
201, Philadelphia, Pa 19142, Charlene Drake, REPSG,
Inc., 6901 Kingsessing Avenue, Suite 201, Philadelphia,
Pa 19142 has submitted a Cleanup Plan and Remedial
Investigation Report concerning the remediation of site
soil contaminated with inorganics. The Cleanup Plan and
Remedial Investigation Report were approved by the
Department on August 6, 2013.
Bromberg Residence, 7846 Flourtown Avenue, Spring-
field Township Montgomery County. Jodi Bromberg,
7846 Flourtown Avenue, Wyndmoor, PA 19038 on behalf
of Staci Cottone, J&J Environmental, P. O. Box 370, Blue
Bell, PA 19422 has submitted a Final Report concerning
the remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel
oil. The Final report demonstrated attainment of the
Statewide Health Standard and was approved by the
Department on August 1, 2013.
Watson Residence, 6348 Ross Street, City of Philadel-
phia Philadelphia County. Vincent Watson, 6348 Ross
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19144 on behalf of Dana
Boydjian, ECC Horizon, 520 Fellowship Road, Suite
E-506, Mount Laurel, NJ 08054, Christina Thomas, Ma-
ma’s Boy Heating Oil, 1405 South 58th Street, Philadel-
phia, PA 19143 has submitted a Final Report concerning
the remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel
oil. The Final report demonstrated attainment of the
Statewide Health Standard and was approved by the
Department on July 30, 2013.
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
and Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.
Paul B Wood Tires, 1337 East Fourth Street, City of
Bethlehem, Northampton County, Thomas Martinelli,
JMT Environmental, has submitted a Final Report on
behalf of his client, Paul B. Wood Tires, 1337 East Fourth
Street, Bethlehem, PA 18015, concerning the remediation
of soil due to a spill of approximately 10 gallons of
flatproofing tire sealer material diluted with 40 gallons of
water from a release of a 225 gallon tote. The report
documented attainment of the Residential Statewide
Health Standard for soil and was approved on July 25,
2013. The Final Report was also submitted within 90
days of the release.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
Property at 3419 Ritner Highway, West Pennsboro
Township, Cumberland County. RT Environmental Ser-
vices, Inc., 215 West Church Street, King of Prussia, PA
19406, on behalf of George and Shirley Stambaugh, 3419
Ritner Highway, Newville, PA 17241 and Verus Partners,
LLC, 200 Phillips Road, Exton, PA 19341, submitted a
Final Report concerning remediation of site soils contami-
nated with PAHs. The Final Report did not demonstrate
attainment of the Residential Statewide Health standard,
and was disapproved by the Department on August 12,
2013.
Cardinal USA Fuel Oil Company, Home Heating Oil
Tanker Rollover, 700 & 733 Nottingham Road, Peach
Bottom, PA 17563, Fulton Township, Lancaster County.
Crawford Environmental Services, LLC, 195 Proudfoot
Drive, Birdsboro, PA 19508, on behalf of Cardinal USA
Fuel Oil Company, 4985 Lancaster Avenue, Philadelphia,
PA 19131; Barnyard Boys, 700 Nottingham Road, Peach
Bottom, PA 17563; Samuel Stoltzfus, 733 Nottingham
Road, Peach Bottom, PA 17563; and Crum & Forster,
10350 Richmond Avenue, Suite 300, Houston, TX 77042,
submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site
soils and groundwater contaminated with No. 2 Fuel Oil
released from a tanker truck accident. The Final Report
demonstrated attainment of the Residential Statewide
Health standard, and was approved by the Department
on August 12, 2013.
Millersville University Lancaster Campus / former
PA Academy of Music, 42 North Prince Street, Lan-
caster, PA 17603, City of Lancaster, Lancaster County.
GCI Environmental Services, 1250 East King Street,
Lancaster, PA 17602, on behalf of Union Community
Bank, 570 Lausch Lane, Lancaster, PA 17601 and
Millersville University, PO Box 1002, Millersville, PA
17551-0302, submitted a Remedial Investigation and Fi-
nal Report concerning remediation of site groundwater
contaminated with chlorinated solvents. The combined
report demonstrated attainment of the Site Specific stan-
dard, and was approved by the Department on August 14,
2013.
Rose Marie Allison Estate, 2070 Enfield Street,
Camp Hill, PA 17011, Camp Hill Borough, Cumberland
County. Reliance Environmental, Inc., 130 East Chest-
nut Street, Lancaster, PA 17602, on behalf of William
Allison, Executor, Rose Marie Allison Estate, 2070 Enfield
Street, Camp Hill, PA 17011, submitted a Final Report for
site soils and groundwater contaminated with #2 fuel oil.
The report is intended to document remediation of the
site to meet the Site-Specific and Residential Statewide
Health standards. The combined report was administra-
tively incomplete and was disapproved by the Department
on August 16, 2013.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222-
4745
Mays Phillips Lane, 90 Phillips Lane, Robinson Town-
ship, Allegheny County. ARCADIS-US, Inc., One Adams
Place, 310 Seven Fields Blvd., Seven Fields, PA 16046 on
behalf of Beazer East, Inc., Manor Oak One- Suite 200,
1910 Cochran Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15220 submitted a
Final Report concerning remediation of site soil and
groundwater contaminated with VOCs’ SVOCs, metals
and PCBs. The Final Report demonstrated attainment of
a site specific standard, and was approved by the Depart-
ment on August 14 2013.
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Derry Porcelain Park, West Third Street, Derry
Borough, Westmoreland County. GAI Consultants, Inc.,
385 East Waterfront Drive, Homestead, PA 15120-5005 on
behalf of Redevelopment Authority of the County of
Westmoreland has submitted a Clean Up Plan and Final
Report concerning the remediation of site soil and
groundwater contaminated with VOCs, PAH and metals
associated with past industrial use of the site. The Final
Report demonstrated attainment of the site specific stan-
dard and was approved by the Department on August 14
2013.
Banner Parklet, William Penn Highway, Murrysville,
Westmoreland County. CP Environmental Group, Inc.,
1092 5th Avenue, New Kensington, PA 15068, on behalf of
Herky Pollock, Regional Development Partners-Blue
Spruce LP, 600 Grant Street, Suite 4800, Pittsburgh, PA
15219 submitted a Remedial Investigation Report, Risk
Assessment Report and Final report regarding site soil
and groundwater contaminated with VOCs and SVOCs
attributed to the historical use of the site as a gasoline
station. The anticipated future use of the site is retail/
commercial. Remediation to a site-specific standard is
being sought. Final Report demonstrated attainment of
the site specific standard for soils and groundwater and
was approved by the Department on August 14 2013.
RESIDUAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Permit(s) Issued Under the Solid Waste Manage-
ment Act (35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003); the Mu-
nicipal Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste Re-
duction Act (53 P. S. §§ 4000.101—4000.1904); and
Residual Waste Regulations for a General Permit
to Operate Residual Waste Processing Facilities
and the Beneficial Use of Residual Waste other
than Coal Ash.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170.
General Permit No. WMGR097R021. Atlas Oilfield
Construction, Co., LLC, 95 W, Wellsboro Street, P. O.
Box 467, Mansfield, PA 16933. Site: Atlas—Lawrenceville
Facility, 347 Water Tower Road, Lawrence Twp., PA. The
research and development general permit authorizes the
recycling of natural gas drill cuttings in the manufactur-
ing of an asphalt road base cold mix product. The permit
was issued by Central Office on July 29, 2013.
Persons interested in reviewing the general permit may
contact Scott E. Walters, Chief, Permits Section, Division
of Municipal and Residual Waste, Bureau of Waste Man-
agement, P. O. Box 69170, Harrisburg, PA 17106-9170,
717-787-7381. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania Relay service, (800) 654-5984.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Permit(s) issued Under the Solid Waste Manage-
ment Act, the Municipal Waste Planning, Recy-
cling and Waste Reduction Act and Regulations to
Operate Solid Waste Processing or Disposal Area
or Site.
Northcentral Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager,
208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Permit No. 101312. Waste Management of Pennsyl-
vania, Inc., RR #3, Box 4, Coal Township, PA 17866-
3301, Coal Township, Northumberland County. Re-
newal of a municipal waste transfer station to accept
1,250 tons per day. The permit was issued by
Northcentral Regional Office on August 14, 2013.
Persons interested in reviewing the permit may contact
Lisa D. Houser, P.E., Facilities Manager, Williamsport
Regional Office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101,
Williamsport, PA 17701, (570) 327-3740. TDD users may
contact the Department through the Pennsylvania Relay
service, (800) 654-5984.
Southcentral Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Permit No. 101092 Boyd E. Diller Inc. 6820 Wertz-
ville Road, Enola, PA 17025, a municipal waste transfer
facility located in Hampden Township, Cumberland
County. Major Permit modification issued on August 16,
2013, for Solid Waste Permit No. 101092 for a Waste
Analysis and Classification Plan (Form R) to accept
various residual wastes for transfer. This permit is issued
in accordance with Article V of the Solid Waste Manage-
ment Act, 35 P. S. Sections 6018.101, et seq.
Compliance with the terms and conditions set forth in
the permit is mandatory. You have the right to file an
appeal as to these terms and conditions.
AIR QUALITY
General Plan Approval and Operating Permit Usage
Authorized under the Air Pollution Control Act
(35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127 to construct, modify, reactivate or operate air
contamination sources and associated air clean-
ing devices.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Norman Frederick, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 570-826-2409
GP5-58-005: PVR NEPA Gas Gathering LLC (101
West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701) on June 28,
2013, to construct and operate a Natural Gas Compres-
sion Station at their Susquehanna East Compressor
Station in Lathrop Township, Susquehanna County.
GP5-58-004: PVR Marcellus Gas Gathering LLC
(101 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701) on June
28, 2013, to construct and operate a Natural Gas Com-
pression Station at their Auburn Compressor Station in
Auburn Township, Susquehanna County.
GP3-64-001: Grassie & Sons, Inc. (PO Box 819, Ham-
lin, PA 18427) on June 28, 2013, to construct and operate
(1) Extec Crusher and (1) Extec Vibratory Screen with
Water Sprays at their site in Sterling Township, Wayne
County.
GP9-64-001: Grassie & Sons, Inc (PO Box 819,
Hamlin, PA 18427) on June 28, 2013, to construct and
operate (1) Deutz Engine 365BHP and (1) Deutz Engine
100 BHP at their site in Sterling Township, Wayne
County.
GP14-54-001: Ringtown Wilbert Vault Works, Inc.
(710 West Main Street, Ringtown, PA 17967) on June 28,
2013, to construct and operate of (1) B&L Cremation
System Model BLP-500 at their Concrete Vault Plant &
Crematory site in Ringtown Borough, Schuylkill
County.
GP7-35-001: PA Hutchinson Co. (400 Penn Ave,
Mayfield, PA 18433) on August 1, 2013, to construct and
operate of (6) Heidelberg Sheetfed Presses at their site in
Mayfield Borough, Lackawanna County.
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Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Mark Gorog and Barb Hatch, Environmental
Engineer Managers—Telephone: 412-442-4163/5226
GP5-63-00925D: Hayden Harper Energy KA, LLC
(1001 Morehead Square Drive Suite 350 Charlotte, NC
28203) on August 13, 2013, to allow the installation and
operation of the new proposed equipment and to allow
continuing the operation of the existing equipment. The
existing equipment consists of One (1) G3516TALE Cater-
pillar 4SLB natural gas fired compressor engine rated
1,314 bhp and One (1) Storage Tank of 4,200 gallon
capacity. The proposed equipment consists of One (1) TEG
dehydrator, Exterran, rated at 5.0 MMscf/day attached to
a reboiler rated at 300 MBtu/hr at their Hackett Com-
pressor Station located in Fallowfield Township, Wash-
ington County.
GP5-03-00242A: US Energy Exploration Corpora-
tion (PO Box 237, Rural Valley, PA 16249) on August 15,
2013, to allow continuing the operation of previously
installed One (1) F3524 GSI-C17103/1 Waukesha, 4SRB,
natural gas fired compressor engine rated 840 bhp at
their Knepshield Compressor Station located in Gilpin
Township, Armstrong County.
GP5-26-00485C: Rex Energy Operating Corp. (476
Rolling Ridge Drive, State College, PA 16801) on July 31,
2013, to allow the continued operation of one 203 bhp
Caterpillar natural gas-fired compressor engine and one
0.33 MMscfd dehydrator at the Nelson Compressor Sta-
tion located in Dunbar Township, Fayette County.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Edward Orris, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6636
GP5-10-370C: MarkWest Liberty Bluestone, LLC—
Trilith Gas Processing Plant (314 East Lancaster
Road, Harmony, PA 16037) on August 15, 2013, to operate
four (4) natural gas fired compressor engines (Caterpillar
G3608TA (3), Caterpillar G3612TA), 120 MMSCF/d capac-
ity glycol dehydrator, five (5) condensate and produced
water storage tanks, and 7.0 MMBtu/hr capacity flare
(BAQ-GPA/GP-5) in Lancaster Township, Butler County.
02 SC PA Issued
06-05002-PAL: Lehigh Cement Company, LLC
(Evansville Cement Plant and Quarry), (537 Evansville
Road, Fleetwood, Pennsylvania 19522-8541) on August
20, 2013, for the implementation of Plantwide Applicabil-
ity Limits (PAL) at their facility in Maidencreek Town-
ship, Berks County. Plan Approval No. 06-05002-PAL
establishes Plant Wide Applicability Limits (PAL) in
accordance with 40 CFR 52.21(aa) & 25 Pa. Code 127.218.
Specifically, PALs are established for Particulate Matter
(PM), Particulate Matter with an aerodynamic diameter
less than 10 microns (PM10), Particulate Matter with an
aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 microns (PM2.5),
Carbon Monoxide (CO), Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Sulfur
Oxides (expressed as SO2), Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOC), Fluorides (expressed as HF), Sulfuric Acid
(H2SO4), & Lead (Pb).
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Norman Frederick, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 570-826-2409
48-322-008: Grand Central Sanitary Landfill, Inc.
(910 W. Pennsylvania Avenue, Pen Argyl, PA 18072) on
July 18, 2013, for the addition of one (1) landfill gas flare
and the removal of one (1) landfill gas flare currently
installed at their facility in Plainfield Township, North-
ampton County.
39-00058A: Packaging Corp of America (7451 Cet-
ronia Road, Allentown, PA 18106) on July 31, 2013, to
construct and operate of a new 4-Colo-SV-Rotary-Die-
Cutter with Cyclone at their facility in Upper Macungie
Township, Lehigh County.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
08-00002M: E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Co. (192
Patterson Avenue, Towanda, Pa 18848) on August 12,
2013, to establish performance or emission standards for
the boilers and process heater at their Towanda facility in
North Towanda Township, Bradford County. The De-
partment has incorporated the major source boiler MACT
requirements as codified in 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart
DDDDD applicable to the boilers and process heater at
their facility in the plan approval. All other air quality
regulatory requirements remain in effect for the boilers
under the facility’s operating permit.
60-00017A: New Enterprise Stone & Lime Co.,
Inc.—d/b/a Eastern Industries, Inc. (4011 Camp Meet-
ing Road, Center Valley, PA 18034) on August 14, 2013, to
modify a batch asphalt concrete plant at their facility in
Buffalo Township, Union County.
08-00010G: Global Tungsten & Powders Corp. (1
Hawes Street, Towanda, PA 18848) on August 15, 2013, to
issue a plan approval for construction of a natural
gas/propane-fired tungsten scrap calciner at their
Towanda Facility in North Towanda Township, Bradford
County.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Edward Orris, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6636
10-306A: Thompson-Miller Funeral Home, Inc. (300
East Jefferson Street Butler, PA 16001) on August 9,
2013, for the continued operation of a human crematory
at their existing Thompson-Miller Funeral Home facility
in Butler City, Butler County.
24-009I: Domtar Paper Company, LLC (100 Center
Street, Johnsonburg, PA 15845) on August 12, 2013, for
modifications to the existing No. 5 Paper Machine at their
facility in Johnsonburg Borough, Elk County. This is a
Title V facility.
62-017V: United Refining Co. (P. O. Box 780, Warren,
PA 16365) on August 6, 2013, to construct and operate an
additional 80 mmBtu/hr boiler at their existing facility in
the City of Warren, Warren County.
Plan Approval Revisions Issued including Exten-
sions, Minor Modifications and Transfers of Own-
ership under the Air Pollution Control Act and 25
Pa. Code §§ 127.13, 127.13a and 127.32.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Sachin Shankar, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 484-250-5920
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09-0206: Samax Enterprises, Inc. (1001 New Ford
Mill Road, Morrisville, PA 19067) on August 9, 2013, to
operate a paint remover manufacturing process in Fall
Township, Bucks County.
15-0002G: QG, LLC. (4581 Lower Valley Road, Atglen,
PA 19310) on August 9, 2013, to operate a new enclosed
10-unit rotogravure printing press/a regenerative thermal
oxidizer in West Sadsbury Township, Chester County.
46-0262D: Penn Color, Inc. (2755 Bergey Road,
Hatfield, PA 19440) on August 12, 2013, to operate (2) two
new additional extruders E11 and E14 in Hatfield Town-
ship, Montgomery County.
23-0105: Hanson Aggregates PA, LLC. (533 West
Forge Road, Glen Mills, PA 19342) on August 15, 2013, to
operate a fabric filter baghouse in Thornbury Township,
Delaware County.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Program
Manager—Telephone: 717-705-4702.
34-05001D: AC Products, Inc. (12393 William Penn
Highway, Thompsontown, PA 17094) on August 19, 2013,
for modification of the wood cabinet surface coating
operation in Delaware Township, Juniata County. The
plan approval was extended.
22-05012C: ArcelorMittal Steelton, LLC (215 South
Front Street, Steelton, PA 17113-2538) on August 19,
2013, for construction of a natural gas-fired walking beam
reheat furnace to replace three soaking pit batteries and
a heated roller table at the steel manufacturing facility in
Steelton Borough, Dauphin County. The plan approval
was extended.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
08-00016B: Dalrymple Gravel & Contracting Co.,
Inc. (2105 South Broadway, Pine City, NY 14871) on
August 9, 2013, to extend the authorization to operate the
sources pursuant to the plan approval an additional 180
days from August 31, 2013 to February 27, 2014, at their
facility in Athens Township, Bradford County. The plan
approval has been extended.
08-00010E: Global Tungsten & Powders Corp. (1
Hawes Street, Towanda, PA 18848) on August 13, 2013, to
extend the authorization to operate the sources pursuant
to the plan approval an additional 180 days from October
30, 2013 to April 28, 2014, at their facility in North
Towanda Township, Bradford County. The plan ap-
proval has been extended.
49-00047B: Furmano Foods (770 Cannery Road, North-
umberland, PA 17857) on August 13, 2013, to extend the
authorization to operate the sources pursuant to the plan
approval an additional 180 days from August 19, 2013 to
February 15, 2014, at their facility in Point Township,
Northumberland County. The plan approval has been
extended.
08-00040B: Seaboard International, Inc. (13815
South Freeway, Houston, TX 77047) on August 18, 2013,
to extend the authorization to operate wellhead equip-
ment repair operation at their facility in Ulster Township,
Bradford County on a temporary basis to February 14,
2014. The plan approval has been extended.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: M. Gorog & B. Hatch, Environmental Engineer
Managers—Telephone: 412-442-4163/5226
32-00059B: GenOn Northeast Management Com-
pany (121 Champion Way, Suite 200, Canonsburg, PA
15317) on August 13, 2013, to extend the period of
temporary operation of the coal processing plant autho-
rized under plan approval PA-32-00059B, until February
15, 2014, at the Conemaugh Power Plant located in West
Wheatfield Township, Indiana County. The plan ap-
proval has been extended..
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Edward Orris, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6636
62-185A: Berenfield Containers Inc. (304 Main Av-
enue, Warren, PA 16365) on August 15, 2013, effective
August 31, 2013, to issue a plan approval extension for
the construction of a metal container manufacturing
facility to be in the City of Warren, Warren County. The
inside liner coating and exterior paint will be applied
using high volume, low pressure (HVLP) spray guns in
spray booths. Emissions from spray booths will be con-
trolled by fiber filter pads. A recuperative thermal oxi-
dizer (RTO) will be used to control VOC emissions from
the curing process.
Title V Operating Permits Issued under the Air
Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter G.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Program
Manager—Telephone: 717-705-4702.
21-05009: PPL Martins Creek, LLC (2 North Ninth
Street, Allentown, PA 18101-1139) on August 13, 2013, for
their West Shore combustion turbine generator facility
Lower Allen Township, Cumberland County. The Title
V permit was renewed.
67-05029: Wire Co. Holdings, Inc. (500 East Middle
Street, Hanover, PA 17331-2027) on August 13, 2013, for
their wire cloth manufacturing facility in Hanover Bor-
ough, York County. The Title V Permit was renewed.
Operating Permits for Non-Title V Facilities Issued
under the Air Pollution Control Act and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter F.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19428
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
46-00132: Lansdale Crematory, Inc. (701 Derstine
Avenue, Lansdale, PA 19446-0646) on August 12, 2013,
for operation of three (3) units of human crematoriums in
Lansdale Borough, Montgomery County. This is a
renewal of their state-only operating permit issued in
2003. The renewal contains all applicable monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements designed to
keep the facility operating within all applicable air
quality requirements.
09-00062: Oldcastle Precast, Inc. (200 Keystone
Drive, Telford, PA 18969) on August 12, 2013, for opera-
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tion of applying concrete mold release agent(s) and coat-
ings on concrete products in West Rockhill Township,
Bucks County. The main emissions from this facility are
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). This action is a
renewal of the original State Only Operating Permit
(Synthetic Minor), which was issued in 2003. The renewal
contains conditions including monitoring, recordkeeping
and reporting requirements designed to keep the facility
operating within all applicable air quality requirements.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Norman Frederick, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 570-826-2409
48-00097: Lamtec, Corp. (5010 River Road, Mt.
Bethel, PA 19343-5610) on August 15, 2013, for coated
and laminated paper manufacturing in Upper Mount
Bethel, Northampton County. The sources consist of
thirteen (13) laminated lines, mixing processes, and
flexographic and ink jet printers. The control devices for
the sources are baghouses. The sources are considered
minor emission sources of nitrogen oxide (NOx), sulfur
oxides (SOx), carbon monoxide (CO), total suspended
particulate (TSP) and volatile organic compounds (VOC)
emissions. This is an initial State-Only Natural Minor
operating permit. The State-Only operating permit in-
cludes emissions, work practice standards and testing,
monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements
designed to keep the facility operating within all appli-
cable air quality requirements.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas J. Hanlon, Facility Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 717-705-4862 or William Weaver, Program
Manager—Telephone: 717-705-4702.
01-03022: Carma Industrial Coatings, Inc. (45 En-
terprise Drive, New Oxford, PA 17350-8721) on August
14, 2013, for the surface coating facility in Berwick
Township, Adams County. The State-only permit was
renewed.
21-03046: Safety Kleen Systems, Inc. (10 Eleanor
Drive, New Kingstown, PA 17072) on August 13, 2013, for
the used fluids recycling center in Silver Spring Town-
ship, Cumberland County. The State-only permit was
renewed.
36-05109: Euramax International, Inc. (PO Box
4515, Lancaster, PA 17604-4515) on August 13, 2013, for
the aluminum spouting manufacturing facility in East
Hempfield Township, Lancaster County. The State-only
permit was renewed.
67-03144: KRB Machinery (1058 Cool Creek Road,
Wrightsville, PA 17368) on August 7, 2013, for their
rebar-working machinery manufacturing facility in Lower
Windsor Township, York County. The State-only permit
was renewed.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Barbara Hatch, Facilities Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 412-442-4174
63-00565: Washington Penn Plastics Co.—Arden
Division (2080 North Main Street, Washington, PA
15301) on August 20, 2013, issued a State Only Operating
Permit the manufacturing of pelletized thermoplastics in
South Strabane Township, Washington County. The
subject facility consists of twelve extrusion lines, three
blenders, two mixers and three storage silos for raw and
finished material. The extrusion lines are controlled by
baghouses. The facility has the potential to emit 25.0 tpy
PM; 2.0 tpy VOC and less than 1 ton per year of NOx, CO
and SOx. The facility is required to conduct a weekly
survey of the facility during daylight hours while the
facility is operating to ensure compliance with the visible
emission, fugitive emission and malodor restrictions. Re-
cords of the weekly survey performed must be recorded.
Routine preventative maintenance inspections are to be
performed on the control devices and recorded in an
on-site log. Particulate matter emissions are not to exceed
0.04 gr/dscf. The proposed authorization is subject to
State and Federal Regulations. The permit includes op-
eration requirements, monitoring requirements, and
recordkeeping requirements.
63-00880: Washington Penn Plastics Co.—Perfor-
mance Production Division (1604 State Route 136,
Eighty-Four, PA 15330) on August 20, 2013, issued a
State Only Operating Permit for the manufacturing of
pelletized thermoplastics in South Strabane Township,
Washington County. The subject facility consists of four
extrusion twin screw lines, three blenders, and 15 storage
silos for raw and finished material. The extrusion lines
are controlled by baghouses rated at 14,100 and 4,300
ACFM. The facility has the potential to emit 25.0 tpy PM;
4.0 tpy VOC and less than 1 ton per year of NOx, CO and
SOx. The facility is required to conduct a weekly survey of
the facility during daylight hours while the facility is
operating to ensure compliance with the visible emission,
fugitive emission and malodor restrictions. Records of the
weekly survey performed must be recorded. Routine
preventative maintenance inspections are to be performed
on the control devices and recorded in an on-site log.
Particulate matter emissions are not to exceed 0.04
gr/dscf and a 10 percent opacity limit except for Line A is
subject to 25 Pa. Code § 123.41. The permit is subject to
State and Federal Regulations. The permit includes op-
eration requirements, monitoring requirements, and
recordkeeping requirements.
63-00626: Washington Penn Plastics Co.—V-BAT
Division (1500 Weirich Ave. Washington, PA 15301) on
August 20, 2013, issued a State Only Operating Permit
for manufacturing pelletized thermoplastics in Canton
Township, Washington County. The subject facility con-
sists of three extrusion lines, including two mixers and
associated baghouses. The facility has the potential to
emit 18.0 tpy PM; 2.0 tpy VOC, and less than 1 ton per
year of NOx, CO, and SOx. The facility is required to
conduct a weekly survey of the facility during daylight
hours while the facility is operating to ensure compliance
with the visible emission, fugitive emission and malodor
restrictions. Records of the weekly survey performed must
be recorded. Routine maintenance inspections are to be
performed on the control devices and recorded in an
on-site log. Particulate matter emissions are not to exceed
0.04 gr/dscf. The permit is subject to State and Federal
Regulations. The permit includes operation requirements,
monitoring requirements, and recordkeeping require-
ments.
Operating Permit Revisions Issued including Ad-
ministrative Amendments, Minor Modifications or
Transfers of Ownership under the Air Pollution
Control Act and 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.412, 127.450,
127.462 and 127.464.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
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15-00060: Southeastern Chester County Refuse
Authority (SECCRA) (219 Street Road, West Grove, PA
19390) on August 16, 2013, for their major (Title V)
facility in London Grove Township, Chester County. The
Administrative Amendment incorporates the conditions of
Plan Approval 15-0060F for a landfill gas fired engine
and makes a change in the responsible official and permit
contact.
ACTIONS ON COAL AND NONCOAL
MINING ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the Noncoal Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law; the Coal
Refuse Disposal Control Act (52 P. S. §§ 30.51—
30.66); and The Bituminous Mine Subsidence and
Land Conservation Act (52 P. S. §§ 1406.1—
1406.20a). The final action on each application
also constitutes action on the NPDES permit
application and, if noted, the request for a Sec-
tion 401 Water Quality Certification. Mining activ-
ity permits issued in response to applications will
also address the application permitting require-
ments of the following statutes: the Air Quality
Pollution Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4014); the Dam
Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—
693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act (35
P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1002).
Coal Permits Actions Received
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal
Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100
03870701 and NPDES No. PA0214558. Rosebud
Mining Company, (301 Market Street, Kittanning, PA
16201). To revise the permit for the Coal Refuse Disposal
#2 in Plumcreek Township, Armstrong County to
reconfigure the refuse disposal site and increase the
drainage area for existing NPDES Outfall 002. Coal
Refuse Disposal Support Acres Proposed 7.3, Coal Refuse
Disposal Acres Proposed 2.9. Receiving stream: Dutch
Run, classified for the following use: CWF. The applica-
tion was considered administratively complete on April 5,
2012. Application received November 28, 2011. Permit
issued August 12, 2013.
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
Permit No. 56030103 and NPDES No. PA0249441.
Hoffman Mining, Inc., P. O. Box 130, 118 Runway Road,
Friedens, PA 15541, permit renewal for reclamation only
of a bituminous surface and auger mine in Paint Town-
ship, Somerset County, affecting 262.0 acres. Receiving
streams: Spruce Run, Shade Creek and tributary to
Kaufman Run classified for the following use: cold water
fishery. The first downstream potable water supply intake
from the point of discharge is Cambria Somerset Author-
ity Stonycreek SWI. Application received February 15,
2013. Permit Issued August 13, 2013.
Greensburg District Mining Office: Armbrust Profes-
sional Center, 8205 Route 819, Greensburg, PA 15601,
724-925-5500
03020112 and NPDES Permit No. PA0250325. Rose-
bud Mining Company (301 Market Street, Kittanning,
PA 16201). Permit issued for land use change of 3.8 acres
from unmanaged natural habitat to industrial/commercial
use and 3.5 acres from forestland to unmanaged natural
habitat to an existing bituminous surface mine, located in
South Bend Township, Armstrong County, affecting
49.5 acres. Receiving streams: Craig Run and Crooked
Creek. Application received: April 2, 2013. Permit issued:
August 13, 2013.
63050102 and NPDES Permit No. PA0250767. S &
K Energy, Inc. (5945 Pudding Stone Lane, Bethel Park,
PA 15102). Permit transfer issued for continued operation
and reclamation of an existing bituminous surface mine
previously permitted by Mulligan Mining, Inc., located in
Smith Township, Washington County, affecting 143.9
acres. Receiving stream: Raccoon Creek and unnamed
tributaries to Raccoon Creek. Application received: April
19, 2013. Permit issued: August 13, 2013.
03860111. Rosebud Mining Company (301 Market
Street, Kittanning, PA 16201). Renewal permit for recla-
mation only issued to an existing bituminous surface
mine, located in East Franklin Township, Armstrong
County, affecting 667.4 acres. Receiving streams: un-
named tributaries to Allegheny River. Application re-
ceived: April 15, 2013. Permit issued: August 14, 2013.
Knox District Mining Office: P. O. Box 669, 310 Best
Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191
16080108 and NPDES Permit No. PA0258652.
Amerikohl Mining, Inc. (202 Sunset Drive, Butler, PA
16001) Renewal of an existing bituminous surface mine in
Perry Township, Clarion County affecting 222.2 acres.
Receiving streams: Unnamed tributaries to the Allegheny
River and unnamed tributary to the Clarion River. Appli-
cation received: May 15, 2013. Permit Issued: August 12,
2013.
Noncoal Permits Actions Issued
Greensburg District Mining Office: Armbrust Profes-
sional Center, 8205 Route 819, Greensburg, PA 15601,
724-925-5500
03950401 and NPDES Permit No. PA0096661.
Bradys Bend Corporation (209 Cove Run Road, East
Brady, PA 16028). Renewal permit issued for continued
operation and reclamation of a large noncoal surface and
underground mine, located in Brady’s Bend Township,
Armstrong County, affecting 17.7 surface acres and
3,804.6 underground acres. Receiving stream: Cove Run.
Application received: May 11, 2012. Permit issued: August
14, 2013.
Knox District Mining Office: P. O. Box 669, 310 Best
Avenue, Knox, PA 16232-0669, 814-797-1191
37800303-GP-104. Slippery Rock Materials, Inc.
(704 Golf Course Road, Volant, PA 16156) General
NPDES Permit for stormwater discharges associated with
mining activities on Mine Drainage Permit No. 37080303
in Plain Grove Township, Lawrence County. Application
received: July 15, 2013. Permit Issued: August 14, 2013.
43060302-GP-104. Terra Resources, LLC (267
Gilmore Road, Enon Valley, PA 16120) General NPDES
Permit for stormwater discharges associated with mining
activities on Surface Mining Permit No. 43060302 in
Jefferson Township, Mercer County. Application re-
ceived: July 10, 2013. Permit Issued: August 14, 2013.
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ACTIONS ON BLASTING ACTIVITY
APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Explosives Acts
of 1937 and 1957 and 25 Pa. Code § 211.124. Blast-
ing activity performed as part of a coal or
noncoal mining activity will be regulated by the
mining permit for that coal or noncoal mining
activity.
Blasting Permits Actions
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200
17134103. Wampum Hardware Company (2856
Stoystown Rd, Friedens, PA 15541). Blasting for coal yard
road improvements located in Boggs Township, Clear-
field County with an expiration date of December 31,
2013. Permit issued August 16, 2013.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118
36134146. Keystone Blasting Service, (15 Hopeland
Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blasting for Chris
King Barn and Manure Pit in Ephrata Township,
Lancaster County with an expiration date of October
30, 2013. Permit issued: August 13, 2013.
39134108. American Rock Mechanics, Inc., (7531
Chestnut Street, Zionsville, PA 18092), construction blast-
ing for Parkland Fields Phase 1B in Upper Macungie
Township, Lehigh County with an expiration date of
August 12, 2014. Permit issued: August 14, 2013.
39134109. J Roy’s, Inc., (P. O. Box 125, Bowmansville,
PA 17507), construction blasting for Fogelsville Sheets in
Upper Macungie Township, Lehigh County with an
expiration date of August 5, 2014. Permit issued: August
14, 2013.
46134112. Schlouch, Inc., (P. O. Box 69, Blandon, PA
19510), construction blasting for Country Meadows in
New Hanover Township, Montgomery County with an
expiration date of August 8, 2014. Permit issued: August
14, 2013.
58134143. Hayduk Enterprises, Inc., (257 Riverside
Drive, Factoryville, PA 18419), construction blasting for
Kirt Stiles foundation in Herrick Township, Susque-
hanna County with an expiration date of December 31,
2013. Permit issued: August 16, 2013.
MINING ACTIVITY NPDES DRAFT PERMITS
This notice provides information about applications for
a new, amended or renewed NPDES permits associated
with mining activity (coal or noncoal) permits. The appli-
cations concern industrial waste (mining) discharges to
surface water and discharges of stormwater associated
with mining activities. This notice is provided in accord-
ance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR
Part 122, implementing provisions of The Clean Streams
Law (35 P. S. §§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean
Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
The Department of Environmental Protection (Depart-
ment) has prepared a draft NPDES permit and made a
tentative determination to issue the NPDES permit in
conjunction with the associated mining activity permit.
Effluent Limits for Coal Mining Activities
For coal mining activities, NPDES permits, when is-
sued, will contain effluent limits that are the more
stringent of technology-based (BAT) effluent limitations or
Water Quality Based Effluent Limits (WQBEL).
The BAT limits for coal mining activities, as provided
in 40 CFR Part 434 and 25 Pa. Code Chapters 87—90 are
as follows:
30-Day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (Total) 3.0 mg/l 6.0 mg/l 7.0 mg/l
Manganese (Total) 2.0 mg/l 4.0 mg/l 5.0 mg/l
Suspended solids 35 mg/l 70mg/l 90 mg/l
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
Alkalinity greater than acidity*
*The parameter is applicable at all times.
In addition, the Department imposes a technology-based aluminum limit of 2.0 mg/l (30 day average) to protect stream
uses.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applies to: surface runoff (resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from active mining areas; active areas disturbed by coal refuse
disposal activities; mined areas backfilled and revegetated; and all other discharges and drainage (resulting from a
precipitation event of greater than 1-year 24-hour to less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from coal refuse
disposal piles. Similarly, modified BAT limits apply to iron, manganese and suspended solids in surface runoff, discharges
and drainage resulting from these precipitation events and those of greater magnitude in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292, 89.52 and 90.102.
Exceptions to BAT effluent limits may be applicable in accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292,
89.52 and 90.102.
Effluent Limits for Noncoal Mining Activities
The BAT limits for noncoal mining activities as provided in 40 CFR Part 436 and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 77 are as
follows:
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30-day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Suspended solids 35 mg/l 70 mg/l 90 mg/l
Alkalinity exceeding acidity*
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
Discharges from noncoal mines located in some geologic settings (for example, in the coal fields) may require additional
water quality based effluent limits. If additional effluent limits are needed for an NPDES permit associated with a
noncoal mining permit, then the permit description specifies the parameters.
In addition to BAT or WQBEL limits, coal and noncoal NPDES permits establish effluent limitations in the form of
implemented Best Management Practices (BMPs) identified in the associated Erosion and Sedimentation Plan, the
Reclamation Plan and the NPDES permit application. These BMPs restrict the rates and quantities of associated
pollutants from being discharged into surface waters in this Commonwealth.
More restrictive effluent limitations, restrictions on discharge volume or restrictions on the extent of mining that may
occur are incorporated into an NPDES permit when necessary for compliance with water quality standards and
antidegradation requirements (in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91—96).
The procedures for determining the final effluent limits, using a mass-balance equation or model, are found in
Technical Guidance Document 362-0600-001, NPDES Program Implementation-Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Concerning Water Quality Management, NPDES Program Implementation, and Related Matters. Other specific factors to
be considered include public comments and Total Maximum Daily Load(s). Additional discharge limitations may apply in
the event that unexpected discharges occur.
Discharge rates for surface mining activities are precipitation driven. Discharge rates for proposed discharges
associated with underground mining are noted in the permit description.
Persons wishing to comment on an NPDES draft permit should submit a written statement to the Department at the
address of the district mining office indicated before each draft permit within 30 days of this public notice. Comments
received within the comment period will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NPDES permit
applications. Comments must include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to
inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests or petitions for a public hearing on NPDES permit applications, as provided
in 25 Pa. Code § 92a.82(d). The request or petition for a public hearing shall be filed within 30 days of this public notice
and contain the name, address, telephone number and the interest of the party filing the request, and state the reasons
why a hearing is warranted. A public hearing may be held if the Department considers the public interest significant. If a
hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing on the NPDES permit application will be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. When a public hearing is held, the
Department will consider comments from the public hearing in the final determination on the NPDES permit application.
Coal NPDES Draft Permits
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100
NPDES No. PA0214060 (Mining Permit No. 30921601), River Processing Corporation, (PO Box 1020, 158 Portal
Road, Waynesburg, PA 15370). A renewal to the NPDES and mining activity permit for the Monongahela Resources
Tipple in Jefferson Township, Greene County. No discharges. Surface Acres Affected 104.0. The application was
considered administratively complete on June 13, 2013. Application received March 28, 2013.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
Outfall 001 (Lat: 39° 58 16 Long: 80° 46 27)
30-Day Daily Instant.





Suspended Solids (mg/l) NO DISCHARGE
Osmotic Pressure (mos/kg)
Sulfates (mg/l)
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l)
Chlorides (mg/l)
Outfall 002 (Lat: 39° 58 05 Long: 80° 46 22)
30-Day Daily Instant.
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30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Maximum Average Maximum Minimum
Manganese (mg/l)
Aluminum (mg/l)
Suspended Solids (mg/l) NO DISCHARGE
Osmotic Pressure (mos/kg)
Sulfates (mg/l)
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l)
Chlorides (mg/l)
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
NPDES No. PA 0262587 (Mining permit no. 11080101), AMFIRE Mining Company, LLC., One Energy Place,
Latrobe, PA 15650, a renewal NPDES permit for mining in East Taylor and Croyle townships, Cambria County,
affecting 708.5 acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tributaries to Little Conemaugh River classified for the following use:
Cold Water Fisheries. These receiving streams are included in the Kiski-Conemaugh TMDL. Application received: April 5,
2013.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits for coal mining activities.
The mine drainage outfalls listed below discharge to unnamed tributaries to the Little Conemaugh River:
Outfall Nos. New Outfall (Y/N)
008—Treatment Pond TP-1 N
009—Treatment Pond TP-2 N
010—Treatment Pond TP-3 N
013—Treatment Pond TP-4 N
014—Treatment Pond TP-5 N
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfalls are as follows:
Outfalls: 008, 009, 010, 013, and 014
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 1.5 3.0 3.7
Manganese (mg/l) 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 1.5 1.8
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
The stormwater outfalls listed below discharge to unnamed tributaries to the Little Conemaugh River:
Outfall Nos. New Outfall (Y/N)
001—Sediment Pond A N
002—Sediment Pond B N
003—Sediment Pond C N
004—Sediment Pond D N
005—Sediment Pond A-1 N
006—Sediment Pond B-1 N
007—Sediment Pond D-1 N
011—Sediment Pond E N
012—Sediment Pond E-1 N
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfalls are as follows:
Outfalls: 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 011 and 012
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 1.5 3.0 3.7
Manganese (mg/l) 1.0 2.0 2.5
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 1.5 1.8
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
NPDES No. PA0605697 (Mining permit no. 56813005), Rosebud Mining Company, 1117 Shaw Mines Road,
Meyersdale, PA 15552 renewal of an NPDES permit for surface mining activities in Southampton township, Somerset
County, affecting 121.9 acres. Receiving stream: unnamed tributary to North Branch of Jennings Creek, classified for
the following use: cold water fisheries. There are no potable water supply intakes within 10 miles downstream.
Application received: June 21, 2013.
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Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
The mine drainage outfall(s) listed below discharge to unnamed tributary to North Branch of Jennings Creek:
Outfall Nos. New Outfall (Y/N)
004 N
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
Outfalls: 004
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 1.5 3.0 3.7
Manganese (mg/l) 2.0 4.0 5.0
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
The stormwater outfall(s) listed below discharge to unnamed tributary to North Branch of Jennings Creek:




The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
Outfalls: 012, 013, and 014
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 7.0
Total Settleable Solids (mg/l) 0.5 ml/l
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
NPDES No. PA0249246 (Mining permit no. 56020104), Rosebud Mining Company—Meyersdale Division, 1117
Shaw Mines Road, Meyersdale, PA 15552 renewal of an NPDES permit for surface coal mining in Brothersvalley
Township, Somerset County, affecting 128.8 acres. Receiving stream: unnamed tributary to Buffalo Creek, classified for
the following use: cold water fishery. This receiving stream is included in Buffalo Creek watershed TMDL Application
received: October 9, 2012.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
The mine drainage outfall(s) listed below discharge to an unnamed tributary to Buffalo Creek:
Outfall Nos. New Outfall (Y/N)
001—Treatment Pond N
002—Sediment Pond N
The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
Outfalls: 001
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 3.0 6.0 7.0
Manganese (mg/l) 2.0 4.0 5.0
Aluminum (mg/l) 0.75 1.5 1.8
Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) 35.0 70.0 90.0
Osmotic Pressure (milliosmoles/kg) 50.0
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
The stormwater outfall(s) listed below discharge to an unnamed tributary to Buffal Creek:
Outfall Nos. New Outfall (Y/N)
002 N
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The proposed effluent limits for the above listed outfall(s) are as follows:
Outfalls: 002
30-Day Daily Instant.
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (mg/l) 7.0
Total Settleable Solids (mg/l) 0.5ml/l
pH (S.U.): Must be between 6.0 and 9.0 standard units at all times
Alkalinity must exceed acidity at all times
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ACT SECTION 401
The Department has taken the following actions on
previously received permit applications, requests for Envi-
ronmental Assessment approval and requests for Water
Quality Certification under section 401 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) (33 U.S.C.A.
§ 1341).
Except as otherwise noted, the Department has granted
401 Water Quality Certification certifying that the con-
struction and operation described will comply with sec-
tions 301—303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) and that the construction
will not violate applicable Federal and State water qual-
ity standards.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed
with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for pro
bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board at
(717) 787-3483 for more information.
Actions on applications for the following activities
filed under the Dam Safety and Encroachments
Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—693.27), section 302 of the
Flood Plain Management Act (32 P. S. § 679.302)
and The Clean Streams Law and Notice of Final
Action for Certification under section 401 of the
FWPCA.
Permits, Environmental Assessments and 401 Water
Quality Certifications Issued:
WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
Southeast Region: Waterway and Wetlands Program
Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
E15-799. The Hankin Group, PO Box 562, Exton, PA
19341, West Vincent Township, Chester County, ACOE
Philadelphia District.
To install and maintain two 10-inch sanitary sewer
force mains across Birch Run (EV) over the existing 5-foot
diameter culvert.
The site is located approximately 1,500 feet north of the
intersection of Nantmeal; and Pottstown Roads (S.R.
0100); (Pottstown, PA, USGS Quadrangle N: 0.5 inch;
West: 9.5 inches).
The issuance of this permit also constitutes approval of
a Water Quality Certification under Section 401 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act [33 U.S.C.A.
1341(a)].
Northeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-1915,
Telephone 570-826-2511.
E64-297. Stephen R. Rabel, 697 Finn Swamp,
Lakeville, PA 18438. Paupack Township, Wayne County,
Army Corps of Engineers Philadelphia District.
To construct and maintain a 10-foot wide wood bridge
having a 30-foot span and a 2-foot underclearance, across
a UNT to Wallenpaupack Creek (HQ-CWF, MF). The
project is located approximately 0.15 mile north of the
intersection of Finn Swamp Road and Lake Shore Drive
(Lakeville, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41°2615.9; Longi-
tude: -75°160.1). Subbasin: 1C
E40-742. CH Harveys Lake Realty, LP, 45 Flicks
Lane, Dallas, PA 18612. Harveys Lake Borough, Luzerne
County, Army Corps of Engineers Baltimore District.
To fill a de minimus area of wetlands equal to 0.02 acre
for the purpose of constructing a residential dwelling. The
project is located at Pole 208.5 along Harveys Lake
(Harveys Lake, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 41°2102; Lon-
gitude: -76°0251). Subbasin: 4G
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110. Telephone:
717.705.4802.
E01-305: Harrisburg Area Community College,
Gettysburg Campus, 731 Old Harrisburg Road, Get-
tysburg, PA 17325 in Cumberland Township and Get-
tysburg Borough, Adams County, ACOE Baltimore Dis-
trict
To remove the existing structures and to construct and
maintain (1) a 96.0-foot long, 4.0-foot X 6.0-foot, open
bottom, reinforced concrete box culvert and (2) a 38.0-foot
long, 4.0-foot X 6.0-foot, open bottom, reinforced concrete
box culvert in an unnamed tributary to Rock Creek
(WWF, MF) and 0.029 acre of associated wetlands and (3)
to relocate 330.0 feet of an unnamed tributary to Rock
Creek (WWF, MF) all for the purpose of constructing
campus site improvements. The project is located at 731
Old Harrisburg Road, along the southeastern side of
Business Route 15 on the northeastern side of the
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Borough of Gettysburg (Gettysburg, PA Quadrangle, Lati-
tude 39°,50,15.6, Longitude -77°,13,26.8) in Cumber-
land Township, Adams County.
Northcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701,
570-327-3636
E17-481. Pennsylvania Department of Transporta-
tion, Engineering District 2-0, 1924 Daisy Street Ex-
tension, Clearfield, PA 16830. SR 0970, Section A01
Bridge Replacement over the West Branch of the
Susquehanna River in Goshen and Bradford Townships,
Clearfield County, ACOE Baltimore District (Lecontes,
PA Quadrangle; Latitude: 41° 04 09; Longitude -78° 21
41).
The applicant proposes to remove the existing bridge
structure, construct, operate and maintain a new rein-
forced concrete box culvert. The existing structure is a
two span steel through truss bridge with a total span of
279 ft., skew of 60°, average underclearance of 17.5 ft.
and a roadway width of 28 ft. The proposed structure is a
three span concrete T-beam bridge with a total span of
271 ft., skew of 58°, average underclearance of 12.7 ft.
and a roadway width of 42 ft. The proposed bridge will be
located approximately 58 ft. upstream of the existing
structure and the existing structure will be used to
convey traffic during construction. In addition, approxi-
mately 650 ft. of approach roadway will be constructed. A
phased causeway and cofferdam system will be used to
convey the river during construction. Phases one and two
will be a full width causeway and phase three will be a
partial width causeway. All temporary phases will include
pipes to convey the river during construction. West
Branch of the Susquehanna River is classified as a Warm
Water Fishery. No wetlands will be impacted by this
project.
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS
Central Office: Bureau of Waterways Engineering and
Wetlands, Rachel Carson State Office Building, Floor 3,
400 Market Street, P. O. Box 8460, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
8460
D51-023EA. City of Philadelphia, Ms. Kathryn Guest,
Philadelphia Water Department, 1101 Market Street, 4th
Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19107, Philadelphia County,
USACOE Philadelphia District.
Project proposes to rehabilitate Pier 264 North and the
Dividing Dike at the Baxter Raw Water Basin located
adjacent to the Delaware River (WWF) approximately
2000 feet southeast of the intersection of State Road and
Pennypack Street (Beverly, NJ Quadrangle; Latitude:
40.03667, Longitude: -74.99611).
DAM SAFETY
Central Office: Bureau of Waterways Engineering and
Wetlands, Rachel Carson State Office Building, Floor 3,
400 Market Street, P. O. Box 8460, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
8460
D63-089E. Eighty Four Mining Company, P. O. Box
J, 1525 Pleasant Grove Road, Claysville, PA 15323.
Permit issued to modify, operate, and maintain Mine No
84—Pond 6 Main Dam and two associated dikes (D63-129
West Dike Dam and D63-143 East Dike Dam), located
across an unnamed tributary to the Center Branch of
Pigeon Creek (WWF), for the purpose of increasing the
operating pool and extending the useful life of the facility.
(Hackett, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 40.148N; Longi-
tude: 80.061W) Somerset Township, Washington
County.
D63-133. Eighty Four Mining Company, P. O. Box J,
1525 Pleasant Grove Road, Claysville, PA 15323. Permit
issued to construct, operate, and maintain Mine No 84 -
Pond 22 Dam, located across an unnamed tributary to the
Center Branch of Pigeon Creek (WWF), for the purpose of
continuing operations at the Mine 84 coal cleansing
facility and refuse disposal area. This proposed dam is
located within a previously permitted mining facility.
(Hackett, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 40.140N; Longi-
tude: 80.058W) Somerset Township, Washington
County.
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL
The following Erosion and Sediment Control permits
have been issued.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed
with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for pro
bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board at
(717) 787-3483 for more information.
Northwest Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481












Butler Allegheny Township Unt Lowrey Run
WWF
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Northwest Region: Oil and Gas Program Manager, 230
Chestnut St., Meadville, PA 16335
ESCGP-1 #ESX13-039-0002—Urbanick Pipeline
Applicant Enervest Operating LLC
Contact Randall Spence
Address 22811 Titusville Road
City Pleasantville State PA Zip Code 16341
County Crawford Township(s) Conneaut, Spring, Bea-
ver(s)
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT’s to Con-
neaut Creek & Foster Run; Foster Run; UNT’s to
Crazy Run; UNT’s to Stone Run; Crazy Run; Stone
Run CWF/MF
ESCGP-1 #ESX13-019-0037—NIBA-S001 / NIBA-D001
Applicant EQT Gathering LLC
Contact Brian Clauto
Address 455 Racetrack Road
City Washington State PA Zip Code 15301
County Butler Township(s) Clinton(s)
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) Lardintown





Address 1201 Louisiana Street, Suite 1400
City Houston State TX Zip Code 77002
County Mercer Township(s) Jefferson(s)
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT to
Shenango River
ESCGP-1 #ESX13-073-0007—Ratvasky Location
Applicant Hilcorp Energy Company
Contact Stephanie McMurray
Address 1201 Louisiana Street, Suite 1400
City Houston State TX Zip Code 77002
County Lawrence Township(s) Pulaski(s)
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) UNT to
Shenango River
OIL AND GAS MANAGEMENT
The following Well Permits have been issued with a
waiver under 58 Pa.C.S. § 3215(b)(4) (relating to well
location restrictions).
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act (35 P. S.
§ 7514) and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relat-
ing to Administrative Agency Law). The appeal should be
send to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed
which the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not in
and of itself create a right of appeal beyond that permit-
ted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may quality for pro
bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board at
(717) 787-3483.
Northwest Region District Oil and Gas Operations,
Program Manager, 230 Chestnut St., Meadville, PA 16335
Well Permit #: 123-47388-00-00
Well Farm Name Winters CCP-1
Applicant Name: CalPenn Properties, LLC.
Contact Person: Sheldon Winters
Address: P O Box 115, Warren, PA 16365
County: Warren
Municipality Conewango Township:
Name of Stream, Spring, Body of Water as identified on
the most current 7 1/2 minute topographic quadrangle
map of the United States Geologic Survey subject to the
Section 3215(b)(4) waiver: Warren, UNT of Morse Run
Well Permit #: 039-25781-00-00
Well Farm Name Moertel Unit 1
Applicant Name: Kastle Resources Ent., Inc.
Contact Person: Steve Fleischer
Address: P O Box 1085, Wooster, Ohio 44691
County: Crawford
Municipality Summerhill Township:
Name of Stream, Spring, Body of Water as identified on
the most current 7 1/2 minute topographic quadrangle
map of the United States Geologic Survey subject to the




The following Storage Tank Site-Specific Installation Permits, under the authority of the Storage Tank Spill
Prevention Act (35 P. S. §§ 6021.304, 6021.504, 6021.1101—6021.1102) and under 25 Pa. Code Chapter 245,
Subchapter C, have been issued by the Bureau of Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields, Director, PO









13-51-020 Richard S. Burns and Company, Inc.





















13-04-010 Lindy Paving, Inc.
1811 Shenango Road












Southwest Regional Office, Water Management Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Location: East Vandergrift Borough, 254 Kennedy Avenue, East Vandergrift, PA 15629
Description: The Pennsylvania Infrastructure Investment Authority which administers Pennsylvania’s State Revolving
Fund is intended to be the funding source for this project.
The Borough proposes to separate existing combined sewers to sanitary and storm sewers. Construction will occur in
same area as existing sewers.
The Department’s review of the project and the information received has not identified any significant, adverse
environmental impact resulting from this proposal. The Department hereby categorically excludes this project from the
State Environmental Review Process.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1611. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Bid Opportunity
OOGM 13-4, Cleaning Out and Plugging Nine
Abandoned and Orphan Oil Wells (Brad L. Keyes;
PHMC, Drake Well Museum, c/o Brenda Reigle and
Melissa Mann; DCNR, Oil Creek State Park, c/o
David Kemmerer, David Hallman and Jeff Anna;
and Clair L. Ritchey Properties), Cherrytree and
Cranberry Townships, Venango County. The principal
items of work and approximate quantities are to clean out
and plug nine abandoned and orphan oil wells, estimated
to be 1,000 feet in depth, to Department of Environmen-
tal Protection specifications; to prepare and restore well
sites; and to mobilize and demobilize plugging equipment.
This project issues on August 30, 2013, and bids will be
opened on October 8, 2013, at 2 p.m. Bid documents cost
$10 per set and will not be mailed until payment has
been received. A prebid conference is planned for Septem-
ber 12, 2013, at 10 a.m. Contact the Construction Con-
tracts Section at (717) 787-7820 or joelmiller@pa.gov for
more information on this bid.
E. CHRISTOPHER ABRUZZO,
Acting Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1612. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Federal Consistency under the Coastal Zone Man-
agement Act; Philadelphia Navy Yard Annex
The Department of Environmental Protection (Depart-
ment) is reviewing the proposed renovation of Building
592, Philadelphia Navy Yard Annex, in Philadelphia, PA
for consistency with the Pennsylvania Coastal Resources
Program’s (Program) enforceable policies, as required by
the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (16
U.S.C.A. §§ 1451—1466). This project is subject to De-
partment review for Federal consistency because it is a
Federal development activity and is located within this
Commonwealth’s designated coastal zone.
The proposed renovations to Building 592 consist of the
removal of asbestos coated metal siding; the installation
of new metal and foam-insulated panel siding; the re-
moval and sealing of selected stacks, vents, pipes and
ducts from the exterior of the building; gutter and
downspout repairs; the covering of existing nonmezzanine
windows; possible replacement of mezzanine windows;
and interior moisture-damage repairs. The purpose of the
renovations is to ensure that Building 592 is consistent
with Navy energy guidelines and to ensure the preserva-
tion of Building 592 as a historic structure.
The Department of the Navy has submitted a Federal
Coastal Consistency Negative Determination to the Pro-
gram in accordance with 15 CFR Part 930 (relating to
Federal consistency with approved coastal management
programs) of the Federal coastal consistency regulations.
The Department of the Navy has certified that the
proposed Federal activity is not reasonably likely to affect
the land, water or natural resource of the Pennsylvania
Coastal Zone and is therefore consistent with the appli-
cable enforceable policies of the Commonwealth’s ap-
proved Coastal Zone Management Plan to the maximum
extent practicable. Interested parties may request a copy
of the complete Federal Coastal Consistency Determina-
tion from the Department contact listed as follows.
The Department will consider all comments received by
September 16, 2013, before issuing a final Federal consis-
tency concurrence or objection. Comments submitted by
facsimile will not be accepted. Comments, including com-
ments submitted by e-mail must include the originator’s
name and address. Written comments should be submit-
ted to Matt Walderon, Federal Consistency Coordinator,
Interstate Waters Office, 400 Market Street, P. O. Box
8465, RCSOB, Harrisburg, PA 17101-8465, (717) 772-
2196, mwalderon@pa.gov.
Questions concerning this notice should be directed to
Matt Walderon at (717) 772-2196 or mwalderon@pa.gov.
E. CHRISTOPHER ABRUZZO,
Acting Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1613. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Application of Gamma Surgery Center for Excep-
tion
Under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions), the Department of Health (Department) gives
notice that Gamma Surgery Center has requested an
exception to the requirements of 28 Pa. Code § 551.21(d)
(relating to criteria for ambulatory surgery).
This request is on file with the Department. Persons
may receive a copy of a request for exception by request-
ing a copy from the Department of Health, Division of
Acute and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and
Welfare Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980,
fax (717) 772-2163, ra-paexcept@pa.gov.
Persons who wish to comment on an exception request
may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile
to the Division at the address listed previously.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a
request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to do so should contact the Division at the previously
listed address or phone number, or for speech and/or
hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6154, or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
MICHAEL WOLF,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1614. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Application of Tyrone Hospital for Exception
Under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions), the Department of Health (Department) gives
notice that Tyrone Hospital has requested an exception to
the requirements of 28 Pa. Code § 153.1 (relating to
minimum standards), which requires compliance with
minimum standards contained in the following publica-
tion: Guidelines for Design and Construction of Hospitals
and Healthcare Facilities. The facility specifically re-
quests exception from the following standards contained
in this publication: 2.2-3.4.5.3(1) (relating to a patient
toilet).
This request is on file with the Department. Persons
may receive a copy of a request for exception by request-
ing a copy from the Department of Health, Division of
Acute and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and
Welfare Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980,
fax (717) 772-2163, ra-paexcept@pa.gov.
Persons who wish to comment on an exception request
may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile
to the Division at the address listed previously.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a
request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to do so should contact the Division at the previously
listed address or phone number, or for speech and/or
hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6154, or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
MICHAEL WOLF,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1615. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) Community
Prevention Planning Committee Public Meetings
The Statewide HIV Planning Group, established by the
Department of Health (Department) under sections 301(a)
and 317 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C.A.
§§ 241(a) and 247b), will hold public meetings on
Wednesday, September 18, 2013, and Thursday, Septem-
ber 19, 2013, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Park Inn
Harrisburg West, 5401 Carlisle Pike, Mechanicsburg, PA
17050.
For additional information, contact Kenneth McGarvey,
Department of Health, Bureau of Communicable Dis-
eases, 625 Forster Street, Room 1010, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-0572.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
meeting and require an auxiliary aid, service or other
accommodation to do so should also contact Kenneth
McGarvey at the previously listed number, or at V/TT
(717) 783-6514 for speech and/or hearing impaired per-
sons, or the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984 (TT).
The Department reserves the right to cancel this meet-
ing without prior notice.
MICHAEL WOLF,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1616. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Long-Term Care Nursing Facilities; Request for
Exception
The following long-term care nursing facility is seek-




P. O. Box 307
Dubois, PA 15801-0307
This request is on file with the Department of Health
(Department). Persons may receive a copy of a request for
exception by requesting a copy from the Department of
Health, Division of Nursing Care Facilities, Room 526,
Health and Welfare Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717)
787-1816, fax (717) 772-2163, ra-paexcept@pa.gov.
Persons who wish to comment on an exception request
may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile
to the Division at the address listed previously.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of
the request and/or provide comments to the Department
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and require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommoda-
tion to do so should contact the Division at the address or
phone number listed previously, or for speech and/or
hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6514, or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service (800) 654-5984 (TT).
MICHAEL WOLF,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1617. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Organ Donation Advisory Committee Meeting
The Organ Donation Advisory Committee, established
under 20 Pa.C.S. § 8622 (relating to The Governor Robert
P. Casey Memorial Organ and Tissue Donation Awareness
Trust Fund), will hold a public meeting on October 3,
2013, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Giant Community
Center, 2nd Floor, Giant Food Store, 3301 Trindle Road,
Camp Hill, PA 17011.
For additional information, or for persons with a dis-
ability who wish to attend the meeting and require an
auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to do so,
contact Cyndi Malinen, Public Health Program Adminis-
trator, Division of Nutrition and Physical Activity, Bureau
of Health Promotion and Risk Reduction, Room 1000,
Health and Welfare Building, Harrisburg, PA, (717) 787-
5876, or for speech and/or hearing impaired persons V/TT
(717) 783-6514, or the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service
at (800) 654-5984.
This meeting is subject to cancellation without notice.
MICHAEL WOLF,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1618. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY
Current Prevailing Wage Act Debarments
The following contractors have been determined to have intentionally violated the Pennsylvania Prevailing Wage Act
(act) (43 P. S. §§ 165-1—165-17). This notice is published for the information and convenience of public bodies subject to
the act. Under section 11(e) of the act (43 P. S. § 165-11(e)), these contractors, or either one of them, or any firms,
corporations or partnerships in which either one of these contractors has an interest, shall be awarded no contract for 3
years after the date listed.
Contractor Address Date of Debarment
Coqui Construction, LLC and
Roman Morales, Individually
FEIN No. 4536725





[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1619. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Uniform Construction Code Review and Advisory
Council Meeting
The Uniform Construction Code Review and Advisory
Council will hold a meeting on Wednesday, September 25,
2013, at 10 a.m. at the Department of Labor and
Industry, 651 Boas Street, Room E-100, Harrisburg, PA
17121.
Additional information concerning the meeting may be
found on the Department of Labor and Industry web site
at www.dli.state.pa.us. Scroll down and click on the link
for ‘‘Uniform Construction Code’’ then ‘‘UCC Review and
Advisory Council.’’
Questions concerning this may be directed to Edward
Leister at (717) 783-6304.
JULIA K. HEARTHWAY,
Secretary




The Health Care Cost Containment Council (Council)
has scheduled the following meetings: Wednesday, Sep-
tember 4, 2013—Data Systems Committee Meeting at 10
a.m. and Executive Committee Meeting at 2:30 p.m.; and
Thursday, September 5, 2013—Council Meeting at 10
a.m.
The meetings will be held at the Council Office, 225
Market Street, Suite 400, Harrisburg, PA 17101. The
public is invited to attend. Persons in need of accommoda-
tion due to a disability who wish to attend the meeting
should contact Reneé Greenawalt, (717) 232-6787 at least
24 hours in advance so that arrangements can be made.
JOE MARTIN,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1621. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
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INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Ability Insurance Company; Rate Increase Filing
for Several LTC Forms
Ability Insurance Company is requesting approval to
increase the premium on 88 policyholders with the follow-
ing individual LTC policy form numbers: 3358, LT691,
LT692, LT694, LT695 and LT201. The company is re-
questing a 40% increase on policies with a nonlifetime
benefit period and an 80% increase on policies with a
lifetime benefit period. The business was originally writ-
ten by Medico Insurance Company and Mutual Protective
Insurance Company.
Unless formal administrative action is taken prior to
November 14, 2013, the subject filing may be deemed
approved by operation of law.
A copy of the filing is available on the Insurance
Department’s (Department) web site at www.insurance.
pa.gov. Under the tab ‘‘How to Find . . .’’ click on the link
‘‘PA Bulletin.’’
Copies of the filing are also available for public inspec-
tion, by appointment, during normal working hours at the
Department’s Harrisburg office.
Interested parties are invited to submit written com-
ments, suggestions or objections to James Laverty, Actu-
ary, Insurance Department, Insurance Product Regulation
and Market Enforcement, Room 1311, Strawberry Square,
Harrisburg, PA 17120, jlaverty@pa.gov within 30 days




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1622. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Appeal of Melissa M. Diehl under the Quality
Health Care Accountability and Protection Ar-
ticle; Geisinger Health Plan; Doc. No. HC13-08-
016
Under Article XXI of The Insurance Company Law of
1921 (40 P. S. §§ 991.2101—991.2194), the appellant in
this action has requested a hearing in connection with the
appellant’s managed health care plan. The proceedings in
this matter will be governed by 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508
and 701—704 (relating to Administrative Agency Law), 1
Pa. Code Part II (relating to General Rules of Administra-
tive Practice and Procedure) and any other relevant
provisions of law.
A prehearing telephone conference initiated by the
Administrative Hearings Office shall be conducted on
September 26, 2013, at 9:30 a.m. Each party shall provide
a telephone number to be used for the telephone confer-
ence to the Hearings Administrator on or before Septem-
ber 24, 2013. A date for a hearing shall be determined, if
necessary, at the prehearing/settlement conference.
Motions preliminary to those at hearing, protests,
petitions to intervene or notices of intervention, if any,
must be filed on or before September 11, 2013, with the
Hearings Administrator, Administrative Hearings Office,
Capitol Associates Building, Room 200, 901 North Sev-
enth Street, Harrisburg, PA 17102. Answer to petitions to
intervene shall be filed on or before September 25, 2013.
MICHAEL F. CONSEDINE,
Insurance Commissioner




The Patient Safety Authority (Authority), established
by section 303 of the Medical Care Availability and
Reduction of Error (MCARE) Act (40 P. S. § 1303.303),
announces a meeting of the Authority’s Board to be held
at the Conference Center, Central Penn College, 600
Valley Road, Summerdale, PA 17093 at 8:30 a.m. on
Tuesday, September 10, 2013.
Individuals having questions regarding this meeting,




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1624. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC
UTILITY COMMISSION




Commissioners Present: Robert F. Powelson, Chairperson;
John F. Coleman, Vice Chairperson; Wayne E. Gardner;
James H. Cawley; Pamela A. Witmer




On May 19, 2011, the Commission solicited comments
on reconciliation methods for transmission service
charges, which are pass-through costs. Interested entities
could address, inter alia, methods of aligning demand
costs with cost causation, the frequency and timing of
reconciliations, and riders. Several entities filed com-
ments and reply comments.
Background
The Pennsylvania Electricity Generation Customer
Choice and Competition Act (Act) requires electric distri-
bution companies (EDCs) to unbundle transmission rates
from other charges, e.g., generation and distribution. 66
Pa.C.S. § 2804(3). The EDC remains responsible for
distribution of electricity to all customers. Customers can
shop for generation services and associated transmission
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services from electric generation suppliers (EGS), but not
all customers shop. Customers that do not choose an EGS
receive default service from EDCs.
Each EDC recovers the cost of delivering power from
generation sources through high voltage transmission
lines to the local electric distribution system through a
transmission service charge (TSC) in its tariff. PJM is the
regional transmission organization (RTO) that coordi-
nates this movement (transmission) of power on a whole-
sale basis in Pennsylvania, twelve other states, and the
District of Columbia. PJM bills the EDCs for this trans-
mission service. TSC is a recoverable cost subject to
Section 1307(e) reconciliation.
While related to volumetric usage and applied in
conjunction with the volume of generation consumed, TSC
tariff rates are not strictly volumetric. In addition, EDCs
do not use a uniform method to reconcile TSC. At least
one EDC has been reconciling actual revenues to histori-
cal estimates of usage to allocate actual costs among
customer classes.1
By order entered on May 19, 2011, at this docket, we
solicited comments on reconciling transmission costs. We
questioned whether it is appropriate to reconcile TSC
revenue to estimates of demand used to set the TSC
rates2 (e.g., prior year allocators) or whether the reconcili-
ation should be based on the actual TSC revenues
received and the actual costs incurred for demand. We
opened this investigation to explore the implications of
using historical estimates demand or prior year alloca-
tors, as opposed to actual demand, costs, and revenues,
for TSC reconciliation purposes on a going-forward basis.
Commenters were to address, inter alia, whether it is
appropriate to allocate an EDC’s actual current TSC
demand based on (a) historical TSC, (b) actual annual or
monthly TSC per customer class, (c) volumetric through-
put, or (d) some other method in order to align demand
costs with cost causation during the reconciliation period.
Commenters were also to address the use of quarterly
reconciliations and the timing of reconciliations. Addition-
ally, commenters could address riders in conjunction with
reconciliation.
Comments were filed by the Office of Consumer Advo-
cate (OCA); the Office of Small Business Advocate
(OSBA); Duquesne Light Company (Duquesne); Metro-
politan Edison Company, Pennsylvania Electric Company,
Pennsylvania Power Company, and West Penn Power
Company (collectively, FirstEnergy); PECO Energy Com-
pany (PECO); PPL Electric Utilities Corp. (PPL); and
Industrial Customer Groups (ICG).3 Reply comments
were filed by FirstEnergy, OSBA, and ICG.
Comments
OCA’s Witness Glenn A. Watkins described the com-
plexity of predicting transmission demand and setting
TSC rates for default service classes:
When default service providers develop their prospec-
tive estimates of class loads, MWH usages, and/or
number of customers for each upcoming TSC rate
year, it is impossible to forecast which specific cus-
tomers will leave default service and begin shopping
during the upcoming rate year, let alone when these
switches will occur within the rate year.
Watkins Affid. at 2 ¶7, M-2011-2239714, attached to OCA
Comments.
OCA notes that transmission loads are decreasing for
EDCs and increasing for EGSs due to shopping. OCA
Comments at 2. OCA opines that EDCs should reconcile
TSC revenue to actual usage rather than to estimates of
that usage and that EDCs must account for shopping.
OCA Witness Watkins, supporting this proposition, pro-
vided:
However, if the ratemaking methodology used to
develop forward-looking TSC ‘‘estimate’’ rates as well
as the methodology used to reconcile a default service
provider’s total annual TSC costs and revenue do not
reflect class changes in monthly revenues and costs,
inequitable ultimate TSC cost reimbursement across
customer classes may result. That is, the allocation of
a default service provider’s total transmission costs
across retail classes should reasonably reflect the
dynamics of cost causation and retail customer mi-
gration that occurs during each rate year.
Watkins Affid. at 2 ¶7, M-2011-2239714, attached to OCA
Comments.
OCA notes that a monthly TSC rate may be appropri-
ate. OCA Comments at 1. OCA Witness Watkins further
opined that:
In my opinion, a fair and reasonable method to
assign cost responsibility across classes is to first
estimate retail class contributions to monthly de-
mands on a prospective basis. The forecast contribu-
tions to monthly demands will then serve as the basis
for the upcoming year’s estimate rates for each class.
During the reconciliation process, actual contribu-
tions to each monthly demand that occurred during
the rate year can be used. This class allocation based
on actual monthly demands will then reasonably
reflect changes in the total transmission costs in-
curred by the default service provider during the year
and reasonably reflect changes in cost causation and
resulting cost responsibility.
It is my understanding that method outline above,
is very similar, if not identical to, the TSC method
currently utilized by PECO.
Watkins Affid. at 2-3 ¶¶8-9, M-2011-2239714, attached to
OCA Comments.
PECO submits that the most accurate way to reconcile
TSC costs for a prior period is to use the actual monthly
TSC because this method effectively ties the TSC sur-
charge closely to the actual PJM transmission service
charge. PECO opines that using a historical demand
allocator is likely to create significantly higher over- or
under-recovery in classes that experience significant shop-
ping after the development of the allocator. PECO does
not support allocating demand on a volumetric basis.
PECO does not see a need for reconciliations more
frequently than annually. PECO Comments at 4.
FirstEnergy asserts that transmission-related rates
should be based on forecasted costs and reconciled to
actual costs to achieve an accurate correlation between
cost causation and allocation. According to FirstEnergy, to
the extent not already allocated by PJM, actual costs
should be allocated by customer class based on actual
default service load, which would help to mitigate the risk
1 See PPL Proposed TSC Reconciliation for 12-Months Ending Nov. 30, 2010,
M-2010-2213754, (PPL 2010 TSC Reconciliation) and PPL Transmission Service
Charge, M-2011-2239805 (2008 FERC Rates Refund), order entered August 15, 2013.
PPL reconciled TSC revenue to historical estimates of demand (or historical allocators),
which did not anticipate disproportionate migration from its large C&I default service
customer classes. As we said in our recent order in those consolidated proceedings,
TSC reconciliation is not retroactive ratemaking. Further, it does not affect base rates.
2 Some EDCs use TSCd and also have a rate element ‘‘TSCe’’ that includes TSCd
reconciliation and regulatory lag factors.
3 ICG comprises Industrial Energy Consumers of PA, Duquesne Industrial Interve-
nors, Met-Ed Industrial Users Group, Penelec Industrial Customer Alliance, Penn
Power Users Group, Philadelphia Area Industrial Energy Users Group, PP&L
Industrial Customer Alliance, and WPP Industrial Intervenors.
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of cross-subsidization and stranded costs and would treat
customers similarly regardless of whether the customer
chooses to shop with a competitive supplier. FirstEnergy
Comments at 3. FirstEnergy explains the relationship
between historical and actual demand as follows: The
‘‘‘historic[al]’ demands during [the prior year] are used to
create the ‘actual’ [network service peak load] demands
during [the following year].’’ FirstEnergy Reply Com-
ments at 3.
West Penn, a FirstEnergy EDC, allocates TSC across
distinct customer classes based on each class’ load ratio
share of the monthly TSC. In doing so, West Penn claims
that it mitigates the risk of cross subsidization among
classes and reduces the possibility of stranded costs
should all the customers in an entire rate schedule chose
to shop. According to FirstEnergy, this presents pricing
more comparable to competitive pricing structures.
FirstEnergy Comments at 6. West Penn reconciles on a
yearly basis with a provision for interim revisions if the
original rates would result in material over- or under-
collections. FirstEnergy Comments at 6-7.4
PPL believes that monthly adjustments of each cus-
tomer class’ assigned peak load responsibility to reflect
the class’ share of default service load in a given month
will minimize over- and under-collections, avoid cost
shifting, and ensure that customers bear their fair shares
of TSC costs. PPL at 7. PPL believes that historical PJM
peak load contribution demand data should be adjusted
for the forecast amount of default service for each upcom-
ing TSC application period and that adjustments should
be monthly to prevent cost shifting and to fairly allocate
costs.5 PPL Comments at 8. PPL believes, however, that
it is appropriate to use historical allocators, which are
estimates of future usage, to reconcile current demand.
PPL Comments at 6. See also PPL comments and filings
at PPL 2010 TSC Reconciliation (M-2010-2213754).
PPL argues against volumetric allocation of demand as
unfair to large customers who shift load out of peak
periods through demand response. PPL Comments at 8
and 9. PPL does not favor quarterly reconciliations,
especially if an EDC is allowed to use monthly allocation
data. PPL Comments at 9. PPL proposes a migration
rider for generation and transmission cost variances. PPL
notes that the lack of a migration rider distorts an EDC’s
ability to ensure that refund reconciliations benefit only
those customers previously burdened with an over-
collection and that recoupment reconciliations burden
only those customers previously benefited from an under-
collection; further, it results in distorted and unstable
PTC figures. PPL Comments at 9-13.
Duquesne maintains that, because it has not had any
significant shifts in demand over the past ten years, it
uses historical demand to reconcile TSC. Since there is so
little variance between historical and projected demand in
its service territory, Duquesne would prefer to continue to
use historical demand for reconciliations. Duquesne Com-
ments at 2 and 5. Duquesne adjusts projected expenses
for known changes that it expects to see the rate year.
Duquesne Comments at 3. Duquesne believes that volu-
metric pricing of demand would remove the incentive for
large customers to shift load to non-peak times. Duquesne
Comments at 5. Because Duquesne’s provider of last
resort (POLR) load is decreasing on a steady, consistent
basis, Duquesne sees no need for quarterly reconcilia-
tions. Duquesne Comments at 6.
OSBA asserts that because PJM uses 2009 TSC data to
bill 2010 TSC costs an EDC must reconcile its 2010 TSC
costs to 2009 market configurations. OSBA Comments at
3. OSBA asserts that there is no support for requiring
uniformity as to methods or time periods for reconcilia-
tion. OSBA Reply Comments at 2 and 3. Changes,
whether for the sake of uniformity or on a case-by-case
basis could cause material differences among rate classes
and have unanticipated consequences on PTC figures. If
uniformity is desired, a rulemaking should be com-
menced. Individual changes should be based on
evidentiary records. OSBA Reply Comments at 4. Settle-
ments regarding TSC should be honored unless the
settlements are unclear or subject to alternative interpre-
tations. Such discrepancies should be cleared on a case by
case basis. OSBA suggests that while quarterly reconcilia-
tions might cause more volatility in rates, they also
mitigate intergenerational mismatches and might better
align an EDC’s PTC with competitive offers. OSBA
asserts that this decision should be made in Investigation
of Retail Electricity Market, I-2011-2237952. (See order
entered April 29, 2011, in that proceeding.) OSBA Com-
ments at 3 and 4.
ICG asserts that TSC rates and reconciliations should
be designed to minimize differences in TSC pricing
between an EDC’s and an EGS’s offerings. ICG comments
at 3. ICG maintains that an EDC’s TSC charges should
align with concurrent PJM transmission charges and
supports use of monthly reconciliation for TSC based on
actual usage. Yearly reconciliations do not send appropri-
ate signals to customers. ICG Comments at 3 and 4.
Customers should receive pricing information in sufficient
time to make shopping decisions prior to any pricing
changes. ICG Comments at 5.
Discussion
As the comments indicate, the propriety of one recon-
ciliation method versus another in any given set of
circumstances is subject to a variety of opinions and
historical EDC practices. However, Section 1307(e) the
Public Utility Code provides unambiguous instruction on
how the Commission is to evaluate whether a reconcilia-
tion mechanism complies with its requirements.
TSC is an adjustable rate within the meaning of
Section 1307. As such, tariff provisions establishing a
TSC over-and-under reconciliation mechanism must com-
ply with the terms of that section and with the funda-
mental requirement that the rates be just and reasonable.
66 Pa.C.S. §§ 1301 and 1307. Because transmission is a
pass-through item, an EDC’s rate of return and base
rates are not affected by reconciliation of TSC revenues
and costs.
Regarding reconciliations, Section 1307 (e) provides, in
pertinent part, that:
(e) Automatic adjustment reports and proceedings.
(1) Within 30 days following the end of such 12-month
period as the commission shall designate, each public
utility using an automatic adjustment clause shall file
with the commission a statement which shall specify for
such period:
(i) the total revenues received pursuant to the auto-
matic adjustment clause;
(ii) the total amount of that expense or class of ex-
penses incurred which is the basis of the automatic
adjustment clause; and
4 FirstEnergy suggests that transmission costs which are not market-based but
rather consistent with utility-based charges be removed from the price to compare
(PTC) via a rulemaking or provisions in an EDC’s default service plan. FirstEnergy
Comments at 8 and Reply Comments at 3.
5 It does not appear that this was PPL’s practice as of 2010. See PPL 2010 TSC
Reconciliation.
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(iii) the difference between the amounts specified by
subparagraphs (i) and (ii).
Such report shall be a matter of public record and
copies thereof shall be made available to any person upon
request to the commission.
* * * * *
(3) Absent good reason being shown to the contrary, the
commission shall, within 60 days following such hearing,
by order direct each such public utility to, over an
appropriate 12-month period, refund to its patrons an
amount equal to that by which its revenues received
pursuant to such automatic adjustment clause exceeded
the amount of such expense or class of expenses, or
recover from its patrons an amount equal to that by
which such expense or class of expenses exceeded the
revenues received pursuant to such automatic adjustment
clause.
66 Pa.C.S. § 1307(e)(1) and (3). This statutory language
is unambiguous; Section 1307(e) reconciliation mecha-
nisms adjust for the difference between revenues received
and expenses incurred within the reconciliation period.
All Section 1307(e) rates and reconciliations approved by
this Commission must comply with this statutory direc-
tive.
In addition, Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court has
opined on the indicia of reconciliations acceptable under
Section 1307(e). In a discussion of what qualified for a
Section 1307 adjustable rate, it recently wrote:
Indeed, the very function of the typical automatic
adjustment clause is to permit rapid recovery of a
specific, identifiable expense item, with a more com-
prehensive analysis upon reconciliation of actual
costs with previously projected costs used to establish
the effective rate.
Popowsky v. Pa. PUC, 13 A.3d 583, 591, (Pa. Cmwlth.
2011) quoting Masthope Rapids Property Owners Council
v. Pa. PUC, 581 A.2d 994, 1000 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1990). Thus,
at core, annual or quarterly Commission review of Section
1307(e) reconciliation filings should reflect ‘‘essentially a
mathematical review’’ of the ‘‘actual costs with previously
projected costs used to establish the effective rate.’’ We
agree that this is the essence of the revenue and expense
reconciliation requirements of Subsections (i)—(iii) of
Section 1307(e)(1). As such, we believe that delving
further into the EDC’s TSC projections or forecasting
mechanisms, or the various bases of approved TSC
allocations, are matters better reserved for TSC-rate or
base-rate proceedings where a full panoply of cost and
revenue justifications come into play.
We proceed with this standard in mind and have
structured our consideration of the comments on these
topics: Reconciliation of TSC Costs, Volumetric Pricing of
TSC; Frequency of Reconciliations, Riders, and PTC
Issues.
Reconciliation of TSC Costs
TSCs are pass-through costs. The issue is how to
reconcile transmission revenue received by an EDC with
the actual costs incurred by the EDC in obtaining that
transmission on behalf of its various default service
customer classes, consistent with Section 1307(e).
OSBA notes that settlements regarding TSC should be
honored unless the settlements are unclear or subject to
alternative interpretations and that such discrepancies
should be cleared on a case by case basis.
Our review of the comments indicates that no com-
menter identified any tariff, statute, regulation, market
rule, PJM provision, settlement, or case law that requires
an EDC to reconcile transmission revenues to projections
or estimates of costs or usage rather than to actual costs.
Lloyd and its progeny expected that transmission rev-
enues and costs would be reconciled; the PPL settlement
after Lloyd expected that reconciliation would be based on
actual revenues and actual costs. See Lloyd, et al. v. Pa.
PUC, 904 A.2d 1010, 1018-1020. (Pa. Cmwlth. 2006)
(Lloyd); see also Pa. PUC v. PPL, R-00049255 (July 25,
2007), 2007 WL 2198189 (Remand Settlement). To this
extent, Lloyd is consistent with the requirements of
Section 1307(e). If the parties to the remand believed that
Lloyd mandated reconciliation of actual transmission
costs and revenues to the prior year’s market configura-
tions by class and estimates of costs and usage based on
that configuration, then that method should have been
spelled out in the PPL settlement reached in the remand
of Lloyd or a subsequent case. Similarly, we could have
evaluated the proposed settlement for consistency with
Section 1307(e) and ensuing reconciliations under those
terms. See Pa. PUC v. PPL, Docket No. R-00049255 (July
25, 2007).
During the reconciliation period, customers are billed at
the tariff rate applicable to their specific customer class
per unit of transmission used. Reconciliation for transmis-
sion should true-up actual costs related to actual usage
and actual revenues based on tariff rates, without regard
to a prior estimate of expected demand. Truing-up actual
costs to assigned, estimated, or projected demand, rather
than to actual demand, is contrary to Section 1307(e) and
does not reconcile actual revenue to actual cost based on
actual demand and tariff rates. Instead, it changes the
Section 1307(e) tariff rate to match estimated usage, thus
introducing circularity and inefficiency into what should
be a transparent tariff rate and simple mathematical
reconciliation process.
TSC charges are permitted under the Competition Act,
and the procedures to reconcile the revenues collected and
the costs incurred are not base rate case matters. The
inquiry in reconciliation of pass-through costs such as
TSC is: ‘‘Did class TSC payments at tariff rates cover the
cost of providing transmission to that class for the
reconciliation period? If not, was there an over or
undercollection applicable to a specific class?’’ TSC is
billed at tariff rates on a volumetric basis within each
class, and it should be reconciled within each class and
not among or across classes. The issue is not whether a
class used (or caused transmission costs equal to) the
estimated transmission that the EDC expected that class
to use. Rather, the query is whether the EDC collected
more or less from each class than its actual TSC costs for
that class during the period in question. Reconciliation
should not depend on whether transmission usage is in
the same class-to-class ratio as the EDC may have
anticipated when the EDC set class-specific transmission
rates. We recognize that forecasting tools are required to
set going-forward rates. However, the role of forecasting
tools in reconciliation should be negligible at best.
Accordingly, we find that the TSC reconciliation process
should be just a comparison between actual revenues
resulting from tariffed rates and actual costs incurred.
This approach is consistent with both the language of
Section 1307(e) and the fundamental requirement that
rates be just and reasonable. The Section 1307(e) recon-
ciliation process is not intended to smooth utility budget-
ing efforts or to make actual revenue streams match
forecasts.
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PECO reconciles to actual monthly TSC costs in order
to tie TSC surcharges to actual PJM transmission service
charges. ICG supports use of monthly transmission for
reconciliation and maintains that an EDC’s transmission
charges should align with concurrent PJM transmission
charges. OCA asserts that reconciliations must recognize
shopping in order to reasonably reflect the dynamics of
cost-causation and retail customer migration that occur
during a rate year.
We find that the PECO,6 ICG, OCA considerations are
consistent with Sections 1301 and 1307(e).
FirstEnergy asserts that actual costs should be allo-
cated by customer class based on actual default service
load to reduce the risk of cross-subsidization and
stranded costs. FirstEnergy also asserts that historical
demand ‘‘creates’’ the next year’s actual demand.
We find that allocating actual costs by customer class
based on actual default service load is consistent with
Section 1307(e). However, other than for budgeting or
forecasting purposes, we do not subscribe to the assertion
that historical demand ‘‘creates’’ actual future demand.
We find that historical demand is but one of the elements
used to predict future demand and to set TSC rates going
forward. Thereafter, those tariffed TSC rates are to be
applied to the actual demand experienced in that next
year, thereby creating the actual revenue against which
the actual costs (i.e., PJM billings for transmission ser-
vices for DSP classes) are to be reconciled pursuant to
Section 1307(3).
There is no basis in Lloyd, or in Section 1307(e), to
support the argument that reconciliation of TSC requires
imputing DSP class-specific demand usage percentage
estimates from the prior year into the reconciliation
period. While historical demand is useful to predict what
future demand might be, it does not ‘‘create’’ actual
demand.
OSBA asserts that PJM uses prior year transmission
data to bill current transmission costs and that this
mandates reconciliation of current costs to prior year
market configurations despite the potential for a mis-
match between cost causers and costs.
We disagree. We find that OSBA is misconstruing the
way that PJM bills for TSC. PJM generally bills EDCs for
transmission service based on actual usage on a near real
time basis; PJM does not bill based on how an EDC
expected its customers to use transmission.7
Duquesne would prefer to continue to use historical
demand for reconciliations since its historical demand has
generally matched its projected demand and actual de-
mand.
We do not agree that Duquesne’s past experience
justifies the use of historical demand for reconciliation on
a going-forward basis. While we can appreciate that
Duquesne has not experienced any issues, challenges, or
questions related to its practice of reconciling revenues to
historical projections of usage, we are not persuaded that
this method is appropriate, reasonable, consistent with
the purpose of a Section 1307(e) reconciliation, or justifi-
able going forward based on the experiences of other
EDCs that have used similar historical methods.
If the ratios of class-usage to total-usage remain con-
stant, regardless of changes in total usage, reconciling to
a historical projection of transmission might not appear to
present any issues, despite the inconsistency with Section
1307(e). For example, if an EDC projected a class would
use 50% of total TSC usage and the EDC then assigns
that class 50% of its actual TSC costs in the reconciliation
process, there may be no significantly apparent mismatch
as a result of the reconciliation if the class actually used
between 48% and 52% of total TSC.
The mismatch between costs and cost causers becomes
apparent, however, if the ratios of class-usage to total-
usage do not remain constant. Requiring a class that
created only 25% of TSC to pay, through a reconciliation
recoupment, for 50% of TSC because the EDC projected
that the class would use 50% results in that class
subsidizing the other classes. Conversely, if a class that
actually created 75% gets a refund such that its members
are only paying for 50% of total TSC because the EDC
projected that the class would use only 50% of TSC, then
that class is being impermissibly subsidized by the other
class.
PPL believes that it is appropriate to reconcile to
historical allocators rather than reconcile based on actual
demand and that monthly adjustment of assigned peak
load responsibility would minimize over- and under-
collections, avoid cost shifting, and ensure that each class
bears its fair shares of TSC costs even if the reconcilia-
tion itself is based on historical allocators.
We disagree. We conclude that reconciling actual rev-
enues to ‘‘assigned’’ load or estimated percentages of load,
rather than to actual costs based on actual usage, is
contrary to Section 1307(e) and to Section 1301. Section
1307(e) requires that revenues be compared to costs, and
that the difference be refunded to customers if revenues
exceeded costs or recovered from customers if the costs
exceeded revenues. EDCs must realize that the 1307(e)
reconciliation process is not a budgeting tool used to
true-up revenue to cash flow projections. The 1307(e)
reconciliation process is a statutory method by which
adjustable rates remain just and reasonable. This is the
case no matter how frequently adjusted the forecasts may
be. The reconciliation must compare actual revenues
collected pursuant to tariff rates to actual costs based on
actual usage. Accordingly, going forward, actual class
revenues shall be reconciled to the actual class costs and
not to estimated class usage, consistent with Section
1307(e).
OSBA further asserts that there is no support for
requiring uniformity as to methods of reconciliation and
that the only way to achieve uniformity in reconciliation
is through a rulemaking.
We disagree. There is no need for the rulemaking that
OSBA suggests. First, Section 1307(e)(4) provides the
Commission with wide discretion regarding its supervi-
sion and administration of Section 1307(e) reconciliation
periods and methods such that the Commission may
amend a Section 1307(e) reconciliation ‘‘at any time.’’
Subsection 1307(e)(4) provides that:
(4) For the purpose of this subsection, where a 12-
month report period and 12-month refund or recovery
period shall have been previously established or desig-
nated, nothing in this section shall impair the continued
use of such previously established or designated periods
nor shall anything in this section prevent the commission
from amending at any time any method used by any
utility in automatically adjusting its rates, so as to
provide the commission more adequate supervision of the
administration by a utility of such method and to de-
crease the likelihood of collection by a utility, in subse-
6 We are not persuaded, however, that limiting reconciliation to once a year, as
PECO suggests, is necessary to implement use of actual demand allocators for
reconciliations.
7 A possible exception being, for example, take-or-pay pricing.
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quent periods, of amounts greater or less than that to
which it is entitled, or, in the event that such deficiency
or surplus in collected amounts is found, more prompt
readjustment thereof.
66 Pa.C.S. § 1307(e)(4). We specify herein that, going
forward, TSC revenues be reconciled to the actual cost of
actual demand consistent with Section 1307(e). This is
the uniform result required by Section 1307(e). Pursuant
to our discretion under Section 1307(e)(4), we recognize,
however, that the EDCs may propose alternate ways of
accomplishing this true-up. To the extent that we are
clarifying our discretion under 1307(e)(4) in this circum-
stance, a rulemaking is not required.
Second, questions specifically related to whether an
EDC’s methodology is consistent with Section 1307(e) will
be addressed in conjunction with that EDC’s reconcilia-
tion submission, including but not limited to the accuracy
of the method employed.
Third, some of the disparity in reconciliation processes
stems from the fact that some EDC tariffs and some
settlement documents related to TSC merely provide that
‘‘transmission costs will be reconciled.’’ They provide no
specificity as to the formulae or methodology for reconcili-
ation. Accordingly, we will require that any future settle-
ments and any future tariffs for TSC must provide
specificity as to how reconciliations will be calculated.
Volumetric Pricing
In the May 19, 2011 order, the Commission also asked
the parties to address ‘‘volumetric pricing’’ of transmission
costs. Duquesne asserts that volumetric pricing of de-
mand would remove the incentive for large customers to
shift load to non-peak times. PECO does not favor
allocating demand on a volumetric basis. PPL argues that
volumetric allocation of demand is unfair to large custom-
ers who shift load out of peak periods through demand
response.
We did not anticipate any dispute or significant differ-
ences to surface regarding pricing or the way the EDCs
estimate and set reconcilable TSC rates. We find OCA
Witness Watkins presented a credible and supportable
summary description of the complexity of the calculation
of reconcilable TSC rates based on his underlying analy-
sis. EDCs estimate their costs of transmission based on
estimates of what the costs of transmission service ren-
dered by PJM will be for the next year for each class of
default service customers. EDCs then establish a reconcil-
able tariff rate for each customer class for transmission
service based on those cost estimates. PJM does not
mandate how the EDCs charge their various customers
for transmission service, only that it be paid by the EDCs
for the transmission services billed by PJM to the EDCs.
Upon consideration of this issue, we find no suggestion
that the method of setting tariffed transmission rates is
defective. Further, we find no support or articulation of
need for volumetric pricing for large C&I customers and
do not see a need to pursue this option further at this
time in this proceeding. We anticipate that the require-
ment to reconcile actual revenue to actual costs could
alleviate some of the concerns that prompted us to
request comments relative to volumetric pricing for trans-
mission provided to large C&I DSP customers. Absent
more input on this topic, we do not have a record before
us upon which either to predicate a mandatory change or
to prohibit a voluntary change to volumetric allocation of
transmission costs. If an interested party wishes to revisit
this matter, it may petition the Commission to open such
an inquiry. Therefore, we shall not require the EDCs to
change the way they set their tariff rates for transmission
or to change their transmission pricing methods at this
time.
Frequency of Reconciliation
Section 1307(e) establishes a mandatory annual recon-
ciliation and a 12-month ceiling on reconciliation periods
(i.e., maximum), but utilities cannot unilaterally change a
reconciliation period set by Commission order. Thus,
presently an EDC may reconcile transmission costs and
revenues on a yearly or more frequent basis, as approved
by the Commission. The May 19, 2011 order asked the
parties to address the frequency of reconciliations.
PECO believes that annual reconciliations are suffi-
cient. The FirstEnergy EDCs reconcile on a yearly basis
with a provision for interim revisions of the rates if the
original rates would result in material over- or under-
collections. PPL prefers annual reconciliations, especially
if an EDC is allowed to use monthly allocation data.
Duquesne asserts that annual reconciliations are suffi-
cient in light of the steady and consistent decrease of its
default service load. ICG favors monthly reconciliation for
transmission on the premise that yearly reconciliations do
not send appropriate signals to customers.
OSBA asserts that there is no need to require all EDCs
to use the same time frame for reconciliations and that if
uniformity is desired, a rulemaking should be com-
menced. Individual changes should be based on
evidentiary records. OSBA does suggest quarterly recon-
ciliations might mitigate intergenerational mismatches
and might better align an EDC’s PTC with competitive
offers even if the more frequent reconciliation could cause
more volatility in rates.
Upon consideration of the comments, the issue with
frequency of reconciliation is that some customers who
paid the revenues and caused the costs being reconciled
will have moved out of the EDC’s DSP customer classes
and others may have moved into the classes prior to the
reconciliation. The longer the interval between reconcilia-
tions, the more likely the customer configuration within a
class will change. We do not, however, see an across-the-
board problem with yearly reconciliations. At least some
of the EDCs appear to have sufficient mechanisms in
place to address anomalies as they arise between annual
reconciliations. Further, we find no support for mandated
uniform timing or procedures for quarterly or monthly
reconciliations for transmission costs and, thus, do not
see a need to pursue such a mandate further at this time.
We anticipate that the process of reconciling actual
revenue to actual costs could alleviate some of the
concerns that prompted us to ask for comments on the
frequency of transmission reconciliations in this proceed-
ing. While we chose not to specify a frequency of reconcili-
ation, we instruct the industry that the longer the
reconciliation interval, the more likely that there may be
mismatches between costs and cost causers because of a
reconciliation. We shall review the potential for such
mismatches in the context of reconciliation proceedings.8
If the EDCs are unable to minimize the mismatches
resulting from fluctuations in class sizes, we will revisit
this frequency issue.
While we have directed the EDCs to track transmission
costs and revenues monthly, we recognize that some
EDCs may choose to adjust their TSC rates only on a
yearly basis. The more frequently an EDC recomputes its
8 See Section 1307(e) Reconciliation Statement Pilot Program, Docket No. M-2013-
2345492 (May 9, 2013), 43 Pa.B. 2971, which streamlines the reconciliation process.
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TSC rates, the more likely any fluctuation in TSC costs
will be aligned with TSC revenues and the more likely
customers in the DSP classes will be those customers who
incurred the demand and contributed the revenue. An
EDC that chooses to adjust TSC rates on an annual basis
may see more of a leveling out of reconciliation differ-
ences over time, but it runs a greater likelihood of change
in the constituency of its DSP customer classes over the
extended time period.
Accordingly, we shall not require the EDCs to change
the frequency or timing of TSC reconciliations at this
time.
Migration Riders
In the May 19, 2011 order, the Commission asked the
parties to address the use of migration riders. PPL
advocates in favor of a migration rider that would follow
customers who leave the DSP for an EGS. PPL was the
only company to advocate for a migration rider. A migra-
tion rider, in general, causes some concern about the
effect on competition. The Commission strives to ensure
that the PTC properly reflects current market conditions.
A migration rider has the potential to artificially inflate
or depress price signals. Accordingly, evidence of the need
for a migration rider should be clear. We anticipate that,
by moving to a reconciliation of actual costs with actual
revenues, the need or desire for a migration rider will
diminish. Therefore, we decline the use of a migration
rider at this time. If experience demonstrates that the
reconciliation of actual experience does not address the
migration issue, we can revisit this issue.
PTC Issues
Several parties raised PTC issues. PTC issues are
beyond the scope of this proceeding, and Commission
action at this docket on such issues is not necessary to
resolve the reconciliation issue.
Conclusion
Our reviews of a reconciliation must look to the logic
underlying the reconciliation to ensure that tariff rates
have been applied justly, legally, and reasonably, consis-
tent with Sections 1301 and 1307(e). We conclude that
Section 1307(e) requires EDCs to reconcile actual TSC
revenues with actual transmission costs incurred, and not
with historical estimates of transmission, for the recon-
ciliation period.9
Going forward, for reconciliation purposes, and to the
extent that they are not already doing so, EDCs must
reconcile actual revenues based on tariff rates to the
actual demand and actual costs incurred for the period
being reconciled. EDCs must use actual transmission
costs per customer class for reconciliation and must
present the Section 1307(e) data on a monthly basis,
regardless of the period chosen for reconciliation. EDCs
may use either annual or quarterly rates changes.
This order neither mandates nor prohibits volumetric
allocation of transmission costs during the period to be
reconciled. We will consider any requests to use a volu-
metric throughput method for pricing or reconciliation on
a case-by-case basis.
We do not have a record before us upon which to
address generically the use of migration riders in conjunc-
tion with reconciliations.
Further, we shall require settlements and tariffs to
address with specificity the process of reconciliation. It
will no longer suffice to merely provide that ‘‘revenues
will be reconciled.’’
The contact persons for this proceeding are Louise Fink
Smith, finksmith@pa.gov, and Shaun Sparks, shsparks@
pa.gov, in the Commission’s Law Bureau, Lori Burger,
lburger@pa.gov, in the Commission’s Bureau of Audits,
and Anthony Rametta, arametta@pa.gov, in the Commis-
sion’s Bureau of Technical Services; Therefore,
It Is Ordered That:
1. For reconciliation periods beginning on and after
July 1, 2013, electric distribution companies (EDCs) shall
reconcile class-specific actual transmission service charge
(TSC) revenues to actual transmission usage and trans-
mission costs incurred for that period, consistent with
this Order and 66 Pa.C.S. §§ 1301 and 1307(e).
2. Any settlements or tariffs which provide for recon-
ciliations must provide specificity as to how reconcilia-
tions will be calculated.
3. Notice of this this order be published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin and posted on the Commission’s website
and that the order be served on all electric distribution
companies in the Commonwealth, the Bureau of Investi-
gation and Enforcement, the Office of Consumer Advo-
cate, the Office of Small Business Advocate, and the
Energy Association of Pennsylvania, as well as all parties
participating in this proceeding.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1625. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Applications
The following temporary authority and/or permanent
authority applications for the right to render service as a
common carrier or contract carrier in this Commonwealth
have been filed with the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission. Formal protests and petitions to intervene
must be filed in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to
public utilities). A protest shall indicate whether it ap-
plies to the temporary authority application, the perma-
nent authority application, or both. Filings must be made
with the Secretary, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commis-
sion, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a
copy served on the applicant by September 16, 2013.
Documents filed in support of the applications are avail-
able for inspection and copying at the Office of the
Secretary between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and at the business address of the respective
applicant.
Applications of the following for approval to begin
operating as common carriers for transportation
of persons as described under each application.
A-2013-2374389. Berkshire Transportation Group,
LLC (1064 Van Reed Road, Reading, Berks County, PA
19605) for the right to begin to transport, as a common
carrier, by motor vehicle, persons in airport transfer
service, from points in Berks County, to the following
airports: Philadelphia International Airport, located in
the City and County of Philadelphia and the Township of
Tinicum, Delaware County; Harrisburg International Air-
port, located in the Township of Lower Swatara, Dauphin
9 We recently permitted an EDC to leave in place a TSC reconciliation based on
historical estimates of transmission usage. That proceeding speaks for itself, and the
use of historical allocators therein is limited to the particulars of that proceeding.
Issues identified in that reconciliation (including initial and correcting recoupments
and refunds) prompted this generic inquiry. See PPL 2010 TSC Reconciliation
(M-2010-2213754).
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County; Lehigh Valley International Airport, located in
the Township of Hanover, Lehigh County; and Reading
Regional Airport, located in the Township of Bern, Berks
County.
A-2013-2375162. Canyon Country Cabs, LLC (210
Fischler Street, Wellsboro, Tioga County, PA 16901)—
persons in call or demand service, from Tioga County.
A-2013-2375164. Canyon Country Cabs, LLC (210
Fischler Street, Wellsboro, Tioga County, PA 16901)—
persons in airport transfer service, from points in Tioga
County, to the Grand Canyon Airport, located in
Wellsboro, Tioga County, and to the Williamsport Re-
gional Airport, located in Montoursville, Lycoming
County.
A-2013-2375195. Diamond Luxury Transportation,
Inc. (2658 Springfield Road, Broomall, Delaware County,
PA 19008)—persons in limousine service, between points
in Pennsylvania; excluding areas under the jurisdiction of
the Philadelphia Parking Authority.
A-2013-2375433. David Thomas Tours, Inc., t/a Da-
vid Thomas Tours (14005 McNulty Road, Philadelphia,
PA 19154-1107) for the right to begin to transport, as a
common carrier, by motor vehicle, persons in paratransit
service, from points in the Counties of Bucks, Chester,
Delaware, Montgomery and Philadelphia to all county,
State and Federal correctional institutions located in
Pennsylvania, and return. Attorney: Barbara A. Darkes,
McNees, Wallace & Nurick, LLC, 100 Pine Street, P. O.
Box 1166, Harrisburg, PA 17108-1166.
A-2013-2375524. American Life Ambulance, LLC
(3580 Progress Drive, Bensalem, PA 19020) for the right
to begin to transport as a common carrier, by motor
vehicle, persons in paratransit service, from points in the
City and County of Philadelphia to points in Pennsylva-
nia, and return. Attorney: David P. Temple, 1760 Market
Street, Suite 1100, Philadelphia, PA 19103.
A-2013-2377559. Jay Hardy (15 East Main Street,
Apt. 2, Loganton, PA 17747) for the right to begin to
transport, as a common carrier, by motor vehicle, persons,
in paratransit service, limited to persons whose personal
convictions prevent them from owning or operating motor
vehicles, from points in Clinton and Center Counties, to
points in Pennsylvania, and return.
Application of the following for amendment to the
certificate of public convenience approving the
operation of motor vehicles as common carriers
for transportation of persons as described under
the application.
A-2013-2368412. Transport U, LLC (3340 Liberty
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Allegheny County, PA 15201)—for the
amended right to transport, as a common carrier, by
motor vehicle, persons in paratransit service, from points
in Allegheny County, to points in the Counties of Adams,
Armstrong, Bedford, Blair, Bradford, Cambria, Cameron,
Centre, Clarion, Clearfield, Clinton, Columbia, Crawford,
Cumberland, Dauphin, Elk, Erie, Forest, Franklin, Ful-
ton, Greene, Huntingdon, Indiana, Jefferson, Juniata,
Lancaster, Lawrence, Lebanon, Lycoming, McKean, Mer-
cer, Mifflin, Montour, Northumberland, Perry, Potter,
Snyder, Somerset, Sullivan, Tioga, Union, Venango, War-
ren and York, and return.
Application of the following for approval of the
beginning of the exercise of the right and privi-
lege of operating motor vehicles as common carri-
ers for the transportation of household goods as
described under the application.
A-2013-2372121. Pickups Moving Co, LLC (7464
Camp Meeting Road, New Tripoli, Lehigh County, PA
18066) for the right to begin to transport, as a common
carrier, by motor vehicle, household goods in use, between
points in Pennsylvania.
Applications of the following for approval of the
beginning of the exercise of the right and privi-
lege of operating motor vehicles as common carri-
ers for the transportation of household goods by
transfer of rights as described under each appli-
cation.
A-2013-2360794. Nuvo Movers, Inc. (P. O. Box 886,
Doylestown, Bucks County, PA 18901)—household goods
in use, from points in the County of Montgomery, to
points in Pennsylvania, and vice versa; which is to be a
transfer of all rights authorized under the certificate
issued at A-00122399 to Richard Andrew Eberz, t/a Ebz
Moving and Storage, subject to the same limitations and
conditions.
A-2013-2375308. Gary C. Walk, Jr., t/a Walk’s Mov-
ing (5812 Avondale Avenue, Altoona, Blair County, PA
16601)—household goods in use, from points in the City
of Altoona, Blair County, and within 50 miles by the
usually traveled highways of the limits of the said city to
other points in Pennsylvania, and vice versa, excluding
the City of Johnstown, Cambria County, and the Borough
of State College, Centre County; which is to be a transfer
of all rights authorized under the certificate issued at
A-000100821 to Park Transfer and Moving Co., Inc.,
subject to the same limitations and conditions. Attor-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1626. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Formal Com-
plaints
Formal complaints have been issued by the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission. Answers must be filed in
accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utilities).
Answers are due September 16, 2013, and must be made
with the Secretary, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commis-
sion, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a
copy to the First Deputy Chief Prosecutor, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Signature Leasing LLC;
Doc. No. C-2012-2290565
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
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sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to Signature Leasing, LLC,
(respondent) is under suspension effective February 17,
2012 for failure to maintain evidence of insurance on file
with this Commission.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at 480 West Christine Road, Nottingham, PA
19362.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on February 08, 2008, at
A-00124212.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability insurance and Cargo insurance on file with this
Commission. The Bureau of Investigation and Enforce-
ment’s proposed civil penalty for this violation is $500
and cancellation of the Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
and causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance with
this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date of
service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement will request that the Commission issue an
Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public Conve-
nience held by respondent at A-00124212 for failure to
maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael E. Hoffman, Manager
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P. O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
VERIFICATION
I, Michael E. Hoffman, Manager, Bureau of Investiga-
tion and Enforcement, hereby state that the facts above
set forth are true and correct to the best of my knowl-
edge, information and belief and that I expect that the
Bureau will be able to prove same at any hearing held in
this matter. I understand that the statements herein are
made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904
relating to unsworn falsification to authorities.
Date: 2/28/12
Michael E. Hoffman, Manager
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
Division
Bureau of Transportation and Safety
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within twenty (20) days of
the date of service of this Complaint. The date of service
is the mailing date as indicated at the top of the
Secretarial Cover Letter for this Complaint and Notice,
52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). An Answer is a written explanation
of circumstances wished to be considered in determining
the outcome. The Answer shall raise all factual and legal
arguments that you wish to claim in your defense and
must include the reference number of this Complaint.
Your Answer must be verified and the original shall be
mailed to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P. O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-3265
Or may be sent by overnight delivery to:
400 North Street, 2nd Floor
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
Additionally, please serve a copy on:
Wayne T. Scott, Prosecutor
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P. O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-3265
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within twenty
(20) days of the date of service, the Bureau of Investiga-
tion and Enforcement will request that the Commission
issue a Secretarial Letter imposing the penalty proposed
in this Complaint. Pursuant to 66 Pa.C.S. § 3301(a), the
penalty could include a fine of up to $1,000 for each
violation, the revocation of your Certificate of Public
Convenience, or any other remedy as may be appropriate.
Each day you continue to violate any regulation, direc-
tion, requirement, determination or Order of the Commis-
sion is a separate and distinct offense, subject to addi-
tional penalties.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Acord certificates
of insurance and faxed form ES and HS are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P. O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P. O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which admits or fails to deny
the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of Investiga-
tion and Enforcement will request that the Commission
issue a Secretarial Letter imposing the proposed penalty
in this Complaint, which may include the cancellation of
your Certificate of Public Convenience. Should the Com-
mission cancel your Certificate of Public Convenience, it
may also impose an additional fine of up to $1,000.
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E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The judge is not bound by
the optional fine set forth in this Complaint.
F. If you have questions regarding this Complaint or if
you would like an alternative format of this Complaint
(for persons with disabilities), please contact the Compli-
ance Office at (717) 787-1227.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary




Commissioners Present: Robert F. Powelson, Chairperson;
John F. Coleman, Jr., Vice Chairperson; Wayne E.
Gardner; James H. Cawley; Pamela A. Witmer
In re: Tatkatel, Inc.; A-2010-2179791; A-3112253
Tentative Order
By the Commission:
Tatkatel, Inc. (Tatkatel or the Company), whose utility
code is 3112253, is a telecommunications interexchange
reseller certificated at A-3112253, on June 4, 2010.
Tatkatel appears to be an inactive business entity.
While Tatkatel is not currently delinquent in any way, the
Company’s attorney advised Commission staff on July 25,
2013, that the Company has never been active and he
believes the Company failed to launch after being certifi-
cated. Further research by Commission staff revealed an
entry on the FCC Form 499 website that Tatkatel is ‘‘no
longer active’’ as of April 5, 2010. Commission staff’s
attempts to reach the Company have similarly been
unsuccessful.
Based on the above facts, we tentatively conclude that
it is appropriate to revoke Tatkatel’s certificate of public
convenience without the necessity of a formal complaint
as being in the public interest. Where a company does
not, or as in this case never did, provide utility service,
there is no reason to maintain a certificate of public
convenience for that company; Therefore,
It Is Ordered That:
1. Revocation of Tatkatel, Inc.’s certificate of public
convenience is hereby tentatively approved as being in
the public interest.
2. The Secretary serve a copy of this Tentative Order
upon the Office of Consumer Advocate, the Office of Small
Business Advocate, and the Bureau of Investigation &
Enforcement, and also cause a copy of this Tentative
Order to be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin with a
30-day comment period.
3. Absent the filing of adverse public comment within
30 days after publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin,
this Tentative Order shall become final without further
action by the Commission.
4. Upon this order becoming final, and without further
action by the Commission, the certificate of public conve-
nience held by Tatkatel, Inc. A-3112253 shall be canceled,
and Tatkatel, Inc.’s name stricken from all active utility
lists maintained by the Commission’s Bureau of Technical




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1628. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2013-2379643. United Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania, LLC, d/b/a CenturyLink and Mega-
Path Corporation. Joint petition of United Telephone
Company of Pennsylvania, LLC, d/b/a CenturyLink and
MegaPath Corporation for approval of a resale agreement
under section 252(e) of the Telecommunications Act of
1996.
United Telephone Company of Pennsylvania, LLC, d/b/a
CenturyLink and MegaPath Corporation by its counsel,
filed on August 20, 2013, at the Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission (Commission), a joint petition for
approval of a resale agreement under sections 251 and
252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of United Telephone Company of Pennsyl-
vania, LLC, d/b/a CenturyLink and MegaPath Corpora-
tion joint petition are available for inspection and copying
at the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Commission’s web
site at www.puc.pa.gov, and at the applicant’s business
address.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary




A-2013-2379447, A-2013-2379448 and A-2013-2379450.
Onvoy, Inc., d/b/a Onvoy Voice Services. Application
of Onvoy, Inc., d/b/a Onvoy Voice Services for approval to
offer, render, furnish or supply telecommunications ser-
vices to the public as a competitive local exchange carrier
in the service territories of Frontier Communications of
Breezewood, Inc., Frontier Communications of Canton,
Inc., Frontier Communications of Lakewood, LLC, Fron-
tier Communications of Oswayo River, LLC, Frontier
Communications of Pennsylvania, LLC, The United Tele-
phone Company of Pennsylvania, d/b/a CenturyLink, Citi-
zens Telephone Company of Kecksburg and Citizens
Telecommunications of New York.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties). Filings must be made with the Secretary of the
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Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a copy served on the
applicant, on or before September 16, 2013. The docu-
ments filed in support of the application are available for
inspection and copying at the Office of the Secretary
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, on
the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission’s web site at
www.puc.state.pa.us, and at the applicant’s business ad-
dress.
Applicant: Onvoy, Inc., d/b/a Onvoy Voice Services
Through and By Counsel: Scott Sawyer, General Coun-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1630. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
PHILADELPHIA
PARKING AUTHORITY
Out of Service Notice; Doc. No. O-13-08-01
Joseph F. Parente d/b/a Sapphire Coach and Limousine,
CPC No. 1023657-07
Last Known Address: 107 Pennington Ave., Morton, PA
19070
Docket No. O-13-08-01, Citation T-15812, Certificate Ex-
pired:
On August 12, 2013 the Enforcement Department of
the Taxicab and Limousine Division (TLD) placed this
certificate Out-Of-Service. An Out-Of-Service hearing was
scheduled for August 13, 2013 at 10:00 due to the
company violating section 1051.3 of the Regulations by
not completing the Limousine Certificate Renewal re-
quirement, not filing LM1 Form which was due on April
1, 2013 and not completing the corresponding require-
ments by June 30, 2013. Consequently, the Certificates
are EXPIRED. Pursuant to Sec. 1001.51. Service by the
Authority, citation T-15812 was issued on August 12, 2013
by First Class Mail but returned to the Office of the Clerk
as undeliverable on August 20, 2013. Also, on August 20,
2013 the merit hearing notice scheduled for 9/26/13 at
2:30 p.m. returned as undeliverable. Further attempts to
make contact through email and telephone have gone
unanswered. If you wish to retain to your Rights you
must respond by contacting the TLD immediately at the
address below:
Office of the Clerk
Taxicab & Limousine Division
The Philadelphia Parking Authority




By: William P. Schmid, Deputy Director of the TLD
VINCENT J. FENERTY, Jr.,
Executive Director




The Philadelphia Regional Port Authority (PRPA) will
accept sealed bids for Project No. 13-073.S, Cleaning
Services at the PRPA Administration Building (11/1/13 to
10/31/15), until 2 p.m. on Thursday, September 26, 2013.
Information can be obtained from the web site www.
philaport.com under Procurement or call (215) 426-2600.
JAMES T. McDERMOTT, Jr.,
Executive Director





A hearing has been scheduled, as authorized by 24
Pa.C.S. Part IV (relating to Public School Employees’
Retirement Code), in connection with the Public School
Employees’ Retirement System’s (System) denial of
Claimant’s request concerning the indicated account.
The hearing will be held before a hearing officer at the
Public School Employees’ Retirement System, 5 North
Fifth Street, Harrisburg, PA 17101:
October 16, 2013 Kenneth R. Mosley (D)
(Death Benefit)
1:30 p.m.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
previously listed hearing and require an auxiliary aid,
service or other accommodation to participate in the
proceedings should contact Barb Book, Assistant to the
Executive Director at (717) 720-4617 to discuss how the
System may best accommodate their needs.
Parties may appear with or without counsel and offer
relevant testimony or evidence to support their respective
positions. The hearing will be held in accordance with the
requirements of 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704
(relating to Administrative Agency Law). Under 22
Pa. Code § 201.1 (relating to applicability of general
rules), procedural matter will be in conformance with 1
Pa. Code Part II (relating to General Rules of Administra-




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1633. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
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STATE BOARD OF
MEDICINE
Bureau of Professional and Occupational Affairs v.
Daniel Joseph Mompoint, MD; Doc. No. 0015-
49-13
On July 1, 2013, Daniel Joseph Mompoint, MD, license
no. MD-032894-E, of Gretna, LA, had his Pennsylvania
license indefinitely suspended until his license has been
restored to unrestricted status in Louisiana, based on his
license being disciplined by the proper licensing authority
of Louisiana.
Individuals may obtain a copy of the final order by
writing to Teresa Lazo, Board Counsel, State Board of
Medicine, P. O. Box 2649, Harrisburg, PA 17105-2649.
This final order represents the State Board of Medi-
cine’s (Board) final decision in this matter. It may be
appealed to the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania by
the filing of a petition for review with that court in
accordance with the Pennsylvania Rules of Appellate
Procedure. Individuals who take an appeal to the Com-
monwealth Court must serve the Board with a copy of
their petition for review. The Board contact for receiving
service of the appeals is the previously-named Board
counsel.
ANDREW J. BEHNKE, MD,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1634. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
STATE CONSERVATION
COMMISSION
Action on Odor Management Plans for Concen-
trated Animal Operations and Concentrated Ani-
mal Feeding Operations and Volunteers Comply-
ing with the Commonwealth’s Facility Odor
Management Program
The State Conservation Commission has taken the
following actions on previously received applications for
Odor Management Plans under 3 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—522
(relating to nutrient management and odor management).
Persons aggrieved by any action may appeal under 3
Pa.C.S. § 517 (relating to appealable actions), section 4 of
the Environmental Hearing Board Act (35 P. S. § 7514)
and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to
Administrative Agency Law) to the Environmental Hear-
ing Board, Second Floor, Rachel Carson State Office
Building, 400 Market Street, P. O. Box 8457, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users should contact
the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
Appeals must be filed with the Board within 30 days of
publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Copies of the appeal form and the Board’s rules of
practice and procedure may be obtained from the Board.
The appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and
procedure are also available in Braille or on audiotape
from the Secretary of the Board at (717) 787-3483. This
paragraph does not, in and of itself, create any right of
appeal beyond that permitted by applicable statutes and
decision law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, ap-
peals must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, so individuals
interested in challenging this action should show this
notice to a lawyer at once. Persons who cannot afford a
lawyer may qualify for pro bono representation. Call the
Secretary of the Board at (717) 787-3483 for more infor-
mation.












Lesher’s Poultry Farm, Inc.










45.6 Veal New Approved
GEORGE D. GREIG,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1635. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
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The Susquehanna River Basin Commission (Commis-
sion) will hold its regular business meeting on September
19, 2013, at 9 a.m., in the Binghamton State Office
Building, Warren Anderson Community Room (18th
Floor), 44 Hawley Street, Binghamton, NY 13901. Details
concerning the matters to be addressed at the business
meeting are contained in the Supplementary Information
section of this notice.
For further information, contact Richard A. Cairo,
General Counsel, (717) 238-0423, Ext. 1306, fax (717)
238-2436.
Opportunity to Appear and Comment
Interested parties are invited to attend the business
meeting and encouraged to review the Commission’s
Public Meeting Rules of Conduct, which are posted on the
Commission’s web site at www.srbc.net. As identified in
the public hearing notice referenced as follows, written
comments on the project applications that were the
subject of the public hearing and are listed for action at
the business meeting, were subject to a comment deadline
of August 26, 2013. Written comments pertaining to
any other matters listed for action at the business
meeting may be mailed to the Susquehanna River Basin
Commission, 4423 North Front Street, Harrisburg, PA
17110-1788, or submitted electronically through http://
www.srbc.net/pubinfo/publicparticipation.htm. Comments
mailed or electronically submitted must be received by
the Commission on or before September 13, 2013, to be
considered.
Supplementary Information
The business meeting will include actions or presenta-
tions on the following items: (1) recognition of retiring
Executive Director Paul Swartz; (2) oath of office for
incoming Executive Director Andrew Dehoff; (3) presenta-
tion on the Whitney Point Adaptive Management Plan;
(4) delegation of regulatory authority to the executive
director; (5) ratification/approval of contracts and grants;
and (6) project applications.
The project applications listed for Commission action
are those that were the subject of a public hearing
conducted by the Commission on August 15, 2013, and
identified at the notice for the hearing, which was
published in 78 FR 43961 (July 22, 2013). Note that the
following additional project has been scheduled for rescis-
sion action:
• Project Sponsor and Facility: Clark Trucking, LLC
(Muncy Creek), Muncy Creek Township, Lycoming
County, PA. (Docket No. 20111208).
Authority: Pub. L. No. 91-575, 84 Stat. 1509 et seq., 18
CFR Parts 806—808.
Dated: August 16, 2013.
PAUL O. SWARTZ,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 13-1636. Filed for public inspection August 30, 2013, 9:00 a.m.]
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Each year, the Treasury Department (Department) re-
ceives millions of dollars in unclaimed property from
abandoned bank accounts, forgotten stocks, checks that
have not been cashed, certificates of deposit, safe deposit
box contents, life insurance policies and other sources.
The following list of unclaimed property was reported
and delivered to the Department. Please note that for
some counties, names are listed alphabetically but others
are grouped by municipality and then alphabetized. If you
find your name, you can file a claim on the Department’s
web site at www.patreasury.gov. From this site, you can
download a claim form and follow the progress of your
claim. Persons may also file a claim by calling the Bureau
of Unclaimed Property at (800) 222-2046, Monday
through Friday, 7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Written inquiries may
be sent to the Bureau of Unclaimed Property, P. O. Box




Notice of Names of Persons Appearing to be Owners
of Abandoned and Unclaimed Property
Adams County
A
Adams Lauren 59 Town Cir Abbottstown Pa 17301
Allender Margaret Po Box 120 New Oxford Pa 17350
Andrew Donna 8 Sunset Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
Apple Tree Boutique The 9 Baltimore St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Arnold Kenneth Arnold Tracey 2080a York Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
B
Bair Helen 1855 Shrivers Corner Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Baltzley Leora 1075 Old Harrisburg Rd Unit 403 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Barrow Jared 35 Abbotts Dr Abbottstown Pa 17301
Barton Donna 53 W Park Apts Mcsherrystow Pa 17344
Beamer Carol 685 Narrows Rd Biglerville Pa 17307
Beatty Edith 604 Pkwy Dr Littlestown Pa 17340
Beatty Elizabeth Po Bx 786 Biglerville Pa 17307
Bengal Agnes 109 Spgs Ave Gettysburg Pa 17325
Bloom Dorothy 108 Artillary Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
Bolt Angelica 7 South Franklyn St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Bowling Raymond C/O Green Acres Nursing Home 595 Biglerville Rd Gettysburg Pa
17325
Bream Alverda V Est 4050 Carlisle St Gardners Pa 17324
Buckalew David 414 North St McSherrystown Pa 17344
Burkell Chuck 15 Vista Largo Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
C
Cahoon L G 107 West Brdway Gettysburg Pa 17325
Callahan Florence 2941 Tract Rd Fairfield Pa 17320
Carrillo Marcos 555 Labor Camp Rd Gardners Pa 17324
Cave Linda 125 Ground Oak Church Rd Apt 2 Gardners Pa 17324
Certa Brent 39 Pioneer Ln Gettysburg Pa 17325
Chimney Doctors 935 Tract Rd Fairfield Pa 17320
Cochrane Nancy 320 Gardners Sta Rd Gardners Pa 17324
Cole Robert 32 Blue Ridge Trail Fairfield Pa 17320
Complete Family Foot Care Center 340 Lumber St Ste B Littlestown Pa 17340
Cool Gloria 10 Hts Ct Abbottstown Pa 17301
Copenhaver Cherley 1995b Chambersburg Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Cramer Gina 2 Autumn Tr Fairfield Pa 17320
Crockett David 310 Forrest Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
D
Daniels Elizabeth 170 Early Ave Gettysburg Pa 17325
Decker Samuel A Jr 100 Walker Ave Gettysburg Pa 17325
Delisi Bernadiee 2500 Chambersburg Rd Biglerville Pa 17307
Delong Grant Delong Nancy 320 Gardners Sta Rd Gardners Pa 17324
Dick Rosie I Rt 1 Fairfield Pa 17320
Dixon Willie 47 1/2 Breckenridge St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Drago Rosario 75 Hunters Trl Gettysburg Pa 17325
Dufford Frederick 406 Main St McSherrystown Pa 17344
Dwight Michael 215 Twin Lakes Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
E
Elliot Kathryn Kay 160 Clines Church Rd Aspers Pa 17304
Englebert Harriet B Estate RR 4 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Entenmann David C And Mary E 110 Sander Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Ettenger Joyce 1706 Baltimore Pke Gettysburg Pa 17325
F
Faloon Lori 10 Harvest Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
Fetrow Julia 595 Biglerville Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Fetter Herbert Fetter Olive 125 Hanover St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Fryer Lindsay 3465 Taneytown Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
G
Gamber Larry 29 Meadowlark Trl Fairfield Pa 17320
Gardner−Knight Jeanne 3255 Bullfrog Rd Fairfield Pa 17320
Gastley Alma Po Box 398 Fairfield Pa 17320
Gastley Lloyd 1076 Goldenville Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Gate Way Mini Mart 517 Baltimore St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Geiman Edward B Estate RR 2 Littlestown Pa 17340
Glesinger Darrin 1124 Myerstown Rd Gardners Pa 17324
Gmac George King 155 Bourbon Trl Fairfield Pa 17320
Gomez Arturo 185 N Main St Biglerville Pa 17307
Grim Jason 80 Red Run Church Rd East Berlin Pa 17316
Groft Cory 313 W Golden Ln New Oxford Pa 17350
H
Hahn Franklin Hahn Lisa 478 South Columbus Avenue Littlestown Pa 17340
Hall Beth Unit B 2215 Fairfield Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Hamm Lillian I R1 New Oxford Pa 17350
Hardman Richard 2160 Hanover Rd Trlr 35 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Harner Robert Harner Jean 138 E King Littlestown Pa 17340
Harris Scott 80 Harvest Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
Hartwig Scott 98 Meadow Land Gettysburg Pa 17325
Heaps Julia M Estate RR 2 Box 142 East Berlin Pa 17316
Herman Glenn Morris St East Berlin Pa 17316
Herring Stan 51 Town Cir Abbottstown Pa 17301
Hess Judith 10 Barlow Dr East Berlin Pa 17316
Hess Judith 12 Barlow Dr East Berlin Pa 17316
Highway Petroleum Sales Inc York Springs Rd 2 York Springs Pa 17372
Hockensmith Lindaann Hockensmith Leo 140 Funt Rd Aspers Pa 17304
Hoffman Gloria Rd 2 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Hollister Sondra 315 Main St McSherrystown Pa 17344
Houston Mary E Estate 50 Columbus Ave Littlestown Pa 17340
Huizen Alfred Lincoln Sq Gettysburg Pa 17325
Humer Ross Estate RR 1 New Oxford Pa 17350
Hunter Lynn 97 Meade Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
J
Jacobs Dean 697 Knoxlyn Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Johnson David 1760 Shivers Corner Rd Lot 121 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Juarez Luz 1666 Ctr Mills Rd Aspers Pa 17304
K
Keesee Ervin 111 E Main St PO Box Arendtsville Pa 17303
Kemper W R 154 Peace Cir New Oxford Pa 17350
Kendelchart Neil 2493 H & H Rd New Oxford Pa 17350
Kenney Jeffrey Kenney Mary 1085 Stonejug Rd Biglerville Pa 17307
Kerchner Rosie 37 Main St McSherrystown Pa 17344
King Chester King Peggy 7 Scotch Trl Fairfield Pa 17320
Kirk Michelle Kirk William Po Box 256 Biglerville Pa 17307
Kissel Erica 205 Knoxlyn Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Kissel Erica 70 Confederate Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
Knox Samuel Knox Susan 64 W Middle St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Knox Renee 45 Charmed Cir Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
L
Lackey Arthur 500 N Bolton St Apt 112 New Oxford Pa 17350
Laskey Grace 53 W Park Apts Mcsherrystow Pa 17344
Lawrence George 287a Oxford Rd New Oxford Pa 17350
Leases Auto Body 5277 East Berlin Rd East Berlin Pa 17316
Lebar Mildred 406 Main St McSherrystown Pa 17344
Lehman Frances Lehman Donald A R1 Abbottstown Pa 17301
Lenker Robert 59 Georgetown Rd Gardners Pa 17324
Lentz Colleen Herbert 2 Spruce Ln New Oxford Pa 17350
Lewis Denice 740 Rock Creek Ford Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Littlestown Mkt Po Box 402 Littlestown Pa 17340
Long Rosa S 5 Windsor Ct Littlestown Pa 17340
Luntz John Gilroy Luntz John Jr 301 Mount Hope Rd Fairfield Pa 17320
Luntz John Robert Luntz John Jr 301 Mount Hope Rd Fairfield Pa 17320
M
Major Cory 49 E King St Littlestown Pa 17340
Mallette Wendy 284 Seven Stars Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Maroclo Steven C/O S R Price 299 Culp Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Martin Edward S Jr Martin Victoria 1981 Whitehall Rd Littlestown Pa 17340
May Flowers Asian Buffet & Restaurant Cun Yin Liu 533 Steinwehr Ave Gettysburg
Pa 17325
Memories Past Po Box 3203 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Miller Maria 3 Trout Run Trail Fairfield Pa 17320
N
Neary Faye C Estate 175 Hanover St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Neiderer Frances 42 E Hanover St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Neiman Sylvia Neiman Ralph 496 West King St Abbottstown Pa 17301
Neitzel Robert 1670 York Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Newcomer Frances K Estate RR 3 East Berlin Pa 17316
Nimmon Geraldine Nimmon John Box 281 Aspers Pa 17304
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O
Oberdick Janet RR 1 Box 842 East Berlin Pa 17316
Onyxcapital One Auto 118 Apple Grove Ln Littlestown Pa 17340
Owens Robert 775 Millar Rd Gettysburg Pa Gettysburg Pa 17325
P
Paglucci James 12 Bunny Tr Fairfield Pa 17320
Paint Specialist 5277 East Berlin Rd East Berlin Pa 17316
Parish Jeanne C Estate Rte 2 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Patterson Ethel 2855 Taneytown Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Pella Corp 2000 Proline Pl Gettysburg Pa 17325
Pittman Nancy Colwell 54 Redding Ln Gettysburg Pa 17325
Plitt Dawn 380 Lexington Way Littlestown Pa 17340
Portuondo Jose Javier 874 Plunkert Rd Littlestown Pa 17340
R
Redding Darlene 742 Heidlersburg Rd Biglerville Pa 17307
Redding Suzette PO Box 3103 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Renner Margaret Estate 414 E Railrd St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Rex Cathy 65 Ski Run Trl Carroll Valley Pa 17320
Rice Christian 223 Pine Grove Rd Gardners Pa 17324
Ricketts James W Jr 1598 Mummasburg Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Road Rangers Towing 1936 Biglerville Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Rorke Mike C/O E Rorke 49 Chapel Rd Ext Gettysburg Pa 17325
Rudisill Louise 719 A Cedar Ridge Rd New Oxford Pa 17350
Runk Sheri 295 Deagen Rd Biglerville Pa 17307
S
Sas Lois 219 S 4th St McSherrystown Pa 17344
Schildknecht Althea Schildknecht Everett 1075 Old Harrisburg Rd Rm 202 Gettysburg
Pa 17325
Scobie Elizabeth S C/O E S Downing 338 Two Taverns Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Scotts Body Shop Po Box 256 Biglerville Pa 17307
Scrobola Adam 470 Good Intent Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Sell E Evallene Po Box 154 80 Gettysburg St Arendtsville Pa 17303
Shari Kevin 59 Steelman Marker Rd Fairfield Pa 17320
Shenberger Dena Jo 2160 Hanover Rd Trlr 38 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Shull Kenneth Shull Betty I R1 New Oxford Pa 17350
Sier Wilmer 2990 Carlisle Pike Po Box 128 New Oxford Pa 17350
Slate Kelly S C/O Cit Group Sales 444 Bendersville Wenksville Rd Aspers Pa 17304
Small Kristy Jane 203 Vincent Dr McSherrystown Pa 17344
Smith Richard K Smith Dolores Po Box 211 Fairfield Pa 17320
Smith Diane 534 Bingaman Rd Orrtanna Pa 17353
Smith Lillian Estate RR 1 Abbottstown Pa 17301
Spangler Donald E 440 Bakers Wtr Through Rd East Berlin Pa 17316
Spells Erin Rorke 49 Chapel Rd Ext Gettysburg Pa 17325
Starner Scott 1255 Group Mill Rd New Oxford Pa 17350
Steenhuizen Alfred Lincoln Sq Gettysburg Pa 17325
Stephens Robert Po Box 74 York Springs Pa 17372
Stoner K Elizabeth Estate RR 3 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Stonesifer Mary Po Box 92 836 Gettysburg Rd Littlestown Pa 17340
Strasbaugh Martha Strasbaugh Mary 205 S Stratton Gettysburg Pa 17325
T
Tarbox Florence Tarbox Charles 74 Spring Ave Apt 1 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Tarbox Toy Soldiers Po Box 4012 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Taylor Stanley R Jr Est 115 Main St McSherrystown Pa 17344
Topper Kimberly 139 Charles St Littlestown Pa 17340
Troia Louis 27 Spruce Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
Tucker Bernard Betty J Tucker P O Box 1 East Berlin Pa 17316
Tuckey Steven Po Box 586 Arendtsville Pa 17303
V
Vinson Jason 44 North Miller St Fairfield Pa 17320
W
Wagerman Rodney B 17 Black Bass Trl Fairfield Pa 17320
Wahl Emma F C/O The Estate Of Emma F Wahl 41 Pine Hill Dr Fairfield Pa 17320
Wallen Margaret Rd 2 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Walter Joyce Walter Paul Rd 1 Gettysburg Pa 17325
Wearne Fayne M Estate RR 1 Fairfield Pa 17320
Weaver Patricia 37 Main St McSherrystown Pa 17344
Wehler Melissa 614 Cricket Ln Apt 80 McSherrystown Pa 17344
Weikert John 253 East Middle St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Welsh Margaret Welsh William 503 Lake Meade Dr East Berlin Pa 17316
Wicker Dorothy H Estate 248 S Washington St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Williams Gloria 151 Tiffany Ln Gettysburg Pa 17325
Williams Ira L Jr 205 Hanover St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Williams Martin 2040 Bullfrog Rd Fairfield Pa 17320
Wills Robert 180 Country Club Lne Gettysburg Pa 17325
Woodward Paul S Estate 224 E Middle St Gettysburg Pa 17325
Woodward William Estate RR 2 Littlestown Pa 17340
Y
Yelovich Xenia Elizabeth Yelovich Bonnie Po Box 126 Orrtanna Pa 17353
Yingling Andrew 10 Harvest Dr Gettysburg Pa 17325
Z
Zaragoza A Hernandez 1560 Mummasburg Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Zeigler Troy Po Box 153 Fairfield Pa 17320
Zepp Robert 22 Bonniefield Gettysburg Pa 17325
Zimmerman Mary 80 Cavalry Field Rd Gettysburg Pa 17325
Zinkand Nicole 23 S Queen St Apt 3 Littlestown Pa 17340
Allegheny County - Pittsburgh Tribune Review
4063 Liberty 4 Assoc LLC 800 Bursca Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
7 11 1101 Western Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
A
A & C Trading Inc 1300 Island Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
A Edward D Emilio Tr 10055 Perry Hwy Wexford Pa 15090
A G Cullen Construction Inc 18 First St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
A J Silberman Co 838 Braddock Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Aaron Mary C 1412 Davis Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Abbott Thomas F Est 125 Opal Ct Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Abbruzzese Carmella Estate 7764 Mount Carmel Rd Verona Pa 15147
Abrams Harold In 2413 Brackenridge Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Ac Uaw Retiree Trust 5 Gateway Ctr Ste 620 60 Blv Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Ace Cash Express 2413 2101 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Ace Check Cashing 2020 East Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Acevedo Stacy Acevedo Celso 406 Meadow View Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Acheson Helen C Est Acheson Helen 14269 Horseshoe Dr McKeesport Pa 15131
Ackerman Brady Mary Estate 421 Catoma St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Adam Barron 318 Erie St McKeesport Pa 15132
Adams Frances 1579 Brighton Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Adams Frank H Jr 3310 Estate Dr Oakdale Pa 15071
Adams Gloria 1432 Sheffield St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Adams Lori 2513 Monroeville Blvd Monroeville Pa 15146
Adams Shawn 230 Fleet St Braddock Pa 15104
Adams Terrence 846 North Lincoln Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Adamski Brian 850 I Presque Isle Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Adamzyk John 3027 Brereton St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Adolf John 535 Harris Hill Rd Warrendale Pa 15086
Advanced Cardiac Monitori 223 Mardi Gras Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Aetna Pers Fin Sec Div 800 One Chatham Ctr Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Afl Automotive Ltd Prtnsh Attn Payroll Dept 201 Isabella Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Agate David 223 Richland Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Agh Emergency Associates 320 East North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Aielsne Jocelyn Estate 25 Briar Cliff Rd Ben Avon Pa 15202
Airlle Chris 2736 Lincoln Way McKeesport Pa 15131
Aist 186 Thorn Hill Rd Warrendale Pa 15086
Aj Silberman & Co C/O L S Wyner 838 Braddock Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Aj Silberman Co 838 Braddock Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Ajfa C/O Richard Ellis 600 Grant St 14 Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Akmal Mary 2704 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Alain C Corcos Md 600 Waterfront Dr 225 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Albert Scott 1895 Duncan Ave Allison Park Pa 15101
Alco Parking Corporation 501 Martindale St D L Clark Bldg Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Alco Remediation Oper 201 Isabella St 5th Fl Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Alcoa S A Alcoa Corporate Ctr Mail Ste 3j15 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Alder & Co C/O Pnc Bank Trust Securities Vault 249 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Alexander Ruth Estate 17 W HiLLCrest Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
Alexander Thomas 5757 Franklin Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Alfer Louise 9410 Babcock Blvd Apt 45 Allison Park Pa 15101
Alfiero James 518 Airbrake Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Alford Burrell Po Box 76 North Versailles Pa 15137
Ali Syed 2540 Secretariat Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Alice Hakos 1190 Merriman Rd Valy Care Nursing Home Sewickley Pa 15143
Alicia Taylor 817 Enterprise St McKeesport Pa 15132
All Pak Inc 1195 Washington Pike Bridgeville Pa 15017
All Pak Incorporated 1195 Washington Aven Bridgeville Pa 15017
Allan Kristin 255 Rodi Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Alle Kiski Medcl Ctr Po Box 6772 Allegheny Valy Hosp Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Allegheny County Housing Authority Patrick Otoole Fidelity Bldg 341 Fourth Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Allen Kristin 6745 Verona St Penn Hills Pa 15235
Allen Nancy 301 Veronica Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Allen Thomas 1205 Pennsylvania Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
Alliance Medical 5th Ave Place Ste 924 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Alliance Medical 777 Penn Ctr Blvd Bld 7 Suite 600 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Alliance Onyx 625 Liberty Ave Ste 2800 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Allied Concepts Inc 120 Marshall Dr Warrendale Pa 15086
Allied Elec Supply 4136 Library Sutec4 Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Allstate Insurance 1721 Cochran Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Allswede Do Michael 230 Mckee Place Ste 500 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Almond Robert In 2014 Bedford Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Alqanai Abdulellah 2548 A Wharton St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Alsikhan Turki Ali 511 Neeb St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Alsoud Khaled 1840 Brett St Apt 19 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Altdorfer Janis 1315 South Spring St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Altegra Credit Company Loan Services 150 Allegheny Ctr Mall Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Altenbaugh Grace S Estate 209 Bryant Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Alternative Service Concepts LLC Pkwy Ctr Bldg 7 Suite 845 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Alternative Svc Concepts Pkwy Ctr Bldg 7 Suite 845 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Altman Wm Michael 612 Coal Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Aluminum Co Of America C/O Attn W Scott Thumma 1501 Akcoa Bldg Rm 870
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Alvira Adriana 324 Cedarville St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Amato Mary 117 Spring Grove Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Ambler Anna Woodside Place 1215 Hulton Rd Oakmont Pa 15139
Ambrose Coleen 135 Pennsylvania Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
Ambrose Doris M Estate 721 Evergreen Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Ambrose James Est 316 3rd St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Amendola Anthony 991 Peairs Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
America National Ins 1910 Cochran Rd Ste 365 A Pittsburgh Pa 15220
American Cash Advance 500 Lincoln Hwy Po Box 27 North Versailles Pa 15137
American Commercial Industries Inc 6500 Brooktree Rd Ste 102 Wexford Pa 15090
American High Perforance Seal 408 High Tech Dr Oakdale Pa 15071
American Intl Reloc Solutions 5177 Campbells Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
American Iron Oxcide Co Foster Plaza 7 661 Anderson Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
American Rubberband Duck Pin Bowling Con 1716 Juniata St Natrona Hts Pa 15065
Americna Equit Mortgage 381 Mansfield Ave Ste 100 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Amerititle 290 Bilmar Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Ames Michael Richard 1105 Sheffield St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Ammons Mary 3927 Green Valy Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Ammons Vernon 3924 Green Valy Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Amuso Concetta 452 Cedarville St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Amy Cooper 2210 Ridge Rd McKeesport Pa 15135
Anderson Ruby Shelton Anderson Thomas 240 Charleston Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Anderson Russell Anderson Rose 600 Chatham Park Dr 108 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
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Anderson William Anderson John 910 Bryn Mawr Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Anderson Cheryl 121 View St Oakmont Pa 15139
Anderson Edith 506 Edgeridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Anderson Janet 360 Marland Ave Apt A Oakmont Pa 15139
Andrejco Helen Apt 511 50 Duff Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Andreoli Domenico Sr 536 Deborah Jane Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Andrew Reilly Edward 6633 Saltsburg Rd Apt 307 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Andrews Annie Admin C/O Fox Rothschild 625 Liberty Ave 29th Floor Pittsburgh Pa
15222
Andrews Calvin 508 Priscilla Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Andrews Charles 3962 Warren Hill Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
Andrews Mary 811 Hackberry Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Andrews Michael 811 Hackberry Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Andser Cory 9410 Babcock Blvd Apartment 7 Allison Park Pa 15101
Anna Stepbonik Estate 353 Mitchell Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Anthony Margaret 4003 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Anthony Turner 846 Fifth St Verona Pa 15147
Antonella Audrey M 1901 Baldwin St McKeesport Pa 15132
Antonelli Rudy 73 West Manilla Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Anzaldi Frances Anzaldi Carl 1428 Warner St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Apanowicz Mary Estate 1235 Yetta Ave Apt 807 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Apartment Links Inc 400 Penn Ctr Blvd Suite 30 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Apostolos Henrietta Apostolos Christy 171 York Dr Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Applegate Gerald B Md 10475 Perry Hwy Suite 208 Wexford Pa 15090
Apriahealt 1370 Beulah Dr Building 701 4th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Apusys 200 Tyburn Woods Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Aquilex 441 Smithfield St 5th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Arab Calling Card LLC C/O E Aleisa 635 Ta Oaklyn Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Arbogast Brandy 321 Ridge Pt Cir 24 B Bridgeville Pa 15017
Arbors Management 107 Noble Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Archer Steve 855 Newport Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Arlene I Rattan 2550 Mosside Blvd Ste 304 Monroeville Pa 15146
Arlott Katherine House 1302 Russellton Pa 15076
Armand Sandra Spl Nds Trs C/O Pnc Advisors Svc Ctr 620 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15222
Armand Sandra Trust C/O Pnc Advisors Svc Ctr 620 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Arndt Michele 468 D St Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Arrington Wendy 146 Glenfield Dr Penn Hills Pa 15235
Art Institute Of Pittsburgh 526 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Artesian Group LLC 7412 Perrysville Ave Ben Avon Pa 15202
Arthur Coleman 125 Everglade Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Arthurs Michele 4711 Havana Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Asha Raman 4314 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Ashbaugh Mary 1017 Sherman Ave Duguesne Pa 15110
Askenase James 2321 Haymaker Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Askew Sheree 217 S Sixth St Duquesne Pa 15110
Associated Custom Exhibits Inc 1200 Lebanon Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Association Penns 2913 Taly Cavey Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Atchison Bill 24 Monte Carlo Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Aucin Janet Est 517 Ridge Ave Verona Pa 15147
Aukerman Nellie Aukerman Delmer 2612 Olympia McKeesport Pa 15132
Aul Conrad Aul Alice RR 4 Box 4 Elizabeth Pa 15037
Auld Corner Company 2589 Duncan Ave Allison Park Pa 15101
Avon Club Foundation 7101 Church Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Avonworth Girls Athletic Assoc 11 Penhurst Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Ayles Emma 1501 Jenny Lind St McKeesport Pa 15132
Azuma Kenji 530 Keystone Dr Warrendale Pa 15086
B
B & M Catering Inc Rtes 22 & 48 Monroeville Pa 15146
Babcock Beer Dist 2199 Babcock A Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Bache Lisa 903 Coulter Rd McKeesport Pa 15131
Badorrek Keith 200 Kenyon St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Baer Daniel Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Bagnull Fred 60 S 22nd St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Bagnull Kathleen 60 S 22nd St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Bailey Samson 800 Jones Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Bainbridge Charles Estate 219 Idlewood Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Baker Dion 3318 Camp St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Baker James C/O Glenshire Woods One Glenshire Ln McKeesport Pa 15132
Baker Patricia 2400 Leticoe St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Baker Rachel 105 Ingram Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Balagamwala Mohammad 1138 Fox Hill Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Balay Kathryn Balay Katie 2328 Colorado St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Baldinger Margaret 4243 Stanley St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Baldwin Helen 4003 Penn Ave Apt 202 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Balint Bryon 7 Second St Aspinwall Pa 15215
Ball Craig Ball Terri 130 Crescent Hills Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Ball Steve J Jr 119 Maryland Duquesne Pa 15110
Balla Elizabeth 119 Maryland Duquesne Pa 15110
Balocik Eleanor 1104 Vermont Ave McKeesport Pa 15131
Balta Raymond 2107 Conlin St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Banick Ann 3108 Valy Ridge Rd McKeesport Pa 15133
Bank One Property Preservation 3929 Cabinet St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Banker Walter 10 Crest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Barbara Zalice 806 Glencairn St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Baribeau Lloyd 81 North Duane Ave Apt 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Barila Helen I Est 1230 Argonne Dr Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Barile James J H 849 Peralta St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Barker Albert 540 Herschell Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Barnett Jeffrey Owen 313 Russellwood Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Barnett Jennifer 301 Locust Hill Rd Cheswick Pa 15024
Barnhart Cecil 1704 Beaver St McKeesport Pa 15132
Barnhart Melinda 547 Wilson Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Baron Dorothea 3264 Central Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Baron Henry 23 Enon Way Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Barricella Hilda Barricella Frank 54 Reese Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Barron Anna 1037 Graham Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Barrows Constance Estate 611 Pennwood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Bartholomew R F 447 Blackberry Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Bartko Margarate Bartko Norman 2306 James St McKeesport Pa 15132
Bartkowiak Simon Marek C/O Mrs H Peterson 3005 Gdn Apartment Dr Apt 2
Bridgeville Pa 15017
Bartoluca Donna 118 Clinton Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Baskins Lining Raymond 3369 Webster Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Batch Arthur 344 State St Clairton Pa 15025
Batz Michael 620 Liberty Ave 33fl Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Bauer Albert T Estate 2240 Hepner St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Bauer Alberta Estate 1459 Poplar St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Bauer Joseph R Jr 1877 Chapman St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Bauer William 3255 Cramlington Dr Gipsonia Pa 15044
Bauers Robert 1351 Spring Gdn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Bauman Lucille Rd 3 Box 36 Sewickley Pa 15143
Baumgarten Emma In 840 Rockwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Baumgartner Joseph Estate RR 11 Parkview Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Bayer Chemicals Corporation 100 Bayer Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Bayer Corp 100 Bayer Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Bayto Joyce 208 Saniel Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Bayuk Albert 1834 Mount Royal Blvd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Bazella Stanley Bazella Mary 91 Glenbury Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Beam Caroline 1410 Brinton Ave North Braddoc Pa 15104
Beaufford Shannon 425 Miller St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Bechtold Dolores 240 Edmund St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Beck Elmer Beck Janet 249 Lansdowne Dr Verona Pa 15147
Beck David W II 220 Rosecrest Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Beck Henry Estate 251 Pinewood Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Beck Jeanne 703 Kenyon Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Beck Myrtle 200 Caldwell Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Beck W J 1137 Ctr Ave Verona Pa 15147
Becker John Estate RR 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Becker Mary C 35 Kittanning Pike Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Becklour Chevon 3018 West Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Bednarcik Jane Est 47 Pine St Natrona Pa 15065
Beebe Mae 314 Commerce St Apt 10c Wilmerding Pa 15148
Beggs Edward Beggs Signe W Rd 1 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Beier & Beier 445 Ft Pitt Blvd Suite 400 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Beitel Richard Beitel Richard Beitel Martha 180 Greenwood Ave Emsworth Pa 15202
Beitel Richard Beitel Martha 180 Greenwood Ave Emsworth Pa 15202
Bekelja Barbara 1137 Termon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Bell Federal Savings C/O Northwest Savings Bank 300 Sixth St Suite 1 Pittsburgh Pa
15222
Bellan Heather 10918 Frankstown Rd Apt 101 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Bellingham Clyde Estate RR 1 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Belschner S L 1903 Bakerstown Rd Tarentum Pa 15084
Benchmark Management Corp Po Box 99908 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Bender Daniel 1733 Gina Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Bender Sharleen 3819 Sahli Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Benedict John 138 S 6th St Duquesne Pa 15110
Benik Betty Benik Albert 726 Reynolds St McKeesport Pa 15132
Beninate George 6603 Virginia Ave Ben Avon Pa 15202
Bennett Lois J Estate 119 Emerson Ave Aspinwall Pa 15215
Bennett Marsha 516 4th Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Bennett Merle 4011 Greenridge Rd 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Benning Mary E Estate 225 S Millvale Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Bennington Lisa 437 Grant St Ste 501 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Bentech Industrial Automation LLC 1659 E Sutter Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Bentley Cynthia RR 1 Box 685 Elizabeth Pa 15037
Beres Mary E Est 4614 Elm St McKeesport Pa 15132
Berg Gladys 304 3rd St Aspinwall Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Berger Jodi 6619 Virginia Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Berkowitz Pierchalski Inc 301 Grant St Ste 3300 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Berky Robert 500 Hunter St Turtlecreek Pa 15145
Berky Sarah 500 Hunter St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Bernacki Bernard J Do 521 Greenfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Bernardi Theresa 821 North 6th St Clariton Pa 15025
Bernauer Henry 6 S Fremont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Bernstein & Bernstein 1133 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Berta Agnes Estate 1229 Rebecca St N Braddock Pa 15104
Berta Agnes Estate 1230 Bell Ave N Braddock Pa 15104
Berta Elenor Estate 1229 Rebecca Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Bertoni Melanie 4479 Greengrove Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Bertoty Jason 905 Lysle Ave Port Vue Pa 15133
Besnak Natalie 4003 Penn Ave Apt 508 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Best Feeds And Farm Supplies Inc 2105 Babcock Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Best Mattress 1815 Lincoln Hwy N Versailles Pa 15137
Beth A Porter Szuminsky Collision 100 Sunset Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Betty Parish 1215 Hulton Rd Westminster Place Oakmont Pa 15139
Bevan Chad 4028 Grand Ave Allison Park Pa 15101
Bey Persia 1032 Lakewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Bft Investment Management Lp 518 Braddock Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Bhogal Natasha 8179 Ohio River Blvd Apt 23 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Bichey Rosella Bichey Andrew 501 Vulcan St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Bickerton Arthur 930 Delaware Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Bickus Elizabet 213 Carbon St Duquesne Pa 15110
Biddle George Biddle Leah 1303 Bailey McKeesport Pa 15132
Biddle Clyde Estate 628 Pittsburgh St East McKeesport Pa 15035
Bierer Carl 2324 Wellington St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Bilinski Mary Est Of 36 Pine St Natrona Pa 15065
Billings Kelsor G 221 Clairmont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Billups Thomas Billups Mabel 30 Sandune Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Billy Betty Estate 107 Tacoma St McKeesport Pa 15131
Biondi Mitsubishi 1615 Golden Mile Hwy Monroeville Pa 15146
Bionto Frank Bionto Cleo 220 Rodilin Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Biranoski Mary Est 807 Cypress Way Glassport Pa 15045
Birmingham Homes Association 1604 Merriman Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Birtig Frances C Attn Sciullo & Goodyear 564 Forbes Ave 1302 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Biteables LLC C/O D Noble Po Box 389 Sewickley Pa 15143
Bittner Robert 11 Silver Ln McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Bitts George N Jr Bitts George N Sr 2 Mansfield Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Bivins S A 433 Porter St North Versailles Pa 15137
Bizet & Company Ltd 661 Andersen Dr Foster Plaza 7 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Bizila John Bizila Erma Blaine Hl Elizabeth Pa 15037
Bizzozero Eva 796 Rock Run Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
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Black Ralph D Estate 42b Hawkins Village Rankin Pa 15104
Blackson John Spanish Tract Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Blackwell John 1840 Mayview Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Blackwell William 1003 Gerritt St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Blakemore Edward Estate 512 Halcomb Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Blanchard Blackman James 1431 Avon Place Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Blanchard James Apt 323 1120 Fox Hl Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Blaney Sarah R Estate 841 California Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Blanks Estelle 3120 Avalon St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Blasko Michael 2019 East St Apt 1 North Versaille Pa 15137
Blasky Stanley 9050 Oak St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Blind Guild 311 Sta St Bridgeville Pa Bridgeville Pa 15017
Blockwood Lillian M Estate 107 Braun St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Bloom Arthur 429 4th Ave Ste 1906 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Blosat Clarence Blosat Marjorie 1414 Federal St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Bloss Elmer H Estate 434 Sample St Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Blue Cross Po Box 358 Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Blum Louis 535 Smithfield St Apt 2430 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Blum Wallace F Estate 1105 Crane Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Bly Mcgehee Co C/O Source Capital Ltd 1 Gateway Ctr 18th Floor Pittsburgh Pa
15222
Blythe Richard Blythe Essie 219 6th St Tarentum Pa 15084
Boatwright Anthony 100 W North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Bobnes Catherine Bobnes Barbara 41 S 19th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Bobrowski Dorothy 1303 Brdway Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Bodnar Annette 920 Ridge McKeesport Pa 15132
Bodnar William 452 Jeffrey Dr Elizabeth Pa 15037
Boehm Anna Boehm John 1109 Freyberg St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Boehm Anna Boehm John 2620 Nile Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Boehm Leonard 3121 Shadeland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Boehm Sherri 8010 Woodcreek Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Boening Donald D Cust 4011 Everlawn St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Bogacz Karen 23 Highland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Bogdanic Helen 106 1st St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Bohart Dennis 1306 Princeton Ave Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Boice Nancy 1355 Geyer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Boldy Raymond 509 Helena Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Boles Mark 114 Castle Hill Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Bond Thomas Est 144 Yellowstone Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Bondi Victor 1200 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Bonenberger Russell 437 Blackberry Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Booker Herman D 518 N State St Apt 1f Clairton Pa 15025
Bordenick Mildred 254 Ingram Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Borderick Elizabeth 254 Ingram Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Boring Harrison Boring Corinne 205 Stroeschein Rd Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Boris Michael Boris Anna 1122 Oakland Av Port Vue Pa 15133
Borland Norris 830 Hartman St McKeesport Pa 15132
Borland Tillie 830 Hartman St McKeesport Pa 15132
Borowski Glenn 803 N Grandview Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Borst Elizabeth C/O KLawrence 3805 Northern Pike Monroeville Pa 15146
Bosco Thomas 701 Reedsdale Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Bossio Robert Estate 5362 Rosetta St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Boucher Clarence Boucher Martha 1936 Noble St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Boukaabar Kaddour 360 Camelot Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Boury Gregg R 9831 Presidential Dr Apt 103 Allison Park Pa 15101
Bowers Ella Mae Bowers Vernon 6033 Belle Terre Ct Bridgeville Pa 15017
Bowers Agnes Estate Middlecrest Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Bowlin Heidi 118 Russetts Brideville Pa 15017
Bowman Pearl Estate 7829 Thon Dr Verona Pa 15147
Bowser 1602 Pet Place Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Boxberger Barbara Estate Maple St Glenshaw Pa 15116
Boyd William Jr Est 47 Woodland Sewickley Pa 15143
Boyer G Estate 919 Grant Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Bozurich Margaret Bozurich Michael 311 Glencoe Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Bp Oil Company 10475 Perry Hwy Wexford Pa 15090
Bracco Larry R 9050 Oak St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Bracco Victor Estate 611 Freeport Rd Tarentum Pa 15084
Brace Anthony 7131 Shannon Rd Verona Pa 15147
Bracken Audrey 628 Brierly Ln Pa 15122
Brackenridge Corp 401k Profit Sharing Pl 12300 Perry Hwy Ste 203 Wexford Pa 15090
Braden Glen Braden Jean 516 W North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Bradley Elizabeth Bradley Richard 2124 Sylvan St McKeesport Pa 15132
Bradley Walter In 514 Protectory Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Bradshaw Harold 3402 Stonecliffe Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Brady Albert 3a Rosemond St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Brady Stephen 920 Cedar Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Branca Guy 271 Corliss St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Branch Madeline 342 Chessnut St Sewickley Pa 15143
Brandenburg Sylvia 25 E Crafton Ave Apt 211 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Brandl Mary 1462 Anderson Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Brandl Shirley A Est 213 Ellwood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Brant Stephanie 833 Cottonwood Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Bray Stephan Lavalle 1515 Union Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Brazell William 552 Guylyn Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Brekosky James 6709 Monroe Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Brenenborg Elizabeth Brenenborg Joseph 4923 Dearborn Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Brennen Kenneth 505 Northglen Ct Gibsonia Pa 15044
Brentley John 301 Buckingham Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Brentwood Distribution Co 1200 Lebanon Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Breslin Grace E Estate 614 E 2nd Ave Tarentum Pa 15084
Bresnel Alan 45 High St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Breuer Andrew 1258 Rush St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Bricker Frances 930 Punta Gorda Pl Apt 6 East McKeesport Pa 15035
Bridgeman William 1822 Front St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Bridges Paul Bridges 1300 Brighton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Brie Anna 109 Hilgor St Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Brinson Olivia In 2700 Centre Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Briston Shawn Apartment 307 Braddock Pa 15104
Brittain Dorothy E Estate 4 Hubbard Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Brittan Jeremy 606 Pillow Ave Cheswick Pa 15024
Britz Veronika 609 Penn Ave 405 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Broff Gilbert 411−413 Smithfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Brookins Monica 958 Woodlow St Crafton Pa 15205
Brooks Betty C/O R Brooks 1622 Kansas Ave White Oak Pa 15131
Brooks Howard 233 Welsh Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Brooks Martha 2502 Mccarrell St McKeesport Pa 15132
Brothers Bonnie J Estate RR 5 Box 39 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Brothers Charles Estate RR 5 Box 39 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Brower Edna 769 South Main Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Brown Anna G Estate 5029 Steele Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Brown Catherine 72 S 14th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Brown Christopher Po Box 10594 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Brown Dennis 910 Sewickley Height Sewickley Pa 15143
Brown Ellen 3000 Conifer Ct Apt 114 Wexford Pa 15090
Brown Frank S Or Constance 701 Shaffer Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Brown Joseph 415 Hutton Rd Oakmont Pa 15139
Brown Juanita In 10 Ledlie St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Brown Julia 1100 Sheffield St Apt 202 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Brown Laurel 318 Devilliers St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Brown Lillian C Estate 1002 Reiss Ln North Versailles Pa 15137
Brown Lynn 121 Bantam Rd Oakdale Pa 15071
Brown Mary Estate 3246 Haldane St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Brown Robert 2825 St Andrews Sq Apt 1653 Allison Park Pa 15101
Brown Robert 429 Hawkins Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Brown Thomas 4029 Park Place Glenshaw Pa 15116
Brown William 70 N Sprague Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Bruce Brett 1401 W Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Brucker Frances 1023 Peralta St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Bruscemi Catherine Bruscemi Frank 3752 Northern Pike Monroeville Pa 15146
Brusick George Est 518 Indiana Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Bryan William Jackson Rd 2 Box 415 Tarentum Pa 15084
Bryson Norman Bryson Leona 2315 Milburn McKeesport Pa 15132
Bryson Norman Bryson Leona Rd 1 Elizabeth Pa 15037
Bryson Dorothy A Estate 3102 Laketon Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Bs Of Bc 1005 E Centennial Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Bsouza Fiona 7070 Forward Ave 903 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Buchanan Ingersoll Pc Trust Account 301 Grant St 20th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Buefort Andre 307 Rodi Rd Penn Hills Pa 15235
Buffum William Buffum Alma 1244 High St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Builtmore Management Trust 420 Black Walnut Ln Glenshaw Pa 15116
Bulgarelli Ernest W Cust 17 Highland Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Bulger Maonie M Estate 44 Hawthorne Ave Crafton Pa 15205
BuLLCreek Rod And Gun Club 101 Thompson Rd Tarentum Pa 15084
Bunce Jason A Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Buratti David 1484 Blossom Hill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Burford Anna 130 E Crafton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Burger Kevin S Attorney At Law Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Burger Phillip J Estate 314 Sapphire Way Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Burgess Dawn 1423 Hubbard St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Burke Jas 304 Parklyn St Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Burke John J Est 206 Mary Ellen Dr N Versailles Pa 15137
Burkett Mary 2938 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Burkhart Bonnie 209 Laurel Hill Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Burletic Corey 96 W Littlewood St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Burn Care Associates Ltd 4815 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Burns Christine 63 N Sprague Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Burns Christine 900 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Busha Margaret 181 Greenwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Butela Karen L Diane L Fisher Poa 254 Red Oak Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Butera Marsha 265 N Balph Ave Avalon Pa 15202
Butler Francine 1937 Lincoln Rd Ext Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Butler William Ex C/O K J Dorn Esq 429 4th Ave Ste 2104 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Butteri Andrea 110 Noll Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Butts Bessie C/O E A Lincoln 429 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Bx Of Pa Highmark Retire Po Box 1249 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Byrd Elisha Diane 5011 Lyttle St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Byrne Henry 401 Maple Ln Edgeworth Sewickley Pa 15143
Byrne Kevin 3220 Jane St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
C
C&E Vision 600 Bursca Dr Ste 608 Bridgeville Pa 15017
C/O Family Health Council 625 Stanwix St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Cagliuso Jennifer 336 Dalzell Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Cain Daniel 1627 Beech St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Calabrese Helen 526 Greenfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Caldwell Shawn 360 West Riverview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Calendar Financial Group 651 Holiday Dr Suite 300 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Calfo James 1097 North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Calgon Corporation 5400 Cambels Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Callahan Ann C Est 2705 Garbett St McKeesport Pa 15132
Callahan Karen 4537 Old William Penn Hwy Monroeville Pa 15146
Calland Babst C/O Fifth Ave Place Office Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Callaway Douglas 704 Washington Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Callaway Louis 5161 Columbo St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Callender Tracey 1417 Barr Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Cameron Jackie Estate 331 Sapphire Way Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Cameron Riley Estate 139 Anderson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Caminos Beatriz Caminos Oliverio 2490 Mosside Blvd Monroeville Pa 15146
Campbell Bonnie Po Box 5835 Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Campbell Jason 210 Wilson Ave Cheswick Pa 15024
Campbell Vincent 839 5th St Verona Pa 15147
Campo Rhonda Campo John 10322 Ridgecrest Pt Wexford Pa 15090
Canale Charlotte 8165 Nadine Rd Verona Pa 15147
Candelora Luigi 1209 1 2 Monongahela Blvd White Oak Pa 15131
Candelore Louis 1209 1 2 Monongahela Blvd White Oak Pa 15131
Cannata Antonina 100 S 22nd St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Cannon Jason 137 Walnut Strand Imperial Pa 15137
Cannova Gina 605 Mifflin Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Canonico Laura Estate 142 Sherman Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Cantor Chad 2539 Hawthorne Dr Oakdale Pa 15071
Capco Contracting Co 3711 Walnut St McKeesport Pa 15132
Capozzoli Ronald John 704 Pineridge Dr Oakdale Pa 15071
Capps Stephen 2609 Graham Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Carbide Graphite One Gateway Ctr 19th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15222
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Cardellini Vincent 4838 Blair St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Cardone William Cardone Daniel 204 Beech St Gibsonia Pa 15044
Cargnoni Salvadore Cargnoni Doris 1393 Pesavento Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Cario Matthew Cario Tina 1411 Woodland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Carletti Amanda 26 May Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Carlson Lilly 111 Carson St Monroeville Pa 15146
Carman Duane William 103 Peter St Duquesne Pa 15110
Carmen Chiaverini 2521 Cleveland St McKeesport Pa 15132
Carmichael Valorie Apt 501 301 Pressley St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Carol Meyer 1813 Eberhart Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Carpenter Mildred 201 Quaker Rd Edgeworth Pa 15143
Carr Donna 9414 State Rte 908 Tarentum Pa 15084
Carr Helen E Estate 301 Delaware Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
Carr Hilda 4358 Gladstone St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Carr Mary 608 Cliffview Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Carrie Meissner 455 Millers Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Carroll Lillian Carroll Clyde 1008 Clysdale McKeesport Pa 15135
Carroll Daniel 1111 Prescott Pl Sewickley Pa 15143
Carroll Timothy 2325 Kingwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Carson Lillian 4001 Brighton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Carson W 1401 W Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Carter Brian Keith 114 N 2nd St Duquesne Pa 15110
Carter Dwayne Lee 74 Pride St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Carter Helen E Estate 301 Delaware Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
Caruso Patricia 12802 Coral Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Carwile Erin 15a Bethany Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Cash Is King Inc 3817 Winterburn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Cash Unapplied 111 Xxx Ln Verona Pa 15147
Casper Colosimo And Son Inc 5170 Campbells Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Casper Colosimo Son Inc 5170 Campbells Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Casper Larry 94 Dewey St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Casper Sophie V In 604 Penn St Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Cassata Frank Cassata Alma 349 Island Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Casselhoff Marci Gale Casselhoff Jean 113 Regal Ct Monroeville Pa 15146
Cassidy James Cassidy Marsha 232 Alcott Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Castelli John 544 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Castro Ellen 3 Gdn Dr D Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Catherine Dankin 615 Elizabeth Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Catholic Oakland Strategic Energy Billing Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Cauthen Richard 803 Cottonwood Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Cavanaugh Patricia Cust Cavanaugh Rachel 115 Logan Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Cavanaugh Charles 3570 Washington Pike Apt 48 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Cavicchia Salvatore 814 Chartiers Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Cawley Mary 121 Sherrie Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Cb Richards Ellis N E Partners 115 Federal St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Cecelia Pecola 533 Woodward Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Cefola Frank 11979 Frankstown Rd 606 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Celadonia Louise Estate 1357 Glendale Ext McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Century Square Shop N Save 2381 Mountain View Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Cerny Evelyn 3036 Swansea Crew Allison Park Pa 15101
Cervo Violet 108 N Brdway Ave N Versailles Pa 15137
Cf&I Retirees Veba 5 Gateway Ctr Ste 620 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Chalmers Theresa 619 Ctr Ave Apartment 3b Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Chambers Carolyn 1220 Tynsfield Rd Oakmont Pa 15139
Chamets Charles 508 Rankin St Rear Clariton Pa 15025
Chaney Gladys 3900 New Texas Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Chapin Mariana 506 Timber Ln Sewickley Pa 15143
Chapla Marianne Chapla Anne 4381 Winchester Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Chapman Ronald Chapman Lillian 10115 Frankstown Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Chapman James E M Snyder Law Dept Allegheny Teledyne Inc 1000 Six Ppg Pl
Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Charles Thomas Charles Susan 416 Swan Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Charrie Shannon 301 1/2 South Winebiddle Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Chaudhry Assim 484 Highbury Rd Cheswick Pa 15024
Cheatham Harold In 42 Brushy Ridge Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Chelko Ellen 1275 11th Ave Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Chemical Mellon Shareholder Services Sis Breakage Account 4 Sta Sq Pittsburgh Pa
15219
Chen Qiang 155 Anthon Dr Pittsbrigh Pa 15235
Chesno Joe Ingram Borough Recreation 40 West Prospect Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Chestlo Florence 2400 Duquesne Place Duquesne Pa 15110
Chevraux Joyce 17 Freeport St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Chiao Y B J 108 Mayberry Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Chiao Ybj 108 Mayberry Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Chiaverini Achille 2521 Cleveland St McKeesport Pa 15132
Chicago Instant Tax Dba Instant Tax Service 2001 Wharton St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Chicago Title Ins Co 920 Grant Bldg National Bus Unit Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Chick Clothing 717 Liberty Ave 106 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Chicko Richard J Cust 309 Buckingham Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Chiodo James 86 Fountain St Apt C McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Chismar Michael Chismar Mary 342 Third Rankin Pa 15104
Chismar Michael Chismar Michael 342 Third Rankin Pa 15104
Choi Eun Hee 3925 Stonecliffe Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Chopra Sanjay 12925 Perry Hwy Wexford Pa 15090
Chowdary V Garimella 4185 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 416 Monroeville Pa 15146
Christenson Arthur Christenson Mary E Attn L M Christenson 1065 Old Gate Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Christinas Pizzaria 1231 Rodi Rd Apt B Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Christine Taylor 2560 Stonetop Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Christmas John 516 Arthur St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Christopher Skender 637 Seminary Ave Oakdale Pa 15071
Chruska Helen 1911 Rockledge St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Chuba Joseph 743 St Agnes Ln West Mifflin Pa 15122
Chwala Valentin Chwala Regina 325 E 9th Ave Terentum Pa 15084
Ciccone Paul 2515 Poinsettia Dr White Oak Pa 15131
Cichinelli Loretta 343 Pennview Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Cichowicz Shon 1027 Lysle Ave Port Vue Pa 15133
Cimmino Commingo Cimmino Kathryn 1414 Buena Vista St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Cimmino Kathryne 928 N Lincoln Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Cindric Charles 4112 Liberty Way Elizabeth Pa 15037
Cinicola John 4 Kent Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Ciotola Derige Ciotola Martha 5147 Friendship Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Citizens Bank 525 William Penn Place 27 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Clark Alma E Estate 19 E View Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Clark Kenneth 2420 Reed St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Clarke Lauren Clarke George 598 Twin Pine Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Clauss Mayola 111 Mckenzie Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Clawson Kathleen 2614 Pennlyn Dr Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Claxton Margaret Estate Rr 2 Box 305 Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Clay Gloria 130 Brdcrest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Clement Vanessa Clement Steven 3168 Washington Pike Bridgeville Pa 15017
Clifford Elizabeth Clifford Joseph 7445 Rodgers Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Clingerman Cheryl 875 Greentree Rd 4 Pkwy Ctr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Clinical Edge Inc 100 W Sta Sq Dr 1900 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Clista Nicholas 224 Meadow Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Clothier Kenneth 222 Hazel Rd Penn Hills Pa 15235
Clumpner Greg 2326 Sarah St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Cms West 2700 Mt Royal Blvd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Coachman Iris 342 Colfax St Springdale Pa 15144
Coates Paula 40 Hodgson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Cobb Wilbert 440 Carolina Dr Oakdale Pa 15071
Cochran Alice 825 Spring Gdn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Coffee Gerri 1116 Marshall Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Cohen Angelina Cohen Myer 143 S 18th Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Cohen David 409 South Pacific Ave 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Cohen Laura 113 Leslie Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Cole Paulette Cole Raymond 3923 Gibsonia Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Cole Cecelia 4003 Penn Ave Apt 806 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Cole Claudia 716 Morgan St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Cole John 332 Garlow Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Coleman Marcel 1321 N Franklin St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Coleman Rebecca 1321 N Franklin St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Coleman Willie 464 North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Coletta Mary Kathryn 1 Robinson Manor Blvd Apt 403 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Colker William Jb Bernstein Co Pension Plan Admin 717 Liberty Ave Ste 510
Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Coll Patricia 534 Standard Av Springdale Pa Springdale Pa 15144
Collins Arthur 5144 Gloster St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Collins Enneth Est 633 N 6th St Clairton Pa 15025
Collman Donald Estate 827 Florence Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Colony Capitol LLC 1 N Shore Ctr Ste 301 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Colosimo Casper 5170 Campbells Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Comans Lucille 715 Mercer St Apt 603 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Comfort Inn 699 Rodi Rd Wilkins Township Pa 15145
Community Market 1117 Milltown Rd Verona Pa 15147
Comodor Tyler 3000 New England Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Compare Ezio 4 Twin Pine Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Comvest Capital Enterprises 100 Forbes Ave Su 1180 Rm J Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Concrete Scatena 205 Westwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Condrayd 429 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Conf On High Freq 320 East North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Conlon Joseph 700 Beatty Rd 325 Monroeville Pa 15146
Conn Elizabeth Estate Hickory St Elizabeth Pa 15037
Connelly Edward Connelly Thomas 630 Corey Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Connelly Mark Estate 1214 Roy St North Braddock Pa 15104
Conocchia Francis Conocchia Mary 46 Rd 3 Tarentum Pa 15084
Cononaco Laura Estate 142 Sherman Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Conover Assocs Inc 931 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Conrad Edward Conrad Jean 624 Lysle Blvd McKeesport Pa 15132
Conroy Loretta 111 W Seventh Ave Tarentum Pa 15084
Consol Inv Ttee 1330 Liverpool St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Consolidated Comm Pinnatech Inc 4008 Gibsonia Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Constance G Ran Kin Bnfcl Ownr 116 Arch Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Constantin Thomas 101 Washington Ave Apt 317 Oakmont Pa 15139
Contreras Jess 2044 Arnold Acres Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Control Tech Solutions 1000 Swiss Ln Elizabeth Pa 15037
Convoy Marie A Est 264 Mcmonagle Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Conway Ronald Conway James 50 Vanadium Rd Apt 344 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Conway James 50 Vanadium Rd Apt 344 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Conway Mary 1502 Third St Natrona Heights All Pa 15065
Cook Emily Estate 120 Schley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Cook Francis N Estate 207 Rose Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Cook Robert C Ex C/O D M Charles 437 Grant St Ste 420 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Cooper Louise 1854 Centre Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Corbett Hilda 816 Woodward Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Corbett Joel Lamont 9101 Pearl St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Corbett Will 2473 Citation Ct Wexford Pa 15090
Cornerstone Peripheral 3157 Library Rd Henry Donald Cominsky Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Cornuet Margaret Cornuet George 10 Conroy Way Tarentum Pa 15084
Corporate Intersect Ltd 100 Grand Ave N Versailles Pa 15137
Cortez Thomas 5903 Smithfield St Boston Pa 15135
Cosman Sandra Cosman James Po Box 32 Sewickley Pa 15143
Costello Ebba 60 S 22nd St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Costello Mary 118 Clinton Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Cotten Walter 839 Washington Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Cotton Alonzo 753 Gaywood Dr Penn Hills Pa 15235
Cotton Cecil L Estate 3441 Webster Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Cotton Phyllis A Estate 227 N Atlantic Ave C/O N Keene Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Coulon Florence L 237 McKeesport Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
Counsel Trust Co 336 4th Ave Ste 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Courtney Dennis J Md 533 Washington Ave Bridgeville Pa 15017
Covington Richard Covington Lisa 2925 Gilmore Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Covington Gladys 4175 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 615 Monroeville Pa 15146
Coward Luena Marie 501 Crawford Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Cox Arvid 301 Fawcett Ch Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Cox Barbara 1704 Spring Gdn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Cox Samuel 624 Hemlock St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Craighead Elinor 2600 Jenny Lind St McKeesport Pa 15132
Crame Josephine Ex C/O K J Dorn Esq 429 4th Ave Ste 2104 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Cramer Arthur Cramer Ann 407 Ohio Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Cramer Arthur Cramer Ann 110 Delrose Dr McKeesport Pa 15133
Cramer William Cramer Vera 1305 Bakertown Rd Tarentum Pa 15084
Crawford Doreen 1314 Mccully Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Crawford Insurance Agency 12000 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
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Crawford James 132 E Crafton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Crawford R E Construction 1046 Pittsburgh St Pittsburgh Pa 15144
Credit Management 2121 Noblestown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Creen Christine 3116 Inglis St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Creighton Harold 925 California Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Crews Pocahontas G Est 422 S 3rd St Duquesne Pa 15110
Crim Brandon Earle 408 Katy Ln Oakdale Pa 15071
Crimmins Daniel 42 Newgate Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Crites Jacqueline 917 Brdway Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Crittenden J Alan 6 Knollwood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Crockett Deena 650 Ctr Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Croftcheck Tammy 1023 W View Park Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Crolley Byron 12300 Perry Hwy Ste 203 Wexford Pa 15090
Crone T 700 Beatty Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Crookshand Anne Serra Manor Nursing Home 1151 Scorer St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Crossman Charles Estate RR 1 Bellwood St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Crossroads Hvac 898 Rolling Rock Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Crowley Ruth Jacinto 1507 Wolf N Braddock Pa 15104
Crowly John Estate 313 Cola St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Crown Gold And Silver Exchange 926 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Crudo Karl 2040 Devonwood Dr McKeesport Pa 15135
Cruikshank Elizabet Cruikshank Robert 613 Alger Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Cs Market Enterprise LLC 2808 Brdway Blvd Monroeville Pa 15146
Cua Linda 219 Darian Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Cuccarese James Cuccarese Lena 56 Mckinney Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Cuddy George Cuddy John 112 Lennox Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Cudzik Cecilia Cudzik Frank 715 Freeport Rd Apt 111 Cheswick Pa 15024
Cuff Harold 160 Everglade Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Cullen A G 18 First St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Cummings Elizabeth Cummings James 217 Henderson St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Cummins Louise C/O Feczko And Seymour 520 Gra Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Cundra Mary A Est 1207 Grove St Clairton Pa 15025
Cune Janet Mc 1776 Guyton Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Cunningham Lee R II 2533 Clubhouse Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Curigliano Whelma Curigliano Paul 1845 Colwell St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Curry Bernard R 406 Beckman Dr McKeesport Pa 15132
Cusano Cristina Estate 82 Harlem Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Cusick Kevin 503 Spring Valy Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Custer Matthew Wade 700 Ravenswood Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Cvitesic Barbara Cvitesic Joseph 101 Grant Ave Millvale Pa 15209
Cwynar Theresa 516 Westinghouse St N Versailles Pa 15137
Czado Edward 2403 Grandview McKeesport Pa 15132
D
Dada Arinola 1938 Josephine St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Dalbehera Sushim 1369 Royal Oak Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Damkowski Russ 644 Bank St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Danaluk A Jr Danaluk Mary 372 Irwin Run Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Dando Samuel Est 314 S Pacific Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Daniel Herrmann 212 Elwood Ext Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Daniels Paul M And Associates 2128 East Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Daniels Robert 50 Murray St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Daniels Robert S Esq 2128 East Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Dankin Catherine 615 Elizabeth Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Danoff Mike 6411 Jefferson Pointe Cir Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Danovich Leslie 3154 Universal Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Dantonio James 613 Davis Ln Sewickley Pa 15143
Darby Ottlie Estate 7 Marchmont St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Darcy James Darcy Marie 4943 Glenwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Darden David 2820 And A Half Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Das S 1135 Fox Hill Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Datel Charles 1540 Forsythe St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Datta Rabinder Singh Datta Bubby 617 Tampico Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Daube Joseph H Jr 711 Rockwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Dauer Irene 432 Hallett Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Daugherty Elizabet 4200 Tanglewood Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
David Sarandria 524 Brookside Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Davidson Mary Phyllis 12115 Harvard Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Davis Diane 630 Airbrake Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Davis Exxie Lee 8520 Dersam St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Davis Harold Douglas 752 Clarissa St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Davis Jeff 1703 Placid St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Davis Joshua 30 Ctr St Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Davis Leeann 408 Gross Aly McKeesport Pa 15132
Davis Lewis M Jr Gateway Towers 12f 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Davis Promotions David Davis 1519 Merion Dr Oakmont Pa 15139
Davis Saul 710 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Davis Theodore 945 Rozelle Ct Apt 708 Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Davison Sylvester Apt 58 2269 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Dawson Butcher Lisa 2653 Miller Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Day Ford 3696 William Penn Hwy Monroeville Pa 15146
Day John 6671 Saltsburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Day Joseph C/O M Maietta Esq 310 Grant St Ste 1430 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Day Susan 300 Dorothy St Apt J 2 East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Dc Kimberly 1004 Soles St McKeesport Pa 15132
Deak Michelle 529 Parker St Verona Pa 15147
Dean Mabel 919 Dixon Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Debattiste Dorothy 11670 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Debone Daniel In 611 Washington Ave Bridgeville Pa 15017
Debra Plosker 14 Ridgecrest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Dechicchis Cheryl 2351 Noblestown Rd B 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Defalco Darrell Dean 164 Cedar Ridge Dr Apt 26 Monroeville Pa 15146
Defalco Joseph 2850 Washington Blvd Apt 2 McKeesport Pa 15133
Defazio Mary 322 Satlantic Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Defelice Franca 2100 Crestwood Dr McDonald Pa 15017
Dehaas Megan 1410 Pacific Ave Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Dehonney Ericka 164 Bale Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Deibart Loretta Estate Jacob St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Deily April 715 5th St Verona Pa 15147
Deitisch George 2217 Spring Gdn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Del Pino Dino Mario 3505 Diploma St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Delgrosso Maxine 913 Ctr St Apt38 McKeesport Pa 15132
Deluca Isobel H Estate 2701 Herron Ln Glenshaw Pa 15116
Demarco Jeannette Demarco Vincent 161 Highland Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Demarco Thomas 460 Shelbourne Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Demasi Michael 2718 Wooster Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Demery Marie Theresa Demery Edward Demery Mae 319 Evergreen Ave Millvale Pa
15209
Demery Robert 1831 Butler St McKeesport Pa 15132
Demeure Joseph 196 Vallimont Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Demko Paula 723 Parker St Duquesne Pa 15110
Deninno Nina Estate 5111 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Denling Richard Estate 733 E Marion St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Denne Daniel 24 Colonial Dr McKeesport Pa 15135
Dennis Raymond Dennis Anna 1135 Talbot Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Dennis Diane 132 E Crafton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Dennis Robert 1803 Kleber St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Denny Gordon 1787 Perrysville Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Denune Carl 1404 Maple Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Depasquali Frank 182 Wall Rd Clairton Pa 15025
Depaulo Guy 505 Bessemer E Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Depaulo Rose 505 Bessemer Ave E Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Depp Gilbert 1757 Emery Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Derkas Patricia 1107 Ivy McKeesport Pa 15131
Deroma Ronald 564 Carriage Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Desandro Nicole C Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Dettling Christopher Dettling Marie A Cust 127 W Prospect Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Dettling Richard P Jr Dettling Marie A Cust 127 W Prospect Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Deutsch Alice Estate RR 1 Oakdale Pa 15071
Deutschetown Center Lp 527 Ct Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Devanney Mike 125 Seventh St Suite 626 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Devanny Patrick David Dr 407 Timber Ln Sewickley Pa 15143
Devine William Devine Sharon 3428 Mcclure Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Devirgilio Joseph 500 Hunter St Apt 1006 Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Dews Tommy American Eagle Outfitters Dist District Manager Mail Pack 150
Warrendale Pa 15086
Dicenzo Vincent J 259 Mary Ellen Dr North Versailles Pa 15137
Dick Eorge R Est 96 Woody Crest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Dick Kernick Service 4470 Steubenville Pike Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Dick Virginia 1330 Woodland Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Dicristofaro Armand 1818 Scott St McKeesport Pa 15132
Didesederio B Estate 821 Davis Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Diener P William III 211 Sheldon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Diesing Joseph 725 Shady Ln West Mifflin Pa 15122
Digital Color Imaging 333 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Diiorios Auto Body 903 Rhodes Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Dilts Jesse 2714 California Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Dilullo Pete 400 Arctic St McKeesport Pa 15132
Dimenno Julie 1922 Middle St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Dinello Michael 125 Herbst Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Dinkfelt Carol Dinkfelt Otto 422 Cobinger Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Dinkfelt Otto Dinkfelt Rita 422 Lobinger Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Dinkfelt Carol 422 Lobinger Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Dinzeo Marcella 139 Leneake St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Diora Ling Company LLC Po Box 190 Monroeville Pa 15146
Dipasquale Frank 18 3rd St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Dipcraft Mfg Co 111 W Braddock Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Direinzo Albert 4109 Haldane St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Dirienzo Mary 4109 Haldane St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Disaster Restoration Service 1195 Third St North Versailles Pa 15137
Ditmore Paula 401 Winterset Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Divirgilio Mary 500 Hunter St Apt 1006 Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Dix Linda 4363 Northern Pike Monroeville Pa 15146
Dix Rosanne 539 Collins Ave E Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Dixon Eugene 819 Tripoli St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Dixon Mark 445 Ft Pitt Blvd Suite 400 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Dixon Wilke Estate 2443 Wylie Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Dlm Foods LLC 1075 Progress St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Dls Assoc Alleg Prof Imag 2100 Wharton St 307 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Dmytrasz Maria 1925 Sidney St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Dobbins Bradley 1275 Madison Dr Elizabeth Pa 15037
Dobbins William 637 Allegheny Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Dobler Lee Colburn Jr 10739 Babcock Blvd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Dobrick Jolanda 139 Skyport Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Dobrick Yolanda 139 Skyport Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Dobrowolski Helen Estate 1934 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Doerr Evan F Apt Ta Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Doh Mu 1632 Lowrie St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Dolan John 613 Gettsburg St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Dolence Danielle 40 Holland Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Dollar General 500 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Dolores Caldwell 4412 Gateway Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Dombroski Genevie Estate 840 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Dombrowski Joseph Dombrowski Helen 2122 Bentley Dri Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Domenic Rosiello 1345 Maple Ave Verona Pa 15147
Dominion Peoples 625 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Domzalski Stephen Domzalski Lynn 207 2nd St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Don Allen Chevrolet Inc 1423 Hubbard Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Donald Murry 121 South 22nd St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Donaldson Mary E Estate 201 North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Donatelli Frank C/O Jefferson Hills Manor 448 Old Clairton Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Donatelli Helen Ow 4609 Carroll St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Donatelli Judith 2106 Middle Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Donia James 970 Frankstown Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Donifero Caroline Estate 1753 Wolfe Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Donkin Joseph 615 Elizabeth Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Donley Susan 700 10th St Oakmont Pa 15139
Donner Holdings LLC 2 Prestley Rd Po Box 479 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Donnys 8066 Mt Carmel Rd Verona Pa 15147
Donovan John Donovan Rita 74 Wabash Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Donovan Nelli 3460 Guss Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Donwil Company 22 Mccormick Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Dooley Howard Dooley Eileen 489 Castle Shannon Blvd 308 Baptist Home Pittsburgh
Pa 15234
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Dorer Marguerite Dorer Carl Box 468 Rfd 1 Clairton Pa 15025
Dorman Dennis Roy Dorman James 1517 Delaware Ave White Oak Pa 15131
Dorman Mark 10984 Perry Hwy Wexford Pa 15090
Dorn Communications 970 Rte 8 Glenshaw Pa 15116
Dorovenis Peter Plum Cleaners 914 Presque Isle Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Dorundo Cynthia Marie Dorundo Michael 300 Treesdale Commons Gibsonia Pa 15044
Dougan Grace Estate 823 Kewanna Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Dougherty Donna Dougherty William 112 Kittaning Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Dougherty Joseph 429 Elwood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Dougherty Mary 1403 Delaware Ave McKeesport Pa 15131
Douglas Grace Douglas Emery 431 30st McKeesport Pa 15132
Douglas Charles Estate 1014 Park St McKeesport Pa 15132
Douglas Jeanette Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Dowd Matilda 6259 Mershin Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Downer Mary 715 Mercer St Apt 1210 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Doyle Nora M Estate 200 S Millvale Ave Apt 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Dr Elizabeth 57 Greenbriar Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Drake Lillian Drake Lillian 318 Atlantic Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Drake Dorothy 849 Peralta St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Drellow J M 181 Spruce Haven Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Driever Patrice 2825 Saint Andrew Sq 1617 Hampton Twp Pa 15101
Driver Stephanie Driver 402 Olympia Rd 1704 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Drogowski Michael 26 Manion St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Drummond Katherine Estate 615 Armandale St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Duarte Carolina Duarte Fred 4628 Carroll St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Dubas John 237 Sheldon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Ducay Ducay 600 W North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Ducay Richard 600 W North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Duckett Linda 1310 Chartiers Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Dudash A D 1432 Anderson Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Dugan Mildred Dugan John 167 Maple St Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Dugan John 501 California Ave Apt 6b Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Dugan Pauline 135 Greenview Dr Verona Pa Verona Pa 15147
Dugan Stephen 9829 Presidential Dr Apt 103 Allison Park Pa 15101
Dujmic Richard Dujmic Anna 2708sarahstapt2 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Dulaney John City Of Pittsburgh Police 1725 Mary St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Dully Judith 513 Mt Vernon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Dulski Patrick Dulski Michael 3128 Belleville Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Dunigan Charles Dunigan Alberta 114 S 18th Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Dunkel Sali 101 Little Glen Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Dunn Robert 10517 Meinert Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Durando Anna 46 Highland Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Durando Frank 146 Highland Ave Mckeesrocks Pa 15136
Durham George 2265 Wylie Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Dye Joseph 956 Jefferson Dr Clairton Pa 15025
Dynamex Inc Po Box 99816 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Dzubinski Scott 816 Dohrman St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Dzubinski Stella 1429 Hoffman St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
E
E C M Transport Inc Po Box 113 Springdale Pa 15144
E J & E Railroad Cresthill Transtar Inc Accts Payable 1200 Penn Ave Ste 300
Pittsburgh Pa 15222
E J & E Railroad Transtar Inc Accts Pay 1200 Penn Ave Ste 300 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
E N Rosenthal Foundation Inc C/O Jones & Brown Inc 2515 Preble Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15233
E Title C/O B Davis 290 Bilmar Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
E Title C/O M Jordan Mcclees 290 Bilmar Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Eager Karen 931 Greensburg Flr 2 East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Easley Mae 1015 Church Ave Apt 105 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
East Resources Gas Proces 301 Brush Creek Rd Warrendale Pa 15086
Easy Sportswear 819 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Eaton Van 4918 Brd St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Ebbert Thomas Estate 54 Oregon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Ebds C/O Attn M Franchak 1100 One Gateway Ctr Suite Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Eberhardt Ronald 1003 Allegheny Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Ebizadeh Payam 2437 Lakemont Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Eckert Mary 694 Lincoln Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Eckert Vivian Short 402 Curry Hollow Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Ecs Inc 290 Bilmar Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Edelmann Christine 1 Allegheny Sq Ste 430 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Edgar Snyder & Associates LLC 10th Floor Us Steel Tower 600 Grant St Pittsburgh
Pa 15219
Edkins John 415 Bingham St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Edmonds Joseph 701 Morgan St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Edmonds Willie 2851 Bedford Ave Apt 207 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Edmundsn Donald R Estate 640 Sherwin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Edmundson Pearl 2124 Lincoln Way McKeesport Pa 15131
Edstrom Richard C/P Ethel Edstrom 2409 Cl Glenshaw Pa 15116
Edstrom Thomas H C P Ethel Edstrom 2409 Cl Glenshaw Pa 15116
Edward Duerr 93 S 13th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Edwards Mary Ann Edwards Dean 1111 Cambridge St Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Edwards Ellen 611 Grimes St Sewickley Pa 15143
Edwards John In 618 Kirkpatrick St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Edwards Louis 324 Ashton St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Edwards Yvonne 413 Fieldstone Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Egler James 2416 Sarah St Apt 509 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Egry Vincent 414 Flowers Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Ehni Alberta Ehni Henry 32 Roseridge Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Ehni James Ehni Alberta 32 Roseridge Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Eiben Robert 2 Mobay Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Eicholtz Gary 379 Calderwood Av Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Eisengart James 212 Guyasuta Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Eje Railway Po Box 68 Cc 328 Monroeville Pa 15146
Elaines Boutique 127 Oliver Dr McKeesport Pa 15131
Elder Christine 4740 Liberty Ave Fl 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Eletrolux 3 Pkwy Ctr Ste 100 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Elinsky John 106 Wedgewood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Elite Management 5996 Steubenville Pike Suite O McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Ellena Mike Genldel Russellton Pa 15076
Elma Galbraith 120 Sixth St Mckeesport Pa 15132
Eloise Thomas 142 1/2 Erin St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Emanuel Joan 407 College Park Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Embrooke Inc Northwest Ems McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Employee Benefit Data Services 1 Gateway Ctr Ste 1100 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Enanovich Kina Estate 305 Arctic Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Encelmeir Florence 696 Union Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Engelberg Louis Fifth Ave And Grant Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Enos Jessica 354 Cedarville St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Environmental Air Sys Inc Po Box 167 Wexford Pa 15090
Epps Chad Darnell 44 Gist St Bldg 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Epstein Emanuel Apartment 403 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Erenstein Jerry 454 Leet Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Eric Simms 306 North Atlantic Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Erny Robert Joseph 223 Spencer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Ertel Linda K 1717 Yorktown Place Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Esposito Anthony 1409 Spruce St Cgeswick Pa 15024
Esposto Diane 1301 Dunbar St Braddock Pa 15104
Essex Tonya 74 Ctland Dr W Mckeesrocks Pa 15136
Etheridge David Estate 4631 Friendship Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Ethnic Cultural Heritage 30 Grant Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Eugene Hornicsar 933 Lysle Ave McKeesport Pa 15133
Eugene Rosenstein 322 Collegepark Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Evanic Janet 117 Stettler Dr Clairton Pa 15025
Evanil Oil Company Suite 3r 3825 Northern Pike Monroeville Pa 15146
Evans Aurora Rose 141 Shara Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Evans Aurorarose 141 Shara Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Evans Iii John 306 Archer St McKeesport Pa 15132
Evans Jerae 3246 Hebron Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Evans Louise In 57 Crawford Vlg McKeesport Pa 15132
Everett Latesha 221 Millvale Ave 3d Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Everstone Of Greater Pittsburgh Inc 220 Speelman Ln Monroeville Pa 15146
Ewart Chris 38 Walnut St Pittsburgh Pa 15101
Eye And Ear Sales And Service 547 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
F
Fabyonic Janice Fabyonic David 38 Sierra Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Fagan Thomas J Jr 1806 Nash Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Fahrnkopf Ruth Cochran Fahrnkopf C Donald 2701 Blackridge Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15235
Faid Laura 7133 Frankstown Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Fair Edward 160 S 18th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Faison Helen 859 Stotler Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Falvo Anthony Est 213 Wallace Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Family Dollar 451 McKees Rocks Plaza McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Faris Richard M 3100 Usx Tower Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Farmer Lester Jr 1711 Fulton Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Farmer Richard 105 N Duane St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Farmers & Mechanics Bank C/O Pnc Bank 225 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Farrell Anne Farrell Thomas 615 Blanton St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Faulkner Richard 3401 Shadeland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Fear J 16 Rosemond McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Fearing Diane Fearing Donald Mt Royal Blvd Allison Park Pa 15101
Fechter R S 1437 Muldowney Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Federal Insurance Usx Tower 600 Grant St 12th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Fedorka Milda J Estate 1216 Dalewood St McKeesport Pa 15135
Fedornak Andrew 181 Greenwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Feeney John J Estate 108 Rene Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Feightner Lloyd L Estate 2507 Shields St McKeesport Pa 15132
Fein Norman Z Estate 1233 Troy Hill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Feldstein Grinberg Attn Linda 428 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Felt Betty Jane 201 Jefferson Rd Apt 318 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Fencil William Estate Rr 1 Braddock Pa 15104
Fenmore Trucking 149 Nichol Ave Mckees Rock Pa 15136
Fenoglietto Eleano 700 Beatty Rd Apt 253 Monroeville Pa 15146
Fera Joseph A 1220 Lincoln Way Ste 200 White Oak Pa 15131
Ferguson Derrick Labrau 417 Mills Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Ferguson Kenneth 4436 Wildwood Sample Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Feridey LLC C/O Feriday Carr Reynolds 8 Ctr Ave A1 Aspinwall Pa 15215
Ferreira Manuel 2228 E Carson St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Ferretti Michael 1100 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Ferris Baker Watts Inc 2790 Mosside Blvd Suite 600 Monroeville Pa 15146
Fersch Audrey 433 Taylor St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Festa Joseph 146 Pennoak Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Fetterman Doris 902 Rhodes Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Fetzick Joseph Po Box 356 Allison Park Pa 15101
Fhlb Of Pittsburgh C/O Attn R Bolten 601 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Fibromyalgia & Fatigue Ce 730 Holiday Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Fichter William 2027 Termon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Figley Brad 724 Washington St 1st Sewickley Pa 15143
Filipak John Michael 1604 Mccully Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Filko Margaret 357 Oak Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Filotei Tammy 104 Sunset Dr White Oak Pa 15131
Filter & Associates LLC 153 Perry Hwy Suite 101 Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Financial Investment Analysts Inc Co Dickie Mccamey & Chilcote Two Ppg Place Suite
400 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Findley Joe Warren Sr 1120 Bank St Winfield Apt 6 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Findrick Eric 1669 Clairton Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Finlay Alfred Finlay Wm 72 Hodgson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Finster Eileen 110 Butler St Apt 104 Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Fiolas Automotive Service Ltd 1101 Monroeville Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Fiore Harriett Fiore John 2549 Brandt School Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Fiori David 6385 1/2 Saltsburg Rd Attn D & A Fiori Construction Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Fir Nickola Fir Rose 1547 Geyer Av Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Fire Fighter Sales And Service 1721 Main St Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Fireman Anthony 3031 Swansea Cres W Allison Park Pa 15101
Firestone Leonard Backbone Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Firlie Margaret 2523 Woodstock Pittsburgh Pa 15122
First Equity Holdings Inc 1312 Superior Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
First Franklin Financial Corp 150 Allegheny Ctr Mall Pittsburgh Pa 15212
First Franklin Loan Services 150 Allegheny Ctr Mall Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Fischer Frances Fischer Anna 1228 Monterey St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Fischer Andrew 138 Berryhill Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Fischer Fred 221 Parker St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
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Fischer John Estate 1203 1/2 Earlham St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Fiserv Lending Solutions 707 Grant St Ste 400 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Fisher Lucille Fisher James 1309 Plumdale Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Fisher Elizabeth Estate 4121 Main St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Fisher Jon 217 Unity Ctr Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Fisher Lucille 1309 Plumdale Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Fisher Mildred 1106 Alc Dr Verona Pa 15147
Fisher Ralph 2221 Harrison Ave Avalon Pa 15202
Fisher Renee 2406 Carson St McKeesport Pa 15132
Fisher Robert 2635 E Carson St Apt 304 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Fitzgerald Gertrude 1235 Monterey St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Fitzpatrick Agatha 212 Lexington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Five Star Auto Massa 1155 Washington Pike Ste 25b Bridgeville Pa 15017
Fix Donald 2906 Carey Way Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Fizenmaye Victor P Estate 227 Melville Ln Sewickley Pa 15143
Flaccus Stifel 2979 Clearview Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Flagler Stacy American Eagle Outfitters Inc 150 Thorn Hill Dr Warrendale Pa 15086
Flanagan Dolores 1017 Sherman Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Flanigan Robert Est 1331 Crucible St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Flanigan Shirley 2518 Larkins Way Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Flannery David 122 Harding Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Fleck Alma 2412 Rochester Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Fleet Nancy 250 Jefferson Dr Apt 212 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Fleet Russell David 752 Chartiers Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Fleming Catherine 1633 Georgetown Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Fleming Connor Diane 641 Deauville Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Fletcher Edsel Est 2253 Somers Dr Apt 12 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Floro Frank Estate 615 Mulberry St Sewickley Pa 15143
Flowers Bernadet Flowers Wilbert 715 8th Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Flowers Mary 11wallace Rd Millvale Pa 15209
Flynn E Scott 20 Raleigh Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Fontana Harry Fontana Flora 9100 Walnut St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Forbes Hlth Sys Po Box 6772 Accounts Payable Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Ford Jurie 829 Horton St Clairton Pa 15025
Ford William Jr 1814 Coursin St McKeesport Pa 15132
Forgash Albert 424 Hopkins St McKeesport Pa 15132
Forney Nathalie 11979 Frankstown Rd 606 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Fort A L 410 Caldwell St Clairton Pa 15025
Foster Elizabeth H Bower Rd 1 Po Box 377 Verona Pa 15147
Foster William Estate 199 S Euclid Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Fowkes Margaret I Estate 557 Ctr Ave Verona Pa 15147
Fowler Kathleen 44 S 11th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Fox Chapel Real Estate Inc 335 First St Aspinwall Pa 15215
Fox Gerald 335 Churchill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Fraley David 50 Maple Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Fralic Mary Ann Fralic Donald 136 Sharp Rd White Oak Pa 15131
Frances C Birtig Trust Attn Sciullo & Goodyear 564 Forbes Ave 1302 Pittsburgh Pa
15219
Frances Thomas 3030 Pulowna St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Francis Frances 980 Pine Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Frank Bryan Inc 1263 Charters Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Frank Shrims Autobody 515 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Franklin Betty 1620 Greenspgs Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Franklin Delores 882 Whiteside Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Franklin Jeremy 9 Torrance St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Franks Paul E Estate 5003 Dearborn St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Frantish Irene 222 Monongahela Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Franz Steven 2032 Termon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Franzi Irene Franzi Mary 253 Gross St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Frasch George W 1200 James St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Frazee Mark 4328 Willow Heath Dr Bethel Park Pa 15234
Frazier Daniel 2213 Conlin St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Frazierhart Inc 2403 Sidney St 150 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Frederick Christophe Po Box 10620 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Frederick Marie Estate 818 Geyer Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Frederick Rossman 2120 Greentree Rd Apartment 409e Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Freeborough James R Captain 2835 Buckingham Sq Apt 1451 Allison Park Pa 15101
Freeman Bradley 931 Sleepy Hollow Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Freeman Chad 1419 Main St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Freeman Peggy 5360 Saltsburg Rd Verona Pa 15147
Freeman Robert L Sr 8085 Aber Rd Verona Pa 15147
Frentuos John 801 Countryside Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Fried Kane Walters Zuschlag 625 Stanwix St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Friedman Elizabeth Estate 289 Silver Ln D McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Friedson Jill B 1702 S Shore Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Friend Harry Friend Marie 107 Thomas Ave North Versailles Pa 15137
Fruede Helen 354 W 8th Ave Rear Tarentum Pa 15084
Fry Charles 743 High St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Fryer Real Estate C/O J Fryer 723 Washington Ave Bridgeville Pa 15017
Fryson Naomi 514 Sampsonia Way Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Fuller John 816 Spring Gdn Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Funk Eva L Estate 127 S 23rd St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Furrer Raymond RR 7 Box 18 Gibsonia Pa 15044
Fustos Energy Services Inc 5600 William Flynn Hwy Gibsonia Pa 15044
Futrell James William Dr 2 Allegheny Ctr Suite 530 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
G
G&G Investments Inc 934 Rte 910 Cheswick Pa 15024
G4 Partners LLC 409 Brd St Suite 101b Sewickley Pa 15143
Gabel Henry Gabel Teresa 5147 Blair St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Gabel Teresa 5147 Blair St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Gabelhart Jean E Estate 1724 Packer St McKeesport Pa 15132
Gabriel Richard 1147 Church Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Gadagno Hazel 251 Miami St E Michesport Pa 15035
Gadagno Hazel 408 Talbot Braddock Pa 15104
Gadson Mary 7239 Somerset St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Gaec C−O Parsons Transportation Gro 1 Gateway Ctr Ste 13e Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Gaetano Holly Po Box 907 415 California Ave Monroeville Pa 15146
Gailey Robert Gailey Olwen 1303 Airbrake Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Gajodsik Barbara 2404 Buchanan St Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Galbraith Alexande Galbraith Jessie 2632 Library Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Gale Joseph 1200 Arch St 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Gallagher Raymond 1873 Brandywine Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Gallagher Ron 605 Ridge St McKeesport Pa 15132
Galletta Carole 9678 Buckingham Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Gallik Sophie In 1562 James St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Galloway Andre 717 Jefferson Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Gamaleri Amerigo 2849 Meadow St Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Gamble Barbara 1733 Stratmore Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Gamble John 246 S Grandview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Gardner F Romaine Gardner Morton Rd 2 Glenshaw Pa 15116
Gardner Morton L Jr Gardner Morton Rd 2 Glenshaw Pa 15116
Gardner Jenny 443 Routh St Monroeville Pa 15146
Garella Dominic 311 Lebanon Manor Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Garland Mathew Garland Julia 3639 Old Orchard Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Garland Jaison 1500 Ice Plant Hill Rd North Versailles Pa 15137
Garlow Alma Garlow Earl Po Box 14324 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Garrigan Thomas Garrigan Mary 4008 Cabinet Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Garrow John 118 Foxwood Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Garver Mark 2810 Mary St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Garvin Ray 4575 Ohio River Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Gas Line Services 4391 Gibsonia Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Gassama Esther 807 Steuben St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Gastrock Hazel M Estate 617 Viola Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Gateway Engineers Inc 1595 Washington Pike Bridgeville Pa 15017
Gateway Travel Management 1606 Carmody Ct/Blaymore I Sui Sewickley Pa 15143
Gaulik Gene L Estate 818 W Grant St Duquesne Pa 15110
Gaunter Wallace 824 California Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Gayak Viola Estate 511 Mary St Millvale Pa 15209
Gaydos George Estate 159 Grant St Verona Pa 15147
Gaydosik Grace 32 Superior Mine Russellton Pa 15076
Gaylik Anna Gaylik John 3408 Lincoln Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Gazaag Helen 45 Apricot Aly Duquesne Pa 15110
Gazdag Louis 45 Apricot Aly Duquesne Pa 15110
Gazdagh Louis Gazdagh Louis 6921 Buchanon Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Gazzo Catherine Gazzo Susanna 6019 Verona Rd Verona Pa 15147
Gazzo Susanna Gazzo Catherine 6019 Verona Rd Verona Pa 15147
Gazzoli Ann Apt 511 50 Duff Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Gciu 5 Gateway Ctr Suite 620 60 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Geczi Jennifer 840 Ohio Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Geffel Melanie 109 Glenwood Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Geidel William 306 Soose Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Geiger Danielle 1361 Barr Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Geiger William 677 Ryland Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Geinzer Elizabeth 329 Scotia St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Geisler John 309 Forliview Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Geisler Lucy 4850 Meridian Rd 402a Gibsonia Pa 15044
Gemini Financial Inc 2500 Baldwick Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Gemus Nancy 98 Hawthorne Rd 610 Pittsburgh Pa 15209
General Nutrition Corp General Nutrition 300 6th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
General American Cor 707 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Generin Diagnostics 11676 Perry Hwy Ste 1107 Wexford Pa 15090
Gent Zachary David 230 Village Green Apt 206 446 Vernon St Natrona Heights Pa
15065
Gentile Rose Marie Gentile Mark 720 Brierly Ln West Mifflin Pa 15122
George Carol S Estate 387 College Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
George Flora 510 Marion St Creighton Pa 15030
George Lindsay Estate 4072 Woolslayer Way Pittsburgh Pa 15224
George Mehalic 730 Brown Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
George Yurack Estate 113 Middle Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Gerhart Kathy 1320 Steuben St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Gerono Ferdinand 3080 Swallow Hill Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Gerstmayr Dorothy Po Box 116 Monroeville Pa Monroeville Pa 15146
Gettys Clarice C/O Roosevelt Hotel 609 Penn Ave Apt 815 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Getz Clyde 7147 Ohio River Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Geyer Evelyn M Estate 650 Shade Ave Bellevue Pa 15202
Geyer Robert 298 Cordial Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Ggc Holdings Inc 4790 William Flinn Hig Allison Park Pa 15101
Ggc L L C 3140 William Flynn Hwy Allison Park Pa 15101
Ghandour Therese 1812 Sarah St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Giba Marianne 265 Mckim Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Gibson Monica 1724 Jamestown Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Giddings Oliver 822 Bower Hill Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Giel Francis Giel Irene 845 Corbett Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Gil Roberto 2018 Larkins Way Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Gilani Syed 1115 Fox Hill Dr Apt 308 Monroeville Pa 15146
Gilardi Melissa Gilardi Richard 5804 Longview Cir Bridgeville Pa 15017
Gilbert Betty Gilbert 30 Heckel Rd Apt 202 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Gilbert J 125 W Prospect Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Gilberti Frank 441 Cypress Hill Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Gill Gregory Gill Ellis 113 Greenvaly Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Gillespie Heather Mariah 99 Convent Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Gilliand Lloyd Estate 1706 Sarah St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Gillis Ethel Estate 1229 Greenberg McKeesport Pa 15132
Gillis Julie 15 Ctr Ave Verona Pa 15147
Gimigliano John Concrete−Masonry 232 Alcott Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Ginocchi Mia Lauren 1201 Joseph Ct Gibsonia Pa 15044
Ginsburg Gerald CO Edward L Kochuba 205 Ross St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Ginsburg Gerald CO Edward L Kochuba Jr 205 Ross St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Glenmoor Farms Lp 120 Rana Ln Gibsonia Pa 15044
Glenn Price Agency Inc Two Gateway Ctr Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Glessner Margaret S Estate 1532 James St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Glover Chelsea 127 Cypress Hill Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Gls Capital Services Inc 437 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Glynn Linda 728 Rudolph St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Gmi Investment Trust Advanced Investment Mgnt 120 5th Ave Suite 2900 Pittsburgh
Pa 15222
Godoj Michael 301 Chestnut St Sewickley Pa 15143
Godwins Inc C/O Aon Risk Service 625 Liberty Ave 10th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Goessler Eugene 1805 Fairlee St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Goings Renee 1305 Main St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Goldammer Rose V Estate 3725 Millerton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Goldberg Harriet R Ste 619 Corporate Ctr One Bigelow Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Goldie Ronald 950 Second Ave Acj Pittsburgh Pa 15219
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Goldston Doris 40 Holland Ave Apt E 4 Braddock Pa 15104
Golebiewski Tammy 101 Spruce Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Golio Anthony 896 Veterans Ln Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Golloz George A Estate 5162 Brd St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Gomez Bexis 70 Lakewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Gonder Beth 765 C Presque Isle Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Gonsales Marco Po Box 22328 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Gonsales Robert Po Box 22328 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Gooch Florence 620 Watt St 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Gooden Eric Po Box 314 Clairton Pa 15025
Goodlowe Ruby 2604 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Gordan Mary 135 Bigham Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Gordon Lane Mary 1007 Jerome St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Gore Latoya 842 Francis St Apt 794 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Gore William 119 Lansdowne Dr Verona Pa 15147
Gorton Nancy B Or Michael 1709 Larkins Way Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Gotkin Michael S 612 Brdhead Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Goto Reiko 2869 Graham Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Gouker Maryjane 110 Coal Valy Rd Clairton Pa 15025
Gowda Anu Md LLC 1 Penn Ctr W Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Gozdag Helen 45 Apricot Aly Duquesne Pa 15110
Grace Baldwin Estate 614 E 2nd Ave Tarentum Pa 15084
Grace Benjamin 1007 Marathon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Grace Christian Ministries Inc 612 Coal Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Grace Jarvis Kreil Trust 3892 Ash Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Grace Melanie 1007 Marathon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Graduation Film Production 530 William Penn Place Suite 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Grady James 824 Ohio River Blvd Apt 3 Sewickley Pa 15143
Grady James 407 Timber Ln Sewickley Pa 15143
Graham Elsie 819 Tripoli St Floor 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Graham Eugene 1012 Rebecca St North Braddock Pa 15104
Graham Florence 107 Douglas Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Graham Michael 950 Second Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Graham Roberta 7733 Mark Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15147
Granata Mary 2124 Gilmore Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Granger Wilma Granger Paul N 104 W Stevben St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Grant Ann S Estate 249 Mary Allen Dr E McKeesport Pa 15132
Grant Bernard 1615 Watson St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Graphic Comm Natl Hf Fund Suite 620 60 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Graphic Communication 5 Wateway Ctr Ste 6202 60 Blvd Of The Ailles Pittsburgh Pa
15222
Grassel Robin 306 Pearce Ln Sewickley Pa 15143
Gratton Alexander 1449 Popular St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Graver Catherine 4636 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Gray Jann 1158 La Salle Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Gray Thomas 4313 Perrysville Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Graziano Mary 200 Taylor St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Greater Pittsburgh A 2021 Lynn Ln Gibsonia Pa 15044
Grec Michael Grec Cheryl 1501 Glencoe Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Green Justin Lee 3116 Bergman St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Green Lorraine 3536 Mazette Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Green Mango LLC 410 1st Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Green Marva L In 147 Maryland Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Green Tracey 909 Mccleary St McKeesport Pa 15132
Greene Ralph 1906 Morrell St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Greenlee Constance 700 Beatty Rd Apt 140 Monroeville Pa 15146
Greenlee John Po Box 10644 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Greenwald Josh 216 St Charles Place Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Greenway Park Apartments Ltd 1 Woodlow St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Gregg Protection 1009 Old Hills Dr Branch Office 492 Forbes Ave Suite 1102
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Gregg William Estate 26 Elm St Braddock Pa 15104
Gregory Danita 1483 Maple Ave Glenshaw Pa 15116
Grenen & Birsic P C One Gateway Ctr 9th Fl Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Grenen And Birsic Pc One Gateway Ctr Nine West Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Grezmak Mae 316 Greenfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Grguras Edward Grguras Anna 1011 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Grguras Louise Grguras Anna 1011 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Grguras Matthew 1011 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Grieser Mary 335 S Atlantic Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Griffin Dolorse 1811 E 5th Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Griffin James 2924 Stromberg St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Griffin Sylvia J Estate 838 Francis St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Griffith Arthur 127 5th St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Griggs Mildred 2025 Bentley Dr Apt 1404 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Grimes Michael 3208 Sundale Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Grimes Minnie Elizabeth Elizabeth Pa 15037
Grogan Timothy 4005 Cambronne St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Groggett Katharin 405 Ella Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Gross Genevieve Gross Gary 759 Wexford Bayne Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Gross Joshua 187 Hickory Grade Road Bridgeville Pa 15017
Gross Lawrence 401 Liberty Ave Ste 20e Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Gross Louise 7 Roscoe St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Grskovich Karl Jr 239 Fleet St Rankin Pa 15104
Grubich Edward 101 Lehr Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Grunnagle Ruth Theis 100 5th Ave Ste 501 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Gruntal & Co Attn M Samuels Ste 102 Liberty Ctr 1001 Liber Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15222
Guatam Dina 1013 Vermont Ave Apt 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Gubash Cynthia Dianna 2518 Hyer Ave North Versailles Pa 15137
Gue Martha J 4156 Ewalt Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Guentner William 92a Locust Ridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Guerense M P Estate RR 2 Middle Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Guglielme Anthony Guglielme Judith 605 Delafield Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Guidant Inc 5th Floor 750 Holiday Dr Foster Plz Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Guido Co LLC Po Box 1041 Wexford Pa 15090
Guinan Frank 1 Pnc Plaza 620 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Gulf And Western Casket 11 Stanwix St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Gulf Tower 707 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Gunst William Estate 1414 Evergreen Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Gunzburg Carol 4081 Howley St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Guster Marie 327 Ridgewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Guszczynski Richard 2404 Allender Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Guyton John 23 Keibs Way Pittsburgh Pa 15203
H
H 2 Design Group Inc 1817 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
H2o 2016 Smallman St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Haas George 1200 Shady Run Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Habeck Matthew 156 Dix Dr N Versailles Pa 15137
Haberman Elizabeth Haberman Harry 186 Promanede Crafton Pa 15205
Hackett Mary Est 1 Demor Towers Dr Apt 606 Vernon Pa 15147
Hackett Mary 1 Demor Dr Apt 606 Verona Pa 15147
Haebig Paul 1308 Spring Gdn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Hagan James 399 Elwood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Hagerty Elizabet M 2124 Lincoln Way McKeesport Pa 15131
Hahn Elizabeth Hahn Edward 837 Island Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Hahner Myrtle B Estate 521 Edmond St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Hailstock Virginia 306 Centennial Ave Sewickley Pa 15143
Haines Jonathan 706 Hawthorne Sq Apt 706 Oakdale Pa 15071
Hair On Market Square 1420 Centre Ave Apt 22009 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Hajos Anna M Estate 924 Russellwood Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Haldeman James 942 Avalon Pa 15202
Hale Kristen 528 Cochran St Sewickley Pa 15143
Hall F Gail 602 Beech St Gibsonia Pa 15044
Hall Gary Est Po Box 187 Elizabeth Pa 15037
Hall Grace L RR 4 Box 182a Sewickley Pa 15143
Hall Kevin 1304 Hawthorne Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15071
Hall Laverne C/O John K Hall 502 Ekin St Elizabeth Pa 15037
Hall Muhsinah S 250 Alcoma Blvd Apt 504 Penn Hills Pa 15235
Hall Ruth 1806 Bakerstown Rd Tarentum Pa 15084
Haman Carolyn A Estate 6 Robinson Plz Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Hamilton Gertrude P Rose Leaf Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Hammel Kristen III 609 Academy Ave Sewickley Pa 15143
Hammer Charles 530 Dunloe St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Hammer Colleen 1105 Davis Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Hampton James 7216 Mt Carmel Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Hand Thomas 119 Mayberry Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Hansson Jorgen 2501 Liberty Ave Apt 2e Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Hanus Katherine 218 Nagy Ln Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Harbaugh Florence 217 S Millvale Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Harbaugh George 2444 Buena Vista Rd McKeesport Pa 15135
Hardware A K 717 Chartiers Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Hardy Barbara 718 Elm St Liberty Boro McKeesport Pa 15133
Harkins Agnes 113 Anthon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Harnett William PO Box 833 Allison Park Pa 15101
Harp Verenna 427 Fairywood St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Harper Tessa 710 Vallevista Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Harrig George 1202 Scott St S1 McKeesport Pa 15132
Harrington Virginia Estate 605 2nd St Braddock Pa 15104
Harris Christina 822 Francis St Apt 880 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Harris Darlanda 2330 Orlando Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Harris Dennis 620 Sixth St Apt 203 N Braddock Pa 15104
Harris Fred 1415 Harewood S Wexford Pa 15090
Harris Lennis 250 Alcoma Blvd Apt 203 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Harris Rosella 3812 Mclean Dr McKeesport Pa 15133
Harris Taheera 559 3rd St Clairton Pa 15025
Harrison Dorothy 525 Galveston Allegheny Pa 15212
Harrison Todd 7216 Christopher Wren Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Harrisons 408 Corbet St Tarentum Pa 15084
Harry Davis And Company 1725 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Hart Danielle 323 Payne Hill Rd Jefferson Hill Pa 15025
Hart Julia 3 Mobile St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Harter M A 193n Payne Hill Rd Clairton Pa 15025
Hartill Donna 1206 Harris Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Hartley Paul 414 Allison Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Hartman Cindy 801 Stanton Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Hartzell Joseph 1 Heinzs Terr Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Hasenkopf Joel 4082 Branding Pl Allison Park Pa 15101
Hassinger Reese 25 Tree Haven Ln Gibsonia Pa 15044
Hasting William Po Box 260 Sewickley Pa 15143
Hastings Clifford Hastings Loretta 1148 Links Way Gibsonia Pa 15044
Hatch Associates Consultants Inc 1600 West Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Hatcher Richard Hatcher Edward 1003 Grant St McKeesport Pa 15132
Hauber Todd 410 W North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Hauck Larry 103 Western Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Hauck Lawrence 103 Western Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Haugh Mark Daniel Jr Haugh Mary 1404 Jamie Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Haughton Martha 830 Adelaide St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Haughwout Vasco 702 Gdn St White Oak Pa 15131
Hawk Francis 226 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Hawkins Alphonzie 142 Watkins Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Hawkins Howard 1436 North Franklin Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Hawthorn Suites Hotel 700 Mansfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Hawthorne R C 3141 Cheltenham Ct Gibsonia Pa 15044
Hayhurst Arthur 110 Dale St Apt A Clairton Pa 15025
Haywood Parks Brame 357 6th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Hazaga Katherine 710 Albion St McKeesport Pa 15132
Headen Herman 159 Fairview Ave Verona Pa 15147
Healey Lawrence 715 Freeport Rd 220 Cheswick Pa 15024
Healey Lawrence PO Box 156 Tarentum Pa 15084
Healthamerica Hmo Po Box 2610 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Healthcare Users Group Us Steel Tower 41st Fl 600 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Healthquest Travel Inc 10004 Pine Ridge Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Healy Donald F 2508 Shadowbrook Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Healy Elizabeth 425 Grant Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Heard Annie Lou 813 Peralta St 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Hecht Eleanor Hecht James 5112 Towers Tr Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Heddinger Lillian W Estate 2531 Holly Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Hefferen Delight 15 Churchill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Heintzinger Walter Po Box 58112 Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Heinz Elizabet 207 Hilglor Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Helen Palsa 1000 Fifth Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Helwig George E Estate 526 5th St Oakmont Pa 15139
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Hemphill Ryan Hemphill Ken Po Box 66 Oakmont Pa 15139
Henderson Jacquelyn Henderson Austin 1407 Cavitt Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Henderson Corliss 858 N Lincoln Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Henderson Evan James 1407 Cavitt Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Henderson Kennesha 307 Priscilla Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Henderson Robert 326 Albert St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Hengst Kenneth 534 Middle Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Henigan Francis Henigan Mary 702 Middle Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Henline Sandra 326 Mercer St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Hennon Kimberly 118 Country Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Hepler Maude Hepler Paul 1031 Walnut Springdale Pa 15144
Herd Mary 620 Liberty Ave 33fl Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Herman Shirley Herman Joseph 5793 Steubenville Pk McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Hernandez Soledad 1411 Pacific Ave Nafrona Heights Pa 15065
Hershey William Estate 337 Sapphire Way Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Hess Elizabeth D Estate 1013 5th Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Hess Elizabeth D Estate 1415 5th Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Hess Howard Est 139 Penn Lear Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Heurich Joseph 2007 Veronica St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Heym Harry A Estate 2615 Fayette St McKeesport Pa 15132
Hickerson Monique 8450 Dersam St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Hickey Raymond 208 Wilson Ave Apt C Cheswick Pa 15024
Hickory Heights Land Company 409 Brd St Suite 200 Sewickley Pa 15143
Hieber Kathleen 104 Rio Mar Dr Clairton Pa 15025
Hieber Michael Martin 104 Rio Mar Dr Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Higgins Genevieve 905 Beech Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Highest Mountain Assoc 600 Grand St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Highlands Surgical Associates 1629 Union Ave Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Highmark Blue Shield 120 Fifth Place Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Hildenbrand Theodore 4115 Lee Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Hill Audrey 106 Gibb St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Hill Dorothy 1407 Sole St McKeesport Pa 15132
Hill Eric C/O Marc J Reiter Atty 475 Union Trust Bldg Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Hill Keith 115 Gist St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Hill Martha M Estate 1728 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Hillandale Of W Pa Inc 3rd St & Crooked R N Versailles Pa 15137
Hillgartner Dale 506 Ctr Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Hillside Fire Department 7125 Saltsburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Hindman Moving And Storage 4920 Buttermilk Hollow Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Hinton Cynthia L Cust Hinton Benjamin Po Box 504 Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Hipwell Manufacturing Co Concelman Lori 831 W North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Hirschfield Dean J C/O Jb Bernstein Co Pension Plan Admin 717 Liberty Ave Ste 510
Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Hirschfield Morris 402 Law & Finance Bldg Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Hitchock Gloria 668 Meyers Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Hloznik John 230 West 9th Ave Tarentum Pa 15084
Hms Hallmark Ltd Four Gateway Ctr Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Ho Caroline 2716 Meadowcrest Ct Wexford Pa 15090
Hoburg George F Cust 3807 Logans Ferry Rd B4 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Hodil Robert Hodil Ruth 8836 Eastwood Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Hoel Annie 129 Seton Rd Verona Pa 15147
Hoffield Elmer Estate 470 Dawson Ave Apt 10 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Hoffield John H Estate 470 Dawson Ave Apt 10 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Hoffman Agency Inc 1819 Golden Mile Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Hoffman Dennis 403 Short St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Hoffman Grace 152 Royal Oak Dr Apt 510 McKeesport Pa 15131
Hoffman Mary 219 Ft Pitt Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Hoffman Robert 1808 Ohio Ave White Oak Pa 15131
Hoffman Shelley 200 Clover Dr Elizabeth Pa 15037
Hoffman William R Estate 213 E Ohio St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Hofmeister Jane S Est 4728 Poplar St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Hofstette Estate St Joseph Convent Elizabeth Pa 15037
Hogan Richard Hogan Minnie Front R 26 Syca Etna Pa 15223
Hogan Rosemary 1537 Lincoln Way White Oak Pa 15131
Hohmann Helen A Est 1235 Yetta Ave Apt 508 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Holbrook John II 255 Campbell Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Holes Jeanette D Estate 250 Thorn St Sewickley Pa 15143
Holiday Williie T III 823 North Ave North Braddock Pa 15104
Hollihan Harry Estate Elfinwild Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Hollis William Hollis Geneva 601 Pressley Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Hollis Kenneth Earl 10 Fordham Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Hollos Anna 846 Maple St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Hollowchak Stella 1739 E Carson St Box 138 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Holmes Rae 903 Rhodes Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Holzhu Ann K Estate 512 Franklin St East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Holzman Meredith 1011 Jessica Cir Oakdale Pa 15071
Holzscheiter Bessie Holzscheiter George 1233 Park McKeesport Pa 15132
Home Zoar 3724 Mount Royal Blvd Allison Park Pa 15101
Hong Shi Ping 1300 Island Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Honsberger Carole 424 3rd Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Hoover David 1317 Harris Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Hopkins Patricia 5334 Waterford St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Hopkins Richard Estate 121 Elmore St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Hopkins Robert 106 Dorothy St East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Horensky Paul Horensky Agnes 1709 Maryland Duquesne Pa 15110
Hornbake Eleanor 511 Beaver St Clairton Pa 15025
Horne Elaine 29 4th St Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Horns Dept Store 501 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Horsh Anna M Estate 305 Garland Ave Edgewood Pa
Horsh Anna M Estate 305 Garland Edgeworth Pa 15143
Horsley Josephine Horsley Alyssa 851 Rocklyn Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Horton John G RR 1 Box 179 Wexford Pa 15090
Horvatin Carol 2588 B Grouse Ridge Wexford Pa 15090
Hosier Robert Hosier Marie Apt 7 4419 Walnut St McKeesport Pa 15132
Hospital Central Service Bob Martin Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Hostrup Richard Hostrup Bette 326 Noel Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Hot Mess Salon 306 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Houck Edith 2410 Collins McKeesport Pa 15132
Houck Ralph 2410 Collins St McKeesport Pa 15132
Houdeshell Winford 401 Wood St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Houston Harbaugh Pc Attorneys At Law 22nd Floor 401 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15222
Hovan Jennie Hovan John 5 Alexis St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Howard Aleta 237 S Atlantic Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Howe Joan 117 Mobile Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Howell Clifford 703 Parkview Ave North Braddock Pa 15110
Hoynoski Edward 218 Marie St Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Hoza Michael 185 Butler Etna Pa 15223
Hrezo Jason 412 Oak Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Hrisko Joseph 320 Gumbert St McKeesport Pa 15133
Hrisko Joseph E Sr 320 Gumbert St McKeesport Pa 15133
Hrizo Catherine Hrizo Michael 311 Priscilla Duquesne Pa 15110
Hrs Services Inc 850 Smithfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Hubbard Carol 7630 Morris St Verona Pa 15147
Huber William 1715 Buena Vista Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Hubert Harriet Orchard Union Bellevue Pa 15202
Huckestein Charles J Sr 220 S Home Ave Apt 505 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Hudak Dorothy 422 Parker St Verona Pa 15147
Hudic Ronald 115 3rd St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Hufangel Eugene Estate 807 Liberty St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Huff Mandy 3911 Sarah St Apt 1 McKeesport Pa 15132
Hughes Terry 1400 Burtner Rd Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Hulse Siegurd 10960 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Humenik Francis 1014 Hero St Duquesne Pa 15110
Hunka Anna 915 Penn Ave Apt 813 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Hunt Margaret P Estate 14 Mary St Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Hunter Doris 195 Woodlands Dr Verona Pa 15147
Hunter Doris M Dr 195 Woodlands Dr Verona Pa 15147
Hunter Mike 90 S 27th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Hurd Madeleine 2621 Sarah St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Hurley Hubert Box B14 Oakmont Pa 15139
Hussar John A Sr 227 S North St Springdale Pa 15144
Hutchinson Ethel Collins Ave Floreffe Pa 15025
Hutka Agnes Estate 130 Magnolia Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Hyatt Beatrice In 2507 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Hyman Blum Testamentary Trust 2 535 Smithfield St Apt 2430 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Hymes Teleia Laioni 1131 Braddock Ave Braddock Pa 15104
I
I/H Reposted Correct 707 Grant St Gulf Twr #14 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Iacovetti Ronald 526 Aspen St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Iacovini Mary 126 Shellbark St Jefferson Hls Pa 15025
Iannuzzi Sam 202 10th St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Iba Temps Frick Building Mezzanine 437 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Ibew Local No 5 Fcu Po Box 4291 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Ida Finch 3601 Brinway Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Ids Financial 4955 Steubenville Pike Ste 180 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Ids Financial Investment Ser 104 College Park Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Iezzi Rose 1001 Herschel St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Igc Transportation Inc 2254 Roswell Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Ignace Paul 3 Oak Way Rankin Pa 15104
Il Valletto Cafe Inc 1210 Burchfield Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Imberlina Maria 680 Ingomar Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Immel S Inc Mcksprt 318 5th Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Immel Warden H Jr 318 5th Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Individual Finl Svcs Inc 1090 Gateway Ctr Two Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Indouina Barbara 587 Carnival Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Infeld Norman 407 Elwood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Infusion Prtnrs Inc 3812 Rte 8 Accts Pay Allison Park Pa 15101
Ingram Laura Ingram Ross 1502 Randolph Dr N Clairton Pa 15025
Ingram Charolette 1318 Juniata St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Innovex Services Inc 637 Braddock Ave East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Integrated Real Estate Proc 290 Bilmar Dr Suite 300 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
International Academy Of Design 555 Grant St Fl 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
International Massage Network Inc 1420 Centre Ave Apt 511 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Intertech Security 549b Keystone Dr Warrendale Pa 15086
Ireland Beverly 521 North Highland Ave Bridgeville Pa 15017
Irep National Real Estate 290 Bilmar Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Iron Age Corp Store 1040 Robinson Plaza Three 400 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Iron Age Corporation Ste 400 Robinson Plaza 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Irwin Nancy 4142 Monroeville Blvd Rm 249 Monroeville Pa 15146
It Corp 2790 Mosside Blvd Monroeville Pa 15146
J
J & D Video Inc 500 Lincoln Way North Versailles Pa 15137
J C Hair Design 855 Macbeth Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
J J Pizza Po Box 304 Natrona Heights Pa 15065
J T Platania Company 303 Ryan Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Jablonski John Estate 1037 Spring Gdn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Jacinto Robert 1507 Wolf N Braddock Pa 15104
Jackson Anna 1614 Lowrie Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Jackson Anthony 149 Travella Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Jackson Britanya 4800 Friendship Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Jackson Chalin W Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Jackson Lavasia Denene 903 Peralta St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Jackson Milton 2620 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Jackson Odessa 715 Mercer St Apt 309 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Jackson Richard M Est 8228 Ohio River Blvd Apt 11 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Jackson Wesley C/O Jubilee Kitchen 2005 Wyandotte St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Jacksonsr William 1614 Lowrie Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Jacobs Flora In 252 Baron Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Jacobs Nellie 515 Saint George Dr North Versailles Pa 15137
Jacobs Orlena C Estate 1609 Scott St McKeesport Pa 15132
Jacobs Raymond Estate Byron Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Jacovick Anton Estate 706 Pittview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Jaklin Rudolph Estate 1128 S Canal Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Jakovac Anton Estate 426 N Taylor Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Jakub Melissa 2514 Sunset Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Jamie M Bush 47 Hall Dr Apt B Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Jamieson Anna 909 Morton Ave McKeesport Pa 15133
Janacer Christin Janacer Frank 623 2nd Ave Tarentum Pa 15084
Janci L R 1800 Patricia Ln Apt 1e North Versailles Pa 15137
Jandrlick K M Estate 208 Friday Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Jandrlick Katherine Estate 208 Friday Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
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Janet Schwab 427 Raspberry Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Janicki Matthew Janicki Stella Field St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Janis Ruth Estate 1502 Richard Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Jankowski Anna 4003 Penn Ave Apt 806 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Jannet Cecilia Estate RR 3 Box 264d Gibsonia Pa 15044
Janocko Laura 1007 Marathon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Jansen Louis 2925 Palm Green McKeesport Pa 15132
Jasniecka Gertrude Estate 217 E 8th St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Jayabalan Femma 4185 Ivanhoe Dr Apt L3 Monroeville Pa 15146
Jefferson Herman Jefferson Bertha 488 Grove Rd Verona Pa 15147
Jefferson Marion R 2604 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Jeffries Lottie G Est 27 N Fremont Ave Fl 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Jenkins Anthony 826 Wallbridge Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Jenkins Carl L Sr 230 Harrison Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
Jenkins Maurice 340 Pierce St Bloomfield Pa 15224
Jenna Gerchak 4000 Conifer Ct Apt 304 Wexford Pa 15090
Jennings Jeannette 650 Ctr Rd C23 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Jenson Nicholas 628 Macfarln Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Jesionowski Eleanor 64 S 16th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Jezak Helen 624 Suismon St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Jezzi Thomas Lee 236 Davenport Way Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Jiang Zhongpeng 3984 Mount Royal Blvd Allison Park Pa 15101
Jill Pawloski 1401 Oak St Cheswick Pa 15024
Jochim Scott 3178 East Hardies Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Jodrey Jared 534 S Winebiddle St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Joe Dilorios Body Shop 822 Bower Hill Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Joesph Silvestri 617 Dahlia Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Johe Kay 304 S Winebiddle St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
John K Black Trucking 799 Freeport Rd Cheswick Pa 15024
John Mcvay Estate Woodrow Ave Lincoln Place Pa
John Missentzis 526 Grandview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15112
John Scott Keystone Classic Ca 417 Lexington Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
John Warosky 516 Sinclair St Apt McKeesport Pa 15132
Johns James A Ex 2046 E Homestead St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Johnson Allen 1442 Falsey Way Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Johnson Andria 1623 Crycible St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Johnson Barbara 436 7th Ave Ste 700 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Johnson Charlene 236 Pattison St Braddock Pa 15104
Johnson Diane 6021 Roslyn St McKeesport Pa 15135
Johnson Ellen 40 Holland Ave Apt E 4 Braddock Pa 15104
Johnson Jesse A Estate 1801 Cliff St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Johnson Joanne 209 Gist St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Johnson Lonnie 12 Wylie Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Johnson Melissa 2401 Bedford Ave Apt 406 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Johnson Ralph 1607 Union Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Johnson William J Estate 261 S Winebiddle St Apt 24 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Johnston Joan E W Johnston James 3000 Swallow Hill Apt Ph10 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Johnston Ethel V Beatty Point Village 700 Beatty Rd Apt 349 Monroeville Pa 15146
Johnston Raymond 75 Roberts St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Joiner Lamont 1423 Hubbard Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Jolley Mildred Jean C/O Richards & Kelly 16020 Perry Hwy Warrendale Pa 15086
Jonano 2582 Wexford Run Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Jones Antonette Jones Raymond 212 Earlham St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Jones Donald Edward Jr Jones Donald Edward 137 Oliver Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Jones Josefa Jones Sean 1000 Liberty Ave Nrd Rm 7 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Jones Annie Leona C/O D A Jones 339 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Jones David A Ex C/O D A Jones 502 Taylor St North Versailles Pa 15137
Jones Edward 413 Pasadena Dr McKeesport Pa 15133
Jones Gertrude 227 Maurice Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Jones Joseph A Jr 124 S 19th St Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Jones June M 4813 Brierly Dr W West Mifflin Pa 15122
Jones Mary E In 2203 Jenny Lind St McKeesport Pa 15132
Jones Nellie 4001 Brighton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Jones Oliver 109 Soho St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Jones Patricia 1 Pink House Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Jones Phyllis 814 Washington Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Jones Rahsek 510 Middle Ave Apt A Fl 2 Wilmerding Pa 15148
Jones Shawn 1115 Fox Hill Dr Apt 116 Monroeville Pa 15146
Jones Walter C C/O Jones Walter 911 Walnut St Versailles McKeesport Pa 15132
Jones Washin Theresa Est Po Box 395 Monroeville Pa 15146
Jones William Vincent 3437 Mcclure Ave 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Jordan Irma S Estate 600 Noblestown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Jordon Irma S Estate 515 Sedan Way Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Jos F Elder Son Inc 932 Penn Ave A Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Joseph Masar Estate 56 Maryland Ave Millvale Pa 15209
Joseph Teresa 202 10th St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Jourdain Alejandrina Jourdain Luis 10523 Forest Hill Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Joyce Michael 144 Carriage Hill Glenshaw Pa 15116
Joyce Patrick Joyce Anne 4455 Laurel Oak Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Juanita Johnson 702 North Pacific St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Judd Geraldine 106 1st St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Judkins Ren 46 New Gate Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Julia Tolbert 651 5th St Oakmont Pa 15139
Juliano Mark 210 Orchard Place Sewickley Pa 15143
Julius M 723 Brdway St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Jungling David 6621 Church Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Juratovic Mary E C/O K J Dorn Esq 429 4th Ave Ste 2104 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Jurczak Bertha L Estate 1107 Vickroy St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Jurisic Verna 518 Airbrake Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
K
K Rentals Inc 342 S Atlantic Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Kaatze Jens 100 Bayer Rd Bldg 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Kaczwarek Stanley Estate 327 Downing St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Kadar Richard D Co Julia Kadar McKeesport Pa 15131
Kadlicek Leo 2406 California Ave C/O Dona Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Kancir Francis 316 Hickman St Apt 19 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Kane Daniel F Sr 214 W 8th Ave Tarentum Pa 15084
Kane De Lelles 414 Lorenz Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Kanoza Ruth 811 Sleepy Hollow Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Kappert Margaret 919 Benwood Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Karaica Margaret Karaica Nicholas 22 S 6th St Duquesne Pa 15110
Karaica Nicholas Karaica Margaret 22 S 6th St Duquesne Pa 15110
Karako Deborah Ann 905 Beech Ave Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Karay Suzanna 1905 Krill St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Karen Taylor 2401 Banks School Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Karimova Dilbar 1404 Juniata St Floor 02 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Karloski Walter Karloski Walter 1216 State Rte 885 Clairton Pa 15025
Karnaj John 1905 Krill St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Karolyi Elizabeth 851 Tripoli St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Kasko Donna Kasko George 114 Mound St Rankin Pa 15104
Kathleen John 724 Bilberry Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Kathy Nania 56 North Starr Ave Apartment 103 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Katsafanas Basil 255 Everglade Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Kaufman Clarence 7 Fischer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Kaufman Percy 410 Darby Way Bridgeville Pa 15017
Kaufmanns Fifth And Smithfield Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Kearns Dale M Estate Babcock Blvd Allison Park Pa 15101
Kearns James C Estate 9410 Babcock Blvd Allison Park Pa 15101
Kearns Marguerite 3 Mobile St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Keck William 1215 Foster Ave Apt 614 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Keefe Doris Box 373 Wexford Pa 15090
Keefe Francis W Est 1234 Colescott St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Keefer Ryan Douglas Keefer David A Cust 63 Lodksley Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Keefer Joel 34 4th St 1 Aspinwall Pa 15215
Keegan Edward F C/O E A Keegan 3626 Crestview Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Keenan P W 5400 Second Ave Hazelwood Pa 15207
Keener David Pnc Plaza 13th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Keliar Hattie A Trust A 4480 Mount Royal Bl 122 Allison Park Pa 15101
Kelleher Dennis 8 Latourelle Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Keller Carl C/O J Keller 323 Home Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Keller Earle Estate 910 Park St McKeesport Pa 15132
Keller Timothy 608 Pine Ave Cheswick Pa 15024
Kelley Benjamin 511 N Taylor Ave Apt A Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Kelley Caroline 324 Logan St Sewickley Pa 15143
Kelley James 376 Rich Hill Rd Cheswick Pa 15024
Kelley Kevin 500 Sara St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Kelly Elizabeth Kelly Alec 371 Munson Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Kelly Elizabeth 371 Munson Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Kelly Helen Estate 1286 Village Green Dr C/O S Kelly Clairton Pa 15025
Kelly Kevin Po Box 72 North Versailles Pa 15137
Kelly Stanley 2021 Drum St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Kellys Diner 3053 Brighton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Kennedy Karah 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Kennedy R 2018 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Kennel Steel Mike 600 Grant St Room 611 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Kenneth Halt Estate RR 1 Braddock Pa 15104
Kenny Deirdre 11 Sterett St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Kenny Ross Chevrolet 3168 Washington Pike Bridgeville Pa 15017
Kentzel Charles Estate 4 Davis Row Ns Pittsburgh Pa
Kephalogianis Vasilios 2017 Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Kernicky Andrew K Sr 529 Park Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Kerr Thomas 120 Greyfriar Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Kerrick Salda 349 Bellwalt Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Kessel Darrell 841 N Lincoln Ave Apt 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Kessler Melanie 1401 Highland Villa Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Key Virginia C/O J E Costa Esq 97 Noble Ave Crafton Pa 15205
Khan Azhar Aly 310 Glen Douglas Dr Apt C Glenshaw Pa 15116
Kiker Brandon District Manager Mail Pack 150 Warrendale Pa 15086
Kilkeary Kevin Kilkeary Kathy 521 Salem Hts Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Killen John S Estate 735 W Madison Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Kilmer John 1002 Appleridge Ct Gibsonia Pa 15044
Kim Betty C Estate 2321 East St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Kim D Kyle Dr 420 East North Avenue Suite 302 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Kim Paul 4774 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Kim Scott 31 Colonial Dr McKeesport Pa 15135
Kimbo Edwin 523 Francis St 2ndfl Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Kimmerle Hilda 1037 Greentree Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Kimmons Kross Puzak LLC C/O Dell Moser Ln Loughney 525 William Penn Place
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Kinast Patty 1001 E Smithfield St McKeesport Pa 15135
Kinchloe James Kinchloe Ethel 118 Congress St White Oak Pa 15131
King Betty Est Po Box 6466 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
King Cecelia 7147 Ohio River Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
King Fay 115 Riding Trail Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15215
King Lizzie Mae Po Box 100154 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
King William 115 Riding Trail Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Kingsley Joanne Kingsley James 101 Camino Ct Clairton Pa 15025
Kinney Bryce Kinney Marie 703 Willow Dr Duquesne Pa 15110
Kinsey Loretta South Ave Haysville Pa
Kipach Tamara Kipach Daniel 201 May Ave Bridgeville Pa 15017
Kipp David Franklin Kipp Robert Lewis 395 Castle Shannon Blvd Pittsburgh Pa
15234
Kir Virginia 833 Vermont Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Kirk Phylisa 11066 Babcock Blvd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Kirkwood John 282 Shepard Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Kisic Katherine Est 5341 Georgeann Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Kleer Gretchen 775 Freeport Rd Apt B Creighton Pa 15030
Klein Margaret 5209 Clarwin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Klett Rooney Lieber & Schorling Pc C/O Mr R Tyler 40th Floor One Oxford Ctr
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Klett Rooney Lieber Schorli One Oxford Centre 40th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Kleystuber Vickie Kleystuber Thomas 9200 Peebles Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Klimcheck Margaret H Estate 4220 Greenridge Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Klingesmith Helen 1208 Seidle St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Klonowski Ruth 194 Parkedge Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Klug Josephine Est 525 Fieldcrest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Klutz Jack 133 Berkley Ln 203 Bellevue Pa 15202
Knaus Olga Estate 450 Perry Hdw Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Knorr Harold 1809 New Haven Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Knowles Stella 1165 Mckinney Ln Ste 1233 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Ko Tina Y Mercy Hospital Of Pittsburgh 1400 Locust St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Kobularik Michael 310 Market St McKeesport Pa 15132
Kobularix Sophie 310 Market St McKeesport Pa 15132
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Koch Erich 5531 Keefe St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Koebler Karl 17 Autumnwood Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Koelsch Paul Koelsch Marie 230 Forest Ave Bellevue Pa 15202
Koerber Matthew 4031 Lydia St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Kohl Dolores 413 Jacks Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Kohl Ruth Estate 198 Meade St Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Kohley Helen Kohley Jack 232 Collins Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Kohley Helen Kohley Jacob 232 Collins Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Kolodziejczyk Chester 1 2 Mulberry Way 2915 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Kolodziejczyk Sophie 1/2 Mulberry Way 2915 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Kolota Frank Kolota Ann 1235 Washington Braddock Pa 15104
Komenda V P 425 4th St Braddock Pa 15104
Kondrat Stanley 502 West Grant Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Konechy Mary 30 Heckel Rd Apt 221 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Kong Lou 1520 Pen Ave 201 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Konstani Triantafillou 100 Oakdale Rd North Versailles Pa 15137
Kontos Constanti Kontos Irene 533 Bessemer Ave East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Kopicki Mary Jane Pnc Fin Svcs Group 600 Grant S Usx Tower Mailstop P6 Pusx 36
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Korn Jean 2136 Masonic Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Korta Dorothy Estate 2556 Country Side Ln Wexford Pa 15090
Kosar Frank 2590 Duncan Ave Allison Park Pa 15101
Kosiba Staley Kosiba Lois 120 Flocker Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Kosiewicz Florence Kosiewicz Walter 210 Main St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Koslovic Dolores Koslovic John 513 Price N Braddock Pa 15104
Kost Joann Kost John 184 N Sprague Ave Bellevue Pa 15202
Kostov Kosta 807 Mall St East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Kotchey Beatrice 126 Mason Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Koval Elizabeth 7 W Montgomery St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Kozleuchar Frank R Jr 1922 Fox Way Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Krajneta Martha Estate 3975 Kleber St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Krakosky Pauline 92 Locust Ridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Kralosky Stephen F Est 808 Glenshaw Ave Glenshaw Pa 15116
Kram Jacob 431 Desota McKeesport Pa 15131
Kramer Barbara 1520 Lawrie St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Krapf Dennis 2643 Sapling Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Kratt George 213 Pearl Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Krauss Helen 6030 Bolte Dr Verona Pa 15147
Krebs Marcia M Estate 1117 Craig St McKeesport Pa 15132
Krebs Plymouth 1015 William Flynn Hwy Glenshaw Pa 15116
Kreger Karen 4421 Mckenzie Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Kreger Katherine 1310 White Oak Dr Verona Pa 15147
Kress Florence 1443 Maple Ave Verona Pa 15147
Kress Martha Estate 450 Airbrake Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Kreutzer Donald 9861 Tomahawk Trl Wexford Pa 15090
Kriberney Christine 10180 Rindman Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Kricher Lee 826 10th St Oakmont Pa 15139
Krieger Claude 913 Ctr St Apt 10 McKeesport Pa 15132
Krisinski Rede Estate 1025 Monroe Ave McKeesport Pa 15133
Krisisiski Adusa Estate 1025 Monroe Ave McKeesport Pa 15133
Kruger Marylee Kruger Robert 129 Comstock Way Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Kruth Dorothy M Estate 143 21st St Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Kubala Thomas 606 Upston St McKeesport Pa 15132
Kubik Arlene 909 Park St McKeesport Pa 15132
Kuchta Casimir 1329 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Kuhns Robert 407 Meadowbrook Dr North Versailles Pa 15137
Kulkowski Stanley 23 Maplewood St 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Kullander Kristin 248 Commons Dr Oakmont Pa 15139
Kulwicki Alissa 4231 Hadden Pl Wexford Pa 15090
Kundin Joel Mcnally Building 6th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Kunkel Herbert G Jr 3131 Scenic Ct Allison Park Pa 15101
Kurchner Sandra 200 Waverly Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Kurtz Mary 125 Freeport Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Kurzawski Donna Kurzawski John 3185e Hardies Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Kusie Louise 810 Union St McKeesport Pa 15132
Kuzar Steven Estate 607 Nash St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Kuznicki Frances 1605 California Ave White Oak Pa 15131
Kvatsak John Leo Estate 158 Georgetown Ave West View Pa 15229
Kwain Young Bin 4305 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Kwik E Mart 212 Tenth St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
L
La Boon Catherine La Boon Anne 1420 Centre Ave Apt 1917 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Labik Amelia Labik Andrew 830 State St Duquesne Pa 15110
Lacey Lillian 188 Woodlands Dr Verona Pa 15147
Lacey Maria D In 1202 River Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lah Karen 302 Applehill Ct Gibsonia Pa 15044
Lance Fleet Services 700 Old Pond Rd Suite 604−A Bridgeville Pa 15017
Land Holding Corp Of Pa 249 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Landers Benjamin Landers Marlene 6720 Ridge Rd Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Landis Mary A 255 Campbell Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Landrys Seafd Hse Pa Inc 6491 Robinson Ctr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Landsittel Laura 102 Harvest Ct Bridgeville Pa 15017
Lane Charles 1007 Jerome St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Lane Construction Po Box 126 Springdale Pa 15144
Lane Kristin 846 Tripoli St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lane Samuel 2448 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Lane Samuel 2448 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Lang Mark 2411 Ridgeland Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lang Mary 430 Teece Ave Apartment 306 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Lange Richard Lange Rose 3925 Woolslayer Way Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Lange Rose 3925 Woolslayer Way Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Langer James 213 Oak Hts Dr Oakdale Pa 15071
Lanning John 141 Evergreen Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Lanz Garcia Efrain 405 Larimer Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Laptrakool Jaruwan 2417 Rose Gdn Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Lardo Cathleen 1815 Rialto St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Larose David 4632 Penn Ave Apt2 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Lasko Leah 1274 Hodgkiss St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Laskowsky Vicky 411 Brdway Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Laslavic Linda 2034 Straubs Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Laslavich Christina 4384 Kenson Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Latin Kathryn RR 300 Verona Pa 15147
Lattner Magdalynn 4933 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Laughlin K K Jr 307 Walnut Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Lauletta Julia Lauletta Daniel 8601 Franlostozon Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Laurent Alexis 100 Anderson St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lauria Eleanor Estate 4061 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Lautiero Joseph 1411 Halsey Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lavelle Joan 926 Valy View Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Lawrence William Lawrence Margaret 106 Baldwin Ave Castle Shanno Pa 15234
Lay Gregory Scott 35 Mcknight St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Leavey Anna 39 S 27th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Lebeau Richard 812 Galveston Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Leckie James Leckie Anna 1660 Stone Mansion D Sewickley Pa 15143
Ledonne Carl Anthony 416 Cedarville St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Lee Edward 1707 Brighton Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lee Katherine 3208 Lecky Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lee Peter 35 C 25th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Lee William 2421 Chauncy Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Leech Mary 158 Penn Lear Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Lefebvre John Stephen 610 Short St Clairton Pa 15025
Lefevre Marcel 701 Oak Springdale Pa 15144
Leff Electronics Inc 225 Braddock Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Lefkowitz Stanford And Robert Lefkowitz Stanford And Robert Corner Penn And Taft
West Mifflin Pa 15122
Legends James Street Traven Legends Restaurant Group LLC 422 Foreland Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Leger Elizabet Leger Robert 502a Middle Wilmerding Pa 15148
Lehman Rita Lehman John 704 Helena Braddock Pa 15104
Lehman Teddy Estate 220 Elft Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Leininger Carla 238 Colony Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Leise Anna 5340 Saltsburg Rd Apt 114 Verona Pa 15147
Lekse Kathleen 905 Morton St McKeesport Pa 15133
Lemon Ruth 218 Crest St Clairton Pa 15025
Lentz Charles E Estate 308 Arlington Ave E McKeesport Pa 15035
Lentz Ina L Estate 308 Arlington Ave East McKeesport Pa 15035
Leo Anthony J Estate 440 Orchard Spring Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Leon Younger 534 Greenfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Leonard Beth Ann 3160 Haberlein Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Lerch Mae 2835 California Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lerman Selma Lerman Jay W 44 Robinson Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Lesko Tara 1282 Pennsbury Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Lesnett Frances Lesnett Ernest 3580 Washington Pike Apt 114 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Lesowsky John 1316 Penhurst St McKeesport Pa 15135
Lester Judith 1958 Crafton Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Leto Yvette 67 Glenn Way McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Leucnson Hazel H Estate RR 1 Elizabeth Pa 15037
Levicoff Avrum 600 Gulf Tower Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Levine Elliot 558 Grove Rd Verona Pa 15147
Lewis Florence Lewis Florence 2117 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Lewis Daniel 112 Sycamore Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Lewis J J 5228 Lytle St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Lewis Marsha 3147 Ewart Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Lewis Michael 853 Beech Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Lewis Nikia 1337 Adams St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Lewiska M Estate 1142 Wayne Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Leys Shell 2 2405 Rt 286 Golden Mile Hwy Plum Pa 15239
Liaiga Tauanuu 600 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Libby William C Estate 1418 Liverpool St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Liberatore Marie Estate 5217 Powbatter St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Liberty Mutual 4 Northshore Ctr Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lieb Catherin Lieb Robert 814 Forest Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Lienhard Mildred 734 Clinton Pl Bellevue Pa 15202
Lightfoot Catherine 248 Penn Ave Ext Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Lin Rong Chung 319 Shalimar Ct Monroeville Pa 15146
Lin Shiow 319 Shalimar Ct Monroeville Pa 15146
Lincare Inc 176 Purity Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Lindberg Rose Po Box 4255 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Lindstrom Gary One Oxford Bldg Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Linn Karis 311 S Magnolia Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Linn Lewis 1 Ppg Place 12th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Linsen David 339 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Linsenmayer Thomas Estate 543 Price Ave North Braddock Pa 15104
Lion John 565 Orchard Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Lipp Alice Estate 105 Lippert St Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Lippenot Alberta 1315 South Spring St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Liptak Ruth 511 Spruce Flr 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Lisak Julia 823 Long St Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Liss Ruth 4302 Stanley St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Little Russell 2571 Stonechip Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Litwin Pauline Estate 3147 Library Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Litzner Helen 728 Elm Dr Verona Pa 15147
Lively Albert Lively Arlene 2576 Wexford Bayne Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Livingston Marcella 341 Chapel Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Lloyd Elizabet Lloyd John W H 533 2nd Braddock Pa 15104
Lloyd Elizabet 533 2nd Braddock Pa 15104
Lloyd Jack Mckean Group 5001 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Lloyd Pearl 526 Edgewood Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
Locke Jeane 6221 Oyster Bay Ct Bridgeville Pa 15017
Lodic John 501 Oaklynn Apt 1a Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Loeb Edward Loeb Agnes 161 S 16th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Loebel Fulton 1157 Dohrman St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Logel Eileen Logel Joseph 131 Olysesses St Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Lombard Gerald 2074 Carriage Hill Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Long Adam 346 Grant St Wall Pa 15148
Long Vicki 306 Erie Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Longhine Betty Longhine John 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 101 A Gibsonia Pa 15044
Longyear Bertha For Barry 620 Liberty Ave 10th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Lordellini Gilda 4838 Blair St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Lotz Charlotte E Estate 910 Middle St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lotz Robert 212 Davis Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Lousey Michael 564 Lincoln St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Love Janet 331 Woodland Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
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Lovrich George Lovrich Nick 716 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Lowe Julie Lowe Sean 6000 Christopher Wren Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Lowe Robert 2545 Penn Ave Unit A Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Lowenstein Dominik 1420 Centre Ave Apt 1603 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Lowmiller Alana 1351 Village Green Dr Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Lowry Mary 2529 Chauncey Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Lubic Jennifer 1843 Hughes St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Lucas Vurginia 408 Chestnut St McKeesport Pa 15132
Lucky Strike Lanes 590 Pittsburgh Mills Cir Tarentum Pa 15084
Ludwiczak Jeffrey 719 Macfarln Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Lukencia J 2018 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Luker Donald Luker Mary 222 Second Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Luketich Anne Luketich Rudy 1744 Pioneer Ave Pittsburge Pa 15203
Luliso Emma 371 Munson Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Lunsford Abdul 2103 Perrysville Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Luntz George C Estate 5174 Columbo St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Luske Edna Estate 326 Ella St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Luzak Helen Estate 617 Franklin Ave Bellevue Pa 15202
Lynn Giannirakis 401 Meadowview Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Lyon John 703 Armandale St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Lysien Rosella 1409 Spring Gdn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
M
M&M Cting 1206 Hollywood St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
M&T Credit Corporation 1115 Fox Hill Dr Apt 116 Monroeville Pa 15146
Ma Yanjun 4745 Juniper St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Maccaffrey Laurie 650 Means Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Macdonald Gina 723 Ctr Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Macdonald Grace 21 Oak Sewickley Pa 15143
Macdonald Richard 3511 Foster Rd White Oak Pa 15131
Macey Garnett 1811 E 5th Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Macey John 2903 Freeland St McKeesport Pa 15132
Macgill Kristin 1944 Big Sewickley Creek Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Macioce Theresa Macioce Gerard 4222 Clendenning Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Macker Cassie 9839 Presidential Dr Apt 103 Allison Park Pa 15101
Mackey Karen 523 Allen St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Mackley Viola Estate 218 Key Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Madamina Christina 6051 Springhouse Place Apt A−2 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Magovern Paul 1619 Buena Vista St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Magrino Vincent Magrino Joseph 214 Lime St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Maguire Donna 2600 Henderson Rd White Oak Pa McKeesport Pa 15131
Mahdi Hammad 1006 Pennsylvania Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Mahdik Amelia 2000 State St Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Mahoney Cheryl 706 Union Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Mahoney Patricia A A 4004 Crabapple Cir McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Maidix Solutions 1739 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Maier Darlene 304 3rd St Aspinwall Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Maier Marion 1008 Anderson Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Majestic Henry Majestic Richard 410 W 7th Av Tarentum Pa 15084
Majewski Ronald Majewski Carole 194 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Majewski Carole 5008 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Makray Frank RR 19 Wexford Pa 15090
Makray Lawrence 1505 Mount Nebo Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Malarkey Robert 1272 Dickens St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Malarkey Russell 411 Parkridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Malatak Jeffrey 532 Madison Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Maljan Anna 158 Watkins Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Mallard Henry 133 Beltz Pittsburgh Pa
Mallin Helen Marie 1632 Critchfield Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Malloy Francis Estate 547 Howard St East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Malloy Helen A Estate RR 48 Elizabeth Pa 15037
Malone Stewart Malone Lewis 327 Nicholas Pl Sewickley Pa 15143
Malone Judy 1801 Appleridge Ct Gibsonia Pa 15044
Maloy James Jr 300 Elmore St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Mancarz Stanley 69 South 17th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Mance Florence Mance Joseph 331 Elizabeth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Mangine Albert Po Box 14422 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Mangold Edwin Mangold Emma 623 Dalilia Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Manjerovic Carol 152 Priscilla Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Mankemyer Harold 548 Cherryhill Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Mann Harry Mann Juanita 900 Rolling Rock Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Manning Rich 2278 Mccrae Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Mannka Lawrence Mannka Leonna 966 Morrison St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mannke Leona 921 Benton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Manns Regis 518 Grant Ave Ext West Mifflin Pa 15122
Manny V E 326 2nd St Side Aspinwall Pa 15215
Manski Florence M 532 Lincoln Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Manson Barbara 225 Kearns Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Manson Barbara 225 Kearns Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Maras Anastasi Box 446 Grove Rd Castle Shanno Pa 15234
Maras George Box 446 Grove Rd Castleshannon Pa 15234
Marathon 7 11 3646 Library Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Marathon Oil Group Tr 600 Grant St Room 2643 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Marburger Mae 12 Warren St Pittsburgh Pa Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Marcacci Margaret Estate 1134 Pennsylvania Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
March Violet Estate 731 Vermont Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Marchionne Destiny Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Marciniak Mechaline Estate 1615 Lowrie St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Marcoly Dennis 109 Powers Aly Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Marcovsky Temma 374 1/2 S Pacific Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Margaret Morgan Estate Clairhaven St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Margaritta Mammas 2200 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Marhold Andre 411 Pinewood Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Mariani Orest Mariani Ruth 4704 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Marianis Restaurant 4729 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Marilyn Powell 4426 Inland Ave West Mifflin Pa 15207
Marin Irene Apt 508 100 Cerasi Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Marinack Anna 4918 Brd St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Marino Joyce 3268 Jacks Run Rd White Oak Pa 15131
Marion Werner Estate 228 Warthoff West View Pa 15229
Maritato Jason 153 Oakville Dr Apartment 2−A Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Mark V Sauvageot Funeral Home S 126 Hazelwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Market Day C/O C Whitman Neadow Pointe Park 101 N Wexford Pa 15090
Marnell Edward 123 Elmwood Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Marsalis Pete 2488 Matterhorn Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Marsden Jo−Ann Marsden Kevin 52 S 18th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Marsen Vincent Marsen Mary 424 Locust St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Marshall Henriett Marshall Russell Jr 36 Chestnut Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Marshall Anna E Estate 973 S Duqueswe Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Marshall Edward J Estate 1104 Jacks Run Rd E McKeesport Pa 15035
Marshall Melvin 100 St Joseph Dr Wilmereing Pa 15148
Marshall Renee 827 Vilsack Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Marshall Walter 3356 Spring Gdn Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Martha Korbely 180 Calvert St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Martin Timothy Kelly Martin Ruth 841 California Ave Apt 711 Avalon Pa 15202
Martin Bernice 2023 Lowrie St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Martin Charles H Estate 2317 Sidney St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Martin Daniel 6609 Brighton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Martin Dennis Bf 608 Nevin Ave Sewickley Pa 15143
Martin Eleanor M Estate 833 E Pittsburgh Mall East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Martin Mary 1000 Masonic Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Martin Michael Estate 4000 Oswald St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Martin Nichelle 2059 Webster Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Martin Rose 834 Thorn St Apt 20 Sewickley Pa 15143
Martineck Lydia 246 S Grandview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Martinez Juan 232 Taylor St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Martonik Edward 28 Regina Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Martz Halbedl Heather 1077 High Meadows Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Martz Verna C/O J Martz 404 Highland Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Maruca Ann 48 C Hall Dr Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Mary Beach 409 Highland Ave Oakdale Pa 15071
Mary Beirne 600 Linclon Hwy Noth Versailles Pa 15137
Mary G Mosko Exec 116 Aurilles St Duquesne Pa 15110
Mary Hevrich Estate 26 Luty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mary James 3541 Ridgewood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Mary Woleslagle Skyview Nursing Home Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Masewicz Steffie 1140 Dohrman St Apt B McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Mason Dorothy Mason Frank 1720 Willow St Mckeenport Pa 15132
Mason Christopher 4011 Everlawn St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Massey Arthur Massey Virginia 6533 Swan Ave Verona Pa 15147
Masslon Edward Masslon Helen 1643 Durbin St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Masters Frank Estate 319 Patton St Wilmerding Pa 15148
Masters James Estate 319 Patton St Wilmerding Pa 15148
Mates James 1023 Chartiers Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Matewski Agnes 1214 Hamilton St McKeesport Pa 15132
Matlas Terry 100 Grant Ave 606 Duquesne Pa 15110
Matthews Alan 9975 Willow Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Matthews Albert J Estate 3929 Ctr Ave Homestead Park Pa
Matthews Brian 3105 Mcroberts Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Matthews Kenneth 182 Whittengale Rd Oakdale Pa 15071
Matthews Kim 919 Miller Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Mattox Thomas A Estate 99 Meade Ave Bellevue Pa 15202
Matuzeski Helen 1023 Chartiers Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Mauro Ralph 7980 Dollman Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Maxwell Lucilla Estate 7043 Kidin St Pittsburgh Pa 99999
Maxwell R R 2835 New England Rd R West Mifflin Pa 15122
Maxwell Robert 3800 New Texas Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
May Aiden Robert 3940 Old William Penn Hwy Apt 412 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
May Marlonna 1211 Marion Cir Clairton Pa 15025
Mayberry Charlott Mayberry Joseph 118 Emrose Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Mayberry Charlott 118 Emrose Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Mayo James 618 Archer St McKeesport Pa 15132
Mayo Joseph John 1102 N Canal St Apt A Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Mays Lee Ten Allegheay Ctr 721 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Mazie Belinda 755 Presque Isle Dr Apt F Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Mazza Dolores Po Box 55016 Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Mazzarini Marc 5625 Aiken Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Mazziotti Joseph 161 Jamison Ln Monroeville Pa 15146
Mazzotti Carmela 204 Taylor St Apt 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Mc Cabe Jane V Estate 48 Crafton Ave Crafton Pa 15205
Mc Cune David J Jr 1776 Guyton Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Mc Grath Eleanor 418 Fieldstone Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Mca Administrators 1910 Cochran Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Mca Administrators 820 Parish St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Mcallister Eva Estate RR 1 Lincoln Pa
Mcanany Lisa 1513 Buena Vista St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mcanulty Garnet E Est 273 Universal Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Mcavey Richard 113 Canby Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Mcbride Phyllis B 308 Thorn St Sewickley Pa 15143
Mcbride Thomas C/O J C Crogan 25−152 National City Bank Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Mcc Cardiology Associates 1518 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Mccague James 1350 Locust St Suite 311 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Mccane Melvin Jr 509 Mills Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Mccarthy Mary 315 Holland Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Mccarthy Ryan 206 Poplar Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Mccarty Anna 183 Oxford Dr McKeesport Pa 15132
Mccaslin C 2006 Old Orchard Pl Gibsonia Pa 15044
Mccauley Esther 107 Powell East Pittsbur Pa 15112
Mcclafferty Justin 102 North Fremont Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Mcclemmy Beulah 4 Hawley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Mcclincey Kelly C/O Renewal Ctr 339 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Mcclung Jacqueline 105 Brdcrest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Mcclure Barbara 249 Fifth Ave Vault P1−Popp−Lb−6 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Mccready David Mccready Ida 32 Highland Ave Etna Pa 15223
Mccue Virginia Mccue Sally 2915 Grover St McKeesport Pa 15132
Mcculloch Evelyn 4th Wood St Room 1700 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Mccune Sean 2709 Pearl St Natrona Hts Pa 15065
Mcdemott Richard 236 Arla Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Mcdermott Celine 1507 Mifflin Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Mcdonald Margaret Estate 73 Independence St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Mcdonalds 4325 Walnut St McKeesport Pa 15132
Mcdonough Ellen Estate 914 Roselle Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Mcdonough Thomas 626 Scenery Dr Elizabeth Pa 15037
Mcdonough Tom 116 Creston Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
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Mcdowell Christopher 302 Herman St 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Mcdowell Robert G Ex C/O E A Lincoln 429 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Mcdowell Sandy 922 Kirsopp Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Mcenheimer Steven 123 Clinton Ave Apt B Oakdale Pa 15071
Mcf Holdings Inc 1312 Superior Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mcfall Bernard P 3713 1 2 Kelly St Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Mcfall Marie 3713 1/2 Kelly St Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Mcfarland Charles R Estate 3 Schley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Mcgary Nicole 668 Carriage Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Mcginess Joseph Estate 1311 Centennial St McKeesport Pa 15132
Mcginley John 2200 Crrafton Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Mcginley Ritta J Estate 139 Pearl St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Mcginn Albert 614 Altmeyer Ally Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Mcgough Thomas 4311 Inland Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Mcgourty Gerald 1317 Ridge St McKeesport Pa 15132
Mcgourty Isabel Est 1123 Greenock McKeesport Pa 15135
Mcgowan James 152 Richard Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Mcgrath And Assoc 1500 Union Bank Bldg 306 Fourth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Mcgrath Eleanor 418 Fieldstone Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Mcgraw Donna 251 Miami St E Michesport Pa 15035
Mcguire Robert Estate 905 Federal St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Mchugh James Mchugh Mary 5340 Saltsburg Rd Apt 310 Verona Pa 15147
Mcintyre Donald 442 Pearce Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Mckean James Mckean Anna 1109 Montana Ave Natrona Hgts Pa 15065
Mckee Norris Mckee John 2002 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Mckee C S And Co Inc 1 Gateway Ctr Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Mckeegan Hugh Estate 107 S 6th St Duquesne Pa 15110
Mckenzie Donald Apt 1405 601 Pressley St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mckernan Daniel 723 Fallen Timber Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
Mckernan Florence 109 Union Ave N Versailles Pa 15137
Mckinley Lois 707 Maryland Ave Oakmont Pa Oakmont Pa 15139
Mckinley Thelma 1029 Salter Way Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mckinney Audrey 612 Coal Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Mckinzie Kevin 269 Shasta Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Mcknight Roy Trust Usx Tower 57th Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Mcknight Stephen Usx Tower 57th Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Mclaughlin Bernard Mclaughlin Marine 418 Hawkins Braddock Pa 15104
Mclaughlin Milton 421 Reynolds St McKeesport Pa 15132
Mcmahon Celia Estate 510 Middle Ave A Wilmerding Pa 15148
Mcmillan Charles 314 Mccready Way Sewickley Pa 15143
Mcnally Brennan 1829 Lowrie St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mcnamara Thomas Mcnamara E 1754 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Mcnamee La Verne Estate 58 Rodgers Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Mcneal Mathew Lee 351 Butler St Etna Pa 15223
Mcneilis Kathleen Mcneilis Edward 795 Killarney Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Mcneilis Dorothy 795 Killarney Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Mcneilis Edward Joseph 795 Killarney Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Mcs Group The 428 Forbes Ave Ste 300 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Mcvay John Estate 1339 Leaside Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Mcvicker Brian 2405 Jane St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Mcwright Josephine Mcwright Robert 1815 Carny Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Mcwright Josephine Mcwright Williams 1815 Carny Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Mdl Capital Management Inc Pickup Pickup Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Meade Barbara J Cust 78 Rich Hill Rd Rd1 Cheswick Pa 15024
Meade Frank S Estate 2814 Hamilton Ave Glenshaw Pa 15116
Meade Thomas 425 Shaw Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Mears Margaret Mears Robert 628 California Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
Mechler Willard 963 Highview Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Med Solutions 56 Terminal Way Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Media Play 6530 Steubenville Str E Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Median Mike 1844 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Medich Alex 114 Peter St Duquesne Pa 15110
Medplus Three Rivers Po Box 1018 Monroeville Pa 15146
Meehan Tracey 1460 Old Steubenville Pike Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Mehaffey Sadie 2707 Delaware St McKeesport Pa 15132
Mehalik Winifred 918 Derby Ln N Versailles Pa 15137
Mehelich William 102 Demor Dr Verona Pa 15147
Meinert Robert 1814 Maine Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Meleshen Alexander 3661 Pinewood Dr West Mifflin Pa 15122
Melisko Christopher 9 Hemlock St Sewickley Pa 15143
Melkon Albert J Jr Melkon Veronica 17 N 4th St Duquesne Pa 15110
Mellon Aura 87 Wheeler St Ext Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Mellon Karen Boyd 208 Rolling Hills Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Meltalicky Diana 3 Oak Way Rankin Pa 15104
Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund Attn M Samuels Ste 102 Liberty Ctr 1001
Liber Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Mendes Adeyinka 3446 Sipe St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mendicino Carman 915 Braddock Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Mendoza Michael 1108 Province St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Menego Katie Menego Jack 1297 Grove Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Menia Silvio 9026 Oak St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Meola Daniel C Sr Est 646 3rd St Verona Pa 15147
Mercantile Safe Dep 249 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Mercer Lime Stone Co 50 Abele Rd Suite 1006 Att C Stenisauskie Bridgeville Pa 15017
Merchant Moorhead Kay 401 Wood St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Mercurio Joan 2105 Wharton St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Merelli Henriett Merelli Peter 315 Noblstown Rd Crafton Pa 15205
Merit Federal Credit Union 4366 Old William Penn Hwy H Monroeville Pa 15146
Merlo Christopher 1528 Wvlie Ave Pittsburqh Pa 15219
Mesco James 1112 Worthington Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Mesisca Nicholas C/O Sneaker Villa 435 Wood St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Meskel Danielle 240 Village Green Dr Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Messmer Jos 112 Eton Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Messmer Mildred 1500 Letort St Apt 809 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Metlife Home Loans 681 Anderson Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Metz Isha 464 Elias Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Metzger Othniel Feeport Rd 42 Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Metzger R E Estate 426 8th St Oakmont Pa 15139
Meyer Kurt 311 Highland Sewickley Pa 15143
Meyer Steven 418 Leslie St East McKeesport Pa 15035
Meyers Benjamin 509 Ohio River Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Meyers Frances Estate 202 Seneca St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Meyers Gerald L Estate 725 Highview Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Meyers Margaret 1768 Mt View Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Mialki Mary Est 967 Freeport Rd Creighton Pa 15030
Mich Jocelyn 1779 Sample Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Michael Amore 491 Shadywood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Michael E Wald Md Prof Shar Tr 1805 S Villa Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Michael Guiliano 702 Illini Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Michael Hrebin Estate 318 Park Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Michael Litch 113 General Braddock Dr North Braddock Pa 15104
Michalski Agnes Michalski Edwin 600 N Monongahela Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Michnuk Helen Estate 1440 2nd St Tarentum Pa 15084
Micklow Agnes House 1302 Russellton Pa 15076
Micks North Hills Chrys Ply Inc 3830 Acorn St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Mid Atlantic 1251 Waterfront Pl Ste 510 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Mid Atlantic Capital Corporation Po Box 23368 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Mihalineck Agnes 222 Liberty St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Mikell Kenneth 609 1/2 Ridge St McKeesport Pa 15132
Mikush A L 4154 Library Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Miles Charles 21 Marquette Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Miles Tommie IV 4836 Nansen St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Miley Amoco PO Box 4530 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Milford John P Estate RR 1 Cheswick Pa 15024
Milford Laverne 1144 Woodhill Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Milford Mildred Estate RR 1 Cheswick Pa 15024
Milka Gruich Estate 1513 East St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Milkis Michael Estate 131 Orin St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Millenium Pharmacy Systems 103 Bradford Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Miller Charles Miller Velma 549 Collins Ave East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Miller Christopher Miller John 218 S Gransview Ave Apt 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Miller Dina Miller Eric 2317 Haymaker Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Miller Canfield Paddock And Stone One Pnc Plaza 249 Fifth Avenu Pittsburgh Pa
15222
Miller Catherine 834 Windom St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Miller Christine 52 E Main St Clairton Pa 15025
Miller Cordella 518 Corey Ave Pittsbugh Pa 15104
Miller Curtis 532 Ctr St E Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Miller Damon 1437 Nixon St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Miller Drlee 236 Thornberry Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Miller Grace 1165 Dohrman St 2 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Miller James Thomas 9831 Presidential Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Miller Jose 3416 Flavian St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Miller Lorlys H Estate 5850 Meridian Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Miller Margaret 535 Smithfield St715 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Miller Marie C/O M Miller 100 Waltkins Ave Bellevue Pa 15202
Miller Mary 216 S Pacific Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Miller Michelle 800 Parkview Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Miller Mildred D Demarco Etal 707 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Miller Mildred 825 Spring Gdn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Miller Minnie 4185 1 Vanhoe Dr Apt L 3 Monroeville Pa 15146
Miller Roberta 162 Pius St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Miller Ruth Estate 113 Wallace Ave East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Miller Ruth F Estate 117 4th St Aspinwall Pa 15215
Miller Ruth J Estate 970 Greensburg Pike East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Miller William 2818 College Park Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Milles Kathe Jr 1434 3rd St Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Milligan Robert 541 Howell St Elizabeth Pa 15037
Mills Carl 1612 Graham Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Mills Thomas L Estate 789 Mill St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Milton J Klein Do Po Box 71 Sewickley Pa 15143
Minar Paulette Minar Andy Necley Ave Wall Pa 15148
Mincin Robert 339 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Minnicks Zephaniah Minnicks Shirley 608 Osborne St McKeesport Pa 15131
Minnotte Contracting Corp 1 Minnotte Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Miroshnychenko Olesksiy 641−1a Elmsebring Ct Apt B 111 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Miskis Francis 3112 Jane St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Mislanovich Smilia 39 S 27th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Mistick Management 1300 Brighton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Mitchell Robert Mitchell Dorothy 8239 Chaske St Verona Pa 15147
Mitchell Adelaide Rogers Personal Care Home 137 Central St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Mitchell Christopher Po Box 24534 Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Mitchell Elizabeth 600 Lincoln Hwy North Versailles Pa 15137
Mitchell Mary S Estate 12 Martin St Duquesne Pa 15110
Mitchell Rita Estate 811 E Hutchingson Ave Edgeworth Pa 15143
Mitchell Robert Cust 121 Lily Dr Glenshaw Pa Glenshaw Pa 15116
Mitcheltree Grace 210 Delaware Ave Apt D Oakmont Pa 15139
Mithcell Christopher Po Box 24534 Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Mixon Doris 4175 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 608 Monroeville Pa 15146
Mo Shvey Inc 176 Allegheny Ctr M Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mocello Philomena Mocello John 1015 Frybery St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Modern Builders Supply Pittsbu 2301 Beaver Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Moebius Partnership 927 Penn Apt 256 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Moeller Frances Moeller Carl 153 Skyport Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Moeller William 104 Kearns Place Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Moeslein Hilda 26 Eleanor Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Mohlman Clarence Mohlman Margaret 3413 Orchard Dr Liberty Boro McKeesport Pa
15133
Mohlman Margaret Mohlman Clarence 3413 Orchard Dr Liberty Boro McKeesport Pa
15133
Mohnach Hildegarde Mohnach Joseph 508 Greenfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Mohney Susan In Po Box 184 Tarentum Pa 15084
Mohsin Jamil 10513 Forest Hill Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Mokosek Thelma B Estate 336 W Railrd Ave Verona Pa 15147
Molly E Swords 578 Homestead Duquesne Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Molnar Kristen 200 S Atlantic Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Mon Valley Orthopedic Ass 1321 Fifth Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Mon Valley Petro Pa 5515 W Smithfield St McKeesport Pa 15135
Monahan Mark 325 Hancock St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Moneck Margueri 7 W Montgomery St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Monfredi Robert 2925 Manual Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Monheim Sanford 225 Ross St Ste 201 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Monte Michelle 1314 Sarah St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Monteloni Robert 1925 Mount Troy Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
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Montgomery Hilda S Est 132 Crescent Hills Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Moon Margaret Moon Daniel 399 Divison Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Moore Benjamin 310 Third St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Moore Christopher Po Box 6592 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Moore Curtis 2 Nobletown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Moore James Mid Atlantic Trust Co The Times Bldg 336 Fourth Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15222
Moore Lamar 3434 Bethoven St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Moore Marjorie Estate 4 Pearl Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Moore Michele 115 Ridgewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Moore Nevin 501 Stanford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Moorehead Marybelle 309 Whittier Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Moorhead Rosemary 436 7th Ave Suite 2150 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Moozelewski Harry Tandem Health Care Cheswick 3876 Saxonburg Blvd Cheswick Pa
15024
Moran James F Estate 1378 Martha St Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Moran Michael Jr 2907 Versailles Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Morbie Ruth 413 Monongahela Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Morder Naomi 194 Swinderman Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Morelli Lisa 12135 Garland Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Morenzi Rita 82 Harper Dr A Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Morgan Helen Morgan John 236 Edwards Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Morgan Mary Estate 123 Butler St Millvale Pa 15209
Moritz Doris Moritz Lyle 1623 English Oak Ct Wexford Pa 15090
Morlacci Robert 169 Lakewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Morris Lester Morris Lottie 265 Edmond St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Morris Susan Morris John 858 Florence Ave East McKeesport Pa 15035
Morris Shirley A Estate 2309 Wellington St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Morris Stella 96 26th St Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Morrison Claire 479 Cannongate Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Morrison John F Jr 1006 Stanford Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Morrison Tammy Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Morrissey Amber 118 Owerheale St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Morrow Anne L Estate 318 James Buchanan Dr Elizabeth Pa 15037
Morrow Sophie 162 Pius St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Morse Donald 1409 Maple Ave 1st Fl Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Morth Henry Morth Marie 613 Girard Avalon Pa 15202
Morth Marie 156 Straw Ave Bellevue Pa 15202
Mosier Stephen 425 Bayne McKeesport Pa 15132
Moskal Gloria C/O Autumn Ln Pch 709 Bittersweet Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Moss Earl 2603 Poinsettia Dr White Oak Pa 15131
Mosso Diane Po Box 112 West Mifflin Pa 15122
Mosso Eric P The Dentistry 10441 Perry Hwy Ste 4 Wexford Pa 15090
Mourachov Pavel 1307 Federal St Suite 300 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mourey Marie 1030 Pennsylvania Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Moye Jeffrey 715 Moravian St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Mozina Johanna Rd 1 Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Mr Ribbs 562 Rodi Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Muck John 914 Ringgold St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Muckle Barbara 140 Blossom Ln Sewickley Pa 15143
Mufti Saif U 113 Veronica Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Muka Frances Estate 23 Natrona St Natrona Pa 15065
Mulligan Catherine 2876 Laketon Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Mulone Nicholas Mulone Sandra 100 Highland Ave Cheswick Pa 15024
Munhall K 550 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Municipal Service Company 103 Atlantic Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Munson Shirley 248 W 6th Ave Tarentum Pa 15084
Murdock Eleanor Apt 1 1st Floor 3984 Drexel Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Murdock Marcia E 3984 Drexel Rd Apt 11 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Murphy Dorothy Murphy Thomas 4123 Lydia Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Murphy Emma 715 Mercer St Apt 613 Leroy Irvis Towers Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Murray Brandi 2143 Rhine Ct Apt 2c Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Murray Laurence 1420 Pacific Ave Apt C105 Natrona Pa 15065
Murray Margaret 977 Gdn City Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Murray Thomas 700 Beatty Rd Apt 317 Monroeville Pa 15146
Murton Lucille 10485 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Musser Kevin 3000 New England Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
My Md Group LLC Po Box 1559 Cheswick Pa 15024
Myers Wayne Myers Joe 1455 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Myers Timothy 6 Ctr St Natrona Heights Pa 15065
N
N S I Satellite Inc 1311 Crest Ln Oakdale Pa 15071
Nady Xavier 100 Lincoln St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Nagasubramaniam Padmavathy Nagasubramaniam Balajee 2715 Thoroughbred Ct
Allison Park Pa 15101
Naik Ameet 103 Teak Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
Namisnak Mary 2900 Shadeland Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Nancy Larkin 5133 Friendship Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Nappier Lavatia 2115 Rhine St Apt 1−A Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Narcisi Mildred 825 Spring Gdn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Narick Emil 707 Grant St Ste 1730 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Narlesky Joseph Estate 1925 Harcum Way Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Nasr Amira Aio 420 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15219
National City Bank Ent 150 Allegany Ctr Mall Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Nationwide Ins 11279 Perry Hwy Suite 402 Wexford Pa 15090
Nationwide Tv & Appl Assoc Inc 408 Penn Ctr Ste 450 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Natt Jasmit 649 California Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Naughton Robert D Four Gateway Ctr Ste 2200 444 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Naugle Harry 114 Horseshoe Dr McKeesport Pa 15131
Nauhaus Dorothy 437 Grant St Suite 1424 Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Nauyokas Joseph 503 Washington Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Ncr 600 Old Pond Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Neal Barbara 207 Eisner Ave Bridgeville Pa 15017
Nee Shannon 241 Verna Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Neff Mary K Cust 1724 Pine Hollow Rd Apt 4 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Nehoda Vera Bayer Corp 100 Bayer Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Neibauer Tracey 1312 Malden St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Neighborcare Bridgeville 700 Bursca Dr 701 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Neighborhood Legal Service Assoc 928 Penn Ave 5th Fl Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Nelson Donna 103 Selvin Dr Verona Pa 15147
Nelson Robert 2335 Firethorne Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Nemes Kenneth John 2522 Highland Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Nestor Alice 1302 Stranmore St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Nestor Christine 337 Dersam St Port Vue Pa 15133
Netreba Margaret Estate 2019 Termon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Neuss Frances 198 N Jackson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Newfield Realty Corporation Inc 1117 Milltown Rd Verona Pa 15147
Newman Joann 255 East Ohio St Apt 108 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Newmeyer Betty J Estate 209 Em Rd Pittsburgh Pa
Newmeyer Terry Rd4 Box 210 Elizabeth Pa 15037
News Group 2100 Smallman St Suite 221 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Nguyen Chau 2120 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Nguyen Khanh 154 Gilmore Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Nguyen Mary Anne 24 Chapman St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Nicholas Romel 1306 Penhurst St McKeesport Pa 15135
Nichols Donald 300 Patricia Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Nicholson Allan 930 W North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Nickels Dorothy Estate 1063 Coverdale St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Nicklas George 1100 Alleghany Ns Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Nickles Bakery 303 Ctr Ave Verona Pa 15147
Nicola Shirley Estate 90 Ridgewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Nicole Snyder 1009 Craig St McKeesport Pa 15132
Niemico Walter Estate 102 S 15th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Niespodzianski Theresa Niespodzianski 2510 Lettieco Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Niglio Steven 1239 Dickson St Bellevue Pa 15202
Nill Elizabeth G Estate 20 Orchard St Braddock Pa 15104
Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp 2335 Firethorne Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Nissani Nechama Nissani Uri 435 Wood St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Nist Katie M Us Steel Tower 600 Grant St−Ste 660 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Nix Christoper 146 Glenfield Dr Penn Hills Pa 15235
Nixon Janet Nixon Gary 9886 Neuhart Blvd Wexford Pa 15090
Nnaji Bartholom 140 Lavale Dr Apt 702 Monroeville Pa 15146
Nocito Bonnie 609 Academy Ave Sewickley Pa 15143
Noel Albertice 2006 Brdview Blvd 201 Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Nok Enterprises Inc 4717 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Nolan Mary Nolan E E 4774 Bayfield Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Nolan Daniel 1340 Geyer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Nolan Daniel 222 Camp Horne Rd Emsworth Pa 15202
Nolan Patrick 335 School St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Nolan Robert 4474 Bayfield Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Nolte Sylvester 25 E Crafton Ave Apt 211 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Norby Christopher Joseph 3420 Estate Dr Oakdale Pa 15071
Nordick Robert 1110 Rush St Floor 1 Ns Pittsburgh Pa
Nordick Robert 1136 Metropolitan Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Noring Leonard 6696 Schafer Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Norris Charles 1336 Beechview East McKeesport Pa 15035
Norristown Regional 300 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste Pittsburgh Pa 15235
North Shore Med Group 7 Pkwy Ctr Ste 375 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Northeast Regional Casu 1000 Liberty Ave Suite 303 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Northwood Realty Services 9840 Old Perry Hwy Wexford Pa 15090
Nouri Dean 12003 Joan Dr Attn: Dr Motorworx Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Novack Timothy 3421 Garfield St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Novak William Novak Marion 6897 Perrysville Ave Ben Avon Pa 15202
Novak Helen 1000 Spring Gdn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Novakows Pearl J Estate 502 6th St Glassport Pa 15045
Novotny John 1314 Kirkpatrick St Braddock Pa 15104
Nowak Virginia M Est 87 Harlem Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Nowden James Estate 420 Dinwiddie St Apt 409 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Nucci Rosemarie Nucci Anthony Apt 413 10918 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Nuttall Ethel L C/O Edmund A Kowal 322 Harmar St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Nuttall Richard S 7 Ctr Aspinwall Pa 15215
O
Oblack Marie A Estate 1000 2nd St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Obrien Florence 412 John St Braddock Pa 15104
Obrien Margaret 52 South 12th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Obrycki Edith 808 W View Park Dr Apt 801 Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Oconnor Levern Oconnor Veronica 911 Woodward Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Oconnor Martin Jude 4624 Carroll St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Oconnor Veronica 911 Woodward Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Odonnell J E Estate 19 Oakund Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Odonnell John 137 Allegheny Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Odonnell Thomas 410 Palomino Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15071
Ofciarcik Amelia 824 Grant Ave 2 Duquesne Pa 15110
Offen Donald 1112 Mt Royal Blvd Apt 306 Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Ogilvie Margaret J Estate 926 Speck St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Ohewar Julia 2508 Sarah St 2nd Apt Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Ohio Farmers Insurance Company Po Box 359 9000 Brooktree Rd Suite 150 Wexford
Pa 15090
Okafor Ogonna 11 Marion St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Okeefe Meaghan 345 S Atlantic Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Oken Frank Oken Irene 108 Acme Ave Cheswick Pa 15024
Ola Thomas 10918 Frankstown Rd Apt 913 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Olek Marian 340 Natick Ct Wexford Pa 15090
Oliver Carnetta Cust 411 Pinewood Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Oliver Judith 607 Penn Ave Apt 515 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Olivo David Olivo Nancy 1214 Northwestern Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Olkowski Jane C/O R Smith Llp 435 6th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Olsen Frances 324 Ophelia Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Olszewski Helen E Estate 68 Walnut St Natrona Pa 15065
Omalley James Omalley Mildred 3441 Proble Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15146
Ondik Kimberlee Po Box 29 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Oneil Francine 402 Northglen Ct Gibsonia Pa 15044
Opice Gino 45 Duff Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Oppenheimer Janice 4th Wood St Room 1700 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Oral Kaan 429 4th Ave Ste 1906 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Oratoski Catherine Oratoski John 1329 Coronado Dr McKeesport Pa 15133
Oravetz Anna 1002 Fitz Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Oreck 1100 Park Manor Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Oreher Harry P Estate 3625 Baytree St Ns Pittsburgh Pa
Organist Mary E Estate 2916 Stromberg St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Orourke Rick 112 Eade St Glenshaw Pa 15116
Orr Michael 100 Oxford Dr Apt 810 Monroeville Pa 15146
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Osborne Estella 328 2nd St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Oskin William 1303 Walnut St North Versailles Pa 15137
Oswald Emily 3a Rosemond St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Ott Rosemary 5 Marie Ave 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Ottey Allison 104 Earlwood Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Ours Ruth Debold Rd McKeesport Pa 15131
Over Patricia 822 HiLLCrest Cir Wexford Pa 15090
Owen Appraisal Service 5450 Steubenville Pike McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Owens Carol 127 Donley Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Owens Maxine G Estate 826 Johnston Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Owusu Daniel 105 Duncan Sta McKeesport Pa 15135
P
Pa National Insurance Group 777 Penn Ctr Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Pacte 819 Deauville Ct Monroeville Pa 15146
Pagach Jennifer 1658 Village Green Dr Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Palmer Edward Mark 340 Pearl St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Panella Janet 519 Kilbourne St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Pannell Camilla 2025 Bentley Dr Apt 1301 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Panner Hermine 7211 Somers St Pitsburgh Pa 15235
Panza Jennie 907 Penn St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Papariella Michael 2618 Sumner St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Pappaterra Rocco 208 Roosevelt St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Parente Contracting Co 3817 Burnaby Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Parisen Robert 50 Vanadium Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Park Ik Whan Apartment 205 1135 Fox Hill Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Park Kwang Ju 3927 Stonecliffe Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Parker Hazel Parker Ralph 617 Semple Avalon Pa 15202
Parker David 208 Carpenter Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Parker Edna E Estate 100 Cerasi Dr Apt 617 West Mifflin Pa 15122
Parker James 629 W Waldheim Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Parker Madeleine C/O J L Parker 629 W Waldheim Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Parker Priscilla M Est 1130 Duff Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Parkvale Bank 4220 Wm Penn Hwy Monroeville Pa 15146
Parrish Stephen Michael 319 Logan St Sewickley Pa 15143
Pasak Pauline Pasak Francis 568 Stokes Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Pascale Kathleen 2416 Sarah St Apt 509 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Pasko Edward Est 4621 Bert Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Paslowski Joe Estate 1151 Ridgeland Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Pasternak Stephen Pasternak Teresa 103 Jefferson Dr Clairton Pa 15025
Pastierik Linda Susan 1007 Glenshaw Ave Glenshaw Pa 15116
Pat Naugle 114 Horseshoe Dr McKeesport Pa 15131
Patricia Hanson Estate 85 N Balph Ave Bellevue Pa 15202
Patricia Schuler 611 Chinaberry Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Patrick Gregory Patrick Judith 310 Quaker Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Patriot Blinds Lp 2004 Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Patsko Bryan 424 Chestnut Ridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Patterson Samuel Patterson Rose 1616 Mt Royal Blvd Apt 100 Glenshaw Pa 15116
Patterson Edward 237 Maple Ave Oakdale Pa 15071
Patton Althea 4933 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Paul C Rizzo Associates 320 Oliver Bldg Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Paul Catherman Estate 3 Simplon St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Paul Critchlow Ins 300 Mt Lebanon Blvd No 220a Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Paul Eisel 1093 Antler Dr Clairton Pa 15025
Paul Jina 1806 N Villa Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Paulding Alice 148 Hawthorne Ave West View Pa 15229
Paulraj Peter 4185 Ivanhoe Dr Apt L3 Monroeville Pa 15146
Paulson David 136 S Home Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Pausic Louis T Estate 635 Versailles Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Pavinich Andrew 1716 Jane St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Pavlic Mary M Estate 4925 1st St McKeesport Pa 15132
Paxton William 3324 Long Bow Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Payne Joan Apt 2 2032 Lowerie St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Payton Ethel 603 Brd St Sewickley Pa 15143
Pazel Stephen Jr 301 Pittsburgh St Cheswick Pa 15024
Peart Kevin 5033 Apple Ridge Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Pease Donald 300 Heritage Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Pechar John Estate 1219 Scott St McKeesport Pa 15132
Peerless Winsmith Inc Scott Traffic Po Box 4448 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Pegher Ronald 202 Perch St Sewickeley Pa 15143
Peirce Harry 35 Jones Ingram Pa 15205
Peiris Naveen 4955 Cheyenne Ct Gibsonia Pa 15044
Peluso Frank 122 Richmore Dr Verona Pa 15147
Penbrad & Co Commerce Ct 4 E Sta Sq Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Penn Fashions Inc Rp 155 Thornhill Rd Warrendale Pa 15086
Penner Melvin 569 Newport Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Pennington Harold Pennington Mary 22 Fleet St Rankin Pa 15104
Pennington Calvin 140 Marietta Dr McKeesport Pa 15131
Pennsylvania Association Of Notarie 14 Wood St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Pennsylvania Fashions Inc 155 Thornhill Rd Warrendale Pa 15086
Pennsylvania Histotechnology Society Po Box 1161 Wexford Pa 15090
Pennsylvania Speech Language Hearing 800 Perry Hwy Suite 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Pension Plan Employees O Child Robinson Plaza 3 Ste 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Peoples Natural Gas Co Attn C Hirth 625 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Pep Boys Pittsburgh6581 Steubenville Pike Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Perella Laura 2160 Greentree Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Perez Janner 911 James St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Perez Javier 146 Mill St Verona Pa 15147
Perlick Elizabeth Perlick Richard 118 Trump Rd Cheswick Pa 15024
Perlora Inc 2837 Smallman St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Permold Gupta 234 Lott Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Perollo Thomas 5949 Snhs Rd Verona Pa 15147
Perrin Tong 2021 Greentree Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Perry Elizabeth 2515 Spring Way Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Pershing Shirley 201 Old Leechburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Persinger Gert 415 Lobinger Ave Apt 202 North Braddock Pa 15104
Perun George 4955 Steubenville Pike Ste 180 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Peters Janina 1536 Prichardview Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Peters Shonna 907 6th St McKeesport Pa 15132
Peters Thomas 123 Sycamore Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Petersen Edward 180 Pennsylvania Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Peterson Dorothy 1313 Freeport Rd Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Petrack John 431 Perry Hy Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Petrakis Anna 401 Sewickley Hts Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Petrick Esther 1028 Bank St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Petrick Tressa 1028 Bank St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Petrone Antoinet Petrone Joseph 228 10th St Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Petrow Katherine Petrow John 123 S 7th St Duquesne Pa 15110
Pfifer Emma 3715 Homestead Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Pittsburgh Financial Group Inc 1 Gateway Ctr 657 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Pittsburgh Psych Assoc Inc 4075 Monroeville Blvd Ste 106 Bldg 2 Monroeville Pa
15146
Phelan Ellen M Estate 2145 Donora St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Philadelphia American Life Ins 820 Parish St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Phillips Bradley G 614b Pennsylvania Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
Phillips Bruce 417 Hoodridge Dr 19 Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Phillips John C Md 1726 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Phillips Luela M Estate 1300 Geyer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Phillips Semiconductor Ibm 500 First Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Piatek Audrey Piatek Frank 651 4th St Braddock Pa 15104
Piatek Joseph Rd 1 Box 290 Coal Ho Verona Pa 15147
Piatek Lucille Box 290 Rd 1 Coal Hollow Verona Pa 15147
Piccuillo Domenick Piccuillo Ann 207 Comrie Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Pick Dennis 12245 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Pickell Stella 180 North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Picket Fence The 432434 Allegheny River Blvd Oakmont Pa 15139
Picturesque Landscaping 555 Elmview Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Pierre Esther 440 Jefferson Ave 13 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Pierro Maria 7144 Shannon Rd Verona Pa 15147
Pietopola Gary 112 Lois Dr Verona Pa 15147
Pifer Arthur 301 3rd Av Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Pintar Karen 44 Calvert St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Piombino Dante 2nd Floor 2716 Sarah St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Piontkowski Joseph Peter 1600 2nd St Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Pirollo Michael 116 Mccusdy Dr Verona Pa 15147
Pisowicz Kathleen Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Pitt Building 213 Smithfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Pitt Ohio Express 15 27th St Accounts Payable Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Pitts Roslyn 102 Sebago Lake Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Pittsburgh Construction Co 245 Summerlawn Lot 117 Sewickley Pa 15143
Pittsburgh Model Talent Management 901 Western Ave Suite 205 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Pittsburgh Wire And Cable 210 Bilmar Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Pivik Joe 7343 Saltsburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Piwonski Wayne 621 East Ohio St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Pj Pappafava Irrev Tr Ct 1133 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Pjax Trucking Po Box 1290 Gibsonia Pa 15044
Pjax Vitran Express Inc Po Box 1290 Gibsonia Pa 15044
Plank Jennifer 345 4th Ave Standard Lfe Apt b7 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Plantz Mary Estate 1616 Sandusky Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Plantz Rose Estate 1616 Sandusky Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Platek Louise C/O Eldercare Attn R Hosilyk McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Plesniak Virginia 413 Monongahela Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Plowman David 1510 Nash Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Plumbers And Pipefitters 5 Hot Metal St Ste 200 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Plummer Kathleen 121 Pius St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Polick Kevin Polick Paige 121 Macarthur Rd Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Pollard Edmund 729 Ridgemont Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Polm Kathryn Estate 606 Hopkins St Sewickley Pa 15143
Polteno Ellen 534 Woodward Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Popeyes 2010 Whartoan St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Porco Adam 152 Ball Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Porter Jamie 1915 Chestnut Ridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Porter John 650 Ctr Rd B 13 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Porter Milton 1301 Blackadore Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Porter Robert 422 Mansion St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Portillo Joel Aio 420 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Potter David 235 Elizabeth Ave East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Poulton Marian 32 Superior Mine Russellton Pa 15076
Powell Anita 303 Andover Ct West Mifflin Pa 15122
Powell James 1513 Crucible St Apt 203 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Powercon 1907 Pennsylvania Ave Crayton Pa 10921
Powers Richard Powers Anne 112 Elmwood Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Powers Garrison Hu Warner Ctr 332 Fifth Ave 600 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Powers Margaret 11670 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Powers Robert 134 Amelia St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Pozel Mary 301 Pittsburgh St Cheswick Pa 15024
Pozys Of Pittsburgh Inc Dba Chauncys 11 & 12 Commerce Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Pradetta Rose 9026 Oak St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Prafeta Angiolina Estate 1401 Adams N So Pittsburgh Pa
Pratt Daniel Pratt Kelly 420 Boyd Blvd Verona Pa 15147
Pratt Audrey 3373 Webster Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Praytor Brandy American Eagle Outfitters Inc 150 Thorn Hill Dr Warrendale Pa 15086
Prazer Mary 1429 Hoffman St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Preferred Property One Monroeville Ctr 320 Monroeville Pa 15146
Prendergast Mildred Po Box 4255 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Pressley Byrd C/O B Pressley 3229 Garfield St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Presto Matthew Presto Tabitha 135 Hahn Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Presutti Nunze 113 Pearl Ave Cheswick Pa 15024
Presutti Shaun 121 Mallard Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Previte Jack 3441 Washington Pike Bridgeville Pa 15017
Prezel Eleanor 877 Ctr Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Pribish Mary 400 Owens Ave McKeesport Pa 15133
Pride Clinical Research Assoc 1400 Locust St Bldg B Ste 10506 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Primary Care Health Services Inc 1835 Centre Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Prime Care Medical Associates 241 251 Freeport Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Prime Medical 1200 Brooks Ln Ste 110 Clairton Pa 15025
Pringle George M Estate 329 Clugston Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Pringle John Estate 329 Clugston Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Priority One Court Reporting Servic C/O M Gantverg And Hodge One Bigelow Sq
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Priority Realty 2840 Library Rd Ste 290 Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Priselac Angela 2011 Beacon St McKeesport Pa 15132
Proctor Jack Estate 59 Schley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Proctor June 267 S Winebiddle St Apt 10 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
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Professional Settlement Services Ll 333 Allegheny Ave Suite 200 Oakmont Pa 15139
Progressive Ins Co 300 Oxford Dr 4th Fl Monroeville Pa 15146
Progressive Insurance 4th Fl Claims 300 Oxford Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Proietti Betty Proietti Larry 241 Park Apts Natrona Heigh Pa 15065
Project Management Inst Inc Po Box 1020 Sewickley Pa 15143
Prokupek Elsie Estate 1614 Radner St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Property Service Central 429 4th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Prudent Individual Investors 4000 Ericsson Dr Warrendale Pa 15086
Prudential Securities Sandra Eps Tein 5600 Usx Tower 600 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Pruitt James T Jr 901 Montour Church Rd Apt 5 Oakdale Pa 15071
Pruski Raymond J Estate 840 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Przywara Catherine 152 S 17th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Pschirer Francis Estate 653 North Ave Millvale Pa 15209
Pucker Margaret Pucker Steve 9022 Sundance Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Puglianos Italian Grill 1808 Golden Mile Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Pulliam James 3450 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Pulmonary Consultant 3175 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Pulse Healthcare 777 Penn Ctr Blvd 111 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Pusateri Nefri 98 Baldwin St Castle Shanno Pa 15205
Putzlocker James 8030 Saltsburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Pyramid Health Inc 681 Anferson Dr Bldg 6 Greentree Pa 15220
Pyros Kyrk 66 School St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Q
Qbe Insurance Corporation 4568 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Qin Yulin 4414 Burma Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Qsure Services Corp 4361 William−Flynn Hwy Craighead Bldg Ste 7 Allison Park Pa
15101
Qualls James Po Box 6576 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Qualters Mary 132 Aurilles St Duquesne Pa 15110
Quashnock Marie G Estate 517 Farnsworth Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Queen Carol 190 Sycamore Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Quigley Merle Quigley Rosella 576 Stokes Ave N Braddock Pa 15104
Quinlan Isd C/O Ebds Judy Ghion 1 Gateway Ctr Ste 1250 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Quinn Thomas H Estate 205 Eton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Quintero Andres 108 Rochwood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
R
R & M Variety PO Box 344 West Mifflin Pa 15122
R E Crawford Inc 1046 PittsburghSt Springdale Pa 15144
R Financial Freedom Club A Partnership 250 Alcoma Blvd Apt 404 Pittsburgh Pa
15235
Rabinowitz Jerry 5173 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Radewicz George 1039 Steuben St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Radiquet Gildas Lionel C/O Pnc Bank Na 249 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Radovic Nicholas 151 Butler St Etna Pa 15223
Radovich Dorthy 383 Rich Hill Rd Cheswick Pa 15024
Radziminski Bernard Radziminski Edwin Apt 12 1101 Br East Mckeespo Pa 15035
Raffensperger Joshua 741 Camphollow Rd Apt C304 West Mifflin Pa 15122
Rafferty Mary Estate RR 1 McKeesport Pa
Rafferty Mary Louise 1228 River Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Ragow Arthur Estate 4701 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Rahman Maksudur 150 Allegany Ctr Mall Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Raimer Elizabeth C/O J E Costa Esq 97 Noble Ave Crafton Pa 15205
Raines Veessa 4905 Kincaid St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Rainey Walter 90 Highland Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Ramirez Carlos 882 Union Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Ramosdelaguila Claudia M 410 Cliffside Dr Apt 52 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Ramsey Harkless In 2421 Wadsworth Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Randall Irwin 460 Coal Valy Rd Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Randolph Robert Randolph Lena 145 Watkins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Rankin Richard Apt 1112 601 6th St McKeesport Pa 15132
Rathfon Barry Rathfon John 421 Tahoe Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Rathke Albert Rd 2 Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Ratkus Rita 1641 Watson St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Ratkus Stanley 1641watson Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Rausch Helen Estate 2717 Fayette St McKeesport Pa 15132
Rauso Damon 507 Lockhart St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Ray Mark 112 Grandview Ave East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Raymond Lawrence D Est 917 Bellview St Creighton Pa 15030
Real Estate Investors Po Box 90115 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Rebmann Shawna 4106 Vistaview St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Red Balloon Daycare 220 Grant St 2nd Fl Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Reddaway Hughie 617 Suismon St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Reding Edward 2400 Craftmont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Redmond Dorothy 3122 Lebanon Church Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Redmond Forrest 3122 Lebanon Church R West Mifflin Pa 15122
Reed Alice C/O D Reed 121 Leslie Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Reed Donald 121 Leslie Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Reed Mark 1063 Woodlow St Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Reed Willis 207 Oliver Dr Elizabeth Pa 15037
Reemployment Transition Center 332 5th Ave 4th Fl Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Reese Samuel 1045 Valle Vista Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Reeve Elizabeth 722 Ravenswood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Regelman Sabbina Estate 4070 Howley St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Regina Cavelins Estate 3515 Fleming Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Regina Gregory Estate 2605 Irwin St McKeesport Pa 15132
Regina Hickey Estate 317 1/2 S 2nd St Duquesne Pa 15110
Regina Schuffert 1000 5th Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Rehner Virginia Rehner Kenneth Rd 2 Bakerst Tarentum Pa 15084
Reichel Thomas 181 Thorn Hill Rd Warrendale Pa 15086
Reid Diana 100 Seventh St Apartment 1501 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Reider Robert J Jr 2420 Lindell St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Reilly Anne C Est 11736 Althea Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Reilly Cecilia 3570 Washington Pike Apt 35 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Reilly Dorothy 367 Dorothy Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Reilly Wayne 1 Marko Trailer Park Oakdale Pa 15071
Reilly William 624 Locust Pl Sewickley Pa 15143
Rein Leona 221 Clairmont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Reinheimer Fred 111 Fall Run Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Reining Anna 109 Gdnview Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Reinsel Clarence Estate 2620 Alta Vista Ave Pittsburgh Pa
Reismeyer Daniel 745 Fourth St Verona Pa 15147
Reit Mgmt Research 680 Anderson Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Reiter Sheet Metal Inc Po Box 15 Verona Pa 15147
Relich Peter Relich Mary 79 Kittanning St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Relich Mary 79 Kittanning St Etna Pa 15223
Remaley James Remaley Ann 409 College Park Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Rembold George F Settlers Walk 1512 Shaker Ct Blk Lt G127 Sewickley Pa 15143
Renal Round Table Ron Brown West Penn Hospital 4800 Friendship Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15224
Renaldi Katherine Renaldi Dominic Freeport Cheswick Pa 15024
Renn Jack Renn Ruth 3980 Hazelwood Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Renner Louise Renner Charles Perrysville Ave Ben Avon Pa 15202
Renshaw Oliver 3950 Old William Penn Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Resource Recycling & Rene 800 Vinial St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Retirement Income Counseling Inc 2349 Railrd St Apt 1612 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Rettger Harry C Est 3557 Ridgewood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Rettger Violet 3557 Ridgewood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Retzer William A Estate 1532 Sherman St Cheswick Pa 15024
Revo Ethel 108 Roberts Dr Clairton Pa 15025
Reynold Robert 1924 Middle St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Ribes George 5372 N Aiken Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Rice Anita 1922 Walter St McKeesport Pa 15135
Rice Carlos 334 Lobinger Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Richards Bobbijo 1058 Noblestown Rd Oakdale Pa 15071
Richardson Ann 206 Farmcrest Dr Oakdale Pa 15071
Richardson D E 181 Shenandoah Dr Penn Hills Pa 15235
Richardson Jayne 118 Emrose Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Richardson Robert John J Kane Ctr Glen Hazel 955 Rivermont Dr Pittsburgh Pa
15207
Richey Mitye 7854 Thon Dr Verona Pa 15147
Richick Edward 315 Fourth Ave Homestead Pa
Richick Isabel 315 Fourth Ave Homestead Pa
Richmond Mall Associates Lp 437 Grant St Suite 1600 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Rickert Julie 625 Blackburn Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Ricketts Dwight 9140 Paul Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Ricketts Thomas C/O J Nutta 1529 Saturn Way Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Ridc Kystone Commons 645 Braddock Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Riddle Mary Estate RR 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Riddle Walter 132 3rd St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Ridge Thomas 120 Alcan Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Rieder Dorothy 2420 Lindell St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Riegner Timothy Riegner Claire 825 Pinecrest Dr McKeesport Pa 15135
Riegner Francis Michael Jr 825 Pinecrest Dr McKeesport Pa 15135
Riems Jerome 277 Newbury Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Riffe Kathleen Riffe Michael 4757 Oakhurst Ave Gibsonia Pa 15044
Riffle Paul Demarco & Negle 707 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Rigby Tammy 1601 Mayview Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Riley Flora Riley William 83 Mptyj Dytrry Duquesne Pa 15110
Riley Terence 11 Oakridge Hts Dr Oakdale Pa 15071
Rinehart Elbert Rinehart Wilma 601 W Jefferson Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Rinehat Lee 4608 Carrol Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Ringel Kristen 8969 Knoll St Allison Park Pa 15101
Rippl Printing & Packaging 29 S 3rd St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Rita Gulasy 3580 Washington Pike Country Meadows Pch Bridgeville Pa 15017
Ritchey Christina 40 Boulder Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Ritchie John A Estate 102 Elmont St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Ritenour Roy In Rd 1 Box 33 McKeesport Pa 15131
Rittelman Edward Rittelman Nellie Rd 2 Box 204 Sewickley Pa 15143
Ritter Ralph 504 Old Leechburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Rivas Angelica Hendricks Jennifer 647−1b Oaklynn Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Rivas Salvador 1000 Westpointe Apt 211 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Riviere Nicholas S Jr 1100 River Oaks Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Rizzo Kimberly 190 D Sagamore Hill Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Rmi 887 Middle Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Roach Robert Roach Theresa 2411 Westmar Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Roach Angelina 1411 Halsey Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Roach Patrick 2410 Woodmere Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Road Loans As Lien Holder 63 N Sprague Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Robb Leonard Mulvihill Esq 870 Six Ppg Place Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Robbins Brian 124 Congress St Rear White Oak Pa 15131
Robel Ann 3612 California Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Robert George Jewelry Store Attn R George 518 Allegheny River Blvd Verona Pa 15147
Robert Mcnaught 133 Anderson Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Robert Minech 2401 Webster Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Robert Peirce Associates Inc 2500 Gulf Tower Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Roberta Evelyn Shaw Country Meadows 3570 Washington Pike Bridgeville Pa 15017
Roberto Orlando Roberto Charles 430 Highland Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Roberts Dorian 525 Wilson Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Roberts Edward Estate 2915 Mount Carmel Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Roberts James 10 Georgian Place Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Roberts Marshall Austin 612 Springfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Robertson Whitten Allen Robertson Troy Neal 1908 Wallace Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Robertson Charles 1812 Foxcroft Ln Allison Park Pa 15101
Robertson Sarah C Estate 921 Grant St McKeesport Pa 15132
Robich Amy 112 West Prospect Ave Apt B−5 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Robinson Dean 300 Walpole Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Robinson Geogetta Estate 4022 Mintwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Robinson Kenneth 545 8th St Oakmont Pa 15139
Robinson Lila 415 Ella St 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Robinson Michael 147 Faybern Ct Verona Pa 15147
Robinson Rhonda 4920 Glenwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Robinson Shawn 1849 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Robson Thomas Estate Davis Ave Homestead Park Pa
Rocci Assontu Rocci Vincent 452 Pearl St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Rochelle Johnson 1322 Liverpool St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Rockwell International Group 600 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Rodgers Genevieve Rodgers Edward 1217 Reddour St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Rodgers Timothy J Ex Rodgers Patricia 99 Mount Vernon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Rodgers William Rodgers Helen 1408 Warner St Fl 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Rodgers Don 1608 Stone Mansion Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Rodgers Mary C Estate 1137 Troy Hill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
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Rodgers Raymond 3511 Campus St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Rodgers Ronald Elizabeth Elizabeth Pa 15037
Rodgers William 1443 Beldale St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Rodman Sayre 32 Crystal Dr Oakmont Pa 15139
Rodriguez Dennis Po Box 56 Oakdale Pa 15071
Roefaro Nicholas 2321 Saunders Sta Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Roeger Matthew 2019 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Roemele Virginia 4842 William Flynn Hwy The Manor Allison Park Pa 15101
Rogers Mary L Estate 819 Balmoral Dr Pittsburgh Pa
Rohal Todd 128 Lilac Ct Oakdale Pa 15071
Rohrich Cadillac Inc 4 Holt St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Roland Migliorato 5380 Saltzburg Rd Verona Pa 15147
Rolewska Genevieve 117 Mobile Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Rolik Joseph Rolik Anna 50 Ashford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Rollins Devon 1420 Centre Ave Apt 1502 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Roloff Bernice 4003 Penn Ave Apt 508 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Romanos Laura 467 Carnegie Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Romas Stephen Romas Letitia 59 W Calvin Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Romeo Arthur 13 Melvin Ct Apts A3 Beulah R Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Romero Robert 4021 Winterburn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Romig Elizabeth Romig Geroge S Jr 4712 Bert Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Romine Joe 535 Park Ave Mifflin Pa 15122
Rompala Matthew 2635 E Carson St Apt 227 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Rona Paul 305 Woodland Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Ronald Grow 2032 Hampstead Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Ronca Doris 420 Halket St N Versailles Pa 15137
Ronda Winnecour 600 Grant St Ste 3250 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Ronda Winnecour Suite 3250 Usx Tower Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Rooney Helen 923 California Ave 704 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Roos William 49 North Fremont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Rose H 706 Spencer Woods Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Rose Rosemary 716 Wimbledon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Rosen Marjorie 694 Lincoln Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Rosen Richard One Oxford Bldg Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Rosenberger Ian 300 Heintz St Apt 528 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Rosenberger Jane 410 Walnut Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Rosiello Madeline 1345 Maple Ave Verona Pa 15147
Roslund Charles 106 Collingwood Place Monroeville Pa 15146
Ross Belva L Estate 1012 Hartman St McKeesport Pa 15132
Ross Daniel De 612 Douglas Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Ross Patsy 3215 Turner St McKeesport Pa 15131
Ross Philamenia Est 3137 Shadeland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Ross Theresa 3215 Turner St McKeesport Pa 15131
Rossetti James Do 3118 Harts Run Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Rossino June 507 Washington Ave Bridgeville Pa 15017
Rotella Alex 1143 Harvard Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Roth Judith Roth Dennis 40 Forest Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Roth Adele 100 Fawn Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Rothert Alfred Estate 4260 Irvine St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Rothrauff Leonard 401 Bessemer Ave East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Rotolo Kyle 1601 Pennsylvania Ave 513 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Rouse Sheryl 2108 Bentley Dr 695 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Rowan Davies 212 Twin Ponds Ln Bridgeville Pa 15017
Rowan Martin 851 Tripoli St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Roy Travis 1009 East Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Royal & Sun Alliance 651 Holiday Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Rubash Anna 226 Kenmar Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Rubbo Theodore Rubbo Ruth 715 Freeport Rd Rm 203 Cheswick Pa 15024
Rubosky Steven M Jr 108 3rd Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Ruccio Debbie 641 Michigan Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Rudberg Donald Rudberg Signe 4 Holt St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Rudolph Adelinda 9 Denmarsh St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Rudolph Gregory 205 Parkrdg Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Rudolph William A Sr 125 Corey Ave Apt 103 Braddock Pa 15104
Rum C/O Montgomery & Rust Inc Allison Park Pa 15101
Runco Albert 807 Stanton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Runge Catherine Runge Edward Boston Hollow Boston Pa 15135
Rupert Frederick 334 Brd St Sewickley Pa 15143
Ruppel Joanne 526 Edgewood Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
Rusin Paula 2572 Duncan Ave Allison Park Pa 15101
Ruskewicz Charles 440 10th St Oakmont Pa 15139
Rusnak John 1848 Greentree Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Russell Anna 268 Woodlands Dr Verona Pa 15147
Russell Betty 905 Beech Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Russell Julie 113 Lanford Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Russell Lah 684 Lowridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Russo William Russo Marie 1040 Hulton Rd Verona Pa 15147
Ruth Campbell 151 Saylong Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Ruth Free 414 Schaffer Ave Elizabeth Pa 15037
Rutherford Andre 308 North Taylor Apt 304 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Rx Pharmacy 540 Seco Rd Building 3 Monroeville Pa 15146
Ryan Homes Park Place Estates 300 Bilmar Dr Suite 200 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Ryan Rita 301 Oakland Ave N Braddock Pa 15104
Rybar John 225 5th Braddock Pa 15104
Rycon Construction 2525 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
S
S & A Shell Mart 421 Rodi Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
S N P C/O G Hrovat 365 Pennsylvania Ave Oakmont Pa 15139
Sablinsky Donald 301 North Ave E Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Sabo Elizabeth 138 S 6th St Duquesne Pa 15110
Sabol Michael Sabol Mary 811 Priscilla Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Sabol Paul 220 22nd St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Sacco Mark 235 Wineberry Dr Cheswick Pa 15024
Sadvary Steven 24 Union Ave Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Safety Solutions International Inc 1416 Pkwy View Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Safran Albert Safran Doris 406 Silvan N Braddock Pa 15104
Saitta Melissa 1100 Oneil Blvd Apt 9 McKeesport Pa 15132
Sakar Okan 649 California Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Salani Geno 935 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Salazar Tiffany Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Salka Annabell Salka Nancy 265 Lincoln Hall Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
Salle Mae Servicing 2718 Koppers Bldg Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Salman Mohamed 379 Larimar Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Salopek Betty Salopek Matthew 1000 Kennedy Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Salopek Catherine Salopek Francis 703 Richford Duavesne Pa 15110
Salopek Matthew Salopek Frank 1000 Kennedy Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Salopek Duane P 339 Utah Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Saltsburg Tobacco 6417 Saltsburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Salvi Kathryn 2707 Delaware St McKeesport Pa 15132
Salvucci Josephin Salvucci Dominic 168 Milford Duquesne Pa 15110
Salyards Ethel Salyards John 140 Lavale Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Samiec William W Jy 701 4th St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Sams Howard 1193 Washington Pike Bridgeville Pa 15017
Samuel O Arkin Dba Arkin 2002 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Sancaktar Selin 2159 Pendleton Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Sandal Ethel Sandal C H Pittsburgh St Cheswick Pa 15024
Sanders Elisa 1801 Centre Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Sanders Shirley 616 Large Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Sandra A Trs C/O Pnc Advisors Svc Ctr 620 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Sandy Creek Supply Cont Co 140 Sandy Creek Rd Verona Pa 15147
Sandy Rebecca 3520 Washington Pike Bridgeville Pa 15017
Sanford Frank Dmtc C/F The Rollover Ira 1463 Glenn Ave Glenshaw Pa 15116
Sanner Thomas 620 Cir Dr Elizabeth Pa 15037
Santa Sabina 2403 Grandview McKeesport Pa 15132
Santana Mojica Marcos 544 Tb Chatham Park Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Santory James 125 Mount Vernon Dr McKeesport Pa 15135
Santos Angelo 135−C Woodlawn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Santumauro Incoronata Santumauro Antonio 2700 Ford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Sarah Milligan 407 Virginia Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Sarber Robert Eugene 3000 Naomi Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Sarcone Johnnie Sarcone Joseph 5013 Langhorn St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Sarnowski Paul 2467 Saddle Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Satella Michael 14 Hawthorne Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Sathi Semur 336 Willow Hedge Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Sauers Joseph 1312 Maple Ave Verona Pa 15147
Savage Gloria Estate RR 5 Box 280 Belleverne Pa
Saver Edward Estate 5115 Rosetta St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Scanlon Brian 4554 Carroll St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Scarber Daniel 15 Arlington Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Scarbinsky Aislinn 329 Tb Oakville Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Schafer Anne 440 S Atlantic Ave 105 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Schafer William 531 Perry Hwy Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Schantz Grace 87 Wheeler St Ext Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Scharbeck Veronica Scharbeck John 2029 Lowrie Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Scherrah Carl 714 Naylor St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Scheuermann Johanna 609 Penn Ave Apt 1308 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Schick Stella Estate 608 Hazel St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Schiffer Albert 410 Taylor St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Schiffer Regis 7 Fenway Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Schiftic Anna 121 S 19th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Schlegel Geraldine 17 Lawrence St Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Schleicher Robert 1650 Arnold St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Schlesinger Allan 715 Mercer St Apt 810 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Schmidt Amelia 836 Phineas St Rear Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Schmidt Charles 3017 Hermitage Ave Easton Pa 15045
Schmidt Johanna 840 Progress St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Schmidt Olive Estate RR 2 Box 296 McKeesport Pa 15130
Schmidt Ruth L Estate 1808 Meadow St McKeesport Pa 15132
Schmiedel Mark 401 Shelbourne Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Schmitt Jason 2520 Mission St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Schmitt Shannon 3607 Northridge Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Schmitt Shirley 1008 Anderson Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Schneider Victoria 3419 Shadeland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Schoeppner Barbara 302 Queensberry Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Scholes Josephine 72 Bellview Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Schork Helen 6604 Soltis Dr Clairton Pa 15025
Schorr Lawrence 6604 Soltis Dr Clairton Pa 15025
Schorr Naomi 402 Hillview St Duquesne Pa 15110
Schratz Rosemarie Attn D Brennen 3100 Usx Tower Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Schrello Joseph Carriage Park Apts 100 Chatham Park Dr Apt 601 Pittsburgh Pa
15220
Schrim Steven 1723 Ferguson Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Schubert Mary Jo Est 1012 Brdway St E McKeesport Pa 15035
Schultz Eugene Schultz Anna 2004 Baldwin St McKeesport Pa 15132
Schultz Florence 1935 Hampstead Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Schultz Joseph J Jr 1935 Hampstead Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Schultz Raymond 2019 Washington Blvd Glassport Pa 15045
Schwamberger Wilbur Schwamberger John 524 N State St Clairton Pa 15025
Schwarman Helen Schwarman Mary 3813 Belladonna Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Schwartz Cooper Chartered One Pnc Plaza 249 Fifth Avenu Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Schwartz John 728 Mcbeth Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Schweitzer Cecilia 743 St Agnes Ln West Mifflin Pa 15122
Sciarretti Bernadette 176 Marsen St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Sciarrino Mary Sciarrino John 1808 Naser Rd N Versailles Pa 15137
Scipione Serafina 142 Crescent Hills Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Scores Pennsbury Village 1049 Pennsbury Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Scott Andrew P Estate C/O S Marlin Wellsley & Portland St Pittsburgh Pa
Scott Helen Apt 407 601 6th St McKeesport Pa 15132
Scott Howard 501 Pirl St Apt 8h McKeesport Pa 15132
Scott Janet 147 Meaded Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Scott Joshua Apt 4 737 Allegheny River Blvd Verona Pa 15147
Scott Lois Estate 71 Oregon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Scott Maria 253 Alpine Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Scott Motor Company 419 Lincoln Hwy North Versailles Pa 15137
Scott Patricia Est 5523 2nd Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Scott Pearl 25 Jacksonia St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Scott Ryan 208 Elliott Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Scott Thomas 708 Jefferson Dr Ste 206 Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Scotts Turf Royal Inc 734 Beulah Rd Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Sdit LLC 707 Grant St Gulf Tower Suite 1830 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Seabert Agnes 35 Cherry St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Seabright Ann 710 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Seagrist Barbara 2582 Matterhorn Dr Wexford Pa 15090
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Seaman Betty 611 Edmund St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Second Avenue Cafe 5401 2nd Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Secrist Renna 604 Pine Ave Cheswick Pa 15024
Secure Document Management Corp Po Box 262 Elizabeth Pa 15037
Secure Settlement Group Suite 450 2000 Corporate Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Sedgman Usa LLC Sern Cross Construction 2090 Grntree Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Seeman Katherine Seeman Robert 14249 Horseshoe Dr McKeesport Pa 15131
Seeman Deborah 735 Indiana Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Segriff Arthur Segriff Helen 30 Wood Natrona Pa 15065
Segriff Annabelle 116 East Second Ave Tarentum Pa 15084
Seidl Joseph 202 Sample Millvale Pa 15209
Seifert Donald 1311 Pennsylvania Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Sekely Stephen T Estate 123 Ashton St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Selick Eric 835 Hulton Rd Verona Pa 15147
Sellers Amy B Cust Rd 2 Box 251a Wexford Pa 15090
Sellers David Cust Rd 2 Box 251a Wexford Pa 15090
Sellers John D Cust Rd 2 Box 251a Wexford Pa 15090
Sellers Laural Cust Rd 2 Box 251a Wexford Pa 15090
Sellers Tamela Cust Rd 2 Box 251a Wexford Pa 15090
Semegy Olga 1100 Alleghany Ns Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Semler Lois 1605 Scott McKeesport Pa 15132
Sempelsz Louise 168 Elmwood Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Senckman Lawrence F Estate 1315 Superior Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Senior S Associ 2120 Greentree Rd Ste B102 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Sepesy Nancy 40 Wood St Braddock Pa 15104
Sepich Thomas 520 S Mathilda St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
September 24th Group 1650 One Ppg Place Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Serrao Joseph 39 Glenshaw Ave Glenshaw Pa 15116
Sesonick Sophie Estate 2117 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Setru Company C/O Attn Trust Dept Po Box 30918 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Seven Springs Mountain Resort Registration Chairman 425 Sixth Ave Suite 2710
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Sewell Luther J Jr 904 Adelaide St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Sewickly Country Inn 801 Ohio River Blvd Sewickley Pa 15143
Seybert Alec Richard 405 Pa Vista Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Sfanos Nick Sfanos Mary 806 Wood St East Pittsbur Pa 15112
Shafer Dorothy E Estate 59 Schley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Shafer Thomas 826 Macdonald St Sewickley Pa 15143
Shaffer Donna 1003 Woodland Dr McKeesport Pa 15133
Shaffer Patricia 150 Richards Ln Wexford Pa 15090
Shaffer Ron 223 James St Monroeville Pa 15146
Shales Cafe Inc 1208 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Shannon Optical 319 Castle Shannon Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Shargo Jake 135 Ingram Av 103 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Sharp Tammy 813 Kerry Hill Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Shaw Clara 1410 Brinton Ave North Braddoc Pa 15104
Shaw Lyda 130 Dolphin St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Shaw Violet 305 Beech St Oakmont Pa 15139
Shaylece Hair & Bodyworks 2841 Centre Ave Apt Bmt Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Sheetz James Sheetz Nora 3149 Lecky Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Shegina Dorothy C Heintzman Etal 707 Grant St 35th Flr Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Shehata Hazem 2750 Hunters Cir Apt 535 Allison Park Pa 15101
Shellgren Darla 1507 Squire Ridge Dr C/O D Suba Sewickley Pa 15143
Shepherd Margaret Shepherd Harry 109 Hudson St Oakdale Pa 15071
Sherman Anthony Terrell 920 James St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Sherman Michael D Fried Kane Walters Zuschlag Suite 1404 625 Stanwix St
Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Sherrill Mary 7406 Stranhan St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Sheryl Rodriguez Po Box 263 Sewickley Pa 15143
Shibli Urooj 2566 Haymaker Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Shimkets Dolores Shimkets Frank 1521 Brighton Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Shipley Margaret 1065 Old Hills Rd McKeesport Pa 15135
Shipman Elizabeth 2406 California Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Shirley E Lockard Admin C/O J Gabriel Attorney Usx Towers Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Shirley Wilson 647 Allegheny Ave Apartment 100 Oakmont Pa 15239
Shook Margaret Shook Vance Po Box 91 West Mifflin Pa 15122
Shoup Annabelle Shoup Arnold 612 Thropp St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Shreffler C M Estate 33 S Emily St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Shrione Helen 108 June Dr McKeesport Pa 15133
Shull Patricia 719 Hemlock St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Siak Haray 100 Milton St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Siarkowski Thad 227 Fairfield Rd Tarentum Pa 15084
Sicili Theresa 601 Main St Apt 707 Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Sicilian Pizzeria 1512 Park Manor Blvd Crafton Pa 15205
Sickeller Albert Estate 1939 Emma Bitzer Pittsuburgh Pa
Sidarenka Natallia 412c Glen Malcolm Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Siebauer Catherine 431 Union Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Sieber Emily 126 Westchester Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Siegal Sara 326 Ctney Pl Wexford Pa 15090
Siemens Transportation 1603 Carmody Ct Sewickley Pa 15143
Silverize Grace Silverize Grace 1146 Province St Fl 2 Ap Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Silverstein Barbara Silverstein Robert 119 Rankin Blvd Rankin Pa 15104
Silwart Mildred 1023 Peralta St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Simm L 517 Chauncey Cir McKeesport Pa 15132
Simmons David C/O Simmons David 1434 Spreading Oak Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Simmons Neelie 2704 Herron Ln Glenshaw Pa 15116
Simon Alan Eugene 517 Park Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Simon Jack 152 Carriage Hill Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Simon John 516 Sinclair St Apt McKeesport Pa 15132
Simonetta Margaret C/O Kane Glen Hazel Regional 955 Rivermont Dr Pittsburgh Pa
15207
Simpson Peter 212 Clay Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Simpson Tiffany 1741 Belleau Dr Apt 22 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Sims Rosie Lee Est 2124 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Simun Francis Simun Marie 342 Arch St Clairton Pa 15025
Singer Anna 108 Bradshaw Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Singh Daljit Md 4520 Penn Ave 2nd Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Singh Harjeet 1400 Greenvaly Dr Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Singleton Edward 986 Diane Dr N Versailles Pa 15137
Sipe William 10015 Valyview Ct Wexford Pa 15090
Sisca Arnold Mount Royal Blvd Allison Park Pa 15101
Sitko Rodella And Bruno LLC 2006 East Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Skelley Mary 11wallace Rd Millvale Pa 15209
Skiffington Evelyn Estate 1321 Beverly Rd McKeesport Pa 15133
Skovranko John 723 Parker St Duquesne Pa 15110
Skowron Sandra 603 Delafield Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Skurka Stephen Skurka Helen 1813 Brighton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Skwarek Arial 213 Oak St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Sky Hris 1st Fl 336 Pearl St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Slade Kurt 1 Ppg Pl 12th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Slade Margaret 1 Ppg Place 12th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Sladic Barbara Estate 1136 Troy Hill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Slahtovsky Robert Or Marueen S 2372 Highland Ave Allison Park Pa 15101
Slater Julia 217 S Mathilda St Unit 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Sliwinski Stanley 5623 Aiken Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Sloan Emmanuel 1236 Church Ave Mckees Rock Pa 15136
Sloan Henry 213 Dinwiddie St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Slovak Donna 1016 Fritz St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Smart Frank 710 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Smiling Moose 1306 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Smith Althea Smith Meade 3184 Morningside Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Smith Agnes 107 Powell East Pittsbur Pa 15112
Smith Bernice 2439 Bedford Ave Apt 2 33 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Smith Chris 7kellyct Gibsonia Pa 15044
Smith Christina M 2522 Hyer Ave Apt 62 C N Versailles Pa 15137
Smith David 2023 Hawthorne Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Smith Elaine 493 Castle Shannon Blvd Apt 51 Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Smith Gary 6 Cannon St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Smith Gayle 222 Hawkins Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Smith Hutchings 4931 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Smith James 601 6th St McKeesport Pa 15132
Smith Marie Tower Grille 425 6th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Smith Martha J 1600 Rosedale St Apt 213 North Versailles Pa 15137
Smith Mozell In 733 Shawnee St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Smith Ninette 828 Concord St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Smith Robert Dba American Harvest Deli 1010 High St Rear Perry Pittsburgh Pa
15212
Smith Thomas 12 South Grandview Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Smith Thomas 329 Priestley Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Smith William 635 Newport Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Smollen Heather 733 Bank St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Snow Barbara 211 Water St Elizabeth Pa 15037
Snow John 1528 Madison Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Snyder James Snyder Ann 309 Smithfield St Suite 4000 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Snyder Margt Snyder Vincent 19 Meadow St Duquesne Pa 15110
Snyder Clarence 10128 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Snyder Diane Manor Oak One Ste 570 1910 Cochran Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Snyder Margt 19 Meadow St Duquesne Pa 15110
Somerville Kevin 2004 Grove Pl Apt 435 Minor Bene Of Donna Dav Pittsburgh Pa
15219
Sommer Rose 5018 Brd St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Sommerville Agnes Sommerville John 328 Delny Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Somsanith Nokeo Domino S Pizza Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Sone Daisuke 100 Anderson St Apt 647 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Sonick Irene J Estate 9623 Glendale Rd Verona Pa 15147
Sonika Bhatnagar 2649 Hunters Point Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Sorgi Martina 113 Bellevue Ave Apt 204 Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Sosanko Susan 2658 Hepner Ln Elizabeth Pa 15037
Sosovicka Mark F Dmd 10 Duff Rd Suite 405 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Source One Marketing Inc 800 Vinial St Suite B401 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Souta Mary L Estate 642 Madison St McKeesport Pa 15132
Soveral Loretta Soveral Walter 1215 Muriel St Fl 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Spahr Jonathan 802 Ctr Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Spandonis Andrea 223 Woodhaven Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Spangler Barbara 1405 Pennsylvania Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Spears Alonzo 201 Jefferson Rd Apt 518 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Spears Thor 201 Jefferson Rd Apt 518 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Spectrum Painting Inc 1275 Grove Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Speer Charles 129 Harrison Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Spence Lawrence Spence Mildred 1219 Pennsylvania 2nd Fl Emsworth Pa 15233
Spencer Michelle 322 Bell Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Spencer Robert 133 Homer Place Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Spencer Shawntae 509 Kenmawr Ave Rankin Pa 15104
Sperling Margaret 9911 Tomahawk Trl Wexford Pa 15090
Sperring Wayne Sperring Heidi 303 Redrome W Cir Bridgeville Pa 15017
Speyer Alexander Jr 1202 Benedum Trees Building Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Spreng Joseph Estate 142 Lincoln Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Sprentz Irene 428 Peterson St McKeesport Pa 15132
Sproull Frederick 3878 Ash Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Sprowls Edna C/O A J Pentecost Esq 310 Grant St Ste 2601 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Spudich Eugene 144 Lohengrin Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Ssc Wexford Operating Co Lp 194 Swinderman Rd Mariner Health Care Of No
Wexford Pa 15090
St Julien Jack 215 Rankin Blvd Braddock Pa 15104
St Marys Dialysis 320 E North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Stack Mary 103 Western Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Stadfield Terri 754 Venango Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Stakley Horice 9568 Shenot Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Stanckiffe Harold 440 W Railrd Ave 2nd Floor Verona Pa 15147
Standard Mortgage Corp Of Ga I 101 Camino Ct Clairton Pa 15025
Standish Lisa 9494 Meadow Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Stanich Raymond Stanich Simica 2318 E Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Stankovich Bonnie 1212 Sherwood Dr Elizabeth Pa 15037
Stanley Cathy 214 Monroe St Monroeville Pa 15146
Stanyard Jessie 2716 5th Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Stapleton Grant Po Box 384 Glenshaw Pa 15116
Starr Leslie 601 Pressley St 918 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Starr Michael 12128 Harvard Dr Penn Hills Pa 15235
Stasch Wilma 104 Hampton Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Stasha Andrew Estate RR 2 Linda Vista Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Staskowski Brian 4012 Hoosac St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Staszak Frank Staszak Mary 140 Overland Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Staving T 2470 Rochester Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Stavros Jack 1538 Riverside Rd Verona Pa 15147
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Stead Julie 3240 Leechburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Steckel Marie Steckel John 131 Friday Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Steckel Marie Steckel John 208 Shoup St Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Steele Filipek 469 Woodland Hills Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Steele George 126 Oak Pointe Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Steele Jennifer 1420 Centre Ave Apt 508 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Steets Dorothy Estate 305 Lock St Tarentum Pa 15084
Steffan Aedena RR 4 Box 101 Elizabeth Pa 15037
Stefurak Diane 90 Wilson St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Stein John 555 Hill St Sewickley Pa 15143
Stein Shirley 36 S 27th St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Steinmetz Jeanette Steinmetz Rose 1133 Rush N S Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Stellute Patsy A Jr 3934 Coleman St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Stelzl Erma 3222 Overlook Dr McKeesport Pa 15133
Stephany Mabel 806 Limestone Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Stephens Maycelle 3000 Swallow Hill Rd Apt 307 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Stephens Robert 2321 La Place St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Stephens Rose 2137 Pennsylvania Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Stephenson Margaret Apt 212a Gibsonia Pa 15044
Sterling Glenn I In 3743 Old Orchard Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Stern Advertising Inc 7 Pkwy Ctr Ste 615 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Sterner Keith 113 Elm St Clairton Pa 15025
Stertz James F Estate 3732 Millerton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Stevens Donald Stevens Mabel 2360 Collins Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Stevens Margie Stevens Nancy 155 Gray Sewickley Pa 15143
Stevens Susan 45 Kittanning Pike Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Stevenson Florence C/O D M Charles Esq 445 Ft Pitt Blvd Ste 220 Pittsburgh Pa
15219
Stevenson Tom Manor Oak One Ste 570 1910 Cochran Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Steveson Betty M Estate 846 Tripoli St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Steward Donald 3229 Estate Dr Oakdale Pa 15071
Stewart Dolores 832 Shawnee St Pittburgh Pa 15219
Steytler Anne 1001 Allegheny Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Stiffler Margaret 109 Marble Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Stinebaugh Patricia 2801 Boyd St McKeesport Pa 15132
Stinner Jean Stinner John 6809 Adams Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Stock Norman Stock Agnes 1344 Manning Fl 1 East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Stockdill V M Estate 615 Mehaffey St Duquesne Pa 15110
Stoehr Winifred 52a Boone Dr Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Stone Kevin 123 Chowning Ct Gibsonia Pa 15044
Stonebeg Spencer 153 McKeesport Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
Stonebreaker P D 113 Conneaut Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Storrs Richard 253 Laurie Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Stout Gary E Esquire 633 City−County Building Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Straka Margaret Estate Lucy Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Streeter James 1704 Belleau Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Streeter Samuel Est 246 Lombard St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Stretavski Deborah 1001 Franklin Ct Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Strichko Timothy 17 N 6th St Duquesne Pa 15110
Stright John O III 902 Pickwood Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Strilka Ronald 1228 Silver Ln McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Stritzinger Joseph 9500 Babcock Blvd Apt D208 Allison Park Pa 15101
Stromberg Eslee Ymca Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Stromberg Jane Estate 818 Johnston Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Strong Richard 1351 Parkview Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Strong Richard 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 508 B Gibsonia Pa 15044
Struck Maritza C/O Miles Inc 1 Mellon Bk Ctr 500 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Struck Werner 100 Bayer Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Stryker Jean 846 Wild Violet Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Stuczynski Louis 124 Strawberry Ln Wexford Pa 15090
Stupka Bernadette 1006 Sixth Verona Pa 15147
Sturgill Sara 1535 S 13th St Philadelphia Pa 15147
Stutz Stephen 173 Blue Grass Cir Monroeville Pa 15146
Suber Elzula Suber Odell 1214 Penna Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Suber Dontae Purnello 2708 Rand Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Subex Azure American Inc 12330 Perry Hwy Wexford Pa 15090
Suburban General Hospital Attn A/R Manager 100 South Jackson Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15202
Suckling Raymond 315 Church La Edgeworth Sewickley Pa 15143
Sukitch William 1901 Rhine St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Sullivan Dennis Ex 310 Grant St Ste 1430 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Sullivan Edward 141 N Millvale Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Summers Mandy 1315 Liverpool St 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Summit Investment Group Inc 1501 Reedsdale St Ste 302 Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Summitt Kenneth Summitt Ella 1020 Washington McKeesport Pa 15132
Sunoco 4420 Brownshill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Sunoco Gas Station Ken Levine Bellvue Rd/Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Superior Communication 1910 Cochran Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Surra Vincent Surra Dolores 3561 Fairwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Susa Karen 495 Ctr Ave Verona Pa 15147
Susan Bresch 566 Shumaker Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Susi Al 2 3rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Susko Victoria 45 Sycamore Natrona Pa 15065
Sutherland Mary Louise 3100 Usx Tower Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Sutter France 264 Smt Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Sutter Marie Estate RR 2 Wible Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Sweeney Michael 4035 Brandon Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Sweet Treats Ronald 1717 Lowrie St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Swenson Perer Attorneys At 2 Pnc Plz Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Swindler Dressler Fcu 555 Grant St Ste 375 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Swissvale Towing Cor 43 Miller Ave Rankin Pa 15104
Switzer Eilzabeth 117 S Chestnut St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Syndicated Office Systems 875 Greentree Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Szarmach Susan 229 Coal Valy Rd Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Szelagowski Walter 216 Talbot Ave Rear Braddock Pa 15104
T
Taber Crystal Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Tafel Ralph 744 Taylor Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Tague Charles Estate 4408 Milgate St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Talarico Sheila Talarico James 11 E Orchard Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Talleric Aaron Po Box 458 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Tammie Brown 957 Bockstoce Ave Apartment 0304 Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Tarantino Caitlin E 1345 Vickroy St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Tarasi Joseph 305 Frankland Ave Verona Pa 15147
Tarentum Exxon 100 E 7th Ave Tarentum Pa 15084
Tarr Barbara 133 Burger Rd Cheswick Pa 15024
Tasillo Margaret 3103 Josephine Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Tass Angela 8930 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Tass Marie 1029 Salter Way Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Tate Portia C/O R Graves 683 Simpson Howell Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
Tawney Dana 128 Harrison Ave Avalon Pa 15202
Taylor Edward Taylor Olive Apt 1807 625 Sta Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Taylor Loraine Taylor Louis 1940 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Taylor Rosemari Taylor Floyd 1314 Linden St Chestwick Pa 15024
Taylor David 353 Wagon Wheel Trl Wexford Pa 15090
Taylor Elmer H Estate 108 Colgan Ter Verona Pa 15147
Taylor Ivan Jr 33c Sydney Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Taylor Mary 4308 Gladstone St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Taylor Shawn 137 Brdcrest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Taylor William 10085 Old Jperry Hwy Wexford Pa 15090
Tci Of 300 Corliss St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Tdy Industries Inc 1000 Six Ppg Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Teh Shu Wei 10 Allegheny Ctr Apt 418 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Teledyne Inet 1000 Six Ppg Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Teletracking Technologies Inc Po Box 7247 0371 Philadelphia Pa 15222
Tepper Andrew 11743 Frankstown Rd Suite F Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Terry James E Est 909 Chartiers Ave 2 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Tertiary Capital Endeavors Inc 1312 Superior Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Tesley Tammy 600 Mt Leanant Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Tesone David 5374 William Flynn Hwy Rt 8 Gibsonia Pa 15044
Thacker Cassie Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Thadani Anil 3042 Estate Dr Oakland Pa 15071
The Boggs Bldg Federal St Assoc 1300 Brighton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15233
The Boggs Bldg Federal St Assoc 1414 Brighton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Theerakulstit Virachai 120 Lammert Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Theodore Cheski 4003 Penn Ave Apt 202 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Theodorson Sophie 140 Lavale Dr Apt 509 Monroeville Pa 15146
Thmpson Charles Freeport Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Thomas William Thomas Betty 431 College Park Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Thomas Cassandra 1409 Soles St McKeesport Pa 15132
Thomas Charles Est 411 Ctr Ave Verona Pa 15147
Thomas Jacqueline 316 Priscilla Ave Duquesne Pa 15110
Thomas Jean Estate 404 State McKeesport Pa 15131
Thomas Johnston 87 Wilson St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Thomas Kenny 52 South 12th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Thomas Laura 401 W Commons Apt 112 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Thomas Ledie In 2109 Bentley Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Thomas Lindsay 8509 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Thomas Management Group Inc 1166 Prescott St White Oak Pa 15131
Thomas Ralph 205 Sheldon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Thomas Richard 3030 Paulowna St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Thomas Shawn 219 Sycamore St Clarion Pa 15025
Thompson William Thompson Laura 301 Mon Glassport Pa 15045
Thompson Anna Catherine 250 Cedar Ridge Dr 514 Monroeville Pa 15146
Thompson Craig 125 Stormer Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Thompson Michael 1242 Oakmont St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Thorne Lin 2118 Ridge Rd Boston Pa 15135
Thornton Christine Jy 701 4th St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Three Rivers Urology Pc Money Purchase P 1350 Locust St Suite 311 Pittsburgh Pa
15219
Tie Pittsburgh One North Shore Ctr Ste 201 12 Federal St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Tiegel Hazel Tiegel Bert Apt 507 100 Cha Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Tiegel Bert Apt 507 100 Chatham Park Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Tierney Jamie 4 Dinsmore Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Tierney Marie 539 Collins Ave E Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Tierney Rita Estate 113 Brown Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Tihanovich Walter P American Express Financial Advisors Suite 430 4055 Monroeville
Blvd Monroeville Pa 15146
Tillie Borland 830 Hartman St McKeesport Pa 15132
Timbercourt Orthopae 127 Anderson St And Hand Surgery Pc Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Timko Frances Timko John 201 Utah Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Titus Robert 342 Laurie Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Tjs Auto Repair 4539a Gibsonia Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
To Eric 120 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Todd Clifford 403 Palomino Dr Apt 2 Oakdale Pa 15071
Todd Robert Estate 610 Penn Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Todescato Michelle 3000 Westpointe Dr 308 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Toliver Norman Toliver Nadine 301 Centennial Ave Sewickley Pa 15143
Tominello Ronald 400 Sylvania Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Tomko Michael 367 Olivia St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Tomlinson Margaret Tomlinson Joseph 2605 Hollywood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Toms Diner 1715 East Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Toner Helen Toner John 98 So 15 St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Toner Amanda 4831 Bayfield Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Toohey Irene Fiscal Director 500 Walnut St McKeesport Pa 15132
Toomey Colleen 1051 Silver Ln McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Toomey Kathleen 609 Tripoli St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Torrance Antoinette 100 Anderson St Apt 523 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Torres Epifanio 2807 Ridge Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Tortorice Carolyn Tortorice Charles 921 7th St Elizabeth Pa 15037
Tortorice James 3012 Stilley St Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Tosh James B Estate 438 5th St Braddock Pa 15104
Toth William 271 Utah Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Toure Barratou 1459 Poplar St Apt 16 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Towler Duboise 255 East Ohio St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Townsend Yvonne Est 238 Curtis St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Trainor Charles J Estate 108 S 5th St Duquesne Pa 15110
Trainor Jennifer C/O Howard Hanna Attn Lisa 2100 Corp Dr Ste 275 Wexford Pa
15090
Trane Parts Center 3042 New Beaver Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Transmission Equipment Co 1700 Jane St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Transportation Management Services 110 Lenzner Ct Sewickley Pa 15143
Transportation Two Ppg Place Ste 400 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
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Travelers Service Company Inc 900 Benedum Trees Building Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Travis Robert K 1330 Riverview Dr Verona Pa 15147
Trbovich Brandon 3830 Acorn St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Tremel Anthony 2723 Houston St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Trent Edmund C/O R Smith Llp 435 6th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Trentini Joanne 1108 Chestnut St Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Trezise Mildred 801 Walnut St Apt 307 McKeesport Pa 15132
Trezise Phoebe Gateway Towers Apt 12 K Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Triangle Fastener Corp 1925 Preble Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Trieschock Helen M Estate 62 Silver Ln McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Trock Mary 139 Hoffman Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Troisi Joseph Troisi Sally 501 Beatty Rd Monroeville Pa 15146
Troop William T Jr Est 42 Division St Crafton Pa 15205
Tru Weld Grating Inc Po Box 0491968 2000 Corporate Dr Wexford Pa 15090
Trudelliii George 401 Wood St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Trumpf Theresa 816 Woodward Ave Mckee Rocks Pa 15136
Trust Fred Harris 1415 Harewood S Wexford Pa 15090
Trusty James Trusty Patty 1158 Davis Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Truver Cassandra 433 Herschel St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Tube City Plaza 3711 Walnut St Apt 2 McKeesport Pa 15132
Tucker Gregory 1539 Lime Hollow Rd Penn Hills Pa 15235
Tucker Mary 934 California Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Tulip John Estate 5 Blue Ridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Turner Construction 620 Liberty Ave 27th Floor Two Pnc Place Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Turner Dairy Farms Inc 1049 Jefferson Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Turner Dean 4692 Lorigan St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Turner Jamall 232 Halcomb Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Turner Tracey 3012 Camp St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Turski Gladys 724 Brdway Mckees Rock Pa 15136
Tusky Judith William Staub 300 College St Verona Pa 15147
Tutera Phyllis 3007 Shadeland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Tutich Rich 1100 Penn Ctr Blvd Apt 1021 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Twiddle Jacqueline 2713 Grandvw Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
U
Ubs Financial Se Inc 120 Fifth Ave Suite 2800 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Ufcw Local 23 & Employees 951 Penn Ave 2nd Floor Returned From Po Undeliverable
Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Uhric Clementi 719 Mill St Tarentum Pa 15084
Umscheid Kathlyn V Estate 356 Poe Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Unexchange Shareholders Plymouth Corp M Snyder Law Dept Allegheny Teledyne Inc
1000 Six Ppg Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Unisource 100 Beecham Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Unisource Information Services C/O J D Marte 100 Beecham Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Unisource Information Services 100 Beecham Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Uniszkiewicz John Estate 3007 Paulowna St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
United Jewish Federation−Az Pittler Attn M Samuels Ste 102 Liberty Ctr 1001 Liber
Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Upmc Senior Living Corp 5340 Saltsburg Rd Verona Pa 15147
Uptown Media LLC PO Box 49 Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Urso Benjamin Jr Est 315 13th St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Usa Ins Brokers LLC Po Box 116 Cheswick Pa 15024
Usco Logistics Services Inc 100 Graham St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Usx Building 600 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Usx Corp 600 Grant St Rm 431 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Usx Corpvs Vendor Stocking Pittsburgh Pa 15205
V
Valinsky Toby 102 Steuben St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Van Atta John 4 Adrian Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Van Drie Gary 25 Sewickley Hills Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Van Sickle Terry 323 Maxwell Ave Springdale Pa 15144
Vanard Joann 2207 Harrison St McKeesport Pa 15132
Vance Roseanna Manor Oak One Ste 570 Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Vandekerckhove Julie 500 Tripoli Trace Apt 502 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Vanderbusch Christine Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Vanfossen Sheena 3261 Bainton St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Vanguard Protection 11900 Frankstown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Vankirk Ellen Estate 1051 Arlington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Vantagemed Nhs 1000 Brooktree Rd Ste 110 Wexford Pa 15090
Vantrack Inc 204 Woodbury Ct Wexford Pa 15090
Varasse Abegail M Estate 316 6th St McKeesport Pa 15132
Varaud Oliver 20 Stanwix St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Vargas Christopher 10 N Bryant St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Vaughan Lillian C/O L Vaughan Rd 1 Ba Allison Park Pa 15101
Vaughan Theodore CO L Vaughan Rd 1 Ba Allison Park Pa 15101
Vaughn Lester 9968 Mixer Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Vaultrust 1600 Golden Mile Hwy Monroeville Pa 15146
Vazzana Lucy 92 Stotler Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Vecchio Irene 1816 Carey Way Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Veltri 3009 Versailles Ave McKeesport Pa 15132
Veltri G C Tax Collector 217 Commercial Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Ventura Victor 2e Jenny Lynn Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Verner Cecilia 106 Madeline Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Verona Woodings Verona Budd Po Box 126 Verona Pa 15147
Verret Jason 2349 Railrd St 2505 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Verrico Jennifer PO Box 124 E McKeesport Pa 15035
Vesely Paul D Estate 1242 Columbus Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Vester Gustav Est 1007 Valora St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Viacom Inc 11 Stanwix St Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Vickroy Lori 505 Aura Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Viets Aimee 202 Hastings Ave Oakdale Pa 15071
Vincent Laura 5013 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Vincenzo Malvone 2103 Freeport Rd Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Violi Victor 316 Sunnyfield Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Vitale Domenic 1618 Shawmut Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Vogel Ehtel 3209 May St Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Vogel Sims Renee 405 Juniper St 1 McKeesport Pa 15132
Vogtsberger Crystal 3004 Thomas Jefferson Dr Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Voight Kurt 243 North Ave East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Volk Mary J 103 Noble Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Vollmer Rulong Keating 1212 Grant Bldg 330 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Volpe Angeline 7980 Dollman Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Volpe Thelma 511 Beaver St Clairton Pa 15025
Vonderlinden Valeria Vonderlinden George 460 Brett Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Vonne Ruth Collins Ave Floreffe Pa 15025
Vouzoukas Carol 94 S Ninth St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Voyten Mary 204 Datura Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Vrabel Nancy 5405 Beechnut Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
W
W E Brosius Company Po Box 59 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Wa Burgunder Inc 1101 Chartiers Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Wabrick Thelma 213 Carbon St Duquesne Pa 15110
Wackowski Eugene Wackowski Anna 140 Harriet St Rankin Pa 15104
Wagner Betty 530 Bessemer Ave Apt 3 East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Wahal George Premier Medical 600 Oxford Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Wai Inc 1200 Gateway Ctr 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Wait Helen 422 Glenn St Clairton Pa 15025
Wajtazak Martha Estate 221 E Pennview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Wakefield Troy 4831 Bayfield Rd Allison Park Pa 15101
Walat Wanda Walat Edward 341 Munson Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Wald Michael 1805 S Villa Dr Gibsonia Pa 15044
Waldron Jeffrey 2632 Hltop Rd Oakdale Pa 15071
Waldron Meghan 247 Golden Gate Dr Verona Pa 15147
Walker Erin Ashley 226 Edmond St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Walker John 3999 Old Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Walker Mercedes 103 Claravista Dr Tarentum Pa 15084
Wall Frank 1419 Electric Ave East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Wall Gerald Estate 1 Sewage Plant Rd Elizabeth Pa 15037
Wallace Minnie L Est 129 Brdcrest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Waller Madelene Butler C/O K J Dorn Esq 429 4th Ave Ste 2104 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Walsh Edward P Ex C/O J L Fingeret 2 Chatham Ctr Ste 1430 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Walsh Erin 718 Cortland Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Walsh Kristine 412−A Glen Malcolm Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Walsh Robert 745 Shady Dr East Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Walshe Tom 601 Saint Lawrence Ln Gibsonia Pa 15044
Walter Beverly 223 4th St Oakmont Pa 15139
Walter John 101 Washington Ave 316 Oakmont Pa 15139
Walter Niedzwiecki Ultimate Auto Bo 1304 Breed St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Walter Virginia Po Box 5 West Mifflin Pa 15122
Walters Amy 3 Allegheny Ctr 115 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Walters Kevin Michael 1035 Hall St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Walther Ronald Walther Toni 730 Augusta Dr Bridgeville Pa 15017
Walz Mary 96 Mckinley St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Wamsley Josephine 726 Bower Hill Rd Bridgeville Pa 15017
Wang Guohua 1300 Island Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Ward Marguerite 106 Sebago Lake Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Ward Marguerite B Est 106 Sebago Lake Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Ward Marguerite 106 Sebago Lake Dr Sewickley Pa 15143
Wardle Chrislobel M 136 Bleil Dr Glenshaw Pa 15116
Wargo Nicole 63 S Bryant Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Warme Clyde 1331 New York Ave McKeesport Pa 15133
Warnell Darlene Warnell Michael 2504 Cobden St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Warner Dorothy 611 Brd St Sewickley Pa 15143
Warner Margaret 117 Dell St Duquesne Pa 15110
Warrender Jessica Aio 420 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Wasek Judith 944 Mccoy Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Washington Elmer 1931 Wylie Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Wasicki William In Rd 10 Crafton Branch Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Wasilak John Wasilak Anna 223 Hickory St McKeesport Pa 15132
Wasko Marie 213 Oak St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Waslosky Bobbye Waslosky Steve 220 Carriage Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Waters Harry Ex 1330 Pennsylvania Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Waters Myrtle C 3209 May St Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Wateska Shirley 1876 Middle St Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Watson Margaret Watson Joseph 254 Paulette Dr Elizabeth Pa 15037
Watson Cora 90 South Harrison Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Watson Lucy 3 Allegheny Ctr Apt 208 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Watters Lisa 1000 Infinity Dr Ste 200 Monroeville Pa 15146
Watts Ellen 3835 Hiawatha St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Weadon John A Estate 935 Rivermont Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Webb Frances H Jr Webb Margaret 305 Arlington N Versailles Pa 15137
Webb Patricia 204 Lucille St Glen Shaw Pa 15116
Weck Brian 929 Pittsburgh St N Versailles Pa 15137
Wehn Alfred 1006 Sixth Verona Pa 15147
Wehner Elmer E Jr Wehner Carol 2039 Straubs Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Weichler J P 157 Camp Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Weidman Mae Est 316 Greenfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Weinstein Adriana 1910 Oakhurst Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Weir Suzanne 364 Crescent Gdns Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Weis Jan 2870 Willowwick Ct Bridgeville Pa 15017
Weis Ruth Estate 305 Colton St Millvale Pa 15209
Weishaup Rita 4608 Carrol Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Weissman Timothy 500 Hoodridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Welcome Indian Cuisine & Sweet 1212 Main St Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Weld Lester 10 Mildred St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Welker Frederic Welker Winifred 214 Pennsylvania Ave Emsworth Pa 15202
Welty Edward 102 Lazy W Ln Cheswick Pa 15024
Welty Holly 520 Knoll St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Wendell Thomas 62 Pride Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Wenger Jay M Xavier Personal Care Home Mana 3 St John St McKees Rocks Pa
15136
Wenkunas Margaret 512 N Lewis Run Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Wentroble Patricia Wentroble William 102 Sharp Ave McKeesport Pa 15131
Wentzel Philip 410 Fieldstone Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Wenzlaff Sue 2315 Orlando Place Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Wereheimm Mary E Estate 4709 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Werner Elizabeth 50 Freeport Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15215
Werner Oscar Estate RR 3 Elizabeth Pa 15037
Wessel Della Estate 116 Frederick St Millvale Pa 15209
West Penn Royalties Broido And Rosenbaum 807 Jones Law Bldg Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Western Pa Pac 225 Ross St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
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Western Pa Water Company Pittsburgh Suburban District 410 Cooke Ln Pittsburgh Pa
15234
Western Pennsyl 4800 Friendship Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Western Sch Health 421 7th Ave 5th Fl Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Western Sch Hlth Bus Careers Chamber Commerce Bld Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Westin Margaret Westin James 506 Stokes Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Westinghouse Electric Corporation 902 Brinton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Westman Daniel Westman Helen 912 Constance St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Westmoreland Engineering C/O Wec Engineers Inc 1370 Washington Pike Bridgeville
Pa 15017
Westside Holdings Inc 2180 Battenkill Ln Gibsonia Pa 15044
Wettach Alice 659 Grove St Sewickley Pa 15143
Wettach William Ex C/O T C Wettach 152 Kenyon Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Wetter Regis Estate 43e Sheldon Pk Tarentum Pa 15084
Wetzel Janette 1800 Lynn Ave 3 Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Wetzel Judy 4661 Hidden Pond Dr Allison Park Pa 15101
Wharton Square Partners C/O Colliers Penn Bendum Trees Bldg 223 4th Ave Ste 1800
Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Wheeler Doug 1401 W Carson St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Wheeler John 5020 Lytle St Pittsburgh Pa 15207
White David M Estate 1405 Beaver St McKeesport Pa 15132
White Donald Willowhts 319 32 Heckel Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15131
White Kevin 822 Patton St Ext Monroeville Pa 15146
White Thomas H Estate 524 Brierly Ln West Mifflin Pa 15122
White Tremayne 309 Holland Ave Braddock Pa 15104
White Willa 7266 Somerset St Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Whitehead Martha 591 Grove Rd Verona Pa 15147
Whiten Your Smile 637 Beulah Rd Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Whitlock Auto Parts West Mifflin Trak Auto 1806 Homeville Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Wieder Gregory 1527 Fawcett Ave White Oak Pa 15131
Wiegman Helen 4740 Liberty Ave Fl 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Wigley Raymond Y Estate 914 Federal St Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Wikberg Marie Wikberg Bror 1502 Maple Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Wikberg Marie 1502 Maple Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Wilds Donald Estate 421 St Clair Ave Clairton Pa 15025
Wiley Lewis Blaine 1300 Brighton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Wilkins Amanda PO Box 22152 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Willford James 1310 Eagles Nest Ln Monroeville Pa 15146
William J Green As Three Gateway Ctr Ste 2300 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
William Sikora 216 Mohawk Dr McKeesport Pa 15135
Williams Alma 100 Cerasi Dr Apt 118 West Mifflin Pa 15122
Williams Bly 734 Cherokee St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Williams Brian 464 Elias Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Williams Celoustine 65 Highland Ave Mckeesboro Pa 15136
Williams Gilmore C 1330 Pennsylvania Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Williams Gordon C/O J Williams 2701 Brackenridge St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Williams Harold 1216 Brdway St E McKeesport Pa 15035
Williams Joseph K Ex 1442 Pennsylvania Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Williams Kathy 2064 Mazette Place Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Williams Lee Andrew 355 Burrows St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Williams Lori 502 Fifth St Braddock Pa 15104
Williams Mary 50 Duff Rd Apt 511 Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Williamson Mildred Virginia H Hodel 202 South Highland Ave Cheswick Pa 15024
Willis Of Pennsylvania Inc Ste 5500 600 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Willis Ruth E Trust 259 Balver St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Wilmans Edward Estate 50 Cochran St Duquesne Pa 15110
Wilson Richard Wilson Grace 3010 Brdway Ave Fl Castle Shannon Pa 15234
Wilson Amanda 1101 Monroeville Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Wilson David 429 25th McKeesport Pa 15132
Wilson David Oneil 860 Macbeth Apt 10 Monroeville Pa 15146
Wilson Ella 500 E North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Wilson Ervin In 206 Devilliers St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Wilson Ethel 149 Laurie Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Wilson Frank 1411 Patterson McKeesport Pa 15132
Wilson R B 10377 Grubbs Rd Wexford Pa 15090
Wilson Roberta 4107 Bakerstown Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Wilson Roderick 2443 Bedford Ave Apt 348 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Wilson Ryan 884 Blue Ridge Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Wilson William Jr 305 Pinewood Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Wilt Eva 10c Carothers Dr Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Winbush Anthony Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Winchiewicz Genevieve 1000 Beaver Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Winckiewicz Anthony 1000 Beaver Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Winger William Winger Elizabet 417 Reel Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Winkler Mary Louise 5850 Meridian Rd Gibsonia Pa Gibsonia Pa 15044
Winnecour Ronda Chapter 13 Trustee Ste 3250 Usx Tower 600 Grant Pittsburgh Pa
15219
Winnecour Ronda J 3250 Usx Tower 600 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Winnecour Trustee Ronda J 600 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Winowitch Gertrude 1348 Washington Blvd McKeesport Pa 15133
Winstel James Estate 4023 Woolslayer Way Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Winstell Larene L Estate 4023 Woolslayer Way Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Wintergreen Robert Estate 1880 Chapman St Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Wirth Katherin Wirth Bernard 5162 Alhambra Way Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Wise Roland Wise Ann 5079 Windrr Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Wiseman Georgetta 2343 Highland Ave Allison Park Pa 15101
Wisniewski Jason 2560 Coulter Rd McKeesport Pa 15131
Witt Stephen Witt Christine 2529 Homehurst Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Wm Davies 2339 Haven Hill Rd Sewickley Pa 15143
Woessner Est Donald Woessner Donald Apt 219 250 Cedar Ridge Dr Monroeville Pa
15146
Wohlfeil Grace D Estate 207 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Wojichowski William 1473 South Ridge Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Wojnar Robert 3467 Bakerstown Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Wojtyna Benjamin 667 4th St Oakmont Pa 15139
Woldring Dorothy Estate 16 Reese Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Wolf Helen B Estate 449 Dickson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15202
Wolf Lillian 1712 Termon Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Wolfe Daniel Allen 1166 Hunter Rd Verona Pa 15147
Wolfe Helen Jayne 3915 Mount Troy Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Wolff Brian 117 Glenwood Ave Millvale Boro Pa 15209
Wolford Harold 529 Talbot Ave Braddock Pa 15104
Wolkan Edith Wolkan Louis 904 Valonia Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Woloszynowski D Estate 1617 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Womak Julian Bernett 3303 Juliet St McKeesport Pa 15132
Wood Lynn 1832 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Woodall Manfred 910 Bingham St Unit G Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Woodring Daniel Woodring Toni 33 Vincennes Ave Oakdale Pa 15071
Woods Freddie Jean 217 S Millvale Ave 8 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Woodson Jamal 2021 Lautner St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Woollett Nicole 1063 Cox Place Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Workinger Heather 2515 Middle Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Worst Raymond 141 Evergreen Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Worster Virginia E Estate 1409 Poplar St Apt 21 Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Wotisky Caroline 127 Harvard Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Wrbas Henry 4022 Ohio River Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Wright Angela 2700 Robinson Blvd Apt 8 Penn Hills Pa 15235
Wright Patricia 2375 Sebring Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Wright Portia Estate 1367 Mount Ave Verona Pa 15147
Wright Richard 100 Oxford Dr Apt 905 Monroeville Pa 15146
Wright Tim 774 Van Kirk Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Wu I−Hsiu 512 Edmond St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Wuellette Anna Estate 21 Howard St Pittsburgh Pa 15209
Wurm Eugene Estate 519 Fremont St Millvale Pa 15209
Y
Yalem Non Profit Corporation 320 Ft Duquesne Blvd Apt 94 Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Yancoskie Thomas J Estate 109 Sarah St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Yanni Bilkey Investment 2500 Grant Building Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Yarnot Rosalia Yarnot Julian 920 Harker St Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Yasenka Elizabeth 234 Sheldon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Yaussy Karen Po Box 822 Wexford Pa 15090
Yeager Bernice 1089 Saxonburg Blvd Glenshaw Pa 15116
Yeast Laurence 120 W 12th Ave Tarentum Pa 15084
Yelencic John 518 Division St West Mifflin Pa 15122
Yellow Cab Co 1301 Beaver Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Yendell Edward K Estate 539 6th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Yockel Thelma 32 Heckel Rd Apt 307 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Yoder Deborah Yoder Janet 139 S Joslyn Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Yonek Millie Yonek John 608 Reed McKeesport Pa 15132
Yonosko Michael Yonosko Helen 115 North Sprague Pittsburgh Pa 15202
York Dorothy E Estate 427 Jefferson Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Yorkshire Linda Ann Yorkshire William Yorkshire Helen 125 Crescent Hills Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Yost Martha Yost John 80 N Jackson Bellevue Pa 15202
Yost Shalyn 1415 Boyle St 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Young Celia 4363 Northern Pike Monroeville Pa 15146
Young Charles 141 Conestoga Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Young Dale 2001 Washington Blvd Glassport Pa 15045
Young Edna M Ex C/O A J Pentecost Atty 310 Grant St Ste 1420 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Young Ellen 25 Tansit Dr McKeesport Pa 15132
Young Felicia 626 Morgan St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Young Georgeann 144 Donley Dr Monroeville Pa 15146
Young James 1420 Centre Ave Apt 1608 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Young Jonathan 5358 Mossfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Young Joseph Po Box 2234 Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Young Marguerite 201 Grant St Apt 401 Sedwickley Pa 15143
Yurcheshen Michael 508 Washington Ave Ste 150 Bridgeville Pa 15017
Yurecko Michael 5204 W Smithfield St McKeesport Pa 15135
Yurko Helen R 1138 Franklin St North Braddock Pa North Braddock Pa 15104
Yurocko Elmer 3999 Old Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15205
Yurocko Elmer O Estate 1303 Hodgkiss St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Z
Zafar Iqbal Md & Assocs Inc Po Box 707 Gibsonia Pa 15044
Zahlhaus Helen Estate Mt Royal Blvd Allison Park Pa 15101
Zakravsky Arminda 917 Maple Ave Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Zaluski Tara 4022 Andover Ct West Mifflin Pa 15122
Zambanini Abraham Zambanini Essie 400 School Springdale Pa 15144
Zane Valerie 4140 Lebanon Church Rd West Mifflin Pa 15122
Zang Thomas 9306 Chase Pl Allison Park Pa 15101
Zapata Peter Aio 1400 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15222
Zaremba Norman 6620 Woodlawn Ave Verona Pa 15147
Zarnecki Mary 1914 Croft St Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Zawodniak Stanley Jr 1037 Ohio Ave Glassport Pa 15045
Zeigler Sarah Est 925 California Ave Bellevue Pa 15202
Zeiler Jason 1731 Highland Ave West Mifflin Pa 15122
Zell William Zell Anne 417 Sta St Wilmerding Pa 15148
Zepeda Wilfredo 7 Allegheny Comm Apt 406 Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Zepp Saunder Zepp Alvera 1667 Vermont Ave McKeesport Pa 15131
Zettle Rita P Estate 3139 Brackenridge St Pittsburgh Pa 15219
Zillweger Barbara 3901 Gibsonia Rd Gibsonia Pa 15044
Zimecki Adelene Zimecki Chester 103 S 13th St Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Zimmer Harry Re: Harry J Zimmer Jr Dec D 4537 Wm Flynn Hwy Allison Park Pa
15101
Zimmerman Albert 850 Buckingham Ct Apt 1525 Allison Park Pa 15101
Zitelli Janet E Apt 418 201 Jefferson Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Zivkovic Jeffrey Zivkovic Kathryn 234 Welsh Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Zivkovic Kathryn 234 Welsh Ave Wilmerding Pa 15148
Zoller Daniel Estate 1264 Warlo St Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Zoller Robert 141 Lake St Elizabeth Pa 15037
Zollner Lisa Maria 613 Bellwood Ave Monroeville Pa 15146
Zoltun Studios Inc 10 Bedford Sq Ste 200 Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Zucco Margaret 2125 Hulton Rd Verona Pa 15147
Zukawsi Jean 519 Behring Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Zuniga Angela 1423 Methyl St Bridgeville Pa 15017
Zurawski Carl 519 Behring Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Zwigurt Michael 1206 Hollywood St Pittsburgh Pa 15205
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30th Ward Democratic 309 Caperton St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
3905 Forbes Ave I I Inc C/O C J Barneys 929 Wellesley Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
A
A & C Trading Inc 1300 Island Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
A M Craig Associates Inc 2004 Waverly St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
AAA East Central 5900 Baum Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Abbasova Kholida 1527 Parkline Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Abbott Linda 1159 Shady Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Abernethy Nellis Abernethy Roy 1506 Methyl St Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Abunaiyan Khaled 647 Waterfront Dr E Apt 3806 Munhall Pa 15120
Abunayyan Mohammed 647 Waterfront Dr E Apt 8306 Munhall Pa 15120
Accredited Home Lenders Inc P O Box 1675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Accurate Group 445 Brown Way Carnegie Pa 15106
Acevedo Stacy Acevedo Celso 406 Meadow View Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Acme Building Services Company 842 5th Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Adams Ethel In 500 Washington Dravosburg Pa 15034
Adamski Brian 850 I Presque Isle Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Adoki Iyalla Md 1104 Fifth Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Advance America 2100 Washington P Ike Heidelberg Pa 15106
Advanced Cardiac Monitori 223 Mardi Gras Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Ahn Bernard 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 3658 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Airport Star Mo 810 Narrows Run Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Albert Seppi Estate 6439 Apple Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Alderridge Apts 101 Tally Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
All American Insurance Inc 305 Mt Nebo Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
All Star Limousine Services Inc 1044 E Saw Mill Run Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Allan Robert Allan Mabel 2021 Chalfant St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Allen Delores Allen Donald 3 East Marshall Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Allen Florine 1291 Blackadore Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Allen Lillian 148 Robinson St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Allen Lowerdean 914 1st Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Alliance Ptc 600 Clubhouse Dr Ste 2100 Moon Twp Pa 15108
Allied Office Products Inc 200 Cherrington Pkwy Ste 310 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Allor Catherine Allor Harold 421 Forest Green Dr Bldg 4 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Alonza Armstrong Estate 238 E 18th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Alt Robert C/O Landco Usa Inc 300 Weymand Rd Stet 340 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Alta Health St Po Box 9000 Unit E Corapolis Pa 15108
Altmyer Erna 9350 Babcock Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Altra Po box 3000 Corapolls Pa 15108
Alvarez Alfredo Po Box 3025 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Ambrose Kevin Coleman 832 9th Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Ambrosia Carol 1717 Murdoch St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Amerigo Lynn 13 Pearl Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Amey Edward Amey Donna 2347 Brownsville Rd B204 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ammar Adeeb Ammar Julia 1632 Maplewood Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Amoroso Amellio 2942 Crosby Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Anderson Russell Anderson Sarah Po Box 307 Harwick Pa 15049
Anderson Alena 3091 Noblestown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Anderson Alice 107 Fall Rn Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Anderson Angela 712 Copland St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Anderson Jane E Estate 461 Kramer Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Anderson John 217 S Dallas Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Anderson John 19 Hillman St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Anderson Lisa 421 Cochran Rd Suite 210 Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Anderson Sherri 1020 Kris Dr Apt 209 Moon Twn Pa 15108
Anderson Walter Estate 1130 Jancey St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Andrade Herberto Alders Ridge Apts 905 Tally Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Andrea Dorgan 187 Old Village Ln Bethel Park Pa 15102
Andreoli Domenico Sr 536 Deborah Jane Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Andrew Cherevka 4416 West Run Rd Homestead Pa 15120
Andrew Nagan 5349 Beeler St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Andrews Elaine 9000 Babcock Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Andrews Willard Clifton 800 College Park Dr Apt 1 Moon Twp Pa 15108
Andujar Jose E Dr 6225 Monitor St Apt G Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Angel John 303 Elm Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Anjoho Lp 720 Filbert St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Ann Barron 515 South Aiken Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Anne Kenrick 169 Inglewood Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Antoon Helen 2357 Fremont Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Apitsch Charles 1046 Val St Bethel Park Pa 15102
Arbys Restaurant Pittsburgh International Airport Pittsburgh Pa 15231
Arellano Eleuterio 3509 Mulberry Way Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Argyle Clarence E J 152 Duquesne Ave Dravosburg Pa 15034
Aries Auto Movers In C/O Katherine Herbst Po Box 101379 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Ariyasinghe Duminda 211 Woodridge Dr Carnegie Pa 15106
Arkowitz Laura 5010 Glenhurst Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Armond Pascuzzi 1992 Ewings Mill Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Armstrong George 311 Newkirk St Carnegie Pa 15106
Arndt Jeffrey 36 Bascom St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Aron Ionut 2715 Murray Ave Apt 817 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Art. & Int. Med Utl 3500 5th Ave 4th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Arthurs Lestrange & Co Inc 1405 Mcfarland Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Arthurs Michele 4711 Havana Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Artmandi Mehrdad 2213 Aurora Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Arture Robert 308 Beltzhoover Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ashley Diane 1315 Oakridge St Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Assi John 245 Easat 19th Ave Apt 1 Munhall Pa 15120
Associates In Infectious 5750 Centre Ave Suite 230 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Astfalk Judith 905b Hilltop Rd Presto Pa 15142
Atchison Bill 24 Monte Carlo Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Athey Kristy 1270 Justine St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Atrium Condominiums 307 S Dithridge St 509 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Audio Juction Inc Attn J Mangan 2967 W Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Augustine W R 454 Saint Joseph St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Aul Joe Ursuline Service Inc 4749 Baum Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Austin Retta 2116 S Braddock Ave Swissvale Pa 15218
Austin Robert Jr Est 519 North Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Ayotte Helen 213 Gilkeson Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Ayres Edwin Ayres Mary 548 N Neville St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Ayres John G II 1501 Wellesley Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Azur Francis 111 Normandy Ct Presto Pa 15142
B
B B & B Enterprises Inc 750 Washington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Babish Clara Babish Orland 19 Cherokee Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Babish Orland Babish Clara 19 Cherokee Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Babish Clara 19 Cherokee Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Bable Ila 640 Noblestown Rd Carnegie Pa 15106
Babusci Orlando 19 Cherokee Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Bachman Phillis A Estate 116 Livingston Rd Dravosburg Pa 15034
Bagran Miriam 4700 5th Ave 508 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Bagran Miriam 5700 Centre Ave Apt 716 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Bagran Miriam Apt 716 5700 Centre Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Bagran Mirian 5700 Centre Ave Apt 716 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Bailey Banks & Biddle South Hills Village Bethel Park Pa 15102
Bailey James M Estate 7127 1/2 Thomas Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Bain David 4602 Stanton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Baja Fresh Wlv Inc 3619 Forbes Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Bajkowski Roman Estate 4223 Bruce St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Bakal Jennifer 1212 Laclair St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Baker Aaron Tood Baker Stanley 1631 Rutherford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Baker Clara 415 Zara St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Baker Lisa 1120 Illinois Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Baker Lowell 3211 Willett Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Baker Monzella Po Box 7995 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Bakhru Sasha 166 N Dithridge St Apt G3 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Balboa Insurance Group Po Box 4025 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Balco Anna Frankstown Ave At Wa Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Baldassare Anthony Baldassare Joyce 1618 Robinson Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Baldis Dustin Unit 43 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Ball Mary 938 Peermont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Ballard Antonio Eddie 2 Sta St Carnegie Pa 15106
Bancale Linda 1538 Hillsdale Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Bank Of America 173 Isaoa Atima Po Box 1675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Bank of Pittsburgh Pitburghnatio 817 Freeland Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Banks Clara 724 Kelly Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Barabas George Barabas Lena 7720 Frankstown Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Barad Roxana 933 St James St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Baranowski Agnes Estate 1639 Rutherford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Baranowski Mary 3052 Sanlin Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Barbara Walsh 100 White Hampton Ln Apartment 603 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Barbieri Nicola 1433 Morningside Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Barch Lucia 28 Federal Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Barchfeld Joffee 2513 18th St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Barclay Christin Barclay John B Jr 1130 E Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Barelli Louise Barelli Eugene 14 Wills St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Barham Todd 7011 Chaucer St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Barich Louis 100 Firley Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Barker Dianne 2631 Philadelphia Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Barksdale Julie 1690 Potomac Ave Apt 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Barnes John 215 Mckinley St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Barnett Jeffrey Owen 313 Russellwood Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Baron Stacey 4708 Rolling Hills Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Baronti R Renato 1410 Wareman Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Barr Frieda Barr Paul 262 Plymouth Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Barrett James Estate 527 Rear Heiset St Homestead Pa 15120
Barrett William Estate 508 Rye Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Barry Elizabeth Barry Harry 332 Cherry St West Homestead Pa 15120
Barry Elizabeth Barry Harry 3521 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Barsotti Adeline Barsotti Norma 3100 Wainbell Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Bartman Colletta J Est 102 3 Degree Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Bartolomuc Dominic 924 School St Coraopolis Pa 15108
Barua Lindsay 1315 Oakridge St Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Barus Raymond Barus Blanche 216 Zero St Heidelberg Pa 15106
Bashman Douglas 1680 Skyline Dr Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Basil A Marryshow Md Ltd Mppp 9066 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Basil Tina Marie 438 Euroke St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Bates David 1811 West Liberty Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Bates Jennifer 508 Canterbury Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Batey Chevrolet 326 Mansfield Blvd Carnegie Pa 15106
Battung Robert Battung Mary 3130 Raleigh Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Bauer Judith 122 Flora Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Baum Blvd Chrys Jeep Dodge Inc 5625 Baum Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Baurle John 4039 Vinceton St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Baxter Margaret C Estate 205 Ross Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Bazzanella M E M 607 5th Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Beachley Darlene Po Box 18046 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Bearse Bruce 324 Emerson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Beatrice Wheeler 1549 Crestview Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Beck Gretchen 2924 Voelkel Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Beck Joan 5786 Glen Hill Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Bednar Mary J In 2214 Woodstock Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Beigi Judy 2128 Teal Terr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Belcher Jennifer Belcher Brian 90 Palace Ct Baldwin Pa 15227
Bell Frank Estate 1105 N Lang Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Bell John Jr 11 Walkers Mill Rd Carnegie Pa 15106
Bellaamane Abdelaziz 4910 Centre Ave H 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Bellingham Emily 218 Morewood Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Bellman Robert 1137 N Highland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Belo Carlos 6645 Woodwell St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Belpart Direct 100 Lee Dr Apt 1 Moon Twp Pa 15108
Bennett Benjamin 5800 Morrowfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Benz Richard 300 Anthony St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Benze Pamela 2313 Casswell Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Berger 5850 Ellsworth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Berger Elizabeth 5919 Kentucky Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Berger J A 5711 Lynne−Haven Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Berger Joseph 636 Hastings St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Berkebile Jessica 3001 Bethel Church Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Berlin Edith 2146 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Bernhardt Margaret Bernhardt Raymond 1640 Brdway Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
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Bernhardt Raymond Bernhardt Margaret 114 Highland Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Bernstein Robert 3471 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Berry Beatrice 5460 Penn Ave Soujourner House Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Berry Juanita 1311 Alton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Berty Cecelia 528 Church St Carnegie Pa 15106
Bethea Kenneth 410 Franklin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Betty Noah Estate Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Bev O Matic Homestead Pa 124 E 7th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Bichey Rosella Bichey Andrew 501 Vulcan St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Bickerton William 301 Parkview Dr Pleasant Hills Pa 15236
Bicking Norman F Estate 5119 Ctr Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Bidzila Peter 666 Washington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Bigger Virginia 6 Olympia Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Bill Gray Enterprise 2685 W Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Billec Frances Billec Michael 309 W 13th Av Homestead Pa 15120
Billings Lois 206 Gladstone Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Billups Thomas Billups Mabel 30 Sandune Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Bilsing Milton Bilsing Laura 12 W Meyers Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Bingochea William 302 Burrows St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Birch Larry Cust 724 Parkside Ave Mt Lebanon Pa Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Bird Rose A 301c Mcknight Ci Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Birmingham Rita Birmingham John 2794 Milford Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Birmingham Josephine 659 Margaret St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Birrer Andreas 60 Clover Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Bitar H J III 4808 Mcknight Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Bittner Robert 11 Silver Ln McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Black William Black Mary 124 Simon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Black & Decker Inc 3234 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Black Anna Laura 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 256 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Black Brandon 10 Walker Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Black Clair 200 Northview Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Black Jacsey 255 Shady Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Black Marilyn 1217 Hill Av Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Blackburn Doris C/O Estate Po Box 81679 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Blaheslee Jesse 950 Fourth Ave Apt 201 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Blair Brooke Aaron 5032 Centre Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Bland Gordon E Estate 221 E 15th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Bland Paulina 813 Brierly Ln Munhall Pa 15120
Blasky Stanley 9050 Oak St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Blass Lawrence 200 Amber St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Blazhev Blagovest 131 Tillotson Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Bledsoe Sadie 5719 Bryant St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Blettner Mary C Estate 463 1/2 Winthrop Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Bligen Mychal 256 1/2 Mckee Place Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Bliler William Bliler Annette 335 Kambach St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Block Ben 112 Trolley Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Blumberger Helen 1676 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Bobak John 119 Olympia St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Bobrowski Dorothy 1303 Brdway Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Bobs Auto Service 1020 Kris Dr Apt 209 Moon Twn Pa 15108
Boczar Lorraine Boczar Edward 1026 Downlook Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Boczar Lorraine Ellen 1026 Downlook Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Boff David 3241 Elderwood Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Bogert David 490 W 7th St West Homestead Pa 15120
Bokulich Judith 4628 Bayard St Apt 411 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Bolden Kenneth 6755 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Bolic Helen 375 Brdway Pitcairn Pa 15140
Bolinger Dawne Marie Apartment 203 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Bombardier Trans Ny Attn N Davis 1501 Lebanon Church Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Bombick Betty Baldwin Health Ctr 1717 Skyline Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Boncuk Grace 223 1/2 38th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Bonus Christine 281 Old Lebanon Church Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Boomerang S Bar Gril 3909 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Booth Charlene 225 Travis Dr Apt 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Boronin Andrey 166 Rockwell Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Bostian Carol Bostian Leroy 220 N Bellefield Ave Apt 502 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Bott Debra 1020 Lundy St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Boulder Robert 2003 Calistoga Place Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Bouyer Raymond 1340 Ctr St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Bowden Courtney 611 Cascade Rd Forest Hills Pa 15221
Bowser 1602 Pet Place Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Boyle Francis Boyle Thelma 1606 W Railrd St Carnegie Pa 15106
Boyle Russell D Estate 6914 Churchland St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Boyle Stewart 340 Ave A Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Braasch Peter 5700 Munhall Rd Apt 14 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Bracco Larry 9050 Oak St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Bracco Sheryl 833 Excelsior St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Brace Louis Jr 1204 Fallowfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Bradley Joseph Est 2525 Grove Rd South Park Pa 15129
Brady Albert 3a Rosemond St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Brady Margaret R Estate 500 Hays Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Brandimarte Laura 4705 Fifth Ave Apt 6j Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Brant Joseph K Estate Main Rd West Elizabeth Pa 15088
Bravo Daniel Andres 11663 Suburban Ave Apt T2 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Brecko Verna May 241 Edgewood Ave Apt C−1 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Brem Helen 4f Chartiers Ter Carnegie Pa 15106
Brennan Ethel 134 Robinson St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Brenock Martin 400 Collins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Brescia Marie 1514 Fairmont St 1st Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Brewer Christophe Brewer Karen 514 Azaela Ln Presto Pa 15142
Brian Furman 216 Shaler St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Brian Smith 726 Montclair Ave Apt 1front Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Bridges Lonnie PO Box 3050 Corapolis Pa 15108
Bright Paul CO B Ann Bright 3540 Oakleaf Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Brinton Jay 344 Tampa Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Broderick Elizabeth Estate 3472 Ligonier St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Broderick Elizabeth Estate 3635 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Brody Elizabet 223 W 9th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Bromberg Howard 232 Sheryl Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Brondou George 466malcolm Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Brookins Rashaad 1105 N Highland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Brooks James 908 Laxton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Brooks Lettie Po Box Go3 Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Brooks Sara 755 Montclair St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Brower Paul Estate 139 Bertha St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Brower Paul T Estate 4372 E Brightview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Brown Annie 7135 Roycrest Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Brown Carl 7246 Upland St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Brown Donna 110 Maragret St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Brown Eugene 9005 Hampshire Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Brown Frances 619 Dornbush St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Brown Jesse 1313 Mill St A6 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Brown Lola 5412 Brd St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Brown Madeline 1939 Robinson Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Brown Marie D Estate 2223 Lucina Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Brown Nichole 219 Wilbur St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Brown William E Jr 1155 57 Rebecca Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Brown William 841 Lake Rd Bradfordwoods Pa 15015
Browne Terrence N Jr 405 Carothers Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Brownlee Ann 5624 Maple Hts Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Brumfield Darrell Lee 7140 Upland St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Brunson Calvin Estate 7159 Mount Vernon St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Brusters Ice Cream 493 Lowries Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Budget 6215 Babcock Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Budnik Loretta 6 Breck Dr Leetsdale Pa 15056
Budnik Raymond 6 Breck Dr Leetsdale Pa 15056
Buettner Agnes R Estate 809 Mcclure St Homestead Pa 15120
Buffalo Express Transportation Rt 30 Crescent Rd Imperial Pa 15126
Building New Hope 7525 Tuscarora St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Buiss Neil A Upmc Shadyside Med Ctr Neurolo Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Bukstein Oscar 1154 Murrayhill Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Bulgarelli Ernest W Cust 17 Highland Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Bulger Hilda 1547 Berkshire Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Bulger Patrick 6199 Monitor St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Bundrige Queen 3614 Whitney St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Burd Jeff Po Box 11069 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Burg Erna K Estate 1947 Westmont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Burgman David 109 Brown Carnegie Pa 15106
Burguera Bartolome 4342 Centre Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Burke Edward V Estate 5401 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Burke James 8 Mucer St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Burke Joseph 3202 Dawson St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Burke Rosia 820 Lincoln Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Burkhart Jennifer Burkhart Madison 211 N Homewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Burl Henrietta 6713 Deary St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Burnett Joseph Burnett Ruth 27 St Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Burnette Ted 520 Gettysburg St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Burns Irma 1314 Merrytfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Burns Kenneth 400 C Abbeyville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Burns Mark 1424 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Buschi Thomas Estate 6 Furly Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Bush Medvetz Jaime 2201−2203 Hayson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Butela Karen L Diane L Fisher Poa 254 Red Oak Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Butterfield William Butterfield Lulu 1424 Alton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Butterfield Derek R 168 Spencer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Byerly Helen Byerly Paul 6008 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Byrne Francine 2326 Pittock St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
C
Caggiano William J Estate 125 Orchard Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Caldwell Edna 717 Maple St Coraopolis Pa 15108
Calhoun Maryann 167 North South Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Callaglan James 816 Fifth Ave Corapolis Pa 15108
Callicott Zhackery 300 Abbeyville Rd Apt B Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Camillo David 1247 Onondago St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Campbell Douglas 532 Briarcliff Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Campbell John 1115 Brintell St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Campbell Robert C/O Landco Usa Inc 300 Weyman Rd Ste 340 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Cancilla Celeste Cancilla Mark 1928 Shelly Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Canestro Alberta 311 N Linden Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Cannan Carisa 508 Melwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Cannell Margaret 5933b Alder St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Cannell Margaret Po Box 5422 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Cannon Caitlin 188 Thompson Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Cannon Henry 118 Kingsdale Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Capehart Ins Agency 5828 Forward Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Caplan Phyllis 5700 Centre Ave Apt 409 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Cappelli Mary For Helen Rockwell 3930 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Caprini Theresa 1015 Weber St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Cararie Ernest Cararie Lucy 237 Oakland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Carb Carol 2932 Fernwald Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Cardamone Aaron 917 Pennsylvania Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Cardarelli Anna 805 Steiner St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Carey Phillip J Jr Carey Elizabeth 326 W 12th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Carey James Estate 214 N Negley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Caritis Alexandra 1212 Farragut St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Carl Thelma Estate RR 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Carlene A Muto Md Suite 1215 Kaufmann Bldg 200 Lothrop St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Carletti Amanda 26 May Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Carls Garage Doors 48 Elizabeth St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Carlson Lilly 28 E Meyers Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Carmine Iodice 553 Lowell St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Carnegie Museums Of 4400 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Carnes Martha Estate 117 22nd St Munhall Pa 15120
Carney Richard Carney Anna 2816 Pyramid Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Carone Edna Raymond & Goldstrom Ave Dravosburg Pa 15034
Caroselli Josephine Caroselli Rudolph 1203 Pocono St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Carpenter Ronald 570 Richland Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Carr Robert 244 Tara Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Carr Sandra 4 Renwick St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Carras Margaret 951 1st Ave Apt 1024 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Carrie Meissner 455 Millers Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Carringer Gloria 2427 S Braddock Ave Swissvale Pa 15218
Cars Of Pittsburgh Inc Po Box 5 Bethel Park Pa 15102
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Carse Francis E Jr Carse Francis 542 Brookline Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Carse Francis Carse Carol 542 Brookline Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Carse Francis Carse Janet 542 Brookline Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Carter Bettina 350 Rte 30 Lot 6a Clinton Pa 15026
Carter Carol 1323 Franklin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Carter Elsie 5320 Keeport Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Carter Gayle Latosha 308 Parkford Dr South Park Pa 15129
Carter Horacemich 727 Fisher St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Carter J R Sr Po Box 117 Presto Pa 15142
Carter Lamar 120 Birmingham Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Carter Regina 6951 And Half Frankstown Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Casa Blanca Imports LLC 201 N Braddock Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Casella David 6504 Quaker Dr Attn Dr Motorworx Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Cassata Frank Cassata Alma 349 Island Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Cassidy Ann M 3616 Parkview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Castellani Joseph 1501 Lebanon Church Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Castelli John 544 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Catherine Thropp Estate 117 Saginaw St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Cathrein Miletic 163 Mangold Reare Munhall Pa 15120
Cavalier Lauretta 5875 Darlington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Cavicchia Salvatore 814 Chartiers Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Cawley Mary 121 Sherrie Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Cecchetti Frank Cecchetti Susan 268 Dell Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Cecelia Pecola 533 Woodward Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Celadonia Louise Estate 1357 Glendale Ext McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Center For Entrepreneurial Devel 1235 Squirrel Hill Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Ceponis Julia 451−44th St Apt 1207 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Cercon Karen 2424 Edgar St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Cersosimo Lawrence 937 Beaver Grade Rd Moon Twp Pa 15108
Chadwick Anna 1721 Commercial St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Chakeres Anthony Chakeres Andrew 520 Washington Rd Apt 803 Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Chakravarthy S R Md 3471 Fifth Ave Suite 810 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Chambers June G Estate 1210 Highfield Ct Apt 203 Bethel Park Pa 15102
Chambers June G Estate 42 Norton St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Champ Nanette Po Box 166 Presto Pa 15142
Chan Wing 46 York Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Chaney Gladys 3900 New Texas Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Chaonsa Catherine 310 Macassar Dr Apt 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Charles David 79 Limont Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Charles Horvwalt 618 East Ninth Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Charlotte Cook 843 Climax St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Charlton Dolores 5235 Dresden Way Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Chatham College Woodland Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Chatman Stephen 5700 Bryant St 37 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Chavez Mary Estate D Stadtlander Social Serv Carnegie Pa 15106
Cheatham Harold In 42 Brushy Ridge Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Cheetham Janice 363 Elmbrook Ln Carnegie Pa 15106
Chen Nicole Chen Li−Jau 125 Oakland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Chen Ming Yu 1136 Whightman Stree Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Cherep Kathleen 786 Hazelwood Ave 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Cherico George R Jr 5631 Beacon St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Cherillo Anthony Cherillo Minna 257 Sieafth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Cherry Louise 1434 Oakdene St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Chester Engineering 250 Airside Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Chiang Hsiao−Chin 2515 Allequippa St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Chiang Peter P Dr 201 Woodbridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Chick Alfred 1111 Roupe Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Childress Hazen Laura 2417 Marbury Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Childs Sally 5453 Aldemarle Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Chiodo James 86 Fountain St Apt C McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Cho Hye Ri 6921 Meade St Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Cho Lily 5264 Beeler St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Choi Byung II 3719 Parkview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Choi Seok 5000 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Choice Cigarette Outlet 4900 Library Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15102
Chojnicki Susan 1212 Brookline Blvd Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Christian Catone 7328 Schoyer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Christine Cosentino 2203 Brinton Manor Apt 103 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Christopher Emilia Christopher David 7550 Dickson Swissville Pa 15218
Christy Philip 111 Gilda Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Chucks Bar 3519 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Chukwuogo N C 4706 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Chung Hae 5000 Forbes Ave Apt 4123 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Churchill Robert Estate 3274 Forest Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Churley Rose Marie 4749 Baum Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Churpak Margaret Est 128 Cedarcove St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Churpak Margaret Ex 601 Agnew Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Chybrzynski Anthony 1122 Roup Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Cicardini Primo 800 Mifflin Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Cicero Anthony 325 Virginia Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Ciganic Adrain PO Box 81731 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Cindrich & Assoc William Brucker Truste 300 Weyman Rd 320 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Cinnakonda Viyjay Apt 717 5551 Ctr Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Cioppa Justin 317 S Negley Ave Apt 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Ciora Robert 129 Birmingham Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ciorra Julia 218 E 11th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Cipar Melanie 806 College Ave Apt C O Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Claiborne Lance 3815 Pier St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Clark George Clark Mary 5326 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Clark Etta 310 Fisk St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Clark Harry 924 E 8th Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Clark Norman 242 Meyran Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Clark Rodney 1704 Queens Dr South Park Pa 15129
Clark Rodney Cust 1704 Queens Dr South Park Pa 15129
Clarke Margaret Clarke Francis 172 Plymouth St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Clarke William R Estate 65 Lafferty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Clayton Anna M Estate 1414 Nurnath St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Clearview Mall Jj Gumberg Co 1051 Brinton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Cleary Maureen 130 Hollowhaven Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Clemens Gertrude Clemens Bernard 1308 Lincoln Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Clendenino Grady C/O Landco Usa Inc 300 Weyman Rd Ste 340 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Clevenger Doris Po Box 2075 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Cline James Kellous 18 Sceneridge Ave Second Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Clymer Erin 5511 Avondale Place Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Cmu H Attn K Widmaier 5000 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Coates Rosanna 232 Chester Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Coennen Henry 717 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Coffie Vincent 524 Ogden Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Coffman Leown 6290 Auburn St Apt Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Cogos 1338 Brentwood 3767 Brownsville Rd Brentwood Pa 15227
Cohan Jeanne 135 Meadowbrook Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Cohen Anisha 602 Beltzhoover Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Cohen Cathy 1461 Bennington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Cohen Greeta 83 Mystic Harbor Bradfordwoods Pa 15015
Cohen William I Childrens Hospital 37058 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Colbert Janice Mrs Colbert Lloyd 4931 Highland Ave Bethel Park Pittsburgh Pa 15102
Colbert Margaret Colbert Howard 208 Kennedy Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Colbert Margaret 208 Kennedy Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Coldwell Banker Real Estate Pittsburgh 9600 Perry Hwy Ste 200 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Cole Elizabeth Cole Clarence 327 W 8th Ave 1066 W Homestead Pa 15120
Cole Brenda 814 Mellon St 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Cole Brenda Apt 2 814 Mellon St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Coleman Ayonna Apartment A1 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Coleman Brian 1401 Martha St Munhall Pa 15120
Coleman Rebecca 6525 Rowan St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Coles Katherine 2034 Kendon Dr E Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Coletta Mary Kathryn 1 Robinson Manor Blvd Apt 403 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Colleen Mellon 159 W Marigold St Homestead Pa 15120
Collins Buckner Robin 1417 Pennsylvania Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Collins Jane 268 46th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Columbare Philip 5318 Stutabaker Bethel Park Pa 15102
Comber Eleanor Comber Ralph 2341 Wells Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Commisso Sara Po Box 96029 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Community Inves Community Inves 220 Dunseth St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Community Vending Se 6019 Ramsgate Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Compassioncare Inc 1562 Collier Ave Heidelberg Pa 15106
Comstock Anna 535 Jenne Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Comvay Jr Charles 749 Broughton St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Condon Janet 100 Germaine Ln Apt 407 Bethel Park Pa 15102
Conley Lawrence Conley Jean 2100 Woodward Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Conley Lillian 4801 Coleridge St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Conne Clifford J 2912 W Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Connelly Ann 425 S Braddock Ave Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Connelly Mary L Estate 1111 Ann St Homestead Pa 15120
Connor Dorothy C Estate 1118 Uptegraf St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Connor Wm 7023 Wiltsie St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Conocchia Inez 969 Roup Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Conroy Adrianna 4028 Ludwick St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Conroy Rita M Estate 220 Robinson St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Conroy Thomas 824 Idlewood St Carnegie Pa 15106
Construction Connally 732 Rossmore Ave Brookline Pa 15226
Cook Elizabet Cook Leonard 919 4th Ave Corapolis Pa 15108
Cook Justin Lee 287 Wade St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Cooley John 333 Carothers Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Cooper Fannie C/O Shadyside Nursing + Rehab Ctr 5609 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15232
Cooper Jeremy 230 N Craig St Apt4d Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Coppes William 5542 Pocussett St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Coraopolis Health Center 1308 Fifth Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Corbett Hilda 816 Woodward Ave Mckee Rocks Pa 15136
Corlew Shakara 1937 Delaware Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Cornwall John 117 Highland Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Corp Gmac M PO Box 6942 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Correll Christopher 620 East 13th Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Corso Marian 109 Hill Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Cosgrove Dennis 241 Fisk St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Costa Joann 1721 Commercial St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Coste Jonah 5819 Bartlett St A Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Costello Mary Jo 269 Newburn Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Coughlin Michelle Coughlin Ronald 527 Twele Rd Greenock Pa 15047
Counrtywide Home Loans Inc PO Box 1675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Country Home Loans P O Box 1675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Cowan Delbert 109 Conniston Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Coyne Sarah Coyne Anna Apt 206 3206 Niagara St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Coyne John Estate 635 Mclain St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Craig Anna 436 Ross Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Craig Keisha Twan 820 Capital Dr Apt 1015 Carnegie Pa 15106
Craig Virginia 825 Inwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Crail Jacklyn 1410 Nobles Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Cramer Harry Estate 514 Paulson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Craska Scott 1416 Rutherford St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Cratty Matthew 2715 Murray Ave Apartment 807 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Cravotta Anthony 1153 Olivia St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Crawford Richard 7414 Schoyer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Crawford Robert R Estate 411 South Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Crawford T A Jr 4377 Stanton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Cridlin Catherine 57 Defoe St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Crisanti Bill 607 7th Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Critchlow Mary 415 Zara St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Crites Jacqueline 917 Brdway Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Crocker Leslie 241 Cascade Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Crockett Deena 650 Ctr Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Crombie Judith 1720 Tonette St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Cronin Douglas 633 Melwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Crook Mildred Estate 445 Kathleen St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Crosby Satoia 211 Platt Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Crosier Ethel Crosier James 294 Rt 837 W Elizabeth Pa 15088
Crouse Ellwood In 915 South Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Crowell Janet 825 Highland Ave Pitcairn Pa 15140
Crown Roy 5719 Munhall Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Crowther Edith I Estate 609 Ella St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Csonka Stephen 51 Everly Ln Imperial Pa 15126
Ctr For Pastoral Counseling 1002 Mcknight Park Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Cua Linda 219 Darian Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
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Cuccarese James Cuccarese Lena 56 Mckinney Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Cueva Julia 4716 Ellsworth Ave 201 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Cummins David 2657 Smt St Bethel Park Pa 15102
Cunimondo Anita 6332 Howell St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Cunningham Philip J Est 300 W Arcadia Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Cupid Lester 163 Carver St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Curry Elizabet 362 Beaver St Leetsdale Pa 15056
Curry Holly 355 Rte 30 Lot 76 Clinton Pa 15026
Cusano Cristina Estate 82 Harlem Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Customer Preferred 3 Crailo Ave Apt1 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
D
D&M Trading Inc Pressed Cleaned Inc Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Dai Lei 5532 Covode St Apt C4 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Dallesandro Rocco 1389 Sts Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Daly Cynthia 1002 Mcknight Park Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Damarla Chanakya 6710 Fennimore St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Dambrosia Josephine 3649 W Run Rd Homestead Pa 15120
Dambrosio Josephine Dambrosio Marianna 6363 E Liberty Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Dambrosio Marianna 3649 W Run Rd Homestead Pa 15120
Damian Arrington 8614 Bricelyn St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Dan Ross 3259 Dawson St Apartment 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Danashi Moutaz 4028 Ludwick St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Daniel Herrmann 212 Elwood Ext Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Daniel Iandimarino 304 Springwater Dr Coraoplis Pa 15108
Daniel Kases 1550 Napoleon St Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Daniel P Ins 3365 Babcock Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Darby Dolores 6840 Greenwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Darrigo Angelo A Estate 803 Warrington Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Darroch Joyce 2500 Waterman Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Dascenzo Hanna 7126 Race St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Datta Rabinder Singh Datta Bubby 617 Tampico Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Dattilo Laura 118 1/2 Natchez St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Daugherty Donna 112 Earl St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Daum Anna 607 W Burgess St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Daven Catherine 2827 Shawhan Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Davenport Alicia 619 Edgewood Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Davenport Mozelle In 7425 Susquehanna St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
David Clark 106 Doray Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
David Manthei 4508 Centre Ave Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
David Wilder 52 Garetta St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Davidson Jeremiah 2028 Frankella Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Davies Mary 17 Ralston Pl Fl 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Davis Theresa Davis Kirke 2203 Los Angeles Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Davis Thomas Davis Anne 603 Tally Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Davis Albert S Jr 7714 Brashear St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Davis Claude M Estate 6207 Monitor St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Davis Doris 2143 Ardmore Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Davis James 4400 Centre Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Davis James Jr 6437 Stanton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Davis Lisa 49 Haberman Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Davis Patricia 2528 Columbia Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Davis Robert 927a Vance Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Davis Ronald 309 7th Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Davis Todd 315 Conniston Av Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Davison Ruth 5718 Hartman Ln Bethel Park Pa 15102
Daw Josephine E Estate 2316 Whipple St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Daw Josephine E Estate 7316 Whipple St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Dawn Tobin 1411 Grandview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Dawson Audrey 4629 Saline St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Day Automotive Collision Center 7154 Tilden St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Day Toyota 1140 Clairton Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Dayton Burt 145 Delaware Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
De Lucchio B Estate 1211 N Lang Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
De Maria Rose Estate 2034 Pioneer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Deaktor Marcia Deaktor Scott 616 Saint James St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Dean Kimberly Dean Richard 237 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Deangelis Robert 319 Brdmoor Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Debellis Thelma 522 Mcdonald St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Debor Curt 6903 Thomas Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Decenzo Gloria 271 Forest Grove Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Deigan Mark James 126 Poplargrove St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Deighan Michael 1908 Buena Vista St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Deivanayagam Sweta 5826 Alder St A Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Delaney Estronald 2500 Brownsville Rd Apt 101 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Delaney John A Estate 4644 Plummer St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Delelawty Jeanne 1407 Belasco Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Delenrick Edwarrd Delenrick Anna 610 Delmont St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Delfrate Sarah 119 Rothesay Ave 6 Carnegie Pa 15106
Delgado Mary D Estate 713 E 8th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Delpercio Jared 609 Hiland Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Delsignore Nancy 1234 1st Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Demarco Jeannette Demarco Vincent 161 Highland Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Demarco Thomas 460 Shelbourne Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Demestichas Evelyn B C/O Parkvale Bank Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Demore Elizabeth Demore William 3622 Sardis Way Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Dempsey William J Estate 539 Decatur Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Denero Mary 178 Rocky Ridge Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Dennan Rosemary M Estate 802 Gallion Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Dennis Frank 42 Ellwood Ct Coraopolis Pa 15108
Dent Oliver 2100 Palmer St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Depalma John Estate 839 Mclain St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Depinto Gerald D Est Depinto Gerald 205 Houston Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Deremer Harold Deremer Ellen 28 Abbott Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Derienzo Albert Estate 835 Hazelwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Deriggi Michael 143 Meadow St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Derubeis Aurelio Derubeis Anna 6208 Huntress St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Desarno Louise Estate 119 Auburn St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Desley Geraldine Estate 1419 Arlington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Destefano Matthew Destefano Saverio 6514 Shetland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Detig Maria J In 5231 Campbell Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Detre Antony Cust 7527 Rosemary Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Devault Robert Harley 3027 Pioneer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Devine Marcella Estate 322 Thompson Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Devos Paul 131 Box Sturgeon Pa 15082
Dhall Jasmeet 5557 Hobart St 8 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Dhipen Soni 3 Hemmingway St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Di Liscia Claudia 537 3rd St Apt 2 Pitcairn Pa Pitcairn Pa 15140
Diana Ralph 7218 Church St Swissvale Pa 15218
Dianne Robertson And North Hills Au 9552 Perry Hwy Wexford Pa 15237
Dibernardo James Dibernardo Eva 2227 Lehigh St Swissvale Pa 15218
Dicenzo Mario 519 4th St Pitcairn Pa 15140
Dicks Sporting Good Po Box 6700 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Dickson Walter S Jr Po Box 1155 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Didesederio B Estate 821 Davis Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Didonato Frank Didonato Nancy 509 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Didonne Domenic 2500 Brownsville Rd Apt 305 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Dietz Danielle Marie Dr 103 Daleran Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Dietz Donald C Estate 5245 Mcanulty Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Dietzen Gail 1314 Merrytfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Digging Pit Art 4417 Butler Se 1st Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Digioia Bob 4720 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Digirolamo Dominic Albert 3241 Eastmont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Dike Kenneth 1009 1st Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Dillinger Tracy 404 Union St Munhall Pa 15120
Dillon Edithe G M Dillon Robert 5340 Maynard St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Dillon David J Estate 1322 Fallowfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Dilucchio Amelia Dilucchio Daniel 355 Omega St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Dimun Michael Dimun Bettie 135 E Mall Plz Carnegie Pa 15106
Dinamoran 207 Jacunda St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Dingle Mary Estate 617 South Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Dinitz Michael 5815 Alder St Apartment 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Dinski Geraldine Estate 112 Ridge St Dravosburg Pa 15034
Dipaolo Constantino Dipaolo Janice 4055 Cloverlea St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Direct Repair Collis 6246 Auburn St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Dixon Carlos 5467 Brd St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Dixon Mildred G Estate 314 Anthony St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Djb Group Inc 740 Washington Rd Ste 200 Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Dl Greenblatt 2424 Traci Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Dobrich Eileen Kay 434 3rd St W Elizabeth Pa 15088
Dollar General 500 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Dollar Rent A Car Po Box 12107 Pittsburgh Pa 15231
Domenico Pietro Estate 621 Superior St Carnegie Pa 15106
Domitrovic Valerie 916 William Penn Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Don Allen Chevrolet Company 5308 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Don Roberts And Son 960 Logan Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Donaldson Samuel J Estate 115 Guenevere Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Donatelli Eleanor 411 Eicher Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Donato Carlos 101 Crimson Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Donato Phyllis Po Box 96029 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Dong Chen 331 Devonshire St Apt A11 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Donges Alice Estate 2832 Brdway Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Donia Dorothy M Estate 1 Windsor Way Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Donwil Company 22 Mccormick Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Dooley Jack 6912 Hilldale Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Doom Nathan 3421 Juno St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Doran Bonnie 610 N Meadowcraft Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Dornetto Joseph 125 Cedar Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Dorothy Clark 7020 Upland St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Dorovenis Peter Plum Cleaners 914 Presque Isle Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Dorrance Steven 2820 Stanley St South Park Pa 15129
Dorris Dorthy A Estate 5438 Rosetta St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Dorsch Mary 1306 Brookline Blvd Apt 209 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Dorsey Cornelius 7741 Baxter St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Dortenzo Daniel 57 Owendale Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Douglas D Zucco Esquire 1187 Thorn Run Rd Suite 310 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Douthett Charles 211 Sweetbriar St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Dowdy Damaun 3500 Bethoven St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Downs Julie 169 Seneca Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Doyle Daniel 5305 Landing Ln Moon Twp Pa 15108
Doyle Elizabet 1131 Illinois Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Doyle Jodi 694 Robinwood Dr Condo C Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Doyle John 475 Haverhill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Doyle Mary Fran 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 218 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Dozier Danielle 2956 Glenmawr Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Dralle A V 5905 Leprechaun Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Dravis Veronica 352 Roup Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Dreher Martha E Estate 3635 Baytree St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Drew Mary 3275 S Park Rd Attn R L Schatzel Bethel Park Pa 15102
Driscall Florence M Estate 515 Mcclintock Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Drosnes Barney Drosnes Rita 5540 Columbo St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Druga Eilzabeth 5506 5th Ave Apt 303a Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Duffield Kenneth 218 Onyx Av Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Duffy Mary 7225 Church St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Dugan Thomas 283 Moon Clinton Rd Apt 12a Coraopolis Pa 15108
Dugdale Peter 2702 Robertson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Duker Janet 2060 St Andrews Dr Presto Pa 15142
Dukes Evelyn 5529 Columbo St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Dunbar Nancy Charles Morris Nursing Ctr 200 Jhf Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Dunlap Ann 1031 Wallace Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Dunsey Sharon 2120 Spring St 1st Fl Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Durando Anna 146 Highland Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Durando Frank 146 Highland Ave Mckeesrocks Pa 15136
Durkan Marcia Adams Durkan Thomas 2 Revere Rd Carnegie Pa 15106
Duronio Anna 2208 Maureen Dr Library Pa 15129
Durrett Nathaniel Durrett Jack 105 Lochinver Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Dworetz April 1419 Bennington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Dyer Lawrence Dyer Marie 2361 18th St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Dziak Edward 7720 Saint Lawrence Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Dzikowski Ila 124 W Eugene St Munhall Pa 15120
Dzubinski Gary 22 Everly Ln Imperial Pa 15126
Dzubinski Scott 816 Dohrman St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
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E
E Dorothy 529 Brushton Av Pittsburgh Pa 15208
E Trade Settlement Services 345 Rouser Rd Bldg 5 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Earl Reatha 375 Brdway Pitcairn Pa 15140
Easley Mae 1015 Church Ave Apt 105 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
East Liberty News 5931 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Eastern Orthodox Foundation Of 1800 West St Homestead Pa 15120
Easton Stella 110 Maragret St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Eastside Lp II 5940 Centre Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Eaton Ky 1604 Jancey St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Eber Marylou 4430 E Brightview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Eberz Joseph W Estate 1336 Missouri St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Eckel Dan 21 Midway Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Eckenrode Agcy Inc 200 Third Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Eckert Virginia Eckert Albert 126 Santron Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Eckert Albert 126 Santron Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Eckhardt Mary 417 Cherrywood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Eclipse Integration Inc 3261 Babcock Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Ecoff William Coyle 244 Delano Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Ecs Services Po Box 101096 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Edstrom Thelma E Est 964 Illinois Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Edwards Douglas 424 Grace St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Edwards Gwendolyn A 6001 University Blvd Rmu Box 1207 Moon Twp Pa 15108
Eged Frank 291 Freidel St Whitaker Pa 15120
Eguchi Yasuo 4742 Centre Ave Apt 503 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Ehrgott Anna M Estate 57 Hollow Haven Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Eighme Patricia 183 Renfer St 2nd Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Eiler Thomas 7246 Formosa Way Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Eimer William 5611 Wilkins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Eisel Edward 2322 Almont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Elder Robert R III Elder Jean 113 Republic Ave Indianola Pa 15051
Eldrege Rebecca Diane 3165 Ashlyn St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Elite Management 5996 Steubenville Pike Suite O McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Ellard Myrtice 6401 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Elliott Carolyn 436 Ross Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Ellis Ryan 3302 Grace St Munhall Pa 15120
Ellstrom Cecilia Est 127 Lacrosse St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Elm Marie 6110 Raveena St East Liberty Pa 15206
Elmeier Mary 417 Cherrywood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Em Foods Inc 4609 Winthrop St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Embrooke Inc Northwest Ems McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Emtil Hassan 4733 Centre Ave 6a Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Endo Mika 5914 Alder St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Engel Erma B Estate 914 Milton St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Engel Margaret 307 Chalfont St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ensslin Eleanor Ensslin Charles 3331 Wallace 1st Flo Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Eqt Investment Inc 1211 Ann St Pittsburgh Pa 15120
Erbel David Estate 354 Knoedler Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Erlain Frank 5138 Berllin Way Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Errico Sciulli Four Oakland Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Ertel Genevieve 1303 Wood St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Ertha Clingenpeel 951 Brodhead Rd /341 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Eschmeyer Bradley 7019 Bennington Woods Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Esken Caroline 1408 Ravine Munhall Pa 15120
Eslep Charles C/O C W Eslep Iii 356 Sunset Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Essex Doris 225 Meadow St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Essex Tonya 74 Ctland Dr W Mckeesrocks Pa 15136
Estep Margot 421 Jefferson Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Estok M B 3301 W Run Rd Munhall Pa 15120
Eubanks C 137 Grandview Ave Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Euston Greg 406 Sharon Rd Apt B Moon Twp Pa 15108
Evanovich Sharon 334 Barclay Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Evans Lester Evans Evan 553e 9th Ave flr Homestead Pa 15120
Evans Lester Evans Helen 553e 9th Ave flr Homestead Pa 15120
Evans Hudie 571 Greendale Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Evans Josephine M Estate 752 N Meadowcroft Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Evans Richard 1062 Union Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Evans Scott 1503 Kenberma Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Events Avatar 520 Milbeth Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Everest Consulting Group Lp Northwo 136 Three Degtree Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Everett Carter 5320 Keeport Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Everson William Everson Carolyn 5427 Columbo Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Ewell Mercedes Channell 4933 Plum Way Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Ewing Catherine 312 E 10th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Eyerly Mark 1408 Sloan Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
F
Faber Bernard 242 39th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Fabina Bertha 248 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Fabina Est Bertha 248 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Fabrizio Anthony Jr Fabrizio Ada 2404 Valer St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Fabyonic Janice Fabyonic David 38 Sierra Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Faculty Practice Plan 500 Finley St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Faiello J 1600 Mcclure St Homestead Pa 15120
Falchetti Damian Christ 2545 Brownsville Rd Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Falduts Joyce 3853 Lawnview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Family Dollar 451 McKees Rocks Plaza McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Fang Hsuan 343 Mckee Pl Apt 10 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Fant Karen 8109 Conemaugh St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Fargo Wells Po Box 2075 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Fargo Wells Po Box 4050 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Farina Joseph 935 Mifflin Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Farkas Carol 539 Fordham Ave 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Farley Mary E Estate 1080 Stoneville St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Farmers Market Alliance Of Wpa C/O R L Pollock Assoc 1204 Malvern Ave Pittsburgh
Pa 15217
Farooq Rizwan 100 W Hutchinson Ave Apt 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Fay Mary 1510 Mohicandr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Fazio Michael 5910 Elgin St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Fear J 16 Rosemond McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Feeney Francis 1224 Hillsdale Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Feldman Barry 4269 Ludwick St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Felix Mary M Estate 617 Otillia St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Felt James 217 August Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Fenger Ronda 816 Eathan Ave Brookline Pa 15226
Fenmore Trucking 149 Nichol Ave Mckees Rock Pa 15136
Ferguson David 519 4th Ave Sutersville Pa 15083
Ferguson Marc 7710 Westmoreland St Swissvale Pa 15218
Ferguson Mary 519 4th Ave Sutersville Pa 15083
Ferio Anna 1110 Sylvan Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Ferrari Mary 3803 Evergreen Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Ferriera Pedro 6651 Ridgeville St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Feucht James 1649 Shady Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Ff Trucking Evc Inc Po Box 4359 Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Fichter Mary 1537 Washington Rd Room 250 Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Fidelity Investments 212 Ogden Nash St Coraopolis Pa 15108
Fidelity Management Trust Co 110 Firth Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Fife Robert 813 Virginia Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Filko Margaret 357 Oak Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Finale Armide Finale Helen 315 Lavina Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Finch Herbert 6901 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Finch Ruth E Estate 3700 Main St Apt 7 Munhall Pa 15120
Finch Ruth Estate 3700 Main St Apt 7 Munhall Pa 15120
Fingeret David Fingeret Lena 425 N Neville St Apt 104 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Fink Carol H Estate 556 Sunset Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Fink Kenneth 309 Lavina Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Fiorentino Josephine Fiorentino Mark 117 Saginaw St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
First Federal Bank Of Pittsburgh 5816 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
First Health Msu Benefits Po Box 9500 Coraopolis Pa 15108
First Health Po Box 9000 Coraopolis Pa 15108
First Nationwide PO Box 1575 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Firsthealth Ahcc Po Box 535920 Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Fischbeck Paul 4303 Parkman Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Fischer Edna 267 Paulson Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Fischer Frances W Estate 4749 Norma Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Fischer Kristi 444 Jenne Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Fish Edward L Estate 197 Juniper Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Fish Raymond E Estate 1216 1/2 Ridge Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Fishel Donald Fishel Dorothy 8004 Susquehanna St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Fisher Lucille Fisher James 1309 Plumdale Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Fisher Elizabeth 498 Marietta Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Fisher James 5427 Mccandless Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Fisher Jon 217 Unity Ctr Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Fisher Lucille 1309 Plumdale Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Fisher Patrick 113 East End Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Fisher Ralph 2221 Harrison Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Fisher Raymond 412 Mill St Coraopolis Pa 15108
Fisher Recker Josephine 2325 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Fitch Cyril 500 E Bruceton Rd Apt 506 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Fitz Stanley Estate 128 Finley Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Fitzgerald Margaret Fitzgerald Edward 2 Bayard Rd Apt 66 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Fitzgerald Thomas Fitzgerald Cleo 1905 Mount Joseph St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Fitzgerald Daniel 2849 Connecticut Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Fitzurka John 327 Jucunda St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Flamm Ruth Est 121 Carrick Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Flanagan Sean 585 E End Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Flaynick Catherine 4720 Hatfield St Apt 212 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Fleet Nancy 250 Jefferson Dr Apt 212 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Fleet Russell David 752 Chartiers Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Fleming Robert 119 Olde Manor Ln Moon Twp Pa 15108
Fletcher Bertha C/O M Mcneil Jfc 5743 Bartlett Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Fletcher Edward 2033 Plainview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Flickinger Owen 1232 Mckee St Crescent Pa 15046
Florence A J 6557 Rowan St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Florence Wilson Estate 274 Southern Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Flores Leonel Amaro 366 Atwood St 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Flory Gregory 2728 Miles Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Flowers Margaret 211 Sweetbriar St Apt 602 Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Flynn E Scott 20 Raleigh Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Flynn Martha 143 Woodhaven Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Foizey James 325 Orchard Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Folan Mildred F Est 263 Baywood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Foley Marketing Systems 4200 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Folmer Mary Estate 1080 Stoneville Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Fontana Harry Fontana Flora 9100 Walnut St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Foodland 350 Curry Hollow Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Foon Kenneth A Upmc Cancer Pavillion 5150 Centre Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Ford Catherine Ford Harry 132 Garfield Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Ford Ellsworth 330 W 12th Homestead Pa 15120
Ford Matthew 177 Cranbrooke Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Ford Susan M Estate 839 Mclain St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Forestervarne Crisi 3790 Greensburg Pike Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Foster Deborah 2216 Yale Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Foster Karl Estate 5 Patrice Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Foster Mary 6 Colonial Place Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Foster Ryan 3509 Blvd Of Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Fountain Tiffany 112 Oakland Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Foust Helen F Estate 215 Goldsmith Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Fox Edward Fox Mary 5540 Clark Ave Bethel Park Pa 15102
Fox Gerald Estate 644 Loretta St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Fox Joe Po Box 3050 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Fox John 1443 Alabama Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Fox William A Sr 821 Perrytown Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Frailey Paul 230 Chesterfield Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Frances Tuchnowski 2615 Mackinaw Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Francey Mary Ann 530 Halsey Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Franci Daniel V Estate 249 Dell Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Francis Gorshin 4725 Coleridge St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Francschini Jon 212 Oak Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15225
Frank Bryan Inc 1263 Charters Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Frank Dezelan 1314 Wood St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Frank James 1483 Stoltz Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Frankel James 660 Oneida St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Frankenfieldpro Kim 605 Ctrvue Rd Bradfordwoods Pa 15015
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Franklin Annie 5462 Brd St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Franklin Eric 222 E 11th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Franko John 590 Sunderland Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Franks Margaret Franks Joseph 5900 Kings School Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Fraser George 6307 Hampton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Frazier Lillian 413 Climax St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Frederick Ernest Curtis Po Box 4772 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Frederick Lisa 275 Curry Hollow Rd Ste 270 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Freedman Beth Freedman Alan 4025 Windsor St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Freeman Evelyn Estate RR 3 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Freeman Willa Mae 3133 Landis St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Frentuos John 801 Countryside Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Friedman Elizabeth Estate 289 Silver Ln D McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Friends Of Michael Dive 909 Dunster St Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Frisch J C 315 Cavan Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Frishman Max 5838 Marlborough Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Frost Ursula A Est 501s Shelbourne St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Fuller Tegan 5872 Hobart Flr 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Fullinwider Patricia 1501 Fallowfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Fullmer Elizabeth 951 Perry Hwy Apt T−20 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Fullum James 430 South Farmont St Apt 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Fulton Jane Estate 569 Boquet St Carnegie Pa 15106
Fulton John D Estate 403 Fox Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Funk Madlyn Estate 63 Harwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Furlick Katherine 432 Rebecca Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Furman Robert Furman Leona 1241 Illinois Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Furniture Izzy Miller 25 E Main St Carnegie Pa 15106
Furst Jason Zachary 1419 Bennington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Futrell Allison 200 Lee St Apt 28 Coraopolis Pa 15108
G
Gabel Jennifer 3265 West Liberty Ave Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Gabriel Kent 2927 Mottern Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Gabriel Richard 1147 Church Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Gaines Derrick 1238 N Sheridan Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Gaines Thomas W Trust Jr William M P King 1085 Devon Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Gajewski Mary Estate 1210 Peermont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Gale Steven 207 Whitaker St Whitaker Pa 15120
Galido Michael C/O Wilkins House 909 West St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Gallagher Gertrude Estate 309 Arabella St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Gallagher Robert Estate 323 Venture St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Gallagher Ruth 2106 Superior St Bethel Park Pa 15102
Gallery Thomas Kinkade 1000 Ross Park Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Gally Nancy 501 Riders Way Coraopolis Pa 15108
Galsick Marty 2100 Superior St Bethel Park Pa 15102
Galyans Accounts Payable Po Box 7000 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Gamble Margaret Gamble Paul 142 Hamilton Homestead Pa 15120
Gamble John J Estate 442 William St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Gamel Peter 819 Bayonne Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Gangliero Tammy 126 Lang Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Ganzak Amy 3793 E St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Ganzak Anthony 3793 East St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Garbera Mary Garbera Joe Box 51 Carnegie Pa 15106
Garcia Cesar 1501 Princess Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Garcia Hermelinda 2106 Palmer Swissvale Pa 15218
Garcia Necara 3522 Frazier St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Gardner Robert 306 Ewings Mill Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Gargotta Maria Estate 1310 Hillsdale Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Gargotta Samuel Estate 1310 Hillsdale Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Garland Stanley Estate 2225 Grant St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Garlow Alma Garlow Earl Po Box 14324 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Garr Raymond 1319 Beechview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Garrison Travis C/O Landco Usa Inc 300 Weyman Rd Ste 340 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Garzonys Auto Inc 1059 Beer School Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Gasior Stanley 1000 Dorothy St Unit 603 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Gasior Stanley 212 Ogden Nash St Coraopolis Pa 15108
Gaskell William Jr Gaskell Ruth 1440 Ctr St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Gaski William M Estate 1935 Saw Mill Run Blvd 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Gateway Travel Management 6507 Wilkins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Gateway Travel Mgmt 1501 Ardmore Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Gatewood Gerain 832 Freeland St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Gatz John W Estate 20 Brdway Carnegie Pa 15106
Gawne David 8150 Perry Hwy Ste 101 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Gayski Raymond Estate 128 1/2 Banner Way Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Gazzola Rudolph 127 S Graham St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Gebhart Howard Gebhart Ida N Rd 2 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Gee Charlotte Co James Gee 7512 Hamilton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Gefert Henry M Gefert Dorothy 5413 Keystone St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Gehring Robert 436 Camfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Geiser Regina 3440 York St Munhall Pa 15120
Geisler Rhonda Geisler Louis 45 Everly Ln Imperial Pa 15126
Geisler Louis 45 Everyly Ln Imperial Pa 15126
Gennetti Anthony 314 Anthony St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Gent Elmer Estate 3013 Alberta St Homestead Pa 15120
George Elizabeth 1116 Prospect Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Georgetown Centre Inc 526 East Bruceton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Geraldino Nelson 416 Kingsboro St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Gerbec J L 115 Woodhall Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Gerber Allison 1705 Saratoga Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Gerber Jane 623 Greenlee Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Gerhart Katheryn 82 Donna Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Germano Richard 5728 Elwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Gerson David 5321 Wolfe Dr Apt 11 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Gersztoff Donald Gersztoff Rose Beechwood Carnegie Pa 15106
Gertrude Whetzel 6355 Dean St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Gestiehr Jacob 659 Margaret St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Getsy Anna Estate 124 Kings Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Getty Barbara 2222 King Ridge Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Geyer D 5272 Keystone St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Geyer Paul 421 Augusta St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Gho Jin Wee 312 S Neville St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Ghosh Soumitra 5435 Claybourne St T6 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Giammarco Mafelda 1230 Duffield St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Giannella Don 142 Mcmichael Rd Carnegie Pa 15106
Giardullo Carmen 1503 1 2 N Lang Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Giardullo Crissie 1503 1/2 N Lang Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Giba Marianne 265 Mckim Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Gienau Clifford 1006 Hasley Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Gilbert Betty Gilbert 30 Heckel Rd Apt 202 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Gilbert Sarah 214 Rochelle St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Giles Jerome 620 Danbury St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Gilfillan And Grimm Landco Inc Cust 300 Weyman Rd Ste 340 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Gill Dante 3965 Edge Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Gillespie Abu 7154 Tilden St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Gilligan Robin 1508 Lauelridge Dr Lot 64 Crescent Pa 15046
Gilmore Arthur 305 E Swissval Ave Apt 11 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Giorgi Kathleen Giorgi Luca 352 Meyran Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Giovengo John T Jr Giovengo Elba 2267 Reis Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Girgis George 24 Chapel Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Gizzo Kim 108 Seville Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Gladis Michael 939 Laclaia St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Glasser Joseph 507 Holmes St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Glasser Virginia 507 Holmes Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Glova Brandon 110 Charles Dr Carnegie Pa 15106
Gmac 130 Hollowhaven Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Gmac Homer L Hamilton 3783 Churchview Ave Ext Apt Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Gmac Mortgage Corp PO Box 1675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Gmac Mortgage Corp Po Box 4025 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Godfrey Diane 348 Overbrook Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Godoj Michael 101 N Dithridge St Apt 1004 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Goecke Maurine 138 Victory Ln Leetsdale Pa 15056
Goempel Paul 3440 York St Munhall Pa 15120
Gogol Nancy C Estate 5689 Valyview Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Gohart Omid 545 S Graham Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Gohn Thelma 4749 Baum Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Goings Martha Estate 594 Oakwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Goldston Samuel 1309 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Golitz Antoinette D Estate 4331 Tesla St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Gologorsky Edward Gologorsky Angela 1236 S Negley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Gona Frances 620 E 13th Ave Rear Munhall Pa 15120
Gondek John Est 5560 Forward Ave Apt 204 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Gonder Beth 765 C Presque Isle Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Gonzales Nicole 3618 Baytree St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Gooch Jennifer 628 Collins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Good William 317 Xavier Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Goodman Adam R 2514 Mount Royal Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Goodman Harriet 619 Margaretta St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Goodman Harriett 2404 Lharlemagne Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Goodwin Mary S Estate Mary K Goodwin 605 Olympia Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Gordon Edmond 703 Taft Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Gorny Angeline 2403 Perrysville Ave Apt 309 Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Gossie Frances 180 Columbia Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Goufman Eugene 5540 Covode St Apt 301 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Gould Nettie Gould Ralph 6841 Thomas Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Grace Closs Estate 102 Kirk Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Grady Derick 2835 Brdway Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Graf Sarah 12 Arbor St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Graham Edward In 3068 Texas Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Graham Margaret Estate Lee St Munhall Pa 15120
Graham Rodrick PO Box 2675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Graham Sean 2116 Monongahela St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Grant Calvin 7144 Monticello St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Grant Thomas 249 Rochell Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Grayber William 3263 Ashlyn St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Graziano Achilla Estate 2863 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Green 5850 Ellsworth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Green Clarence 2608 Bedford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Green Jeffrey Box 8231 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Green Jeffrey Po Box 8231 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Green Jonathan 87 Climax St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Green Lawrence 2808 1/2 Neeld Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Greenberg Douglas 6022 Hawthorn Coraopolis Pa 15108
Greenleaf Walter J Company 5016 Amberson Place Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Greensburg Anesthesia Spclsts 1699 Washington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Greenwald Harriet 1445 Severn St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Gregg Brenda 619 Edgewood Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Gregg Thelma Rd 1 Fl 1 Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Gregory Nancy Gregory Frank Rte 2 561 Backbone Rd Clinton Pa 15026
Gregory William Estate 5955 Alder St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Gregson Jessica Anne 5405 Coral St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Grguras Edward Grguras Anna 1011 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Grguras Matthew 1011 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Grice William 157 Mayflower St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Griffie Elaine 7729 Susquehanna St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Griffin Donna 9574 Toft Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Griffin Glenn 5540 Covode St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Grimm L F Jr Grimm H T 300 Weyman Rd Ste 340 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Grossi Dolores Grossi Daniel 407 Cherry Hill Dr Presto Pa 15142
Group Donald 525 Summerlea St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Grover Amit S 1301 Grandview Ave 1137−C Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Gruendl R A 201 Ormsby Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Grundy Paul 101 North Dithridge St Apt 1004 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Grzech Stanley Estate 123 42nd St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Guenin Thomas Jr Unit 3w2 Own Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Guenin Thomas R Sr Unit 3w2 6655 Frankstown Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Gulbransen Margery 706 University Sq 1 4625 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Gunter David J Or Ellen 3227 Joe Hammer Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Gusdonevic Mark 181 38th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Gustafson Emroy Est 802 N Beatty St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Guth Bernard M Trust 204 Schenley Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Gwen Contracting Corp 329 N Aiken Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Gwynne Margaret E Estate 1809 Lafayette St Swissvale Pa 15218
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H
H And P Associates 3817 Dawson St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Hackney Beth Mail To Helen Scheinberg 5826 Beacon St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Hadfield Catherine 2403 Maple Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Haggerty George 3525 Kaufman Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Hagovsky Mary 300 Alice St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Hahn Elizabeth Hahn Edward 837 Island Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Hahn Nancy 321 Lucilla Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Hairston Ruth T Estate 7238 Hamilton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Hajos Anna M Estate 924 Russellwood Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Hal K Waldman And Associates 207 Jacunda St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Hale Jon 302 Rochelle St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Haley Amanda 718 Maginn St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Hall Colina 1009 1st Ave Apt D Brackenridge Pa 15014
Hall Louise 100 Knoedler Rd Apt 208 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Hallahan Nicholas 981 Broughton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Hallam Matthew 11 Robinwood Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Halliwell Eric 4911 Grand Ave Apt 2a Neville Island Pa 15225
Halterlein Joseph Halterlein Ruth 961 Millerdale St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Ham Mok Jeanette 5141 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Hambrick Susan 6111 5th Ave Apt 1a Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Hamilton Betty 4461 Woodhill Dr Munhall Pa 15120
Hamilton Diana 7228 Baptist Rd South Park Sho Bethel Park Pa 15102
Hamilton Marion 318 Sylvania Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Hamm Janice 7011 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Hammer Dorothy 460 Washington Rd Apt 405 Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Hammond Walter F Estate 4535 Clairton Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Hampton Ella 4400 Centre Ave Apt 6e Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Hampton Shariene 1113 Ross Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Hamuicka Michael Hamuicka Marie 4233 Murray Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Han Seunghee 4614 5th Ave Apt 820 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Hanchen William Hanchen Esther 1135 Railrd St Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Hancock John 33 Colby Tr Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Hancox Jody 173 Hilands Place Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Haney Joseph 6438 Dean St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hannan Hedwig 630 Marqaret St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Hannanjr Thomas 630 Marqaret St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Harber Stella Estate 1024 Nelson Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Hardena Moore 6550 Frankstown Ave 3rd Flo Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hardie Donald Hardie James 1203 Varner Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Hardie Elizabeth Hardie James 1203 Varner Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Hari Raj Apt 1708 702 Lincoln Club Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Harnpicharnchai Piyanun 4705 5th Ave Apt 1e Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Harper Christopher 2450 Starkamp St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Harper Clark 324 Edith St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Harper Dorothy Estate RR 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Harper Tamara 2327 Parkhill Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Harper William 905 Harper Rd Crescent Pa 15046
Harpers Transportation Inc 2728 Espy Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Harrell James 715 52 St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Harrington Deborah 5619 Stanton Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Harriott Andrea 100 Jamal Place Apt 408 Observatory Pa 15213
Harris Delynn 3616 Frazier St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Harris Dorian 7708 Tioga St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Harris William 3616 Frazier St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Harry Hubler Estate 440 Clokey Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Hart John A Jr 4742 Centre Ave Apt 504 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Hart John 1237 Heberton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hartnett Gertrude C Estate 2416 Eccles St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Hartnett Michael 3624 Watchill Rd Munhall Pa 15120
Harvey Dorothy Harvey Donna 31 Stevens Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Haselman Robert D Estate 450 Arden Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Haskins Kim 500 Mt Vernon Ave 1st Floor Coraopolis Pa 15108
Hassan Tanwir 336 Atlanta Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Hatakeyama Kako 7602 Forbes Ave Apt 2r Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Hatten Darnell 7429 1/2 Montecello St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Hawke Clifford 7115 Race Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Hawrylak Jaimie 538 Pine Line Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Hayduck Michael Hayduck Anna 405 Green St Munhall Pa 15120
Hayduck Michael 405 Green St Munhall Pa 15120
Hayducko Anna 405 Green St Munhall Pa 15120
Hcr Manor Care White Borough 505 Weyman Rd Whitehall Borough Pa 15236
Healey Gary 124 Seneca Dr Mount Lebanon Pa 15228
Healey Veronica Mae C/O J G Davis 6115 Alder St 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Health First Po Box 3000 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Heastings Jown Heastings Mary 9350 Babcock Blvd Apt 206 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Heastings Mary 9350 Babcock Blvd Apt 206 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Hebrank Steven 5119 Carnegie St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Heck Vincent 100 Firley Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Heddinger Zachary C/O Cbcs 24 600 N Bell Ave Bldg 1 Unit 150 Carnegie Pa 15106
Hedglen Jason 1220 Colonial Ln Bethel Park Pa 15102
Heenan Charles Heenan Marian 1449 Tolma Ave Dormont Pa 15216
Heinlein Sharon 5858 Dublin Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Heinritz Christopher Heinritz Katherine 213 Showdowlawn Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Heintz Richard 1008 Highfield Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Heinze Katherine L W Heinze Carl 1410 Paden St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Heitz Jean Francois Heitz Fabien 5000 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Helbling Dorothy 417 Perrytown Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Helen Herrman 246 Pennsylvania Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Helen Stern 520 Locust St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Heller Clarence Heller Agnes 7122 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Heller William Estate 724 Kelly Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Hemophilia Center Of Central 3636 Blvd Of The Allies Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Hemphill Doris 1 Highland Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Henderson Angela 3024 Middletown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Henderson Charles 78 Camp Meeting Rd Imperial Pa 15126
Henderson Family Trust 5435 Aylesboro Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Henderson Gwendolyn 7419 Idlewild St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Henderson Irene 7123 Vann Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Henderson Lois R Estate 962 Kennebec St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Henderson Mary C/O S E Henderson 154 Vernon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Hendricks Michael Lloyd 4741 Butler St Apt 3 Rear Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Henigan Erin 611 Southern Ave Mt Washington Pa 15211
Henkel Norbert Est Of 192 Old Village Ln Bethel Park Pa 15102
Henney Leo 401 2nd Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Hennion Elizabeth Hennion Jeffrey 3409 Altherton Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15102
Henny Michael Henny Janet 500 Woodland Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Henry Florence C/O M Stipkovic 1104 Hillsdale Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Henry Henritz Estate RR 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Henry Robert H Jr 549 Haverhill St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Henry Virginia Apt 306 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Henzler Henry 421 Cedarhurst Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Hepps Belle 218 19th Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Herberman R R Dr 5150 Ctr Ave Ste 500 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Herbst Clara Estate Herbst Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Herman Shirley Herman Joseph 5793 Steubenville Pk McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Hernandez Cesar 1405 Browning Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Herrmann Matt 925 Cumberland Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Hess Richard Hess Robert PO Box 46 Carnegie Pa 15106
Hess Arlan 354 Marlin Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Hess Audra 5493 Youngridge Dr Apt 7 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Hess Elizabeth D Estate 1219 Luscomb E Dravosburg Pa 15034
Hess Grandchildrens Trust Dtd 12/28 PO Box 46 Carnegie Pa 15106
Hetrick Betsy 552 Carothers Ave Apt 3 Carnegie Pa 15106
Hibbs Mary 4065 Franklin Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Higginbotham Robert 7222 Tioga St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Higgins Mary 2636 Linwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Hildbold Howard Hildbold Elsie 1213 Faust St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Hilenbrante Chas Estate 4222 Sherrod St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Hilgeford Lauren 729r Bellefonte St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Hill Elaine 1357 Montezuma St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hill Lucille 333 Omega St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hill Randall 560 Lindbergh Dr Coraopolis Pa Coraopolis Pa 15108
Hillard Jordan III 5618 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hiller Grace M Estate 310 Vernon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Hilliard Audrey 1316 Inverness Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Hillman Center Pharmacy 5115 Ctr Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Hills Martin C Cust 741 Ashland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Hinchey William 2000 Grantor R Gr 5700 Corporate Dr 6th Flr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Hines James 11 Conastoga Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Hines Robert 1521 Brownsville Rd Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Hinkle& Associates LLC 110 Foxwood Dr Clinton Pa 15026
Hipple Howard P Estate 7321 Fleury Way Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Hiraishi Mayumi 222 Melwood Ave Apt 205 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Hirsch Albert 729 Wood St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Hitt Laurie 4512 Heneridge Dr Munhall Pa 15120
Hleba Betty 316 Mercer St Munhall Pa 15120
Hlivko Wilfred Hlivko Greta 397 Sabbath Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Ho Magee Womens 3109 Forbes Ave Suite 500 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Ho Wai C 4700 Fifth Ave Apt 403 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Hoagland Kelly 1305 Beechview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Hoban Patricia Hoban Maureen 1408 Creedmoor Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Hobson Cola 5535 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hoburg George F Cust 3807 Logans Ferry Rd B4 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Hockett William 3018 Arlington Ave Apt 533 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Hodes Karen Apt 4 5744 Kentucky Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Hodgdon Donna 9003 Old Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Hodge Iola M Est Of 1319 S Braddock Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Hodges Fletcher Jr Trustee For Calvin Fletcher Sc 5812 Kentucky Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15232
Hodges Michael 5601 Penn Ave Apt B34 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hoechstetter Printing 218 N Braddock Ave Attn D Lucas Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Hoelke Geraldine 554 Charlotte Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Hoesch Betty 57 W Bruceton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Hoesch Elizabet R CO R A Hoesch 501 Rid Carnegie Pa 15106
Hoesch Robert 501 Ridge Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Hoff Everett Washington Gdn 1 834 Washington Ave Apt 614 Carnegie Pa 15106
Hoffman Jeffrey Hoffman Diane 234 43rd St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Hoffman Agency Inc 1819 Golden Mile Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Hoffman Carol 1004 Washington Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hoffman Dennis 403 Short St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Hoffman Joel 119 Pentland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Hoffman Vivian 5865 Burchfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Hogan Veronica 435 Atwood St 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Hohn D O K Wadhwani R Hartman Trust 1000 Grandview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Hokkanen Oliver 879 Rosalind Rd Pittsbugh Pa 15237
Holc Damian 5817 Forward Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Holland Robert 5559 Steeple Chase Ct Bethel Park Pa 15102
Hollen Gay Lingaurd 7225 Bennett St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Hollis Charles III 606 Box 323 First St West Elizabeth Pa 15088
Hollis Joel Mark 104 Lilmont Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Hollos Anna 516 Boon Way Munhall Pa 15120
Holmes Alicia 2279 Bracey Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Holmes Patricia 981 Broughton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Holton Forbes S Estate 5248 Beelermont Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Home Repair Solutions LLC 229 Hickory St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Homestead 3841 Shady Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Homewood North Management 10 Albertice St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Hong Philip 5143 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Hong Shi Ping 1300 Island Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Hooper Charles Hooper Elaine 15 Demmer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Hoover Knight Hoover Mary 883 Inwood 2nd Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Hoover Scott 1402 Fourth Ave Apt 4 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Hopkins Elizabeth 2804 Voelkel Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Horace Mann Insurance Po Box 97707 Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Horochak Kimberly 610 East 14th St Munhall Pa 15120
Horsch Janet 1150 N Negley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Houpt Charles 417 Marshall Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Houser Phelix Po Box 91013 Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Hovan Pearl Est 153 W Schwab Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Howard Thomas 5625 Hempstead Rd Apt 201 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Howtobeaplayacom Inc Po Box 19163 O Box 673 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Hrezo Velma 1035 Daschbach Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Hsbc Auto Finance Inc Po Box 3075 Coraopolis Pa 15108
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Hu Xinwen 127 Park Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Hubbard Adelaide 533 Mnt Pleasant Rd Apt 612 Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Hubbard Eugene F Jr 608 Ecker Way Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Hubbard Susan 621 Hastings St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hucko Martha 4345 Colonial Park Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Huddle Joanna Huddle Ray 2200 W Liberty Ave 404 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Huddleston Natalie 109 Becks Run Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Hudgen Joseph F Estate 1437 Orator St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Hudson James 6051 Baptist Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Hufangel Eugene Estate 807 Liberty St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Hughes Irene Hughes Joseph 5815 E Liberty Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hughes Diane 2107 Superior St Bethel Park Pa 15102
Hughes Joseph Estate 5233 Natrona Way Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Hummel Mary Estate 83 Clifton Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Hund Samuel 5707 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Hunt Helen 137 Marlin Dr Udo Tr Dtd 4−25−62 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Hurd Hollis 7118 Woodhall Ct Presto Pa 15142
Hurtt Eleanor 856 Canterbury Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Huston Elizabeth Huston Clyde 530 Jenne Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Hutchinson Chad 101 E 10th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Hutchison Theresa 931 Golden Rod St Munhall Pa 15120
Huynh Phi 4179 Ctr Ave 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Hyman Ann Re L B Hyman Dec D 6290 Auburn St 924 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
I
Iacobucci Camillo Estate 1634 1/2 State Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Iandiorio Margaret Ann 2744 Shiras Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Ida Rhine 6503 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Ikejiri Yuichi Ikejiri Rieko 401 Shady Ave Apt B802 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Imler Dorothy M 463 Mapleton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Imperial Towing Co Inc 212 Clinton Frankft Rd Imperial Pa 15126
Imperial Towing Inc 212 Clinton Frankft Rd Imperial Pa 15126
Impress Usa Inc 600 N Bell Ave Suite 200 Carnegie Pa 15106
In Security Council 650 Washington Rd Suite 400 Attn: Christopher Mcmahon
Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Independencia LLC 9377 Hilliard Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Indian Bayleaf Cruisine Inc 416 Semple St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Indouina Barbara 587 Carnival Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Indymac Bank F S B PO Box 1675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Ingomar Sparkle Market 745 West Ingomar Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Inspektor Molly 5515 Raleigh St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Institute For Networking Comm Servs 211 N Whitfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Iodice Mariam 553 Lowell St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Ioli Antonio Estate 505 Lowell St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Ioli Cesidio Estate 505 Lowell St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Ioli Guiseppi Estate 505 Lowell St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Iorio David 543 Hulton St Carnegie Pa 15106
Iorio David 543 Hulton St Carnegie Pa 15106
Ireland Michael Evans 912 Bear Run Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Irene Quinn 1179 Cascade Dr West Homestead Pa 15120
Irshad Kashif 5405 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Irwin Alice 1027 Valy Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Irwin Mortgage Corporation PO Box 1675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Ishida Naoko Ishida Yuzo 230 N Craig St Apt 703 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Iusi Rosemarie 243 W Hazel Way Homestead Pa 15120
Iwashita Takatoshi 74 Greenbush St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Izzy Miller Furniture 25 E Main St Carnegie Pa 15106
J
J A Lott Design As 1275 Murray Hill Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
J Catherine Newton Insurance 6 Boggs Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
J L Specialty Steel Westpointe Corporate Ctr On 1550 Coraopolis Hts Rd Coraopolis
Pa 15108
Jackim Robert Richard 1015 Sandhurst Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Jackson Calvin R Estate 4480 Highridge St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Jackson Christopher 3904 Ventana Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Jackson John D Jr 7945 Tioga St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Jackson Margaret 336 Bailey Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Jackson Mark Anthony 411 Hays St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Jackson Melvin 3201 Dawson St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Jackson Mike 224 Thornwood Ct Moon Twp Pa 15108
Jackson Robert J Estate 2236 Almont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Jacob Arthur Lee Po Box 7313 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Jacobs Elizabeth Jacobs Brian 1607 Doral Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Jacobs Margaret Jacobs Katherine 7011 Kedron St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Jacobs Brian 1607 Doral Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Jacobs Elizabeth Estate 312 Byron Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Jae Jungho 4601 Bayard St Apt 5a4 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
James Daniels 4724 Browns Hill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
James Michael 131 Opalwood Ct Bethel Park Pa 15102
James Paul 174 Joseph St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Jamrom Lorraine 129 Hidden Valy Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Jane Lehman 2 Robin Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Janet Hughes 5125 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Janet Shimonovich 1411 Overdale Dr Homestead Pa 15120
Janota Joseph Est 99 Corbett Ct Apt 114 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Jarrup Bryan 243 Moon Clinton Rd 6 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Jason Hague 8275 Remington Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Jaspers Packaging Stores Inc 3345 Babcock Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Je Jesse E Estate 1231 Forest Green Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Jean Sleith 605 Shady Ave Apartment B3 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Jeanmarie Leslie 5073 Rosecrest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Jefferson Pain And Rehab Cente Obo Leah C Harris 4735 Clairton Blvd Pittsburgh Pa
15236
Jenkins Allen Bernard 2 Sta St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Jenkins Leonard 147 S Fairmont St 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Jenkins William 5515 Hays St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Jennifer Hudak 1044 Windermere Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Jennings Jeannette 650 Ctr Rd C23 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Jennings Vincent Estate 3074 Zaruba St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Jergel Brothers Real Estate Partnership 3385 Babcock Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Jernigal Michael 143 Malon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Jesionowski Mary 326 Hammond St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Jesus Rodriguez 1720 Skyline Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Jewish Association On Aging Bridgette Girvan 200 Jhf Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Jewish Home Hospital For Aged The 723 N Saint Clair St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Jewishchronicle 5600 Baum Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Jill Khoury 5616 Elmer St Apartment 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Jimenez Michelle 1516 Rockland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Jody Marshall 103 Nineteen North Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
John Bruce 4436 Country Club Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
John D Bayuk Inc Rd 1 Box 239−A Clinton Pa 15026
John G Rangos Charitable Foundation 1301 Grandview Ave Suite 230 Pittsburgh Pa
15211
John T Rohm Exec 3607 Kaufmann Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
John Vetica Esquire 1187 Thorn Run Rd Suite 310 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Johnson Barbara 373 Burrows St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Johnson Canny 1685 Parklijne Dr Apt 9 Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Johnson Danyelle 7509 Upland St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Johnson George 1814 Montier St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Johnson Gloria 7059 Chaucer St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Johnson Michael 2223 Teal Trace Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Johnson Myrtle Po Box 56751 Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Johnson Richard Greg 1114 Wheeler St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Johnson Robert 1307 Chaney Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Johnson Samuel 7334 Mt Vernon St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Johnson Ukenye Simeon 1238 Blackadore Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Johnson Wilhelmina 1310 Collier St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Johnston Irene Johnston Peggy 1212 Franklin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Johnston Peggy Johnston Irene 1212 Franklin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Johnston Betty 105 Smokey Wood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Johnston Mardell 5106 Natrona Way Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Jones Beverly Jones James 6515 Shetland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Jones David 2415 Allequippa St Apt 404 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Jones Glendale 711 Idlewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Jones Jae 1216 Fairdale St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Jones Jathon And Toyota Motor Credit PO Box 3025 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Jones John Edward 7815 Kelly St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Jones Julius 625 Hudson St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Jones Lamont Raymone 5719 East Liberty Bl Apt 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Jones Leon 629 6th Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Jones Louise 6430 Navarro St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Jones Matthew 5421 Normlee Place Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Jones Palmieri Saldutte Inc C/O W C Jones 9545 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Jones Pauline Estate 96 Seneca Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Jones Rowland Estate 301 Hazel Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Jones Tiona Webster Hall 101 N Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Jones William 1028 Stoneville St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Joo Hee Jae 401 Bear Run Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Jordan Anne Est 611 N Euclid Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Jordan Laura 650 Brinwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Jordan Tax Service Inc 7100 Baptist Rd Ross Twp Sanitary Bethel Park Pa 15102
Josephson Dorothy 3879 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Joshua Santiago 600 Dick St Carnegie Pa 15106
Jovanovic Paul Jovanovic Paul 3633 Bethoven St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Joy Kathryn 702 Bellefonte St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Joyce Raymond 1135 Illinois Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Joyce Sean 1451 Navahoe Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Julia Krisinski Estate 2303 Lebanon St Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Julie Berger 8071 Sherwood Dr Presto Pa 15142
Julius M 723 Brdway St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Jung Tae C/O Smc 3099 5032 Fobes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Juriga Barbara 5876 Solway St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
K
Kabaczy Virginia Kabaczy Michael 26 Semicir St 1st Flr Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Kabana Lawrence 6201 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Kadosh Yitzhak 5817 Forward Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kaechele Theresa 100 3rd St Heidelberg Pa 15106
Kahl Gilbert 349 Walter Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Kaiser Max 1100 Brinton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Kaiser Ophie Est 365 Atwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kamlet Mark 5305 Ellsworth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Kandzialka Mary Estate 331 Orchard Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Kane Damon 1418 Shady Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kane Marie 3269 Middletown Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Kane Nicole 917 Brinton Ave C/O Nco Fin/59 Pitcairn Pa 15140
Kaneko Hitoshi 5835 Darlington Rd Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kang Jae 4705 5th Ave Apt 4l Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kappert Margaret 919 Benwood Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Kappler Robert 3282 Forest Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Karas Lou 6300 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Karavolos Sandra 397 Saint James St Shayside Pa 15232
Karczewski Anthony Estate 264 44th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Karnas Victoria 8035 Brittany Place Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Karolyi Stephen 4342 Centre Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Karsman Chase 405 Avonworth Hts Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Karwowski Robert Karwowski Anna 5353 Overland Trl Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Kasdan Richard B Estate 1001 Welfer St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kassai Imre Dr University Of Pittsburgh Department Of Surgery Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Katsur Dental Ortho 2a Old Clairton Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Katz Diane 1 Hydin Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kautz Diane Christine 1732 Helen Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Kavalieratos Gerasimos 2222 Laketon Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Kavanagh James 7935 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Kavanagh Kathleen 7728 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Kavanaugh Catherine 7221 Mcpherson Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Kayler Liise 3459 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kearns Walter 121 Locust Carnegie Pa 15106
Keefer Florence Keefer James 718 8th Brachenridge Pa 15014
Keefer Mary 4516 Winthrop St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Keeley Philip 711 Malborne St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kei Usui 2 Bayard Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kekich Marcus 4616 Truro Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15213
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Kellam Ronald 7180 Highland Dr Bldg 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Keller Walter J III Keller Heather Po Box 387 Bethel Park Pa 15102
Keller Walter Po Box 387 Bethel Park Pa 15102
Keller Williams Realty 445 Cochran Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Kelly Elizabeth Kelly Alec 371 Munson Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Kelly Elizabeth 371 Munson Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Kelly Gladys 273 Challen Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Kelly Gladys 273 Challen Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Kelly Linda 307 Maple Ave Swissvale Pa 15218
Kelly Mike C/O Bank Of America 133 Brenda Kelly Isaoa Corapolis Pa 15108
Kelly Thomas F Sr 1859 Jancey St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Kelsey Dolores 205 2nd Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Kemp Catherine Kemp Patrick 618 Edgemont St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ken Irene L Estate 153 Ivory Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Kennedy Chester Kennedy Dorothy 5631 Marilyn Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Kennedy Charles 1040 Meridian Dr Presto Pa 15142
Kennedy Chester 5631 Marilyn Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Kennedy Thomas Estate 1219 Morningside Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Kepes K L 3300 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kerner Catherine Kerner Ida 610 N Murtland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Kerr Kenneth 507 Parallel Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ketch Jack 2507 Greensburg Pike Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Khalil Odeese 2777 Soulier St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Khan Anwar 2408 Greensburg Pike Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Khurana Ramesh C Md 700 Washington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Khwanprasert Sasiwan 8507 University Blvd Moon Twp Pa 15108
Kiebler Catherin Kiebler John 7304 Florence Swissvale Pa 15218
Kieffer Frances Estate 1655 Westmoreland St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Kiene Kelly 554 Pebbles St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Kim Hyunwoo 5700 Centre Ave Apt 313 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Kim Ji Young 101 North Dithridge St Apt 808 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kim Jinkyung 6336 Marchand St No 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Kim Kyu 5000 Forbes Ave Carnegie Mellon Univ Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kim Nakun 5030 Centre Ave Apt 951 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kim W Sun King Edward Annex 12 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kim Yeonjoo 5700 Bunkerhill St 905 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Kimball Randolph 719 N Negley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Kimmel & Silverman Pc 611 Wenzell Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Kimmell Edward 256 Kennedy Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Kimura Keitaro 4742 Centre Ave Apt 406 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kincaid Nella M 7435 Tioga Pittsburgh Pa 15208
King Christopher 3121 Brunot Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
King Esther M In 251 E Main St Carnegie Pa 15106
King William 2945 Staford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Kingdom Hall Po Box 96015 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Kingsberry Shawntae 1025 Berkshire Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Kinnan S D 230 Union St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Kinross George E Est 9149 Pannier Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Kinslow Fay 7225 Church St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Kirkham Jane M Estate 8194 Peebles Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Kirkland Marcia 205 Negley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Kirloskar Gauri Apt 4658 5032 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kiss Edgar 4109 Cloverlea St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Kistner Sarah Biath Jr Peter 2420 Pioneer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Klaes Verny 846 Hazlett Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Klavonic Katherine 6071 Library Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Klepczynski J Estate 1013 Stuereb St Brackenridge Pa 15014
Kluczowski Mollie 5244 Gerry Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Klufas Christina Mercy Critical Care Assoc 4885 A Mcknight Rd 504 Pittsburgh Pa
15237
Knake Elizabeth 2916 Mattern Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Knapp Patricia 5256 Carnegie St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Knecht Alexander 5168 Beeler St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Knieling Shirley 321 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Knight Marian 6290 Auburn St Apt Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Knock Florentine 3044 Provost Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Knopsnyder Stanley 234 57th St A Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Knuth Elizabeth A Estate 2722 Ellis St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Koch Kristen C/O K A Dorr 252 Outlook Dr Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Kochendorfer Esther 4205 Harvey St Munhall Pa 15120
Kochis Florence 348 Virginia Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Koebler Karl 17 Autumnwood Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Koecher Matt 424 College Park Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Koenig Rosemary 326 1/2 45th St Daughter Holly A Koenig POA Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Koenig Rosemary 326 1−2 45th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Koerner Olga S Estate 3766 Windgap Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Kohl Viola 1913 Westmont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Kohn Erna 6315 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kohut Marth 3700 Ruggles St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Kojo Retail Corp 226 Brownsville Rd Mount Oliver Pa 15210
Kokladas Robert 1052 Garfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Kolojejchick John III 1212 Laclair St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Konechy Mary 30 Heckel Rd Apt 221 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Kong Seohee 4609 Bayard St Apt 44 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Konopka Ray 723 Broughton Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Konz Matthew 2369 S 18th St Extbsmt Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Kopanic Erika 5228 Harrison St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kopp Tracy 1035 Sanda Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Koroskenyi James B 200 Fieldcrest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Korytkowski Mary 3459 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kosiba Staley Kosiba Lois 120 Flocker Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Koslosky Carol L 3113 Sacramento St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Kostelni Margaret D 222 Mifflin St Whitaker Pa 15120
Kostyal Richard C Estate 2706 Elkland St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Koteski Helen 817 8th Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Kottcman Mary 6926 Rosewood St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Kotzuk Sarah Kotzuk Albert 2211 Hayson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Kough Ryan 300 Abbeyville Rd Apt A Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Koul Tanya 414 S Craig 108 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kovic Cheri 4337 Colonial Prk Dr Pittsburgh Pa Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Kowalewski Tomasz 4400 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kowalski Florence 210 E Gdn Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Kozak Evelyn 52 Garetta St Apt 8 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kraemer Kurt 296 Schoolt St 2 Pitcairn Pa 15140
Kramer Dorothy L Estate 12 Grape St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Kramer Irving Estate 5737 Hobart St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kramer Vera 2079 Walton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Krason Henry Krason Mary 1120 Oglethorpe St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Krasowski Matthew 6348 Aurelia St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Kratochvila John 2135 Forest Grove Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Kraus Mary 1509 W Sycamore St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Krauss Harry Krauss Helen 125 Stratford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Krauss Helen Krauss Harry 125 Stratford Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Kraynak Mary 114 Emerson Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Kreiger William E Estate 2316 Columbia Ave Swissvale Pa 15218
Kress Richard Kress Ellen 1212 Duffield St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Krieger Donald V 5501 Mercedes Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Krisek Helen M Est 226 E 19th Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Kristoff Anna C/O A Kristoff 5320 Na Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Kristoff James T Jr CO A Kristoff 5320 Na Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Krivjansky Mary Est 442 Armor Hill Ave New Homestead Pa 15120
Krivjanskyi Mary 442 Armor Hill Ave New Homestead Pa 15120
Krom Carol 1049 Peermont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Krom Erin C/O C A Krom 1049 Peermont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Krystek Tracy 510 Lindsey Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Kuba Edward 452 Brdmoor Ave Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Kubisiak Amy B C/O A B Kubisiak Bethel Park Pa 15102
Kubisiak Jr A C/O A B Kubisiak Bethel Park Pa 15102
Kubisiak Mildred S CO Amy B Kubisiak Bethel Park Pa 15102
Kudalis Helen Estate 507 Justus St Carnegie Pa 15106
Kudua Taejas 5627 Pocusset St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Kuehn Joseph Kuehn Hedwig 1560 Reamer Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Kuhn Laverne 1407 Belasco Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Kujawski Sophia Kujawski Paul 416 Alice St Carnegie Pa 15106
Kulparmi Sachin 9420 Ctr Ave 406 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Kulzer Mary Alice Kulzer John 2346 Casswell Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Kunin Shirley 804 Canterbury Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Kurlfink Earl Kurlfink Mary 826 Portland St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Kutina Doug 2032 Grosvenor Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Kwak Iljung 4705 Fifth Ave Apt 4a Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Kwak Sonya 4 Bayard Rd Apt 64 Philadelphia Pa 15213
Kwon Musik 6921 Meade St Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Kwong Ian 5143 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Kyd Earl V Jr 1423 Sloan Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
L
L S I 700 Cherrington Pkwy Coraopolis Pa 15108
Lachman Raymond G Estate 711 Hale St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Laffey Marcus Estate RR 1 East Liberty Pa 15206
Lakes Kristen 6630 Liberty Rd C Liberty Pa 15129
Lakshmanan Teresa 1606 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lamantia Charles Lamantia August 2244 Murray Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lamantia Mildred Lamantia August 2244 Murray Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lamar Earl 1402 Oberlin St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Lamb Karen 2906 Brentwood Av Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Lamb Loretta C/O K Rose 1624 Oakleaf Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Lamman Rucker 6988 Lemington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Lampert Edward Henry III 1035 Welfer St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lampert William Est 1721 Old Block Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Lando Eunice Estate 1606 Severn St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Landon Helen 420 Rebecca Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Lane Kara 321 1/2 Birmingham Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Laney Erecha Ann 1326 Nolcomis St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Lang Muriel Lang Robert 3329 Delaware Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Lang Damascus 7313 Race St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Lange Betty 4749 Baum Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Langston William Langston Joseph 320 Lydia St Carnegie Pa 15106
Lapata Ethel 8103 Lindisfarne Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Lapiska Joseph 3209 W Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Larkin Anne R Beech St Edgewood Borough Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Larson Obrien Acumee 733 Washington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Larue Charles 814 B Bocktown Cork Rd Clinton Pa 15026
Lascola Domenic 4924 Hatfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Lashko Aleksander 749 Hazelwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Laskowsky Vicky 411 Brdway Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Latinette Ian 2905 Glenmore Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Latorre Catherine Latorre Michael RR 2 Box 57 Library Pa 15129
Latorre Elisa 5134 Westminster Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Latsko Jospeh J Est 5774 Wilson Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Laudenberger Rexford 227 Zara St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Lauren Love 5568 Covode St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Law Violet 462 S Aiken St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Lawrence Colhocker 4225 Calvin St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Lawson Hasting 7816 Kelly St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Lazo Alvaro 1433 Alabama Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Lear Barbara 100 3rd St Heidelberg Pa 15106
Leask Marjorie 1035 N Negley Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Leavitt John R R 5548 Hampton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Leavitt Muriel 1050 Brdview Blvd Brackenridge Pa 15014
Lederhos Mark 705 Duncan Ave Es 318 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Lee Vincent Lee Evelyn 7039 Lloyd Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Lee James E Estate 3314 Radcliffe St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Lee John K Md 4735 Clairton Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Lee Juhean Apt 2 5830 Darlington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lee Kathleen 126 Penham Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Lee Michael 5514 Wilkins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lee Samuel 2715 Murray Ave Apt 704 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lee Shore Agency Ltd 7436 Washington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Lee Tae 131 Ninteen North Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Leeke Antwione 2229 Lutz Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Leff Isabelle 5825 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Leggat Meredith Leggat Robert 1431 Macon St Swissvale Pa 15218
Lehman Philip 6526 Darlington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lemington Center 1625 Lincoln Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
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Lemington Hme Aged Inc D 1625 Lincoln Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Lemp Joseph In 1704 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Lender S Services Inc 700 Cherrington Pkwy Corapolis Pa 15108
Lenders Service Inc 700 Cherrington Pkwy Coraopolis Pa 15108
Lenhart Timothy 3719 1/2 Orpwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Lennartson Barbara 320 Mccully St Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Leona Gerano Estate 981 Industry St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Leone Justin 640 Southern Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Leone Rose 109 Brown Carnegie Pa 15106
Leovigildo Solis 431 Atwood St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Lesker Cynthia Bland 1099 Grandview Farms Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Leslie H Crocker & Mrs Helen S 241 Cascade Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Lester Erren 159 Morewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Letender Dorothy Letender George 3233 Churchview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Leto Yvette 67 Glenn Way McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Leukhardt Sarah Estate 560 Ardmore Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Leutte Robert 1917 Woodward St Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Leviere Jennie 496 Woodland Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Levine Carolyn 5554 Wilkins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Levine Harry 702c Mcknight Ci Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Levine Mollie 5865 Burchfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Levite Rose 52 Garetta St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Levy Harriet 5606 Marlboro Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Levy Harriet 7300 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Lewin Gilbert 2106 Palmer Swissvale Pa 15218
Lewis Bernard 35 Highland Rd Apt 6202 Bethel Park Pa 15102
Lewis Eunice 5863 Marlborough Av Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lewis Karlos 7200 Leechfarm Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Lewis Ladonna 1390 Harlow Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Lewis Michael 718 Wood St Apt 7 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Lewis Phyllis A Estate 172 Olympia St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Lewis Raymond 563 Shelbourne Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Lewiska M Estate 1142 Wayne Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Leys Shell 2 2405 Rt 286 Golden Mile Hwy Plum Pa 15239
Li Ivy 764 Montclair St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Li Liu 400 North Neville St Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Li You 505 N 10th St Apt 608 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Lia Joseph 104 Oakland Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Libby Elbaum Revocable Trust Dtd 1/99 5862 Beacon St 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Libby Elbaum Trustee 5862 Beacon St 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Liberty Elementary C/O Attn L Lafferty 601 Filbert St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Liberty Insurance Co 1701 Mcfarland Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Liberty Usa Inc 619 Clariton Blvd Pleasant Hills Pa 15236
Lichtenstein Ernest 146 W Bellefield Ave Apt 204 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Liddell David 421 N St Clair St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Liebman Karen 152 Ave A Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Lilieth Clarke 7180 Highland Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Limegrover Helen M Estate 1224 Wareman Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Limpia Patricia 2208 Dippen Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Lin Mao Y 5100 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Linda Delabar 5858 Bartlett St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Linda Sterling 5366 Keeport Dr Apartment 16 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Lindquist Jean 270 Brdway Apt 610 Pitcairn Pa 15140
Linskens Michael 6628 Library Rd South Park Pa 15129
Liptak Rose Estate 5120 5th Ave Apt 301 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Lisa Bernstein 6325 Phillips Ave Apartment 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lismore Linda 481 Browns Ln Apt B15 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Lison Belinda 124 Hilands Place Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Litigation Solutions 101 Towne Sq Way Ste 251 Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Litman Raymond 500 Edgewood Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Littlejohn Patricia 7104 Hermitage St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Littles Of Pittsburgh Inc 5820−5852 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Liu Feng 5506 Covode St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Liu Han 5000 Forbes Ave 4502 Oakland Pa 15213
Liu Yuan Yuan 6790 5032 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Livingston Christeen 1710 Skyline Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Lloyd Raymond 1050 Brdview Blvd Rm 213 Brackenridge Pa 15014
Lmb Designs 3516 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Lockerbie Eleanor 333 Magnnolia St Sturgeon Pa 15082
Loder Jack 235 Spencer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Loebel Fulton 1157 Dohrman St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Logan Alma 1640 Skyline Dr Apt 14 Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Logan Virginia Estate HiLLCrest Bldg 302 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Lomb Karel 2906 Brentwood Av Pittsburgh Pa 15227
London Michael 515 Kingsberry Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Long John W Estate 539 Jeanette St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Long Paul Thomas 321 Beverly Rd Apt 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Lopez Akiko 5519 Stanton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Lorah Paul 208 Lochinver Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Lorah Paul 208 Lochninver Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Lord Ramo 1736 Sahara St Buena Vista Pa 15018
Loria Concetta 5262 Mcanulty Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Lorine Joseph Lorine Mary 205 Brinton Ave Pitcairn Pa 15140
Lorini Frederick Lorini Janet 251 Cochran Rd Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Lorraine Hipple 1332 Fallowfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Lostetter Rita M Estate 236 Kennedy Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Love Blair Love Kim 5802 Kingschool Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Lovorn Engineering Assoc 6585 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Lowe Ken 375 Spahr St Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Lowe Thelma C/O Landco Usa Inc 300 Weyman Rd Ste 340 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Lowenstein Robert 2 Colonial Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Lowery Lincoln Lowery R J 8105 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Lowery Scott Lowery Jay 8105 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Lowery Scott Thomas Lowery Jay 8105 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Lowery Jay Po Box 14 Ingomar Pa 15127
Lps Default Title And Closing 700 Cherrington Pkwy Coraopolis Pa 15108
Lsa Lender Parkway 700 Cherrington Pkwy Coraopolis Pa 15108
Lsi 700 Cherrington Pkwy Coraopolis Pa 15108
Lsi A Division Of C 700 Cherrington Pkwy Coraopolis Pa 15108
Lsi Local Solutions 700 Cherrington Pkwy Coraopolis Pa 15108
Lsi Title Agency Inc An Il Copr 700 Cherrington Farway Coraopolis Pa 15108
Lu Chien Chun 209 Longvue Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Lu Shuya 5915 Hobart St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lubawksi Sandra 24 Nobles Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Lucas Josephine 967 Wellesley Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Luigi Soffi Estate 14 Mayflower St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Luliso Emma 371 Munson Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Lumia Joseph 247 Lindenwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Lundy Joseph 405 N Mortland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Lupenskh George Estate House 12 Harwick Pa 15049
Lupone Josephine 329 HiLLCrest Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Luptak Raymond Luptak Dorothy 811 Hilltop St Munhall Pa 15120
Lutton Melvin Estate 708 Whitney Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Lyle Eileen 4133 Frank St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lynam Edith Lynam John 417 Lamar St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Lynch Maura 1545 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lynches Rose 52 Garetta St Apt 306a Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Lynn Giannirakis 401 Meadowview Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Lynn Nola 406 Williams Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Lynn Regis 1763 Harvard Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Lyon R 4841 Oakridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Lyons Catherine 5537 Ellsworth Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
M
M A Baskind Co Po Box 5368 5150 Baum Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15206
M G Burke 4723 Wallingford St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Macdonald Emily A Estate 1425 Belasco Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Macdonald Gina 723 Ctr Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Macek Henry Estate 72 Coraopolis Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Macek Mary Estate 72 Coraopolis Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Mach Anna 120 Maclaine Dr Carnegie Pa 15106
Mach Anna 1256 Illinois Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Machak Richard 3060 Aljean Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Machi Fanny 110 Mcintyre Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Macioce Lucy Macioce Sam 5915 Bryant Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Macioce Lucy Macioce Sam 6404 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Mackey Karen 523 Allen St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Macon A B % Westwood Nursing & Rehab Cen 909 West St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Macon James 285 Moon Clinton Rd Moon Twp Pa 15108
Madden Gladys R Estate 2311 Salisbury St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Madera Lieberum Marcey Dmd 27 West Main St Carnegie Pa 15106
Madigan Harry Children 242 Suncrest St 2nd Fl Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Madison On Bellefield 220 N Bellefield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Maffie Robert 239 Atlanta Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Magan Brian 9 Scenery Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Maglieri William Maglieri Joan 528 Chestnut St Carnegie Pa 15106
Mahoney Ethel 1530 Brdhead St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Mahoney Patricia A A 4004 Crabapple Cir McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Mahute James Mahute Ruth 1209 Everett St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Maillett David Henry 5440 Fifth Ave Apt No41 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Mainwasing Barbara 7515 Melrose St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Malady Neil 320 Oak Forest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Malang Musa Ts 5619 Stanton Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Malik Food Inc 120 W Penn Cir W Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Malinowski Connie Malinowski Joseph 3714 Butler Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Malkovska Irena 5551 Centre Ave Apt 703 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Malone Andrew T Estate 5923 Harvard Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Malone Frances Estate 5923 Harvard Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Maloney Hilda 1537 Washington Rd Mount Lebanon Pa 15228
Manfred Patricia 7414 Park E 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Mangine Albert Po Box 14422 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Mania Albert 602 Danbury St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Manion William 7031 Edgerton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Manko Mark 1415 Transverse Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Manning Janice 21 Ruth St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Manning Jessica 5718 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Mannion Annie 6404 Wilkins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Manns Kelly 953 Brogile Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Mansfield Patricia J Or Patricia K 5900 Kings School Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Mapes Dorothy I Estate 812 Coal St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Maplewood Realty Gro Po Box 81075 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Marcello Joseph 989 Braddock Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Marchese Margaret Marchese Vito 4711 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Marcus Jeannett 1509 Kenberma Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Marcus Jeannett E 755 Montclair St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Margaret Forman Estate 6724 Kelly Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Margaret Saners Estate Rr 1 Imperial Pa 15126
Margaret Schopper H Estate 723 Bellaire Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Margiotta Nina 3708 Fifth Ave Suite 400 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Maria Mabel 602 Danbury St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Marino Natalie G 5662 Northumberland St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Marion Edith 13a Walnut St Pittsburgh Pa 15225
Marisco Anita Po Box 183 Carnegie Pa 15106
Mark Hodges 829 Wainwright Dr Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Markham Weston 230 Garland St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Marks Automotive 1120 Illinois Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Marple Donald 5506 Stanton Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Marryshow Basil A Dr 9066 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Marsen Vincent Marsen Mary 207 Radcliffe St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Marsen Vincent Marsen Mary 424 Locust St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Martello Giovanni 7420 Washington St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Martha Dieher Estate 3625 Baytree St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Martin Aaron 5528 Baywood St Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Martin Alice V Estate 5977 Murdock Ave Bethel Park Pa 15102
Martin Annabelle 513 7th Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Martin Ashkin 6315 Forbes Ave Apt 402 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Martin Jeff 765 Highvue Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Martin Margaret 3045 Merwyn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Martin Nettie 7006 Hermitage Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Martine Frank Martine Frank 8th & Amity St Homestead Pa 15120
Martonik Edward 28 Regina Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Martsolf Dorothy Estate Cedar Blvd Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Maruca Robert Maruca Audrey 169 Rosemont Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Mary Bragan Estate 216 Amity St Homestead Pa 15120
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Mary Lynch 111 3rd St Carnegie Pa 15106
Mary Sweeny 196 Vee Lynn Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Masewicz Steffie 1140 Dohrman St Apt B McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Mason Deanna 1115 Tweed Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Massie Aaron Devon 1549 Oakdene St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Masterson Helen M Est 7123 Willard St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Mastriano Susan Elizabeth 3515 Mcwhinney St Homestead Pa 15120
Masuda Hitoshi Masuda Mikako 401 Shady Ave Apt D408 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Matthews Lucy 1939 Perrysville Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Matthews Lucy 2403 Perrysville Ave Apt 305 Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Matthews Valera C/O West Hills Health And 951 Brdhead Rd Coraopolis Pa 15106
Matthis Margaret 100 Knoedler Rd 232 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Mattison Michael 5124 Westminster Place Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Matway Sophie C Estate 1117 Cleveland Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Mauchline Glen 720 5th St W Elizabeth Pa 15088
Maultsy Annie C/O General Maultsby 11632 Frankstown Rd Box 309 Pittsburgh Pa
15231
Mauro Angeline Mauro Ralph 7435 Frankstown Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Mavromatis George Michael 501 California Hollow Rd Apt 7 Imperial Pa 15126
Max Donatien 5635 Rippey St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Maxell Nicole 616 Dunster St Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Maxine Marcus 5920 Phillips Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Maxwell Robert 3800 New Texas Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
May Elizabeth 5616 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Maysels Esther C/O M Esther 6367 Morrowfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Mazie Belinda 755 Presque Isle Dr Apt F Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Mazur Regina 201 Augusta St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Mazza John 1491 Coraopolis Hts Rd Moon Twp Pa 15108
Mazzarini Marc 5625 Aiken Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Mazzei Mary Louise 4533 Brightview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Mc Clure Thomas R Estate 263 Dunseith St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Mc Cormick C V Estate 321 Quincy St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mc Coy Robert G Estate 1113 Wareman Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Mc Namara Florence 6940 Bishop St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Mc Namara Rita 6940 Bishop St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Mcadams Douglas 104 Fox Path Coraopolis Pa 15108
Mcalister Kathryn Mcalister John 3006 Hazelhurst Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Mcardle Kevin 5729 Lauder St Munhall Pa 15120
Mcateer Andrew 211 Institute St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mcbride Catherine 104 Maple St Dravosburg Pa 15034
Mcbride Dawan Rasheed 1074 Finley Dr Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Mccafferty Colette 4420 Benezet Ave W Homestead Pa 15120
Mccaffrey Beatrice 215 3rd Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Mccandless Wm Estate 4026 Perrysville Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Mccann Patrick Mccann Helen 319 Kingsboro Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Mccarroll Philip 2943 Norwood Av Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Mccarthy Martin 222 E 19th St Munhall Pa 15120
Mccarthy Mary P Estate 5846 Alderson St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Mccarthy Megan 283 Moon−Clinton Rd Apt 8b Moon Twp Pa 15108
Mccartney Robert 104 Seventh Ave Carnege Pa 15106
Mccarty Paula 2757 Nazareth Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Mcclarens Bar Inc 4550 Mcknight Rd Sui Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mcclelland James H Estate 2661 E Mcclelland Swissvale Pa 15218
Mcclelland James 4400 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Mcclure Mary Estate 263 Dunseith St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Mcconaughy Sara J Estate 100 White Hampton Ln Apt 603 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Mcconnell Margaret Mcconnell James 7540 Ellesmere Swissvale Pa 15218
Mcconnell Kirk S C Ped 43 Mayfair Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Mccord Zachary 3336 Dawson St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Mccormick Charlotte Estate 321 Quincy St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mccoy Willie M Estate 7523 Fleury Way Homewood Pa 15208
Mccrary C Herokee 150 Southern Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mccray Joshua 105 St Joseph St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mccrea Helene 1200 S Negley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Mccree Lois 1630 Westmoreland St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Mccue Anne 405 N Mortland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Mccullough Joseph Mccullough Irene 5939 Grand Ave Neville Islan Pa 15225
Mccullough Todd 186 Cranbrooke Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Mccurdy William 307 37th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Mccutcheon Nathan 416 Oakland Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Mcdaniel George Est 722 Penn Ave Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Mcdonald Ada Apt 205 7130 Frankstown Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Mcdonald Anthony 461 Hays Av Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mcdonalds 4849 Mcknight Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mcdonalds Restaurant 120 Penn Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Mcdonough Robert 1851 Clayton St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Mcdowell Thomas James 3141 Shelley Dr South Park Pa 15129
Mcelroy James 1221 Grotto St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Mcelwee Patricia Mcelwee Clara 282 Colonial Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Mcfadden Almyra 1344 Laketon Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Mcfarland Shannon Mcfarland Harry 4366 Armorhill Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Mcfarland Rita M Estate 320 Barclay Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Mcfarland Shawn 300 Cederhurst Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mcfeeley Margaret Mcfeeley James 114 Emerson St Munhall Pa 15120
Mcfeeley Margaret 114 Emerson Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Mcferren John Estate 227 Bigham St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Mcgee Mari 7403 Penfield Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Mcgervey Gertrude Estate 6917 Greenwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Mcginnis Audley Mcginnis Viola 8237 Eleanor St Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mcginnis John Po Box 175 Pitcairn Pa 15140
Mcgonigle Michelle 2663 S 18th St Ext Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mcgough John J Estate 329 Knox Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mcgough Thomas Estate 329 Knox Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mcgovern James Mcgovern Cindy 236 Caryl Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Mcgowan Catherine 6041 Grafton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Mcgowan Cathy 1539 Bellaire Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Mcgregor Stephen 12 Colecrest St Carnegie Pa 15106
Mcguire Mary 500 Lamplite Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mchenry Mary 1402 Hays St Homestead Pa 15120
Mcintosh Phillip 1589 Bellaire Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Mcintyre Clearence 1519 Saint Patrick St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mcintyre Emily Elizabeth 134 Koehler St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mckackin Kevin 402 Timberland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Mckay Dorothy Mckay Mckay 106 Laughlin Floor 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mckeel Michael 2245 Spokane Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mckenna John Mckenna Mary 109 Cedar Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Mckenzie Gloria 1717 Penn Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Mckinzie Kevin 269 Shasta Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Mckown Wilbert 732 Bayridge Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Mclean Emma Po box 8433 Swissvale Pa 15218
Mcmalley Laura Estate 6735 Kelly St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Mcmanus Thomas 208 Bonnie Brae Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Mcnamara Thomas Mcnamara E T 1754 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Mcnamara James 5881 Ellsworth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Mcnutt Charles Beverly C/C L Wohnhas 680 Washington Rd Ste 203 Pittsburgh Pa
15228
Mcpherson Samuel PO Box 46 Carnegie Pa 15106
Mcquade Carolyn 5483 Youngridge Ave #6 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Mcquade William 425 Sinton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mcquire Marjorie Estate 905 Federal St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Meade William 998 Clifton Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Meadow Crest I C O Extendicare Health Se Bethel Park Pa 15102
Medequip Services Inc. 7038 River Flr 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15225
Medicine Shoppe Phar 1301 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Medwed Elizabeth Medwed Michael 1113 Greenfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Megella Enid R Estate 3500 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Mehta Shail 1 Bayard Rd Apt A6 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Meininger Lawrence E Jr 428 Allenberry Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Melnick Pauline Melnick Wassil 5 Longfellow Dr Munhall Pa 15120
Melton Elvie 917 Norfolk Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Menco Distributing Inc 329 Mt Nebo Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Menia Silvio 9026 Oak St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Mens Volleyball Pittsburgh 3213 Joe Hammer Sq Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Mensch Russel Mensch Ruth 526 Chautauqua St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Merk Eleanor 61 Marblehead Hbr Bradfordwoods Pa 15015
Merletti Frank 5110 Carnoustie Ct Presto Pa 15142
Merlino Wanda 4455 Cherryland St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Merriman William 502 Arthur Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Merzcak Cherly 4056 Vinceton St Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Metzler William Metzler Mary 4 Lelia St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Meyer Lisa 8103 Lindisfarne Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Meyer Theresa 265 46th St 2212 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Mhj Holdings Inc C/O M A Jordan 4140 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Michael Anna 4133 Frank St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Michael Eisenstat 2232 Wightman St Apt 201 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Michaels Sylvia 100 Bryn Mawr Ct Apt 303 E Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Michalica Jennie 106 High St Carnegie Pa 15106
Michalko Martha Estate 724 7th Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Michalski Mary 443 Overbrook Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Michels James 30a Denver St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Michler Sharon 437 Mcknight Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mick Michelle 1307 Walnut St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Micks Northhills Chrysler Jeep 7670 Mcnight Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mihelic Cecelia Estate 2215 Holyoke St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Miletic Andrew 163 Mangold Reare Munhall Pa 15120
Miliackas Roberta 1436 Woodbourne Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Miller Katherine Miller Russell 377 Toura Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Miller Paul J Cust Miller Amanda 535 Waterfront Dr E Apt 7306 Homestead Pa 15120
Miller Anna K Estate 379 Spahr St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Miller Brandon 265 N Dithridge St Apt 5 Floor 3f Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Miller Clarence Po Box 534 Homestead Pa 15120
Miller Donald I 423 Noble St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Miller Dorothy M Estate Library Rd Library Pa 15129
Miller Evelyn 6315 5th Ave Apt 301 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Miller Gertrude C 200 Railrd Ave Apt 205 Carnegie Pa 15106
Miller Gina 830 Crane Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Miller Glenda 262 Cochran Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Miller Grace 1165 Dohrman St 2 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Miller James 1538 Belasco Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Miller Lori 1515 Barnesdale St Fl 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Miller Mary F Estate 577 E End Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Miller Ruth Estate 4032 Vinceton St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Miller Thomas 56 Price Rd Presto Pa 15142
Miller Tyba 5535 Wilkins Ave Pittsburgh 17 Pa 15217
Milligan Derwin Raheem 613 Climax St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Millstine Francis Millstine Walter 163 Ormsby Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Millvle Franciscan Volunteer Progra 305 46th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Milner De Lace Milner Edgar 355 W 12th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Milner Edgar Milner De Lace 355 W 12th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Milo Carrison Estate P N L E Sta Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Minkley Edwin 6404 Bartlet St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Minno Stephen Minno Jean 319 Smith Way Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Minor Marie 331 Mckees Place 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Minteer James 120 Siebert Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mirskey William 5644 Hempstead Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Mishelevich Sarah 6346 Caton St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Misiti Joseph 111 Hymen Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Mistick Const Co 1123 Frick Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Mistick M Robert 3625−3649 Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Misurda Thelma Misurda John 545 S Graham St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Mitchell Marion Mitchell David 7 Brushton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Mitchell Erskine 224 Prospect St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Mitchell Sarah 7316 Mount Vernon St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Mitchell Stephen 308 54th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Mochizuki Reiko 1312 Pocono St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Mock Rebecca O One Forestwood Dr 111 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Modzelewski 5438 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Moffat Theresa 143 Meadow St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Mohr Georgia C/O M V Schmidt 324 South Ave Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Mohr Raymond Estate 18 Nobles Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Moik Melitta Moik Waldemar 322 Longwood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Molyneaux Edward 419 Bailey St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Mondini Angelo On Hill Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Mondry Jessica Mail To David Linkes 3248 Willett Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
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Monico Mary Ann Estate 523 Lenora St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Monroe George A Jr 2003 Robinson Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Montag Amanda 5640 Callowhill St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Monterey Bay Fish Grotto 1411 Grandview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Montgomery Betty 1632 Westmorland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Montour Industrial Supply Inc 1400 Second Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Moon Crowne 1160 Thorn Run Rd Ext Moon Twp Pa 15108
Moon James 54 Tretow St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Moon James H Jr 54 Tretow St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Mooney Dennis 2831 Brownsville Rd Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Moore Albert A Est 1118 Sylvan Way Coraopolis Pa 15108
Moore Charles Jr 7717 Mulford St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Moore Donald 7053 Chaucer St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Morales 2652 Voelkel Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Moran John 2534 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Moran Sue 6935 Frankstown Ave Apt 217 Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Morehouse Donald 2239 Pauline Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Moren Julianne 375 N Craig St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Moreno Andrew 5620 Hobart St Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Morgan Herbert Morgan Cregson 1143 Franklin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Morgan Joann Morgan Jamie 131 Bellanca Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Morgan Edwin 747 Esther St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Morgan Scarlet 1512 Allequippa St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Morgan Scarlet 2512 Allequippa St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Morley Burke 127 Bishop Dr 0 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mormack Betty Estate 229 E 19th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Morningstar Josephine Morningstar Carl Apt K 640 Was Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Morocco Brad 1277 Tidewood Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Morris Barbara 614 Cascade Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Morris Eric 5619 Hobart St Apartment 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Morris Gabrael 2003 Lindsay Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Morris John 1026 Heberton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Morris John 4417 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Morris Tamekka 549 Passadena Av Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Morton Ledonna 2207 Ardmore Blvd Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Moskal Jean M Estate 2260 Greentree Rd Carnegie Pa 15106
Moskal William In 2260 Old Greentree Rd Carnegie Pa 15106
Moskowitz David Moskowitz Jean 5292 Forbes St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Moss Andrew 510 Glen Arden Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Moss William Apt 5 1855 Montour St Coraopolis Pa 15108
Motley Kevin 357 Beeler St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Moto Kunaka Brian 2134 Teal Trace Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mott Mary 7811 Susquenanna Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Motzing Ryan 63 Ruth St Fl 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Moulder Peter 5461 Pocusset Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Moulis James 595 Calais Dr Apt 313 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mowell Natalie Mowell Robert 605 11th St Pitcairn Pa 15140
Mowell Robert 221 The Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mt Lebanon Lp Ggnsc 350 Old Gilkeson Rd Mount Lebanon Pa 15228
Mueller Christine Mueller Robert 101 Horizon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mueller Kenneth Lynn 906 Maryland Ave 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Muldowney Thomas Estate 8 Allequippa St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Muldrow Timothy 1054 Forest Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Mulkearn Rose 219 E 14th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Mulkern Katherine E 8756 E Barkhurst Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Mullen Carol 5226 Keystone St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Mullen Gordon Estate 913 Montooth St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Mullins Mary Foster 6 Colonial Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Mulroy Anthony Mulroy Mary 2428 S Braddock Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Munin Michael 3471 5th Ave Ste 1103 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Munro David M Estate 645 Clearview Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Munson Gladys Munson Harry 3305 Maple Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Munson Katherine Grd 951 Brodhead Rd Moon Twp Pa 15108
Murphy James H Jr Murphy James 4437 Hamestead Duquesne Munhall Pa 15120
Murphy Erin 5435 Claybourne Apt 706 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Murphy John Estate 2325 Westmor St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Murphy Larry 4801 Mcknight Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Musicland Holding Corp Dip 1000 Ross Park Mall 114 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Musko Rose 106 Victoria Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Muskovitz Alexander Estate 235 Krassak Swissvale Pa 15218
Myers Patricia Myers Midge 1618 Belhurst Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Myers Justin 968 Brookline Blvd Apt 1 Floor Bs Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Myers Melissa 113 Hawkins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
N
Nakamura Akira 330 Melwood Ave Apt 4b Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Nash Justin Lee 15 D Marhoefer Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Nash Vernetta C/O 1158 Oetting St 1158 Oetting St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Nathan Wilma 1316 Hill Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
National Advantage 614 5th Ave Ste 102 Coraopolis Pa 15108
National League Of American Pen 615 Amberson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
National Technical Assn Ent 1114 Pearl St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Nationwide Cassel Ltd Partne Po Box 2350 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Navarra Todd 80 Roycroft Dr Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Nayak Neel 5032 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Nedrow Ronald 302 S Negley Apt 8 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Nee Valentine Nee Mary C 5421 Brd St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Neel Blanche Neel William 4837 Interboro Munhall Pa 15120
Neel Marianne Neel Harry 250 Capitol Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Neff Mary K Cust 1724 Pine Hollow Rd Apt 4 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Neill Virginia Neill James Jr Po Box 9348 Pittsburgh Pa 15225
Neiman Grace M Estate 162 Delano Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Neiman Grace M Estate 227 Old Clairton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Nekos Sandra 7 Eichelberger Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Nelson Asia 1289 Blackadoro Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Nelson Kevin 7206 Stranahan St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Nelson Millett 1105 Mcneilly Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Nelson Richard E Estate 153 Lloyd Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Nelson Tatham 209 Locust St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Neppi Modona Marco 2750 Beachwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Nesbitt Jeanne 145 Brentridge Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Newcomer Dorothy Newcomer John 1312 N Homewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Newport Management Co Po Box 4025 Corapolis Pa 15108
Ng Ivan 635 Waterfront Dr E Apt 5313 Munhall Pa 15120
Nichols Chad 538 Pine Line Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Niederberger Nancy Estate 307 Otillia St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ning Wen 3329 Dawson St Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Niosh 626 Cochran Mill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Nitin Merchant 1465 Beers School Rd Moon Twp Pa 15108
Nixon Laura 1652 Westmoreland St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Niziol Ronald 3471 Brickley Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Nobel Vera C/O D J Voss Atty 509 Palace Ct Bldg Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Noble Joseph 37 Browns Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Noblich Mary 5337 Park Av Bethel Park Pa 15102
Nocera Melinda 1311 Illinois Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Noel Bernard A II Noel Martha 353 Tampa Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Noel Angela 215 Locust St Apt 2 Mount Oliver Pa 15210
Nolan Patrick 335 School St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Noll Charles 1221 Hill Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Norako Vincent W Estate 356 Hazel Dr Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Norcott Michael 623 Climax St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Nord Edward Nord Ruth 3613 Frazier Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Norman Amper 1682 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
North Hills Radiology Associates 9100 Babcock Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Northen Henry Jr Northen Henry 2208 Dippen Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Northen Henry 2208 Dippen Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Northside Bank 5000 Mcknight Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Northway Richard 295 Shadowlawn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Novak T R 5129 Morningrise Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Novick Phillip 80 44th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Noviello Margaret 321 Lucilla Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Nowak Virginia M Est 87 Harlem Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Nulph Lance 5326 Pocusset St Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Nundza Wlater Estate 130 Liberty Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
O
Oakland Food Mart Inc 3459 Ward St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Ob Gyn Infertility Assoc Attn Dr F H Miller 3520 Fifth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Oblack Marie A Estate 1000 2nd St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Oblawski Zuzanna 507 Justus St Carnegie Pa 15106
Obrien Joseph Obrien Margaret 1505 M Charland Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Obrien Margaret Estate 513 N Neville St Apt C8 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Obrien Tiffany 5519 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Obryan Margaret Estate 513 N Neville St Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Occupational Resource Specialists 707 Idlewood Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Oconnor Levern Oconnor Veronica 911 Woodward Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Oconnor Catherine 8195 Streamside Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Oconnor Dorothy 3015 Grayson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Oconnor Peter 6504 Library Rd Apt South Park Pa 15129
Oconnor Veronica 911 Woodward Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Ocwen Federal Bank PO Box 1675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Oehm Violet 1609 Railrd St Carnegie Pa 15106
Ofchiaick Brianna 442 Electric St Pitcairn Pa 15140
Ofis Group LLC 5501 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Ohrin David Alex Ohrin Patricia Po Box 431 Ingomar Pa 15127
Okoshi Tadashi 2276 Shady Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Oleary Patricia 500 E Bruceton Rd Apt 426 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Oleksiak Josephine Oleksiak Edward 703 15th Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Olga Bielek Estate 440 E 10th Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Olivani Helen 6901 Grand Ave Bldg 23 Apt C Pittsburgh Pa 15225
Olszewski Bernice In 313 38th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Olszewski Sara 628−630 Lookout St Carnegie Pa 15106
Omalley Martin Bernard 113 Sharon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Omalley Sarah 811 Southern Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Omlor Mary Estate 2450 Hazelton St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Oneill Agnes Estate 3940 Dowling Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Oneill Sandra Jean 2130 Crosby Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Ono Shigeki Kenmawr Apts C302 401 Shady Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Operation Nehemiah Inc 216 N Highland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Operative Communications Ste 2ndf 141 41st St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Oranson Charles Oranson Eva 3411 Ligonier St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Orban Louis Estate W View Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Oreilly Thomas 817 Freeland Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Orem Rose 1137 N Highland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Orlando Vera 2077 Chalfant St Rear Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Orosz Anna 234 Coraopolis Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Orr Brian 600 South Negley Ave A7 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Orr Russel 1827 Devonshire Rd Corapolis Pa 15108
Ortiz Carmen 1430 Swantek St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Osterrider Jos 114 Wescott Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Oswald Emily 3a Rosemond St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Oswald Esther Estate Evergreen Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Ota Matthew 333 Melwood Av Apt 22 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Ota Yoko 1041 Mirror St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Otoole Hazel 328 Ridge Ave Forest Hills Pa 15221
Otoole Raymond 3520 Provost Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Ott Gladys Ott George 1537 Washington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Owen Appraisal Service 5450 Steubenville Pike McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Owens Kimberly 1115 Hiland Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Oxford Development 1000 Cherrington Pkwy Moon Twp Pa 15108
Oxygen Sky Vinces Gas & Welding Sply Inc 2790 Idlewood Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Oyatullo Madaminov 1745 Skyline Dr 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15227
P
P And W Foreign Ca 5025 Fifth Ave 2c Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Pa Caterpillar 550 Grant Ave Neville Island Pa 15225
Pa Muncipal Service Compa 1900 West St Munhall Pa 15120
Pacelli Robert 6573 Zupanic Dr South Park Pa 15129
Packer Martha M Estate 1503 Hill Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Padezanin Martin 3 Buratti Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Padolf Elenor Padolf S Bruce 3309 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Paez Ibarra Robert 431 Atwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Pagano Joseph 464 Norton St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Paladino Kathryn 1467 Dormont Ave Apt 1 South Hills Pa 15216
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Palazzo Louis Palazzo Julia 155 Reiter St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Palladino Dorothy Est 17 Wysox St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Palladino Dorothy CO Rl Campbell Esq Po Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Palladino Salvatore C/O Rl Campbell Esq Po Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Palmer Margaret Palmer Peter 5416 Bossart St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Palmer Dana 4243 Dunkeld Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Palmer Marie 1115 Tweed Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Palmerine Tara 424 S Meadowcroft Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Palour Christine 5433 Howe St 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Palumbo Michele Lee 6039 Saint Marie St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Pamela Jaffey 452 Allenberry Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Panarellos Pizzeria 5001 Curry Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Panchura Michael 176 Lebanon Church Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Panusuwan Varokas 4 Bayard Rd Apt 57 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Papalia Bruno III 328 East Gdn Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Papanickolas Mary 306 S Bouquet St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Pappaterra Rocco 208 Roosevelt St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Paquette R R Dc 278 Beverly Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Parde Justin 772 Greenfield Ave Apt B−33 Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Parepally Haranath 1703 La Costa Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Parker Benjamin J Estate 426 Franklin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Parker John C Jr 346 Atlanta Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Parks James 1097 Blackadore Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Parmelee Helen 625 Ctr Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Parniak Mike 20 Forbes Tr Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Parrish David 550 S Negley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Parrish Jeff 211 Suncrest St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Parrish Joanne 2081 Chalfant St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Parson Danielle 5444 Hampton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Paslow Carol 15 Clifton St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Pasquale Bryan 1705 Wilson Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Passerell Michael Richard 4666 Echoglen Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Pastore Philip 939 5th Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Patel Ankur 341 S Highland Ave Apt 25 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Patrick Ernest Patrick Alice 1938 Remington St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Patterson David 467 Balconade Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Patterson Edward 546 Wood St Pitcairn Pa 15140
Patterson Robert James Lillian St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Patterson Willa 8000 Beacon Hill Dr Apt 209 Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Patton Anna D Attn M P Bunting 1315 Heberton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Patton Anna 1315 Heberton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Patton Diana 31 Sceneridge Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Patton Guido 78 Seldom Seen Rd Bradfordwoods Pa 15015
Paul Barbieri 2318 Arlington Ave 2nd Fl Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Pavich Carolina 108 Greenlea Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Pavlus Adam Pavlus Emil 108 Cir Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Pavnolick William 4708 Hatfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Pavuluri Anurup 4630 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Payne Mary 654 Seagirt St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Payne Virginia 261 Shady Ave Apt 11 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Pearce Dorothy M Estate 2809 Shauham Brookline Pa 15226
Pearson William 603 College Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Peault Bruno 5693 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Peck Albert 910 Joseph St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Peck Albert 9 D N 6 Mount Oliver Pa 15210
Peer Magdelan Estate 512 Jeanette St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Peffer Martin 5845 Alderson St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Pefferman Ernest Pefferman Stella 103 Boggston Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Peirce Jerry 5516 Howe St Shadyside Pa 15232
Pendergraf Mary 416 Ross Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Penkrot Rosella 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 262 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Penman Lillian Penman Cecil 555 E End Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Penman Lillian T Estate 6439 Marchand St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Penn M Group 4149 Library Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Penn West Assoc Inc Dba The Westwood Nur 909 West St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Penney Beatrice Penney Howard 619 Hampton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Pennsylvania Municipal Svc Co 128 Forest Hills Plz Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Perdeus Lawrence 6417 Landview Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Perella Anna 423 Vandalia St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Perelman Susie 1410 Squirrel Hill Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Perkins Arthur Jr Po Box 5570 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Perkins Pearl 6935 Frankstown Ave Apt 202 Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Perkovich Emilia 224 Bettis Rd Dravosburg Pa 15034
Perrone Gertrude 207 N Linden Ave Upper Darby Pa 15208
Perry James W Jr 225 E 15th Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Perry Ruth 1869 Middle St Monroeville Pa 15140
Pershing Shirley 201 Old Leechburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Pesavento Anna 100 White Hampton Ln Apt 802 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Pessano Jessie Pessano Thomas 424 Winton St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Peterle Lori Ann 616 Windsor Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Peters C M S 6091 Irishtown Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Peters Gladys 242 Meyran Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Peters Pauline 1027 Findley Dr Apt 18 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Peters Thelma B Estate 122 Frederick Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Peterson Marvin 6512 Ladson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Petilla Mariano Jr 123 Calhoun Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Petroclean 2 Dorrington Rd Carnegie Pa 15106
Petrovich Arnold Estate 328 Edgewood Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Petulla Clay 561 Audubon Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Pezzino Hazel 435 Abbeyville Rd Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Pezzino Julie 1135 Richmond St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Pfister Louis Est Pfister Louis 1405 Fallowfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Pfister Louis 5654 Villa Haven Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Pfister Matthew 822 Mclain St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Pharmor 6401 Penn Ave Attn J Dudek Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Pheaa Keystone Reward Enrollment Services Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Phillippi Jennie 953 9th Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Phillips Elva Estate 2827 Dwight Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Phillips Ronald Po Box 5711 Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Phillips Su Un Cust 2206 Teal Trce Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Phyllis Mizel 5423 Hobart St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Picchi Mary 805 Sheffield Ct Carnegie Pa 15106
Picozzi Vincent 2221 Poor Richards Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Pienkoski Gary 758 Country Club Dr Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Pierce Winter 4611 Bayard St Oakland Pa 15213
Pietrzak Jacob 100 Academy 3046 Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Pietrzak Mildred 434 1/2 Hays Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Pietrzak Stanley 434 1 2 Hays Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Pimplapure Ashish Pimplapure Smita 5032 Forbes Ave Apt 1104 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Pinchasik Dawn 5 Bayard St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Pinckney Joan 1023 Franklin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Ping Sun Jian 3206 Niagara St Apt 402 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Pinno Eric Po Box 5421 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Pinto Aron 5720 Solway St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Piper Ethel M Estate 1425 Montier St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Piper Josephine 111 Caroline St Munhall Pa 15120
Pistininzi Frank 51 Boundary St Oakland Pa 15213
Pitt Club 4010 Ohara St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Pittenger Edward B Estate 331 Hastings St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Pittsburgh Blind Trustee 300 S Craig St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Pittsburgh Center For The Arts 3rd Fl 1047 Rear Shady Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Pittsburgh Skilled Nursing Center Frankstown Ave At Wa Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Plank Patricia C/O Benef William H Westland 5166 Caste Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Platek Louise C/O Eldercare Attn R Hosilyk McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Plummer Gwendolyn 5357 Beeler St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Plung Jane 5424 Albermarle St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Plusquellec Edward 529 Brushton Av Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Plyler Nancy 3000 Locust St Apt 414 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Poelcher Marie Estate 507 54th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Poindexter Cornell 218 S Saint Clair St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Pokrant Lorraine 2310 Manor Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Polczynski C L Estate 936 9th Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Polishchuk Aleksandr 611 Montclair St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Pollard Susan 118 Schuchert St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Pollick Albert 662 Larose St Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Pollock Hugh 5544 Darlington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Polteno Ellen 534 Woodward Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Pomposelli Michael 5548 California Ave Bethel Park Pa 15102
Poole Dorothy Estate 33 Horning Ave I Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Poole J Michael 1128 Lincoln Highlands Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Poole Joanne 601 Bexer Way Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Popiela William Popiela Helen 167 Hillside Harwick Pa 15049
Popivchak Michael Popivchak Jane 219 James St Carnegie Pa 15106
Popovich Paul 1700 Patrick Pl Apt T16 Library Pa 15129
Porco Nancy 4225 Calvin St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Porco Teresa 9436 Saratoga Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Port Beatrice Port Louis 6315 Forbes Ave 1101 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Porter Daniel 524 Oakwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Porter John 650 Ctr Rd B 13 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Potter Shirley 403 Fox Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Powell Herman Powell Elisa 1221 Fifth Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Powell Brittany 837 Brackenridge Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Powell David 219 Bell Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Powers Robert 134 Amelia St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Pradetta Rose 9026 Oak St Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Premier Marine Inc Attn Accounts Pay Po Box 507 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Prescott William 2533 Parkhill Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Prescott William 2408 Park Hill Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Presky Zigmunt Presky Richard 2206 Arlington Ave R Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Presutti Shaun 121 Mallard Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Prezel Eleanor 877 Ctr Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Price William 1411 Westfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Prime Communications 275 Curry Hollow Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Prince Jessie 4749 Baum Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Prinkey Blanch 305 Platt Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Prior−Estate Susan C/O M E Hagan 423 Stratton Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Probert Christine 1008 Walnut St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Protulipac Elizabeth Est 5305 Carnegie St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Prudential Financial Cust 6 Wilkins Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Prudential Residential Services 9401 Mcknight Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Pruni Denny 3221 Library Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Prunty Nellie 5419 Keeport Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Pryor Alma 2360 Bracey Dr 1309 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Pryor Peter 26 E Meyers Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ptaszynksi Francis 1937 Lucina Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ptaszynski Eleanor Ptaszynski Francis 1937 Lucina Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ptaszynski Francis Ptaszynski Eleanor 1937 Lucina Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ptaszynski Anthony 1937 Lucina Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Pucka John 186 34th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Pudup Dolores 264 Lawnwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Pugh Leronia 324 Dunlap St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Puglianos Italian Grill 1808 Golden Mile Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Puglielli Alfred 7101 Grand Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15225
Pugliese Catherine Estate 157 49th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Pugliese Richard 306 S Bouquet St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Pugsley James 325 La Mareida St Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Purviance Virginia Estate 125 Woodland Dr Pleasant Hills Pa 15236
Puryear Devorne 111 Kenmore Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Pusateri Lillian 9003 Old Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Pushcarich David 6537 Library Rd Library Pa 15129
Putzlocker James 8030 Saltsburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Pyde Micah 600 Forbes Av Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Pyramid Inv Club Of Pittsburgh A Partner C/O R R Notman 322 Jucunda St 5
Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Q
Quaker Steak Lube Gtr Pittsburgh Intl Airport Pittsburgh Pa 15231
Quigley Mary C Estate 158 Victoria Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Quinn Joseph 4751 Gdnville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Quinn Smith Joann 1449 Swantek St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Quintero Andres 108 Rochwood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
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R
R A Simmons Co Inc 5390 Progress Blvd Bethel Park Pa 15102
R Financial Freedom Club A Partnership C/O P Burgers 1601 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa
15221
Race Frances 288 Lexington Ct Carnegie Pa 15106
Raddant Rose Estate RR 4 Box 529 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Radocaj Mary 178 Home St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Radwan Rabin Radwan Mirna 301 Overdale Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Rafferty Eleanor 559 East End Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Rafferty Eleanor 7239 Mt Vernon Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Raftopoulos Ioannis Dr 548 South Graham St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Rager Helen Estate 824 5th Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Raglin Richard 1433 Chicago St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Raglin Richard Jr 2942 Stafford St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Rainey Walter 90 Highland Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Rajchel Jerome 212 Ignatius Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Rakoczy Helen 414 44th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Rambhala Haritha 6009 5th Ave Apt 1b Shady Side Pa 15232
Ramini Juwan Franco 6647 Ridgville St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Ramsey Rose 2716 Leland St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Rangos Alexander Rangos John G Jr 1 Trimont Ln Suite 2200a Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Rangos John 1 Trimont Ln Unit 2200a Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Rangos John G Sr 1 Trimont Ln Unit 2200a Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Rangos John G Sr Trust 1 Trimont Ln Ste 2200a Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Rathfon Barry Rathfon John 421 Tahoe Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Rawlings Benjamin 920 William Penn Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Raymond Reitmeyer 233 Romeo St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Rbmg Inc Isaoa Po Box 2975 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Reader George Reader Alice 4512 Lebanon Church Rd Dravosburg Pa 15034
Rebel Lucille H Estate Schars Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Reddy Ann 808 Devonshire Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Reddy Padmaneha 5440 Fifth Ave Apt 17 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Reddy Vinaya 20 Lothrop St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Redman Alma 1010 Findley Dr W Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Redmyer Joshua 377 June Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Reed Beatrice Apt A Re Vlg 8 Brent Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Reed Betty D Estate 338 Loyal Way Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Reed John 215 Norton Way Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Reedjr Thurlow Apt A Re Vlg 8 Brent Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Reeves Michael 3601 Pinewood Dr Homestead Pa 15120
Refused Websecret 560 Rippey Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Reid Esther 6393 Penn Ave 101 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Reid Joyce Annette 1621 Brownsville Rd Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Reinhardt Frank 100 Knoedler Rd Apt 202 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Reinhart Virginia L Cust 406 Becker Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Reiter Marc 1216 Macon Ave No 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Reiter Mary 1230 Richmond St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Reith Caroline Reith James 173 Burrowos Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Relihan Joseph 216 Park Place Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Renaissnce And Baroque Society 303 S Craig St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Renfro Evelyn 3235 Gaylord Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Renner Robert 7122 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Rentler Herbert 1381 Washington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Renton Janice 750 Washington Rd 1008 Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Repko Michael Repko Frieda 212 Snyder Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Ress Carolyn 1138 Uptegraf St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Revo Bonny Revo John 242 Revo Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Rexel Midwest Po Box 360273 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Reynolds Kevin 122 Mayflower St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Rh Kuhn Co 55th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Rharen Jalal Apartment 302 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Rhine Thomas Estate 805 Inwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Rhodes Sherry 7939 Westmorland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Ricci Florence Estate 1536 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Rice Cecil 323 N Fairmount St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Rice Herbert Est 311 Hay St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Richard Conti 4602 West Lawnview Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Richard Margaret 12 Arbor St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Richard O J 220 Munsey Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Richards Peggy C 219 Waldorf St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Ricketts Transportation Company 247 Schenley Manor Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Ridge Thomas 120 Alcan Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Riebel Ruth Estate 131 5 23rd St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Rieck Derek Rieck Julie 4729 Curry Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Riedl Dorothy 1641 Dagmar Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Riemer Harry 7317 Hermtage Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Riggs Kristin 187 Mcintyre Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Ringler Elayne B 729 Darlington St Carnegie Pa 15106
Rios Ramiro Jr Po Box 1575 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Risch Ruth L Estate 1162 Prospect Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Risher Dominque 1213 Marshall Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Ritchey Freeda Ritchey Thomas 2248 Milligan Swissvale Pa 15218
Ritchey Chris 7707 W Morland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Ritchey Christina 40 Boulder Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Ritter James 114 Secane Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Ritter Ralph 504 Old Leechburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Rizzo Kimberly 190 D Sagamore Hill Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Rjw Media Giant Ea 5830 Ellsworth Ave Suite 200 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Roalman Mary 803 E Warrington Ave Apt 512 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Roalman Mary L Est 803 E Warrington Ave Apt 512 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Roark Emily 3955 Bigelow Blvd Apt 1106 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Robb Paul 307 Maple Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Robeck Alvin 463 Kenmont Ave Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Robele Robert Joseph 819 Berwin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Roberson Charles 4333 Dakota St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Robert Hipple 1233 Kelton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Robert Mann 23 Becks Run Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Robert Mcnaught 133 Anderson Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Robert Morrone Browns Hill Rd Riverview Home For Jewish Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Robert Wagner 1133 South Braddock Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Roberto Orlando Roberto Charles 430 Highland Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Robin Nut Tree Inc Attn R Martin 649 Old Clairton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Robinson Aleise 1401 Oakdene St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Robinson Connie 1922 Monongahela Ave 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Robinson Jasmine 5542 Stanton Ave East Liberty Pa 15206
Robinson John Fee Basis Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Robinson Sharod 956 Fisher Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Rodgers Jewell Canterbury Place 310 Fisk St 210 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Rodgers Marie 4215 Bessemer St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Rodgers Marie St Francis Nursing Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Rodgers Natalie 1942 Antietam St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Rodio Jake Po Box 101280 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Rodrigues Vinay 1146 Wightman St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Rodriguez Eric 6356 Marchand Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Rodriguez Jorge 4112 Mount Tray Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Roe Hronetz Madeline 51 Mary Ann Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Roeder Esther Virginia 25 Demmer Av Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Roeder Robert 25 Demmer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Rogers Mack In 2457 Waring Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Rogers Mary L Estate 819 Balmoral Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Rogers Natalie B 1942 Antietam St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Rohn Frieda 807 Crane Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Rolladin 2118 Murray Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Roller Alice Roller Carl 226 Coltart St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Rollerfellow Albert 3000 Locust St Apt 338 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Rollins Dorothy 529 Lowell St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Romano Unelia 923 Brinton Ave Pitcairn Pa 15140
Romas Stephen Romas Letitia 59 W Calvin Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Romero Garrett 510 Patterson Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Ronald Caplan 5644 Hempstead Rd Apt A4 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Ronald Dorothy J Estate 3247 Faronia St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Ronald Kawecki 410 Sleepy Hollow Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Ronald Sobol 110 W Lyndhurst Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Rooney James Rooney Sheila 4100 Vinceton St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Rosalene Kenneth Dancing 200 Modern Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Rose Carol C/O KRose 1624 Oakleaf Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Rose Lumia 247 Lindenwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Rose Rosemary 716 Wimbledon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Roseman Edward Hyman 127 Robinson St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Rosen Fanella 5 Bayard Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Rosen Jeanne 422 Kings Hwy Carnegie Pa 15106
Rosenbaum Matthew 4917 Centre Ave Apt 102 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Rosenberger Joann 623 Climax St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Rosenbloom Isabelle 5600 Munhall Rd 802 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Rosenthal Emanuel Rosenthal Willa 5048 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Roskovensky Vince 922 Montclair Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Ross Lorraine 1330 Oakridge St Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Rostron Charles Michael 202 Sonnybrook Ct Bethel Park Pa 15102
Roth Josh 356 S Aiken St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Rothmeyer Susan 561 South Negley Ave Unit 14 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Rounds Hilda 460 Washington Rd Apt 708 Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Rourke Rosalia 1105 Perry Hwy Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Routman Louis 128 Aylesboro Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Rowley Jenny 5243 Blossom Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Roy Kramer 184 Gordon St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Roychowdhury Naina 4716 Ellsworth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Rti Insurance Services 125 Hillvue Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Rubin Louis 4625 5th Ave Apt 108 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Rubosky Steven 5700 Corporate Dr Ste 650 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Rucker Bunetta 229 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Rudolph Akimina PO Box 24100 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Rudolph Irma 3100 Brownsville Rd 7 Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Rudolph Joseph 617 Southcrest Dr Apt 6 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Ruelas Valenzuela Pedro 1501 Princess Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Ruff Helen Ruff John 2727 Merwyn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Ruff Helen Po Box 8062 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Ruhl Eleanor 749 Broughton St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Ruic Elizabeth 200 White Hampton Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Rusczinsky Stanley 1284 Balmoral Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Rush Dale 1128 Chelton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Russell Gayle Russell Gary 1229 Mississippi Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Russell Bruce A Estate 727 Galway Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Russell Jason 619 Edgewood Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Russell Lynn 2300 Ben Franklin Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Ruth Hilda Diamond 5747 Aylesboro Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Rutkowski Pearl Rutkowski Nancy 145 Brentridge Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Rutkowski Pearl 145 Brentridge Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Rutkowski Stanley Estate 3822 Mintwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Ryan Frances 6671 Ridgeville St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Ryu Soo C/O M Shim 259 Melwood Ave Apt 259 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
S
Saban Marion Estate 327 Orchard Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Sabino Mistick Barbara Sabino Mistick Joseph 1200 Beechwood Ct Pittsburgh Pa
15206
Sadar Tyree James 631 National Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Sadowski Susan 555 Clifton Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Sagam Sridhar 1408 Lee Knox Oval Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Said Muhammad Fadzuli Mohamad 225 Melwood Ave Apt 38 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Sakaida Tsukasa 5030 Centre Ave Apt 964 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Sakerak Christophe 521 Wall Ave Pitcarin Pa 15140
Salava Pauline 6212 Brd St Library Pa 15129
Salay J A 2426 Perry St Munhall Pa 15120
Sallade−Farina Elizabeth 935 Mifflin Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Salloum Ihsan 216 Catalpa Place Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Sally P Curtain 2811 Fitzhugh Way Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Sally Rice 320 Olympia St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Salter Nancy 3530 Chartiers Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Salyards Ethel 200 Ctr St Pitcairn Pa 15140
Salyards Ethel 301 Highland Ave Pitcairn Pa 15140
Samosky Edward Thomas 452 Brdmoor Ave Mt Lebanon Pa 15228
Sample Florence Sample David M Jr 120 Hawkins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Sandcastle 1000 Sandcastle Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Sandra Bond 6382 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
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Sang Wing Yan 5320 Fifthe Ave Apt 202 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Sankey Harry 57 Albert St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Sansone Barbara 188 Vernon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Santoro Steven 32 Jeff Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Santorum Upholstery 371 Rochester Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Sapra Samir 4630 Fifth Ave Apt 311 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Saps Miguel 5707 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Sapsara Robert 910 Willow Glen Bethel Park Pa 15102
Sara Of Pennsylvania Inc 622 N Allerton Ct Moon Twp Pa 15108
Sarafin Mary Ann 7 Buttermilk Rd Imperial Pa 15126
Sarah Fox 723 N Saint Clair St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Sarah Sigler 5250 Meadowgreen Dr Apartment 227 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Saron Miriam Est 4700 5th Ave Apt 418 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Sarver Jennie 3209 W Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Satchell Mary Alice 2403 Perrysville Ave Apt 307 Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Satterfield Elizabet Satterfield Joseph 5443 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Sauter Phillip 1904 Brushcliff Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Sawicki Jeannette Jay 301 Washington Pike Carnegie Pa 15106
Sayre Dora 3343 Middletown Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Scarpaci Inc 211 Plymouth St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Schadt Trevor Schadt Warren 2352 Eldridge St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Schadt Warren Schadt Trevor 2352 Eldridge St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Schaffner James Schaffner Rita 2383 Oakview Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Schaum James 2844 Voelkel Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Scheib Catherine Scheib Raymond Devonshire Of Mt Lebanon 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt
212−214 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Schenley Gardens 3890 Bigelow Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Scherb Irene Est 926 Mellon St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Schirra Edward 833 Woodworth St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Schlacter Steven 270 Walnut St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Schlott Marjorie Schlott William 7732 Hamilton Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Schlott Steven Schlott Alicia 379 Millet Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Schmadel Frederick 6901 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Schmalried Otto 48 Queenston Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Schmalzried Margaret 48 Queenston St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Schmi Florence H Estate 1416 Pueblo Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Schmidt Dorohy E Estate 117 W Eugene St Munhall Pa 15120
Schmidt Heidi 3613 Downing St South Park Pa 15129
Schmiedel Mark 401 Shelbourne Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Schmitt Alice Estate 3112 Hazelhurst Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Schmitt Catherine 1300 California Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Schneck Francis X Pediatric Urology Associates I 128 North Craig St Pittsburgh Pa
15213
Schneider William 406 Saratoga Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Schneider Yuri 227 Coltart Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Schoedel Gertrude Schoedel Francis 2302 Salisbury St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Scholes Josephine 72 Bellview Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Scholze Mildred Scholze Norman 1027 Morewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Schott Gertrude 110 Lacrosse St Iris Hall Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Schramow Lorraine E Estate 512 Penn St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Schrecengost Robert 220 Cliff Mine Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Schrift Cheryl 110 Scottsdale Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Schubert Joel 357 Meyran Ave Fl 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Schulhof Lillian Schulhof Leonard 505 E Bryn Manor Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Schultz John 340 E James St Munhall Pa 15120
Schutz Bradford 340 E James St Homestead Pa 15120
Schwartz Howard Schwartz Blanche 6654 Landview Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Schwartz Howard Schwartz Morris 6654 Landview Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Schwartz Catherin 116 Craft Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Schwartz Donna 5473 Youngridge Dr Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Schwartz Robert 2506 Windate Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Schwarz Donald Schwarz Laurie 2434 Saranac Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Schweisberger Gladys 416 Morris St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Schwertz Charles 121 Bon Vue Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Scliffet Dorothy Scliffet Edward 1305 Pointview Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Scolaro Jennie Estate 3343 Ligonier St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Scott Edith Scott Victor Wyoming Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Scott George Scott Gladys 1537 Washington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Scott Earl 535 Montview Place Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Scott Earl 5208 Stanton Ave Apt 14 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Scott Marjorie Estate 121 Plymouth St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Scott Nadine 3032 Zephyr Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Scott Victor 6939 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Scott Victor 1236 Murray Hill Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Scottsdale Insurance Co 321 Regis Ave Po Box 18117 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Seager Richard E 615 Beaver Rd Leetsdale Pa 15056
Seay Nancy 4337 Dakota St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Seft Sophie B Est 1039 1st Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Seik Thelma M Estate 213 Braddock Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Selcklick Mary Jane 2321 Montgomery Dr Suite 213 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Selective Software 109 Mcknight Park Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Senay Susan 9 Sunset Dr Clinton Pa 15026
Senko Raymond 1435 Dickson St Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Septak Samuel Septak Martha 7122 Lemington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Serafini Stacey 334 Bascom Ave Apt 206 Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Seretti John Automotive Group 5854 University Blvd Moon Pa 15108
Sergent Paul 4725 Robert Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Setru Company C/O Attn Trust Dept Po Box 30918 Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Shade John 138 Orchard Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Shaffer Shirley 107 Cloverleaf Dr Carnegie Pa 15106
Shagets Edward Shagets Ann D Attn F D Shagets 952 E End Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Shahnawaz Fouzia 3245 Beechwood Blvd Apt C20 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Shakarian Virginia Shakarian Bart 307 Twin Hills Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Shalan Gary 187 Mcintyre Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Shanahan Elizabeth Shanahan Oliver 160 Goucher Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Shanahan Oliver Shanahan James 160 Goucher Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Shane Francis Estate 307 Bauman Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Shanks Joyce 111 Dover Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Shanley June C Estate 2108 Perrysville Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Shannon Guy 132 S Patton Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Shapiro Steven D Ent 622 St James St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Sharma Ravinder 645 Hillisboro St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Sharon Waggett 5170 Fieldcrest Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Sharp Vision 5877 Commerce St Attn J Calahan Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Sharra Lillian Sharra William 824 N St Clair St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Shaughnessy Mary E Estate 26 Bennett Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Shaw Dorothy 331 Kambach St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Shaw Douglas 11 A Brook St Coraopolis Pa 15108
Shaw Mary J Estate 5712 Hampton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Shaw Nathan 106 Vanita Dr Moon Twp Pa 15108
Sheaffer Patrick Sheaffer Julia 1138 Eighth Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Shearson Lehman Bros 241 Edgewood Ave Apt C−1 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Sheffler Frances J 914 Beaver Grade Rd Moon Twp Pa 15108
Sheffler Julia 914 Beaver Grade Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Shell Anthony Shell Anita 402 Eureka Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Sherer Anthony 1137 Wightman St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Sheridan Philip 47 Haberman Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Shi Ping Wei 108 Minnock Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Shields Chelsy 1417 Wall Ave Pitcairn Pa 15140
Shields William F Estate 309 Main St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Shipkovitz Samuel 3423 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Shipley Tim 765 Chesapeake Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Shipman Paul 1206 Bridle Trl Moon Twp Pa 15108
Shirley Wilson 647 Allegheny Ave Apartment 100 Oakmont Pa 15239
Shop & Save 315 Cochran Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Shoub Margaret 2943 Norwood Av Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Shrager Daniel S Md 2465 Mount Royal Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Shubert Helene 1602 Monroe St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Shuster Raymond 4786 Frich Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Siciliano Rachel Bruce Hall 411 5th Aven Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Sidon Rose 4427 Sweetbay St Whomestead Pa 15120
Sidon Steve 4427 Sweetbay St W Homestead Pa 15120
Sigal Alvin Cust Sigal Billy 540 N Neville St Winchester Apt 803 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Sigal Alvin Cust 100 Bryn Mawr E Ct 321 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Signorino Diane 128 Cardinal Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Silberman Olga 1213 Bridle Trail Moon Twp Pa 15108
Sill Cheryl 160 Spencer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Silvio Justin 518 Third St Pitcairn Pa 15140
Simaitis Thomas J Est 2724 Delgar St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Simendinger William 1547 Berkshire Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Simmers Genevieve 700 Doyle Ave Homestead Pa 15120
Simmns David 3874 Delco Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Simmons William Simmons Dorothy 137 Charles St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Simon Nichilas Estate 437 Ariston St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Simpson James 404 Reifert Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Simpson Sylvia 459 S Aiken Ave Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Sims Marlene 503 Packford Dr South Park Pa 15129
Sinkevich Desiree 233 N Neville St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Sinton Peter 1077 Morewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Sippel Bernard 7218 Witherspoon St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Sisseck Neal Ray 917 Sessions St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Skibo Centre Inc 428 Washington Ave Ste 3 Apt 3 Carnegie Pa 15106
Skorupski Henrietta 5114 Lotus Way Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Sky Bank 4319 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Skyline Freight Systems Inc 121 Spring Run Rd Ext Coraopolis Pa 15108
Slaughter Leola 8th Ave Apt 10w Homestead Pa 15120
Slavonia Christina 2716 Leland St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Slick Joseph 570 Filmore Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Sliwinski Stanley 5623 Aiken Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Sloan Clarence T Estate RR 2 Library Pa 15129
Sloan Emmanuel 1236 Church Ave Mckees Rock Pa 15136
Slusaw Mary Est Slusaw Mary 2300 West Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Slutsky Sandy 5483 Pocusset St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Smally Andrew 33 Marne Way Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Smarsh Virginia L Estate 227 Michigan St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Smarshan Virginia Estate 306 Allen St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Smigel Helen 1109 Daisey Ln Crescent Pa 15046
Smike Artis 6958 Bennett St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Smith Annie 805 Steiner St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Smith Daniel 381 Second St 3rd Floor Pitcairn Pa 15140
Smith David 2023 Hawthorne Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Smith Dorothy M Estate 222 Langley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Smith George 1137 Richmond St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Smith Helen M Estate 534 Crider Hill Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Smith Ian 506 Fox Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Smith Jean 2751 Milford Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Smith Keith 4795 Oakridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Smith Mary 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 348 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Smith Mary Ella Trust 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 348 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Smith Michael 1201 N Sheridan Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Smith Robert K Estate 1311 Silver Ln Coraopolis Pa 15108
Smith William 121 Hillendale Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Smith William 145 Connie Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Smith−Dowdy April 7418 Irvin St Apt 1 Pittburgh Pa 15218
Smocer Betty 164 Ridgewood Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Smoch Pearl 300 Jhf Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Smooke Chiropractic 828 Hazelwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Snaman Robert 203 Highland Pines Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Sneath Matthew 3730 Orpwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Sniderman Abby C/O M Sniderman 5633 Callowhill St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Sniderman Marvin 5633 Callowhill St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Snively Philomena 2217 Lucina Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Snowden Emma Estate 7030 Kelly St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Snyder Tracy 7500 Ellesmere Ave Apt 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Sobieralski L F Jr 213 Wilbert St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Society Of Women Engineers Cmu Smc 6791 5032 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Soffa Paul Soffa David 23 East Scott Dr Dravosburg Pa 15034
Soldo Martha In 2806 Bertha St Bethel Park Pa 15102
Solomon Clara 4625 5th Ave Apt −315 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Solomon Gina 3948 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Solomond Gerard 3245 Beechwood Blvd Apt E5 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Solomond Hilda 3245 Beechwood Blvd Apt E5 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Somach David 5715 Beacon St Apt 317 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Somerhalder Ruth 13 E West Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
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Soncini Bertha 2280 Douglass Run Rd Sutersville Pa 15083
Sonne Roy 746 N Meadowcroft Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Sooby Helen 306 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Sorenson Chrisrtopher Jr 3215 Churchview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
South Hills Imaging Inc 350 Broughton Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
South Hills Presidents League Inc C/O Alan D Kurtz 4710 Clairton Blvd Pittsburgh Pa
15236
Southward Investment Club 61 Hoodridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Southwest Regional Dispatch C/O Scott Twp 301 Lindsay Rd Carnegie Pa 15106
Spagnolo Joseph Spagnolo Anna Apt 2 914 Jancey St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Spain Breylinn Spain Sonja 1310 Bridle Trl Coraopolis Pa 15108
Sparvero John 1522 Grandin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Speice Margaret Alice 4749 Baum Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Speidel Mary 4515 Main St Munhall Pa 15120
Spellman Angela Po Box 215 Homestead Pa 15120
Spencer Esther E Estate 2610 Wyncote Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Spencer Michelle 322 Bell Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Speria Construction Co Inc 3451 Pney Frk Rd Library Pa 15129
Spinetti Pauline Spinetti Leno 307 Maple Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Spinetti Pauline 307 Maple Ave Swissvale Pa 15218
Spisak Joseph Jr Spisak Lillian 1834 Whitaker Whitaker Pa 15120
Spisak Kris 241 Wilson Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Spisic Cecilia L Estate 227 S Negley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Sps Wald/Friedlander 580 South Aiken Ave Suite 325 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Srednicki William 120 Boggs Ave Saint Justin Plaza Apt 711 Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Srednicki William M Jr 120 Boggs Ave Saint Justin Plaza Apt 711 Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Ssab Hardox Corp 4700 Grand Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15225
St Maxs Mens Club 605 9th Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Stackiewich Susan 410 Laurel Oak Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Stamps Michal 709 Singer Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Stangel Sheila Stangel Harold 2514 Mount Royal Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Stanick Stella Estate 2825 Willett Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Stanick Thomas J Estate 3510 Leech St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Stanko Anna 7515 Melrose St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Stanley Matthew 216 East Bruceton Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Stanton Evan 255 Zarast St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Stanton Marjorie Estate RR 1 Homestead Pa 15120
Stanziano Sean 203 Van Wyck Ave Brentwood Pa 15227
Stash Edward 403 Whitney Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Stau Catherine V Estate 250 Mayfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Stauber Luella 142 Cloverleaf Dr Concordia Of South Hills Carnegie Pa 15106
Stauff Kristie 4135 Frank St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Stead Julie 3240 Leechburg Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Stec Mary 567 Dorchester Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Steel L S Westpointe Corporate Ctr On 1550 Coraopolis Hts Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Steele Anne 126 Woodland Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Steele Carrie C/O Highland Park Care 745 N Highland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Steele Robert 194 Oneida St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Steger Wilbur Steger Sheila 6429 Darlington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Stegman Blaise 177 Hill Crest Ln Sutersville Pa 15083
Stein Chester Stein Mary 614 Lillian St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Stein Annetta 5701 Centre Ave Apt 909 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Stein Robert Jeffrey 3955 Bigelow Blvd Apt 409 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Steinberg Terry Feinberg Steinberg Jonathan 1343 Malvern Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Steiner Caroline 8208 Van Buren Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Stephan Frances Stephan Grace 5862 Ellsworth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Stephen Edward 3973 Oakdale St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Stephen Sabolcik 3311 Rebecca St Homestead Pa 15120
Stephens Edward Stephens Anna 3973 Oak Dale Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Stephens Anna 3973 Oakdale St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Stephens James 5535 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Stept And Arnheim Urologic 580 S Aiken Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Steranka Bertha Steranka Mark 713 W Main St Carnegie Pa 15106
Sterling C LLC 904 Mcclure St Homestead Pa 15120
Sterling Financial Group The Trimont 1301 Grandview Ave Suite E Pittsburgh Pa
15211
Sterlinghouse Publishing Inc 7436 Washington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Stern Helen 520 Locust St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Sterrett Robert 5335 Blossom Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Stevens Roland 7030 Kelly St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Stevenson Edna 2009 Calistoga Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Stevenson Von 522 Sickles St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Stewart Frances 1236 S Negley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Stewart Ronald 306 Woodbridge Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Stewart Stephanie 7015 Hermitage St 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Stewart William G Estate 7216 Tilden St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Stiffler Wilfred Estate 1312 Franklin Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Stiles Christina 1st Floor 2701 Miles Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Stipetic Kathy 4118 Murray Ave 1st Flr Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Stitt Virginia Stitt Frederic 248 Spahr Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Stock Jack P Estate 630 Karl St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Stockton Frank Estate 1460 Glenn St Homestead Pa 15120
Stoker James 897 Fredericka Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Stokes Alice 216 Utah St Neville Island Pa 15225
Stokes Grace Estate Hersick 226 45th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Stolar Mildred Estate 4023 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Stone Jeffrey 1831 Devonshire Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Stonebreaker P D 113 Conneaut Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Stoops Stella Estate 6908 Kedron Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Storms Dorothy 7245 Bennett St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Straight Angelique 66 Beaver Grade Rd Moon Twp Pa 15108
Strain Mary 503 Maytide St Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Stratiff Cyndie Esq Stratiff Cyndie 3900 Dowling Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Stratiff Cyndie 3900 Dowling Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Straughn Ronald 2653 S 18th St Bac 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Strauss Catherin Strauss Philip 3862 Hilpert Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Strayer Ingrid 5976 Mcpherson Ave Bethel Park Pa 15102
Strecker Raymond Strecker Thelma 401 Shady Ave Apt D807 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Strickland Mayotis In 7309 Mount Vernon St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Strilka Ronald 1228 Silver Ln McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Strimlan Charles Strimlan Ann 5171 Priscilla Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Stringi Rosemarie Stringi Peter 472 Marland Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Stromp Evelyn M Estate 5 Milroy St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Strothers Robert 7103 Mt Vernon St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Strowe Dorothea Windsor Place Pch 1 Windsor Way Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Stroyd Arthur Stroyd Anna 53 Highland Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Strunk Edward 1015 Hill St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Stryker Jean 846 Wild Violet Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Stuart Freda 2500 Waterman Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Stuck Lisa 4211 Davis Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Studio I Co The 3414 Babcock Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Stumm Edward Po Box 152 Bradfordwoods Pa 15015
Sturak Nicholas 4317 E Lawnview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Stutz Michael 205 Sharon Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Su Chunyuan 4264 Saline St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Suburban 2900 Sassafrass Way Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Sulich John Estate 726 Baldwin Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Sulkow Theresa 31 Divinity St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Sullivan Stephan Sullivan Helen 2308 Woodstock Ave Swissvale Pa 15218
Sullivan Geraldine 3931 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Sullivan William 3931 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Sumic Elizabeth Sumic Joseph 4814 Hatfield St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Summers Shawn 422 Arcadia Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Summerwood Condominiums 5728 Elwood St Unit 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Summit Business Consultants 1717 Murray Ave Suite 18 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Sumpter Whitney 7312 Idlewild St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Sunseri Leslie Sunseri Dante 5 Forestglen Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Surovec Irene Estate 130 Bascom Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Susan Sesack 115 Carnegie Place Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Sussman Esther Sussman Marcus 825 Morewood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Suttle Verna Suttle Ralph 3700 Ruggles St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Suttle Verna 3700 Ruggles St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Swaney Greg 330 Forest Grove Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Swanson Kathleen Estate 617 E 9th Ave Munhall Pa 15120
Swasey James 5701 Rippey St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Sweeney Rose 559 East End Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Sweeney Rose 7239 Mt Vernon Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Sweenie James 3736 Orpwood St 10th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Swieconek Bernadette Swieconek Walter Jr 301 Climax St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Swihart Stanard Swihart Andrew 425 Neville St 102 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Sydor Mary C/O Landco Usa Inc 300 Weyman Rd Ste 340 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Sykora Jeffrey 4629 Bayard St Apt 205 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Sylves Janis 615 Vine St Coraopolis Pa 15108
Szilagyi Sandor 70 Pasadena St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Szymanski Walter J Jr Szymanski Linda 1034 Flemington St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Szymborski Madeline Szymborski Casimir 204 Scottsdale Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
T
Tabor Margaret 5701 Stanton Ave Apt 7 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Tackitt Ellen 230 Catskill Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Tacoma Carlie Tacoma Viola 310 Fisk St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Tacoma Viola B Canterbury Pl 310 Fisk St Apt 317 Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Tagliaferri Richard 1524 Fourth Ave Apt 1 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Takac Edward Takac Helen 21 Longfellow Homestead Pa 15120
Takac Edward Takac Helen 43 G Longfellow Munhall Pa 15120
Talarico Anthony 7168 Baptist Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Talbot Francis 307 Edward Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Talerico Rose 469 Canterbury Cir Carnegie Pa 15106
Talleric Aaron Po Box 458 My Kees Rocks Pa 15136
Tallerico Virginia 504 Meade Dr Coraopolis Pa 15108
Tallman Matthew 5737 Holder St Apt C Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Tallon Frances 1529 Theresa Ave South Park Pa 15129
Talton Jacob Wararen 7428 Irvine St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Talwar Rohan 5032 Forbes Ave Smc Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Tambers Emma C 310 Mcknight Cir Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Tan Swee Lin 265 Shady Ave 23 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Tang Zhide 3633 Bethoven St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Tangara Jonathan 1312 Pocono St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Tanner Clara M Estate 1072 Mississippi Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Tardy Shannon Tardy Denise 226 E End Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Taylor Madeleine Taylor Richard 5606 Woodmont St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Taylor Anna 1320 Kenberma Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Taylor Dana 7328 Dennington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Taylor Daniel 129 West Elizabeth St West Elizabeth Pa 15088
Taylor Dorothy Estate 1501 Asbury Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Taylor Ivan 4206 Lenox Oval Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Taylor James 1817 Crosby Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Tcherfas Julie 937 1/2 Lilac St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Teafley Sherelle 7349 Kelly St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Techrx Inc 530 Lindbergh Dr Corapolis Pa 15108
Tedesco Alberta In 5315 Ellsworth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Templeton Dorothy S Est 93 Spartan Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Teplitz Elina 375 N Craig St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Terry James E Est 909 Chartiers Ave 2 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Tessicino Frank 110 Clearfield Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Theoret Kari 5708 Walnut St G2 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Thierry Esther 615 Beaver Rd Leetsdale Pa 15056
Thimons Kimberly 818 9th Ave Apt B Brackenridge Pa 15014
Thiry David Thomas 1407 Greenmont Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Thomas Lewis Thomas A L Pat 331 Fulton Hall 700 N Highland Av Pittsburgh Pa
15206
Thomas Robert Thomas Elizabet 913 Elizabeth St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Thomas Anna 341 Hart Dr Crescent Pa 15046
Thomas Annabelle 630 Thompson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Thomas Ed 1037 Duncan Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Thomas Elizabet 913 Elizabeth St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Thomas James 603 Woodbourne Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Thomas John Peter C/O M P Melucci 3265 West Liberty Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Thomas Kenyatta 117 Cape May Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Thomas Mcdonough 14 Cable Place Apartment 1b Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Thomas Mickael 4121 Main St Munhall Pa 15120
Thomas Nevada 104 Maple St Dravosburg Pa 15034
Thomas Ratonya Louise 236 Chesterfield Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Thomas Robert 1176 Hays Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
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Thomas Ruth 203 Colonial Apts Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Thomas William 2644 Milford Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Thompkins Charles In 404 Robinson Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Thompkins Ellen 2460 N Charles St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Thompson Danielle 1142 N Saint Clair St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Thompson Evon M Estate 4437 Main St Munhall Pa 15120
Thompson Herman 3935 Frankstoen Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Thompson Latoi 4303 Ludwick St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Thompson Laura E Estate RR 2 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Thompson Terrell 5433 Jackson St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Thornhill Karen 1343 Oberlin St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Thornton Jill Leigh 501 California Hollow Rd Apt 3 Imperial Pa 15126
Threlfall Elizabeth 111 Caroline St Munhall Pa 15120
Throop Jacki 112 Earl St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Thurman Tracy 910 N Negley Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Tiani Catherine 6332 Howell St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Tillman Haus Marlene Tillman William 128 Stamm Ave Apt 5 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Tinker Pearl In 2506 Seine Way Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Tinta Kevin 1320 Louise St Munhall Pa 15120
Tipcic Paul 2412 Maple Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Tkach Deborah 722 Clark St Buena Vista Pa 15018
Tobin James 611 7th Ave Carnegie Pa 15106
Todd Terri 1700 Patrick Pl Apt 212 Library Pa 15129
Toerge Walter R Estate 1116 Villanova Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Tomarelli Alice L Estate 200 White Hampton Ln Apt 622 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Tomazich Service Sta 100 Craig St Imperial Pa 15126
Tomko Michael 367 Olivia St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Tomlin Doris 7176 Lemington Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Tomman Mildred M Est 933 Pennsylvania Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Tomsin John 222 E 19th St Munhall Pa 15120
Toole Auto Body 90 Palace Ct Baldwin Pa 15227
Toomey Colleen 1051 Silver Ln McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Torcasio Rose M Estate 36 Lorraine Dr Carnegie Pa 15106
Torpy William Torpy Mary Po Box 7995 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Torpy Mary Po Box 7995 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Torrance Marjorie Torrance G R 5700 5th St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Tostano Timothy 1615 Ashwood Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Tourek Robert 601 Mcknight Park Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Townsend Deshea 3298 Lenox Oval Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Townsend Margaret Estate 3838 Chester St Homestead Pa 15120
Townsend Shawn 261 Dunseith St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Townsend William Estate 3838 Chester St Homestead Pa 15120
Toyota Motor Corp And Rebec Po Box 3025 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Trainor Paul Trainor Megan 32 Academy Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Trainor Paul Trainor Sean 32 Academy Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Trainor Ruth Trainor Melvin 3235 Beechdale Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Travisano Constructi 409 Bryn Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Treasure Island Dept Stores 6031 Brd St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Tretten E Box 74 Rd Brdhead Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Trew Rosy 19 Lanark St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Treylink Annette 2788 South Park Rd Bethel Park Pa 15102
Trichtinger Teresa 311 Coltart Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Trieschock Helen M Estate 62 Silver Ln McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Triplett Aaron 1212 Sherman St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Trpcic Paul Trpcic Paul 117 Perry Vista Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Trpcic Paul 2412 Maple Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Truitt William A Executive House 53 Academy Ave Apt 103 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Trumpf Theresa 816 Woodward Ave Mckee Rocks Pa 15136
Truschel Mary Margaret 591 Filmore Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Tucker Alvin Z Estate 1408 Potomac Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Tucker Mary Jane 323 Cedarhurst St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Tucker Paul 930 Tmberlnd Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Tucker Rose F Apt 613 120 Boggs Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Tuff Quest 171 Baldwin Rd Carnegie Pa 15106
Tunitis Donald 225 Radcliff St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Tunney Thomas 8266 Peebles Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Turner Allen 554 Midland St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Turner Linda 50 E Marshall Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Turpin Dennis 5117 Carnegie St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Turski Gladys 724 Brdway Mckees Rock Pa 15136
Tusky Margaret Tusky Anthony 480 Antenor Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Tuszynski Charles 1218 Spring Run Rd Ext Moon Twp Pa 15108
Tutchko Helen Tutchko Anna 5263 Dresden Way Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Tymczko Hayden 905 Lilac St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Tymoczko Matthew 905 Lilac St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Tyotsnasahni C/O Partner Si 532 S Aiken Ave S201 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
U
Uerkanarak Sutinee Apt 903 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Uhrin Anthony 2238 Lutz Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Ulik Lubomir Sr 414 5th Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Uni Mart 852 5th Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Unique Boutique Rt 50 Raceway Plaza St Carnegie Pa 15106
United Business Association 3735 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
United Church Of Christ 30 York Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Univ Carnegie M Software Engineering Inst 5000 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Univ Pittsburgh Dept Surgurey 200 Lothrop St Pittburgh Pa 15213
Universal Air Freight Inc Pittsburgh Intl Airport Po Box 12427 Pittsburgh Pa 15231
Unprime Securities Company LLC PO Box 1675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Upperman Jeffrey S & Bean−Mayberry Bevan 1009 Windermere Dr Pittsburgh Pa
15218
Upsher Curtis 7121 Wiltsie St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Urakawa Makoto 3368 Dawson St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Urbaitis Beth 558 N Sheridan Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Urbanek Joseph 2407 Laketon Rd Apt D1w Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Usco Logistics Services Inc 100 Graham St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Useller Ann 460 Washington Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15228
V
Valanti Lisa 320 Lowenhill St Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Valentik Robert 2727 Brdway Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Valley Buick 571 Greendale Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Van Horne Debra 711 S Aiken Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Van Tassel Katrina 400 N Negley Ave Apt 308 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Vanek Michele 328 Sleepy Hollow Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
Varela James 421 Kirk Ave 1st Fl Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Varrati Antoinett Varrati John 311 Lawn St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Vaughn Donald 5226 Keystone St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Vazquez Neiver 630 E Ohaio St Apt 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Veltri Marie 914 Heberton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Venkata Ravela And Toyota Motor Cred Po Box 3025 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Vento Elizabeth Vento Mary 621 Lowell St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Ventrice Jean 522 Mcdonald St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Ventura Victor 2e Jenny Lynn Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Vera Seifer 3811 O’hara St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Verbin Clara 5757 Bartlett St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Verdugo Rick 703 Timberidge Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Verkovich Mary 951 Brodhead Rd Moon Twp Pa 15108
Verno Philip 215 Amabell St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Vertis Group Po Box 1030 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Vial Charles Fl 3 1939 Perrysville Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Vial Margaret Fl 3 1939 Pe Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Victoria Wilkerson 5530 Black St Apartment 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Villani Luise 867 Flemington St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Villarreal Carol 1013 Moyer St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Vince Theresa C Est 810 Wood St Apt 802 Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Vincent Conitzer 619 S Aiken Ave Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Vincent Henry 9800 Mcknight Rd Ste 332a Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Vip Attn S Mccurdy 910 Beaver Grade Rd Spt Moon Pa 15108
Viramontes Leslie 703 Timberidge Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Virginia Eskridge 6220 Kentucky Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Virginia Hornfeck 1 Grant Ave Personnal Care West Coraopolis Pa 15108
Vocca Emiliano 216 Nelwood Ave Apt 304 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Vogel Alice Estate 539 Lyndhurst Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Vojtash Anthony 97 Harwood Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Vonhoppe Jean A Estate 908 Elizabeth St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Voorhees John Estate Clifton & Library Rd Box 50 Library Pa 15129
Voss Gloria Voss Gerald 1416 Marlboro Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Vrabec Thomas E Dds 201 N Craig St Ste 324 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Vujica Jelena 1795 Skyline Dr Apt 21 Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Vukmanic Frank W Estate 250 Fisk St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Vukotich Tamara 52 N Meadowcroft Ave Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
W
Wa Burgunder Inc 1101 Chartiers Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Wagner Walter Wagner Edna 194 Connie Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Wagner Eleanor Estate 2 Buffalo St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Wagner Lois 121 Richard Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Wagner Margaret 3250 Parkview Ave Apt 15 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Wainer Harvey Estate 2107 Laketon Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Walat Wanda Walat Edward 341 Munson Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Waldron Eleanor 124 Clearfield Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Walfish Phyllis L Apt 216 Imperial House 5600 Munhall Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Walker Clarence 6655 Frankstown Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Walker D D 5559 Columbo St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Walker Idella 2525 Perrysville Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Walker James Estate 1481 Maple Dr Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Walker Lamar 5700 Ellsworth Ave Apt2 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Walker Lucille 1717 Skyline Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Walker Mary Scott 465 Marietta Place Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Walker Matthew S 263 40th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Wallace John Estate 3254 Arlington Ave Apt 357 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Wallace Michael 5416 Keeport 4 Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Walley Rose 500 Holmes St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Walls Harold C Estate 113 Merrimac St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Walsh James 23 Craighead St Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Walsh Justin 226 Sunnyland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Walter Williams 7110 Idlewild St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Walters Dewayne 1158 Oetting St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Walters Eleanor H Estate 1809 Fallowfield Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Walton Edna M Estate 5th & Neville Apts Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Walyko Michael P Estate 107 Minooka St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Walz Clarence R Cust Walz John R 215 Woodkirk St Apt 1 Carnegie Pa 15106
Wamu 2000 Oxford Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Wang Guohua 1300 Island Ave McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Wang Hao 5506 Covode St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Ward Cecelia T Estate 767 Sherwood Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Warren Alice 8109 Conemaugh St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Wasek Judith 944 Mccoy Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Washington Roosevelt 439 S Graham St Apt 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Washington Shirley 829 Collins St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Waslosky Bobbye Waslosky Steve 220 Carriage Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Watson David Lee Po Box 12225 Pittsburgh Pa 15231
Watson Henry E III 2029 Mt Joseph St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Watson James H Lemington Home For Aged Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Watson Lashandia 5501 Columbo St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Watson Ruth Estate 754 Franklin Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Waxenfelter Rose 3021 Bergman St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Weaver Rick Buick Pontiac Gmc 63 Ruth St Fl 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Weaver Wesley 1408 Ravine Munhall Pa 15120
Webb John 3416 Main St Apt 302 Munhall Pa 15120
Webb Theodore Columbo St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Weber Betty 634 N Allerton Ct Coraopolis Pa 15108
Weber Dale Joseph 2337 Candace St Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Weber Jessie 2231 Lonergan Way Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Weidinger Peter 1132 Winterton St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Weikel Raymond J Sr Weikel David P II 119 Church St Carnegie Pa 15106
Weikel Richard L Jr 410 Newkirk St Carnegie Pa 15106
Weimerskirch Joseph Weimerskirch Rose 515 Ivy St Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Weinberg Lena Estate 5615 Wilkins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Weinkamer Marinda 668 Southern Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Weinstein Anne 5644 Hempstead Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Weir Christopher 2218 Manor Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Weis Catherine Cc 166 N Dithridge St Apt 5h Pittsburgh Pa 15213
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Weis Kimberly Apt 403 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Weisber David 401 Amberson Ave Apt 324 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Weisbrod Frances I Estate 140 Mayfair Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Weisman James 401 Shady Ave Apt 803 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Wells Fargo Financial Po Box 2075 Dept 5610 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Wells Fargo Po Box 2075 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Welser Eric 494 Woodland Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Welsh Martha 7811 Susquenanna Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Welshhans Alfred Welshhans Helen Rd4 Box 381 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Welty Mildred Estate 1st St West Elizabeth Pa 15088
Wenger Jay M Xavier Personal Care Home Mana 3 St John St McKees Rocks Pa
15136
Wengryn Carmella 138 Orchard Dr Pleasant Hills Pa 15236
Wesley Otis C/O Je Davis 7704 Cannon St Pitttsburgh Pa 15218
Wesolowski Anthony 38 Mazer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15214
West Hills Health 35918 951 Brodhead Rd Coraopolis Pa 15108
West Orlando Po Box 91411 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
West Pennsylvania Allegheny He 500 Finley St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Western Financial Saving Bank Po Box 2675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Westland William H Benef 5166 Caste Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Westwood Nursing And Rehab 909 West St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Westwood Operator Lp 909 West St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Westwood Rehab 909 West St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Weyers Steven 5826 Alder St Floor 03 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Wfs Fncl Inc PO Box 2675 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Whalen James 127 Spencer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Whaley Matthew 9 Edith Place Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Wheatley Ellen 7034 Mt Vernon Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Wheaton Darwin 7720 Tioga St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Wheeler Maude 5719 Bryant St Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Whitaker Dorothy 93 Pearl Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
White Hen Mini Mart 260 Atwood St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
White Imelda R Estate 1308 Bellaire Pl Pittsburgh Pa 15226
White Juanita 6290 Auburn St Apt 604 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
White Michael 824 Collins Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
White Sylvester 5704 Penn Ave Apt V804 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Who Gees Inc 5166 Butler St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Whodunnit Fashions Inc 5880 Ellsworth Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Wieland James 310 Fisk St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Wiggins Janet 121 Brookmeade Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Wiggins Kenneth 3 West 2407 Laketon Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Wilds Clayton Wilds Dorothy 1651 Skyline Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Willey Elwood J Estate 407 3rd St Pitcairn Pa 15140
William Josephson 6315 Fifth Ave Apt 102 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
William Penn Smoke Shop 132 N Highland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Williams Albert Williams Fred 473 2nd St Pitcairn Pa 15140
Williams Adelle 1445 N Highland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Williams Betty 260 Skyline Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Williams Betty 603 5th Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Williams Bryan 7 Jennings Ct Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Williams Celoustine 165 Highland Ave Mckeesboro Pa 15136
Williams Earl Estate 2805 Neville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15225
Williams Jeleela 3340 Delaware St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Williams John 904 1st Ave Coraopolis Pa 15108
Williams Kimberly 1454 Mill St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Williams Leon R Jr 211 N Whitfield St Suite 690 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Williams Mahdi 321 Barnes St Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Williams Michael 3235 Park View Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Williams Ruth 330 W 12th Homestead Pa 15120
Williamson Mark 813 Dunster Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Willis Mathew Willis Ava 953 S Braddock Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Willis Ava M CO Ava M Rea 3014 Me Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Willis Joe 6113 Clubhouse Rd Presto Pa 15142
Willis Mathew D C/O Ava M Rea 3014 Me Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Willock Ann Willock John 548 Garfield Carnegie Pa 15106
Wilma Dawson 5551 Centre Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Wilson Andrew 1133 Frick Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Wilson Eloise 2279 Bracey Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Wilson Isabelle 845 Hazlett Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Wilson Lamont Samuel 1218 Belmont Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Wilson Lareina PO Box 3050 Coraopolis Pa 15108
Wilson Lucie 320 Mccully St Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Wilson Ruth 112 Mcconnells Mill Ln Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Wilson Ryan 884 Blue Ridge Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15239
Wilson Sylvia Po Box 4812 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Winaught Jeffrey 803 E Warrington Ave Apt 814 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Winbush Michelle 224 Rochelle St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Windfelder Christopher 3 Common Dr Bradford Woods Pa 15015
Windsor Maxine 173 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Winfrey Runelle Estate 7136 Monticello St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Winslow Henry Winslow Anna 22 Park Dravosburg Pa 15034
Winslow Julie 629 George St Coraopolis Pa 15108
Winston Thomas 709 Pitt St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Winter Marie 104 Newett St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Wintill Blanche A Estate 122 Jucunda St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Wirtzman Froimlee 1228 Denniston St Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Wise Roland Wise Ann 5079 Windrr Dr McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Wiseman Joseph 540 N Neville St Apt 501 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Wish Po Box 8615 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Witherow Sally 518 Bassett Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Wittman Ruth 1013 Homer Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Wl Asian I LLC Zyng Asian Grill 3369 Altherton Dr Bethel Park Pa 15102
Wofford Leroy 1024 Stoneville St Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Wolf Daniel 4614 5th Ave 807 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Wolf Jeremy 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 4243 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Wolfe Caroline Wolfe Louis 947 8th Ave Brackenridge Pa 15014
Wolfe Hulda Wolfe Thomas 723 Ctr St Harwick Pa 15049
Wolfe Brian 3825 Grant St Apt B Pittsburgh Pa 15129
Wolfe Jack L Jr 208 Woodkirk St Apt 2 Carnegie Pa 15106
Wolfe Thomas 723 Ctr St Harwick Pa 15049
Wolkovitz Aaron 738 Linda Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Woloszynowski D Estate 1617 Pine Hollow Rd McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Woodall Lawrence Woodall Viola 0 1st Carnegie Pa 15106
Woodall Henry 437 Jucunda St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Woods Margaretta Woods Grace 910 Horner St Brackenridge Pa 15014
Woods Lola Po Box 8700 Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Woods Torry 1063 Cresswell St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Woodson Sampson Jr 6829 Mcpherson Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Wooten Delores 110 Lacrosse St Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Woskowcz Margaret 215 Mckinley St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Wright Delphine 7501 Hamilton Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Wright Nancy 3343 Middletown Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Wright William 227 E 9th Ave Apt 1 Homestead Pa 15120
Wuerthele Bertha Wuerthele Edwin 733 Montclair Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Wurster Clarence D Estate 29 W Gdn Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Wyndham 3454 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Wysko Charles 206 Margaretta Carnegie Pa 15106
Wysocki Theresa Wysocki Stephen 3 Allequippa St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Wytiaz Sarah 3508 Willett Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15227
X
Xia Xiaoming 343 Mckee Pl Apt 10 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Xu Jun 216 Chesterfield St % Tong Liu Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Y
Yamamoto Takad Apartment 602 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Yamashita Yoriaki 230 N Craig St Apt 807 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Yancoskie Thomas J Estate 109 Sarah St McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Yanez Bartolon Ronny 1601 Penn Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Yang Xiaoling 714 Shady Dr East Apartment D Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Yang Yafen 151 N Craig St 96 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Yanker Theresa 5337 Park Av Bethel Park Pa 15102
Yano Ayako 401 Shady Ave Apt D408 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Yano Masataka 401 Shady Ave Apt B408 Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Yates Ryan 225 N Aiken Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Yetton Maria 3161 Beechwood Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Yi Susan Y 2206 Teal Trce Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Yingklig Alice G Estate 3036 Glenmawr Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Yockel Thelma 32 Heckel Rd Apt 307 McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Yokota Junichi 4742 Centre Ave Apt 608 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Yoshikawa Miho 587 S Negley Ave 8 Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Young Albine C In 73 Allen St Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Young David 2800 Philadelphia Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Young Glenn 66 Millbridge St Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Young John Estate 7814 Kelly St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Young May 3853 Lawnview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Young Warren J Estate 2331 Brownsville Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Youngblood Maurice Brady 1439 Franklin Ave Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Yuhas John 2033 Plainview Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Yurkovich Jean 1003 Westchester Rd South Park Pa 15129
Yvonne Burkhard Estate 7107 Harrison Ave Swissvale Pa 15218
Z
Zaazouh Josette 2440 Vodeli St Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Zabish Phillip Estate 524 Loyal Way Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Zabo Daniel 9056 South Irwin Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Zaidel John A Jr Zaidel John A Sr 2906 Brentwood Av Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Zaidel John A Sr Zaidel John A Jr 2906 Brentwood Av Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Zaidel John A Sr 2906 Brentwood Av Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Zalewski Stanley Zalewski Joseph 136 44th St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Zamborsky Rose Mary 4880 Elmwood Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Zambros Isabella 121 Oakland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Zappala Lisa 5025 Fifth Ave 2c Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Zarnich Joseph 5271 Meadowgreen Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Zavala Julio 708 Duncan Ave Apt 1114 Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Zawislak Aniela Zawislak Joseph 320 42nd St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Zeiden Daniel Zeiden Shirley 371 Semple St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Zelli Ryan 713 Maryland Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Zeltman Robert 7048 Meade St Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Zheng Lei 733 Broughton Ave Apt 3 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Zhigao Li 316 Ophelia St Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Zhou Han 403 Oakland Ave Apt 2a1 Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Zhu Manzhou 5630 Hobart St Apt 10 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Zimbardi Rocky 5990 University Blvd Suite 12 Pmb 203 Moon Twp Pa 15108
Zimmerman Benedict 19 Lanark St Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Zimmerman Christopher K 1644 Ordinance Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Zimmerman Florence Estate 1109 Oglethorpe St Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Zimmerman Kristin 30 Weller St Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Ziolkowski Joseph 5725 Forward Ave Ste 400 Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Zipay Carol 1190 Locust Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Zipay Carole 1190 Locust Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15236
Zirlott Cynthia 245 Dawn Ave 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Zisko Gerdur 405 4th St Carnegie Pa 15106
Zivkovic Jeffrey 34 Welsh Ave Wilmerding Pa 15140
Zometsky Kathleen Zometsky John 53 Oregon Trl Bethel Park Pa 15102
Zuesi Maribeth 1276 Earlford Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Zuges Mark 6655 Frankstown Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Armstrong County
A
Aites Greg Rd 3 Box 116 Ford City Pa 16226
Alderson George 608 High St Freeport Pa 16229
Allen Edgar D Est 314 Fosters Mills Rd Cowansville Pa 16218
Alltel Pennsylvania Inc PO Box 300 Kittanning Pa 16201
Ann Bond 613 2nd St Leechburg Pa 15656
Anne Kubeldis 279 Mcvill Rd Freeport Pa 16229
Anthony Douglas 629 Sixth Ave Ford City Pa 16226
Armstrong County Dairy Promation Committee C/O M L Clayoole 502 Maple Leaf Rd
Dayton Pa 16222
Armstrong Laser Tech 559 Freeport Rd Freeport Pa 16229
Armstrong Properties Inc 316 Main St Ford City Pa 16226
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B
Bankofford Peoples Po Bx 285 Kittanning Pa 16201
Barr Roxanne French Barr Roxanne 816 Evergreen Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Barr Melinda Sue 816 Evergreen Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Beck Sonya 301 S Mckean St Apt 6a Kittanning Pa 16201
Beers Deborah 1118 Seventh Ave Ford City Pa 16226
Berdell Catherine RR 5 Box 381 Kittanning Pa 16201
Black Sybil Rd 7 Kittanning Pa 16201
Blystone Jerry 195 Basin St Leechburg Pa 15656
Boarts Paul Estate 351 Arch St Kittanning Pa 16201
Bonita Bertetto Tamiami Quality C 1347 Hyde Park Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Booker Joe 47 Railrd St Rd 1 Leechburg Pa 15656
Booker Margaret 47 Railrd St Rd Apt 1 Leechburg Pa 15656
Bowser Merle Bowser Viola Rd 2 Ford City Pa 16226
Bowser Gary 121 Allegheny Church Rd Parker Pa 16049
Boyer Peter 1016 Cherry Run Rd Ford City Pa 16226
Brenneman Bryan 173 Hill Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Brice Helen RR 1 PO Box 252 Dayton Pa 16222
Bryan William RD 3 Ford City Pa 16226
Butler Myrtle Po Box 161 Kittanning Pa 16201
C
Cambell Jackie 625 Reesedale Rd Apt 2 Adrian Pa 16210
Carrier Geraldine RR 2 Box 189a Worthington Pa 16262
Carrot John Md 200 Medical Arts Bldg Ste 230 Kittanning Pa 16201
Cessna Merle RR 2 Box 244a Kittanning Pa 16201
Cezinjak Elizabeth Estate Market St Leechburg Pa 15656
Chance Deanne 128 Heather Ln Kittanning Pa 16201
Chase Home Finance LLC 274 Prospect Ave Cadogan Pa 16212
Christie Logan Christie Scott 833 Ice Pond Rd Lynchburg Pa 15656
Christie Scott Christie Logan 833 Ice Pond Rd Lynchburg Pa 15656
Clarissa Gioro 115b Locust Dr Freeport Pa 16229
Cline Richard Estate 314 Harrison Ave Leechburg Pa 15656
Cogliostro Phillip Estate Po Box 212 Sagamore Pa 16250
Coleman Alice 317 Mulberry St Kittanning Pa 16201
Collins Joan 224 Market St Apt 105 Freeport Pa 16229
Cooperman Sanford Cooperman Maxine 13584 State Rte 422 Kittanning Pa 16201
Corcetti Eleanor Corcetti Louis 123 Shermon Ave Leechburg Pa 15656
Cox Michael RR 2 Box 68 Worthington Pa 16262
Cramer Helen Estate Po Box 101 Worthington Pa 16262
Crawford Dewayne Earl Rd 3 Box 330 Kittanning Pa 16201
Crissman Ida Rd 1 Templeton Pa 16259
Cruz Joseph 112 Spring Hollow Ct Rural Valley Pa 16249
Crytzer Barry 390 State Rte 28/66 Kittanning Pa 16201
Crytzer Clarence W Jr RR 5 Kittanning Pa 16201
Crytzer Sylvia RR 5 Kittanning Pa 16201
Cunningham Louise Cunningham Bruce Po Box 87 Parker Pa 16049
Cymbor Edward Estate 502 5th Ave Ford City Pa 16226
D
Danihel John 2116 Pleasantview Dr Ford City Pa 16226
Daubner Essie Daubner Emil Po Box 391 Leechburg Pa 15656
Digregorio Rita 114 Park Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Dilick Earnest Star Rte Spring Church Pa 15686
Donald Smathers Rd 7 Kittanning Pa 16201
Douglas William Douglas Marie 299 Ford City Rd Freeport Pa 16229
Douglas Amy 629 Sixth Ave Ford City Pa 16226
Dunbar Eric 6 Rd Box 417 Rt 85 East Kittannkng Pa 16201
E
Edinger Steven Po Box 142 Cadogan Pa 16212
Edwards Earle Po Box 112 Parker Pa 16049
Elash Walter 203 Greenbrae Dr Kittanning Pa 16201
Elliott Henrietta Estate 266 S Jefferson St Kittanning Pa 16201
Errico Sophie Rivercliff Tr 120 Allegheny Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
F
Fehl Linda 537 Cadogan Slate Lick Rd Kittaning Pa 16201
Fink Edwin D Sr 1131 Orr Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Fink Edwin D Sr 1311 Orr Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Form Architecture LLC 239 Market St 2nd Fl Kittanning Pa 16201
Fouse Jennifer 1415 Clark Ave Po Box 290 North Apollo Pa 15673
Frank James Po Box 323c Kittanning Pa 16201
French Barr Melinda Sue 816 Evergreen Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Fross Verne J Estate Po Box 193 Parker Pa 16049
Frost Patti 3237 Melwood Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
G
Gaccetta Antonio 873 State Rd Rte 356 Leechburg Pa 15656
Gamble Keith 1390 River Forest Dr Freeport Pa 16229
Games Robert 1646 Main St Leechburg Pa 15656
Geer Earl M Estate RR 2 Leechburg Pa 15656
Genes Inc 206 S Mckean St Kittanning Pa 16201
George Anna RR 7 Box 513 Kittanning Pa 16201
Gibson Earl R Est 1367 Johnson Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Gibson Thomas 253 Pershing Ave Leechburg Pa 15656
Gibson Willa Estate Lock 5 Freeport Pa 16229
Girt Timothy 120 2nd St Leechburg Pa 15656
Goldinger Logan Pob 191 925 Main St Rural Valley Pa 16249
Graff Mary Rd 7 Box 181 Kittanning Pa 16201
Grafton Kenneth Rd 2 Box 242 Ford City Pa 16226
Greenawalt Leanna Po Box 416 Elderton Pa 15736
Grimm Ellen M Estate RR 1 Box 267c Leechburg Pa 15656
H
Hauber Jen 115 Oak Dr Kittanning Pa 16201
Heggenstaller Dana Family Counseling Ctr 150 South Jefferson St Kittanning Pa
16201
Heilman Linda 729 4th Ave Ford City Pa 16226
Hill Gayle Po Box 367 North Apollo Pa 15673
Hiwiller George 317 Mulberry St Kittanning Pa 16201
Hooks Amanda 555 Hawthorne Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
J
Jones William W Rd 7 Kittanning Pa 16201
K
Kandyce Nelson Po Box 124 Distant Pa 16223
King Glenda King Harry RD 1 Box 40 Leechburg Pa 15656
King H J Box 40 Rd 1 Leechburg Pa 15656
Kline Dennis 1602 Johnston Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Kracht William 1228 5th Ave Ford City Pa 16226
Kronen Jacob Saud Plant Ford City Pa 16226
Krummel Adrienne Rd 2 PO Box 96 1 Ford City Pa 16226
Kuhn Helen B Estate 105 Lorraine Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Kuntz Darrell RR 4 Box 201 Kittanning Pa 16201
L
Lander Charles Lander Hilda 367 First Leechburg Pa 15656
Lasher Norman Rd 1 Box 108 Templeton Pa 16259
Leslie James 463 Leechburg Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Lockhart Larry Po Box 47 Dayton Pa 16222
Long James G Hc 62 Box 124a Spring Church Pa 15686
Lovelace Jesse Po Box 356 Leechburg Pa 15656
Loy Donna 860 W Cypress St Leechburg Pa 15656
Lucas Wilma 608 Columbus Ave Ford Cliff Pa 16228
Lucjak Diana 266 Lincoln Ave Leechburg Pa 15656
M
Masnica Joe S Rd 1 Leechbury Pa 15656
Masnica Katherine Rd 1 Rd Leechbury Pa 15656
Mc Coy Betty J Estate Rr 2 Parker Pa 16049
Mccarty Albert 267 Beak Ave Leechburg Pa 15656
Mccoy Daniel F Estate RR 2 Parker Pa 16049
Mccutchen Edward Jr Mccutchen Olga 7 Stitt Ave Leechburg Pa 15656
Milbert Anthony Milbert Ruth 600 Freeport Rd Freeport Pa 16229
Miller Jane Rivercliff Tr 120 Allegheny Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Miller Lora 1273 White Cloud Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Molnar Gregory 1410a Shirley Dr West Leechburg Pa 15656
Morda Helen Estate 220 Main St Ford City Pa 16226
Morris Ljohn Rd 3 Box 135 Kittanning Pa 16201
Morse Edith 1465 White Cloud Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Moss Vincent Moss Agnes 157 Washington Freeport Pa 16229
Mozdir Loretta RR 5 Box 895 Leechburg Pa Leechburg Pa 15656
Murphy Mildred 521 Locust St Kittanning Pa 16201
Musick Charles Musick Cheryl RR 1 Kittanning Pa 16201
N
Nordquist Brian Rd 2 Box 6a Home Sta Rd Parker Pa 16049
P
Pennington Melvin D 163 Drifting Dr Kittanning Pa 16201
Piperato Elizabet Piperato Adam 327 Second Freeport Pa 16229
Placha Helen 509 4th Ave Ford City Pa 16226
Ponteri Jan 151 Crytzer Rd Dayton Pa 16222
R
Raschiatore Frank 647 A Hyde Park Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Richard Fink Rd 2 Box 63a Templeton Pa 16259
Rose Andrew 358 Harrison Leechburg Pa 15656
Rupp Clara Rd 2 Sarah D Leechburg Pa 15656
Rupps Appliance 206 Butler Rd Kittanning Pa 16201
Russell Martha 1252 Lenape Ave Ford City Pa 16226
S
Schmaus Lilian 328 Meadow St Ford City Pa 16226
Schrecengost Harold RD 1 Box 291 Kittanning Pa 16201
Shaffer William Shaffer Roy Po Box 289 Ford City Pa 16226
Shaffer Alice 3 Rd Floor Ctr Reynold Kittanning Pa
Shea Carrie 3 Rd Floor Ctr Reynold Kittanning Pa
Shedwick Eloise Estate RR 1 Freeport Pa 16229
Shehab Parker 1131 Orr Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Shoup Eugene Shoup David Rd 3 Kittanning Pa 16201
Smith James 222 Quigly Hill Rd Adrain Pa 16212
Smith John 823 Allison Ave North Apollo Pa 15673
Smith Kristopher 636 Christy Ave Ford Cliff Pa 16228
Snyder Crissman Funeral Home Cousins Williams Cousins 200 S Mckean St Kittan-
ning Pa 16201
Soloski Teresa 1501 Johnston Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Standard Products Com 1655 Orr Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Steele Jeanne Est 2498 White Cloud Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Steindel Doris 816 N Mckenn St Kittanning Pa 16201
Stitt Wilbur 1004 Orr Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Stouffer James 116 Maritime Dr Adrian Pa 16210
Stovensky John Estate RR 4 Kittanning Pa 16201
Streeter James 1704 Belleau Dr Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Stringer Jean 46a Star Rtebox Spring Church Pa 15686
T
Taylor Dan Rd 4 Box 5a Kittanning Pa 16201
Temsik Mary Estate 834 7th Ave Ford City Pa 16226
Thomas Eleanore Est Po Box 145 Leechburg Pa 15656
Thomas Judith L Estate Country Club Estates Kittanning Pa 16201
Thompson Ruth L Estate 240 Ford City Rd Freeport Pa 16229
Todd Mark Gruber 47 Windcrest Ln Freeport Pa 16229
Toy Rodger RD 3 Box 93 Kittanning Pa 16201
Toy Samuel R Family Counseling Ctr 150 South Jefferson St Kittanning Pa 16201
Trozzi Victor 327 Grove St North Apollo Pa 15673
Turner Miles Turner Mildred Box 137 N Apollo Pa 15673
Turney Carol Lynn Turney Donald RR 1 Box 114 Sagamore Pa 16250
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U
Ubersax Evelyn C/O Mrs D Snyder 200 S Mckean St Kittanning Pa 16201
V
Valasek Adeline 517 Pitt St Leechburg Pa 15656
Valco Dominic R 981 Pleasant Hill Rd Leechburg Pa 15656
Valray Nurseries Inc 350 State Rt 28 & 66 Uite 2 Kittanning Pa 16201
Verb Mary Georgetown Leechburg Pa 15656
Vetro Mary C RR 1 Leechburg Pa 15656
Vincler James 339 Logan Ave Leechburg Pa 15656
Vogel Constanc Vogel Otis Rd 2 W Leech Leechburg Pa 15656
W
Warcholak Brenda Warcholak Dennis Rd 4 Box 90−A Kittanning Pa 16201
Wargo Michael 426 3rd St Leechburg Pa 15656
Watt Warren 109 Montrose Ave Freeport Pa 16229
Waugaman Donald Rfd 3 Ford City Pa 16226
Waugaman Marie RR 3 Ford City Pa 16226
Weston Shirley 2 Patterson Way Kittanning Pa 16201
Wolfe Emma Wolfe Earl 618 Woodward Ave Kittanning Pa 16201
Wu Gang 515 Ninth St Ford City Pa 16226
Y
Yost Kenneth 330 Main St Apt 6c Leechburg Pa 15656
Young Margaret Rd 2 Sarah Dr Leechburg Pa 15656
Yount Clifford 240 Pleasent View Dr Ford City Pa 16226
Z
Zimmerman Phoebe Po Bx 285 Kittanning Pa 16201
Beaver County
A
Adams Delliah Adams Milo RR 2 Industry Pa 15052
Adsit Larue 1216 Vincent St New Brighton Pa 15066
Ague Stella E Est C/O Po Box 171 Beaver Pa 15009
Allen Irene 209 Oak St Beaver Pa 15009
Allen Kevin 1121 10th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Allison Velma A Estate 2505 8th Ave R Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Andres Alexander 1630 Brdhead Rd Monaca Pa 15061
Annette Debelak And Preston Collisi 1812 3rd Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Anthony Albert Anthony Rose 125 Maplewood Aliquippa Pa 15001
Armour Trust Lawrence Armour Lawrence Rd 2 New Brighton Pa 15066
Assetlink C/O Service Link 4000 Industrial Blvd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Atkinson Angela 408 Connecticut Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Atlas Rehab And Wellness Center LLC 701 Sharon Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Avolio Jeffrey 1508 21st Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Ayoob James Ayoob Emma 434 Franklin Aliquippa Pa 15001
Ayoob Emma 346 Franklin Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Ayoob James 346 Franklin Aliquippa Pa 15001
B
Baba Michael 323 Sherman St Ambridge Pa 15003
Bagshaw James C Estate 2002 Smt St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Bailey Richard Bailey Mary 1152 Virginia Ave Midland Pa 15059
Bailey Rita 2435 Brdhead Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Barbara Ober 6304 Hampton Ct Aliquippa Pa 15001
Barie Regis CO Mrs D Luxner 2108 Oriole Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Barnhart Norman C Jr 941 5th Ave Freedom Pa Freedom Pa 15042
Barris Siegel 101 Forest Dr Beaver Pa 15009
Barthelemy Courtney Barthelemy Raymond 3028 N Trillium Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Barto Carl L Est 1050 Charles St Monaca Pa 15061
Bauer Marilyn 201 N Brodhead Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Beaner Jean 1028 6th St New Brighton Pa 15066
Beegle Florence 1618 W 9th St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Beharka Carl Estate 1308 Atlantic Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Behrle Inc 1269 Chestnut St Monaca Pa Monaca Pa 15061
Bell Esther L Est 821 Childs Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Bell Laura L In 17 Beechwood Dr Midland Pa 15059
Bercih Helen Estate 14 Lenzman Ct Ambridge Pa 15003
Berger Adam 519 Atlantic Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Bianchi Helen R Estate 1020 Indiana Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Bielawa Patricia Est 5130 Tuscarawas Rd Rm 405 Beaver Pa 15009
Bixler Gary Dba Bixler Refuse 1845 A Barclay Hill Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Bk Nat Life Ins Co Trust 657 3rd St Beaver Pa 15009
Black Leroy 3312 8th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Black Lettie 3312 8th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Blinn Katheryn 900 3rd Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Bobs Landscaping Garden Center Inc 418 Constitution Blvd New Brighton Pa 15066
Boggs Millard Boggs Clara 454 Big Knob Rd Rochester Pa 15074
Boggs Clara 1 Y St Rochester Pa Rochester Pa 15074
Bogle Minerva Bogle Jack 1 St Ave Conway Pa 15027
Bolden Jess 1072 Beaver Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Boone Norabel Boone Sothern 233 Beaver St Beaver Pa 15009
Boots Lloyd Boots Helen Rd 3 Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Bowan William Bowan Nida 1020 Rice Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Bowers Homer F Lot 14 301 Sun Georgetown Pa 15043
Bowers Katheryn 145 Fairln Dr Industry Pa 15052
Braden Esther Estate 1819 7th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Bristol Robert B Estate 1804 3rd Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Brocklebank Sean 921 State Rte 18 Aliquippa Pa 15001
Brodbeck John 516 32nd St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Brotherly Louise Brotherly Dan 749 HiLLCrest Ave Baden Pa 15005
Brown Ada 3320 State Rt 18 Hookstown Pa 15050
Brown Dewayne Po Box 125 Aliquippa Pa 15001
Brown Nicholas Po Box 343 Rochester Pa 15074
Brown R W 1717 3rd Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Brown Ryan 543 Merchant St Apt 7 Ambridge Pa 15003
Bruegger Walter Est 1027 Monaca Rd Monaca Pa 15061
Brzezinski Chester Estate 1004 Beaver Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Buccigrossi Arthur J III 1068 Oak Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Bur Sophie Estate 206 1st Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Burk Charles M Jr Po Box 522 Beaver Pa 15009
Burton Roise 300 4th St Apt 405 Ambridge Pa 15003
Byrne Dorothy C/O B Phyllis 2403 26th St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
C
Caef C/O Sue Giger 107 Maplewood Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Campbell Dena C/O Providence Healthcare 900 3rd Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Capital Lodging Trs Oper C/O Holiday Inn No 909 Rt 18 N 7195 Eastwood Rd Beaver
Falls Pa 15010
Carter Bettina 350 Rte 30 Lot 6a Clinton Pa 15026
Cecconi Amorina 107 Orchard Dr 1 Industry Pa 15052
Chambers Donna Marie 3 East Dr Midland Pa 15059
Charles Amend 114 Marigold Ln New Brighton Pa 15066
Charles Huber Jr 341 Pleasant Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Chen An N 3804 College Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Chicago Title Ins Servic M Shushok Manager 400 Corporation Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Chidester Thomas Chidester Dawna 918 11th St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Childers Philip 1329 Indiana Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Ciccozzi Mary 25 Pulaski Homes New Brighton Pa 15066
Coffield Elmer In 725 Griffith St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Coin Matic Dba George Kadilak 2315 W Main St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Coles Bryan 139 Ridge Ave Freedom Pa 15042
Collier N Dr 2 Peartree Way Beaver Pa 15009
Colonna Anthony Colonna Ilva 140 Third Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Communication Specialists Inc 1001 Collins Ave Baden Pa 15005
Corcoran Thomas Corcoran Mary Rd 1 Dehaven Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Cordes Charles Cordes Donna 815 5th Ave Freedom Pa 15042
Cowen William D Estate 1141 Tpke St Beaver Pa 15009
Cox Vaughn 109 Braden St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Craig Charles 558 Reno Rochester Pa 15074
Craik Donna J Estate 86 Wood Industry Pa 15052
Cramer Sandra 119 Boyd Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Cripe Barbara 401 Merchant St 5 Ambridge Pa 15003
Crisi John 326 Mack Hollow Rd Georgetown Pa 15043
Critchfield Harry 310 9th St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Crudden Thomas Estate R418 Madison St Rochester Pa 15074
Ctic Servicelink Division 4000 Industrial Blvd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Curry Holly 355 Rte 30 Lot 76 Clinton Pa 15026
D
Dacko Anne J Estate 246 Friendship Cir 203 Beaver Pa 15009
Dagostino Gretchen Dagostino Bruno 181 Defense Aliquippa Pa 15001
Dambrosio Frank 418 Duss Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
David Saras 951 Collins Ave Baden Pa 15005
Davis Jack Po Box 522 Beaver Pa 15009
Dawkins Arnolar 281 Linmar Aliquippa Pa 15001
Dawson Sandra 647 Canal St Beaver Pa 15009
De Ruty Paul Estate 927 10th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Debuino Daniel 817 7th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Debuino Daniel 820 7th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Delgreco Joseph 219 Princeton Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Delp Weldon Estate Bechtel St Monaca Pa 15061
Demetris Alexander 1008 2nd Ave Conway Pa 15027
Denuzzio Daniela 615 Hickory Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Denuzzio Jeanie 615 Hickory Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Deubler Jason 170 Edgewater Dr Monaca Pa 15061
Ditommaso Elisa 150 Hall Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Dobrovolsky Stella Est 2200 Davidson St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Donatelli Tullio 920 Ridge Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Donnadio Tina 804 7th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Dragoslj Mathilda B Estate 1600 2nd Ave Conway Pa 15027
Drexler Irene Zehnder Rd 19 Zehnder Mobile Home Park Ambridge Pa 15003
Druzak Medical Inc 131 Pleasant Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Druzak Medical Inc 200 1st St Ambridge Pa 15003
Duafala Stevens Estate Box 92 Sohn Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Dunda Helen 1016 Duss Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Durain Charles 616 Penn Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Dusenberry Raymond Dusenberry Glendel 120 5th Ave Freedom Pa 15042
Dwyer Lewis 21 Linmar Aliquippa Pa 15001
E
Eakin Robert E 4401 4th Ave Unit D Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Eastbay Lighting 2750 Constitution Blvd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Edgell Newland Estate 2208 Brodhead Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Eichhorn Anita 100 Bradford Rd Darlington Pa 16115
Elliott Esther 1604 21st Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Engel Ralph 321 Summerfield Baden Pa 15005
Erenstein Rebecca Erenstein Irwin 314 Franklin Aliquippa Pa 15001
Evans Earl 1525 Fifth St New Brighton Pa 15066
F
Fabyanic Mildred 246 Friendship Cir 4 Beaver Pa 15009
Faieta Joseph Faieta Nina 1311 Allen St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Farland Norman Farland Leona 721 21st St Ambridge Pa 15003
Fedorchak Josephine 722 Golfcourse Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Feeney William Feeney Laura Attn K Stacey 1905 5th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Feher Andrew 3810 3rd Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Fencil Rene Fencil John 148 Market St Beaver Pa 15009
Fike Myrtle 616 Golf Course Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
First Merit Settlement Services 1340 Brighton Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Flati Abelina 200 Superior Ave 113 Aliquippa Pa 15001
Flinchum John 520 Spang Rd Baden Pa 15005
Fluharty Eric 36 Maple Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Fluharty Sara 525 E Madison St Rochester Pa 15074
Ford Merle RR 1 Baden Pa 15005
Fortune Financial Services Inc 1010 3rd Ave Po Box 296 New Brighton Pa 15066
Fourway Properties Limited Partnership 1198 Mulberry St West Bridgewater Pa
15009
Fouse Edna 654 Maplewood Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Fox David 170 Douglas Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Fox William 1716 Pierce St Aliquippa Pa 15001
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Frank Helador 839 Deer Ln Rochester Pa 15074
Fritz Olga C/O Speelman Marjory Admin 1816 16th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Fuller Joan 1000 Washington Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Fullerjr Martin 1000 Washington Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Fultz Sue Ann Fultz Douglas 2811 Conway Wallrose Rd Baden Pa 15005
G
G & R Cleaning 117 York Way Monaca Pa 15061
Gagot Marcus 2516 7th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Gallagher Bruce 1398 Duss Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Garde Greater Pittsburgh 3107 Conway Wallrose Rd Baden Pa 15005
Garvin Janet Garvin Wade 4500 W 8th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Gasowski Frank 825 22nd St Ambridge Pa 15003
Gatehouse Thomas 28 Anthony Wayne Tr Baden Pa 15005
Gelfo Jeanne Gelfo Samuel 1337 Virginia Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Gerald Stuck 1047 Irwin St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Gifford James Gifford Mary 116 Eckert St Fair Oaks Ambridge Pa 15003
Gillespie Heather 430 Navigation St Beaver Pa 15009
Girard Maurice Girard Helen 23 Anthony Wayne Ter Baden Pa 15005
Glass Eleanor L Estate Speyer Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Glassburner Thomas Estate 901 3rd Ave Conway Pa 15027
Glatzel Elizabeth 2553 Ridge Rd Ext Baden Pa 15005
Gorgas Maryann 1510 7th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Gray Arthur 329 Pittsburgh Grade Rd Hookstown Pa 15050
Gray Florence 149 Gray S Ln Aliquippa Pa 15001
Gray Mary 723 Riverside Dr W Bridgewater Pa 15009
Gray Ruby In 208 4th Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Gray Verna 329 Grade Rd Hookstown Pa 15050
Greene Norma 3707 2nd Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Greer William Greer Robert 3710 College Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Gregersen Tom 28 Anthony Wayne Tr Baden Pa 15005
Gregory Nancy Gregory Frank Rte 2 561 Backbone Rd Clinton Pa 15026
Gregory Walker 1409 Eighth Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Grimm Betty Estate 985 5th St Beaver Pa 15009
Grosskopf Elizabeth 1475 5th Ave Freedom Pa 15042
H
Habrle John Po Box 1239 Conway Pa 15027
Hackney Paul 142 Noonen St Rochester Pa 15074
Hall Dorothy Hall Rex 1002 Penn Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Hall Dorothy Estate RR 1 9th St Ext Freedom Pa 15042
Hall Dorothy 5130 Tuscarrawas Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Hall Raymond 1015 Bechtel St Monaca Pa 15061
Haney Mary M Estate 2407 Trill St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Haney Severn 103 Christy Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Hanks Robert 1295 Ninth St Ext Freedom Pa
Harmon Lester Estate 530 6th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Hawkins Yvonne 118 Searight Dr Baden Pa 15005
Health City Drugs 538 3rd St Beaver Pa 15009
Heid Dennis 434 Park Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Hembers Eliz Estate RR 1 Aliquippa Pa 15001
Henderson Rhonda 1602 10th Ave Beaver Pa 15009
Hendrix Sheri Karlene Cust Hendrix Callie Michelle 162 Todd Ln Monaca Pa 15061
Hendrix Sheri Karlene Cust Hendrix Emily Kate 162 Todd Ln Monaca Pa 15061
Henry Neal 308 Ridge Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Herbuth Bryan 111 Crandon Cir Beaver Pa 15009
Hicks Lucy Po Box 594 Ambridge Pa 15003
Hienz Travis 102 Patterson Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Higby Douglas 408 Connecticut Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Higley Arthur F Cust 3012 Woodfield Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Hill Jimmie 217 Wykes St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Hinkle& Associates LLC 110 Foxwood Dr Clinton Pa 15026
Hlopek Veronika 265 Pleasant Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Hoffman James Hoffman Nancy 109 Sherwood Dr Monaca Pa 15061
Hoge Raymond E 181 Thompson Hill Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Hogue Betty C Estate RR 1 New Brighton Pa 15066
Holaren James 1327 5th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Holpp Rosemarie 2103 Oriole Aliquippa Pa 15001
Honeyman Janet 3319 5th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Hoop Dorothy J Estate 1304 Penn Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Hoover Nicole 357 Morado Dwellings Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Hopewell Shop N Save 2284 Brodhead Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Hopkins Elizabeth Estate RR 1 Box 86 Hookstown Pa 15050
Hopkins Herbert T Estate 448 Park Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Horn Minnie Estate Hemm Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Hott Sali 125 Lynn St Vanport Pa 15009
Howe Virginia 2901 Front St Monaca Pa 15061
Hsbc Auto Finc 122 Westwood Dr Midland Pa 15059
Huey Cynthia Dawn 3072 Brodhead Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Hulton Earl 347 Commerce St Beaver Pa 15009
Hunt Earlene 1407 Maratta Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Hunter William 54 Vernon Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Huth George Huth Edith 1012 Main St Aliquippa Pa 15001
I
Inc 5019 Bocktown Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Innes John Estate 149 Northview Cir Beaver Pa 15009
J
Jackson Dorothy Fallston Bridge New Brighton Pa 15066
Jeter Charlotte 161 Monroe St Aliquippa Pa 15001
John D Bayuk Inc Rd 1 Box 239−A Clinton Pa 15026
John Harrison Company 100 Pebble Beach Ct Apt 1 Returned From Po Undel Beaver
Pa 15009
John Mary 712 Grove Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Johnson Patricia A Estate 618 7th St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Johnson Russell 521 Jackson St Rochester Pa 15074
Johnston Bruce 1717 4th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Jones Ruth Ann 246 Friendship Cir Beaver Pa 15009
Joy Fred 3799 Mccabe St Baden Pa 15005
Jula Mary In 948 Hazel Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
K
Kaclik Cheryl 291 Blacks Woods Freedom Pa 15042
Kanavy Michael 404 Rusell Dr New Brighton Pa 15066
Kane Mildred Estate 451 Franklin Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Karen Tothlank 1810 Grant St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Karwoski Alfred Estate 77 Main St Fairoaks Pa 15003
Karwoski Alphonse Estate 77 Main St Fairoaks Pa 15003
Katsur Dental And Ortho 7 A Walmart Plaza Rt 18 Monaca Pa 15061
Kelleher Tammy 888 Locust Rd Baden Pa 15005
Kelley Jane 115 Ponderosa Dr Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Kemp Betty 326 Larimer Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Kemp Ronald 809 Pleasant Dr Monaca Pa 15061
Kendzierski Sil Estate 1704 Ohio Vw Ambridge Pa 15003
Kennedy Burton S Estate 1130 8th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Kevin Easterday 617 Virginia Ave Midland Pa 15059
Kinney Helen 1602 3rd Ave Beaver Falls Pa 21224
Kirkham Thomas 2299 Busse Elk Grove Village Pa 15052
Kloos Rose 1215 Virginia Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Knight Norma 123 Pleasantview St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Kocak Robert 1103 Darlington Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Kohler Rose M Estate 887 Riverview Ave Baden Pa 15005
Kopczak Valeria 1123 Lenz Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Korovin Mary C Est 226 Beaver Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Korwaski Edmund J Estate 1231 5th Ave Freedom Pa 15042
Kovacevic David Est 1022 Lexington Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Kovoleko Mildred 2364 Sheffield Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Krickich Joseph 1011 Main St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Kroske Carl Kroske Jane 1 St Andrews Dr Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Kughn Karen Kughn Lyle 2630 Kane Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Kulakowski Jessie A Estate 1454 Penn Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Kuppinger Fred 341 Pennsylvania Ave Rochester Pa 15074
L
L Z P Inc 121 Tri County Dr Bldg5 Freedom Pa 15042
Labo Den 2385 Old Mill Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Lalama Amelia 531 Bequer Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Larue Charles 814 B Bocktown Cork Rd Clinton Pa 15026
Laundro Mania Aliquippa Pa 112 Rosewood Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Laut Elizabeth K Estate 716 16th St Ambridge Pa 15003
Lawrence A Bauer Plumbing 118 Kathleen Dr Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Lay Toni Lay Mark 710 Laughlin Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Leahy David Rd 3 Box 507 Beaver Pa 15010
Lefebure Raymond Bradys Rud Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Lewis David 407 Shenango Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Liberato Arnold 5305 Clearview Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Licht Gregory 796 State Rte 18 Aliquippa Pa 15001
Lindsay Paul E Estate Rd 1 Monaca Pa 15061
Lint Mary 1537 4th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Lintner Marquerite Estate RR 1 Mercer Rd New Brighton Pa 15066
Lloyd Henry Estate 2451 Darlington Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Lloyd James 120 Larose Ln Rochester Pa 15074
Logan Willard 246 Friendship Cir 277 Beaver Pa 15009
Lois Hilbergt Estate 524 11th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Lois Naglreiter 4601 Thirty First Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Longo Paul V 140 Engle Rd Apt A Industry Pa 15052
Lovejoy R 160 Crandon Cir Beaver Pa 15009
Luff Stella 309 Ridgeway Dr Baden Pa 15005
Luther Anthony 156 Reed Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Lynch Catherin 820 Virginia Ave Midland Pa 15059
Lyons Elizabeth Estate Mr 1 Box 211 Freedom Pa 15042
M
Mabee June 167 Baker St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Macgregor William Macgregor Edith 1133 Irwin St Aliqupper Pa 15001
Maeder Bertha E Estate 1829 Davidson St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Mahli Helen 1001 5th Ave Apt 104 Conway Pa 15027
Mahnick Robert 409 Friel Baden Pa 15005
Mailing Svce Of Pittsburgh Dba Truesense Marketing 155 Commerce Dr Freedom Pa
15042
Majeski Sandra 188 Thompson Rd Ext Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Majors Clara 1302 901 Ninth St New Brighton Pa 15066
Malachowski Raymond 802 3rd St Apt A Rochester Pa 15074
Mancini Daniel 161 Linko Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Mangino Anita M Estate 172 Jordan St South Heights Pa 15081
Marchionda Dominic 102 Rose St Baden Pa 15005
Marchman Christine Est 169 Baker St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Maretti Albert 180 Grandview Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Margaret Yeager Estate C/O Noss Plan 1 Gen Del Rochester Pa 15074
Margarete Graph Estate 417 20th St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Marrone Carmel 701 Sheffield Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Marshall Ruth 486 Mckinley Rd Darlington Pa 16115
Marshall Terri 48 Project Rd Monaca Pa 15061
Marshman Herman 1516 Shaffer St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Marshman Patricia 113 1st Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Martin Dorothy Market St West Bridgewater Pa 15009
Maruna Mike Maruna Dan 46 Forest Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Marvin William 320 Sylvia Dr Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Masilon Robert 164 James St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Mason Dorothy Estate 602 6th St Beaver Falls Pa
Mattauch Anna Estate 508 Atlantic Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Matthews Elsie 900 8th St 4204 New Brighton Pa 15066
Mc Cullough John Estate 352 13th St Monaca Pa 15061
Mcafee Mark 120 Standish Rd Georgetown Pa 15043
Mcbride Robert Estate 1409 7th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Mcbride Virginia 2104 Forge Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Mccammon Ronald Estate 1527 5th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Mccandless James 6307 Tuscarawas Rd Industry Pa 15052
Mccarty Marlon Mccarty Mary 310 3rd Ave E Eastvale Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Mccuen Marvel 865 Ohio Ave Midland Pa 15059
Mccullough Hazel 109 Weigle Dr Monaca Pa 15061
Mcewen Kraig 219 Dogwood Cir Baden Pa 15005
Mchattie James RR 1 New Galilee Pa 16141
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Mcnees Catherine 201 19th St New Brighton Pa 15066
Mcnie Ethel Mcnie Jamie 134 Sawyer Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Mcnulty Dorotha 21 Linmar Aliquippa Pa 15001
Mcwilliams Colleen 6138 Tusca Rd Lot 7 Industry Pa 15052
Meals Ambridge 425 Straube Ave Baden Pa 15005
Meanar Mildred 2901 Front St Monaca Pa 15061
Medarac John Est 804 7th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Medical Center 1000 Dutch Ridge Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Medical Center Beaver The 1000 Dutch Ridge Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Medlin Edythe Medlin Sidney 108 Tuscarora Dr Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Meiter Edward 147 Mercer Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Meiter Specialty Sales 109 Meiter Dr Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Meiterth Naomi 1010 Penn Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Melnick Anthony Melnick Peter 804 Anthony Wyane Rd Baden Pa 15005
Merle Rayman Estate 3400 4th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Merrills Landing LLC 610 Beaver Midland Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Mesko Loretta 820 Virginia Ave Midland Pa 15059
Miaco Media Inc 313 Rainbow Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Miazgowicz Julian Miazgowicz Barbara 120 Linmar Homes Aliquippa Pa 15001
Michael Genevieve C/O J F Michael 1404 Brodhouse Rd Sharon Pa 15001
Michelle Damico 2817 Economy St Ambridge Pa 15003
Mihalsky Barbara 105 4th St Apt 405 Monaca Pa 15061
Mikush Robert 2622 Sunset Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Milanovich Donna RR 2 Box 77 Aliquippa Pa 15001
Mildred Fritz 415 Reno St Rochester Pa 15074
Miller Dave 1211 Euclid Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Miller Gussie 158 Gregory St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Miller Rosa L Estate 2113 Meadow St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Misdom Madeline 1401 5th Ave Freedom Pa 15042
Mitchell Edna 907 Monaca Rd Monaca Pa 15061
Monday Margaret 134 Second Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Moran Lorraine Moran James 79 Main St Fair Oaks Pa 15003
Moran Ethel 317 Deer Ln Rochester Pa 15074
Morgan Dorothy 400 16th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Morock Mary In 287 15th St Cambridge Pa 15003
Morolchek Charles Po Box 38 Ambridge Pa 15003
Morris Gary 75dvan Buren Homes Beaver Pa 15009
Mosura Robert 2615 Mayfield Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Mucha John 404 Friel Rd Apt 1 Baden Pa 15005
Muldoon James Muldoon Lola 121 Crosswynds Dr Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Murawski Genevieve M 1111 Lenz Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Murphy Myrtle Estate RR 1 Box 562 Freedom Pa 15042
Murtha Automotive 490 Mckinley St Rochester Pa 15074
Musicland Holding Corp Dip 520 Beaver Valy Monaca Pa 15061
N
Naccarato Albert T Est 1530 5th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Nahas A K 463 State Ave W Bridgewater Pa 15009
Nahas Adam 1650 Tusca Rd Brighton Twp Pa 15009
Nahas Adam C/O D A Nahas 1650 Tusca Rd Brighton Twp Pa 15009
Nahas Daniel 1650 Tusca Rd Brighton Twp Pa 15009
Namadan Evelyn V Estate 1216 Chestnut St Monaca Pa 15061
Nancy Hopkins 436 State Rte 0618 Darlington Pa 16115
National Link 400 Corporation Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Neely John L Estate 263 Pennsylvania Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Nehas Dan 1650 Tusca Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Nemec Albert Re L Nemec Dec D 453 Wilson Ave Beaver Pa 15009
Nevish Edward Nevish Joseph 438 Midland Ave Midland Pa 15059
Newman Edward S Estate 315 19th St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Nicol Ellsworth In 913 9th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Nicol Ellsworth In Barclay Hill Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Nixon Kimberly Kay 229 Rohrmann Rd Darlington Pa 16115
Nixon William 229 Rohrmann Rd Darlington Pa 16115
Norris Jacob Marion Norris Melissa 116 Registry Ln Baden Pa 15005
Norris Richard Paul Norris Melissa 116 Registry Ln Baden Pa 15005
Norris Richard Paul Norris Samantha Rae Norris Melissa 116 Registry Ln Baden Pa
15005
Novak Jeffrey Novak Lauri 1020 Barclay Hill Rd Beaver Pa 15009
O
Olczak Walter Estate 2106 6th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Olexsovich Mary 625 Olive Ln Ambridge Pa 15003
Oneill Mary 756 Valy Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Oskowski Lawrence Estate 1215 Vermont Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Ours Dorothy 3578 37th St Ext Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Oxendine Terrence 670 Franklin Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
P
Pain Control Ctr Of Pittsburgh 3627 Brodhead Rd Ste 1 Monaca Pa 15061
Paine Steven 313 Rainbow Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Palazzi William 3995 Washington St Apt 2f Aliquippa Pa 15001
Paliani Antoinette 418 Duss Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Pander Rebecca Pander Roddy 2042 Mercer Rd New Brighton Pa 15066
Paraniuk John M Estate 1526 Atlantic Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Parone Dora 912 16th St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Patton Margaret 117 Windcrest Ct Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Pauly Mary Estate 1901 Main St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Peasenell Barbara Peasenell Joseph 844 5th St Rochester Pa 15074
Peluso Frank Peluso Ann 302 River Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Peters Berta In 308 Beaver Ave Midland Pa 15059
Peters Valerie 416 Third Ave Eastvale Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Pflugh Deborah 323 Tpke St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Piccinini Anthony 2033 6th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Pierson John 2598 Sunset Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Pilotti Louis 38 Stephen Phillips Hms Monaca Pa 15061
Pletz Cheryl 1523 Duss Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Plummer Jennette 364 Mellon Rd New Brighton Pa 15066
Polce Lawrence Polce Marylyn 2175 Lovi Rd Freedom Pa 15042
Pollack Margaret Pollack Joseph 1203 Irwin Aliquippa Pa 15001
Poole Ernest 326 Larimer Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Porter Dennis 313 Park Ave Riverview Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Postal Helen 211 Penn Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Postapack Pamela 905 Chaplin St Conway Pa 15027
Postlewaite Grace 110 Postlewalte Allquippa Pa 15001
Potter Elizabeth 181 Oak St Fairoaks Pa 15003
Powell Erma 110 Postlewalte Allquippa Pa 15001
Powell Joy E Estate 747 Virginia Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Precision Auto Works 905 Chaplin St Conway Pa 15027
Price Ephriam 1110 Penn Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Price H 427 Wellington Pt Houston Pa 15009
Prince Rosie RR 1 Midland Pa 15059
Pruban Maude 1521 Marshall Rd Monaca Pa 15061
Purple Frogs 488 Third St Beaver Pa 15009
Pursley Raymond 1316 Main St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Pursleyjr Robert 1316 Main St Aliquippa Pa 15001
R
Raab F A 778 Shenango Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Radclife Nola 680 Canal St Apt 113 Beaver Pa 15009
Radcliffe Nola 680 Canal St Apt 113 Beaver Pa 15009
Radon Detection & Control Po Box 419 South Heights Pa 15081
Ralph Nelsen Stuber Rd New Brighton Pa 15066
Ranelli Elizabeth 841 Ohio Ave Midland Pa 15059
Rank Agnes 712 Grove Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Rankin Best Tuscarawas Midland Pa
Rates Ronald 133 Fairln Dr Industry Pa 15052
Ratigan Michael Ratigan Michael 472 Harmony Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Ratigan Michael 472 Harmony Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Rayman Gene D Estate 3400 4th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Reagan Robert 816 Grand Flr 2 Aliquippa Pa 15001
Reddinger Harry Reddinger Ina F Po Box 6 Freedom Pa 15042
Reed John In Rd 1 Box 303 Aliquippa Pa 15001
Reese Paul 700 2nd Ave Apt E Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Reid John Estate RR 1 Monaca Pa 15061
Renkin Contino Judith 1800 8th Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Rent Way Green Gdn Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Rich Phillip Rich Jane Rd 1 Beaver Pa 15009
Richards Robert J Jr 201 Walnut St Beaver Pa 15009
Riddel Janet Estate 1414 8th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Robbins Corey 443 Pinney St Rochester Pa 15074
Robbins Laura 287 Locust Rd Baden Pa 15005
Robert Shaffalo Estate 3rd & Erie Sts Aliquippa Pa 15001
Robinson Marian A Jefferson Tr 14 470 Market St Beaver Pa 15009
Rodgers Stacey 816 14th Av Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Roehn Robert C Jr 6117 Patrick Henry Dr Independence Sq Aliquippa Pa 15001
Roloff Bernice 165 Deahaven Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Ronald Inc J 5019 Bocktown Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Rose Melvin 476 Pennsylvania Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Rosenberg Samuel Rosenberg Georgia 2101 Fifth St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Rosinkp Shirley 5019 Clifton Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Ross Bertha 109 Appletree Dr Beaver Pa 15009
Rovente John 2412 Front St Monaca Pa 15061
Rowe Alice Rowe James Rd2 Mercer Rd Blair Home 5 Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Rowe Alice M Blair Pres Care Cottage 5 Rd 2 Mercer Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Rowland Joshua 4500 4th Ave Apt 2 Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Rudek Harry 651 Pine St Apt 343 Ambridge Pa 15003
Rump T 24 Sunnyhill Dr Beaver Falls Pa 15010
S
Sadowy Kathy J Apartment 305 Ambridge Pa 15003
Salmon Anne 1005 8th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Sanderbeck Tobias Arthur 414 E End Ave Beaver Pa 15009
Santiago Joseph C/O G L Bilotta Esq 342 Dravo Ave Beaver Pa 15009
Sardello Inc 1000 Corporation Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Sassano Charles 1135 Tuscarawas Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Saunders Russell 3921 4th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Sawyer Mary Louise Sawyer John 1098 4th St Beaver Pa 15009
Sca Packaging Naind 800 Fifth Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Schultheis Raela J RR 1 Box 295 New Galilee Pa 16141
Schwartz Edna 308 16th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Seery Patricia 1810 3rd Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Segal Allan 17 Lindsay Dr Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Selectrode Industries Inc 300 Corporation Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Senay Susan 9 Sunset Dr Clinton Pa 15026
Sepesie Clara J Estate 1811 4th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Service Barbara 608 Snyder St Conway Pa 15027
Service Link 4000 Industrial Blvd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Service Link Chicago Title Insurance 4000 Industrial Blvd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Sewickley Valley Medical Group 2 Peartree Way Beaver Pa 15009
Shaffer Gertrude Shaffer Harold 1125 Fourth Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Shawn Landa 170 Hindmarch St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Shearer Geraldine 98 Anthony Wayne Ter Baden Pa 15005
Shearer Jane 350 Park St Beaver Pa 15009
Shebetes Dana 330 Wayne St Baden Pa 15005
Shebis Genevieve A Estate 213 12th St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Shenefelt Inez 365 Dravo Ln Beaver Pa 15009
Shop N Save Aliquippa Pa 2284 Brodhead Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Shop N Save Chippewa 2546 Constitution Blvd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Silan Thomas 1331 Agnew Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Simoni Peter 515 Highland Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Singleton Ruth 2007 Ctr Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Skiba Lucille 160 Cullen Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Skiles Marianne Simmons Skiles Evelyn 510 Sproat Ave Freedom Pa 15042
Smega Nicholas Smega Nelda 12 Pearl St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Smith Claire Est 487 Jackson St Rochester Pa 15074
Smith Fred 550 Maplewood Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Smith Marsha 407 Beaver Ave Midland Pa
Snauffer Leona M Estate 512 15th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Snyder June 805 Allegheny St New Brighton Pa 15066
Somerlade Louis Somerlade Grace C/O G Somerlade 2822 Patterson Dr Aliquippa Pa
15001
Spear Nickolas Spear Evelyn 1145 Suzanne Freedom Pa 15074
Speerstra Sheryl Speerstra Glenn 2414 Linden Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Sponcer Walter Estate 53 11 St Midland Pa 15059
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Sprankle Jeffrey 1510 Marshall Rd Apt 2 Monaca Pa 15061
Stanley Michael 1245 Erie Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Stecki Marie 625 North Ave Baden Pa 15005
Steffen Harold 308 16th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Steffen Joshua 900 8th St Apt 4110 New Brighton Pa 15066
Sternart Edward 758 Sunflower Rd Rochester Pa 15074
Sternart Mary 758 Sunflower Rd Rochester Pa 15074
Sterner Sharon 1629 Merchant St Ambridge Pa 15003
Stevens David Elmbrook Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Stewart James P Sr Est C/O R Stewart 99 Grimm St Monaca Pa 15061
Stokes George 514 Hill St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Stoops Isabelle E Estate 119 Atlas Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Strecker Regina M Estate RR 1 Box 26 Baden Pa 15005
Streine Deena S 109 Ridgemont Dr Industry Pa 15052
Suressy Alexander 1326 Schley St Conway Pa 15027
Suskiewich Joseph 65 Darlington Rd Apt 26 Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Swiatek Dorothy 1324 Indiana Ave Monaca Pa 15061
T
T T Painting Inc 620 Markman Park Rd Baden Pa 15005
Tate Dorothea Estate 425 Commerce St Beaver Pa 15009
Tates Oscar 315 Thompson Hill Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Taylor Gregory 1527 Eldorado Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Taylor Kathleen 2712 13th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Taylor Theresa 408 Fair Ave Beaver Pa 15009
Tegrant Diversified Brand 800 Fifth Ave Po Box 448 New Brighton Pa 15066
Temperante Marty 319 Wagner Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
Testa Vincent Testa Marie 223 Fourth Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Thomas A Silan Cust 1331 Agnew Ave Aliquippa Pa 15001
Thompson William Paul C/O J Budicak Esq 401 Thirteenth St New Brighton Pa 15066
Tibbitts Nellie Tibbitts James 4304 W 8th Ave Beaver Pa 15010
Tilly Evan Tilly Ruth Box 292 Rd 1 Monaca Pa 15061
Tincani George 127 Woodln Ave Midland Pa 15059
Tjd Dba Derose 958 Mercer Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Tkacik Phyllis C 2344 Darlington Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Tom Danylo 1709 Wade St Ext Aliquippa Pa 15001
Tom Derose 958 Mercer Rd Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Tomei Paulina 1118 Irwin St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Tonkovich John Estate 1470 4th Ave Freedom Pa 15042
Tri State Pediatric Associates Inc 2 Peartree Way Beaver Pa 15009
Trover Alverda A Estate 398 Reno St Rochester Pa 15074
Tsuris Angie 1122 Kellinger Dr Baden Pa 15005
Tucker Roderick 454 Ridgemont Dr Industry Pa 15052
Tufegdzic Dragoljub 2364 Sheffield Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Tutwiler Mildred M Estate 1550 Washington Ave Monaca Pa 15061
U
Ullery Charles Re M E Ullery Dec D 1200 Wade St Rear Aliquippa Pa 15001
Undercoffer Joseph Estate 915 Maplewood Ave Ambridge Pa 15003
V
Vallenlonga Mary In 4030 4th Ave Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Van Maldeghem 4965 Dutch Ridge Rd Beaver Pa 15009
Vankirk Frederick 249 Penna Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Vaughan Dennis 402 Vermont Ave Rochester Pa 15074
Vodvarka Anthony Po Box 133 Monaca Pa 15061
Vosler Janet Estate 1414 8th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
W
Waggone Alden P Jr 609 Allen Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Waggoner Helen 609 Allen Ave Monaca Pa 15061
Waite Virginia Park Ln Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Wallover Mitchell Bontempo Assoc 1902 Seventh Ave Beaver Fall Pa 15010
Walsh Louise 800 Pennsylvania Av Prospect Park Pa 15001
Watson Laura Po Box 373 New Brighton Pa 15066
Weidner Allen V Estate 301 Mulberry St West Bridgewater Pa 15009
Weigle Jessie 1010 Penn Ave Monaca Pa 15061
West Thomas 929 Rte 288 Fombell Pa 16123
Whitaker William Po Box 375 Aliquippa Pa 15001
White Arthur 14th St Aliquippa Pa 15001
White Bertha Apt 216 105 4th St Monaca Pa 15061
White Jerome 1510 13th St Conway Pa 15027
William Smith 111 Fairfield Dr New Brighton Pa 15066
Williams Debbie 848 Midland Ave Midland Pa 15059
Wilson Asa 422 Elm Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Wilson Pamela 1999 Marshall Rd Apt 1305 Monaca Pa 15061
Winters Kenneth Estate 1121 Save New Brighton Pa 15066
Winters Kenneth Estate 609 7th Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Wood Judy 598 Seventh St Beaver Pa 15009
Wright Lois E Estate Marion Hl New Brighton Pa 15066
Wright Pontiac Of Beaver Rte 51 Beaver Pa 15009
Y
Yankovic Ann Est 5239 Webb St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Yeager James PO Box 0405 New Brighton Pa 15066
Yeargin Jeffrey 4064 State Rte 51 Aliquippa Pa 15001
Z
Zabotsky Frank Zabotsky Anne 112 Blackwood St Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Zack Mary 650 Corporation St Ste 400 Beaver Pa 15009
Zambory Steve P Jr 706 Maratta Rd Aliquippa Pa 15001
Zavillo Anthony C/O Lowery Appraisal Service L 766 Sunflower Rd Rochester Pa
15074
Zeigler Fred 1421 Beaver Rd Ambridge Pa 15003
Zeigler Gregory 506 Lion Ave Beaver Pa 15009
Zelenak Robert G Jr 1907 Woodhaven Dr Aliquippa Pa 15001
Ziegler Karl 1433 Penn Ave New Brighton Pa 15066
Zinkham Stalla A Estate 1802 Davidson St Aliquippa Pa 15001
Zivkovich Maxine 61 E Midland Hieghts Midland Pa 15059
Zivkovich Sherry 61 E Midland Hieght Midland Pa 15059
Zorich Annabelle 211 Front St New Brighton Pa 15066
Bedford County
A
Adomnik Sally Adomnik Rickie 417 Beegle Rd Bedford Pa 15522
Anderson Bernard 161 Anderson Dr Bedford Pa 15522
B
Bair Rodney 5068 Riverview Rd Everett Pa 15537
Barndt Harry 244 Main St Bedford Pa 15522
Barnes Audrey 648 Clear Rdg Rd Artemas Pa 17211
Barton Walter Barton Amy Star Rte Everett Pa 15537
Beegle Helen S Estate 612 S Thomas St Bedford Pa 15522
Blair Lorelei Blair Jason 18 East 4th Ave Everett Pa 15537
Bollman John RR 1 Box 304 Saxton Pa 16678
C
Cahalan Joel 456 Smith Rd Schellsburg Pa 15559
Carberry Pauline Estate RR 1 Saxton Pa 16678
Carla Karnas 400 S Richard St Bedford Pa 15522
Charles Smouse 1297 Hyndman Rd Hyndman Pa 15545
Claar Kathleen RR 1 Imler Pa 16655
College Robert D Jr 957 Plank Rd Everett Pa 15537
Colvin Earl C/O Donahoe Manor 136 Donahoe Manor Rd Bedford Pa 15522
Cook Joseph E 220 Donahue Manor Rd Bedford Pa 15522
Corle John 114 Rosemont Ln Imler Pa 16655
Cypher Ellen Estate 317 52 St Sanjose Col Saxton Pa 16678
D
Deputy Edward Deputy Ellen 440 Diehl Rd Bedford Pa 15522
Dougherty Maxine 5265 Churchview Rd New Entrprise Pa 16664
E
Egolf Jane 7048 King St Clair Rd Alum Bank Pa 15521
Evans Estelle Evans Paul E Main Everett Pa 15537
F
Fetters Tony 115 Pob 115 Breezewood Pa 15533
Fleegle Charles 152 Louella Dr Bedford Pa 15522
G
Goss James L III 809 Spring St Saxton Pa 16678
H
Hadley Mary 1523 Country Ridge Rd Bedford Pa 15522
Hamby Mary C/O D G Timko Po Box 45 Bedford Pa 15522
Harr Joan K In 21 E 4th Ave Everett Pa 15537
Helsel Joseph F 251 N Richard St Bedford Pa 15522
Henning Leroy C Chestnut Woodbury Pa 16695
Hershberger James Hershberger Alma Rd 3 Everett Pa 15537
Hillegass Evan Po Box 204 Bedford Pa 15522
Horton Matthew 1413 Pinchot Rd Saxton Pa 16678
Huffman Steven 1676 Palo Alto Rd Hyndman Pa 15545
I
Italian G 24 Bedford Sq Bedford Pa 15522
J
Joscak Larue 3076 Plank Rd Hopewell Pa 16650
K
Kauffman Joseph Jr 6146 Lincoln Hwy Bedford Pa 15522
Klavuhn Eric 7576 Bedford Valy Rd Bedford Pa 15522
Kring Vannessa 323 Mississippi Rd Buffalo Mills Pa 15534
L
Lubischak George Estate W Brd St Defiance Pa 16633
M
Marshall Carol Marshall John RR 1 Box 78 Alum Bank Pa 15521
Mccreary Mary E Estate RR 1 New Paris Pa 15554
Mcmain Arnold 1907 Cooks Mill Rd Hyndman Pa 15545
Mendez Vincent 283 Hospital Dr Everett Pa 15537
Messersmith Chester E RD 1 Clearville Pa 15535
Mills Sara C/O Annababelle C Berkman Po Box 32 Clearville Pa 15535
Minnick Mary Margaret Po Box 222 Hyndman Pa 15545
Morris Nola 311 Morrisdale Rd Clearville Pa 15535
Muleylane Greenhouse 760 Muleyln New Enterprise Pa 16664
Musselman Rebecca Musselman Gary 154 Cashew Rd Alum Bank Pa 15521
N
Newland Joseph P Estate RR 1 Box 4122 Manns Choice Pa 15550
P
Parker Millicent J Est 336 Mill Ridge Rd Everett Pa 15537
Parsons Gerald 4820 Hyndman Rd Hyndman Pa 15545
Patterson Edward 245 Old Quaker Church Rd Fishertown Pa 15539
Persun Teresa 4631 Woodbury Pike Woodbury Pa 16695
Primecell Cunard Assoc 9343 Us Rte 220 Bedford Pa 15522
R
Ranker Harvey Rd 1 Buffalomills Pa 15534
Ranker Marion Rd 1 Buffalo Mills Pa 15534
Redman Laura 312 Stillhouse Ln Bedford Pa 15522
Reiff Norman 252 Muley Ln New Enterprise Pa 16664
Romano Gaetans N 140 5th Ave New Paris Pa 15554
Ryan Starla Po Box 47 Hyndman Pa 15545
S
Sciranko Robert Edward Rd 1 Everett Pa 15537
Sechoka John R III 8495 Black Valy Rd Everett Pa 15537
Shaffer Ethel Shaffer Roy Rd 1 Osterburg Pa 16667
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Smouse Charles Smouse Mary 1297 Hyndman Rd Hyndman Pa 15545
Spade Kenneth Po Box 108 Breezewood Pa 15533
Stahl Allen 3739 Imlertown Rd Bedford Pa 15522
Sturm Dorothy 199 Old Quaker Church Rd Apt 3 Fishertown Pa 15539
T
Tatarko Steve Tatarko Stella House 306 Loysburg Pa 16659
Teno James 208 Wayne Blvd Alum Bank Pa 15521
Teno Jim 208 Wayne Blvd Alum Bank Pa 15521
Triumph Fund 1020 Alden Dr Bedford Pa 15522
W
Wagner Robert 200 Fairmont Rd Hopewell Pa 16650
Wagner Robert 362 Mountain Rd Alum Bank Pa 15521
Walters Laura Rd 1 Box 183x Saxton Pa 16678
Wentz Pamela 110 Butternut Ln Alum Bank Pa 15521
Wertz Boyd Wertz Mae V N Juliaus Bedford Pa 15522
Wiles Earl W RR 1 Schellsburg Pa 15559
Williams John Po Box 117 Schellsburg Pa 15559
Berks County
Bally
Hagadorn Donald W 144 S Church St
Smith Rose K 127 N 4th St
Whitaire Francis E Estate RR1
Barto
Giandomenico Paolo 7 West Madison St
Hess Lillian E 211 Niantic Rd
Homerich Raymond F 125 Hill Rd
Kanter Steven 1774 County Line Rd
Kramer Scott 1340 Rte 100
Maurer May Rr 1 Box 41
Mcavoy Sandra Rd 2 Box 297 W Branch Rd
Meagher Tom RR 1 Box 225
Meurer Fred A RR 1 Box 41
Bechtelsville
Czartek Electronics 10 Cherry St
Eshbach Bruce R 11 A Eshbach Ln
Evans Bernard Estate RR 1
Hektor Helen C Hektor Paul E RD1
Hoffman Ralph R RR 1
Kline Lloyd Estate RR 1
Moatz Barbara 536 Franklin Rd
Bernville
Bradigan Helen Estate 275 Main St
Dubbs Benedict H Sr 105 Jefferson Ct
Gao Yan G 57 Feick Dr
Gephart Jennifer 5114 Bernville Rd
Hayes Joe 135 New Schaefferstown Rd
Himmelberger Minnie 5390 Bernville Rd
Luckenbill Roy A RR 1
Newbaker Sharon Newbaker Keith 25 Orchard Pl
Pa Farmstead And Artisan Cheese 7660 Bernville Rd
Schultheis Edward J Jr 57 Feick Dr
Swoyer Leon RD 1
Wehr Thelma E Estate RR 1
Yelk Joseph Po Box 101
Zerbe Francis B Estate RR 1 Box 5
Bethel
Bashore Margaret Rfd 1
Caporaso Elizabeth M Po Box 206
Gilmer Christoph K 109 A Club Rd
Kepplie Alicia J 81 Kline Rd
Paul Chev Olds Pont Buick Geo 109 A Club Rd
Price Janet G 110 Swope Rd
R Cohen Jaime 30 Old Mountain Rd
Birdsboro
Bauer Sherran 236 S Water St
Bell James F Jr 238 Golf Course Rd
Bigos Diana 113 Rugby Rd
Birdsboro Market Inc 100 Chestnut St
Brown Rita M 126 Heister Rd
Centeno Yvonne R 1325 Green Hills Rd
Crompton Knowles Po Box 610
Dysput Dennis 147 Valy Rd
Family Medicine Associates 321 Furnace St Suite 100
Fosnocht Helen F 524 W 2nd St
Groom Robert C Groom Julia M 1009 E 4th St
Hilbert Eva H Estate Rr 2
Hoinski Leopold M Hoinski Carol L 524 E 6th St
Holden Alistair E 334 South Baumstown Rd
Holden Josephine A 334 South Baumanstown Rd
Hook William L Sr Hook William L Jr Po Box 445
Hook William L Sr Po Box 445
Initial Response Inc 30 Cardinal Dr
Kelly Shawn 337 South Ctr Rd
Lewis Martha W Po Box 146
Linderman Pearl R Rd 3 Box 51
Lynch Mary E Estate 1618 S Lindenwood St
March Blaine Estate 221 N Furnace St
Mcmullen Elizabeth 200 S Mill St
Mountz Calvin E 516 W 1st St
Nettune Pamela R Po Box 445
Obyle Mary L Est C/O L E Obyle 50 Monocacy Creek Rd
Poltonowitz Julia Estate 981 Schoffers Rd
Richie Kotzen Music 256 East Ben Franklin Hwy
Rodino Vincenza C 170 Fairview Chapel Rd
Shaner Helen E 501 W 2nd St
Shoemaker Va M Estate RR 2
Spatola Angeline RR 1 Box 201
Spellman Stephanie K Spellman Ronald R 378 Oakbrook Dr
Stricker Warren E R2
Underwood Katheryn 337 Bird St
Weaver Hannah M RR 2
Weidenhammer Frances M Weidenhammer Judith 214 Oliver Pl
Youndt Chester Youndt Ethel 420 Pineland Rd
Blandon
Adams Lori L 108 Colonial Ct
Bossler Hettie Est 366 Main St
Hershey April S 115 E Wesner Rd
Kemery Nancy J 81 Spirit Ct
Kimmoy Chan 437 Eagle Dr
Madson John 214 Longleaf Dr
Oviedo Jose 500 Calabria Dr
Wiemann Leticia 366 Main St
Boyertown
Advanced Electronic Assembly 320 S Franklin St
Amuso Charles D 91 Orchard Ln
Amuso Paula L 91 Orchard Ln
Benninger Florence B 328 Front
Boyertown Area Eit Office 1131 Montgomery Ave
Burger Abigial M 325 North Funk Rd
Crable Elizabeth M 188 Red Shale Dr
Custer Lawrence H Custer Eleanor L 137 S Washington
Drumheller Leland W Drumheller Hazel M 22 N Berks St
Dudak Christine 143 Water St
Dudak Stanley S 143 Water St
Eddinger Edith 353 W PhiladelphiaAve
Fix Susan Marie Fix Roger B Rd4 Box 591
Geri J Mitchell Sr Geri Nicklaus John 1018 W Philadelphia Ave
Haas Forrest M Haas Annie S Rd 2
Heimbach Helen Estate Rr 2
Hynes Richard L 28 E 3rd St
Lareau Nicholas T 306 Fishers Mill Rd
Longenberger Ellen 30 Greshville Rd
Masten Mark E 12 S Reading Ave Apt 1a
Pfleiger Carol Ann 18 Acorn Ln
Piraino Peter 309 W 6th St
Priest John J Groft Rd
Pyro Tech Productions Ltd Po Box 751
Razmyslowski William J 600 E Philadelphia Ave
Schaeffer Bessie M 126 Schaeffer St
Schaeffer Linwood W Estate Rr 1
Schueck Nellie A 30 Greshville Rd
Shuhler Ruth M 408 Colebrookdale Rd
Specht Lillian M Estate 24 E 4th St
Spohn Florence B Spohn Harold Rd 1
Spohn Kenneth C 328 Front
Spotts Mary Ellen Spotts Robert S 178 Longview Rd
Starr Peter Pj Starr Peter P 136 Sunset Ln
Steltz Wilmer D Estate 134 N Washington St
Tallon Sharon 126 Woodside Dr
Vandeslice Mamie W Estate RR 2
Wagner Henry RR 2
Wasson Mark A 941 Douglas Dr
Weidner Donald L 306 Fishers Mill Rd
Wright Michelle L Wright William Jr 105 Alan’s Ln
Breezy Corner
Licht Nancy Mae RR 73
Douglassville
Barba Philip D 507 Glenwood Dr
Becker Phillip 260 Geiger Rd
Brango Desiree 404 Laurelwood Dr
Buch Rickie R Buch Debra L 1821 E Main St
Dagit Timothy 507 Glenwood Dr
Ellis John 203 Hickory Ln
Fox Kathryn A Jr Po Box 123
Geiger Henry J RR 2
Hall Kristin 75 Spotts Mill Rd
Hamer Michael 810 Bramblewood Dr
Hunsberger Lester L 79 Pine Forge Rd
Hunt Christine 223 Old Philadelphia Pike
Hutton John 130 Redwood Dr
Johnson Newman C Johnson June 260 Oak Ln
Kolp Donald R2
Laudermilch James A Laudermilch Debra L 215 Berkshire Dr
Leister Jan L 454 Old Philadelphia Pike
Mcloughlin Hannah Est Po Box 253
Mitchell Joseph 27 Pine Ln
Nazaryk Stephen F 406 Maplewood Dr
Oleary Janice 284 Old Swede Rd
Parcon Cleaning Service 1868 Weavertown Rd
Patterso Elizabeth A 200 Crusher Rd
Patterson Scott D 200 Crusher Rd
Petrogiannis Nickolas 8 Spuce Ct
Pribanic Mathew Estate RR 1
Quinones Courtney 202 Cedar Run Dr
Rightnour Clarence E 5 King St
Rohlfing Margaret M Rd 2
Rohlfling Wallace H Rd 2
Rug Doctor 231 Old Philadelphia Pike Suite 2
Scarinci Vincent 106 Kettle Ln
Schmearer Charles A Jr Schmearer Olive E Swordsmans Inn Rd 1
Spiess Anne J 736 Rosewood Dr
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Townand County Home And Business Ser 191 Levengood Rd
Updegrove Alvin Po Box 82
Edenburg
Criste Anna M In 900 N Caroline St
Epler Steven Son Epler Aleatha E Rt3 3172
Exeter
Corum Oliver 4475 Pheasant Run Dr
Fleetwood
Bare Judith A Bare Helen C RD 1
Braucher Lester S Braucher Violet H 405 E Washington St
Deidre And Christopher Boyce Mmca L 501 Heritage Dr
Fineman Benjamin 406 E Main St
Fleetwood Transfer Inc 598 Blandon Rd
Focht Lester C 124 Fleetwood Ave
Frederick Earl C Estate 239 W Somerset St
Genetti Andrea S Rr 2 PO Box 2395b Rt 222
Grady Timothy Michael C/O J L Fawcett 413 W Spring St
Hartline Rochelle L Rr 1034
Hess Ralph D Estate 205 S Franklin St
Joes Home Improvements 12 Dogwood Dr
Keefer Ruth 220 Hickory Dr
Keim David F 2 S Butterwood St
Keiper Max 30 Beaver Creek Rd
Kieffer Maud M Estate 19e Locust
Kline Richard Kline Sue 12 E Washington St
Kruppenbach Florence H Kruppenbach Fern E 344 W Main St
Lenhart Joyce D 181 Forgedale Rd
Pellicotti Nicholas Pellicotti Jennie I Rd 2
Penn Detroit Diesel Rte 222 13974 Kutztown Rd
Rhodes James F 2218 Moselem Spgs Rd
Schaeffer Beatrice B 121 Chestnut St
Schropp William H 299 Walnuttown Rd
Shade Ernest M Shade Neil N 316 E Washington
Swavely Geraldine B 121 Chestnut St
Wadlinger Lillian G Rd 3 Bowerfarm
Wagner Michael Scott Wagner Betty Jean RR 1 Box 1561
Western Berks Council Of Govt 20 Ridge Crest Dr
Wolfe Gene R 110 W Jackson St
Hamburg
Becker Emilie J 27 Church
Bryan Fern M 144 N 3rd St
Dairy Queen 829037 3695 Mountain Rd
Dando Theodore 443 State St
Drippe Gordon S Jr Gordon S Drippe Sr 550 S 4th St
Drippe Gordon S Sr 550 S 4th St
Dunkle Harriett E 705 Chew St
Epting Grace A Epting Jean G R Rte 2 Box 2595
Goodyear Werley Rte 61 South
Greenall Mildred N Greenall Robert E 36 S 4th St
Groff Janelle 622 Hex Hwy
Hafer Mary C Estate 206 State St
Hammond Bernard 331 Haas Rd
Hassler Esther M Hassler Leroy B 512 Monument Rd
Heckman Sylvester A 144 N 3rd St
Ludwig Grace E Ludwig John R 636 Catherine
Mbugua Lucy M 247 Apple Aly Apt 3
Moyer John W Estate Rr 1
Munir Shahid 319 South 3rd St
Olexson Eugene P 12 Scenic Dr
Pfeiler Jesse 269 South 4th St
Rentschler Alan L 500 Pleasant View Dr
Robertson Rodger 473 Mountain View Dr
Schadler Katrina 244 N 5 Th St
Scherer Robert M 285 Schappell Rd
Schofield Adam Rr 1 Box 1011
Snell Mildred L Estate 502 Island St
Swika Marian Y 644 Onyx Cave Rd
Wagner Timothy 55 Forgedam Rd
Waldron Donald S 305 W State St
Wyndcliffe House Apartments 100 Chestnut St
Hereford
Barger Brian Po Box 355
Phils Furniture Po Box 63
Hyde Park
Mell Homer Est 2900 Lawn Terr
Kempton
Bissell Debra F 188 Gun Club Rd
Delong Faye Po Box 166
Dugan Ronald N 7570 Dresher Rd
Merkel Anna M Estate RR1
Wells Debbie L Wells Brent A Wells Krystal 3548 Willow Run Rd
Kutztown
Bertz Helen S Po Box 127
Bleiler Richard S Estate RR 1
Bowman Melvin W 504 E Main St
Brennan Ellen S 234 S Whiteoak St
Buck Helen I Estate R 2
Budd Grace A 161 Douglas Rd
Cwik Jody 430 Luella Dr
Florist Browns 140 Noble St
Fronheiser Warren P Po Box 127
Geiger Russel A 233 Noble St
Geiger Russell 233 Noble St
Haedo Juan Jose 139 Normal Ave Ap C1
Hartman Cindy 233 Noble St
Hertzog Ivy R Est 21 Foch St
Hilbert Lamont J 423 Milltop Rd
Howard Kristin N 477 Krumsville Rd
Katz Shawn S 47 Commons Rd
Kuhns Hazel I Estate 222 W Main St
Kutztown Auto Co Rt 22 & Crystal Cave Rd Po Box
Leibensperger Arline M 364 W Main St
Medellin Carla 543 E Walnut St
Moyer Marlin L 314 W Walnut St
Murrell Robert 114 Hill Rd
Noll Aaron 144 Wenz
Oswald Sandra M Oswald Larry J Box 250
Palm G J 523 N Briar Cir
Pettine Erik 40 Lincoln Rd
Quillman Florence 144 Wenz
Radius Corp 207 Railrd St
Saul Dorothy Estate RR 1
Saul Marie Estate RR 1
Shaw Melissa S 2380 Golden Key Rd
Skipworth Rufus W 6 W Hunter St
Snyder Tammy 209 Hill Rd
Tihansky Group LLC 496 Eagle Rd
Unger Dorothy L Estate 5 Kutztown Gdn Apt F
Us Collegiate Ski As 314 W Main St 19
Wertman Rachel E Wertman Warren H 322 W Walnut
Wesner Ruth 452 W Main St
Wessner Wayne G Estate 315 E Main St
Yenser Craig 44 Crystal Cave Rd P
Laureldale
Buchanan Miriam E Estate 604 Belleview Ave
Drogo Dan 3419 Fairfield St
Eisenhower E M 3538 Fremont St
Glass Hattie 3227 Raymond St
Gross Frances E Est 3437 Earl St
Killian Gene D 3425 Fairfld St
Manderbach Betty Estate 3437 Earl St
Martis Linda S 3110 Marion Av
Micolta Hector 3419 Arlington St
Reider Alfred L 3207 Noble St
Stuber Sarah Estate 1423 Park Pl
Tonkin Ethel S Estate 1108 Elizabeth Ave
Werner Cindy A 3303 Raymond St
Leesport
Bates Judith A 125 Ziegler Rd
Bernheiser John G Po Box 397
Dehart Melody J Po Box 97 42 Lee St
Desantis Joseph E 2155 Kindt Corner Rd
Field Jacqueline A
Field Claude E 1203 Earl Rd
High Darren S Cust
High Brett Steven PO Box 345 16 S Schuylkill A
Leesport Open Mr Imaging LLC 5479 Pottsville Pike Ste 300
Lew Rap Inc Po Bx 425
Marks Leroy E R 1 N
Miller Merlin A Po Box 776
Miller Noel Estate Po Box 114
Redner Earl W Trust Rt 61
Salgado Edwin Jr PO Box 316
Yacomes Stephanie A 1362 Fairview Dr
Lenhartsville
Riegel Helen Est 2122 Old 22
Wilcox Kim A 18 Skyview Dr
Wilcox Kim A Bf 18 Skyview Dr
Lyon Station
Merkel Anna M Estate RR1
Mertztown
Bauman Ralph Estate Box 64 RR 2
Delong Kathryn M Estate RR 1
Dierolf Elsie M Rd 1
Dry James L Est 842 Woodside Ave
Fenstermacher Margaret Rd 2
Geist Robert A 330 Clay Rd
Gilpin Mary J Rd 1
Grim Robert F 256 Fredericksville
Heffner Helen M Estate Rr 1
Hess Calvin G Sr Po Box 237
May Shoemaker Estate Rr 1
Moyer Lee R 45 Clay Rd
Rhoads Elsie M Est 740 Woodside Ave
Schaeffer Mildred Po Box 114
Thomas Janis 139 Clay Rd
Mohnton
Azevedo Edward Po Box 191
Chervets Elaine 505 Westley Rd
Crouthamel Viola 7 Northridge Dr W
Ettwein Ruth B 7 Northridge Dr W
Flanagan Robert D 1365 Alleghenyville Rd Apt 204
Groncki Joseph B Trust Fidelity Inv Life Ins Co 1122 Alleghenyville Rd
Hahn Jeremy 21 West Madison St
Hairston Tyrone 167 Davida Pines Dr
Harkum James B 5015 Spruce Ln
Kline Joan E 76 Fairview St
Kramer Carl E 71 W Madison St
Kulick Frank Kulick Rita 429 Grove Ave
Kump Ray D Rd 1
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Kuska Dennis S 519 Maple Grove Rd
Mccrae Marcia Q Po Box 25
Milligan J P 152 Walnut
Mogel Harold E Mogel May S Rd 3285
Morganti Brett A 869 Imperial Dr
Nocera Robert C 44 Peach St
Oboyle Heidi J 464 A Wyomissing Rd
Pappas Betty M 10 Maplewood Ave 3a
Riddell Robert P Riddell Marcus 667 Wyomissing Rd
Smith Todd 4631 Morgantown Rd
Sweigart Edna E 24 Spruce
Yunginger Jonathan 1933 Bowmansville
Mohrsville
Blum Wilbur P 165 Phillips Ln
Crystal Smith 2103 Shartlesville Rd
Holcombe Michael J Holcombe Karen S 2815 Bellemans Church Rd
Leh Stacey A 602 Grove Rd
Miller Harold S Sr Est 433 Moth St
Minnich Leonard L Attn Jesse R Minnich Po Box 134
Ravu Marin 313 Drake Rd
Scolastico Joshua K 200 Faith Dr
Wert Jr Kenneth C Rd 2 Box 228
Morgantown
Andrew W Preston Jr Trust 2909 Oak Ln
Bfi Scale House Po Box 128
Chau Elizabeth Po Box 497
Daniel And Lorraine Wise Gmac 8 Franklin Way
Gabler Anna 1100 Clover Way
Gorman Geraldine Po Box 458
Grebe Yarnall Susan 22 Oxford Dr
Huxley Franziska 1112 Shailoh Rd
Mahoney Karen Smeltz 190 Settlers Trail
Pettigrew Randy 13 Hunters Hill Dr
Preston Andrew W Jr 2909 Oak Ln
Sofamerica 6180 Morgantown Rd Bx 610
Stefano Scott 302 Country Ln
Stewart Amber 448 Weaver Rd
Mount Penn
Civita Victoria Estate 305 Butter Ln
Hurst Matthew M Hurst Amy L 2610 Philmay Tr
Maurer J A And Associates Inc 133 N 23rd St
Sumner Cleo Estate 36 S 22nd St
Yeager Donald E 2440 Fairview St
Oley
Ames Kristina Ames Dennis 107 Apple Ln
Angstadt Leon L Rd 1
Brandes Adelai 5435 Water St
Grothehen Carl E 52 Lawrence St
Grothenhen Virginia 52 Lawrence St
Oplinger Loretta M Po Box 224
Richard Betty M 649 Covered Bridge Rd
Pine Forge
Renninger Jill C Renninger Mark D 99 Glendale Rd
Reading
Abraham Louise M Estate 517 S 15 1/2 St
Abreau Cristina 633 N 13th St
Accounts Recovery Bureau Inc 555 Van Reed Rd
Accu Masonry Inc 910 Woodland Ave Rear
Adam Esther L Estate 121 S 6th St
Adams Kim L 824 Locust St
Adler Esther RR 2
Adler Robert A R2
Agnes Joseph Dragon 1800 Tulpehocken Rd 1−38
Al Tech Specialty Steel Corp Rt 10 Green Hills
Alberto Cacho E 1001 Rosebud St
Albino Jacqueline 407 Rosenthal St
Alexander Ellis C Estate 213 N 4th St
Algarin Noemi E 216 S 4th St 2d
Almanza Martin 1020 Muhlenberg St
Almonte Ricardo A 1157 N 11th St Ph
Alvarez Luis 1532 Schuylkill Ave
Alvernia Coll Bkstr Nacs 400 St Bernardine St
Amado Wilson 141 S 4th St
Amex Travel 4231 Lynn Ave Franklin Buildin
Amuah Khetyan Cust Albright College Box 70 13th And Bern St
Anastasio Dominic 2212 Perkiomen Ave
Anderson Jeanne M 121 N 4th St
Andes Kathy M Andes Gary M 32 Fairway Rd
Angeles Mendoza Jose 635 635 N 12th St
Angstadt Ethel M Angstadt Earl F 835 N 2nd St
Anspach Madeline M Anspach Edward C 648 Tulpehocken
Antolick Robert 3315 Eisenbrown Rd
App Dorothy M 855 N Park Rd Apt Q304
Arias Domingo 824 Pear St
Armbruster D 112 W 33rd St
Arnold Esther A Estate 103 S 10th St
Arnold Jean Estate 1038 Chestnut St
Arroyo Manuel C 847 Greenwich St
Arthur Georgia Estate 946 Penn St
Artiles Sorangel M 1801 Cotton St
Ash Barbara Anne 191 Dautrich Rd
Asher Eleanor 1375 Perishing Blvd
Association Mountain S Po Box 4172
Aurora Health Spa Po Box 4203
Bailey John H Estate RR 1
Baird Virginia G 1311 College Ave
Balbarchak Sue A Bf 731 Church St
Banco Stephen J Banco Rose M 614 Elm
Bank Sovereign 601 Penn St M10 6438 Ms4 Attn E Schumacher
Barber Daniel M Barber Grace V 355 Lackawanna St
Barr William J Barr Stella M 1440 Birch St
Barr Wm J 1440 Birch St
Barrett Howard R Reading Ave W Lawn P
Barrios Mario F 35 Madison Ave
Bartashus Julia R Estate 2915 Kutztown Rd
Barto Christian Estate 1129 Windsor St
Batista Carmen Arias 129 N 8th St
Batista Sonia 1009 Green St
Batista Sonia 1013 Green St
Beichert John J 138 N 5th St
Beltran Alejandro L 610 Pine St
Bennett Claudette W 738 N 6th St
Berks Art Alliance C/O Theodore Thomas 1840 Lorraine Rd
Berks Cardiologists Ltd Money Purchase P Rd 9 9354 Van Reed Rd
Berks Comm Action Prog Empl Contr 426 W Greenwich St
Bermudez Jose 223 Cedar St
Bernal Manuel D 314 1/2 S 8th St
Bernardo Dorothy 740 Franklin St
Best William L 458 Spring Gdn St
Betz Beverly D 418 Centre Ave
Billinger Helen C 158 Waterford Ln
Billinger Herman J 158 Waterford Ln
Bisbano Mario 4712 St George St
Bixler Hope E 414 Calyn Dr
Blair David B Jr Blair Myrtie L 220 S 4th Ave
Blanco Jesse 442 Windsor St
Blatt Frank P 1022 Amity St
Blessing Eorge R Est 643 Locust St
Blessing Robert K Blessing Mabel A 107 Rose
Boas Charles H Est 1970 Perkiomen Ave
Boehm Marie E 1228 Perkiomen Ave 1st Flo
Boettlin M 412 Robeson St
Bolig Joan 1119 Franklin St
Bolig Russell 426 Locust St
Bolukoglu Hakki 31 Pinehurst Ct
Bonner Timothy J 5500 Perkiomen Ave
Booker Charles J Po Box 4157
Boscov S Dept Stores Po Box 4131
Bosold Mabel Estate RR 1
Bowman Betty 420 Woodward St
Bowman Warren F Jr 649 Mulberry St
Boyer Richard J 24 Philadelphia Ave
Boyer Ruth F Estate 1015 Penn St
Brill Anthony T 309 Locust St
Brito Carlos 1235 Spring St
Broering Paul Jr 9140 Cemetery Rd
Brown Christine E Estate 1030 N 4th St
Brown John W Estate 1038 Fern Ave
Brown Virginia Brown John B 401 N 4th St
Brumbach Cecilia 3833 St Lawrence Ave
Brunner Verna V 1247 Perkiomen Ave
Brunson Cherylnol 1522 Locust St
Bryan Esther M Estate 1315 Mulberry St
Bucks Donald H Estate 556 50 16 St
Bundens Stephanie L Cust 2322 Fairview Ave
Burdulis Alva C Estate 853 Penn St
Burkart James M 2200 Rosemont Ave
Burke Margaret E Burke Edmund 56 Wyomissing Hls B
Burky Mildred C 1714 Fairview
Burrell Barry L 2516 Filbert Ave
Burry Raymond H 1714 Fairview
Butler Jackie E 607 Crescent Ave
Butter Lane Inc 237 Butter Ln Pds
Buttonwood Iga 7 Sch Ave Buttonwood St
Camacho Mariela 533 Franklin St 3rd Fl
Camlin Mark M 55 S 6th St
Canto Marie E Canto Joseph R2
Cappadona Anna Estate 122 S 10th St
Carabello Elyn J 4830 Mays Ave
Cardona Andres 200 S 4th St
Care Glenn A 1353 Green St
Carlson Karl 1157 North 10th
Carolyn Benz 215 Penn Tr
Caskie Ronald J 37 S 9th St Apt 9
Cassidy Virginia Estate 1016 Mulberry St
Castandea Olga 819 Greenwich St
Castillo Aneudis Aybar 923 Washington St
Castro Hector Ruiz 326 N 4th St
Catalan Saul J 521 Pike St
Catlin Mary K Estate 857 Delta Ave
Catlin Natalie C Estate 857 Delta Ave
Cebula John F Cebula Mary 501 N 9th St
Cepeda Maria 920 North 8th St
Chambers Cereta 1149 Locust St
Chamuras Stephanie A 3535 E Kent Rd
Chan Hai 4740 Penn Ave
Chan Shui L 4740 Penn Ave
Changes 3639 Pottsville Pike
Charter Marketing Co Ct Po Box 405
Chavis Coreese D 751 Pear St Apt 3
Chen Qiqiu 3225 N 5th St Hwy
Choi Jeong W Po Box 1634 1634 Albright Coll
Cinfici John Thomas 3 Pinehurst Ct
Civita Victoria Estate 305 Butter Ln
Cj Rooter 833 George St
Clark Dorothy 434 Pine St
Cna Reading Branch 401 Penn St Po Box 16010
Coleman Alvin W 1313 N 14th St
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Collazo Emily 18 N 9th St
Colonsantia Pedro 424 Buttonwood St
Conchado Jose 1354 N 13th Streeet
Concordia Joseph Estate 1238 N 6th St
Cooper Jacqueline A Cooper Ferrell L II 1044 North 11th St
Cope Timothy 2176 Elder St
Copeland Joann S 144 Elm St
Copy World Inc 400 West Lancaster Ave
Correll Emma C 442 N 12th St
Crespo Antonio Crespo Tomasa 937 N 11th St
Crespo Maribel 502 Heine St
Crump George Michael 8 St Andrews Cir Apt B
Cruz Brian 334 N 5th St
Cruz Griselle 1325 Green St
Cruz Orlando 547 Weiser St
Cruz Valerie D 831 Walnut St Apt 15
Cummings William R 820 Warren St
Cunnius Wilmer Est 300 S 4th St Apt 217
Cunnius Wilmer W Est 300 S 4th St Apt 217
Curry Diane 69 Medinah Dr
Cuyler & Co C/O American Bank & Trust Co Po Box 1102
Daimler Chrysler Svc 430 Oak Tr P
Daniels David J Jr 1148 Spruce St
Dauber Michael E 1003 Brooke Blvd
Davidheiser James A 72 5 Azalea Way
Davidson Ashlee 1617 Perkiomen Ave
Davis Brian K 6006 Farming Ridge Blvd
Deblasse James C C/O Vivian I Deblasse 923 Brighton Ave
Deblasse James C/O Vivian I Deblasse 923 Brighton Ave
Dela Rosa Linares Zoila N 734 Ritter St
Delarosa Hugo B 249 W Douglass St
Demille Irene E 106 Elkins Ave
Deppen Richard K 2211 Downing St
Derr Lori A 83 Linree Ave
Desouza Fernando Moreira 420 Nth 20th St
Devlin Richard J Devlin Vivian E 833 Mcknight St
Dewey Christina 9140 Cemetery Rd
Diaz Arcadia M 1716 Haak St
Diaz Rafael S 631 Schuylkill Ave
Dickert Joyce M 950 N 5th St
Diebold Mary F 500 Philadelphia
Diefenderfer Esther L 148 Skyline Dr
Dieffenbach Mary 653 N 9th St
Dietrich Thomas W 855 N Park Rd Apt Q304
Doberstein Fred 5045 Pottsville Pike
Domenice Beatrice M 3801 Lantana Ave Riverview Pk
Dominguez Bulmaro 411 Green Tr
Dominguez Telesforo J 450 Penn St
Donders Peter Donders Wanda 220 W Greenwich St
Dougherty Kenneth D Dougherty Letitia E 528 Lancaster
Dougherty Kenneth G Estate 528 Lancaster Ave
Dougherty Letitia E Dougherty Kenneth D 528 Lancaster
Doughtery Kenneth G Estate 528 Lancaster Ave
Dream Isabell Estate 1226 Buttonwood St
Dtremblay Jason 1120 Orchard View Rd
Ducray Roxanne 40 S 6th St
Duffy Lorraine C Duffy Donald E 909 Snyder Rd
Dujnic Anisa 114 Grecian Ter
Dunn Albert E 204 S 3rd St
Edwards Charles Gregory 552 Lancaster Ave
Ehrlich Leon 1114 Reading Blvd
Elie H A 610 N 5th St
Ellison Joan M 2nd Eckert Ave Floor 1224
Eltz Willard Estate Fairview Ave
Epler Estella E C/O Debra Truckermiller Po Box 1102
Epler Margaret E Estate 835 Franklin St Apt 1202
Epler Nelson M Estate 1534 Faircaster Ave
Equipment Lease Corporation Rte 10 Greenhills Po Box 1321
Erven Delno V Est Of C/O James Erven 33 Pinewoods Ct
Esterly Elizabeth J Estate 517 Chestnut St
Evans Kara 209 Lowell Dr
Everson Diana M 3427 Eisenhower Ave
Exide Corporation P O Box 13995
Express Car Truck Rental P O Box 12921
Famila Steak & Frie 50 Crestmont St
Fargas Ketty Morales 432 Elm St
Fecera Herbert 3030 Kutetown Rd
Fedor Karen E 1105 Strawberry Run
Feeg Gilbert R 710 Wayne Ave
Feger Bertha M 927 Church St
Feger Lawrence 927 Church St
Felts Randall T 605 Carsonia Ave
Fermin Lara 306 Strong Aly
Fernsler John W 2151 Hampden Blvd
Ferreri Christina C 130 Endlich Ave
Figueroa Maria 145 Buttonwood St
Figueroa William A 425 W Douglass St
Filipek Stanley J Estate 743 Chestnut St
Fisher Margueri M 1009 N 8th
Fisher Marguerite M Estate 1009 N 8th
Fisher Mary B 1440 Museum Rd
Flanagan Rosemary 209 Bradley Ave
Florence Gajewski Estate 314 S 6th St
Flowers Natalie I 3rd Floor 300 N 5th St
Focht Robert M Focht Anita L 18 Spring Crest Blvd
Foley Mary Estate 2521 Grant St
Fontanez Jose Po Box 494
Forte Nicholas 1154 Perkiomen Ave
Foster Carolyn 15 Rimby Way
Franco R C 624 Birch
Francois Luce J 52 2 Holly Dr
Franks Sallie A Estate 522 Chapel Ter
Frasimeno Gemma 1501 Mineral Spring Rd Room 10
Fratila Vasile 1329 Moss St
Frederick Joseph J Jr 300 Mt View Rd
Fredrick Nekeisha 739 Lincoln St
Freedson Samuel Freedson Anita 1820 Bern St
Freeman Henry 227 Walnut St
Frey Agnes M 500 Philadephia Ave
Fries Mildred 1036 Windsor St
Fries Mildred T Fries Enna M 1036 Windsor St
Fritz Ethel Estate 1452 Luzerne St
Froding Ferol A Estate Green Ln−Greefields
Fromm Donald R Estate Valy Stream Rd 43
Fry Keith L Estate RR 3
Gabrielli Peter 206 Lincoln Dr
Gallery Gin 2805 Perk Rte 422 Business
Galvan Jaime G 1308 Birch St
Garber Florence A 315 Green Ln
Garcia O J 148 S 9th St
Garlow James S 421 N 12th St
Garman Samuel L Garman Alpha 939 Franklin
Gaseidnes Geir 2612 Andrew Dr
Gasser Harvey J 1144 N 12 St
Gees Helen M Estate 2417 Filbert Ave
Gehris Paul Estate 3320 Willow Grove Ave
Gehris Paul Estate 623 N 11th St
Gentile Patricia 2151 Hampden Blvd
George Lawrence D 1132 N 11th St
Gerhart James M Estate 1433 Cotton St
Gibson Michael 608 Cody Ave
Givler Kenneth 1416 N 6th St
Glase Floyd H Jr 717 N 4th St
Glase Mary S 717 North Fourth St
Glass Wesner 533 S 16th St
Glover Yvonne R 607 Crescent Ave
Gonzalez Alejandro 303 Locust St Apt B
Gonzalez Betty 553 South 6th St
Gonzalez Eduardo 9874 N 5th St
Gonzalez Jovino Jr Loc Old1 Pottsville Pike
Gonzalez Marilyn 943 Muhlenberg St
Goodhart Karen S 3 Hayden Cir
Goodwin James F 347 N 11th St
Graden Christine 1033 Fredrick Blvd
Gray Cathleen M 27 Linree Ave
Green Douglas 525 Ritter St
Gresh Leroy Est 10 Tranquility Ln Rm 220
Greth Pauline L Estate 1220 Schuylkill Ave
Gristick Paul 249 Pearl St
Grube Elfrieda Z CO Sandra Park 803 Penn St 227
Grudza Jean M Grudza John 226 Knollwood Ln
Grullon Linda 410 Linden St
Gudelunas Philip A 4908 Mayapple Ln
Guerra Luis A 1024 Spring St
Guiles Myrtle 1150 Moss
Haage Clara A In 1133a Chestnut St
Hafer S D 238 N 10th St
Hagan Mildred R Est Providence House 800 Ct St
Hague Gordon W 4020 Penn Av
Hannahoe Edward P 903 N 11th St
Harris Angeline 1824 Elder St
Hartline Ruth V 713 N 5th St Apt 1
Hartman Lebra L 82 Wedge Ln Flying Hills
Hartman Mabel 1420 Palm St
Hartman Patricia A 1055 Pike St
Hartzel Catherine R Estate 633 Tulpehocken St
Hawkins Esther 413 Mittimore
Heckman Harry 737 Ritter St
Heffner Marguerite C/O W H Heffner RR 2 Box 896
Heil Caral 1245 Butler St Apt D
Heiner Marjorie 1026 Franklin St Apt 708
Heister Rachiel 407 Penna Ave
Helbig Marianne Helbig David C 1217 Linden St
Helder Bl 1006 Leanne St
Hendel Doris M Estate 22 Pinehurst Ct
Hendricks E A 127 S 9th
Hennes Catherine Estate 1744 Perk Ave
Henry Donald 1348 N 10th St
Henry Jack L 49 S 3rd St
Henry William J Jr 1402 N 6th St
Herbein Edith R 539 Mcknight St
Herman John M 3970 Perkiomen Ave Unit 201
Hernandez Carmen 646 Gordan St
Hernandez Javier F 1 N 9th St
Hibschman John D Estate 409 Woodward St
Hicks Ryan 111 Girard Ave
Hieberger Susie Estate 212 Harvey Ave
Hiester Dennis G 109 Butter Ln
Hiester Linda L 412 Raymond St
Hill Beverly A Hill Irene 1314 Buttonwood St
Hill Florence L Estate 1323 N 11th St
Hill Jamil 428 Walnut St
Hill Suzanne F Hill Irene 1314 Buttonwood St
Hilty Justin Tyler Hilty Melissa S 1015 Meadow Dr
Hilty Stefanie Alissa Hilty Melissa S 1015 Meadow Dr
Himmelberger Dale 1059 Sage Ave
Hoang Hung Q 300 N 11th St
Hoffert Walter H Hoffert Annie V 1035 Perry L
Hoffert Walter H Hoffert Annie V 621 North Ct
Hoffman Estella L Estate 1344 N 10th St
Hoffmaster Marie E Hoffmaster John C 4036 Reading Crest Ave
Holmberg Patti A 831 No 10th St Apt 8
Hommas Violet Cou 843 Carsonia Ave
Horning Ella I 970 Butter Ln
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Houck Elizaveth Estate 231 Exeter St
Houseworth Michael C/O M Houseworth 408 Penn St
Howanitz E Paul Dr 14 Seven Spgs Dr
Howman Richard H Estate 1329 Locust St
Hracho Landis Attorney At Law 727 Washington St
Hsbc Boscv Po Box 4274
Hummel Fay J 922 Wellbury
Hummel Wilhelmina H Hummel Franklin G 2901 Park Pl
Hyatt Beverly 1237 Chruch St
Hydrojet Services Inc 141 S 7th St
Ianniello Christopher 10 Koch Rd
Ivester Irene F Estate 31 Country Club Rd
Iwanows Josephine L Estate 1360 Mineral Spring Rd
J Alexander 318 Newport Ave
J C Ehrlich Co Inc Po Box 13848
Jack Dorothy E 1509 Cromwell Dr
Jackson Fernando 328 N 6th St
Jackson Kevin 222 West Douglass St
Jacmark Inc 5710 Perkiomen Ave
Jacoby Gerald Jacoby Mary 544 Weiser St
Jacoby Mary C Jacoby Gerald 544 Weiser St
James Adam 1361 Kenhorst Blvd
Jannszka Pauline Estate 612 Bingaman W
Jc Ehrlich Co Inc Po Box 13848
Jeffries Dorothy V 1349 Locust St
Jones Gregory S 1406 Fern Ave
Jones Paula M 147 Merion Ln
Jose De Rivera 1032 Amity St
Joyner Garland D 1349 Locust St
Judd Richard 1416 N 11th St Apt A
Kalbach James M Kalbach Jane 1519 Schuylkill Ave
Kalbach Ruth P Est 1138 Birch St
Kane Ethel J Estate 2605 Hollywood Ct
Katz Elizabeth 5485 Perkiomen Ave
Kauffman May Estate 638 Schuylkill Ave
Kauffman Ralph O 710 N 2nd St 1fl
Kaylor Mary A Estate 212 Reichart Ave
Keffer Harold 604 Fern Ave
Kelley Courtney 2503 Perkiomen Ave
Kelly Serrano Samuel 331 Greenwich St
Kemmerer Marva 217 Penn St
Kennedy Isabel F Estate 15 N Kenhorst Blvd
Kenner Dorothy L Rd 4 Box 218 Hk
Kenney John Estate 1315 Birch St
Kepner Charles G 3335 Stoudts Ferry Br Rd
Kercher Marylou Kercher Elaine 21 Fairln Rd
Kershner T F 505 N 5th St
Kieffer Jess Estate 622 Freemont
Kirshon Charles O 1511 Union St
Klemmer Bertha 755 Georgia Ave
Kline Donald P Kline Donald R 618 N 13th St
Kline Warren Estate 326 S 13th St
Klinger Charles Q Klinger Helen 131 So 2nd Ave
Kloski Dorothy A 1238 Muhlenberg St
Knechtle Harold F Rd 4 Box 218 Hk
Koch Henry M Po Box 8514
Kohl Brian 239 South Sterley St
Kohl Troy 1886 Old Lancaster Pike
Kohl V L RD 1 Box 730
Kononov Colleen M 211 Dautrich Rd
Kornfeld Gary A 545 S 18th St
Kozak Richard K Estate 1922 N 9th St
Kozak Walter A Kozak Ann M 1049 Culvert St
Kozloski Nerine Cust 2628 Perkiomen Ave
Kozlowski Genevieve Estate 239 S 10th St
Kramer Betty L Kramer Harry V Rd2
Kramer Martha H 548 Pike
Kramer Martha H 658 Pike
Kramer Mazie E Kramer Shaffer 1154 North 10tj St
Krick Thomas L 929 Birch St
Krier Paul 312 Melrose Ave
Kruszewski Walter Jr 312 Wunder St
Kubacka Joanna E Estate 226 N 2nd St
Kubovcsak Gary 530 N 13th St
Kubovcsak Gary F 1600 N 9th St
Kudzbajski Henry 5421 E Lorane Rd
Kulp Wihhiam W Kulp Arthur 442 Arlington St
Kulp William W Kulp Arthur 442 Arlington St
Lachman Gustav E Jr 1st Floor 1228 Perkiomen Ave
Lachowski Joseph 235 Clymer St
Lafata Joseph E 555 Pearl St Apt 106
Laible Florence E 5485 Perkiomen Ave
Lamarca Mary Estate 223 Carpenter St
Landis Mary A Est 158 Clymer St Apt 1
Lane Ella B Lane Anna M 704 Franklin
Lara Brenda I 1141 Robinson St
Lattemann Kenneth G 1353 Walnut
Laviolette Rinaldo 416 Windsor St
Lawrence Feger 927 Church St
Le Nhut 1131 Chestnut St
Leandry Rosa 939 Franklin St 1st Floor
Lee Theresa M Lee Elmer R 4010 Crestline Dr
Lees Auto Body 300 Cemetery Ln
Lehman R H 1304 Orchard Rd
Leister Shirley Estate 1411 N 9th St
Lengle H B 1319 Perry St
Lerch Timothy 2827 Hiester Blvd
Lesher Susan T 5180 Boyertown Pike
Levan Verna M 2020 Kutztown Rd
Levin A M 2234 Northmont Blvd
Levy Paul 200 North 13th St Suite 27
Lewis Chester J 1229 N 11th St
Lewis Floyd A Lewis Judy A 286 Weist School Rd
Lgl Inc 200 N 9th St
Liberis Brian 69 Sagebrook Dr
Lieb Clairs Estate 1522 N Front St
Lindgren Chrysler Plymouth Inc 1600 Lancaster Ave
Llyers Violeta 322 Mulberry St
Logan James 4270 Perkiomen Ave
Long Brandon C Long Ajani C 1724 Olive St
Loose Anna L 635 Schylkill
Lopez Carmen E 363 W Greenwich St
Lopez Juana Lopez Saul 1042 N 10th St
Lucas Richard C 923 Buttonwood St 3rd Floor
Lugan Elizabeth Lugan Harry C 739 N 9th St
Lutz Laurabell K Pennside 907 N 25th St
Lutz Wayne E Estate 1150 Church St
Macleod Norman M 428 Linden
Macsteel Service Centers Usa Po Box 405 Rt 10 Green Hills
Maftei Laurentiu G 412 Woodward St
Maldonado Jose 517 S 161/2th St
Malinowski Anne P 1106 Frederick Blvd
Malinowski Quinn E C/O A P Malinowski 1106 Frederick Blvd
Mallen Marlo 520 Stook Ave
Mam And Co C/O Meridian Asset Mgt Po Box 16004
Manhattan Chase 636 N 25th St
Mann Kelvin 1208 Moss St
Manning Jody 1056 Pike St
Manwiller David E Jr 37 6 Cranberry Ridge
Manwiller June 3559 Saint Lawrence Ave Apt 43
March Loretta J 660 S 19th St
Margar Seitzinger Estate 520 Robeson St
Maria Delmira 1009 Green St
Markle Mary F Po Box 4274
Marshall Donald Z 520 Miner St
Marshall Donald Z Marshall David K 520 Miner St
Martin Erica 300 Lackawanna St Bldg 14
Martin Robert R Est 32 S 11th St Apt 2
Martin Vivian V Estate 600 George St
Martinez Jose Jr 3935 Penn Ave
Mary Putman 106 Douglass St
Master Gerald L Estate 220 Beverly Pl
Matter Joseph L Matter Ruth E 1121 Birch St
Matter Joseph L Matter Ruth E 733 North 9th St
Matthew Kiefer 1414 Palm St
Matthew Roth Savage Sales And Se 50 F Muirfield Dr
Matthews Gloria A 176 Montgomery Ave
Maureles Christine 1954 Alsace Rd
Maurer Melanie M 4752 Killian Ave
Mcconnell Michael L 520 Miner St
Mckeone Rita M In 2421 Cumberland Ave 2421
Mcknight Edgar E 159 Elm St
Mclean Grace E Mclean Samuel 408 Chestnut W
Mcmahan Kendrick 100 Harvey Ave
Medina Stephen A 917 Robeson St
Mejias Santo D R 819 Bingaman St
Mell Homer 304 Bellevue Ave
Mengel Evelyn F Mengel Harold J 620 Alton Northmont
Mercedes Amado Franklin 638 Pear St
Meridian Asset Management 35 N 6th St
Merlino Mariano Merlino Anna E 1352 N Front St
Millenium Aviation 2365 Bernville Rd
Miller Arlean M 551 N 12th St
Miller Arlene M 1512 N 9th St
Miller Christie L 1275 Fox Run
Miller Emma G 644 Schuylkill Ave
Miller Grace I 316 W Douglas St
Miller Herman J Jr 212 Mayer St
Miller Josephine L Estate 1360 Min Spring Rd
Millikin Carol 35 Arlington St
Mills Adriane 2318 Fraver Dr
Mioskie Michele 4312 Sutton Cir
Miranda Francisco 1013 Elm St
Mirenna Matthew M 1638 Cotton St
Mitchell David J Mitchell Elaine 2801 St Albans Dr
Mitchell David J Mitchell John J 2801 St Albans Dr
Montz Alma A 626 No Second St
Moore Bridget 49 8 Holly Dr
Moore Dorothy H 1162 Perkiomen Ave
Moore Helen R Estate 1122 Franklin St
Moore William H 1000 East Wyomissing Blvd Rm 20
Morales Louise 240 S 9th St
Morales Miguel A Morales Awilda 405s 4th St
Morales Victor 408 Schuylkill Ave
Moreno Dora Cust 919 Penn St Apt 2f
Morgan Marlin D 1464 Pershing Blvd
Morganti Randall 3900 Merrybells Ave
Mountain Spring Association Fb Po Box 4172
Moyer Anna 626 No Second St
Moyer Carl E 442 N 12th St
Moyer Carl E 442 No 12
Moyer Magdalena L 1260 N 10th St
Moyer Viola E 1500 N 12th St
Muller Eleanor M Po Box 2177
Munoz Luis Rene 530 N 12th St Apt 2
Mutual Benefit Insurance Company Po Box 13125
Naddour Dorothy 430 Oak Tr
Nagarkoti Prakash 1700 Centre Ave
Nagle Mildred C Estate 321 Pershing Blvd
Narcisse Geneva Est 450 Penn St C/O Sovereign Bank
Naso Christopher J Po Box 4471
Naugle Terrance 3700 Perkiomen Ave
Negron Burgos Benjamin 931 Patton Ave
Neider Virge E 1144 N 12 St
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Neiffer Anna D Estate 1622 Perk Ave
Neir Christopher 4009 Windcroft Ct
Nelson Morris E Estate 1534 Lancaster Ave
Newton Vernon R 2311 Perkiomen Ave
Nicholson H V 329 S 3rd St
No Question 3050 N 5th St Hwy 10 C
Noll Catherine Estate 1323 Moss St
Northwest Swim Po Box 13664
Nowoczynski Franci Estate 519 Willow St
Nowoczynski Francis Estate 519 Willow St
Nuel Pauline Estate 1424 Church St
Nunemacher Naomi R Estate 1618 N 11th St
Nunemake Dorothy M Estate 435 Washington St Apt 405
Nunemaker Dorothy Estate 20 N 9th St
Nusser Arlington D Estate 1049 Union St
Obando Inc 425 Spring St
Obrien Anora C 1310 Robeson St
Okafor Dubem 1025 N 12th St
Olivencia Maria A 938 N 10th St
Oquendo Jessica 947 Cotton St
Oquendo Jose G 419 Spring St
Ordiales Milady 656 North 13th St
Orlando Frank P Orlando Helen M 237 Carroll St
Ortega Perry A 808 Schuylkill Ave
Ortiz Maria Rivera 848 Elm St
Ortiz Rafael 519 S 6th St
Padilla Julio 615 Gordan St
Pae Calvin 144 Hickory Ln
Palka Eleanor B Est 21 Fairln Rd
Palka Frank J Estate RR 1
Paniagua Angela 3000 Lackwanna St
Panos Anamae 725 Penn St
Pantaleo Violet M 1444 Schuylkill Ave
Paredes Estevan G 1108 N 9th St
Parson Charles 535 Moss St
Parznik Elizabeth C Estate 723 Laurel St
Patterson Eva M 611 N 1oth St
Paul Drabenstadt Estate 158 Clymer St
Pauley Jeremy A 533 S 16th St
Paulik William J Jr 2412 John Henry Dr
Pauline Tomiewicz 512 Bingaman St
Pawelski Stanley Estate 422 Bingaman St
Pawley William S Estate 2 Edgewood Ave
Pellerite Mia L 2551 Perkiomen Ave
Pena Ana 807 Smt Chase Dr
Pena Angela 1040 N 6th St
Pena Juan 133 Pear St
Pena Roberto J 323 N 9th St
Penn State Bookstor Berks Campus B & N 440
Pennsylvania Electri 2800 Pottsville Pike
Pennypacker David 135 West 47th Ave
Penske Truck Leasing Co Lp Rte 10 Green Hills
Penske Truck Leasing Lp Rte 10 Green Hill
Penske Truck P O Box 563
Pentz Richard 1523 Snyder St
Perales Anel B 1001 Rosebud St
Peralta Jobanna 525 S 18th St
Perez Efrain 521 Oley St
Perez Rafael 221 N 6th St
Perfetto Chester 217 Penn St
Pergola Jane R 748 N 8th St
Peters Evelyn In 223 N Front St
Petroff Alex 25 Little Wunder St
Petruccis Dairy Barn Rusty Bubbles Enterprises Inc 4824 Partrdg Dr
Pettengill Mary E 1101 Orchard View Dr
Pietrobone Ralph Pietrobone Mary 49 S Wyomissing Ave
Pike Donald E 626 N 11th St
Piro Stephen Andrew 514 Arlington St
Pisanick Joseph Estate 320 Carpenter St
Pitarosales Lidoine 520 N 11th St
Pitts Viola 1446 North L10th St
Plank Nicole Esquire 2901 St Lawrence Ave Po Box 4429
Plewa Mabel K 800 Ct St Ste 1
Plowfield Edith E Plowfield Herman 948 Culvert
Podracky Joanne 613 Edison Dr
Poole Harold 3045 Linda Ln
Porr Minette 759 N 8th St
Porr Wayne 1244 Church St
Power Packaging Inc 1055 Crossrds Blvd
Powers Rita Estate 119 W Greenwich St
Pribec Ioan Butter Ln
Price Jeanne M 2803 Kutztown Rd
Printz Sallie M 1546 Cotton St
Puello Omarilyn 190 S 9th St Fl 2
Puello Omarlyn 109 S 9th St Fl 2
Pursley Robert L 505 N 10th St Apt 1006
Putt Larue E 738 N 6th St
Puwalski Stella M Puwalski Anthony 1545 Clayton St
Quaglio Carolyn 401 Lawrence Ave
Quaglio Rudolph 401 Lawrence Ave
Quinter David 107 John Glenn Ave
Quinton Charles C/O E C Hill 2704 Filbert Ave
Radka Cecelia Estate 515 Minor St
Ramer Dorothy A 466 W Oley St
Ramesh Habib 39 Main St
Ramirez Rosalba 828 Locust St
Ramos Veronica 1110 Elm St
Rand Spear Her Attorney 502 Heine St
Randall Prather F Po Box 7733
Ranft Lauretta RD 1
Ranft William E Rd 1
Rauen Hazel M Rauen Joseph 311 1 Beverly Ct
Rea Mark A 1361 Kenhorst Blvd
Reading Hammer Ruth M 429 S 5th St
Reading Landis Jeannette A 429 S 5th St
Reading Anesthesia Associ Po Box 16052
Readings Technologies Inc 1031f Macarthur Rd
Redners 3 Quarry Rd
Reeser Clarence F Est 1970 Perkiomen Ave
Reifsynder Zoe A 1341 Muhlenberg
Reimer Robert Estate 1812 Perkiomenirue
Reinaldo Vega 328 N13th St
Reinholtz Albert Reinholtz Emil C 1146 Schuylkill
Remp Sadie 888 Church Rd
Renner Elizabeth A Estate 310 Wilson Ave
Renner Elizabeth Estate 310 Wilson Ave
Rentokil Inc Pest Co Po Box 13848
Reyes Alexis Nicole 4940 Painted Sky Rd
Reyes Isaias 342 10th St 2nd Flr
Reyna Rios Dba Rios Auto Sales Po Box 8001 6350 Baltimore Ave
Rice Walter 105 Oley St
Richardson Marie 135 W Green St
Richmond G L 3001 D Perkiomen Ave
Righter Nathan A 3420 Magnolia Ave
Rios Ruiz Lourdes 821 Schuylkill Ave
Rist Mildred C 843 Carsonia Ave
Rivera Elias 128 Greenwich St
Rivera Enrique 505 Oley St
Rivera Eulid Est 1352 Green St
Rivera Francisco 1361 Kenhorst Blvd
Rivera Jovani A 919 Penn St Apt 2f
Robert Caster Estate 810 Columbia
Roberts John 3504 St Lawrence Ave
Roberts Thomas A Jr 803 Penn St 324
Robertson Arlene 227 N 11th St
Robinson Gerald Estate 826 Elm St
Robles Manuel V 631 South 10th St
Rodriguez Marino A 1314 Locust St
Roman Rosa M 623 Tulpehocken St
Roman Ryan C 1218 Mulberry St
Romero Rosa M 816 N 9th St
Romich Richard W 2515 Penn Ave
Romin Hermina 948 Franklin St
Roper Aleksia M Roper Matilda 501 N 11th St 1ar
Rorths Foods Inc Po Box 405
Rosado Angel L 303 Penn St
Rosario Carmen 1009 Pike St
Rosas Matthew 306 Gibraltar Rd
Rothenberger Fern L 412 Raymond St
Rothenberger S Estate Leizs Bridge Rd
Rough Jerry 2212 Perkiomen Ave
Row Stewart 123 Skyline Dr
Ruffner Mark G 25 Walnut St
Ruiz Maribel 1037 N 10th St
Rumpf Phyllis 1319 Perry St
Salamalay Anaita 1241 Alsace St
Saldana Denise 442 Windsor St
Sanchez Fabio E 413 N 5th St
Sanchez Jason 329 Chestnut St
Sanders Mabel 1245 Butler St Apt D
Sands Anna C Sands Grant 511 North Ct
Sands Anna R Estate 726 Locust St
Sands Kenneth E Est 1138 Luzerne St
Santana Luis 653 North 11th St
Santiago Miguel A 812 N Front St
Santos Hauling Inc 1401 N 4th St
Sassaman Betty V Estate RR 4
Sassamin Betty V Estate RR 4
Sauter Carol 115 Upland Ave
Schaefer Joseph A C/O W P Mackay PO Box 1256
Schaefer Joseph A Rev Po Box 1256
Schaeffer Robert J Schaeffer Rose 307 N 8th St
Schanley James E Schanley Earline 547 Ritter
Schenck Lynn W 1100 E Wyomissing Blvd Apt 23a
Schenkel Franz F 107 Keppel Ave
Schlabach Anna 737 Ritter St
Schlegel Florence 2520 Kutztown Rd 1st Floor
Schmeer R C 441 Cedar
Schmidt Andrew Schmidt Susan 153 Penn Ave
Schneider Jacob W 3117 Octagon Ave
Schultz Elizabeth 400 Belvedere Ave
Schultz Elizabeth Schultz Otto 400 Belvedere Ave
Schuppert Karla A Estate 1210 Robeson St
Sclavos Athanasios 649 Mulberry St
Seidel Hilda L Seidel Jan D 1553 Schuykill Ave
Sera Care Attn A Murphy 540 Penn St
Serpa Andre 647 Clinton St
Sfca Inc 501 S 9th St
Shade Albert T Shade Edna C 642 Brookline St
Shaner Mabel A 5501 Perkiomen Ave
Sharman Helen S 2454 Wilson St
Shenk Elsie 1348 N 10th St
Shenk Jessica 533 S 16th St
Sherman Elton J 17 Girard Ave
Sherman Helen A Estate 1273 Cotton St
Shermot Harry Estate 436 S 3 St
Shirey Sharon 317 S 3rd St
Shultz Otto 400 Belvedere Ave
Silverstein Phillip Md 1211 Elm St
Simply Home 1500 Hill Rd
Sims Emma M 435 Washington St Apt 412
Sind Josephine 1035 Spruce St
Singer Betty G Estate 139 S 8th St
Sjh Services Corp 12a Wingco Ln
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Smaglinski Mary 9 Colin Ct Apt 407
Smaglinski Mary Outlook Paints 9 Colin Ct
Smartgreen Ramona 525 Ritter St
Smith Attle M 3021 Belmont Ave
Smith Bonding Corpora 525 Penn St
Smith Erma V Estate 1163 N 10th St
Smith John T Jr 171 Sloan Rd
Smith Stephen M 501 S Morwood Ave
Snyder Bryan Estate 1211 Moss St
Sommerville Laird R Jr 10c St Andrews Cir
Sovereign Bank For Moneygram PO Box 12646
Soveriegn Bank Po Box 16255
Spare Robert 1385 Fayette Ave
Splawnyk Tekla 312 Melrose Ave
St Jospeh Convenient Car Po Box 316
St Margarets Roman Catholic Church C/O Sister Catherine Glackin 925 Centre Ave Pa
19601
St Pauls Travelers Insurance Po Box 13933
Stagliano John 74 Winged Foot Dr
Stahl Mabel H 443 Miltimore
Stallone Jeanette Estate 812 Penndale Ave
Staples Dennis Staples Ellen 820 Delta Ave
Starita Lisa M 332 N 4th St
State Wide Public Adjusters In 1132 N 11th St
Stefanick Joseph J 216 Funston Ave
Stein Erin 1511 Allegheny Ave Apt B5
Steinberg Rita 1081 Deer Urn
Stewart Ricky L 763 Riverdale Rd
Stitzer Leroy RD 2
Stolz Carrol A Stolz Leonard 1026 Franklin St Apt 911
Stott Catherine L Est 1532 Garfield Ave
Stoudt Kozloff Po Box 877
Stuber Harold A Estate 1213 Mulberry St
Sukumar Chundi 111 Primrose Ln
Sumner Cleo A Estate 36 S 22nd St
Sustello Marie Estate 210 W Elm St
Swanson Virginia H 218 Community Dr I
Sweitzer Esther 921 Old Lancaster Pi
Symons Kimberly 1032 N 11th St
Talarico Nona N 4940 Painted Sky Rd
Taney Robin 1205 Moss St
Tate Elda N Tate John 145 N 8th St
Taylor Ethel M 423 1/2 Minor
Taylor Irene 800 N 13th St 2nd Floor
Taylor Lacey 1259 North 10th St Apt 4
Taylor Richard A 423 1 2 Minor
Tetlak Josephine Estate 933 Spruce St
Thomas Elizabeth 1312 Alsace Rd
Thomas Valic D 417 Green Ter Pa
Thompson Bryan M 1280 Frederick Blvd
Thompson Douglas W Thompson Larry S 461 W Oley
Thompson Jeffrey 3203 Orchard View Rd
Thompson Larry S 407 Penna Ave
Timac Usa Inc Po Box 888
Tinoc E 427 1 2 N 10th St Apt 2
Todd John J 3454 St Lawrence Ave
Tomkiewicz Edmund A 512 Bingaman St
Torres Adrian J 801 N 5th St
Torres Bernise 2400 Downing St
Torres Olga 314 Wood St
Torres Tamika L 317 South 7th St
Tothero Ralph E Tothero Ida E Rd 2
Trostle Edna 100 Penn Ave
Trucklease Corporation Rte 10 Greenhills Po Box 1321
Trythall Fred C 1916 Hill Rd Side
Tsi 1031 G Macarthur Rd
Tully Philip W 737 Philadelphia Ave
Ubiera Pedro E 103 Oley St
Ulrich Jeannette 854 N 12th St
Ulrich Robert P Jr 635 Schylkill
Umbenhauer Henry Umbenhauer Ruth 1115 Franklin St
United Express And Pepsi Cola C/O Penske Logistics Po Box 296 Rte 10 Green Hills
United States Life Po Box 15236
Updegrave Queenie E Updegrave Helen 112 W Spring
Urbina Hernandez Heidy 1042 Amerry St
Uruchina Maria C 523 Mcknight St
Usner Virginia M Estate 1029 Windsor St
Valdez Francisco 2089 Welsh Rd Apt H1
Valdez Francisco 318 N 2nd St
Valdez Miguel 145 West Oley St
Valle Leticia I 1026 Weiser St
Vasquez Martha 1029 N Front St
Velis Ana Maria 106 N 9th St
Vera Maria 828 Chesnut St
Vernet Erika N Vernet Gunnar Hummingbird Hills Apts Apt 201
Villar Luz E 403 Walnut St
Villegas Oscar H 777 4th St Apt 607
Vitillo Engineering Inc 150 D Love Rd
Wade Ruth E 420 Woodward St
Wagner Dorothy Estate 501 Butter Ln
Walk Jeannette R 1110 Green St
Walker Lloyd K 354 Pean
Walter Jeanette C C/O R R Kreitz Esq Po Box 902
Walter Mary 355 Lackawanna St Apt 12
Walters Earl R 1959 Fairview Ave
Wardius Debbie L 108 East 36th St
Weidenhammer Pearl 1341 Muhlenberg
Weissman Ruth C 116 Penn Ave W
Werner Ronald Werner Ruth H 3415 Eisenhower Ave
Whelan Schwartz Funeral Home 444 N 9th St
White Helen R 127 Mulberry St
White Leon V 555 S 11th
Whitehouse & Zintak 641 Mcknight St
Whiteley Cary S 127 Slater Rd
Whitman Robert L 1100 E Wyomissing Blvd Apt 31b
Wieland Leona 208 State
Wildermuth Guy L 107 Parkside Ave Montro
Williams Thomas K Po Box 311
Willman George W 1625 1/2 Moss St
Wilson Lucille M 1040 Penn St Apt 110
Winterhalter Gary 213 Brookline St
Wolf Dale J 544 N 5th St
Wolf Dorothy E Wolf Harry E 1025 Yarrow Ave
Wolfe Dorothy E 1025 Yarrow Ave
Wolfe Michael 70 4 Holly Dr
Wood Sodexho Company Reading Pa 215 N 12th St
Worley Parsons Group 2675 Morgantown Rd 2675 Morgantown Rd
Wrentzel Joann 1064 North Ninth St
Wunderly Raymond M 611 N 1oth St
Yawger Andrew W 17 Foxglove Ln
Yonke Louis L Yonke Jean 1929 Alsace Rd Aptc
Young Shirley B Young John G 46 N 9th St
Yurich Edna 523 Wunder
Zavala−Gonzalez Hermenegildo 311 W Oley St
Reiffton
Deakyne George F Deakyne Amelia V 8 W 34th
Robesonia
Albert Charles Iv 125 South Wayne St
Bauer Esther Furnace Rd
Berlitz Minnie C/O John T Wertz Esq 138 E Penn Ave
Dreibellis Kathryn 203 South Robeson St
Herbert Elva E 65 Evergreen Rd
Oxenreider Elw 105 N Robeson St
Reading Alloys Inc Old William Penn Hwy Po Box 53
Reidler Carl E 41 W Ruth Ave
Schollenberger Scott 104 S Wayne St
Snyder Tracy 315 Texter Mountain Rd
Ulrich Edith M R1
Ulrich Jacob Jr RR 1
Vlrich Jacob Jr Rd 1
South Temple
Adam Majorie C 4333 7th Ave
Shartlesville
Berks Activity Directors Assoc 19 Blue Bird Ln Po Box 504
Shillington
Barstools And Billiards 2233 Lancaster Pike
Beyler Grace H Estate 712 State St
Billman Gary L 1001 Main St
Braun Elizabeth 1705 Liggett Ave Apt B
Bushinski Mary Anne Bushinski Albert J 417 Holland St
Chaudhry Sana M 6 Buckskin Dr
Clark Timothy 236−A S Sterley St
Corbett Heather L 525 E Lancaster Ave
Daughtry Susie J 96 Mohrsville Rd
Davis C L 138 Wilma Ave
De Riemer Denise 123 Merion Ln
Derr Herman 34 S Miller St
Deturk Loretta M Estate 511 Harding Ave
Dupee Suzette 109 Ridge St
Dyce Karen 116 G Colonial Dr
Fisher Melvin L Fisher Ruth E 200 W Lnaster Ave
Florence Link 537 March St
Fox Danielle Checchia Fox Marc J 250 Perry Rd
Gaydos Sheila J 91 Troxel Rd
Gillespie Kevin 412−1 Spgside Dr E
Guers Darlene F Guers Donald W Rd 1
Hess Marie 322 Beverly Ct Apt 1
Hettinger Gary E 20 S Smt Ave Apt 815
Hoke Sandra L Hoke Robert 335 5th St
Hornberger Charles Hornberger
Mary E Springfield Manor 304 Beverly Ct
Horst Craig M 10 Museum Rd
Hummer Tamsey M 511 Apple Ln
Irwin Claire I 315 E Brd St
Johnson Suzanne M 34 Elkins Ave
Joseph Yvrose 103 Colonial Dr Apt B
Keeler Company Inc 318 Hendel St
Keffer Charles 335 Madison
Keyser Miriam G Keyser Harold S 603 State St
Kramarenko Anthony 44 E Brd St
Kreider Heather 318 West Elm St
Lamberger Curt A Msgt Usaf 35 Rim View Ln
Lemmer Ethel Apt B 517 E Lancaster Ave
Levandowskibro Linda L 105c Colonial Dr
Link Harold F 537 March St
Matz Joanne 621 Governor Dr
Peisert Gladys A 101 Tasker Ave Mifflin Park
Schillo Sophie 34 Elkins Ave
Shoemakersville
Somsamayvong Inpong L 412 Lyncrest Rd
Stubblebine C Estate 108 S Waverly St
Swavely Bradley S 237 Elm St
Sweigart Pearl Estate 124 N Sterley St
Tomsho Anna Mae 411 Holland St
Valentin Luis A 1001 Lancaster Ave
Whetstine Edward E 42 Zions Church Rd
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Sinking Spring
Adams Inza M 309 S Sandy Ln
Alcon Research Ltd Facilities 714 Columbia Ave
Alvarez Rene Md Univ Of Pittsburgh Med Ctr 301 25 Fairwood Ave
Bashore Sarah S Estate Sinking Spring Rd 1
Brossman Charles F 37 N Hull St
Claytor James T Jr 118 Morgan Dr
Colacin Luciana 48 Winding Brook Dr
Dean P B110 Gelsinger Rd
Delong Thomas 776 Gouglersville Rd
Eckelman Fred 611 James St
Edris Clair 46 Ralph Ave
Edris Sarah K 46 Ralph Ave
Gary C Commings Reading Collision C 219 Chaple Hill Rd
Heebner Andrew 116 Woodrow Ave
Hess David 630 Vester Pl
Hessinger Marion A Estate 755 Beacon St
Hoffmanh Heather 2803c Wyoming Dr
Keith Lester W Keith Thelma E 301 Stevens Ave
Kelly Dillon W C/O A Potteiger 3009 Grandview Blvd
Krause Elizabeth Krause Alfred W 206 James St
Lower Makefield Quality Med Sv Po Box 2368
Mccloskey George 2944 Linda Ln
Meyer Virginia M 103 Penn Ave
Pixley Harold S Sr Pixley Mattie B 2921 Marcor Dr
Reber Ellen E Box 33a Rd 5
Reber Esther M Reber Ellen E 33 A Rd5
Reppert Troy L 848 Columbia Ave
Rs Racis Auto 5050 West Penn Ave
Ruback Sophie 126 Bradley Ave
Rumer Michael J Rumer Jamie L 602 Martins Rd
Savage Sales Service 116 Woodrow Ave
Schrack Miriam C Est 119 Mull Ave
Schweitzer Richard A 157 Blimline Rd
Sentz Elizabeth C Estate 110 Penn Ave
Sheperak Robert Sheperak Corey 390 Oneida Dr
Shura 2805 Wilson School Ct
Skoraszewski Bertha Box 537b Rd 12
Skoraszewski Bertha S RR 12 Box 537b
Townsend Roberta J 3565 Penn Ave
Warren J Scott 76 Ray Rd
Zielinski Krzysztof 4163 Hill Tr Dr
Stouchsburg
Mcneill Viola B Estate Box 13
Strausstown
Mccauley Frederick I Mccauley Jennifer L Box 78
Mccauley Frederick I Mccauley Kimberly A Box 78
Temple
Adam Jon E 4333 7th Ave
Bender Kim S 823 Hartman Ave
Boyer Anna Estate RR 1
Boyer James F 5008 Leesport Ave
Boyer James Jr Boyer James F 5008 Leesport Ave
Bufty Constance 703 Tuckerton Ave
Buss Florence D Buss Albert 5027 Kutztown Rd
Camilli Concetta R 1016 Elnore Ave
Clive Rosemarie H 24 Miller Ave
Conrad Joanne K Attn Joanne P Kelly 4003 Kutztown Rd
Didonato Darlene 5000 Kutztown Rd 4
Donovan Phyllis 5008 Leesport Ave
Gerhart Violet C Est 4544 Sefranka Rd
Gordon Nancy L 1007 Brinan Ave
Herbert William J 9826 N Fiesta Ave
James Donna M 4410 12th Ave
Lee Christy 4009 Kutztown Rd
Lott Russell M Jr Lott Brian 211a Orchard Apts
Mac & E Inc 5340 Allentown Pike
Navarro Martha 1109 Furnace Rd
Obrien Mabel N Estate RR 1
Reed Jane V 5205 8th Ave
Rex Denise 830 Tuckerton Ave
Schaffer Paulette 504 Las Vegas Dr
Sellari Antonio Estate 4856 8th Ave
Shaffer Raymond H Jr Shaffer Violet M 817 Hartman Ave
Smith Ellen B Estate 4111 6th Ave
Spengler Raymond H Jr Spengler Shirley E 5130 Temple Ave
Toro Hernan 1109 Furnace Rd
Valeriano Florence Estate 901 S Temple Blvd
Topton
Dankel Mamie A 109 E High St
Keiser Paul W Sr 215 Penn St
Luther Crest Retirement Community One South Home Ave
Lutheran Home Apothecary 1 Home Ave
Lutheran Services No One South Home Ave
Meusch Hilda Smith St
Moquin Alexander Moquin Sheila 107 North Main St 2
Sarah Isbrbac Estate Ctr Ave
West Lawn
Fegley Isabelle Fegley Ruth E 2326 Spring St
West Reading
Genito Urinary Assocs Ltd 301 S Seventh Ave
Muallem Nabil S 301 South Seventh Ave Suite 3120
Wernersville
Aura Jose Agostin Tom Masano Auto 3 Lookout Dr
Berkenstock Renae E 861 Brownsville Rd Apt B
Butts Herbert T Grandview Rd
Davenport Charles A Davenport Helga E 218 Winding Way
Depaolo John D 227 Hill Rd
Gonzalez Antonio Gonzalez Nelida 141 Fox Hill Dr
Groff E J 9 Reading Dr
Groff Elvin J C/O E Jean Groff 9 Reading Dr
Guldin George A 141 Werner St
Handwork Frank R Est 1 Reading Dr Apt 367
Hoover Chevrolet 50 E Penn Ave
Lundy Darlene 273 Belle Alto Rd
Manwiller Roy R Est Phoebe Berks Healthcare Ctr 1 Reading Dr
Morgan William 165 Point Rd
Ruppert Elton R F C/O R Stutzman Po Box 300
Ruppert Ray R Rebecca Stutzman Po Box 300
Smith Irma M Po Box 300
Swope Kim 41 Lamms Mill Rd
Whitney Kaci E Po Box 56
West Lawn
Clay Randy W 310 Woodside Ave
Dalenis Anna 2607 Cleveland Ave
Dillon Dorothy Dillon Brooke 2408 W Lincoln
Dixon Grace Estate 2115 Cleveland Ave
Esslinger Jenna C 1201 Whitfield Blvd
Farruggia Elaine H 2607 Cleveland Ave
Faust Erik 2617 Eisenhower Ct
Ferris Anne M 2208 Quarry Dr
Focht Florence Estate 207 Andover Ave Lincoln Park
Franks Fern M 2408 Cleveland Ave
Giannotti Andre 2451 Jefferson Ave
Hanley Mary C 2308 Wassner Dr
Haselsteiner Alois 2270 Reading Blvd
Kieth Lester W 2442 Clevekand
Kieth Thelma E 2442 Clevekand
Landis Joshua W 2221 Lincoln Ave
Malick Sarah E Estate 418 Telford Ave
Mcneil Shannon 1344 Q West Wyomissing Blvd
Moll Robert M 306 Amherst Ave
Pennock Earl E Estate 217 Intervilla Ave
Plank David H PO Box 2564
Reiff Dorice E Reiff Robert S 2128 Highland St
Reiff Family Trust 2128 Highland St
Roncos Pharmacy Inc 3311 Penn Ave
Schenkel Ann E 1446 W Wyomissing Blvd
Spera Joshua 2121 Reading Ave
Taveras Jose 2619 Eisenhower Ct
Tothero Ralph E Tothero Ida E 2146 Garfield
Wernicki Frances S Wernicki Bryon 2401 Garfield Ave
Woodward Sybil R Estate 2304 Lasalle Dr
Yeager Elmer L 2814 Heister Blvd
West Reading
Auchenbach Evaa M 509 Chestnut
Boden Christian 719 Penn Ave Fl 2
Boyadjian Edward 380 Sunset Rd
Cleaver Arlene E Estate 526 Penn Ave
Coddou Ginny 400 Franklin St 305
Corbesero George S 340 S 3rd Ave 6
Davis Margaret V 220 S 4th Ave 52
Drasher Jane D 405 Oak Tr
Haas Irene C 220 Chestnut St
Heist Woodrow W Heist Ray A 445 Penn Ave
Kaleys Korner 101 S 3rd Ave
Mailroom Systems Inc 340 Buttonwood St
Marsh Kimberly 380 Sunset Rd
Miller Rosemarie 404 Spruce St
Moszczienski F A Estate 134 S 6th Ave
Noecker Edna M 509 Chestnut
Paulemont Odnie 409 Carroll St
Reiff Jeffrey D 632 Penn Ave
Seaman Mill Supplies Inc 2nd & Penn Ave
Sell Margaret 319 S 3rd Ave
Sell Margi 319 S Third Ave
Wagner Harry Jr Estate 232 S 3rd Ave
Walls Brian K 738 Franklin St
Womelsdorf
Boyer Annie E RR 1
Burkhardt Nancy S RR 1 Box 203g
Dastra Joan L RR 1265
Feeg Mildred E Feeg Carl R1
Felty Eric M Cust Felty Tiana Marie 1036 Church Rd
Haigh Christine M Haigh David L 251 W High St
Luckenbill Robert D Estate 240 S 5th St
Perrine Lois M 9 Ridge Way
Stauffer Larry W 971 William Penn Blvd
Wilson Norman 134 E High St
Wolmelsdorf Byrnes Lsie Est 240 W High St
Zimmerman Jeffrey Aden 5214 Rte 419
Wyomissing
Accounts Recovery Bureau Inc 555 Van Reed Rd
American Dental Service Attn Donna 1425 Penn Ave
Architas Maria 855 North Park Rd Apt J102
Asset Mortgage 5 Bristol Ct
Baumback Clifford Estate 1536 Dauphin Ave
Bear Elinor C 3105 Pinetree Ln
Beck Christian L Beck Madeleine H C/O The Rev Donald P Beck 855 N Park Rd Apt
L303
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Benson Settlement Company LLC 2 Woodland Rd
Berks Eit Bureau 920 Van Reed Rd
Berks Oral Surgery 1075 Berkshire Blvd Ste 800
Bingaman Hess 2 Meridian Blvd 100
Brackbill Andrew 602 Wyomissing Blvd C/O R M Brackbill Cust
Bready Mary Jane 2914 State Hill Rd Unit D−7
Brumbach Christopher 5 High Rd
Buckman Julia S C/O H Buckman 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt 104
Cma Reading Suite 240 1150 Berkshire Blvd
Combs Doris G Combs Mary K 2217 Cleveland Ave
Davis Leona E 1801 Cambridge Ave B−18
Dietrich Patricia D Po Box 6678
Dojan Colt 1412 Girard Ave
Ehrlich Elizabeth G Ehrlich Leon 1114 Reading Blvd
Ellis Warren PO Box 6693
Evans Helen W Fulton Bank Attn B Althouse 2000 Cambridge Ave
Farinas Heidi L Farinas Marc A 109 Deborah Dr
Flowers Ronald A Flowers Laura J 11 Hillside Rd
Friendly Food Mart 1000 N Park Rd
Giannotti Ninno 77 Wellington Blvd
Glauner Clarence G The Highlands Apt 80 2000 Cambridge Ave
Golden Albert W Jr 2109 Parkview Dr
Grace Elizabeth M Estate 930 Penn Ave
Graces Golden Comb 2412 Lexington Dr
Hails Gary L 636 N Wyomissing Blvd
Harrel Tracy 924 Wayne Ave Pa 19610
Hoehn Rolf J 855 N Park Rd Apt L304
Houck Justin P 904 Ivy Ln
Hull Co Op Bank 1130 Berkshire Blvd
Ingham Russell W Ingham Charlott 855 N Park Rd Apt I 301
Irving Eric J 1913 Andre Ct
J M Winston Radiology Associates Po Box 5829
Juergens George A 6 Avondale Dr
Julia S Buckman Trust C/O H Buckman 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt 104
Kalenian Mark 855 N Park Rd Apt Ee303
Kasko Alexia Kasko Peter 147 Valy Green
Kellington Sean 855 N Park Apt Ee302
Kerper Jane 112 Primrose Ln
Kristen Oreilly And Ap Auto Body In 1904 Van Reed Rd
Krupa Susan M 1913 Lincoln Ave
Lewinski Julius 1114 Reading Blvd
Lewinski Julius Lewinski Ann 1114 Reading Blvd
Loomis Company N 850 Park Rd Benefits Division
Loomis Company Po box 7011 P
Lpc Ag 947 Penn Ave
Main Street Bank 840 Penn Ave
Meholick Anne M 20 Cherrywood Rd
Menzies Allyson T 1716 Alden Ln
Montgomery B 143 Kathleen Ln
Monti Constance 1005 Wyomissing Blvd
Oh Hackett A 1118 Penn Ave
Patel Manish 1620 Ethan Dr
Pcs One Berkshire Sq Shop Cntr Unit 6 1171 Berkshire Blvd
Polinsky John Estate 2914 State Hill Rd Apt D 16
Randazzo Frank J 119 Leisure Ct
Ream Fern E 431 N Wyomissing Blvd
Roland Ann Mary Roland H John 1721 Alden Ln
Salon Dorothy A Cust 189 Hawthorne Ct
Scott Genevieve 1754 Reading Blvd
Seley Jeffrey D G R Management Inc Po Box 6977
Soverign Bank Of New J 1130 Berkshire Blvd 3rd Fl Box 52
St Clair Gary 802 Christopher Dr
Stairiker Francis E 1510 Cleveland Ave
Steichen Marcel Steichen Nicole 855 North Park Rd Apt K204
Sternlieb Jeffrey L 12 Goldfinch Dr
Stewart Abstract Of Berks County 1100 Berkshire Blvd
Strobel Elizabeth A 1612 Concord Rd
Sutherland Victoria A 126 Kathleen Ln
Tangitvet Vorathida 67 Timberline Dr
Tin Gev Nen 128 Kathleen Ln
Travelsafe Insurance 40 Commerce Dr
Trumbore Brandy 20 Cherrywood Rd
Twa Machinst Union Po Box 6158
Watkins Andrea B 12 Goldfinch Dr
Weiser Mary G 2000 Cambridge Ave
Blair County
A
Abadallah George Estate 510 12th St Altoona Pa 16602
Acarli Ipek 306 College Park Dr Altoona Pa 16601
Acker Yvonne 724 Thomas St Roaring Spring Pa 16673
Adelsberger Vivian 340a Locust St Roaring Spg Pa 16673
Affalter Alberta Affalter Melvin 296 Mccutcheon Ln Williamsburg Pa 16693
Alianiello J J Estate 906 2nd Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Allegheny Brain And Spine Surg On Behalf Of Deborah Himes 501 Howard Ave Ste F3
Altoona Pa 16601
Alleman Ronald 628 Sycamore St Altoona Pa 16602
Alto Glass Co Inc Glass Inc Dba Glass Management C 5933 Sixth Ave Altoona Pa
16602
Altoona Health South R 2005 Valy View Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
Always A Party 420 Blair St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
American Heart Association For Ca 501 Howard Ave Bldg D Sui Altoona Pa 16601
Amick Kenton 184 Rural Del Rte East Freedom Pa 16637
Anderson Ashley 2101 West Chestnut Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Andrews & Beard 3366 Lynnwood Dr Po Box 1311 Altoona Pa 16603
Anthony Bartkowiak Blair Medical 432 Windsor Dr Altoona Pa 16601
Appalachia Intemediate Unit 8 Acct Pay Dept 13 4500 6th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Archey Sandy L Valy View Home 301 Valy View Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
B
Baker Alfred 716 S 8th St Altoona Pa 16602
Barnett Earl Po Box 281 Claysburg Pa 16625
Barree Robert 891 26th St Altoona Pa 16601
Basile Maria 1103 58th St Altoona Pa 16601
Bathgate John 900 E Atlantic Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Bathurst Virginia 308 5th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Benton Harry 513 Allegheny St Holidaysburg Pa 16648
Benzel Shaun Cust Rd 1 Maple Hollow Rd Duncansville Pa 16635
Bergey Tamra 2005 N 9th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Bianconi Linda 2506 Beale Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Bickel Debra 231 Bristol Ln Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Bickford Winifred 425 S Market St Apt 302 Martinsburg Pa 16662
Biddle Rebecca 1201 E Pleasant Valy Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
Bishop David 517 Silvery Ln Martinsburg Pa 16662
Black Leonard Po Box 118 Claysburg Pa 16625
Black Robert RR 3 Box 398 Altoona Pa 16601
Blackcrest Farms RR 3 Box 398 Altoona Pa 16601
Blair Country Plastic Surgery Obo Nicholas Brumbaugh 1701 12th Ave Intowne Sq B
Altoona Pa 16601
Blankenship Roberta 2305 Brd Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Borden George 601 Castle Dr Duncansville Pa 16635
Boyd Frances 24 Mansion Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
Boyer Margaret 2017 15th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Boyette Lisa RR 4 Box 638 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Bradley Dennis Bradley Rebecca Apt 202 Spring Manor Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Brandt Mary 112 W 8th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Brandt Suzanne 1112 6th Ave Juaniata Altoona Pa 16602
Brannan Mary C In 2719 Walnut Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Brooks Andrew RR 2 Box 447 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Brown Frederick Brown Beatrice 125 Lexington Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Buck Adelaide Buck Luella 918 1th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Buckreis Francis Mary Ellen Bomeisl 501 Walton Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Buckreis Frank 501 Walton Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Bumgarner Ricke 716 S 8th St Altoona Pa 16602
Burchinal Ruth 3404 Oneida Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Burtnette Roger Estate 203 10th St Altoona Pa 16602
Burtnette Sally Estate 203 10th St Altoona Pa 16602
Burtnette Susan Estate 203 10th St Altoona Pa 16602
Butler Emanuel C Jr Butler Lelia 501 N 10th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
C
Calderwood Marjorie 729 Cedarcrest Dr Duncansville Pa 16635
Campbell Scott 119 Deerfield Ln Bellwood Pa 16617
Caplinger Derek 204 Maple Altoona Pa 16601
Capstick Rebecca Capstick James 1511 12th St Apt 2nd Fl Altoona Pa 16601
Carney Florence 1005 4th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Carothers Vivian 510 28th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Cassidy George 2100 11 Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Chabala Brian Chabala Paul 1521 Allegheny St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Chulyak M Lucille Est 1407 E Walton Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Claar Frances 506 1/2 30th St Altoona Pa 16602
Claar Homer 506 1 2 30th St Altoona Pa 16602
Claar Laura E Estate Rr 1 East Freedom Pa 16637
Clewell Sharon 2233 Walton Ave Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Confer Raphael Confer Joan 1312 3rd Ave Duncansville Pa 16635
Conte Holiva Estate Rr 1 Altoona Pa 16601
Cooney Theresa Cooney Ronald Rd 1 Box 481 Altoona Pa 16601
Copper Beach 301 Penn St Suite 106 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Costello Angeline Green Ave Towers Apt 301 Altoona Pa
Courtesy Ford 401 Pleasant Valy Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
Cowher James Po Box 127 Duncansville Pa 16635
Croft Della 1506 12th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Croft Terence 241 Willowbrook Vlg Lot 1023 Duncansville Pa 16635
Cronauer Lisa 602 Penndale Ln Duncansville Pa 16635
Cross Clara 1112 3rd Ave Altoona Pa Altoona Pa 16602
Cruise Richard 1327 3rd Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Cupples James 1541 1/2 Logan Ave Altoona Pa 16602
D
Dan Parsons Used Cars Dba Danny L Parsons R D 4 Box 39a Tyrone Pa 16686
Daus Michael Daus Marie Rd 2 Hollidayburg Pa 16648
Davis Dorothy Davis Donald 3929 Burgoon Rd Altoona Pa 16602
Davis Rita Estate 330 4th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Davison Madelein Rd 1 Juniata Gap Altoona Pa 16601
Deerbrook Insurance Co A/S/O Vu Van Pham 4 Sheraton Dr Altoona Pa 16601
Deyo Elizabeth Estate 610 Clark St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Diethrich Sara Box 207 Mounted Rte Roaring Spring Pa 16673
Diethrich Sharon Po Box 207 Mounted Rte Roaring Spring Pa 16673
Dively Helen Po Box 307 East Freedom Pa 16637
Dobbie Linda RR 2 36 Tyrone Pa 16686
Dodson Anna Dodson Gary 532 Main Bellwood Pa 16617
Dodson Genevieve Estate 213 E 4th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Doran Edward Rd 1 Juniata Gap Altoona Pa 16601
Dougherty John A Sr Dougherty John 319 Lexington Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Douglas Harriett Douglas George 1202 Jaggard St Altoona Pa 16602
Douglas Harriet 1202 Jaggard St Altoona Pa 16602
Dr Michael C Saltzburg Olde Farm Office Ctr Suite G09 Rte 22 Wye Switches
Duncansville Pa 16635
Dubensky Nancy 318 Bell Ave Altoona Pa 16602
E
Eckenrode Linda 615 10th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Edmiston Leland RR 1 Box 220a Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Edwin Gill 508 Fourth St Tyrone Pa 16686
Eger Construction Dba Dennis L Eger Po Box 683 Duncansville Pa 16635
Eicher Lillian 321 Pine Ave Altoona Pa Altoona Pa 16601
Elder R RR 770 Box Altoona Pa 16601
Elliott Luann Po Box 188 Roaring Spg Pa 16673
Emery Eleanor Emery Ira 804 W 15th Tyrone Pa 16686
English Jane 2902 3rd Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Enninger Gerald 3936 Maple Ave Altoona Pa 16602
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Estep Alfred 500 South Front St Bellwood Pa 16617
Everts Katharine R Estate 2906 Maple Ave Altoona Pa 16601
F
Fagans Clara E Estate 805 4th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Fall Michael Fall Gloria 14 Frankstown Rd Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Farrell Donald Farrell Hilda Rd 2 Box 131b Altoona Pa 16601
Fayson Susan 423 Front St Holidaysburg Pa 16648
Feathers Ronald W Jr RR 1 Box 638g Claysburg Pa 16625
Ferguson Leroy Ferguson Anna 1004 1st Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Finochio Patrick Po Box 828 Altoona Pa 16603
Fiore Buick Inc 808 Logan Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
Flarkey Barbara Flarkey John Sr Rd 2 Box 52 Altoona Pa 16601
Flarkey Barbara Flarkey John Rd 2 Box 52 Altoona Pa 16601
Fleming Viola 516 Allegheny St Ste 2 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Fochler Mary 2614 4th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Forbes Margaret C/O Ley View Home Po Box 1229 Altoona Pa 16603
Fortney Margaret Po Box 273 Bellwood Pa 16617
Foster Sue 629 Harvard Ln Altoona Pa 16602
Frantz James 1521 Ninth St Altoona Pa 16601
Franz Adolph Line Bellwood Pa 16617
Freedom Township Po Box 156 Municipal St East Freedom Pa 16637
Frishkorn Edward 1600 2nd Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Frost Mildred 208 Donna St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
G
Gagnon Eva M Estate 1620 3rd Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Gainvors Florence Est 1317 6th Ave Unit 21 Altoona Pa 16602
Gallagher Lynnette S 615 N 13th St Duncansville Pa 16635
Garber Elmer Autumn Estate Personal Care Home Rd 1 Box 605 Hollidaysburg Pa
16648
Gates Dolores 1600 8th Ave Apt 61 Blair Towers Altoona Pa 16602
Gault James Jr RR 2 Box 207 Tyrone Pa 16686
Gedmark Elizabeth Gedmark Herbert 5318 4th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Geissinger Glenn 1215 Hamilton Ave Tyrone Pa 16686
Gerringer Arletta 529 Golden Ln Martinsburg Pa 16662
Gillaspie Lillian 2405 3rd St Altoona Pa 16601
Git Fresh 1824 Union Ave 2 Altoona Pa 16601
Goff Violet 1809 5th St Altoona Pa 16601
Gority Walter Gority 3324 Brd Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Gray Danny C/O Nola J Gray 115 6th Altoona Pa
Gray John D 1112 6th Ave Juniata Altoona Pa 16602
Gre Charles 904 21st Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Greaser Frances 214 Bedford St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Grebe Winifred Estate 897 27th St Altoona Pa 16601
Greco Sylvia Greco Robert 209 14st Altoona Pa 16602
Green Lucille Rd 3 Box 524 Altoona Pa 16601
Green Robert R Jr 1814 12th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Greene Michael Greene Dawn 1407 Logan Ave Tyrone Pa 16686
Grimes Lance 214 26th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Grove Rosemary Est 624 Morningside Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Gugliotta Concetta Estate 205 15th St Altoona Pa 16602
H
Hall Steven 301 Valy View Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
Hammond Marie Rd 2 Box 623 Lot 74 Altoona Pa 16601
Harkless Debiase Construction Inc Po Box 552 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Harpster Robert 430 S Market St Apt 333 Martinsburg Pa 16662
Harris Eleanor In 170 Red Fox Dr 406 Duncansville Pa 16635
Harshberger Dorothy Harshberger William 710 S 22nd St Altoona Pa 16602
Hecker Robert Po Box 364 Duncansville Pa 16635
Hefferman Carrie 732 4th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Henck Anthony Henck Imogene 200 Hudson Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Henninger Joseph Est RR 1 Box 740 Altoona Pa 16601
Henry Richard 1201 Walton Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Hertz Rent A Car Po Box 1670 Altoona Pa 16601
Hippo Donald Hippo William RR 1 Altoona Pa 16601
Hite Pauline Hite Victor 1326 16th St Altoona Pa 16601
Hite Pauline Hite Victor 1324 Washington Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Hoffman Edna Hoffman George 417 W 1st St Williamsburg Pa 16693
Hollidaysburg Builders & Supply Inc 821 Walnut St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Home Nursing Agency Cust Attn A Foust 1216 Pleasant Valy Blvd Ste E Altoona Pa
16602
Hoover D M Po Box 1613 Altoona Pa 16603
Hoover Mildred 410 Spruce Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Hoover Teresa 232 Martz Rd Duncansville Pa 16635
Hopkins Anna Po Box 127 Duncansville Pa 16635
Hosterman Rodney Hosterman Susan 2729 S 10th Av Rear Altoona Pa 16601
Howard Charles 610 23rd St Altoona Pa 16602
Hunter Lee 3205 Huntingdon Furnace Rd Tyrone Pa 16686
Hyssong Margarey 810 23rd St Altoona Pa 16602
I
Ickes Chi Martha Ickes Martha 4805 Oak Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Irwin Marjorie Irwin Ray 516 26th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
J
J G Neighborhood T 2019 11th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Jacobs Helen Jacobs William 844 24th St Altoona Pa 16601
Johnson Elmer Johnson Joyce 519 24th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Johnson Charles 1106 Spruce St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Johnson Reed Po Box 16 Tipton Pa 16684
Johnston James Po Box 1363 Altoona Pa 16603
Johnston Richard A Jr RR 1 Box 217 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Jones John 114 Alleghany St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
K
Kaczor Frances 2016 19th St Altoona Pa 16601
Kamala Jerusa Kokuhumbya Dr 501 Howard Ave Suite E3 Altoona Pa 16601
Keirn William 326 E Pleasant Valy Blv Altoona Pa 16602
Ken M 1201 E Pleasant Valy Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
Kendrick Kathryn 925 S Lincoln Ave Apt 219 Tyrone Pa 16686
Keystone Clinical Solutions Inc Attn S Thaler 3900 Industrial Park Dr Su Altoona Pa
16602
Kline Garrett 904 5th Ave Apt 3 Altoona Pa 16602
Klingner Adolph Hollidaysburg Manor Clover Dr Apt 98 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Kopp Drug Roaring Spring Store 418 94 June Dr Roaring Spring Pa 16673
Kumar Sunir Chanda Kumar Sunir Po Box 328 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
L
La Mantia Domenick Po Box 2069 Altoona Pa Altoona Pa 16603
Lafferty Elizabeth Lafferty Bernard RR 6 Box 362 Altoona Pa 16601
Lear David Lear Wf RR 2 Box 24 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Lee Dennis 123 Bedford St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Lepore Edith RR 2 Box 623 Lot 80 Altoona Pa 16601
Lepore Jeanne 1324 8th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Lettieri Michael Lettieri Mary 605 E Walton Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Lettieri Mary 605 E Walton Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Lingenfelter Mark RR 2 Box 539 Martinsburg Pa 16662
Little John C/O Womens Care Partners 2613 8th Ave Suite 1b Altoona Pa 16602
Long Grace M Estate 100 Houndstooth Way Apt 100 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Loop H M 541 5 Ave Lakemont Altoona Pa 16602
Lucci Maxine 3004 3rd Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Lycoming Auto Trust 904 5th Ave Apt 3 Altoona Pa 16602
Lysa Knowles 21 East 3rd Ave Altoona Pa 16602
M
M & T 1103 58th St Altoona Pa 16601
Mai Cam Duong 1129 Edgewood Dr Duncansville Pa 16635
Maidl John 1406 Walton Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Makarilas Anthony 2716 Oak St Altoona Pa 16601
Mallon Joseph J RR1 Box 334 Kettle Rd Tyrone Pa 16686
Mark Helsel Dba 1010 22nd St Ste 1a Altoona Pa 16601
Marlett William H RR 4 Box 35 Tyrone Pa 16686
Marshall Sarah Marshall James 5 S Montgomery St 2nd F Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Marshall Kim Sarah Marshall Rd 1 Box 54 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Marshall Sarah Rd 1 Box 54 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Martin III Merrill A Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Mattern Ebbie 1001 8th Ave Apt 7 Altoona Pa 16601
Mauch Elizabeth M Estate 718 N 7th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Maul Jean 2503 Chestnut Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Mccale H F C/O H F Walk Po Box 2187 Altoona Pa 16603
Mcclellan Charles 1014 4 Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Mccloskey Blanche Mccloskey Harry Mounted Rte 7 Bellwood Pa 16617
Mcconnell William Mcconnell Audrea 1204 20th St Altoona Pa 16601
Mccune Josephine Mccune Wayne 722 4th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Mcginnis Joseph Mcginnis Alan C 417 Wharton Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Mcgough J Executive House Suite 211 615 Howard Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Mckowen Inez Box 889 1214 11th Ave Altoona Pa 16603
Mckowen John Box 889 1214 11 Altoona Pa 16603
Mcmaster Donald Rd 4 Box 31 Altoona Pa 16601
Mcmasters Charlott Rd 4 Box 31 Altoona Pa 16601
Mcnaul William Mcnaul Cleo W 1007 Bald Eagle Ave Tyrone Pa 16686
Means Ralph Means Helen 3524 5th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Means Robert Means Helen 3524 5th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Meck Myrtle 6 Mill Run Rd Altoona Pa 16601
Mielnik John J Sr RR 4 Box 644 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Miles Bollinger Box 471 Bedford St Claysburg Pa 16625
Miller Caroline Miller Donald 710 Grant Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Miller D Gordon 618 E 6th St Bellwood Pa 16617
Miller Grace E Est 431 Roosevelt Blvd Butler Pa 16601
Miller Valvalee 1202 Jaggard St Altoona Pa 16602
Mills Vanessa 2215 Brd Ave Apt 2 Altoona Pa 16601
Mills William Estate 316 5th St Altoona Pa 16602
Mitchell Robert Rd 1 East Pa 16637
Mitchell Robert E Rd 1 East Freedom Pa 16637
Mock Charles 978 Allegheny St Altoona Pa 16601
Moore Mary 1550 Logan Ave Tyrone Pa 16686
Morrison Cathleen 815 N 4th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Morrison Kenneth E Est 1227 3rd Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Mort Irma L Est 2719 Fairway Dr Apt 1a Altoona Pa 16602
Mountain Angelina 200 E 5th Ave, 1st Fl Altoona Pa 16602
Mowery Alberta 3500 Walnut Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Moyer George Moyer Phyllis 600 5th Ave Juniaca Altoona Pa 16602
Mroz Stani 1103 8th Ave Apt 5 Altoona Pa 16602
Mueller Wanda 111 Fayetown Ln Williamsburg Pa 16693
Muffiewitt Kathleen 400 27th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Mulligan Loretta 128 Logan Blvd Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Myers Ashley RR 7 Box 936 Altoona Pa 16601
Myers Ruth P B 475 Rt 3 Tyrone Pa Tyrone Pa 16686
N
Nearhoof Jerry 1015 Meadow St Altoona Pa
Neff Norman Children Of 301 Valy View Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
Nevling Ralph G Sr Nevling Ralph 2016 5th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
New Pig Corporation One Pork Ave Tipton Pa 16684
Nguyen Han Ngoc Thi 1129 Edgewood Dr Duncansville Pa 16635
Nichole A Abdulla And Kos Body Shop 2414 Brd View Altoona Pa 16601
Noll Harry Y Estate 310 Walton Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Nye Iris L RR3 Box 535b Tyrone Pa 16686
O
Oconnor Betty Executive House Suite 211 615 Howard Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Omni Home Health Tyrone Phd 1002 Logan Ave Tyrone Pa 16686
Oren Radmi 811 Mattern Orchard Dr Apt 1−A Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Ortiz Carlos 109 Bonnie Ln Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Oswald Charles Rd 3 Box 524 Altoona Pa 16601
Oswald Rebecca In 2528 Beale Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Oswalt Deborah 115 N 10th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Oswalt Jennie C/O J M Oswalt 111 6th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Ottaway Carol 212 Quince Ct Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Ou Min Y 2431 7th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
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P
Pacifico Anthony Pacifico Robert 1005 S Carlisle Ln Altoona Pa 16602
Parris Carrie 717 58th St Altoona Pa 16601
Partner Elsie 500 South Front St Bellwood Pa 16617
Patricia Wampleparsons RR1 Westwind Village 14 Ellwood City Pa 16617
Paul Bromall 1101 5th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Paul Frederick RR 2 Altoona Pa 16601
Paulino Ronny 208 Spruce Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Pazmino Roy 5 Ingram Rd Tyrone Pa 16686
Pearson Caroline St Leonard’s Personal Care Home 601 N Montgomery St Hol-
lidaysburg Pa 16648
Pencinger Anthony Pencinger David 1218 17th Ave Altoona Pa
Pentland Lillian 409 Eveningtide Ave Apt 212 Altoona Pa 16602
Pepsi Cola Bottling Corp Trust Of Rr 7 Box 620 Altoona Pa 16601
Pfister Robin Pfister Brian 807 George Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Picture People 100 Logan Valy Mall Altoona Pa 16602
Pierce C E 2709 Fairway Dr Altoona Pa Altoona Pa 16602
Pierce Samuel 300 Spruce Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Pine Bertha Pine Richard 1673 Notre Dame Rd Altoona Pa 16602
Porta Kathleen Porta Kathleen 106 Wall St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Presbyterian Hospital 105 Nason Dr Roaring Spring Pa 16673
Q
Quality Inn 2915 Pleasant Valy Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
R
Ramada Inn Altoona One Sheraton Dr Altoona Pa 16601
Ratowsky Ryzella Ratowsky Fred 1909 Washington Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Reeder Beatrice 2223 Brd Ave Apt 4 Altoona Pa 16601
Rhodes James Jr RR2 Box 583 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Robert R Haney Inc 821 Walnut St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Roberts Mckenzie 918 Walnut St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Robinson Philip 416 Rivers Edge Williamsburg Pa 16693
Robison William Rd 1 Box 272 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Robuck Frank 2019 Logan Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Rodgers Bonnie 112 W 8th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Root Kathryn Root James 1105 Logan Ave Tyrone Pa 16686
Rosser Hazel 615 10th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Roush Martha In Rd 1 Williamsburg Pa 16693
Rouzer Phillip Estate 205 10th St Altoona Pa 16602
Rubeson Helen 613 Spruce St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Rubin Emily Estate 6 Laughlin Cir Altoona Pa 16602
Russell William Russell Lavonus 2413 7th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
S
Salmond James 6 Waverly Dr Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Saupp Homer 318 Bell Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Scheaffer John 2615 9th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Schreck Mary 2010 3rd Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Schroeder William 1895 Bellemeade Dr Altoona Pa 16602
Schroth Phyllis 841 Waterloo Rd Altoona Pa 16601
Seese Wayne Allen Po Box 250 Roaring Spring Pa 16673
Segada Jordan 181 Kings Hwy Altoona Pa 16601
Sellers Harvey 517 Juniati St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Shaal David Shaal Mary 1008 3rd Ave Juniata Altoona Pa 16602
Shaal Ethel Green Ave Towers Apt 301 Altoona Pa
Shaw Ronald P Estate 1307 19th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Sheckler Robert Po Box 147 Tyrone Pa 16686
Sheetz Distribution Services RR 1 Box 587 Accts Pay Claysburg Pa 16625
Sheetz Inc 5700 6th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Shelous Herbert 2007 13th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Shelow William Shelow Ruth 3507 6th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Shoe Show 2770 Plank Rd Commons Altoona Pa 16602
Shope Virgi 1010 12th St Apt 513 Altoona Pa 16601
Showalter Richard 206 1st Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Sifrit Erika 301 6th St Duncansville Pa 16635
Simpson Juanita Simpson Harold 331 E Grant Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Sissler Hilda 2040 E Pleasant Valy Blvd Apt 121 Altoona Pa 16602
Slippey Genevieve 131 Bedford St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Small Caroline 1101 5th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Smith Ana RD1 Box 70 Tyrone Pa 16686
Smith Doris 105 Nason Dr Roaring Springs Pa 16673
Smith Florence 2712 Beale Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Snare Stehanie 1600 8th Ave Apt 61 Blair Towers Altoona Pa 16602
Solis George 905 A East Caroline Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Spell Irene 331 22nd Ave Apt 209 Altoona Pa 16601
Spring Mount Cemetery Assn 3205 Huntingdon Furnace Rd Tyrone Pa 16686
Spring Mount Church Of The Brethren 3205 Huntingdon Furnace Rd Tyrone Pa 16686
Stacey Mary 204 Bell Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Stewart Robert Mrs Stewart Robert 526 Fifth St Tyrone Pa 16686
Stewart Betty 1316 Riverside Ave Tyrone Pa 16686
Stewart David 204 1/2 Blair St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Stewart Stacy 505 N 9th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Stouch Frances Stouch John 1025 2 Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Subi Inc 4071 Raystown Rd Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Swartz E Virginia 1903 E Pleasant Valy Blvd Altoona Pa Altoona Pa 16602
Swinger Shirley 308 5th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Szumusiak Edward 4015 3 Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Szymusiak Francis 4015 3 Ave Altoona Pa 16602
T
Taddei Kristen 112 Sunrise Ct Altoona Pa 16601
Tate Dorothy Tate John 1423 4th Ave Duncansville Pa 16635
Taylor Minnie Warner’s Personal Care Home 1100 14th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Taylor Robert Po Box 291 Tipton Pa Tipton Pa 16684
Thompson Edna 704 N 5th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Thomson Dolores 45 Horseshoe Dr Altoona Pa 16601
Tilghman Cristy 2120 5th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Tina Stiffler 312 Willow Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Toffy Robert 407 Country Club Ter Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Trexler Carl 2101 12th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Trexler Todd 922 N 5th St Bellwood Pa 16617
Tri State Janitorial Inc Po Box 527 Claysburg Pa 16625
Twyford Ann 2101 12th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Tyrone Medical Associates 225 Hospital Dr Tyrone Pa 16686
U
University Orthopedics Center 1505 Ninth Ave Altoona Pa 16602
V
Valko Arthur 616 1st Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Vandrew Margaret 2705 Fairway Dr Altoona Pa 16602
Vaughn Donald 2705 Fairway Dr Altoona Pa 16602
Video Warehouse 1600 9th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Vipond Richard 623 Pleasant Val Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
W
Wadlinger Ethel 647 Hillsideview Dr Duncansville Pa 16635
Walk Henry W Jr RD Box 11 Altoona Pa 16601
Ward Trucking Corp Po Box 1553 Altoona Pa 16603
Waters Kimberly RR 3 Box 157 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Watson Madelyn E Warners Pcbh 1100 14th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Weamer Lynn 45 Horseshoe Dr Altoona Pa 16601
Weber Winifred 3934 5th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Webster Jack C/O Nillian Williamsburg Pa 16693
Weigand Mary Weigand Paul 1427 Pl V Blvd Altoona Pa 16602
Wendle Gerald T Jr 325 Park Place Juniata Altoona Pa 16601
Westphal Cecelia 132 Cross Keys Vlg Duncansville Pa 16635
Whelshans Jack 2411 Fourth Ave Altoona Pa 16602
White Catherine White Sydney Rae 804 1st Ave Altoona Pa 16602
White Madison Layne White Catherine 804 1st Ave Altoona Pa 16602
White Margery 2017 15th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Wilbur Elizabeth Wilbur Robert Outlook Pointe 170 Red Fox Dr Duncansville Pa
16635
Wilkins Helen M 2712 Beale Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Williams Donald Williams Clyde 1404 Spruce St Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Wilson Justin R 1010 Spruce St Apt 205 Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Wilt Francis Wilt Edna 1313 13th St Altoona Pa 16601
Wilt Francis Wilt Edna 2019 8th Ave Altoona Pa 16602
Wilt Ann Rd 1 East Pa 16637
Wilt Annabel Rd 1 East Freedom Pa 16637
Wolfe John J 722 N 6th Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Woomer Matthew B 1111 Washington Ave Tyrone Pa 16686
Worrell John Estate 625 Rutgers Ln Altoona Pa 16602
Wydock Joseph G Jr 1001 Eighth Ave Fl 3 Altoona Pa 16602
Y
Yohn Sharon Yohn Paul C/O P I Yohn Po Box 951 Altoona Pa 16603
Yothers Marguerite M 402 Maple Ave Bellwood Pa 16617
Z
Zimmerman Louiseb Estate RR 1 Roaring Spring Pa 16673
ZZZ Dicks Homecare 413 Pine Ave Altoona Pa 16601
Bradford County
A
Allen Donald Allen Susie Rd 3 Wyalusing Pa 18853
Allen Phillip F RR 4 Box 383 Canton Pa 17724
Ayres William Ayres Joanne 408 Seneca St Sayre Pa 18840
Ayres Lanier Rd 1 Box 500 Canton Pa 17724
B
Baker Casey Rd 2 Box 94 Wysox Pa 18854
Barrouk Angelline RD 1 Box 234 Troy Pa 16947
Barton Ella 307 Chemung St Sayre Pa 18840
Benditt Kevin RR 1 Box 279a2 Monroeton Pa 18832
Benish Bruce Po Box 148 Athens Pa 18810
Benjamin Joseph D Cust RR 1 189a Towanda Pa 18848
Bob Tim 219 Star Rd Athens Pa 18840
Boyle Francis J Po Box 12 Milan Pa 18831
Bracken Bruce RR 5 Box 5074 Towanda Pa 18848
Bradford Co Children & Youth Servic 220 Main St Towanda Pa 18848
Bramhall Elizabeth RR 1 Box 57 Wyalusing Pa 18853
Brenner Leitha RR 1 Box 11 Monroeton Pa 18832
Burke William Burke Hattie By11 Elmira St Sayre Pa 18840
Burnett Millicent 16010 Berwick Pike Gillett Pa 16925
C
Calver Diane 101 N Higgins Ave Sayre Pa 18840
Camp Jessie Estate 102 Hospital Pl Sayre Pa 18840
Canton Pennsylvania Lodge No 415 F & A M 102 E Main St Canton Pa 17724
Canton Pennsylvania Lodge No 415 F & A M Attn G P Brown 102 E Main St Canton
Pa 17724
Carey Kenneth S RR2 Box 69 Canton Pa 17724
Carolina Wholesale Furniture PO Box 53 East Smithfield Pa 18817
Carpenter Janice 2081 Elmira St Sayre Pa 18840
Cerio Christine Est 16 South St Sayre Pa 18840
Clinic Pharmacy 7 Colonial Dr Towanda Pa 18848
Cochi Mary 117 South Keystone Ave Sayre Pa 18840
Colavito Victor RR 5 Box 5445 Lot 21 Towanda Pa 18848
Cole John G Jr 12 Simpatico Ln Towanda Pa 18848
Conner Cathy J RR 2 Box 221d New Albany Pa 18833
Cook Amy RR 2 Box 85 B Wysox Pa 18854
Copy Source Inc 0 514 Main St Towanda Pa 18848
Croft Ford Inc 205 S Main St Athens Pa 18810
D
Daniels Dennis 111 Paine St Athens Pa 18810
Davidson Katherine RR 2 Box 90 Ulster Pa 18850
Dc Technologies 27 Troy St Canton Pa 17724
Decker Emil 106 Hopkins St Athens Pa 18810
Decker Sally L Estate RR 1 Sugar Run Pa 18846
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Dittert Violet Dittert James Rc 2 PO Box 347 Troy Pa 16947
Duart Jeanne 315 Canton St Troy Pa 16947
E
Elinski John C Estate 101 S East St Sayre Pa 18840
Elliott Pearl Elliott Ray 501 Desmond Sayre Pa 18840
Elliott Mary RR2 Box 326 Troy Pa 16947
Elliott Robert CO Marguerite M Fullmer RR2 Box 125a Wyalusing Pa 18853
Ennis Charma 502 Church St Apt 208 Athens Pa 18810
Evans Daniel RR 1 Box 29b Granville Summit Pa 16926
F
Farr Ann R 614 Stevenson St Sayre Pa 18840
Feiock Timothy S RR 1 Box 5972 Canton Pa 17724
Felicita John 900 N Elmer Ave 308 Sayre Pa 18840
Fitzwater William Fitzwater Anna RR 1 Canton Pa 17724
Fletcher Arlene RR3 Box 349 Gillette Pa 16925
Freeman Betty Rd 3 Box 315 Gillette Pa 16925
Fujllmer Marguerite RR2 Box 125a Wyalusing Pa 18853
G
Gerould Glenn 3551 Berwick Tnpk Columbia Cross R Pa 16914
Gordon Randy RR 3 Box 77 Gillett Pa 16925
Graczyk Martha Graczyk John Po Box 330 Wysox Pa 18854
Graczyk John Po Box 330 Wysox Pa 18854
Griffin Elaine Chestnut Hill Apts Rr 3 Box 6a Towanda Pa 18848
Guthrie Clinic Guthrie Otorhinolary 1 Guthrie Sq Sayre Pa 18840
Guthrie Clinic Ltd One Guthrie Sq Sayre Pa 18840
Guthrie Healthcare System 257 N Elmira St Sayre Pa 18840
H
Haag Barbara B RR 4 Box 4329−A24 Wyalusing Pa 18853
Hakes Ashley 201 West Pine St Athens Pa 18810
Harer Debbie 2612 Sylvania Rd Troy Pa 16947
Harkness Arthur 235 Canton St Troy Pa 16947
Harris William 220 Main St Towanda Pa 18848
Heath Carmeta Heath Gerald Po Box 153 New Albany Pa 18833
Heiber Florence Est RR 4 Box 9 Towanda Pa 18848
Herrick Phyllis Herrick Harold 113 Pleasant Sayre Pa 18840
Hoagland Elizabeth 305 1/2 Desmond St Sayre Pa 18840
I
Imler Randy RR 1 Box 805 Autumn Estate Hldysbrg Pa 18848
J
Jaja Stanford Jaja Evelyn 303 Roosevelt St Sayre Pa 18840
Janiak Barbara 2081 Elmira St Sayre Pa 18840
Jones David RD 2 Ulster Pa 18850
K
Kissel Marguerite Estate Rd Camptown Wyalusing Pa 18853
Knapp Marion Rd 2 Canton Pa 17724
Kurek Ann 438 RR 5 Stevensville Pa 18845
Kurek Walter 438 Rfd 5 Stevensville Pa 18845
L
Lewis Lorraine RR3 Box 3000 C Rome Pa 18837
Luddy Isabelle E Estate Rd 1 Columbia Cross Roads Pa 16914
M
Machmer Ronald Machmer Cheryl E Rd 2 Canton Pa 17724
Madden Margaret 109 Elizabeth St Towanda Pa 18848
Mandeville Linda 102 N Wilbur Ave Sayre Pa 18840
Marshall Grace 128 Paine St Apt 8 Athens Pa 18810
Mastellar Barbara RR 1 Box 83a Ulster Pa 18850
May Claude RR 1 Box 1008 Canton Pa 17724
Mccarthy Betty M RR 3 Box 32 Gillett Pa 16925
Mcfall Mart L Sr Rr3 Box 7092 Canton Pa 17724
Mchenry R John Po Box 765 Wyalusing Pa 18853
Mcneal William RR 3 Box 3705 Rome Pa 18837
Merrick Constance 165 Chestnut St Troy Pa 16947
Merrick Jeffery 37 W Union St Apt 301 Canton Pa 17724
Miller Ruth 117 Bensley St Sayre Pa 18840
Millers Phcy 137 Main St Wyalusing Pa 18853
Molski Norbert J Jr Molski Norbert J Sr Rd 2 Wyalusing Pa 18853
Morgan Roland 102 E Main St Canton Pa 17724
Mowery Timothy Lee 425 Main St South 3 Towanda Pa 18848
N
Nicolono Alexander Nicolono Nick 74th Bomb Sodn Albrook Field Pa
Nick Reese Mary G 613 Franklin Standing PA
Nothstein Clarence Nothstein Pauline 103 Spruce Athens Pa 18810
O
Ostroski Edward M RR 2 Box 413a Athens Pa 18810
Otis Janice Otis Larry RD 1 Box 73 Wyalusing Pa 18853
Otoole Jeanne RR 2 Box 251a Wyalusing Pa 18846
P
Palmer Robert 16925 Hierba Dr Apt 438 Gillett Pa 16925
Patton Vicki E RR 2 Athens Pa 18810
Pelton Donald RR 1bx 242 Monroeton Pa 18832
Polzella David 1416 3rd St Powanda Pa 18848
Powell Mildred 106 S Elmira St Athens Pa 18810
Putman Lester RR 3 Troy Pa 16947
Putnam Lester Elmira St Troy Pa 16947
R
Rakowski Steven 511 4th St Towanda Pa 18848
Redmond Beverly Box 242 Sayre Pa 18840
Reissenweber Bertha RR 5 Box 5509 Towanda Pa 18848
Reynard Dora Reynard Lee 68 West Union Canton Pa 17724
Richard Epley Estate 509 William St Towanda Pa 18848
Richtmire Bonnie RR 3 Box 55 Gillett Pa 16925
Rinebold P M Estate 230 Maple St Athens Pa 18810
Roberts Leon W Jr 2612 Sylvania Rd Troy Pa 16947
Robinson Gordon 12290 Sheshequin Rd Athens Pa 18810
Robs Body Shop RD 1 Box 234 Troy Pa 16947
Rockwell Mildred 4907 Vetter Rd Sayre Pa 18840
S
Schneider Ann 109 Elizabeth St Towanda Pa 18848
Scott Samuel M Jr 206 Lincoln St Sayre Pa 18840
Senatore John Rd 2 Box 332 Rome Pa 18837
Shepherd Anna 620 Rowland Canton Pa
Sill Bruce Rd 2 Box 175 Towanda Pa 18848
Smith Jeffrey Smith Ann RR 2 Box 3118 Monroeton Pa 18832
Smith James Rd 4 Towanda Pa 18848
Smith Martin 122 Chestnut St Sayre Pa 18840
Sotelo Sergo Pacheco Hc 34 Box 68 Le Raysville Pa 18829
Stansfield Ronald D Est 407 S Main St Athens Pa 18810
Stetz Nancy Burton Po Box 373 Sayre Pa 18840
T
Teeter Chad D 311 Pine St Towanda Pa 18848
Thrasher Louise Canton Ave Monroeton Pa 18832
Towanda Area Music Booster Clb RR 1 Box 122b Towanda Pa 18848
Treibley Michael 12 York Ave Third Floor Towanda Pa 18848
Tsouvelekakis Demetrios 26 Spetson St Athens Pa 18810
V
Valley Stockyards Inc Rt 199 Box 231 Athens Pa 18810
Vandevelde Lawrence RR 4 Box 4289 Wyalusing Pa 18853
Ventura Ayuzo Madaleno North Elmira St 242a Sayre Pa 18840
W
Walburn Joseph 105 E Main St Troy Pa 16945
Watkins Marshall M Rd 2 Box 29 A Columbia Cross R Pa 16914
Westbrook Thomas L Estate 616 HiLLCrest Dr Towanda Pa 18848
White Regina RR 2 Box 95b Towanda Pa 18848
Wren Marguerite Wren Kenneth Po Box 455 Wyalusing Pa 18853
Wright Tracy RR 1 Box 5436 Canton Pa 17724
Z
Zimmer Dulcy Po Box 460 North Evans Rd Athens Pa 18810
Bucks County - Bucks County Courier Times
Andalusia, Pa 19020
Dove William Alexis 867 Kings Ln
Eveland Benjamin A 972 Bristol Pike
Freas Evelyn M Estate 1173 Ellwood Ave
Hartman Ethel M Estate 217 Walnut Ave
Hough Shirley M Hough Jack PSalem Harbor 539b 2 Beaconsct
Lorimer Charles R Lorimer Dorothy E Richardson Ave
Penza Juanita 506 Bells Ct
Bensalem, Pa 19020
Abelove Melvin 3220 Tillman Dr Ste 400
Absecon Emergency Service Po Box 1702
Adedokun Babatunde J 2900 Knights Rd F22
Adelman Fred H 1175 Elberta Ave
Ahluwalia Ajay K 136 Beech Ct
Ai Network Corp 1332 St Rd
Ajiri Gladys 2467 Croydon Ct
Alan Saltzman 5123 Cadagan Ct
All Boro Property 1428 Ford Rd
Anderson Anna J 1900 Byberry Rd Apt 202
Andorn Timothy W Andorn Nancy L 6708 Mayflower Dr
Angle Building Restoration Inc 2845 Bristol Pike
Archibald Candy Corporation 1694 Winchester Rd
Avenel Colonia First Aid Squad PO Box 1702
Bake Rite Rolls Divof Northeast Foods 2945 Samuel Dr
Baker Diane 725 Durham Place
Baker William 937 Flushing Rd
Banowitz Alexander 6400 Hulmeville Rd
Barker Lauren Barker Jason 2010 Beech Ln
Base Products Inc Dba C&L Retail Systems 1720a Byberry Rd
Battle Hilton 1251 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Beaver Frances D Cust 867 Kings Ln
Becker Lewis 1446 Bristol Rd Lot C 30
Beebe Franklin J Beebe Catherine 2218 Centre Ave
Bencardino Louis A Iii 2659 Woodsview Dr
Bensalem Park Maintenance Ltd 3001 St Rd
Bernacki Roger J 1409 Algate Ct
Bernancki Walter P 1409 Algate Ct
Betteridge Arthur W Betteridge Arthur 2809 Berwyn Rd
Bodnar Halyna Bodnar 2263 Plum Ave
Brady James 520 Bristol Pike
Brannam Ginger 376 Thunder Cr
Buckley Jane P Buckley Joan 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Burley Jacqueline 2489 Headhouse Sq S
Cabrales Frank 358 Redwood Ct
Calvanese Russell 2509 Barnsleigh Dr
Campbell Linda Marie 2832 Eddington Ave
Carroll Michael 839 Cedar Ct
Certified Page Inc 2110 St Rd
Chalmersscipione Jean 2661 Crafton Dr
Charming Shoppes Inc 450 Winks Ln
Cheyhung Lijen 1153 William Penn Dr
Clark Michelle 1001 Boblink Dr
Clayton Cowan 2051 Finch Dr
Clegg Charles E 1829 Finch Dr
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Clinton First Aid & Rescue Squad Po Box 1702
Coachs Bar Grill 350 Jansen Ave Pa 19021
Commercial Plastics Supply Corp 1620 Woodhaven Dr
Cortez Leonidas 3110 Knights Rd
Crosley Elizabeth V Wood River Village 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt F211
Cullen Edward J 1515 Gibson Rd
Darrah Debra A 1067 Clinton Ave
David Izola 1800 Park Ave
Delaware Valley Packaging Group 1425 Wells Dr Po Box 96
Delmonte Bernadine 424 N Mount Vernon Cir
Delong Muriel G Delong George R 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt L105
Diaz Gloria 802 Finch Dr
Diegidio Marie 500 Maria Cir
Dietz William A 3252 Farragut Ct
Ebersole Theresa 1399 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Ebinge Betty L 1052 Ford Rd
Eckes Loraine E Estate 360 Bradford Rd
Edco Mens Boys Wear Nesshani 104 Nesshaniny Mall
Edula Deepthi 2126 Sparrow Way
Ellershaw William 641 Wicker Ave
Ennis Mary E 4126 Portsmouth Ct
Eppler Dianne J 1953 Virginia Ave
Evenlite Inc 3161 State Rd Ste 13
Everly S Catering Inc D/B/A Eddington Room 1444 Brown Ave
Express Scripts 3684 Marshall Ln
Fashion Bug 2557 Inc 3750 Sr
Fashion Bug 3471 3750 State Rd
Faulkner Mary Est 1409 Chancellor Cir
Ferretti Tina M Cust Ferretti Ashlynn H 420−B1 Rollingsgate Ct
Ferretti Tina M Cust Ferretti Justin W 420−B1 Rollingsgate Ct
Ficchi Do Pc Stephen F Po Box 1006 3101 Bristol Rd Ste 9
Fisher Janet H PO Box 43
Flemintonraritan Po Box 1702
Frehafer Melissa 6133 Craig Ave
Fuller Teresa 3300 Neshaminy Blvd Apt 581
Geslin Liberis 3131 Knights Rd Apt 436
Gilmore Alberta H Estate 1017 Sunset Ln
Girimonte Margaret L 1010 Bristol Pike Fl 2nd
Grant Neil M 3333 St Rd Bldg 1 #210
Gregors Marion 4526 Neshaminy Blvd
Gutierrez Sergio 2500 Knights Rd 145 2
Gwin David Po Box 1702
Hale Joseph 2819 Kate Ave Apt C1
Handloff Barbara 2307 Lynnbrook Dr
Harkins Nancy M 4541 Winding Brook Dr
Harvath Charles P 760 Walnut Ct
Haughton Stephen 6232 Madison Ct
Hayman Rochelle 2246 Bristol Pike
Henry Elva M Estate 925 Clarmont Ave
Hernandez Jorge C 3131 Knigths Rd Apt 5 44
Hills Adjustment Agency Inc 2336 St Rd
Hiser Kevin M 606 Laurel Ct
Hochman Marc 283 Spruce Ct
Home Health Care Resources 800 Claremont Ave
Horowitz Rose 1070 Tennis Ave
Howell Jason 1219 Oriole Dr
Hutchinson Amber 3949 Wrexham Ct
Illgen Systems Inc 3009 Douglas Turn
Inman Allen 2207 Bristol Pk
Israel Max 3105 Shalimar Ct
Jack & Jill Ice Cream Company 3100 Marwin Ave
Jackson Frederick R Jackson Charlotte 908 Locust Ave
Jackson Samuel 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 203
Jackson Walter N Cwo Usar Ret 2835 Century Ln Apt B106
Jethwani Manoj D C/O A Loungani 2523 Sharon Ct
Jobe Job Drs Inc 3554 Hulmeville Rd Ste 111
Jones Thomas W Jones Amy J 3455 St Rd
K And B Home Remodeling LLC 2900 Knights Rd Apt A
Kalbacher Barbara J 3300 Neshaminy Blvd 351
Kalbacher Francis A 3300 Nashaminy Blvd 351
Kane Thomas 3551 Bristol Pike
Kaplan Timothy 616 Locust Ave
Karcher Theresa L Po Box 370 6507 Maple Ave
Kazmi Rana A 104 Tatham Rd
Kelly John CO Rev Shirley Scott Po Box 1856
Kerschbaum Margarita Kerschbaum Wesley 2312 Gundy Ct
Ketterer William L 2390 Galloway
Kevins Cellular Phones 2 3900 Rockhill Dr
Keystone Park Services 3001 St Rd Attn S Martuik
Khan Firdos Khan Tooba 2224 Academy Dr
Koegler Robert M 2449 Ginger Ct
Konstantinidis Alexander 2485 Atlantic Ave
Kopeczky Elizabeth M 5727 Kendall Ct
Kostin Aia 3338 Richlieu Rd Aptv312
Krause Lee C 535 Cambria Ave
Krebs Lisa L 4712 Dunston Rd
Krishnappa Mohan 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt F303
Laboda Carl P Jr 2549 Valyview Rd
Lane Bryant Inc 3750 State Rd
Laudisio Linda 506 Knightsbridge Ct Apt A2
Lavery Kevin 1001 Boblink Dr
Lawless James J Lawless Adele G 3331 St Rd
Ledino Bernice S 1427 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Lee Paul J 2691 Finley Ave
Lesam Inc Ta Masel Enterprise 2336 St Rd
Leventhal Edith 6400 Hulmeville Rd Apt 16
Liang Wen Q 1510 Village Green Blvd
Llney Llsanne 4537 Wellington Dr
Long George 3340 First Ave
Long Walter T 520 Bristol Pike Unit 34
Loughlin Catherine Po Box 8502
Macias I Mendoza 2500 Knights Rd Bld 145 Apt
Maldonado Rosendo Ortiz 3131 Knights Rd Apt 7 57
Manning Tiffany B 957 Bristol Pike Apt H 6
Marshall Labyan 3241 Hulmeville Rd
Martinez Christina P CO Charming Shoppes 3750 State Rd
Marx Susan 1614 Horace Ct
Masgai Margaret 3982 Grace Ave
Massaquoi Mariama S 5127 Euston Ct
Massar Jennifer N 304 Pine Ct
Mccartney Marian K 2207 Bristol Pk
Mcclenton Huan W 568 Trinity Ct
Mcclung Allen 1516 Brandon
Mcdermott George Po Box 1702
Mckinney Yeshenia 1446 Gibson Rd Apt E 18
Mcwilliam Gwen 3982 Grace Ave
Metro Public Adjustment And Metro Publi 3551 Bristol Pike
Metro Public Adjustment Inc 3551 Bristol Pike
Moore Pamela 500c Bells Ct
Morris Randall 1646 Bridgewater Rd Ste
Mortgage Select Services Inc 3070 Bristol Pike Ste 107
Moss Richard 2125 Andrea Dr
Moy Robert 6330 Hardin Rd Pa 19026
Murray John F 527 Amhurst Sq
Mwangi Charles K 2500 Knights Rd Apt 168 02
Myslinski Diane M 1900 Park Ave Apt A−19
Nationwide Sleep Center 2810 St Rd
Nepomuceno Cruz Israel 3300 St Rd Apt C4
Nextel Communication 3329 St Rd
Nichols Shawn 1513 Neshaminy Valy
Nives Rivera Julio F 6658 Mayflower Dr
Nourick Natalie R 1446 Gibson Rd Trlr C5 1
Odonnel Lisa A 1855 Brown Ave
Olkin Martin 213 Palton Rd Pa 19202
One Touch Telecom Inc 2110 St Rd
Onwe Charles 534 Harbour Dr
Option Ine Mortgage Corp 641 Wicker Ave
Option One Mortgage Corporation 641 Wicker Ave
Ortiz Jesus J 2500 Knights Rd Bldt 147 1
Ostroff Jason 3550 St Rd D2
Pannulla Carmen P 1446 Gibson Rd Trlr B−18
Parker Richard Michael 2063 New York Ave
Parsippany Troy Hills Po Box 1702
Patel Arpan 1192 William Penn Dr
Patel Dharmishta 2500 Knight Rd 119 02
Patel Kartikeya N 6284 Fulton Av
Patel Pravin 2500nknight Rd
Patel Ramesh G 2560 Knights Rd Sq
Pennington Frankie 4201 Neshaminy Blvd 336
Pham Cindy 231 Thunder Cir
Philadelphia Park Division Horseman’s Philadelphia Park Po Box 300
Pogas Nicole 234 Neshaminy Blvd Pa 90201
Pomerance Richard M Pomerance Marcia G 112 Mooresgate 112
Progress Chemical Po Box 8503
Pyne William 815 Durham Place
Ramon Walter 2500 Knights Rd
Ray Robert D 614 Magnolia Ave
Regardi Rita A 6348 Militia Ct
Ren Li B 2502 Oriole Dr
Retail Planning Construc Cod 735 Birch Ave
Ricciotti Brian W 2517 Dunks Ferry Rd Apt J205
Robinette James 2049 Brown Ave Apt A25
Rogers John 3960 Bainbridge Ct
Rondar Inc 3594 Parkview Dr
Rose Stevens S 811 Durham Pl
Roselle Po Box 1702
Rotella Rochelle 400 Thunder Cir
Rudzinski James 1432 Cornwells Ave
Saldibar Christian R 228 Hummingbird Ln
Schall Victoria F 2290 Galloway Rd D−1
Schedrina Natalie 959 A Bristol Pike
Schmitt Donna L CO Charming Shoppes 3750 State Rd
Schussler Michelle 641 Wicker Ave
Scipione David 2661 Crafton Dr
Scurti Joseph Scurti Dawn 1008 Burnley Ct
Seeberger Charles W Jr 1721 Blvd
Serbulova Zhanna 2500 Knights Rd Apt 159−0
Shah Ojas 4510 Adams Cir Unit E
Shapiro Marissa 3300 Neshaminy Blvd Apt 325
Shaw John 2285 Logan Cir
Shaw Rajesh 2088 St Rd
Shemansky Barbara 449 Hight Rd Apt C1
Shinn Gloria C 1900 Byberry Rd Apt 202
Shred It International In 796 Haunted Ln
Shred It Philadelphia 796 Haunted Ln
Silvers Cassandra R 449 Hight Rd Apt C1
Singh Karanjit 2847 Marion
Smith Kenneth 1734 State Rd
Somma Joanne M 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 203
South Philadelphia Pain Management Po Box 1006
Staats William 1678 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Stampone Anthony 1041 Muscovy Ln
Star Insulation 1400 Adams Rd /Ste C
Steinmuller Kenneth 2432 St Rd
Stocklin Ann 2142 Academy Dr
Stokes Thomas 5888 Tibby Rd
Sutton Stephen L Sr 14411 Overholt Dr
Tanneja Rajiv 4201 Neshaminy Blvd Apt 330
Tatar William 1061 Blvd
Taylor Thomas 2104 River Rd
Teich Paulette C Est 6102 Mark Cir
Teot Jamie C 1343 Amwell St
Tirendi Michael 1446 Gibson Rd Apt D44
Tricon Construction 600 Ctr Ave
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Tucker Tamika N 3338 Richelieu Rd Apt V311
Universal Trans Systems Inc Po Box 1104
Vedula Madhava S 3631 Clear Spgs Dr
Vergara Fely Po Box 1042
Warner Willam Warner Elena 1066 Clinton Ave
Watters Joseph A 3333 St Rd Bldg 1 #210
Whitaker Lloyd R 1526 Brown Ave
Why G Inc 1252 Neshaminy Valle
Wilson Donald R 1446 Gibson Rd Apt C66
Wright Louise 3131 Knights Rd Apt 2−26
Wynn Matthew T Wynn John J 520 Bristol Pike 37
Yardley Makefield Emer Unit C/O Phms Po Box 1702
Yosef Shahar 805 Durham Place
Zebroski Rose 138 State Rd Apt 303
Zeka Naser 4957 Neshaminy Blvd
Zulli Kathleen M 4760 Paisley Pl
Bristol, Pa 19007
Advanced Public Adjusters 1301 New Rodgers Rd
Air Gas Direct Industrial 128 Wharton Rd
Aldridge Tiffany L−14 1717 Bath Rd
Anderson Kathleen L Anderson Anthony E 3501 Carnarvon Ave
Antonelli Mary G Antonelli Thomas 6226 N Radcliffe St
Auto Sales Rjs 3011 Ford Rd
Barnes Keith R 1106 Tacoma St
Berman Simon Orthopedic Institute 501 Bath Rd 1st Fl
Bond Veronica P Bond Arthur 22 Deep Green Ln
Boro Primary Care 236 Mill St
Bowser Joseph L 1015 Pond St
Bradsher John J Jr Po Box 1431
Bregenzer Kim E 2603 Durham Rd
Byer Roseann Byer Ricky 1301 New Rodgers Rd
Cantwell David Estate Rr 1 Box 138
Caputa Thomas Sr Caputa Rose M 1318 Woodbine Ave
Carbone Frank A Carbone Anna 280 Mckinley St
Casmirri Mafalda 426 Jefferson
Chambers Nancy A 2901 Glenrich Ave
Cms Gilbreth 3001 State Rd Pa 19021
Crosby Richard Crosby Linda 1024 Chestnut St
Cummins Power Systems Inc 2727 Ford Rd
Davis Gregory L 4 Mill St
Delong Caroline 4628 Gary Dr
Devanney Carol M 339 1/2 Madison St
Devanney Chris 339 1 2 Madison St
Dunford Katie 1115 Radcliffe St Apt 4
Dunmore Corporation 145 Wharton Rd
Edwards Joseph L Estate C/O E Louise Edwards Maple Beach Rd 3
Estep Henry C 1201 Wilson Ave Apt 2013
Evans Toni 2700 Maple Ave
Franchitti Eden D 3310 Steele Ave
Frazier Elijah 622 Corson St
Frederick Loretta A Bx 914 Grundy Towers
Frey Lee W Frey Marie 231 Mill St
Fuoco Mary E 243 Wood St
Garlick Ruth C 3000 Ford Rd
Gatsaniouk Alexander 2907 Bancroft Ave
Glaweah Sam 3000 Ford Rd Apt H47
Good Mary E 2603 Durham Rd
Gordon Stephanie 1816 Willow Ave
Grossmayer Catherine 647 Race St
Guaman Manuel J 2657 Durham Rd
Halk Jean Estate Newport Rd & Garfield Ave
Hallett Edgar C 218 Jackson St
Harding William T Jr Harding Gladys F Oxford Rd RD 1
Hauss Betty M Hauss Elmes J 1745 Willow Ave
Hauss Betty M Hauss Kenneth 1745 Willow Ave
Heil Charles R Heil Charles J 2812 Bath Rd
Herron Thomas R Sr 1150 Beaver St #B
Hoeflich Rachel E 1030 Radcliffe St 2nd Floor
Holloman Rayfiled Ii 1204 Schumacher Dr
House Of God Temple 1 634 Spruce St
Houser Julia R Houser Amy 344 Mckinley St
Hulett Trudy M 218 Jackson St
I Arbor Ent Ltd Wish Come True 2522 Pearl Bulk Buck Rd
Ingram Doris E Ingram Robert 1901 Willow Ave
Jennings Terri Ann 1717 Bath Rd Apt K−8
Jones Apparel Group 180 Rittenhouse Cir
Jones Kathe 558 Swain St
K B Toy Store Co David Adelman 421 Jefferson Ave
Kairis John 3209 Malinda Dr
Keller Doris M Keller John 1214 Radcliff
Kim Myong J 2475 Lancaster Pike
Kolb Helen 904 Arthur Ave
Koutsonikas Edward A Po Box 596
Kucowski Alexandria 1201 Wilson Av
Lannak Sheila M III 329 Jefferson Ave
Larosa Vito P Larosa Mary M 831 Buckley St
Lenox China 1414 Radcliffe St Cathy Szuter
Lloyd John P 3519 Rockview Dr
Lodge Theodore Lodge Mary 577 Otter St
Louden James E Gdn
Lower Bucks Hospital Homecare Dept 501 Bath Rd
Lucisa Charles A Estate 2205 Edgely Ave
Malone Francis Malone Ann M 4609 Gary Dr
Marucci Domenick Estate 579 Bath St
Massi Anita M 742 Brown St
May Elizabeth Gdn
Mc Ilvaine Jane C Mc Ilvaine Neal J 1122 Radcliffe St
Mcdevitt Rose Est 1524 Wilson Ave
Mcdevitt Thomas P 1524 Wilson Ave
Melnick Harry L 3519 Rockview Dr
Merida Wilder 12 Green Ln
Mignoni Carmen 200 Mill St
Mill Run Personal Care 60034 1201 Wilson Ave
Mueller Luise S 6830 N Radcliffe St
Mullhollan Marion M Estate Rr 1 Bark Rd
Neill Francis 3513 Dixon Ave
Northtec Lcc 411 Sinclari St
Officemax 3001 Frost Rd
Pabon Jose 320 Wood St
Palumbo Roberta M 205 Pond St Apt 1106
Patel Ashwinkumar N Cust Patel Pratik A 1405 New Rodgers Rd Apt P6
Patel Ashwinkumar N Patel Anita A 1405 New Rodgers Rd Apt P−6
Patel Charu A 1405 New Rodgers Rd Apt G 7
Patel Dilipkumar Gdn Apt7 1405 New Rogers Rd
Perseponko Jean 812 Third Ave
Ragan Angela 319 Washington St
Ramos Romeo 1832 Ritter Ave
Reeves Dante R Po Box 1437
Reilly John 513 Rodgers Rd
Ribeiro Manuel 3000 Ford Rd Apt 60f
Rivera Marisol 1300 Green Ln Apt 5
Rohaty Phillip Estate 2900 Steele Ave
Roman Alice 1011 Arthur Av
Rutola Roberta 426 Jefferson
Ryan Catherin M Ryan Thomas Beaver Rd
Sabatini Antionette Sabatini James 209 New Brook
Sabatini Antoinet Sabatini James 28 4th Ave
Saez Daniel 565 Bath St
Santos Albert 907 Rear St Apt D−4
Sapp Rosalee 320 Market St
Scollon Karen 2917 Penn Valy Ave
Shagg Alverda A 1920 Ford Rd
Skrcypkowski Joan M 3209 Malinda Dr
Speakman William W 324 Mill St 2
Stabolepszy Florence 1201 Wilson Ave Suite 310
Strategic Distributi 1414 Radcliffe St Attn T Settle
Talley John H Talley Edna B 706 Spring St
Tarawallay Mafata J Apt A 3 1400 Green Ln
Temple Lower Bucks H Attn Maureen Folom
Ten Twenty Lp 155 Rittenhouse Cir
Tenaglia Kathleen M 333 Mckinley St
Truett Loyce Cust Truett Michael V 2715 Crest Ave
Truett Loyce G Jr Truett Ruth M 2715 Crest Ave
Tuxacco Inc PO Box 456
Villalta Fabricio 1300 Green Ln Apt 5
Walmsley Audrey Ex 6830 N Radcliffe St
Warner Jill Dorothy Cust Lanreth Manor 56 Ash Ave
Waters Eugene E Jr Waters Elaine E 1034 Chestnut St
Waymon Daughtry 911 Elmhurst St
Whiteman Robert 319 Wood St Unit 2
Williams Shaquala J 903 Elmhurst Ave
Winton Tiefia 934 Winder Dr
Buckingham, Pa 18912
Antonucci Marc Scott Antonucci Peter M 4734 Redeux Ct
Bergman Wendy PO Box 1217 Pa 18912
Buckingham Rx Po Box 393 Rt 413 At 202
Prefco Productions Inc Po Box 425
Cornwells Heights, Pa 19020
Bradley Violet 3338 Richlieu Apt A2 Richlie
Campanara Ruth Estate Rywall Ln
Cornwells Pharmacy 2103 Bristol Pike
Cunningham Thomas C/O 1730 Robin Dr
Ellis Cornelia 1247 Bridgewater
Judevine Norma 2804 N Jude Vine Doral A
Mccullough Grace 909 Briarwood Apts
Mccullough Lester C Jr 909 Briarwood Apts
Prindle Franklin Estate 667 Wallace Ave
Sartors Jean R 3338 Richlieu Apt A2 Richlie
Seeburger Charles W 1106 Wildman Ave
Smith Marion Estate Clearview Ave
Stenzel Elizabet Stenzel Paul A 1316 Newportville Rd
Stern Vinessa Joy Miss 1446 Bristol Rd A17
Waldron Joseph J Waldron Dorothy Williams Ave
West Eleanor M 2804 N Jude Vine Doral A
Croydon, Pa 19201
Anderson Sylvester R 1100 Newportville Rd Apt 110
Ayala Calderon 1100 Newportville Rd
B B Auto 801 Bristol Pike
Bates Phillip D 614 Princess Ave
Bodansky Ernest 2108 State Rd
Celins Edwin R 820 Patterson Ave
Clark 711 Excelsior Ave
Cleary Walter 825 Sycamore Ave
Clymire Andrea R 726 First Ave
Craft Adeline Craft Edward 2720 Filbert Ave
Creely Denise M 300 State Rd Fl 2
Csi Inc 26 Vintage Ln
Despirito Joanne 1362 Minot Ave
Doyle Mary 506 Girard Ave
Dunn James F Dunn Rose 120 Clover Ave
Faber Louis W Estate 1302 Prospect Ave
Feinblum Vicki Feinblum David 909 Bristol Pike
Freed Richard Freed Alyne 519 Bristol Pike
Freiheit Eleanor Estate 1009 Spencer Dr C/O L Freiheit
Garcia Juan Pablo 1701 Newport Rd Apt 1320
Gregory Dora W Gregory Paul J 1906 Dixon Av
Harlan Karen M 938 Emily Ave
Hartman Joseph E 1700 Pennsylvania Ave
Heffelfinger Lillian M Heffelfinger Norman F 1701 Newport Rd
Holland Charles Holland Emma M 709 Excelsior Ave
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Iezzi Mary R 528 Wyoming Ave
Jeffreys Michael 500 Logan Ave
Jones Alice T 933 Wymoing Ave
Lind Myrtle M Estate 826 Main St
Luis Jose 1100 Newportville Rd
Lytle Robert J Lytle Janet 17 5th Ave
Maillard Susan 212 Clover Ave
Odonnell Gerald 1033 Village Dr
Oquendo Sonia N 1815 Lincoln St
Phillips Bessie Kathryn 1100 Newportville Rd Apt 809
Prinsket Sophia T Prinsket Mary T Knights Rd Rd 1
Rashkin Steven 1600 D River Rd
Reynolds Emma E Estate 1100 Newportville Rd
Roth Edna 2316 Dixon Ave
Santiago Nelson 100 Cedar Ave
Secoda Alice Estate Newft Rd
Schneider Josephin 829 Grant Ave
Schneider William F Schneider Josephin 829 Grant Ave
Schnieder David 829 Grant Ave
Schroeder Daniel J Schroeder Rita A Apt E 12 909
Shah Ashok A 402 Franklin Ave
Sorenser Marsha Po Box 45
Thomsen Gail D Ex 1033 Village Dr
Torres Luz N 2041 Bristol Pike
Welsh Kelly L 932 Wyoming Ave
Doylestown, Pa 18901
Alderfer Walter A 555 N Brd St Apt 711b
Alliance Public Adjustment Group 713 Hyde Park
Altomari Michael 2878 Burnt House Hill Rd
Anypointlimo.Com Po Box 1191
Aulenbach Emily Est 303 W State St Apt 200 W
B C O E T Inc 4259 W Swamp Rd Ste 303
Bankers Hotline Po Box 1632
Baptista Miguel A 116 E Ct St
Barnhurst William Co Emergency
Barsky Howard J 62 Gdn Aly
Beans Fred 131 Doyle St
Beans Fred Ford Dba Fred Beans Collision Ce 1100 Airport Blvd
Beck Sharon J 1137 N Easton Rd
Becker Thomas 5882 Buck Run Rd 2
Berger Richard D 10 North Main Std
Bitzer Robert 3105 Church Rd
Boyer Mark Apt D10 400 Fontaill Dr
Brannigan Christin E 3755 Lancaster Dr
Braster Sandra A 235 Colonial Heritage Park
Cadman Andrew B 4836 Wismer Rd
Callan Ann J 1202 Font Hill Dr M2
Cardiovascular Interpretations Of N 875 N Easton Rd Ste 3b
Carr George C/O Neshaminy Manor
Cerqua Nicole M 4654 Louise St Claire Dr
Chaplin Jewel 200 Veterans Ln Apt 506
Chilton Ira E Room 732 Heritage Towers 200 Veterans Ln
Chiosso Stella T Est 400 S Main St
Choukas Management Group LLC 3710 Sablewood Dr Pa 18902
Chrismer Rita M 139 Beulah Rd
City Of Philadelphia Bankers Tr Co 100 Spring Meadow Ln
Clark Michael 105 Decatur St
Clendaniel Kathryn 12 Pearl Dr
Cochran Daniel C 3842w Brandon Way
Comptek Bus Resources C/O T Byrne 6 Independence Way
Creech Stacy L 15 Dogwood Ln
Cross Florence S 252 Belmont Ave
Cunfer Lizabeth 3 9 Aspen Way
Cuomo Catherine J Cuomo Anthony V 325 Edison Furlong Rd
Decker Elena Po Box 1642
Desantis Michele L 124 Ferry Rd
Dibiase Mary E 555 N Brd St Apt 119a
Dinesen Scott Andrew 599 W State St Ste 301
Donald Christoph W Po Box 1661
Dul Renata B 515 Hayfield Ct
Eagen Patricia 167 Queensbury Pl A
Egloff Debbie 303 W State St Apt 335 North Building
Emc Global Technologies 4059 Skyron Dr
Flock Shirley H Flock William M 55 Pinevale Rd
Forte Thomas Jr Forte Tyler 73 Old Dublin Pike
Fred Beams Hyundai Izuzu 1100 Airport Rd
Galone Margireite Estate 323 E State St
Gambone Bros Organization Inc 116 E Ct St
Gillick James G Gillick Lori A 4805 Cheshire Rd
Giordano Donna Sharon Cust Giordano Amanda Jennifer Old Dublin Pike J17
Golden Mary Sue Cust 5924 High Ridge Cir
Goodwin Dan 165 West Oakland Ave
Hagar June Brister Rd 5 Curley Hill Rd
Hagerty Alan P 116 E Ct St
Hanzsek Charles F Hanzsek Helen R 252 Belmont Ave
Harasym Teckla 28 Pebble View Ln
Harton Frances Estate 100 N Hamilton St
Hatch Tina Hatch Iris 5326 Ash Rd
Heath Kevin 2103 Country Club Dr
Herman Alma B 1 Shadbush Cluster Bross Margaret M Bross Alfred F 70 Old Dublin
Pike Apt A−12
Herrmann Paul E 4136 Tersher Dr
Hilker C R C/O Girard Bank Main State Sts
Histand Douglas 5480 Old Easton Rd
Hoffman J H Lansberry & Lansberry 107 E Ct St
Hoke Byron M 27 Meadow Ln
Holt Robert C/O Daniels Rd 2 Lo
Honour H T 5006 Esther Reed Dr
Hubbard Stephen Po Box 823
Infanzon Robert D 254 N Main St
Institute For Laser And Aestheti C/O K Canike 110 Hyde Park Suite 1
Johnson Willis 709 Fonthill Dr
Jordon Kathleen 376 Tamarack Dr
Kagan Michael 4190 Gregory Dr
Kahanofsky Esther Kahanofsky Harry 777 Ferry Rd
Kelley Mary J 220 W Ct St
Kemper Carol R Po Box 109
Kentopp Janet S 60 Chapman Av
Keyte Scott C 4081 1 Rte 202
Klohoker Margaret M 555 N Brd St Apt 514a
Kolb Mary E Estate 184 Davis Rd
Kubovsak Rathgeber E Co Emergency
Lane Florence W Lane Joseph R5 Redwood Cluster
Lee James 91 Decauter St
Legal Assistance Sales Service 36 Chapman Ave
Liebmann Thomas Po Box 336
Lightke Claire H 2 Stacey Dr
Longino Eric 15 Hayfield Ct Pa 89015
Longino Tayna Y 815 Hayfield Ct
Louden Marguerite F 3837 Curly Hill Rd
Louden Marguerite F Trust C/O M F Louden 3837 Curly Hill Rd
Lowe Jeannette Est 394 W Ct St
Luttrell Jim 812 N Easton Rd
Lyons Kevin 918 Pebble Hill Rd
M J E Furniture Inc 2666 Red Gate Dr
Martin Virginia M 12 Quail Dr
Mccambridge Adam T 403 S Main St Apt G203
Mcelderry Rosemary T 398 Main St
Mcginnis Joseph F Mcginnis Mary D 60 E Ct St Po Box 1389
Medallion Insurance 2005 South Eaton Rd Suite 202
Meisenger Robert 54 Pearl Dr
Melling Peter A 17 Hillside Ln
Menard Michael J 330 Farm Ln
Metallo Dale 153 Bishops Gate Ln
Meyer Chris A 4286 June Meadow Dr Rr 4
Miethe Max K 520 Iron Hill Rd
Miller Clark J 4155 Miladies Ln
Miller Esther M 4429 Mechanicsville Rd
Miller Sheila 47 Colonial Heritage Park Mailbox 74
Moldovanyi Olga Rd 2 Durham Rd
Mowen Lorene G 11 Chestnut Dr
Mulligan Scott M 85 Old Limekiln Rd
Myers Evelyn 117 Colonial Heritage
Neebe Elvera W Neebe Louis D 555 N Brd St Po Box 220a
Neshaminy Abstract LLC 2628 East Oakland Ave
Novacare 101 Progress Dr
Novakovitz Marie A C/O A Musser 4922 Wismer Rd
Obrien Peter W 8 Easthill Dr
Olympus Buildingservices 5 Taylor Ave
Orr Thomas A W Oak Tr Apts Apt B1 355 North St
Osborne Monice B 15 Hickory Dr
Patel Prafulchandra Dds 817 North Easton Rd
Pepp Unlimited 252 Swamp Rd
Perkins George H Trust 5242 Old Easton Rd
Perotti Richard A Decd 5084 Raintree Ct
Persichillo Florence Persichillo Guido 4558 Miladies Ln
Peters Olga C/O Elliott & Magee 11 Duane Rd Po Box 885
Petrillo Kathleen Petrillo Greg Po Box 1013
Phoenix Cardiov 875 N Easton Rd Suite 3b
Pierson Robert W 3933 Burnt House Hill Rd
Piper Linda H 9 Orchard Ln
Posnett Bessie Heritage Towers Apt 630
Poust Gail L 1263 Almshouse Rd
Pulak Hedwig Po Box 368
Purcell William 35 Limekiln Rd Apt 11
Quigkey Kathleen Engles 22 Morgan Hill Dr
Quinby Linda J 3309 Ephross Cir Pa 18902
Quinn William G 6 Mangnolia Cluster Pine Run Community
Redfield Kristen 18 Sauerman Rd
Refuge Keith 2037 Turk Rd
Ritchie Ercil J 1 Yellowwood Cluster
Robert J Siegler Tr 146 E Ct St
Robert Molinaro Family Trust 713 Hyde Park
Rooney Lawrence 210 Ferris Ln
Rowan Henry W 3962 Regina Pl
Rucker Arthur 4299 Hawk Cir
Ryan Elizabeth 4375 Church Rd
Sadek M 511 Clermont Ct Pa 18902
Salantri Bridget 101 Pebble Woods Dr
Salinas Oscar 4307 Dillon Rd
Sarle Mike 24 N Main St
Schultz Wilhelmina 1795 S Easton Rd Po Box 885
Schweizer Jill 222 Doyle St
Scwarz Richard A 14d Memorial Dr Ste D
Serwo John N 16 Morgan Hill Dr
Shaw Nicholas 5445 Rinker Cir
Shelley Alan R 11 Bomaca Dr Po Box 1738
Siegler Robert J 146 E Ct St
Siegler Robert J Trust 146 E Ct St
Sign A Rama 451 N Main St
Silvious Tyler Payton 6 Fiaba Ct
Sleiman Rana 43 Pickwick Dr
Smith Bonnie 111 Limekiln Rd
Smith James H 3130 Brentwood Dr
Smith Kathleen P Smith Jared M 325 Alms House Rd
Smith Luke S 73 Old Dublin Pike 301
Smith Tyrone 36 S Morris Ave
Snover John 38 Providence Ave
Solomon Morris 555 N Brd St Apt 813−B
Sorin Jeanpierre 3910 Rockman Way
Staggers Cindy A 10 Shadbush Cluster
Staggers Cindy A Staggers John O 10 Shadbush Cluster
Stark Harold 19 Dogwood Cluster Apt D
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Steiner Thomas Est Steiner Thomas Ctr Sq Towers
Stevenson Thomas Jr Stevenson Jean Heritage Towers 200 Veterans Ln
Strenk Blanche Est 303 W State St Apt 136 So
Strouse Ryan 217 Windsor Way
Sytex Inc 2003 S Easton Rd Ste 304
Sytex Inc 22 Bailiwick Office Campus
Thomas Daniel L 4564 Overlook Cir
Thompson Raymond S 5133 Barnes Ct
Tomko Frank Po Box 1237
Torres Robert 5021 Mead Dr
Troup Angela Troup Dane 49 Carousel Cir
Tumolo Robert 4380 Hawk Cir
Uncle Sams 90 E State St
University Radiology Services Liquida Po Box 2187
Vanness Edna Neshaminy Manor Home 1263 Almshouse Rd
Varney Dorothy L Varney Raymond 8 W Oakland Ave
Via Affiliates 595 W State St Ste 308
Vinnikov Oleg Md 599 W State St
Volovar Suzanne 128 E Oakland Ave
Volpe Miethe Susan 520 Iron Hill Rd
Von Ahrens Frederick A 83 Radcliff Dr
W A Haberern Agency 151 N Main St
Watkins Nancy Rd 2 Durham Rd
Weirback Gladys Estate 175 Harvey Ave
Wilmington Trust Fsb 116 E Ct St
Worth & Company Inc 180 Harvey Ave
York Phyllis Apt 350 305 W State St
Zan Kent 4102 Berry Ln
Eddington, Pa 19020
Clifford Robert B Estate 1352 Park Ave
Fioria Katherine Estate 1574 St Rd
Kirchner Ellwood A St Rd
Kirschner Anna M St Rd
Mackenzie Donald B Estate Bristol Pike
Fairless Hills, Pa 19030
Appenzeller Kim A Po Box 318
Berta Viktoria 226 Tewksbury Rd
Blinn Reginald C Blinn Muriel E 355 Doone Rd
Bomont Louise 521 Cassingham Rd
Briegel Anne C Estate 301 N Oxford Valy Rd
Cintron Marino 534 Cassingham Rd
Cymbalski Alicia L 526 Cassingham Rd
Dental Ctr 532 S Oxford Valy Rd
Derr Paul 501 Stenferd Rd
Dow Gary 2 Greenway Cir
Duffy Christopher J 251 S Olds Blvd Apt E 87
Edwards James 251 S Olds Blvd Apt 147
Edwards Robert 222 Chilton Way
Fagan Kaitlin M Fagan Cathy R 708 Hood Blvd
Fitch Roy A Apt C 50 251 S Olds Blvd
Gahagan Christin Gahagan James 449 Ohio St
Gilton Melba E 704 Austin Dr
Green Zachery 621 South Oxford Valy Rd
Hawk Marie 226 Waltham Rd
Hoffman Michaels & Sternberg 102 Blough Rd
Keeny Jennifer S Pt Po Box M
Kempf Stefan F 2 Oak Ln
Kevin Martini 102 Blough Rd
Knuttel Andrew S 521 Cassingham Rd
Kohler Michael J 595 Buck Dr
Long Lorraine M 614 Iva Ln
Magee Murriel S Estate 313 Austin Dr
Maietta Kathleen 231 Suffolk Rd
Mckenna William IV Mckenna William 150 Bedford Rd
Meehan Jayne 222 Chilton Way
Modica Ellen 135 Trenton B−11
Moskaitis John E 333 N Oxford Valy Rd Ste 107
Parker Frances Estate Po Box 10
Rigle Doreen B Rigle Robert W 821 Auburn Rd
Roudabush Ellen B 13 Kennedy Dr
Saath Inc T/A Subway 545 S Oxford Valy Rd
Secula Barbara A 321 Trenton Rd
Sharney Sylva 502 Drexel Rd
Staskiel Mary 429 Berkshire Rd
Stbernard Dave Po Box 306
Trivedi Ajitbhai S 380 Lincoln Hwy
Valentin Jose E 514 Valmore Rd
Weaver Clifford Weaver Mildred 610 Warwick Rd
Fallingston, Pa 19054
Duhnoske Louise Fallsington Manor Apt
Gnatowski Piotr 50 Sherwood Dr
Haynes Thelma A Fallsington Manor Apt
Sarah Barrett 22 Moon Dr
Ton Tanh 9 Robinhood Dr
Wally James 108 Taylor Dr
Walworth Helen B C/O D O’donnell 6 Martha Cir
Feasterville−Trevose, Pa 19053
Agarwal Arvind 1210 Northbrook Dr Ste 100
Allera Marykestat 480e Dara Faith Dr
Allied Bond Attn Paul Simpson 1 Allied Dr
Allstate Design & Developmt Attn Dir Of Med Bene 1 Neshaminy Interplex Dr
Alpha Shirt Company 6 Neshminy Intrplx 6
Arbach Mary Ann B Arbach Richard A 123 E Bristol Rd
Archibald Susan L 522 Rosewood Ave
Ayling Maureen 124 S Eastview Ave
Balderston Vincent F Balderston Janet L 109 Dolton Rd
Barone Christopher J 1825 Bridgetown Pike
Baronett Mary Sr Baronett Mary 328 Hampton Dr
Betz Ge Northeast Regional Business Ctr 4636 Somerton Rd
Bloch Jared B 276 Katie Dr
Borowski Hedwig J Estate 11 S Eastview Ave
Boutique Above Inc 210 E St Rd Te 150
Broad Street Community Newspapers 2512 Metropolitan Dr
Brooks Ronald A Jr 400 East St Rd Apt 94
Brower Edward B Estate 203 E Bristol Rd
Butts Kina 1710 Prospect Ave
Capital Elevator Co 2568 W Maple Ave
Caring Medical Services 4667 Somerton Rd Ste G
Carnley Virginia 545 Welcome Ln
Chapman Frank 152 E Myrtle Ave
Chusid Marilyn 301 Hts Ln Apt 11a
Cms LLC Mortgage Services 317 Bustleton Pike Fl 2
Colson Diane A 527 Ave A
Commerce Bank 701 E St Rd
Commerce Center 3600 Horizon Blvd Suite 200
Crompton & Seitz Inc 1721 Lorretta Ave
Currey Charles W 13 600 Old St Rd Apt Bt 13
Davis Ruby L 2808 Carter Rd
Delta Lighting Products Inc 2570 Metropolitan Dr
Drazdova Darja 175 Bustleton Pike
Duerr Ricki 4419 Grove Ave
Dugan Jr Thomas J 15 Herman St
Ed Tomaszewski Home 1730 Buck Rd
Edwards Mildred Edwards Harry 3242 Oakford Ave
Ellershaw William 1904 Fernbrook Ave
Faiella Geraldine Est 1609 Poplar Rd
Farber Sheldon S 1311 Clover Ln
Faulkner Toyota 2425 Lincoln Hwy
Feeneys Nursery Inc 1134 Bustleton Pke
Fiberblade East 3 Neshaminy Complex Suite 301
Filoon John A 36 E Bristol Rd
First American Temporary Services I Po Box F−185 255 E St Rd
Fisher Jon S Do 157−161 Bustleton Pike
Flager Randall C 1210 Northbrook Dr Suite 280
Flanagan Richard P 1819 Meadowbrook Rd
Forscht Thomas C 23 Lukens St Trevose Pa
Freeling George F Freeling Edith 1405 Ctr Rd
G E Betz 4636 Somerton Rd
Gallagher Dennis M 547 Ave A
Gledhill Amie 320 Katie Dr
Gresh Adele 4 Trevose Rd
Hafycz Mary 1916 Midfield Rd
Hall Lula A 4265 Concord Dr
Heating Oil Partners Fleet Fueling 1 Interplex Dr Ste 300
Hockaday Bessie M 2756 Carter Rd
Holleran Todd 1708 Forrest Ave
Ibew 686 1 Neshaminy Interplex Suite 20
Independent Search & Abstract 221 W St
International Sos 3600 Horizon Blvd Ste 300
International Sos Inc 8 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 207
Jackson Allan W 1327 Pinyon St
Jacoby Jean 7 Woodland Rd
Jarnutowski Elaine Aka Branch 3854 Moosewood Ave
Johnson James 600 Olde St Rd Apt Ft 1
Jones Patrick 105 Waycross Ave
Juan Apolonario 301 Hts Ln Apt 38 E
Juan Rosita 301 Hts Ln
K & H Furniture Rising Sun Inc 1021 Mill Creek Dr Ste 2
K H Furniture Castor Inc 1021 Mill Creek Dr Ste 2
Kaplan Arnold 230 Anvil Ln
Kaszupski Frank J Kaszupski Joan L 2035 Bridgetown Pike
Kforce Attn Barbara Tremain
Laboga Stefan 1730 Buck Rd
Lamm Rubenstone Lesavcy Butz David LLC 3600 Horizon Blvd Suite 200 James
Nelson Jr
Legal Title 4600 St Rd
Locasale Norma W Hoffman Etal 1200 Bustleton Pike 9
Lower Southampton To 1500 Desire Ave
Malia Patricia 2057 Oakford Ave
Mall Ernest E 4636 St Rd
Maynor Josie 2304 Brownsville Rd
Mcewen Susan E 667 Walnut Ave
Mcgarrey Michael J 1616 Oak Rd
Mcgarvey William C 324 Skyline Dr
Mdl Corporation 624 Sweetwater Dr
Miller Anna 152 E Myrtle Ave
Mingle A David Md 1829 Bustleton Pike
Mintz Emily G Ridgecrest Nursing Home 1730 Buck Rd
Mitchell Bob P 4919 E St Rd
Mitchell Steven Mitchell Bob P 4919 E St Rd
Nagle Kathy 7 Woodland Rd
Nazariychuk Ivan 1635 Bustleton Pike Unit De
Nelson Kristine 175 Bustleton Pike
Normand Ida E Estate 111 Henry Ave
Nss Of New Jersey Inc 4753 St Rd
Officemax 1045 Bustleton Pike
Old Europe Elite Inc 125 West St Rd
Pastore Vincent 600 W St Rd Apt At10
Paul W Schmid 1004 Phillips Pl
Pearlman Shari Pearlman Stan 217 Anvil Dr
Personal Public Adjusters Ltd 1200 Bustleton Pike Suite 8
Piller Edward F 28 Elbow Ln
Pinkerton Computer Consultants Inc 4 Neshaminy Interplex Suite
Platt Jay R 50 Bustleton Pike
Prop Adj Corp 1710 Prospect Ave
Property Adj Corp 1710 Prospect Ave
Property Adjustment Corp 1710 Prospect Ave
Quality Assurance Reviews Inc Eight Neshaminy Interplex Suit
Ramirez William Ortega 301 Hts Ln Apt 31 D
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Redeemer Holy Fp 4979 Old St Rd
Reuter Adam K 600 Old St Rd
Reznik Leon J Apt 30d 301 Hts Ln
Ridgway Alice 1730 Buck Rd North
S P Z Inc Six Neshaminy Interplex
Schussler Ryan 105 Creekwood Dr
Shaffer Utma Daniel R 209 Pheasant Run
Sinnamon Edwin 1121 N Central Ave
Sledge Kathy C/O G Goodman 3 Neshaminy Interprise Suite 301
Smith James 600 Old St Rd Apt A212
Solley Christopher 2921 Lincoln Hwy
Stecklein Erik 600 Old St Rd Apt D 202
Stein Florence Stein Gerald E Po Box 146
Syms Charles A C/O Robert Syms 128 Windswept Dr
Tarashchuk Yevgeniy 79 Bellwood Dr
Testa Monaghan Rose M 1841 Meadowbrook Rd
Tms Mortgage 4612 State Rd
Triolo Thomas A 2510 Metropolitan Dr
Trm Corporation 2560 Metropolitan Dr
Trumark 1000 N Brook Dr
Trw 1615a Bustleton Pike
Vislosky Dorothy 1710 Prospect Ave
Waldron Patricia 247 Hickory Ave
Wall Raymond W Ii 3244 Rose Ave
Waltman Thomas 43 Lewis St
Warren Alan M 520 Andrews Rd
Werler John A 228 Woodbine Ave
Wolk Peter 568 E Pine St 205 E Pennslyvaina Blvd
Woolman Michael 4412 Buckfield Tr
Fergusonville, Pa 19007
Widmer Edwin 1800 Willow Ave
Jamison, Pa 18929
Abdullah Samer 2502 Candytuft Dr
Bacon George F 1704 Brook Ln
Barlow Betsy D 2010 York Rd Apt 108
Begley John P 1310 Highwoods Dr
Brown Amy Tonecuso 2629 2 Meetinghouse
Bullock Mary 1991 Buckingham Dr
Cox Mary M 1635 York Town Rd
Durphy Edward G 2010 York Rd Apt 219
Hurley William Edward 104 Eagle Ct
Lynch Randy 1871 Augusta Dr
Miller Patricia 2835 Lee Dr
Minutillo Jennifer J 1510 Margaret Ct
Patel Kamtesh 2267 Sunrise Way
Severs Margaret G 101 Eagle Ct Jamison Pa
Shotynski Michael W 1586 Turkey Trot Rd
Stalletti Amy 1605 Creek Rd
Thompson Jeff 2471 West Rockspray Rd
Langhorne, Pa 19047
Adams & Associates Investigations Po Box 1209
Adis International 860 Town Ctr
Advanced Marke Suite 209 340 E Maple Ave
Agront Felix Wood Services
Aig Po Box 1068
Alan B Schorr 380 Middletown Blvd Ste 710
American Dental Care Oxford Sq Ste 509 370 Middletown Blvd
American Facility Svc LLC Po Box 3017
Apl Logistics 38 Cabot Blvd E
Ash Com Servs Po Box 939
Atkinson Don 1616 Highland Ave
Badalmenti Vincenzo 67 Oak Ridge Dr
Banach Robert 42 Country Club Ln
Benedictis Stephen D 105 W Prospect Ave Apt 2
Bittman Michael J 253 Hampton Dr
Bob Durst Ltd Pa 800 Trenton Rd D 104
Bonaventura Ann M 853 Ave D
Bower Amanda M 811 Parker St Apt B
Boyles Stephen M Boyles Evelyn C Po Box 367
Brecht Romayne E 572 Heatons Mill Dr
Bristow Andy 126 Fairway Dr
Brown Joseph 634 Sweetwater Dr Pa 19053
Burkhardt Diane H 707 Ford Ave
Cadwallader E Estate Rr 2
Campione Alvatore Est 17 Golf Club Dr
Carliss Oswald S Attleboro Village 290 E Winchester Ave Apt 416
Carroll Elizabeth Adams 41 Pickering Bnd 25
Circmark PO Box 2027
Clean Breeze Inc Attn Nick Yiambilis 880 Town Ctr Dr
Cohen Yale M Dr 1205 −Newtoun R Suite 204
Comeford Denise 24 Golf Club Dr Pa
Control Facility Services LLC 2010 Cabot Blvd West Suite 104
Costello William J Po Box 1196
Costigan Matthew 1100 Gartner Ln
Cullen Stephen F 2612 Creek Rd Pa 19053
Dallas And Mavis 2150 Cabot Blvd W
Dalton Mika J 325 Fox Hollow Dr Pa 19053
Daniels Eddy 406 Gladstone Rd
Delapaz Ofelia 26 Teal Dr
Dille Ed 137 Fox Hollow Dr Pa 19053
Disipio Kathleen 5310 Fonthill Ct
Dobinson Doris H Est 938 Ave C
Dolon Kathryn W Dolon Robert W Bridgetown Pike
Dondero Edna Estate Buttonwood Ave
Donlon Joseph P 477 Periwinkle Ave
Dove Darius 32 Green Meadow Dr
Dove Samuel Jr 32 Green Meadow Dr
Duarte Ramon F 401 S Bellevue Ave N2
Dunlap Charles B Dunlap Elva M 376 Periwinkle Ave
Emergency Care Services Of Pa 1201 Newtown Rd
Eneighborhoods 444 Oxford Valy Rd
Entwistle Mildred R Rr 3
Epp Joseph 547 Durham Rd
Fezzuoglio John 520 Pin Oak Dr
Fitzpatrick Neal C 13 Teal Dr
Fordham John H C/O Idacom Electronics 60 Teal Dr
Fordyce Anne R 228 Smt Trace Rd
Fordyce Frederick E 21 Vernasa Dr Pa 19053
Four Seasons Mechanical 2010 Cabot Blvd W Ste 104
France Helen M 861 Old Lincoln Hwy
Friedman Rick 54 Oak Ave
Garrison Thomas 1009 Brdview Ave
Geonnotti Michael J Geonnotti Anthony 485 Mulberry Ct
Giammarut Arlene 319 Flint Rd Pa 10947
Gicking Julia H C/O C W Gicking 417 Gladstone Rd
Gilbert Warren 1862 E Lincoln Hwy
Gorgas Robert W 272 Strawberry Cir
Gorman Mary M 374 Cedar Ave
Gorman Mary S Est 374 Cedar Ave
Green Randall J 100 Prospect Ave
Gregory Costigan 1100 Gartner Ln
Griffith John C 106 Sandybrook Dr
Grossman Sylvia C/O A Kaplan 497 Trappe Ln
Gs Gordon Appraisals 159 N Walnut Tr
Gundabathula Sindhu 14202 Harper S Xing
Guzikowski Edward J Jr 4 Polo Rd
Hammitt William C 141 S Hawthorne Ave
Hammitt William C Sr 141 S Hawthorne Ave
Harris Robert A 108 Hollybrooke Dr
Hays Alice C 452 W Maple Ave
Hewett William Estate RR2
Hewish Todd A 122 Rugby Dr
Hilliker Darrell Hilliker Louise 2394 Village Ln
Hoffman Raquel 415 Briggs Rd
Hood Harry Estate C/O Liberty Bell Trailer Cp Rr 5
Jackowicz Dana 139 Canterbury Dr
Jones William Estate RR 2 Lincoln Hwy
K O Promotions 3 Oak Ridge Dr
Katz Libby Leff 10108 Harpers Xing
Kline Ramo 26 Green Meadow
Kotschneff Jennie G Rd2 Edgewood Rd
Krasnansky Linda S 924 Hulmeville Rd
Labella Robert M 258 Brendwood Dr
Lafarge John F 157 Smt Trace Rd
Larramore Julia 249 Liberty Dr
Laskey Lori L 222 Liberty Dr
Lawrence Mary 727 Timber Ln
Lehmann Sidney Cust 159 Mill Pond Pl
Levy Do Michael Smmc
Lewis Derek E 3208 Harper’s Crossing
Leynes Nora L 90 Wood Duck Ln
Lodise Gentry Larraine 310 Wesley Ave P
Lovett Terri M 274 Fotheringham Ct
Luchansky Matthew J 135 Beechwood Ave
Macainsh A Scott 225 Butterworth Ln
Macanish Andrew C 225 Butterworth Ln
Macbride Eleanore 262 S Tollgate Rd
Margulies Wendy Cust Margulies Leah S 53 Lady Slipper Ln
Mccafferty Auto Group 1939 E Lincoln Hwy
Mccafferty Ford 1939 E Lincoln Hwy
Mcgettigan Lyndler D 190 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd Apt 118
Middle Atlantic States Engineering 654 N Woodbourne Rd
Miner Robert H 686 Bellflower Rd
Mr Rooter Po Box 1072
Muller Arleth Y 22 Oxford Dr
Murgitroyde Thomas P 125 Rugby Dr
Musa Isa 20 Oswin Turn
Nadeau Rejane Estate Gallaghers Trailer Park RR2
Network Alternatives Inc Spla 3000 Cabot Blvd West Ste 3006
Nolan Maria 108 W Highland Ave
Norbeck Robert W Est 963 Brdview Ave
Oconner Helen F Estate 109 S Dorwart St
Oltman Linda 51 Vernasa Dr Pa 19053
Oneil John 190 Bristol/Oxford Valy Rd
Opus Home Equity Service Corp 2300 East Lincoln Hwy Suite 609
Pacac Co Laura Klimitas Po Box 1177
Palisoc Elizabeth 1616 Highland Ave
Palma Lazar Ulsh 2150 Cabot Blvd W
Paul S Shneidman Md Associates Inc 380 Oxford Valy Rd Eeg Dept
Pediatric Specialities Ltd Oxford Sq Ste 502 370 Middle
Phatak Sunil 443 Knollbrook Dr
Pickard Bene Karen C 151 Smt Trace Rd
Poppy Shop 7 9 Smt Sq S/C
Powell Stacey L 36 Tanglewood Dr
Pshenitsyn Gennadiy Pshenitsyn Tamara 923 Ave C
Punyko John S 357 Kilburn Rd
Punyko Patricia 357 Kilburn Rd
Rehab Place 2020 E Old Lincoly Hwy
Reifer Deborah 593 White Swan Way
Ringold Robert 8 Lady Slipper Ln
Roberts S H Estate Hill and Park Ave
Robin Fox And Mindy J Snyder Esq 1705 Langhome−Newtown Rd
Rouland Thomas J 519 Lincoln Ave
Saint Mary Medical Center 1205 Newton Rd
Schweiker Stephen P 264 Trappe Ln
Scott Russell 33 Tanglewood Dr
Simcox Chris B 157 Egerton Rd
Simons Samuel S C/o Samuel S Simmons
Smith Cathleen S 44 Crescent St F7 Pa
Smith John E 45 Teal Dr
Sole Marie 710 Atkinson Ln Pa
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Spangler Harry C Spangler Emily Rr 1
Sutlu International 930 Town Ctr Dr Ste G50
Tomko John C/O Ed Tomko 720 Atkinson Ln
Washington Mutual Bank Faisaoa 1616 Highland Ave
Webster Timothy Macgregor Jr Webster Timothy Macgregor 602 Croasdale Dr
Webster Timothy Macgregor Webster Erin Margaret 602 Croasdale Dr
Weddell Louise R 290 E Winchester Ave Apt 423
Wetherill Daniel B 262 White Swan Way
Wiktor Helen Rd2 Edgewood Rd
Wilson Margaret A Wilson David Sr Wilson Donna M 645 Highpointe Cir
Worlds Best C/O Mr Frank Capaci 940 Town Ctr Dr Ste F20
Worthingt Mary R Estate 501 Parkvale Ave
Worthington Mary R Estate Park Averd 1 Pa
Wright Jamie P 3 Hollybrooke Dr
Wright Krystle Lynne 3 Hollybrooke Dr
Levittown, Pa 19054
Bendel Jenni 134 Pinewood Dr
Bozzo Charles 282 Lakeside Dr
Burke Dolores T Burke Sean R 53 Lakeside Dr
Caserta Elizabeth M 7 Narcissus Ln
Celani Marlene F 823 Village Of Pennbrook
Clawges Daniel W Cust Clawges Tyler D 41 Meadow Ln
Clinton Agnes Estate 10 Oak Ln
Cook Erica K 6 Tigerlily Ln
Corado Diane 9071 Mill Creek Rd 1906
Cutshall James 4 Tigerlily Ln
Danishevsky Aleksey 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 2710
Davis Patricia G 20 Linden Ln
Demarchis Chester III 182 Pinewood Dr
Demetri Charitos 22 Uphill Rd
Dobson David J 17 Village Ln
Dresner Ruth 24 Thaliabush Ln
Drumheiser Bernice B 21 Meadow Ln
Grady Rose E 41 Be Ood Ln
Hammond Christina 9071 Mill Creek Rd 403
Harris David J 5 Tapered Oak Ln
Iezzatti Dana Lynn Iezzatti Doreen 420 Thornridge Dr
Jammer Danette 45 Lakeside Dr
Johnson Thomas 42 Peachtree Ln
Kilpatrick Mark 9071 MiLLCreek Rd 1117
Kim Teddy 1 New Pond Ln
Kolesar Mark M 9 Twisting Ln
Kubler Louis W 76 Vermilion Ln
Lawrence Patricia L 33 Thimbleberry Ln
Leedom Mary Lou Cust Leedom Alfred 23 Briaroot Ln
Levy Edward Cust 23 Briaroot Ln
Lrc Property Solutions LLC 11 Lilac Ln
Ltl Compounders Color 12 Headley Place
Maloney Francis Maloney Linda 4 Tiger Lilly Ln
Mangee Timothy J 31 Vicar Ln
Mcgee Turon 42 Twisting Ln
Mcginnis Edward J 9101 New Falls Rd Apt B10
Mckeown Evelyn 181 Thornridge Dr
Mikes Sporting Goods 8010 Mill Creek Pkwy
Mucklow William J 10 Tearose Ln
Nisi Steven 29 New Pond Ln
Oras Matthew 20 Elderberry Dr
Parker Business Inc 50 Begonia Ln
Penrith Leon L Estate 18 Vermont Turn
Peterpaul Michael 9036 Lynn Ave
Piela Jean Estate 9101 Newportville Rd
Robb Jeffrey 57 Tall Pine Ln
Schlacter Virginia Schlacter Lindsey 239 Pinewood Dr
Schultz Marie R 104 N Lakeside Dr
Sheppard Miriam Mrs Sheppard Edward 51 Tulip Ln
Showalter Jimmy L 9 N Turn Ln
Sill Robert D Sill Edna 1056 Trenton Rd
Sst Sales Inc Ta Levittow Rte 13 & Pkwy
Stacherski Barbara A 96 Vermillion Dr
Stark Robert E Stark Helen 235 Pinewood Dr
Stearn Tyroll 230 Pinewood Dr
Steele Gloria 26 Lilac Ln
Torres Mirna 8590 New Falls Rd
Van Schaick Christian 223 Elderberry Dr
Waters Sheila 230 Pinewood Dr
Weintraub Sidney I 27 Eventide Ln
Widmann Heather L 24 Little Ln
Levittown, Pa 19055
At Hand Productions Inc 92 Daffodil Ln
Avello Lillian Estate 185 Kenwood Dr N Apt 223
Beth Ann Mielnik 36 Overbrook Ln
Blose Edgar N 4 Schoolhouse Ln
Brescia Vincent 20 Schoolhouse La
Cappiello Jamie V Cappiello Terry 61 Forrest Ln
Cook Michael J 76 Coral Ln
Costello Ginneane C/O Cla Growth Horizons 8 Ftune Ln
Daugherty Lara 40 Grove Ln
Dejesus Sergio Lopez 7200 Marion Ave Apt 613
Deriggi John S 62 Azalea Ln
Driscoll Kathryn Re John L Driscoll 46 Jewel Ln
Eddy Donna 45 Crabtree Dr
Glantz Albert S Glantz Angeline 15 Ailanthus Ln
Hagg Michael 3401 Oxford Valy Rd Apt L 8
Harrison Laura A 11 Hollyhock Ln
Hawkins Harry 22 Aspen Ln
Herring Francis Estate 111 Oaktree Dr
Himes Francis W III 135 Junewood Dr
Hughes Linda M 52 Robin Hill Ln
Kenney John 23 Kentucky Ln
Kingkaeo Egbert 98 Dogwood Dr
Kolias Periclis 2607 Haines Rd
Marietta Joseph 15 Starlight Ln
Mccloskey John M 57 Crabtree Dr
Mcmullen Deborah 1 Copper Beech Ln
Montoya Uriel 127 Stonybrook Dr
Moore John S Estate 39 Rose Arbor Ln
Patel Alpesh 7200 Marion Ave 934
Pesca Lucia 58 Serpentine Ln
Phillys I 95 Market Inc 311 New Rogers Rd
Pirri Michalena C/O Cla 8 Ftune Ln Growth H
Reynolds John R 79 Kraft Ln
Robert Estate 10 Rolling Ln
Rugart Richard F Rugart Janet F 74 Outlook Ln
Sanchez Rodolfo M 80 Sheperd Ln
Schwin Dorothy J Estate 27 Strawberry Ln
Spadaccini Anna 37 Rolling Ln
Takach John 89 Crabtree Dr
Tatar William J 18 Jolly Ln
Taylor Beatrice L Estate 36 Grove Ln
Terford Michael E 21 North Kenwood Dr
Wong Anthony Red Cedar Dr 317
Zawatcki Rita Apt 333 185 N Kenwood Dr
Levittown, Pa 19056
Almond Ann M 16 Red Ridge Rd
Altman Audrey 21 Red Rose Dr
Arndt Ronald H 11 Mica Hill Rd
Barth Andrew Charles Barth Shirley 2 Hawk Rd
Bender Neil H 80 Juniper Dr
Berger Ethel H 82 Highland Park Way
Brichamn Bryan 80 Hollow Rd
Bucks Orthapedic Surgery 1400 New Rodgers Rd Ste 101
Chapman Delores 2409 Bloomsdale Rd
Citicorp Trust Bank 311 New Rogers Rd
Clark Curtis P 39 Long Loop Rd
Cromley Edwin T Estate 66 Flamehill Rd
Cronen Mary E 2000 New Rodgers Rd Apt B12
Currington Charles A Estate 42 Heartwood Rd
Del Moore David 61 Speinythorn Rd
Dennen Ethel M 12 Mill Bend Rd
Devitt William A Devitt Alice A 79 Pumplin Hill Rd
Dunaief Charles 19 Firebush Rd
Dunn Barbara 1970 Rodgers Rd Apt G 6
Edwards Barbara L 47 Tweed Rd
Enz Kevin 55 Hank Rd
Fischer Barbara V 2629 Trenton Rd
Fischer Gertrude W Fischer Barbara 70 Hollow Rd
Gafgen James L Gafgen Lori 2626 Trenton Rd
Gerald Moyer Trust The 19 Hollow Rd
Gray Richard T 1970 New Rodgers Rd
Greenfield Theresa A 12 Spicebush Rd
Heim Charles G 56 Trail Rd
Hughes Janet 11 Mica Hill Rd
Jahn Mildred Jahn Francis 2151 Lincoln Hwy Apt D6
James Moses 2180 New Roggers Rd Apt 507
Jms Tr 2 Harvest Rd
Johnson Kathleen 143 Forsythia Dr
Kaufer Marion 36 Roving Rd
Klein Paul L 31 Hamlet Rd
Kun Beatrice Apt A7 2130 New Rodgers Rd
Lee Sukjin 1338 New Rodgers Rd
Levitsky Catherine M Levitsky William J 54 Spindletree Rd
Liu Ge 1228 New Rodgers Rd B 4
Macciccioa Shirley 12 Mill Bend Rd
Management Consulting Services 79 Harvest Rd
Mancuso Beatrice 54 Roundhill Rd
Mcdonnell Ellen 131 Hoghland Park Dr
Mcdonnell Robert P 131 Highland Park Dr
Merz Sarah May 54 Roundhill Rd
Miller Tyler Edward Miller Edward J 54 Parkside Cir
Mino David E 1400 New Rodgers Rd Ste 101
Montelpare Marion 79 Harvest Rd
Montgomery Robert E 1228 Veterans Hwy Apt E6
Monti Margaret M Monti Albert 17 Spindletree Rd
Moon Amber 1970 Veterna Hwy
Mousley Wayne J 17 Firtree Rd
Moyer Gerald G 19 Hollow Rd
One Of A Kind 33 Macintosh Rd
Ott Elizabeth M 102 Hollow Rd
Probst Arthur A 32 Flamingo Rd
Rickert Kathleen Re George A Rickert Sr 96 Bald Cypress Ln
Schmidt Virginia D 28 Harp Rd
Southard Earl 31 Half Turn Rd
Spaeth Cheryl E 1970 Veterans Hwy
Steg William Steg Rhoda A 118 Plumtree Rd
Trachtman Esther Est 79 Spinythorn Rd
Trachtman Leonard Trachtman Esther 79 Spinythorn Rd
Tucker Arthurline P 2180 New Roggers Rd Apt 507
Turner Gayle 2180 New Rodgers Rd Apt 215
White Leon 2629 Trenton Rd
Wortman Roger W Cust 23 Unity Turn
Levittown, Pa 19057
515 Laidlaw Transit Inc 2201 Green Ln Unit 12
A Storage Depot 8343 Rte 13 South
Advanced Heating & Cooling Inc 1410 Manning Blvd
Agyepong Kwabena 203 Goldenridge Dr
Aldridge Idella 2414 Liberator St
Alston Mamie 16 Michelle Ct
Ash Dan Products 1723 Woodbourne Rd Ste A140
Aurora Mable C 27 Indian Creek Dr
Bigger Victoria 35 Balsam Rd
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Bill Worrells Auto Body 6524 New Fls Rd
Borland Walter 6 Cactus Rd
Boyer Dorothy R 203 Devon Way
Boyer Phyllis C 203 Devon Way
Chadwick Donna M 15 Green Lynne Dr
Chuff Philip F Chuff William 16 Iroquois Rd
Coogan Eileen 105 Cobalt Ridge Dr N
Cooper Harry Do 1339 Woodbourne Ave
Ditolla William F Ditolla Rita D 17 Candytuft Rd
Donatelli Robert 1501 Woodbourne Rd
Dougherty Brian W 60 Black Walnut Rd
Early Frank J 922 S Woodbourne Rd 346
Firstplus Facilities LLC 116 Border Rock Rd
Gee William J 40 Idlewild Rd
Girimonte Margaret L 6 Indian Creek Pass
Gleason Andrew D 3401 Oxford Valy Rd Apt N 11
Graham Packaging Co 6300 Bristol Pike
Graham Packing Company 6300 Bristol Pk
Healthcare Svc Group 45 H Runway Rd
Hick Marsha L 10 Gaping Rock Rd
Ho Hing W Ho Jin Y 2 Border Rock Rd
Huber Alfons III 20 Indian Red Rd
Hunt Auto Body 60 Black Walnut Rd
James Theodora A Est 2401 Liberator St
Johnson William H 53 Indigo Rd
Kim Hyin Pyo 73 Goldengate Rd
Klorfein Elizabeth P 56 Black Walnut Rd
Lamberson Jeffrey A 47 Cinnamon Rd
Lata Prem 70 Rt 13
Lavery Patricia A Indian Creek Dr 307
Livolsi Nicholas 41 Cotton Rd
Lower Michelle Lower Arielle 30 Gridiron Rd
Maritza Mejia 3501 Oxford Valy Rd Apt 306
Martinez Eleuterio 3401 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd
Mcateer Margaret R 295 Goldenridge Dr
Miller Jeanne M Miller David D 86 Quincy Dr
Morgan Phillip 47 Mintleaf Rd
Naida Julie 40 Gingerbush Rd
Naulty Michael 68 Butternut Rd
Nfsc Fmtc 41 Cotton Rd
Ocharski Mary 178 Goldenridge Dr
Oxford Valley Pediatric Office 2230 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd
Poles Florence 2215 Fleetwing Dr
Poles Flossie 2215 Fleetwing Dr
Potalivo Scott B 42 Cinnamon Rd
Roccog Anthony J 71 Indigo Rd
Rodgers Alyson 41 Indian Park Rd
Romano Helen 35 Balsam Rd
Rutkowski Erwin L Est Rutkowski Erwin L 222 Quincy Dr
Schmidt Evelyn M 27 Gamewood Rd
Silcox Arthur 88 Orangewood Dr
Simpson James H Simpson Ruth 1350 Woodbourne Rd Apt C 39
Smith Katherine 6 Cactus Rd
Smith Thomas 132 Goldenridge Dr
Spaide Colleen 50 Cardinal Rd
Suh Yi 57 N Cobalt Ridge Dr
Taylor William H 3611 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd
Trejo Julie 3401 Oxford Valy Rd
Tyler Glenn C/O Comcast Philadelphia 68 Gable Hill Rd
Tyler Susanne Comcast Philadelphia 68 Gable Hill Rd
Villano Kathryn Villano William 28 Quaker Hill Rd
Wilson Ronnie 5723 Mitchell Rd
Morrisville, Pa 19067
Agape Childrens Academy 830 W Trenton Ave
Aimco Mgmt Co 490 Plaza Blvd
Allied Forklift Sales And Service 68 W Philadelphia Ave
Amend Steven 300 Clymer Ave
Barclay Olive M 121 Winding Way
Barr Charles F 229 Share Dr
Bast Florence M Bast Robert N 9317 Longview Dr
Bayer Corp 1 Progress Dr
Biechlin Evelyn Penn Trailer Pk
Black Gene L Plaza Park Apts Bldg 6 G 11
Blue Chip Workers Comp Trust Blue Chip Products Inc 1101 New Ford Mill Rd
Boyle James Edward Boyle Catherine 164 W Trenton Ave
Brett Bernice 6033 Falmont Dr
Brouckerl Francis K Penn Trailer Pk
Bruehl Derek E 243 Stockham Ave
Buckley Lynn 577 Elbridge Rd
Bussberg Michael 1102sweetbriar Rd
Bux George 522 Stevens Rd
Carl W Fuller & Margaret G Fuller Trust 300 Daleview Dr
Catania Joseph F 122 Anderson Ave
Clark B K Old Tyburn Rd
Clarke Conturso Habgood Law Offices Of 45 N Pennsylvania Ave
Cloud George E 6203 Foster Dr
Coia Lawrence E Coia Antoinet 9291 Reed Ave
Connelly Thomas 75 Fairview Ave
Constructional Dynamics 1903 Bristol Pike
Cooper Fred 405 Hamilton Blvd
Crossing Pennwood 1201 Adler Dr
Darr Mary 9710 Lowell Dr
Davit Chaduneli 1 Makefield Rd Apt C116
Demmick William 1304 Bristol Pike
Diot Truman E 254 W Trenton Ave 332a
Disalvo Kathryn A 211 Winding Way
Donahue Donald J 44 Barnsley Ave
Drew Francis X 348 Michael Rd
Edwards Joseph Old Ferry Rd Apt 132
Eisenbrey Helen C Estate 215 Osborne Ave
Emmons Katherine Ziesel 4343 Dover Dr
Farkas Catherine Farkas Robert 117 Moreau Ave
Fields Benjamin F 22 West Hendrickson Ave
Fletcher Miza R 491 Plaza Blvd B16
Ford Jadonal E Po Box 1133
Fuller Margaret G Fuller Carl W 300 Daleview Dr
Galeano Luis 250 Plaza Blvd
Ghangas Imroz S 2002 Sweetbriar Rd
Gill Rose 5076 Grace Dr
Giovacchini Marian 1 HiLLCrest Ave Apt 607
Gohde August W 7 Lenord Ave
Gohde Tacie 7 Lenord
Goldman Eric D 169 Summon Dr Ld Dr
Green Barry K 254 West Trenton Ave Apt A−335
Groll Shirley Rd Lauderback Rd
Groner Sheldon L II 425 N Pennsylvania Av
Harris Bashawn I 498 Plaza Blvd
Horn Elizabeth M Horn Samuel 328 Osborne Ave
Hough Laura Leigh 437 Musket Dr
Hricko Peter 4102 Davis Dr
Jackson Jennifer 960 Sandy Run Rd
Jacobs Marc 1350 South Pennsylvania Ave
Jana Soumyajit 1 Makefield Rd Apt F234
Jankus Phillips B Est 1 Makefield Rd Apt J381
Jaramillo Rana Marta 216 Winding Way
Kali Jozsef 5310 Glenloch Dr
Kamping Thomas 2007 Anderson Ave
Kelly Diane L 120 Althea Ave
Kemble Anna 1219 Penna Ave
King Andre Po Box 1266
Knauer David 311 Hillside Ave 1
Kolb Gretchen 567 Aspen Woods Dr
Kucekovich Judy J Estate 25 Cox Ave
Lederer Marc 121 Park Ave
Leone Arleen 1512 Wyoming Ave
Lewis Charles E 250 Plaza Blvd Apt C1
Llewellyn Frank 20 County Line Rd
Locane Frank A 353 Margery Rd
Lovett Elizabeth M Estate Rr 1
Lueker Lillian H Lueker Andrew H 320 N Pennsylvania Ave
Lukaszewski Edward 178 Share Dr
Meade William 3053 Chandler Dr
Morrison Ronnie E 254 W Trenton Ave Apt B 131
Moskaitis John 591 Long Acre Ln
Most David 387 Plaza Blvd Apt128
Murphy William P Ex Barbara Albe Rici Estate Of CO W P Murphy
Neumann Jennifer 165 Fletcher Dr
Niemczura Simone Niemczura Mark 94 Manor Ln
Ostertag Kathryn L 1 Makefield Dr
Parrey Susan D 233 Stockham Ave
Passanante Benj A Bristol Pike
Peden Fred 542 Barclay Ave
Perriello Tracy Perriello Ivan 45 Jessie Ave
Petrangeli Danielle 250 N Pennsylvania Ave Ste 200
Picciotti Swim Club 100 West Post Rd
Piro Rosie H Estate 217 Anderson Ave
Pitkow Ronald 45 N Pennsylvania Ave
Platt Daryl G 387 Plaza Blvd 168
Postell Zaquan 371 Plaza Blvd Apt 34
Pye Rose Marie 834 S Pennsylvania Ave
Quattrone S John 250 N Pennsylvania Ave Ste 200
Rafael Sherry A 200 W Bridge St S27
Redden Irene 5310 Glenloch Dr
Richardson Torre C 1031 Lincoln Ave Apt A6
Robinson Lean E Jr 113 Chambers St
Robinson Leon 113 Chambers St
Rowe Norann G 572 Hammond Dr
Ruparelia Bhavin 22 Jennifer Ln
S John Quattrone Associates 250 North Pennsylvania Ave Suite 200
Sanghui Rakesh V Sanghui Janet E 8317 Windsor Dr
Savage Josephine 1069 Bristol Pike Lot 17
Shah Manan C 7 250 Plaza Blvd
Sharp Joseph 45 Union St
Shewman Marvel Rd Lauderb
Sibilly Clyde Ivan 490 Plaza Blvd #55
Sierra Carmen 534 Doloro Dr
Slipczenko Bertha 39 Island Ave
Smith Howard W Smith Anna D 254 W Trenton Ave A11
Solynik Natalia 250 Plaza Blvd Apt C14
Stasiyk Ihor 1 Makefield Rd G−287
Staywell Co 780 Township Line Rd Accts Payable
Stradling Vernon A Estate 201 Robertson Ave
Straight Owen D Est 718 Pennsylvania Ave
Streeter Bruce E 144 Rice Dr
Sultzbach Richard L 729 S Pennsylvania Ave
Talbot Melanie For Jean Rodgers 161 Bristol Pike
Thambidurai Loganayaki 480 Hamilton Blvd
Thomas Deepam 10 Valy View Dr
Tomicki Piotr 199 Fletcher Dr
Turner Elizabet S Turner Mary A PO Box 105
Webster Insurance Agency 830 W Trenton Ave
Wendel Elijah Z 315 N Delmorr Ave Apt A
Wilson Tiffany 937 W Trenton Ave B41
Wombacher Kirsten M 416 Centennial Dr
Woytko Lois M 267 Osborne Ave
Yellin Ronald J 215 W Bridge St
Young Dorothy M 31 Hiill Ave
Young William F 190 Walton Dr
Zakhirov Sherzod 601 Lincoln Ave Apt C11
New Hope, Pa 18938
Aparicio Francisco 78 Towpath St Apt C
Berelson Richard T Po Box 122
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Bissonnette Michael E 4129 Tollgate Rd
Blackfan Studio Inc Po Box 368
Brillman Virginia Estate Rr 1
Calle Sabrina 34 West Furry 2nd Floor Apartment
Castro Lazo Andres 34 Chestnut St
Chongas Carol 101 Greenbrook Ct
Cohen Gerald 3010 Windybush Rd
Cooley Peter S 6678 Brownstone Dr
Cooper Geraldine 2305 Aquetong Rd
Cordisco Nicole Jennifer 1707 Holicong Rd
Cresmont Ltd Partnership 50 S Main St
Crnfa Frank M 535 Tori Ct
Curry Ryan 116 Lakeview Dr
Cyberswim Inc C/O M Waldman 6415 M
Deluna Robin M Deluna Frank 8 Pheasant Run
Dileo Frieda H 30 Ivy Ct
Dolan Christine 25 Brooks Rd
Drake Mary G Lurgan Rd Rfd
First Omni Mortgage Lending 146a Old York Rd A
Firstin William J Po Box 224
Foggia Sally 220 Dove Ct
Fox William H 135 Old York Rd
Frederick Danielle L 1292 St Rd
Friend Crystal Po Box 143
Garber Maryanne Garber Daniel C 1439 Pineville Rd
Garber Maryanne Garber Dylan P 1439 Pineville Rd
Genghini Heather Po Box 305 3116 N Sugan Rd
Gerace Jean C/O E A Gerace Po Box 55
Gift Baskets Plus Po Box 299
Gillman Peter B 6486 Deerfield Dr
Ginaldi Michael 9 Great Hills Rd
Gra Leslie W 207 Brownsburg Rd E The Cottage
Hafer Kara 1196 Pineville Rd
Hazen Joseph T 6483 York Rd
Hodgkiss Christopher Hodgkiss Craig 814 Sydni Ct
Hughes L 149 N Sugan Rd
Jefferis Amy Leigh 18 Darien
Jones Kathryn A 408 Greenwich Ct
Knight Douglas M Trust Uw Lawrence E Braymer 6171 Stony Hill Rd
Laugier Gretchen N PO Box 265
Lee Alfred 11 Solebury Mtn Rd
Lefevre Thomas 39 W Bridge St
Leuzzi Josephine 177 East Grouse Cir
Martin Francis J 511 Acorn Ct W
Mcclintock Marilyn 24 Tahoe Apt 2
Migliaccio Denise 811 Sydni Ct
Miles K 2421 River Rd
Miller Lawrence 504 Waterview Place
Morelli Carmen 910 St Rd
Nesbitt Lendor Robin 6716 School Rd
Passanante Kristina A 313 Fieldstone Dr
Paz Joseph 16 Devonshire Dr
Pasko Joseph 52 Meadow Ln Pa 18938
Peterson Leon P Estate 249 W Mechanic St
Phone Company 6805 Rte 202
Pursell Clinton 6976 Phillips Mill Rd
Rickles Beverly 34 Tahoe
Schenck Mary P 6581 Sawmill Rd
Sempier John P 10b Riverhill Ct
Smith Tyrone 2126 Hawthorne Rd
Soleweb 6542a Lower York Rd
Stein Justin B 50 Bowmans Dr
Suburban Chevro 415 Old York Rd
Szaflarski Brian J 6236 Lower York Rd
Theisen Charles 1966 Brooke Dr
Wagner Janet Estate Rr 1
Waterworks Mary 350 S River Rd Unit C1
Weber Allison B Weber Colin R 246 Riverwoods Dr
Welch Amy S 5410 Upper Mountain Rd
Wise Doris E 3083 N Sugan Rd
Yeager Joan M 78 Towpath Rd P
Newtown, Pa 18940
Adams Danielle Marie 10 Hunters Way
Affiliated Fin Network 140 Terry Dr Suite 100
Anderson David N Estate 3417 Horton Rd
Anderson Erma B Estate 3417 Horton Rd
Artega Elizabeth H 4 Cannon Ct
Atwell Jennifer 430 Mahogany Walk
Behrend Andrew H J 384 Milford Ct
Bender Adam 332 Leedom Way
Betof Shauna 31 Honey Locust Ln
Black John J 29 Providence Ct
Bond Martin Estate Yardley Dolington Rd
Bowman Margaret 1415 Dickson St
Brantley Janise C/O G Myers Gillis Ins 60 Blacksmith Rd
Brisson Simone 1255 North Lincoln Ave
Bye Richard B Bye Beatrice 317 East State St
Callahan Eileen M 2 Everett Dr
Carolina Surgical Associates 8 Ainsley Ct
Carr Veneta B Carr J S 536 Penn St
Catapano Thomas 5 Balsam Ct
Chapman Michael R 1709 Grandview Dr
Chen Michael PO Box 473
Chen Mike 16 Armstrong Cir
Clausen Leland F 115 S Congress St
Cohen Jane 16 Farmington Pl
D Belinski 127 S State St
Davis Donald L 3006 Society Pl
Demenczuk Denise Demenczuk John 120 Beaumont Dr
Dentistry For Kids Trustee Fo Dentistry For Kids 2700 S Eagle Rd Ste 203
Deshpande Anil S 25 Delny Dr
Dictaphone Corp 1423 Ridgewood Ln
Disario Ronald 214 Fountain Farm Ln
Donofrio Sabinaesta C/O B M Puricelli Esq 691 Washington Crossing Rd
Dooley George A Jr 15 Sterling
Dooley Pearl M 15 Sterling
Dougherty Nancy 423 Trumbull Ct
Dougherty William 12 Tall Oaks Ln
Ed Solutions 9747 Littlefield 9 Pheasent Run Bretta
Elisetti Rajitha PO Box 719
Elkram Inc 2 State St
Family Practice 2950 South Eagle Rd
Fell Ada M 103 North State Apt 6
Frischmann Robert C 63 Heather Ct
Gerding Lois B 130 South Chancellor St
Gerety James E 348 Parkview Way
Glick Kenneth R Cust Glick Michael Adam 34 Liberty St
Gray Keely E 240 S Chancellor St
Guneer Willard Rd 3
Haff Alex 118 N State St
Hankin Edward K 10 Colchester Pl
Henderson David J 61 HiLLCroft Way
Hughes Mark 18 Skyview Way
Hughes Michelle 18 Skyview Way
Hunter Edward 32 S Chancellor St
Jeffrey Clementstag Inc Po Box 464
Jmc Technology Inc 140 Terry Dr Suite 105
Joyce Eileen 1 Spring Oak Dr
Katz Tracy L Cust Katz Evan C 176 Colonial Dr
Keenan Terrance 435 Sterling St
Kerschner Boyle C/O M Homa 127 S State St
King Bernice B 1382 Langhorne Rd A106
Kraut Jon M Yardley Rd
Kryven Karen A 132 Sequoia Dr
Kwon John 6 Saffron Ct
Land Instruments Incorporated 10 Friends Ln Ste 200
Lare Amelia 460 South State St
Largey Catherine T 9 Beech St
Lasser Robert 154 Sequoia Dr
Lastalla LLC 26 Weatherfield Dr
Lawhorne Edward S 535 Gradyville Rd V152 White Horse Village
Lawless Edward B 228 Thompson Mill Rd
Leeser Service 44 Colonial Dr
Lempa Raymond Lempa Edward Holland Rd
Levine Morton 720 Linton Hill Rd
Lieberman Richard 803 Society Place
Lizerbran Barbara Cust Lizerbran Michael 8 Balsam Ct
Lundahl Brooke A 19 Spring Oak Dr
Lyons Jonathan 132 N Lincoln Ave
M Homa 127 S State St
Martynov Igor 44 Honey Locust Ln
Mcmurray Raymond 101 Laurel Cir
Mctamney Marita 6 Holly Cir
Morrison Samantha A 2236 Second St Pike
Nardone Anthony 1330 Fountain Rd
Nelson Braun Susan K 19 Larkspur Ln Ct
Panel Works Inc 4 Shamrock Ct
Pappas Gregory G C/O C Kosiras 2038 Silverwood Dr
Petsis Mark Alex 102 Saint Andrews Pl
Rarig Kathrine G 24 Birch Ct
Rays Hvac Service Corp 2 E Centre Ave
Retriever Industries LLC 29 Providence Ct
Roberts Mary E Rd 1 Yardley Rd
Rodrigue Matthew George School 1690 Langhorne Rd Pm
Rosenberg Carol I 2 Martin Ct
Russo Stephanie C Russo Gerard 107 Stoopville Rd
Ruth James 431 Greene St
Saks Inc 842 Durham Rd Ste 13
Sansom Street Associates LLC C/O Attn R Peterson 1614 Wrightstown Rd
Scheuerlazar Mary 1 Briarwood Ct
Sefton Howard Sefton Beth 2865 S Eagle Rd 365
Shapiro Barry 5 N Lancaster Ln
Shields Harry W Shields Cleata 120 S Chancellor St
Sigurdsson Rhonda 607 Diamond Dr
Singh Basant K Singh Renu 6 Hartfeld Rd
Spratt Tur Catherine Do 638 0yardley Rd
Stackhouse Clifford Rd 2
Stone Josef Box 9 Stone Meadows Farm
Storck Warcola K A C/O P Storck 62 Laurel Cir
Sutton Joseph 406 Washingtn Crossing Rd
Teitelman Beth Teitelman Gary 6 Zinnia Dr
Tellevik Cory C/O E Mullarky Dictaphone 1423 Ridgewood Ln
Thompson Elbert P Pennswood Vlg Apt J−112
Timby And Dillon Corporation 330 S State St
Tolhurst Alma 301 South State St 18940
Town Sehmann Jane Pennswood Village Apt G107
Travel Center 16 S State St
Trt T J 220 Stoopville Rd
Turek Raymon Yardley Rd
Twp Applebees Neighborhool Grill 2 West Rd
Vaddi Durga PO Box 719
Verhoff Matthew 18 Liberty Rd
Waxman Alan 47 Wellington Rd
Weil Fred Pennswood Village M−101
Yizzi Robert 71 Cliveden Dr
Pineville, Pa 18946
Fuentes Julio 770 Durhain Rd
Levy Steven 23 Teaberry Ln
Perry Patricia Po Box 211
Pisarek Benny P Estate Rr New Hope Rd
Wenger Marie Dager New Hope Rd
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Richboro, Pa 18954
Alliance Adjustment Group 189 Gleniffer Hill Rd
Amodei Erennio 51 Nikol Dr
Ayzenberg Kirk 61 Silo Hill Dr
Beliavsky Natalia 263 Sunset Dr
Blackman Ian 11 Columbia Cir
Boone Louise 70 Drexel Dr
Brenner William C 1094 2nd St Pike
Bryant Mary C 59 Cypress Cir
Butch Frank 18 Cherokee Dr
Bye Robert C C/O Care Ctr 253 Twining Ford Rd Room 201
Center Inc B N 82 Blue Fox Ln
Cory Mary PO Box 16
Council Rock Baseball Po Box 462
Cullman Robert C 125 Cedar Dr
Daniel Rahelamma 328 Holly Hill Rd
Diehle Vincent Diehle Helen M Main
England Helen Est Of Po Box 87
Falcone Nicole 25 Deborah Rd
Fisher D 10 Columbia Cir
Fmtc Fbo Daniel Ervine 65 Meadow Ln
Gibbs Allan 440 Glen Meadow Rd
Green Acres Health System 696 Second St Pike
Guzhavin Mark 61 Silo Hill Dr
Heuscher David N 51 Yale Dr
Hoskins James 189 Gleniffer Hill Rd
Leahy William J 37 Dorchester Ln
Mcbrearty Associat 853 Second St Pk Ste 206a
Melley Leonard M Melley Elaine T 2nd St Pike
Offenback Robert V 62 Cloverly Dr
Olshanetsky Mark 85 Ann Dr
Paralis Joseph T Box 844 Basil
Pocono Propane Corporation 41 E Elizabeth Ln
Ranieri Anthony 34 Twigkenham Dr
Ruth Street Corporation C/O F Graziani Po Box 791
Schick Henriett Schick Heinz 1636 2nd St Pike
Solarz Robert 9 Holly Hill Rd
Tsitrinbaum S 263 Sunset Dr
Wagner Huffnagle & Assoc Inc 696 Second St Pike
Southampton, Pa 18966
Aaron Leon Public Adjusters Inc 362 2nd St Pike Ste 151
Aleph Alliance Jewish 130 Buck Rd Ste Suite 107
Auckland Herbert Estate 2nd St Pike
Auerbach Paul 113 Lakeside Dr
Bensalem Marketing Group 95 James Way Ste 122
Biggs Mary K 238 St Rd Apt D−211
Borelli Louis H206 238 St Rd
Brodsky Leonard 439 ShaLLCross Rd
Bucks County Storage Inc 472 Second St Pike 281
Bux George Est Of Po Box 252
Bux Thomas F Bux Mary Po Box 252
Clark Lillian D Pcw 208 238 Str
Craft Rite Clock Shoppe Inc 1484 Churchville Rd
Dagostino Alicia A 1004 Woodbourne Dr
Degman Joseph Estate 121 Hidden Cove Dr
Disilvestro Helen Est 280 Middle Holland Rd
Duncan Edith C Willowbrooke Ct Rm 11d 238 St Rd
Durst Richard L Durst Robert B 326 Maple Ave
Feeney Martin J Apt I 203 Apt I 203
Fitzpatrick David H 195 New Rd
Fleming Patricia H Fleming Madeline 968 Carlin Dr
Fox Chase Bank Isaoa Atima 1225 Industrial Blvd
Furia Thomas 552 Zinn Dr
Gardner Charles W Gardner Martha J 2nd St Pike Upland Dr
Gillespie George W Gillespie Violet H 111 Lakeside Park
Goldsmith Cheryl L Goldsmith John Hampton Crosing Aptx D203
Greg Levin Dc 1702 Hawkins Dr
Harbison Helen 824 Orchard Ave
Hebden Irene 238 St Rdf 214
Janus Charles Estate 147 Couty Line Rd
Jeffrey L Pollock Md 57 St Rd Ste 1
Kanaga Manchu 3 Furlong Ct
Karcher Kelly Est 1379 Bristol Rd
Katkharava Larisa 758 New Barry Ct
Ketell Thomas 824 Orchard Ave
King Judy 725 Cybus Way
Kleyman Greta 1214 Valy Hill Trl
Kovach Thomas 335 Charles St
Laskin Leonard B 1335 Lily Way
Lavery Kyle Jacob 1260 Bristol Rd
Leddington Robin 1470 Beaver Rd
Loadenthal Jay 134 Springwood Dr
Marks Herman L C/O S Marks 627 Nicole Dr
Marks Sheila 627 Nicole Dr
Mc Ginley Gerald R Mc Ginley Ann 126 Lynch Dr
Mcclosk Kathleen A 937 Jeffrey Dr
Mcginley Gerald R Mcginley Ann 126 Lynch Dr
Mergen Dawn A 1025 Woods Rd
Mergen Richard J 1025 Woods Rd
Miller George F Miller Ruth D 824 Cybus Way
Miller Jane T 845 Central Ave
Miller Patricia 128 Maple Ave
Mogilyansky Andrew 1475 Estates Ln
Oliva Mary Estate 65 St Rd
Onofrio Pasquale 472 Second St Pike 188
Rader Karen R 505 Gravel Hill Sta
Rakita Adam T 800 Willow Penn Dr
Redfern Dorene 407 Tabor Rd
Rieman Frederic 331 Hogeland Rd
Sampat Ajit J 800 Willowpenn Dr Apt F 204
Sautner Stephen N 201 Gravel Hill Sta
Schiller Pfeiffer Inc 1028 St Rd
Stepzac Enterprise Inc 506 Lakeside Park
Stiteler Elinor C 238 St Rd Apt F 206
Storage Organization Solutions LLC 129 Maureen Rd
Tankle Rachel Elizabeth 362 2nd St Pike 122
Taylor George 1016 Jeffrey Dr
Taylor George W Estate 1016 Jeffrey Dr
Tri County Surgery Center LLC 319 2nd St Pike
Wardle Mildred M Estate 2nd St
Welch Ruth Estate 1073 Manor Ln
Wellnet Healthcare Administra 57 St Rd Ste O
Whyno Donna L Whyno John A 967 2nd St Pike
Willow Grove Bank 735 Davisville Rd
Wisniewski Regina M 1120 Meadowbrook Rd
Zilley Alice N Zilley John E 418 Temple Rd
Warminster, Pa 18974
Abbott David 789 Pelham Ave
Advance Sales Systems Inc 1836 3 Stout Dr
Advanced Sales Systems 1836−3 Stout Dr
Ali Sikander 120 East St Rd Apt B2 9
Ameritas Acacia Holding Co Attn Dir Of Med Benefits Po Box 2841
Andrew Dorothy M 327 Beech
Anns Choice 10000 Anns Choice Way
Anthony Crose 1104 Viking Dr
Ardeljan Marinel 1015 Valy Rd
Baca Jose 120 St Rd
Baldo Catharina S 510 6th Ave
Benefit Concepts PO Box C5009
Bowman Doris P 1223 Weber Rd
Bradley Catherine M Est 843 Meadowood Ln
Burkert Grace 150 Bethleham Pike Pa 18991
Cain Mildred E 511 Revere Terr
Calahan Sandra L Calahan James 280 Olive St
Camarero Richard 15 Breckenridge Dr
Cambridge Recovery Services C/O G Mallon 342 South Rd
Cannon Mark 675 E St Rd Apt 2209
Cardano Family LLC 11201 Centennial Stn
Castrol Inc Metal Working Division 775 Louis Dr Po Box 289
Coalition Of African American Stockholde % E Gardinar 675 E St Rd 1410
Dailey Tyler 1414 Kingsley Dr
Davis Brandon 754 Spruce Rd
Degen William 34 Dean St
Diaz Kelly Po Box 3124
Do Rodney B Po Box 2661
Donaway Dorothy 217 Acorn Dr
Downey Rita 34521 Anns Choice Way
Eck Anna M Eck Robert 1389 Devon Rd
Ellis Norbert M 716 Stratford Rd
Englehardt Michelle 490 4th Ave
Family Mangin 1217 Slight St
Flores Lorenzo B 46 Davisville Rd
Flores Olga B 46 Davisville Rd
Fluehr Mrs Eileen 543 Fisher Ln
Fokin Igor 1075 Toll House Ln
Frederickson James A Frederickson Joan G 6 Noble St
Gilmore Michael 137 Peach Blossom Ln
Globe Ticket Company 300 Constance Dr
Gloster Francis A Po Box 134
Grahamer Christine Grahamer Edward 333 Newtown Rd
Greene Michael G 120 E St Rd Apt C2 8
Gregory William 47 Timothy Dr
Greig Betty A 365 Newtown Rd Apt D25
Harrigan Susan 744 Cheryl Dr
Hartey James P Jr Hartey Katherine 628 Mueller Rd
Hauptman Adele 13317 Anns Choice Way
Hendrie Donald A Graeme Way
Henry Donald B 1310 Sturbridge Dr
Hilton Deborah V 1100 Log College Dr
Hj Masonry Inc 769 Meadowood Ln
Hochstoeger Hans 120 E St Rd Apt E−2−4
Hoffman Scott C 691 Valy Rd
Horizon Hvac Inc 1099 Mearns Rd
Hott Ismael 22 Grier St
Hoy William J Estate 880 Decker Ln
Humphreys Theresa Humphreys Robert 435 Lemon St
Illuminati Margaret A 369 Deb Ln
Impact Educational 626 Jacksonville Rd
Jasovsky Elizabeth A 11worthington Dr
Jastrzebski Richard 120 E St Rd
Jones Zelda V 675 East St Rd
Joseph Mirtaj 66 Valentine Rd
Kane Mary M 1150 Toll House Rd
Kane Marymadel Y 1150 Toll House Rd
Kaplan Marcus Kaplan Carol Alon Engineering Assoc Inc 600 Lewis Dr
Kemmerer John P 1155 York Rd Apt E6
Lb Bohle LLC 700 Veterans Cir 100
Lee James 1218 Emma Ln
Leopold Brenda L 815 Newtown Rd
Leyden Wendy L 303 Valy Forge Ct Yorktown Village 303
Leyenberger John 1260 Beverly Rd
Liska Petr 1070 Lavera Rd
Livezey Donald G 1224 Roberts Rd
Majestic Oaks Majestic Oaks 333 Newtown Rd
Mangin Catherine Mangin Walter G 1217 Slight St
Mayer Gerald 203 Norristown Rd
Mccune Mary J 997 Gates Pl
Mcgettigan James Jr 259 Henry Ave
Mclaughlin Margaret M Mclaughlin Thomas D 259 Fairview Dr lot 1
Meeting House Dental Care 865 West County Line Rd
Molina Ricardo 12 Mercer St
Morrow Louise 1 Potter St Charter
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Moule Louise D Apt 304 1 Potter St
Munoz Saul 120 E St Rd Apt M 3 12
Myers Melissa 64 Eisenhard Dr
Nadia Toshani 675 E St Rd #13
North Anita Apt 512 1 Potter St Charter Ar
Nottingham Construct 375 Ivyland Rd Unit 110
Onufrey Stephen R Onufrey Mary C 534 Spencer Ln
Peco Energy Co 400 Park Ave
Peralta Javier P 120 E St Rd Apt F1 8
Pero Dorothy 748 Ivyland Rd
Pietrangelo Peter 1185 York Rd
Portillo Julio A 1 Madison Ave
Queenan Kathryn T 1150 Toll House Rd
Rasman Ritarose Rasman Maxwell 15213 Anns Choice Way
Regul Mark C 130 Davisville Rd
Roberts Nicole M 1155 York Rd Apt B9
Rose Eugene J 1024 Birch Rd
Ryan Elizabeth A Ryan Thomas A 1 Madison Av Apt L 1
Sayers Frances V Estate 274 Sweetbriar Dr
Schafer William J 1213 Victoria Rd
Scott George W C/O S L Snyder 365 Newtown Rd Apt F36
Shanahan Neil P 798 Pelham Ave
Shebest Esther M 91 Buchanan Way
Shebest Esther M Shebest Walter A 91 Buchanan Way
Shields Havis 75 Jacksonville Rd
Shuster Gregory 1575 W St Rd
Smith Randy 1255 Grenoble Rd
Smoluk George E 120 E St Rd Apt D1 1
Smyth Richard E 785 Stephen Rd
Sokologorsky Slava 376 Marilyn Rd
Soroker Christine M Soroker Eric 410 Acorn Dr
Souder Cynthia J 72 Acorn Dr
Stanfield Lizabeth R Stanfield Timothy W 934 Dogwood Rd
Stechert Richard F 422 Mcglynn Rd
Stingel Meredith A 55 Hill Rd Pa
Stojansal Joseph F Stojansal Joseph L Apt G 1 503
Taylor Christopher R 176 York Rd Ste 5
Thran Tom 450−555 West St Rd
Toconita Nicholas 3rd Toconita Olga 824 Pelham Ave
Transcriptions Ltd 48 Swan Way Ste 100
Vanhorn William H 526 Winchester Rd
Vend Tyme 7 Humphreys Dr
Volpetile 50 York Rd
West William T Apt 807
Widmeier John P 333 Newtown Rd
Williams Chris 936 Gladwyn Rd
Williams Ronald A 435 Juniper St
Wurst Mary L 327 Beech
Young Paul E Apt 612 1 Potter St
Zhyradkova Olena 1595 Hartsville Cir
Warrington, Pa 18976
Adamczyk Josephine Adamczyk Frank J 1427 Long Pond Dr
Barry Elizabeth 1834 Roan Dr
Batson Thomas L Jr Batson Dorothy C 816 Philadelphia Ave
Borowski Joseph W 2199 Warwick Rd
Brook Harry P 600 Valy Rd Apt E18
Burgess Beatrice 2203 Lisa Dr
Card Steven Jr 2050 Apple Ct
Chap Pring 1267 Lisa Dr
Chukwunenye Obasi 1506 Long Pond Dr
Comly W J 880 Mustang Rd
Cyphers Karen L 2238 Pileggi Rd Apt B
Derevizus Barbara A 600 Valy Rd Apt E−22
Devine Kristan M 220 Wayside Dr
Eagler Loretta Neshaminy Manor 1660 Easton Rd
Eves Eleanore M Eves Charles J 1295 Welsh Rd
First County Bank 1800 St Rd Suite 210
Fitness Center 847 Easton Rd
Flores Ester D 221 B Pileggi Rd
Gualtier Stanley 680 Woodspring Dr
Hamvas Janet M 2225 Orchard Hill Cir
Harrington Kathi 781 Philadelphia Ave
Hill Dennis 1503 Stuckert Rd
Idelson Titiana 2276 Forest Glen Dr
Johnson Marian 1700 St Rd Apt G 202
King Gutherie Machine 2065 ‘‘C’’ Bunnell Rd
Leventhal Norman L 732 S Settlers Cir
Lucidon Valerie 731 Neshaminy Ave
Lyaschcuk Oksana 914 Partridge Place
Macnair Heather L 845 Elbow Ln
Malish Darryl 433 Red Bud Ct
Mangam Dorothy Mangam Edgar H 1585 Turk Rd
Manley Lynne M Manley Roy 926 Elbow Ln
Mbk Consulting Inc C/O Morris B Klein
Mckenna Charles J Jr 405 Primrose Pl
Morison John 2156 Herblew Rd
Nawrocki Allyson 2109 Green Ridge Dr
Novashinski Jeffrey P Novashinski Marie 2133 Shetland Dr
Patel Ramanbhai N 1700 St Rd Apt P6
Pats Auto Truck Radiator Po Box 143
Plummer Lisa 1261 Holly Rd
Redding Henry A Jr Redding Henry A 1077 Fitch Pl
Reichert Phyllis 83 Buck Rd
Ricigliano James Ricigliano Ann 2711 Harvard Dr
Rossbach Candace L Rossbach Ronald A 1435 Guinea Ln
Rossi Grace L Estate 2174 Herblew Rd
S R Mazda Associates 907 Master Manor
Samhouri Pamela 955 Easton Rd Apt H−92
Seader Morgan A C/O Penny B Seader 129 Buttercup Blvd
Seader Penny B 129 Buttercup Blvd
Stello Elizabeth L 1834 Roan Dr
Stitcher 1520 Campus Dr Unit F Pa 18974
Sunesys LLC 202 Titus Ave Pa 08976
Vasquez Edy 1700 St Rd Apt N 3
Vogt William T 730 Marcus Cir
Warden Scott L 946 Liberty Ln
Wegmans Food Markets Inc 1380 Easton Rd
Warwick, Pa 18974
Cabot Enterprises L P 1205 Alex Ln
Gritskevich Yuriy V 1006 Beechwood Pl U
Lieb Anne 907 Harrison
Meister Kurt R 109 Camars Dr
Pennsylvania Elect & Gas 1814 Mearns Rd
Ponsetto Dot E Estate
Washington Crossing, Pa 18977
Butera Philomena Est Of 1061 River Rd
Flood Isabel P Flood David I Box 80 Memorial Blvd
Foley Daniel J Po Box 853 Wshngtn Crsng Pa
Gorring Henry F 1251 General Washington Mem Bl
Guggenheim Doris H 37 Sentinel Rd
Hacker Thelma Hacker John 1094 Little Rd
Halderman E E Estate Rr 1
J G Park Associates Inc Taylorsville Rd
Mcallister Bernice M 237 Aqueduct Rd
Mooney Anne 10 Heritage Hills Dr
Mulhern Edna R Gen De Fermoy Rd
Neligan Stephanie 1041 Mount Eyre Rd
Personal Care Builders Corporation 26 Beidler Dr
Smith Walter H 10 Jericho Run
Suszko John Jr Swayze Ave
Suszko John Swayze Ave
Velez Gerard S 1118 Taylorsville Rd
Weber Kara M 10 Bakers Dr
Worthingto Newell 1128 Taylorsville Rd
Worthington Mildred 1128 Taylorsville Rd
West Bristol, Pa 19007
Budinich Dorothy B 900 Newport Rd
Mccoy Donald 1701 Langhorne−Newtown Rd Po Box 294
Wycombe, Pa 18980
Comly Lois M 1025 Forest Grove Rd
First Keystone Energy Fund 1 Lp Jeffrey Price Po Box 4
Markloff Heidi 4132 Main St Box 84
Bucks County - The Intelligencer
Bedminster, Pa 18910
Lawrence Clare T C/O Po Box 164
Chalfont, Pa 18914
Ajd Auto Service 2026 County Line Rd
Andrea Earnest Estate Rr 1
Bowler Jean−Michael 23 East Fairwood Dr
Brechter Denise M 401 Castlewood Dr
Brooks Edwin J Jr 144 Creek Rd
Brown Kathleen 67 Applecross Cir
Bryan Margueri Bristol Rd
Bucks County Bankers Assoc 195 E Butler Ave
Byers Choice Limited Attn David 4355 County Line Rd
Chantilly Oberthur Card System 4250 Pleasant Valy Rd
Cherry Blakely 104 Larkspur Ct
Correctional Hlthcare Solution 200 Highpoint Dr
Cuce James 430 Chariot Ct
Dilley Jennifer L 2517 Humboldt Ave S 201
Dormuth Carol 120 Glen Dr
Dynamic Engraving 31 Jasen Dr
Envirex Dba Us Filter Link Belt Produc 100 Highpoint Dr Suite 101
Esch Carol A 3538 Pin Oak Ln
Farnell Kenneth J 34 Patriot Dr
Fey Ralph 412 Upper Stump Rd
Flanagan Rosemary 825 Sherrick Ct
Gary David B 517 Lower St Rd
Gottlieb Leanore 800 Manor Dr
Henson David F 19 Tower Hill Rd
High Point Athletic Club 1 High Point Dr
Hill Elizabeth A 160 Chestnut St
J S Fesmire Hauling 79 Kulp Rd West
Kouch Veng S 15 Kathryn Rd
Lambert Christopher M 73 Patriot Dr
Leiser Jeanette M Leiser Paul J 22 Unami Trail
Levy Christopher Ta Precision Landscape Po Box 45
Macnair Ward F Estate Rr 1
Mangin Bertha 152 Old Orchard Rd
Maurstad Nickole L 117 Pipers Pl
Mc Reynolds Patricia Cust 1410 Heron Way
Mclaren Catherin A 114 Cir Dr
Meck Michael J 153 Old Orchard Rd
Mercer 1600 Manor Dr Suite 110
Miller Faith 822 Limekiln Pike
Nieves David Nieves Iris 3241 Hillside Dr
Olson Margit 15 Kathryn Rd
Paramount Packaging Corp 202 Oak Ave
Piccirillo Renee 215 Somerset Cir
Poupard Arthur R Iii 19 Tower Hill Rd
Pripstein Stephen Windover Farm 226 Callowhill Rd
Raising Kane Inc 1246 Stump Rd
Rentschler Huldah 45 Park Ave
Reynolds Anna M 114 Cir Dr
Richard Bruce B 517 Lower St Rd
Roth W A Estate C/O F A Burke Trustee 3725 Bristol Rd
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Schumacher Mary E Estate 503 Airy Ave
Stahlheber Ruth M 45 Park Ave
Stetler Michael 3463 Pin Oak Ln
Total Turf Services 2647 County Line Rd
Volovar Suzanne L 980 Hickory Ridge Dr
White Madeline A Estate Rr 152
Williams Dorothy A 124 Megan Cir
Zhu De Min 234 Holly Dr
Churchville, Pa 18966
Ace Auto Parts Co Inc 7 William Way
Campana Dorothy 34 High Point Dr
Crane Nicholas 65 Shady Lawn Dr
Czarnuszewicz Amanda C 1426 Bristol Rd
Duer Thelma E Duer Edgar B 123 Elm Ave
Erb Thomas 914 Willopenn Dr
Fairmont Mt Vernon Investors LLC 28 Brown Dr
Fernald Edgar 461 Bustleton Pike
Fidler Charles L Fidler Anna 94 Longview Dr
Hoyer Lorena C 113 Lydia Ave
Keefer Mark 253 Froghollow Rd
Kostrzewski Andrew 10 St Michaels Ct
Marsella Jonathan 70 West Norton Dr
Sankey James P 1003 3rd Ave Nw Po Box 72319
Sankey James P 181 Laurel Rd
Saxena Varun Md 160 Laurel Rd
Smith Kenneth Smith Kelly 559 Fairhill Dr
Walinsky Harvey J 94 Edward Dr
Walker Joseph A 53 Acorn Dr
Danboro, Pa 18916
Hicks Susan C Po Box 588 Danboro
Newbert George W Newbert Sophie Ferry Rd
Rutherford Eunice Po Box 77 54 Cir Dr
Sheehan Eva Estate Po Box 20 Pt Pleasant Park & B
Doylestown, Pa 18902
Banks Christina K 4190 Gregory Dr
Caperelli Elizabeth 3963 Amberton Ct
Chavez Monica 4450 Summer Meadow Dr
Cooper Robert A Cooper Bairka 5107 Paist Rd
Hughes Laura A 3315 Ephross Cir
Kaishauri Katherine Kaishauri Giorgi 5171 Woodward Dr
Linsenmaier Rick 4477 Honeysuckle Ln
Litz Marie Estate CO Gustave Litz RR 2
Mckinney Emily Jane 3955 Liz Cir
Nappen Chiropractic Center 875 N Easton Rd
Nemanic Hope M 3668 Dogwood Ln
Rojas Carlos A Rojas Jeannie 5708 N Deer Run Rd
Ross Charles J Jr 3797 Daystar Dr
Sala Michelle V Sala Olivia G 4779 Cobblestone Ct
Shilling Howard 5731 S Deer Run Rd
Simmons Steve Simmons Betsy 4319 Mechanicsville Rd
Wechsler Melissa B 5807 Hickory Hollw Ln
Weller Roberta E 5128 Barness Ct
Dublin, Pa 18917
Behr Robert Behr Alice 605 Manor Dr
Budmer Cleo Dublin Vlg Apts Bldg A 3 Po Box 484
Budner Raymond H Dublin Vlg Apts Bldg A 3 Po Box 484
Mill Rachel Duglin Pike
Pena Roberto Po Box 97
Saltzman Sam 5 Chelfield Rd
Tielman Jennifer Tielman J P 158 S Main St
Erwinna, Pa 18920
Bowles R 462 Cafferty Rd
Grandinetti Margaret H 511 Headquarters Rd
Vanselous Joan M Vanselous Leroy 821 River Rd
Fountainville, Pa 18923
Kedershashteir Kim Po Box 64
Mohn Patricia J 279 S Dublin Pike
Ortiz Myrna Po Box 151
Furlong, Pa 18925
Belenky Sergey 3990 New Hope Rd
Diamond Elizabeth 3145 W Brighton St
Donnelly Neil 3379 Edison Rd
Hankins Marie T Hankins Thelma 2581 Furlong Rd
Heritage Woods At Makefield Lp 3326 Old York Rd
Intelligent Security Networks C/O Heritage Ctr Of Bucking 3326 Old York Rd
Irwin William C 15 Saddle Dr
Kerr Jameg G Trust 924 Swamp Rd
Lemonds Michael 2088 Bedfordshire Rd
Long John T 4722 Smith Rd
Oznamets Volodymyr 3103 W Brighton St
Pavick Elizabeth Pavick Alfred 3425 Warwickshire Rd
Portnoy Carol Forest Grove Rd Po Box 8
Robin Run Turf Grass Ltd 3831 Smith Rd
Smith Benjamin C 3831 Smith Rd
Smith Benjamin C Smith Judith B 3831 Smith Rd
Smith Benjamin C Smith Judith R 3831 Smith Rd
Smith Judith 3831 Smith Rd
Smith Judith B Smith Ben 3831 Smith Rd
Society Of Clinical Research Po Box 101
Van Cott Pamela G 3382 York Rd
Van Fossen Lillian F 40 Dogwood Ln Po Box 12
Vanfossen Lillian F Po Box 12
Walz D 508 St Lawrence Way
Wicen Stephen 841 Swamp Rd
Hilltown, Pa 18927
Marsee Refrigeration Po Box 47
Vogel Emily C Estate Hilltown Pike
Ward David PO Box 275
Holland, Pa 18966
American Chimney Sweeps 90 Buck Rd
Armer Leonid 465 Marion Ct
Axelrod Aaron J Axelrod Helen G 1400 Old Jordan Rd Apt 2130
Bradmore Associates 207 Buck Rd Suite 5
Canuso Joan M 31 E Rambler Dr
Carr Margaret P St Joseph At Villa Joseph Marie 1182 Rd
Carter Regina F Carter George F 1801 Covered Bridge Rd
Clark Dorothy A 353 Buck Rd
Cohen William Twining Manor Apt 2100 1400 Old Jordan Rd
Darling Charlotte Elsie Trust 102 Covered Bridge Rd
Dorval Mark J 46 Heather Valy Rd
Drechsel Werner A Twining Manor 1400 Old Jordan Rd 2155
Fowler Robert 121 Shelly Rd
Gerhold Norman R Gerhold Ruth M 1400 Old Jordan Rd
Glenn Lawrence 49 Penn Cir
Koutsouradis Iakovos 24 Martin Dr
Mcdonald Fran P 584 Adams Ct
Morozov Viktor 2138 Weybridge Common
Ogorman George 75 Dawn Dr
Pennington Leanora 502 Reverse Dr
Phelan Daniel 35 Van Horn Place
Phillips James N 32 Windmill Dr
Rickenbach Jane C 3208 Stockton Place
Sacks Barry Lee 55 Mulberry Dr
Scanlan Linda M 436 Rocksville Rd
Schneider Ilona A 76 Mulberry Dr
Shargorodskiy Yury 49 Bruce Dr
Si Transportation Inc 9 Tree Bark Ln
Sindalovsky Diana 507 Morgan Ct
Skillman Sherry L 15023 Bennett Place
Spiro Dorothy D 280 Middle Rd Apt 722
Srivastava Anjum 4 Brendan Ct
Stanchi Linda 34 Signal Hill Rd
Stephenson Travis S Stephenson Jeanne 3409 Stafford Pl
Stoughton Henry 102 Mulberry Dr
Supinski Mary L 715 Hopkins Ct
Sware Thelma E Twining Manor 1400 Old Jordan Rd
Tallone Anthony 114 Mulberry Dr
Warzocha Stella 1555 Chingvepin Rd
Wizeman Robert J 531 Lower Rd
Yussen Marian Attn Cheryl Anderman 216 Sydney Rd
Ivyland, Pa 18974
Andre Jennie E Andre Albert 211 Kirk Rd
Barley Homes Inc 46 Barley Rd
Blacknell William Jr 15 Macfarland Ave
Cafe Con Leche Inc 5 Aspen Dr
Delta Scientific 1979 Stout Dr
Dowdy James T 431 Foxcroft Dr
Duval Christopher 9 Skyview Dr
Eustice Mary J Eustice John 52 Bristol Rd
Fallon Joan G Fallon John M 69 Ashley Dr
John Wagner & Sons Inc 900 Jacksonville Rd
Meyerovich Yevgeniy 1042 Almshouse Rd
Mike Whalen Concrete Masonry C/O M Whalen 5 Copperleaf Ct
Millar Theresa 49 Chase Ave
Milton Roy Company 201 Rd
Morris Molly P 1611 Old Jacksonville Rd
Penn Tech Machinery Corp 103 Steamwhistle Dr
Smith Thomas 858 Sackettsford Rd
Woodland Raymond 42 Hill Rd
Kintnersville, Pa 18930
Hahn Robin L Hahn Scott Po Box 98
Hoagland Jane F Po Box 4
Pine Roswell Dean Pine Louise Moore Po Box 96
Rennie Michael W 2910 Winding Rd
Riverbend Furniture 9754 Easton Rd
Lahaska, Pa 18931
Aparicio Herrera Ruben Box 218
Mclean E Peter Po Box 529
Northey Edward R Northey Hazel S Po Box 154
Shiu Tomil Po Box 218
Thomas Adrian 3567 Mt View Dr
Zablackis Gary Eugene Po Box 186
Levittown, Pa 19058
Asante Molefi PO Box 1229 Pa 19058
Smith James P Po Box 1623 Pa 19058
Line Lexington, Pa 18932
Bocchino Virginia Bocchino Joseph 1103 Hilltown Pike
Conley Sophie Po Box 125
Derstine Don 929 Hilltown Pike
Wagoner Carl A III 601 Hilltown Pike
Lumberville, Pa 18933
Hughes Loretta U Hughes Hubert 718 Lackawanna Ave
New Britain, Pa 18901
Behner Lena 82 Keeley Ave
Desantis Richard L Jr 407 Ferris Ln
Dougherty Francis G Dougherty Deborah 21 Heritage Ln
Franchois Madeline A Franchois George 325 Almshouse Rd
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Gommel Marie 82 Keeley Ave
Haldeman Virginia Estate Rte 202
Hoke Kenneth A 305 E Butler Ave
Jacoby Sue M 115 Aarons Ave
Jacoby Sue M Estate 115 Aarons Ave
Lahneman Susan M 402 Ferris Ln
Lyon Randolph S 115 Aarons Ave
Mcginnis Joseph Mcginnis Helen 441 E Butler Ave
Newton Douglas M 115 Aarons Ave
Niles Gregory E 447 E Butler Ave
Rose Sarah V 61 W Butler Ave
Sweet Stevens Tucker−Katz Llp Po Box 5039
Trappe Pointe Condominium Assn 350 Butler Ave
Oakford, Pa 19053
Adams Caitlin 1215 Wood Rd
Gurka Veronica T Gurka Albert 939 Hilton Ave Rear Hse
Hipple Christopher James 1918 Fulton Ave
King Terrence II 1157 Neshaminy Ave
Zolnowski Joseph 1120 Crescent Ave
Ottsville, Pa 18942
Back Office Support Services LLC 3644 Bedminster Rd
Banister Allison 93 Frankenfield Rd
Cahill Mary C/O E Sedlock 1343 Yost School Rd
Furness Naomi E Estate Old Durham Rd
Gallo Marc D 83 Tower Rd
Gartner Building Group 281 Tabor Rd
Goldman Susanna 175 Red Hill Rd
Ketterer Margaret I RD 1 Box 477
Leonard Marc 45 Durham Rd
Lewis Virginia C Estate Rr 1 Box 463b
Luber Alyson 4339 S Park Rd
Tdp Manufacturing Inc Po Box 249
Penndel, Pa 19047
Barbus Shane P 155 East Lincholn Hwy 17
Barlow Dale 443 Madison Ave
Boyle Emmet Estate 833 Bellevue Ave
Buttrey Hazel 528 Fairview Ave
Churilla Christine 538 Claymont Ave
Coates Thomas H 538 Claymont Ave
Dalessandra Samuel Estate 354 W Woodland Ave
Danas David 635 Jefferson Ave
Dougherty Patricia 450 Quincy Ave
Gearhart Joan 435 Cynthia Ave
Hiram E R 447 Quincy Ave
James O Bradley Funeral 260 Bellevue Ave
Martino Barbara Ann 401 Bellevue Ave D6
Mc Beth Daniel P Estate 512 Madison Ave
Miller Patricia A Ex Patricia A Krause Estate Of 400 W Crescent St
Salvadore J 437 Fairview Ave
Senzick Albert III 255 East Lincoln Hwy Apt 38
Simon Samuel J Jr 17 Oak Ave
Smith Anna R 750 Linden Ave
Perkasie, Pa 18944
Adams Violet 452 Stone Bridge Rd
Adams Walter J & Violet P Trust J 452 Stone Bridge Rd
Amd Tax Svcs C/O A Marie Desiderio 734h West Rte 313
Arment Frank M Arment Lucy A 513 Brd St
Baringer F K Estate 207 Walnut
Bates Brian 125 B Seven Corner
Beck Christopher R 725 Lexington Way
Beer James Estate 129 7th St
Beerswhitehair Amy 668 Campus Dr
Bell Andrew 926 Rte 313
Brauer George C Brauer Elizabet 1301 Bucks Rd
Brislin Donald M Brislin Mary R 15 Tiffany Dr
Cederber Carl J B Po Box 667
Cederberg Hokan Cust Cederberg Maria H Po Box 667
Cederberg Hokan Po Box 667
Cederberg Lisa H Cederberg Hokan Po Box 667
Charles Robert Estate Rr 1
Christman Michele 1002 Revere Way
Citigroup Markets Inc 13 North 7th St
Crouthamel Dorothy R Crouthamel Ronald P 113 N 7th St
Dettmar Karsten 78 Wheatsheaff Ln
Di Domizio Lynne 310 S 5th St
Elwell Edward 20 Hillendale Rd
Fgs Sales Co LLC Hi−Line & Ridge Rd
Foresman Cheryl R 223 Parkridge Dr
Gallagher William J 11 Scott Rd
Garber Barbara A 519 Quarry Rd
Geise Catherine M Estate Rr 1
Geisel Katherine Estate Rr 1
Goodyear Glenn Goodyear Grace 194 Strawberry Ln
Grant William 1120 Blue School Rd
Grube Gary PO Box 221
Halbom John R 1400 Rt 113
Hartkorn Myrtle 60 C Fairview Ave
Hobrath Christopher 40 Yarrow Ct
Hower Sandra L 58−A Fairview Ave
Joanne Estate Of Anthony Marques Arthur Steinberg Cpa Co Exctor
Kantrowitz Monica P 401 Terrywood Ct
Kempisty Margaret Address Uknown
Kennedy Gilbert Joan R 36 Deer Run Rd
Koch Eva M 1203 W Park Ave
Kriebel Walton N Kriebel Grace F 19 S 7th St
Leck Robert A 2 Stewer Ln
Lewis Ralph N Estate 312 Walnut St
Madtes Marilyn C Madtes Mary H 426 W Minth
Malatesta William 51 Yarrow Ct
Martin Daniel J 228 Marshall St
Marushak Sharon A 35 Middle Rd
Marzucco Louis J 813 Shadywood Dr Apt B107
Mcmonagle Albert G 424 Long Leaf Dr
Meshginpoosh Chris 627 Meadow Creek Ln
Moyer Valence M Estate 29 S 4th St
Northrop Tracy 522 Scott Rd
Ohara Gerard P Ohara Theresa 1228 Rickert Rd
Park Man D 511 Waltham Ln
Petchner Alice H Estate Ripge Rd
Phoebus Marian C 908 Race St
Prillerman Ruth J 1208 Tunnel Rd
Pursell Kathy 644 Buttonwood
Rathgeber Douglas 7 S 5th St
Reaf John R Po Box 32
Rissmiller Anna M Apt D205 805 Shadywood Dr
Rissmiller Bradford 711 N 5th St
Roades Dale 301 N 3rd St
Rogers Edmund L Estate Rr 1
Savage Vincent 2324 Bedminster Rd
Schmidt Frances R Estate 133 S 3rd St
Schneider Christopher Schneider Henry 701 Orangewood Ct
Shelly Bessie M Estate 47 S 3rd St
Sheridan Michael P 3 Old Bethlehem Rd Po Box 25
Simons Mellissa Faith 2106 Hilltown Pike
Smith Effie L 124 S 4th St
Snyder Harold R Estate 621 Race St
Steinberg Lawrence J Steinberg Clara 16 Tower Cir
Swartley Colby 5 Old Bethlehem Rd
Terziev Fabian V 610 N 7th St
Trauger Virginia Estate 513 W Chestnut St
Vancott William C Estate 510 Race St
Walker Robert 20−C Fairview Ave
Wall Ronald J 13 North 7th St
Weisbecker Meghan Lynn 495 Ridge Rd Rr2
White Brian 317 S 7th St Box 183
Wisler Helen Estate 1423 Schoolhouse Rd
Wright Dolores A 813 Shadywood Dr B106
Zaremba James R 2324 Bedminster Rd
Pipersville, Pa 18947
Currier Blair F 5069 Stump Rd
Daniel James S 4952 Whispering Oaks Dr Cabinr
Fisk Lillian R 197 E Dark Hollow Rd
Gorham Arthur J 5815 Rodgers Rd
Halter Stephanie Te 5867 Belmont Manor Dr
Helder Christopher 5820 Township Line Rd
Hellar Nadia E 6432 Durham Rd
Jeffrey Merkel Ruggieros A B 7109 Old Easton Rd
Rogers Melissa A Rogers Mark G 5168 Downs Run
Scott Mary 7068 Easton Rd
Tyson James M Old Easton Rd
West Kevin S West Karen M 6130 Autumn Ct
Wilcox Francese 349 Cafferty Rd
Wilhelm Melody Ann 6195 Moutain Laurel Ct
Plumsteadville, Pa 18949
Design & Consulting Corp Po Box 9
Designer Dispatch Inc Po Box 250
Romanowski F Estate Applebutter Rd
Schumacher Anna Rt 611
Schumacher Robert C Schumacher Anna Rte 611
Point Pleasant, Pa 18950
Amanda Morgan Trust Po Box 79
Booz Hans 6983 Swagger Rd
Freeman Aaron Po Box 427
Morgan George F Jr Morgan Gaylen Po Box 79
Nash Howard C Estate Po Box 56
National Dental Co LLC Po Box 606
Quakertown, Pa 18951
Adamczyk Edward J 518 Jct Ln
Adams Violet P 1320 Mill Rd
Adams Violet P Est Adams Violet P 1320 Mill Rd
Bannak Anna Conary Rd Rd 2
Bannak Joseph Rd 2 Box 1
Belack Joseph Belack Anna Rd 4
Benner Anna H 232 Yankee Rd Lot 405
Bolton Jonathan 1510 Benner School Rd
Bryan Matthew J 106 San Francisco Dr
Bucks Mont Masonary 38 Vassar Rd
Bucks Nursing Upper Rr 5 Box 56
Canfield Thomas F 365 E Cherry Rd 108
Carter Christopher 523 East Brd St
Cavanaugh Agnes B Estate 814 W Brd St
Cleaver Charlene 83 Stonegate Village
Coles Robert D 257 Live Oak Dr
Cramer John A Jr 1239 W Brd St Po Box 539
Dollar World 203 N West End Blvd
Dorney Edward Estate Rr 1
Egan Virginia 300 Heller Rd/Rear Entry
Equity One Inc 1463 W Brd St
Erickson Stephan 1710 Wiedner Ct
Erney Thelma Erney Ray 114 S 3rd St
Feikel Margaret 328 Richlandtown Pike
Forsyth Alice 1102 Spring Meadow Dr
Fosbenner Dorothy D Estate 58 Smoketown Rd
Franklin & Meredith 312 W Brd St
Giampa Geremiah Giampa Tara 229 Woodland Ave
Gorel Zachary 124 Redwood Dr
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Gruver Paul H Gruver Helen 34 S 6th St
Haney Verna 315 Franklin St
Hardcastle Gerald W 318 Rd 3
Hardcastle Mark T 318rd3
Harr Theresa Harr Arthur 126 W Brd
Hawkes Robin 120 Jefferson Ct
Heist Florence 130 S 9th St
Henry Donna M 33 N Hellertown Ave Rear House
Hillegas David M 2230 Mill Pond Rd
Hillegass Stanley Hellertown Ave
Horne Theresa A K35 Mill St
Hsa Inc 328 W Brd St
J&M Roofing 232 Yankee Rd
Jackson Mildred 1045 Nw End Blvd 7 Lot 7
Keeler Russell M Keeler Edith B 142 Park Ave
Keenan Paul 5284 Clymer Rd
Kelly Stephanie P Kelly Julia A 1889 Strong Rd
Kramer Kevin 38 Beaver Run Dr
Landis Catherin H Trumbauersville Rd Star Ro
Landis Meat Co PO Box 500
Lifequest Nursing Center 2450 John Fries Hwy
Ludwikowski Matthew 308 W Brd St Apt D
Martin Daniel J 120 Pacific Dr
Martin William M Po Box 161
Martynick Bill W Po Box 161
Matthias Clara A Matthias Robert 127 So 3rd
Mcaleer Printing Inc 312 W Brd St
Mease Ellanora 32 Front St
Megs Italian Eatery 201 Sta Rd
Menta Anthony Est 11 Pennington Ln
Merten Aysha 108 S Hellertown Ave Apt A
Miller Beatrice M Estate New St
Miniature Figure Collectors Of America C/O B James 232 Yankee Rd Lot 68
Monnecka Anna Ctr 1020 S Main
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Cus 2530 Marshall Dr
Moyer Steven K Moyer Nancy L 172 Redwood Dr
Murphy Timothy 1206 Arbor Ct
Nebel Scott T 232 Yankee Rd Lot 383
Neubert Cynthia L Cust 715 W Brd St
Omnicare Of Eastern Pa 2580 Milford Sq Pike
Otery Arlene D Otery Joseph M 2 Brd
Owens Michael Owens Doris 1611 Park Ave Apt 1
Owens Vincent Owens Doris 1611 Park Ave Apt 1
Ozga Mary 207 S 9th St
P J S Cafe 2515 HiLLCrest Rd
Pancarik Helen Estate Rr 4
Pennsylvania Institute Of Massage 93 S West End Blvd Rte 309
Phasetek Inc 550 California Rd Unit 11
Pichaimuthu Dr Poonguzhali 2132 Gable Ln
Piotrowski Richard J 525 Rockhill
Ratican Anna M 1122 Liberty Ct
Reidenbach Evelyn R Estate 1045 Nw End Blvd
Reinert Lillian 1020 S Main St 118
Riccio Frances S Estate 2078 Old Bethlehem Pike
Rieker Norma Rieker Larry 26 Live Oak Dr
Rivera Hector M 1230 W Brd St
Ruth Earl V 223 Erie Ave
Schneider Florence Schneider John C Rd 3
Sclafani Mildred Sclafani William RD3
Silvestri Filomena R 840 S Old Bethlehem Pike
Six Leonard C 1045 N West End Blvd Lot 290
Smith Mollie 17 So Main
Smoyer James Brian K 26 Braithwaite Ln
Stackhouse Matthew 951 East Cherry Rd
Stehle Mary E 17 So Main
Stoneback James W Po Box 697
Szabolcsi Attila J 641 7 S West End Blvd Apt 116
Tarantino Christopher 327 Dickert Rd
Thorp Bill 2380 Allentown Rd Pa 18961
Tomashefsky Victor 327 Deerwood Ln
Torres Vilma J 466 S 5th St
Townsend Louise 232 Yankee Rd Lot 302
Truckbulance Inc 730 Old Bethlehem Pike C
Ullmer Patrick J Ullmer Diane E 196 Buck Run Rd
Vanore Salvatore J 365 E Cherry Rd 108
Velillis Micheal B 341 Dickert Rd
Wagner Edward W Jr 344 Misty Ln
Wagner Tina 11 Fairview Ave
White Keith E 2076 Clover Mill Rd
Wild Michael J 626 East Brd St
Ziegler Edna Rr 5 Box 56
Zirinsky Jillynn 107 N Vassar Dr
Revere, PA 18953
Krial Beatrice Box 207
Pflugfelder Howard E Pflugfelder Helen C 1002 Ontario Ave
Richlandtown, Pa 18955
Adamczyk Shaun C 101 N Main St Box 33
Barndt Webster PO Box 231 119 N M
Beck Estella PO Box 231 119 N M
Gauche Joel S CO Kristine Kade Star Rte
Schmeck Earl Po Box 703
Schultz Florence E Schultz Roland Union St
Riegelsville, Pa 18077
Ayala Rivera Awilda Po Box 427 684 Delaware Rd
Bateman Kelly Po Box 94
Bossert Woodrow F Syeamore
Campbell Jane A Syeamore
Case Marshall E Jr Case Rita K Box 426
Davis Michael 5457 Durham Rd
Mcconnell Robert T 1750 Minsi Way
Pozarycki David Po Box 427 684 Delaware St
Schumann Walter H 5621 Rte 412
Sonnenrein Regina 3087 Cooks Creek Rd
Zuckermann Marie Po Box 96
Sellersville, Pa 18960
Bates Kenneth W 600 Cathill Rd
Boise Snader Thomas Carroll 1901 Good St
Brown David Alexander 417 Three Mile Run Rd
Bux Mont Gastro 670 Lawn Ave Ste 2a Stone Ridge Medical Ctr
Camburn Susan 408 Grenolde Dr
Chance Hannah 348 Washington
Correll Ethel C 499 Rich Hill Rd
Crook Cynthia S Crook Megan C 11 Kittery Ct
Dee Kim M 720 Diamond St
Derstine Marie 113 Diamond St
Faulkner Collision 1118 Old Bethlehem Pike
Fritz Lynn S 605 Mews Dr
Grabowski Albert T Grabowski Robert T 1321 Fairhill Rd
Grabowski Richard Grabowski Agnes F 1331 Fairhill Rd
Grand View Hospital 700 Lawn Ave
Griffo Rocky 510 Haven Ct
Hall Myrtle A 3250 State Rd
Hermann Martha J 2701 Old Bethlehem Pike
Hillegas Stanley 348 Washington
Killeen & Associates Inc 1015 Reginas Way
Kucer Kathleen Ann 817 Lawn Ave
Lacey William 2203 North Rockhill Rd Pa 18950
Macaroni Grill 0308 Po Box 111
Macdonald Mary B Bf Macdonald James H 25 Bricks Way
Manzi Judy 2408 1 Hill Rd
Masel H R Estate 115 Green St
Meas Dorothy Est 3250 State Rd C 185
Mustoe Catherine C 25 Williams Way
Myers Pauline 110 E Walnut St
Penn Neurologic Associates Inc 920 Lawn Ave The Smt
Phelps Charles F Estate Rr 1
Schaffner Mary 114 Park Ave
Souder Grace B Rmc Apt 180 3250 State Rd
Stephens Robert 156 Hampshire Dr
Strouse Rebekah 15 Nanlyn Ave
Susan Dyen Dan 410 Parkview Way
Toften Catherine Toften Eric 14 E Church St
Tran John 955 Rte 113
Us Composting Council St 29 E Ridge Ave
Wexler Miriam Wexler Jack 330 Tower Rd
Wiggins Michael T 30 Winard Cir
Wilbur Elaine M 2848 Hill Rd
William Warren 1000 Old Bethlehem Pike
Willihnganz Walter D 1486 Fairhill Rd
Winah B Gallagher 920 Lawn Ave Ste E1
Solebury, Pa 18963
Brillman Inc Po Box 113
Dudnyk Thomas Po Box 486
Kraus Nancy Robbins Box 76 Solebury Pa
Pearson Douglas N Box 107
Primak Leonid 3230 N Sugan Rd Po Bx 99
Spinnerstown, Pa 18968
Reiss Mabel E Reiss Jean C PO Box 4
Rhoades Steven Kent 2264 Heiter Rd
Springtown, Pa 18081
Thornwood Builders LLC PO Box 260
Trumbauersville, Pa 18970
Halikman Jeffrey Halikman Karin 624 Parkview Way
Lang Kandy PO Box 154
Sanchez Jose 2 N Main St Apt 2 Po Box 853
Upper Black Eddy, Pa 18972
Alfano Carol B 1351 Bridgeton Hill Rd
Behner Joyce M Rr 1 Box 477
Carrier Donald R 75 Woodland Dr
Carter Richard D 364 Marienstein Rd
Decker Francis Trust 492 Stock Grove Rd
Dimaggio Joyce A 1505 Deer Ln
Dipalantino David 189 Roaring Rocks Rd
Glick Debra Glick James 606 Lonley Cottage D
Krizowsky Edward 1224 Bridgeton Hill
Mcgillen James F Estate 1316 E 12 St
Nielsen Martha 1422 River Rd
Richard Michael Vo Lpe 370 Lake Warren Rd
S S Erectors & Maintenance Inc 1381 Chestnut Ridge
Santiago Alfredo 353 Marienstein Rd
Sciss Emily H Rd1 Box 334
Volpe Anna 370 Lake Warren Rd
Yardley, Pa 19067
Aimco Pa 201 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 1801 A
Anderson Nancy L Anderson David 289 Greenview Rd
Andrascik Stephen J Andrascik Anna M 48 Letchworth Ave
Anthony Kolody 1480 Oxford Valy Rd
Bainbridge Securities Inc 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 801b
Barsky Heather 2407 Brookhaven Dr
Bell Wayne Po Box 274
Benson Beth L 398 Ramsey Rd
Bernbach Ruth B 300 S Main St
Boczniewicz Krzysztof 22 W College Ave
Bohrer Karl C/O Ms C Armento 1003 Darby Dr
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Bosman Mildred Bosman John H 8 Effingham Rd
Braccia Julia A 5106 Cornerstone Dr
Buck Craig E 971 Hunt Dr
Casa Grande Partnership Dip C/O Schwartz 15 Keats Rd
Casiano Jeanette P 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Chamberlin James E Jr 40 E College Ave Rear
Cloud Norman H Estate Rr 1
Cohen Louise S 1321 Polo Run Dr
Colon Rosa M 368 Twig Ln
Dandolo Karen M 104 Kathy Dr
Deleonibus Carlo 928 Randolph Dr
Delta Inspection Services Inc Po Box 586
Deluca Enterprises I 107 Floral Vale Blvd
Delvacchio Micheal J 108 Iron Horse Dr
Dengah Henry P Dengah Michael Po Box 1214
Donald W Henderson Tr 1491 Innis Ln
Dunham Emily R Dunham Keith L 27 Penn Valy Dr
Elbers Stephan 615 B Rose Hollow Dr
Faircloth Rebecca Lynn Faircloth O L 15 Edgewood Rd
Fink Sharon 161 South Delaware Ave
Fleming John A Jr 917 Roeloffs Rd
Foster Michael 276 Marble Ct
Freed Robin 721 River Rd
Freeman Aaron 12 Effingham Rd
Funches Judith M 1352 Brentwood Dr
Gadebusch Virginia 711 Jade Rd
Ghrist Glyn 201 Kathy Dr
Goldstein Nancee Goldstein Steven 81 N Delaware Ave
Gonzalves Alexandra A 717 Chestnut Ln
Gorka Helen 1535 Candace Ln
Grey Nuns Of The Sacred Heart Ent 1750 Quarry Rd
Grysco Linda 1107 Cornell Dr
Haber Betty A Taylorsville Rd
Hamski Phil E 15 Richie Ln
Havard Barbara A 1654 A Trellis Cir
Heaner John 1609 S Crescent Blvd
Henderson Donald W 1491 Innis Ln
Hibbs Clarence Hibbs Irvin A Canal
Hibbs Clarence L 111 S Main St
Hill Helen E Cust 888 Dukes Dr
Ingraham Seth E 1597 Lakeview Cir
Irene Marie Erckert Ph D Pc 702 Floral Vale Blvd
Janoff Andrew S 560 Countess Dr
Kalapos Jean Taylorsville Rd
Kehoe Marjorie Kehoe Anthony 476 Liberty Dr
Keltz Catherine J 15 Brook Ln
Konefsky Eileen 1000 Evergreen Rd
Kososky Charles 595 Nancy Rd
Kozak Eugene C/O Harry P Flanagan III 1441 Wheatsheaf Rd
Krum David A 1372 Helier Dr
Lang Jeffrey 184 Norman Dr
Langeboerger Kyndi 1 Makefield Rd E 201
Lauber Jean B 35 Morningside Dr
Lempergel Martin J Derbyshire Rd
Lescas Theodore Lescas Maria 910 Sandy Run Rd
Maroney Timothy 885 Duchess Dr
Marrazzo Michael Marrazzo Anthony Marrazzo Joseph 1301 Rd
Martelli Edith J Martelli Ernest Dolington Rd
Mccann Associates Holdings LLC 113 Floral Dr
Md Mobile LLC 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 403b
Medina Steve 335 Rowantree Cir
Meyer Christian 1518 Hayfield Dr
Michaelson Betty 585 Aspen Woods Dr
Midwest National Life In 2011 Quarry Rd
Miller Jason C 8 Ivy Ln
Mohan Cedarampattu S 581 Hearthstone Ln
Mulholland Kyle 1507 Hayfield Dr
Natale Dante Cust Natale Alison E 1618 Fairfield Rd
Nolan B L Estate 8 South St
Oliver F Buck And Lois S Buck Revocable 971 Hunt Dr
Oneill Brian S 1551 Cartpath Ct
Oneill Virginia T 7604 Spruce Mill Dr
Ordini Tara L 216 Aspen Rd
Orrick Donale 110 Pennsylvanie Ave
Ozen Rhoda 277 Rock Run Rd
Pappas Helen 430 Trend Rd
Progressive Living Units & Systems 25 South Main St
Prophet 21 19 West College Ave
Ra Talena Y 634 A Palmer Ln
Rajan Ravi 1299 1299 Enoch Ct
Ridings Paul R 248 Clover Hill Ct
Rockriommon Apartmen 7770 Township Line Rd Ste 150
Sample Lamonte 668 Stony Hl 200
Scaran Anthony 689 Pennyhill Dr
Sherman Lisa S 180 Coventry Ct
Shevack Diana Cingular Wireless 1481 Clinton Dr
Shevack Michael C/O Cingular Wireless 1481 Clinton Dr
Shriley Lucille F 1107 Cornell Dr
Silverman Maria A 1907 Lynbrooke Dr
Slocum David 19 Milton Dr
Sloviter Vikki 24 Berkley Dr
Smull Michael 179 South Canal St
Stepanski Michael 566 Hammond Dr
Stone Mazie 1971 Knight Cir Pa
Tantillo Thomas A 1329 Jacob Dr
Teleperformance Group 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 704
Universal Building & Const C/O J Smith 1511 Lindenhurst Rd
Waggett John W Estate 12 Fayette Dr
Warren Amy 865 South Cresent Blvd
Waschak Mildred Waschak Charles 15 Brook Ln
Waters Donald R Sr 669 Leslie Ln
Weiss Theresa A 20305 Cornerstone Dr
Wheeler Justin 24 Berkley Dr
Wojciechowski Theophil 1218 Rd
Wykretowicz Tadusz 111 Lantern Ct
Yankoski Irene A Derbyshire Rd
Yannessa Maria Trust C/O L C Galzerano Funeral 3306 Sterling Rd
Zionhill, Pa 18981
Dersham Violet Phoebe Richard Hcc 108 S Main St
Butler County
A
A Parents Dream Foundation 142 Aberdeen Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Advanced Petroleum Service 100 Charlemagne Dr Butler Pa 16002
Albert Charles PO Box 74 Karns City Pa 16041
Alexander Feld 102 Aubrey Dr Butler Pa 16001
Allen Alvin Allen Belva 735 S Main St Butler Pa 16001
Allison Rennae Allison Gary Po Box 132 Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Altman Grace 100 Bella Ct Saxonburg Pa 16056
American Roller Bearing Inc 431 Brownsdale Rd Renfrew Pa 16053
Angert Robert 413 W Wayne Butler Pa
Ansani Richard 115 Butler Rd Butler Pa 16001
Ardisson Dorothy 104 Gable Rd Mars Pa 16066
Armagost Randy 2103 W Sunbury Rd Hilliards Pa 16040
Ashman Evelyn Est Of 236 E Pearl St Butler Pa 16001
Assisted Living Concepts Inc 503 Duncan Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Auber Joyce 177 Burtner Rd Butler Pa 16002
Aylsworth Cameron 609 Grove City Rd Briarhill Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Azcarate Carolina 90 Berley Manor Dr Apt 701 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
B
Bacon Ida 234 Cleveland St Butler Pa 16001
Ban Matthew 459 Lardintown Rd Sarver Pa 16055
Banyay Joan 122 S Pittsburgh St Zelienople Pa 16063
Barnhart Susan Box 148 E Slippery Rock St Chicora Pa 16025
Bartell Steven 109 Sunny Ln Sarver Pa 16055
Bartony Dianne Bartony Henry 248 Minich Rd Butler Pa 16001
Baughman Sylvia RR 2 Slippery Roc Pa 16057
Baumgartel Zangardi 504 Pittsburgh St Attn Acct Pay Mars Pa 16046
Baxter Scott Alan 105 Pinewood Ln Butler Pa 16001
Becker Anna 727 Eagan St Portersville Pa 16051
Beighey George Estate 214 S Main St Zelienople Pa 16063
Belsterling Susan 213 S Pittsburgh St 3 Zelienople Pa 16063
Berg Gladys P 326 Wagner Butler Pa 16001
Bergman Stephen 3816 State Rte 308 Harrisville Pa 16038
Berry Alexander 202 Drake Cir Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Beverly Stalker 131 Kildoo Rd Butler Pa 16001
Bgms Inc 340 N Main St Ste 103 Butler Pa 16001
Bieber Heidi Birch St Evans City Pa 16033
Bingham Rich 9231 Marshall Rd Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Bish Brion 100 Malwood Dr Butler Pa 16001
Bk Nat Life Ins Co Trust 206 Woodbury Dr Butler Pa 16001
Blair Paul H F Blair Wilma Rd 6 Butler Pa 16001
Boc Gases Cim Warehouse Att Accts Pay 315 Bantam Ave Bldg C Butler Pa 16003
Boc Gases Linde LLC 315 Bantam Ave Butler Pa 16003
Bogart Virginia Estate 123 Hindman Rd Lot 42 Butler Pa 16001
Boldy Incorporated 422 Stoney Hollow Rd Cabot Pa 16023
Bollinger Norma J Estate 110 Alameda Rd Butler Pa 16001
Bollinger Sean 430 Bear Creek Rd Sarver Pa 16055
Bonney Ruth V Estate 221 Morton Ave Butler Pa 16001
Bonzo Melvin Rd 1 Franklin Rd Evans City Pa 16033
Boring Josephine 109 Lyon Ave Butler Pa 16001
Bouchat Kathleen Bouchat Robert 809 S Pike Rd Sarver Pa 16055
Bowen Gladys Bowen Carol Rd 4 Po Box 115 Valencia Pa 16059
Boyer Gazelle Rte 2 West Sunbury Pa 16061
Bracken Thomas F III 205 Willowood Ln Harmony Pa 16037
Breier Jesse 495 Ctr St Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Brendlinger Ronald 526 Centreville Pike Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Brilling Elizabeth Ann CO Michelin North America 100 Northpoint Cir 203 Seven
Fields Pa 16046
Brockman Rondalyn Brockman Kurt 207 Cottagehill Ave Butler Pa 16001
Brouillette Dawn 604 Challedon Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Brown John H F Brown Marie Union Natl Bank Butler Pa 16001
Brown Stephen 04 Bush Dr Mars Pa 16046
Bruce Doug 217 N Monroe St Butler Pa 16001
Bryan Ann 789 Ekastown Rd Sarver Pa 16055
Bryan Keith 1401 Union Ct Valencia Pa 16059
Bucek Barbara 911 E Brady St Butler Pa 16001
Bucek Valerie 5700 Freshcorn Rd Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Bullman Donald 113 Morningside Dr Butler Pa 16002
Butler Healthcare Providers 911 E Brady St Butler Pa 16001
Butler Refrigerated 690 Perry Hwy Harmony Pa 16037
Butzine Craig 1329 Three Degree Rd Valencia Pa 16059
Buzas William 310 N Monroe St Butler Pa 16001
Buzas William 316 Monroe St Butler Pa 16001
Byers Mary 111 S Cliff St Apt 3c3 Butler Pa 16001
Byers Richard 266 Boyers Rd Harrisville Pa 16038
C
Cain Ruth E Est 325 Clark Ave Butler Pa 16002
Caldwell Charles Caldwell Agnes Rdf 2 Portersville Pa 16051
Caldwell Robert Caldwell Lorraine 378 Moorehead Rd Cabot Pa 16023
Campbell Jeffrey 205 Havenhill Dr Butler Pa 16001
Cardiovascular Thoracic Surgery Assoc Inc Pension Pl 459 Rte 422 E Butler Pa 16002
Carter Darell 101 Winterbrook Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Cassidy Joyce 223 Central Dr Valencia Pa 16059
Celtic Healthcare Phd 231 Crowe Ave Mars Pa 16046
Central Zone Nazarene Churches 415 Whitestown Rd Butler Pa 16001
Chapp Stan 260 Buffalo Plaza 220 Sarver Pa 16055
Chapp Stan 409 S Crisswell Rd Butler Pa 16002
Cheering Section 101 Clearview Cir Butler Pa 16001
Chowdhry Mohammed 260 Buffalo Plz Pmb 125 Sarver Pa 16055
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Christof Sarah Sherwood Oaks 100 Norman Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Citi Financial 150 N Main St Butler Pa 16001
Citizens National Bank Po Box 1550 Butler Pa 16003
Coleman Shawn 414 Brd St Butler Pa 16001
Collier Brian 119 Plateau St Renfrew Pa 16053
Constrution Samco 24 Cleveland Ave Mars Pa 16046
Cook David 554 3rd St Butler Pa 16001
Cook Yvonne 208 Hallett St Butler Pa 16001
Cook Yvonne 5141 Mccandless Rd Butler Pa 16001
Covey Shawn 408 Brown Ave Butler Pa 16001
Craig Gilbert 334 Valerie Dr Cranberry Pa 16066
Crawford Loretta Crawford Michael Box 523 East Butler Pa 16029
Criley Dorothy Po Box 4 Herman Pa Herman Pa 16039
Cristallino Christine Po Box 336 Connoquenessing Pa 16027
Cromie Dell 437 Bear Creek Rd Sarver Pa 16055
Crowley Phyllis 1019 Berkley Manor Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Csurilla Jefferey 1130 Davis Rd Butler Pa 16001
Cupples Robert 409 W Fulton St Butler Pa 16001
Curran Daniel 226 Dobson Rd Mars Pa 16046
Curtis Walter Rd 1 Portersville Pa 16051
Cusick Anne 100 Burgess Dr Apt 176 Zelienople Pa 16063
D
Damore Patricia 608 Redwood Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
David Clark 829 Wellington Dr Mars Pa 16046
Davidson George 2043 Willain Flynn Hwy Butler Pa 16001
Davidson Mary 263 Timblin Rd Butler Pa 16001
Davis Betty 200 Jefferson St Apt 114 Evans City Pa 16033
Deemer Francis C/O Estate Po Box 398 306 Thompsontown Rd W Sunbury Pa 16061
Desanto Michele 209 Monks Rd Valencia Pa 16059
Detwiler William 807 Graywyck Dr Mars Pa 16046
Dhir Rajiv 434 Worthington Dr Mars Pa 16046
Dietz Shirley 269 Studebaker Rd Portersville Pa 16051
Doctor James 190 Semanco Ave Lyndora Pa 16045
Dorcy Stephen J Estate 206 Smt St Butler Pa 16001
Dorsch Ronald Dorsch Paula 139 Autumn Dr Butler Pa 16001
Doumont Melinda 225 Saint Joe Rd Apt 2 Butler Pa 16002
Dozie Angela 1102 Cranberry Point Ln Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Dry Cleaning Station 1694 Rte 228 Ste 102 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Dumbaugh Frances Estate RR 2 Chicora Pa 16025
Dunsey Ruth Rt 19 Evans City Pa 16033
E
Eakman Gertrude 2904 Old Rt 422 Fenelton Pa 16034
Eb Games 255 Butler Commons Butler Pa 16001
Edkins Cindy 120 Windsor Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Edwars Donald 307 Sun Valy Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Eichenlaub Dillon Donna E 2626 William Flynn Hwy Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Eldemerdash Osama 810 Glendale Ct Cranberry Township Pa 16066
Elick Alua 118 Church Rd Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Elliott Charles R Estate RR 4 Box 11 Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Emminger Jane 358 Brewer Rd Saxonburg Pa 16056
Eppinger Thelma 114 Sullivan Rd Butler Pa 16001
Eshenbaugh Lisa 106 Hawksview Ln Butler Pa 16001
Esther Green 222 Pattison St Evans City Pa 16033
Evans Florence 118 Queenswood Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Every Dorothy C/O F Sanborn 401 S Main St Zelienople Pa 16063
F
Fair Ben 122 Pinewood Ln Butler Pa 16001
Farrell Richard Farrell Linda 205 Trillium Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Ferguson Erma 215 Waikiki St Butler Pa 16002
Ferriero Heather C22 Forest Hts Butler Pa 16001
Fidelity Investments 186 Hoffman Rd Zelienople Pa 16063
Fischer Helen Estate RR 1 Sandy Hill Rd Valencia Pa 16059
Fischer Jackie A Estate 332 Hazel Ave Butler Pa 16001
Fischer Roy 632 Great Belt Rd Butler Pa 16002
Fisher Laverne Fisher Joseph Po Box 55 Valencia Pa 16059
Fisher William 21201 Rte 19 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Flango Richard 404 Chestnut Grove Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Fleming Helen Fleming John Rd 7 Butler Pa 16001
Fleming Mary 216 E Walnut St Bulter Pa 16001
Foley Tom 833 Glendale Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Forcht Sally Forcht John 212 Woodbury Dr Butler Pa 16001
Forcht John 212 Woodbury Dr Butler Pa 16001
Foster Robert 113 Orchard Dr Sarver Pa 16055
Foust Esther Rd 1 Old 19 Trlr Pk Zelienople Pa 16063
Franek Thomas 522 Brown Ave Butler Pa 16001
Fry Catherine 109 Cara Ln Butler Pa 16001
Fry Catherine 388 Crisswell Rd Butler Pa 16002
Fry Mary RD 7 Butler Pa 16001
Fuellgraf Electric Co 600 South Washington St Butler Pa 16001
Fuellgraf Tower & Chimeny Inc C/O W Fuellgraf 600 South Washington St Butler Pa
16001
G
Gaffney Charles 601 Ironwood Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Gailey Jean 323 Haldeman Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Gallagher Roberta Gallagher Ethan 243 W Fulton St Butler Pa 16001
Gallagher Deborah 109 Woodbine Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Galletta Paul 1828 Three Degree Rd Valencia Pa 16059
Gamble June 137 Petrolia St Karns City Pa 16041
Gantzer Anthony 7150 Franklin Rd Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Gases Boc 315 Bantam Ave Bldg C Butler Pa 16001
Gateway China Company Po Box 2209 Butler Pa 16003
Geyer Charles 422 New Castle St1 Butler Pa 16001
Gibson Michael Gibson Violet 224 E Fulton Butler Pa 16001
Giltenboth C Lloyd 100 Burgess Dr Zelienople Pa 16063
Gliptis Renee 526 Chaparral Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Gmacfinanc Po Box 25164 Lehigh Valley Pa 16066
Goldinger Ellen 2819 E Old Rt 422 Lot 36 Fenelton Pa 16034
Goldinger Tracy 118 Bricker Ave Butler Pa 16002
Great Beginnings Day Care 605 Cranberry Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Green Joyce PO Box 2182 Butler Pa 16003
Grelling Harold Rd 4 Butler Pa
Griffin Donna 1200 Sunset Dr 4 Butler Pa 16001
Grimes Althea Est 431 Hovis Rd Harrisville Pa 16038
Grimm Jeremy Po Box 2501 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Gross Jean Villa Vista Estates Valencia Pa 16059
Grossi Anthony 219 Fifth St Butler Pa 16001
Grossmen Richard 5927 State Rte 8 Harrisville Pa 16038
Gryback Ellen Irene Po Box 2193 Butler Pa 16003
Guthrie Lillian 524 E Locust St Butler Pa 16001
Guzzo Andrea 351 Valerie Dr Cranberry Two Pa 16066
Guzzo Andrea 916 Berkley Manor Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
H
Hackett Helen A Est 150 E Water St Saxonburg Pa 16056
Hagg Dustin 705 Skyview Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Hall Mariah 375 Thompsontown Rd West Sunbury Pa 16061
Hampton Inn 210 Executive Dr Cranberry Township Pa 16066
Hanlon Karen 215 Drake Cir Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Harant Mary 159 Treesdale Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Harrilla Anna Estate 300 North Rd Butler Pa 16001
Hartzell Margaret 41 Robinhood Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Harvey Sara Jane Harvey Walter 508 Kandyce Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Heckert Sandra 435 Carbon Ctr Rd Butler Pa 16002
Heckett Multiserv 613 North Main St Butler Pa 16003
Henderson Roberto 1217 Stratford Ct Cranberry Pa 16066
Henke Joseph Rt 19 Evans City Pa 16033
Henry Olive M Estate 33 Hansen Ave Lyndora Pa 16045
Hepner Herbert 1303 Villa Dr A Butler Pa 16001
Heurich Mabel L Estate RR 1 Zelienople Pa 16063
Highway Market 937 East Jefferson St Butler Pa 16001
Hildebrand Kristen 133 Rolling Valy Ln Butler Pa 16001
Hill David 118 Queenswood Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Hilliard Andrew 243 E Fulton St Butler Pa 16001
Hockenberry Neil 304 Campus Side Cir Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Hoenig Howard 419 S Main St Apt 170 Zelienople Pa 16063
Hoffman Colleen 2626 William Flynn Hwy Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Hoffman D D Rd 1 Harrisville Pa 16038
Hoffmann Wayne 107 Beechwood Cir Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Hogberg Elin 263 Norman Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Holbein Rentals Inc 518 N Main St Butler Pa 16001
Holl Louis Rd 1 Box 454 Cabot Pa 16023
Hollerman Jessie Hollerman Robert 118 Old Little Creek Rd Harmony Pa 16037
Hollerman Robert Hollerman Jessie 118 Old Little Creek Rd Harmony Pa 16037
Hollinger Kevin 302 Evans City Rd Butler Pa 16001
Holmes George F III Bf 234 Pipestem Rd Slippery Rock Pa 16057
House Jennifer 4871 Barfield Crescent Rd Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Hoy Darla K 113 Stoney Creek Ct Sevenfields Pa 16046
Hrynyshyn William 8 Woodrow Lyndora Pa 16045
Huggins Marie 148 Marwood Rd Apt 1304 Cabot Pa 16023
Human Relations Assoc Butler Co 311 Shore St Butler Pa 16001
Humphries William 774 Sunset Cir Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Hunt Jennifer 110 Valy Forge Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
I
I A Construction Corp Po Box 420 Portersville Pa 16051
Iarrapino Emily 1301 Villa Dr Butler Pa 16001
Ibis Tek LLC 912 Pittsburgh Rd Butler Pa 16002
Investment Auto 22058 Rte 19 Zelienople Pa 16063
Irwin Justin 221 E Bracly St Butler Pa 16001
Ismail Suad Apt 1 215 Adams Pointe Blvd Mars Pa 16046
J
Jacks Auto Parts 714 Ekastown Rd Sarver Pa 16055
Jack’s Ford Inc 700 Ekastown Rd Po Box D Sarver Pa 16055
Janet Moeller 213 Brookside Ln Mars Pa 16046
Jason Roberts 422 Zeigler Ave Butler Pa 16001
Javersack Joe 20634 Rte 19 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Jc Southside Inc 511 E Carson St Southside Pa 16001
John A Romeo & Associates Inc 890 Pittsburgh Rd Suite 7 Butler Pa 16002
John Thrower Jr Trucki 108 Albin Rd Saxonberg Pa 16056
Johns Anthony 133 Blazing Star Dr Butler Pa 16002
Jones Timothy Jones Judy 225 Park Avn Butler Pa 16002
Jordan Catherine 229 W Liberty Rd Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Jsp Intl 150 E Brook An Butler Pa 16002
K
Kampas Trusteedavid 465 Scott Ridge Rd Harmony Pa 16037
Keihl Louise Po Box C Karns City Pa 16041
Kellar Neal 102 Lexington Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Kelleher Tom John 527 E Vanderbilt Dr Mars Pa 16046
Kennedy H Phillip Kennedy Denyse Po Box 565 Valencia Pa 16059
Kennedy Clara Po Box 868 Mars Pa 16046
Kennedy Mary 246 Turk Rd Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Kennihan William Kennihan Susan 746 Mahood Rd West Sunbury Pa 16061
Keown Kathleen 98 Coverdale Rd Butler Pa 16001
Kerr D 547 Scott Ridge Rd Harmony Pa 16037
Kerr Dennis 547 Scott Ridge Rd Harmony Pa 16037
Kiehl Wilford 120 Marwood Rd Cabot Pa 16023
Kienzle Mary C 9 Fincher Ln Butler Pa 16001
Kifer Lois 350 W Grandview Ave Zelienople Pa 16063
Kirejev Piret 2025 Trenton Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Kirkner Alice 166 Beacon Light Rd Renfrew Pa 16053
Klenk Dorothea Est RR 2 Evans City Pa 16033
Klimack George H Jr Washington Manor 320 S Washington St Butler Pa 16001
Kline Ernest 103 Hillside Dr Zelienople Pa 16063
Kline Ernest Dilts Electric 103 Hillside Dr Zelienople Pa 16063
Kohler Kalina 223 Heim Ave Butler Pa 16001
Komakech William C/O Mater Dolorosa Church 257 Medical Ctr Rd Chicora Pa 16025
Kramer Dorothy 70 Sterrett St Valencia Pa 16059
Krapp John Estate 400 Nobles Ln Callery Pa 16024
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Krug Margaret 215 East Christie Ave Butler Pa 16001
Krynicki Est Robert C/O C Krynicki 110 Glenbrook Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Ksiazek Lucinda 105 Maria Ln Zelienople Pa 16063
Kudamik Andrew 526 Meridian Rd Renfrew Pa 16053
Kuhar Margaret Estate Po Box 928 Mars Pa 16046
Kuhn Thomas Trust Of 103 Province Ct Valencia Pa 16059
Kukurin Edith 100 Norman Dr 503 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Kurtz Nadine 202 Bellefield Dr Butler Pa 16001
L
Laggraves Alice 148 Marwood Rd Apt 1304 Cabot Pa 16023
Lake Arthur 43 Fayette St Butler Pa 16001
Landgraf Carla 405 1/2 Walker Ave Butler Pa 16001
Lang Mary L Estate RR 1 Renfrew Pa 16053
Lantz Richard 2255 B Evans City Rd Zelienople Pa 16063
Larsen Ryan Po Box 694 Mars Pa 16046
Lasher Vivian Estate Main St Saxonburg Pa 16056
Laura Sigurdsson 745 Winter Park Dr Mars Pa 16046
Leitem Megan 116 Reed Rd Fenelton Pa 16034
Lenehan Daniel Lenehan Mary Kay Po Box 270 Mars Pa 16046
Lenhart Charles 109 Coverdale Rd Butler Pa 16001
Leroy Lessinger Estate Pittsburgh Rd Saxonburg Pa 16056
Lewis Jone RR 1 Mars Pa 16046
Linn Judith 850 W Old Butler Pa 16001
Long William 754 West Liberty Rd Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Lorick Enterprises Inc 103 Foxchase Ct Cranberry Twnsp Pa 16066
Lucas Eleanor 216 1 2 Elm Butler Pa 16001
Lucas Leroy 216 1/2 Elm Butler Pa 16001
M
Macpherson Kenneth A Est 121 May Ln Evans City Pa 16033
Madison Gina C/O S Weaver 103 N Division St Zelienople Pa 16063
Madison Giovanni C/O S Weaver 103 N Division St Zelienople Pa 16063
Maier Darlene E 326 Wagner Butler Pa 16001
Maier Howard 739 Franklin Rd Rd7 Mars Pa 16046
Major Supply 885 Pittsburgh Rd Butler Pa 16002
Makray Michele 206 Lakevue Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Malarkey David 22 Lumar Vlg Apt C Butler Pa 16001
Malley Clara C/O Kathy Spln 107 Linden Ct Seven Fields Pa 16046
Mamula Ninas S Est Of 150 Shanor Hts Butler Pa 16001
Manuel Richard Manuel Sharon 100 Cloverdale Dr Evans City Pa 16033
Marett Martha North Rd Butler Pa 16001
Mars Kristen 758 Spring St Harmony Pa 16037
Marsella Esseck Rd 3 Box 349g Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Marshall Deborah Marshall George 116 Sturbridge Ln Evans City Pa 16033
Martin Lynn 103 Gable Rd Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Mascaro Anthony 107 Valyview Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Mccollough Ernest Star Rte Butler Pa
Mccombs Dorothy 544 Marigold Ln Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Mccormick Judith Ann Cust 207 Valencia Rd Renfrew Pa 16053
Mcdonald Rose 111 S Cliff St Butler Pa 16001
Mcgary Roy Estate 328 Brd St Butler Pa 16001
Mcgee Anthony Mcgee Loretta 230 East North St Butler Pa 16001
Mcgill Agnes Box 26 Harrisville Pa 16038
Mcgill Guy Box 15 Harrisville Pa 16038
Mcgovern Edward 100 Norman Dr Apt 252 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Mcintire Isabella Mcintire James 401 N Washington St Butler Pa 16001
Mclaughlin Mark 704 Saxony Dr Mars Pa 16046
Meek Timothy Po Box 115 Portersville Pa 16051
Meinert Michael 150 Oakview Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Member Reimbursement Attn Reco 120 E Kensinger Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Messa Emilio 401 S Main St Passavant Retire Zelienople Pa 16063
Messenger Victoria 718 Winfield Rd Cabot Pa 16023
Meyer Patricia 214 Creek Side Ln Slippery Roc Pa 16057
Meyers Christopher Michael 503 Berkley Manor Dr Cranberry Pa 16066
Michel Eleanora 103 Kemar Dr Butler Pa 16002
Miele Zach 132 Keithwood Dr Valencia Pa 16059
Milbert Glen 113 Wayne Dr Cranberry Township Pa 16066
Miller Marguerite Miller William 201 Laurel Oak Dr Valencia Pa 16059
Miller Alice E Estate 462 Brownsdale Rd Renfrew Pa 16053
Miller Amber 115 Jan Dr Butler Pa 16001
Milling Nellie 404 Brownsdale Rd Renfrew Pa 16053
Minnie Russell Po Box 500 Saxonburg Pa 16056
Misty Nails 618 Moraine Pointe Butler Pa 16001
Mitchell Catherine 320 E Pearl St Butler Pa 16001
Mook Marc 1000 E Kastown Rd Saxonborg Pa 16056
Morgan Robert A Estate 203 Mercer St Butler Pa 16001
Morris Dora 112 Cloverdale Dr Evans City Pa 16033
Morris Everett 551 W Main St Saxonburg Pa 16056
Morrison Helen Estate RR 2 Box 109 Valencia Pa 16059
Morrow Gertrude Rd 4 Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Morrow Merle E Harnyaks Personal Care Home RR 5 Box 337 Valencia Pa 16059
Moyer Ronald 742 Spring St Harmony Pa 16037
Mozzoni Brian 7458 Franklin Rd Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Mr. Rooter 213 Commerce Park Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Muccio Lewis 523 Churchill Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Murdick Elizabeth 239 Holyoke Rd Butler Pa 16001
N
Nagle Rebecca 120 New Castle St Butler Pa 16001
Nancy Sanderson 116 Hampton Ct Butler Pa 16001
National Card Stock Customer 300 Ziegler St Harmony Pa 16037
Nationwide Insurance 437 West Main St Butler Pa 16001
Nehls Gertrude Po Box 994 Mars Pa 16046
Nellis Anna 144 Hunter Ridge Rd Butler Pa 16001
Neuber Karl 231 Peaceful Vally Rd West Sunbury Pa 16061
Newton E Douglas 604 Little Creek Rd Evans City Pa 16033
Newton James 2819 Old Rte 422 E Lot 25 Fenelton Pa 16034
Nextier Bank 20249 Rte 19 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Nguyen Kimlan 104 Manor Hill Dr Butler Pa 16001
Nicklas Pearl 215 East Christie Ave Butler Pa 16001
Niggel Bernard 576 2nd St Butler Pa 16001
Niggel Mary 107 Sunnyview Cir Butler Pa 16001
Noblit Nathaniel 123 Smith Valy Rd Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Noone Thomas 265 Unity Rd Harrisville Pa 16038
Norris Mathew 238 Norman Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Novak Chester 137 Liberty Rd Harmony Pa 16037
Nowakowski Elizabeth 120 Elliott Rd Sarver Pa 16055
O
Obrien Michael 455 Sheldon Rd Valencia Pa 16059
Orr James 423 Canterbury Trail Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Osterwise G Allan 310 Waterford Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
P
Paczek Sara 125 Thorncrest Dr Butler Pa 16002
Painter Annabel Painter William 709 Holly Ct Saxonburg Pa 16056
Palmer Marcus 151 Airport Rd Butler Pa 16002
Passavant Ret Heal 401 South Main St Zelienople Pa 16063
Passavant Ret Hlth 401 South Main St Zelienople Pa 16063
Patricia Altman 115 Stalker Rd Hilliards Pa 16040
Patricia Milholland Po Box 1862 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Patterson Leslie 404 Farrington Dr Seven Fields Pa 16046
Paul Altman Estate RR 1 Karns City Pa 16041
Peck Philip 208 Valencia St Butler Pa 16002
Pettinato Aaron 604 Bristol Pl Cranberry Township Pa 16066
Pfiel Charles N Est 81132 Lost Valy Dr Mars Pa 16046
Phoenix Auto 5742 State Rt 8 Harrisville Pa 16038
Plunkett Timothy 144 Pine Ridge Dr Chicora Pa 16025
Porter Elizabeth C/O Pnc Advisors 373 Norman Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Powers David 532 W Sunbury Rd Butler Pa 16001
Prokopchak Don 113 S Haven Park Butler Pa 16001
Pulman Eleanor Pulman Anna RR 2 Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Q
Quad County Oral Maxillofacial Surgery 114 East Diamond St Butler Pa 16001
Querea Solis Fransisco J 322 Shannon Rd Renfrew Pa 16053
R
Raisley Virginia Raisley Wayne Rd 1 Renfrew Pa 16053
Raja Sajjad 5613 State Rd 8 Harrisville Pa 16038
Rapp James Po Box 329 Portersville Pa 16051
Rathusky Anna Estate 125 Highfield Rd Butler Pa 16001
Raudebaugh Bonnie 328 S Main Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Reagan Holly Reagan Rubble 113 Monaco St Butler Pa 16002
Regal Amy 768 Branchton Rd Boyers Pa 16020
Regional Learning Al Cranberry Woods 850 Cranberry T Pa 16066
Remax Select Novosel 1667 Rte 228 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Ricci Nellie 404 Brownsdale Rd Renfrew Pa 16053
Right Electric Inc 5927 State Rte 8 Harrisville Pa 16038
Rippey Glee 111 Jenny Dr Butler Pa 16001
Ritter Elmr Estate Po Box 51 Valencia Pa 16059
Ritzert Russell Ritzert Cornelius Main St Box 126 Chicora Pa 16025
Robert Bauman 300 Freeport St Saxonburg Pa 16056
Robert Charles II Po Box 1861 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Robert Diodati 8201 Rowan Rd Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Roberts Helen B Est RR1 Saxonburg Pa 16056
Rodgers Robert Box 86 Renfrew Pa 16053
Rohm Audrey Po Box 994 Mars Pa 16046
Rosenow Eric 725 Little Creek Ln Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Ross Kenneth 163 Golden City Rd Saxonburg Pa 16056
Rule Toby 116 Mosside Lp Seven Fields Pa 16046
Russo Deanna M Russo Frank 118 Mackey Ave Butler Pa 16001
S
Sample Florence E Townhse Apt 910 N Main Butler Pa 16001
Sanders Ryan 400 South High St Zelienople Pa 16063
Sands William 124 Blackthorn Dr Butler Pa 16002
Saxonburg Ceramics Po Box 688 Saxonburg Pa 16056
Schaeffer William 115 Caromar Dr Mars Pa 16046
Schafer Dona J Estate 344 N Mckean St Butler Pa 16001
Schar Evelyn 2000 May Dr Apt 220 Zelienople Pa 16063
Scherer Ann Est 2071 Gables Ct Mars Pa 16046
Schmidt Patricia 17 Bessemer Ave Apt 8 Lyndora Pa 16045
Schnitzer John 147 Cemetery Rd Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Schubert Edythe Sr C/C R Anderson 122 Old Eberhart Rd Bulter Pa 16001
Schultz Marian 311 Denny Rd Valencia Pa 16059
Schuster Stephanie 120 Windsor Ct Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Scott Joseph 330 Negley Ave Apt B Butler Pa 16001
Seath George 1811 Trenton Ct Cranberrt Twp Pa 16066
Sell Harry 214 Willow Cir Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Servicemaster By Irs Obo Vincent D Sonafelt & Kimb Erly A Sonafelt 9189 Marshall
Rd Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Servistar Po Box 1510 Butler Pa 16001
Seyler Becky 970 Clearfield Rd Box 82 Fenelton Pa 16034
Shearer A Elizabeth 240 Monroe Rd Sarver Pa 16055
Shearer Raymond 203 Rural Dr Butler Pa 16001
Shearer Tammy 206 Brookside Ln Seven Fields Pa 16046
Shenkle Eliz Po Box 527 Mars Pa 16046
Sheraton Four 910 Sheraton Dr Mars Pa 16046
Shop N Save Zelienople Pa 105 W Culvert St Zelienople Pa 16063
Shubert Annie Rd 1 Portersville Pa 16051
Shunk Frances Box 868 Apt 607 Pennmar Plaza Mars Pa 16046
Simms Anthony Simms Wanda Simms Paul 215 Woodbury Dr Butler Pa 16001
Sinkevich S G 137 Blackthorne Dr Butler Pa 16002
Skinder Vera Estate Beacon Lite Rd Rr 1 Renfrew Pa 16053
Smith Gary 1200 Sunset Dr 4 Butler Pa 16001
Smith Kelly 124 Bucks Rd Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Smola Marlene 29 Ashford Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Smolen James 240 Star Grille Rd Cabot Pa 16023
Snow Paul 812 Bull Creek Rd Butler Pa 16002
Snyder B 400 Morgan Ctr Butler Pa 16001
Solanik Kimberly Solanik John 831 Windgap Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Sousa Joseph 519 Berkley Manor Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
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Spangler Edna 295 Shannon Rd Renfrew Pa 16053
Spencer Charles 728 Kilbuck Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Spencer Mildred 116 Hepler Rd Sarver Pa 16055
Spudic Christopher 206 Cameron Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Stack John 349 Old Plank Rd Butler Pa 16001
Stefko E 365 Jones Rd Cabot Pa 16023
Steigerwald Paul 206 Greenwood Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Steinhagen Penny 414 North Pike Rd Sarver Pa 16055
Stephenson Deceased Ronald 106b Vogel Rd Butler Pa 16002
Steve Nelson 1140 N Main St Butler Pa 16001
Steven E Leindecker Esq Po Box 1641 Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Stonebraker Lorraine Box 14 Chicora Pa 16025
Strong Charles 100 Maria Ln Zelienople Pa 16063
Suess Martha S Estate RR 1 Renfrew Pa 16053
Summerville Nancy 372 Jamisonville Rd Butler Pa 16001
Summerville Nancy 328 S Main St Butler Pa 16001
Superconductor Crystal Inc 565 1/2 Fleming Rd Sarver Pa 16055
Szymanski William Matthew 118 Keasey Rd Cabot Pa 16023
T
Tack Eleanora Rd 3 626 Stein Rd Butler Pa 16002
Tacksr Homer Rd 3 626 Stein Rd Butler Pa 16002
Tansey Frank Tansey James 47 Ashford Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Tansey Frank Tansey Mae 47 Ashford Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Taylor Brian S 115 Lyon Ave Butler Pa 16001
Thomas David 22010 Perry Hwy Zelienople Pa 16063
Thomas Stover 251 Bicker Rd Cabot Pa 16023
Thompson Jennifer 446 Miller Ave Butler Pa 16001
Thompson Mary Rae 104 North Breezewood Dr Butler Pa 16001
Thompson Willa 435 Belmont Rd Butler Pa 16001
Thomson Amy 225 5th Ave Butler Pa 16001
Tinker Gean 523 E Fulton St Butler Pa 16001
Tosta Sam 22058 Rte 19 Zelienople Pa 16063
Tri State Neurosurgical 587 Pattison St Ext Evans City Pa 16033
Truck Part Specialist 39 Progress Ave Po Box 448 Zelienople Pa 16063
U
Ulrich Mary A Villa Vista Estates Valencia Pa 16059
Uncapher Marie 155 Pal Mar Dr Butler Pa 16001
United Telephone Co Of Pennsyl Dba Sprint Embarq 218 S Washington St Butler Pa
16001
V
Vadnal Jane 111 BuLLCreek Rd Butler Pa 16002
Valenski Michael Valenski Julia 36 Old Plank Rd Butler Pa 16001
Valentik Robert 3104 Unionville Rd Ste 150a Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Vandalsem Robert Vandalsem Pearl 235 W Diamond Butler Pa 16001
Vanker Gregory Berkley Manor Apts 331 Berkley Manor Dr Cranberry Pa 16066
Vitello Vincent 418 Heinz Camp Rd Portersville Pa 16051
W
Wagner Oral 429 Negley Ave Butler Pa 16001
Walker Gary 109 Walnut Ln West Sunbury Pa 16061
Walker Stephen 115 Westminster Dr Mars Pa 16046
Warchola John Est 618 Warwick Ln Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Ward Denise 509 Van Buren St Evans City Pa 16033
Warheit Dorothy M Estate 112 Maharg St Butler Pa 16001
Warner Nelson Warner Sandra 62 Allegheny Ave Valencia Pa 16059
Watt Lucille RR 5 Butler Pa 16001
Weaver Harold 561 Kendall Ave Lyndora Pa 16045
Weaver Ralph 602 Brookstone Ct Butler Pa 16001
Weber Ambs Shannon 215 Adams Pointe Mars Pa 16046
Weichey Helen 494 Rte 422 East Butler Pa 16001
Welker Carole RR2 Box 17 Harmony Pa 16037
Wentzel Moroni Wentzel Ivan 796 Mercer Rd Butler Pa 16001
Wentzel Moroni Wentzel Laura 796 Mercer Rd Butler Pa 16001
Western Pennsylvania Chapter C/O Reverend Joseph Wargo 201 Penn Ave Lyndora Pa
16045
Wethli Edward Wethli Robin 320 Steeplechase Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
Wharton Josephine 236 Whispering Oaks Dr Cranberry Twp Pa 16066
White Jimmie 81501 Lost Valy Dri Mars Pa 16046
White Lynn 151 Kay Rd Harrisville Pa 16038
Whitney Brian 115 Kimberwicke Ct Cranberry Pa 16066
Wilkin William 515 Federal St Butler Pa 16001
Willetts Stephen 123 Smt Park Ln Butler Pa 16002
Williams Ralph 129 Liberty Rd Harmony Pa 16037
Williams Ruth 307 N Chestnut St Butler Pa 16001
Wilson James Wilson James 322 Garfield Ave Mars Pa 16046
Windfelder Thomas 407 Gettysburg Dr Mars Pa 16046
Woodward Kendalyn 404 Yellow Creek Rd Harmony Pa 16037
Wotus Frank 113 Mcgrady Hollow Rd Butler Pa 16001
Y
Yee Jack Po Box 179 Chicora Pa 16025
Yossa Louis 334 E Jefferson St Butler Pa 16001
Young Mechelle A 427 Great Belt Rd Butler Pa 16002
Young Shirley Box 402 204 E Water St Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Z
Zia Sabiha F 175 Block 5 Clifton Pittsburgh Pa 16066
Ziemiansky Bertha Est 143 Hampton Ct Butler Pa 16002
Zimmell Ralph E Estate RR 2 Karns City Pa 16041
Zotter Helen J Estate Po Box 714 Lyndora Pa 16045
Cambria County
1st National Bk Of Pa Fbo Oyaski Rentals 111 West High St Edensburg Pa 15931
A
Albert James 1216 Christopher St Johnstown Pa 15905
Alberth Annette 536 Deveaux St Carrolltown Pa 15722
Albright Francis 503 Lang Ave Patton Pa 16668
Allen Tonia 56 Aspen Ct Cresson Pa 16630
Allison Raymond Allison Naomi 233 Park Ave Cresson Pa 16630
American Employers Ins Co Po Box 90 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Amico Florence Amico Vincent 606 Somerset St Johnstown Pa 15901
Anderson Bertha Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Anderson Glass & Mirror Po Box 984 Johnstown Pa 15907
Anderson Thomas 7 Cox St Johnstown Pa 15905
Andolina Sarah 1029 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Andrews Curtis 181 New St Johnstown Pa 15901
Andrews John 62 Wentworth Ln Johnstown Pa 15902
Andrews Robert 1700 Winter St Johnstown Pa 15902
Andrews Viona 181 New St Johnstown Pa 15901
Anesthesiology Associates Inc 203 College Par Plaza Johnstown Pa 15904
Antemann Richard W Central Radiation Onc 135 Osborne St Johnstown Pa 15905
Anton Varanko Estate General Delivery Barnesboro Pa 15714
Apple Julia Est 547 Maple Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
April Larsen 805 Bedford St 2nd Floor Johnstown Pa 15902
Armstrong Lillie Laurel Crest Mnr 429 Manor Dr Ebensburg Pa 15931
Ashbridge Nancy 449 Thomas Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Augimeri Dominick Augimeri Frances 125 Baywood St Johnstown Pa 15901
Averett Martha Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Ayers Harold L Est 50 425th Hastings Pa 16646
B
Baker Shelley 228 Columbus Ave Cresson Pa 16630
Balon Martin Estate 217 Jones Aly Johnstown Pa 15901
Barbour Leland 618 Horner St Johnstown Pa 15902
Barbus Barbara 207 Main St Johnstown Pa 15909
Barbusmcminn Elayne 121 2nd St Conemaugh Pa 15909
Barley Roy 612 Orchard St Portage Pa 15946
Barrick Gerald 220 Morgan Pl Johnstown Pa 15901
Baumbaugh James Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Baxter Jennifer 185 Longn Spur Ln Vintondale Pa 15961
Bearer Grace Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Bell Elizabeth Bell Donald Main Gallitzin Pa 16641
Beltz Dorothy Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Belvin Mary 1288 Washington Ave Summerhill Pa 15958
Benito Dawn 3 Headrick St Conemaugh Pa 15909
Benjamin Frances Benjamin John H IV 1315 Virginia Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Benjamin John H III Benjamin John H IV 1315 Virginia Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Benscreek Drug Store Inc 133 Tire Hill Rd 140 Johnstown Pa 15905
Berardi Adrienne Md 1086 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Berardi Victor 109 Duncan Place Johnstown Pa 15905
Berg Frank H Estate 1721 Ruby St Johnstown Pa 15902
Beroldi Sophie R Estate 940 William Penn Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Bessie Baumbaugh Estate 813 Vickroy Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Bible Ellary 627 Oak St Johnstown Pa 15902
Bilger Margaret Johnson Portage Pa 15946
Billy Michael Jr 841 Farmers Tpke Lilly Pa 15938
Biter William 271 Windy Valy Rd Ebensburg Pa 15931
Blackburn Margaret 449 Thomas Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Blackford William 168 Bond St Johnstown Pa 15902
Blough Kathleen 945 Oakmont Blvd Johnstown Pa 15904
Blough Norma Jean 1017 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Bobovsky Ashley Bobovsky John 516 Indiana St Johnstown Pa 15905
Bobovsky Derek Bobovsky John 516 Indiana St Johnstown Pa 15905
Bolton Bernard 117 Main Johnstown Pa 15909
Bowman Ethelmae 934 Nathaniel Johnstown Pa 15902
Brady Karen Brady Wava Rr 2 Box 124 Johnstown Pa 15904
Bragan James Po Box 5474 Johnstown Pa 15904
Brannen Mary Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Brehm Ruth 317 Staurrs Ave Johnston Pa 15901
Brenner Gregory 833 Luzerne St Johnstown Pa 15905
Bridges James Estate 386 Fair Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
Brincer Bertha Estate 1010 N Lunan St Johnstown Pa 15901
Brooks Christina 15f Oakhurst Homes Johnstown Pa 15902
Brown Bonna 824 Oak St Johnstown Pa 15902
Brown Charles Laurel Crest Mnr 429 Manor Dr Ebensburg Pa 15931
Brown Gary 444 Somerset St Johnstown Pa 15901
Brown Robert 429 Manor Dr Ebensburg Pa 15931
Bruce Jerrell 315 Everhart St Johnstown Pa 15901
Brunner Robert J Jr Apt 110 Emrald Estates 800 Church St Gallitzin Pa 16641
Burde Florence Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Burdziak Joseph Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Burns Erma 220 Morgan Pl Johnstown Pa 15901
Burtnett Margaret E 224 Stutzman St Johnstown Pa 15906
Bush Angie Po Box 676 Hastings Pa 16646
Buterbaugh Kevin 408 Railrd St Lilly Pa 15938
Byers Bernard Estate 143 3rd St Conemaugh Pa 15909
Byrnes M J Rd 1 Box 145 Hastings Pa 16646
Byrnes Michael Po Box 333 Hastings Pa 16646
C
Cambria Anesthesia Associates 120 Antonazzo Ln Johnstown Pa 15902
Camut Mary Camut Sam 7 Franklin St Conemaugh Pa 15909
Cardiac Surgery 1086 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Caroff Timothy G 711 W Ogle St Ebensburg Pa 15931
Carols Bar Grieve St Conemaugh Pa 15909
Carosella Donald 839 Stanford Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Carri William 305 Beaver Ct Johnstown Pa 15905
Carson Zella RR 1 Elmora Pa 15737
Catherine Piefser Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Cene Carl Est 717 Forest Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Cenwest Bank 719 Bedford St Johnstown Pa 15902
Charkins Russell Charkins Ethel 211 Worth St Johnstown Pa 15905
Charles Fridman 834 West High St Apartment 2 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Chatman Calvin 91 Messenger St 1 Johnstown Pa 15902
Chernicky Elizabeth Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Chokran Josephine Chokran James 420 Woodland Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Chorkins D R 211 Worth St Johnstown Pa 15905
Chun Douglas Hwan 1131 Solomon Run Rd Johnstown Pa 15904
Churilla Anna Po Box 243 Johnstown Pa 15907
Circuit City 430 Town Centre Dr Johnstown Pa 15904
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Clark Florence T Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Cobaugh Margaret 313 Figg Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Cobb Helen 421 Washington St Lilly Pa 15938
Colegrove Anna 22b Oakhurst Homes Johnstown Pa 15906
Coleman Fred 1321 Tennessee Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Coleman Fred Lcm 429 Manor Dr Ebensburg Pa 15931
Coleman Ruth L Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Coleman Walter Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Conemaugh 1086 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Conemaugh Memorial Hospital 1086 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Cooper Joseph 266 David St Johnstown Pa 15901
Cords Ruth Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Costlow William 28 Tank Ave Saint Michael Pa 15951
Courtesy Oil 110 Bel Air St Revloc Pa 15948
Cramer Charles 804 Bedford St Johnstown Pa 15902
Crawford Robert Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Crawford Thomas Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Crissman Christopher Po Box 100 Loretto Pa 15940
Criste Anna M In 900 N Caroline St Ebensburg Pa 15931
Culley Rose 623 Middle St Gallitzin Pa 16641
Custer Nellie P Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
D
Dadora Sr Gregory A 256 Strayer St Johnstown Pa 15906
Daniel Quinn 722 Keystone Ave Cresson Pa 16630
Daniels William CO CDaniels 881 Cooper Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
David Riffle Estate 716 Kennedy Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Davies Dorothy Davies Robert 150 Horner St Johnstown Pa 15902
Davila Edna L Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Davis Kathleen Davis Depra 676 Palestine Rd South Fork Pa 15956
Davis Clark E Estate 217 Mcnoughyot St Johnstown Pa 15901
Davis Mary E Estate R217 Mccauley Johnstown Pa 15906
Davis Ruth 625 Sherman St Johnstown Pa 15901
Dawn Lukowsky Randall Motor Co 323 Goodridge Rd Northern Cambria Pa 15714
Deetscreek Gerald E Estate RR 1 Mineral Point Pa 15942
Detweiler Celia Detweiler John 151 Blough St Johnstown Pa 15902
Devich Milan 671 Linden Ave 3rd Fl Johnstown Pa 15902
Diable Bernard Jr Diable Helen 104 Cook St Johnstown Pa 15906
Dick Nedra CO R Woods 3324 Elton Rd Apt 103 Johnstown Pa 15904
Diehl Leo 689 Von Lunen Rd Johnstown Pa 15902
Dimarino Peggie Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Dishong William Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Dodge Alfred J Jr Po Box 121 Vintondale Pa 15961
Dodge Maitland W Rd 2 Box 364 Johnstown Pa 15904
Dongell Edward 520 Church St Ste 3 Lilly Pa 15938
Dorotzak Anna 227 Terlyn Dr Johnstown Pa 15904
Duman Aretta Laurel Crest Mnr 429 Manor Dr Ebensburg Pa 15931
Dumm Judith Hc 61 Box 230 Nicktown Pa 15762
Dunham Marion 175 State St Johnstown Pa 15905
Dunning Barbara Po Box 520 Johnstown Pa 15907
Dupont Bidemann 930 Windan Ln Johnstown Pa 15905
Dupont Bidermann 930 Windan Ln Johnstown Pa 15905
Duraj John Estate 180 Vaughn St Johnstown Pa 15906
Duray Mary A Estate 143 Garfield St Johnstown Pa 15906
E
Ear Nose Throat Associates Of Johnstown 321 Main St Suite 4f Johnstown Pa 15901
Ed Nelle 1604 Bedford St Johnstown Pa 15902
Edmiston Catherine Edmiston Margret 192 Westgate Johnstown Pa 15905
Edsall John 551 Cypress Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Elders Robert A Estate 120 Wos St Johnstown Pa 15906
Elmaliki Majid 621 Clarion St Johnstown Pa 15905
Esgro Dominick P Estate RR 2 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Everhart Robert E Est 374 Prosser St Johnstown Pa 15901
F
Farabaugh Edward 1745 Columbia St Loretto Pa 15940
Febba Anthony Febba Anna 721 Locust St Johnstown Pa 15901
Fela Helen Estate Box 54 Park Hl Johnstown Pa 15907
Ferner Emma 828 Edgehill Dr Johnstown Pa 15905
Fiasco Florence Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Fike Mary 409 Forest Hill Rd Sidman Pa 15955
Fisher Bertha Body Of Mercy Convent Johnstown Pa 15901
Fisher Karen 105 Peary Cir Cresson Pa 16630
Fletcher Shirleyann 112 S West St 3 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Focke Mary 930 Windan Ln Johnstown Pa 15905
Foreman John Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Frishkorn Edward 112 2nd St Conemaugh Pa 15909
Fundack Margaret Fundack Dennis Rd 1 Ashville Pa 16613
Furda Mary 300 Midway Dr Johnstown Pa 15905
Fyan Mary Anne 150 Bucknell Ave Johnstown Pa Johnstown Pa 15905
G
Gabert Shelly Dee First Floor 104 Habicht St Johnstown Pa 15906
Gail B Us Bank Corp Trust Co Po Box 520 Johnstown Pa 15907
Gallagher William Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Gardner Bobby 174 Block Rd Portage Pa 15946
Gaunt Adehlia In 918 Johnson Ave Portage Pa 15946
Gautier Federal 424 Brd St Johnstown Pa 15906
Gebhardt Jessica 172 Raymond Dr Johnstown Pa 15909
Gehlman Joseph R Sr 217 Westgate Dr Johnstown Pa 15905
Gehlman Joseph R Sr 236 Westgate Dr Johnstown Pa 15905
Gelles Elizabeth 527 Vine St Apt 801 Johnstown Pa 15901
General Telephone Richland Mall 3200 Elton Rd Johnstown Pa 15904
George William George Anna 766 Russell Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
George Eleanor 309 W Ogle St Ebensburg Pa 15931
George Weingarten Md 1158 5th Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Gerber Walter Jr 112 2nd St Conemaugh Pa 15909
Gezovich Ashley 373 Daniel St Johnstown Pa 15906
Gialloreto Julia M Estate Johnstown Pa 15901
Gibbons William J C/O Helen Mccall Po Box 107 Summerhill Pa 15958
Girard Marion 929 Ash St Johnstown Pa 15902
Glass Reardon J Jr Glass Reardon J W Highland Av Ebensburg Pa 15931
Gleason Jonathan 2201 Menoher Blvd Johnstown Pa 15905
Gleason Technology Po Box 1503 Johnstown Pa 15901
Glen Mar Inc 429 Magee Ave Patton Pa 16668
Glorias Grill & Bakery 500 Galleria Dr Johnstown Pa 15904
Gorge Sam 588 Beaverrun Rd Sidman Pa 15955
Gradwell James 909 Vine St Towers Johnstown Pa 15901
Graff George CO Northwest Savings Bank Office 219 475 Theatre Dr Johnstown Pa
15904
Graff Viola CO Northwest Savings Bank Office 219 475 Theatre Dr Johnstown Pa
15904
Graser Barbara 21 Clover St Johnstown Pa 15902
Greer Lillian Estate Rr 1 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Griffith Custer Steel Co Po Box 38 Johnstown Pa 15907
Grove Thomas 120 Fir St Johnstown Pa 15909
Guthmiller Melissa 764 Park Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
H
Hadix Brian 667 Highland Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Hahn Margaret 304 Mencher Blvd Johnstown Pa 15901
Haidar George 421 Park Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Haines Mildred Haines Richard 2111 Chestnut Ave Barnesboro Pa 15714
Haines Richard Haines Mary 2111 Chestnut Ave Barnesboro Pa 15714
Hall Patricia Est Hall Patricia Unit 317 207 Ottawa St Johnstown Pa 15904
Hall Flora Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Hall Marsha 86 1/2 Golde St Johnstown Pa 15905
Hamilton Virginia L Estate 296 Langhorne Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Hammond Susan Apt 210 51 Akers St Johnstown Pa 15905
Hanbury Lois Rd 1 Johnstown Pa 15906
Handel Edward 302 Main St Portage Pa 15946
Handel Terry 1197 3rd St Nanty Glo Pa 15943
Harris Margaret PO Box 354 Johnston Pa 15905
Hartline John A Jr 1019 Main St Lilly Pa 15938
Hartman Roy 106 Hickory St Johnstown Pa 15901
Hasselbauer Mary Estate Johnstown Pa
Hauger Millicen Hauger Patricia 234 Woodvale Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Hauser Dale G Estate RR 1 Johnstown Pa 15906
Hawn Eleanor F Estate Johnstown Pa
Hay Betty Estate Johnstown Pa
Hefferman Edward Estate Johnstown Pa
Heidenthal Elizabeth Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Heisel Florence P 806 Park Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Hello Shops 614 Glenwood Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Henger Ethel Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Henger James Estate 749 Napoleon St Johnstown Pa 15901
Herman William P Est 3877 Johnstown Rd Portage Pa 15946
Hershberger M Estate 331 Dickinson Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Hess Westwood Westwood Shopping Plaza Johnstown Pa 15905
Hiram G Andrews Center 727 Goucher St Johnstown Pa 15905
Hite Jessie Hite Jane 226 Barron Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Hockenberry William 404 Cypress Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Hoegg John 423 Sunberry St Johnstown Pa 15904
Holder Ethel 1749 Brier Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Horbal Barry 105 Revere St Johnstown Pa 15904
Horner Nicholas Melinda 246 1st St Apt 4 Conemaugh Pa 15909
Horten David 1131 Solomon Run Rd Johnstown Pa 15904
Hostetler Robert 400 Luray Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
Hr Consultants Inc 160 Jari Dr Suite 180 Johnstown Pa 15904
Hropovich John 371 Edith Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Hughes Bertha 203 Southmont Blvd Apt A Johnstown Pa 15905
I
Illig Norbert Illig Helen Main St Saint Benedict Pa 15773
Imperial Room 2443 New Germany Rd Ebensburg Pa 15931
Investors Service Corp 429 Theatre Dr Johnstown Pa 15904
J
Jacejko John Apt 305 816 Gil Portage Pa 15946
Jack Richard Distinctive Human Services 244 Walnut St 2nd Floor Johnstown Pa
15901
James Veronica E Estate 1103 Emilio St Johnstown Pa 15904
Jenkinson Elgene 212 Culin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Johnson Don 1023 Menoher Johnstown Pa 15905
Johnson Joyce 509 Main St Conemaugh Pa 15909
Jones Raymond 1300 Roxbury Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Jones Richard 34−B Oakhurst Homes Johnstown Pa 15906
Jordan Estella Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Joseph Lidonnice 413 Washington St Lilly Pa 15938
Joseph Tomasko Estate Po Box 352 Portage Pa 15946
Jugan Denise A Estate 1000 Tener St Apt C Johnstown Pa 15904
K
Keiper Rosalie 1029 Franklin St Apt 302 Johnstown Pa 15905
Kelley Eleanor Estate 272 Cooper Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Kelly Jason James 1304 Chestnut Ave Barnesboro Pa 15714
Kepler Donna Kepler Mary 650 6th Revloc Pa 15948
Kepple John 225 Columbia St Johnstown Pa 15905
Kerrick Andrew Kerrick John 189 Lunen St Johnstown Pa 15902
Kessel Elizabet Kessel Edward 2nd Floor Johnstown Pa 15905
Kessel Elizabet Kessel Edward 823 Lucas Aly Johnstown Pa
Kiepert Thomas E Estate 1209 Virginia Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Kifer Robert 650 Donnelly Ave Patton Pa 16668
Kiley Patricia 118 Bansky Ave Johnstown Pa 15909
Killen John 319 Fordhook Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
King Clarzel 412 Ebensburg Rd Johnstown Pa 15901
Kinsey Margaret Kinsey Harry H Jr 210 Strayer Johnstown Pa 15906
Kinsey Rose 11 Crawford Ave Barnesboro Pa 15714
Kinter Marion H 175 State St Johnstown Pa 15905
Kiser Raymond Kiser Eleanora 240 Cypress Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Kist Victoria Kist Mary 146 Baywood St Johnstown Pa 15901
Knipple Melanie 276 View St Johnstown Pa 15901
Kochara Richard 375 Spindle Rd Gallitzin Pa 16641
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Kockinsky Richard Lacy St Carrolltown Pa 15722
Kokoszka Jean M Est Po Box 8000 Johnstown Pa 15907
Kolbar Realty Steve Kohler 944 Ash St Johnstown Pa 15901
Kopas Raymon 442 Grace St Northern Cambria Pa 15714
Kost Leo 115 Feeder St Johnstown Pa 15901
Kovalchik Yelsa 519 Woodvale Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Kovalsky Frances Po Box 114 Dunlo Pa 15930
Krinock Victoria 90 Daisy St Johnstown Pa 15905
Krull Veronica 408 W Horner St Apt 7 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Kutsor John In Po Box 650 Spangler Pa 15775
Kuzmyak John 314 Butler Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Kvester Victor Estate Rr 1 South Fork Pa 15956
L
Labarko Anna 275 Garfield St Johnstown Pa 15906
Laburda Wayne Fieldstone Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
Larue Rita R 510 Linden Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Lasher Patricia 816 Gillespie Ave 202 Portage Pa 15946
Laufle Mary Lou Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Laura Rzasa 195 Chandler Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Laurel Highlands Mri LLC Obo Deborah Rosentrater 239 Main St Ste 400 Johnstown
Pa 15901
Layman Margrett Layman Harold 1169 Christopher Johnstown Pa 15905
Leckey Matthew 139 Euclid Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
Lehman Richard D Estate 1160 Solomon St Johnstown Pa 15902
Lehman Twila 600 Somerset St Johnstown Pa 15901
Lewis Marion Estate 262 Vaughn St Johnstown Pa 15906
Lill James 228 Washington St Johnstown Pa 15902
Lilly Borough 417 Cleveland St Lilly Pa 15938
Lin Quan 1014 Philadelphia Ave N Cambria Pa 15714
Lindas Fashions 903 Scalp Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
Livingston Mildred Livingston Robert 240 Derby St Johnstown Pa 15905
Logan Grace Logan Mary 204 Hawthorne St Johnstown Pa 15904
Logotheti Spiros 1201 Heeney Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
Logothetis Spiros 1201 Heeney Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
Logothetis Spiros Heeney Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
Logrando Frank 512 Maple St South Fork Pa 15956
Ludwig Krashon Estate Belair St Johnstown Pa 15904
Lutman Pearl Lutman Harold 307 W High St Ebensburg Pa 15931
Luu Truc 145 Venango St Johnstown Pa 15905
M
Madzar Helen Madzar David RD 1 Johnstown Pa 15906
Manges Vera 824 Oak St Johnstown Pa 15902
Mangum Myra 837 Von Lunen Rd Johnstown Pa 15902
Mardis Janet 854 Leisure Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Margaret Andrews Estate 816 Philadelphia Barnesboro Pa 15714
Margaret Murphy Estate 981 Bedford St Johnstown Pa 15902
Marhefka Patricia 223 Terlyn Dr Johnstown Pa 15904
Maser Ellajane 314 Stone St Johnstown Pa 15906
Mathur Renee Mathur Sumeet 826 Viewmont Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Matula Frances Estate Rr 8 Box 562 Johnstown Pa 15909
Matula Mary Estate 202 Roberts Rd Johnstown Pa 15904
Maxwell Alfaretta Maxwell Joseph 824 Hemlock Gallitzin Pa 16641
Mc Claren John Estate 302 Boyer St Johnstown Pa 15906
Mcarthur Runae 1802 Ruby St Johnstown Pa 15902
Mccarr Mary Estate Paoli Rd Revloc Pa 15948
Mccready Alice 110 Tillman Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Mccullough John 1022 Sta Rd Po Box 293 Twin Rocks Pa 15960
Mccullough John J Jr Po Box 293 Twin Rocks Pa 15960
Mcdonough Marie Estate Johnstown Pa 15904
Mcgaughlin Tire Co 73 Hickory St Johnstown Pa 15901
Mcgough Betty 134 2nd St Partage Pa 15946
Mcintosh Anthony C Jr 211 4th Ave Po Box 167 Apt Hastings Pa 16646
Mcmillen Thomas J Jr 367 Corinne St Johnstown Pa 15906
Mcnamara Michael 604 Robb Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Mcnelis Lisa 249 Iron St Johnstown Pa 15906
Mcsurdy Bruce Dr 120 Antonazzo Ln Johnstown Pa 15902
Mcsurdy Bruce 120 Antonazzo Ln Johnstown Pa 15902
Mehalko Walter Po Box 143 Twin Rocks Pa 15960
Meredith Mabel In Rd 3 Box 585 Johnstown Pa 15904
Metzger Theodore T Jr Metzger Mildred 1038 Haverford St Johnstown Pa 15905
Meyer Margaret H Estate 108 Keppler Dr Johnstown Pa 15905
Meyer Margaret H Estate R344 Tioga Johnstown Pa
Miale Danielle 113 Peter St Johnstown Pa 15901
Mical John 1113 Steel St Johnstown Pa 15901
Middleton Mark 311 Highland Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Miller Betty Miller Glenn 1075 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Miller Nellie Miller John 439 Kennedy Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Miller Eugene 713 Clark St Johnstown Pa 15902
Miller Melissa 106 Clermont St Johnstown Pa 15904
Miller Paul Po Box 43 Saint Boniface Pa 16675
Miller Robert 681 Adams Ave Mineral Point Pa 15942
Miners Hospital Po Box 689 Hastings Pa 16646
Minit Print 215 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15901
Minnich Crystal 655 Linden Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Misal Yolanda 1113 Steel St Johnstown Pa 15901
Mishler Romayne Est 151 Derby St Johnstown Pa 15905
Monteith Helen 735 Sarah Pl Johnstown Pa 15901
Monteith Helen 735 Sarah Pl Johnstown Pa 15901
Montieth Jos 735 Sarah Pl Johnstown Pa 15901
Moore Charles 71 Fulton Dr Nanty Glo Pa 15943
Moore Michael 1229 Pennsylvania Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Moore Nicole 511 Mcmillen St Johnstown Pa 15902
Moore Robert Estate 130 Fairfield Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Moran Margaret 1258 Main St Johnstown Pa 15909
Morder Ida In Rd 1 Johnstown Pa 15906
Moriarty James Estate Rr 1 Johnstown Pa 15906
Morris Phillip 427 William Penn Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Moses Ryan 325 Theatre Dr Apt 3a12 Johnstown Pa 15904
Mosholder Edith 212 Culin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Mottern Alonna Mottern Dena 829 Executive Dr Fallentimber Pa 16639
Mudry Anna 363 3rd St Johnstown Pa 15909
Mumma Stephen 216 Belmont St Apt B Johnstown Pa 15904
Munko Gicella Estate RR 1 Box 130 Johnstown Pa 15906
Munko Gizella Estate RR 1 Johnstown Pa 15906
Murphy Joseph Estate 1700 Brier Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Murray Delores Estate 306 3rd St Conemaugh Pa 15909
Murray Paul V Estate 633 Park Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Musulin Michael Central Park Complex 110 Franklin St District Justice Johnstown Pa
15901
N
Nadolsky June E RR 1 Lilly Pa 15938
Neatrour Ralph E Estate 145 Boyer St Johnstown Pa 15906
Neff Thelma 787 Goucher St Johnstown Pa 15905
Newkirk Winifred 1020 Von Lunen Rd Johnstown Pa 15902
Newman Judith 27 Harding St 27 Harding St Johnstown Pa 15905
Newman Paul 27 Harding St Johnstown Pa 15905
Nicharot Janet 1711 S Main St Portage Pa 15946
Nill Cecelia 734 Moder Johnstown Pa
Noll Margaret Noll John 357 Glenn St Johnstown Pa 15906
Northwest Savings Bank Lyter Dr Johnstown Pa 15905
Nutter Harold 1356 Puritan Rd Portage Pa 15946
O
Oberneder Brian 122 Rolling Hills Rd Johnstown Pa 15905
Obrien Melissa 452 Beck Rd Loretto Pa 15940
Ofarrell Frederick Ofarrell Mary 621 Rockledge Dr Nanty Glo Pa 15943
Oswalt Heidi 202 Evergreen Rd Portage Pa 15946
Owen Crystal 532 Horner St Johnstown Pa 15902
Owens Lawrence 115 Feeder St Johnstown Pa 15901
P
Pagano Peter Estate 106 Nice Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Palmer Emma Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Pamula Joseph Pamula Rita Rd 1 Portage Pa 15946
Parks Hilda Parks Robert 112 Orchard St Johnstown Pa 15905
Patrick Janice 219 Blasic St Parkhill Pa 15945
Pearson Charles M Estate RR 1 Johnstown Pa 15906
Pecze John 312 Decker Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Pelesky Barbara Po Box 243 Johnstown Pa 15907
Peruso Richard 416 Kenwood Ave Johnstown Pa 15909
Petak Kenneth 151 Gautier St Johnstown Pa 15901
Petchar Eleanor 59 Albany St Johnstown Pa 15906
Petrusic Brian 104 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15901
Physicians Dial 341 Lincoln St Johnstown Pa 15901
Physicians Dialysis Johnstown 341 Lincoln St Johnstown Pa 15901
Piera Andrea Piera Laruen 127 Dartmouth Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Piera Laruen Piera Andrea 127 Dartmouth Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Pillet Jeff 1591 Colonial St Johnstown Pa 15905
Pluciennik Anna Pluciennik Judith 414 Tunnel Hill Galletzin Pa 16641
Plummer Boyd 540 Central Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Plummer Boyd 945 Oakmont Blvd Johnstown Pa 15904
Plummer Sarah 310 Graystone Ln Johnstown Pa 15905
Podolak Walter 420 Vine St Apt 2303 Johnstown Pa 15901
Pojerkin Sophie Estate 1230 Virginia Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Powers Carisia 1968 Frankstown Johnstown Pa 15902
Premier Vacations 107 Sta St St 100 Johnstown Pa 15905
Profaizer Arleen 609 Sunberry St Johnstown Pa 15904
Proficient Technologies 1397 Eisenhower Blvd Richland Sqs Bldg 3 Suite 304
Johnstown Pa 15904
Pudliner Robert 3540 William Penn Ave Johnstown Pa 15909
Purcell Tire Co Attn J Mcelravy 272 Black Snake Rd Po Box 67 Dysart Pa 16636
Purpiglio Anthony Purpiglio Mary 763 Smith Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Pyette Dorothy Jean 117 Fox Run Johnstown Pa 15904
Q
Quesnell Thelma Rd 1 Johnstown Pa 15906
R
Rachocki Anthony 2861 Portage St Portage Pa 15946
Rager James 409 Forest Hill Rd Sidman Pa 15955
Rager Robert Estate 8701 Keystone Ave Cresson Pa 16630
Rattigan Phyllis Rattigan John 1241 Saylor St Johnstown Pa 15905
Ream Betty 3155 Somerset Dr Johnstown Pa 15905
Reed Sherri 294 Beech Rd Patton Pa 16668
Reese Virginia 308 Diamond St Johnstown Pa 15902
Reilly William Reilly Hulda Apt 3 234 Garfield St Johnstown Pa 15906
Reliant Energy Mandalay Pps Company 0012 Johnstown Pa 15907
Richland Video 1228 Scalp Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
Rober Sawerbrauer Estate 736 Grant Johnstown Pa 15901
Robert J Long 124 Elderwood Dr Ebensburg Pa 15931
Robert Thomas 826 Smith Place Johnstown Pa 15901
Robertson Eleanor 862 East Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Robertson Sheri Po Box 48 Saint Michael Pa 15951
Robinson Andy 723 Adams Ave Mineral Point Pa 15942
Roles Misty 366 Ebensburg Rd Johnstown Pa 15901
Rolling Walter Rolling Mary 117 Peter St Johnstown Pa 15901
Rollins Chi Obo Jennifer Rose Rieger 1086 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Rollins Harriet In Rd 1 Canemaugh Pa 15909
Roman Mary E Estate 505 David St Barnesboro Pa 15714
Ropp Robert Ropp Roberta 405 University Ave Patton Pa 16668
Ross D Marlene 150 Johns Dr Carrolltown Pa 15722
Rowles Harry Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Rubbe David 516 Wheat St Johnstown Pa 15902
Ruis Mary 13 Packard Ave Johnstown Pa 15906
Rumbarger William 809 Grace Ave Johnstown Pa
Rummell Emmert David Jr Rummell Elliott David 402 E Ogle St Ebensburg Pa 15931
S
Sacerino Virginia 202 Phillips St Johnstown Pa 15904
Safko Matthew 301 Langhorne St Apt 4 Johnstown Pa 15905
Salay Dorothy 571 Harshberger Rd Johnstown Pa 15905
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Salecki Sophie Estate 393 Priesser Rd Ebensburg Pa 15931
Salony Gladys M Estate Timmerman Hl Portage Pa 15946
Salsgiver Charles Salsgiver Margie Rd 2 Portage Pa 15946
Samii Ali 88 Osborne St Johnstown Pa 15905
Samuel Wilt Estate General Delivery South Fork Pa 15956
Sandman Leon Sandman Insurance Agency Po Box 128 Johnstown Pa 15901
Saunders Barbara 2508 Chestnut Ave Barnesboro Pa 15714
Schuster Mary Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Sease Mary Maken Portage Pa 15946
Sekerak Francis 187 Truman Blvd Johnstown Pa 15902
Sell Janet 350 Market St Apt 412 Johnstown Pa 15901
Seman John Estate RR 1 Box 68 Lilly Pa 15938
Shaffer Melissa Rear 266 Cypress Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Shearer Alice I Geisel Fh Inc 736 Bed Johnstown Pa 15902
Sheridan Virginia CO Virginia P Reese 308 Dia Johnstown Pa 15902
Shirt Linda 308 Park Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Shop N Save Supermarket 1213 2nd St Cresson Pa 16630
Sidman United Methodist Church God Squad Po Box 83 1108 Mill Rd Sidman Pa
15955
Siembak Pete 166 Stone St Johnstown Pa 15906
Simpson David 421 Grant St South Fork Pa 15956
Skovensky Agatha 504 Woodvale Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Smalley Cathleen 1634 Roberts St Nanty Glo Pa 15943
Smietana Marie 1165 Puritan Rd Portage Pa 15946
Smietana Marie A Est 1165 Puritan Rd Portage Pa 15946
Smith Eleanor M Estate 308 1/2 Arthur St Johnstown Pa 15902
Smith Ephriam Estate 1633 Fern Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Smith Margaret Box 374 Vintondale Pa 15961
Snow White Laundry 596 Goucher St Johnstown Pa 15905
Snyder Edward Snyder Dorothy 211 Southmont Blvd Johnstown Pa 15905
Snyder Charles C/O 1st Smt Bank 125 Don Johnstown Pa 15904
Snyder Theda CO 1st Smt Bank 125 Don Johnstown Pa 15904
Sowerbrower Emily Mae 410 Woodland Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Spangler Elizabeth Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Spectrum 536 Seesetown Rd Po Box 40 Sidman Pa 15955
Spence Custer Saylor & Wolfe Po Box 280 Johnstown Pa 15907
Springer Russell In Rd 1 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Sprouse James In 321 Park Ave Cresson Pa 16630
Stager Glenn RD Portage Pa 15946
Stahl Daniel 822 Frankstown Rd Sidman Pa 15955
Stanton Melissa 189 Dupont St Johnstown Pa 15902
Starr Miriam 713 Clark St Johnstown Pa 15902
Steeg Elnora Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Stefanik Bertha 1128 Luzerne St Ext Johnstown Pa 15905
Stephenson Margaret 520 1 2 Oakland Johnstown Pa 15902
Stephenson William 520 1/2 Oakland Johnstown Pa 15902
Sterling Cynthia Sterling Thomas 821 Lemon Drop Rd Ebensburg Pa 15931
Stevens Erin 311 Highland Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Stevens Shawn 177 Blaine St Johnstown Pa 15906
Stewart Raymond Stewart Sally 131 William Penn Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Stiffler Josephine 320 Suie St Johnstown Pa 15904
Stouffer Frances 521 Ferndale Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Stricker Martha Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Sulkowski Stanislaw Box 2 Rd4 Johnstown Pa 15907
Sumrada Robert 235 Spruce St Rear Johnstown Pa 15909
Sunoco A Plus 942 Bedford St Johnstown Pa 15902
Sunseri Patrick Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Supowitz Karen Supowitz Shawn Po Box 488 Johnstown Pa 15907
Sutton Daisy Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Sweeney Laura 521 Ferndale Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
T
Tavalsky Emil C Est 92 D St Johnstown Pa 15906
Tepper Giselly Blue And Green Medical Pc P O Box 819 Johnstown Pa 15907
Thigpen Jason H 100 W High St Ebensburg Pa 15931
Thomas Mildred Thomas George 11 Baumer St Johnstown Pa 15902
Thomas Russell H Jr Thomas Russell 112 Rambo St Johnstown Pa 15905
Thomas James 1751 Frankstown Rd Johnstown Pa 15902
Thomas Joseph Estate 215 Hwy St South Fork Pa 15956
Thomas Mary L Estate 221 Washington St Johnstown Pa 15901
Thompson Donald Thompson Bertha 167 State St Johnstown Pa 15905
TIC Federal Credit Union 246 1st St Apt 4 Conemaugh Pa 15909
Tierney Stella Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Toatan Mary 50 Maple Vintondale Pa 15961
Torok Edward 137 C St Johnstown Pa 15906
Trinity Evang Lutheran Church 600 Ash St Johnstown Pa 15902
Troy Joseph 104 Orange Ln Ashville Pa 16613
U
U Save Market West High St Ebensburg Pa 15931
United Federal Credit Union Po Box 267 1 Credit Union Dr Nanty Glo Pa 15943
United Riggers Inc 414 W High St Ebensburg Pa 15931
Urban Amilia L Estate 186 Grape Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
V
Van Leuven Martin Cole 722 E Oakmont Blvd Apt C Johnstown Pa 15904
Vandrak Frances Laurel Crest Mnr 429 Manor Dr Ebensburg Pa 15931
Varmecky Stephen 521 Swank St Johnstown Pa 15905
Vaughn Rebecca 7821 Admiral Peary Hwy Apt 102 Cresson Pa 16630
Veleria Victoria Po Box 159 Hastings Pa 16646
Via Raymond Estate Johnstown Pa 15904
Victory Packaging Inc Po Box 8000 Johnstown Pa 15907
Vince Frank J 401 Salmon Ave Johnstown Pa 15904
Vincze George 317 Loypress Johnstown Pa
Von Lunen Kathryn 330 Hall St Johnston Pa Johnston Pa 15906
W
Wagner Richard Wagner June 1345 Varner Ave Johnstown Pa 15909
Waligora Filomena Est 358 Kenwood Ave Johnstown Pa 15909
Waligora Frank 358 Kenwood Ave Johnstown Pa 15909
Walker Betty D Est 100 Woodmont Rd Johnstown Pa 15905
Walker Julia 207 Ottawa St Johnstown Pa 15904
Walton Anna 821 Sherman St Johnstown Pa 15901
Watkins Alda R 698 1/2 Messenger Fl 2 Johnstown Pa 15902
Watkins Ford RR 698 1 2 Messenger Fl 2 Johnstown Pa 15902
Way Anna Laurel Crest Mnr Po Box 360 Ebensburg Pa 15931
Weakland Irvin F Estate 257 Municipal Rd Barnesboro Pa 15714
Weakland Joseph 2424 Betts Ave Northern Cambria Pa 15714
Weaver Alfred 976 Fronheiser St Johnstown Pa 15902
Weaver Genevie E Estate 381 Eby Rd Johnstown Pa 15901
Weimann John 317 Staurrs Ave Johnston Pa 15901
Weincek Jason 718 Mountain Ave South Fork Pa 15956
Weslager Larry G Jr 5 Clover St Johnstown Pa 15902
Wetzel Valley Kilns LLC 4713 Colonel Drake Hwy Patton Pa 16668
White Betty L 1466 Franklin St Johnstown Pa 15905
Whiteford Judith 403 University Ave Apt 8 Patton Pa 16668
Williams George 51 Akers St Johnstown Pa 15905
Williams Gwendolyn C/O Business Office 429 Manor Dr Ebensburg Pa 15931
Williams Mindy 116 Feeder St Johnstown Pa 15901
Williams Queen 321 South St Johnstown Pa 15901
Wills Louis P RR 2 Box 260 Portage Pa 15946
Winslow Scott 521 Russell Ave Patton Pa 16668
Winterscheidt Daniel L Lcdr Usn Ret 100 Diamond Blvd Johnstown Pa 15905
Wintz Margaret 149 Sportsman Rd Carrolltown Pa 15722
Witt Jessica 340 Cypress Ave Apt 3 Johnstown Pa 15902
Wolcock Louis T Estate 430 Robb St Johnstown Pa 15901
Wolford Margaret 647 Park Ave Johnstown Pa 15902
Woolcock Louis Estate 430 Robb Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Workosk Betty 1417 Juniper St Johnstown Pa 15905
Wos Tekla 166 Stone St Johnstown Pa 15906
Y
Yarchak Ethel Estate 220 Habicht St Johnstown Pa 15906
Yeager William E Stephanie J Cooke Po Box 436 Saint Michae Pa 15951
Yuhas Sandor 1998 Lakeshore Dr Johnstown Pa 15905
Z
Zabala Marion 435 Woodvale Ave Johnstown Pa 15901
Zagrodnick John 802 Franco Ave Johnstown Pa 15905
Zahoransky Margaret 421 Washington St Lilly Pa 15938
Zavatski Katie And Hall Ford 1125 Davis St Nanty Glo Pa 15943
Zelman Marianne 500 Cheney Oaks Dr Johnstown Pa 15905
Zimmerman Larrie Zimmerman George 724 Fronheiser St Johnstown Pa 15902
Zimmerman Nancy 2250 Crabtree Ln Johnstown Pa 15905
Zimmerman Robert 302 Baffin Dr Johnstown Pa 15904
Zuby Cecelia 350 Market St Apt 103 Johnstown Pa 15901
Cameron County
A
American Sintered Tech 513 E 2nd St Emporium Pa 15834
B
Barr Eugene M Jr 100 S Maple St Emporium Pa 15834
Bickmire Walter Estate Sylvian Hts Emporium Pa 15834
C
Carnovale Marlene G 317 Oak St Emporium Pa 15834
Cassel A L 262 Valy View Rd Emporium Pa Emporium Pa 15834
Cranney James P C/O Louis M Cranney Po Box 53 Emporium Pa 15834
Crissy F E 55 Huckleberry Ci Emporium Pa Emporium Pa 15834
F
Farren Thomas 328 W Greenwood Str Emporium Pa 15834
G
Gartner Thelma 213 W 5th St Emporium Pa 15834
H
Hall L M 128 E 4th St Emporium Pa Emporium Pa 15834
Hanford Leona P Estate 514 E Allegany Ave Emporium Pa 15834
Hyden Frances Hyden Evert 351 Meadow Rd Emporium Pa 15834
Hyden Frances E RR 4 Box 387 Emporium Pa 15834
P
Pride Catherin Pride John E Rfd 1 Emporium Pa 15834
R
Rydesky John E Rydesky Anne T RR 2 Box 76 Emporium Pa 15834
S
Schnering Marie V RR 2 Box 65 Emporium Pa 15834
Skillman Rodney L 2077 Clear Creek Rd Emporium Pa 15834
Slocum Thomas J Slocum Ila M 224 West Allegany Ave Empoirium Pa 15834
U
Umbenhauer Patricia M RR 2 Box 215a Emporium Pa 15834
W
Warren Library Association 1 E 4th St Ste 430 Emporium Pa 15834
Whitcomb Martin 271 Carson St Emporium Pa 15834
Wortman Mary 179 E 4th St Emporium Pa 15834
Wortman Regis 179 E 4th St Emporium Pa 15834
Z
Zimmer Henry PO Box 429 Emporium Pa 15834
Carbon County
A
Abreu Melissa 719 Chew St Allen Town Pa 18012
Ahner Sandra Po Box 163 Ashfield Pa 18212
Alastrosantor Jerome 30 Lackawanna Trl Apt 1 Albrightsville Pa 18210
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Albertson Christopher Po Box 418 Beaver Meadows Pa 18216
Arner Alberta 369 N 5th St Lehighton Pa 18235
B
B Berger Mason Contracting Hc 1 Box 87 Albrightsvlle Pa 18210
Banditelli Steve 314 E Bertsch St Lansford Pa 18232
Bandzi Anna In 401 4th St Palmerton Pa 18071
Bandzi Grace Po Box 7 Palmerton Pa 18071
Baran Michael Baran Dwilla Main Junedale Pa 18230
Becker James Becker Joan 192 Brd Mountain View Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Beers Edward 91 Patten Cir Albrightsville Pa 18210
Beers Thelma CO T K Thomas 145 Delaware Ave Palmerton Pa 18071
Beers Thelma 925 Coal St Lehighton Pa 18235
Bennek Michele 347 W Carbon St Summit Hill Pa 18250
Berry Edna Estate E Patterson Lansford Pa 18232
Biehl Blanche 1230 Fern St Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Billman Raymond Est 101 S 1st St Apt 1009 Lehighton Pa 18235
Binder Georgene 148 Lafayette Ave Palmerton Pa 18071
Bollinger Troy 181 Penn St Lehighton Pa 18235
Boyer Renae 415 Boyer Farm Rd Palmerton Pa 18071
Bradley And Hannelore Green Wentz 612 Mauch Chunk Rd Palmerton Pa 18071
Breiner Scott 62 Main Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Brian K Kunkle 300 1/2 S 3rd St Lehighton Pa 18235
Briding Grace 204 2nd St Weatherly Pa 18255
Brown Dianne Po Box 1994 Albrightsville Pa 18210
Bydlon Casimiera Est 54 W Fell St Summit Hill Pa 18250
C
Capasso Robert 248 Delaware Ave 2d Palmerton Pa 18071
Carr Clinton G Jr 61 White Oak Dr Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Carter Steve E RR 1 Box 145k Palmerton Pa 18071
Ccavts Class Of 1998 152 Bankway St Lehighton Pa 18235
Chapman Rebecca 152 Bankway St Lehighton Pa 18235
Charters Christopher Charters Julie 767 Mill Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Chew Susanne 582 Hemlock Trail Lehighton Pa 18235
Chilcote Joseph 115 Honeysuckle Ln Lehighton Pa 18235
Chin Yuk Po Box 1006 Albrightsville Pa 18210
Chizmar Veronica 255 E Fell St Summit Hill Pa 18250
Christensen Cacilia 85 Nathan Cir Lehighton Pa 18235
Ciecko Mark 105 Ctr St Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Collura John 118 Willow Ln Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Community Pharmacy Inc 330 Ctr St Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Conway Mitzanne C/O Palmerton Commu 544 Centre St Parryville Pa 18244
Cooper Patricia Cooper Tyler 196 North Lake Dr Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Correll Katherine 350 Interchange Rd Rt 209 Lehighton Pa 18235
Cox Edgar Po Box 543 Lake Harmony Pa 18624
Creegan John Po Box 243 Albrightsville Pa 18210
D
Dale Melanie 2 E Ridge St 1 Lansford Pa 18232
Deakyne Eva L Est 305 Fairview St Lehighton Pa 18235
Dejoseph Joan 360 Delaware Ave Apt 106 Palmerton Pa 18071
Deluca Danielle 1262 Indian Mountain Lake Albrightsville Pa 18210
Diehl Elwood 1230 Fern St Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Dietz Arthur 98 Maple Dr Lehighton Pa 18235
Dino James Po Box 342 Tresckow Pa 18254
Dobosh Joan 1 E Catawissa St Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Donald Sara 17 S Walnut St Lansford Pa 18232
Dons Auto Sales 5260 Interchange Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Dreisbach Mathew Estate 206 N 2nd St Weissport Pa 18235
Duchala Pauline M 340 W Patterson St Lansford Pa 18232
E
Eichhorn Eleanor 48 Indian Mountain Lakes Albrightsville Pa 18210
Erickson Ronald 14 Minnie Ha−Ha Rd Albrightsville Pa 18210
Everitt Scott 64 W Brdway Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
F
Farr Alonzo 1601 Indian Mountain Lks Albrightsville Pa 18210
Father 1536 Cherryhill Dr Palmerton Pa 18071
Father Son Parking Lot Maintenance Po Box 503 Lehighton Pa 18235
Ferrence Katherine Ferrence Ronald 23 E Abbott St Lansford Pa 18232
Fisher Harriet Fisher William 636 Centre Ave Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Fisher Katherine M In 610 Rear 5th Ave Weissport Pa 18235
G
Gallagher Mary 541 E Bertsch St Lansford Pa 18232
Gerhart Evelyn 164 Hudsondale St Weatherly Pa 18255
Gibbons John F IV Rd 3 PO Box 297 Lehighton Pa 18235
Ginopolas Peter 167 North Lake Dr Lake Harmony Pa 18624
Gnaden Huetten Memorial 11th Hamilton St Lehighton Pa 18235
Gold Frank Gold Etta 1347 Indian Mt Lakes Albrightsville Pa 18210
Grand Army Cemetery Corp CO Mr I Reinbold Dime Bank Bldg Lansford Pa 18232
Graver Henry 1915 Deer Ln Lehighton Pa 18235
Green Elwood Green Emma E R 1 Palmerton Pa 18071
Greenbaum Raymond Po Box 511 Lake Harmony Pa 18624
Greenzweig George Est 476 N 1st St Lehighton Pa 18235
Greenzweig Louisa 218 Ctr Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Grenier Linda 530 Jack Frost/Big Boulder Lake Harmony Pa 18624
Griffiths Leroy Janet Hill & Richard T Behr Po Box 130 Lansford Pa 18232
Grow Lucille C/O Phifer Funeral Home300 Alu Lehighton Pa 18235
H
Hahn Paul 239 S 9th St Lehighton Pa 18235
Halechko Helen 57 Church St Beaver Meadows Pa 18216
Haydt Gertrude Po Box 392 Bowmanstown Pa 18030
Heimbach Joseph W Hc 1 Box 79 Albrightsvlle Pa 18210
Hengeveld Geri 60 Horseshoe Dr Palmerton Pa 18071
Holender Eris 217 Franklin Ave Palmerton Pa 18071
Holinej Justyna 363 Pine Hollow Dr Lehighton Pa 18235
Houser Mildred Po Box 4163 Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Hughes John 1211 Indian Mountain Lake Albrightsvl Pa 18210
Hunter George Hunter Maggie 164 Deleware Palmerton Pa 18071
Hutnick Linda 338 Cypress St Lehighton Pa 18235
J
J & J Foods Incorporated 160 Arbor Dr Lehighton Pa 18235
Jacoby Doris Est Of 524 Iron St Lehighton Pa 18235
Joseph Leary Estate Gen Del Beaver Meadows Pa 18216
K
Kattner Mario In 313 Catawissa St Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Keefer Edward 314 W Wilute Summit Hill Pa 18250
Kennedy Helen 401 W White St Summit Hill Pa 18250
Kloss Robert PO Box 85 Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Kralik Katherine 145 Columbia Ave Palmerton Pa 18071
Kramer John 701 E 2nd St Weatherly Pa 18255
Kunkle Brian 300 1/2 S 3rd St Lehighton Pa 18235
Kunkle John 304 Packer St Weatherly Pa 18255
L
Lake Cumberland Reg 607 Clifty St Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Lemaire Nancy Po Box 96 Lake Harmony Pa 18624
Leshko Margaret 4 East Oak St Tresckow Pa 18254
Long Quynntin 2383 Blakeslee Blvd Lehighton Pa 18235
Lucas Natale M II 1310 Centre Ave Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
M
Macaluso James 127 W Columbus Ave Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Mackenzie David Mackenzie Lois 101 S First St Apt 100 Lehighton Pa 18235
Mann Lynn 78 White Oak Dr Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Manzella John 1353 State Rte 903 Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Mayer Glenn 956 Beaver Run Dr Lehighton Pa 18235
Mccaffrey James A Est 1765 Stagecoach Rd W Palmertown Pa 18071
Mcmichael Mary 13 W Kline Ave Lansford Pa 18232
Merkel William 1445 Sta St Lehighton Pa 18235
Middleton Pearl 551 E Main St Weatherly Pa 18255
Miller Kelly 14 Minnie Ha−Ha Rd Albrightsville Pa 18210
Mitchell Sara 17 S Walnut St Lansford Pa 18232
Mu Omicron 301 Attn M P Feller 39 Dowbush Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Muthard Wanda 860 W Sunset Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
N
Northeast Pharmacy S Po Box 97 Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Novot John 227 E Ridge St Lansford Pa 18232
Novotny John 227 E Ridge St Lansford Pa 18232
Novotny John Estate 227 E Ridge St Lansford Pa 18232
O
Osmola Lucille Estate Rr 5 Box 466 Lehighton Pa 18235
P
Padilla 101 Brd St Beaver Meadows Pa 18218
Parham Marie 70 Britt Dr Lehighton Pa 18235
Paskosky Annetta 13 W Kline Ave Lansford Pa 18232
Patterson Margaret Jean Patterson Nancy Schetky Hc 2 Box 2482 Jim Thorpe Pa
18229
Paul Catherine 905 Main Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Pezzuto Dorothy Po Box 206 Bowmanstown Pa 18030
Piecora Philomena Piecora Ralph 44w Waiter St Summit Hill Pa 18250
Pisko Catherine 112 Rhume St Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Polvirijarij Nora 1 E Catawissa St Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Pondish Antoinette 81 S School St Nesquehoning Pa 18240
R
Radler Joan Radler Dirk 1746 Mahoning Dr W Lehighton Pa 18235
Reber Anna 458 Franklin Ave Palmerton Pa 18071
Reese Scott 213 West Abbott St Lansford Pa 18232
Rex Ann 115 Cir Dr Lehighton Pa 18235
Rice Anna 675 Seneca Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Riley Jean 223 Indian Mountain Lks Albrightsville Pa 18210
Roberts Charles 248 E Patterson St Lansford Pa 18232
Rogowitz John Sr 478 Franklin Ave Palmerton Pa 18071
Rogowitz Louise 478 Franklin Ave Palmerton Pa 18071
Roinick David J RR 1 Weatherly Pa 18255
Rokita Elizabeth 409 E Abbott St Lansford Pa 18232
Ruch Charles 105 E Ruch Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Ruch Dale 162 Sassafras Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Russnok Charles 15 Indian Mountain Lakes Albrightsville Pa 18210
S
Sartori Randy 110 South Main St Weatherly Pa 18255
Scarpati Jerome 709 North St Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Schaeffer Emma 626 Coal St Lehighton Pa 18235
Sebelin Bro Lumber Co Po Box 651 Pa 18235
Sensinger Phyllis 838 Mahoning Dr W Leighton Pa 18235
Sexton John W Hc2 Box 2212 Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Sexton Steven 23 Church Rd Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Shears Shears Shears Mary 345 W Bertsch Lansford Pa 18232
Sheridan Anna T Est 40 W Garibali Ave Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Shillimer John E Estate 222 W High St Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Showalter Ruth 682 Fredericks Grove Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Smith Gary 120 E 3rd St Lehighton Pa 18235
Smith Stella 3 N Walnut St Lansford Pa 18232
Snyder Angela Snyder Terance 351 W Mill St Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Son Parking Lot 1536 Cherryhill Dr Palmerton Pa 18071
Stangle Michael Stangle Helen 438 Hazard Rd Palmerton Pa 18071
Steber Seth J Dpm Care Fee Plaza Rt 903 Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Steigerwalt Bruce 58 Beaver St Lehighton Pa 18235
Sterling Derrick 175 N 7th St Lehighton Pa 18235
Stocker Wendell Stocker Freddi 360 Bertsch St Lansford Pa 18232
Strider Corporation Po Box 531 Lehighton Pa 18235
Sun Tropics 182 S First St Lehighton Pa 18235
Sutrisno Jacqueline 924 North St Weatherly Pa 18255
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Sverchek Anne 317 W Abbott St Lansford Pa 18232
Swanson Roy Po Box 615 808 Vista Ln Lake Harmony Pa 18624
Switzer Gerald 441 N Lehigh Gorge Dr Weatherly Pa 18255
T
Tarutis Charles 546 Shawnee Breslau Weissport Pa 18235
Toleno Lawrence 629 Stony Mountain Rd Albrightsville Pa 18210
Tran Cuong 1140 Summer Mtn Rd Palmerton Pa 18071
Tremblay Ronald 2491 Cherry Hill Rd Palmerton Pa 18071
Turek James 123 Ctr St Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
V
Valley Forge Anes Assoc Po Box 428 Lehighton Pa 18235
Vason Richard 1909 Sec 5 Mt Pocoho Penn Forest Pa 18229
Ventolo Eleanor Ex Ventolo Andrew Po Box 2247 Albrightsville Pa 18210
Voorhees Paulette Po Box 434 Lehighton Pa Lehighton Pa 18235
W
Wagner Foster Wagner Ethel 73 Berwich St Beaver Meadow Pa 18216
Wagner Eric 25 East Kline Ave Lansford Pa 18232
Wagner Jessica 105 W Mill St Rear West Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Webb Sally Co V L Bowman Rd 3 Lehighton Pa 18235
Weichman Paul C/O Hsbc 409 Third St 411 Weatherly Pa 18255
Weichman Ruth Hsbc 409 Third St 411 Weatherly Pa 18255
Wentz Auto Body 388 Fritz Rd Lehighton Pa 18235
Westcott Richard Po Box 4008 Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Whiteman Jeremy 480 Lehigh Ave Palmerton Pa 18071
Williams George V 107 Penn Forest Dr Albrightsville Pa 18210
Z
Zahn Thoams Estate 256 S 2nd St Lehighton Pa 18235
Zapotosky Carla 712 E Main St Weatherly Pa 18255
Zebowski Phillip Po Box 132 Albrightsville Pa 18210
Zellers Ilene 4th Mahoning Lehighton Pa 18235
Zellner Anna 1021 Mary Ann Aly Palmerton Pa 18071
Centre County
A
A 2 Z Enterprises 1399 Chestnut Ridge Dr State College Pa 16803
Accuweather Inc 385 Science Park Rd State College Pa 16803
Accuweather Sales And Services Inc 385 Science Park Rd Box 601 State College Pa
16803
Adair Suzanne 915 W Aaron Dr H State College Pa 16803
Adams George 1531 Bell Hollow Ln Port Matilda Pa 16870
Africa Scholarship Development Enterprise 225 Bellvue Cir State College Pa 16803
Agrawal Pyush 747a W Whitehall Rd State College Pa 16801
Aikey Harold E Estate 251 N Spring St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Akin Eileen S 2638 Penbrook Ln State College Pa 16801
Aldag Habibe 527 W Beaver Ave Fl 3 State College Pa 16801
Alhaidari Mohammed 107 S 12th St State College Pa 16801
Ali Arsalan 382 Matilda Ave Penn State Universit Pa 16802
Alvarez John 131 Old Evergreen Ln State College Pa 16801
Amos Anthony 377 Oakwood Ave State College Pa 16803
Anamelechi John 214 Beaver Hall Penn Stat University Pa 16802
Arblast Gary R 15 Doe Dr Port Matilda Pa 16870
Athavankar Sonalee 3220 Plaza Dr State College Pa 16801
Atr Of Pa Inc 1911 South Mountain Rd Port Matilda Pa 16870
Auman Shirley A Box 57 Aaronsburg Pa 16820
B
Baag So Y 510 Pennypacker Hall University Park Pa 16802
Barlett Donald P W High Bellefonte Pa 16823
Barnes Valerie PO Box 30 Boalsburg Pa 16827
Bartlett Tyler 222 West Beaver Ave Apart State College Pa 16801
Barton Brian 668 Stoneledge Rd State College Pa 16803
Basgall Betsy 1176 S Atherton St State College Pa 16801
Bates Gwendolyn 903 Outer Dr State College Pa 16801
Bates Gwendolyn Po Box 298 State College Pa 16804
Beckwith N 131 Elm St Bellefonte Pa Bellefonte Pa 16823
Beech Copper Po Box 79 Boalsburg Pa 16827
Begnoche Joseph 1013 S Allen St Apt 207 State College Pa 16801
Bell Harry L E317 200 Lions Hill Rd State College Pa 16803
Bell State Inc 140 W High St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Berezenko Yuliya 128 Tealbriar Ln Bellefonte Pa 16823
Berry Florence 1444 Beaver Rd Julian Pa Julian Pa 16844
Best Line Leasing Inc 25 Decibel Rd State College Pa 16801
Bhashyakarla Deepthi 123 Mckee Hall University Park Pa 16802
Bierly Justin 164 E Main St P O Box 57 Rebersburg Pa 16872
Bility Khalipha 340 Blue Course Dr Apt 207 State College Pa 16803
Bird Danny 513 Brittany Dr State College Pa 16803
Bishop Schuck Pediatrics 611 University Dr State College Pa 16801
Boake Felix III 573 Westgate Dr State College Pa 16803
Boliek David 120 W Church St Po Box 493 Centre Hall Pa 16828
Bonfardine Logan 351 E Fairmount Ave State College Pa 16801
Boone Timothy Boone Pamela 475 Cir Rd Bellefonte Pa 16823
Bortiatynski Lauren 102 Hieskel Dr Port Matild Pa 16870
Bowersox Terry 224 S Atherton St State College Pa 16801
Bradford Shawn 121 East Bishop St Apt 3 Bellefonte Pa 16823
Breon J A 1204 Satwood Ct Bellefonte Pa 16823
Brown Benjamin 1100 West Arron Dr Apt G4 State College Pa 16803
Bryan Deana 1986 Harvest Cir State College Pa 16803
Burke Patricia 317 E Lorus St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Buxton Rebecca 1003 W Aaron Dr Apt 10g State College Pa 16803
C
Campbell R Paul C/O R L Campbell 1500 S Atherton St State College Pa 16801
Carey Cynthia 234 S Gill St State College Pa 16801
Carmikli Oguzhan 501 Vairo Blvd Apt 2523 State College Pa 16803
Carpin Sam 351 E Fairmount Ave State College Pa 16801
Carter Catherine C44 500 E Marylyn Ave State College Pa 16801
Casavell A J 124 N Gill St Apt 4 State College Pa 16801
Cassandra Dawson PO Box 79 Boalsburg Pa 16827
Central Pennsylvania Institute Att Lois 540 N Harrison Rd Pleasant Gap Pa 16823
Centre Community Skate Prk 447 Carolina Dr Boalsburg Pa 16827
Centre County Ministerial Assn 240 N Wilson St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Centre Medical Surgical Associates 1850 E Park Ave State College Pa 16803
Centre Valley Management Inc C/O The Meadows Attn Bob Temp Rd 1 Box 259
Earlystown Rd Centre Hall Pa 16828
Cerro Metal Products Co Box 388 Bellefonte Pa 16823
Chang Hui T Po Box 464 State College Pa 16804
Chea Khunye 195 Northbrook Ln State College Pa 16803
Chuinkam Joyce 201 Vairo Blvd State College Pa 16803
Chung Myung H 403 A Business Building University Park Pa 16802
Clark Emma L Estate 534 Waring Ave State College Pa 16801
Clark Motors Company Inc 1080 E College Ave State College Pa 16801
Close Gearldin 119 8th Philipsburg Pa 16866
Colak Serkan 1100 W Aaron Dr Apt C4 State College Pa 16803
Coldron John Po Box 211 Blanchard Pa 16826
Colwell Lorraine A Estate 689 Lower Geroges Valy Rd Spring Mills Pa 16875
Confer Vivian 327 Mercer St Howard Pa 16841
Confer Workman Inc 2892 Benner Pike Bellefonte Pa 16823
Conklin Suzanne 1930 Cliffside Dr State College Pa 16801
Conti Meghan Conti Mike 1268 S Garner St State College Pa 16801
Cooper Beach Townhomes Po Box 79 Boalsburg Pa 16827
Copper Beech Townhome Communities Llp Po Box 79 Boalsburg Pa 16827
Cordier Michael 115 Old Houserville Rd State College Pa 16801
Corl June 524 N Athenton St State College Pa
Cornell Water Fund 218 Harvard Rd Port Matilda Pa 16870
Covis Ben Estate RR 1 Philipsburg Pa 16866
Creager Joan 1430 N Allen St State College Pa 16803
Crnic Allison 401 S Gill St State College Pa 16801
Culp Susan A Presbyterian Home Of Philipsburg 200 Medical Cir Dr Philipsburg Pa
16866
Custaney Madeline 300 N Front St Apt 307 Phillipsburg Pa 16866
D
Danone International Brands P O Box 938 1 Aquapenn Dr Milesburg Pa 16853
Dehollander Dawn 250 S Barnard St State College Pa 16801
Desanker Paul 302 Walker Bldg Univ Park Pa 16802
Di Nardo Joseph Cust 577 Cricklewood Dr State College Pa 16803
Dia Ttee C Krauss Pasternack 2603 East College Av State College Pa 16801
Dixon Robert 106 W Sycamore St Snow Shoe Pa 16874
Dixon Robert Po Box 175 Snow Shoe Pa Snow Shoe Pa 16874
Dobbs Michael 206 Thompson Hall Penn State University Park Pa 16802
Doll Darlene 712 Willowbank St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Donald R Pecht Contractor Po Box 567 Centre Hall Pa 16828
Donner Darwin Po Box 5252 Pleasant Gap Pa 16823
Dorshimer Susan 140 Longmeadow Ln State College Pa 16803
Dreibelbis Robert Po Box 71161 Penn St Millheim Pa 16854
Dunkle Richard 113 Honeysuckle Dr Boalsburg Pa 16827
Dymitrowska Alicja 1218 South Allen St Apt 20 State College Pa 16801
E
Emenhizer Natalie D Estate RR 1 Bellefonte Pa 16823
Engelstein Ahleen 1330 E Park Hills Ave State College Pa 16803
English Karen 380 Selders Cir Pine Grove Mills Pa 16868
Erickson Sarah 2465 Cirville Rd 125 State College Pa 16803
Executive Womens Golf Assoc 1003 Kathryn St Boalsburg Pa 16827
F
Fairport Class Of 1996 250 S Barnard St State College Pa 16801
Fellows Sharon 366 Strouse Ave State College Pa 16803
Felton Colleen 295 Winesap Dr Port Matilda Pa 16870
Ferguson David Po Box 245 Philipsburg Pa 16866
Fernandez Oscar 834 E College Ave Apt 3 State College Pa 16801
Ferris Allison 176 Barrens Ct Port Matilda Pa 16870
Fields Chafie 1319 Linn St State College Pa 16803
Filmspace Inc 103 Innovation Blvd Ste 205 State College Pa 16803
Finberg Terry 201 East Doris Ave State College Pa 16801
Fink Barbara 118 Oakwood Dr State College Pa 16801
Fisher Derick J 334 South Burrowes St State College Pa 16801
Foley Phyllis B Estate 567 Lanceshire Ln State College Pa 16803
Forest Homes Of Centre Cty Lot 26 Forest Hts167 Washington Ave Bellefonte Pa
16823
Forsythe J Le 109w Main Po Box 29 Millheim Pa 16854
Forsythe J Le W Main St Millheim Pa 16854
Forum/Black Affairs Beverly Wilson 108 Shields Bldg Univ Park Pa 16802
Fox Betty M Cust 800 W College Ave State College Pa 16801
Freed Sharon W Estate 812 W College Ave State College Pa 16801
French John 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 231a State College Pa 16803
Fritz John 210 S Gill St State College Pa 16801
Fye E Ray 4505 Tadpole Rd Pennsylvania Furnace Pa 16865
G
Gelwicks Sara 469 Unionville Pike Julian Pa 16844
Gibboney Helen May Estate 1815 Weaver St State College Pa 16803
Gibboney Ronald Jr 5295 W Buffalo Run Rd Port Matilda Pa 16870
Gilyard Raymond 720 Devenshire Rd State College Pa 16803
Girton Shirley Po Box 268 Blanchard Pa 16826
Goforth Jefferson 492 Sierra Ln State College Pa 16803
Goknow Inc Co Rembrandt Jackson Po Box 288 Philipsburg Pa 16866
Golany Gideon Golany Amir Dept Of Architecture Psu 210 Engineering Unit C
University Park Pa 16802
Goodal Christian 625 S Pugh St Apt 206 State College Pa 16801
Goss Jeffery Po Box 17 State College Pa 16804
Gps User Group 14 Pollock Commons C/O Susan S University Pk Pa 16802
Graham Geraldine E Estate 144 Thornton Rd State College Pa 16801
Granillo Diego 129 N Sparks St Apt 6 State College Pa 16801
Graves Helen 520 Stoney Ln State College Pa 16801
Gray Robert Gray June 108 Hunter Ave State College Pa 16801
Gray Robert 108 Hunter Ave State College Pa 16801
Grebos John 30 High Meadow Ln State College Pa 16803
Gregory Nancy Estate 200 Highland Ave Apt 612 State College Pa 16801
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Grove Earl Grove Mona 29 East High St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Grove Mona Grove Earl 29 E High St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Gunta Helen 300 N Front St Apt 307 Phillipsburg Pa 16866
H
Hagyard Dorothy 2677 Phbg Bigler Hwy Philipsburg Pa 16866
Han Garam 313 Watts Hall University Park Pa 16802
Hancock Steven 311 Toftrees Ave Apt 137 State College Pa 16803
Harkless Margaret 126 S Centre St Apt 1 Philipsburg Pa 16866
Harner Emily F Estate RR 1 Box 50 State College Pa
Harris Acres Homeowners C/O A Glasmeier 900 Outer Dr State College Pa 16801
Harvey Mary 629 Holmes St State College Pa 16803
Harveys Food Mart 169 Main St Millheim Pa 16854
Heckman Mary L Estate RR 1 Hublersburg Pa 16823
Henebry Kathleen Henebry Thomas Henebry Thomas Po Box 192 Aaronsburg Pa
16820
Hitchcock Charlotte 726 Glenn Rd State College Pa 16803
Hoffman Patricia Hoffman Randolph 2519 Earlytown Rd Centre Hall Pa 16828
Hoffman Marjorie 301 Rolling Ridge Dr Apt 401 State College Pa 16801
Houck Alice Houck Albert North Penn St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Hudock Margaret F Estate RR 1 Lemont Furnace Pa
Hungwe Nyasha 464 East Foster Ave State College Pa 16801
Hyduke Robert Alan Hyduke Tina Marie 180 Sellers Ln Port Matilda Pa 16870
Hyun Kim 150 Simmons Hall State College Pa 16802
I
Ickes Ann 612 Beaumont Dr State College Pa 16801
Inner Space Coatings RR 2 Spring Mills Pa 16875
Intc Cust Ira 10 Daskem Ln 2 Pleasant Gap Pa 16823
Integrity Home Funding−LLC 800 N Science Park Rd State College Pa 16803
Intracorp Po Box 979 State College Pa 16804
Isomura Takenori 135 East Nittany Ave Apt 107 State College Pa 16801
J
Jackson Catherin 315 1/2 Presqueisle Philipsburg Pa 16866
Jackson Nathan 501 Vairo Blvd Apt 2012 State College Pa 16803
Jackson Sunday C/O Estate Of Shirley L Jackso 218 Sparks St 105 State College Pa
16801
James Stein 138 Atherton St Apartment 111 State College Pa 16801
Jayarao Bhushan 693 Tanager Dr State College Pa 16803
Jensen Travis 1013 S Allen St Apt 309 State College Pa 16801
Jhi Yoon Chan 1003 W Aaron Dr Apt 8f State College Pa 16803
Jodon Dorothy Jodon Norman 101 Bending Oak Dr Bellefonte Pa 16823
Johnson Elizabeth Johnson Grant 403 Jesse St Philipsburg Pa 16866
Johnson Larry Johnson Jean 229 Bradley Ln Julian Pa 16844
Johnson Elizabeth 403 Jesse St Philipsburg Pa 16866
Johnson Richard L Est 8 Widmann Cir State College Pa 16803
Johnson William 2465 Cirville Rd 125 State College Pa 16803
Jostens Printing 401 Science Park Rd State College Pa 16803
K
Kaiser John 330 Lions Hill Rd State College Pa 16803
Kanwal Ram 1253 Smithfield St State College Pa 16801
Katen Mary Katen Ida 403 Hemlock St Philipsburg Pa 16866
Kelly John Estate RR 1 Bellefonte Pa 16823
Kelly John 428 Windmere Dr 200 State College Pa 16801
Kelly Kistner & Assoc Pc Profit Sharing 428 Windmere Dr 200 State College Pa 16801
Kemper Kelly 167 Peppermint Ln Julian Pa 16844
Kendall Ruth H Estate 701 Windsor Ct State College Pa 16801
Kenneth C Kramer And Assoc Po Box 1169 State College Pa 16804
Kenney Kathryn 700 Kennard Rd State College Pa 16801
Kerr T Michael 1219 Sandpiper Dr State College Pa 16801
Key April 122 Jordan Hall University Park Pa 16802
Keystone Payroll 335c Colonnade Blvd State College Pa 16803
Khandelwal Stutee 423 Mcelwain Hall University Park Pa 16802
Kim Alexander 1100 W Aaron Dr A6 State College Pa 16803
Kim Christine 501 Vairo Blvd 1924 State College Pa 16803
Kim Da Y 327 E Beaver Ave Apt 307 State College Pa 16801
Kim Sung 101 Heller Hall University Park Pa 16802
Kim Sunhyung 235 South Buckhout St 4b State College Pa 16801
King Mahlon King Kattie 123 Wolfes Gap Rd Rebersburg Pa 16872
King Elsie 344 Crust Rd Howard Pa 16841
King Mahlon 123 Wolfes Gap Rd Rebersburg Pa 16872
Kinney Gillian A 629 E Irvin Ave State College Pa 16801
Kistner Gary 428 Windmere Dr 200 State College Pa 16801
Klinefelter Clarence Po Box 125 Centre Hall Pa 16828
Knezevich Tricia L Cust 517 Pine Glen Rd Moshannon Pa 16859
Knudsen Mildred Estate 336 S Centre St Philipsburg Pa 16866
Kofman Jacob Kofman Barna C/O Nathan 238 Harris Dr State College Pa 16801
Koren Vincent 172 Winesap Dr Port Matilda Pa 16870
Kosto Stephen Rd 2 Box 86 Philipsburg Pa 16866
Kraus Frederick 1051 Teaberry Ln State College Pa 16803
Kumar Anjani 328 Vairo Blvd Apt K State College Pa 16803
Kumar Neeraj 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 201 State College Pa 16803
Kunes Ida B Po Box 147 Blanchard Pa 16826
Kupper Arlene 1003 Kathryn St Boalsburg Pa 16827
Kwon Dong 348 Blue Course Dr Apt 230 State College Pa 16803
L
Laing Derek 1221a Old Boalsburg State College Pa 16801
Laird Kimberly 117 2nd Ave Bellefonte Pa 16823
Lal Rasik B Cust Lal Rachnanjali 119 S Burrowes St Ste 604 State College Pa 16801
Lal Rasik Md Po Box 610 Lemont Pa 16851
Lam Derek 130 Farmstead Ln Apt 128 State College Pa 16803
Lambert John P Jr Lambert John P Sr Pike St Milesburg Pa 16853
Land Anntonette 753 W Whitehall Rd State College Pa 16801
Langdon Donna Langdon H S 612 Wayland Pl State College Pa 16803
Langfelder Richard 422 Bigler Hall University Park Pa 16802
Lapidus Sarah 450 Waupelani Dr State College Pa 16801
Larson Sally 147 Dahlia Dr State College Pa 16803
Laubach Derek 501 Vairo Bv 724 State College Pa 16803
Lee Hoikwan 446 Blue Course Dr State College Pa 16803
Lee Hyunwoo 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 201d State College Pa 16803
Lee Susanne Po Box 10523 State College Pa 16805
Lenkevich Autumn 126 S Centre St Apt 1 Philipsburg Pa 16866
Leon Mayra 600 E Pollock Rd State College Pa 16801
Lethbridge Elaine Lethbridge Berry Po Box 224 State College Pa 16804
Lethbridge Elaine Lethbridge Mae Po Box 224 State College Pa 16804
Levis Kimberly N 1051 Teaberry Ln Apt C9 State College Pa 16803
Lewis Walter Jr Lewis Donna 101 So Thomas St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Lin Hung Chang 446 Blue Course Dr Apt 1005 State College Pa 16803
Lippincott Brad 157 E Linn St Apt 4 Bellefonte Pa 16823
Liu Yuqing 219 Sparks St 20 State College Pa 16801
London Ashley 463 East Beaver Ave Apt 302 State College Pa 16801
Longenecker Beverly Longenecker Anita 115 Spring Brae Ct Bellefonte Pa 16823
Lu Hao 1752 N Atherton St Trlr 56 State College Pa 16803
Lucas May Est 498 Smt Hill Rd Howard Pa 16841
Lucas Robert 350 Hughes St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Lucas Sue Mill St Milesburg Pa 16853
M
Mac Rob 2524 Sleepy Hollow Dr State College Pa 16803
Mahar Scott 1632 Bristol Ave Unit 701 State College Pa 16801
Manbeck Eric 137 Madisonburg Pike Madisonburg Pa 16852
Mark S Nichols Trust 3180 W College St 351 State College Pa 16801
Markowicz Bryant K 1013 South Allen St Apt 205 State College Pa 16801
Martin Bach−Andersen 212 Oakley Dr State College Pa 16803
Massotta Salvatore PO Box 874 State College Pa 16804
Mazzotta Elaine PO Box 874 State College Pa 16804
Mc Cartney Irene Estate RR 2 Bellefonte Pa 16823
Mccloskey Robert 334 Blanchard St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Mccrensky Terrence Mccrensky Sarah 3222 Shellers Bend State College Pa 16801
Mcdermott Gregory 10 Daskem Ln 2 Pleasant Gap Pa 16823
Mcminn Eleanor 1098 W Water St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Mcminn Eleanor R 1098 W Water St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Meeker Barbara Rd 2 Box 86 Philipsburg Pa 16866
Mei Lei 1400 Martin St State College Pa 16803
Mendoza Jose Mendoza Noemi 1029 Greenbriar Dr State College Pa 16801
Miller Mary 1950 Cliffside Dr State College Pa 16801
Millmore Fletcher 25 Toms Ln Port Matilda Pa 16870
Min Hye 1503 Ashwicken Ct N State College Pa 16801
Mitchell John PO Box 125 Lemont Pa 16851
Moore Brenda 553 Marjorie Mae St State College Pa 16803
Muntaka Mnadhir 175 Sandy Ridge Rd State College Pa 16803
Murphy Mary 2009 Mary Ellen La State College Pa 16803
Murray Michael 205 E Beaver Ave Su 201 State College Pa 16801
Musso Anthony 1986 Harvest Cir State College Pa 16803
Myers Helen 209 Elm St State College Pa 16801
Myers William 119 8th Philipsburg Pa 16866
N
Na Water Systems 120 Radnor Rd State College Pa 16801
Nastase Rena Estate Po Box 293 Snow Shoe Pa 16874
Nastase Supply Po Box 72 Snow Shoe Pa 16874
Neff Joseph Rd 5 Bellefonto Pa 16823
Nelson Fred 374 Logan Cr State College Pa 16801
Neumann Christina 418 W College State College Pa 16801
Nighthart Lillian M W High Bellefonte Pa 16823
Niimura Yoshihito 265 Blue Course Dr Apt 12a State College Pa 16801
Nittany Embroidery & Dgtzing Inc Dennis Rallis President 121 W College Ave
Pleasant Gap Pa 16823
Nittany View Meadow LLC 2214 N Atherton St State College Pa 16803
Nixon Constance 511 Cricklewood Dr State College Pa 16803
Nixon James Jr 511 Cricklewood Dr State College Pa 16803
Noll Terry 265 Nimitz Ave State College Pa 16801
Norton Mary In 751 So Main Philipsburg Pa 16866
Nossek Theresa 211 Azalea Dr St College Pa 16803
Noviello Steve 1100 W Aaron Dr F7 State College Pa 16803
Nriagu Chinedu 150 Haverford Cir State College Pa 16803
Nudge Rick 401 6th St Philipsburg Pa 16866
Nuttall LLC S Bend State College Pa 16801
O
Obrien James 632 Fairway Rd State College Pa 16803
Orekoya Toluwalope CO F Dodoo 836 Willard St State College Pa 16803
Ozment Judith 957 Southgate Dr State College Pa 16801
P
Pa Home Care Association 215 Innovation Blvd State College Pa 16803
Paltis Mary M Estate General Delivery Snow Shoe Pa 16874
Park Yoon 119 Locust Ln Apt A3 State College Pa 16801
Patel Babubhai Po Box 515 State College Pa 16804
Peck Dorothy 587 Miller Rd Philipsburg Pa 16866
Pennswoods Wildland Recovery Inc Po Box 972 State College Pa 16804
Pharo Lawrence C Jr 3670 W College Ave State College Pa 16801
Polizze Dominick Bellefonte Bellefonte Pa 16823
Poorman Gertrude 419 E Howard St Bellefont Pa 16823
Prudnichenko Dmitry 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 39d State College Pa 16803
Psi Zeta 225 E Foster Ave State College Pa 16801
Pudup Andrew 331 Toftrees Ave Apt 2 State College Pa 16801
Q
Quick John W C/O Julia Quick 309 N F Philipsburg Pa 16866
R
R Paul Campbell Trust C/O R L Campbell 1500 S Atherton St State College Pa 16801
Rahman Anas Abdul 636 E College Ave State College Pa 16801
Rathbun Stephen 424 W Irvin Ave State College Pa 16801
Ray Samuel J Estate 257 N Spring St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Reddy Gongitt 1981 Pine Hall Dr State College Pa 16801
Redman Lorraine 120 Colby Ct Bellefonte Pa 16823
Reed James 140 Arbor Bluff Dr Pleasant Gap Pa 16823
Rehmeyer Daniel Ritchie 202 Aloha St Port Matilda Pa 16870
Reigh Sharon 431 Chestnut St Bellefonte Pa 16823
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Resources Communication Group Inc 103 Innovation Blvd Ste 205 State College Pa
16803
Rhoads Dwayne 539 Valentine St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Richard C Hale DO 550 W College Ave Pleasant Gap Pa 16823
Richards Jane 1713 Cambridge Dr State College Pa 16803
Richards Violet 800 South Pugh St State College Pa 16801
Ritchie Joan 202 Aloha St Port Matilda Pa 16870
Rohrer Linda 1003 Kathryn St Boalsburg Pa 16827
Rouf Hasan Z Dept Of Mech & Nuclear Eng 127 Reber Bldg University Park Pa 16802
Ruder Elizabeth 250 S Barnard St State College Pa 16801
Ruiz Raul 1028 Statford Ct State Colle Pa 16801
Runkle Myrtle 136 E High St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Rush Beulah M 917 Belvidere Phillipsburg Pa
Rush Edgar C 917 Belvidere Phillipsburg Pa
S
Sabo Leonard 113 N Allegheny St Apt 11c Bellefonte Pa 16823
Sc Sun Corp Po Box 1371 State College Pa 16804
Schollenberger James Blue Spring Ln Boalsburg Pa 16827
Schwalm Alma 623 Lower Georges Valy Rd Spring Mills Pa 16875
Scott Conklin Friends Of 339 Kepp Rd Philipsburg Pa 16866
Shaffer Evelyn 1930 Cliffside Dr State College Pa 16801
Shaffer Evelyn C Est 1930 Cliffside Dr State College Pa 16801
Sham Kwok Hoo 562 Longbarn Rd State College Pa 16803
Shaner Hotel Group 1965 Waddle Rd State College Pa 16803
Shaner Hotel Group 303 N Science Pk Rd State College Pa 16803
Sherlock Brian 358 Strouse Ave State College Pa 16803
Sherry Virginia 1098 W Water St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Shirk Edgar 317 E Lorus St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Shirk William 617a Waupelani Dr State College Pa 16801
Shirt Porter Ruth 1306a Plaza Dr State College Pa 16801
Shoemaker Richard 273 Woodland Dr State College Pa 16803
Shoffner Samantha 945 Bayberry Dr State College Pa 16801
Shope Glenn 120 E Beaver Ave Apt 305 State College Pa 16801
Showers Clarence 115 Davidson Rd Bellefonte Pa 16823
Shuey Colleen 206 Upr Coleville Rd Bellefonte Pa 16823
Shuey Jean E Estate RR 1 Bellefonte Pa 16823
Shyy Shoeider 229 S Sparks St Apt 5 University Park Pa 16802
Sidorick Julie 322 Fifth St Philipsburg Pa 16866
Simcisko Sherrill Po Box 78 181 Spruce Rd Moshannon Pa 16859
Skarpaas Olav 128 Longmeadow Ln State College Pa 16803
Sleigh Carl Sleigh Ellen Rd 3 Box 365 Philipsburg Pa 16866
Small Leslie 123 S Burrowes St State College Pa 16801
Smith Cyril 232 Belle Ave Boalsburg Pa 16827
Smith Gregory A Est 127 S Osmond St State College Pa 16801
Smith Kevin 501 Vairo Blvd Apt 2411 State College Pa 16803
Snyder David 218 South Sparks St Apt State College Pa 16801
Son Daniel 772 West Whitehall Rd State College Pa 16801
Souders Lisa PO Box 304 Lemont Pa 16851
Sound Investment Group LLC 620 Windmill Rd Boalsburg Pa 16827
Spicer Jody L Cust Spicer Levi W Rd 1 Box 487 Spring Mills Pa 16875
Spirit Us 1442 Majestic View Dr St College Pa 16801
Staco Mary J RR 1 Snow Shoe Pa 16874
Stamps Katherine 1100 W Aaron Dr Apt G6 State College Pa 16803
State College Embroidery 101norma Mai Cir Port Matilda Pa 16870
State College Manor 450 Waupelani Dr State College Pa 16801
Steinberg Hilary 226w College Ave Bellefonte Pa 16823
Steiner Leslie 408 East Pine St Philipsburg Pa 16866
Stine Lester E RR 2 Box 625 Port Matilda Pa 16870
Stober Thomas 134 Sports Camp Dr Woodward Pa 16882
Storch Patricia 270 Plainfield Rd Pennsylvania Furnac Pa 16865
Strong Henry 659a Waupelani Dr State College Pa 16801
Strubl Susan 1015 Fox Hill Rd State College Pa 16803
Struble Jeremy 129 W Logan St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Stuart Alan Po Box 393 Lemont Pa 16851
Stubbe Christopher 318b S Burrows St State College Pa 16801
Sunday Helen 685 S Nixon Rd Po Box 113 Pine Grove Mills Pa 16868
Suthern Orrin Suthern Alice W Lincoln University Park Pa 16802
Swartz Gale Po Box 33 Rebersburg Pa 16872
Sweetland Engineering 600 Science Park Rd St College Pa 16803
Swisher Byron 120 St Elmos Ln Pine Grove Mills Pa 16868
T
Tatcher William Millroy Optical 401 West High St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Taylor Beth 208b E High St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Teti Sr John A 1203 Steele Hollow Rd Julian Pa 16844
Thompson Dorothy 1124 Devils Elbow Rd Bellefonte Pa 16823
Tober Derek 2332 Raven Hollow Rd State College Pa 16801
Tractor Supply Company 965 Benner Pike State College Pa 16801
Treasury United S C/O Abundance Wealth Counselor 270 Walker Dr State College Pa
16804
Trimble Joshua 850 Cricklewood Driv 113 State College Pa 16803
U
Ulmer Mildred Ulmer Celeste 323 E Bishop St Bellefonte Pa 16823
Us Spirit 1442 Majestic View Dr St College Pa 16801
V
Van Allen Leigh Po Box 514 Lemont Pa 16851
Varner Christina 103 Fernwood Ct State College Pa 16803
Vergara Maria 804 Stratford Dr Apt 32 State College Pa 16801
Vespa Laboratories 1095 Upper Georges Valy Rd Spring Mills Pa 16875
Vicon International Inc 200 Innovation Blvd State College Pa 16803
W
Walker James Bf Mcwhirter Property Management 130 W Pine Grove Rd Po Box 145
Pine Grove Mill Pa 16868
Walker James Mcwhirter Property Management 130 W Pine Grove Rd Po Box 145
Pine Grove Mill Pa 16868
Walters Marcus 17 Coventry Ln State College Pa 16803
Warner Marjorie Warner George Po Box 52 Port Matilda Pa 16870
Weaver Scott Po Box 109 Milesburg Pa 16853
Weiss Walter 202 Nelson Hall Penn State University Park Pa 16802
Weller Chad 4296 Jacksonville Rd Howard Pa 16841
Whipple Jody 506 Shannon Ln State College Pa 16803
White Eugene 1402 S Garner St State College Pa 16801
Whos Positive 214 South Allen St State College Pa 16804
Williamson Mildred Po Box 625 Centre Hall Pa 16828
Willis Sherry 425 Windmere Dr 3a State College Pa 16801
Winn John 4058 Nittany Valy Dr Howard Pa 16841
Woodring Arvilla RR 2 Box 80 Centre Hall Pa 16828
Woskob Ashlee 310 Carogin Dr State College Pa 16803
X
Xie Tian 536 Westview Ave State College Pa 16803
Y
Y Noah 105 Quarry Rd Woodward Pa 16882
Yakich Sara 369 Walizer Rd Bellefonte Pa 16823
Yarrison & Yeager 130 Grandview Dr Bellefonte Pa 16823
Young Timothy 809 Runville Rd Bellefonte Pa 16823
Young Wyatt 3111 Shellers Bnd State College Pa 16801
Z
Zatalava James 820 Westerly Pkwy State College Pa 16803
Zhang Long 129 Kaywood Dr Boalsburg Pa 16827
Zoumas Barry 403 S Allen St 707 State College Pa 16801
Clarion, Forest and Venango Counties
A
Adams Lana 2172 Rte 208 Emlenton Pa 16373
Advantage Travel Agency 536 Main St Clarion Pa 16214
Allam Gage 948 Liberty St Franklin Pa 16323
Allison Stacy Po Box 1417 Oil City Pa 16301
Amato Vincent South St Clarion Pa 16214
Ayers Katie 301 Grand Ave Apt 337 Clarion Pa 16214
B
Baker Marie A RR 1 Box 135 Knox Pa 16232
Ball Nora Box 850 Rd1 Rimersburg Pa 16248
Barnes Cory C 113 Stanley Rd Oil City Pa 16301
Barr K 1773 Cranberry Rockland Rd Kennerdell Pa 16374
Barrett Kim 4 Oak Grove St Oil City Pa 16301
Becker Marianne & Ronald Jr 3809 State Rt 257 Seneca Pa 16346
Bell Emily 318 1/2 Liberty St Franklin Pa 16323
Bell Robert E 9091 Us322 Cranberry Pa 16319
Belles Duane Mrs Belles Duane Rd 1 Box 102 East Brady Pa 16028
Bemis Betty 102 Main St Rouseville Pa 16344
Berger Rhea K Est General Delivery St Petersburg Pa 16054
Bertocchi Michael E Md 1008 S 5th St 102 Clarion Pa 16214
Best Amy 1916 Spudic Rd Rimersburg Pa 16248
Birsa David L Ex 1365 Shaffer Run Rd Oil City Pa 16301
Bittenbender Donald Jim Wert 10 Fair Oil City Pa 16301
Blakley Philip 6350 322 Lot 33 Franklin Pa 16323
Blose Zachery 101 Downey Ave Fairmount City Pa 16224
Blower Warren A Estate RR 1 Franklin Pa 16323
Boschele Mario 7 Water St Po Box 382 East Brady Pa 16028
Bower James 221 Cedar Oil City Pa 16301
Bragg Brandy 1414 New St Franklin Pa 16323
Brinkley Ralph 117 Titan Ln Lot 14 Franklin Pa 16323
Brosius Gary 10 Taylor St Apt K4 Franklin Pa 16323
Brown Lawrence 90 South Fourth Ave Clarion Pa 16214
Browne Charles F Estate 221 Buffalo St Franklin Pa 16323
Brumbaugh Mary 229 Elm St Floor 2 Oil City Pa 16301
Burkey John 120 Warren Dr Utica Pa 16362
Burris Kathy 133 Chalot Dr Cranberry Pa 16319
Butryn Chester J Estate 34 Union St Oil City Pa 16301
C
Call Claud R Estate 56 Greenville Ave Clarion Pa 16214
Caruso Drug Store 323 Brd St New Bethlehem Pa 16242
Check Milton 55 Venongo St Franklin Pa 16323
Chest Medicine Assoc 150 Prospect Ave Franklin Pa 16323
Christopher Reber Ph.D. Exec Dean 1801 West First St Oil City Pa 16301
Clouser Robert Rd 3 Box 308 Clarion Pa 16214
Collins Phyliss Hc 5 PO Box 75 Franklin Pa 16323
Confer Louis 8 A Pimock Village Seneca Pa 16346
Conner Beatrice RR 1 Box 707a East Brady Pa 16028
Cramer Bryan 1265 Rte 62 Franklin Pa 16323
Crandall Est Alice Crandall Alice 14 Colbert Oil City Pa 16301
Crispen Marjorie Crispen Clair 614 Bissell Oil City Pa 16301
Cunningham Dorothy Estate 118 Washington Ave Oil City Pa 16301
D
Darrow Jusy 1355 Traverse City Ct Lamartine Pa 16375
Davis Illa I 27 Martin St Oil City Pa
Dayspring George Dayspring Gertrude 105 So 5th Ave Clarion Pa 16214
Debence Elizabeth 173 Pittsburgh Rd Polk Pa 16342
Deblasio Shirley Deblasio John W Villa Vista Ests Vinca Cooperstown Pa 16317
Dillie Raymond Rd 2 Rimersburg Pa 16248
Domres Michael 9 Crestview Dr Franklin Pa 16323
Durney John 4 Innis St Oil City Pa 16301
E
Eakin John E Estate RR 2 Box 135 Emlenton Pa 16373
Eakin Paul Po Box 744 Cooksburg Pa 16217
Edith Ann Trust RR 1 Box 60 Kennerdell Pa 16374
Edward Zielinski 214 East State St Po Box 617 Knox Pa 16232
Egbert Frances T Nat City Bank PO Box 318 Oil City Pa 16301
Ellis Auto Group 2029 Pa 38 Emlenton Pa 16373
Elslager Hilda 624 Liberty St Clarion Pa 16214
Emick Gary Po Box 155 Rouseville Pa 16344
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F
Findlay Jarrett Findlay Chad 150 Double Pln Franklin Pa 16323
Findlay Properties Inc 150 Double Pln Franklin Pa 16323
Fink Ellswort 1 Hickory St Oil City Pa 16301
Finnigan Donald Town Towers 7 East 2nd St Apt 318 Oil City Pa 16301
Fioravant Mary C/O Northest Savings Bank 221 Elm St Po Box 386 Tionesta Pa 16353
Fisher Kimberly 51 Sunny Rd Apt 2 Lickingville Pa 16332
Fornof Walter 1130 West 1st Oil City Pa 16301
Forsyth Margaret A Estate Po Box 4 Oil City Pa 16301
Fox Kathleen RR 1 Box 648 Venus Pa 16364
Frye Leona Frye W Homer Attn E Frye Rd 3 PO Box 32 Polk Pa 16342
Fuchs Robert Rd 5 Box 509 Franklin Pa 16323
Furrick Bennie Furrick Jean 2862 Cherry St Bethlehem Pa 16242
G
Gabler Edward G Jr 620 State Rt 157 Oil City Pa 16301
Gallagher Ina L 114 Warren Dr Utica Pa 16362
Gardiner Richard Gardiner Marie 13 Gateway Dr Oil City Pa 16301
Gates B L Po Box 151 Oil City Pa 16301
Gilliard Chester Gilliard Alice Rd 1 Pleasantville Pa 16341
Giovanna Masone Po Box 94 Polk Pa 16342
Glenn Over Rd 1 Box 79 Sligo Pa 16255
Globe Data Systems Inc Debence Dr Franklin Pa 16323
Grates Ella 229 Elm St Floor 2 Oil City Pa 16301
Greenawalt Marie Po Box 367 East Brady Pa 16028
Gri H R RR 2 Emlenton Pa 16373
Grimes James 811 E 3rd St Oil City Pa 16301
Guntrun Cynthia 514 Chestnut St Apt 18 Rimersburg Pa 16248
H
Harrison Debra 10 Taylor St S2 Franklin Pa 16323
Haylett Phillip Haylett Mabel 801 Buffalo Franklin Pa 16323
Healy John 119 River St Oil City Pa 16301
Healy Julia J Estate 210 Ctr St Franklin Pa 16323
Healy Ronald 119 River St Oil City Pa 16301
Heckathorn Helen Box 127 Reno Pa 16343
Henry James RR 2 New Bethlehem Pa 16242
Herman Charles 227 Wilson Ave Clarion Pa 16214
Herman Leon E Wood & Eighth Ave Clarion Pa 16214
Hill Samuel 722 Wiley Ave Franklin Pa 16323
Hines John Estate 242 S 4th Ave Clarion Pa 16214
Hoffman Ruth Po Box 232 Cooperstown Pa 16317
Holiday Inn I 80 At Rte 68 Clarion Pa 16214
Holt Cleva B PO Box 1366 Oil City Pa 16301
Horne Virginia Po Box 248 Rimersburg Pa 16248
Huckie Evelyn 311james St Oil City Pa 16301
Hull Celie K Po Box 248 Rimersburg Pa 16248
Hutchinson Funeral Home 9 Wabash Ave Apt 201 Oil City Pa 16301
Hutchinson Kristina M RR 1 Box 342b Oil City Pa 16301
Hynes Loretta G In 924 Hasson Oil City Pa 16301
I
Irwin Timothy I 6638 Rt 322 Franklin Pa 16323
J
Jackson Elizabeth 1002 Brd Utica Pa 16362
Jarzenski Arthur 211 East Third St Oil City Pa 16301
Jenks Lodge Num 250 Ioof Trustees Of 108−112 Cherry St Marienville Pa 16239
Jennifer Crowther Rural Rte 2 Box 72a Seneca Pa 16346
Johnson Frank E 402 North Oil City Pa 16301
Johnston Jana 377 Maple Grove Rd Rimersburg Pa 16248
Jones Seth 129 Maple St Franklin Pa 16323
Jordan Elizabeth Jordan Mathew 26 Woodside Ave Oil City Pa 16301
K
Kalamajka Billie Estate 14 Lewis St Oil City Pa 16301
Kaltenbaugh Charles In Rte 113 Franklin Pa 46323
Karns Wallace Karns Norma 450 Pacific Franklin Pa 16323
Katzer Steffi Dept Of Modern Languages Cla Clarion Pa 16214
Keating Dorothy Keating Grace 331 Linden Ave Oil City Pa 16301
Keenan Harold 016 Bissell Oil City Pa 16301
Kellogg James RR 2 Box 84 Oil City Pa 16301
Kennedy Joseph Box 186 Tylersburg Pa 16361
Kerns Elizabeth Kerns William 5922 60th Ave St Petersburg Pa 16054
Klapec Auto Body 26 Woodside Ave Oil City Pa 16301
Klock Dee Klock Jay Dewey Hts Emlenton Pa 16373
Knupp Janet M Estate Star Rte Franklin Pa 16323
Kocis Rose 128 Apple St Franklin Pa 16323
Krupitzer Donald RR 1 Box 127 Kennerdell Pa 16374
L
Langharst Betty Po Box 188 Apt 3b 112 Butler St Clintonville Pa 16372
Lee Amanda L Rt Seneca Pa Seneca Pa 16346
Levine Alan 609 Cowell Ave Oil City Pa 16301
Lewis Albert W Estate RR 1 Pleasantville Pa 16341
Lewis Joycelyn A 307 Lewis Ln Emlenton Pa 16373
Lewis Mark Waterfront Boatworks Brd And Second Sts East Brady Pa 16028
Linda Bish Rd 2 Box 191 New Bethlehem Pa 16242
Longstreth Rachel Star Rte 1 Tionesta Pa 16353
M
Mallard Dave Rd 1 Box 191c Tionesta Pa 16353
Malone Gary P Sr Po Box 484 Franklin Pa 16323
Mann Joseph Po Box 685 Rimersburg Pa 16248
Martz Harold RD 1 Box 540 Cooperstown Pa 16317
Mary Ferry Rd 1 Box 50 Utica Pa 16362
Masters Mary B Estate RR 2 Oil City Pa 16301
Mcconnell Jennifer 21 Portland Ave Oil City Pa 16301
Mccoy Betty J Estate RR 1 Foxburg Pa
Mcdivitt Charles Rd 1 Box 156 Utica Pa 16362
Mcgarvey Tammy RR 3 Box 62 Emlenton Pa 16373
McgiLLCudy Jerome 408 North Oil City Pa 16301
Mcgillicudy Mary 408 North Oil City Pa 16301
Mcginnis George PO Box 74 Foxburg Pa 16036
Mcginty John 645 Elk St 2 Franklin Pa 16323
Mcgraw John 318 Washington Ave Oil City Pa 16301
Mckay Evelyn Estate Rr 1 Oil City Pa 16301
Mclaughlin James 150 Prospect Ave Ste 104 Franklin Pa 16323
Mcnulty Lillian Estate Po Box 67 Franklin Pa 16323
Mellott Darrell N Cust C/O K Peterson Walters Po Box 128 Strattanville Pa 16258
Menser Anna Menser John 114 Gilfillan St Franklin Pa 16323
Merryman Karen S RR 1 Box 118 Shippenville Pa 16254
Meyer Kathryn 227 Wilson Ave Clarion Pa 16214
Miller Margueri Miller Charles 1441 A Chestnut St Franklin Pa 16323
Miller John T RR 2 Oil City Pa 16301
Mitchell Corinne Po Box 163 Strattanville Pa 16258
Moore Brian 4973 Pittsburgh Franklin Pa 16323
Moore Stephanie 121 W 2nd St Oil City Pa 16301
Morgan Stephanie Morgan Jeffrey 1138 Tarklin Rd Cranberry Pa 16319
Myers Ellen Box 850 Rd1 Rimersburg Pa 16248
N
Nationwide New Bethlemhem 237 Brd St New Bethlehem Pa 16242
Necaster Kocis M Renee 128 Apple St Franklin Pa 16323
Nickelson Lowell 311james St Oil City Pa 16301
Nosbom Lowell R 311 James Rd Oil City Pa 16301
O
Omg Americas 240 Two Mile Run Rd Franklin Pa 16323
P
Page John 505 Seeley Ave Oil City Pa 16301
Patricia Mattison 619 Country Vue Ct Cranberry Pa 16166
Pearson Dorothy 516 W Front Oil City Pa 16301
Peterson Nicole C/O K Peterson Walters Po Box 128 Strattanville Pa 16258
Phenicie Florence 230 Seneca Woods Dr Seneca Pa 16346
Phillips Dorothy 141 Glenwood Ave Oil City Pa 16301
Pieropan David 106 East Maple St Marienville Pa 16239
Pine−Roe Natural Gas Inc Po Box 146 Clarion Pa 16214
Pittman Shirlee 27 Martin St Oil City Pa
Placette Beth Ann Po Box 151 Oil City Pa 16301
Placette Samuel Po Box 151 Oil City Pa 16301
Prichard Florence Apt 213 7 E 2nd Oil City Pa 16301
Puleo Carl Puleo Anne 207 W Fourth St Oil City Pa 16301
R
Ramm Gary 913 Pinecity Dr Shippenville Pa 16254
Renninger Richard RD 5 Box 344 Franklin Pa 16323
Robertson Raleigh B Jr 816 Penn St New Bethlehem Pa 16242
Rodgers Mary 10 Mineral St Oil City Pa 16301
Rose William RR 3 Box 331 Emlenton Pa 16373
Ruth Hovis 1293 Grandview Rd Oil City Pa 16301
Rutkowski Michael Rutkowski Jessica Po Box 722 Rimersburg Pa 16248
S
S T A T Enterprises 924 Liberty St Franklin Pa 16323
Schettler Kathleen A Ex 226 Ahrensville Rd Oil City Pa 16301
Schiberl Otto N Jr Po Box 83 Emlenton Pa 16373
Scholar Dennis Tubbs Ln Apt 145 Leeper Pa 16233
Scott Jack 20850 Carson Rd Pleasantville Pa 16341
Serafin Helen 108 Wabash Ave Oil City Pa 16301
Shaffer Jason 528 Rockland Cranberry Rd Kennerdell Pa 16374
Shaffer Stella Estate 246 Liberty St Franklin Pa 16323
Shaffer William Estate RR 1 Oil City Pa 16301
Sheftick Daniel C/O Box 117 Hawthorn Pa 16230
Sherretts Raymond Sherretts Linda Rd 3 Franklin Pa 16323
Shick John Maple St Box 154 Fairmount City Pa 16224
Shraer Samuel Shraer Frank Rfd No 1 Franklin Pa 16323
Shraer Samuel 104 Main Oil City Pa 16301
Shraer Samuel 305 Seneca St Oil City Pa
Simpson William 755 Pine Tr Rd Shippenville Pa 16254
Sinel Teresa 19 Rockwood Ave Oil City Pa 16301
Sliker Ruth Star Rte 1 Tionesta Pa 16353
Sloane Marie Sloane John 6 W Front St Oil City Pa 16301
Snyder Renene Snyder Ellen 444 Cherry Run Rd 739 Rimersburg Pa 16248
Snyder Sidney Snyder Evelyn Rd 1 East Brady Pa 16028
Snyder Helen Apt 104 200 Hamilton St New Bethlehem Pa 16242
Spangler Francis Spangler Doris 48 Chambersburg St Gettsburg Pa 16054
Steffee Lucille RR 2 Oil City Pa 16301
Stevens Jay 507 Cowell Ave Oil City Pa 16301
Stover Martha Apt 213 7 E 2nd Oil City Pa 16301
Stover Martha Oak Grove St Oil City Pa 16301
Stunkard William 5728 Us 62 Tionesta Pa 16353
T
Talmadge Stacy 667 Cherrytree Rd Franklin Pa 16323
Thompson Joseph Est 512 S Paint Blvd Shippenville Pa 16254
Thompson William J M 926 Elk St Franklin Pa 16323
Troutman Mildred RR 1 Box 596 Rimersburg Pa 16248
Twin Oaks Towing & Auto Servic Taylor St Po Box 259 Sligo Pa 16255
U
United Presbyterian Po Box 1 Utica Pa 16362
V
Venango Technology Center 1 Vo−Tech Dr Oil City Pa 16301
W
Wagner Alan 119 Norman St Franklin Pa 16323
Wall Nelson Wall M L 205 Penn St New Bethlehem Pa 16242
Welsh Thos 602 E 3rd St Oil City Pa 16301
West Penn Orthopaedics Inc 18 Sportsman Dr Suite 20 Clarion Pa 16214
Whipp Shirley Whipp Vincent Star Rte Oil City Pa 16301
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White Riley 108 S 4th Ave Clarion Pa 16214
Whitling Evelyn I Estate RR 1 E State Rd Seneca Pa 16346
Wilson Harry 948 Liberty St Franklin Pa 16323
Wilson Irma 163 Main St Kennerdell Pa 16374
Wilt Claire Wilt Lois 904 E Second St Oil City Pa 16301
Windsor Inc Trustee Patient Fund Accnt Po Box 680 Marienville Pa 16239
World Of Wheels RR1 Box 8 Rte 257 Seneca Pa 16346
Y
Yeykal Penelope 101 W 3rd St Oil City Pa 16301
Z
Zacherl Raymond Estate RR 2 Oil City Pa 16301
Zawislak Thaddeus 16 Lewis St Oil City Pa 16301
Zeigler Frances Zeigler Lee 253 Maple St Pleasantville Pa 16341
Zuranik John 415 Arch St Bethlehem Pa 16242
Chester County
Atglen, Pa 19310
Fisher Samuel 5035 Steeleville Rd
Frechette William 350 Highland Rd
Greenfield Ellen L Estate Valy Rd
Hagen Carrie E 309 Norwood St
Hinkle Christoph 234 High St
Ladley Lawrence Ladley Nancy J 15 Dogwood Ln Box 11 Shdygrov
Octorara Area Sd C/O Octorara Ms 228 Highland Rd
Stein Lawrence M Stein Nancy C 1300 Swan Rd
Suarez Evelyn 689 Gap Newport Pike
Avondale, Pa 19311
American Manufacturing Technologies I 380 Starr Rd
Basciani John M 8876 Gap Newport Pike
Boomers Inc Po Box 910
Brown Virginia M Po Box 191 Rd 1
Cano Navarette Salvador 321−323 Church St
Carrillo Jose Po Box 266
Cervantes Raul Romero 160 Raymond Ave
Church Of Christ 1606 Glen Willow Rd
Damico Joseph J 976 Penn Green Rd
Damico Joseph J Cust Damico Anita M 976 Penngreen Rd
Diaz A Sotelo Po Box 797
El Sombrero Mexican Food Inc 437 Gap New Port Pike
Elizalde Victor M 425 Main Ava St
Flower Jesse R 217 West Sherry Ln
Fuentes Aguilera Otilia 321−323 Church St
Gourmet Specialty Im Po Box 483
Haldaway M E 15 Robin Cir
Iacono Anthony N C/O Estate Of 421 Westview Dr Attn A J Iacone
Iq Co LLC 72 Baltimore Pike
Kennett Squ Ortiz Maria 8848 Gap Newport Pike
Mackelcan Laura Mackelcan David 116 Fernwood Dr
Mc Connell Raymond Estate
Musick Lou J Rfd 1
Ognibene Jennifer 165 Shinnecock Hill
Olmedohernandez Al 170 New Gdn Rd
Ortiz Renaldo 269 Baltimore Pike
Petrick Paul J Cust 107 Skyview Ln
Sanchez M Llaguno Po Box 797
Stokes Eugene Po Box 525
Vergil Tomas Vergil Nelva 156 Maloney Ter
Berwyn, Pa 19312
2001 Mazda Joint Lives Irrev Trust The 899 Cassatt Rd
Armentrout Rebecca J 177 Daylesford Blvd
Ashburn Jean M 70 Highpoint Dr
Banta Jacqueline C/O 649 Mountview Rd
Barth Anthony L Apt 4k 15 Leopard Rd
Bartosiewicz F H Apt 4k 15 Leop
Besecker Donald L 200 Park Apt 111a
Brandolini Lewis J Iv 1301 Lancaster Ave Ste 4
Brennan Daniel P 403 Waynesbrooke Rd
Brennan Hugh T 1 Lakeview Cir
Brennan Victoria A 403 Waynesbrooke Rd
Bridges Mabel 395 Contention Ln
Carbon Techs Energy Inc 899 Cassatt Rd 400 Park
Card Raymond Card Jennie 14 Midland Ave
Carroll Stephanie 63 Oak Knoll Dr
Cassatt Rrg Holding Company 200 Park Suite 202
Chartwell Investment Partners 1235 Westlakes Dr Ste 400
Choe Jeong 1310 Sugartown Rd
Clemmen Judith 13 Main Ave
Colite Industries 435 Hickory Ln Pa 19335
Cook Julian R 1201 W Swedesford
Corbett James C Attn Lehman Shearson 1205 Westlakes Dr Ste 200
Dalton Edward Dalton Anna Box 271
Daylesford Associates Inc 1273 Lancaster Ave
Dialysis Treatment Ctrma 1180 W Swedesford Rd 300
Didomizio Christopher 33 Overlook Cir
Dunckle Marjorie B Dunckle David G 750 Old Lancaster Rd
Fox Fredrick D 1014 Signal Ln
Fox Marjorie M 360 Beechwood Rd
Gans Susan 52 Main Ave
Garrett Judith A 750 Old Lancaster Rd
Gent Modest 395 Contention Ln
Goddard Erin N 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt C112
Haas Kenneth R Haas Betty W 503 Kent Pl
Hart Christopher P 427 Littlebrook Rd
Hunt Amy L 59 Orchard Ln
Ids Scheer Inc 1055 Westlakes Dr Ste 100
Ign Foundation 300 Cassatt Rd Suite 100
Intracorp 1205 Westlakes Dr Ste 300
Keating Joan M 102 Atlee Cir
Keck Ann I 855 Clovery Rd
Mc Kenna Isobel 437 Waynesbrooke Rd
Mcclain As Parent And Natural Guardian Latoya Rene 1235 Westlakes Dr Ste 310
Mchugh Associates Inc Po Box 1717
Mclaughlin Clifton Jr 1122 Cymry Rd
Mcnally Laurie A 60 Longview Cir
Meigs Henry H 806 Grubbs Mill Rd
Melmark 2600 Wayland Rd
Miller Louis K 61 Oak Knoll Dr
Modular Space Corp 1200 Swedes Ford
Morris Charles H Morris Miriam P Chesterbrook Farm
Motley Annabelle 13 Main Ave
Mozzone Gregory A 325 Beechwood Ln
Mumps Audio Fax Inc 1436 Lancaster Ave Suite 260
Murphy Jerome 1019 Berumont Rd
Nationwide Life Fka Provident Mut 1000 Chesterbrook Blvd
Nmz Enterprises LLC 1205 West Lakes Dr
Oneal Dwight K 34 Bridge Ave Fl 1
Osberg Rick 449 Greenhill Ln
Park 899 Cassatt Rd
Provident Mutual Life & Annuity Co Of Am Attn Wp Loesche Esq 1050 Westlakes Dr
Pyott William J Est 32 Midland Ave
Rambert Neil T 1118 Edgewood Ave
Reidsville Dialysis 1180 W Swedesford Rd Bldg 2 300
Residence Inn By Marriott 600 W Swedesford Rd
Rettew Lorie B 750 Old Lancaster Rd
Rowell Greg 772 Darby Paul Rd
Simons Cristen 1511 Leopard Way
Small Change Inc 1055 West Lakes Dr Suite 3
Smith Barney Attn Lehman Shearson 1205 Westlakes Dr Ste 200
Sonepar Management Us Inc A Pennsylvania Co 1235 Westlakes Dr Ste 260
South Valley Road LLC 2240 S Valy Rd
Sovereign Asset Management Company 1235 Westlakes Dr 120
Stevens Robert L 403 Waynesbrooke Rd
Third Residuary Part Trust 1055 Westlakes Dr Ste 170
Torres Nicholas Torres Oscar 38 Bridge Av
Torrey Curtis F 750 Old Lancaster Rd Apt A 204
Tucker Hargrove Mgt Inc 4 Twin Creek Ln
Weiss Gabriel D Weiss James A 1055 Westlakes Dr Ste 170
Whiteland Development Assoc Joint Venture 1301 Lancaster Ave
Wright Nonya S 1200 Sugartown Rd
Ym Biosciences Usa I 1055 Westlakes Dr Suite 20
Birchrunville, Pa 19421
Hunter & Scheider Re Part Po Box 114
Vanderlaan Theodore 1475 Hollow Rd
Brandamore, Pa 19316
Tomlinson Rosanne Po Box 324
West Chester Acura Po Box 324
Chatham, Pa 19318
Juarez David Po Box 94
Mobil Gas Station 3375 Gap Newport Pike
Chester Springs, Pa 19425
Adamski Frank Adamski Jane 18 Walnut Rd
Chen Timothy Dr 428 Prescott Dr
Chester County Sailing Club Po Box 50
Chylack Jolie 1232 Rte 113
Claxton Dale 2762 Horseshoe Trail
Collins Joseph 1553 Pikeland Rd
Daly Lauren 104 Laymens Way
Ehmer Richard 1457 Village Ln
Evans John J Evans Nancy 1520 Yellow Spgs Rd
Ewell Arthur W Jr Box 121
Flick Mary H 301 Welsh Cir
Harris Gary W 2166 Beaver Hill Rd
Hollenshead William 3098 Merlin Rd
Jessup Todd 1155 Bodene Rd
Jfk Esq LLC Ent 37 Wyndemere Lake Dr
Johnson Benjamin D Johnson Bette T 78 Jennifer Dr
Jones Kaitlin Ellen 1115 Yellow Spgs Rd Chester Spgs Pa
Kelly Timothy Estate 401 Deakyne Pl
Kessler Stephanie L 303 St Albans Ct
Mann Brian W 1473 St Matthews Rd
Nguyen Myphuc 1006 Barclay Rd
Panek Katherine A 410 Pierce Dr
Poteet Clara Estate Rr 1 Pa
Poulopoulos Peter G 1417 Elbow Ln
Reichel T 601 Churchill Rd
Ritter Robert V Estate Middletown Rd Brook Hvn Pa
Rometsch Roberta S 1615 Pikeland Rd
Sebastian Judy 1201 Tullamore Cir
Sebastian Walter 1201 Tullamore Cir
Smith Stephen T Box 588
Stomachin Mark 38 Collins Mill Rd
Veet Joseph R Estate 1624 Todd Ln
Watts Deborah Chase C/O Robert Hill 1512 Beaver Hill Rd
Wehner Erwin H Wehner M O Chester Spgs Rd Rr 1
Whaley Christine 2546 Veronica Dr
Wright Teresa 1967 Horseshoe Trail
Chesterbrook, Pa 19087
Watkins Kim D 30 Washington Pl
Coatesville, Pa 19320
Acevedo Lucy Sanchez 587 E Chestnut St Apt B
Atkinson Comm Health Ctr 820 E Chestnut St
Barr Calvin A Barr Faye M 145 Sugarman Rd
Barrett John 1348 Radburn Ct
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Biddulph Gary 110 Park Ave
Black David 103 Kathleen Cir
Blair Joyce S 604 N Sandy Hill Rd
Bock Robert V Rd7 Box 195
Book M E Estate Rr 1
Bowman Norwood E 35 S Th 6th Ave 3rd Floor
Boyer Curtis 23 Birch St
Brazzle Edna D 532 E Chestnut St
Broadbent George Jr 329 Martingale Cir
Brown Gail 25 S 4th Ave Apt 23
Brown Ken 1951 E Lincoln Hwy
Brown William W Est Sara Brown 91 Foundry St
Burns Sharon C Rd 9 S Martins Corner Rd
Campbell Arthur L 255 Misty Patcch Rd
Campbell James N 147 Pratts Dam Rd
Canale Margaret M 754 East Diamond
Capolli Patrizio 102 Millview Dr
Carbo Sandra 122 Highland Dr
Carr George 142 S 34 Ave
Carter Plant P Carter Grace 118 Wendy Cir
Casd Tax Office 136 Modena Rd
Castelein Michael 98 S Park Ave
Chapman Lois E 40 Foundry St
Chester County Pediatrics 217 Reeceville Rd Ste B
Clarke Randall L 400 E Chestnut
Clavier Ira R Jr Clavier Mary E 143 Cedar Knoll Rd
Coffey William Coffey Rebecca 207 Elmwood Ln
Coleman Nicole 340b Martins Corner Rd
Colin Angel 16 South 6th Ave
Connor Thomas Estate 406 Valy Rd
Cooper Harold Estate Rr 3
Corona Alejandro D 139 3rd Ave
Cozzone Theresa Lynne Po Box 1036
Curry Mabel F Estate Rr 4
Del Services Collection Agency Po Box 133
Deutsch Sandra 24 Beck Rd
Dorasco Isael 48 South 5th Ave
Dovin Larry M 382 Valy Rd
Durnell Kristen V 20 Foundry St
Eckstorm Edward H Rd 9 S Martins Corner Rd
Eckstrom Willma E Rd 9 S Martins Corner Rd
Ellen Or Robert Fisher And K S Koll 45 Greenlee Ln
Ellis Bryan 1120 Willow St
Emondi Pauline R 754 East Diamond
Esque Robert 108 Virginia Av
Fenstermacher Joseph 1009 W Chester Rd
Fischer Malcolm L Fischer Mary L 31 S 6th
Foss Donna Lee 29 Rell St
Frymiare Harry C Iii 117 Columbia Dr
Fulton Susan C 388 Youngs Rd
Garcia A Diego 136 N 5th St
Garduno Maria 631 Olive St
Garner George 180 Saint George St
Garrett Katie M 103 Coldbrooke Ln
Gberi William 19 Lafayette Ave
Geyer Michelle Cust 120 Beacon St
Gibney William T Gibney Martha E Rd 2
Gilbert Tim D 111 Zacharys Ln
Gross Morris Estate 637 Belmont St
Gurule Marcia E 33 Pine St
Hampton Crystal 631 Proctor Ln
Harris Ester J 300 Strode Ave Apt 204
Hartman Hazel Estate 120 Washington Ln
Hennigan Patrick 567 E Chestnut St
Hernandez Hernandez Benjamin 119 Chestnut St
Hernandez M Cerna Po Box 103
Hertzog Karl 300 South Bonsall Rd
Hiester Clayton H Jr 300 Strode Ave Rm−426
Higgins Elvira 47 Chester Ave
Hofmann Jean Estate Rr 4
Holt Pearl I Rd 2
Horowitz Belle 1245 East Lincoln Hwy Apt
Hughes Dapresha M 1004 W Lafayette St
Huynh Phong C 10 Holly Rd
Idrovocalle Juan 98 S 6th Ave
Isg Railways Inc Arc Building Po Box 3001 9 Modena Rd
Israelson Marian 1082 Wayne Ave
Jacks Anthony 313 Buchanan Dr
Jacobsen Kenneth 356 Sheery Ln
Johnson Gavin B 604 N Sandy Hill Rd
Kaufmann Elsie A 1407 Robin Rd
Keim Ella C/O M A Keim 532 E Lincoln Hwy
Keim Mary A Estate 66 S 5th Ave
Keim Mary Estate 66 S 5th Ave
Keller Gregory S Keller Monica K 101 N Governor Way
Kendrick Belle G Estate 320 W Main St
Kessler Jeanette E 1715 Saginaw Dr
Kilgore Rebecca A 1020 Charles St
Kimes Carol M 824 Stirling St Apt 2
Kochman Tara T 104 Gerber Ln
Kratzer Michael A 567 E Chestnut St
Ladun Nicholas Ladun Marj R 750 Buck Run Rd
Lafferty Erin Marie 102 Andrews Ln
Lahm Nellie P Lahm John J 154 Madison St
Lawrence Laura Estate Rr 8
Lewis Barry L 225 Slack Dr
Long Dorothy Estate 143 Pennsylvania Ave
Longacre Kelly 107 Dominic Ln
Lopez Oscar Juarez 755 E Lincoln Hwy
Lopez Sophia 123 N 4th Ave Apt 2
Lukens Steel Co Attn Dir Of Med Benefits 50 S 1st Ave
Macolino Kimberly L 810 Cedar Knoll Rd
Mammarella David M 2015 West Chester Rd
Markward John W 110 S Sandy Hill Rd 6
Mattson Electrical Maintenance & In 2350 Warren Ave
Mccloskey Lewis E Sr 329 S Sandy Hill Rd
Mccrudden Matthew P Mccrudden Mary K 27 Windle Ct
Mcinerney Vincent E Mcinerney Margaret 710 Main St
Mckay Carole L Rr 3
Mckim George E 1149 Manor Rd
Mcmonigle James P V A Hospital Pa
Medina Jose 338 Lincon Hwy 7
Mendocino Ventures Inc Dba Rainbow Bru Thru 1128 W Lincoln Hwy
Michaels Kyle A 245 Beacon Light Rd
Moore Thomas R Jr 675 Leeward St
Morales Yvette 50 Wood St
Morgan Todd 107 Dominic Ln
Morrison Stephen H 1445 E Lincoln Hwy
Morrow Edwin M Morrow Esther 39 Park Ave
Mosebey Marjorie D Mosebey James H 58 Rokeby Rd
Mowday Jill C/O K Kidman 250 W Lincoln Hwy Apt 6
Mulvaney Dustin 213 Thia Ct
Munzonmontes Eladio 251 Chesnut St
Murray Wesley Sr 353 Mt Pleasant St
Nellius Marta Jo Nellius Robin 104 Skyview Dr
Nichols Ruth N Estate 143 Penn Dr
Obyrne Denise 611 Bedrock Rd
Pa Lee Ronald F Jr Lee Geneva G 290 Buckrun Rd
Paper Ville Junior Achievement Of Del Val 1445 E Lincoln Hwy
Parker Catherine C 2045 W Chester Rd
Paxson Brandon 1300 Kings Hwy
Pittman Taren Pittman 564 Walnut St
Polk Ada E Estate Rr 5
Poluch Kimberly 30 Marc Dr
Porreca Lawrence 4 Modena Rd
Pottorff Darrell E 120 Westmoreland Dr
Proctor Geraldine B 205 W 3rd Ave
Puma John P 11 Kristin Dr
Quinn Gail 1445 E Lincoln Hwy
Rampmaster 140 Stewart−Huston Dr
Ray Dennis 81 S 5th Ave
Reber Michael A 8 Danielle Ln
Refford Albert D Refford Norma 114 S 3rd Ave
Regener Frances E Regener Robert C 208 Charles
Rice James B 61 N Danbury Cir
Rivera Angel 587 E Chestnut St Apt B
Rivera Fernando 2084 Strasburg Rd
Rivera Villegas Juan Alberto 364 W Lincoln Hwy
Robinson Vincent 552 Elm St
Roehrig C 835 Dana Dr
Rokins A 62 Montclair Ave
Roy Lawrence Roy Barbara 60 Gap Rd
Rubincam Nellie E Rubincam Charles Manor Rd
Rucker Barbara J 2534 Dupont St
Sacchetta Her Thomas F Attor 20 Foundry St
Salinas Mario 631 Olive St
Sampson Terri D 570 E Lincoln Hwy
Scamuffa Dominic Estate 119 S 6th Ave
Scott Justin 1512 Oak St
Shaffer Francis R Shaffer Anne 502 Augusta Dr
Slawko John R Est 1765 W Chester Rd
Slaymaker Verna Estate 1700 Olive St
Smith Anika M 214 Pine Valy Dr
Smith Leota G 755 Oak St
Smothers Sandra 109 Beacon St
Sondra Breweras Legal Guardian Of 222 East Lincoln Hwy
Sorcigli Erasmo 29 Danielle Ln
Southern Warren Estate 14 W 5th Ave
Spiegelhalder Barbara 1545 Birdell Rd
Spooner Margaret E 33 Pine St
Steele Joann H 1231 Youngburg Rd
Stoltzfus Edna 1179 West Kings Hwy
Sues Old Burger Joint 136 E Lincoln Hwy
Sult Mildred M Sult C T Sr 152 Martins Corner Rd
Swisher Patricia 942 Old Wilmington Rd
Taylor Edgar R 3 Brooks Ln
Taylor Elsie M Estate Rr 1
Taylor Paula 1307 Hulnick Rd
Taylor Roberta 1015 Valy Sta Rd
Temple Marian 354 Walnut St Pa
The Bank O Nat 142 S 34 Ave
Theisen Frederica I 725 Reeceville Rd
Thompson William L Est Rr 6 Box 351c
Trego Janet M 4 Modena Rd
Trice James S Estate 568 4th Ave
Troup Clarence E Apt 3 1 N 2nd Ave
Truett Adrienne Michaels E 245 Beacon Light Rd
Turansky Nicole M 459 Valy Rd
Vasquez Rosendo R 615 Belmont St
Walendziak Patricia Madanat Personal Care 567 E Chestnut St
Ware Robert C 19 Linda Ln
Washington W W 926 W Lincoln Hwy
Washington Walter 926 W Lincoln Hwy
Whitman Francis M Estate 238 1/2 Harmony St
Willard Kelly 1065 S Caln Rd
Williams Theresa S 745 Valy Rd
Winkey Charles V 758 Merchant St
Wittmeyer David 770 Cedar Knoll Rd
Wolfe Martha 366 Walnut St
Yanoviak Brian D 170 Maranatha Dr
Cochranville, Pa 19330
Baggett Steve 415 Barnsgate Dr
Bobman Sandy K 3066 Limestone Rd
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Johnson Jennifer 256−1 Whitehorse Rd
Juarezmedina Jose 502 White Horse Rd
Kahan Eleonore 53 Wheatsheaf Ln
Ritchie John T 393 Faggs Manor Rd
Scharon Monserrate 462 N Jennersville Rd
Wrigley Video Productions 2090 Gap Newport Pike
Devault, Pa 19432
Tait Charles A II PO Box 73
Devon, Pa 19333
Appearance Dermatology 820 Lancaster Ave
Automotive Group LLC 470 Lancaster Ave
Bhowmik Subhasish 260 Avon Rd Apt H276
Bodo Mary C 106 Gail Rd
Borden Joan Marital C/O W Borden Arthur Mr Ch 207 South Waterloo Rd
Chauhan Sharad 261 Avon Rd Apt I 459
Christianson Matthew S. Md 260 Avon Rd H281
Continuing Care Rx 445 North Valy Forge Rd
Cox Leslie 521 Northfield Rd
Decision One 426 W Lancaster Ave
Dempsey Kathleen 1048 Clemens Ct
Diesel Kristin M 291 Poplar Ave Apt Q591
District Court 15 1 02 15 N Blvd
Ebersole Barbara 509 Old Forge Crossing
Ehrensberger Alfred F 411 W Conestoga Rd
Falcon Technology Management Corpor Po Box 405
Fattu Suzanne 502 Northfield Rd
Fox & Roach Philadelphia Lp 431 Lancaster Ave
Gattuso John J Gattuso Mary 222 Poplar Ave
Ge Capital Modular Space & Tip Attn Dir Of Med Benefits 426 W Lancaster Ave
Ge Capital Tip Modular Space 426 West Lancaster Ave
Grace Delcarla J Grace Douglas Sugar Town Mews Apts Apt R642
Griffin Frank H III Griffin James H 32 Fairfield Rd
Harris Jeffrey B 574 Timber Ln
Hermecz Paul 110 Sta Rd
Huhn George A V Waterloo & Beaumont Sts
Kaih Catherine E 310 Popular Ave
Keating Karen 201 Brighton Cir
Kelly Anne S 413 State Rd
Kiah Catherine E 310 Popular Ave
Light Deborah F 173 Ladderback Ln
Macnair Margaret P 445 N Valy Forge Rd 2104
Mcallister Robert J P O Box 214
Newman Gail 631 Fernfield Cir
Nicola William 252 Church Rd
Nofer Paul G 637 Timber Ln
Ohanlon Nancy L 309 Old Lancaster Rd
Osborne George F 235 Lancaster 414−415
Pardue William J 282 Stonegate Dr
Patel Sureshchandra 891 Lancaster Ave
Physerv LLC 111 E Lancaster Ave
Prudential Fox Roach Attn: B Hickman 431 W Lancaster Ave
Sargent Ruth S 235 W Lancaster Ave 510
Sholl Michael 14 Chamond Arbordeau
Smart Insurance Services LLC 80 W Lancaster Ave
Smith Christophe L 338 Beaumont Rd
Spratt Mary Newton
Steever Theodore B 317 Dorset Rd
Stinger Henry J 119 wood Ln
Team Associates 3 Hedgerow Ln
Trident Land Transfer Co 431 Lancaster Ave
Tulloch Gladys H Newton
Twa Machinist Union 235 W Lancaster Ave Apt 310
Vaughan Adriana 7 Arbordeau
Whitmarsh Marvel J 414 N Valy Forge Rd
Zheng Jing 344 Avon Rd Apt L344
Downingtown, Pa 19335
Aaa Rental Of 1221 E Lancaster Ave
Abbott David M 241 Washington Ave
Ahern John 400 Grant Ave Pa 19336
Allen Michael C/O Afni Bloom 5004 Deer Dr
Allen Patricia Afni Bloom 5004 Deer Dr
Annarelli Jean M 490 Manor Ave Unit 116
Baen Harvey D Baen Lulu O 341 Jefferson
Bare Leann 1 Black Hawk Cir
Barger Alverta 115 Webster Ave
Barlow Deryl W 231 William St
Bedwell Miranda 1303 Marshallton Thorndale Rd
Besecker Delmar N Besecker Martina 1314 Norwood House Rd
Betz Fred W 607 Whiteland Hunt Rd
Black Eugene M Black Hilda M 199 Hopewell Rd
Board For Rgstrtn Of Sntrns Pa 1203 Marshallton Thorndale Rd
Boccelli Kathryn 404 Ctryedge Cr
Brandywine Savings Bank Ssa Manor & Pennsylvania Aves
Briendel Harvey S Nina Briendel 1312 Ri Cir
Bruno Mary Ann Estate 511 Sunset Dr
Bull Rosemarie A Bull Roger W 2 William Penn Dr
Burrell Joan E 216 Carlyn Ct
Butler Agnes A 361 Brookwood Dr
Carosi Richard D 116 W Lancaster Ave
Chaiko Jones Eleanore M 215 Lenora Ln
Chester County Regional Educational Serv Po Box 67
Chisholm Robert 1504 Waimea Dr
Cloud William R Jr 119 E Lancaster Ave
Colker Jules H Colker Carol 402 Norwood Rd
Conroy Mary E 476 W Radnor Ct
Cox George Little Washington Rd 167
Dailey William C Dailey Evelyn S 328 Washington
Dascaluff Lisa 640 Lancaster Ct
Desanctis Anthony S 146 Chester Ct
Devane Thomas J 1304 School House Cir
Dibenedetto Matthew 201 Meadow Lake Dt
Dipaolantonio Helena M Dipaolantonio Albert 385 Jefferson
Discount Wholesalers 300 Brandywine Ave
Dixon L K Estate Rr 1
Don Wilkinson Agency 1144 Wyoming Ave Pa 19372
Dougherty Gregory T 419 Meadowlake Dr
Downington National Bank Co Horace D Wilson Po Box 1004
Drescher Herbert W Bradford Athletic Assoc 1441 Shadyside Rd
Dunlap Hazel L 115 Webster Ave
Edwards Charles A 1200 Old Shdyside Rd
Fatah Burhan 1103 Mellien Dr
Fenn Brian A 268 Carlyn Ct
Ferry Charlotte R 516 Lancaster Ct
Fetters Kathleen 623 Overlook Dr
Ficca Ermentina M Ficca Nicola F Suite A 44 W Lancaster Ave
First Cynthia First Daniel 411 Radcliff Way
First Financial Bank 100 E Lancaster Ave
Fitchett Arthur 249 Prospect Ave
Florio Richard Florio Gail 608 Portland Dr
Forrest Gilda D 106 Lloyd Ave
Forrest Gilda D Estate 106 Lloyd Ave
Forrest Jr Michael 253 Jefferson Ave
Fox Francis M 201 Bradford Av
Frame Patricia A 442 Garfield Ave
Frangieh Nina 1168 Horseshoe Pike
Fulton David 100 Meadowlake Dr
G And B Express Inc 1226 Delaware Ln
Gannon Robert P 432 Donofrio Dr
Gibson Paul A 1290 Sedgewick Dr
Giuatas Family Market 871 E Lancaster Ave
Glaum Sean 400 Campbell Cir Apt G−15
Greenamyer Judith J 196 Chester Cth
Grelecki Elisa 50 Suffolk Ct
Groszkiewicz Mitchell Anthony CO B Weber 913 Noble Dr
Hakam Nidal M Hakam Siba A 554 Lancaster Ct
Hanley John F 201 Bradford Av
Harris Margaret L Harris Allen L 347 Jefferson Ave
Hart Jean H Est 107 Skyline Dr
Hayes Eva 1309 Pennsridge Pl
Hicks Mabel O Estate 236 Penn St
Higgins William Kevin 335 East Lancaster Ave
Hoey Frances J Hoey Leslee M 1346 Penn Ridge
Jackson Scott W 599 Old Horseshoe Pike Apt 2
Jefferson Bank 2 Jefferson Bank Ctr
Kanarr Bradley S 20 Wyndham Ct
Kanthasami Sutharsan 4 Cherry St
Keares Harry S 276 S Woodmont Dr
Keller Gene S 3947 W Lincoln Hwy 404
Kelley Joan C Est 16 Beaver Run Rd
Kenneth Kenneth 361 Little Conestoga Rd
Kimble Earl F 4 Willow Ct
Lawlor Joseph Lawlor Robin 1 Oakland Dr Pa 19355
Lefeber Andre 8 Paul Nelms Dr Apt 3
Litchko Hlivka Linda 12 Summerhill Dr
Lloyd Clara V 270 W Uwchlan Ave Lot 20
Mahan Anne E 210 East Lancaster
Mancino Anthony J Jr 17 Nancy Ln
Marie Gannon Jessica E 432 Donofrio Dr
Marino Evelyn G Estate 121 Washington Ave
Marmaliuc Daniel 23 Killdeer Ln
Marti Imelda D 806 Tremont Dr
Martin William J 806 Tremont Dr
Martinez Carmen 316 Caryln Ct
Materi Joseph P Materi Elinor P 490 Manor Ave Villa St Martha Al9
Mcallister Daniel S Po Box 523
Mcclaskey Margaret C Mcclaskey Joseph L 490 Manor Ave Unit 13
Mcdevitt Kelly M 100 Campbell Cir Unit 1
Mcfadden Michael D 807 Geddy Ln
Michals Douglas R 103 Longfields Way
Miller Hazel B 110 Bradford Ave
Miller Robert J Cust Miller Colin M 879 S York Dr
Monery Olive Rd 2
Monteiro Wilson A RD 2 Milford Rd Pa 19406
Moorehead Robert 351 Meadowlake Dr
Morrison Michael 511 Driftwood Ln
Muhmud Hassan 61 Colonial Rd
Muth Dawson 332 William St Apt D
Newton Pamela S 5 Lakeview Rd
Northrop Grumma Trw
Omara William J 1 Black Hawk Cir J 10
Padgett Cory W 16 Patricia Dr
Parlett Rita 21 Woodland Dr
Pearson Marion 117 Garris Rd
Peterson Edward Peterson Rita 910 Hillside Dr
Philadelphia Corporation 219 Stuart Ave
Pieper Pauline E 300 Williamson Way
Piersol Pattie W Tax Collector 20 Patterdale Place
Pollock Helen M Estate Race St
Qiuinn John Estate 123 Chestnut St
Rackas John 849 Williamsburg Blvd
Randzo John J 613 Corner Ketch Rd
Realtech Direct 1507 Federal Dr
Reino Michael 1529 Canyon Dr
Ricci Michael Ricci Jody 1 Red Maple Dr
Rich John T Jr 66 Yellowwood Dr
Ries Sally A 306 N Woodmont Dr
Risbon Michael T Risbon Angela Po Box 273
Rivas Frank 39 W Lancaster Ave
Roberts Automobiles Ltd 19 Park Ln
Sander Michael 22 Lafayette Cir
Schoenberger Phyllis J Apt 311 490 Manor Ave
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Schumann Mark 48 Whistling Swan Ln
Serfass Daniel C Serfass Joslyn F 425 Brandham Way
Seyedhosseini S 5 Dee Cir
Sigle Charles K Sigle Eloise D 407 Manor Ave
Smith Clarence J Estate Po Box 572
Spence Velma W 228 Mary St
Spence Willis V Spence Velma W 231 Mary
Spoto Mario 305 E Lancaster Ave
Sradley Steven J 257 Highland Ave
Stanton Deborah A 105 Gottier Way
Stellman Christina 239 Spring Run Ln
Stellman James 239 Spring Run Ln
Swarner Dorothy M Estate 236 Highland Ave
T O East Harvey Elizabeth S Boot Rd 1054 W
Tcz Inc 379 West Uwchlan Ave
Terramin Dindira A Estate 315 Jefferson Ave
Thompson Helen 228 Mary St
Valente Mary A Estate 134 Bradford Ave
Van Scoy Travis 927 Burdette Dr
Veit Christopher Veit Hena Hasan 105 Yellowwood Dr
Wagner Beairice L Wagner Ronald E Rd 1
Walker Keith Po Box 787
Walton William D 219 Stuart Ave
Walton William Walton Kerry 908 Francis Dr
Weintraub Andrew S 425 Shelmire Rd
Welsh Charlotte M Estate 511 Washington Ave
Wemett A M 216 La Vida Via
Wercholuk Eric C 205 Foxtail Ln
Wheatley Dorothy F 361 Little Conestoga Rd
Whitmore Ryan 2704 Shelburne Rd
Wroten Edward 1328 Cir Dr
Yeager Robert 1015 Boot Rd
Zansitis M Lenore 612 Yardley Ln
Zola Leon 4 Sussex Place
Elverson, Pa 19520
Baker Daniel R 385 Hopewell Rd
Cronin William G 22 North Chestnut St
Di Cicco Albert 57 Lakeview Dr
Lulves Carolanne Lulves John F Jr 161 Laurel Rd
Marsh Massock Helen K 461 North Main St
Miller Kenneth David Miller 2940 Harmonyville Rd
Mitsky John C/O Vt Mitsky 116 Stetson Rd
Mitsky Vincent 116 Stetson Rd
Simonetti Rodney Keith 44 Briarwood Dr Elverson Pa
Stoltzfus Christman 22 North Chestnut St
Walton Elton G 58 Morningside Rd
Exton, Pa 19341
1st American Tax Service 486 Thomas Jones Way Suite 150
Allied Credit Alliance 717 Constitution Dr
Aqua Pennsylvania Inc 0812 Springdale Dr
Atlantic Envelope Po Box 648
Aurig Peter 306 S Balderston Dr
Bailey Scott G 316 W Oak Ln
Beck C Arthur Beck Carl A 603 Bough Rd
Beck Edward R 600 N Pottstown Pike Apt 108
Bentley Investment Corp C/O Finance Dept 690 Pennsylvania Dr
Bernard Bernard Of Inc 415 Eagleview Blvd Ste 100
Boundonna Mildred R C O Laspina 528 Westfield Dr
Boyer Kyle D Surrey Way Apt 69
Brogan John T 910 Grandview Dr
Buono Peter J 505 E Lakeside Dr
Burkowsig Kevin J 168 Apple Dr
Catch E Name Company 760 Constttn Dr 104 Po Box 673
Catholic Health Initiatives 440 Creamery Way Suite 100
Chemical Leaman Corp 102 Pickering Way
Chemical Leaman Tank Line 102 Pickering Way
Chester Co Middle College 906 Springdale Dr
Chester County Education Services 737 Constitution Dr Pa 13941
Collins Gary 120 Gordon Dr
Comprehensive Benefi 740 E Lancaster Ave Ste 200
Costello Fred 108 Andover Dr
Cronin Mark A 589 W Saxony Dr
Currie Alan C 27 Lindenwood Dr
Data Strip Data Strip
Defeo Angelo J 740 Springdale Dr 200 Pa 17341
Delambily Robert W Jr 740 Springdale Dr 200 Pa 17341
Donald F Claycomb And Assoc 740 Springdale Dr 200 Pa 17341
Drexler Alain R Sartomer Company 502 Thomas Jones Way
Dubose National Energy Service 33 Dowlin Forge Rd
Duffin Anna 216 Bauman Cir
Elite Underwriting Serv 180 Sheree Blvd
Engle Hambright & Davies 102 Pickering Way Ste 401
Envinta Corp 102 Pickering Way Ste 200
Epidemiology Consulting Assoc C/O N Maley 303 Worthington Rd
Espenshade Charles T 174 Heritage Ln
Excel Services PO Box 433
Farling Gloria K 64 East Uwchlan Ave Apt 134
Feerrar Amy M 606 Fox Clove Cir
Fernandez Jeffrey K 114 Surrey Way
Financial Planning Directions Inc 740 Springdale Dr 200 Pa 17341
Financial Resources And Services Inc 740 Springdale Dr 200 Pa 17341
Fisk Elaine 1405 Worthington Dr
Ford Lincoln Mercury Dd Alum Po Box 1387
Fowler Christopher A Fowler Sharon E 312 Cmns
Freedom Drilling Co Inc Attn Brandywine Marketing 436 Creamery Way Ste C
Frey Jordan W 36 Lindenwood Dr
Fujitsu Network Communications C/O Dianne Schur 453 Creamery Way
Galiffa Louis 602 Jeffers Cir Ste 108
Gehrke Patricia Gehrke Edward 105 Llandovey Dr
Gillespie Kimberly A 16 Kimberwyck Ln
Gilmore Margaret Box 395
Gleason Marie D Gleason John J 64 East Uwchlan Ave Pmb 406
Gordon Drive Med Assoc LLC 255 Gordon Dr
Grand Sport Auto Body Shop 124 S Ship Rd
Hayes Robert E 414 Spackman Ln
Health Sciences Construction Group 304 New Mill Ln
Herr Leslie G 303 Worthington Rd
Holbrook Martha 713 Exner Ln
Holton Jeffery J 7 Langston Cir
House Of Z LLC C/O Elite Group 191 Sheree Blv
Hutchinson Fred J Jr 318 Penwyllt Ct
Invisinet Inc 140 South Village Ave Ste 20
Jack Williams Tire Co Healt 211 Welsh Pool Rd Ste 110
Johnson Cheryl A 355 Bristol Cir
Kinsey C Walter Jr 313 Colonial Dr Pa
Kivlin Mary 471 Spruce Dr
Kline Harrison R Jr 740 Springdale Dr 200 Pa 17341
Krause Marcy 620 Pennsylvania Dr
Kronenberg Elaine 301 Bell Ct
Lakshminarayana Mani Lakshminarayana Radh 500 Bentley Ct
Lakshminarayanan Mana 500 Bentley Ct
Land Transfer Associates 403 West Lincoln Hwy Suite 106
Laser Technologies And Services Inc 118 Smt Dr
Leader Insurance 748 Springdale Dr
Leahy John F Jr 269 Fox Run Rd
Li Stephen 1 Elkins Cir
Marlowe Terry T 120 E Uwchlan Ave Suite 100
Martin Thomas 623 East Lincoln Hwy
Matthews Drew Stuart 64 East Uwchlan Ave Apt 134
Maupinn Michael Mbi 102 Pickering Way Ste 200
Mcafoos Louis G Jr 102 Sunny Hill Dr
Mccarthy Dennis 353 So Balderston Dr
Mcgeehan Brendon V 296 Fox Run Ln
Mcmahon Bruce A 320 Huntington Ct
Melnick Wanda G 554 E Saxony Dr
Mettellus John 12 Buttonwood Dr
Miller Rusden Ltd 621 N Pottstown Pike
Mills Larry E 203 Towyn Ct
Mullane Gerard P 432 Spruce Dr
Murray Kathy A 806 S Severgn Dr
Navea Mayra A 243 Iron Lake Dr
Nejad Sadegh 612 N Plum Point
Oliver Genevieve G 502 Thomas Jones Way
Ozark Kathleen M 287 Aberdeen Ave
Pension Actuaries 750 Springdale Dr
Porter Virginia B C/O Earlene Porter Po Box 857
Pozdnyakova Yelena Blue Cielo Ecm Solutions 102 Pickering Way Suite 303
Ppo Plus PO Box 691
Pretium Group Ltd 64 E Uwchlan Ave 525
Price Mary Estate 203 Bauman Cir
Procognia Inc 760 Constitution Dr Ste 14
Prodent Dental 194 Sq Mall
Project Management Institute 420 Eagleview Blvd
Purnell George W Purnell Ann M 600 N Pottstown Pike Apt 203
Qin Xiaoli 1 Clayton Ct
Radparts Com 602 Gordon Dr
Redzig Janet L 201 Namar Ave
Regal Cinemas Inc 120 Eagleview Blvd
Reichnerfrank Jill Dba Mamy Music 119 Baker Cir
Residence Inn 10 N Pottstown Pike
Rmn Group LLC 1 Sheree Blvd Ste 200
Robins Suzanne C Robins James 301 Oak Ln West
Roehrs Jeff Carter C/O Roehrs & Co Inc Attn G C 736 Springdale Dr
Ryan David W 316 Fairview Dr
Ryan John R 740 Springdale Dr 200 Pa 17341
Sap 350 Eagleview Blvd Ste 110
Sc Inc L G PO Box 479−C
Schlegel David B 507 E Lakeside Dr
Schmidt Brian D 118 Valy Rd
Scott Keith 126 Lampeter Ct
Sekela Cynthia L Sekela Vincent P 212 Woodward Dr
Sg & E Enterprises LLC Dba Quiznos 406 W Lincoln Hwy
Slowik Brian T 412 Longwood Dr
Smith Thomas R 306 Hendricks Ave
Stauffer Peter J Estate 104 E Glamorgan Ct
Stromberg Sanford E 234 Stoughton Cir
Sustatec LLC 216 Philips Rd 8 Buck R
Swets And Zeitlinger Inc Suite A 440 Creamery Way
Swets Subscription Services 440 Cremary Way Ste A
Tamoshunas Raymond P 320 Penwyllt Ct
Thompson Patricia L 1047 Harriman Ct
Tully Stephen W 740 Springdale Dr 200 Pa 17341
Tuohey Michael J Sr 603 Pewter Dr
Turpin Anthony Dean 323 Bartlett Ave
Vac & Sew 313 E Lancaster Ave
Vern Louis E S 740 Springdale Dr 200 Pa 17341
Versak Christopher J 248 Fox Run Rd
Walker Rob 336 Allegheny Ave
Webb Marie M 515 S Whitford Rd
West Pharmaceutical Services Inc Trust CO D M Fuga 101 Gordon Dr
Wittmann Rachyl 96 Princeton Rd
Xl Insurance America Inc 520 Eagle View Blvd
Yacoveli Steven M 721 Branerd Rd
Yang Jie 1 Clayton Ct
Frazer, Pa 19355
Chasin Furniture 445 Lancaster Ave
Cox Ruth M Westgate Vlge Apt 30
Davis Larry 480 Lancaster Ave
Fox Whelan Investments 580 Lancaster Ave
Gupta Pranav 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 800
Hampton Inn Great Valley 635 Lancaster Ave
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Hoopes Charles F Jr 10 Kelmar Ave
Keystone Collision 420 Lancaster Ave Pa 19335
Krakoner Dave 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 311
Latreille Robert C Po Box 2043
Morrison Patricia A 54 Markel Rd
Ng Yan 3 Markel Rd
Pendleton Jerry 961 Bayton Hill Rd
Piroeff Inc 335 Lancaster Ave
Rijas Gonzalez Jose 13 Prospect Ave
Strickland Jonathan K C/O L Agosta 621 Swedesford Rd
Glenmoore, Pa 19343
Babin Mary T 94 West Forge Rd
Boyer Elizabeth G 24 Andover Rd
Friends Of Springton Manor Farm 862 Springton Rd 2
Frommeyer Mary B C/O J A Frommeyer 221 Fairview Rd
Giblin Thomas M Po Box 194
Heim Kelly 100 Devereux Rd
Iorio Richard 101 Iezzi Ln
Jeffrey Grossman 5 Laurel Dr
Kelsey Elyse M 973 Font Rd
Little League Baseball Pa District 23 20 Pennswood Dr
Marra Anthony J 20 Pennswood Dr
Mccausland Evalyn P Mccausland Elmer S Mccausland Drew Mccausland Glen 24
Yeaton Ln
Moxley Daniel 750 Springton Rd
Mullineaux W M 239 Meadow Greene Cir
Norris Georgette Norris Loring 1540 Creek Rd
Schon Jurgen Po Box 240 Beaver Run Rd1
Scott Blake 21 Margaret Ct
Sheehan James 35 Seminary Rd
Smith Deborah 381 Barneston Rd
Teti Michael A Teti Brian J Teti Linda M 2950 Conestoga Rd
Thomas Roy 15 Nantmeal
Honey Brook, Pa 19344
Barbacovi Bruno Po Box 190
Barlow Georgette Rfd 2
Brook Architectural Solutions Inc C/O J Kulphoney 3071 Creek Rd
Carlton Douglas H 207 Cupola Rd
Cas Products Attn Ccats 2 3800 Horseshoe Pike
Cuglno Sdeli Inc 106 Acorn Way
Dailey Maryann 4757 Horseshoe Pike
Daniele Perna CO P De Marco 224 Deer Run Dr
Diromualdo Flavian Diromualdo John P Diromualdo Anna M 4757 Horseshoe Pike
Diromualdo John P Diromualdo Anna M 4757 Horseshoe Pike
Engel Mark J 32 Iroquois Rd
Fagan Delores A Fagan James C 1685 Cambridge Rd
Fessenbecker Susan G Fessenbecker Carl F 55 D Supplee Rd
Flinn Joseph B Rr 2 PO Box 111 2
George Paul W 47 Archery Ct 47
Hanning Larry Horseshoe Pike 4640
Harlan Tiffany 240 Barneston Rd
Kane Laura E 418 Icedale Rd
Kortze Eleanor 1490 White School Rd
Leonard Betty 115 Cains Rd
Mcquillen David F 44 Woodland Dr
Meyer Rosemary 28 Lenape Way
Miller Charles D 358 Hill Rd
Miller Jennifer 353 Hill Rd
Miller Matthew 353 Hill Rd
Miller Wes M 129 Nevin Dr
Monko Joan 1380 Horseshoe Pike 108b
Pinto Margaret 472 Icedale Rd
Ray Derek H 3139 Horseshoe Pike
Scott Paul J 31 Egan Cir
Senn Richard L 2043 Horseshoe Pike
Smith Derrick 75 Erica Cir
Smoker Briane M 605 Mill Rd
Tsafos Eleanor H Estate 3180 Horseshoe Pk
Weber Christopher 18 Patton Dr
Welsh Margaret F Welsh Charles H 32 S Pine St
Williamson Christopher 105 Clydesdale Cir
Wilson Douglas C 38 Gregory Cir
Withers Marese C/O R W Mendenhall 3635 Horseshoe Pike
York Mildred Est 420 Walnut Rd
Zaplitny George Rfd 2
Immaculata, Pa 19345
Mccarty Mary Sheila PO Box 100 Camilla Hall
Villa Marie House Of Studies Attn Sister Anne Veronica
Kennett Square, Pa 19348
A W Hawkins & John W Hawkins 285 Crosslands Dr
Adams Michael P Adams Sherry L 995 Baneswood Dr Apt 24
Adams Nancy L 114 Violet Dr
Adams Nancy L Est 114 Violet Dr
Alava Eduardo D 144 Federal Walk
Ali Musa 602 Linden St
Asl Inc Genesis Healthcare Group Attn Jim Noddin
Ayres Elizabeth Ayres Mary E 303 Race St
Baker Elizabeth Dabney Kendal At Longwood 109
Bank Of Delaware 307 W Locust Ln
Bavarian Motorsport 602 W Cypress St
Bean Robert P 706 Wollaston Rd
Bell Dorothy 446 Kendal Dr
Berndt Robert B Berndt John D Po Box 384
Bertogli Vico N 420 W South St
Binder Mark D 69 Red Lion Row
Blackburn James Iii 201 West State St
Blatz Berndt Rita Est Po Box 384
C & J Clark 520 South Brd St
Castaneda J Nunez 520 N Walnut St
Chandler David M Jr 553 Creek Rd
Clivedon 148 West State St
Cloud Cindy 405 Manor Dr
Cordivano Nancy Po Box 283
Cowan Allan C Jr 307 W Locust Ln
Daniels Henry 720 W Baltimore Pike B
Diamond Bart 417 Meredith St
Doren Rachel V 339 Crosslands Dr
Duran J Jesus 525 Schoolhouse Rd
Eckman Walter M 129 Beverly Dr
Erni Jeffrey Erni Susan 215 Blue Spruce Rd
Fahey Helen E Estate Rr 2
Fazio Ralph J Fazio Mary G Po Box 1125
Fegely John 257 Avonwood Rd
Foulkrod Nancy E 257 Avonwood Rd
Fox Anna 407 S Union St
Fox Charles B 407 S Union
Fragale Robert 160 E Hillendale Rd
Garnet Ford Of 718 East Baltimore Pike
Gehret Kate 127 W St Rd Ste 203
Gerrity Denise V 101 Knoxlyn Farm Dr
Gheen Regouski River E 207 E Hillendale Rd
Glomb Lisa M 725 Wayne Ave
Gonzalez Jose Luis 114 E Cedar St
Green Kyle C 405 Beech Ln
Hall Darryl L Po Box 314
Hallman Mafalda 422 S Walnut St
Harrington Erin 919 Sunstone Ln
Harvey Harvey Inc C/O E T Harvey Jr 949 Merrybell Ln
Hawkins Marian M Uw 285 Crosslands Dr
Heating Oil Partners 613 Ways Ln
Heilman John 400 Juniper St B−38
Hernandez Jose R 124 Willow St
Hoot Owls 135 E State St
Inden Lecia 218 Old Kennett Rd
Ivey Harrison 800 S Mill Rd
Jones Anna 259 Crossland Dr
Kerrianne Stansberry And Bavarian C 127 East State Apt 3
Kim Jinsoo Dr 400 Wynchester Way
Kline James H 615 Ridge Ave
Lawrence Darren 474 North Mill Rd
Le Grand Michele S Le Grand Vincent J 200 Wiltshire Dr
Ledesma Carlos 6 Ways Ln
Legrand M Myrene 200 Wiltshire Dr
Lgb Enterprises Inc 116 South Brd St
Lohr Patricia 416 Victoria Gdns Dr
Lopez Rodrigo Vazquez 507 Ctr St Apt 5
Lynn James T 535 E Cypress St
M Myrene Legrand Rev Trust 7/21/93 200 Wiltshire Dr
Marin Laurencio Po Box 1132 Pa 19345
Marta Pietrina A Marta Thomas G 101 Stonepine Dr
Mcdermott Davis C 218 Old Kennett Rd
Mcdermott Matt IV 218 Old Kennett Rd
Miller Henry B 221 E Linden St
Miller James E Miller Donna J 435 Cedar Spring Rd
Mitchell Mabel S 933 Wawa Set Rd
Montgomery Herbert Montgomery Mary J Juniper Hill Apts 322
Montgomery Nelson P Rr 1
Morales Margarita 447 S Walnut St
Musser Hazel G 472 E South
Musser Leon 472 E South
Najera Jesus 513 Hazel Ave
Narula Girish 576 Rosedale Rd
New Drug Services Inc 415 Mcfarlan Rd
Ochs Florence M 101 Cold Spgs Dr
Parisi Michelle 406 ‘‘B’’ Brd St
Perrone Gertrude L Perrone John R C/O D J Perrone 121 Meredith
Piccard John 443 Greenwood Rd
Piccard Mary Ann 443 Greenwood Rd
Ramirezjuarez Joaquin 345 Scarlet Rd
Randolph Barbara A Po Box 1097
Regouski Nathan M 207 E Hillendale Rd
Reyes Angel Cruz 6 Ways Ln
Rhoades Mary C 305 Scarlett Ave
Roberts Janet 279 Kendall Dr
Rojas Uriel 724 Lafayette St
Schultz Linda 550 Upland Rd
Scribner Nancy Po Box 384
Spivey Jane K 91 Kendal Dr
Stander Ethresia 1011 East Baltimore Pike
Stevens Clarence E Stevens Laura A 800 Park Ave
Still Lola W 120 W State St
Still Robert 120 W State St
Susan W Mccoy Wells Fargo Bank 51 Fawn Ln
Taylor Patricia 233 Thistle Down Rd
Ullrich Suzanne S 820 Waverly Rd
Usgo C/O Exelon Corp 200 Exelon Way Suite 340
Vandegrift Helen E Estate 502 Magnolia St
Westtown Associates Po Drawer L
Williams Daphne R Crosslands Po Box 214
Williams Degnne 805 Roberts Way
Williamson Richard 3 Jean Ct
Williamson Susan L Williamson Suzanne 651 Haines Mill Rd
Wmp Mcgovern Inc 1144 W Baltimore Pike
Young Donald 105 E St Rd
Kimberton, Pa 19442
First Keystone Mortgage Inc Pikeland Village Sq Rt 113 Pothouse Rd
Fitzsimons Ogden Po Box 428
Havrilak Michael Havrilak Andrew Po Box 60
Pifani Marie V Po Box 974
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Landenberg, Pa 19350
Annie Mae Inc 271 N Creek Rd
Cieszynski Patricia S 109 Creek Rd
Crandall Betty Est 100 Hamilton Rd
Hearne Richard 109 Creek Rd
Herrera Tomas 233 Starr Rd
Hunter Wayne 12 Peter Christopher Dr
Lake Rodney C 3210 Appleton Rd
Mondragon Antonio 330 Rd
Morita Atsushi 11 Southampton Parish Rd
Nichol Virginia C 1468 New London Rd
Peoples Kathryn D 101 Siage Way PO Box
Schultz Michael A 213 Chaingate Cir
Turner Demetrius J II 5066 Kelleher Dr
Lewisville, Pa 19351
Keller Jane PO Box 42
Lincoln University, Pa 19352
Bissland Tyra Le 101 Lewisville Rd
Books And More Lincoln University/Follett
Cooney Thomas J 145 Owenwood Dr
Gardner Robert N Bx 169
Gillan Janette Q Gillan James P 1 Hollow Rock Ln
Henning Kevin J 108 Lewisville Rd
Juarez Jesus L 4 Springdale Pl
Maira Corrine 413 Green Hurst Ct
Parramore Ruth 6 Holly Ln
Plany Mary Plany John 276 House
Stein Catherine Stein Jonathan 162 Buck Run Rd
Turner Mre Eliza C Turner Suzanne D 1150 State Rd
Vermeil Enterprises Inc 3 Dougherty Dr
Winter Andrew For Katherine Winter 615 Kensington Dr
Lionville, Pa 19353
Aramark Services C/O The West Company A/R 101 Gordon Dr
Hall Katherine P Po Box 335
Kirchmier Thomson B Po Box 335
Lovell James W PO Box 224
Universal Restoration Systems Inc Po Box 286
West Pharmaceutical Services Inc 101 Gordon Dr
Lyndell, Pa 19354
Kakabar Sam In Po Box 203
Malvern, Pa 19355
301 Cafe 301 Lindenwood Dr 101
Agilisys Inc 1 Country View Rd
Aillaud Niels C/O R Robertson 40 Valy Stream Pkwy
All Fill Inc Po Box 10
Allstate 1200 Atwater Dr Suite 220
Allstate Insurance Co 1200 Atwater Dr
American Express Travel Related 16 General Warren Blvd
American Future System Inc 370 Technology Dr Po Box 3019
American Institute 720 Providence Rd
American Sweetness 11 Lee Blvd
Amico Carmen A 41 Devon Rd
Ammon Baby 2 Skyline Dr
Ammon Bruce 2 Skyline Dr
Ammon Deanna 2 Skyline Dr
Ammon Emily 2 Skyline Dr
Arena Harry A 362 Applebrook Dr
Ashenfelter Richard B 49 Chesterfield Ln
Ashman Robert 19 Oak Hill Cir
Atlantic Skin Cosmetic Surge 100 Deerfield Ln Ste 100
Auxilium Auxtf507 40 Valy Stream Pkwy
B C Engineering Services Inc 24 Ml Ln
Baldwin Janet Mccombs 642 Church Rd
Barber Anna M 185 Sproul Rd
Bavis Harold S 114 Brd St
Beamish Blake C 15 Weybridge Dr
Benchmark Medical Holdings Inc 101 Lindenwood Dr Ste 420
Bhatnagar Ritesh 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 511
Bicke Dorothy 81 Lancaster Ave
Bizzak Dorothy Est 1082 Jonathan Dr
Bohem J P 1086 King Rd Apt Dr 114
Bourque Patricia A 13 Bryan St C/O D Titus
Brant David I 830 Cottonwood Dr
Briggs Henry H 137 Monument Ave
Burkhart Gary M P O Box 491
Bushnell David 25 Theresa Dr
Cadmet Inc Po Box 24
Carpenter Joseph D 48 Grubb Rd
Cherie Delvecchio Citadel Federal C 584 Sugartown Rd
Chester County Electric Co 19 Ridge Rd
Childs Christina 158 Longford Ave In Re Shaw M
Cohen Jon 139 Paoli Pike
Collision 181 Lancaster Ave
Conover Stanley J Conover Ann E 126 Three Ponds Ln
Cpcu Society 720 Providence Rd
Ct Physical Therapy 101 Lindenwood Dr Suite 420
Dandrea Peter Estate Lincoln Hwy Rd 2
Darcangelo Marielle 1900 General Alexander Dr
Dasara Vijayakumara 8 E Swedesford Rd Homestead Suites
De Virgilio Richard 264 Swedesford Rd
Dellorfano Megan K 43 Sherman Dr
Deritis Jacqueline M 31 Knickerbocker Ln
Desoi Michael 828 King St
Dicarlo Francis Dicarlo Therese 371 Paoli Pike
Digiacomo Bohemia 460 E King Rd
Dimascio Lebert 4 4 Winds Ln
Dixon Edith C 13 Hickory Ln
Donovan Robert F Donovan Myrna G 409 Conestoga Rd
Eberhardt Judith 1086 King Rd Laurel Iii
Fillipo Thomas A Fillipo Joanne S 1055 Rees Rd
Fortright Agency Pa Inc 629a Swedesford Rd
Gaffney William Thomas 37 Holly Hill Ln
Gaffney William Thomas 44 E Valy Hill Rd
Gaynor Elizabeth W 2 Harvey Ln
Giordano Eileen 4127 Howell Rd
Godfrey Robert D Jr 42 Valy Hill Rd
Graves Leah M 3029 Blackberry Ln
Gray Marian L Gray Thomas J 199 W King St Apt 1 5
Great Gvh Partners Dba Th Conference Ctr Liberty Blvd
Guyton Andrew J 55 Valy Stream Pkwy
Hagan Cheryl L Hagan John A 1968 Welsh Valy Rd
Hall Deborah 8 Druid Ln
Hall J 7 Firethorn Ln
Hamilton Ann P 19 Village Way
Hannon Clifford R Cust 209 Archer Ct
Hartnett Kevin M 331 South Wayne Ave 237731
Heilman Finn Mary 2120 Howells Rd
Hoare Ed C/O Sanchez Computer Associate 40 Valy Stream Pkwy
Hoffman Kenneth L 20 Winding Way
Hokes Joanne 1027 Rees Rd
Hunter Eric Tenant Landlord Account 30 Whispering Woods Ln
Infor Global 1 Country View Rd Solutions
Intergroup Services 101 Lindenwood Dr Ste 150
Jarman Amos Estate 6 James Thomas Rd
Jenkins Catherine Helen Po Box 2127 Valy Hill Rd
Jennings Charles T 1086 W King Rd Apt IV 112
Kall Jonathan 7 Firethorn Ln
Kline Nancy S 2 Whisper Ln
Kling Robert Kling Terry 404 Dutton Mill Rd
Kuzimbu Yvonne 304 E King St Apt D
Larkin Rian L 53 Church Rd
Lieberman Louis Ut Under Revocable Deed Of Trust 2/4/97 1086 W King Rd Apt P318
Lindsley Robert Po Box 205
Long Gary Emmett 914 Dolphin Dr
Luria Ellen The Vanguard Group Acct 370373 100 Vanguard Blvd
M Vest Technology 301 Lindenwood Dr Suite 105
Main Line Grill 49 Knickerbocker Ln
Mc Candless Edward L 1173 Shadow Oak Dr
Mccusker Thomas Tenant Landlord Account 30 Whispering Woods Ln
Mcginn Gerard L 131 Three Ponds Ln
Messer Griesheim Industries Inc CO Mr M Savage 3 Great Valy Pkwy
Meunier Esmeralda 20 Brd Leaf Trail
Myung Hee Kim 1950 Well Spgs Ln
Nelson Catherine 340 E Brd St
Noble Steele Jr 160 Paoli Pike
Norris Deborah C 58 Fehnestock Rd
O Loughlin Mary Claire 1201 Woodview Way
Owad Peter J Iii 1050 Church Rd Apt 3
Parsons Amy L 21 Mill Ln
Perez Floriberto Perez Elcy 2035 Howells Rd
Petrillo Brian 713 Charleston Greene
Plato Janet V 26b S Warren Ave
Pohlig Donald J 274 W Lancaster Ave
Progressive Business 370 Technology Dr
Quigley Allstate And Allstate Insurance Company 1200 Atwater Dr Suite 200
Rain Maker Inc C/O John H Galligan Sr 438 E King St
Ravisent Technologies Inc 277 Great Valy Pkwy
Reed Swaine Inc Attn Bob Maloskey Noll Co 18 E Lancaster Ave
Regen Capital C/O Becket & Lee Llp Po Box 3001
Rehab Associates 101 Lindenwood Dr Suite 420
Robinson Miqun Staybridge Suite Hotel 20 Morehall Rd
Rubino Daniel R Po Box 434
Rubino Theodore S A Est Of C/O J E Mcerln 2 Hunt Club Ln
Salinas Jose 585 Lancaster Ave
Sandler Kenneth R 1965 Rochambeau Dr
Sanofi Research Po Box 1278 A Division Of Sanofi Pharmaceu
Scherrer Herbert J III 127 Woodland Ave
Scott Betty A 4 Country Ln
Scott Esther M Estate 131 Longford Ave
Sct 4 Country View Rd
Sct Software & Resource Management 4 Country View Rd
Seljan Palma 813 Trout Run Dr
Seong Gon Kim 1950 Well Spgs Ln
Sharpless Richard F Sharpless Laura 9 Deer Run Ln
Sheldon Carol 1086 W King Rd
Sherman Williams Co Attn S Wilson 313 Technology Dr
Sherwin Williams Store 313 Technology Dr
Siemens Health Services 51 Valy Stream Pkwy
Silicone Power Corp 5 Great Valy Pkwy Ste 130
Silinas Jose C 375 Lancaster Ave
Smith Rashaun 1003 Charleston Grn
Smith Scott K 100 Shandon Pl
Stairs Harry B Village Way
Stauffer Nicolas F 64 Fahnestock Rd
Stratton William 3 Holly Ln
Subhan Zahan 1811 Page Pl
Sungard Asset Management 333 Technology Dr
Sungard Asset Mgt 65 Valy Stream
Sutherland Tace Harris 5 Oak Glen Dr
Swol Stanley B 1029 W King Rd
Sylk Thomas M 2 Whisper Ln
Taney Lawrence C 1086 W King Rd Fir 212
Taylor Edgar 283 East Lancaster Ave
Thal Jessica M 2666 Yellowspgs Rd
Therapy Associates Of Martinsville 101 Lindenwood Dr Ste 420
Thompson Steve C/O Sanchez Computer Associate Attn Lanny Kapp 40 Valy Stream
Pkwy
Transport Internatl Pool Inc Ge Capital Modular Space 40 Liberty Blvd
Turek Anna C Estate 612 Charleston Greene
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Turner Mark D 15 Fox Ridge Dr Pa 19335
Valquip Corp 18 Spring Mill Dr
Vanguard Brokerage Services 100 Vanguard Blvd
Vanguard Fiduciary Trust Co Tr 100 Vanguard Blvd
Vanguard Group 100 Vanguard Blvd
Varsalone Jeffrey T 2405 Woodview Way
Verticalnet Inc 300 Chesterfield Pkwy
Walsh Kristen Anne 93 Smt Rd
Waltman Ernest J 81 Lancaster Ave
Wang Xiaoxia Po Box 1163
Warther Richard O 118 Shandon Place
Watson Kiersten 34 Dixon Rd
Wynne Jennifer Lynne 2025 White Deer Trail
Yonce Annie M Yonce Guy B 20 E King
Young Tim 41 Oak Hill Rd
Zell John 3054 Blackberry Ln
Zell Scott 12 Markel Rd
Mendenhall, Pa 19357
Boucher William Box 188
Modena, Pa 19358
Crespo Osvaldo 11 Union St Apt 100 Po Box 100
Marchall Leluellyn Brandywine Ave
Marlena Manning Richard J 14 Woodland Ave
Wallace Anthony Po Box 122
New London, Pa 19360
Sears Florence M 122 Jenners Rd
Smith Mary Ellen Po Box 111
Waryga Bethany Christine Waryga Elizabeth Po Box 152
Nottingham, Pa 19362
Anderson William D 131 Rd
Askins Rudell Jr 1051 Lees Bridge Rd
Blansfield Pamela 190 Lees Bridge Rd
Brittingham William 175 Friends Rd
Brown Chad 264 Greenhouse Rd
Chew Bryan 359 Lees Bridge Rd
Church James Carl III 126 Red Oak Dr
Destafney Franklin 7 Ctr Dr
Farmer Harry PO Box 535
Fitz Gerald Lisa F 49 Deer Run Rd
Flowers Fabulous 41 Latham Rd
French Blanche 128 Blackburn Dr
Furches Joseph Jr 89 Mccoury Rd
Henry David L Jr 22 Horseshoe Ln
Keller Robert 289 Old Balitmore Pike
Kirk Harry K Kirk Sara 3 Horseshoe Ln
Latham Gary 11 Rd
Mccoll Donald 98 Graves Rd
Mccoy Meghan 16 Dogwood Dr
Phoenix Freight LLC 265 Friends Rd
Roney Mark 51 Glenroy Rd
Ruggear Anthony Ruggear Colleen 235 Graves Rd
Schaefer Theodore 15 Ford Rd
Thompson Andrew 135 Hickory Dr
Oxford, Pa 19363
Beckenstrater Joseph Dba Chrome Dairy Farm 441 Barnsley Rd
Blevins John 90 Woodland Dr
Bolt Amber M 188 Sunset Rd
Boyd Dale S 239 Township Rd
Butler Xavier Po Box 365
Cochranville Ag Service LLC 110 Collamer Rd
Decormis Josie 426 Market St
Dougherty John 100 Log House Rd
Earnhart Elizabeth 311 Brd St
Emmissions Testing Center 401 S 3 St
Espenschhied Mark 482 Waterway Rd
Evans Morris P Jr Evans Myrtle C/O B Evans 4310 Newark Rd
Fernandes Sheila 208 Penns Grove Rd
Ferraro Michael J 231 White Oak Dr
Fitzgerald Anna Estate 73 Pine St
Foster Christine Foster Charles 113 Roylene Dr
Franecki Josephine 326 Yorklyn Rd
Gedge Frederick 233 Beamont Ave
Grasty Wilbur C Grasty Nell 146 Election Rd
Graul Ronnie 632 Media Rd
Gwaltney Rose M 411 Chase St
Gwaltney William R Jr 321 Chorl St
Hensley Randy 260 E Mt Vernon St
Hill Hill Barbara 24 South 3rd St
Hindman Margaret Hindman Howard 172 N 3rd St
Jacks Auto Body 139 Schoolview Ln
Johnson Emma K 2703 Media Rd
Johnson Robert 244 S 6th St
Jones Sherwood L Estate 8th St
Kepler Mary Rd 1 Pa
Klein Gene 219 Stella St
Landsness M 206 Crimson Dr
Lee Sau 210 Maryland Ave
Leight John T 133 N 3rd St
Lounsbury Richard C/O J H Paxson And Sons Po Box 1000
Lu Wenhai 210 Maryland Ave
Mcberty Frank R 851 Saginaw Rd
Mcbride Danial 110 S 4th St
Melrath Erin K 1003 Reisler Rd
Miller Constance 16 Oxhaven Apartments
Monaco Theresa 15e 2020 Walnut St
Much Mandell 926 Saginaw Rd
Osborne Eva K Rd 1
Paletar Scott E 139 Schoolview Ln
Plumbing Heating Inc Pt 5100 Limestone Rd
Renno Tim 14 E Locust St
Salve Susanne Salve James 349 Yorklyn Rd
Santos Jair 406 Catamount Rd
Saunders Nelson D 219 Graves Rd
Scofield Whitney 29 Wessex Ln
Seiple Abel Allen 2703 Media Rd
Seiple Noah John 2703 Media Rd
Seiple Surya June 2703 Media Rd
Serrano Brenda 111 3rd St Apt A
Sloan Caleb M 14 Wessex Ln
Smith Scofield Dorothy W 29 Wessex Ln
Walls Margaret Estate 406 Nottingham Ave
Paoli, Pa 19301
Ao North America 1700 Russell Rd Po Box 1755
Armstrong Jennifer L 18 Moreland Rd
Basketball Marketing 04 07 Industrial Blvd
Bernotas Albert Bernotas Ernest 136 Biddle Rd
Butt Dionne O Po Box 366
Cahill Claire M 26 Leopard Rd
Center For Professional Education 1460 Russell Rd
Cherry Homes Associates Lp 73 Chestnut Rd
Chester Springs Clothing 33 Leopard Rd
Chojnacki Karen 1867 Fox Hill Ln
Claypoole Mary M 528 Virginia Ave
Dallas David PO Box 1013
Deeble Thelma Estate Dilling Dl W
Dewey Homes Wood Bank Way 73 Chestnut Rd
Dpi Capital Fund II Lp 73 Chestnut Rd
Fisher Jodie 1515 Waynesborough
Gf Pennsylvania Properties Inc 73 Chestnut Rd
Giles Ashley J C/O D O Butt Po Box 366
Glazebrook James M 181 Sheldrake Dr
Gormley Mary 338 Friendship Dr
Graham Thomas 4 Pike
Greenstone Development Ii Corp Po Box 973
Grubb Sally A 36 Wistar Rd
Hatton David T 1780 Jennings Way
Hessey Elizabeth S 27 Chetwynd Rd
Hollyday Margaret A 213 Pheasant Run Dr
Houston Lucetta M 215 S Valy Rd
Hyland Ann C/O A E Sterner 1441 Berwyn Rd
Kokat Susan A 0 Maple Ave No 2 Pa 93011
Libert Benjamin 123 E Lancaster Ave
Main Line Insurance Office PO Box 247
Malvern Federal Savings And Loan 42 E Lancaster Ave Po Box 485
Mansfield Gunnar 2 Maude Cr
Mcfee Michael R 63 Chestnut Rd
Mcquiston Jeffrey A Po Box 436
Mita Leasing Corp 189 W Lancaster Ave
Mog James 22 Cobblestone Dr
Nodlard Frances C 36 Wistar Rd
Northeast Enterprises Inc 15 Vlg Shoppes Ste D
Perry George D Perry James A Lincoln Hwy
Planco Corporation 16 Industrial Wy
Rhoads Susan A Sta Sq Ii Suite 105
Roi Fluid Technologies 145 W Lancaster Ave
Ross Betsy Industrial Blvd
Rowan Phyllis H 215 S Valy Rd
Scheer Dana 1620 Havard Ln
Tomkins Ellen G Estate Church Rd
Van Cleve Collection Inc 68 E Lancaster Ave
Warner Nancy 571 Foxwood Ln
Wedgefield Assoc Robert L Hedbury PO Box 315
Weller Grant T 519 Foxwood Ln
Welsh Brandon J 24 Fairview Rd
Zielonka Jason S 1708 E Lancaster Ave
Parkersburg, Pa 19365
Amway John C 62 East 2nd Ave
Anthony Michael 503 Washington Ave
Berklan Supply 151 N Church St
Bristow George J 534 Main St
Burke Kathryn L Burke Iris J 149 Gay St
Castaneda H 704 W Bridge St
Castaneda Manuel 704 W Bridge St
Cherry Andy 226 Main St
Engel David L 6771 N Blackhorse Rd
Fenninger Benjamin A Fenninger Dorothy 3844 S Blackhorse Rd
Fenninger Dorothy E 3844 S Blackhorse Rd
Finnefrock Joan E 62 East 2nd Ave
Gee Anthony F 407 W 8th Ave
Glen Run Cemetery Co CO R R Wilson Treas 810 4th Ave
Goodley Matthew 319 N Pottstown Pike 12 Settlers Path
Jeffers Bernadine Jeffers James 430 W 1st Ave Rear
Landry David G 107 Fox Trl
Lori Cazillo And Lc Auto Body 118 S Gay St
Lynch Jennifer L Lynch Bran 316 Old Mill Rd
Materazzi Jeffrey 240 S Iowa Ave
Mckaysimons Theodore 2997 Upper Valy Rd
Messner Barry 26 Highland Ct Rd
Mobil 100 South Church St
Pavelik Robert 122 Main St
Popoca David 704 W Bridge St
Qualia Gian C 13 S Culvert St Apt 1st Floor North
Red Door Builders 600 North Limestone Rd
Runner Arnold L Jr 30 Beale Dr
Russell Dorothy V Estate 514 W 1st Ave
Smith Melanie R 602 W 3rd Ave
Stackhouse Warren L Jr 360 Strasburg Ave Apt 5
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Tmg Homes 600 North Limestone Rd
Valley Center Corp Po Box 243
Verdegem Vincent M Verdegem Grace A Rd 1
Wagner David E 753 Locust Ave
Watterson Morris W 508 First Ave
Watterson Morris W Watterson Virginia 400a 1st Ave
Watterson Virginia 508 First Ave
Wolfe Alan 517 W 2nd Ave
Wolfe Betty C Est 705 4th Ave
Wood Timothy D 129 S Gay St
Zimmerman Patrice 99 Frienship Way
Phoenixville, Pa 19460
Advanced Lock & Security 375 Morgan St Suite 3f
American Society Of Ancient Instruments 1315 State Rd
Annette Bangert 207 Merlin Rd
Ashton Sophie Estate 165 Dean St
Barron Maggie M 118 Heister Rd
Barton R Sylvia 10 Vincent Rd
Beard Jay A Jr 994 Spring City Rd
Bennett Susan 232 Liberty House Ln
Bittner Richard 2 Pawlings Cir
Blaine Timothy B 152 Mowere Rd
Blank Frances C Estate Longford Rd
Bober Mary T 1419 State Rd Lot 45 L
Boogar Elizabeth A Estate Nutt Rd
Bunn Marcelli Estate 525 Bridge
Caba Robert 753 Valy Forge Rd
Campbell Ennis Klotztz C/O C E Klotzbach F 5th Main Sts
Carter Elizabeth 101 Hidden Hollow Ct
Cermanski Amanda 266 Morris St 1
Chen Shang Jiin 3 Loramar Ln
Clancy Frank M Jr 125 Stewarts Ct
Collins Loren L Collins Martha 563 Kimberton Rd
Colon Lorraine 205 Bridge St Apt 3
Conway Margaret J Estate 423 Vanderslice St
Corrado Homes 1021 Egypt Rd Attn Heidi Baringer
Costa Barros Cesar Algusto 184 First Ave Apt 4
Courtenay Lillie A C O Anderson Place Valy
Courtenay William A C/O Anderson Place Valy
Crenshaw Biancane 495 Nutt Rd Apt A−203
Cunniff James F 605 Nutt Rd
Dasilva Denivaldo Jose 330 Brower St
De Tarsso Lopez Martins Paulo 305 Main St
Debeque Cheryl Westredge Gdns A−103
Desanto Blaise A Ii 123 Lewisville Ct
Devereux Sharon D 1457 Riverwood Ln
Diamond James Estate 509 Washington Ave
Donegal Rocks Products 1330 Charlestown Rd
Drake Lawrence White Horse Rd
Drysdale Madeline White Horse Rd
Duckett Jennifer 252 Morgan St Apt 216
Dwyer Michael 1742 Hamilton Dr
Eaton Jill 362 Third Ave
Erwin Dolores B 8 Emery Ln
Favinger Lewis I 153 Mowere Rd
Ferreira Joao 348 Grove St
Fidelity Philadelphia Trust Co 5 Spring Ln
Filler John M 137 Merlin Rd
Fishbein Charles Fishbein Joyce 110 Sloan Rd
Fisher Robert A 262 Rivercrest Dr
Fletcher Robert D White Horse Rd
Flories Joseph 3106 King Ln
Fox Robert J 417 Gay St
Fox Tracy H C/O R J Fox 417 Gay St
Funk Dallas G 315 S White Horse Rd
Fusco Diane 377 Third Ave
Ganter Marie 209 Carey St
Garciapalma Juan 236 Walnut St
George Dirk 123 Gateshead Way
Gertrud Schlotter Estate 822 W Bridge
Glenn Marsha A 176 First Ave Apt #1
Global Material Supply And Services T/A 110 Anderson Farm Rd
Gonchi Madhavi Radha K
Green Rashad R 4 E High St
Gregg Angeline W Estate Rr 2
Griffin Edward 605 Nutt Rd
Harper Rhonda 415 Breckenridge St
Harris Lori 25 East Grant St
Heckler Grant PO Box 604
Helldebrandt Bertha Rr 1
Henderson Willie E 564 Kimberton Rd Apt C
Hildebrandt Bertha Gertrude Rd
Hood Bruce C 826 Maple Ave
Hughes Joseph J 341 West Kimber Dr
Hunter David 113 Potters Pond Dr
Hurt Philip 4 E Anderson Ave
Ianni Joseph L 473 High St
James Mark Rr 2 Pickering Dam Rd
John Campbell And Pejeys Auto Body 1605 N Ridge Dr
Johnson Sidney 356 Grover St
Jones Michael J Jones Marcene 1361 Patrick Henry Dr
Joseph John 434 Greene Ln
Kassam Tashir 108 Stewarts Ct
Kennedy Charles Estate 13 W High St
Kennel Mark 30 Mockingbird
Kent Cheryl L 1607 Briarwood Ct
King Chris 510 Ringold St
King Craig 158 Harvest Ln
Klotzbach Campbell E C/O C E Klotzbach F 5th Main Sts
Knipe Claudia H 206 Main St
Krause Scott 315 Church St Apt 1
Kurish Alex 5 Spring Ln
Langevin Doris E 321 1/2 Hall St
Lee Andrew 230 Parkview Dr
Li Hanyuan 3401 Eland Down
Lima Ariadna 326 Grover St
Lyng Edward 19 Crestview Rd
Margaret Morris Estate 326 Nutt Rd
Marino Lorraine 73 Ashwood Ln
Marks Lucas 102 Reief Ln
Mazza Beth 2 Pawlings Cir
Mc Williams Daniel 239 Bridge St #2
Mcgrath Maryanne 201 High St
Mcgraw Ronald 119 Hudson Dr
Mcgray Jennie M 508 Virginia Ave
Mcomber Nathan 6 Wendy Way Unit 45
Miller Howard 2201 Eland Downe
Miller Melville G Miller Mildred L 424 Valy Forge Rd
Moore Emilie J Moore Anna E 30 Nutt Rd
Moore Esther 60 Kleyona Ave
Moorehead Chris 45 Serenity Cir
Moriarty John 1100 Cherry St Apt C28
Morris Margaret Estate 326 Nutt Rd
Mulholland Joseph J Estate 531 Pickering Ln
Munro George 1117 Rapps Dam Rd
Neal Saville Christophe 524 Merlin Rd
Neide Robert C/O Valy Forge Ind Disposal Valy Park Rd
Nelduser Ann 2 Hall St
Newcomer Melanie 211 Providence Forge Rd
Newkirk Carter Annie M Po Box 604
Noble William J Cust Rr 2 Pickering Dam Rd
Odonnell Helen Estate 136 Starr
Odonnell William J Odonnell Daniel J Country Club Rd
Parker John 1070 E Bridge St
Patterson Lisa 409 High St
Perez Ricardo 258 Washington Ave
Perrone Louis 603 Village At Eland
Pickle Anna B Estate 234 Church St
Pierce William R Jr 8 Emery Ln
Pless Ventures LLC Dba Quiznos Sub 106 Elton Dr
Quiznos Sub 8249 700 Nutt Rd
Raju Bobburu S Radha K
Richardson Hill Edward 1502 Gunpowder Rd
Rieder Mark 66 Page Ln
Romano Frederick P Dr 159 West Ruth Ave
Roth William 117 Lewisville Ct
Ruch Kelly 1225 Madison Ave
Safrath Farrah 4038 Pickering Dam Rd
Santiago William Santiago Sherry 412g Parkview Dr
Selmer Carolyn Elizabeth Dr 152 Lenrsville Ct
Setega Bernard 535 Bridge St
Settar Charles 1606 Eland Downe
Shareholders Bidtrac Com 145 Oakwood Ln
Sheffield 1000 Township Line Rd
Shivick Barbara 1301 Denise Cir
Shrawder Restorations Inc 1000 Township Line Rd Ste 6
Shuang Cui 57 Bryce Way
Sim Christopher 118 Bobtail Dr
Simpson Rodger 25 West Pothouse Rd
Sindlinger Betty 31 Westridge Dr
Smith Charles E Smith Jeffrey 115 Roskeen Ct
Smith Michael S 117 Windy Hollow Dr
Sparano Elizabeth N 14 E 7 Stars Rd
Spinelli Judith 501 Mason St 217
Stubanas Margaret E 314 Milligan St
Swearer Blanche 707 Parkview Dr
Swearer Blanche Estate 707 Parkview Dr
Sypherd John L Chester Rd
Taiyebi Husain 333 Vista Dr
Tittle Freddie E C/O Valy Forge Ind Disposal Valy Park Rd
Troiani Dante A 433 South St
Valley Forge Dialysis Unit 750 S Main St Ste 305
Varner David 501 Village At Eland
Webb Ida G C/O J Viscuso 702 Byrne Rd
Weinert Dorothy Weinert Nancy 46 Manavon St
White Charles 49 Richard Lee Ln
Williams Melvin 238 Walnut St Po Box 304
Zibell Robin 501 Logan Rd
Pocopson, Pa 19366
Bahel Stephen C Bahel Brandon J Po Box 334
Carter David B Po Box 41
Ohair Jaclyn Ohair Sean Po Bx 127
Pomeroy, Pa 19367
Cullen Kimberley 1931 Valy Rd Po Box 22 Pa 19367
Gill Catherine Valy Rd Pa 19367
Herr Robert P Valy Rd Pa 19367
Pottstown, Pa 19465
Acker Paul 1051 Grandview Cir North
Brown Richard 392 Fricks Lock Rd
Curtis Francis R Star Rte
Detweiler Donald Estate Rr 4
Detweiler Donald G Estate Rr 4
Dibella John 103 Pearson St
Epps Thomas L 794 Lincoln Ave
Essick Edith R Essick Elmer 889 River Rd
Gougler Harold Star Rte
Gricar Emma 441 W Hoffecker Rd
Guest Melvin L Estate Rr 2
Hale Edward D Estate Hanover Hts 357 Kline Ave
Holden Edith M Pughtour Rd Rr 1 Box 345b
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Information Empowerm Group 64 Ebelhare Rd
Jones Eleanor E Estate Rr 1
Mcgarrity James P 1249 New Philadelphia Rd
Naumann Herb 866 Ridge Rd
Rosewarne I K Estate Rr 1
Ryan Homes 84 N Savanna Dr Lot 113
Santangelo Philip 188 Saylors Mill Rd
Vanhelmond Paul T 1411 Evans Rd
Yarmush Anna 759 S Hanover St
Sadsburyville, Pa 19369
Freged Peter L Jr Morris Ln Box 66
Huke Gordan Huke Norman Po Box 287
Zeb Zohail II 2952 East Lincoln Hi
Southeastern, Pa 19398
Certified Corp Dba Wpg Ap Richmond Po Box 6102
Comcast Cable Corp. Po Box 3001
Margaret A Young Tax Collector C Po Box 6016
Metwest Dba Quest Diagnostics Po Box 5000
Mitchell Paul W PO Box 1118
Quest Diagnostics Inc Po Box 5000
Reliance Standard Po Box 3124
Smithkline Beecham Clinical P O Box 5000
Vanguard Group The Fbo Norman E Grazier PO Box 8101
Vazquez Jorge Po Box 5000
Southeastern, Pa 19399
Americlic LLC Po Box 1917
Bouzid Ahmed Po box 628
Cad Continuum Po Box 2425
Horizon Medical Center Po Box 1433
Keystone Tax Service Po Box 441
Kingstree Group Inc Po Box 2217
Lunsford Walter PO Box 30
Nova Records Management Po Box 1628
Steward Paul F Jr Md Po Box 1408
Spring City, Pa 19475
Banyacski Julie Cust Banyacski Henry 413 New St
Bauman Grace M Bauman Harry K 418 New St
Beard Richard G Southeastern Veterans Ctr 1 Ve Mod 3
Dilworth Daniel A 1298 W Bridge St
Duda Cindy M 225 Bridge St
Frederick Charles A Estate Wall St
Frick Dolores V Frick Harry L 411 Ridge
Hoster Debra J Hoster Jack O 1776 Sawmill Rd
Jackamowicz Frank Southeastern Veterans Ctr 1 Ve Mod 3
Johnson Michael Eugene 245 S Cedar St Apt L248
Kentwell Richard G 2 Treber Ln
Kratzer Kenneth Clarence Southeastern Veterans Ctr One Veterans Dr
Mayerson Law Offices Pc 3540 Schuylkill Rd
Miller Zachary J 120 Keen Rd
Osborne Michael E 11 White Horse Ln
Quigg Joseph G 125 Pikland
Rand Celia 28 Bertolet School Rd
Robinson Beryl Estate 164 Brd St
Romano Michael J Se Veterans Ctr Veterans Dr
Schrogie Elizabeth 30 Williams Way
Schrogie John J III Irrevocable Trust 30 Williams Way
Schum Kenneth A 316 New St
Schuman John Wall Chestnut
Smith David S Smith Irvin S 219 Chestnut
Srjs Royalty Trust 106 Croton Ct
Taylor William H Spc Arng 1 Veterans Dr Apt 108
Tedor Bruce 129 Pikeland Ave
Villagomez Maria Villagomez Juan 853 Aspen Ave
Webb Amy E 406 Yost Av
Wesner Nathan 323 Pikeland Ave
Yost Lelia I Yost Joseph 329 Airy St
Thorndale, Pa 19372
Citadel Fed Credit Union PO Box 147
Darlington C R 9 Bluff Rd
Estrella Eleanor R 3312 Norma Dr
Fick Rachael 9 Lisa Dr
Hodess Arthur H Md 3025 3025 Cg Zinn Blvd
Mc Creary Elizabeth Estate R 1
Mckay Simons Theodore 3605 Homestead Ln
Richard E Deforno Dmd Pc 3105 C G Zinn Rd
Robert Schmidt M 3628 E Lincoln Hwy
Schmidt Robert E Md 233 E Evergreen St Ste 2
Schoen Marian L 3460 Lincoln Hwy
Spina Bifida Association Of Delaware Po Box 72109
Toughkenamon, Pa 19374
Andrade N Carlos 957 Newark Rd
Bertogli Michael Lewis Po Box 307
Lara A Zavala Po Box 332
Ortega Ivan 1000 Newark Rd
Scott Marguerite E Church St
Trindad Torres Joseph M Po Box 382
Unionville, Pa 19375
Cassidy Joseph PO Box 831
Eli Silberman Tr U T/D 1212 Scott Rd
Mangan Stevens Suzanne Po Box 916
Road S 1212 Scott Rd
Silberman Eli 1212 Scott Rd
Smith Walker Averell Penn Po Box 496
Wickes Helen Po Box 524
Uwchland, Pa 19480
Lewis Felicia M Lewis James Po Box 275
Valley Forge, Pa 19481
Alessi Diane PO Box 455
Bakery Pen Po Box 740
Dairy Industry Union Pension Plan Po Box 740
Dougherty G B Jr Dougherty E D Dougherty L 1789 Hamilton Dr
Dr H 1789 Hamilton Dr
Herring Shelley A Herring William J Po Box 236
Ifg Insurance Services 1220 Valy Forge Rd 42
Lieb Kathryn C Po Box 183
Philadelphia Bakery Emp And Fd Driver Po Box 740
Valley Forge, Pa 19482
American Baptist Home Mission Po Box 851
Amerigas Po Box 965 Kathy Crooks
Amerigas Propane Lp PO Box 965
Bird Inc 750 E Swedesford Rd
Cec Associates Inc 1220 Valy Forge Rd Unit 9
Ertwine Jeffrey A Po Box 1110
Group Vanguard Po Box 2900 S 32
Houghton International Po Box 930
Johnson Matthey Semiconduct Pkg Inc Po Box 733
Mauriello Nancy Apc 750 E Swedesford Robert Po B
Pan American Financi Al Service Po Box 987
Pineville Park Associates Two 1288 Valy Forge Rd Po Box 987 Bldg 66
Pq Corporation Po Box 840
Promed Associates Inc Po Box 987
Rockford LLC 901 South Trooper Rd
Salois Isabella Po Box 2600
Us Marine Brunswick 401k C/O Vanguard Fiduciary Trust Box 2900
Vanguar Group Po Box 1101
Vanguard Fiduciary Group C/O Po Box 1106 Fbo Harold L Bush The Vanguard Group
Vanguard Fiduciary Trust Co Po Box 1101 Fbo: John M Lawton As Trustee Of Ira For
Particip
Vanguard Fiduciary Trust Co Po Box 2600
Vanguard Group Po Box 2600
Wagontown, Pa 19376
Allen Geoffrey Po Box 362
Mace Kenneth E 434 Wagontown Rd
West Brandywine, Pa 19320
Balsley Myrtle H 202 Freedom Blvd
Kelley Joan C 552 Freedom Blvd
Kelley Matthew D Jr 552 Freedom Blvd
Olinick Michael B Olinick Sophie N 110 Baker St
West Chester, Pa 19380
Abdullah Omer 314 Joseph Dr
Academy Of Life Underwriting 610 Perry Dr
Afranchetti Donna 210 Pheasant Run Rd
Ager Jean 134 Bent Tree Dr
Ager Jean B Trust Po Box 2406
Ager Lajean F Trust Po Box 2406
Agle George E 205 West Virginia Ave
Alden & Freda Cutshall Trust 100 W Virginia Ave
Alessandro Joseph P 460 Bala Tr
Allmarach Associates Pa Lp 927 North Chester
Aloha Cafe And Bakery LLC 106 W Gay St
Andress Vera R 8 Green Bank Ave
Andrien Micheal S 441 Veronica Rd
Andrien Paul Estate 39 Sueronier Rd
Antell Charles F Jr 108 Lynn Cir
Antonio Joseph S 415 N New St
Aps Wireless Communi 900 Airport Rd
Arevalo Nelly J 17 Katie Way
Autumn View Inc 961 Downingtown Rd
Avellino Tina 225 Smallwood Ct
Aylward Stephen 706 Bradford Tr
Ayres Marilyn 438 Willow Way
Badyna Craig E 1128 Windsor Dr
Barclay Jack David Barclay Scott A 1544 Tanglewood Dr
Barimani Ali 742 Bradford Tr
Barnes Deanna L 683 Metro Ct
Barry Brendan S 201 Silverbell Ct
Baxter Leon 1373 Burke Rd
Beatty John D Jr 723 Southern Dr
Begley Kathleen 1212 Foxglove Ln
Benvignati Anita M 334 N Church St
Bernate Eduardo 850 Jefferson Way
Bernstein Jacqueline E Bernstein Alan H 1560 Mcdaniel Dr
Betty Robert 240 West Gay St
Binnie Anna I 260 Colwyn Ter
Birkmeyer David A 1017 Marlin Dr
Black Norma B 260 Walnut Spgs Ct
Blanche A Michael 279 Walnut Spgs Ct
Boggs Wayne 217 W Lafayette St
Bohannon Michael T Bohannon Helen G 1429 Gary Ter
Bolmar Corporation 439 S Bolmar St Po
Bolte John M 340 Old Bailey Ln
Bonacquisti Michael J 110 Wayne Ct
Bonanno Rose Est 1361 E Boot Rd Apt 201
Bond Mary A 1324 E Strasburg Rd
Borgese Jolene 543 Cork Cir
Borst Richard A 734 Chessier Ct
Boudreau Joseph F 702 Clover Ridge Dr
Boyer Lee A 324 W Chestnut St
Boyle Bonnie C 420 E Anglesey Tr
Bradley Franklin O Bradley Franklin 10 N Franklin
Brodie Elizabeth C Area School Dist 320 N Church St
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Brosius Mary L Rd 4 Locust Grove Rd
Brosius Roberta Rd 4 Locust
Brown Philip H 841 Derby Dr
Bruton Kevin A 1234 Waterford Rd
Buddenhagen Thomas H 3 Patrick Ave
Burke Josephine E 353 E Biddle St
Burton Neil & Associates Pc 1060 Andrew Drsuite 170
Butler Daniel E 964 Embree Ln
Butler Richard A 300 E Evans St Apt C−112
Callius Mildred Re: Harry C Tyson Dec D 336 N Church St
Cameron Peter 1623 Bow Tree Dr
Cammarata Kacia L 1299 Clearbrook Rd
Capparelli Nicholas Capparelli Lisa H 919 Nathaniel Dr
Caprara Robert J 124 W Washington St
Cardiology P 531 Maple Ave
Carey Joanne R 942 Garlington Cir
Carter Ward Margaret A 204 W Marshall St
Case Gerald 215 James Dr
Cashman Joseph C/O C Edward 1122 A Taylor Ave
Cavallos Auto Body 311 W Marshall St
Centrella Daniel P 121 E Washington Ave 3rd Flr
Charlesworth Jennifer Lynne Dds 795 E Marshall St Suite 100
Cheek Walter M 918 Saratoga Dr
Chester County Ear 602 E Marshall St 11
Chester County Health Dept 601 Westtown Rd Ste 295 Po Box 2747
Clark Kaitlyn E 800 Harmony Hill Rd
Collins Nicholas 1504 W Woodbank Way
Constantino Maria A 545 W Marshall St
Cook Mary 476 Dourlas Dr
Corcoran Jill 1611 Bow Tree Dr
Corp Delray F 700 W Downington Pike
Cottrel Rene 1204 Birmingham Rd
Crafters Object 1405 Granby Way
Craig Timothy J 920 Greystone Dr
Cubberly Glenna K 620 Brandywne Pkwy
Cuddeback Richard B Jr 1222 N Ashbrooke Dr
Cutshall Alden Cutshall Freda 100 W Virginia Ave
Daiut Anthony 6 Amanda Ln
Dalbor Steven J 1023 Harriman Ct
Daza Lee E 544 Montvale Cir Pa 93801
Decola Kerri L 1300 Wycklow Dr
Deery Timothy J 22 Patrick Ave
Delcampo William 337 St James Rd
Delong James W 910 N New St
Didonato Lisa 716 Peach Tree Dr
Dodds Dolores E Dodds Ryan M 1236 Upton Cir
Dodds Nicholas J Dodds Dolores E 1236 Upton Cir
Donegan Denise G 1564 Mill Race Ln
Doney Blake W 304 Devonshire Cir
Dougherty Beverly P 105 Cloverly Ln
Dougherty Mary Kathryn 410 N Matlack St
Drake Susan E 1274 Robynwood Ln
Drysdale Scott 543 Powell Ln
Duffy Charles P 846 Durant Ct
Dunbar Sean E 331 Hannum Ave
Dunk Nancy H 753 Inverness Village
Dutcher Frank 930 Doghill Rd
Eadie William W 521 Hillside Dr
Earh Elizabeth 1215 Waterford Rd
East Goshen Pharmacy Inc 400 Kent Dr
Eccles Eonald W Jr 203 Marie Rd
Emrey Tracey A Pt 701 E Marshall St
Enriquez Lee E 135 Fringetree Dr
Evans Ann F 804 Irene Dr
Faggioli Edmund V 1302 HiLLCrest Ave
Farley Kathleen Megan L 207 Valy Cir
Farrell Timothy M 383 Hartftd Sq
Fay James 823 Elderberry Ln
Filer Anthony J 423 Chrislena Dr
First Natl Bank Of Chester Co C/O St C Frederick 311 N Five Points Rd
Fitch Lindsay 467 Cassatt Ct
Fleck Phylliss M Fleck Byron Y 514 Price St
Forshey Mark 311 W Marshall St
Foster Kevin D 1203 Halifax Ct Pa 19382
Frames Motor Freight 1200 Wrights Ln
Frames Motor Freight Po Box 1600
Frantz Michael J 980 Conner Rd
French Mullen 520 N New St
Friends Hall At 424 North Matlack St
Fritz M K 700 N Franklin St Rm 307
Gaines Eleanor Gaines Edward 329 W Washington St Apt 3
Gane F R 327 Devon Way
Garofalo Robert C 1543 Mill Race Ln
Garrity Maria Nikkole 168 Lydia Ln
Gentry Marcia L 1131 Grove Rd
Georgescu Andrei 405 Hartford Sq
Georgopanos Boullas Llp 445 Hannum Ave
Giegel Rosemary 304 E Marshall St Apt739
Gilbert Steven C 810 Kenmara Dr
Glasco Leon L 229 W Washington St
Golder Esther N 200 N Adam St
Golder Francis H Golder Esther N 222 N Church
Gonzalez Raul Jr 301 W Chestnut St
Gowda Mahesh 236 Snowberry Way
Grafstrom Frederick B 1254 Victoria Ln
Graham John P Jr 221 Baldwin Dr
Gray Alice H P/O Box 134 Pa 19381
Gray Gerald S 111 Furr Ave
Greer Samuel W 123 Bent Tree Dr
Griffith Kim 142 Cromwell Ln
Griscom Allen A 156 Whispering Oaks Pa 19382
Groundwater Technology Inc 1122 Capital Of Texas Hi
Guadagnini Udilio 240 W Gay St
Gueriera Marcia L 414 Misak Dr
Gulliford Robert 602 Grubbs Mill Rd
Gutierrez Juan J 504 A Montgomery
Hacking Alan L 961 Rock Creek Rd
Hagstrom Carl H Estate 529 Hillside Dr
Halpin Eleanor 1216 Gateway Ln
Hankey Robrt 225 Birchwood Dr
Harlan Melanie 126 N Darlington St
Harrison Sandra C 1041 Pottstown Pike
Hathen Ejane Hersheys Mill 583 Franklin Way
Hawkins Irma 700 N Franklin St
Hayes Charles 1025 N New St
Heine Karl C 152 Weedon Ct
Hendel Irving M 738 N New St
Henderson Charles B Henderson Jane A 483 Lisa Dr
Herrmann Henry C 1460 S Whitford Rd
Hickey Geraldine 1263 Knollwood Dr
Hieb William J 126 N Darlington St
Hiller Helen I Trust 222 Chandler Dr
Hobaugh Kirk W 127 Lacy St
Hoffnagle Eric 1516 Manley Rd B17
Holl Blair L 559 Smt House
Hollabaugh Roy L 1000 Queen Dr
Holland Bebe S 10 Green Hill Rd
Hoopes Andrew G 452 Birmingham Rd
Horn Scott L 818 Lincoln Ave
Hudson Vincent J 437 E Neilds St
Hughes Robert D Hughes Sharon L Po Box 2581
Hugill H 1207 Hadleigh Dr
Iannelli Mike A 413 College Ave
Import Intelligence 314 Turner Ln
Information Services International Inc 1301 Wilson Dr
Jackson Charles E III 143 Longford Rd
Jackson Diane 1333 E Strasburg Rd
James Chevrolet Inc 1010 Pk
Janes Preston D Janes Nancy S 330 Laurel Dr
Jason Thomas 101 N Five Points Rd Apt E7
Jennings Lewis Jennings Emma 506 Hasting Ave
Jensen Jon D 805 Reading Ct
John Jacob 209 Marie Rd
Johnson Bradford B 120 N Wayne St
Johnson Christian 1520 Meadowbrook Ln
Johnson Christian Johnson Kathryn 1520 Meadowbrook Ln
Johnson Jeannette Johnson Christian 1520 Meadowbrook Ln
Jordan Shara J 238 Tall Pines Dr
Kase Daniel B Jr Kase Dorthy H Kase James B 1061 Kennett Way
Kasparian Kathleen 213 Smallwood Ct
Keefe Eugene L Keefe Cindy M 1254 Memory Ln
Kell Janice 476 Eaton Way
Keller Michael W 210 Ellis Ln
Kemp Gregory 2 Waterview Rd #Q08
Kimball Dixie 1321 Mary Jane Ln
King Weston L 1247 Phoenixville Pike
Kloss Nicholas A 558 Patrice Ln
Knowlton Harold G Ii 1004 Hidden Hollow Ln
Korvec Alan L 1127 New Jersey Ave
Kramen Jeanne 796 Jefferson Way
Kressley Nevin R Kressley Janet 987 Pottstown Pike
Kroger Dinene 825 Shadow Farm Rd
Krombolz Agency Inc 200 N High St Ste 101
Kubathka Keith 703 Shigh St
Kusel Curtis N 176 Stirling Ct
Lal A Tony 130 Longford Rd
Lam Wing Leung 1413 Woodbank Way
Lang Elizabeth M Lang James J 1347 Morstein Rd
Lao Moi Phahn 1020 Paoli Pike
Larson Hannah 331 Brd Run Rd
Latoche Walter J 211 Laydon Ln
Laurel High School Class Of 1988 142 Cromwell Ln
Laurelli Carmen J 207 Margaret Ln
Lefevre Veronica H Lefevre Charles E Power Ln
Light Richard T H&L Enterprises 208 Carter Dr Ste 11
Linebarger John W 325 Ridley Creek Ln
Ll Slack C 1450 East Boot Rd Suite 500−B
Long Robert C 1555 Mill Race Ln
Long’s Heating & Cooling Inc 829 Lincoln Ave Unit 2
Lopez Jose A 149 Southerland Ct
Love Christine M Love Kelsay C 19 Turner Ave
Lucine Albert A Jr 959 Dutton Mill Rd
Lundy Kimberly E 250 Monmouth Tr
Main Line Personal Physicians LLC 1450 E Boot Rd Suite 300 A
Marguess Wanda J 380 Sunset Hollow Rd
Marinelli Rosemari 20 East Washington
Marino Patricia 304 E Marshall St Apt 739
Markward Alma R 942 Garlington Cir
Marshall Charles M 1119 Laurel Dr
Mauger Co Inc C/O Attn W Austin 300 C Lawrence Dr
Mcbride Jeanne C 1247 Phoenixville Pike
Mccabe Amanda 635 Metro Ct
Mccalla John L C 245 Smallwood Ct
Mcconnell Bob E 1198 Muirfiled
Mccool R. Christian C/O Mac Assoc Po Box 2108
Mccutcheon Thomas C 303 Reservoir Rd
Mcdavitt William D 737 Chessie Ct
Mcginnis Melissa J 1338 Sherwood Dr
Mckelvey John J 637 N Speakman Ln
Mclaughlins Exxon John Michael Mclaughlin 1599 W Chester Pike
Mcnally Stephen 810 Downington Pike
Mcquaid Kyle 114 Woodmint Dr
Means G Elizabeth 30 E Miner St
Medford Thomas C 529 N Darlington St
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Meehan Andrew 910 Winesap Way
Metz Bettina Metz Franz C/O Vwr International 1310 Goshen Pkwy
Middle Dept Inspection Attn Middle Dept Insp Agency Po Box 2654
Miles E Scott Jr 1615 E Boot Rd B234
Miller Charles Po Box 1282
Miller Donna Kay 510 Veronica Rd
Miller Keith E 1615 East Boot Rd
Miller Susan 437 E Cardigan Terr
Miller Suzanne Miller Gilbert Po Box 2372
Moe Margaret J 1719 Bow Tree Dr
Moore Brian 555 W Boot Rd
Mosley Gary 109 Waterwillow Rd
Mosley Marlane 258 Monmouth Tr
Mui Alfred S 128 Longford Rd
Mumma Kathryn 717 Timber Ln
Musco Anthony V 1205 Clearbrook Rd
Nancy H Dunk Revocable Trust 753 Inverness Dr
Nassib Ryan 235 Oxford Rd
Nelson William H 1411 W Woodbank Way
Nilsson George E Est 1662 Bow Tree Dr
Ninnis John R 1043 Squires Dr
Obrien Charles A 400 Galway Dr
Obrien Kevin D 231 W Chestnut St 2a
Oldsey Bernard S 520 William Ebbs Ln
Olimpi Stephen P 11 Waterview Rd Apt 110
Oral Maxillofacial Srgy Etc Lt Disque & Gustainis Dmd Ltd 600 E Marshall St Ste
106
Parry David V 1210 Bridgewater Dr
Patton James 904 Paoli Pk
Paulino Jason P 1254
Payne Luther 12 Loucust Ct
Pearl Properties 721 S High St
Pennington Clara 380 Sunset Hollow Rd
Pennington Neil D 928 Railway Sq
Pepper Mill Rest 813 W Chester Rd
Persick Lawrence J Persick Matthew L 930 Northhills Rd
Pineda Antonio 409 S Matlack St
Plummer Christopher 515 Locust Ln
Porter Charles W Jr 955 Cornwallis Dr
Porter Helen R 955a Cornwallis Dr
Precision Craftsmen Inc 1213 Karen Ln
Precision Interiors Inc 1213 Karen Ln
Prpd Bayada Ad Book 313 Box Elder Dr
Pyle William L 1612 Williams Way
Qbventures Inc 121 Cratin Ln
Reid Robert H 1403 Masters Ct
Rengert Arlene C 100 W Virginia Ave
Reuther Robert 904 Owen Rd
Rice Anita W 1615 E Boot Rd L138
Rice Matthew H 812 Goshen Rd Apt E13
Rieben Carrie S Estate 613 Thorncroft Dr
Robblee Franklin A Apt B132 1615 E Boot Rd
Robblee Helen 1615 E Boot Rd Apt B13
Roberts Griffith E 517 Legion Dr
Robertson Lisa 657 Metro Ct
Robinson Stella 124 E Biddle
Robinson William 124 E Biddle
Rodriguez Manuel 210 W Washington St
Romero Mendez Jose E 5 N Franklin St
Route 81 Radio Group B LLC 127 Willowbrook Ln
Rowell Robert B 509 N Franklin St
Ryan Matthew J 719 Inverness Dr
Ryan Rachel E 812 Goshen Rd Apt C2
Ryan Stephen J Ryan Kiley E 18 N Concord Rd
Ryan Stephen J Ryan Leah K 18 N Concord Rd
Ryan Stephen J Ryan Selah N 18 N Concord Rd
Sabbatino Benjamin John 214 North Everhart Ave
Sackitey Solomon K 738 Chessie Ct
Sanders Peter 1669 Royal Berkshire Cir
Saunders Investment Fund Ii Lp 100 Lawrence Dr
Savoie J Paul 138 W Gay St
Scalzi John H 1406 Merion Tr
Schaeffer Howard R 1339 Park Ave
Schmitz Randal J 867 Durant Ct
Schoener Glenn R 1241 N Ashbrooke Dr
Scientific Vwr 1310 Goshen Pkwy
Senese Christine S Senese Gary L 690 Highpoint Dr PaJo Ann Soloy Sara H 212
Canterbury Dr
Sengha Surjit S 1206 Rockwood Dr
Shane Jeremy L 1729 Towne Dr
Sheridan Emily C 1615 E Boot Rd Apt L327
Shields James F 1501 E Woodbank Way
Shover Jamie 714 South Garfield St
Signoret Anne R 1615 E Boot Rd L329
Sipler Ed 1202 Rockwood Dr
Smith G R II 700 N Franklin St Apt 224n
Song Chang H 812 Goshen Rd Apt C15
Soscia Lawrence Sr 232 N Darlington St
Soto Rafael A 1506 Windermere Rd Apt 103
Souell Martha 300 E Marshall St Apt 320
Spangler Jed 372 Galway Dr
Spaz Beverage Company Inc 890 S Matlack St
Spencer William 752 Inverness Dr
Spinner Andrew R 632 N Speakman Ln
Sproul Barry C 300 E Miner St
Stancato Anthony Jr 7 W Gay St
Stancato Anthony L Jr 7 W Gay St
Stefanski Walter 107 Furr Ave
Stewart Jedidiah B 1002 Elmwood Ave
Stewart Zachary A Stewart Stacey C 1002 Elmwood Ave
Stong Neil P 866 Jefferson Way
Story Kathleen A 220 West Gay St
Strode Kester Dana 908 Baylowell Dr
Stuart C Frederick 311 N Five Points Rd
Stuart Carolyn G 1319 Greenhill Rd
Stubits Mark T 1021 Edgemill Rd
Sutton Christopher E 117e Washington St
Sweeney Francis 1216 Gateway Ln
Swert Robert E Swert Rexine M 600 Barker Dr
Swintek Barbara J 42 Harrison Rd East
Sykes Bernard P 515 A Highland
Synthes Spine 1302 Wrights Ln East
Szatmary Gail Area Sch Dist 320 N Church St
T & H Development I LLC 1551 Ulster Cir
Taft Cathryn M 103 Birchwood Dr
Tan Trinh Dd 313 Est Boot Rd
Telmar Network Technology C O Ms Diane Slocum 1045 Andrew Dr
Terry Mary E 303 S Adams St
Thatcher Cherie E 1533 Glenmont Ln
Thomas Richard X 1083 Clipper Mill Dr
Tierney Michael J 32 Sheffield Ln
Timmerman Bradley Cole 1000 Round House Ct
Torpey Nancy M 1304 Sherwood Dr
Tryon Sandra 479 Scott Dr
Tuckerman Daniel F 414 Anglesey Tr
Twohig William 147 Brittany Place
Tyson Mary Re: Harry C Tyson Dec D 336 N Church St
Ulrich Ruth B 333 Caswallen Dr
University Hall 180 University Ave Attn R Cvyzyk
Vanderheyden Peter Allan 117 Pendula Ct
Vargas Romulo Pablo 219 W Washington St Apt 6
Vazquez Armando 715 E Virginia Ave
Verizon Teleproducts 516 Brandywine Pkwy
Verrechio Gerald J 300 E Marshall St Apt 132
Vuignier Barbara I 5 Harrison Rd W
Waldon David 504 Todd Way
Waller Alvin 900 Pineview Dr
Walter B Satterthwaite Associates Inc 720 Old Fern Hill Rd
Walter James F 921 Saratoga Dr
Wanner Shauna L 1410 Old Pottstown Pike
Washington Andre 146 Fringetree Dr
Waters Virginia A 1460 Chestnut Ct
Weishampel Charles 148 Southerland Ct
Welch Carol L C 1405 Ship Rd
Weldon Paul R 880 Sunset Hollow Rd
Wetten William R 1615 Manley Rd
Whelan Robert A 927 Copes Ln
White Charles H V 1205 Morstein Rd
White Terry 1202 Karen Ln
Whitelan Walsh Edward Aspen Ct 1401
Wiley Herbert H Jr 820 W Strasburg Rd
Wilkins Frances 118 Lacey St
Williams Richard Charles 904 N Pullman Dr
Willson Margaret F 1615 E Boot Rd
Wilson Arnetta 214 W Biddle St
Windsor At Windermer 1500 Windermere Rd
Woltemate Richard C 734 Inverness Dr
Wood Peter H 920 Whiticar Ln
Woods Ernst Lisa Ann 300 Cumbrian Ct
Woods Groff Lisa Ann 994 Roundhouse Ct
Woodward Robert 789 Mccardle Dr
Wyatt George 821 Pineridge Rd
Wyca Chester County 123 North Church St
Wyrauch Leonard 1339 Park Ave
Yarnall Muriel T L R Frame Jr Law Ofcs 113 W Chester St
Yavalkar Shubhra 206 Tall Pines Dr
Yetter Amy 243 Silverbell Ct
Yoder Liz A 404 W Union St Apt B2
Zoebelein Anne V 1001 Kennett Way
West Chester, Pa 19381
A Duie Pyle Inc Po Box 564 Attn T Koch
Anthony R Micola Ira Trust Offices Po Box 747
Baker Larry W Po Box 3043
Barbour Kevin 227 E Market St
Beattie Robert E Po Box 502
Brandywine Water Systems Inc 709 South Matlock
Downington National Bank Po Box 565
Drury Group Inc Po Box 3175
Evans Joyce W Po Box 3105
First Ntl Bk Of Trust Offices Po Box 747
Kahn David S Po Box 421
Kirkpatrick Gertrude M Est 800 W Miner St
Laureyssens Lelia Po Box 512
Lichty Ivan PO Box 503
Lynch Marile M Ex C/O A Stephen Marzo Po Box 562
Marzo A Stephen Po Box 562
Mcerlane Family Trust Po Box 565
Mcerlane James E Exec Po Box 565
Mcerlane James E Po Box 565
Proctor Leslie Po Box 803
Pud Inc Po Box 472
Sim Michael 204 Sussex Rd
Swedenborg Fdn Inc Po Box 549
Tournel Jozef Po Box 512
Yearsley Ms And Sons Inc 110−120 East Market St Po Box 539
West Chester, Pa 19382
Advanced Audio Visual Sales Inc 208 Carter Dr Suite 7
Agenbroad Lawrence 275 Firethorne Dr
Ager Jean 1069 Ballintree Ln
Alexander Clara 313 E Barnard
Alexander James T 204 Swineburn Rd
Allied Building Products 20 Hagerty Blvd
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Amadio William J 357 Mcintosh Rd
Ames Margaret A Estate 1402 Fox Pl
Anderson Debra 304 Shropshire Dr
Anderson John R 742 Beversrede Trail
Apex Controls 24 Hagerty Blvd Ste 6
Arrowood Margaret 123 West Union
Atkinson Joan L Atkinson Paul J 609 W Nields St
Aurillo David W 325 W Miner St
Ayres Jennifer Ayres Marilyn 158 Smt House
Bach Thomas A 704 Old Westtown Rd
Bachinsky Carol Ann Cust Bachinsky Brian 1327 Skiles Blvd
Bachinsky Carol Ann Cust Bachinsky Neal T 1327 Skiles Blvd
Bachinsky Carol J Cust Bachinsky Neal T 313 Ponds Edge Rd
Bachinsky Carol S Cust Bachinsky Brian J 313 Ponds Edge Rd
Bambic Peter J C/O Glen Association 24 S New St
Barrera Jose 1422 Ctr St
Barrett Jeffrey L 542 Smt House
Baxter Rose M 456 Smt House
Bechtoldt Amanda M 201 North Bradford Ave
Bendinelli G J Jr 1030 Little Ridge Dr
Biomechanics Inc 9 Creekview Cir
Birl Jason R 217 S Darlington St
Blair Tim 500 W Rosedale Ave Pembrooke C7
Blastchannel LLC 11 Church St
Bohs Donna 2509 Pondview Dr
Bozarth Paul H 201 Shropshire Dr
Bradford Terrace Properties 769 Bradford Tr
Brandywine Auto Repair 502 S Bradfrd
Braxton Anthony Braxton Amy 1308 W Chester Pike Apt C6
Bray Veronica 112 W Hilltop Rd
Brecht David K 2703 Eagle Rd
Brehmer Thorwill 646 Plum Run Dr
Brewerytown Real Estate LLC 1175 Queen Ln Apt 2 P O Box 1381
Brogan Gabriel J 709 Marple Rd
Brown Dana 1201 Sylvan Rd
Browne Edward C 505 Carlton Ln
Bruce Diana 401 Everest Cir
Burger Robert 106 Battle Dr
Byrd April Marie 1934 Skiles Blvd
Cantaran Camacho Cesar 340 W Washington St Apt A1
Carmichael Alison G 132 W Barnard St
Carota Raymond Noah 610 S Matlack St
Carruthers Lois 910 Valy Dr
Casuyong Elena 1516 Valy Dr
Cathcart James 1017 Goodwin Ln
Caufield Edward E Jr 701 S High St
Cee Jay Frederick Associates 29 South Walnut St
Celso Obdulia 231 E Market St
Cibbons Norma R 415 West Brook Dr
Cini Lieselotte C/O Charles Cini 10 Three Oak Ln
Citifinancial Auto 1308 W Chester Pike Apt C6
Cm Mortgage Svc Inc 28 S High St
Coleman Paul H 1535 Carmac Rd
Colflesh Madeline 1161 Delancey Place
Communications Test Goshen Corporate Park 1373 Enterprise Dr Pa 19380
Congdon Paul D Jr 754 Westtown Rd
Connelly Clare 233 W Gay St
Conner Richard S 821 Plumtry Dr
Conrad Dorothy 24 W Miner St
Conti Dantonio Robert A 710 Old Westtown Rd
Corestates Bank 620 Brandy Wine Pkwy
Cosfol Mary Lynn 3223 Valy Dr
Cox Kimberly M 749 S Matlack St
Craig Lisa Marie 1709 Valy Dr
Craven David R 604 Hillary Ct
Crispino James T 617 Cricklewood Rd
Crowthers Clara L 415 West Brook Dr
Curry L. Burton 1305 Halifax Ct
Curtis Kendra 908 Roundelay Ln
Daily Local News 250 North Bradford Ave
Dalton Elizabeth A 131 W Union St
Daneshvar Zara 2718 Eagle Rd
Data Trace Inc 740 Isaac Taylor Dr
Dawson Emma C 1d S Maple Ln
Deleon Lynn L 121 Pond View Way
Delio Mary 1161 Delancey Place
Delrio Plaza Electronics Boutique 931 S Matlack St
Demarco Gina L 127 East Market St Apt A
Demetris Christine V 620 Brandy Wine Pkwy
Demott Joel 874 Amber Ln
Dempsey Jason C 12 Stanton Rd
Devantier Betty J Devantier Keith 1064 Squire Cheney Dr
Disc Hound 15 South Bolmar St
Dobosh E G 131 W Market St
Dolinskas Carol 1104 Allerton Rd
Dorsaneo Maria Dorsaneo Benny 137 Price St
Dowling Carol A 1207 Halifax Ct
Duffy Bridget 718 Scotch Way
Dull David 1518 Manley Rd B41
Durham Richard H 856 Parkside Ave
Eder Lauren G 101 N Five Points Rd M8
Ehlers Charles T 818 Westtown Rd
Eleanor H Swab Revocable Trust 29 Tullamore Dr
Enterline Thomas 511 Covenry Ln
Equestrian Team 122 W Bapnard St
Eskridge Christopher M 143 Dean St
Eusebi Renee 676g Smt House
Evans William S 36 Price St
Evergreen Academy 1615 Pike Ste 200
Fanning Kim 201 W Hilltop
Farrow Katherine 1916 Skiles Blvd Apt 116
Feinman Scott A 1308 Old Bailey Ln
Fessenbecker Roberta H 1001 Little Shiloh Rd
Fetter J Keath 401 Allegiance Dr
Fijan Robert S Phd 350 Highland Rd
Finnegan Daniel R 494 Smt House
Fitch Eleanor C 501 Skiles Blvd 1
Fonville Charles M Fonville Bret S 1100 Pike Apt A29
Foyle Thomas Estate King Rd 1
Francisco Barry 5 Old Barn Dr
Fry Thomas R 1012 Valy Dr
Galilea Ivar R 1011 Shiloh Rd
Gallagher Genevieve 1130 W Chester Pike
Gallia Kimberly A 104 Cherry Farm Ln
Gartner Sheila T Gartner John B 416 East Turnberry Court
Gds Inc 301 Willowbrook Ln
Gilbert William S Apt 320 30 W Barnard St
Glanding Harriet Rr 5
Gleason Walter J Jr 863 Empress Rd
Golder Theodorejr Q Golder Esther N 140 W Market
Goldfinger Marc 121 Pond View Way
Green Dorothy Est 1695 Lenape Rd
Green Linda D 1823 Valy Dr
Griffin Thomas W Jr 648 Smt House
Guillermin Antonio C/O Gosselin Agency 1235 Plaza
Guillermin Jesus Guillermin Jose Gosselin Agency 1235 Plaza
Guiseppe Reunion Fund 208 Larchwood Rd
Guo Kun 1160 Kingsway Rd 2
Guy Wendy A 207 Walnut Hill Rd C2
Hall Robert C 301 Ponds Edge Rd
Halpren David J 2618 Eagle Rd
Hamburg Emil G 784 Bradford Tr
Hart Elizabeth P Hart Joseph E 215 New St
Hart Thomas 820 Amber Dr
Haviland Richard M 678 Paine Dr
Hayes Edward J 3011 Valy Dr
Hedge Sushma 1703 New Market Ct
Helen Rittenhouse Estate 400 W Market St
Hernandez Luis C 1002 Pine Valy Cir
Hetrick Edward J Po Hetrick Doris M Po 355 Lea Dr
Hewes Nancy Hewes John 1004 Farm Ln
Hoffecker E L Estate 319 S Church St
Hogarth Robert A 563 Coventry Ln
Huthmaker David W 509 Valy Dr
Ilgner Ralph 727 Isac Taylor Dr
International Tuxedo Inc 537 Mechanics Aly
Iverson Dorothea R 915 Sage Rd
Iverson Dorothea R Trust 915 Sage Rd
Jarrett Dolores F 1303 Wellesley Ter
Jernigan J Scott 700 Oakbourne Rd
Jubin John C 1450 W Chester Pike Apt 144
Karasch Associates 720 Eas Mktst Ste115
Karmen R. E 1339 Pike
Keenan Richard P 525 Dayspring Ln
Keene Suzanne 325 Westtown Rd
Keller Monica K 252 E Market St Pmb 385
Keller Sandra 605 Valy Dr
Kerstetter G 1180 Meetinghouse Rd
Kinckner Doris R 595 Birmingham Rd
King Larkin Joy 1181 Kingsway Rd 5
Klaus Keith W 517 S High St
Knapp Lynne E 20 Creekview Dr
Kobylkevich Alexander 943 Sage Rd
Koroly Kathryn Koroly Joseph 918 W Sage Rd
Kovacs Judy A 903 Briar Wood Ct
Lake Sherry L 917 Shady Grove Way
Lamberth Karl J 118 August Dr
Landscaping Broagan 280 Snyder Ave
Lang J Christophe 1375 S Concord Rd
Langdon Wayne 712 S Franklin St
Lengel Lisa M 119 Whispering Oaks Dr
Lesaout Jean Louis 124 S Walnut St
Levey Kyle 813 Carlson Ave
Lombardi Anthony A Lombardi Selena K 277 York Minster Rd
Long Jeffrey 1007 Evesham Ct
Maccrory Jospeh A 719 Wilson Cir
Machemer Robert E Machemer Anna 425 S Walnut
Macnamara Michael B 1023 Wedgewood Ln
Malarkey Roxana D 207 Walnut Hill Rd Unit C−20
Malik Abdul 1417 Appleberry Way
Mankowski Teresa R 121 Side Saddle Pl Pa
March Esther A 845 S High St
Marshall Chelsea C/O Commons Rm 325 230 East Rosedale Ave
Marshall David D 1111 Copeland School Rd
Mason Gregory 122 E Miner St
Mason Martha H 123 West Union
Massey Curtis A 1183 Fielding Dr
Maternal & Child Health 30 West Barnard St Suite 1
Matthews Jason 105 South Hyde St
Mcdonald Michael F 184 Lydia Ln
Mcgonigal Donna J Michael And Donna J Mcgonigal 207 Woodcrest Rd
Mcgonigal Michael P C/O Michael And Donna J Mcgon 207 Woodcrest Rd
Mcgough Mark E 1061 Ballintree Ln
Menna Dorothy 1100 Pike Apt D16
Meshurle Sherri 1600 Lenni Dr
Messner Robert L Est 115 Penn Ln
Meyer Phillip 319 Twin Pond Dr
Minkiewicz Joseph V 420 Leslie Ln
Modica Michael W 1121 Independence Dr
Montgomerysacks LLC 300 Price St
Moore David 1100 Pk
Morton Thomas 1108 Carroll Hill Dr
Muhly Earle 1003 Little Shiloh Rd
Muir Mark Russel 201 E Marshall St
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Mukundan Jinesh 1100 Pike Apt C
Mullery Michael 180 Applegate Dr
Multiplan Ins Co 790 E Market St Ste 240
Myers Andrews M 840 Arden Ct
Myers Paul 1308 Skiles Blvd
Nagoski Stephanie 838 S New St
Nassib Gilbert Nassib Mary E 688 Militia Hill Dr
Neall E Percival Iii 1260 S Concord Rd
Nelson David S Mt Bradford Way
Nelson Gwen Lynn 114 Jumper Ln
Nelson Mary Est 408 Sharpless St
Newlin Jean Apt 221 30 W Barnard St
Norris Robert J Jr Norris Betsy K 1010 Jennifer Ln
Ockey Karen J 604 Hillary Ct
Oloughlin Sean 241 West Barnard St
Oneal Richard Earl 2038 Skiles Blvd
Palmer Peter K 14 Stanton Ave
Parker & Associates 29 W Miner St
Parker David J 202 Wencin Way
Parker Lynn 100 Fairview Dr Apt 109a
Parker Richard 1665 Warpath Rd
Patel Rinkesh 1100 W Chester Pike Apt C33
Pccs Attn Jodi Ritter Pike Suite B6
Pearce Richard W 1918 Valy Dr
Pescheken Glen R 627 Turnbridge Rd
Phillips Michael J 398 E Nields St
Phydlema Rayburn T Ee 500 W Rosedale Ave A 4
Pike Mildrede E Rr 5
Pineda Jesus 773 Scotch Way
Pinsley Rachael B 1601 Valy Dr
Pleasant Hardware 209 S Bolmar St
Potter Cecelia E 683 Paine Dr
Puri Vandana 1187 Kingsway Rd Apt 4
Quigley Mark D 1511 Woodland Rd
Raff Daniela 805 Hinchley Run
Rainbow Cab Inc 539 South Bolmar St
Rayburn Phydelma C 500 W Rosedale Ave A 4
Raymond Mancini 2104 Eton Ct
Ribble Mary L 804 Spruce Ave
Ridgeway Gerald H 129 E Union St
Ritorto Donemic M 2743 Whittleby Ct
Rittenhouse George Estate Rr 5
Ritter Candace 1790 Holmes Dr
Robinson Brian D 524 Sharpless St
Robinson Carl A 427 W Nields St
Robinson Jennifer Robinson Wade 809 General Howe Dr
Robinson William Robinson Stella 34 S High
Rouse Angela M Rouse Mark J 1015 Ridgehaven Rd
Roy Irene A Estate 500 W Rosedale Ave Apt Tb7
Rudisill James J Ii 1150 S New St
Rudolph Paul 855 Spruce Ave
Russo Thomas A 405 Fox Meadow Ln
Rutz George M Jr 1125 St Finegan
Ryan Susan E 1255 Tanager Ln
Sabota William F Sabota Marion H 9 Chatwood Ave
Sacchetta Thomas F 1205 Twaddell Dr
Salahuddin Amna 123 S Walnut St
Shaffer M G 1100 W Chester Pike Apt G14
Sheetz Donna 602 South Five Points Rd
Silverthorne John R 1090 Wood Ln
Simoneaux Robert 305 Mcintosh Rd
Smith William B III 3 Ardrossan Ave
Snyder Leroy C/O K Womer 677 Shropshore Dr
Statton Debbie M 415 Groundhog College Rd
Stevenson Leslie Jr 127 Magnolia St
Stocum William J Stocum Judy B 963 Jeffersbridge Rd
Sturges Clarence Estate 130 Lacey St
Swab Eleanor H 29 Tullamore Dr
Swope Charles F Jr 1004 Barbara Dr
Taylor Bernard II 8 Oak Tree Hollow Rd
Taylor Carol L 323 S Walnut St
Taylor John F 1046 Carolyn Dr
Terminex 1157 Phoenixville Pike
Thomas Jeanne 1583 Washington Ln
Thompson John M III 1110 Washington Ridge
Thomson Mark A Thomson Alex M 1140 Alexander Ln
Thurmheer Patricia A 265 Yorkminster Rd
Trembicki Richard 1217 Valy Dr
Twohig Michael P 202 Maple Ln
Union And Church Street Corp 10 W Barnard St
Utsuki Tadanobu 793 Brettingham Ct
Vai John T 328 Sissinghurst Dr
Venugopalan Sivaramen 1020 Dogwood Ln
Verrecchia Felix 120 W Union St
Victoria Washington And Dan W Welch 882 S Matlack St Suite F
Villegas Marcelo 110 S Adams St
Volkman Martin F 6 Old Barn Dr
Washington Philip 222 S Bolmar St Apt A
Watson Edward L 748 Scotch Way
Weingartner Ed 803 Market St
Wengrin Rita A 3201 Valy Dr
White Anna M 414 E Miner St
White Anna Mae Ray Est 414 E Miner St
Wiig Patricia N Wiig Robert B 1050 Kennett Way
William Garrett W 1113 Spring Ct
Wilson John F 1d S Maple Ln
Witmer Gregory E 707 Jacqueline Dr
Wolfer Lanny R 567 Coventry Ln
Woodward Larry A 1370 Bridge Rd
Woodward Scott A 1613 S Coventry Ln
Woodward T. Robert 228 W Washington St
Woolford Faith C 404 Westtown Cir
Worth Mary E 850 Brintons Bridge Rd
Wright Pamela R 521 S High St
Zang Elizabeth A Estate 106 Ridge Rd
Zeigenfus Jason P 510 E Nields St Apt A1
Zimmer George Zimmer Ethel 1555 Overhill Rd
Zingani Earl Jr 114 W Hilltop Rd
Zoba Robert Jr 349 Mcintosh Rd
Zolomij Michael S 327 Sharpless St
West Chester Pa 19383
Banist Scott 615 Mechanics Aly Apt B5
Wilder Christopher 190 Karey Dr 8
West Grove, Pa 19390
Aquilera Juan Casta 19 Cir Dr
Arevalo Rodolfo 275 E Evergreen St
Cacciavillano Frank 424 Rosehill Rd
Crompton Robert H Iii Po Box 425
Devereux G Sydney 443 E London Grove Rd
Emerso Nancy B 405 Prospect Ave West Grove Pa
Francis Margaret M 8 Olympia Av
Hartman Lillian C 504 Prospect Ave
Hernandez Filomena Hernandez Lazaro 102 E Evergreen St Apt 2
Jenners Pond Inc 2000 Greenbriar Ln
Jennersville Ortho Sports 1011 W Baltimore Pk S112
Keinama Margaret S 131 Myrtle Ave
Kramer Edward 624 Strawbridge Ln
Like Deanna Marie 9 Ledum Run Rd
Lindsey Richard A 2785 Newark Rd
Masons Market 890 West Baltimore Pike
Mckee Marie C 640 W State Rd
Mckee Walter R 640 West State Rd
Mcminimee Josephine 116 W Smt Ave
Miller Robert 129 E Avondale
Mondragon Alfredo G 129 Martha’s Way
Needham Donald B 180 Lloyd Rd
Olens Service Center Dba Ronald Holcomb 812 W Baltimore Pike
Ornelas Mario L 154 W Smt Ave
Parker Sharon E 363 Lamborntown Rd
Reedy Thomas L Reedy Danish H 207 Chestnut Rd
Richard G Traiman Ltd S Chester Co Medical Bldg II S
Rodriguez Rojelio 5 Oakland Ave
Romero Alvaro 1011 Roseville Ave
Ruggieri Archie R 112 Columbine Dr West Meadows
Sanchez Bonifacio 312 101 E Evergreen St
Schrecongost Helen Estate 237 W Evergreen St
Serrano Nahum 21 Townview Dr
Shozda Family Trust II 131 Myrtle Ave
Southern Chester County Er 1015 W Baltimore Pike
Swanson Mark V 1 Morningside Ct
Vanloon Carol C 224 W Evergreen St
Whelan Charles 654 Ewing Rd
White Charles 124 Rosehill Ave
Wimer Harold S 153 Jackson Ave
Wimer Reba R 153 Jackson Ave
Zavala Jose Baldemar 155 Valy Dr
Westtown, Pa 19395
Gaebel Herbert W Stone Acres
Magner Frederick Po Box 567
Clearfield County
A
Aldene Wickes Estate 3rd St Clearfield Pa 16830
Alsbaugh Charles H RR 3 Box 217 Du Bois Pa 15801
Anderson Phyllis Estate 810 Sue St Houtzdale Pa 16651
Ankeny Bruce Po Box 31 Woodland Pa 16881
Anna Morock Estate Du Bois Pa 15801
Aunkst Bruce III 326 Pifer St Du Bois Pa 15801
B
Bacchieri Doris Montgomery Rd Hyde Pa 16843
Ballard Waunita 17 Chapman Trailer Ct Du Bois Pa 15801
Bandrowsky Stanley J Jr Po Box 44 Coalport Pa 16627
Barraclough Helen Mrs Barraclough Kenneth 129 E Long Ave Du Bois Pa 15801
Barton Josephin Barton James 439 Schofield St Corwensville Pa 16833
Bennett Tabitha R 519 South St Curwensville Pa 16833
Bertiaux Annie RR3 Jubois Pa
Birger Freeberg Home C M P Patkalitsky 522 Mcateer St Houtzdale Pa 16651
Biviano Joseph Est 223 Virginia Ave Clearfield Pa 16830
Bloom Ellis Est Po Box 51 Curwensville Pa 16833
Bloom Jerry RR 1 Box 429 Curwensville Pa 16833
Bloom Paul 516 Beech St Curwensville Pa 16833
Boyer Helen 111 West Long Ave Dubois Pa 15801
Bradley Thomas 411 Treasure Lk Du Bois Pa 15801
Brooks Elizabeth Estate Rr 1 Allport Pa 16821
Brotzki Lucius Po Box 352 Du Bois Pa 15801
Brown Dianna RR 1 Box 164 Luthersburg Pa 15848
Bumbarger R E Mutton Holw Woodland Pa 16881
C
Casamento Carrie 828 Daisy St Clearfield Pa 16830
Cavalier Lucian Estate 904 W Weber Ave Du Bois Pa 15801
Chambers Kathryn Po Box 133 Woodland Pa 16881
Chaney Betty 718 Chestnut Ave Du Bois Pa 15801
Cherry Grace Po Box 505 Dubois Pa 15801
Chuskusky Anthony Chuskusky Helen 233 West Brd Mt Frankville Pa 16836
Clark David Po Box 525a Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Clearfield Bank Tr Scott Muirhead Po Box 171 Clearfield Pa 16830
Cloak Ronald Cloak Joy 310 East Weber Ave Dubois Pa 15801
Colvecchi Michael 221 East Market St Po Box 131 Clearfield Pa 16830
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Cunningham Allen 19 Monroe Aly Dubois Pa 15801
Cutezo Joseph Po Box 151 Morrisdale Pa 16858
Cuthbertson Craig 20 West Weber Ave Apt #D Du Bois Pa 15801
D
Defazio Stephanie 226 Dixon Ave Du Bois Pa 15801
Destefano Michael 1086 Treasure Lake Dubois Pa 15801
Dickey Marie Dickey David 432 W Long Ave Du Bair Pa 15801
Dippold John Jr 1488 Treasure Lake Rd Du Bois Pa 15801
Dma Marketing Inc 215 N Brady St Du Bois Pa 15801
Dock Street Manufacturing Inc 10 Dock St Du Bois Pa 15801
Dougherty Lenora Dougherty Robert 426 Burt Dubois Pa 15801
Dte River Hill LLC Po Box 162 Karthaus Pa 16845
Dubois Central Christian 200 Central Christian Dr Dubois Pa 15801
Dubois Country Place Inc RR 2 Box 191 Dubois Pa 15801
Duckett Arthur Duckett Ruby 406 Mount Joy Rd Clearfield Pa 16830
Ducom Inc 50 Tipp St Dubois Pa 15801
E
Edner Homer D 501 North Fourth St Dubois Pa 15801
Emerick Irvin The Union Bank And Trust Co 12 W Long Ave 14 Dubois Pa 15801
F
Farrelly Phillip Po Box 85 Drifting Pa 16834
Freeman Louis Rd 4 Box 275 T L Du Bois Pa 15801
Fry Carl Co Harry Fry Westover Pa 16692
Fye Oleta 210 S 8th St Apt B Du Bois Pa 15801
G
Gamble Catherine CO C A Raymond Po Box 107 962 Maple St Lanse Pa 16849
Glagola George Estate RR 1 Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Glass Rebecca RR 3 Box 182 Clearfield Pa 16830
Gorzalkowski Paul 514 Locust St Dubois Pa 15801
Graffins Eleanor G Estate 215 N 3rd St Clearfield Pa 16830
Graham Chester Graham Nellie Rfd 1 Box55 Morrisdale Pa 16858
Gray Agency Mary 517 Mcateer Houtzdale Pa 16651
Gulish Helen Star Rte Madera Pa 16661
H
Hammond Robert 110 Water Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Harkleroad Libby 740 East Main St Mahaffey Pa 15757
Harmie Rob 541 Nichol St Drifting Pa 16834
Harvey Sara Jane Harvey Walter Rd 3 Box 102 Dubois Pa 15801
Haywood Wallace Haywood Sally 210 Mill St Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Henry Debbie 436 S Church St Dubois Pa 15801
Herzing Diane 1488 Treasure Lake Rd Du Bois Pa 15801
Hicks Glenn 792 Carson Hill Rd Du Bois Pa 15801
Ho Allan Waiming Dr 317 W Pine St Clearfield Pa 16830
Hockenberry Samantha 14 Carson Hill Rd Luthersburg Pa 15848
Hocking Kathryn 522 Mary St Houtzdale Pa 16651
Holbert Victoria Holbert Dann Rd 1 Box 61 Curwensville Pa 16833
Holiday Inn Bubois Pa Po Box 272 Bubois Pa 15801
Hopkins Thomas Hopkins Brooke 278 Treasure Lake Dubois Pa 15801
Howell Edward 4 N 2nd St Apt 5d Clearfield Pa 16830
Hummel Robert 140 6th St Apt 207 Hawk Run Pa 16840
I
Ideal Products Inc Box 1006 Dubois Pa Dubois Pa 15801
Irwin James 1300 Leonard St Clearfield Pa 16830
J
Jarret Raymond J 111 West Long Ave Dubois Pa 15801
Jill Coder 669 Treasure Lake Dubois Pa 15801
Johnson Lorraine 27 N 6th St Du Bois Pa 15801
Jones Howard RR 2 Box 27 Dubois Pa 15801
K
Kanour Clifford Kanour Marjorie Rd 1 Box 522 Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Kanour Marjorie A Rd 1 Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Keister Elizabeth 200 S 8th St I Du Bois Pa 15801
Keller Jessica 188 Hanes Rd Du Bois Pa 15801
Kephart Herman Kephart Laura RFD 1 Ashland Osceola Mill Pa 16666
Kessler Scott 344 Spruce St Woodland Pa 16881
Knuth Michael 310 S Third St Clearfield Pa 16830
Kohler Alice 207 1 2 W Dubois Av Du Bois Pa 15801
Kohler James Jr 207 1/2 W Dubois Av Du Bois Pa 15801
Koon Sophia Rd 1 Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Kost Andrew 914 Good St Houtzdale Pa 16651
Krach Margaret 339 W Long Ave Dubois Pa 15801
L
Lansberry A G RR 1 Box 331a Woodland Pa 16881
Lansberry Dorwyn 420 West 7th Curwensville Pa 16833
Laogn Day Sinigt 99 Lamb Dr Rex Rodgers Morrisdale Pa 16858
Lego Jason 1904 State St Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Lenkevich Emily Po Box 525a Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Lenkevich Kaitlin Po Box 525a Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Leonard Staciokas Estate 104 Simmons St Du Bois Pa 15801
Lockett Betty Star Rte Madera Pa 16661
Lockwood Rita 131 Evergreen St Du Bois Pa 15801
Loss Arthur 21 E Long Ave Dubois Pa 15801
Lynch Paul Rdi Apt 220c West Decatur Pa 16878
M
Malewicz Geneva Estate 1231 S Brady St Du Bois Pa 15801
Malik Javaid 1752 Treasure Lake Du Bois Pa 15801
Maloni Josephine S 126 W Pauline Dr Clearfield Pa 16830
Marchioni Alison 520 Patterson Ave Du Bois Pa 15801
Marshall Abram Sara Elizabeth 118 S Brady St Du Bois Pa 15801
Marshall Abram Sara Elizabeth Po Box 54 Du Bois Pa 15801
Mccartney Charles Mccartney Carol RR 1 Box 390a Morrisdale Pa 16858
Mcgroarty Holly C/O S Hudson Clearfield Pa 16830
Means Mick 101 West End Ave Du Bois Pa 15801
Metalonis Paul Est Christ The King Manor Dubois Pa 15801
Metaltech Inc 3547 Watson Hwy Du Bois Pa 15801
Metz Ranada 1322 Livingston St Bethlaham Pa 15757
Mihalko Margaret Estate RR1 Ramey Pa
Moshannon Valley Pharmacy 29 South 2nd St Clearfield Pa 16830
Muscha William Gen Del Munson Pa 16860
O
Obryon Eye Associates LLC 898 Beaver Dr Dubois Pa 15801
Ogunsede Ayodele 968 Treasure Lk Du Bois Pa 15801
Orlosky Peter 30 4th Ave Curwensville Pa Curwensville Pa 16833
Osburn Buick Pontiac Gmc Truck Inc 501 Liberty Blvd Dubois Pa 15801
P
Park Ronald F Sr Park Marlene RR 1 Box 91a Penfield Pa 15849
Parlavecchio & Bellomo Pc 910 Beaver Dr Du Bois Pa 15801
Patt Rosella 312 S State St Du Bois Pa 15801
Pentz Arthur Pentz Joyce C/O N Farwell Poa 171 Old Grade Rd Grampian Pa 16838
Peterson Mary M Estate 513 N Brady St Dubois Pa 15801
Petrucci Marie 231 Hamor St Du Bois Pa 15801
Powers Joshua 435 Knar St Apt A Dubois Pa 15801
Prave Vera 23 S 2nd St Clearfield Pa 16830
Q
Quinn Richard Quinn Gene 12 14 W Long Ave Du Bois Pa 15801
R
R L Jehu Gulf Supply Inc RR 1 Box 193 Du Bois Pa 15801
Racusin Ruth Racusin Oscar East Long Ave Dubois Pa 15801
Randy Davidson Trucking Po Box 723 Mahaffey Pa 15757
Reitzel Elizabeth Reitzel Edith 523 W Walnut Lanse Pa 16849
Rl Jehu Oil Company Inc 1280 Bhringer Hwy Dubois Pa 15801
Rose Virginia Estate RR 1 Dubois Pa 15801
Rougeux Sheridan 212 1 2 Witmer St Clearfield Pa 16830
Rowe Junilla 111 West Long Ave Dubois Pa 15801
Russell Kathryn Russell Mary Rd 2 Box 438 Dubois Pa 15801
S
Salizzoni Patrick A Sr Po Box 448 Du Bois Pa 15801
Shugarts Edmund B Estate 710 Ogden Ave Clearfield Pa 16830
Slovikosky Deborah Po Box 258 319 Hopskins St Irvona Pa 16656
Smeal Vera Rd 1 Bx 663 Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Smeal Wesley Rd 1 Bx663 Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Smith William Smith Pamela RR 1 Box 547 Woodland Pa 16881
Snyder Isabel Snyder Lemuel 1201 Joseph Rd Clearfield Pa 16830
Sotak Albert Rt 2 Box 54a Morrisdale Pa 16858
Spencer Betsy 419 Knarr St Du Bois Pa 15801
Spencer Freda Gen Del Munson Pa 16860
Stjohn Daneice 4623 Allport Cutoff RR 1 Morrisdale Pa 16858
Strickland Harold High Curwensville Pa 16833
Swansegar Nadine 122 Lingle St Osceila Mills Pa 16666
Sweeley Doris E Estate Po Box 378 Clearfield Pa 16830
Sweeley Nancy Estate RR 1 Clearfield Pa 16830
T
Tagliente Betty I Mrs Tagliente Albert 218 W 5th Ave Clearfield Pa 16830
Tagliente Betty Rae Tagliente Albert J 218 W 5th Ave Clearfield Pa 16830
Teixeira Lenia 2145 Klop Ave Brisbin Pa 16620
Thompson Amanda 124 Smith Ln Frenchville Pa 16836
U
Urian Walter Urian Lois 2896 Lawnd Ave Burnside Pa 15721
V
Vallimont Lester RR 1 Box 31a Clearfield Pa 16830
Vallimont Ruth 31a Good St Clearfield Pa 16830
Vaughn Cody Lewis Vaughn Lisa Po Box 468 Madera Pa 16661
W
Welder Kenneth 74 High St Woodland Pa 16881
William Randell 117 East Park Ave Du Bois Pa 15801
Witherow James 25 Linwood St Coalport Pa 16627
Y
Yasovsky George Yasovsky Verna Bx 93 Hawk Run Pa 16840
Yasovsky George Yasovsky Verna PO Box Hawk Run Pa 16840
Yeckley Emily 610 Indian Rd Clearfield Pa 16830
Yookisook 246 E Sherman Ave Du Bois Pa 15801
Yusnukis Michael 436 S Church St Dubois Pa 15801
Z
Zawansky Elizabeth 514 Locust St Dubois Pa 15801
Zhen Guo Qiang 1 Beaver Dr Bldg C Dubois Pa 15801
Zipf Alta B Estate RR 1 Grampian Pa 16838
Clinton County
A
Allen Linda 500 Keystone Central Dr Mill Hall Pa 17751
B
Bailor Robert 740 E Baldeagle St Lockhaven Pa 17745
Baird James Baird Vera R 1 N Allegheny Lock Haven Pa 17745
Baker Jack 250 3rd Ave Box 5 Lock Haven Pa 17745
Baker Mary 320 Maple St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Baker Mary E Est 320 Maple St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Barndt Celvesta Barndt Rudolph New Americus Hotes Renovo Pa 17764
Barner Betty 112 Kyler Ave Mill Hall Pa 17751
Barnhart Olive E Estate 517 Canal St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Barrows Clara W Est 606 Farwell Ave Renovo Pa 17764
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Barrows John Bernard 417 Pennsylvania Ave Renovo Pa 17764
Batschelet Cleo L Estate Druryl Run Rerovo Pa 17764
Beach Rose Beach S 4 James St Mill Hall Pa 17751
Beckley Robert 535 Guardlock Dr Lock Haven Pa 17745
Beers Cambridge G 20 E Church St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Bilbay Alicia Bilbay Jason 331 Grape St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Boone Ruth Estate 202 S Hanna St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Boone Ruth Estate 335 Ctr St Putnam Manor Apt 304 Lock Haven Pa 17745
Bruns Daniel PO Box 391 Avis Pa 17721
C
Canasorgu Trading Post Po Box 337 McElhattan Pa 17748
Clark Warren 144 7th St Renovo Pa 17764
Cochran Thomas 421 James St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Craig Marian 418 W Walnut St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Cummings Marie 610 E Bald Eagle St Lock Haven Pa 17745
D
Dale Jonathan 29 Main St Mill Hall Pa 17751
Dershem Frances 316 Main St Mill Hall Pa 17751
Desmond Deborah RR 3 Box 359 Mill Hall Pa 17751
Doberstein Susan Doberstein Eric S 131 S Fairview St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Doberstein Eric 131 S Fairview St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Dorman Georgia Apt 2c Rich Manor Woolrich Pa 17779
Dunkle Farms Pnt RR 3 Box 350 Mill Hall Pa 17751
E
East End Acres Ptn RR 1 Box 110 Mill Hall Pa 17751
Edwards David 73 Cider Press Rd Apt 10 Lock Haven Pa 17745
Eiler Violet Po Box 442 Lock Haven Pa 17745
G
Gagnon James Po Box H Avis Pa 17721
Garrett Evelyn 22 Cree Dr Lock Haven Pa 17745
Gentile Michael Est C/O 12 E Church St Apt 309 Lock Haven Pa 17745
Gibbs Mildred Estate 110 Mcelhattan Ave Castanca Pa 17726
Gligor Titus 326 W Church St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Goldthorp Lorraine Estate RR 1 Loganton Pa 17747
Grieco Elizabeth L Estate 122 Pearl St Lock Haven Pa 17745
H
Hanna Fay 120 S Jones St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Harris Clara RD 2 Box 128 Lock Haven Pa 17745
Hassinger Lois 120 S Jones St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Haug Jeanne Po Box 772 Avis Pa 17721
Haven Orthopedics Sports Medic 24 Cree Dr Lock Haven Pa 17745
Hawk Thomas Hawk Helen Po Box 555 Avis Pa 17721
Herr Dean Est 60 E Church St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Hook Dale Po Box 432 Lock Haven Pa 17745
Hough Earl RR 3 Mill Hall Pa 17751
Houtz Jesse 604 Obtario Ave Renovo Pa 17764
Hunter Dorothy E Est 95 1/2 Pearl Lock Haven Pa 17745
I
Iovine Rosie Iovine Elmer 2 Laurel Ln Lock Haven Pa 17745
J
Jeirles Winifred M Estate 402 Martin St Avis Pa 17721
Jerry Terry Po Box 706 Lock Haven Pa 17745
Jones Jeanne S Estate Po Box 772 Aris Pa 17721
K
Kilpatrick Jennie 143 N Fairview Lock Haven Pa 17745
Kleinman Sandy PO Box 1033 Lock Haven Pa 17745
L
Laubscher Nevin Po Box 329a Lock Haven Pa 17745
Lively Willard 202 Main St 2 Mill Hall Pa 17751
M
Maee Conference Paula Zener Castagna Lock Haven Pa 17745
Mann James 39 N Fairview St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Markley Craig 64 Reeder Ln Loganton Pa 17747
Marshall Jeffrey Po Box 729 Avis Pa 17721
Marshall Willis Apt 2c Rich Manor Woolrich Pa 17779
Martinez Marco 130 Main St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Mather Gregg 287 S Jones St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Mcginty Heath Po Box 1109 Avis Pa 17721
Mcgivern Grimes Mcgivern Maria 1613 Aurelius St Swissdale Pa 17745
Mcgonigal Ann E Estate Oak Ln Flemington Pa 17745
Miles Paul Po Box 504 North Bend Pa 17760
Miller Henry 10 Sherwood Ave Lock Haven Pa 17745
Moore Thomas RR 1 Box 34a Beech Creek Pa 16822
Munsey Larry L Sr 107 North Jones St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Myers Donna 268 S Vista Dr Lock Haven Pa 17745
Myers Michelle 200 E Keller St 44 Lock Haven Pa 17745
N
Nedurian Elizabeth Nedurian Gregory 112 W Main St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Norris Mabel Estate 438 Ontario Ave Renovo Pa 17764
P
Packer Torey 768 Park Ave Lock Haven Pa 17745
Probst Ralph E Est RR 1 Lock Haven Pa 17745
Q
Quiggle Loretta E Estate 214 W Church St Lock Haven Pa 17745
R
Rager Jeffery RR 3 Box 613 Mill Hall Pa 17751
Randecker Pamela Randecker Greg 6 S Parsons Dr Mill Hall Pa 17751
Rehak Joseph 420 Cottage Ln Mill Hall Pa 17751
Ruman John Estate Pennsylvania Ave Mill Hall Pa 17751
Rupert Harris Rupert Doris Po Box 201 Beech Creek Pa 16822
S
Santonico Susan Estate 311 S Hanna St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Schadt Kathryn 121 Mc Elhatten Ave Castanea Pa 17726
Seker Halilemre 318 Campus Village Lock Haven Pa 17745
Sheetz Inc 288 Hogan Blvd Mill Hall Pa 17751
Siegel Ernestine C/O Fulmers Pcbh 201 Woodward Ave Lock Haven Pa 17745
Smart Elizabeth J Estate 190 Hood St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Snyder Thomas 109 W Highland St Avis Pa 17721
St Clair J D 360 E Park St Apt 211 Lock Haven Pa 17745
Storeman Crystal 431 S Fairview St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Stover Kendra 12 Dinadan Dr Mill Hall Pa 17751
Stover William Po Box 38 Beech Creek Pa 16822
Streck Howard RR 1 Box 416 Beech Creek Pa 16822
Strouse Eddie RR 3 Box 355 Mill Hall Pa 17751
Swanson John Swanson Mary 212 Sixth St Renovo Pa 17764
T
Ten Huldah B 535 Guardlock Dr Lock Haven Pa 17745
Texas Lunch 04 E Main St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Tonks Estella 624 Maorong Ahela Ave Lock Haven Pa 17745
Torok Mary 326 Susquehanna Ave Renovo Pa 17764
Tressler Howard R RR 2 Box 120a Mill Hall Pa 17751
W
W W Body Shop 331 Grape St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Wagner Catherine 143 N Fairview Lockhaven Pa 17745
Walker Meriam Walker Guy Rd 1 Lock Haven Pa 17745
Weaver Earl 119 Frederick St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Webbs Super Glo Products 30 Pennsylvania Ave Mill Hall Pa 17751
Welfling Katie 768 Park Ave Lock Haven Pa 17745
Williamson Max 742 E Church St Lock Haven Pa 17745
Wise Leoda Wise Clark Mountain Haven Village 30 Wood Lock Haven Pa 17745
Wise Leoda Mountain Haven Village 30 Wood Lock Haven Pa 17745
Wolfe Karl 3120 Brookside Ln Lock Haven Pa 17745
Columbia and Montour Counties
A
Abu Baker Firas 218 Madrid Ave Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Acornley Doris 724 East 4 1 2 St Berwick Pa 18603
Ahearn Joseph Rd 2 Box 2774 Berwick Pa 18603
Alessifamily 50 Timberwood Dr Danville Pa 17821
Allen Charlotte 423 Summerhill Rd Berwick Pa 18603
Anderson Albert Po Box 357 Benton Pa 17814
Andrews Albert W Estate 44 W 4th St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
B
Bafile Carmela Est 425 Monroe St Berwick Pa 18603
Bair Michael W 6th & West Sts Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Baker Harold J Estate 1142 N Market St Berwick Pa 18603
Bakish Reina 745 E 5th St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Barlow Anna 22 1st St Wilburton Pa 17888
Bartus Elizabeth RR 3 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Bartusik Elizabeth M RR 3 Box 468 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Beagle Kathleen C Rd 8 PO Box 242 Danville Pa 17821
Beishline John W Jr Beishline Joan RR 1 Benton Pa 17814
Belski Community Pharmacy 49 S Oak St Mt Carmel Pa 17815
Berdell Frank 613 D La Salle St Berwick Pa 18603
Bernhard Robert 262 E 8th St Apt 2 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Black Beards Cove 6305 Columbia Bld Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Bogart David R Jr 220 E 8th St Berwick Pa 18603
Bogart Michael C Rr 4 Box 4081 Berwick Pa 18605
Bogdon Susan 46 E Victory St Orangeville Pa 17859
Boone Wesley H Estate Sidler Hl Danville Pa 17821
Boston Jeffrey 541 E 9th St Berwick Pa 18603
Breslin Lillian 219 Martz St Berwick Pa 18603
Broadt Lawrence E Estate 242 Glenn Ave Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Brobst Mark RR3 Box 3655 Berwick Pa 18603
Bronzburg Patricia 96 Teterman Rd Benton Pa 17814
Brown Agnes A Estate RR 2 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Brown Christine 368 E 5th St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Burkhart Lauren Rose Burkhart Erika RR 2 Box 26 Orangeville Pa 17859
Burkholders Auto Body Rt 8 Box 558 Danville Pa 17821
C
Campbell Richard RR 1 Benton Pa 17814
Carabba Rosena Estate 1106 1st Ave Berwick Pa 18603
Carolyn Allen 28 Black Bear Rd Catawissa Pa 17820
Catherine Benslea Estate 332 Iron St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Chernesky Peter C/O Klingerman S Boarding Ho RR 1 Orangeville Pa 17859
Cleo Inc Co: Boc Design Po Box 428 Berwick Pa 18603
Coalition Multi Cultural Understandi Po Box 2 Numidia Pa 17858
Columbia M H 480 Central Rd Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Commercial Appliance 11 Easy St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Connell Elsie 1087 Numidia Dr Catawissa Pa 17820
Cook Charlotte 224 Christy Hill Rd Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Cook Mary 30 Trump Rd Danville Pa 17821
Cooper Gary 11 Beaver Pace Danville Pa 17821
Cragle Joyce RR 2 Berwick Pa 18603
Craig Richard 333 E 3rd St Mifflinville Pa 18631
Croop Frank 211 W 2nd St Berwick Pa 18603
D
Daly Eugene B 1503 Sunbury Rd Danville Pa 17821
Dargo Helen Estate Po Box 700 Danville Pa 17821
Davis Robert Davis Lenora 12 2nd St Danville Pa 17821
Davis David 1532 Brittain St Berwick Pa 18603
Day Daniel Po Box 259 Danville Pa 17821
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De Hoff Lois 853 Zaners Bridge Rd Stillwater Pa 17878
Deitrich Merrill A Estate Main St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Delsite Elmer R In 46 Pepper Hls Danville Pa 17821
Deluca Luigi 417 E8th St Berwick Pa 18603
Dencavage Anna 8 Church St Washingtonville Pa 17884
Desantis Eliz 624 E Front St Danville Pa 17821
Diagostino Joseph 271 Klinger Hill Rd Benton Pa 17814
Diehl George Jr Diehl George Sr 428 Ridge Dr Danville Pa 17821
Difiglia Edna 337 Washington St Berwick Pa 18603
Diltz Kathryn M Estate 506 E 4th St Berwick Pa 18603
Dineen Mary 114 Spruce St Danville Pa 17821
Dougherty Rhonda 70 Michael Dr Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Duy Natalie Sunbury Rd Rd 6 Danville Pa 17821
E
Egan Deanna 8 Rosewood Ct Danville Pa 17821
Eglody Edward C Est 510 E 11th St Berwick Pa 18603
Ellis Karen Cust Ellis Brandi Rd 9 Box 216a Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Ent Martha Estate 28 S 3rd St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Erlston Frank Estate 119 Myers Rd Danville Pa 17821
Erlston Robert C/O Bob’s Discount 339 Ferry St Danville Pa 17821
Everet William B Estate RR 2 Millville Pa 17846
Eves Florence Po Box 325 Light Street Pa 17839
Eyer Robert Eyer Ruth Box 356 Rd 1 Millville Pa 17846
F
Farrell Daniel Beneficiary Of K Ciampini 245 River Dr Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Faust Ada M Estate 100 Cherry St Danville Pa 17821
Ferrigno C James 158 Vista Rd Berwick Pa 18603
Finns News Agency 216 Mill St Danville Pa 17821
Fischer Kateri 368 E 5th St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Fleming Isabelle 420 Shaffer Rd Rm29 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Fleming William 420 Shaffer Rd Rm29 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Fox Mildred Fox J Henry 216 Church St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Fry Dorothy E RR 2 Berwick Pa 18603
Fulmers Body Shop 271 Klinger Hill Rd Benton Pa 17814
Funk Virginia M Estate RR 1 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Funk Virginia M Estate RR 2 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
G
Gearhart Mary Apt 4 500 W Front St Berwick Pa 18603
Gensemer Marie W Main Bloomsburg Pa
Getty John R Estate 356 Church St Danville Pa 17821
Giesing Systme Service Treasury Mgr 100 North Academy Ave Danville Pa 17822
Gilpin Richard V. Jr 904 West Main St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Golden Karen 531 E Front St Berwick Pa 18603
Greenfield Lawrence 116 Gotschal Rd Danville Pa 17821
Gudeman Albert 153 Scott Ave Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Gunther Larry 18 Hartmans Ct Berwick Pa 18603
Guyer Carletta S Estate 335 E 5th St Berwick Pa 18603
Guzevich Nellie Guzevich Frank Po Box 7 Numidia Pa 17858
H
Haas Dorothy 515 Railrd St Danville Pa 17821
Hackenberg Curtis Jr 1 Gate House Dr Danville Pa 17821
Hahn Lamar Reservoir St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Hahn Pollyanna K 212 E 3rd St Berwick Pa 18603
Halczak Theresa 527 E 4th St Berwick Pa 18603
Haney Isabel 109 E Market St Danville Pa 17821
Harder Ruth C Estate 523 Fisher Ave Catawissa Pa 17820
Harding Mitchell 506 Wintersteen School Rd Millville Pa 17846
Harris Pamela 404 Railrd St Danville Pa 17821
Harris Theodore Po Box 320 Millville Pa 17846
Hartman Martha J W Hartman Maynard RR2 Orangeville Pa 17859
Hartman Daniel Po Box 284 Benton Pa 17814
Harvey Ray 1st St Mifflinville Pa 18631
Heckert Doris 327 Gotschal Rd Danville Pa 17821
Hendricks Tammie Hendricks John 237 W Mahoning St Danville Pa 17821
Herman Jeffrey Rd 2 PO Box 636 Danville Pa 17821
Houck Earl W Estate 1627 Spring Gdn Ave Berwick Pa 18603
Hower Emma Rd 2 Millville Pa 17846
Hower Frank Rd 2 Millville Pa
Huber Dorothy A 115 E Front St Danville Pa 17821
Hughes Virginia M Estate 824 Lasalle St Berwick Pa 18603
Hunter Fredrick Estate Rr 1 Danville Pa 17821
Huntington Jane RR 2 Box 2320 Berwick Pa 18603
Hutchinson John 331 N Market St Berwick Pa 18603
Hutchinson Richard 331 Market Berwick Pa
I
Iorio Teresa 1101 Ridgeview Danville Pa 17821
J
Jack Taylor Estate 1125 Orange St Berwick Pa 18603
Jackson Randolph 1204 Friedline Rd Danville Pa 17821
James Chester Po Box 213 Danville Pa 17821
Joan 2050 West Front St Berwick Pa 18603
Johnson David Po Box 700 Danville Pa 17821
Johnston Viola 50 First St Apt 40 Danville Pa 17821
Jones Bruce 509 Race St Mifflinville Pa 18631
Jones Donald 524 E Front St Danville Pa 17821
Jones Mark 934 Lightst Rd Bloomsburg Pa 17815
K
Kacyon Samuel 720 Briar Manor Berwick Pa 18603
Karns Charles Karns Geraldine Rd 1 Stillwater Pa 17878
Keller Harry S Jr 38 W Third St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Kenneth Berlin 811 Mulberry St Berwick Pa 18603
Kepner Franklin C/O Berwick Bank Building Berwick Pa 18603
Kepner Franklin E United Penn Bank Bldg Berwick Pa 18603
Klingler Patricia Klingler Francis RR 1 Box 296 Stillwater Pa 17878
Knorr James 419 Creekside Dr Orangeville Pa 17859
Koch Martin 413a E Front St Berwick Pa 18603
Konrad David Konrad Joan E 210 Mulberry St Berwick Pa 18603
Korol Stephen Est Korol Stephen 648 E 3rd St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Kowalski Robert 1049 Ruth Ann Dr Berwick Pa 18603
Kowalsky Lalonie Kowalsky Stanley 337 Mountain Shadow Ln Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Kramer Jennie 557 W Main St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Kropiewnicki Fang Po Box 952 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Krumbine Robert 56 Murphy Rd Danville Pa 17821
Kuciak Miriam Kuciak Paul 576 W Main St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Kuhn Edward Kuhn Kim RR 1 Box 178 D Orangeville Pa 17859
Kurtz Gary 108 Bruce St Danville Pa 17821
L
Laidacker Samuel Est 3 E 5th St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Laubach Lawrence H Estate 618 Green St Berwick Pa 18603
Law Amy 217 Pine St 7 Danville Pa 17821
Lehmen Laurence 11 Ondiaua Danville Pa
Lemons Glenn Lemons Donna Rd 2 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Levine Myron Dr 425 E 1st St Suite 101 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Lewellyn Robert 924 1/2 East 8th St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Lewis Bradley 13 Meadow Ln Danville Pa 17821
Lippert Doris Estate Box 48 Friday St Millville Pa 17846
Long Paul E RR 1 Catawissa Pa 17820
Loreman Clarence Loreman Robert Rd 1 Catawissa Pa 17820
Luchack Mary Estate 910 N Warren St Berwick Pa 18603
M
M V P Dreams 2100 West Front St Berwick Pa 18603
Maittlenharris J P 224 Walnut St Catawissa Pa 17820
Maloney Joshua 10 Horizon Dr Danville Pa 17821
Marks Justin 540 E St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Marshall Jean 109 E Market St Danville Pa 17821
Mausteller Emma 404 Railrd St Danville Pa 17821
Mcclaflin Sheri 623 N Mulberry Berwick Pa 18603
Mckenna James B Jr 207 Ash St Danville Pa 17821
Menges Sue 23 Meadow Ln Danville Pa 17821
Mericle Robert 1247 Old Berwick Rd Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Messersmith Violet M 811 Mulberry St Berwick Pa 18603
Miller Adam 607 Hillside Vlg Catawissa Pa 17820
Miller David 71 Cemetary Rd Stillwater Pa 17878
Miller Jennifer 400 Pine St Catawissa Pa 17820
Moore Helen S RR 3 Box 3825 Berwick Pa 18603
Mowrer Sylvia Estate 452 N Ridge Ave Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Moyerdigennari Shannon 100 North Academy Ave Danville Pa 17822
Mumaw Thomas RR 3 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Murray Kathleen 819 Mount Zion Dr Danville Pa Danville Pa 17821
N
Nevil Leota Reservoir St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Nevius Judy 25 Valy West Rd Danville Pa 17821
Nichols William Est Of 1001 B Buckhorn Rd Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Norris R K Rd 1 Box 490 Berwick Pa 18603
Northeast Medical Oncol 1651 W Front Stree Berwick Pa 18603
Notargiacomo Jinja 210 Third St Po Box 318 Benton Pa 17814
Novak John RD 3 Berwick Pa 18603
O
Obrien Joseph 347 Bloom St Danville Pa 17821
P
Pal Rad Oncology Assoc 1651 W Front St Berwick Pa 18603
Patterson A P 122 Cherry St Danville Pa 17821
Pence Dennis Pence Donald S Rd 1 Mahoning Pa 17821
Penn Sel Communication Service 1 East Main St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Peterman Ralph Estate Po Box 92 Benton Pa 17814
Phillips William Rd 3 Box 3082 Berwick Pa 18603
Piazza Nicholas United Penn Bank Bldg Berwick Pa 18603
Pitchford Gale RR 2 Box 209 Millville Pa 17846
Polowchak Jessie RR 2 Berwick Pa 18603
Porteck Alfred East Side Mnr 321 E 5th St Berwick Pa 18603
Potdar Santosh Dr. 100 North Academy Ave Geisinger Medical Ctr Danville Pa 17822
Powlu Earrie A Estate RR 5 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Pugliese Salvatore 40 Pony Trail Dr Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Pulicicchio Daren 30 Beaver Place Danville Pa 17821
Purdy James 704 Franklin Ct Bloomsburg Pa 17815
R
Rapkin Wayne 78 Quaker Meetinghouse Rd Catawissa Pa 17820
Rarig Jay 1120 Numidra Dr Lot B3 Catawissa Pa 17820
Reek Theresa Reek Richard Reek Teresa Po Box 174 Numidia Pa 17858
Reese Mary E Estate 217 Chamber St Danville Pa 17821
Richenderfer Henrey Richenderfer Arlene 335 E 8th St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Ritter Helen 1409 Britlacin St Berwick Pa 18603
Robbins Vernon B RR 1 Orangeville Pa 17859
Robert Shutt Estate 103 Nicholas Ave Danville Pa 17821
Runge Kenneth 702 Franklin Ct Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Ruth Luella Estate R 1 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Ryan James 49 Woodbine Ln Danville Pa 17821
S
Sabatino David 139 E 3rd St Mifflinville Pa 18631
Schatz Margaret C Estate 43 Cherry St Danville Pa 17821
Schooley Nathaniel Hunter Schooley Tracey H Cust 193 Beacon Dr Danville Pa 17821
Scott Minerva In 601a W Front Berwick Pa 18603
Select Spec Hosp Danvill 100 N Academy Ave Accts Pay Danville Pa 17822
Sevison Belinda RR 3 Box 601 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Sheatler Cynthia K Estate 138 W Mahoning St Danville Pa 17821
Sheatler Elaine L Estate 138 W Mahoning St Danville Pa 17821
Shenck Martha E C/O C B Pursel Derr Etal 120 W Main St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Sheppard Donald E Sheppard Joseph Rd 2 Box 113 Benton Pa 17814
Shoop Paul Po Box 301 Danville Pa 17821
Shultz Helena 313 E 4th St Berwick Pa 18603
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Sidekicks Saloon 629 Freas Ave Berwick Pa 18603
Sisters Of Mercey Of The Union Of Usa 100 N Academy Rd Danville Pa 17822
Slusser Phoebe S Estate 1718 Lincoln Ave Berwick Pa 18603
Smith Jason 239 Van Dine St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Snyder Arthur Snyder Isabel 310 Grand Danville Pa 17821
Snyder Christopher S 524 Washington St Berwick Pa 18603
Snyder Jean C Estate 416 Water St Danville Pa 17821
Snyder Nelva Estate 1710 Steel St Berwick Pa 18603
Sorg Eric 131 Cross Rd Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Spaid Robert H Res Hill Bloomsburg Pa
Stackhouse Grace Estate RR 1 Box 239 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Stackhouse Grant 246 E 8th St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Stalega James 1231 Pine St Berwick Pa 18603
Stauffer Michelle 138 Columbia Ave Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Stenko Paul J Martzville Rd Berwick Pa 18603
Steward Pearl 1319 Fairview Ave Berwick Pa 18603
T
Takacs Alfred 365 Martzville Rd Berwick Pa 18603
Tevis Richard 1205 South Market St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Tevisgraham M Education 1205 Market St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Thomas Christopher Thomas Barbara West St Po Box R Mifflinville Pa 18631
Thomas George E Estate 620 E Front St Danville Pa 17821
Timko Paul 1302 2nd Ave Berwick Pa 18603
Titman Kathy 3645 First St Almedia Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Tractor Parts Co 355 Central Rd Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Trainer Donald 312 21/2 Catawissa Pa 17820
Trainer Susan 312 21 2 Catawissa Pa 17820
Trombly James G Trombly Maria 274 E 10th St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
V
Valousky Grace K RR 3 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Vincent Mark 159 Quarry Dr Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Volousky John RR 3 Bloomsburg Pa 17815
W
Wagner Elaine 111 E 3rd St Mifflinville Pa 18631
Waltman Arlene Waltman Irvin C Rfd 2 Catawissa Pa 17820
Ward Joshua 535 Lasalle St Berwick Pa 18603
Welliver Frank 203 E 5th Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Welsh Denise 3350 Third St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Wheadon Lisa 440 Scenic Ave Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Whiteley Earl 55 Sparrow Dr Berwick Pa 18603
Whitenight Patricia 1198 Blue Hill Dr Danville Pa 17821
Wladika Julia 1301 3rd Ave Berwick Pa 18603
Wright Joanne 198 Mainville Dr Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Wulfert Harold Wulfert Helen 126 53rd St Catawissa Pa 17820
Y
Yorks Virginia Yorks J Wayne Po Box 11 Benton Pa 17814
Yorty Scott 31 Penny Ln Benton Pa 17814
Yu Yong Jin 1208 Maple St Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Z
Zanolini Pearl 541 W 3rd St Berwick Pa 18603
Zeares Willlam Estate RR 1 Mifflinville Pa 18631
Ziegler Harry Estate 1222 2nd St Catawissa Pa 17820
Crawford County
A
Abrams John 502 Limber Rd Meadville PA 16335
Ace Products LLC PO Box AJ 1700 Orco Dr Conneautville PA 16406
Alturnamats 701 E Spring St Unit 9 Titusville PA 16354
American L Post Attn C Howard 17137 Cussewago Rd Meadville PA 16335
Anesthesia Consultants Of Meadville Pc 1034 Grove St Meadville PA 16335
Applegate Kevin J 18848 Leimbach Rd Saegertown PA 16433
Armstrong Utilities Inc Attn Johnny Ray 160 Westview Dr Meadville PA 16335
B
Baker Clarence L Jr Baker Margaret E RD 2 Kinter Hill Rd Cambridg Spgs PA 16403
Baker Florence E Baker Donaldrd 2 Conneautville PA 16406
Baldwin Grace Estate Star Rte Meadville PA 16335
Baldwin James Estate Star Rte Meadville PA 16335
Baldwin Ruth Estate Star Rte Meadville PA 16335
Bancroft Kris 574 S Main St Cambridge Springs PA 16403
Bernarding Heidi 11690 Gelvin Rd Atlantic PA 16111
Berry James D Jr Box 245 Titusville PA 16354
Bigger Jennie Estate RR 6 Meadville PA 16335
Billick Peter J Estate Cussenago Rd Meadville PA 16335
Blacharski John 336 Thomas St Cambridge Springs PA 16403
Blacharski Marie Blacharski John 336 Thomas St Cambridge Springs PA 16403
Blachaski Marie 336 Thomas St Cambridge Springs PA 16403
Blashak Timothy 66 N Dillin Dr Titusville PA 16354
Bleutge Frances J Est 505 Jefferson St Meadville PA 16335
Blum Pauline M Blum John J 436 North Drake Titusville PA 16354
Boinski Margaret Boinski Robertrr 3 Box 93 Cambridge Springs PA 16403
Boone Virginia 110 Canfield St Cambridge Spring PA 16403
Bowersox Alberta Est RR 3 Saegertown PA 16433
Bradco Supply Corp 18568 Rte 6 & 19 North Edge Saegertown PA 16433
Brenner Darlin A Cust Brenner Cassandra L 904 E Spruce St Ttitusville PA 16354
Brown Florence A Estate 139 N Church St Linesville PA 16424
Brumbaugh Ronald D Cust Brumbaugh Lawrence D540 Lord St Meadville PA 16335
Bulik Mary A Est RR 1 Venango PA 16440
Buzzell Justin 339 Highland Ave Meadville PA 16335
Byham Dorothy G Estate 568 Washington St Meadville PA 16335
C
Capuraso Antoinette 9108 Hwy 198 Conneautville PA 16406
Carson Patricia 22916 Harvey Rd Titusville PA 16354
Cependa Thomas 5490 Wagner Rd Cochranton PA 16314
Cericolo Josephine Estate 1087 Park Ave Meadville PA 16335
Christie Pringle Community Chev In 17036 State Hwy 86 Saegertown PA 16433
Consla Kelle PO Box 168 Meadville PA 16335
Cox Mildred B Estate PO Box 333 Linesville PA 16424
Cross Creek Resort RR 3 Box 152 Titusville PA 16354
Culp Eric 564 Maxwell Dr Titusville PA 16354
Custom Materials Pro PO Box 1269 Meadville PA 16335
Customs Materials Pr PO Box 1269 Meadville PA 16335
D
Damico Joseph Damico M M 1210 Water St Meadville PA 16335
Daniszewski Theresa Est 25767 Kreitz Rd Cambridge Springs PA 16403
David Jones Estate RR 1 Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Debiase Elizabeth Estate 1038 Bessimer St Meadville PA 16335
Denlinger Lee 143 Hydetown Rd Titusville PA 16354
Devore Construction Co Inc PO Box 555 Meadville PA 16335
Dillaman Auto Body CO Devore Construction Co Inc Po Box 555 Meadville PA 16335
Dolan Charles 10776 Dingman Rd Guys Mills PA 16327
Donahue Garry 10497 Krider Rd Meadville PA 16335
Dotson Richard A Dotson 259 Devore Dr Meadville PA 16335
Dumond Lloyd 125 Cossewago St Springboro PA 16435
Dunlop Richard Estate Water St Conneautville PA 16406
Dyckes Blanche Dyckes Charles RR2 Saegertown PA 16433
Dyckes Charles Dyckes Blanche RR2 Saegertown PA 16433
E
Easley Phyllis Fullerton Ave Cambrg Spgs PA 16403
Eldridge Raymond 594 North St Apt 2a Meadville PA 16335
F
Fabiszewski Benjamin 724 Chestnut St Meadville PA 16335
Fedorka Nicholas Trust 773 Chestnut St Meadville PA 16335
Fire Tech The Fire Technology People Inc 10974 Murray Rd Meadville PA 16335
Fleury Eleanor Fleury Henry A309 E Main Titusville PA 16354
Foster Vetra I568 Cullum St Meadville PA 16335
Foust Donald C Foust Mabelrd 1 Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Frederick Mears Runyan Auto Body 6976 Franklin Pike Meadville PA 16335
Furno Virginia RR10 Box 28 Meadville PA 16335
G
Gadsby Amanda 677 Washington St Meadville PA 16335
Gartland Celine RD 1 Lyona Rd Guys Mills PA 16327
Gaw Eugene 8142 Atlantic Lake Rd Hartstown PA 16131
Gessmer Betty Estate 751 Tr St Meadville PA 16335
Gillespie Reha M Estate 879 Houston Rd Meadville PA
Goeden Leonard Goeden Mary 19113 Maples Rd Linesville PA 16424
Gordon Joseph S Jr PO Box 396 Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Gray Barb C/O Stephanie Gray 24760 Wise Rd Cambridge Sprgs PA 16403
Greenalch Kathy 1086 East St Meadville PA 16335
Grindstaff Candance 379 Poplar St Meadville PA 16335
H
Hall Robert E Jr 13214 State Hwy 198 Guys Mills PA 16327
Halsted Frances 43231 Gilson Ridge Rd Titusville PA 16354
Hank F Sullivan Md 505 Poplar St Suite Pg03 Meadville PA 16335
Harmon John Harmon Mae RD 2 Meadville PA 16335
Harold L 116 A W Spring St Po Box 648 Titusville PA 16354
Harris Edward 631 Deets School Rd Titusville PA 16354
Harrison J Benjamin 18450 Black Rd Saegertown PA 16433
Harvey Charles 13865 State Hwy 8 Titusville PA 16354
Hasbrook Barbara 793 Gdn St Meadville PA 16335
Hazes Flora 736 Wesley Way Meadville PA 16335
Henkel Mary 9108 Hwy 198 Conneautville PA 16406
Henne John C/O Integra Trust Funds Co 127 W Spring St Titusville PA 16354
Henry Eric 29903 State Hwy 408 Townville PA 16360
Hill Anna M Estate RR 3 Meadville PA 16335
Hipwell Doris Hipwell Murry 325 E Spring St Titusville PA 16354
Horsemanko Julia 791 1/2 Market St Meadville PA 16335
Hosick Edward PO Box 324 Conneaut Lak PA 16316
Houpt Charles Houpt Esther 27422 Zilhaver Rd Cambrg Spgs PA 16403
Hriso Michael 608 Cullum St Meadville PA 16335
Humes William Humes Anna 759 S Grant Stmeadville PA 16335
J
Johnson Henry Estate RR 4 Meadville PA 16335
Johnson Henry Estate RR 5 Meadville PA 16335
K
Kaczowka Joseph P Est 316 E Spring St Titusville PA 16354
Kasson Clayton 15171 Porter Rd Linesville PA 16424
Keiser Norbert RR 1 Conneautville PA 16406
Kellogg Anthony 221 Canfield St Cambridge Springs PA 16403
Kellogg Merle Kellogg Helen RD 3 Titusville PA 16354
Kerchin Eve 178 20 Adamsville Rd Cochranton PA 16314
Kight Matthew 321 N Washington St Titusville PA 16354
Kihn Joseph Kihn Wilma 456 North St Meadville PA 16335
Kimple Edward Kimple Sarah 6293 Hwy 6 Linesville PA 16424
Kimple Sarah 6293 Hwy 6 Linesville PA 16424
King Anna 851 1/2 Market St Meadville PA 16335
King Catherine M King Albert RD 2 Meadville PA 16335
King Jonathan 355 Jefferson St Meadville PA 16335
Kitty Wentz 29847 Guys Mills Rd Guys Mills PA 16327
Kuhn Ronald C/O Fire Tech 10974 Murray Rd Meadville PA 16335
Kuhn Ruth A C/O Fire Tech 10974 Murray Rd Meadville PA 16335
L
Laskosh Michalina 724 Gdn St Titusville PA 16354
Laskosh Micholin 724 Gdn St Titusville PA 16354
Leach Suzanne Leach Donald 3545 Reash Church Rd Cochranton PA 16314
Leskovec Violet 373 E Ctr St Meadville PA 16335
Leveto Sam Estate 517 State St Meadville PA 16335
Lohr Stephanie 414 W Spruce St Titusville PA 16354
Lord Corporation Chemical Products Div 601 South St Saegertown PA 16433
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Lumpkins Leeta M Cust 19925 Fish Flats Rd Ctrville PA 16404
Luzier Linda 964 D St Meadville PA 16335
M
Manross Clifford Manross Sandra PO Box 205 Saegertown PA 16433
Manross Edgar Manross Carl 624 S Franklin Titusville PA 16354
Marketplace Pharmacy 1121 Park Ave Linden St Meadville PA 16335
Martin Barbara Martin David 21549 Fisher Rd Meadville PA 16335
Martin Lucille 12638 Dover Rd Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Mason Nicolec 3 Manchester House Meadville PA 16433
Mattern Clyde 19131 Grange Ctr Rd Saegertown PA 16433
Mauri Robert 91 Port Ave Meadville PA 16335
Mcbride Mark 836 Hank St Meadville PA 16335
Mckisson Margaret Mckisson Florence 1012 Water St Meadville PA 16335
Mclaren Evelyn 582 Arck Meadville PA 16335
Meadville Med Ctr 1034 Grove St Accounts Pay Meadville PA 16335
Mellring Darla 4213 W Highland Blvd Conneautville PA 16406
Meyer Ashley 606 N Main St Apt 2 Meadville PA 16335
Millard Kent RR 9 Meadville PA 16335
Miller Albert 19367 White Rd Centerville PA 16404
Miller Sara C/O W Miller 14997 Coleman Rd Meadville PA 16335
Mook Daniel 12257 West Vernon Front Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Mountain Victoria 322 West Linden Ave Titusville PA 16354
N
Nelson Porter 680 Kinter Hill Rd RD 2 Box 56 Cambridge Springs PA 16403
Niebauer Madeline PO Box 28 Cambridg Spgs PA 16403
Northwest Political Alliance 717 N Main St Meadville PA 16335
Northwest Savings Bank 11690 Gelvin Rd Atlantic PA 16111
Northwestern Roofing C/O R Marstell Po Box 62 Meadville PA 16335
Northwestern Rural Electric Co 22534 State Hwy 86 Cambridge Spring PA 16403
Nottingham Linda RR 1 Box 48 Titusville PA 16354
Nowicki James 10140 E Penn Lk Conneaut Lake PA 16316
O
Oesch Amandarte 2 PO Box 129s Partansburg PA 16434
Ott Genevieve 556 Ellicott Ct Meadville PA 16335
P
Paczkoskie Amy 1034 Grove St Meadville PA 16335
Page William J Est 20094 Smith Rd Conneautville PA 16406
Pallack Russell RD 1 Atlantic PA 16111
Palmer John Jr 372 Davis St Meadville PA 16335
Payne Elizabeth A S Payne Marcus 899 Grove St Meadville PA 16335
Payne Elizabeth A S Payne Michael A J 899 Grove St Meadville PA 16335
Pazdyk Genevieve 725 Chestnut St Meadville PA 16335
Pears Edna 17223 S Mosiertown Rd Saegertown PA 16433
Percy Maxine 11573 Thurston RD1 Meadville PA 16335
Permetti James Atty 231 Chestnut St Ste 216 Meadville PA 16335
Pete Frances Est 225 1/2 Poplar St Meadville PA 16335
Petergal Anthony Petergal Carol RD 1 Saegertown PA 16433
Phillips Tammy 12840 Cypress St Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Pleasantview Fabrics 23166 Kantz Rd Cochranton PA 16314
Podurgiel Walter 283 Walnut St Meadville PA 16335
Pond Verna Pond Max PO Box 26 Townville PA 16360
Pratt Kariga 1319 Lamont Dr Meadville PA 16335
R
Rauschenberg R J 208 Union St Titusville PA 16354
Rauschenberg Rita 208 Union St Titusville PA 16354
Reagle Agnes 458 Cussewago Rd Meadville PA 16335
Ream Rosemary Ream Jay 11378 Alter Rd Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Reib Marian G309 E Spruce Titusville PA 16354
Reichel Eulalia 1120 Market St Apt 105 Meadville PA 16335
Rhoades Margo PO Box 13 Hartstown PA 16131
Ridgeway Elma RR 1 Meadville PA 16335
Riggs Financial Inc 296 Chestnut St Meadville PA 16335
Rodgers Stanley Rodgers Grace Sr D 5 Meadville PA 16335
Rugala Stanley 13275 Ontario St Meadville PA 16335
S
Salvage Direct Com Inc 42336 Gilbert Dr Titusville PA 16354
Sayles Lawrence 16992 Hwy 86 Unit 1 Saegertown PA 16433
Scanlon James Est 18760 Cole Rd Conneautville PA 16406
Schiffer Richard E II 614 W Central Ave Titusville PA 16354
Schreck James C/O Bailey Robert S Att 360 Chestnut St Meadville PA 16335
Schwindt Clementine 9108 Hwy 198 Conneautville PA 16406
Sellers Charlotte 785 Stewart St Meadville PA 16335
Shelly Craig 9934 Fauncetown Rd Guys Mills PA 16327
Shelvey Margaret Shelvey Robert 674 North Meadville PA 16335
Sherrid Rebecca Sherrid Lytle RD 3 Mackey Rd Cambrg Spgs PA 16403
Shilling John RD 4 Carr Hill Rd Meadville PA 16335
Smallenberger Karl 582 Arck St Meadville PA 16335
Smith Terry 440 Main St Box 511 Saegertown PA 16433
Sparbert Richard 7 Knollwood Ln Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Spartywood Products C/O William & Jay Reese 43647 Fairview Rd Spartansburg PA
16434
Stanford Ervin Box 327 Meadville PA 16335
Steininger Danie l322 N Washington St Titusville PA 16354
Stepchuck Richard PO Box 447 Linesville PA 16424
Strange Alexander 25493 Hwy 99 Cambridge Springs PA 16403
Strong Randy 14356 N Wayland Rd Meadville PA 16335
Styer Mary 232 Wood Meadville PA
Swires Gerald H13465 N Wayland Rd Meadville PA 16335
T
Terwilliger Laura 164 Turkey Farm Rd Titusville PA 16354
Thomas Darlene 829 South Grant St Apt 104 Meadville PA 16335
Thomas Mildred In 101 Echnoz Ave Meadville PA 16335
Thomas Ruth Err 3 Titusville PA 16354
Tyson Marion Estate 773 N Main St Meadville PA 16335
U
Urbanick Francis RR 2 Linesville PA 16424
Uzarski Timothy 603 Hwy 6linesville PA 16424
V
Vanzandt Lois I In RT 2 Cambridge Springs PA 16403
Vaughan Deanna 165 Water St Po Box 389 Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Vogelsberger Norbert Vogelsberger Rosemarie 12715 Walnut Dr Conneaut Lake PA
16316
Vogelsberger Rosemarie Vogelsberger Norbert 12715 Walnut Dr conneaut Lake PA
16316
W
Waddingham James 502 S Franklin Titusville PA 16354
Wardian Alice 25377 N Hickernell Rd Springboro PA
Watson Alicia 35646 Watson Ln Centerville PA 16404
Wehr Wilbert 12218 Ctr St W Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Welter Peggy 313 E Central Ave Titusville PA 16354
Williams David Dr 1015 Grove St Meadville PA 16335
Wilson Christine 2014 Meadville Rd Titusville PA 16354
Wise Tonja 281 Allegheny St Meadville PA 16335
Wolfe Phyllis 572 Chestnut St Apt Meadville PA 16335
Woods Robert M Jr Woods Amy L Jr 137 White Oak Dr Titusville PA 16354
Wright Harlanrd 4 Titusville PA 16354
Wright Hazel S Estate star Rte Titusville PA 16354
Wykoff Beatrice Fullerton Ave Cambrg Spgs PA 16403
Y
Ydg 12258 Lakeside Dr Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Young Rex 12053 Gresham Rd Titusville PA 16354
Z
Zhao Yanging 405 Water St Apt 11 Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Zimmer Walter Zimmer Billier 3 Meadville PA 16335
Zirkle Deanna 12970 Brown Rd Conneaut Lake PA 16316
Zirkle Helen 219 Devore Dr Meadville PA 16335
Cumberland and Dauphin Counties
10 N Houcks Road Inc Attn George Lois 76 Millers Gap Rd Enola Pa 17025
6108 Carlisle Pike Rest C/O Jullianas 6108 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
901 Harrisburg Venture Ltd 1101 S Front St Harrisburg Pa 17104
A
A Party N More 2202c Gettysburg Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
A Plus Mailing Solutions Po Box 358 Middletown Pa 17057
Aaa Travel Agency 3433 Trindle Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Abc Lanes North 5303 Locust Ln Harrisburg Pa 17109
Acrie Ethel 1423 Regina Harrisburg Pa 17103
Acs State And Local Solution Inc Po Box 69112 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Action International The Coach 20 S 36th St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Adam Leathers Inc 2208 Gettysburg Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Adp Total Source C/O Sedgwick Cms Attn Claim Ma Po Box 9002 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Adrian Ins Agcy Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Adtech Consultants 5825 Tyler Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Advanced Scientifics 163 Research Ln Millersburg Pa 17061
Advantage Sales And Marketing 6400 Flank Dr Ste 100 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Afanador Maria 1205 Market St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Aid Rite 300 W Harford St Harrisburg Pa
Albert Debbie 2522 Interstate Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Albert Hajjar 811 Conodoguinet Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Albert Lester E Estate 1524 Penn St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Albright Patricia 122 Winston Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Alex Grass Trust Grass Companies Wormleysburg Pa 17043
Ali Ghiass 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Allen Daniel 99 Mainsville Rd Shippensburg Pa 17257
Allen Robert 5073 Pajabon Dr Apt 808 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Allowy James L III 947 Monroe St Oberlin Pa 17113
Almoustapha Alhousseini 111 Lakepoint Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Am Coll Medical Toxicology Po Box 8820 Harrisburg Pa 17105
American Insurance Administrators 4550 Lena Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Ameriprise Financial C/O D M Burkholder 3500 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Analytical Laborator 34 Dogwood Ln Middletown Pa 17057
Anders Coleen 1852 Market St Ext Middletown Pa 17057
Anderson Dorothea 85 Greenwood Cir Wormleysbury Pa 17043
Anderson Gary 226 N 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Anderson Joe 341 Herman Ave Lemoyne Pa 17043
Aon Albert Rubin Co Bisys Insurance Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Arcus 600 North 2nd St Ste 100 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Argenton John Cust 118 W Maple Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Arlington Grp 26 Hign Ridge Trl Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Armstrong Willie Po Box 510 New Cumberland Pa 17070
Arnold Ray 1285 Main St Steelton Pa 17113
Asgs Pa Chapter 500 Univ Dr C4804 Hershey Pa 17033
Askins Terry 7073 Carlisle Pike Trlr 157 Carlisle Pa 17013
Asm International One Birchwood Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Associated Client Referral 3800 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Atanasoff Samuel Estate 436 Main St Steelton Pa 17113
Atnafu Ermiyas 437 Radcliffe Dr Harrisburg Pa 17055
Augustus Denise Sullivan Sutlif Po Box 1627 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Auto Bodies By Lucas 2001 Lincoln St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Autohaus 4150 Chambers Hill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Autoplex Floyds 1524 N River Rd Halifax Pa 17032
B
B & C Builders 9280 Otterbein Church Rd Newburg Pa 17240
Babby Ruth C 819 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Bachinsky William 1000 N Front St Wormleysburg Pa 17043
Bachman Co C/O Aon Risk Services Attn M Peters Hershey Pa 17033
Bahari Mukhlis 3650 Brookridge Ter Apt 303 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Bahuleyannair Krishnaveni 3032 Guineveres Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Bailey Daniel 312 Oak St Harrisburg Pa 17109
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Baish Bob Glass And Body Shop 86 Winchester Gdns Carlisle Pa 17013
Baker Harris E Estate 915 Manor Dr Millersburg Pa 17061
Baker John J 437 7th St New Cumberland Pa 17070
Baker Mary Estate 260 E Areba Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Baker Robert P 2425 N 2nd St Hbg Pa 17110
Baker Steven 4700 Old Gettysburg Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Baldari Tammy 806 Hummel Ave Lemoyne Pa 17043
Ballater Ltd 5300 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Ballew Eric 3049 Canby St 24 Harrisburg Pa 17103
Balmer Thomas 1314 Harding Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Baltimore James M A 4413 Ontario Dr Apt A Harrisburg Pa 17111
Bankers Life Casualty Co 2300 Vartan Way Ste 205 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Bankers Trust Co Of California 323 S 18th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Banks Charles 2943 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Baranowski Thomas 5205 Locust Ln Harrisburg Pa 17109
Barbara Peterson Cremer 139 Ume Hershey Pa 17033
Barbizon Model & Talent Management 415 Bosler Ave Lemoyne Pa 17043
Barbour Barbour Barbour Joyce 612 Oxford St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Barge Ryan 272 Sue Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Barnhart Stephen Barnhart Julie 45 Ceymore St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Barr Richard L Excavating Inc 6996 Wertzville Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Barrett Helen 572 C Lewisberry Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Barrick Thai Apt 206 7 Pine Rd Mt Holly Springs Pa 17065
Barrow Andrew D 805 Wilhelm Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Barrow Andrew Dodds 805 Wilhelm Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Barrow Andrew Dodds 905 Wilhelm Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Barthco Inc 225 Brd St Highspire Pa 17034
Bartke Cheryl 6136 Spring Knoll Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Bartlett David 902 Norway St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Bartlette Deah 110 Northgate Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Basehore Violet 103 W Keller St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Basta Loetitia Basta Michael 321 Kelker Harrisburg Pa 17102
Bates Stephen In 4806 Sweetbriar Harrisburg Pa 17111
Bathavic Brian Bathavic Alicia 110 Sunset Dr New Cumberland Pa 17070
Batra Kashmiri 435 Pawnee Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Baughman Jack 4 Meadowview Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Baum Carla 114 Forest Dr Allendale Pa 17011
Baumann Justin 202 Chester Rd E Pennsboro Pa 17025
Baumbardner William 340 Hummel Ave Lemoyne Pa 17043
Bausman Warren R Estate 501 S Catherine St Middletown Pa 17057
Bavariam Enterprises 1037 Macley St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Beattie Thelma Beattie Harold 321 4th St New Cumberland Pa 17070
Beaver Daniel 28 W Marble St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Beck Marian Beck John 1419 Verbeck Harrisburg Pa 17103
Becker Josheph 325 E Burd St Shippensburg Pa 17257
Becker Michael 132 Cooper Rd Hummelstown Pa 17036
Beckerman Mark 4612 Fargreen Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Beckner Evelyn Lucille Beckner James 4500 Oakhurst Blvd Apt 209 Harrisburg Pa
17110
Beechers Body Shop 601 3rd St Enola Pa 17025
Beeman Mary 1460 Fieldstone Ln Dauphin Pa 17018
Beeslee Barry 3327 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Beleski Brad 301 Chestnut St Apt 1507 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Bell Maureen 25 North 24th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Benedek Frank 504 Cherrington Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Benedict Pearl M Estate 1421 Susquehanna St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Benefits Brokerage Agency Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Benjamin John 2083 Brentwood Dr Middletown Pa 17057
Benjamin Johnathan C 7 Mars St Steelton Pa 17113
Benko Benko Assoc Ltd Kathleen A Benko Dmd 927 Adelia St Middletown Pa 17057
Bennet Charles R Estate 10 1/2 Railrd St Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Bennett Betty M Estate 840 Dartmouth St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Benoist Arthur 304 S 29th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Benson George E Jr 609 D St Carlisle Pa 17013
Benteler Joanne 952 Allenview Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Benton Christopher 1115 Baish Rd Mechanicsburg 17055
Berger Norman 608 North Third St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Bergmann Walter H Estate 207 1/2 5th St New Cumberland Pa 17070
Berio Candido Berio Iris Y 1930 Rudy Rd Harrisburg Pa 17104
Berman Sondra 1414 Smokehouse Ln Harrisburg Pa 17110
Berry Jennifer 4151 King George Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Berry Michael 601 3rd St Enola Pa 17025
Best Anna J Estate RR 1 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Best Jay 601 Wilhelm Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Beverly Montz 18 North Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Bfs Retail & Commercial Operation 700 N 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Bickley Darthea M Estate 107 1/2 8th St New Cumberland Pa 17070
Biesecker Gerald 2621 South 2 Nd Stelton Pa 17113
Big Dog Auto Sales Inc 1073 Carlisle Pike Carlisle Pa 17013
Big Ugly Warehouse 345 Carlisle St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Bigalli Josefina 354 Yorktown Rd Hershey Pa 17033
Bii Liquidation Inc C/O A Disanto Esq 300 N 2nd St Ste 630 Hbg Pa 17101
Bilan Iris 1409 North Front St 3−Rr Harrisburg Pa 17102
Bird Stacey Po Box 898815 Camp Hill Pa 17089
Birmingham Merideth 143 Rosedale Hershley Pa 17033
Birosik John 3 Gobin Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Birrell Rosemary 2903 Society Hill Dr Apt 308 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Bishop Louise 1256 Main St Oberlin Steelton Pa 17113
Bistlilne Thelma Mary 24 N Walnut St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Bitting George W Jr 101 Hutton Rd New Cumberlnd Pa 17070
Bittinge Lawrence S Estate 2334 N 4th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Bittinger Gerald Estate 2334 N 4th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Bittinger Rodney L Estate 2334 Ny Harrisburg Pa 17112
Black Justine 1175 Wintertide Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Black Miriam Po Box 34 Millersburg Pa 17061
Black Toni 2375 Dusty Ln Enola Pa 17025
Blaine Vivian K Estate 119 4th St Summerdale Pa 17093
Blasenak Kerry 4418 Carrington Ct Harrisburg Pa 17112
Blauch William 22a N Market St Elizabethville Pa 17023
Bloom Evelyne Bloom Frank 3840 N Sarayo Cir Harrisburg Pa 17110
Bloom Elizabet 505 West Areba Av Hershey Pa 17033
Blosser Betty Blosser Ross 123 N Smt Harrisburg Pa 17103
Blutstein Richard Po Box 244 Enola Pa 17025
Bobertz Nicklaus Bobertz Matt 6 Redwood Ct Camp Hill Pa 17011
Boffemmyer Dawn 962 Innsbruck Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Boisvert Jordan 6963 Sleepy Hollow Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Boisvert Robert A Estate 122 N East St Carlisle Pa 17013
Bojange Oumie 1822 Boas St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Bolton Ella E 311 Stuart Place Harrisburg Pa 17109
Bolton Ella E Est 311 Stuart Pl Harrisburg Pa 17109
Bond Gerlinde Bond Paul 548 North St Lykens Pa 17048
Boothe Suzanne F Estate 2016 Chestnut St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Borden William Estate 215 Highland St Steelton Pa 17113
Bowen Joseph Bowen Donna 847 Lindsey Rd Carlisle Pa 17015
Bower Samuel 7804 Moyer Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Bowers Lisa Po Box 1059 Carlisle Pa 17013
Bowers Mary 1222 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Bowlby Albert G Jr 216 N 21st St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Bowles Garnett 1221k Community Dr Harrisburg Pa 17103
Bowman Eresa F Estate 5545 Canal Rd Hershey Pa 17033
Bowman James 1419 Hunter St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Bowser Donald Bowser Emily 1529 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Boyd Pamela 506 Bridgeview Dr Lemoyne Pa 17043
Boyer Joseph 55 Caravan Ct Middletown Pa 17057
Bracken Lori 502 Bracken Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Bragg Hazel Bragg Ruth 199 N Union Ave Lansdown Pa 17057
Branca Adolph 2200 Walnut Harrisburg Pa 17103
Branca Velora 2200 Walnut Harrisburg Pa
Brandon Lee 1822 Boas St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Brandt Joel 2720 Patton Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Braxton Amstead 1301 N Sixth St Apt 912 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Bray John 2163 Gelder Park Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Breier Harold Breier Hazel 1937 Bellevue Rd Harrisburg Pa 17104
Breininger Dianne K 903 Deatrich Ave Middletown Pa 17057
Breininger Kendrick 1213 West Market St Williamstown Pa 17098
Brenner Fannie 2001 Paxton St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Brent Gloria C/O Gloria Brent 780 Lan Enola Pa 17025
Brewster Jonathan 1460 Deerfield Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Brewster Patricia 1460 Deerfld Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Brickner Mark Po Box 556 New Cumberland Pa 17070
Brickus Richard 1955 Chestnut St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Briggle Jess 59 East South St Carlisle Pa 17013
Briggum Blanche Briggum John 1411 Vesta Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Brinsky David 504 Ross Ave Apt 1 New Cumberland Pa 17070
Brinzer Raymond 530 Brentwater Camp Hill Pa 17011
Broadspire PO Box 2036 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Brooks Peter J 1329 James St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Brookwood Family Medicine 1200 Walnut Bottom Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Brown Est Marcia Brown Marcia 1934 N 11th Harrisburg Pa 17101
Brown Eric 202 Timberview Harrisburg Pa 17110
Brown Franklin Po Box 622 Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Brown Jehava 519 Boston Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Brown Michael 950 Orchard Ave Lot 1 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Brown Rosina 4229 B King George Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Brown Shanna 500 Geneva Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Brown Tamara 1840 Chestnut St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Brownell Ralph 1111 Bartine Harrisburg Pa 17102
Brubacker Willis 105 Boyer Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Bryer Edward G C/O Crump Life Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mills Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Bucaram Assad O 1011 N Front St Apt 8 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Bucher Richard Bucher Carol 115 N Market St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Bucher Richard Bucher Ruth 115 N Market St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Bucher Richard Bucher Verna 115 N Market St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Bucker Nancy 8 Dogwood Building Middletown Pa 17057
Buckwalter Joseph 1106 E Simpson Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Budd Shannell 162 Joya Cir Harrisburg Pa 17112
Buddy Gregg Motor Homes 164 Sewickley Farms Harrisburg Pa 17105
Buehler Brent 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Bui Tom 1930 Bellevue Rd Harrisburg Pa 17104
Bulata Charles 2800 Russell Rd Camp Hill Pa 17012
Burger Philip 359 W Areba Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Burke Catherine E Est 48 Ober Oberlin Pa 17113
Burkhardt Lana 840 Zermatt Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Burtnett John 337 West Green St Mechnicsburg Pa 17055
Bus Stop Store 7 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Busby Richard I 405 Myers Steelton Pa 17113
Buss Mildred R Estate 260 Pine St Millersburg Pa 17061
Buss Mildred R Estate N Pine St Millersburg Pa 17061
Buteau Geoffrey Buteau Patricia 141 E High St Carlisle Pa 17013
Butkewicz Teresa R 3915 Brisban St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Butler Brian M 6 N Stoner Ave Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Butler Elizabeth C/O Loretta V Butler 6 N Stoner Ave Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Butler Loretta 6 N Stoner Ave Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Byrem Emmett W 708 Hampton Ct Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
C
C Js Western Wear 900 Market St Lemoyne Pa 17043
C N A Risk Management Gab Robins 3314 Market St Suite 101 Camp Hill Pa 17001
Cain Timothy 6985 B New Oxford Harrisburg Pa 17112
Calderon Cox Rhonda Calderon Cox Jimmy 81 Appalachian Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Caldwell Bethann 652 Springhouse Ln Hummelstown Pa 17036
Calendar Club And Srv LLC Unit 120 800 E High St Carlisle Pa 17013
Calhoon Larry Calhoon Mary E Shellhamer 279 S G Middletown Pa 17057
Calvey Anne 605 N PittsburghEville Pa 17023
Camacho Tami 127 Longenecker Ln Middletown Pa 17057
Camp Hebron 957 Camp Hebron Rd Halifax Pa 17032
Camp Hill Food Inc Camp Hill 1215 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Campagna Laurie 415 Cherrington Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Capital Formation Ins Agcy Inc 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Capitol Bus Co Inc 1061 S Cameron St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Carlisle Apothecary 220 Wilson St Carlisle Pa 17013
Carpintieri Patricia 213 Shell St Apt C−4 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Carricato Eugenia T Country Meadows 4905 Trindle Rd Apt 52 Mechanicsburg Pa
17050
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Carroll Maureen 910 South 80th St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Carson James Po Box 14 Shippensburg Pa 17257
Carstens Thomas 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Carter Arrie 129 N 13th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Carter Kathleen 305a Ctr St Millersburg Pa 17061
Caruso Michael C/O Bisys Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Caruso Michael 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Case Edward 503 Lucinda Ln Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Cashman Earl M Estate 451 Sand Hill Rd Apt 109 Hershey Pa 17033
Cave Matthew 160 Chelton Ave Millersburg Pa 17061
Ccrx Corporate 5775 Allentown Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Central Fill Inc 4415 Lewis Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Central Lincoln Mercury Inc 820 Squire Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Centrix Leslie Ware 136 Lincoln St Steelton Pa 17113
Cerebe George 322 North Second St Apt 1502 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Chamberlin Anna 2740 Ludwig Avepenbrook Harrisburg Pa 17103
Chambers Leah 1417 N 15th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Charlesworth Gregory 1023 Oyster Mill Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Chase Auto Finance 227 Lopax Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Check Cashing Express 2312 Walnut St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Chelsea Auto Parts 22 N Cameron St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Cheppa John 7176 Catherine Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Chervony Suarez Juan 2130 6th St Apt 3a Harrisburg Pa 17110
Chhoeung Deap 345 S 15th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Chon Sun Y 227 Ewe Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Chpt 13 Trustee Po Box 410 Hummelstown Pa 17036
Christian Publication 3825 Hartzdale Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Christopher John 948 Greenlea Rd Hershey Pa 17033
Chromalloy Turbine Airfoils Di 14 N Cameron St Harrisburg Pa 17105
Ciafre Claire 1305 Kuhn Rd Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Ciesco Inc 109 Millers Ln Harrisburg Pa 17110
Clark Jones Denise Cust Clark Jones William 965 Overlook Dr Hummelstown Pa
17036
Clark Helen 405 Haldeman Ave New Cumberland Pa 17070
Clark Jones Denise Cust 965 Overlook Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Clark Robert 302 Cloudless Sky Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Clinger Christina 560 N Pine St Apt 3 Middletown Pa 17057
Clouse And Straub Associates 5320 Jaycee Ave Harrisburg Pa 17112
Clouser Mary E 221 Ann St Middletown Pa 17057
Cloward Michael 51 South Harrisburg St Apt Bas Harrisburg Pa 17113
Cmes Inc 1540 Brookline Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Cochran Robert PO Box 69338 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Cohen Michael Cohen David 6114 Wallingford Way Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Cohen Benjamin 104 Old Federal Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Cohen Ellen 520 S 29th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Cohen Louis E In 1112 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Cohn And Company Ins Agcy 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Colbert Samuel 211 North Harrisburg St Steelton Pa 17113
Cole James 6487 Tipton Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Coleman Amber 190 S 2nd St Steelton Pa 17113
Coleman Robert J Jr 1000 Claremont Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Coleman Yolanda 204 Vine St Apt 204 Harrisburg Pa 17104
Colemans Surplus 360 Klinger Rd Millersburg Pa 17061
Colestock David 3103 Schoolhouse Ln Harrisburg Pa 17109
Colleen Neiss 3600 Rutherford St Harrisburg Pa 17111
College Lane Sportswear Po Box 3056 Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Colon Isaias 11 S 18th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Combined Brokerage Services Inc C/O Bisys Ins Services Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Harrisburg Pa 17112
Comey John 4831 E Trindle Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Comfort Inn Hershey North 7744 Linglestown Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Comfort Suites Hershey 450 Sta Rd Grantville Pa 17028
Commings Ruth 111 Farm Rd Newville Pa 17241
Commonwealth Fin Network Bisys Ins Svc Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
Comp Services Inc 2505 North Front St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Company Walsh 100 Corporate Ctr Dr Suite 201 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Compassionate Care Middle 100 Brown St Middletown Pa 17057
Compton April 3220 Linden Pkwy Harrisburg Pa 17110
Comrey Kim E Attn J Miller Ct Reporte Front & Market St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Conewago Place 424 Nye Rd Hummelstown Pa 17036
Conforti Physical Therapy & Fitness 110 N 7th St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Conklin Elizabeth 122 Strayer Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Conner Research Group 207 House Ave Suite 108 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Conrad Harold 98 Shetland Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Consultan Pension C/O Alliance Bene Grp 4550 Lena Dr 201 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Conway Michele 1264 Brandt Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Conwell Gerald 4902 Carlisle Pike Num 103 Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Cook & Niven 1323 North Front St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Cook Mae M 1123 N 15th Harrisburg Pa 17103
Cook Roma Rd 1 Box 169 Halifax Pa 17032
Cooper Esther Est 920 Hassler Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Cooper Fisher Garage 140 S Edward St Lykens Pa 17048
Cooper Helm Chevrolet 22 & Devonshire Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Cooper Jennifer 139 Herman Ave 2nd Flr Lemoyne Pa 17043
Coover William Coover Paul 34 N Washington St Shippensburg Pa 17257
Coover Rebecca 51 Appalachian Dr Carlisle Pa 17015
Cora Boone Estate 100 Susquehanna Ave Enola Pa 17025
Corsnitz Bruce 228a Mountain Rd Halifax Pa 17032
Costello Madaline 48 S East Carlisle Pa 17013
Costigan Esther Costigan James 117 Stone Ridge Commons Shippensburg Pa 17257
Costik Michael 455 Carol St New Cumberln Pa 17070
Couch James 415 Allegheny Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Country Side Homes 9 Lantern Ln Shippensburg Pa 17257
Country View Fmily Farms 6360 Flank Dr Suite 100 James Mack Harrisburg Pa
17112
Cox Albert 1275 Red Hill Rd Dauphin Pa 17018
Cox Benjamin H II 3009 Guineveres Dr Apt B Harrisburg Pa 17110
Cox Jennifer 344 West North St Carlisle Pa 17013
Cox Venteria 117 Summer Ln Enola Pa 17025
Craig Lamar H Est 548 Bridge St New Cumberland Pa 17070
Crawford David 2428 Brookwood St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Crawford Shelly 1953 Manada St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Creative Benefit Concepts Inc 2843 North Front St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Credit Plus Solution 2491 Paxton St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Crifaci Josephine 5516 Grouse Dr Har Isdburg Pa 17111
Critchely Paul Estate 3438 Walnut St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Cromwell Oliver W Jr Po Box 2745 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Cronies 449 S Font St Wormleysburg Pa 17043
Crosson Marian 1122 2nd Ave Steelton Pa 17113
Cullum Nianna 1264 Brandt Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Cummings Terry 138 West Penn St Carlisle Pa 17013
Cunningham Daniel P C/O Big Sky Farm 3436 Spring Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Cunningham Elizabeth 139 Cedar Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Cusick Ingrid 621 Bluebell Ave Hairisburg Pa 17112
Czap Holly 53 E King St Shippensburg Pa 17257
D
Dailey Ken 4319 Avon Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Daniel Eva M Estate RR 2 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Danner Rowland E Estate 605 N 2nd St Wormleysburg Pa 17043
Danowitz Jean 2702 Gateway Ct Harrisburg Pa 17110
Daugherty Brent 16 South 3rd St Po Box 23 Halifax Pa 17032
Davenport Keri 1942 Mulberry St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Davenport Omar 678 Mohn St Steelton Pa 17113
David L Ellis Agency Inc 3552 Old Gettysburg Rd Ste 203 Camp Hill Pa 17011
David L Ellis Agency Inc C/O DL Ellis 3350 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Davis Bonnie Lee Davis Robert 6125 Stephens Xing Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Davis Loretta Davis Harold 229 Market St New Cumberlnd Pa 17070
Davis Enterprises 400 First St Ste 300 Middletown Pa 17057
Davis James 1326 S 19th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Davis Kyle S C/O Crump Life Ins Srvc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Davis Mary Estate Po Box 308 Camp Hill Pa 17001
Davis Pauline Estate 2504 Agate St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Day David 105 E Allen St Perusps Apts 20 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Dayhoff Harry T Estate 1151 Market St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Daylor Sandra 16 Jacobs Creek Dr Hershey Pa 17033
Days Inn Harrisburg Daystop Po Box 6535 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Dayton Parts 1300 N Cameron St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Dcp Dedic Enes PO Box 1304 Carlisle Pa 17013
De La Cruz Maria 735 Eisenhower Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Dearman Dorothy E Estate 42 Willow St C/O Abram De Arman Highspire Pa 17034
Dearolf Harold 2008 Logan St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Debiasi Betty 2121 Boas St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Definity Health Claims Po Box 69305 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Deitch Marion E Estate RR 1 Carlisle Pa 17013
Dekona Patricia 330 S 16th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Delancey Laurie 3863 Union Deposit Rd 219 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Delgato Nagaly 1619 Naudain St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Dellingers Auto Body Inc 279 Grange Hall Rd Millersburg Pa 17061
Delmuro Diana 860 Walnut St Apt A5 Lemoyne Pa 17043
Delos−Santos Juana Apt F Harrisburg Pa 17104
Demarco Ann 657 S Front St Steelton Pa 17113
Dennis John 5230 Windsor Blvd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Deppen Julie 304 16th St New Cumberland Pa 17070
Dettorre Michael Dettorre Jeanne 403 Grist Mill Rd Hummelstown Pa 17036
Dewalt Sara K Estate 32 H St Carlisle Pa 17013
Diaz−Reyes Gilberto 1286 R Oyler Rd Harrisburg Pa 17104
Dick Ethel 334 Ft St Shippensburg Pa 17257
Dickey Oliver 7th And Indiana Ave Lemoyne Pa 17043
Dicks Sarah Z Woods Dr Rd 5 Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Dienes Evelyn 2826 Merion Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Dies Loma L C/O Bisys Insurance Ser 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Digilio Donna 2 Irongate Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Dilks Properties Bal Darrisaw Marrius 2746 North 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Dillinger Wendell 626 Vine St Middletown Pa 17057
Dinger Jeff 6100 Springford Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Direct Usa Inc 5321a Jaycee Ave Harrisburg Pa 17112
Dish Network 1069 E Park Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Dively Eugene W Jr Dively Laura 147 2nd St Highspire Pa 17034
Diversified Group Admin Po Box 6540 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Division Of Neurology Obo Theresa Dale Po Box 858 Mc A410 Philadelphia Pa 17033
Divittare Anna 121 Half St Hershey Pa 17033
Divittore Armando 121 Half St Hershey Pa 17033
Dixon Michael C/O Habitat For Humanity 900 S Arlington Ave Ste 235 Harrisburg Pa
17109
Do Phuc 966 South 21st St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Dolatoski Rose Estate 5015 Virginia Ave Harrisburg Pa 17109
Donahue Judith Kathryn 322 N Second St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Donald Willie 28 N 17th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Donaldson Mara 116 W Pomfret St Carlisle Pa 17013
Dong Xiu B 608 Wertzville Rd Enola Pa 17025
Donnelly John M 212b Marshall Rdg Carlisle Pa 17013
Donnelly Paul Axa Network LLC 4251 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Doporcyk Derek 205 Parker St Carlisle Pa 17013
Doptis Jean 45 Alters Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Dorado 33150 Camp Hill Bypass Camp Hill Pa 17011
Dorothy 1001 N 2nd St Apt 4 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Dougherty Kathryn 9500 Kings Ross Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Downing Van 520 Sandra Ave Harrisburg Pa 17109
Downs Kathryn Mcclure Downs K T Jr 26 Cedar Cliff Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Downtown Daily Bread 310 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Drapeau Cindy Drapeau John Po Box 374 Wiconisco Pa 17097
Dressler Thomas Po Box 744 New Kingstown Pa 17072
Drexel Group Inc Po Box 742 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Drucker And Falk Ins Agcy Inc 5320 Jaycee Ave Harrisburg Pa 17112
Drummond N A Jr Po Box 1809 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Dubbs Jr Benedict H 3104 Schoolhouse Ln Harrisburg Pa 17109
Duka Shannon 4712 Great Oak Ln Harrisburg Pa 17110
Dunn Daniel 353 South 13th St Apt 2 Hrrisburg Pa 17104
Dupierreux Edith 219 Redwood Harrisburg Pa 17109
Dwight D Smith LLC 3008 North Second St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Dyer Oral 5009 Earl Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Dymond Stanley O C/O S Dymond 620 Geary S Harrisburg Pa 17110
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E
E M Sabek Clu And Assoc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Early Childhood Com 1515 Boboli Dr Harrisburg Pa 17104
East Coast Auto Exchange Inc C/O Grant Klinger Po Box 1514 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Ec America Naval Sea Logistics Ctr 5450 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Eckenroth Anna E Estate 410 W Main St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Eckert Barbara E Estate 331 Lamp Post Ln Lamphill Pa 17011
Eckrote Roy 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Eddies Mens Shop 200 South Cameron St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Edward Lee 2905 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Edwards Michelle Edwards Anthony 1101 N Front St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Edwards Bobbie 2724 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Edwards Irene 624 Camp St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Efaw Ralph 61 Johns Rd Enola Pa 17025
Egal Liban 1101 Lindham Ct 610 Mechanicsville Pa 17055
Eggleston Forrest Po Box 1098 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Ehrgott Jean 4259 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Ehsf Services Corp 105 Old York Rd Cumberland Pa 17070
Eichelberger Richard 908 Progress Ave Harrisburg Pa 17111
Eisenacher Deborah 1958 Fishburn Rd Hershey Pa 17033
Ekiss Brad E 320 Woodruff Way Harrisburg Pa 17112
Electrolux 302 Hunter Ln Middletown Pa 17057
Elfkey Gafar 1523 N 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Elliott Thomas 1413 S 14th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Ellis David 3350 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Elo Touch Systems Inc Po Box 69008 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Embrey Jenna 965 Overlook Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Encin Mark 4611 Hampden Ave Camp Hill Pa 17011
Engel Lon 6806 Clubhouse Dr Apt D Harrisburg Pa 17111
Epps Andre 6 Beacon Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Erickson Clifford Erickson Romaine 228a 8th St New Cumberlnd Pa 17070
Erie Insurance David Jones Po Box 2013 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Erie Insurance Sandra Goodling Po Box 2013 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Eshleman Frederick Eshleman Becky 307 E Marble St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Eshleman Helen D Estate RR 1new Market New Cumberland Pa 17070
Essig Daniel 4708 Berkley St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Est John L Donnelly 212b Marshall Rdg Carlisle Pa 17013
Est Kathleen Chevron U S A Inc Harrisburg Pa 17120
Etter Marion O Estate 2006 N 4th St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Etzweiler Jamie 745 Middle Rd Millersburg Pa 17061
Evans Estella Evans Wade 3208 North 6th Harrisburg Pa 17110
Evans Do Richard 351 Futurity Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Evans Jennifer 7484 Mowersville Rd Newburg Pa 17240
Ewer Kendal Ewer Rae 2378 Sunn Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Ewing Andrea 5945 Grayson Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
F
F F P Insurance Service C/O Crump Life Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
Fairley Lorenzo 301 Mohn St Steelton Pa 17113
Farezcoronel Fidel H 15−13 Alison St Harrissburg Pa 17104
Farlling Donald 699 Bloserville Rd Newville Pa 17241
Fayetta Detter 1246 Hillside Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Feeser Margie 1205 S 28th St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Fegley Larry 47 Ann St Highspire Pa 17034
Feitelberg Agency Inc 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Felo June E Estate 313 Evergreen St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Felty Dennis 124 Pine St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Feniger Larry 2296 Forest Ln Harrisburg Pa 17112
Ferguson Kimberly 520 Emerald St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Fernandes Lester 5114 Christian Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Fernandes Neychelle 4225 Sussex Ct Apt 26 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Fernandez Jesse 59 Ivy Ln Harrisburg Pa 17104
Ferraiolo Ann 103 James Ln Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Ferrar Francis 2400 Market St Apt B62 Harrisburg Pa 17103
Ferri Christian 206 Greenwood Dr New Cumberland Pa 17070
Festival Foods 3812 Union Deposit Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Fetterman Catherine Fetterman James 1285 Main St Steelton Pa 17113
Fetterman Catherine 1285 Main St Steelton Pa 17113
Feuchtenberger Fred 176 E High St Apt 2 Carlisle Pa 17013
Fields Dennis 101 S 2nd St Apt 619 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Fields Eleanor Estate 1534 Hillside Village Harrisburg Pa
Figel Wendy Absolute Settlement Services 3800 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Financial Service Corp 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Finnen Sarah M Estate 316 N College St Carlisle Pa 17013
Finney Margaret 1705 Brandt Ave New Cumberland Pa 17070
Firestone Motors 330 S 3rd St Lemoyne Pa 17043
First Financial Management Corporat 2704 Commerce Dr Ste B Hbg Pa 17110
Fischer Barbara Fischer John Rd2 Hummelstown Pa 17036
Fisher Reginald Fisher Tommie 1410 Market Harrisburg Pa 17103
Fishman Barry M Dds 10 W Chocolate Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Fiske Weegan Tammy 616 S Second St Steelton Pa 17113
Flowers Royers 6520 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Floyd Beverly 1491 Newville Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Follett Ruth 1044 Walnut St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Foor Lenora K Estate 500 Walton St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Forbes Chevrolet Inc 502 Bracken Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Ford Alan Apt 1310 1301 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Foreman Harry 1729 Foxianna Rd Middletown Pa 17057
Forney George E Est 101 Greenfield Ct Middletown Pa 17057
Foster Coby 311 N College St Carlisle Pa 17013
Foster Eric 140 Mountain St Mount Holly Springs Pa 17065
Foster Gunn Britt 5715 Arklow Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Fostervold Harald 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Fox Sharon Reo Department/Finance Div Harrisburg Pa 17101
Foxs Market 101 S Union St Middletown Pa 17057
Fraker Candy 242 Stuart Rd Carlisle Pa 17015
Frame Norma 726 W Louther St Carlisle Pa 17013
Francis Lapano A Estate 301 S Front St Steelton Pa 17113
Franco Perez Silvia 3421 Simpson Ferry Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Franklin Charles 1311 N 21st St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Frantz Dorothy Frantz Chester 3940 Walnut St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Frazier Jack 4928 Eastman Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Frederick Deedie M 1178 Rte 209 Millersburg Pa 17061
Frederick Robert K 1178 Rte 209 Millersburg Pa 17061
Fredericksen Pamela Fredericksen Jeff 1104 Bridge St Apt 3 New Cumberland Pa
17070
Freeman Karen 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Freysinger Body Shop 1008 Piketown Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Friend Tonya M Absolute Settlement Services 3800 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Fry Bry Knight Inc Po Box 6731 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Fry Communications 101 Fry Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Fuller Mardis 1217 N Cameron St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Funghi Teresa 200 W Cho Hershey Pa 17033
Funk Belle 235 E Water St Middletown Pa 17057
G
Gabbard James 950 Orchard Ave Lot 33 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Galdencio Kathy 1222 Mulberry St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Galic Susan F 18 Farm House Ln Camp Hill Pa 17011
Gallagher William Gallagher William 403 Apple Ave Middletown Pa 17057
Gallagher Bassett Se 8 Flowers Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Gamber Mary A Est Of 212 N 32nd St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Garber Martha Estate HiLLCrest Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Garber Ruth Estate HiLLCrest Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Garcia Mary 1014 West Foxcroft Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Gardner David R Jr 3219 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Garonzik Samuel Po Box 12 Mt Holly Spgs Pa 17065
Garrett Jeffery 111 S Walnut St Apt 1 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Gates Mike 124 W Portland St 37 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Geesey Kim 115 N 31st St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Gehman Elizabeth Po Box 1271 Carlisle Pa 17013
Gekas Mary 411 Randor Harrisburg Pa 17110
Gelbaugh Dana 1313 Pine Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
George Clyde RR 1 Halifax Pa 17032
Geyer Barbara A Estate 306 Market St Halifax Pa 17032
Giant Foods 230a South Tenth St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Giant Foods Lemoyne Pa 230a South 10th St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Gibboney Jennifer 86 Winchester Gdns Carlisle Pa 17013
Gibson Craig 7340 Derry St Apt 103 Harrisburg Pa 18042
Gibson Edna J Est 7 S Walnut St Mt Holly Spring Pa 17065
Gifford Joann 1044 Walnut St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Gifts 6520 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Gilbert Martha 2544 Agate St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Gildea Ira James E Attn Wachovia Securities Custo 328 Carlson Rd Hummelstown Pa
17036
Gilfoye Trust Dorothy M 4905 E Trindle Rd Apt 43 Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Gilfoyle Trust Joseph D 4905 E Trindle Rd Apt 43 Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Gilkes Euraline 1915 Park St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Gilson Kathleen 1815 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Ginez Alyssa 216 Kelker St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Gingrich Dennis College Of Medicine F&Cm H154 Hershey Pa 17033
Given Margaret 268 Delaware St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Glancey Mildred B Estate 128 Yellow Breeches Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Glavas Daniel 527 N 2nd St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Gleeson Kevin 81 Jeff Ln Hummelstown Pa 17036
Glenny Judy 1 Sme Shippensburg Pa 17257
Global Systems Inc 100 Sarkuni Ave Harrisburg Pa 17110
Goldberb Katzman And Shipman Pc 320 E Market St PO Box 1268 Harrisburg Pa
17108
Goldberg Dana 398 Landis Dr Millersburg Pa 17061
Golden Jamie 550 Willow St Apt A Highspine Pa 17034
Goldswort Anna F Estate Trinadad Apts 8 Hershey Pa 17033
Gomes Michelle 5114 Christian Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Gomez Jay 4264 Wagonwheel Ct Harrisburg Pa 17109
Good Ray 419 E Green St Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Goodrich Ronald 103 Lincoln Ave Harrisburg Pa 17111
Goodwin Evan H Estate 2007 Dickinson Ave Camp Hill Pa 17011
Gordon Leroy 24 Maizefield Dr Shippensburg Pa 17257
Gordon Marshall RR 1 Grantville Pa 17028
Goss Alma 35 Peach Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Gossler James Gossler Edna 116 Linden Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Gottlieb Lillian 308 Heister Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Gottlieb Rachel 128 Tupelo St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Gramm Harriet F Est 4909 Delbrook Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Grantville Dental Inc 10105 Jonestown Rd Grantville Pa 17028
Grass Jody Po Box 622 Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Grass S Robert Grass Companies Wormleysburg Pa 17043
Gravitt Sharon PO Box 6307 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Gravius Nathan 107 Hallmark House Hershey Pa 17033
Graybill Lorraine 204 Deerfield Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Green Rebecca Green Brian 204 Greenwood Dr Newcmbrlnd Pa 17070
Green Henry 2223 Jefferson St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Greenes Camp Hill 3804 Gettysburg Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Gregson Greg 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Gribb Violet M Estate 118 N 31st St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Griffiths Norah 931 N Front St Apt 207 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Grim Angela 4580 Larch Dr A172 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Groff Frank 44 Curacos Hershey Pa 17033
Gross William Gross Rhea 2192 Carol Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Gross William Gross Rhea Po Box 883 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Gross N C/O William Gross Harrisburg Pa 17110
Grottenthaler H RR 1 Halifax Pa 17032
Grubbs Clarence B 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Gubette Betty J Est 112 E Locust St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Guizado Felix 2121 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Gula George Gula Steven 520 Chambers St Bressler Pa 17113
Gunnett Cecelia D 219 Redwood Harrisburg Pa 17109
Gunsallus Sommer 1265 Fern Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Guo Yumei 4270 E Williamsburg Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Guringo Samuel Guringo Edward 1311 S 12th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Gurnsey Roy 5116 Earl Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Gussler Phyllis Gussler William 32 Adams St Enola Pa 17025
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H
H D Management Corp Harry Alexanderian Quality Inn 1255 Harrisburg Pk Carlisle
Pa 17013
Habschmidt Andrew P Habschmidt Andrew 201 Shell St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Haederer William 1212 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Hagemeyer Na 6428 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Hahne Kelly Hahne Amy 7059 Creek Run Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Hake Elnora E 826 Acri Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Hale Michael 3264 Back Rd Halifax Pa 17032
Halifax H S Class Of 1970 C/O Linda Dorman 590 Ctr St Millersburg Pa 17061
Haller Purcell Krug 1719 North Front St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Halpin Jacqueline RR 6 Box 959a Shippensburg Pa 17257
Hamilton Carol A Woods Dr Rd 5 Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Hamilton Health Center 1650 Walnut St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Hamilton Leah 1222 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Hamilton Robert 340 E Chocolate Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Hampton Angela 1252 Harrisburg Pike 12 Carlisle Pa 17013
Hampton Inn Att Richard Magaro 749 E Chocolate Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Hand Michael 408 Harvey Rd Hershey Pa 17033
Handley Richard 3623 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Handshew Hazel Rd 2 Shippensburg Pa 17257
Handy Derek 106 Joya Cir Harrisburg Pa 17112
Hanft Susan 7 Hidden Meadows Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Hanich Frank M Jr 770 Keckler Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Hanover Bowling Center 4660 Trindale Rd Ste 202 Camp Hall Pa 17011
Hanshaw Lisa 101 Hunt Ct Hummelstown Pa 17036
Hanusa Mark 1104 Bridge St Apt 3 New Cumberland Pa 17070
Harders Thomas 3518 Ritner Hwy Newville Pa 17241
Hardy Deborah 50 N 67th St Apt 4 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Hardy Paul H Estate 504 Woodbine St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Haring Fred J Estate RR 1 Bowmansdale Pa 17055
Harlacher Barbara A 620 Geary Harrisburg Pa 17110
Harlacher Barbara A 622 Emerald Harrisburg Pa 17110
Harlacker John 1190 Galloway Ln Harrisburg Pa 17111
Harlan James 2631 Gateway Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Harlan James 3517 Walnut St 2 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Harman Donald 17057 Middletown Dauphin Pa 17018
Harman Ernest 17057 Middletown Dauphin Pa 17018
Harper R Sunday Harper Sunday 14 Hendel Loop Carlisle Pa 17015
Harrell Katherine 353 South 13th St Apt 2 Harrisburg Pa 17104
Harris Michael Harris Denise 1545 Appletree Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Harris Fern E Estate 1932 Holly St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Harris Joseph 708 Hanover Manor D 308 Carlisle Pa 17013
Harris Savings Assoc 2nd Pine Sts Harrisburg Pa 17101
Harris Spencer 355 S Sporting Hill Rd Apt 204 Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Harrisburg Hilton 1 N 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Harrisburg Offset Printing 807 South 27th St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Harrisburg Toyota Chrysler Plymouth Jeep 6060 Allentown Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Harrison Samuel L Harrison Jan 225 Old Stonehouse Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Harrison Timothy Po Box 622 Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Harro Robert Harro Ruth 301 N Fredrick St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Harro Ruth Juniata Dauphin Pa 17018
Harsco Corporation 350 Poplar Church Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Hart Adam 4715 Clarendon St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Hart Charles De Po Box 410 Hummelstown Pa 17036
Hart Jason 1012 Mill Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Harter Elizabeth C Estate 2344 Ellerslie St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Harter Jane 1288 Brandt Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Harter Jeffrey 3902 Pamay Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Hartford Alesia 1110 Edgemont Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Hartman Casper E Jr Hartman Helen 328 Mcculloch Rd Shippensburg Pa 17257
Hartman Calvert 2290 Earl View Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Hartman David 801 Elizabeth Ave Dauphin Pa 17018
Hartstein J M C/O Bisys Ins Svcs Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Harvan Andrew 153 Col 4 Greason Pa 17013
Harvan Mary Apt 4 153 Col Greason Pa 17013
Harvey Pamela 23 W Maple Ave Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Harvey Shelby 26 N 21st St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Haskins Daniel 1705 Elm St New Cumberland Pa 17070
Hassan Nahla 5015 Wynnewood St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Hatcher Robert 6116 Locust St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Hawk Mary E Estate 703 S Union St Middletown Pa 17057
Hawthorne Earl L Jr 4006 Cheryl Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Hawthorne Ethel 10 E Long Aly Hummelstown Pa 17036
Hcc Of Mechanicsburg P C Suite106 Carlisle Pa 17013
Health Market Po Box 69510 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Heany Richard 3619 Rutherford St Paxtang Pa 17111
Heaps Michael Heaps Alice 2138 Douglas Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Heaththornton Debra 2b N Locust St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Hechts Harrisburg East Mall Harrisburg Pa 17111
Heck Jennifer 680 St Johns Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Heckert George W Estate 535 Woodbine St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Heckert Myrl 3828 Durham Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Heckman June Estate Po Box 13 Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Heerbrandt Ryan 2026 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Heeter Richard 1215 Manor Dr Ste 100 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Heffelbower Joyce 500 W Keller St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Heffelbower Robert 258 W North St Carlisle Pa 17013
Heil Kathleen 1006 Sheffield Ave Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Heiman Johathan 132 Woodridge Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Heimerdinger Gladys Estate 2491 Harrister Race Harrisburg Pa
Heisel Joseph 904 Blue Bell Ave Harrisburg Pa 17112
Helsel Barbara 504 A North 3rd Harrisburg Pa 17101
Helwig Cassel Ryan Micheal 911 Gettysburg Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Henderson Quiana 2610 Agate St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Henry Nace 1942 Mulberry St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Henry Osbert 4 Briar Ln Camp Hill Pa 17011
Herminghouse Frank C Jr The Hershey Company Attn C Shirey 100 Crystal A Dr
Hershey Pa 17033
Hernandez Ricardo 2336 Back Rd Halifax Pa 17032
Herr Geneva E Estate RR 1 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Herrell Gaynelle Po Box 60397 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Herrera Anthony 2127 Swatara St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Hersha Hospitality Inc 148 Sheraton Dr New Cumberland Pa 17070
Hershey Veronica E 332 Pine St Harrisburg Pa 17113
Hertzler Margaret U 1471 Maplewood Dr New Cumberlnd Pa New Cumberlnd Pa
17070
Herzing Jamie Apt 1, 935 N 3rd Harrisburg Pa 17102
Herzog Karin Apt A 231 Longs Gap Carlisle Pa 17013
Heslep Thomas Heslep Cleda 219 Wood St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Heuser Aaron Heuser Carol 615 Williams Grove Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Hewitt Kaseithia 518 Cumberland Ct 527 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Hgs Administrators Po Box 890418 Camp Hill Pa 17089
Hiestand Ruth G 1901 N 5th St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Higgins Madaline L Estate 1044 Walnut St Apt 1 Lemoyne Pa 17043
Higgs Dana 6153 Spring Knoll Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Highlank Bcbs 1800 Ctr St Attn: Melissa Long Camp Hill Pa 17089
Hildebrand John W Est 314 E Meadow Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Hilfman Selma 4500 Oakhurst Blvd Apt 223 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Hill Jane 65 E Louther St Carlisle Pa 17013
Hillard Rachel In 635 Maclay St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Hillegas Erica 1935 Kent Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Hillegass Ronald Hillegass Nancy 1160 Riverview Rd Dauphin Pa 17018
Hironimus James 4717 Maple Shade Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Hirsch Melinda 1944 Christopher Pl Harrisburg Pa 17110
Hlth Novacare O 4716 Old Gettysburg Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Hockenberry Raeanna Hockenberry Jolene 12 A Dartmouth St Hamburg Pa 17109
Hockenbery Gertrude 2116 Dery St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Hoffman Annabelle E Estate RR 1 Middletown Pa 17057
Hoffman Annabelle Estate Round Top Rd Middletown Pa 17057
Hoffman Jami 416 Main St Lykens Pa 17048
Hoffman O S 517 N Enola Dr Enola Pa 17025
Hofmeister Geraldi Estate 104 Ctrfield Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Hogan James P Usawc Stu Det Carlisle Bks Pa 17013
Hoke Betty E Estate 100 Dock St Middletown Pa 17057
Hoke Colleen Michele Cust 317 Spring Ln Enola Pa 17025
Holder Mark 584 Highland St Steelton Pa 17113
Holecki Keith Po Box 6018 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Holiday Inn 5401 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Hollabaugh Mildred Hollabaugh Lawrence 8 Riverside Middletown Pa 17057
Holleran Jack 2060 Clarendon St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Holleran Thomas 2060 Clarendon St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Holleran Timothy 2060 Clarendon St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Hollinger Stanley T Estate 3942 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Hollingsworth Jane L Rd 1 Hummelstown Pa 17036
Holmes Brian Po Box 4392 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Holmes Gene 4400 Pheasant Hill Rd 381 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Holmes Wentling 3527 Fourth St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Holtry Michelle Holtry Randy 138 Park Pl W Shippensburg Pa 17257
Homan Amos 232 Springfield Rd Newville Pa 17241
Home Builders Association Pa Lackawanna 404 N Washington Ave Harrisburg Pa
17110
Home Of Texas 5300 Derry Harrisburg Pa 17111
Hommel Jean 100 Highland St Steelton Pa 17113
Honeycutt Julie 1420 Roberts Valy Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Hood Rodney 1813 Dogwood Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Hooker Jacqueline 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Hope Dorothy C/O Habitat For Humanity 900 S Arlington Ave Harrisburg Pa 17109
Horetsky Donald 202 Hemlock Hall Middletown Pa 17057
Horvath Joseph 27 S 2nd St Steelton Pa 17113
Hospelhorn Danner 1205 Mulberry Harrisburg Pa 17104
Hospelhorn Madalyn 1205 Mulberry Harrisburg Pa
Hough Rodney 1200 Walnut Bottom Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Houston Antoinette 1835 N 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Howe Trisha One S 4th St Harrisburg Pa 17113
Howells Robert Howells Joyce 1390 Quail Hollow Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Hoy Charles Hoy Retha 109 November Dr J 5 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Huber Cynthia 37 Wetherburn Rd Enola Pa 17025
Hudock John 214 Ross Ave Apt A New Cumberland Pa 17070
Hugar Christopher Hugar Ellen 423 Walnut St Apt 405 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Hugendubler Michael Hugendubler Chad 428 W Caracas Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Huggins Peter Po Box 125 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Humer Celia K Estate RR 1 Camp Hill Pa
Hummel John W Hummel Ruth 890 West Main Hummelstown Pa 17036
Hunn Eleanor 1522 Terrill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Hunter Panels C/O Accnts Pay Po Box 1319 Carlisle Pa 17013
Hutter Joy 105 E Allen St Apt 308 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Hymes Angela 219 South 15th St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Hyssong Francis 504 A North 3rd Harrisburg Pa 17101
I
I Care Po Box 69336 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Ifpa 4720 Carlisle Pike Suite 205 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Iguelega Nacbal 2441 Reel St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Ilioff Lubi 405 Myers Steelton Pa 17113
Imagistics International Inc 6385 Flank Dr Ste 800 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Ims Auto Sales LLC 2027 Herr St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Independent Financi C/O Bisys Insurance Ser 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
Infiniti Of West Chester C/O E Mayfield 1925 Front St Po Box 2955 Harrisburg Pa
17105
Infiniti Of West Chesterncc 1925 N Front St Harrisburg Pa 17105
Infotech Consulting Inc. 4750 Delbrook Rd Ste 201 Mechanicburg Pa 17050
Ingersoll Rand Corp 312 Ingersoll Dr Shippensburg Pa 17257
Iqbal Mohamed 3500 Walnut St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Iron Ridge Family Practice 880 Poplar Church Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Ivan Ruiz Paul 134 First St Carlisle Pa 17013
Ivey Louise Ivey H E 102 Hamilton Harrisburg Pa 17102
Ivey Frank 6955 New Oxford Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
J
J P Lilley & Son 2009 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Jacey Inc Jeffrey 1395 Pheasant Run Rd Middletown Pa 17057
Jacey Inc Karen 1395 Pheasant Run Rd Middletown Pa 17057
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Jackson Dana Frye C/O Children And Youth Harrisburg Pa 17104
Jackson Lisa 115 Thrush Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Jackson Lisamarie 2620 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Jackson Mary 1100 N 2nd St Apt 2 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Jacksons Automotive 1112 Slate Hill Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Jacobs Adalene Estate Front & Geary Sts New Cumberland Pa 17070
Jacobus Lions Ambula 503 Bridge St Po B Biglerville Amb Club New Cumberland Pa
17070
James R Schmidt 3624 Brisban St Harrisburg Pa 17111
James Randall 2422 Locust Ln Harrisburgh Pa 17109
Jameson Richard S C/O Crump Life Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
Jarabak David Jarabak Lisa 108 Pleasantview Ter New Cumberlnd Pa 17070
Jiao Beverly 210 Houston Dr Grantville Pa 17028
Jim Robbins Ins Agcy Inc 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Jims Mobile Trailer Repair 3105 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Johns Mary 814 Flintrock Ridge Rd Mechanicsburgh Pa 17055
Johnson Adrian 407 S 19th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Johnson Carnell 1209 Kittatinnny St Apt 2 Harrisburg Pa 17104
Johnson Clair 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Johnson John 445 Bouquet Rd Qtrs B Carlisle Pa 17013
Johnson Mona Lisa 2124−A Moore St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Johnson Neco 1210 Newburg Rd Shippensburg Pa 17257
Johnson Sanford 3414 Bedford Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Johnson Vickie 7484 Mowersville Rd Newburg Pa 17240
Jones Dwayne 1812 Penn St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Jones Edward In 1725 Fulton St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Jones Ester M Estate 1003 Walnut St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Jones Julia E Estate 2635 S 2nd St Steelton Pa 17113
Jones Michael 1622 Catherine St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Jones Mike 840 W High St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Jones Ruth 203 Eastwood Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Jordan Michael 507 Penn Ayr Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Josh Stoner 4822 Smith St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Jumper Eldon Jumper Nancy 15 Rockaway Dr Camphill Pa 17011
Jumper Charles RR 2 Newville Pa 17241
Jumper Katherine 333 Burgners Rd Carlisle Pa 17015
Jumper Thelma 8 Cedar Ave Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
K
Kader Abdel 401 Radcliffe Dr Apt D Harrisburg Pa 17109
Kalina Stella 2 Cir Dr Camp Pa 17011
Kamand Construction Inc 203 Lynndale Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Kamionka John 2210 Warren Way Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Kandersteg 4076 Market St Suite 200 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Kandersteg Inc 4902 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Kanganis George 3607 Rosemont Ave Camp Hill Pa 17011
Kaniel Mamdoh 610 Santanna Dr Apt 203 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Karathanasis Vasilios N Co Jill Karathanasis 82 Ridge Ave Carlisle Pa 17013
Kari Young Members First Fcu 2425blue Mt Pkwy Harrisburg Pa 17112
Karstetter Ann E Estate 804 Wertzville Rd Enola Pa 17025
Kasper Michael Kasper Nicole C/O Residence Inn 4480 Lewis Rd Room 424 Harrisburg
Pa 17111
Kasper Michael 2400 Forest Ln Harrisburg Pa 17112
Kasperko Jean 25 Jacobs Creek Dr Hershey Pa 17033
Kassimis−Murphy Pamela 6686 Springford Tr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Kaucher Bonnie 66 Clouser Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Kauffman Clint 2432 Kensington St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Kauffman David 2423 Mercer St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Kauffman Wesley Rd 5 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Kautz Paul S Sr 610 16th St New Cumberland Pa 17070
Keck Pauline E Estate 520 N Pitt St Carlisle Pa 17013
Keck Pauline Estate 520 N Pitt St Carlisle Pa 17013
Keck Thomas 3117 N 4th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Kedney Irene 1 W Mulberry Hill Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Kedney Robert O Jr 1 West Mulberry Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Kedney Robert Po Box 543 Us Army War College Carlisle Barracks Pa 17013
Keefer Tory N 54 White Oak Blvd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Keen Edna C/O Harold M Keen 50 Nottingham Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Kegler Loren Kegler May 6791 Lehigh Ave Harrisburg Pa 17111
Keiper Edythe C/O Dauphin Manor 1205 S Harrisburg Pa 17111
Keleman Mary Ann 7171 Allentown Blvd PO Box 6325 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Keller William F Estate 2404 Boas St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Kello Sharon Kello Paul 820 Squire Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Kelly Henry 1201 N Front St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Kemper Edna In 1010 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Kennedy Mary 308 Village Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Kenneth Hopper 1620 Nottingham Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Kenneth Shetron K K Auto Body 620 S Enola Rd Enola Pa 17025
Kent Joe Sr 2232 N 5th St 0 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Kepner Erma Est 1800 Oak Dr Dauphi Pa 17018
Kepple Michael 229 Birch Ln Carlisle Pa 17013
Kerdiman Julius Po Box 3871 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Kerlin Kenneth R Estate 2050 Blust Ln Enola Pa 17025
Kerns Thelma E Estate 86 Hummel Ave Lemoyne Pa 17043
Keshav Enterprises 525 South Front St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Ketter Sara 932 Forbes Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Keystone Residence 601 N Front St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Khona Ramesh 6410 Cannon Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Kibler Rebecca 120 Woodridge Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Kickham Carl 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Kilby Kurt 10435 Mountian Rd Grantville Pa 17028
Killian Mari 34 Cambridge Ct Carlisle Pa 17013
Kindervater Doroth Kindervater John 3437 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Kindervater Dorothy 221 Pine St Harrisburg Pa 17101
King Daniel 400 Erdman Rd Lykens Pa 17048
Kingsley Blasco & Associates 15 Subdivision Rd Newville Pa 17241
Kinsey Alex Paul 380 Harvest Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Kinsey Alexander Paul 380 Harvest Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Kinsey Kimberly 380 Harvest Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Kinsey Stephanie Rae 380 Harvest Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Kirk Carolyn 64 Ashburg Dr Apt 216 Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Kitner Don Don Kitner Landscaping 100 2nd St New Cumberlnd Pa 17070
Kitzmiller Jean 112 Revere St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Kiyuna Kenneth 659 Devonshire Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Klein William 27 Burd St Middletown Pa 17057
Kline Erma M Estate RR 4 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Kline John 130 S 3rd St 1108 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Klinger June Klinger Marion 651 North Lykens Pa 17048
Klinger Larry Cparc 117 N Hanover St Po Box 386 Carlisle Pa 17013
Klipowicz Kevin 45 Lee Ann Ct Enola Pa 17025
Knoble Sandra 104 Calder St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Koch Harold RR 1 Halifax Pa 17032
Koch Tionie 4710 Brian Rd Mechnicsburg Pa 17050
Kocher Leslie 510 Hillside Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Koegler Morgan Co Inc C/O Bisys Insurance Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
Kohlahaas Esther 135 E Columbia Rd Enola Pa 17025
Kokomos East Camp Hill Pa Rt 22 West Hanover Camp Hill Pa 17012
Kondrat Margaret Elizabeth 2060 Clarendon St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Kop Kline Plaza LLC 101 Rr S 25th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Kopenhaver Martha Rd 1 Box 169 Halifax Pa 17032
Koppenhaver Arthula 304 W Maple Ave Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Kormanski M 1460 Deerfield Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Kost James 219 S York St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Kostik Stella Estate 219 State St Middletown Pa 17057
Kozlowski Desna 90 Springers Ln Lot 2b New Cumberland Pa 17070
Krall Bonnie 202 HiLLCrest Dr Hershey Pa 17033
Kramer Lois 21 Crandle Dr Carlisle Pa 17015
Kramer Margaret 529 Hummel Ave Lemoyne Pa 17043
Kramer Romaine Rd 1 Chamber Hill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Krause Kathryn R Estate 4631 Goose Valy Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Kreamer Barbara 8251 Chambers Hill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Kreamer Jeffrey 230 E Pomfret St Carlisle Pa 17013
Kreider John Box 161 Hershey Pa 17033
Kreiser Michael 927 Rose St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Krepps Christopher 260 W High St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Krishnamachari Bharadwaj 4233 Williamsburg Dr Apt B Harrisburg Pa 17109
Krow Bradley 2433 Jericho Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Kubica George 91 Austin Dr Grantville Pa 17028
Kuhn Joseph Kuhn Edith 110 N 21st St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Kulwant Kaur 1186 West Trindle Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Kunkle Rama Melissa Kunkle Jamie 85 Greenwood Dr Rd 1 New Cumberland Pa
17070
Kunkle Lynde Katherine 205 Cherokee Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Kunkle Tate James 205 Cherokee Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Kuntz & Son Inc 590 Hershey Rd Hummelstown Pa 17036
Kwakye Mike 611 Lopax Rd Apt T22 Harrisburg Pa 17112
L
L B Smith Lm 6391 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Lafferty John E C/O Bisys Insurance Ser 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Laggan Francis 524 Main St Dickinson Pa 17241
Lahr James Lahr Helen 2230 Atlas St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Lambda Alumni Assc Of Theta Xi 2607 Walnut Bottom Rd C/O Kevin E Marpoe
Carlisle Pa 17015
Landis William I Estate 622 Chambers St Harrisburg Pa 17113
Langston Brian 1432 Vernon St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Laplante Treff 1120 Hecks Dr Dauphin Pa 17018
Laslo Theodore Laslo Nancy 573 Dartmouth St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Laurybarner Gladys 3 Todd Cir Apt E Carlisle Pa 17013
Lauver Julia 2271 Forest Hills Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Lavanture Kelly 1180 Oyster Mill Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Lawrence Eric James 519 Spruce St Lykens Pa 17048
Lawrence George 1407 Susquehanna Harrisburg Pa 17102
Lawrence Sara 1407 Susquehanna Harrisburg Pa 17102
Lawver Nancy Lawver Guy 1933 Brookwood St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Lawyer Assessment Administrative Po Box 46 Camp Hill Pa 17001
Lawyer Assessment Po Box 46 Camp Hill Pa 17001
Lb Smith Ford Inc 647 N 2nd St Steelton Pa 17113
Lb Smith Lincoln Mercury Inc 6391 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Leaman Carlton Estate 307 W 2nd St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Leaphart Jonnie 13 W Butler St Mt Holly Springs Pa 17065
Lebo Catherine 201a Oak St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Lee Naphy 1635 Sycamore St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Legge John 709 Louisa Ln Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Lehrer Richard B C/O Bisys Ins Svcs Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Leib Donald Leib Rhea 41 Butler St Penbrook Pa 17103
Leids Fencing 199 Fairview Rd Shippensburg Pa 17257
Lenker Edward 2837 North Front St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Leon Sweer 6 Emlyn Ln Mechanicsbu Pa 17055
Leonard Sharon 905 Creek Rd Carlisle Pa 17015
Lerch Evelyn R Estate RR 4 Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Lerch Harry 118 E Roosevelt Ave Middletown Pa 17057
Lester Michael 244 Indian Creek Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Lewis Gary 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Ley Marie CO Securchoice 7441 Allentown Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Libby Robert Libby Mary 916 Highland St Enhaut Pa 17113
Life Insurance Buye C/O Bisys Insurance Ser 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
Lilley J P 407 Greendown Acres Harrisburg Pa 17102
Lincoln Investment Pln 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Lincoln Nationwide I Bisys Insurance Services 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
Lincourt Louisa 1327 Bartine Harrisburg Pa 17102
Lind Carolyn PO Box 523 Hummelstown Pa 17036
Lindeman Moving Co Inc Attn S Nevius 2010 Greenwood St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Lingle Marjorie Lingle Robert 1101 Capitol St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Linzy Jason 2001 Lincoln St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Lions Shares Association The H James Scroll Agent 124 E Caracas Ave Hershey Pa
17033
Lipman Bradford Lipman Roxanna 13 N 31st St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Lipman M Elizabeth Lipman Monroe D 4611 Union Deposit Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Lipman Bradford D Mr 4611 Union Deposit Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
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Lipman M Elizabeth 4611 Union Deposit Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Lisenby Paula 411 Grubb St Middletown Pa 17057
Little Glady 407 Emerald St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Livy Gil 3400 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Lloyd Kenneth 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Lloyd Wendy 326 Lopax Rd Apt B20 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Logan Kristen 399 Pechin Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Lohnstein Linebaugh 386 Old York Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Long David 4076 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Long Dorothy Estate 340 W High St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Long Meadow Apts 1 Richland Ln Ste 105 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Long Miss Melissa 35 A West Main St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Long Niles 37 W Main St Hershey Pa 17033
Long Sharon 1400 Chatham Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Long Term C Executive Park West I 4718 Old Gettysburg Rd Ste 209 Mechanicsburg
Pa 17055
Longton Wallace 1825 Red Spruce Ln Carlisle Pa 17013
Lorenz Colleen M Absolute Settlement Services 3800 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Lorson Denise 1626 Walnut Bottom R Carlisle Pa 17015
Loving Richard C/O Bisys 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Lower Merrill Lower Nancy 1861 Armstrong Valy Rd Halifax Pa 17032
Lower Richard Estate 1333 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Lowry Robert Lowry John 230 E Lowther Lemoyne Pa 17043
Loyd Cary 2140 N 4th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Lubin Bergman Organ Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Lucas Jean Po Box 358 113 Front St Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Lukens Karl Po Box 557 Hershey Pa 17033
Lundgren Madeline 3600 Brookridge Tr Apt 201 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Lupfer Brandon Scott 1907 Sterretts Gap Ave Carlisle Pa 17013
Luquette Norman A Estate 4412 Fargreen Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Luther Carolyn 830 Doubling Gap Rd Newville Pa 17241
Luther Leroy 830 Doubling Gap Rd Newville Pa 17241
Lutheran Home At Hopton 960 Century Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Lutz Vanessa Po Box 44 590 Myerstown Rd Mt Holly Spring Pa 17065
Ly Connie 4185 Mountain View Rd 111 Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Lynch Graham Lynch Tammy 655 Brisbain Ln Enola Pa 17025
Lynch Lawrence D Jr Lynch Lawrence D Sr 4184 Cove Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Lyons Wyatt 235 N West St Williamstown Pa 17098
M
Ma Com Inc Po Box 3608 Mis Harrisburg Pa 17105
Maaco Auto Painting And Bodyworks 1209 Kittatinnny St Apt 2 Harrisburg Pa 17104
Mabbett Martha W Estate 2130 Susquehanna St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Mac Allister James H III Mac Allister Mary 315 West Green St Shiremanstown Pa
17011
Macintyre Fay And Thayer Insurance 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mack Pamela 1351 W Trindle Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Mackalonis Dorothy CO Resses Motel Rm 2 6290 Allentown Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mackalonis Ella C/O Resses Motel Rm 2 6290 Allentown Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mackin Mary Patricia Mackin Charles 836 Mandy Ln Camp Hill Pa 17011
Madrzykowski Mary 8 Hathaway Dr Carlisle Pa 17015
Mahl Mary 2117 Finn Newburg Pa 17240
Mahmood Aklim 1416 Karen Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Maldonado Jacinto 2834 Mulberry St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Maljevac Frederick Est 301 Mohn St Apt 501 Steelton Pa 17113
Mam Fasy 1805 Meadow Ridge Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Mangol Rebecca 7 Wheatland Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Mankamyer William 119 Milky Way Shippensburg Pa 17257
Manley William PO Box 424 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Manning Carol 127 Joya Cir Harrisburg Pa 17112
Manning Helen 14 Oak Ave Halifax Pa 17032
Manning Sylvester 1110 Edgemont Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Manske Dorothy Estate 4225 D King George Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Mapa Po Box 8297 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Marcano Shieklia 1831 Market St Rear Apt 2 Harrisburg Pa 17104
Marcucci Daniel 1600 D Hill Side Rd Harrisburg Pa 17103
Marhevka Jennifer 22 Landor Ln Carlisle 17013
Marijan Mary Estate 2517 S 2nd St Steelton Pa 17113
Mark Twain Insurance C/O Crump Life Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
Marks Bonnie 1265 Fern Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Marpoe Kevin 2607 Walnut Bottom Rd Carlisle Pa 17015
Marrero Jorge 1235 Derry St Apt 3b Harrisburg Pa 17104
Marriott Dan 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Marsh Usa Inc 2 N 2nd St Fl 10 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Marshall Heather 2207 Walnut St 5 Harrisburg Pa 17103
Martin Elizabeth Martin Harvey T Commonwealth Natl Bk Att Jaqueline Mensching
Po Bo 1010 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Martin William Martin Samuel I Rd 2 Shippensburg Pa 17257
Martin Dennis 116 Southside Dr Newville Pa 17241
Martin Robert A Estate 433 Union Millersburg Pa 17061
Martin William R Estate 616 Muench St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Martz C 111 North Front Harrisburg Pa 17101
Martz Charles 308 N 25th St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Masland Associates Inc Medical Arts Building Carlisle Pa 17013
Mason Justin 8148 Molly Pitcher Hwy Apt C Shippensburg Pa 17257
Mass Mutual Agency 082 Denver 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mass Mutual The Blue Chip C West Shore Office Ctr 214 Senate Ave Ste 303 Camp
Hill Pa 17011
Mastalski Robin Absolute Settlement Services 3800 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Masters Elizabeth 201 E Burd St Apt 212 Shippensburg Pa 17257
Matherne Zoe A 2826 Merion Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Mathis Curtis 3200 Paxton St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Matinchek Funeral Home For 1701 E Harrisburg Pike Middletown Pa 17057
Matinchek Funeral Home For 215 W Chocolate Ave Apt 2n Hershey Pa 17033
Matinchek Keith 1315 Schoolhouse Rd Middletown Pa 17057
Matter Terry 65 S Callowhill St Elizabethville Pa 17023
Mattis Walter 831 Old Silver Spgs Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
May Joan 960 Beech Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Maynard B Dewitt And Assoc 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mazariegos Roblero 425 S 17th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Mc Cann George 1682 Mainsville Rd Shippensburg Pa 17257
Mc Neal Bonnie Mounted Rte New Cumberland Pa 17070
Mcallister C Estate 2138 N 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Mcandrews James 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mccafferty Collision 6365 Basehore Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Mccaffery Roisin 119 Vine St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Mcclure Robert 1715 Apricot St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Mcdevitt James 216 E Garfield S Shippensburg Pa 17257
Mcelwee A J 3610 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Mcentire Hoover 2524 Agate St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Mcginn Jason E Mcginn Karin 5079 Stacey Dr East Apt 1709 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Mcgonnell Barbara C/O D M Koppenheffer 619 Union St Millersburg Pa 17061
Mcgreevy Shannon 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mckay Lloyd G Inmate Gj8962 Camp Hill S C I Po Box 200 Camp Hill Pa 17001
Mckee Jerry 12 Southside Dr Newville Pa 17241
Mckee Martha 1265 Fern Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mckee William 122 Winston Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Mckelvey Eleanor L Mckelvey James 2643 Reel Harrisburg Pa 17110
Mckenrick Katie 3 Norfolk Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Mckissick Carol 3975 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Mclaughlin Matthew 370 Thorley Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Mcmanemon William Mcmanemon Nancy Box 338 RR 4 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Mcmanemon William RR 4 Box 338 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Mcmann Lavinder Assoc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mcmichael Lori L Attn J Miller Ct Reporte Front & Market St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Mcmullen Sarah RR 3 Shippensburg Pa 17257
Mcmullerclaa Ida J Estate RR 1 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Mcpherson John Mcpherson Mary 223 Novak Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Meader Clarke D Estate R 1 Mcclellen Halifac Pa
Meals Rebecca 1521 Haven Croft Rd Harisburg Pa 17110
Medicine Shoppe Phar 1800 Linglestown Rd Ste 103 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Mehosky Edward 325 Wesley Dr Apt 3228 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Melendez Angel Melendez Diana 827 Roberts Valy Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Melhorn Michael 5722 Kenwood Ave Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mengle Benjamin 27 Dewalt Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Menjivar Ana 422 N Enola Dr Apt D Enola Pa 17025
Meredith Elsie 105 S Prince Apt C3 Shippensburg Pa 17257
Mesaros Susan Mesaros Frank 4932 Locust Ln Harrisburg Pa 17109
Mestlin George 510 Le Sentierln Harrisburg Pa 17112
Metro Teleconnect 2150 Herr St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Metrowest Inc C/O Bisys Ins Svcs Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Meyer Joshua 486 Lewisberry Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Mi Mariachi Inc Lemoyne Pa 921 Market St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Michael Shearon C/O Bisys Insurance Ser 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Michola Rita L Estate 713 S 25th St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Mickeys Insurance Service 542 Bridge St New Cumberland Pa 17070
Mid Atlantic Regional Arc Co Jim Gerenser Treasurer Carlisle Pa 17013
Mid South Ins Agcy Of Br 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Midatlantic Energy 5700 Blue Mountain Trail Enola Pa 17025
Midland Mortgage Company 548 North St Lykens Pa 17048
Millburne Brian 1465 Timber Brook Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Millenium Pharmacy Systems Inc 2250 Millenium Way 30 Enola Pa 17025
Miller Michael D Miller Bonnie J 301 Chestnut St Apt 1812 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Miller & Miller 401 South 32nd St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Miller Ben 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Miller Elizabeth C In 18 Country Club Place Camp Hill Pa 17011
Miller Gregg 660 Boas St Apt 1015 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Miller Jessie 670 W Louther St Carlisle Pa 17013
Miller Judith 1215 Meadow Ln Harrisburg Pa 17113
Miller M J 9 Gloucester Stre Harrisburg Pa 17109
Miller Mary E Estate 326 S 16th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Miller RobertW C/O Colette Commodore 2216 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Miller Ryan 1520 N 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Miller Sarah W Estate 169 2nd St Highspire Pa 17034
Miller Sherry 1367 Zimmerman Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Miller Tracy 1305 Windsor Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Miller Willie 939 Wood St Steelton Pa 17113
Mills Joyce 2990 Wilson Pkwy Harrisburg Pa 17104
Mills Maria 230 Walnut St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Minner Eileen 549 S 3rd St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Minner Paul 549 S 3rd St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Minnich Margaret Estate 443 W Brd St Williamstown Pa 17098
Minnich Mary F 106 Mooreland Ave Carlisle Pa 17013
Minor Wilbur S Estate 20 Cumberland Ave Shippensburg Pa 17257
Mitchell C E 1920 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Mitchell Charles V 1459 South 13th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Mitchell Ruth 3901 Woodvale Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Mitford Adrienne Po Box 20 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Mixell Arlene Rd 1 Newville Pa 17241
Mixell Carl V RD 1 Newvill Pa 17341
Moffit Heart Vascular Group C/O Attn W Strouse 1000 North Front St Wormleysburg
Pa 17013
Moffitt Brian 1008 Piketown Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mohamud Ulow Abdullahi 120 E Main St 120 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Moises Sandoval Dba La Estrella 1417 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Molko John J Molko Amy 2444 Adrian St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Money Managers Ltd 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Monk Benjamin 10 Oakmont St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Mood Dolores 8438 Jonestown Rd Grantville 17028
Moody John B Est 2 S 16th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Mooney Lori 330 Meadow Dr Shippensburg Pa 17257
Moore Chadd 259a Union St Millersburg Pa 17061
Moore Jane 1099 Country Club Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Moore Leona P In Rd 1 Linglestown Pa 17112
Moore Roger 2012 North 4th St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Moore Stephanie 3212 Willow Ln Harrisburg Pa 17110
Moores Margaret 2109 Princeton Ave Apt 6 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Mootz Timothy 4181 Elk Ct Apt 117 Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Morales Yarijza 125 Kittatinny St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Moran Barbara A 49 Drexel Pl New Cumberland Pa 17070
Moreno Victor A 1 North Cir Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Morgan Evelyn J Estate 42 Brown St Middletown Pa 17057
Morgan Stanley International 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
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Morrison Robert J III 5835 Fawn Mdw Ln Enola Pa 17025
Morrison Steve 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Mosley Gwendolyn 2253 N 5th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Motor Trend Auto Shows 6375 Flank Dr Ste 100 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Motter Jean 241 Locust Grove Ct Apt 3 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Mountainaire Ltd 5103 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Mowery Associates Inc 1023 Mumma Rd Lemoyne Pa 17043
Moynhan Josh 216 Graham St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Moynihan Josh 216 Graham St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Msys Inc RD 8 PO Box 252 Carlisle Pa 17013
Mulberry Group Limited Partners 203 S 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Mullineaux Jessica 173 E South St Carlisle Pa 18102
Murphy Jack W Estate 2026 North St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Murray Ethel S Estate 733 Union St Millersburg Pa 17061
Musselman Ruth 1005 Robert St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Musser Nathan Jr 133 Old Stone House Carlisle Pa 17015
Mutual Service Corp C/O Bisys Insurance Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
Mutzabaugh Betty J Est 424a Brandy Ln Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Myers John H Sr Myers John 618 W High St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Myers Doris B 108 Oak Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Myers Doris R 108 Oak Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Myers Jennifer 5040 Derry St Apt H Harrisburg Pa 17111
Myers Mark 100 W Vine St Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Myers Mark 301 West Market St Williamstown Pa 17098
Myers Mrs Roberta 201 W Market St Williamstown Pa 17098
Myers Roberta 108 E Areba Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Myers Ruben 437 Middletown Rd Hummelstown Pa 17036
Myers Victoria 137 Lenker Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
N
Nace David 26 Cedar Cliff Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Nace J D 26 Cedar Cliff Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Nader Jason 211 Park Ave Hummelstown Pa 17036
Naramcic Milan 990 Monroe St Harrisburg Pa 17113
Narvaez Juan 108s 13th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Nash John G Jr 333 Zion Rd Mt Holly Springs Pa 17065
National Cent Bank 3041 N Front St Harrisburg Pa 17110
National Planning Corporation 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Nauss Jennifer L 207 School Plaza Hershey Pa 17033
Navarro Lolita 1815d Willow Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Navarro Norman F C/O Lolita F Navarro 1815d Willow Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Naylor Carrie 2854 Buxton Ct Harrisburg Pa 17110
Ncas Po Box 778974 Harrisburg Pa 17177
Neal Frances Marie Neal William 1291 S 28th St Apt 408 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Neal Ryan 820 Zermatt Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Neidigh Anita 746 Bloserville Rd Newville Pa 17241
Neiter Howard J Cust 1031 Mountain Rd Dauphin Pa 17018
Nelson Harry 114 Decatur Dr Grantville Pa 17028
Nelson Nicole 114 Robin Ln Hummelstown Pa 17036
Nelson Sondra L Trust C/O J H Tress Trustee 10 Kensington Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Nestico And Druby Llp 840 East Chocolate Ave Hershey Pa 17033
New Horizons C.L.C. Of Charlotte C/O Sabai Inc 5095 Ritter Rd Suite 114 Mechanics-
burg Pa 17055
New View Corp Ste 262 4075 Linglestown Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Newspaper Network 3899 North Front St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Ney Glenn Ney Mary 220 Townsend Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Ngo Dmetress Joseph Trust 5 Samantha Ct Harrisburg Pa 17112
Ngo Houng 205 Fineview Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Ngo Thu Loan Tran Cust 531 Alison Dr Apt 1 Hummelstown Pa 17036
Nguyen Oanh T 1615 Hunter St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Nicc Nnn Pa Disburse Ments 3899 North Front St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Nickel Florence Nickel Harold 111 W Louther Carlisle Pa 17013
Nicks Anyea 158 2nd St Highspire Pa 17034
Nicoll Christopher 14 East St Mt Holly Spgs Pa 17065
Nissley John 1620 Pkwy W Harrisburg Pa 17112
Nixon Molly 532 Mountain View Rd Middletown Pa 17057
Nolan Erik 819 Old Forge Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Noonan Zonarich Kathleen 1306 King Arthur Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Nordi Ruth 22465 Main Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Nottingham Mary 1234 Some St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Novakowski Ann 316 Forge Rd Boiling Springs Pa 17007
O
Oakland Court Reporters Inc 1520 N Woodward Ave Ste 2 Millersburg Pa 17061
Obrien George T Obrien Mary E 1033 Swarthmore Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Obrien Matthew Obrien Susan 70 Wedgewood Dr Carlisle Pa 17015
Obrien Terry 543 C St Carlisle Pa 17013
Ocarroll Margaret Ocarroll James Md 910 S 80th St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Occupational Safety & Health C 1171 South Cameron St Room 32 Harrisburg Pa
17104
Oconn Patricia 3103 Hillside St Pennbrook Hbg Pa
Oconnell Barbara 25 Jacobs Creek Dr Hershey Pa 17033
Oconnor Francis K 3103 Hillside St Penbrook Hbg Pa
Oconnor Patricia C Oconnor Francis 3103 Hillside St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Oconnor Dorothy 35 S 3rd St Steelton Pa 17113
Odonnell Michael 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Oes Inc 317 3rd St Suite A New Cumberland Pa 17070
Oh Susan 1258 Auburn Ave Hummelstown Pa 17036
Ohara Dorothy E 125 Beaver Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Ojo David 1614 Derry Harrisburg Pa 17104
Okeefe Patricia Okeefe Thomas 220 C N Baltimore Ave Mt Holly Springs Pa 17065
Oldham Mildred 1 Field Crest Dr Mechanicsbury Pa 17050
Oliver Frank 19 N 4th St Apt 3 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Ollies Bargain Out 008 6295 Allen Town Blvd Suite 1 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Omalley Theresa 223 Briggs St 2 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Omnicare Pharmacy Services 2080 Linglestown Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Ord John A Cust 9 E St 511 Carlisle Pa 17013
Ortenzio Elaine W Ortenzio Eugene 4101 Valy Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Ortenzio Eugene E Ortenzio Elaine 5303 Jonestown Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Osborn Carolyn 632 Belvedere St Carlisle Pa 17013
Osborne Julia 101 Brentwater Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Osborne Marcus 1100 Yverdon Dr Apt B2 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Oscar Rangel 1527 Mayflower St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Osifat John 5928 Canyon Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Osler Jonathan 506 Appalachian Ave Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Oumarou Ibrahim 1833 Briggs St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Outreach Community Education C/O A Feigel 172 University Mnr E Hershey Pa 17033
P
Pa Assoc Of Nurse Anesthetist 908 North St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Pa Family Support Alliance 2001 N Front St Bld 1 Suite 210 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Pacificare Self Directed Po Box 69312 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Paessp Po Box 39 122 Valy Rd Summerdale Pa 17093
Pague Julie 1231 Highland St Oberlin Pa 17113
Paich Kevin 5814 Hillsborough Ct Harrisburg Pa 17111
Paige Alvin Est 558 Monroe St Bressler Pa 17113
Paige Lisa 109 N 30th St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Paige Robert 233 S 15th St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Paioletti Virginia 112 N 2nd St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Paks Food Market 1304 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Palmer Lora 306 Adams Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Palmeri Iva 820 Lisburn Rd Apt 610 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Pappas Dean 5349 A Manayunk Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Parker Winslow 60 N 18th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Parks Aja 111 Reily St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Passport PO Box 69325 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Patel Naresh 353 Lewisberry Rd New Cumberlnd Pa 17070
Patel Prafulchandra Dds 4811 Jonestown Rd Suite 129 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Patel Sarojben 1074 Apt B Michigan Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Patricia A Gutshall 215 W Chocolate Ave Apt 2n Hershey Pa 17033
Patrick Frank 5616 Devonshire Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Patterson Larry J Cust Patterson Larry 1712 Vernon St Harrisburg Pa 17105
Paul Givler Estate 619 Camp St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Paull Violet 570 Highland St Harrisburg Pa 17113
Payne Linda 1907 Market St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Payne Robert 2034 N 4th St Hbg Pa 17102
Pazakis Angeline 5005 Seneca Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Pcmarketech Pcmarketech 5020 Richard Ln Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Pearman John O Pearman Lori 913 Woodridge Dr Middletown Pa 17057
Peay Kyle 141 Bobbie Ln Halifax Pa 17032
Pebtf A Burch Re 150 South 43rd St Ste 1 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Peco Enegry Po Box 7888 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Ped Academic Assoc Attn Pharmacology/Toxico Po Box 1245 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Peele Christopher 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Peerless Ins Co Attn P Bowers Po Box 8851 Camp Hill Pa 17001
Pendletonporter Yvette 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Penna Microwave Network 99 Gdn Pkwy Pmni C/O Bri Carlisle Pa 17045
Penna Rep Home Inc 112 State St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Pennabaker Timothy 405 W Baltimore Ave A3 Mount Holly Springs Pa 17065
Pennsylvania Agd 217 State St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Pennsylvania Associatin Of Community Bankers 2405 North Front St Harrisburg Pa
17110
Pennsylvania Institute On Public Policy 233 Winding Way Camp Hill Pa 17011
Pennsylvania Motor Truck Asso 910 Linda Ln Camp Hill Pa 17011
Pennsylvania Night Committee Po Box 686 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Pennyslvania Restaurant Assoc 101 Locust St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Penrac Inc Dba Enterprise Rent A Car 3 Crossgate Dr Ste 201 Mechanicsburg Pa
17106
Pension Alliance 2578 Interstate Dr Suite 102 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Penske Truck Rental Attn Accounts Payable 6048 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa
17050
Pepsico Beverages Intl 300 Quality Cir Harrisburg Pa 17112
Perez Francisco 706 North West St Carlisle Pa 17013
Perez Lopez Jesus 28 S 15th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Perez Pedro Matos 34 S 13th St 2nd Fl Harrisburg Pa 17104
Performance Construction 4755 Linglestown Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Perkins Rufus Sr Po Box 363 Middletown Pa 17057
Perkrul Bridget 49 West Granada Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Perman Josephine 6700 Tr Way Harrisburg Pa 17111
Perry Donald 823 S 5th St Steelton Pa 17113
Perry Eugene 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Persico Louis F Persico Frank 306 Graham St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Peters John Mtn View Park Lot 18 124 Woods Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Petrovic Mary 657 S Front St Steelton Pa 17113
Phan Phuong 1235 S 18th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Phca Pennsylvania Health Care Assn 315 N Second St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Phico Group Inc Po Box 85 Mechaninsburg Pa 17055
Phillips Facility Mgmt Rick Beitel 501 Fulling Mill Rd Middletown Pa 17057
Phillips Office Products Po Box 12025 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Pistor Gerald 113 Shirley Dr Middletown Pa 17057
Pistor Janice 113 Shirley Dr Middletown Pa 17057
Pitsenberger Kenneth 22 E Derry Rd Hershey Pa 17033
Plank Hermina 3807 Candle Light Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Plant Charles B Jr 1509 N 15th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Plantz Jo A 3 S Enola Dr Enola Pa 17025
Pletz Robert E Estate 2925 Banks St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Pletz Robert Estate 2925 Banks St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Pliatt Betty Jean 318 Emily Ln New Cumberland Pa 17070
Plotnick Samuel 6221 Jerome Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Plotnick Samuel 5927 Larue St Harrisburg Pa 17112
Pollock Douglas Pollock Pamlea 1358 Pieffer Ln Oberlin Pa 17113
Polson Donn 87 S Market St Andersontown Pa 17055
Polyuk Igor 4116 Crestview Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Ponder Gregory 211 Reno Ave Apt 1 New Cumberland Pa 17070
Porlas Cabrera Rinna 725 Eisenhower Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Potter Urie S Estate RR 1 Hummelstown Pa 17036
Pottiger Jodi 1439 Tourist Park Rd Halifax Pa 17032
Powell Anita 105 S Prince Apt C3 Shippensburg Pa 17257
Powell Leon 1409 Eldindean Tr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Powers Jennifer 2311 N Front St Apt 718 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Prabhakarannair Gopakumar 3032 Guineveres Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Price Janice Lee Price Larry 6542 Windmere Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Price Andrew 40 Faith Cir Carlisle Pa 17013
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Price Margaret B Estate 2834 Walnut St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Prime Source Health Network 409 S 2nd St 3f Harrisburg Pa 17104
Prince Samantha Prince James 279 Grange Hall Rd Millersburg Pa 17061
Private Healthcare Systems Po Box 69309 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Progolis 4900 Ritter Rd Suite 150 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Progressive Casualty 5053 Ritter Rd 101 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Progressive Insurance Co 5053 Ritter Rd Suite 101 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Protein Technology Inc C/O Fonterra Usa Inc Camp Hill Pa 17011
Protel Industries Inc 1900 Julia St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Prutzman Dan 1130 Waterford Camp Hill Pa 17011
Puerto Rican Org Comm Attn Federal Project Payment 301 S 13th St Harrisburg Pa
17104
Pullen John 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Pvma 905 W Governor Rd Ste 320 Hershey Pa 17033
Pyles Amy 11 Dorchester Rd Hummelstown Pa 17036
Q
Quaid Beverly 5927 Larue St Harrisburg Pa 17112
Quotesmith Com Inc C/O Bisys Insurance Ser 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
R
R B Garage Rd 4 Rt 209 Halifax Pa 17032
Radford Maurecia 92 Lincoln Ave B Harrisburg Pa 17111
Radisson Penn Harris Hotel 1150 Camp Hill Bypass Camp Hill Pa 17011
Rager Shirley R Est Po Box 350 Millersburg Pa 17061
Ramirez David 10 Marshall Dr I 17 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Ramos Jose 950 Orchard Ave Lot 38 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Ramsey Latreacia 3310 Paxton St Apt E−101 Harrisburg Pa 18049
Ramsey Makeba 2008 Susquehanna St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Ramsey Tracy Y Cust 1627 Wallace St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Ranieri Duane 2117 Brookwood St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Ranieri Duane Po Box 107 Summerdale Pa 17093
Rankin Khalil 147 Lincoln St Steelton Pa 17113
Raptapolus Nicholas Po Box 61133 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Rast Terry 1265 Kuhn Rd Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Rauchfuss Alexander 413 1st St Carlisle Pa 17013
Rawls Jocelyn J 3560 N Progress Ave Apt 319 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Rean Marie J Estate 616 Muench St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Red Carpet Inn 1450 N Seventh St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Reed Richard 2 Patton Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Reed Rose 117 E Main St Walnut Bottom Pa 17266
Reese Mary Estate 512 N Front St Steelton Pa 17113
Rehrer Mark Sr 2804 Boas St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Reich Clara Ira A/C 311 Forge Rd Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Reidler Jenny 941 Avila Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Reigard Gilbert G Estate 103 N 2nd St Wormleysburg Pa 17043
Reigle Ruth Second St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Reilly C. J 19 Colgate Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Reilly Marion 411 Candlewyck Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Reisinger Edith 2000 Linglestown Rd Suite 202 C/O Hazen Elder Law Harrisburg Pa
17110
Reitz Rentals Inc Dba Southwest Teleconnect 2150 Herr St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Rentit Center 5120 E Trindle Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Reohr Wesley 208 Senate Ave Apt 505 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Reyes Brenda 746 Girard St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Reynolds Kay 562 Brighton Pl Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Reynolds Rick 3300 North Third St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Rh Donnelley 3 Alexandra Ct Carlisle Pa 17013
Rhoads Nigel 26 W Glebe Ave Newville Pa 17241
Rhodes Arthur Rd 1 Newcumberland Pa 17070
Rhodes Pearl Rd 1 New Cumberlan Pa 17070
Rhubright Kaitlyn 1117 Brookln Harrisburg Pa 17111
Richards Ruth Richards Ruth 4719 E Trindle Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Rickert Harry 184 Market St Lykens Pa 17048
Riley Robert 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Rine & Rine 19 Independence Dr Shippensburg Pa 17257
Ringleader 15 S Baltimore Ave Apt 1 Apt 1 Mt Holly Spgs Pa 17065
Riptide Property Ll 1180 S 48th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Rispoli Jacqueline 707 N 18th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Risser Jay 256 Boas St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Ritter Grace Ritter John RD 2 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Ritter Ruth S 335 Wesley Dr 524 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Rittner John A Estate 314 Chestnut St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Rivera Oscar 3832 Walnut St Apt B1 Harrisburg Pa 17109
Riveros Carlos Md 1001 Chippenham Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Rizzi William 14 Tanglewood Bldg Middletown Pa 17057
Rls Dentistry Pc 4240 Locust Ln Harrisburg Pa 17109
Roadcap William C Jr 1625 Rt 209 Millersburg Pa 17061
Robert Catherine Mellon Certifie 553 559 Div St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Roberts Evelyn Roberts Nancy L 1502 S 12th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Roberts Carol 308 Arbys Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Roberts Heather 17 Dartmouth Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Roberts Nancy 130 S 3rd St−114 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Roberts William 99 S Cameron St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Robinso Jeraldine G Estate 335 N West St Carlisle Pa 17013
Robinson Bernice 567−A Forrest St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Robinson Blanche 1309 N 14th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Robinson Donna 6192 Union Deposit Rd 3 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Robinson Jerome 155 Williams Grove Rd 114 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Robotham Robert 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Rodes Anna 819 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Rodriguez David 1928 Paxton St Apt 2 Harrisburg Pa 17104
Rodriguez Maria 1600 D Hill Side Rd Harrisburg Pa 17103
Rodriquez Anthony 1617 1/2 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Roe John 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Roeder Russell K Cust Roeder Evan 4122 Nantucket Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Rogan Felicia 1096 B Superior Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Rogers Barbara Rogers Daniel 901 Fishing Creek Valy Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Rogers Jerry B Rogers Shari 208 Reily St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Rogers Shirley Rogers James 431 W Market Williamstown Pa 17098
Rogers Jody 517 N Front St Apt 3 Steelton Pa 17113
Roher Howard K 955 Orrs Bridge Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Roldan David 4104 Judith Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Romanauskas Vincent S Romanauskas Susan 1015 Scenery Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Romanic Halima Romanic Amela 4902 Shasta Way Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Romero Victor 121 Hope Dr Boilingsprings Pa 17007
Roof Louise E Estate 507 N 2nd St Steelton Pa 17113
Roque Anselmo 200 Commerce Dr New Cumberland Pa 17070
Rosario Christina 630 E Winding Hill Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Rosenbaum Eugene 4918 Earl Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Rosenberger Brad A Cust 2921 N Front St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Rosher Bobbie 268 Delaware St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Rosinski Bette Jayne 104 West 1st St Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Ross James H Estate 2311 N 3rd St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Ross Margaret V Est 2255 Berryhill St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Rossetti Marianna A C/O Paul Piergallini 258 Berkstone Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Roth Robert 5320 Oxford Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Roth Rosella 5 Todd Cir Apt E Carlisle Pa 17013
Rourke Harry Cust 20 A Garrison Ln Carlisle Pa 17013
Rovegno Richard 112 Spring Farm Cir Carlisle Pa 17013
Rovner Felice Rovner Neil 1517 Montft Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Rowe Kenneth R Rowe Vivian 6391 State Rte 209 Lykens Pa 17048
Rowe Grace 11 W Pine St Enola Pa 17025
Rowe Kenneth 1205 S 28th St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Rowe Trudi 57 Conrad Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Rowland Michael 2619 North Fourth St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Royal Mary 2106 Page St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Royar Paul 114 S 17th St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Rozman David 702 N 3rd St Steelton Pa 17113
Rsp Solutions Incorporated 712 Wrigley Ln Harrisburg Pa 17112
Ruby Judi 305 Walnut Ln Carlisle Pa 17015
Ruby Steven 305 Walnut Ln Carlisle Pa 17015
Rudisill James Ex Rudisill John 331 N 28th St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Ruff Glen 20 S 28th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Ruiz Jesus 660 Boas St 1410 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Ruple Woodrow W Estate 313 Fried Dr Dauphin Pa 17018
Russell Edith Russell Pearl Rd 2 Shippensburg Pa 17257
Russell Eric 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Rutt Juanita 20 S 28th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Ryan Associates C/O Aia 4550 Lena Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Ryan Edith 321 West Shady Ln Apt E Enola Pa 17025
S
Salgado Luz 241 Hummel Ave Lemoyne Pa 17043
Samadi Zahra 1935 Limestone Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Sammarco Aurelio 601 Wilhelm Rd Rm 109 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Samson William Samson Mary 3500 Walnut St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Samuel Plotnick 6221 Jerome Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Sanford And Roumm Rheumatology 1845 Ctr St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Sanghani Prafulchandra 1239 Harrisburg Pike Carlisle Pa 17013
Santiago Anna 1831 Regina St 2nd Floor Harrisburg Pa 17104
Sanzotto Samuel M Sanzotto Jean 6122 Charing Cross Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Sapuder Marion Parkview Apts Apt B8 Harrisburg Pa 17103
Sarsfield Gertrude Estate 131 N 67th St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Satorsky Leah Vivian Satorsky Lena 305a Ctr St Millersburg Pa 17061
Satorsky Sidney David Satorsky Lena 305a Ctr St Millersburg Pa 17061
Satorsky Lena Dale 305a Ctr St Millersburg Pa 17061
Sauder David S II 616 E Canal Rd Hershey Pa 17033
Savidge Terrill 400 Stonehedge Ln Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Sawdy Wallace 115 North St Apt 109 Harrisburg Pa 17101
Scanlan Jeff 1202 Georgetown Rd Middletown Pa 17057
Scepita C 610 North 2nd St 3rd Floo Harrisburg Pa 17101
Schaer Nettie C/O 2271 Forest Hills Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Schaffe Louise Estate 530 Hummell St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Schaffer Roger Box 342 100 Ridge Rd Shippensburg Pa 17257
Scharadin Quintin 610 Willow St Apt 1 Highspire Pa 17034
Schaull Equipment PO Box 612 Lemone Pa 17043
Scherb Martha And Bernard V 518 S West St Carlisle Pa 17013
Schiavoni Daniel 135 N Fairville Ave Harrisburg Pa 17112
Schiavoni Daniel Po Box 4051 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Schilling June Nedra Estate 53 Cir Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Schneider Trucking 1 Schneider Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Schofield Imogene 3813 Griffin Ln Harrisburg Pa 17110
School Claims Services LLC Po Box 67073 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Schreiber Anne 227 Lopax Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Schriver Mildred Schriver Howard 2548lexington Harrisburg Pa 17110
Schroth Timothy 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Schwalm Ruth A R 1 Halifax Pa 17032
Schwartz Abagail 110 Parkview Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Schwartz Alicia 213 N Pine Middletown Pa 17057
Schylaske Richard RR 1 Halifax Pa 17032
Scofield Everetta 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Scott Harold B Jr Cust 1801 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Scott Nancy 1 Terminal Dr Suite 202 Middletown Pa 17057
Scottish Inns Suites 7975 Jonestown Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Seace Michelle 4380 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Seach William 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Sec Choice Pr Ind Tr C/O Securchoice 7441 Allentown Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Sechrist Charles 610 Willow St Apt J Highspire Pa 17034
Security House Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Sedgewick Po Box 9002 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Sedgwick Claims Management Svcs Po Box 9002 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Sedgwick Cms Po Box 9002 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Sedgwick Insurance Company Po Box 9002 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Sedgwick James Of Pa Inc Strawberry Sq 5th Fl 303 Walnut St Harrisburg Pa 17101
See Right Pharmacy I 2647 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Seebold Barbara 3251 Butler St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Sehgal Manish 1725 N 2rd Harrisburg Pa 17102
Seibert Mildred Seibert Ruth 211 Elm Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Seiders Darlene RR 2 Box 39 Halifax Pa 17032
Seilhamer Cindy A Attn J Miller Ct Reporte Front & Market St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Seiple Daine Rd 1 Chamber Hill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Selassie Mahale 6021 Meade Ct Harrisburg Pa 17112
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Sell John D C/O J David Sell 475 West E Plainfield Pa 17081
Sell Katharin K CO J David Sell 475 Wes Plainfield Pa 17081
Sengelman Julie 1101 Stratford Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Sevier Oscar 190 Oakwood Ave Dauphin Pa 17018
Sgmp 6 Clouser Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Shaffer Marie CO G Brent 780 Lan Enola Pa 17025
Shaffer Sophie 6007 Robert Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Shafi Nadeem 64 Old Federal Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Shanabrough William 2919 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Shannon Carl 1907 Market St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Shartle C J 414 N Houcks Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Shartle Catherine 414 N Houcks Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Sheaffer Charles C Sr Sheaffer Carolyn 3335 N 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Shearer Walter 926 Rhue Haus Ln Hummelstown Pa 17036
Shearon Michael C/O Bisys Insurance Services I 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa
17112
Shearson Lehman Hutton Of In 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Shefa Motors Inc Old Rt 22 Rr 5 Po Box 114 Mifflintown Pa 17057
Shepard Jacquelyn 3760 Montour St Apt 22 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Shepp Kathleen 800 Russ Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Shertzer Russel 10 E Long Aly Hummelstown Pa 17036
Shew Michael 1654 Newville Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Shields Joy M Fidel Caballero 308 East Main St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Shin Han J Shin Leo 211 N Front St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Shipp Carolyn 15 Grinnel Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Shippensburg University Bowling Club C/O R Tackett Shippensburg Pa 17257
Shoap Robert 334 Ft Shippensburg Pa 17257
Shoemaker Carl S Jr 203 State St Apt 1b Harrisburg Pa 17101
Shoff Gerlinda 243 Redwood Ln Carlisle Pa 17013
Sholl Goldye 4225 Williamsburg Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Shomper Lester 239 Hill St Lykens Pa 17048
Shoop Janelle K Mail To Joyce Shoop 947 Emily Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Shoop Janelle Kathryn 947 Emily Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Shortencarrier William 126 E King St Shippensburg Pa 17257
Showers Elizabeth S Showers Richard 20 Glendale Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Shugars William Washington Shippensburg Pa 17257
Shumaher Grace 402 W Shady Ln Enola Pa 17025
Shutt Jacob H In 226 Hummel St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Shuttlesworth W Estate 541 Curtin St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Siam Garden Restaurant 1917 Paxton St Rec Harrisburg Pa 17104
Siegel Eva 3333 N Front St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Sigma Phi Epsilon Alumni Corp 205 Hemlock Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Silkett Gail 28 N Pin Oak Dr Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Silverman Barry J C/O Crump Life Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Silvernail Viola 3545 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Silvestri Errol 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Simmons Rose 34 N Linden St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Simon Ella E Estate 1355 Howard St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Simonetti Martha 17 S 2nd St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Sims Jean L Estate 402 1st St Calisle Pa 17013
Sindos Maria 15 Wilson St Harrisburg Pa 17105
Sinkovitz Helen L Estate 205 State St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Sinno Nabil 6082 Tyler Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Sirianni Edward Po Box 4005 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Skelly And Loy 2601 N Front St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Skibba Joshua Bennett 295 Thrush Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Skinnell Helen 111 Schoolfield Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Skocik Albert 4972 Farmington Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Slane Daniel 1527 State St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Slothower Cynthia 1100 Newberry Rd Middletown Pa 17057
Slovensky Mary A Estate 101 Pearl Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Small June R Estate 10 Park Cir Highland Park Camp Hill Pa
Smiley Ebony 1725 N 4th St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Smith Barney Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Smith Elizabeth 1911 N 2 St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Smith Frederick Sr 1251 Berry Hill St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Smith Gene 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Smith James 1200 N 21st St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Smith Jeannett 114 Chestnut St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Smith Jill K The Bridges At Bent Creek 2300 Bent Creek Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Smith L B 6391 Carlisle Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Smith Lewis Querida 47 Ann St Apt 300 Highspire Pa 17034
Smith Loreal 240 N 14th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Smith Michael 7726 Hanoverdale Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Smith Nicole 653 Devonshire Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Smith Sebrenna 231 Jefferson St Steelton Pa 17113
Smith Taylor 112 N 2nd St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Smith−Kaylor Pattie Venable C/O 655 Colonial View Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Smyre Joanne 311 Dallas Dr Grantville Pa 17028
Snader Alan 104 West 1st St Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Snody Gail 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Snyder Arthur H Snyder Isabel 235 E Main St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Snyder Elwood E Cust 1377 Colebrook Rd Middletown Pa 17057
Snyders Paint Storee 332 South 10th St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Sobczak Tadeusz Po Box 90 Grantville Pa 17028
Soltis Gerald 2 Cir Dr Camp Pa 17011
Somyreddy Kishori 1258 Jill Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Sorensen Newell 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Soriano Christian 2909 N 15th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Sorrells Diane 727 Carol St New Cumberland Pa 17070
Sound Health & Wellness Trust PO Box 69338 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Sourbee Catherine Sourbee Frank 100 Cumberland Ave Lemoyne Pa 17043
South Anna 424 Mt Rock Rd Newville Pa 17241
Southern Blair Emergency Medical PO Box 726 New Cumberland Pa 17070
Sowers William Estate 37 S Water St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Spa 420 Saint Johns Dr Allendale Pa 17011
Spahr Robert Estate 425 Oak Hills Dr Middletown Pa 17057
Speck Toby 4240 D Storeys Ct Harrisburg Pa 17109
Spencer Valeri 1121 5th Ave Steelton Pa 17113
Spickler John J Estate 208 N College St Carlisle Pa 17013
Spitler Alice CO S Dymond 620 Gea Harrisburg Pa 17110
Spong Slice K Estate 2134 Berryhill St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Spradley Helene 3560 N Progress Ave Apt 319 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Sprandel Sandra 4608 South Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Spriggs Leon 1822 Walnut St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Spring Creek 1205 S 28th St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Squires Edith V 620 Geary Harrisburg Pa 17110
Squires Edith V 622 Emerald Harrisburg Pa 17110
Squires Edith V Po Box 233 Lemoyne Pa 17043
St Paul Insurance Co 2605 Interstate Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
St Paul United Methodist Church Front & Locust Sts Po Box 259 Lemoyne Pa 17043
Stahl Ryan 135 Townsend Dr Apt 8 Hummelstown Pa 17036
Stambaugh Irvin Jr 18 Acri Meadow Rd Enola Pa 17025
Stampleton Jann 30 Hunter Ln Camp Hill Pa 17011
Stanback Hector Lewis Jr 1114c Hoverter Homes Harrisburg Pa 17104
Star Net Technologies Inc C/O R Blystone 1845 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Starner Jeremie 53 N Bedford St Carlisle Pa 17013
Staruch George C−O S Staruch 20 Erford Rd Suite 305 Lemoyne Pa 17043
State College Cellular 2550 Interstate Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Steele Mary 107 Old York Rd 408 New Cumberland Pa 17070
Steffan Mary Ann 2256 Newville Rd Carlisle Pa 17015
Stephenson Glen 103 Washington St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Stephenson Vyonne 103 Washington St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Sterling Life I Po Box 69314 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Sterling Option 1 PO Box 69314 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Sterner Elizabeth 4408 Marblehead St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Steven B Millers A Plus Mini Mark 3607 Rosemont Ave Camp Hill Pa 17011
Stewart Jim 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Stiefel Wayne 80 Oneida Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Stimac Nellie 26 N 21st St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Stipe Esther 1701 E Harrisburg Pike Middletown Pa 17057
Stoak Alberta Stoak Robert 2601 N 3rd St 5 Memorial Rm 510d Harrisburg Pa 17110
Stock Susanna 12 Appaloosa Way Carlisle Pa 17013
Stolp Douglas Stolp Cordon 5621 Derbyshire Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Stoltz Kevin Po Box 579 30 Walnut Bottom Rd Shippensburg Pa 17257
Stoner Cindy 4118 Lisa Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Stoner Douglas 638 Lewisberry Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Stoner Teresa 105 Meadowbrook Rd Trlr 14 New Cumberlnd Pa 17070
Storm Richard 1327 Bartine Harrisburg Pa 17102
Stouffer Charlotte 4418 Fritchey St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Stouffer Herman S In 221 Pine St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Stouffer Nancy 128 Poplar St Highspire Pa 17034
Struever Bros Construction Co 2010 N 5th St Attn Aj Kessinger Harrisburg Pa 17101
Stuart Evelyn 1064 Hbg Pike Carlisle Pa 17013
Suburban Htg Oil Partners 701 Ctr St Millersburg Pa 17061
Suburban Propane Po Box 684 Hummelstown Pa 17036
Sudor Mary C/O C A Sudor 519 W Granada Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Sullenberger Joey 481 Sample Bridge Rd Enola Pa 17025
Sulouff Helen E Estate 3421 Brisban St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Summy Raymond N Sr Summy Raymond N Jr 2450 Reel St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Sun Motor Car Inc 4444 Carlisle Pike Camp Hill Pa 17011
Sunshine Pretzel Time Inc 2001 N Front St Suite 2 Harrisburg Pa 17102
Susquehanna Developmnt 5669 Chambers Hill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Sutch Brenda 15 Devonshire Sq Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Sutherland Thomas 52 S 43rd St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Sutliff Capitol Ford Cameron & Paxton Sts Harrisburg Pa 17104
Sutliff Chevrolet 11 S 18th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Swanson Shaquala 225 N 15th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Swartz Pauline 1399 Shuman Dr Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Swartz William A Estate 1530 Catherine St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Sweeney David R 220 North Arlington St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Swigert Ronald 217 Maple Ln Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
T
T And G Auto Sales 409 S Fayette St Shippensburg Pa 17257
Tate James N 81 Sylvan Ridge Rd Oberlin−Steelton Pa 17113
Taubel Michael 225 Grove Dr Shippensburg Pa 17257
Tavares Carol 222 Wilson St Middletown Pa 17057
Taylor Andrew 3 Tiffany Hershey Pa 17033
Taylor Lawlor Group Inc 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Taylor Lynn 524 S 15th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Taylor William H Jr 6012 Mockingbird Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Teats Woodrow Teats Ethel 217 Water N Cumberld Pa 17070
Technology Pathways C/O Attn Carol PO Box 1042 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Telenda Mary 2312 Hoffer St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Telenda Mary P Est 2312 Hoffer St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Ten Robert 85 Cornman Dr Newville Pa 17241
Tenny Baer Partnership 2410 W Bayberry Dr Harrisburg Pa 17102
Terrell Michael 23 Main St Mercersburg Pa 17070
Thiede Peter 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Thomas & Betts Corp Po Box 3608 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Thomas F 49 Drexel Pl New Cumberland Pa 17070
Thomas Gilbert E M A Etxweiler Polk Apts 401 Ctr St Millersburg Pa 17061
Thomas J H 4500 Oakhurst Blvd Apt 323 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Thomas Joan M G 36 South Spring Gdn Carlisle Pa 17013
Thomas John 5225 Wilson Ln Apt 3113 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Thomas Rudolph 145 Rosedale Apartments Hershey Pa 17033
Thomas Thomas & Hafer Llp Po Box 999 Harrisburg Pa 17108
Thomas Wilmajean Po Box 250 Carlisle Pa 17013
Thompson Taylor Charleicia Thompson Charles F Cust 1621 Regina St Harrisburg Pa
17103
Thompson Amy 35 Pine St Middletown Pa 17057
Thompson Eric 206 E Main St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Thompson J R 2624 Brookwood St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Thompson Travis 301 N Progress Ave Harrisburg Pa 17109
Thortonsweet Janice 5148 Erbs Brg Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Three Village Bennet T Agency Attn Comm 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Throndyke Luanne Hershey Med Ctr Hershey Pa 17033
Tiaacref Kim Boudreault 520 Hockersville Rd Hershey Pa 17033
Tibbens Kenneth 3212 Willow Ln Harrisburg Pa 17110
Timberwolf Enterprises Po Box 669 Hailfax Pa 17032
Tippitt Terah 153 North West St Carlisle Pa 17013
To Scale 4727 East Trindle Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Tobias Georgianna K Estate 66 Oliver Rd Enola Pa 17025
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Todd Philip 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Toledo Sylvester 1310 South 18th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Tom Brown Auto Body Shop Inc 4700 Old Gettysburg Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Tomlinson Donald 2742 N 6th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Torres Iris 1290 Orchard Dr Harrisburg Pa 17113
Touw Steven 656 Anthony Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Towing Ritchey S Front & Paxton St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Trac 4910 Simpson Ferry Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Tracy Joyce Mounted Rte New Cumberland Pa 17070
Trans Health 4660 Trindle Rd Suite 103 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Trans Pae Solutions 211 Linda Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Transamerica Printing 3544 Old Gettysburg Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Trejo Jose 5538 General Knipe Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17025
Tressler Lutheran Se 960 Century Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Tressler Lutheran Services 1020 N Union St Middletown Pa 17057
Tressler Terry B Dr 6503 Windmere Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Tretter Genevieve C/O Patient Trust Pennsboro Am 46 Erford Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Tricounty Society For 2930 Derry St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Trishman Robert 1350 Columbia Dr Apt D Hershey Pa 17033
Tristan Associates 4700 Union Deposit Rd Ste 140 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Tritt Esther M Tritt Lester 1719 Susquehanna Harrisburg Pa 17102
Troutman Elizabeth 1190 Kingsley Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Troutman Robert 5500 Gloucester St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Troxel Myrle Troxel Frank 302 State Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Troxell Frank D Troxell Myrle 2634 N 6 Harrisburg Pa 17110
Troxell Myrle Troxell Frank D 2634 N 6th Harrisburg Pa 17110
Truax Margaret E Truax Alvah 616 Burgundy Rd Norresburg Pa 17112
True Temper Po Box 8859 Camp Hill Pa 17001
Tschopp William 5857 State Rte 209 Lykens Pa 17048
Turbine Airfoil Designs 1400 N Cameron St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Turk Belle S 2432 Jericho Dr Harrisburg Pa 17110
Turk Delores Parkview Apts Apt B8 Harrisburg Pa 17103
Turner Collision Repair 4240 Paxton St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Twigg Nancy RR 4 Box 338 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Twin Ponds West Mechanicsburg Pa 101 Salem Church Rd N Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Tyger Mary E Tyger Paul 103 E High Carlisle Pa 17013
Tyson Gary 18 Maryland Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
U
Umholtz Charles Estate 348 E Market St Williamstown Pa 17098
Underwrite Advisory Po Box 2453 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Underwriters Life Ins Agcy Co Underwriters Adivsory Serv PO Box 2453 Harrisburg
Pa 17105
Underwriters Srvc Of Ma Po Box 2453 Harrisburg Pa 17105
United Check Cashing 119 Finance Building Harrisburg Pa 17120
United Rentals Pooled 2750 Tpke Industrial Dr Attn N P Middletown Pa 17057
V
Vaccaro Pearl Vaccaro Rae 13 Marshall Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Vanbuskirk Charlotte 228a Mountain Rd Halifax Pa 17032
Vanderheijden Eric E Vanderheijden Travi 26a W Granada Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Vanderheijden Travilla Vanderheijden Eric 26 A W Granada Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Vanderputten Valerie 1615 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Vanscyoc Dorothy 504 Maple Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Varner Rebecca 329 East Burd St Shippensburg Pa 17257
Vaughn Pauline M Estate 17 S 18th St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Vector Systems 4309 Linglestown Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Versari Elmer 1215 Vine St Middletown Pa 17057
Viani Sandra 300n 31st St Harrisburg Pa 17111
Vibra Healthcare LLC Vibra H 4550 Lena Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Vicchiarelli John 5590 Banbridge Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Vignesh LLC 3811 Market St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Villa Teresa 1051 Avila Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Villeneuve Angela 647 N 2nd St Steelton Pa 17113
Vitale Frank C/O Bisys Insurance Ser 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Vogt Bruce 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Voitier Tommy C/O Bisys Ins Services Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Vollrath Timothy 91 Riverview St Steelton Pa 17113
Vtech Communications Tsb Inc Po Box 460 Middletown Pa 17057
W
Waechter Ralph W Waechter Mary 2936 Columbia Ave Camphill Pa 17011
Wager Neil 1111 Yverdon Dr Apt A4 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Wagner Ernest 150 Kempton Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Wagner Mc Neil Inc 4200 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Wagner Ruth 4013 Londonderry Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Wagner Scott 1312 Market St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Walker John M Walker Evelyn Po Box 4384 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Walker Daniel 50 N 67th St Apt 11 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Walker Jamie Maria 1114c Hoverter Homes Harrisburg Pa 17104
Walker Jennie Marie 1114c Hoverter Homes Harrisburg Pa 17104
Walker Richard Po Box 69309 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Wall Dorothy 500 Altavista Ave Harrisburg Pa 17109
Wallace Elizabeth Estate Hbg E Trl Pike Rd 1 Middletown Pa 17057
Wallace Rebecca Conva 990 D King Russ Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Wallace William In 2361 Jefferson St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Walmart Community 60 Noble Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Walters Services Inc Bill To 463 Manda Gap Rd Grantville Pa 17028
Walters Services Inc Po Box 400 Grantville Pa 17028
Waltz Virginia R Estate 609 Brook St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Ward Mildred Estate C/O M Dunmore 633 S 19th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Warden Todd 48 Locust Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Warkoczeski Larry 5790 Fawn Meadow Ln Enola Pa 17125
Warren Margaret Warren Joseph 7 Linn St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Warren Jennifer 1 Adams St Enola Pa 17025
Warwick Hotel Inc 8 Oakglade Cir Hummelstown Pa 17036
Washington Duane 1413 Verbeke St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Washington Group Int L Attn W Green Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Waters Joanne Waters Joy 562 Main St Rt 209 Lykens Pa 17048
Waters Mark 2325 Forest Hills Dr Harrisburg Pa 17112
Waters Rachel L Estate 2030 Fulton St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Watkeys Melvin E Watkeys Jennie 117 West Brd St Williamstown Pa 17098
Weaver Chris 433 Lewisderry Rd New Cumberland Pa 17070
Weaver Linda R D 3 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Weber Cheryl 615 Williams Grove Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Weber Jared 341 W Old York Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Webster Richard 2098 Raliegh Rd Hummelstown Pa 17036
Webster Richard 2908 Raliegh Rd Hummelstown Pa 17036
Webster William 205 Mulberry St Apt 10 Harrisburg Pa 17104
Weidenbaum Baruch 2544 Green St No A Harrisburg Pa 17110
Weidenbaum Berek 3333 N Front St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Weidler Robert 411 E Green St Shiremanstown Pa 17011
Weigle Kenneth 1269 East Derry Rd Hershey Pa 17033
Weirich Rosemary 274 E Mare St Middletown Pa 17057
Weis Market Inc Lemoyne Pa 230a South Tenth St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Weis Markets C/O Don Martin 600 Wagner Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Weit Linda 5 Richland Ln 110 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Welcomer Effie 22465 Main Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Welks Caitlin Marber 1414 Smokehouse Ln Harrisburg Pa 17110
Wellmon Baxter D II 97 Progress Blvd Ste 1 Shippensburg Pa 17257
Wells David 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Welsh Christopher Welsh Sigrid 3115 N 4th St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Welsh Nichole 1011 Oak Ln New Cumberland Pa 17070
Welsh William 624 Camp St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Wentzel Roger E Wentzel Helen 2447 Duke St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Wert William S Estate Edison Village Apt 314 100 S 19th St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Wertz Brad 701 E Winding Hill Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
West Alexandria 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Westlake Betty J Estate 401 Haldeman Ave New Cumberland Pa 17070
Westshore Surgry Ctr 2015 Technology Pkwy Accts Pay Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Wevodau Laureen 4005 Elmerton Ave Harrisburg Pa 17109
Whalen Mary Blue Ridge Chateau 10 House Ave Camp Hill Pa 17011
Whary Karen 2105 Columbia Ave Harrisburg Pa 17109
Wheeler Ruth 257 Crescent Dr Hershey Pa 17033
White Darren 4143 Mountain View Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
White Julie 1326 Swope Dr Boiling Springs Pa 17007
White Robert Po Box 134 Plainfield Pa 17081
Whitebread Helen 4151 King George Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Wiest Shirley D Wiest Arthur 155 Old Ford Dr Camp Pa 17011
Wikels Luther E Jr Rd 2 Halifax Pa 17032
Wilbern Daniel 2222 N 3rd St 2f Harrisburg Pa 17110
Wilbon Victor 530 Willow St 13 Highspire Pa 17034
Wilhite Frederick Wilhite Betty 35 W Keller St Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Wilkemeyer Christina 850 Brian Dr Enola Pa 17025
Wilkerso Gertrude 2601 Green St Apt A Harrisburg Pa 17110
Wilkes John 208 Alters Rd Carlisle Pa 17013
Wilkeson Betty 244 Ridge St Steelton Pa 17113
Williams Adam Joseph 404 Ethan Allen Dr New Cumberland Pa 17070
Williams Arthur 123 Roosevelt Ave Middletown Pa 17057
Williams Betty V Estate 3805 Schoolhouse Ln Harrisburg Pa 17109
Williams Charles 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Williams Claude 1508 State St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Williams Daisy 1338 Quail Hollow Rd Hummelstown Pa 17036
Williams Dorcas 737 State St Lemoyne Pa 17043
Williams Evelyn 616 Redwood St Harrisburg Pa 17109
Williams George 1841 Spencer St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Williams Henrietta In 620 Peffer St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Williams Jesse 16 Adams St Steelton Pa 17113
Williams Kamal 427 Hummel St Harrisburg Pa 17104
Williams Mary Laura Po Box 61021 Harrisburg Pa 17106
Williams Nancy Po Box 487 Steelton Pa 17113
Williams Paul 1122 2nd Ave Harrisburg Pa 17113
Williamson Glenn 311 Glendale Dr Camp Hill Pa 17011
Willis C Ross 2627 S 2nd St Steelton Pa 17113
Wilsbach Patricia E 408 North Duke St Hummelstown Pa 17036
Wilson Daniel 3 Meadowood Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Wilson Elva Po Box 34 Millersburg Pa 17061
Wilson Mary 1911 N 2 St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Wilson Miriam 505 West Areba Av Hershey Pa 17033
Wilson Oren H 1911 N 2 St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Wilson Shelby 428 N York Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Winchell Olga 2549 A Green St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Winding Hill Window Cleaning Co 1330 Williams Grove Rd 694 Mechanicsburg Pa
17055
Winkie Eric 10001 Chickamauga Dr Carlisle Pa 17013
Winters Elizabeth M Blake Winters 21 State Ave Ste 101 Carlisle Pa 17013
Wiov Fm Citadel Po Box 450 Hershey Pa 17033
Wise Carrie 2400 Market St Apt A−62 Harrisburg Pa 17103
Wise Jacob F R 1 Halifax Pa 17032
Wise Louise V Estate 850 W Louther St Carlisle Pa 17013
Wise M C Riverview Rd Halifax Pa 17032
Withers Robin 171 Turkeytrot Ln Harrisburg Pa 17112
Wojnar Lang Margaret 2885 Church Rd Hershey Pa 17033
Wolfson Marc 311 Resser Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Wollenweber Marvin W 4250 Crums Mill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17112
Wolpoff & Abramson Llp 3rd Floor 4660 Trindle Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Wolpoff And Abramson 3rd Floor 4660 Trindle Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011
Wolzanski Frank 8a Richland Ln Apt T3 Camp Hill Pa 17011
Woodruff Scott 1445 Olde Oak Ct Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Woodyard Roger 5000 Linglestown 8 Harrisburg Pa 17112
Woolery Janet 1121 Brook Ln Harrisburg Pa 17111
Woolridge Hugh H 1417 N 15th St Harrisburg Pa 17103
Worden Sybil 1803 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Worful Maria 2200 5th St N Harrisburg Pa 17110
Wray Connie 224 S 17th St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Wright Johnnie 122 Willow Mill Park Rd Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Wright Maxine 2635 Lexington St Harrisburg Pa 17110
Wyndam Harrisburg Hershey 460 Lindel Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
Wyndham Harrisburg Hershey 4650 Lidel Rd Harrisburg Pa 17111
X
Xiang Jia 4227 E Williamsburg Dr Harrisburg Pa 17109
Xpedx Po Box 1337 Harrisburg Pa 17105
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Y
Yaggy Bradford 240 Glendale St Carlisle Pa 17013
Yaney Alfred 201 Reno St Apt A New Cumberlnd Pa 17070
Yarger Brian 710 Hanover Mnr Apt 108 Carlisle Pa 17013
Yarnick Timothy 5056 Landcaster St 3 Harrisburg Pa 17111
Yeager Nicole 773 Old Silver Spring Ro Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Yerramreddy Sridhar 1258 Jill Dr Hummelstown Pa 17036
Young Donald 4013 Londonderry Rd Harrisburg Pa 17109
Young Gregory 350 N 24 St Camp Hill Pa 17011
Young Kristen 261 Ridge Hill Rd Apt 3 Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Your Private Printer 1912 Crooked Hill Rd Harrisburg Pa 17110
Z
Zaring Lance 2744b Booser Ave Harrisburg Pa 17103
Zaver Navnitial B 4114 Green Ct Harrisburg Pa 17110
Zdankiewicz William 12 Bonnywick Dr Harrisburg Pa 17111
Zeiders David W Zeiders Doris 65a East Areba Ave Hershey Pa 17033
Zeiders Don 3012 Butler St Harrisburg Pa 17112
Zeigler Catherine Estate 640 S 2nd St Steelton Pa 17113
Zeigler Irene 435 Nealy Rd Newville Pa 17241
Zeitlen Woodrow Po Box 622 Lemoyne Pa 17043
Zentz Diane 1400 Bent Creek Blvd 124 Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Zickefoose Martin W Heritage Building 5 Alliance Dr Apt 301 Carlisle Pa 17013
Zimmerman Anna Mae Est 285 Poplar St Highspire Pa 17034
Zimmerman Brittany 240 Shady Rd Newburg Pa 17240
Zimmerman Ethel M Estate 3426 Ash St Harrisburg Pa 17101
Zimmerman John 811 Green St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Zimmerman M A Estate 231 Church St Millersburg Pa 17061
Zimmerman Michele 882 W Main St 2 Hummelstown Pa 17036
Zinck Brian 781 Church St Millersburg Pa 17061
Zonarich John 1306 King Arthur Dr Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Zoratti Maria Therese 121 Yellow Breeches Camp Hill Pa 17012
Zuckerman Sara 1711 N 5th St Harrisburg Pa 17102
Zzz Rite Aid Corporation Po Box 3165 Harrisburg Pa 17105
Delaware County
Aldan, Pa 19018
Anderson Diane C 520 Maine Ave
Butler Elizabeth C/O J Butler 200 Hazelwood Rd
Clift Hgts Reed Dorothy Estate 12 Beech St
Davenport Martin W 213 Birchwood Rd
Dilucia Joseph M 15 S Clifton Ave
Hall Helen A Estate 509 Montana Ave
Hannah A Benjamin 131 W Maryland Ave Apt B
Hildebrandt Jerald 119 Stratford Ave
Kunkle Edith D Estate 104 W Providence Rd
Mac Naughton Jeanette 128 Albert Ave
Mallon Mary E 503 Sylvan Way
Parker John E 774 E Providence Rd Apt C201
Podgorski Margaret 230 Priscilla Ln
Reed Kathryn Estate 12 Beech Ave
Rogers Franklin Jr Rogers Eleanor B 117 E Magnolia Ave
Schiavo Amelia 126 Merion Ave
Thompson Daniel J 277 Priscilla Ln
Thomson Craig J 503 Sylvan Way
Thomson Glenn W 503 Sylvan Way
Thomson Josephine M 503 Sylvan Way
Umstead Margaret T Umstead E W 121 E Providence
Aston, Pa 19014
Achenbach William H Achenbach Ella B 135 Gerald Ave
Ar Gaglioti Landscaping 3451 Concord Rd
Bacon Larry 19 Sunnybank Ln
Badells Collision 33 Scott La
Battle Thomas 886b Concord Rd
Battle Thomas M Jr 886 B Concord Rd
Beagle Kristin 332 Cashel Ct
Beswick Virmadella 5000 Pennell Rd G9
Bodman Industries Po Box 2421
Brandywine Valley Engineers Wollmer Assoc 188 Pennell Rd
Carroll Claire B 22 Blackthorne Ln
Centraltax Bureau 500 W Duttonmill Rd
Chalfant Brian W 124 Marie Cir
Cloud William R 120 Blackthorne Ln
Congelton Charles Twin Oaks Rd
Crozier Morgan W 39 Bishop Dr
Curry Sara J 842 Mills Rd
David Rossi Co−Exec 34 Colonial Cir
Diane Beck And Swarthmore Collision 800 Birkney Hwy
Dicave Denise 32 Green Ln
Engineered Arresting 2550 Market St
Espinoza Annamarie 777 Hidden Valy Rd Apt E−66
Fawley Wayne W 111 Richard Rd
Ferguson & Mccann 270 Bodley Rd
Folsom Tool & Mold 12 Mount Pleasant Rd
Franklin Mint Company The 105 Commerce Dr
Gallagher Dennis Jr 5 Willers Rd
Gcom2 Solutions Inc Attn B Smith 525 Turner Industrial Way
Giantonio Megan G 712 Lampost Ln
Gill Barbara Gill Paul Village Green Shopping Ctr
Goodall Rubber Co Goodall Rubber Co 918 790 Birney Hwy
Grace Sophia M 232 Willers Rd
Gray James 2290 Overlook Dr
Gregory Alfred 700 Cherry Tree Rd
Gretz Robert Jr 100 Commerce Dr
Hamalak Christina 1185 Chelsea Rd
Highfield Richard J 9 Hurford Pl
Hosier Leon E 111a Concord Rd
Hoskins Joan Cherry Tree Rd
In Out Pizza 850 Bethel Ave
Johnston Isabel CO A Lisiewski 2231 S Lee Ln
Kdi 200 Racoosin Dr Suite 101
Keene Kenneth H Estate 2227 Bridgewater Rd
Landino John L 139 Richard Rd
Maximal Art 200 Racosin Dr Ste 111
Mcwilliams Mary E 337 Cashel Ct
Mesika Yechiel A 480 Bethel Ave
Miller Nicholas S 85 Woodbrook Way
Mitchell Rossi Co−Exec 34 Colonial Cir
Mount Hope Methodist Church 882 Concord Rd
Nickerson Mary I 2260 Clearview Dr
Noll Heather C 100 Knoll Wood Ct
Pennewill James 5 Bishops Dr
Pizza Hut Store Change Funds 4443 Pennell Rd
Pope John J Pope Julia 49 Aston Ct
Ragona Michael 19 Hoag Ln
Rebus Inc 205 Bridgewater Rd W
Resnick Kathleen M 712 Lampost Ln
Rhoades Albert W Estate 2315 Booker Ave
Sampson Georgia 411 W Dutton Mill Rd
Seiwell Jennifer L 4316 Somerset Ln
Sheehan Terence 247 Bishop Dr
Smith Edward F 100 Tuscany Rd
Smith Ronald W Estate 795 Mt Rd
Snow Artensa 777 Cherry Tree Rd Apt B−30
Staples Alfonso 232 Willers Rd
Sullivan Stacy L Sullivan John J 782 Hill Ave
Sun Refining Marke 4041 Market St
Trizonis Deborah Trizonis Evan 200 Bishops Dr
Uhler Eleanor C 38 Jennifer Ln
Visser Elmarie Visser Robert 9 Venuti Dr
Vitacolonna Francis Estate 246 Spring Valy Way
Wolf Andrew 16 Mnt Pleasant Rd
Yurkonis Philip G 112 Spring Valy Way
Boothwyn, Pa 19061
Abbas Amal Moris 8 Federal Farm Dr
Allakhazam Com LLC 34 John Beal Dr
Amand Paul F 928 Galbreath Ave
Armstrong Raymond K Armstrong Guy C 2253 Naamans Rd
Astolfi Albert A Astolfi Ann A Apt B1 3131 Meetinghouse Rd
Bellen Melissa M 4364 Trophy Dr
Bishop Lisa C C/O Fnbm/Cred 402 Kristine Ct
Brown Jerome C Po Box 1967
Buckbender Emma 826 Maamons Creek Rd
Butler Kenneth N 2334 Elizabeth Ave
C C Construction Inc 3689 Garnet Mine Rd
Carlmocco Levenza 1800 Mill Rd Apt 535
Coggins James Po Box 1837
Diferdinando Joann 2820 Chichester Ave A12
Dorey Bruce 144 Mattson Rd
Eachus Edward R Eachus Beatrice Apt S337 West 1800
Edstrom Carl 4105 Bugle Ln
Ferro Fuels Oil Inc 2124 Vernon Ave
Fitzgerald Berthin Estate 3360 Chichester Ave
Grandey Rochelle L 3360 Chichester Ave−Apt−321
Hardy Kenneth V Hardy Kai 1455 Powell Cir
Henglong Chen Nutrition Ctr 20 Woodsview Dr
Hipkins Patricia Nie 826 Maamons Creek Rd
Huston Thomas P Jr 1203 Malatesta Ave
James Juanita L James Louis 1610 Mccay Ave
Jeap Edward P Kirk Rd Apt 40
Jones Tyler B 2206 Broomall St
Joye Christopher D Joye Garry D 1310 Longmeadow Rd
Karode Madhuri 3014 Larkin Rd
Kjellberg Erik A 3102 Woods Edge Dr
Larkin Phyllis H Larkin Robert C Naamans Rd
Laurino Margaret 3360 Chichester Ave Apt P13
Lawler Stephen 58 Winding Way
Maddox Fredda Lewis 1276 Brookstone Dr Pa 19060
Maher Elizabeth Marie 1288 Zebley Rd
Malloy C 1263 Woodsview Dr Pa 19060
Marsero Cheryl A 309 Hanby Cir
Matthews Debra 1712 Meetinghouse Rd
Mckeefrey Rebecca L Re: D Anne Mckeefrey De 935 Hillside Ave
Micolucci Patricia Micolucci Daniel Po Box 2346
Mother Nature Int L Nutrition Ctr 20 Woodsview Dr
Mucha William L 3102 Woods Edge Dr
Pa Wentworth Property M 3360 Chichester Ave
Penncare Bethel Family Medicine 1440 Conchester Hwy Ste 10c
Remaley Charles F Iii 2341 Wiltshire Dr
Richardson Albert E 3315 Garnet Mine Rd
Richardson Martha B 3315 Garnet Mine Rd
Ruberto Winifred 3131 Meetinghouse Rd Apt B13
Scull Jr Walter T S−21 1314 Cherry St
Shalkowski John 507 Iacono Ct
Shellenberger James 1510a Rolling Glen Dr
Simpson Hershel L Simpson Gordon L 2228 Chichester Ave
Stone Carolyn 3360 Chichester Ave K 8
Stratton Thomas M Jr 1610 Mccay Ave
Tong Huaiyu 107 Luzak St
Toy Judith 1013 Clements Ave
Wayne Harris 4011 Yorktown Dr
Weldin Walter Galbriath
Wollner Margaret 2408 Blueball Ave
Brookhaven, Pa 19015
Balentine Charles In 3684 Deepwater Ln
Battle Dawn M 4027 Worrilow Rd
Bewley James E Bewley Ruth P 2827 Edgmont Ave
Boukman Imhotep 4012 Worrilow Rd
Bradford Brian P 3405 Washington Ave
Brenner Catherine 18 Ridge Blvd
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Burton Donald J 1309 Rainer Rd
Capobianco Dominic F 226 E Roland Rd
Cardinale Antonio Est 3219 Tom Sweeney Dr
Carter Larry 2617 Parkside Ter
Chandler Lawrence And Middle
Clark Pamela A 4046 Gideon Rd
Cmp Express 5000 Hilltop Dr
Cranston Bartley F Jr Cranston Mary G 3649 Deepwater Ln
Crawford Lois Estate 1016 Church St
Czukiewski Donna 249 E Roland Rd Pa 19022
Davidson Laura L 309 Beechwood Rd
Davis Barbara 124 Charles Ave
Demeglio Mary L 24 W Garrison Rd
Finn Francis E 3503 Edgewater Ln
Galofaro Jeff 244 Radio Park
Gaughens Philip R 614 Cambridge Rd
Gaughens Roberta M 614 Cambridge Rd
Griffin Gilbert 3608 Deepwater Ln
Guzzo Betty Ann Estate 311 Dogwood Ln
Hausch Thomas J Bene Of Gertrude Weber C/O J Hausch 3 Maryanne Dr
Horzempa Stanley Jr 107 E Avon Rd
Hydress Lori J 5200 Hilltop Dr J7
Kapochus Robert 9 W Elbon Rd
Kearns Francis Estate 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt D14
Kearns Francis J Estate 5200 Hilltop Apt 14
Kopochus Robert J Kopochus Carol L 3417 Janney Ave
Lind George W Jr Lind Jean N 4201 Woodland Ave
Lind Jean N 4201 Woodland Ave
Long James 1228 Elson Rd
Lynch Thomas S Sr 4 E Chelton Rd
Marley Ryan 1100 Albert Rd
Maynes Anastasia L 627 Cambridge Rd
Mclaughlin Michael Mclaughlin Barbara 5200 Hilltop Dr
Nagle Sandra L 280 Bridgewater Rd Apt D11
Nise Lillian R 10 West Chelton Rd
Northime Stephanie 4008 Worrilow Rd
Palco Catherine R 18 Ridge Blvd
Pankola Elizabeth M 1009 Mulberry St
Pappan Louis D Prv Mnr 1198 Mulberry St
Patterson Pat 4031 Gideon Rd
Perry Vicky 1224 Elson Rd
Polansky Walter M Polansky Mildred Polansky Walter 135 E Roland Rd
Rhoads Eileen 244 Beechwood Rd
Riddle William H Riddle Mary 4409 Chandler Dr
Rinaldi Jacqueline 201 Trimble Rd
Rizos William K Prv Mnr 1198 Mulberry St
Robinson Dielca 1658 Powell Rd
Said Jane A 514 Creekside Dr
Sean Galbraith 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt E9
Seward Harold N Seward Wallace 31 W Chelton Rd
Smith Robert W Smith Bella 13 7th St
Southern Jared 5200 Hilltop Dr Dd4
Sposato Virginia M Estate 1320 Harshaw Rd
Stefanko Stephen John III Stefanko Jeanne 532 W Rd D
Stein Stella Estate 3420 Janney Ave
Sweigart Delores Sweigart Ronald 615 Marshall Rd
Sydnor Dondi E 1323 Adair Rd
Talbot Nancy 226 W Chelton
Wallingford Medical Clinic LLC 8 W Brookhaven Rd
Walters Michael 1600 Church Rd B217
Wright Michael D 322 Hillside Ave
Zissimopoulos Georgios 7012 Hilltop Dr
Broomall, Pa 19008
370 Office Associate 370 Reed Rd
Adelsberg Jules 301 S Pkwy Blvd Apt 103 B
Alesandro Joseph D 217 Brookthorpe Cir
Alliance Arrowhead Fairness 482 Paxon Hollow Rd
Alzmann Gladyce Alzmann John 223 Lawrence Rd
Armijos Ivanova S 332 Warren Blvd
Beaumont William 9 James Rd
Breitmayer Chris 3009 Dogwood Ln
Buggy James Buggy Eva 230 Arden Rd
Buggy James Buggy Nora 230 Arden Rd
Cetin Sabri 2210 Sproul Rd
Choi Choon 501 Lawrence Rd Apt A7
Choice Imaging Choice Imaging 700 Park Way
Cloutman Kathryn C/O C Cloutman 40 Strahaven Dr
Coffey Brian A 111 Brookthorpe Tr
Connections Housing 820 Pkwy
Copeland Robert 2405 No Greenhill Rd
Cpe Inc 370 Reed Rd 227
Crawford And Company 600 Reed Rd
Crawley Rose M Estate 1237 Rankin Ave
Crescenta Anthony J Jr 29 N Sproul Rd 2nd Fl
Crouse Raymond J Jr 1016 Jamestown Rd
Cycle City Inc II C/O Attn S Richlin 2555 West Chester Pike
Daley Michael 2001 Sprould Rd
Debelsey John H Sr Debelsey Marie G 213 2nd Av
Dewees Florence 721 Hedgerow Dr
Digiannantonio Claudio 71 Bonsall Ave
Fant Thomas D Jr Fant Marlyse 801 Meadowbrook Ln
Finarelli Anna 2050 Springhouse Rd
Fingerhood Harvey P 2616 Woodbury Rd
Fitzpatrick Lynne A 376 Westfield Dr
Fmc Corporation C/O D Schindler 600 Reed Rd
Forcellini Frank G 2166 Stroul Rd
Franklin Mint Federal Credit Union 1974 Str
Freedom Rings LLC 4 1990 Sproul Rd
Freilich Molly L Freilich Marion Freilich Eisig 305 S Pkwy Blvd Apt B201
Gatto Joan 118 Harmil Rd
Gray Anne A Est 25 Willowbrook Rd
Graziano Thomas W Graziano Anna M 313 Langford Rd
Greul Isabella C/O Business Office Presbyterian Home 145 Marple Rd
Grover Emma R 2421 W Chester Pike
Gunnjr James M Estate 40 Hillside Rd
Haskins Louise B C/O Accout Integrated Health Service 50 Marlin Rd
Hillmantel Karen T 313 S Pkwy
Hough Mary D C/O P Coffin 847 7th Ave
Hughes Robert F 349 Marple Rd
Hurford John B 54 Sterner Ave
Inside Jeweler 2639 W Chester Pike
Jones Frederick B 629 Cedar Grove Rd
Kehm Bryan 301 South Pkwy
Kohlbrenner Michael F 721 Hedgerow Dr
Kulesa Karen E 219 Lawrence Rd
Kushner Murray Estate 489 Candlewood Rd
Langelius William M Langelius Elaine K 1 Lawrence Rd Unit C2a
Longacre John R 2888 Eastburn Rd
Lund Kathryn A 111 Fifth Ave
Mac Lachlan Mary A 307 S S Pkwy
Maclaren Robert B Estate 24 S Sproul Rd
Mardinly Enterprises 701 Pkwy Blvd
Marsala Rita 50 N Malin Rd
Matsa Andrea 616 S Central Blvd
Mc Kenna John 6 Elm Cir
Mcandress Kerry 425 Pkwy E
Mccabe Nilda B Po Box 961
Mcglade Paul 302 Netherington Dr
Mcmahon Thomas Mcmahon Emily 717 Cedar Grove Rd
Meltser Michael Sturar 48 Cornell Cir
Mill Hill Senior Care 370 Reed Rd Ste 308
Murphy Phyllis 413 Milford Dr
No Changmoon 241 N Central Blvd
Ostroff Carli S 4 Elliot Rd
Panese Josephine 2195 Princeton Pl
Panichi Theresa Panichi Evio 48 Lindbergh Ave
Peterman Christi Peterman Kevin 209 Oldfield Way
Pfeiffer William Pfeiffer Amelia 230 Arden Rd
Pfeiffer William Pfeiffer Andrew 230 Arden Rd
Pfeiffer William Pfeiffer Erik 230 Arden Rd
Pharmaceutical Consultants 571 Abbott Dr
Philadelphia Area Chapter Of 10 Kenny Cir
Reh Alan 2949 Lovell Ave
Resue Dale C 221 Clamar Ave
Reynolds Edward J W Pezzano & P Shanley Trust Sloan & Co 3001 Dogwood Ln
Ryder Richard H Jr 600 Crum Creek Rd
Sabatino Rose A Sabatino Frank 1 Lawrence Rd Apt F 1a
Sheehan Penelope 5 Stoney End Rd
Shihadeh Marialisa Shihadeh Raymond 220 Bourne Dr
Simon Jessica E 54 Sterner Ave
Small Cynthia A Small Michael J 13 Schoolhouse Ln
St Peters Episcopal Church Sterner Ave West Chester Pik
Standard Medical 1101 Sussex Blvd
Steltz Barbara 87 Lawrence Rd E 124
Stevens Gregory 2008 Hillside Ln
Storace Valerie J 95 Lawrence Rd Apt 18
Summit Ins Group Inc Po Box 457
Summit Insurance Group Po Box 457
Tagkalidis Peter 5 Stoney End Rd
Tater James E Apt 303 Lewis Manor 309 S Pkwy Blvd
Thornber Dorothy M Thornber Andrew 2650 Kirk Ave
Toasty Subs Of Gallery Inc C/O D/B/A Quiznos Sub 1991 S Sproul Rd 26
Tsi Home Improvement Dba Timothy Stephey 20 N Malin Rd
Urian Walter W Urian Lois 2896 Lovell Ave
Valley Forge Auto Center 2610 W Chester Pike
Vlahos Georgia Est 486 Lawrence Rd
Wadsworth Margaret E Estate 2885 Pennview Ave
Weber Dolores T Estate 2498 Franklin Ave
Whiting John G 210 Durley Dr
Willox Norman A Jr 235 Talbott Dr
Bryn Mawr, Pa 19010
Amabile Christian 726 Waverly Rd
Amabile Mia 726 Waverly Rd
Anandarajan Murugan 924 Deer Rd
Aqua Pennsylvania Inc 762 W Lancaster Ave
Aversa Joseph J 750 Cornerstone Ln
Badgio Peter C Ph 950 Haverfrd Rd
Bates Joseph Bates Anne L 849 Smt Grove Ave
Berman Barbara T Berman Arnold T 809 821 Morris Ave
Bernardi John 45 Prospect
Bernbaum David Bernbaum Tudy 715 John Barry Dr
Biddle Christopher L 164 Clemson Rd
Bono Alexander D 101 Cumberland Place
Book Leslie M Cust Book Sophie 217 E Laurier Pl
Boyd Jeanne B Po Box 154
Bradley Albert Bradley Grace 805 Colony Rd
Brewer Mary C Estate 129 Roduly Cir
Brower Euphemia C F 123 County Line Rd
Brown Lawrance A 601 N Ithan Ave
Burrow Cynthia C 337 Avon Rd
Capital Management 1 Town Pl Ste 200
Chung Michelle 713 Haviland Dr
Clarke Robert J 104 Clemson Rd Box 1101
Coleman Pamela L 890 Martin Ave
Colgan Anna Estate 1062 E Lancaster Ave Apt 316
Condo Nathaniel 905 New Gulph Rd Apt 3
Condon John I 415 S Ithan Ave
Cortes Sam 200 B1 David Dr
Cucuel Robert A Jr Cucuel Dale B 5053 Brittany Ln
Dewitt Lee L 29 Pond Ln
Dickman Nancy Dickman Barry 818 Amies Ln
Dimitri Thomas 901 Weldon Ln
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Dixon Albert E 100 Stockton Rd
Dorman Pearl C 900 Montgomery Ave Apt 406
Drowne Rhodes 525 Fox Run Ln
Dwyer Ellis C Dwyer Cara 120 Fairfax Rd
Edwards Tom A Po Box 377
Ekert Maris 619 Heather Ln
Enterprises Inc 100 Cumberland Pl
Farina Nicholas 24 North Merion Ave
Faulds Maxine D 275 S Ave Apt M13
Fitzpatrick Peg 1150 St Andrews Rd
Flake Sayeda Naheed Flake Alan Wayne 1131 Springmont Cir
Flynn Margaret Estate Radwyn Apts F21
Fraker Douglas L 822 Pennstone Rd
Franks Fred B Iii 909 Morris Ave
Gasparre Dick C\O Pubco 101 Charles Dr Building One
Gastaldo John 819 Montgomery Ave Apt A 305
Geraldine L 1341 Montgomery Ave
Goldberg Elyse Goldberg Marc 18 Haymarket Ln −1131
Gonzalez Hector L Po Box 140
Gottlieb Ilana 11 S Merion Ave
Grobstein Paul Dept Of Biology College Bryn Mawr College
Grossman Jeffrey 731 John Barry Dr
Grossman Jeffrey Grossman Alexa 731 John Barry Dr
Grossman Jeffrey Grossman Matthew 731 John Barry Dr
Haggerty Mary C Haggerty Mary A 16 Central Ave
Hammett Lyla R 124 N Merion Ave
Handal John A Md 594 Black Rock Rd
Harcum College Nursing Dept
Harry F Ortlip Co 780 W Lancaster Ave
Hartnett John J Jr Hartnett Rachel C 917 Railrd Ave
Hayward Bradley R 945 Haverford Rd
Hernandez Erasmo Maldonado 857 W Lancaster Ave
Herting Carolyn Est 328 Highland Ln
Hiner Carolyn J Hiner Kelly D 329 W Laurier Place
His Of At The Chateau 956 Railrd Ave
Hoeffel Eleanore B 25 Pond Ln
Hollyday Margaret College−Biology 101 N Merion Ave
Hudecheck Helen W Po Box 404
Hutchins Diana H Md 397 Yorkshire Rd
Jg Wentworth Company 40 Morris Ave
Johnson James S Johnson Ruth 912 Wootton Rd
Jones Charles J Est 1017 County Line Rd
Jubray Ralph L Est C/O B Rosemont 35 Rosemont Ave
Kalkstein David Md Phd 275 S Ave Apt E15
Kannan Selvarajah Po Box 1414
Kanze Aaron 275 S Ave
Keegan Marie 130 S Ave
Keirsey Audrey R Estate Coopertown Rd
Kemmerer A G 275 Bryn Mawr Apt K−16
Kim Usic 205 David Dr Apt B−2
Lambris John D 36 Haymarket Ln
Leis Louis L Leis Bertha 601 N Ithan Ave Apt 201 Alu
Lyons Nick 30 Central Ave
Mainline Telecommunications 1003 1/2 Lancaster Ave
Malm Duane E 912 Old Lancaster Rd
Maloney Florence 720 Morris Ave
Mc Clatchy Marianne 737 Rugby Rd
Mcclatchy Richard A Jr 737 Rugby Rd
Mcclave Christin 24 N Bryn Mawr Ave
Mccluney Samuel C C/O Tedwyn Apts 840 Montgomery Ave Unit 408
Mcgrory Margaret Est 603 Dayton Rd
Med Spec Assn 933 Haverford Rd
Mittnacht Anne W 341 Yorkshire Rd
Money Market 1101 Lafayette Rd
Mooney Arthur R 215 Landover Rd
Moran Nora C 714 Railrd Ave
North Berwick Capital Management Ll 1101 Lafayette Rd
Oconnell William J Estate 9 Rugby Rd
Park Sung Jun 901 Montgomery Ave Apt 207
Pendergrass Henry P Dr 512 Fishers Rd
Perez Gilberto 484 N 8th Str
Phelan Kenneth 937 E Haverford Rd
Phillips Michael Md 941 Academy Ln
Porter Ronald 275 Bryn Mawr Apt H−4
Prabhu Amrita 806 Montgomery Ave
Premier Orthopaedic & Sports Po Box 81
Prestwick Capital Lp 701 Sturbridge Dr
Quinn Daniel J 711 Sturbridge Dr
Rechatin Claire 215 Wakefield Rd
Reichard Virginia H Reichard Verna I Gulph Roberts Rds
Retig Jeffrey 933 Haverford Rd
Rheumatology Consultants 945 Haverford Ave
Rosales Margarito 19 Prospect Av
Rowley Diane M 922 Montgomery Ave Apt B2
Rubenstein Richard 519 Lynmere Rd
Russell Caroline G 74 Pasture Ln Apt 127
Shilcock Susan 314 Bryn Mawr Ave
Shinoda Wataru Apt J10 275 S Ave
Shoemaker Josephine J 56 Brennan Dr
Shortlidge Joseph B 3713 Darby Rd
Shu Huikuo 729 Cornerstone Ln
Silverie Florence Estate 312 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Simon James N 130 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Skipton Jonathan 106 Charles Dr3 Apt 11
Sloate Paul L Cust Sloate Jordan K 830 Great Spgs Rd
Smith James 21 Smt Dr
Smith Martha Ann 415 Old Gulph Rd
Sonowska Helen 275 S Bryn Mwr Ave Apt F 27
Spiegel Andrew 510 Ramblewood Dr
Stacey Raphael National City Bank 916 Oak Ridge Rd
Steerman Craig Steerman Dylan 104 Charles Dr Apt E2
Steuben Mike 204 David Dr
Sylvester Joseph T Cust 950 Mill Rd
Tarte Evan M 833 Muirfield Rd
Turner Jennifer Turner Brett 710 Harriton Rd
Uhlig George 74 Pasture Ln Apt 320
United Anesthesia Services Pc C/O S Comess 937 E Haverford Rd Ste 204
Wachovia Co Jacqueline M Purvis 52 54 N Ave
Wack Helen A Estate 1033 Cty Line Rd
Wager Alfred R Po Box 404
Ward C 815 Smt Grove Ave
Weingarten Prop Inc Ent Suite 200
Weinstein Rachel 1108 Montgomery Ave
Wellesley College Summer Inst For Women In College
Whitney Ann D Whitney Ann C 1030 E Lancaster Ave Apt 101
Wilkerson Ldouglas 830 Old Lancaster Rd Ste 309
Woods Joseph G 341 Yorkshire Rd
Wurtz Michelle 901 Old Lancaster Rd
Yoon Sungwon 205 David Dr Apt B2
Chadds Ford, Pa 19317
A Patch Of Country 22 Olde Ridge Village
Abstract Inc 6 Ponds Edge Dr Suite 1
Aig Claims Unit Po Box 2006
Aig Po Box 2006
Anss Nj Inc Ta Franklin Bldg Ste 300 101 Ponds Edge Dr
Aruffo James 1828 Masters Way
Bell Andrew Baltimore Park
Berman Arnold T 2 Christy Dr Fl 1
Boyer Robert W Jr 124 Ashford Dr
Deloitte & Touche Business Ca
Detchon Patricia D 1502 Brinton Bridge Rd
Devine Steven J Devine Lori B 221 Sulky Way Trotters Lea
Dicostanza Joseph Est 12 Ridings Way
Dorval Jeffrey Dorval Jane 7300 Johnson Farm Ln Smt Valy Brook
Emperor Four Seasons 138 Rocky Hill Rd
Endo Pharmaceuticls Inc 100 Painters Dr
Feldman Mall Properties C/O Brandywine Financial Servi
Ford Eye Associates Chadds 100 Ridge Rd Ste 22
Geetlein Harry G 11 Wilderness Way
Gregan Suzan 234 Sulky Way
Hanson Margaret M 138 Beaver Valy Rd
Harlan Brian 226 Pond View Dr
Heisler Jerome Po Box 582
Heisler Jerome S Jr Po Box 582
Hembury Emilee A Hembury Mary E 1250 Baltimore Pike
Hendrixon Brad Rte 1 & 202
Holst Donald R Holst Kathryn 307 Panters Crossby
Inchaustegui Hector 7000 Johnson Farm Apt 419
Jasinnas M Jane 19 Brook Ln
Jenson Diane Oliver 161 Wilmington W Chester Pike
Keasel Lori Anne 7200 Johnson Farm Ln 205
Keefe Eleanor M 9 Atwater Rd
Kirby Harry J Jr 20 Pennsbury Way E
Kurek Bethann 7200 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 320
Leinen Laura 4 Hickory Ln
Liberty Land Abstract LLC Escrow Acct 101 Ponds Edge Dr 300
Luckowski Sandra Luckowski John 7400 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 111
Lusk Donald J Lusk Albert 746 Norway Rd
Marshall Megan E Marshall John M 7000 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 405
Mccoy Ann W 851 Fairville Rd
Means Carrie 7400 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 306
Michel H John 138 Beaver Valy Rd
Midaleton Abby 80 Heyburn Rd
Mullen Marie T 93 Atwater Rd
Nerino Ryan Anthony 18 Robins Way
Paul − Michel 877 Naamans Creek Rd
Pini Nicole Pini Linda 1703 Painters Crossing
Pro Shop Connection 32 Ridgefield Rd
Reed Claudette M Reed Larry D 7400 Johnson Farm Ln
Sabanayagam P Md 50c Webb Rd
Seely Priscill L 254 Fairville Rd
Seely Stanley 254 Fairville Rd
Short Eugene R Short Marie Rfd 1
Silva Tania 7100 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 310
Snyder Omar C David L Snyder 1 Biddlebrook Ln
Sunset Mortgage Company Lp 3 Dickenson Dr
Surrey David 5 Grouse Trail
Sutkowi Anne T 207 East Village Ln
Tchmalama Theodore 201−7400 Johnson Farm Ln
Trigg Jason A 461 Ring Rd
Trigg Timatha 404 Ring Rd
Wausau Mortgage Company And Fulton Bank 3 Dickerman Dr
Wausau Mortgage Company LLC 3 Dickenson Dr
Whitney Holly M 401 Ridge Rd
Whitney Matilda C/O H M Whitney 401 Ridge Rd
Wirosloff Jeffrey A 26 Cross Creek Ln
World Literacy International Corp 2 Ponds Edge Dr
Yeager Margaret H 23 Stirling Way
Chester, Pa 19013
A J A Construction 2825 W 6th St
Ajax Ice Inc 1 Beacon Light Ln Suite J
Albany Hazel P Estate 1415 Seigel St
Albertini Frances L Albertini Bertha 600 Kerlin St
Alston Stephanie 1403 Peterson St
Amrhein Catherin 928 Mcdowell Ave
Amrhein George F 928 Mcdowell Ave
Antonelli Rystal 2720 Swarts St 2720
Aponte Biviana 2701 Madison St H297
Aragona Bryant M 823 Glen Tr
Archana Sharma Ccmc Pob II Ste 221 One Medica
Armour Leon 25 Curch St Pa 19015
Armstrong Mary A Estate 968 E 27th
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Artis James 151 West 15th St
Ashbournehewitt Sharon 919 E 14th St
Assoc In Anesthesia Inc 30 Medical Ctr Blvd Ste 400
Asthma Allergy Research Assoc Presidents House One Medical Ctr Blvd
Bailey Harry P Estate 129 E 24th St
Barber Barry 337 E 9th St
Bateman Judith M 1205 Culhane St
Battinieri Frances Battinieri Thomas 721 Wilson St
Beckwith Patrice 1133 Thomas St
Behomley Vetora 2713 Mccarey St
Bell Kim R 314 E 24th St Apt K 4
Bennett Edward R Bennett Ida 1325 Hancock St
Bennington John Estate 122 E 26th
Bernardo Amelia R Estate Rr 1
Berrang Elizabeth In 102 Lombardy Dr
Blagman Maurice 1106 Drain Dr Apt A
Bowley Cynthia S 424 E 7th
Bowley Laura 1206 Remington St
Bowley Laura T 1206 Remington St
Breza Munika 226 Lewis
Brodie Amiyr 920 West 5th St
Brown Cecil W Estate 325 Yarnall St
Brown Gail A Mrs Brown Gloria Brown Gail 2601 W 3rd St
Brown Katherine M 836 E 15th St
Brown Roy 21 East 5th St
Brown William N 153 Keystone Rd
Bryant James G 3107 W 3rd St
Bulger Laurence S Estate 1120 Johnson St
Bunker Sally 1101 Ave Of States
Bunt Alexander Jr Do Campus Med Ctr II 422 East 22nd St Cnr 22nd Chestnut
Cain Carlos 2326 W 3rd St
Calise Pasquale Estate 318 Pennell St
Campbell Gloria A 1149 Potter St
Campbell Kevin R 927 Elizabeth St
Carey Catherine Carey Clark W 1000 Meadowln St
Carr John 1107 Pike
Carr Walter O 537 E 15th St
Carter Wesley 1008 Remington St
Cephas Nathan Cephas Renee 1101 Ave Of The States
Chespenn Health Services Po Box 771 1300 W Ninth St Pa 19016
Chowdhury Nurul 1026 Kerlin St
Christopher Mary C W Christopher Delmas 921 Kerlin St
Churchman Paul Estate 3423 W 3rd St
Cigler Mildred Cigler Edward 315 Franklin St
Cirard Michael One University Place
Citizens Bank Patrick Moran 506 E 19th St
Clark Loretta Ann 2702 Forwood St
Clement Lydie B 812 W 8th St
Clore Brian 407 E 19th St
Coates Brandon D 2701 Madison St E219
Cobb Darliling 1818west 9th St
Collachi Anna Estate 2431 Madison St
Conquest Debra B 1224 W 7th St
Conquest Erica N 1224 W 7th St
Conquest James B Jr 1224 W 7th St
Conquest James B Sr 1224 W 7th St
Conquest James M 1224 W 7th St
Coombes Mildred A 1019 Morton Ave
Crozier Medical Center Nursing Ed Dept One Medical Ctr Blvd
Cruz Luis F 1211 Remington St
Curry Sara J 840 A Aston Mills Rd
Daimler Chrysler 1403 Peterson St
Davis Cleo 1326 Peterson St
Davis Kimberley 3111 W 10th St
Davis Wilmer In 238 Welsh
Degrave Shanna 404 Juniper Ln Pa 19015
Del Val Foot & Ankle One Medical Ctr Blvd Prof
Derrico Joseph Derrico Joan 3403 Township Line Rd
Diaz Figueroa Magdalis 1122 Thomas St
Diggins Francis R 909 Upland
Dill Martin 2nd Dill Barbara A 120 E 13th St
Dimaio Anthony 1001 Ave Of The States Unit
Donofrio Antonia 916 E 14th St
Dudek Edward S Jr Dudek Dorothy Kerlin Concor Rd
Dziobczynski Laura 2427 Upland St
Edmonds Neannae 215 Central Ave
Ellis Herbert Ellis Clara M 346 West 15th St
Embom Frank Estate 1102 Thomas St
Evans Deion 2627 Smithers St
Evans Melanie 1011 Taylors Place
Evans Tim 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh300
Fagley Eleanor Estate 166 Main
Fambro Jason 1302 Sun Dr
Family Practice Marylyn Mudrick 521 E 9th St
Fargo Wells Re Annie M Coffman 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh 300
Fauls Raymond A 3015 W 6th St
Fetlow Junior 46 E 24th St
Figueroa German F 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh300
Fioretti Charles G Stetson Apartments Apt 403 15th And Arbor Dr
Fisher Anna 321 Lamokin St
Frisby Cynthia Marie 1402 Locke Tr
Fritz Clara E 915 Clover Ln
Fullmer Carol A 1305 Hancock St
Fulton Cassandra 819 Upland St
Gabriel Lavella 357 Hamokin
General Stores Jk Inc 469 Concheste Hwy
Gill Marguerite 914 E 14th St
Gillard Gregory 608 W 7th St Apt 4
Gilmore Altamese V 210 Concord Ave
Glascoe Patricia 1405 W 6th St
Gorbey Gertrude Gorbey James 1238 Providence
Gordon Zorra 1500 Arbor Dr
Greco Marcello 201 W Pkwy Ave
Greenhalgh Frances 1911 Chestnut St
Griest Elizabeth Griest Leroy 46 E 22nd St
Groton Henry P Jr Groton Mayrene 332 E 14th St
Hall Exie 509 Kerlin St
Hallman Beatrice A Estate 248 Concord Ave
Hammond Homas E Est 823 W 5th St
Hampton Robert M Jr Hampton Rita M 2702 Price St
Hansen William Estate 617 Patton Ave Pa 19015
Hardy Vivory 722 Wilson St
Harmon Harvey Estate 2106 W 4th St
Harris Colin 144 Knollwood St Pa 19014
Hart Eachus Auto Service 134 W Fifth St
Hatala John Estate 2517 W 4th St
Haynes Kevin 314 East 24th St Apt I−8
Hazzard Donald G Estate 209 W 14th St 106
Heald Lillian M 1002 Baldwin St
Heinrich William P Heinrich Arlene G 116b West Pkwy Ave
Henry James Olee Est 3510 W 4th St
Hice Angela R 913 Macadam St
Hicks Charles F 914 Pusey St
Holmes Eric 227 E 22nd St
Horne Mary D 3029 W 10th St
Howett Barclay C 3rd Howett Donna M 2314 Upland St
Hughes Mildred 1420 Esrey St
Hunt David Po Box 41 Pa 19016
Iannucci Domenica A Estate 229 E 23rd St
Igielski Mary I Igielski Joseph 2704 Mccarey St
Irvin Lillian 415 E 4th St
J J E Upland Food Corp 873 Upland St Store 10 & 26
Jackson Jamar C 912 E 21 St
Jackson Jane Estate 120 E 3rd St
Jackson Reginald 316 E 11th St
Jacobs Tamika Lynn 319 E 23rd St Apt 15
Jacono William 315 Broomall
Jagodzinski Est John J Jagodzinski John J 2714 W 4th St
Jahnke Malek 908 Central Ave
Jarr Atumanie 321 E 24th St Apt E11
Johnson Kathleen 1706 Walnut St
Johnson Lillian W 230 Jeffrey St
Johnson Lillie In 830 W 6th
Jones Annie L In 124 Penn St
Kalenski Theodora Estate 718 Morton Ave
Kane Dorothy M 800 E 24th St
Keenan Gene 1810 Providence Ave
Keenan Gene 609 Parker
Keenan John Estate Pierce Rd
Keene Ethel M 424 E 7th
Kelly Timothy Estate 401 Deakyne Pl
Kemble Christine 345 W 22nd St Pa 19015
Kennedy Estelle S 1405 W 7th St
Kennedy Jeremiah L St James Place 215 E 21st St
Kershner Charles L 4821 Greenwood St
Kornafel Stanley Estate 1125 Potter St
Kozak Geneva F Kozak Donna 319 Trainer St
Kozak Geneva F Kozak Nancy 319 Trainer St
Kozak Geneva F Kozak Sandra 319 Trainer St
Kummere J C Estate 154 E 17th St
Laceys Lounge 432 Highland Ave
Lambda Chi Alpha Widner University Box 1177
Landry Julia 1 Medical Ctr Blvd Suite 334
Lauser John J Jr 1208 Kerlin St
Lavella Floriand 357 Hamokin
Lavin Francis Estate 136 E 22nd St
Lee Hilda M Estate 10th St Upland
Lenny Anna Lenny Lena 622 E 8th St
Lewis Avis In 2114 W 9th St
Lewis Janie M 1018 W 8th St
Lloyd Frank M Estate 1122 White St
Lloyds Mens Store 517 Ave Of The States
Lockyer Thos 618 Welsh
Logue Philip T 462b Bethel Rd Pa 19014
Loveland Edward Loveland Edwin 2510 Sandelands St
Lps Enterprises Po Box 46
Luck Joann 2827 Norris Dr
Luck Kaleeka 2738 Chestnut St
Macneal Ethel M Estate 202 E Pkwy Pa 19015
Martin James Martin Hugh 502 W 6th St
Martin Willie H Est 204 B Elkington Ave
Matyas Grace 462b Bethel Rd Pa 19014
Mayos Auto Repair Inc 307 Bethel Rd Pa 19014
Mc Closkey Barbara Estate 9 W Mowry St
Mc Ilvrid George J Estate 1301 Renshaw Rd
Mcafee William F 1001 Karlin St
Mcandrew Michael 345 W 22nd St
Mccomsey Marie M Estate 1120 Johnson St
Mccrudden Doris 1720 Walnut St
Mcelfawal Ahmed 1011 Morton Ave
Mckinney Jessie 426 Penn St
Mclaughlin Anna 3029 W 10th St
Mcneil Harold Estate 206 Sunnyside Ave
Medina Roberto 652 North 9th St
Mercadante Anna Estate 311 Taylor Ter
Merritt Glenn 230 W 21st St
Mike S Foreign Domestic Auto 169 Keystone Rd
Miller Beatrice O Estate 2205 W 2nd St
Miller Florence In 1505 Rothwell Ter
Miller Violet Miller Julia 133 E 3rd St
Misturak Stella Estate 2413 W 3rd St
Moore Elizabeth S 128 W 22nd St
Morgan Regan D 1326 Engle St
Mosto Jerry Estate 1145 Upland
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Mrak Mary Estate 316 E 2nd St
Mrsic John J Estate 316 W 2nd St
Mrsic Joseph J Estate 316 W 2nd St
Muhammad Qamra A 1612 Logan Way
Mundy John C 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh300
Murray Rosetta 910−912 West 9th St
Naacp Branch Po Box 863 Pa 19016
Nagle Mary Apt 409 1101 Av
Naulty Marguerite 914 E 14th St
Nichols William In 2105 W 9th St
Nino Adeline Estate 813 W 8th St
Oconnor Robert A 128 W Elkinton Ave
Odom Shirley E 745 E 25th St
Oneill Isabelle 829 Elsinore Pl
Owens Frances Owens Thomas 225 W 22nd St
Pagan Juan 1001 Ave Of The State 2
Passmore Howard C Passmore Thelma F 208 W 8th
Patterson William T Patterson Anna R 119 W 24th St
Petrilli Julia A 931 Keystone Rd
Petrillo Frank E 931 Keystone Rd
Phillips Murphy 411 Flower St
Physical Therapy Physicians Pc James Bon 1 E Beacon Light Ln
Pincura Mary L Pincura John 114 Highland Ave
Pinder Dayon 2910 W 2nd St
Plaza William 1307 Hancock St
Pochmara Bernadette Pochmara Frances A 2744 Lehman St
Pochmara Frances A Pochmara Kathleen 2744 Lehman St
Pompetti Linda M Estate 1031 Kerlin St
Quattrocchi Concett Quattrocchi Joseph 330 Kerlin St
Randolph Lamont 151 W 15th St
Ravert Robert C Sr 2933 Carter Ave
Riddle John P Riddle Ruth I 1207 Perkins St
Riley Franklin H 322 E 23rd St Apt 12
Rinier Harvey G Rinier Ruth M 2019 W 9th St
Ritter Robert V Estate 1004 W 7th St
Rivera Lebron Tony 1019 Remington St
Ro Cheryl 501 Ae 22nd St
Roberts Ethel M 1002 Ward St
Roberts Luther C 1001 Ave Of The States Apt 1103
Roberts Luther C 321 Central Ave Apt 3
Robinson Eileen 812 W 3rd St
Robinson Rosalee J Apt 104 1501 Arbor Dr
Rupert Marguerit Rupert Harold E 1117 White St
Ruzowicz Patricia J 364 W 21st St Pa 19015
Ryan Sarah 2713 Mccarey St
Ryan Thomas P Ryan Sarah 2713 Mccarey St
S Grace C 904 Clover Ln
Sands Martha 1401 Edgmont Ave
Santiago Aida 822 Elsinore Place
Savage Brenda F 238 West Fifth St
Savage Josephine 914 E 14th St
Seaton Beatrice 743 Jeffrey St
Sfakianos Emanuel S Sfakianos Juliana 2342 Concord Rd
Sharpless Grace E Sharpless Harry 904 Clover Ln
Sharpless Harry 904 Clover Ln
Shusman Marion L 913 E 22nd St
Silverie Mark 339 W 9th St
Sitko Geneviev Sitko Dorothy 2524 West 3rd St
Smith Alyce P 729 Engle St
Smith Charles B Smith Alice 619 W 2nd St
Smith Margaret 1308 Morton Av
Smullen Elwood Smullen Elsie 1225 Edgemont
Solomon Sunni 313 E 23rd Apt K7
Sorger Blanche Sorger Joseph 136 E 18
Spaight Dorothy Spaight Denna 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh300
Speed Branda In 115 E 13th St
Spicer Dorothy H 1420 Esrey St 216
Steinmeyer Doris Estate 1271 Engle St
Stevenson Anne 1403 Highland Ave
Stewart Rita 1230 Central Ave
Stipe John D Stipe Ann 204 E Roland Rd Pa 19015
Stockman Daren 110 W 21st St
Stone Larry Exh 2701 Madison St Apt E207 Pa 19061
Stranko Susan Apt 409 1101 Av
Swanson Donald J 215 W Mowry St
Szczepanski Leon S Estate 220 Hayes St
Taylor Annabell 22 E 18th St
Tenuto Anna 1018 Morton Ave
Thomas Clarence 1115 Palmer St
Thomas Courtney Thomas Lori J 1131 Upland St
Thomas Walter Estate 937 Lamokin St
Thota Neelima C/O A Belwalkar 2701 Chestnut St Apt G−4
Tilton Willard Tilton Mabel 1005 Meadow Ln
Toon Gregory G Toon Leslie A 309 W 22nd St
Torres Steven 2701 Madison St Apt C 61
Turek Josephin, Turek John 212 Hayes St
Valdivieso Clausell Nilmarie 2701 Madison St Apt B−40
Valentine F F Estate 920 Mcdowell Ave
Vanwinkle Robert L Vanwinkle Viola 906 Clover Ln
Vanwinkle Robert Vanwinkle Viola 717 Engle St
Vj Auto Parts 900 Hyatt St Bldg 31
Ware Edward 2700 West 4th St
Warren David 511 Welsh St 5
Washington Terrence 1914 Siegel St
Watkins Lavina J Watkins Anna 2 Mowrey St W
Watson Cornelius N 64 W 8th St
Welch George 1706 Walnut St
Wells Fargo 2501 Seaport Dr Ste Bh300
Wesley Jessie B Est 504 Parker St
Wffa Attn Customer Service Admn & Todd Henry 2501 Seaport Dr Bh−300
Whaley Mary L 1720 Walnut St
White Alphowso 812 W 3rd St
Wilburn Marshelle L 235 East 22nd St
Williams Henry 1101 Ave Of The States
Wilson Eric 524 Highland Ave
Wilson Helen C 1134 Concord Ave
Wilson Iris 1220 W 9th St
Witcher Kenneth C 701 East 25th St
Yanchulis Mary 609 Parker
Yanchulis Mary A 1810 Providence Ave
Yantis Judith B Md 1 Med Ctr Blvd
Zakorchemny Regina 2427 Upland St
Chester Heights, Pa 19017
Busch Investment Club A Partnership CO S Mcgowan Po Box 562
Cynthia Cox Po Box 382
Morris Geraldine 332 Cadwalder St
Putney Ryan E Po Box 485
Richman Robert Rosehill Sch Blind 320 Elwyn Rd
Chesterbrook, Pa 19087
Acordia Northeast 701 Lee Rd
American Diabetes Association 1300 Morris Dr
Amerisource Corp 1300 Morris Dr
Cao Thu 701 Lee Rd Suite 300
Doyal Elizabeth A 348 New Market Ct
Gateway To Valley Forge P 500 Chesterbrook Blvd
Gold Ralph N Gold Alan C 86 Amity Dr
Harakal Mark III 3 Algonquin Ct
Kim Seong G 47 Rampart Dr
Kolasinski Diane M 720 Washington Place
Mcintyre Linda Mcintyre John 12 Liberte Ln
Mu Jianxi 32 Elan Ln
Simpkins Kim D 356 New Market Ct
Zettel Charles 24 Rampart Dr
Zhao Yonghua 1120 Washington Place
Clifton Heights, Pa 19018
Alexander Theresa 100 W Providence Rd
Bair David J 277 Gramercy Dr
Barrett John F Barrett Ruth 76 N Sycamore St
Black Lambert E 53 S Woodlawn Ave
Boyle Joseph Estate 231 Davis Ave
Buehner Lawrence J Buehner Anastasi 121 N Madison Ave
Burkhardt William C 5205 Palmer Mill Rd Clifton Hts Pa
Burnley Anna Estate 202 N Diamond St
Cao Thuy 17 North Springfield Rd
Charintonchick Edward Charintonchick Anna 28 Edgemont Ave
Clam Tavern I Inc 339−341 E Brdway
Cornwell Jean M 281 Gram Foy Dr
Dempsey Mildred A Dempsey Roy 47 W Baltimore Ave
Dolan Patrick J Jr Dolan Laurie 40 N Sycamore Ave
Dorsaneo Peter A Dorsaneo Anna A 310 Austin Dr
Draves Eugene Ashland Tr Apts 711 Ash
Dushkewich Joseph 914 South Ave Apartment D27
Dygas Jaroslaw 28 N Diamond St
Edelson Rachel J 312 E Baltimore Pk Apt A5
Farrell Thomas Estate 144 E Madison Ave
Farrelly Patrick 5233 Palmer Mill Rd
Ferro Donald 119 W Brdway Ave
Fiorito Andrew D 5036 Palmer Mill Rd
Fischer John Jr Fischer John 133 Davis Ave
Florentino Daniel 260 Crestwood Dr
Fulmer John N 135 E Washington Ave
Gagliardi Maria Gagliardi John 115 South Penn St
Garoh Loretta M 9 E Berkley Ave
Goffredo Vincent 22 S Springfield Rd Apt H4
Hart Edward 240 Crestwood Dr
Hartley Robert K Hartley Dale D 412 Noar Ave
Haskins Christopher Haskins Bryan 356 W Westpark Ln
Hemos Inc 120 E Magnolia Ave
Houser Kenneth 505 E Providence Rd
Humble Patricia Humble Doris 207 Bishop Ave
Jellick Helen B 369 E Madison Ave
Keely Margaret E Keely John E 254 Westbrook Dr
Knauer Diane 55 W Madison Ave
Knorr Wm R 513 Seven Oaks Dr
Lee Catherine 281 Davis Ave F11 Oak Plaza Apt
Levasseur Rita C/O Paul Levasseur
Lynch Romona A Lynch Edwin A 901 Belmont Ave
Mason Charles Mason Pearl 404 Walnut Ave
Mcgrath Chester E Mcgrath Mary A 553 New St
Meehan Carol Cust Meehan Janet 114 N Springfield Rd
Mena Construction Inc 28 S Springfield Rd
Myers Todd J 312 E Baltimore Ave Apt L6
Orourke Vinnie A 732 Primos Ave
O’toole Robert 122 North Church St
Patel Bhagvanbhai B Apt 76 A 1250 Providence Rd Apt
Patel Mukesh J 1250 Providence Rd, 107a
Poole Dennis F 35 N Church St
Puckett Nina 737 Cricket Ln
Ribaudo Victoria 323 N Oak Ave
Ritzinger Donald Ritzinger Carl 104 W Magnolia Ave
Rockwell Andrew J Rockwell Marie 531 Cherry St
Schepis Francis J Jr 416 S Church St
Seilus Margaret V 907 Springfield Rd
Simmons Manuel E Simmons Emma F 5158 Whitehall Dr
Sommer Samuel Sommer Doris 232 Springfield Rd
Tilghman Julie M Reserve 426 S Springfield Rd Apt C 11
Torelli Alice J Torelli Bart J 126 W Maryland Ave
Tri Com Inc And Murphy Lincoln Mer Attn E Edmunds
Vitanza Angela 5353 Delmar Sr
Walters Thomas Jr 1005 Green Ln
Whalen Joseph Whalen Mary 534 Seven Oak Dr
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Zerouali Marie 744 Surrey Rd Pa 19036
Zubieta Carlos R Zubieta Ana C 151 S Bishop Ave Apt I22
Collingdale, Pa 19023
Benzing Carol 318 A Woodlawn Ave
Birchenall Harry P Birchenall Jean 1024 Bartram Ave
Bowers Emily S Bowers Edward 504 Lafayette
Bridge William 401 Macdade Bv
Brown Sandra 135 Hansen Tr
Burnett Barbara J 614 Macdade Blvd
Campbell Kyle 226 Pusey Ave
Carl Gertrude 26 N Front St
Cavalier Lisa M 903 North St
Chen Xin M 1007 Macdade Blvd
Chesky Alfred M Chesky Alberta 724 Pusey Ave
Damore Jennifer Damore Lisa 104 Wayne Ave
Davis Mardea 364 Rively Ave
Dietrich Christphr 222 Roberta Ave
Dievart Frances Dievart David 1013 North St
Dill Rose Chantia 1002 Springfield Rd
Fischer William G 934 Pitman Ave
Frisch Allen L Jr 1027 Minden Ln
Good Linda M 1020 Andrews Ave
Harrison Darlene 224 Woodlawn Ave
Henning Leon E Henning Mary D 341 Westmont Dr
Holmes William A Jr 822 Andrews Ave
Jennings Gino 1009 Spruce St
Kelly Eugene C 318 Roberta Ave
Keyes Gregory 500 Lincoln Ave
King Sarah Estate 824 North St
Klein Andrew J 318 Woodlawn Ave
Knaus Eileen D Knaus Earl T 1135 Walnut St
Knox Jane T−A Copy Shop Plus 1101 Macdade Blvd
Macleod Alexande 201 Blunston Ave Apt D
Maeleod Mabel 201 Blunston Ave Apt D
Nevader Clifford J Estate 423 Westmont Dr
Nguyen Van 722 Mac Dade Blvd 1st Fl
Norton Dorothy S Norton Albert 227 Marshall
Oates Albert E Jr 911 Spruce St
Persia Ruth M Persia John 306 Tribet
Rann Katherine B 18 Cherry St
Rasanen Christina M 639 Beechwood Ave
Roberts Harriet C Estate 820 Andrews Ave
Rosati Cecelia E 55 1 2 Macdade
Rosati John J 55 1/2 Macdade
Smith Edward J Estate 1107 Chestnut St
Vanhorne Michele 119 Hillside Ave
Waters James 714 Ash Ave
Weiss David H Fin Sec Ibew Lodge 2271 610 Andrews Ave
Williams Martino 634 Hibberd Ave
Wilps Michael 10 Cherry St
Wilson Robert Wilson Teresa 914 North St
Zimmerman Virginia V Zimmerman Edward G 111 Walnut St
Concordville, Pa 19331
Robinson William L Robinson Linda E Po Box 31
Griffith Christopher PO Box 70
Kaiser Permanente Po Box 41
National Land Transfer C/O Hionis Hotels Inc Po Box 607
Professional Diagnostics LLC PO Box 892
Siebe North Inc C/O Fibre Metal Products Po Box 248
State Farm Mutual Auto Insurance 1 State Farm Dr
Crum Lynne, Pa 19022
Burgos Luz M 240 Randall Ave
Decample David 346 A Hollis Ave
Fizzani Nicholas J Fizzani Pearl B 1214 B Holland St
Friel Francis J 1303 Miller
Garcia Reyes Juan F 1403 Chester Pike
Graff Margaret 1303 Miller
Matteo Frank 1314 E 12th St
Mckinney Lillian V Estate 1147 Holland St
Murray Linda L 308 Morris Ave C
Polaski Leonard Estate 1143 Holland St
Ruiz Torres Douglas A 1403 Chester Pike
Shields Genevieve P 1400 E 10th St
Sokolowski Charles P 1400 E 10th St
Turner Gilbert 319 Morris Ave Apt D
Wise Estelle A 1306 Holland St
Darby, Pa 19023
Abtew Desse 8 N 6th St2nd Floor
Alonso Michele 518 Commerce St
Anderson Lavern 118 Francis St
Bility Abu 1329 Park Ln
Blank Joanne 506 Keystone Av
Bonsall Richard 529 S 4th St
Boyce John 1128 Brd St
Braun Noel 309 S 5th
Brown Nadine G 117 Spring Valy Rd
Cannon Margaret M 315 Fern St
Carrigan Cassandra 203 Weymouth Rd Rd
Carson Harold Y Carson Helen 11 South 13th St
Cassandra Shelton Admin 504 Main St
Chism J R Estate 327 S 3rd St
Clark Frances A Clark Thomas L 212 3 7th St
Daniels Frankie L 44 South 2nd St
Derlam Gladys S Derlam Henry C 102 Whitely Tr
Devereaux Anthony J Devereaux Agnes 559 Lakewood Avae
Dorczuk Anna 1334 Wycombe Ave
Ferguson Garth 204 S 4th St
Fetterolf Walter D Fetterolf Frances 956 Springfield Rd
Freeman Joseph A Freeman Helen 315 Highland Ave
Funny Donna 431 S 4th St
Gabr Michael 1068 Hopkins Ave
Gallagher Lehman Howard 517 Commerce St
Gee Moses T 119 Main St B
Gibson Ethel 108 N 9th St
Goodpaster David D 16107 Mulberrt St
Grant Margaret 1368 Edgehill Rd
Hardaway Kevin 706 Pine St
Harmon Ida In 35 N 10th St
Hughes Aurora 127 N 3rd St
Hunt Ethel M Hunt Robert 450 S 2nd St
Jalluh Tejan 1122 Main St
Kafumba Kenneth 300 North Front St Apt F−21
Kelly Anne C 1215 Springfield Rd
Lake Harry O Estate 636 Greenway Ave B
Latch Thomas F Latch Nancy 896 Main St 203
Lewis Crystal M 903 Smt St
Lewis Steven 903 Smt St
Marnell M T 1215 Springfield Rd
Martinez Gerson 12 South 14th St
Massey Darren 16 S 6th St
Mccann Willia M 315 Fern St
Mcdowell Margaret W Mcdowell Harry 122 Main St
Mcdowell Martha W Mcdowell Harry 122 Main St
Mclaughlin Thomas 108 Macdade Bv
Mcnamara Mary 1412 Lansdowne Ave 105b
Meyer Margaret 1368 Edgehill Rd
Michael Edythe 518 Commerce St
Michael T Sosnowicz Assoc Pc 9 N 9th St
Moseray Vandy 306 Tribet Place
Ostrowski John R 1334 Wycombe Ave
Parker Judith H 529 S 4th St
Patterson William H Estate 5 S 7th St
Paul Jody 741 Fern St
Pugh Pamela D Pugh Ronald P 747 Fern St
Reed Charles J Estate 203 Spring Valy Rd
Reid Kayon 820 Main St
Rice Theodore Rice Betty M 13 S 13th St
Rickards Robert W 913 Main St
Roberts Alonza 429 Main St Apt R1
Ross Asha R 322 S 6th St 322 S 6th St
Ross Christine 322 S 6th St
Ross Jermaine 101 N 10th St 129 Springvaly Rd
Sager June 38 S 14th St
Scanlon Thomas J 1436 Lansdowne Ave Villa St Jo
Schmidt George Schmidt Beulah 840 Fuller St
Schwarz John J Estate 1124 Glen Avon Rd
Schwiezer Edna M 127 Fern St
Sheffer Hulda M Sheffer John A 212 N Front
Smith Clarence 131 Pusey Ave
Smith Sheila 24 N 6th St Rear
Steven Lichtenstein Md Norman N Cohen Md Pc
Taffe Cecelia V Taffe Eugene 303 Berboro
Technical Services Corporation 1500 Landsdowne Ave
Thomas Lucas W 404 Pusey Ave
Tiller Elizabeth 412 Colwyn Ave
Tiller Richard P Tiller Elizabeth 412 Colwyn Ave
United Ghana Community Church 217 Spring Valy Rd
Valley National Bank 36 Branford Rd
Walker Melody L 119 S 5th St
Walkinshaw Paul Estate Cement Rd
Watkins Charles 7104 Atlantic Ave
Weston Rickey 115 N Front St
White Damian 820 Main St
Whiteside Scott 900 Smt St
Willingham Anthony 214 S 7th St
Wilson Elizabeth D 34 N 3rd St
Wilson Keith 219 Weymouth Rd
Worldwide Collision Incorporated 39 Mill St
Wright Barbara 112 S 4th St
Drexel Hill, Pa 19026
Andrew Luke D 3215 Albermarle Ave
Apartment Rental Office And Aro Properties 4410 Township Line Rd
Armstrong Catherine 743 Drexel Ave
Azzarano Michael F 3446 Marshall Rd
Babcock Ed 283 Childs Ave
Baltimore Avenue Foo 58th St Great Value 5000 State
Barclay Supermarket Po Box 306
Beattie Mildred CO D Scace 801 Stanbridge Rd
Berckman Glenn T 4744 Woodland Ave
Bird Winifred D 936 Cornell Ave
Bittenbender Edith Est 468 Derwyn Rd
Bobker Steven Trust 500 Brookfield Rd
Bosco Anthony 333 Maple Ave
Bowman George L Estate 36 Irvington Rd
Boyle Ann Landsdowne Garret Rd
Breckman Margaret E 4744 Woodland Ave
Breffni Plastering Inc 4919 Township Line Rd 320
Brennan Helen Brennan John 305 Cheswold Rd
Burke Francis Burke Martha 910 Brenton Rd
Butler John D 5235 Reservation Rd
Cabrey John C Po Box 617
Cain Elinor D 1205 Margan Ave
Cardone Michael A 723 Alexander Rd
Carney Jason 813 Derwyn Dr
Carr Megan 803 Anderson Ave B
Casey Anna G 2243 Garrett Rd
Cassizzi Joseph Est 2442 Cedar Ln
Cianciola Steven A 817 Wilde Ave
Cisco Edward E Cisco Ruth M 3999 Vernon Rd
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Connor Cara L 2310 Highland Ave
Corbett Patrick 20 Valy Rd Apt 3
Cruice William L Cruice Mary B 100 Shadeland Ave Ap
Cruice William L Jr Cruice Mary 100 Shadeland Ave Apt
Cryor−Howard Jeffrey D Po Box 591
Cunningham Willie C/O D Wilkins 43−5 Revere Rd
Dadamo Richard David Dadamo Richard J 152 Signal Rd
Dalesandro Elizabeth J 5117 Pontiac Rd
Daley Helen M Estate 350 Morgan Ave
David John 70 Drexel Brook Dr
Defelice Louis J 4126 Berry Ave
Delconte Christina 716 Edmonds Ave
Derita Eleanore 410 Blythe Ave
Devlieger Kelli Po Box 561
Disantis Glen 422 Burmont Rd
Discount Applicance & Tv Co 1238 Township Line Rd
Dominguez Felix 48 Revere Rd 20
Dorothy Scully Rpawdzik And Car Cra 2451 Marshall Rd
Dougherty Morrell Apt 221 Apt 221
Dowd Augustus J 158 Burmont Rd
Dreher Noreen F Dreher George 880 Windermere Ave
Driscoll John Estate 931 Lindale Ave
Eikel Charles F III Eikel Claire 4239 Valy Rd
Executive Health 1204 Township Line Rd
Facciolo Eileen 4121 Sommers Ave
Farfaras Fay 825 Fairfax Rd
Fraser Frances H 3810 Ann St B
Fredericks Dennis 813 Derwyn Dr
Freehafer Julie A Freehafer John 327 Riverview Ave
Gailunas Joseph A Gailunas Joseph J 1007 Concord Ave
Gardner Bonnie 3211 Brunswick Ave
Garr Margaret Garr Thomas A 908 Mason Ave
Garrity Anna M 316 Eldon Ave
Glb Partnership 524 Derwyn Rd
Green Harriet Fariston St
Gundel Samuel A Estate 697 Burmont Rd
Hambridge Jessica 4509 State Rd
Hameed Burhan 45−7 Revere Rd
Hamilton Richard 340 Blanchard Rd
Happold Theodore W Happold Dorothy E 996 Kenwood Rd
Harrer William R 4217 Garrett Rd
Hatcher Rita Estate 1013 Wilde Ave
Hayden Martin G 436 Lombardy Rd
Higgins Francis C/O F M Higgins 2204 Steele Rd
Higgins Francis M 2204 Steele Rd
Higgins Laura A C/O F M Higgins 2204 Steele Rd
Higgins Rebecca C/O F M Higgins 2204 Steele Rd
Home Health/ Iv 5030 State Rd Ste 3001
Howe Richardson Scale Co 948 Turner Ave
Hughes Teresa M Estate 935 Morgan Ave
Hushbec Christine S Estate 4012 Garrett Rd
James Marie L 1113 Blythe Ave
Jenny Chen Family Dentistry 681 Drexel Brook Dr
Jmh Agency Inc 4128 Huey Ave
Johnson Athena A 500 Wilde Ave
Jones Matthew R 24 Valy Rd Apt 8
Joyce Anna 2243 Garrett Rd
Jude Schwegel 2316 Bond Ave
Julien Maureen 201 Treaty Rd
Kaminski Philip Estate 2213 Bond Ave
Keenan David B 3746 Woodland Ave
Kelly Dorothy Est 3420 Garrett Rd Apt A10
Kelly Paul 4513 State Rd
Kelly Regina M 361 Upland Way
Laufe David N Apt 11−E 3200 Township Line Rd
Law Ann Estate 124 Treaty Rd
Lawless Paul A Jr 2435 Eldon Ave
Layden William Jr 3445 Verner St
Leighton Paulette 124 Kelly Ln Pa 19063
Leslie Paul M 3801 Dennison Ave
Lincoln William 521 Wild Av
Loro Domenic A 2220 Lynn Blvd
Lowis William J 3711 Bonsall Ave
Lowis William J Lowis Any 3711 Bonsall Ave
Mackara Anna 3999 Vernon Rd
Mackenzie George 516 Wilde Ave
Macneal Elizabeth H 4043 Dayton Rd
Maero Peter E 63 5 Drexelbrook Dr
Malevu Isaac N 44 16 Revere Rd
Malone Ann M 1142 Agnew Dr
Mangine Ralph 156 Friendship Rd
Markey Edward Estate 3410 Valy Green Dr
Matthes Maresse 224 Burmont Rd Apt 1
May Lisa C 4919 Township Line Rd Apt 115
Mc Monigle Leigh H 463 Hampshire Rd
Mccarthy Anne 940 Brenton Ave
Mcdermott Kevin 3617 Garrett Rd
Mcgough John A Mcgough Anna C 950 Mason Ave
Mcguckin Mary Estate 133 Walsh
Mcmenamin Edward J Mcmenamin C 283 Childs Ave
Mcstravog Suzanne J Mcstravog Laweranc 5057 Sylvia Rd
Meyer Isobel W Meyer Arno M 1204 Childs Ave
Mulcrew Francis X 3611 Berry Ave
Muldoon Jackie M 721 Turner Ave
Murphy Brenda L Apt E 265 Burmont Rd
Murphy John F Jr 221 Pilgrim Ln
Murphy Paul 4022 Berry Ave
Murray William B 2457 Eldon Ave
New Joseph Estate 3818 Marshall Rd
Newman Doris S 1103 Childs Ave
Niemeyer Jule 3705 Randolph St
Olsen Stanley C Olsen Emma C 925 Addingham Ave
Olsen Stanley C Olsen Jorgen 925 Addingham Ave
Owens Susan Elizabeth 4800 Township Line Rd Apt D15
Papoutsis Dean 541 Irvington Rd
Parana Lorraine 200 Pilgrim Ln
Paulsen Frank D 2228 Bond Ave
Penrose Mabel K 335 Riverview Ave
Pinto Thomas A Dba Thomas Aquinas Painting 912 Edmonds Ave
Primary Care Assocs Obo David Randolph 4826 Drexelbrook Dr
Rafferty Michael 3960 Dennison Ave Apt D1
Reardon Sean 331 Francis St
Reiley Joan 3947 Denninson Ave Apt G8
Ricci Philip C 207 Wilde Ave
Rodrigo Luis Blazquez 48 Revere Rd Apt 20
Rogers Donald 523 Bloomfield Ave
Rudisill Hazel 3817 Plumstead Ave
Ruggieri Michael 5101 Township Line Rd
Salas Daniel 48 Revere Rd Apartment 20
Sarioglu Hasan 76 Drexelbrook Dr Apt 1
Scaros Dori 2516 HiLLCrest Rd
Schlipf Steven D 4939 Woodland Ave
Schreiber Linda Jean Cust 1131 Bryan St
Scott David Scott Grace 500 N Lansdowne Ave
Scott Elizabeth 932 Anderson Ave
Scullin John 4662 Woodland Ave
Sheneman Janet C Aronimink Arms Apartments
Silva Antonio 436 Gainsboro Rd
Simpson Esther M Simpson William 375 Cheswold Rd
Slack Eliz Estate 4404 Chestnut St
Smith Margaret R Estate 3829 Anne St
Sparks Michael 3119 School Ln
Spera John 333 Cheswold Ave
St. Hubert Kharmonique P 3927 Mary St
Staiber Mary 1200 Foss St
Stecker Edward J Estate 4715 Woodland Ave
Stein Stephanie Stein Jeffrey 63 Drexelbrk Dr Apt 10
Stewart William H 4018 Berry Ave
Stiles Janet Aronimink Arms Apartments
Stock Carlton 644 Drexel Ave Apt 5
Stroup Francis J 446 Burmont Rd
Sweeney Susan Landsdowne Garret Rd
Sydney Owens Destiny Elizabeth 4800 Township Line Rd Apt D15
Tellez Cecilia A 3329 Mary St Apt 2
Temple Mary B Temple Anne 605 Turner Ave
Tomahawk Technologies Inc 1319 Burmont Rd
Vartanian Andre B 370 Lakeview Ave
Vlahovich Vladimir 644 Drexel Ave
Walker Marguerite C 4800 Township Line Rd Bldg D−Apt 11
Wallace Mathew 1237 Old Ln St
Walsh Robert Estate 805 Shadeland Ave
Warner James L Jr Warner Eleanor M 4750 Township Line R
Warner James L Jr Warner James J 4750 Township Line R
Welsh Robert 4410 Township Line Rd H4
Welsh Robert J 1114 Anderson Av
White Andrea Marie 124 Kelly Ln Pa 19063
Whitfield Mingh S 732 Derwyn Rd Pa 19626
Williamson John C Williamson George Po Box 80
Winterbottom Carol 3817 Plumstead Ave
Woodfolk Anthony J 4919 Township Line Rd Apt 115
Worth Michael D 715 Foss Ave
Young Leland F Fariston St
East Lansdowne, Pa 19050
Allsman George W Estate 33 Beverly Ave
Bruneau Eugene Bruneau Anna M 64 Melrose Ave
Cassidy Nellie 28 Lewis Ave
Cristofaro Joseph 6902 Baltimore Ave
Dougherty Valerie 115 Wildwood Ave
Hogan Brian Patrick 104 E Stewart Ave
Johns Robert Estate 236 Hirst Ave
Marie Bruneau A 64 Melrose Ave
Mcglashin Veronica 917 Pembrooke Ave
Mcneal Joseph 1 South Church Ln
Walters Grace Estate 23 Melrose Ave
Wilkinson William J 138 Lexington
Young Robert G 623 Baltimore Ave
Eddystone, Pa 19022
Bilotta Angela 1320 E 12th St
Ciancia Charlene 1186 E 9th St
Cooper Jeanne W Cooper Samuel J 960 Ashland Ave
Davis William 915 Saville Ave
Dimatteo Vincent P 800 Eddystone Ave
Dougherty Grace E 915 Saville Ave
Drozdowski Chester 807 Eddystone Ave
Guyer Norman H Guyer Robert F 960 Ashland
Howat Helen E Estate 1401 Chester Pike St
James Esther Estate 1219 E 9th St
Keene Robert Keene Nellie 1255 E 12th St
Kokalari Darien Kokalari Peter 1214 E 9th St
Lipcius Anna 909 Saville Ave
Matteo Frank R 1314 E 12th St
Pasela Wanda 1300 E 11th St
Sca North America 500 Baldwin Tower
Edgemont, Pa 19028
Broso Cecilia M East Ave
Bryn Mawr Mall Assoc Po Box 385
Didomenico Matthew J Didomenico Julianna 16 Columbus Blvd
Freed Richard Est 22 Whitemarsh Ave
Jankowski Mary Po Box 239
Weiss Anna M Po Box 239
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Elwyn, Pa 19063
Bevan Harold Bevan Anna 107 Elwyn Ave
Campbell Catherine Est 111 Elwyn Rd
Gerhart Howard J Baltimore Pike
Paul Jody 111 Elwyn Rd Pa
Shaw Richard C/O Elwynn Institute Registars Office
Essington, Pa 19029
Aaa Mid Atlantic Po Box 157
Biomechanics Inc 439 S Governor Printz Blvd
Collins Esther J 203 Seneca St
Devroude Mary R 101 East 3rd St
Fargo Wells PO Box 250
Friendly Express Limo Service 70 Jansen Ave 201
Horrox Richard A 305 Bartram Ave
Losiewicz Lukasz 600 West End Of 2nd St
Mid Atlantic Insurance Group Aso Shen Li Po Box 157
Millard Robert W Est 333 Carre Ave
Perry Kenneth 301 Warwick Ave
Piraco Inc PO Box 280
Springer Scott R 203 Seneca St
Wagner A D Po Box 458
Folcroft, Pa 19032
Amend Marie Prumos Elmwood Cou Fl 2
Balde Mamadou Cust Balde Mariam 56 King Ave
Barwil Philadelphia 701 Ashland Ave Ashland
Bauer Robert D 132 Ave Apt 217
Bradford Mary 923 Delview Dr
Campbell Brian 118 B Ave
Carr William F Carr Theresa 1820 Cricket Ln
Colonna Rocco F 727 Windsor Cir
Dafermo Marc J 764 Taylor Dr
Elizabeth Greer R 750 Taylor Dr
Fallon Daniel T 1028 Taylor Dr
Farrell Philip F 795 Taylor Dr
Giordiano John 40 Grant Tr
Haley Ethel F Estate 882 Taylor Dr
Horton Frances E Estate 405 Crotzer Ave
Johnston Lori E Ashigrant Rd
Kayser Anthony 517 Charmont Ave
Kimpel Martin P Kimpel Theresa 1048 Taylor Dr
King Stephen James King Ryan Patrick 754 Bennington Rd
L & L 10 Industrial Dr
Market Street Stationers Inc 1833 Columbia Ave
Medora Anna A Estate 117 Primos Ave
Millican Eugene 2065 Kent Rd
Millsap Roy 9 Carpenters Crossing Bldg
Mullican Eugene 2065 Kent Rd
Richmond Dayton 3 Horne Dr
Rowens Enterprises Ltd 701 Ashland II
Sawrey George R Sawrey Anna 510 Folcroft Ave
Trepkus Joseph 1570 Glen Ave
Uti 1600 Delmar Dr
Vanauken Walter C 132 Ave B−1
Weber Diane M 825 Delview Dr
Wettlaufer Kayla E 2058 Kent Rd
Folsom, Pa 19033
2555 Corporation 220 Kedron Ave
6jds Inc 215 Kedron Ave
Alexander Nicolono 74th Bomb Sodn
Amerman Matthew 1020 Platt Ave
Bigger Eva L 536 Arlington Ave Pa 60103
Bonner James F 217 Kedron Avneue
Bonner James F Md 217 Kedronave
Burkhart Elmer E Burkhart Jean 636 Rich
Capriotti David Est Capriotti David 117 Martin Ave
Citizen Halpern LLC Po Box 129
Desenna Jennifer 810 Sylvania Ave
Divine Investment Club C/O W R Burke 400 Gorsuch St 2nd Floor
Felder Paul Robert 723 6th Ave
Garrity Cheryl Diane 215 St Edgewood Ave
Guy Clifford L 422 Kossuth Ave Apt B
Hill Helen T 328 Broomall St
Hornbaker Kenneth 1215 Villanova Ave
J Dellipriscoli Dba Cannons Florist 215 Kedron Ave
Kirkhoss Alberta D Estate 1216 Redwood Ave
Koway Richard 533 Rutledge Ave
Lachal Florece 427 Springfield Ave
Lankford Louise Estate 226 Baltimore Ave
Lincoln Martina S 217 Buchanan Ave
Lyons Martin Lyons Irene 617 Swarthmore Ave
Macalis Mary E 427 Springfield Ave
Mcglynchey James 554 Arlington Ave
Mitch Frank 333 Brooomall St
Nicolai Steve 306 Gorsuch St
Nicolono Mack 74th Bomb Sodn
Nifty Fiftys 220 Kedron Ave
Pepe Rachel 808 Belmont Ave
Peter Schatzberg PhiladelphiaPain 1308 Macdade Blvd Po Box 407
Plennert Catherine M Plennert Simon 613 6th Ave
Ritz Karen 119 7th Ave
Roberts Franklin H Roberts Agnes M 131 Tasker Ave
Rudolph Carol A Est 437 Gilmore St
Sawrey George K Sawrey Anna 408 Swarthmore Ave
Sawrey George S Sawrey Anna 408 Swarthmore Ave
Sayers Catherine M Estate 213 Ridley Ave
Shadow Smokey N 227 Kedron Ave
Vitulli William R Vitulli Rita D 1714 Orchard
Winkelman Megan E 111 E Macdade Blvd Apt C209
Garnet Valley, Pa 19060
Chen Henglong 20 Woodsview Dr
Deshmukh Vivek 6 Broom Ct
Glen Mills, Pa 19342
Action National Sign Service 4 Bittersweet Cir
Bailey Anna M 188 Stoney Bank Rd
Baileysr Thomas S Sr 188 Stoney Bank Rd
Barnes Peter 803 Meadow Ct
Birk Eric K 491 Wilm West Chester Pk
Broadbelt Dean K Broadbelt Myrtle Rr 1
Broadbelt Kiron T Broadbelt Myrtle Rr 1
Broadbelt Kitson T Broadbelt Myrtle Rr 1
Broadbelt Myrtle Broadbelt Dean K Rr 1
Burch Travis 1 Smt Dr
Busillo Matthew A 22 Slitting Mill Rd
Byrne Thomas M 33 Country Ln
Campus Chapter 18 Broomall Ln Box 164
Carroll Kenneth 205 N Silver Fox Dr
Chalmers D Douglas 238 Old Gradyville Rd
Cheyney Univ Alumni Assoc 18 Broomall Ln Box 164
Collier Michael Grist Mill Rd 72
Conrad Barbara Lpcmh 1788 Wilm West Chester Pike
Dantonio Daniel 39 Bittersweet Dr
Diienno Anthony J 76 Dogwood Ln
Dimarino Anthony 318 Stanton Ct
Doran Joseph 68 L’enfant Ct
Edward T L Jr 4 Sweetbriar Ln
Farrell Rachel 1 Govenor Markham Dr
Fassino Michael 37 Cherrydale Rd
Filetti Linda 1746 Wilmington Pike
Gakis Alexandros 5 Garnier Way
Gandhi Baiju S 1216 Willis Way
Gillespie William A 506 Parker Place
Grau Amanda 8 Seneca Ct
Hernandez Lynne L 1336 Gradyville Rd
Houston Kerstin E 21 Stephens Grn
Hyatt Franklin D Hyatt Pearl E Box 189
John Alice 142 Portsmouth Cir
Kahn Paul 307 Coventry Ln
Kennedy Joanne F Kennedy Lauren E 9 Stephens Grn
Kerr Edward 10 Runningbrook Rd
Kirchhoff Carl III 91 Sweetwater Rd
Knight Thomas O Estate Rr 1
Koff Suzanne M Koff Joseph T 75 Skyline Dr
Laudisi Joseph A 16 Woodrose Ln
Manges Lewis C III 115 Creek Rd
Mcgrath David A 1910 Coventry Ln
Medico William F III 62 Portsmouth Cir
Messersmith John W 1656 Mucket Ln
Metzker Carol Metzker Eric 4005 Fox Pointe Ct
Omalley Thomas R Est C/O W Bonner Admr Po Box 73
Osman Maha 72 Portsmouth Cir
Piorkowski Michael J 00 Gradyville Rd Pa 93421
Robertson Scott J 56 Portsmouth Cir
Rogers Helen T 7 Ashley Ct
Sahai Anand 2 Deloitte Way
Saukaitis Albert J Jr 41 Jeremiah Collett Rd
Serody Larry L 159 Creek Rd
Silvernail David H 7 Skyline Dr
Simcox Daniel 6 Garnier Wy
Stouch Kathleen Stouch Ted 4 Bittersweet Cir
Ta Action National Sign 4 Bittersweet Cir
Tinker Patricia 8 Winding Way
Toshira 2 Braxton Way Ste 107
Voss Michale J 10 Skyline Dr
Weber Benjamin 2 Ralph Marsh Dr
Wilson Dennis R 174 Portsmouth Cir
Xanthopoulos Scott 111 Temple Rd
Glen Riddle, Pa 19063
Arnold Edward W 12 Reservation Trail
Boldt Thayne Estate 4 Highpoint Dr
Brett Frank 607 N Middletown Rd
Glen Riddle Lima, Pa 19037
Diana Angelina Fair Acres 340 N Middletown Rd
Jaremenko Jean Po Box 496
Lima Allgeier Caroline Po Box 496
Lima Del Co Inst Dist Fai Middletown Rd
Lima Gentis Kenneth Fair Acres Geriatic Ctr
Lima Reese Evelyn E Fair Acres Geriatic Ctr
Marrongelli Rose Fair Acres 340 North Middletown Rd
Miehle Pamela M Po Box 488
Niemeyer Jule Fair Acres 340 N Middletown Rd
Redfern Nancy C 340 N Middletown Rd Po Box 496
Reilly Helen Fair Acres Rt 352
Roth Dorothy Estate Fair Acres Ctr
Wolfert John Fair Acres 340 N Middletown Rd
Glenolden, Pa 19036
Aeroquip Corporation Tedeco Division 24 E Ave
Alber Elizabet P Alber George A 35 Rambler
Barclay Carol J 215 S Macdade Blvd F
Blanche Anthony 5 Stuart Ave
Bosacco John Bosacco Mary 208 S Scott Ave
Bosacco Mary 208 S Scott Ave
Bosaco John 208 S Scott Ave
Boyle Marion E 415 S Macdade Blvd
Burdge Michael W 50 Briarcliffe Rd
Burrell Niche 522 Grobes Ave P Box 73
Callahan Gertrude 129 N Llanwellyn Ave
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Carroll William P 1 S Chester Pike
Ciachorowski Stanley 100 E Glen Olden Ave Apt B1
Condon Doris 521 Pine St
Cook Daniel 1120 Tremont Dr
Dawson D T 718 Surrey Ln
Dine Phillip 609 Crescent Dr
Eckels Susan A 418 Custer Ave
Escurra Melissa M 207 N Academy Ave
Feathers E J 511 Urban Ave
Feathers Edward J Jr Feathers E J 511 Urban Ave
Ferrise Edith Ferrise John 316 E South Ave
Gabr Michael 1068 Hopkins Ave
George Angela M George Shawn W 1098 Hopkins Ave
Gilpin Edward A 614 Magnolia Ave
Glinsky John P 77 North Ridgeway
Gore Jeanne M 28 N Elmwood Ave
Grace Family Dental 2 Washland Ave
Horton Frances D Estate 20 W Gardner Ave
Hunter Steven 103 Henderson Ave
Joseph F J 411 Stratford Rd
Kreider Esther Estate 119 N Scott Ave
Lee Steven 424 W Knowles Ave Pt H
Mcgee Rose A Estate 150 N Llanwellyn Ave
Mcvelah Helen 77 North Ridgeway
Miller Royal Estate 523 W Oak Ln
Nechaj Susan J 511 Urban Ave
Neville Joseph 704 Rively Ave
Obrien Joseph P 309 S Sharp Ave
Okane James Po Box 126
Owens Joseph F 209 Park Dr
Owens Muriel R 209 Park Dr
Phillips Aesha 230 Spruce St
Phillips Catherine Phillips Albert 338 W Oak Ln
Porter Construction Company 11 S Glen Ave
Porter Roy Construction Co 11 S Glen Ave
Primary Care Associates 901 West Ashland Ave
Radziak Edward 619 Magnolia Ave
Riess Julia N 110 W South Ave
Romansky Janet K 21 Isabel Ave
Ruggiano John 619 Willow Wy Apt A
Salter Jean 133 Lamont Ave
Santoleri Nicholas 610 W Rively Ave
Spoore Douglas Estate 6 Lamont Ave
Stamper Christina K Stamper Marti M 128 N Scott Ave
Steven Mountain Inc 8806 Marshall Rd
Su Yan 100 E Ave Apt L12
Thompson Alice T 103 W Cooke Ave
Titerence Harold J Titerence Anna 15 Woodland
Tomlinson Delia R 438 S Andrews Ave
Vanaman Theodore R Vanaman Kathryn 200 Karen Cir
Vanblunk Joseph J 622 Gardner Ave
Vo Phuoc T 49 South Chester Pike
Watson Margaret C Watson Robert H 1082 Hopkins Ave
Wescott Robert 124 N Wells Ave
Wrto LLC Aarons Sale 326 N Chester Pike
Gradyville, Pa 19039
Splan Kathleen Splan Helen M Po Box 302
Splan Kathleen Splan Paul J Po Box 302
Havertown, Pa 19083
Andrien Sylvia U Est 37 Myrtle Ave
Ann Laurie 600 Covington Rd
Anthony Fronzeo 648 South Eagle Rd
Arpa Vincent Jr Arpa Vincent 1239 Dill Rd
Artee Associates Inc 222 S Manoa Rd
Auto Body Co 1375 Lawrence Rd
Barberes Christina 741 Lawson Ave
Bell Emma G 313 Lansdowne Rd
Benshetler Catherine Benshetler Robert 5 Holbrook Rd
Bernardini Kathryn Bernardini Joyce 517 Lawrence Rd
Bianchi Michael 25 N Ormond Ave
Blankfield Sylvia 1730 Green Valy Rd
Bochynaki Anna 417 Upland Rd
Brachman Ruth 14 Bennington Rd
Bridge Eleanor S Bridge A H Jr 24 Steel Rd
Brown Norman 1930 Lawrence Rd
Burghart Gertrude 2 Terry Cir
Burton Ethel Est 1220 Garfield Ave
Carson William Carson Ruth E 1192 Steel Rd
Cauley Kathleen Cauley Martin E 1815 Robinson Ave
Cecilia G Drain 150 W Eagle Rd
Center For Pain Medicine Pc 2010 Old West Chester Pike
Chatham Park Neighborhood Watch 323 Spring Rd
Cheng Kin 780 Lawson Ave
Chouteau Miriam 1522 Brierwood Rd
Clery Howard K Iii Cust 308 Kathmere Rd
Conley Elizabeth Conley James J 1842 Rosetree Ln
Conover Ruth 818 Derwen Rd
Cooke Catherine M 1709 Lynnewood Dr
Cording William L Estate 7 Orchard Rd
Covey Dean F 109 Greenbrier Ln
Coyle Regina 150 W Eagle Rd
Crawford Edward Crawford Anna 100 Llanalew Rd 3
Cub Scout Pack 463 520 Brookview Ln
Darrah Albert R Darrah Mary E 318 Lenox Rd
Datlof Joseph Datlof Rose E 27 Bennington Rd
Depaul Neil 209 Kathmere Rd
Dimento John 1747 West Chester Pike
Disanto Tina 303 Greenbrier Ln
Diston George H 206 Greenbrier Ln
Doherty John 701 Penfield Ave
Dooley Vera M Dooley John F 3 Waverly Rd
Dorsaneo Krista 1333 E Darby Rd 303
Drain Cecilia G 150 W Eagle Rd
Edwards Florence M Estate 1721 Hawthorne Ave
Eichel Margaretta D Estate Rr 1
Eisman Brett 324 David Dr
Emhof Margaret F 308 Greenview Ln
Etchingham Joan M 17 Walnut Hill Ln
Farwell Elizabeth 2402 David Dr Fl 1
Feldman Dorothy Feldman Arthur 10 West Tornbull Ave
Fetterman Kathleen A 1504 Brierwood Rd
Fetterolf Carolyn J Fetterolf Horace M 300 Paddock Rd
Fetterolf Horace M Jr 300 Paddock Rd
Fidelity Philadelphia Trust Co Of Phil P 818 Derwen Rd
Fitzgerald Mary T 24 Westwood Park Dr
Foehl Henry C 3 N Morgan Ave
Fogerty Thomas 1616 Mt Pleasant Rd
Forlini Vincent Estate 1405 Virginia Ave
Galgon David 126 Colfax Rd
Gallagher Marianne D Gallagher James S 60 Rodmor Rd
Gallagher Stephen P Law Offices Of And Assoc12 E Township Line Rd
Goetz Susan 336 Brookline Blvd
Goldsmith Anna C 219 Marthart Ave
Goodyear Merrill E 138 Campbell Ave
Gootman Marek 105 Terra Alta Cir
Grugan Lauren M 2 Annabella Ave
Halburner Adelbert 1509 Dickinson Rd
Haletsky Anna Estate 425 Sagamore Rd
Halkias Kaliope S 1925 Lawrence Rd Apt 8i
Hall Florence M Est 125 Brookline Blvd
Handler Jennifer Handler Sean 217 Belfield Ave
Havens Robert 8 Vernon Rd
Haverford Anesthesia Associates Po Box 1250
Hecht Dorothy 336 Brookline Blvd
Hemphill Debroah 2443 Whitby Rd
Hoertling Dave 2443 Whitby Rd
Hoffmann Kally 121 Fairfield Rd
Houck Louis S 11 North Drexel Ave
Hour Glass Cleaners Inc 2216 W Darby Rd
Hubbard Russell S Jr 244 Golf Hills Rd
Hughes Martha E 1608 Surrey Ln
Hughes Terrance Pob 764
Hughes Thomas J Jr 509 S Eagle Rd
Hummel Joseph 424 Lawrence Rd
Imagine Ltd 140 W Eagle Rd
Jerry Gray Auto Body 421 Achille Rd
John P Meehan Agency Inc 1254 W Chester Pike Ste 102
Kahrilas Rose 4 Nancy Dr
Kane Josephine M Estate 304 Davis Rd
Katz Robert Esq 275 E Township Line Rd
Kearney Vera D Estate 130 Fairlamb Ave
Kelly Rhonda 321 Hampden Rd
Kincaid Virginia Kincaid Brian W 200 Frederick Rd
Klages Nouvel M 305 Valy Rd
Kramen Alexandra M 229 Glen Ridge Rd
Lannon Sean 1520 Ashton Rd
Law Offices Of Stephen P Gallagher And Assoc 12 E Township Line Rd
Lawrence Owen N 566 Mill Rd
Lawrence Wilhelmina J 566 Mill Rd
Lee Patrick S 114 West Hill Crest
Lee Sungho 415 Darby Rd
Lieblein Steven A 200 Strathmore Rd
Linton Edw 2323 Darby Rd
Lisowski Maureen Lisowski Michael 317 David Dr
Llanerch Quarry Reclamation 116 W Township Line Rd
Lowe Family Partnership 143 E Eagle Rd
Madora 609 Beechwood Rd
Maffei Jerry Maffei Mary 424 Harrington Rd
Marino Daniel T 1218 Roosevelt Dr
Martin John E 137 W Washington Ave
Massaro William J 38 Darby Rd
Mc Candless Edward 1820 Robinson Ave
Mccafrey Chris 100 James Dr
Mccahan Rebekah M 115 Fairfield Rd
Mccusker Ruth C/O Michele Rovner 504 Howell Ln
Mcdevitt Elizabeth Estate 904 Naylors Run Rd
Mcginley Charles 1914 Darby Rd
Mckee James R 482 Olympic Ave
Mclaughlin Charles H 1414 Windsor Park Ln
Mohl Charles W 1521 Sunny Hill Ln
Moody Gregory C 1140 Harding Dr
Mooney Michelle L 414 Walnut Place
Moore Jeff 232 Golf Hills Rd
Moore Virginia Marie 701 Penfield Ave
Moran Cynthia 17 Juniper Rd
Morning Wings Inc 211 Oxford Rd
Mullarkey Christine 408 Walnut Pl
Murphy Elizabeth 1522 Brierwood Rd
Murphy Gertrude A Murphy William A 2501 W Darby Rd
Newtown Heating & Ac 1008 Garfield Ave
Nimmo Paul W 4 Strathmore Rd
Norman Lee Ann 212 Washington Ave
Park Dental Lab 15 N Eagle Rd
Park James C 400 Glendale Rd Apt D 20
Patel Sanjay B 1331 Maryland Ave
Paul Lotke Md 510 W Darby Rd Lnrch Medical Ctr
Pearce Harrison R Pearce Helen M 1514 Dorchester Rd
Perzan Howard L 10 12 East Marthart Ave
Phillips J B 541 Furlong Ave
Quinn Raymond J 222 S Manoa Rd
Raibley Ruth B Raibley Lewis 336 Sagamore Rd
Reese Pauline M Po Box 511
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Regina Coyle 150 W Eagle Rd
Reilly Gerald 220 N Edmunds Ave
Rhodes Judith L 1608 Surrey Ln
Robinson Harry A Robinson Edna E 114 Campbell Ave
Rovner Michele 504 Howell Ln
Royds Joseph 34 East Eagle Rd
Rudiger Harold E 8 Bennington Rd
Ryan Teresa C 520 Paddock Rd
Saveoz Mary A 1100 N Eagle Rd
Schechner Peter W 37 West Manda Rd
Schmeer Susan E 2601 Woodleigh Rd
Schneider Ryan M 37 Fairfield Rd
Schwartz Michele Maxine Attn H Schwartz 132 Juniper Rd
Seibel Josephine M Estate 741 Lawson Ave
Shelby Jones Inc Po Box 508
Short Catherine E 141 S Eagle Rd
Smallwood John J Smallwood Pearl 620 Washington Ave
Smith David T Smith Althea 257 Ellis Rd
Snyder William Estate 2104 Oakmont Ave
Spaulding Dorothy K Spaulding John R 1320 Virginia Ave
Stafiniak Paul 126 Fairlamb Ave
Stevenson Michael F 347 Sagamore Rd
Strain George J Strain Lillian 1308 Virginia Av
Sumey Kristina Sumey Randolph 100 N Drexel Hill
Tanglewood Painting Corporation 1157 W Chester Pike Ste 1
Titlow W Revell 1110 Larchmont Ave
Tran Vu 780 Lawson Ave
Trefz Winifred 509 S Eagle Rd
Tustin Aline B 229 Glen Ridge Rd
Vandergast Veronica 23 W Marthart Ave
Vicario Daniel B Vicario Deanna C 249 David Dr
Vicario Deanna C Vicario Daniel B 249 David Dr
Walsh Lucille D Walsh Leo 631 Country Club Ln
Walsh Mary 534 Royal Ave
Wang Bin 610 Covinton Rd
Ward Catherine F Ward Robert B 208 Golf Hills Rd
Wardell Elizabeth A Wardell Elizabet K 1232 Darby Rd
Wismer Janet A Estate 160 Woodmere Way
Young Michael C 681 Washington Ave
Zelle Jeffrey M 1226 W Chster Pike
Holmes, Pa 19043
Ac 333 Cedar Ave
Belk Claire 2332 Macdade Blvd
Brookes Elva Estate 218 Cedar Ave
Brookes Elva M Estate 218 Cedar Ave
Carpenter Kenneth E 349 Rd
Effing John R Estate 358 Cedar Ave
Evans Ezekiel D 2332 Macdade Blvd
Fisher David 2030 Parker Ave
Garonski Joseph Est 462 Hutchinson Ter
Grim Charles J 1924 Parker Ave
Heating Cool 333 Cedar Ave
Lotter Edward H Lotter Edith 20 Cedar Ave
Lotter Edward Lotter Edith 20 Cedar Ave
Mosekian Dan Po Box 919098
Pa Nj Abstract & Land Transfer 2173 Macdade Blvd
Rudolph Marie E 349 Rd
Sander Valerie 100 Woodlawn Ave 2nd Fl
Smallwood Lawrence Smallwood Dorothy 221 Norwood Ave
Stauffer Uri H Estate Academy And South Ave
Lansdowne, Pa 19050
Adams Erica T 22 Linden Ave
Allmarach Associates Pa Lp 16e Stratford Ave
Anderson Eugenia E Estate 159 Bryn Mawr Ave
Arrington Latasha 2006 Alfred Dr Apt A
Baker Cassandra 139 Melrose Ave
Baker Edith M Est 86 Hartley Rd
Bedesem Richard D 255 W Plumstead A
Bendell Mason 44 S Lansdowns Ave 1102
Bicchetti Frank 80 West Baltimore Ave B−15
Bigelow Daniel D Cust 141 Hilldale Rd
Blair Clinton 33 Windermere Ave
Breaithwaite William Breaithwaite Bertha 6300 Baltimore Ave
Brown Erica 2020 Garrett Rd Apt 206
Bucher Rodney D Jr 110 Mckinley Ave 3rd Fl 3rd Fl
Cassidy & Sons Construction 501 Baily Rd
Cavanaugh John 145 W Albemarle Ave
Click Rebecca B Click Sarah E 48 Ardmore Ave
Condiles Alexandria 271 Richards Ave
Coumantaros C Nick N 39 E Stewart Ave
Craft Ala Cart Po Box 246
Cranmer Anne E 44 South Maple Ave
Cronmiller Judy 45 Lewis Ave
Cwalina Diana M Est 74 E Greenwood Ave Apt B
Davidson Margo 333 Clearbrook Ave
Dean Margaret M Dean Raymond V 21 Penn Blvd
Delacova Elise 78 Price Ave
Delong Earl 37 Windermere Ave
Devito Italia 42 Shippett Ter
Disanto Peter Disanto Mae 57 Penn Blvd
Dixon Terrance T 260 North Wycombe Ave
Dorceus Suze 332 Wayne Ave
Elise J De Lacova Rovocable Living Trust 78 Price Ave
Fentress Rodney Sr 24 Hirst Av
Finn Thomas Finn Roma 9 Church Ln
Footman Curtis J 854 Rundale
Frederick Patricia A 44 E Stratford Ave
Fuessinger Robert J Jr 62 W Marshall Rd
Gemberling William 80 W Baltimore Ave Apt C311
George Ethel 35 E La Crosse Ave
Gomez Agustina 47 E Stratford Ave
Gudana Sosina 5 Hilldale Cir
Hall Dorathy 52 W Marshall Rd
Harmey Sophie 62 Beverly Ave
Harold Marcia 260 N Wycombe Ave Apt 103
Harrington Aisha 148 Fairview Ave
Harris Ricky R Po Box 944
Healis Irene 271 Richards Ave
Henry Earl Jr 1909 Heather Cir
Hughes Mary 10 Third St
Jay Bernard R 122 W Baltimore Ave
Johns Robert Estate 236 Hirst Ave
Johnson Henry Johnson Jane 400 Pembroke Ave
Johnson Jasmin 751 Church Ln Apt 211
Jones Whitley Antoinette 1 Mansfield Rd
Jumbo Francis J 62 Beverly Ave
K O Properties Lp Dba James Angelini & Joe Kane 30 5 Oxford St
Kennard Edith Estate 214 Chapman Ave
Klineburger Elizabeth M 156 W Plumstead Ave
Koller Isabelle L 80 W Baltimr Pk C112
Krumboldt Katherine Krumboldt Louis E 15 Church Ln
Kurpiewski Kazimierz 117 Plumstead Ave
Lamont Robinson 167 East Essex Ave
Leopold Caroline K 224 Owen Ave
Lindsey Dorothy Dianne Lindsey Michael K 194 Glentay Ave
Ling Olivia Carla 261 Coverly Rd
Loerop Henry W Jr 190 E Essex Ne
Lord Betti R 75 E Stewart Ave
Loughlin Annamae 145 W Albemarle Ave
Lucien Jean M 129 Bartram Ave
Lunetzky Loretta 52 W Marshall Rd
Magness Milton 1305 N Longacre Blvd
Malone Patricia C Malone James E Apt B107 80 W Ba
Maskow Peter Po Box 875
Mckenna Bernard F Jr 58 North Ave Apt N−303
Mclaughlin Robert J 523 Baltimore Ave
Mcreynolds Edwin M 172 Hansell Rd
Migliaccio Anthony J III 220 Wabash Ave
Miller Mildred E 197 W Greenwood Ave
Molenski Eorge Est 188 W Marshall Rd
Morrison Joan 10 Third St
Murphy Timothy Po Box 602
Murray Harry G Murray Harry J 800 W Cobbs Creek
Murray Thelma M Murray Harry G 800 W Cobbs Creek
Nance Darrin Po Box 621
Narraway Emily E 141 Hilldale Rd
Navo Albert Navo Luno 1054 Yeadon Ave
Oneill Sean 164 Wildwood Ave
Orji Joy 615 Fern St
Owens Charles 52 W Marshall Rd
Palis Stella 215 Green Ave
Palmieri Eleanor 42 Shippett Ter
Park Scarfone Lorenz Estate 1140 Wycomb Ave
Paul Margaret S 300 Lewis Ave
Pitts Traci A 747 Church Ln Apt 105
Polk Madeline M 61 Nyack Ave 1
Predeville Vincent Estate 30 E Stratford Ave
Pyle Jack H Po Box 266 122 N Highland Ave
Razzi William Sr 223 Scottdale Apt B103
Reiley Kathryn M 24 W Greenwood Ave
Richardson Freeman 53 Sayers Ave
Richmond Jaime 163 E Essex Ave
Riley Frank 114 East Marshall Rd
Riordan Nelson C Riordan Blanche 120 W Plumstead Ave
Rons Car Care 198 North Union Ave Te 150
Shaw Emily Wildman Arms Apt C115
Stewart Gail A Estate 31 N Wycombe Ave
Taylor Delores 241 Berkley Ave
Terell Gloria Est 50 Lincoln Ave
Tillinghast Martha Tillinghast James 18 S Rigby Ave
Tolassa Mitiku M 5 Hilldale Cir
Tu Alex L 269 N Lansdowne Ave
Tyska Beatrice V Tyska Martin A 176 Hansell Rd
Uphill Limited 126 W Baltimore Ave
Valdez James 171 Drexel Ave
Von Rosenstiel Martha Esq 16 Ave
Washington Derek 436 S Ave Apt 103b
Wells Katherine 39 Oak Ave
Williams Ethel B 26 E Marshall Rd
Williams Thomas 6 Drexel Ave
Wyndham Dorothy 30 Oak Ave
Lenni, Pa 19052
Kitzmiller Clarence Kitzmiller Martha M Ave
Lai James Po Box 26 Monridge Constructi
Lester, Pa 19029
Causse Roger D 313 Pontiac St
Denice Weyler 18 N Governor Printz
Dougherty Anna A Est 436 N Governor Printz Blvd
Gearhart Scott Gearhart Mary 1019 4th Ave
Pic Small Cap Portfolio CO Pnc Bank Inst Cust 200 Stevens Dr 440 Airport Buss Pa
19113
Powers Joan L 1311 4th Ave
Shanko Alexande Shanko Anna 1014 4th Ave
Shanko Alexander 1014 Foruth Ave
Troendle Catherine 3398 S Printz Blvd
Weyler Frank H 18 N Governor Printz
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Linwood, Pa 19061
Armstrong Candace 638 Johnson Ave
Chapman Harold 330 W Laughead Ave
Coffin William A 129 White Ave
Coggins James 307 White Ave
Dostellio Daneen 206 Harvey Ave
Dugan Barbara 1510 Huddell Ave
Foamex 1000 Columbia Ave
Gluyas Jeffrey R 1467 Tallylnn Ave
Goodman Carl 1420 Smt St
Landis Margueri E 141 E Laughead Ave
Locke Vernon D Sr Locke Alan 1570 Smt St
Mabel Goodman 1420 Smt St
Mcchapman Hazel 330 W Laughead Ave
Prescott Nikole L 143 Ervin Ave
Rittenhouse Joan 141 E Laughead Ave
Shahadi Thomas W 148 Fronefield Ave
Sheerer Ida M 1435 Smt St Apt 1
Vila Helen Estate 300 W Ridge Rd
Wardius Myrtle H Wardius Herbert Chestnut St
Marcus Hook, Pa 19061
Apria Healthcare 16 Creek Pkwy
Barry Kyle A 1034 Chestnut St
Bratton Althea 28 Cedar St
Bryan Harold Estate 1106 Washington St
Christoph Nelson 1014 Mcclenachan Tr
Coggins James J 307 White Ave
Crielly Marie Est 19 Cedar St
Foltz Dorothy Estate 35 Cedar St
Foltz James J Estate 37 Cedar St
Garyson Mark J 1582 1/2 Chichester Ave
Gasiorowski Mark T 36 Maple St
Gaudiello Mary Estate 2403 Chichester Ave
Grayson David 1066 Logan Ln
Grayson Kelly A 1107 Randall Ave
Hankins Brett 1810 Mccoy Ave
Hayes Pauline K Estate 17 W 9th St
Hazell Anna Estate 620 Post Rd
Holland Paula J 28 Cedar St
Johnson Louise 4309 Bethel Rd
Kyle Margie 1034 Chestnut St
Marvian Frank 1040 Green St
Misero Joseph F Misero Jean 915 Church St
Moore Larry A Moore Louis 14 Cedar St
Nelson Christopher D 1014 Mcclenahan Ter
Obrien Bernadett Obrien Percy 4300 W 9th St Trlr 10
Riddle William H Riddle Mary 100 Post Rd
Rivers David Estate Dutton Mill Rd Box 304
Ruggeri Lisa 1034 Green St
Savini Charles 8 Wrights Ct
Segear Debra 4208 Tara Cir
Sheid Lee Robert 2806 Chichester Av 2
Simpers Violet Simpers Paul W 506 Main St
Simpson Herman Estate 1102 Washington Ave
Smith William 1122 Washington St
Spahn Muriel E Estate 1022 Washington Ave
Touraker Ernest Estate 1008 Yates Ave
Tran Brian J 234 Ryans Run
Wooley Charlotte Estate 17 W 9th St
Media, Pa 19063
Adamson Ryan 340 Sta Rd Apt A115
Aitken Robin 320 W Third St
Alessi Annette Ex Alessi Florence T C/O J E Lastowka Jr 108 Chesley Dr
Amanda David J 12 Veterans Sq
American Cafe Co Jim James Granite Run Mall
American Carpet Distributors 700 W Baltimore Pike
Amick Megan 340 Sta Rd Apt A115
Anderson Gordon 86 Ridge Ln Park
Ansar Group Inc 26 Yarmouth Ln
Apostol Marion E 212 E 5th St
Arbor E And T LLC 215 Nolive St
Arnold Raymond H Estate 121 Village Green Trailer Park
Baker Anthony Cust Atnn White Glove Inc 80 Maple Ave 5
Basher Walter 4 Bonnie Ln
Becker James 164 Bortondale Rd
Benack Correna L 1295 N Prvidence Rd Apt A106
Bennett Edythe 54 War Admiral Ln
Berkey Louise I Berkey John E 221 Howarth Rd
Beulah Betty A 710 Washington Ave
Billy Penn Tar S Po Box 4227
Bohl Justin 333 West Fourth St
Bollinger Clara 105 Beatty Rd CO A Adair
Booth Wilma V C/O P D Nelson Exec Ct House Sq East 30 W 3rd St
Brenda Root Exec C/O G P Noel 25 E Second St
Brennan Joseph L Ex 108 Chesley Dr
Brett Frank 607 N Middletown Rd
Brett Shirley M 34 E Old Baltimore P
Brookside Florist 27 E Front St
Broomes Anthony 27 W 3rd St
Brown Christine 35 W 7th St
Butler Miriam 428 N Olive St
Cabrera Jose 560 South Heilbron Dr
Cacciutti Deborah B 120 Fox Rd
Calafiore Paul Professional Tax Svc One Old State Rd
Cannon Willson A 411 Middletown Rd
Cappelli Richard M Monroe Professional Bldg 117 N Monroe St
Catona Christopher A 25 E Fifth St
Cheers Doris 318 South Orange St
Chernova Kateryna Apt E22 1016 E Baltimore Pike
Coffee Beanery 100 W State St
Coslett Judith A 825 Paxon Holl0w
Costanzi Carolyn Patricia Dr 27 Langstoon Ln
Country Creek W Condo Association 349 W Baltimore Ave Third Floor
Craft Coll 27 W 3rd St
D And B Online 4 State Rd 169
Dangelo Catherine 522 S New Middletown Rd
Daniels Gladys S 500 North Olive St
Davis Thomas Davis Flora 280 N Providence Rd
Delaware County Storage Inc 4 Old State Rd 342
Delaware Valley Chapter Acm 612 Meadowvale Ln
Derosa Phillis 106 E Franklin St
Devenney Darrin 49 Vanleer Ave
Digaetano John J Apt 104 475 Lin
Dougherty Jill G 210 Smt Rd
Dowling John 108 Chesley Dr
Dredden Patrick D 1491 N Ridley Creek Rd
Drucker Beatrice Drucker Reid S 11 Martins Run L 8
Dubois Thomas 73 Old Mill Dr
Eddyjon Jackson And Sacchetta & Baldino 308 East Second St
Egrie Ann M 344 W Front St
Erie Ins 1400 N Providence Rd
Esposito Julius J Rose Tree Crossings Blg F 1295 N Provdnce Rd 202r
Evans Ruth J C/O M V Puppio Jr 19 W Third St
Feinberg Esther S 11 Martins Run Apt G 205
Ferdman Gertrude Ferdman Joseph 11 Martins Run Apt A−203
Finley Margaret 128 E Sixth St
First Keystone Bank 22 W State St
Fischer John Jr Fischer John 1 W 2 Nd St
Fox Matthew G C/O J Sullivan 46 Gallant Fox Dr
Galamaga Margaret M Apt 104 475 Linden Ln
Garabedian Charles Garabedian Helen 1273 Hunt Club Ln
Garabedian Helen A Garabedian Charles 1273 Hunt Club Ln
Ghenn Harry N C/O Alice S Ghenn 919 Penn Valy Rd
Gladjelter Kim Son Thi 521 Hillendale Rd
Grant Hubert J Grant Agnes J 603 Manchester Ave
Greenhill Services Inc 56 Greenhill Rd
Griswold Mary J 419 South Jackson St
Hallam Harriett Estate 72 Rosemary Ln
Hammond George N Estate 544 South Ave
Harris Charles A 275 Glen Riddle Rd Apt E−34
Harris Ellanora M C/O D K Osner 18 West St
Harris Lovell Md 224 Mystic Ln
Hatton Willoughby S Jr 111 Bowater Ct
Hayes Timothy Joseph Dr 1098 W Baltimore Pike St
Health Iq 1400 N Providence Rd
Healthcare Administration Partners LLC 112 Chesley Dr
Henry James 206 Yarmouth Ln
Hervey Marion E Granite Farms Est 1343 W Baltimore Pike Apt D216
Hoffmann Armella E Estate 12 War Admiral Ln
Hofmann Nicole M 249 Kevin Ln
Ip Kwok Hung 225 W Jefferson St Apt 6a
Ippolito Violet C−O Micahel V Puppio Jr 19 W Third St
Jacobsky Mary Estate 15 Travelo Ln
Janet Fossett Monroe Professional Building 117 N Monroe St PO Box
Jaremenko Jean C/O F Michael Friedman Esq 206 W State St
Jennings George P 1387 Cedar Grove Rd
Jjt Corporation Front Jackson Sts
Johnson Shirley 151 Barren Rd
Jordan Leo B 25 Winter St
Karl Schaffer Sr 404 Glenwood Ave
Kassab Alexandra Soumaya 813 N Olive St
Killian Margaret M Estate Hunter St
Kinchella Edith 340 N Middletown Rd Fair Acres Gereatric Cent
Kneedler Benjamin L C/O C E Kneedler 206 Sandy Bank Rd
Kneedler Russell C C/O C E Kneedler 206 Sandy Bank Rd
Koblenzer Frances 325 Monroe St
Kukulich Stella 45 Carnoustie Way
L M R P LLC 1100 N Providence Rd Suite 106
Lambert William Lambert Mary A 1273 Hunt Club Ln
Lanni Paul 60 Old State Rd
Lasorsa Theresa For Peter Lasorsa 620 Nelson Dr
Lee Odette N 449 E Franklin St
Lower Bucks Rad Asc Po Box 200
Lowery Pearlethia 313 E Jefferson St Apt 10a
Lukas Mark 27 W Third St
Mackride William C 755 Monroe St
Malczewskagloc B W 126 Yarmouth Ln
Marable Datwan C 923 Ridley Creek Dr
Mart 401 E Baltimore Pike
Mason Chas Estate 111 N Olive St
Matheson John 121 Brakel Ln
Mccarrin Dr John 605 W State St 1st Floor
Mcfadden Helen 34 E Old Baltimore P
Mckenna Melanie Apt A 21 West 7th St
Mckeown William 4 State Rd No 335
Mckinley Carolyn M 509 S Orange St
Mckinley Maytor H V Cust 79 E Old Baltimore Pike
Mcmaster Hannah Estate Pennell Rd
Mcwilliams Eliz Estate Rr 1
Meaney Theresa 224 Moylan Ave
Medina Roberto 340 Sta Rd Apt A−305
Michael V Puppio 19 W Third St
Midlantic Protective Services 586748 Al 1400 N Providence Rd Ste 3055
Miller James E 20 W Third St
Miura Shinya 506 Moylan Ave
Monzon Jacinta M Bf 29 E 5th St
Monzon Jacinta N Bf 29 E 5th St
Morgans John J Po Box 363
Morris George F 6 Fairfax Village
Msu Group Inc 1560 N Ridley Creek Rd
Muetterties David Lee Muetterties Craig 240 Rushley Way
Mulgrew Marjorie P 124 Walter Dr
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Murray Pharmacy 32 W State St
Nelson Christin Nelson Robert C 28 A Greenhillrd
Netter Willis T Netter Jean R 500 Sandy Bank Rd
Ngwyen John M 521 Hillendale Rd
Nistico And Roberts Pc 300 W State St Suite 207
Odgers Marie A Riddle Villagere 210 Williamsburg
Odown Yocum Shawn M 108 E Black Bass Ln
Opitz Scott G 643 N Heilbron Dr
Oshea W 612 N Heilbron Dr
Paine Marguerett 216 Winter St
Pascal Jason R 400 South Orange Str Apt 105
Patel Prafulchandra Dds American Dntl Care 1 1003 Baltimore
Peoples Eric J 119 State Rd Apartment H−7
Peter Osburn 45 Van Leer Ave Unit R
Pollard Alexandria 621 N Monroe St
Poole Margaret T 411 N Middletown Rd Apt E 216
Providence Pediatric Practice 100 Granite Dr Ste 200
Pulsky Diamond Trust C/O Karl L Baker 211 North Monroe St
Puppio Michael V C/O Michael V Puppio Jr 19 W Third St
Ravisenttechnology Inc Secu C/O Mulh Co 225 State Rd
Recall 1406 W Baltimore Pike
Record Reproduction Service 600 Jackson St Ste 104
Record Reproductions Solutions Po Box 256
Reist Catherine D Estate 246 Seventh Ave
Remember When Antiques 21 W State St
Rengepes James G 733 Iris Ln
Resource Management Intl Inc Prf Shr Pl 335 West Baltimore Ave
Riddle Frances 213 Fox Rd
Rommel Richard H Estate 22 Hunt Club Ln
Roseanne Johnson Monroe Professional Bldg 117 N Monroe St PO Box
Rosemann James 274 Glen Riddle Rd Apt D102
Roulston Dolores M Po Box 346
Rusko Kathleen A 320 S Jackson St
Russell Erma J 4 Riddlewood Dr
Sachs Elizabeth 707 N Providence Rd
Schaefer Mary 404 Glenwood Ave
Scheuerman Thomas J 321 N Feathering Rd
Schneider Judith A 810 Crum Creek Rd
Scott Elizabeth 411 N Middletown Rd Apt 318a
Sexton Consulting Inc 107 Chesley Dr Unit 2 2nd Floor
Sheehan Jennifer L 1295 North Providence Rd E108
Shiller James 27 Highland Dr
Simon Kathleen M 318 S Orange St
Siple Clifton H Jr Po Box 1767
Skelcor Inc 323 W Front St
Smith Raymond 44 E Front St
Smith Thomas J 104 Red Fox Pl
Smith William J Estate 411 E Lincoln St
Snyder Edward J 241 Sixth Ave
Spering Est F 334 W Front St
Spitz Eugene B 4 State Rd
Sprilvng Robert B 1 Veterans Sq 201
Station Mgmt Consult 675 N Heilbron Dr
Stearns Robert M 406 Gayley B109
Stillman Steven Rosetree Corp Cen II 4005
Stone Troyce 115 West 4th St
Sunrise At Granite Run 247 N Middletown Rd
Sunset Mortgage Co Lp 1408 West Baltimore Pike
Taylor Atiya C 519 Sta Rd
Taylor Mary H 1315 N Providence Rd
Tee Ja 92 Patricia
Thompson Marian G 212 E 5th St
Thompson Terris A Thompson Bruce 110 Kirk Ln
Trinicore Co The 2974 Lakewood Dr
Trinity Reinsurance LLC 1400 N Providence R
Turner Imogene D 509 S Orange St
Twombly Robert Jr 335 West Baltimore Ave
Univ Radiology Serv Po Box 200 At Copper Medical Ctr
University Radiology Services Po Box 200
Urbany Sandra C 1009 Second Ave
Vanguard Systems Inc 100 Granite Dr Suite 205
Walls Elmer Jr Walls Joan W 9 W Bishop Hollow Rd
Welch Greg 26 Yarmouth Rd
Wells Linda 340 Sta Rd Apt A315
Wentz Elizabeth M 603 Crum Creek Rd
Whipple Ellen L Cust 305 Monroe St Apt 1
Williams Ivy 1217 N Providence Rd Po Box 1787
Worrell Kirk Mary 70 Palmer Mill Rd
Wright Clarice H 411 N Middletown Rd B208
Wz Md Pc 1098 W Baltimore Pk Suite 3304
Yoo Chang M 671 N Heilbron Dr
Zautner Edward A 501 N Providence Rd 506
Zhang Guangwei 42 State Rd Apt D−19
Ziegler Pamela S 643 N Heilbron Dr
Zimmerman Margaret K Zimmerman P S C/O G P Noel PO Box 1590 25 E Second
Zubok Vladisl 526 South Orange St
Milmont Park, Pa 19033
Compton Regina C C/O P Burns 219 Virginia Ave
Haberl Anna M Belmont Ave
Mckeown Joanne 115 Haverford Rd
Strama Stefanie H 200 Baltimore Ave
Zwirlein Edward J Zwirlein Ann M 600 Arlington Ave
Morton, Pa 19070
Andrukiewicz Peter 239 Woodlyn Ave
Battista Kimberlee 700 Highland Ave
Bowden Alice M Est 926 Agnes Ave
Boyle Jeffery J 221 W Sylvan Ave
Brown Diane 14 President Ave 1st Floor
Caril John J Sr Caril Rose M 2120 Highland Ave
Carr Phyllis L 705−A Country Ln Cedarwood Apts
Cha Sridhar 604 Cypress Ln
Charagundla Jyothsna Charagundla S 604 Cypress Ln
Davis Christine A 605 Highland Ave
Demaio Mary D 1937 Franklin Ave
Diag Trmt Ctr For Ctrl Nervous 32 S Ave
Dimarcantonio Joseph Dimarcantonio Kathl 2204 Highland
Dix Howard O Est 119 Walnut St
D’orazio Josephine 520 Holmes Rd
Etheridge Joshua D Po Box 194
Folhart Joseph 409 Highland Ave
Furia Frances M 401 Highland Ave
Galantino Mary L 41 Fairhill Rd
Giallombardo Stephen A Sr 428 Holmes Rd
Gillette Company 6090 Fox Glove Dr
Greim Philip J 10 Providence Rd
Hamann Ronald 2120 Pershing Ave
Keckler John H Keckler Eric 2244 Martin Ln
Laird Catherine Laird George F 2115 Grand Ave
Mccormick Courtney A 2119 Franklin Ave
Mulvey Marjorie E Mulvey George F 15 Althea Ln
Pham Han 274 Maple Ave
Pilson Barbara 1705 Waverly Tr
Simcox Veronica T Estate 2113 Grand Ave
Simon Robert 14 President Ave 1st Floor
Starliper Theresa 409 Highland Ave
Voight Karl P 719 Kedrin Ave
Voigt Theresa G 719 Kedrin Ave
Wilgro Services Incorporated PO Box 276
Yarnall Benjamin 1928 Franklin Ave
Newtown Square, Pa 19073
Aeroutfitters Inc 4609 West Chester Pike
Agnew Edward Leo 147 Ridegefield Rd
Andrian Sylvian 535 Gradyville Rd B 106
Apple Vacations Customer 7 Campus Blvd
Ashe Jennifer 724 Governors Cir
Ashjian Lucy 3405 Woodbrook House Apt 503
Attanasio David L 812 Galer Rd
Bartels Marion T Po Box 573
Battista Nancy L Battista John A 72 Sugar Maple Dr
Blair Margaret M Estate 3211 Hilltop Rd
Brown Robert E C/O S L Brown 228 Hansell Rd
Brown Susan L 228 Hansell Rd
Bryce Martin 7 Pony Trail Dr
Burke Marie Therese 601 N Newtown St Rd
Cannon Edith M Ttee Cannon Edith M 3421 W Chester Pike Apt B−46
Carassai John J 149 Brookside Rd
Carter Katharine M Dunwoody Village Apt C−123
Catholic Health East 14 Campus Blvd
Chang Joon 3425 West Chester Pi
Cla Stanville H Estate Southwest 4th Ave & Gilbert
Clark E Kathryn 3500 West Chester Pike Ch35
Claypool Carol G 4104 Meadow Ln
College Park Lodge Dba Gmh Comminities Lp 10 Campus Blvd
Commerce Bank 3615 Gradyville Rd
Contestabile Cathleen 3201 W Chester Pike
Cook Robert S 567 N Newtown St Rd
Cooper Helen L Est Dunwoody Village
Curcio James A 4114 Battles Ln
Cynthia Frame And Counrtywide Home 211 Walnut St
Delia Stephen 27 Harrison Dr
Dewart William T 936 Plumsock Rd
Dewart William T 975 Delchester Rd
Donatucci F J Estate 3500 W Chester Pike F 208
Dulee Joyce 31 Sawgrass Ln
Eberle William A Eberle Margaret Wood Brook Apts 203a 3405 W Chester Pike
Finkbiner Aaron C Jr 3500 W Chester Pike H207
Flood George 219 Second Ave
Foering Howard A 124 Rockwood Rd
Forge Cast Industries 404 S Newtown St Rd
Gallagher Garrett 294 Walchaerts Ct
Geary Eva V Geary Jean 22 Eagleview Rd Pa 19063
Giannone John J 10 Saddle Run Rd
Green Agnes 46 Surrey Dr
Green George T Green Agnes 46 Surrey Dr
Halsey William T 535 Gradyville Rd
Hawkins Andrew 404 South Newtown St
Henske John D Cust 349 Malin Rd
Illuminations Inc 5062 West Chester Pike
Johnson Lillian M 101 Main St
Kaufman Richard 20 Bishop Hollow Rd Apt G−7
Kennedy Charles 50 Radnor Dr
Kirschner Robert J 3651 Waynesfield Dr
Konrad Karen A 29 Roscommon Dr
Kratz Janine V 52 St Rd
Krenzel Saul 2 Heather Way
Lacy Paula 37 Pine St
Lambert H R 310 Oak Hill Ln
Lazarus Jeff 302 Freedom Ct
Levinton Bernard Levinton Evelyn 505 Tennis Ave
Linus James E 16 Campus Blvd 200
Ltd Emp Pension Plan 404 S Newtown St Rd
Lynch John B Iii 608 Golf Club Rd
Maclaren Andrew 333 Crumb Creek Ln
Manno Americo 3405 West Chester Pike Apt A106
Marinelli Anthony J 3428 Horton Rd
Matlack Walter L 3507 Tyson Rd
Mayock J Trust Michael Mayock Jr 19 Clearbrook Rd
Mccracken Sarah E 58 North Wood Rd
Mcdonald Heather C 349 Malin Rd
Mchugh C K Trust For Wife 12 Iddings Ln
Mchugh Gina Marie Trustee 12 Iddings Ln
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Mckenna Peter 810 Ellis Ave
Mclaughlin Mary T 3405 West Chester Pk Apt 303b
Medstaff Inc 297 S Newton St Rd
Meikle Dorothy 1025 Nicole Dr
Mellwig Sue E 29 St Rd
Merckens Thomas 313 Earles Ln
Mid Atlantic Finacnial 863 Milmar Rd
Middleton Roy Le 3500 West Chester Pike Apt A320
Mita Jacqueline 3658 Wyola Dr
Morinelli Antoinette 3428 Horton Rd
Nassib Carey Ann 828 Hunt Rd
Naviant 14 Campus Blvd Suite 200
Newark Data Opinion 13 St Albans Cir A
Newell Adeline 4326 Florida Ave
Nichols Anthony A Attn The Nichols Co 16 Campus Blvd 150
Novel Food Qii LLC Dba Quiznos Sub 4695 Westchester Pike
Oneill James E 3421 W Chester Pk B17
Oniell Mary 3421 W Chester Pk B17
Orndorf Linda H 115 Tyson Rd
Pace Ethel M 3514 Lewis Rd
Page Clemson N Dunwoody Village 3500 West Chester Pike A 204
Phair Lorraine S 3500 Westchester Pike App G3
Phillips Dorothy M 3101 Tall Oaks Ln
Pmi Four Campus Blvd Pa 19074
Project Management Inc Pmi 4 Campus Blvd
Project Management Inst Four Campus Blvd
Project Management Institute Four Campus Blvd
Project Mgmt Institute Pmi 4 Campus Blvd
Randolph Julian 104 Mulberry Ln
Remy 43 Rockwood Rd
Robbins Hilda H 3500 West Chester Pike Apt No
Robert Cucchu Painting Inc Po Box 922
Ryan Gerald Ryan Rose 628 Newtown State Rd
Sap America 3999 West Chester Pike
Sap America C/O K Mccay 3999 W Chester Pike
Sap America Inc 3999 West Chester Pike
Sap Global Marketing Inc 3999 Westchester Pike
Schneider Nellie Dunwoody Village Leland 117 3500 West Chester Pike
Scholl David A 6 St Albans Ave
Schusler William K 106 Mill View Ln
Shima Lake K Trust C/O L L Shima 50 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Shima Lisa L 50 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Sigman Jeffrey 50 Roberts Rd
Snyder George L CO White Horse Village 535 Gradyville Rd B205
Snyder John F III 535 Gradyville Rd
Standen Joseph W 217 Hickory Ln
Stanton Rita M White Horse Village B215 535 Gradyville Rd
Suburban Medical Services 5149 West Chester Pike
Sweda George V187 White Horse Village
T And D Properties LLC 704 Smt Ave
Tran Khan 1 Laurel Ln
Ultravoice 3612 Chapel Rd
Vanderslice Theodore J 20 Post Run
Vanduyne Hope R 116 Mulberry Ln
Vesely Patricia 313 Earles Ln
Wareikis Anthony Wareikis Albert 541 Bishop Hollow Rd
Wargo Thomas 2101 Woodside Ln
Welsh John J Woodbrook House 3405 West Chester Pike Apt B50
Whelan Kimberly A 825 Malin Rd
Yang Mal Y Yang Tae H 803 Ellis Ave
Norwood, Pa 19074
Alexandrowicz Stephen 113 Harrison Ave
Bazis Michael 208 Trites Ave
Black Arthur R 945 Mohawk Ave
Christie Raymond K Christie William J 568 Mohawk
Devers Kelly E 614 East Winona Ave
Dicarlo Louis J Cusr Sr Dicarlo Louis J Jr 117 E Amosland Rd
Dippel Julia Estate 107 Elmwood Ave
Dooley Daniel M St Gabriel Rectory 233 Mohawk Ave
Eisenhauer George Eisenhauer Nell 209 Seminole Ave
Ettien Bruce A Estate Haron Ave
Fern Helen I Est 562 Mohawk Ave
Foster Erin 105 Ridgeway
Foster Margaret 284 E Winona
Francis Helen E 5 West Cleveland Ave
Fritchey Samuel R 19 West Amosland Rd
Gilmartin Helen 284 E Winona
Governatore Raymond 642 Seneca Ave
Haney Eleanor 11 Huron Ave 2nd
Haney Eleanor Haney Joseph 11 Huron Av 2nd
Hanna Barbara C 556 Chester Pike Apt 12
Harrell James 418 E Winona Ave
Hough Mary Dillon 320 Chester Park Apt 10
Kopp Madeline 629 Delaware Ave
Lawson John J Estate 210 W Winona Ave
Lenahan Patrick 112 Harrison Ave
Lewis Frances 405 Trites Ave
Neves Robert C 122 Printz Ave
Onimus Henry R Onimus Dorothy 100 Leon
Palmer Emma E 629 Chester Pike
Peterson Doris L 265 E Winona
Petersonjr William F 265 E Winona
Prime Properties 1630 Meeting House Rd
Rodgers Robert 231 Leon Ave
Shutak Geoffrey W 2 Park Ave
Siegrist John Estate 132 Ridgeway Ave
Siegrist John Estate 136 Ridgeway Ave
Soprano John 717 Delaware Ave
Turioscy Veronica 607 E Winona
Us Mgmt Co LLC C/O Savoia Property Mgm 47 W Winona Ave Apt1
Vaites Stanley J 607 E Winona
Wheeler Ernest Post Office Box 177
Williams Lisa 14 Walle St
Wisniewski Frances 208 Love Ln
Wood Robert J Wood Rose T 406 Essex Rd
Philadelphia, Pa 19113
Amiable Scanvec International Plaza Two Suit 625
Areva T & D Inc 1 International Plaza Suite 210
Clayton Anthony 705 Wilson St
John Heinz N W R 2 International Plz Suite 104
Matz Margaret In 125 Fairview Ave
Mccracken Loretta B 13500 Roosevelt Blvd
Mercy Hp Airport Business Center 200 Stevens Dr
Philladelphia Principal Life Ins 1 International Plaza Suite 100
Recording Industry Assoc Of America 11 International Plaza Suite 433
Stanford Charles H J Jr Stanford Jean M 2724 Prescott St
Primos, Pa 19018
Beaky Charles D Beaky Michael 426 S Springfield Av Apt A3
Beaky Florence Beaky Michael 426 S Springfield Av Apt A3
Prospect Park, Pa 19076
Alahmadi Hussein A 642 11th Ave
Becker Dorothy M 650 Maryland Ave
Brown James Estate Lafayette Ave
Cairns Nellie 1611 Lincoln
Clark Mary M 1513 Penna Ave
Deeley Ray Carolyn Ct Apt B 5
Dimemmo Patricia 1627 Washington Ave
Dove Michael 211 Lazaretto Rd Apt 8c
Dwd Mechanical Contractor Inc 800 12th Ave Unit
Fritz Andrew L Sr 419 Carlisle Ave
Galloway H M Estate 817 14th Ave
Harkins John 1603 Lincoln Ave Apt 1
Harnitchek Mary 412 Folsom Ave
Hartley Helen 650 Maryland Ave
Hendrick Brett Edward Hendrick Colleen S 924 9th Ave
Herring Hilda 1627 Washington Ave
Jones Rick 806 Pennsylvania Ave
Krauss John J 623 8th Ave
Logiurato Mary H 412 Folsom Ave
Mcbride Herrington 539 Chester Pike 2
Mcgee James A 1142 Madison Ave
Mclaughlin Delores 1617 Norwood Ave
Mirra Donna 937 Chester Pike P−2
Neeley George R 553 9th Ave
Neeley Joseph F Neeley Helen 674 9th Ave
On Site 630 13th Ave
Pitzer Melba 1611 Lincoln
Prenlyn Enterprise Inc 549 Chestr Pike
Reiber Julia K 651 Eleventh 3rd Floor
Smith Evelyn M 611 13th Ave
Taggart Andrea 1022 124th Ave
Tomassian Mel K 706 Madison Ave
Walsh Louise Anna 800 Pennsylvania Ave
Wilson Ronald H 205 Mackenzie Ave
Radnor, Pa 19087
Bazany Michael A Jr Bazany Margaret L 15 Rebel Rd
Bnp Paribas Securiti 3 Radnor Corp Ctr
Burt Robert A One Corp Ctr Ste 300
Corporate Benefits I 320 King Of Prussia Rd
Delk Edward C 444 Upper Gulph Rd
Dialysis Clinic 250 King Of Prussia Rd
Enterprise Leasing Company Of Philadelphia100 Matsonford Rd
Enterprise Rent A Ca 2 Corporate Ctr Ste 200
Foote David H 740 Hilltop Cir
French Clayton G 710 Weadley Rd
Hara M O 187 Berwind Cir
Harvey Slutsky I 100 Matsonford Rd Bldg 2 310
Integrated Benefit Servs Inc 290 King Of Prussia Rd
John Nuveen Company Incorporated Five Corporate Ctr
Koresko John 1159 Seaton Ross Rd
Lyons Insurance Agency 150 N Chester Rd Ste A
Masters Weld 259 N Chester Rd
Mcneill Christopher 1267 Gulph Creek Dr
Murdock Catharine H 848 1/2 Weadley Rd
Northern Iowa Wind Power LLC 201 King Of Prussia Rd Suite 5
Prowell Mark 500 E Swedesford Rd Ste 300
Puricore Inc 320 King Of Prussia Rd
Rahman Rezal 136 Lemonton Way
Reed Sylven B Reed Andrea E 405 Highview Dr
Salamone Paul 320 High View Dr
Truskey Greg 569 County Line Rd
White Emily A 16 Rebel Rd
Wyeth Laboratories C/O J Ulrich 280 King Of Prussia Rd
Ridley Park, Pa 19078
Ajax Philadelphia Inc 400 W Chester Pike
Atkinson John D 1 E Rodgers St Apt B
Beyers Robert 406 Terravilla Ln
Birlew Virginia Birlew Elmer 111 S Swarthmore Ave
Blessington Philip 744 Braxton Rd
Capozio Joseph R Capozio Eva M 119 S Swarthmore Ave
Cardwell Daniel 722 Michel St
Cavallo Autobody 722 Michel St
Cocci Rose M Cocci Thomas 506 Crum Lynne Rd
Crozer Taylor Springfield E Chester Pike
Deane Shawn P 2 Chester Pike Apt 107
Dicaves Auto Body 611 Swarthmore Ave
Dolp Brian A 6 N Swarthmore Ave C
Dougherty Teresa D Estate 308 Purcell St
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Durning Christopher Durning Elena 112 Poplar Walk
Everett Benjamin 207 Baldwin Ave
Eyler Rita M 33 Chester Pike Condo E2
Fisher Ernest D 307 Comerford Ter
Flynn John J 24 W Hinckley Ave
Fundalewicz Nancy 423 Burk Ave
Galloway Jennifer 415 Russel St
Garvey Nancy L 17 Chester Pike Apt A1
Gownley Richard J Gownley Anne P 207 Lynn Rd
Griffin Christopher J 10 W Chester Pike 101
Grostas Joseph Jr 15 Ridley Ave
Hagen Angela L 507 Bartlett Ave
Hagen Georgiana V Hagen Charles S Hagen Angela L 507 Bartlett Ave
Hemenway John P 6 E Hinckley Ave
Henry Mary B 522 Terravilla Ln
Hobbs William Estate 101 Chester Pike
Hosking John W Taylor Hospice 300 Johnson Ave Po Box 147
Karkenny Malko E 101 Dutton St
Krupp Patricia A 512 West Rd
Kumar Ashok 234 Lynn Rd
Lesovsky Eugene A Apt G4 2nd Fl Parkadale Apts M
Lesovsky Jacqueli Apt G4 2nd Fl Parkdal
Lolli Jean 216 Henderson Ave
Malloy John F Est 119 N Swarthmore Ave Apt B1
Methren Dorothy C Estate 513 Tome St
Miller Christine E Sil 308 1 2 E Hinckley Av
Money Crawford L 740 Braxton Rd
Money Crawford Money Polly 740 Braxton Rd
Money Polly 740 Braxton Rd
Moribondo Marie D 404 Lindsay St
Obrien Kevin K 410 Bonsall Rd
Parker Brian T 512 Hinkson Blvd
Pulmonary Associates 23 Chester Pike St Ste 201
Sidebottom Samuel 550 Michell St
Thomas Patricia P 512 West Rd
Toto Jordan 106 W Sellers Ave
Tracy Kalesnik And Capital One Auto Po Box 524
Trefz Winifred C 17 W Hinckley Ave
Vanaman Walter H 102 Lynn Rd
Verma Rome 234 Lynn Rd
Worst George W 308 1/2 E Hinckley Av
Wynne Stephen M 673 Clymer Ln
Zachwieja Alfred J 426 E Hinckley Ave
Zimmerman Harry C Zimmerman Ann 732 Michell St
Rose Valley, Pa 19063
Darlin Jeffrey 10 Rose Hill Rd
Haffey Carole 226 Woodward Rd
Linden Katherine Emily 404 Woodward Rd
Rosemont, Pa 19010
Allen Robert Allen Sonja 380 Yorkshire Rd
Budin Eric M 753 Applegate Ln
Cotton Meredith M Cotton Peter K 491 S Ithan Ave
Craparo Jocelyn L Md 919 Conestoga Rd Bldg 1 Suite
Davidson Barbara I 125 Garrett Ave
Dellaportas Dennis Dellaportas Eleni 439 Barclay Rd
Desmond Esther 1030 E Lancaster Ave 405
Fridy Scott Ward 140 Barcladen Rd
Gerhardt Jean A 120 Buckingham Dr
Green Carol 1030 E Lancaster Ave Apt 307
Herbut Margaret 54 Rosemont Ave
Hu Yusha 1030 E Lancaster Ave Unit 632
Jameison Loretta C 126 Eachus Ave
Kurzrok Scott Do 755 Applegate Ln
Lucy Esther R 404 Cheswick Pl 347
Lucy Trust C/O E R Lucy 404 Cheswick Pl 347
Moran Helen E Moran John 1062 Lancaster Ave
Moran John 1062 Lancaster Ave
Muran John F Sr 1062 Lancaster Ave
Powers Craft Parker 15 Garrett Ave
Ray Mundt 300 Thornbrook Ave
Razgaitis Violeta 7 Arthur Rd
Robbins Caroline H 815 The Chetwynd
Schall Kathryn B 370 Wyldhaven Rd
Sibley Marie B 125 Garrett Ave
Sunoco A Plus 1240 Lancaster Ave
Waldron Harriette O 258 Wyldhaven Rd
Whitney Ann Danforth Beverly Healthcare Ma 35 Ave
Wilson Irene P Rosemont Plz Apt 525
Wilson Jane R 111 Locust Grove Rd
Rutledge, Pa 19070
Cianci Christina M 208 Linden Av
Jones Stephanie 105 E Sylvan Ave
Saint Davids, Pa 19087
2531 North Trenton Ave Partners Lp C/0 F Correll 428 Ithan Rd
American Home Products Corp Wyeth Ayerst 555 E Lancaster Ave
Bodie Eleanor M Bodie George J 250 Iven Ave
Conlon Jeanne 35 Lancaster Ave Wessex
Crolius A P Crolius S F 239 Ravenscliff Rd
Davies Gerard J 430 Meadowbrook Ave
First Image Po Box 7416
Fortin John J Estate 537 Huston Rd
Fridy Carl Fridy Jean 618 Glen Mary Rd
Fridy Jean Fridy Carl 618 Glen Mary Rd
Fridy Peter Clayton 618 Glenmary Rd
Garber Gloria 421 E Lancaster Ave Apt A1
George Gazerwitz 137 Brookefarm Rd
Gerber Miriam 595 E Lancaster Ave
James J Barton 11 Church Rd 3
Janney Montgomery Scott LLC 595 E Lancaster Ave
Joy John C PO Box 7419
Lamley Helen C 280 Iven Ave Apt 1
Land Samuel Land Peggy C/O R Land 523 Hilaire Rd
Leo Amanda 208 Ravenscliff Rd
Manning Florence 3309 Hartel Ave
Mcgrath Lisa 100 Summer Hill Ln
Mcoscar Beatrice C Wessex House Apt 308 505 E Lancaster Ave
Sell Jessie K 505 E Lancaster Ave Apt 203
Shea Mark T Estate Chamounix Rd
Vanderhei Jack 250 Iven Ave Apt 3a
Secane, Pa 19018
Bakshi Madhup 333 North Ave Apt 62a
Cain Marie 1016 Woodside Ave
Caranci Anna 625 South Ave Apt B105
Delucia Michelle A 1023 Edgerton Rd
Elbakatoushi Hesham M 903 Brooke Ave
Erle Anna D 841 Bobwhite Ln
Frick Natasha Po Box 523
Haimbach Frank 625 South Ave Apt202
Hoppe Herman 604 Prospect Ave
Jennings Sunni M Jennings Joan L 640 South Ave Apt P5
Kotkin Nancy J 2529 Rd
Mcareavy Catherine 2510 Rd
Mccrossan Dorothy E Mccrossan Andrew W Apt H22 914 S Anenue New Orleans
Apartments
Mchugh Ruth A Est 826 South Ave
Murray James F 746 Hickory Rd
Nabar Manasi 151 South Bishop Ave Apt O−307
Oneill Thomas T 1104 Stewart Place
Patil Dajiba R 914 South Ave Apt G9
Patterson Maryellen 1250 Providence Rd Apt 104a
Prescott Marion S 2340 Franklin Ave
Robert Moise T 170 Angora Pl
Schneider Madeleine F 914 South Ave Apt F 15
Smith Angelique 1515 Bishop Ave
Sylvester Michael S Sylvester Mary Apt 75a 1250 Providence Rd
Uleau Mark A 940 South Ave
Sharon Hill, Pa 19079
Aps Enterprises Inc 501 Elmwood Ave Ct 2
Arehart Susan Po Box 24
Baca Linda C Baca Joe B 117 Brainerd Blvd
Bagdzinski Helen 333 Oak Ave
Bartlett Trish 114 Bartlett Ave
Berair Tarik R 555 Chester Pike Apt 2r
Blake Elizabeth S 1532 Forrester Ave
Boyd Robert W Jr Boyd Robert 128 Laurel Rd
Butler Lee E In 700 Calcon Hook Rd
Cain Kathryn V 601 Poplar St Apt A4
Carson Eleanor L Carson Earl W 211 Felton Ave
Cassidy Sarah 1031 Coates St
Colombo Frances P 115 Burton Ln W
Croce Mary A 127 E Burton Ln
Currie Theodore 806 Sharon Ave
Curtin James J 69 Foster Ave
Deeney Estelle C 129 Burton Ln E
Dempsey Anna M 904 Marshall Rd
Dunn Nancy M 738 Bonsall Ave
Eberle Henry A Est 136 Bartlett Ave
Eberle Kenneth R 136 Bartlett Ave
Edney Claude 626 Sharon Ave
Eldridge Brian 1058 Orange Ave
Fausey Geraldin L Fausey Willard 62 Florence
Ferrell Catherine 1313 Woodland Ave
Ferrie Loretta 347 Greenwood Av
First African Baptist Church 901 Clifton Ave
Gregory Shereese K 716 Sharon Ave 1st Floor
Heiden James J Jr 317 Greenwood Ave
Hill Richard H 702 Felton Ave
Honore Alyssa D Po Box 24
Hughes Aprileigh 140 Laurel Rd
Jeffs Ruth 95 Burnside Ave
Johnson Geraldine 1031 Laurel Rd
Jones Nicole N 939 Coates St
Levay Wayne W Levay Anne W 301 High St
Major Rita 127 E Burton Ln
Mcbreen Joseph A Mcbreen Regina 208 High St
Mcnair Grace E Mcnair Austin 225 Felton
Meyer Lawrence Meyer Margaret 915 Woodland Ave
Miller James Po Box 86
Palmerknight Traci A 220 Bartlett Ave
Patterson Jesse 339 Laurel Rd Pa 19119
Philadelphia Truck Lines Inc 201 Ct II
Phoenix Freight LLC 304 305 Henderson Rd
Pulley Flenard 837 Chester Pike
Roberts Michael J Roberts Andrea R 807 Clifton Ave
Schneider Betty L 304 Eggleston Terr
Smith Harold W Smith Betty A 1123 Elmwood Ave
Sop Simon 228 Bartlett Ave
Specialty Pharmacy Of Cali Inc 309 Henderson Dr
Spirer Daniel 800 Chester Pike Building E
Stankiewicz Blanch 333 Oak Ave
Stankiewicz Irene 333 Oak Ave
Theising Dorothy 317 Greenwood Ave
Tshinguta Marie W 203 Reese St
Waters Dorothy M 1116 Orange Ave
White Dorothy 70 Foster Ave
Williams Sharon N 146 Laurel Rd
Young Hamp 920 Jackson St
Young Michael J Po Box 24
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Springfield, Pa 19064
Agnew Herbert A Estate 425 Granite Ter
Avallone Nino 129 West Rd
Barrett John 530 Wesley Rd
Bartberger Charles Bartberger Helen T 309 Powell Rd
Blumber Suanne Cust 742 Buttonwood Dr
Boshold Louise 155 Snyder Ln Pa
Boshold Raymond F 155 Snyder Ln
Bowers Margerite Estate 516 Sherman Rd
Boyer Edwin A Boyer Ruth K 121 N Norwinden
Brandywine Radiological Group 664 W Rolling Rd
Brattini Samuel A 250 Gibbons Rd
Bruckner Joseph F 860 Crumcreek Rd
C C L Of Deleware County 701 Saxer Ave
Cadillac Ferraro 974 Baltimore Pike
Calcavecchia P L 495 Thatcher Rd
Capital Tax Collection Bureau 50 Powell Rd
Casterioto Alfred 784 W Rolling Rd
Cherry Courts Lp 900 W Sproul Rd Suite301
Chubb Institute 400 S State Rd
Church Ofgod The 464 Conard Ave
Churchill Patricia Churchill John 924 Stewart Ave
Cipriani Dominic A Cipriani Maria G 270 S Norwinden Dr
Citimortagage Inc Herbert J Samuels Pa 45501
Coleman Andrew M 437 Kennerly Rd
Comprehensive Show Management Po Box 297
Cordaro Theresa 341 E Springfield Rd
Debenedictis J J 330 Harwicke Rd
Dehyar Mohammad A Dehyar Frough 308 Ogden Pl
Deraney Claire M 717 Martens Ln
Digravio Plumbing & Heating 932 Edgewood Dr
Dorsey John Estate 325 Spring Valy Rd
Dougherty Gerald J Dougherty Edith M 100 W Thompson Ave
Earley James J 463 W Sproul Rd Apt 311
Enterprise Leasing Co Of Philadelphia 436 Baltimore Pike
Evans Elaine J Estate 13 E Woodland Ave
Frederick Mary 90 Worrell Dr
Gale Michelle 905 Greenbriar Ln
Gallo Thomas 1015 Stewart Ave
Gilmore Merdie 437 Kennerly Rd
Gleason Margaret J Estate 16 N State Rd B
Goesling Brian 1934 Kirkbride Cir
Griffin Kenneth 974 Baltimore Pike
Gunn Eugene A Gunn June A 406 E Thompson Rd
Harvards Brew House John 1001 Baltimore Pike
Hemphill Jamie 201 E Thomson Ave
Holland Anne 630 Wynne Rd
Horan Denise 566 Scenic Rd
Horan Michael E 566 Scenic Rd
J T Mcglone J R Zulli Sr Memrl Sch Fnd Po Box 363
Jacobs John Donald 215 Worrell Dr
Kallam Eleanore Estate 253 Powell Rd
Kane Catherine T 167 Reese Rd A
Kelly Elizabeth M 128 Netherwood Dr
Kelly Helen Y 436 Blair Rd
Kessler Endocrinology 196 West Sproul Rd
Kim Min 341 E Leamy Ave
Kim Stephen M 752 Barry Dr
Komasz Jason 209 Hemlock Ln
Kraemer Pauline Kraemer Thomas 205 Smt Rd
Lloyd Steven K 329 E Rd
Locke John P Locke Mary 226 Prospect St
Manor Harlee 463 W Sproul Rd
Marino C A Estate 158 Orchard Rd
Martin Edgar M Martin Helen 310 West Ave
Martorelli Edward 107 Hillview Dr
Mccartan Sarah 17 S HiLLCrest Rd
Mcgrain Marguerite 257 N State Rd Apt 10 B
Mcgrath John J 3rd 73 S HiLLCrest Rd
Mcgrath Paul 24 S Brookside Rd
Mckee John J 776 Eaton Rd
Mckeown Donna J Mckeown Peter R 476 Collins Dr
Mehrhof Theodore W 71 Forest Rd
Melnick Anne 24 S Brookside Rd
Mercy Home Health 1001 Baltimore Pike
Messick Louisa H 322 Se Highland Rd
Metcalf Barbara A Estate 124 S Norwinden Dr
Monolopy Unlimited 261 East Woodland Avenu
Murphy Catherin Murphy John W 411 Burns Dr
Murray Jacqueline E Murray Lawrence F 437 Colonial Park Dr
Neikirk Wilma W 229 Wayne Ave
Oleary Funeral Home 640 E Springfield Rd
Patchell Samuel B III 2 Meetinghouse Ln
Paul Frederick J Estate 442 Lynbrooke Rd
Pena Hugo 22nd West Ave
Petersen Cherry 513d Philmar Ct
Peterson Christian 630 Wynne Rd
Peterson Esther P 630 Wynne Rd
Phillytakeout Com LLC Po Box 5293
Plank George M Plank Betty J 779 Dunwoody Dr
Ponce Jorge 120 E Thomson Ave
Preferred Homes Inc 816 W Springfield Rd
Reichard Clinton S Jr 387 Madison Rd
Rothrock Chevrolet Inc 780 Baltimore Pike
Savage Christoph Savage Arthur V 220 Hillview Dr
Scott Eleanor L 675 Baltimore Pike 63
Silvis Jasper 491 Baltimore Pike Suite 433
Smith Anne G 712 Evans Rd
Smith Laura 322 Franklin Ave
Spallone Minnie 325 Gibbons Rd
Spanier Donna 835 Grove St
Sparks William J 432 Foster Dr
Stewart Mary T 621 Beatty St
Stoops Philip 43 N Norwinden Dr
Tereshenko Lydia Lydia Tereshenko 107 S Norwinden Dr
Touchton Willard B Cust 441 Pinecrest Rd
Touchton Willard B Jr Touchton Paul M 441 Pinecrest Rd
Vasapolli Michael J 491 Baltimore Pike Apt 310a
Vecere Krista 216 Wayne Ave
Warner Anna Estate 1010 North Ave
Waterhouse Earl M Waterhouse Jean 327 Indian Rock Dr
Waterhouse Jean M 325 Saxer Ave
Welde Linda Z 909 North Ave
Welde W J 909 North Ave
Werner Pasquale D 830 W Springfield Rd Apt D1
Wheeler Adjustment Services Inc Po Box 358
Williams Gary 12 Saxer Ave
Williams Stephanie 12 Saxer Ave
Wolfe Jared D Jr Wolfe Emma M 152 Rambling Way
Wolfe Jared D Jr Wolfe Jared D 152 Rambling Way
Zeacy Home Health 1001 Baltimore Pike
Zulli Joseph 387 Madison Rd
Stafford, Pa 19087
Owen William D Jr 265 Upper Gulph Rd
Panzeter Kelly 417 Apt 1c Strafford Ave
Richardsan Susan Corrigan 440 Glenwyth Rd
Richardson Sue 440 Glenwyth Rd
Sellers Annah 560 Red Fox Ln
Swarthmore, Pa 19081
800 Pickles Place Inc 800 Milmont Ave
Abramovic Gilda Est 410 Yale Ave
Amos J Peaslee Debate Society College 500 College Ave
Banford Joseph 1612 Blackrock Rd
Bobbie J Johnson Sp Needs Trust 1032 Milmont Ave
Bonawitz Warren A CO D C West 550 Elm Ave
Borough Taylor Rodney Parrish Rd 669
Buehler M Estate 1317 Baltimore Pike
Burns Robert Po Box 258
Church Ivalee 321 Brighton Ave
Connor Catherine M Strath Hvn Apt 1104
Crm Construction 705 Parkln Rd
Dana Dejarnette And Conicelli Body 240 Bowdoin Ave
Daniels James 401 Rutgers Ave
Davisson Kathryn A 311 Vassar Ave
Davolos Michele Marie 25 Woodbrook Ln
Dougherty E R 1040 Girard Ave
Dougherty Elizabeth 1040 Girard Ave
Durney Lillian E Durney Stephen 704 Milmont Ave
Durney Stephen Durney Lilian 704 Milmont Ave
Ebell Monique 315 Cornell Ave
Fischer Jason 427 Drew Ave
Frank Robert Frank Amy 1043 Mount Holyoke
Gavin Mae 1612 Blackrock Rd
Gibbons Charlotte T Gibbons John F 3rd 1534 Blackrock Rd
Gilligan Ann L 333 Haverford Pl
Girard Trust Bank Trust 308 Harvard Ave
Grady Brendan 500 College Ave
Griffin James 325 Dartmouth Ave
Herbert Schlagman 124 Guernsey Rd
Herold Frederick G 221 N Princeton Ave
Hoenigswald Henry 9085 Westdale Ave
Hollister Robinson G Jr 1 Whittier Pl
Hunt Richard E Hunt Helen S 239 Dickinson Ave
Jannette Phillis F 567 Marietta Ave
Johnson David Scott 340 Dickinson Ave
Johnson Rebecca 801 Yale Ave 929
Johnson Rebecca A 309 Holbert Stretch
Kathryn Englander 521 School Ln
Kelly Mary W 801 Yale Ave 801 Unit 1010
Kim Jooyoung 500 College Ave
Knapp Joan D 311 Vassar Ave
Lawrence John Walker 430 Riverview Rd
Mc Callister Catheriine T 410 S Chester Rd
Mcchesney Mary D Mcchesney Alan 110 Cornell Ave
Mennick Frances A 3a 111 S Chester Rd
Michaels College Pharmacy 1 S Chester Rd
Nair Vibhat 135 Guernsey Rd
Pastuszek Alexander 9 S Chester Rd
Piker Steven 125 Rutgers Ave
Reynolds Diane G Estate 100 Yale Ave
Richards Loretta 1417 Park Ln Rd
Schlagman Phyllis R 124 Guernsey Rd
Shin Soyoung 11 Dartmouth Ave
Spitz Eugene B 630 Fairview Rd Ste 104
Swarbrick Valerie Swarbrick Robert Po Box 322
Szczygiel Stanley Szczygiel Rose A 1604 Blackrock Rd
Ward Michael 309 Yale Ave
Williams Edwin Williams Nancy 227 N Ave
Williams Nancy Williams Edwin 227 N Ave
Wish David 213 N Princeton
Witham Rebecca 4 Ogden Ave
Thornton, Pa 19073
Bam Margera Inc 2 Grayhawk Ln
Gary Erik B 11 Pickering Trail
Gunn Mary R In 6 Timber Ln
Koumboul Konstantinos 12 Pickering Trail
Mcgeehan Dennis E 10 Abberly Rd
Mcgillen Shawn F 47 Stone Ridge Rd
Messinger Charles 82 Stirrup Ln
Quercetti Albert F Quercetti Andrew 15 Clayburgh Rd
Steel Marc J 108 Dilworthtown Rd
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Twinstar Investments Limited 381 Brintain Lake Rd
Vaders Arthury L 369 Glen Mills Rd
Trainer, Pa 19061
Herche Elizabeth 1302 Anderson Ave
Kruczaj David Trlr 1 4300 West 9th St
Stoney Creek Technologies 3300 W 4th St
Upper Chichester, Pa 19061
Bennish Charles P III 1526 Plum St
Brennan Angeline M 2116 Wharton Ave
Cutrufello Joseph A 4001 Stirrup Ct
Donna M Petrelli Aquino Admin 4105 Virginia Ct
Farren Thomas F 3131 Meetinghouse Rd
Hastings Charles 1103 Randall Ave
Litway Helen 3131 Meetinghouse Rd
Mamedova Gulnara 4013 Yorktown Dr
Mccarter James Est 2309 Seaside Ave
Upper Darby, Pa 19082
Akbar Syed A 252 Maypole Rd
Alfaro Pablo 408 Kent Rd 2nd Floor
Ali Mohammed 6907 Guilford Rd
All County Service Inc 123 Wellington Rd
Althou Jeffrey 515 Glendale Ave
Althouse Patricia Althouse Paul 515 Glendale Ave
Amador Adelaida P 534 Millbank Rd
American Assisted Living Inc 30 Hampden Rd
Ampofo Rudolph 211 N Cedar Ln
Amster Gene S 2266 Harwood Ave
Anderson Virginia 129 S Lynn Blvd
Anderson Virginia Anderson Adam W 129 S Lynn Blvd
Angelus John A Iii 160 Long Ln Apt B6
Antoine Bethleham 528 Elm Ave
Archer Foundation The C/O R Dolan Treasurer Po Box 418
Atlantic Pacific Ins Inc Po Box 2057
Avery Henry 540 Littlecrost Rd
Bains Dharam S 161 Marlboro Rd
Banguyen Dzung 201 Barrington Rd
Baridis Anestis 319 Watkins Ave
Barrett Loretta 161 Springton Rd
Barsky Anne 2253 S Harwood Rd
Bcbs Arizona 6409 Market St
Bell Denis 740 Laurel Ln
Bell Kathlyn M Bell Mary R 308 S Fairview
Bertolino Joseph P 1 N Carol Blvd
Bevan Harold M Bevan Anna B 45 Glendale Rd
Blessington John A Blessington Mary E 653 Copley Rd
Blessington Mary S C/O J Blessington 428 Long Ln Ave
Boone Ronald Jr 7250 Walnut St
Bowblis Frank A 7258 Glenthorne Rd Apt C
Brasky Anne 2253 S Harwood Rd
Breeze Euphemia 50 Kent Rd
Bruno Bernard 54 Lamport Rd
Burton Kenneth Jr 242 Highland Ave
Campbell Rosemarie M Est 549 Midvale Rd
Cantwell Barbara W Cantwell Robert A 6827 Radbourne Rd
Castree Gilbert E Castree Hazel H 1228 Elston Rd
Catherine Mcgurk 204 Wingate Rd
Cavanaugh Catherine 122 State Rd
Cavarocchi Rita 130 Long Ln Apt 111
Chandler & Thakur Medical Associates Inc 29 Glendale Rd
Chowdhury Kohinoor Chowdhury Luftor 7212 Pine St
Christman Hester M Estate 37 W Turnbull
Chung Kap C 802 Garrett Rd
Cicalello Joan M 7019 Clinton Rd
Clarke Allan 243 Madison Ave
Clements Katherine 7254 Radbourne Rd
Cohee Est Mary E Cohee Mary E Shirley Ct Apts A 301 L
Computer Center Of Inc 7913 West Chester Pike
Convery Florence Convery Charles 7100 W Chester Pike
Conway Catherine 224 W Bayberry
Copy Products Inc 101 E Township Line
Corporate Labor Services Inc 8 South Millbourne Ave
Coulter Margaret 431 Millbank Rd
Coulter William J Coulter Margaret 431 Millbank Rd
Cranmer Jeffrey 113 North Madison Ave
Crawford Elizabeth 152 Copley Rd
Crowley Joseph D 209 Hampden Rd
Curran Bernadette Curran Thomas P 21 Larchwood Ave
D M Sales Co Inc CO Mr K Moran 6776 Marshall Rd
Daley Blanche 100 Copley Rd
Dalstroms Frederick Estate 15 Cloverdale Ave
Daniels Beatrice H 220 Ardmore Av
Daros William F Jr 54 Gilpin Rd
Datt Sunil 251 Rocklyn Rd
Davahn Carter 354 Beverly Blvd Apt B
Davids Rhea Cust C 206 Park Ln E
Davidson Jim 1600 Garrett Rd
Davidson Richard 263 Copley Rd
Dean Raymond V Dean Margaret 7275 Guilford Rd
Demeo Dennis S Demeo Samuel 32newst
Desciullo Joseph Estate 227 Copley Rd
Desipio Margaret 138 Maplewood Ave
Devaney Robert Estate 450 Glendale Rd
Diallo Yaye Fatou 6724 Marshall Rd Apt B303
Donaldson Robert A Donaldson Audrey M 7001 Cleveland Ave
Dougherty Thomas 130 Long Ln Apt 310
Dukeman Agnes 500 Spruce Ave
Eagle Rhoda A 7236 Calvin Rd
Eastlack Beatrice Eastlack John W 1304 Virginia Ave
Eck Edward 250 Beverly Blvd E 205
Economou George 7921 W Chester Pike
Emmoyer Alfred 266 Hampden Rd
Fadjoh Kokouvi Ben 67 Sunshine Rd
Falcone Nicholas R 7860 Beverly Blvd
Fallas Navarro Carlos 261 Low Ln 8
Family Support Service 201 S 69th St
Farley Josephine Farley Fanny B Springton Mnr
Ferebee Renee 28 Erna Ct 2nd Fl
Ferrari Florence 134 Ardmore Ave Fl 2
First States Investo Po Box 36230 Fac I 1100 Ave Pa 40233
Fischer David 7262 Radbourne Rd Apt C
Fled Enterprises Inc 157 S 69th St
Foster Gerald O 6700 Marshall Rd Apt B−7
Fox Margaret Fox Arthur 7223 Hazel Ave
Frederichsdorf William Estate 7233 Radbourne Rd
Fulcher Dawn A 547 Snowden Rd
Gabbiey Keith 269 Copley Rd
Gallagher John 204 Wingate Rd
Gallagher Michael Gallagher Connie 221 Huntley Rd
Gans Peter G 16 Park Ave
Garner Dorothy L 19 Millbourne Ave Fl 1
Gavin Kathleen M Gavin Thomas 326 Copley Rd
Gebhart Mary A 218 N Cedar Ln
Georgantzias Eleftherios 2261 Dermond Ave
Glasgow Charles T 7233 Calvin Rd
Goe Robert 139 Westdale Rd
Good Diane M 40 Springton Rd
Gordon Sahar 1600 Garret Rd Apt H114
Gray Hughena 52 S Keystone Ave
Gray Lawrence T 7286 B Radbourne Rd
Grear Junior 924 Garrett Rd
Green Tyrone 201 6merion Terrance
Grickman Helen Estate 235 Lynn Blvd
Guardian Associates Of Pa 231 Hampton Rd
Hallowell Sheila A 1702 S State Rd
Halterman Mary E 22 Golf Rd
Harcum Darren 232 Sanford Rd
Harris Mark 6901 Market St
Hart Evelyn Park Ln East Apt A 202
Hartsfield Darlene M 223 Long Ln Apt−A
Hassan Kamrul 301 Huntley Rd
Healthphone Medical Call Ctr Inc PO Box 2806
Herbert Elizabeth C/O H Smith Exec 376 Beverly Blvd
Hershberger Sarah K Estate 160 Long Ln Apt 412
Hichols Edward L Apt E205 250 Beverly Blvd
Hilaire Myriam Saint 7000 Penarth Ave
Holmes Annabelle 7122 Clover Ln
Home Business Adjustment CO M Gallagher 221 Huntley Rd
Horninger Mark J Jr 28 Hurley Ct
Hughes Mary 239 Long Ln
Humble Elizabeth 28 Stephan Ct
Humble Elizabeth 47 Erna Ct
Hung Anh 34 North Pennock Ave
Hutton Florence M 7109 Stockley Rd
Hyman Chanele N 609 Littlecroft Rd
Ilodigwe Evelyn 54 Gilpin Rd
Ivcf PO Box 374
Jaishan Vijay 8310 West Chester Pk
Jaks Development LLC 772 Garrett Rd
Jankowski Emily A Darby Creek And Reed Rd
Jankowski Marion Darby Creek And Reed Rd
Jc Taylor Inc PO Box 88
Jefferson Rebecca 7201 Bradford Rd Apt E 102
Jeong Seung H 253 Heather Rd
Jewell Elizabeth 511 Spruce Ave
Johnson Dora A Johnson Mervin 209 Berbro Ave
Johnson Eileen J 133 Maplewood Ave
Johnson James T 7250 Walnut St B312
Johnson Viola E 562 Mill Bank Rd
Jones Helen 30 S State Rd Apt 1a
Jones Yvonne 146 Barrington Rd Apt A
Jones Yvonne L Md 146a Barrington Rd
Joseph Matthew 6449 Market St 1st Floor
Joyce Peter J 87 Lamport Rd
Kachbalian Richard D 112 Richfield Rd Apt 172
Kamau Simon 7100 Locust St
Kangas Charles 129 Oakley Rd
Kaur Kamaljit 212 Barrington Rd
Kaur Manjit Kaur Jasbir 22 Kent Rd
Kazanjian Peggy L 105 Maplewood Ave
Keith Mary H 76 Harwood
Kelley Michael D 7223 Calvin Rd
Kelly Claire M 7226 Lamport Rd 7226
Kelly James T 6830 Ludlow St Ashby Apts 104
Kelly Robert A 528 Timberlake Ave
Kennedy Margueri A Minerva Ct Apt D 201 Garrett
Kennedy William Y Minerva Ct Apt D 201 Garrett A
Kenny Rita 7273 Spruce St
Khan Farzana 7259 Pine St
Kickham William 28 Stephan Ct
Kickham William 47 Erna Ct
King James 221 Ashby Rd
Kirk Minnie G 52 S Keystone Ave
Kochersperger Kimberly 115 Windsor Ave
Kunjupillai Krishnankutty Apt 53 A Hurley Ct
Kuzumyan Yegisabet 202 Wadas Ave
La Chu L 11 South Cedar Ln
La Ho K 257 Copley Rd
Lafferty Vera T 7201 Bradford Rd Apt−A−108
Lafferty Vera T Apt A108 7201 Bradford Rd
Laghehri Badia 69 Springten Rd
Lar Tiffany 22 Powell Ln
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Laskaris Anastasia C/O C/F D Laskaris 117 Ashton Rd
Lauer Andrew Joseph 2214 Dermond Ave
Lawrence William T 22 Golf Rd
Lee Byungho R Lee Helen M 412 Beverly Blvd
Leiter Patrick 7111 Penarth Ave
Lenoir Marguerite M 335 Sherbrook Blvd
Lewis Lillian R 554 So 69th St
Liddy Margaret 7195 Ruskin Ln
Lochman Patricia 70 Sunshine Rd
Louis Marjorie 7238 Hazel Ave
Lowe James L 115 N Fairview Ave
Lube Denise M 39 Springton Rd
Luu Yen H 7016 Penarth Ave
M & L Discount Store 7199 Radbourne Rd
Mac.Gray Copico Mac.Gray Copico 8246 West Chester Pike
Maguire Catherine 8723 W Chester Pike Oakwood Apts C8
Maloney Loretta R 220 Magnolia Tr
Mc Elhone Donald J 6776 Marshall Rd
Mccann Peter J 330 S Madison Ave
Mccarry Helen M Estate 7045 Radbourne Rd
Mcclement Christopher 522 Littlecroft Rd
Mcdade Albert K 7226 Lamport Rd
Mcdonald Patrick L 7279 Glinthorn Rd
Mcgann Katherine Mcgann Louise 7262 Calvin Rd
Mcglade Francis J Mcglade Mary 7518 Rogers Ave
Mcgroarty John J 7044 Clover Ln
Mclaughlin Keith R 89 S State Rd Apt E11
Melvert Otto H Estate 237 Margate Rd
Menez Ahmet 410 Kent Rd Apt Rear 2
Michels Andrew J Jr 120 N Pennock Ave
Miller Franklin L Jr Miller Dorothy H Shirley Ct Apts F107
Morehead Graham C 1600 Garrett Rd I19 Barclay Sq
Morris Stanley G Morris Mabel 6920 Aberdeen Rd
Morrison Carol V 129 S Lynn Blvd
Mullery Christine 8496 Lansdowne Ave Apt 3n
Nagler Marguerite Estate 7045 Radbourne Rd
Ngo Hong 71 S State Rd Apt A
Nguyen Du 36 Overhill Rd
Nguyen Loc 115 Long Ln
Nguyen Truyen 115 Long Ln
Nhan Ngu 7016 Penarth Ave
Nicastro Margaret M 211 Heather Rd
Njie Muhammed 352 Richfiled Rd
Number One Chinese Buffet 1500 Garrett Rd
Obrien Emma 1120 Myrtlewood
Oconnell Aloysius M Oconnell Kathryn 227 So Windsor Ave
Odonnell Ella 7156 Ruskin Ln
Odonnell Margaret Park Ln East Apt A 202
Oeur Salon 416 Elm Ave
Ohara Teresa M 7286 B Radbourne Rd
Olaughlin Mary P Estate 130 Long Ln Apt 305
Oliver Gary D 137 Ashby Rd
Omahoney Patrick F 369 Wembly Rd
Opare William 7111 Hazel Ave
Oreilly Beatrice M Oreilly John 7106 Stockley Rd
Orourke Maryelizabeth A 26 Park Ave Apt 18
Orr Anne P Orr Helen 7224 Brent Rd
Osbourne Michael 103 N Carol Blvd
Oshertz John G 631 Merion Ave
Overline Harry J 718 Copley Rd
Palma Jose F 224 Ct Ave Unit A
Patel Meenaben A 87 S State Rd Apt A12
Perez Jisenia 13 Berbro Ave
Pesanter John 571 Snowden Rd
Peterson Emily 601 Briarcliff Rd
Piedra Vania 14 Ardsley Rd
Pierre Murat 7238 Hazel Ave
Polisano Brandon 228 Wiltshire Rd
Pyne Helen T Estate 7302 Marshall Rd
Quinn Frances Quinn Edwin 6749 Perry Ave
Quinn Jane V 209 Glendale Rd
Rapaela Peterson 601 Briarcliff Rd
Reitano Anthony J CO Peter J
Reitano Peter J Peter J Reitano 218 Springton
Resch Joseph P 220 Magnolia Tr
Rest Woo Rae Kwan 7048 Terminal Sq
Richardson Erna 134 Marlborough Rd
Richardson Willie 27 West Township Line Rd Ste 2
Riddler Associates 333 North Ave
Ritas Water Ice 729 Garrett Rd
Rmcgroarty Helen 7044 Clover Ln
Robb Helen D 7124 Greenwood Ave
Robert Cavoto—Upper Darby Chiropractic 240 South 69th St
Robert Or Mary Lou Capuzzi 651 Beverly Blvd
Rockwell Margaret B 7003 Hazel Ave
Roma Eugenio Roma Julia 125 Wellington
Rooney Lisa M 3943 Stratford Rd
Rothenbach Anna 41 Springton
Rowinska Jennie Estate 329 Oak St
Russell Don Po Box 2022
Said Almaz B 7002 Hazel Ave
Saling Samuel W Estate 2802 Township Line
Scarpone Leonard Scarpone Louise 560 Millbank Rd
Schaffer Mable 580 Snowden Rd
Schwab Mary J 76 Harwood
Sell Helen D W Sell David F 24 Berbro Ave
Shakara Glass 2 Copley Rd Apt 412
Sheils Teresa 7156 Ruskin Ln
Shertz Cecelia 631 Merion Ave
Shirley Court Apts Apt B102 7201 Bradford Rd
Sinclair William H 2201 Darby Rd
Singh Atma 424 Larchwood Ave
Singh Bhagwant 210 Glendale Rd
Singh Gupreet 137 Barrington Rd
Singh Gurdhian 113 Barrington Rd
Singh Gurnam 16 Oakley Rd
Singh Gursewak 148 Overhill Rd
Singh Harbax 717 Long Ln
Singh Jaswinder 63 N State Rd
Singh Jatinder 134 Marlboro Rd
Smolczynski Irene C/O Universal Ins Po Box 2913
Spaeter William H Spaeter Sarah C 122 Glencoe Rd
Stehr Betty J Stehr W D 114 Kent
Stokes Robin A 505 Netherwood Rd
Tapley Daniel 6918 Ruskin
Tapley Lillian C 6918 Ruskin
Taraborrelli Helen D Est 2223 S Harwood Ave
Thai Tung T 420 S Cedar Ln
Thomas Barbara Est 517 Brdview Rd
Thompson Terris A Thompson Bruce 236 Kingston Rd
Thornton James J Thornton Mary K 34 Hampden Rd
Tillaev Temir 7201 Bradshaw Rd
Toll Raymond 71 S State Rd Apt A
Toure Kadiata 232 W Bayberry Ln
Trainor Samuel 161 Springton Rd
Treacy Loretta A 209 Hampden Rd
Treacy Paul J 209 Hampden Rd
Usa Environmental Mgmt 8600 W Chester Pike Ste 103
Van Nguyen Be 36 Overhill Rd
Vanblunk Richard D Vanblunk Mary R 226 Kingston Rd
Vetticalayil V 125 Wellington Rdv
Viesti Anthony C 70 Gilpin Rd
Villa Marco 7411 W Chester Pike
Vines Angela J 310 Hampden Rd
Vitulli Mary 209 Glendale Rd
Voynow Alberta 263 Copley Rd
Voynow Alberta Voynow Jonel 263 Copley Rd
Voynow Alberta Voynow Lionel 263 Copley Rd
W R Cab Co Inc Apt F102 1600 Garrett Rd
Wade George D 201 Bayard
Wade Viola E 201 Bayard
Wang Lam 115 Long Ln
Warren Anna R 559 Timberlake Rd
Weagle Lawrence T Weagle Lillian 62 Colfax Rd
White Florence 718 Copley Rd
Williams Jamaine 6449 Chestnut St
Window Graphics Po Box 2917
Wirtshafter Kristy 8496 Lansdowne Ave Apt 3n
Wright Robert A 426 Woodcliff Rd
Yevu Enyonam A 7242 Pine St
Ying Li 8134 Arlington Ave
Yoo Song O 6417 Market St
Yoss Inc C/O M Nasim Dba Intrigue Jewelry And Gold 216 Copley Rd
Zauner Alice K 37 Millbourne Ave
Zaza Sawosa 7106 Atlantic Ave
Zhi Ming Yuan 2nd Fl 9010 West Chester Pl
Villanova, Pa 19085
Abstract Company 1731 County Line Rd
American Inst Arntcl C Marston Univ Mech
Barolat Romana Giancarlo Dr 717 Canterbury Ln
Benau Aaron 505 Chaumont Dr
Bosley Thomas M 315 Radnor Chester Rd
Brown Anthony J Brown Sarah F 107 Ashwood Rd
Carlson Dean W 437 N Spring Mill Rd
Carlson Dean W Irrv Deed Of Trust 437 N Spring Mill Rd
Carlson Rhonda Clark Trustee 437 N Spring Mill Rd
Cook Eugenia 186 Woodstock Rd
Daleygibson Anna Mairead Cust 516 Oriole Ln
Ecker Fayth 800 Newtown Rd
Frazier John 761 Harrison Rd
Gibson Siobhan Eileen Gibson Susan J Cust 516 Oriole Ln
Gibson Susan 516 Oriole Ln
Hansen Penelope Hansen Richard 719 Canterbury Ln
Harper D Campbell Mt Moro & Mt Pleasant Rd
King Charles E 2001 County Line Rd
Kutch David B 614 Newtown Rd
La Van Donald W 221 Woodstock Rd
Lee Frank W 709 Woodfield Rd
Lemmon Ann 2000 Montgomery Ave
Lishon Dexter 118 Hillside Cir
Magee George P 800 Lancaster Ave Villanova University
Mayer Jessica 2192 North Stone Ridge Ln
Mc Conaghy Mary Estate Po Box 325
Pearlstein Philip 1422 Mount Pleasant Rd
Pocock Richard H 1147 Brynllawn Rd
Ramamirtham Rajagopal Ramamirtham Meena 1866 Mallard Ln
Ramamirtham Trust 1866 Mallard Ln
Rhonda Clark Carlson Irrv Deed Of Trust 437 N Spring Mill Rd
Schwartz Robert Po Box 326
Schwartz S Corporation 512 Craig Ln
Smith Jeffrey 782 Harrison Rd
Smith Luther H 137 Sproul Rd
Software Consulting Service Inc Po Box 185
Spivak Hope 1220 Pinewood Rd
Stewart William Jr 428 Inverary Rd
Treasurer Band 800 Lancaster Ave St Mary S Hall
Tumarkin Antoine T 651 Conestoga Rd
Vitow Barry H Vitow Nina 1323 Prospect Hill Rd
Walt Sara E Estate 643 Conesyoga Rd
Wilmington Trust 795 E Lancaster Ave
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Albany George A Albany Ruth G 221 Engle Dr
Albany George Albert 221 Engle Dr
Anderson Virginia Anderson Iola 510 Hastings Ave
Ashby Ronald D 202 Garnet Ln
Bersani Mary Estate 214 Beech Rd Donna K Osner
Boroughs Zafir 207 N Providence Rd
Brennan Angeline 1020 S Providence Rd
Brinkmann Anderson Mary Jo Brinkmann Blanche E 702 Blue Hill Rd
Brinkmann Hutchinson Betty N Brinkmann Blanche E 702 Blue Hill Rd
Brinkmann John George Jr Brinkmann Blanche E 702 Blue Hill Rd
Congdon Mary 710 Putnam Blvd
Connell Veronica T 327 N Providence Rd
Corinthian Yacht Club Of 400 Osborne Ln
Deary Clare A 342 Crestview Cir
Dillingham Ruth 752a Putnam Blvd
Dinicola Edith R Dinicola Victor 500 Media Pky
Dolan Madeline M Dolan Edward J 602 Bickmore Dr
Dougherty Thomas M 300 Dogwood La
Essick Mary E Estate 315 N Providence Rd
Foust Joseph 721 W Brookhaven Rd
Giannotti Christopher 620 E Wiltshire Rd
Gillies Brian E 404 Trenton Ct
Hinde Sandra L 215 Willow Rd
Hoffer Jane PO Box 19
Hortua Jose 331 Callender Ln
Howell Doris M 700 Avondale Rd
Jin Lang 27 Wallingford Ave E1
Johnson Anne M 30 Waterford Wa
Long Arlene F Long James H 107 E Rose Valy Rd
Love William 800 Avondale Rd Apt 7e
Martinson Albert 18 Willow Ln
Mcguiness Margaret 219 Country Club Ln
Meluzio Mary 519 Georgetown Rd
Micucci Joseph 608 W Wiltshire Dr
Nozilo Kim 305 Dennis Ln
Ohara Karen A 22 Ash Rd
Passmore Howard C Passmore Thelma F 218 W Rose Valy Rd
Passmore Thelma F Passmore Howard C 218 W Rose Valy Rd
Paula Berger And The Beasley Firm 719 Kincaid Mills Ln
Pendle Hill 338 Plush Mill Rd
Phillips Richard 230 W Rose Valy Rd
Quick Eric C 106 Dundee Mill Ln
Rack A Lawrence Jr 412 Hawthorne Rd
Rieger Theresa 316 Callender Ln
Rieman Gregory B 24 Wallingford Ave
Sacchetti Robert Jr Apartment A 832 Putnam Blvd
Scattergood Ann B Scattergood W K 1000 Putnam Bv 205
Schumacher Jean H 49 Green Valy Rd
Seeman Samuel W 206 Sherwood Ln
Siddiqui Muhammad Faizul Anam 30 Waterford Way
Stillwell Mary A 620 E Wiltshire Rd
Thomas A 211 Linden Ln
Vail George Est 800 Avondale Rd Apt 5c
York Jane B 215 Willow Rd
Zaloga Gary 332 S Providence Rd
Wayne, Pa 19087
Administrative Concepts Inc American Special Risk Mgmt Bcs 997 Old Eagle School
Rd Ste
Allen Petrie Clothiers 503 W Lancaster Ave
Allgood Christina 1303 Mountainview Dr
Ambrosius Robin G 295 East Swedvrford Pmb 173
American Cellular Network Corp 480 E Swedesford Rd
Antun Aneed Dr 107 Bloomingdale Ave Apt 303
Aoe Ricoh Leasing Inc 1111 Old Eagle School R
Audipudi Sasidhar 357 Drummers Ln
Babb Inc 656 E Swedesford 224
Babb Inc Valy Forge Office Ctr 656 E Swedesford Rd Ste 224
Babcock Christopher Babcock Kelly 4 Donna Ln
Bagenstose Avid R Est 12 Kinterra Rd
Banks Andree 219 Sugartown Rd Apt O−102
Beech Tree Properties Lp 609 Valy Forge Rd
Bellisario Jeffery 811 Avonwood Dr
Bergquist William 771 Worthington Rd
Berman Tony 224 Poplar Ave
Bienkowski Waldemar Bienkowski Barbara 283 W Valy Rd
Bolton Myra Carol 12 Lisa Way
Bond George 166 Brookmead Rd
Browne William M 1 Marlyn Cir
Brownstone Laura J 870 Springbank Ln
Brownstone Paul L 870 Springbank Ln
Burkett L K Inc 147 Penna Ave PO Box 248
Calabro Joseph J 505 E Lancaster Ave Apt 219
Civitella Michael J Jr C/O Civitella Construction Co Ivan Ave
Clincal Lab Standard Inst Clsi 940 West Valy Rd Ste 1400
Clinical And Laboratory Standards 940 W Valy Rd Ste 1400
Coblitz Mark 850 Pugh Rd
Conlon Katherine Estate 250 N Aberdeen Ave
Consolidated Risk Service 985 Old Eagle School Rd Suite
Coppola Anne Est 119 Gallagher Rd
Covalent Group Incorporated 1275 Drummers Ln 1 Glenhardie Corporate Ctr
Crothall Service Group 955 Chesterbrook Blvd Ste
Crowl Bella 124 E Lancaster Ave
Cruise Adele R 317 Drummers Ln
Cruisin Inc 211 W Lancaster Ave Po Box 130
Dana Addison A Trust Po Box 38
Dana Deemer A Trust Po Box 38
Danny Madeline Po Box 721
Data Executives International 449 /E Swedesford Rd Ste 1000
De Lage Landen 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Delage Landen C/O B Odonnell 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Deneen Carrie L 101 Elgin Ct
Deneen Makenna G Deneen Carrie L 101 Elgin Ct
Dessasoure Louise 130 W Lancaster Ave
Deutsche Bank Trust C/O Wendover Financi 1550 Liberty Ridge Suite 120
Devine Kelli 846 Maplewood Rd
Dewey John M 435 Devon Park Dr Bldg 200
Dimaio Saverio Dimaio Louise 409 W Ave
Direct Response Media 489 Devon Park Dr Suite 306
Diversified Direct Mail Inc 175 Stafford Ave Suite 1
Doody John 805 Brower Rd
Doyle Walter K Sr PO Box 67
Early Brian H 230 Gulph Creek Rd
Ellis Richard 701 Lee Rd Suite 103
Epsilon Trading Associates 100 E Lancaster Ave Room 200
Fcabridgeportrec 998 Old Eagle School Rd
Feilner Dolores H 280 Deepdale Rd
Feraey Emily 125 Clover Hill Ln
Ferrilli Antimo Estate A77 E Conestoga Rd
Finisdore Rose 216 W Wayne Ave
Folly Tree Farm 819 Church Rd
Foxman Karen 585 Maplewood Rd
Francis Donna E 824 Monteith Dr
Freedom Pay Inc 565 E Swedesford Rd Ste 100
Freedom Valley Girl Scouts Troop 1326 Katherine Mclelland 589 Forest Rd
Friedman Barbara& Marcia Tailby & Harriette Grooh & Juliette Schmidt Co Vanguard
455 Devon Pla
Furey Harry 116 Windermere Ave
Galczyk David 404 W Wayne Ave
Garvin Richard 565 E Swedesford Rd Suite 207
Gindhar Raymond 227 Plant Ave
Glasenapp Larry E 249a N Aberdeen Ave
Greco Anne 48 Anthony Dr
Greeninger Charles W 401 Drummers Ln
Grubbs Mill Inc 996 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 11
Hallock Mary S 63 Militia Hill Dr
Hatch Fern Estate 1376 Glenhardie Rd
Hendricks Clarence E 30 West Ave Wayne Nursing Ctr
Hibbs Scott W 440 E Swedesford Rd Ste 1000
Hmp Communications LLC 950 W Valy Rd Ste 2800
Holmes Cherie A 11 Alexander Eagles Ridge
Howell William 504 Woodland Ct
Imedium 900 West Valy Rd 301
In Flow Direct 680 E Swedesford Rd
Investor Forcecom 825 Duportail Rd Suite 107 Investor Force Com
Isaack Sue C 573 Weadley Rd
Jaguar Of Main Line 325 East Lancaster Avenu
Johnson Erika A 750 Tannery Dr
Jones Martha J 17 Windsor Cir
Keese James P Est 112 Valy Forge Ter
Kennedy David W 1152 Lafayette Rd
Kevane Michael 84 Old Eagle School Rd
King Jason 295 E Swedesford Rd 103
Kingstree Group Inc Po Box 119
Kinney Christopher 710 Tannery Dr
Klinger Robert 121 South Ave PO Box 31
Kls Enterprises Mgmt Co Dba K Youngblood 999 Old Eagle School Rd
Kozar Robert A Po Box 825
Kozlowski Kevin 1570 Salomon Ln
Lancaster Adaline Estate 120 Poplar Ave
Lane C Trust 224 Poplar Ave
Lane Johathan Lane S G 224 Poplar Ave
Leighto Paul L Po Box 452
Liddell John M Liddell Jean M 505 S Devon Ave
Liebert Peter S 531 Brookwood Rd
Lolli David 397 Sugartown Rd
M R Mcclurg And Company Inc 983 Old Eagle School Rd
Magee John W Jr 248 Drummers Ln
Magnusson Folke 771 Worthington Rd
Mahoney Eileen 511 W Beechtree Ln
Main Line Chamber Of Commerce 175 Strafford Ave Ste 130
Mandes Theodore C/O Civitella Construction Co Ivan Ave
Marriott Courtyard 1100 Drummers Ln
Mc Kaig Edith W 38 Rittenhouse Ct
Mcalonan Richard J Mcalonan Estelle 326 Overhill Rd
Mcgurk John T 237 Montgomerty Ave H 1
Mcgurl Ruth 124 E Lancaster Ave
Mckeaney Ruth A 10 Forest Rd
Meeker Thomas G C/O Meeker & Frost 135 S Wayne Ave
Meicke Harry W 280 Deepdale Rd
Merician Mortgage Corp 744 W Lancaster Ave
Ml WiLLCox Inc 319 Lovella Ave
Moyer Marvin S Moyer Sieglind 306 N Ave
Moyer Sieglinde Moyer Marvin S 306 N Ave
Murray Barton 23 Cabot Ct
N V Homes Inc 900 W Valy Rd Suite 1000
Nagle John E Estate Glen Hardie Apts Apt 116 Pa 19080
Nagle Michael J 60 Briar Rd
National Resident Ag 523 East Lancaster Ave
Nccls 940 W Valy Rd 1400
Nester Florence M Wayne Ctr 30 West
New Lee Garden Inc 111 E Swedesford Rd
North American Benefits 530 E Swedsford Rd
Obrien Charles P Estate 131 Runnymede Ave
Obrien Erin M C/O R A Obrien 391 Huntington Dr
Obrien Matthew 303 W Lancaster Ave
Obrien Patrick A C/O R A Obrien 391 Huntington Dr
Obrien Robert A Cust 391 Huntington Dr
Oey Swan L 2 Woodsworth Ct
Ohlwilef Elizabeth S 104−A Lantoga Rd 8−3 Lantoga Sq
Okane Margaret C Okane Robert 577 Red Fox Ln
Oreilly Hubert O 685 Stephen Dr
Palmer Charles 421 Morris Rd C−71
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Panger Monika Tim 172 Drummers Ln
Pelletier Shyla 416 Cannon Ct
Peww C William T Curran Po Box A
Phillips Jennifer M 744 W lancaster Ave ste 200
Preston Min S 355 Drummers Ln
Quarters Guest 888 Chesterbrook Blvd
Radenet 278 S Devon Ave
Ramchandani Hersha Ramchandani N Ramchandani R 820 Timbercreek Ln
Rand Thomas F 657 Walker Rd
Reardon Dennis 995 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 30
Reardon Dennis C Trust Reardon Dennis C 995 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 30
Recovery Sungard 680 E Swedesford Rd
Richardson Susan Corrigan 440 Glenwyth Rd
Richter S H 408 Millhouse Pond
Rimmy John 2366 S Jen St
Roach Kimberly 608 Cheswold Ct
Robinson Wendy J 200 Pennsylvania Ave
Rochelles Doll Land 110 E Lacaster Ave
Rt Temps Po Box 404
Rtrntemps Po Box 404
Saverino Vincent H 870 Croton Rd
Scallywag 308 W Lancaster Ave
Schelling Carolyn 433 Alderbrook Dr
Schmucker Linda 218 Poplar Ave
Schroeder Eleanor C 420 Morris Rd Apt 308
Scofield Jaime 219 Sugartown Rd Apartment T301
Scopelliti Bertha J 253 Walker Rd
Scullion Hugh P 354 Eagle Rd
Serago Dominick J Cobb Lawless 203 E Lancaster Ave
Shindler Patricia A Shindler Derrick W 225 Yale Rd
Shipley Upton Sullivan Po Box 419
Smarttime Software I 175 Stafford Ave
Smith Elizabeth C Po Box 180
Sodi Pamela PO Box 133
Softassist 985 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 509
Sohn Andrew 118 W Beechtree Ln
Spang Sarah A Estate 403 Woodcrest Rd
Sportours 303 W Lancaster Ave
State Street 824 Monteith Dr
Stevens Willis A Jr 230 Lansdowne Ave
Stewart Frances P 7 Wellfleet Ln
Striar Jeffrey H 1400 Glenhardie Rd
Suhanek Kenneth C/O A Vivian 418 Chestnut Ln
Sullivan James D Estate Old Eagle School Rd
Sungard 680 East Sewdesford Rd
Suwanmongkol Anusart 308 West Ave
Teodecki Stephen V 430 E Lancaster Ave E29
Thomas Peter 563 Weadley Rd
Tinianow Llyod 219 Sugartown Rd D−204
Tj Max 225 E Swedesford Rd
Tranchitella Rose 412 Round Hill Rd
Truck Fleet Services 985 Old Eagle School Rd
Trustees Univ Of 200 W Lancaster Ave
Turner White Commun 125 Strafford Ave Ste 220
Union Bank Of Califo 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Us Trust 100 West Lancaster Ave
Utsch Hans P 139 E Lancaster Ave
Vanguard Group 455 Devon Park Dr
Verhagen Frank 1180 Radnor Hill Rd
Wachovia Dba First Union Comm Corp 1111 Old Eagle School Rd Small Business
Leasing
Waldemar Bienknoski Painting Contractor 283 W Valy Rd
Wang Harrison 723 Thomas Jefferson Rd
Way Kelly Lynne 14 Drummers Ln
Wayne Suburban & Wayne Times 134 North Wayne Ave Po Box 409
Wharton Equity Corporation 994 Old Eagle School Rd Suite 1020
Wilkins Raymond S Estate 136 W Lancaster Ave
William J Mansfield Inc 998 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 1209
Williams Geraldine 109 Oakford Cir Wayne
Willow Financial Bancorp Inc 170 S Warner Rd Suite 300
Wood George C Ust Co Of Pa 100 W Lancaster Ave Ste 200
Wyeth Ayerst 555 E Lancaster Ave
Yang Mien 641 Brookwood Rd
Yeager David J 114 Oakford Cir
Young Althea C Wayne Ctr 30 West
Young Kpenny 1030 Washington Place
Woodlyn, Pa 19094
Barbye Elfriede 310 Woodlyn Cir
Bauer George Est 1323 Valy Rd
Baylor Hafsah A 1736 Bullens Ln
Bogan Patrick J Bogan Jean R 1415 Jefferson Ave
Briddell Edgar 156 Randall Ave
Dc Finance Services America LLC 400 Horsham Rd
Dollar Magic Woodlyn 1936 Macdade Blvd
Draves Eugene Box 154
Express Enterprises T/A 1936 Macdade Blvd
Federowicz Frank 165 Randall St
Fleming Charles 1400 Macdade Blvd Apt D253
Forbes Jean M 196 Bullens Ln
Gentile Euclide 342 Morris Ave
Griffith Marlene W 722 Independence
Jarek Jeremy M 1414 Jefferson Ave
Lohr Betty Box 154
Mcparland Ellen M Mcparland Henry J 199 Balignac Ave
Mcparland Henry J Jr Mcparland Ellen M 199 Balignac Ave
Mcparland Henry J Mcparland Ellen M 199 Balignac Ave
Milewski Mary Po Box 144
Morrell Joseph J 1847 Constitution Ave Apt G140
Reilly James P Jr 1617 Jefferson Ave
Smith Albert W Smith Diana 1365 Valy Rd
Stabb Sharon L 1400 Macdade Blvd Apt D164
Stradley Mary V 165 Randall St
Stradley Thomas J Stradley Thomas W 165 Randall St
Weaver Earl S 722 Independence
Wharton Catherine C/O E Talone 337 Morris Ave
Zander Edward J 1312 Jefferson Ave
Yeadon, Pa 19050
Ahmad Wadia T 1004 Alfred Ave Apt A
Alexander Allan O 609 Parkview Blvd
Atkinson Grace J 619 Cypress
Belin Alvin 960 Church Ln
Berkowitz Ida 723 Bullock Ave
Bmakhlas Abdullah 934 Yeadon Ave
Brooks Robert 732 Revere Rd 240
Brown Marcy 818 Pleasant Rd
Brown Stacey 536 Brookside Ave
Burgstaller Fred 1909 Heather Cir
Byrne Viola M 811 Fern St
Campiglia Frank W Campiglia Emma K 921 Bullock Ave
Catellese Angelo 807 Church Ln
Constatinos Athena C 959 Yeadon Ave
Cooper Leona P 1133 Duncan Ave
Corbin Shakaan 64 Beverly Ave
Dieckhaus Catherine Dieckhaus Henry B 926 Duncan Ave
Dorley Maima K 2102 Alfred Dr Apt C
Dorricott Myrtle H Dorricott Thomas J 918 Yeadon Ave
Doyle Edna L 941 Bullock Ave
Eggleston William Eggleston Viola 5 E Providence Rd
Ennis Lolita 1309 Calededave
Eric Murray 516 Orchard Ave
Fantini Adeline Fantini Albino 1019 Serrill Ave
Ferris Dillwyn L 710 1/2 Church Ln
Foddrell Marguerite 400 S Lansdowne Ave
Ford Of The Main Lin PO Box 619 Po Box 5
Gardner Lawson Thashana 1003 Serrill Ave
Garrison Robert N Estate 942 Rundale Ave
Glenn Marcos 514 Fern St
Harlan Grace A 619 Cypress
Hill Ronald K 1240 N Longacre Blvd
Hobbs Vernadine 701 W Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Hodges Kune L 416 Chester Ave Apt 2
Hornig Andrew J 712 1/2 Church Ln
Hornig Catherine 712 1 2 Church Ln
Hulett Ida M 122 Lincoln Ave
Hurted John H 747 Yeadon Ave
Husted Ann 747 Yeadon Ave
Husted John M Husted Ann 747 Yeadon Ave
Jackson Barbara 609 Penn St
Jones Dorothy M 510 Cypress St
Jones Hazel 911 Serrill Ave
Joseph Shatouhy M D 433 South Lansdowne Ave
Julien Brandon 815 Pamley Ave 113
Kamper Richelle M 1123 Allen Dr
Karapcik Karen S 935 Church Ln
Kemp Catherine 1403 Patricia Dr Apt E
Krauss Mollie Estate 1100 Yeadon Ave
Lacey Margaret Lacey Edward 1126 Duncan Ave
Leader Nursing Ctr 14 Lincoln Ave
Lillian Hopkins 1605 Patricia Dr
Lincoln Dexter 906 Serrill Ave
Magness Milton 1305 N Longacre Blvd
Marie Pharon And Tso Public Adjuste 954 Serrill Ave
Martiny Francis Martiny Viola 43 Baily Rd
Mauvais Gone 2303 Alfred Dr Apt 2
Mccolgan Joseph Mccolgan Mary 951 Church Ln
Mcelroy Frances M Mcelroy Patrick C 733 Revere Rd
Mitchell Nathaniel J 1128 Duncan Ave
Nesmith Timothy M 111 Bell Ave
Osner Donna K 14 Lincoln Ave
Otrensky Kathleen 410 Laural Rd
Perry Shirley 705 Fern St
Pinto Carmen L Pinto Marie E 830 Laurel Rd
Pinto Yvonne M 723 Cypress St
Roessner Mary J 1001 Yeadon Ave
Roessner Phyllis M 1001 Yeadon Ave
Roletter Edward 513 Orchard Av
Ross Perle Manor Care 14 Lincoln Ave
Round Barbara A Est Round Barbara A 1113 Alfred Ave
Samura Sieh 2210 Alfred Dr Apt D
Shaw Edgar J 528 Brookside Ave
Smith Cynthia A 510 Cypress St
Snyder Clara M 108 Norma Rd
Stancil Evis 741 Yeadon Ave
Stewart Elora H 419 Orchard Ave
Strother James E 705 S Union Ave
Sullivan Corneliu 410 Laural Rd
Taylor Leon E Iii 529 Laurel Rd
Thomas Lillian 1414 Patricia Dr Apt E
Thompson Herman N 660 Fern St
Upshur Hassan 943 Bullock Ave
Volz Nancy L 528 Brookside Ave
Wallace Regina 1103 Longacre Blvd
Way Kathryn E 656 Arbor Rd
Weiser Clenton R 55 Elder Ave
West James W 1040 Yeadon Ave
Wilson Marlene J 529 Laurel Rd
Wishing Well Co 818 Pleasant Rd
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Elk County
A
Anderson Adelina Anderson Warren Ridgway Johnsonberg Rd Ridgway Pa 15853
Anderson Margaret Anderson Fred 290 George St St Marys Pa 15857
Atlanta Chiropractic 2417 Candler Rd Saint Marys Pa 15857
B
Baumer Lawrence Baumer Anna 12 John St St Marys Pa 15857
Bennett Leonard 225 Star Rout Ridgway Pa 15853
Benninger Florence 115 W Condot St St Marys Pa 15857
Benson Evelyn K Water St Ext Johnsonburg Pa 15845
Blessel Robert 115 W Condot St St Marys Pa 15857
Bouch Frank Po Box 273 Weedville Pa 15868
Bowlus Jacquelyn 107 N Michael St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Bowlus Jacquelyn 118 Ctr St Marys Pa 15857
Bowlus Jacquelyn 145 Madison St Marys Pa 15857
Brem Leonard Brem Rita 350 Grant St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Brem Rita A 350 Grant St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Bush Thomas 603 Theresia St Saint Marys Pa 15857
C
Cagwin Raymond Cagwin Winona 3174 Elk Dr Ridgway Pa 15853
Carberry Wayne Shawmut Rd Brockport Pa 15823
Carlson Margaret Carlson Carl 511 Clarion Ave Johnsonburg Pa 15845
Clark Frederick Clark Elvera Rd 1 Weedville Pa 15868
Clark Timothy 172 Skyline Dr Kersey Pa 15846
Clarke Daniel Clarke Larry 302 Oak St Ridgeway Pa 15853
Clarke Gladene Clarke Larry 302 Oak St Ridgeway Pa 15853
Con Am Management 104 Fairview Rd Kersey Pa 15846
D
Depellegrini Brittney 1062 Theresia St Apt A Saint Marys Pa 15857
Ditch Gerald 225 Spruce St Ridgeway Pa 15853
Donato Anthony Blaire Ave Johnsonburg Pa 15845
Dornish Velma E Estate Johnsonbirg Rd Saint Marys Pa 15857
Durnell Dorothea Durnell Rose Rd Grauh Rd Ridgway Pa 15853
E
Elk Regional Profession Ste 310 Med Off Bldg 761 Johns Saint Marys Pa 15857
Elmquist Dale 134 1/2 Clarion Rd Johnsonburg Pa 15845
Erpg Orthopedic Services Ste 310 761 Johnsonburg Rd Saint Marys Pa 15857
F
Fairview Sintered Metals Inc Po Box D St Marys Pa 15857
Feldbauer Lillian 140 Washington St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Fisher Arthur Fisher Arthur 94 Penn Ridgway Pa 15853
Ford Ronald C Apartment 1 Saint Marys Pa 15857
G
Gerg O Estate Gerg John 408 Ctr St St Marys Pa 15857
Gerg Daniel 451 Maple St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Green David 904 Plymouth Rd Saint Marys Pa 15857
H
Hanes Robert 445 S Michael St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Holden Ellen R RR 1 Ridgway Pa 15853
Hoogerhyde Jason 106 Mark Ln Kersey Pa 15846
Hoogerhyde Melissa 106 Mark Ln Kersey Pa 15846
Huey Kenneth Huey Suzanne 115 Nancy Ln Kersey Pa 15846
I
Ingram George 77 Hickory Rd Weedville Pa 15868
Izbinski Sandra 417 East St Johnsonburg Pa Johnsonburg Pa 15845
J
Jacob James 224 Rightmeyer St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Jacob Lucille 224 Rightmeyer St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Jacob Margaret C/O M Jacob 303 Chu St Marys Pa 15857
Jacob Steve CO MJacob 303 Chu St Marys Pa 15857
Jennifer Mancuso And St Marys Auto 622 Washington St St Marys Pa 15857
K
Kirk Patrick E 422 2nd Ave Johnsonburg Pa
Kosinski Maude In 426 E Main St Ridgway Pa 15853
Kraus Frank 535 Walnut St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Kraus Frank 541 Walnut St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Kraus Garry 535 Walnut St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Kraus Gary 535 Walnut St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Kreckel Michele I RR 1 Box 126 Wilcox Pa 15870
Kurz Edward S III 700 Hyde Ave Ridgway Pa 15853
L
Largey Mary 107 N Michael St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Largey Mary 118 Ctr St Marys Pa 15857
Largey Mary 145 Madison St Marys Pa 15857
Leone Antoinette 1205 Front St Ridgway Pa 15853
Lusko Plating 1 River Rd Ridgway Pa 15853
M
Markley Frederic 51 Erie Ave Po Box 365 St Marys Pa 15857
Mcalee Thomas C Silver Creek Rd Johnsonburg Pa 15845
Mccool Dorothy Rfd 1 Brockport Pa 15823
Mcquone Martha Estate 28 Lynch St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Merritt David 1101 Million Dol Hwy St Marys Pa 15857
Mix Frances 124 Rightmeyer St Stmarys Pa 15857
Mix Matthew 124 Rightmeyer St St Marys Pa 15857
Muroski Christopher 182a Water St Ext Johnsonburg Pa 15845
Myers Brandon 402 Oak St Ridgway Pa 15853
N
Neureiter Lee 380 South Kersey Rd Kersey Pa 15846
Nicholas Insurance Agency Inc 101 Madison St St Marys Pa 15857
Nissel Robert 126 John Rd St Marys Pa 15857
O
Olson William 181 Timberline Rd Saint Marys Pa
P
Paper City Jubilee Wilcox Rd Johnsonburg Pa 15845
Piccirillo Jefrey 304 Walnut St Apt 5 Ridgway Pa 15853
Plants Wesley 5902 Ridgway Rd Johnsonburg Pa 15845
R
Rhoades Dennis Family Practice 757 Johnsonburg Rd Saint Marys Pa 15857
Rupprecht Mark 246 Brussell St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Rutz Misty 45 Freemont St Ridgway Pa 15853
S
Sadley Ronald Sadley Mary Rd 1 Lynch St St Marys Pa 15857
Salberg Charles 112 Grant St Apt A Ridgeway Pa 15853
Sauter Willis Sauter Emma 305 So Rq St Marys Pa 15857
Sprague Herbert 220 Orchard Ave Ridgway Pa 15853
Stahli Margaret Stahli James A Mefferts Rd RR 1 Box 23ab Wilcox Pa 15870
Steffan Susan C/O J A Sporner 783 Joseph Rd St Marys Pa 15857
Summers Valverd Summers Blaine 703 Second Ave Johnsonburg Pa 15845
T
Tucker Larry 112 Valy St Ridgway Pa 15853
V
Valigorsky Teresa PO Box 232 Weedville Pa 15868
W
Wehler Wayne 816 S Michael Rd Saint Marys Pa 15857
Whitmyre Betty 140 Washington St Saint Marys Pa 15857
Williams Alvin 339 Little Ave Ridgway Pa 15853
Wolfe Arnold G RR 1 Windfall St Mary Pa 15857
Z
Zamboldi Aldo Est 437 Rock St St Marys Pa 15857
Erie County
A
Aartstein James 2788 Peart St Erie Pa 16510
Abbate Elizabeth Mark 3005 Greengdn Blvd Erie Pa 16508
Agnello Rosa 112 Columbia Cir Erie Pa 16505
Agresti James 226 Fairway Dr Edinboro Pa 16412
Agresti Richard 226 Fairway Dr Edinboro Pa 16412
Aikens Linda 8441 Sta Rd North East Pa 16428
Ainsworth Dorothy Ainsworth Ernest 3018 State St Erie Pa 16508
Ainsworth Ernest Ainsworth Dorothy 3018 State St Erie Pa 16508
Alden Velma 33 Miles St Union City Pa 16438
Aldrich Jacqueline 4116 Conrad Erie Pa 16510
Alhachami Jalal 602 1/2 West 3rd St Erie Pa 16507
Allen Christopher 536 West 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Allen Earnest V2117 East 20th St Erie Pa Erie Pa 16510
Allessie Salvatore 855 Priestly Ave Lawrenceson Pk Pa 16511
Alliance Plastics Inc Po Box 7284 Erie Pa 16510
Allison Robert 8424 East Lake Rd Erie Pa 16511
Altman Charles 5131 Kates Way Erie Pa 16509
Alvord Mildred Po Box 647 North East Pa 16428
Amcor Rigid Plastics 8127 Nathan Cir Erie Pa 16509
Amendola Kim 1441 S Shore Dr Erie Pa 16505
Amendola Marisa 674 Smithson Ave Erie Pa 16511
Anderson Dona 3922 Parade St Blvd Erie Pa 16504
Angelotti Norma Po Box 189 Erie Pa 16512
Antalek Augustine Soldiers & Sailors Nursing Hom 560 E 3rd St Erie Pa 16507
Antonio Juan 1120 East 12th Erie Pa 16503
Anzivino Tj Fred 5524 Stone Run Dr Fairview Pa 16415
Arceri Nellie C/O James Arceri 630 Myrtle St Erie Pa 16502
Aremdash Marie G Estate RR 3 Union City Pa 16438
Arena Nicholas 1827 W 53th Street Erie Pa 16509
Armstrong Edith 536 1/2 West 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Arndt Ron 821 State St Erie Pa 16501
Arrowhead Transportation 1306 Myrtle St Erie Pa 16502
Asbury Umc Scout Troop 58 C/O Kim Yost 1049 Hood Hill Rd Waterford Pa 16441
Austin Laura Po Box 702 Edinboro Pa 16412
Austin Thelma 2326 Myrtle St Erie Pa 16502
Automotive Townhsip 3457 W 26th St Erie Pa 16506
B
Badelle Rauje 1910 Brandes St Erie Pa 16503
Bailey Ronald Bailey Marcell 12 E 9th St Apt 1207 Erie Pa 16501
Bailey Howard Estate 1024 Newton Ave Erie Pa 16511
Bailey Walter 3731 E Lake Rd Erie Pa 16511
Bajramovic Admir 1612 East 27th St Erie Pa 16510
Baker Margaret Baker Ira 2210 Popear St Erie Pa 16502
Balczon Arnold Balczon Mary 2203 Wayne St Erie Pa 16503
Balduf Vernon J Estate RR 3 Hershey And Edinboro Rd Erie Pa
Balko Andrew Balko Mary 1022 W 31 St 1st Fl Erie Pa 16508
Balla Dorothy 125 Morehead Erie Pa 16508
Banda Michael 1784 West 38th St Erie Pa 16508
Baniszewski Richard Baniszewski Rose 4316 Allegheny Rd Erie Pa 16509
Bar Restaurant Mngt Services LLC 3745 West Lake Rd Erie Pa 16505
Barbato Robert 4013 Dominion Dr Erie Pa 16510
Barto Frank Sr Re: Nancy D Barto Dec D 2016 Eastern Ave Erie Pa 16510
Basil Franklin Estate 36 Eagle Point Blvd Erie Pa 16511
Baycura John 5031 W Ridge Rd Erie Pa 16506
Bayfront Professional BuiLding 2950 W 12th St Erie Pa 16505
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Bayside Development Corp Corporate Accounting 300 State St Ste 100 Erie Pa 16507
Beamish Howard Beamish Martha 634 1 2 W 4th St Erie Pa 16507
Beamish Howard Beamish Martha 1905 Woodlawn Ave Erie Pa 16510
Beard Eugene 510 Cherry St Erie Pa 16510
Bechdel Daniel Bechdel Kelly 1751 Millfair Rd Erie Pa 16505
Beecher Mary E Estate 32 W Pearl St Apt 130 Albion Pa 16401
Beers Wilbert Beers Eileen RR 2 Union City Pa 16438
Benjamin Marjorie Ostheimer 4603 Homeland Blvd Erie Pa 16509
Bennett Clifton 815 W 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Bennett Fred 908 West 20 Th St Erie Pa 16503
Bensur William Bensur Ethel 1440 W 39th St Erie Pa 16509
Berkheimer Associates 3608 W 26th St Ste 202 Erie Pa 16506
Berkheimer Clyde 25 E 24th St Erie Pa 16503
Bessie Ledger Estate 2164 E Lake Rd Erie Pa 16511
Bialomizy Charles Bialomizy Clara 639 E 25th St Erie Pa 16503
Bickford Charles B Estate 1448 Pearce Park Erie Pa 16502
Bien Georgia M 39 W Congress St Corry Pa 16407
Bilecki Joseph Sr Bilecki Joseph RR 7 Erie Pa 16510
Bk Nat Life Ins Co Trust 1008 Palace Hdw Bldg Erie Pa 16501
Black Andrew Jr Rd 1 Girard Pa 16417
Blackhouse Group Inc 5000 N Oak Ridge Cir Erie Pa 16509
Blackmore Mary 717 State St Suite 701 Erie Pa 16501
Blasco William Estate 934 W 10th St Erie Pa 16502
Blasenak Jason 1429 West 43rd St Erie Pa 16509
Blessed Hopedaycare Ctr 4 West 38th St Erie Pa 16508
Blount Margaret 814 West 23 St Erie Pa 16502
Boley Daniel 10245 Sampson Rd Erie Pa 16509
Bolte Louise 814 West 23 St Erie Pa 16502
Bonnell James 639 E 28th St Erie Pa 16504
Bonnely Ryan 320 Pittsburgh Ave Erie Pa 16505
Borst Raymond Borst Joyce 644 W 50th St Erie Pa 16509
Bottom Shane 2138 Rice Ave 2 Lake City Pa 16423
Boutwell Edith 118 South Main St Union City Pa 16438
Bovee Harry 2863 W 26th St Erie Pa 16506
Bowers Truck Service 6143 Us Rt 6n Te 500 West Springfi Pa 16443
Bowes Nathan 101 E High St Union City Pa 16438
Brand Charles Jr 217 Elm St Edinboro Pa 16412
Brand Doris 217 Elm St Edinboro Pa 16412
Brandell Joyce I Est 5903 Swanville Rd Erie Pa 16506
Brannigan Molly Colm Mcwilliams 3745 W Lake Rd Erie Pa 16505
Breitzmann Sylvian 1811 Woodside Dr Erie Pa 16505
Bremmer Waneta 56 Lakeview Ave Fairview Pa 16415
Brian Lang Lake Erie Internal Med 455 West Gore Rd Erie Pa 16509
Briska Anita 507 Walbridge Rd Erie Pa 16511
Brown Kelin 386 Joshua Dr Apt 2d Erie Pa 16511
Brown William 202 E 26th St Erie Pa 16504
Bucceri A L 920 W 23rd St Erie Pa 16502
Buehler Walter 2959 Poplar Erie Pa 16508
Bulechak Alexander Estate 545 E 11th St Erie Pa 16503
Burger Paul 8270 Perry Hwy Erie Pa 16509
Burke James Box 783 Gannon University Erie Pa 16541
Burns Chester 10903 Greenlee Rd Waterford Pa 16441
Burton Funeral Home Inc 2301 Nursery Rd Lake City Pa 16423
Bush Francis 3816 Stanton St Erie Pa 16510
Buziewicz Albert Buziewicz Jane 640 East 13 St Erie Pa 16503
Buziewicz Jane 948 E 33 Erie Pa 16504
Buzzanco Salvatore Buzzanco Luigina 636 W 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Byrd Geraldin Byrd David 7379 Orchard Dr PO Box Fairview Pa 16415
C
C A Curtze Co 1717 E 12th St Erie Pa 16511
C J Dusckas 2607 Buffalo Rd Erie Pa 16510
Cald Lindsey 755 E 28th St Erie Pa 16504
Calhoun Albert 1801 Liverty St Upstairs Erie Pa 16502
Callahan Mary Janet Callahan Sean 167 Lindberg Dr Fairview Pa 16415
Campbell Frances M 113 Waterford St Edinboro Pa 16412
Campbell William Jr 1631 N Pearl St North East Pa North East Pa 16428
Camphausen Richard Camphausen Ruth I Norwood Rd 7 Erie Pa 16501
Carlise Delores And Ford Acceptance Corp 330 East 5th St Erie Pa 16507
Carmichael Charles B Sr Carmichael Alfreda 609 Schaaf Pl Erie Pa 16503
Carmichael Charles B Carmichael Alfreda 609 Schaaf Pl Erie Pa 16503
Carr Patty A 50 Franklin Dr Edinboro Pa 16412
Carson Robin 8565 Barker Rd Girard Pa 16417
Carson Wilbur 33 Miles St Union City Pa 16438
Carter John Poa Carter Robert S 5145 Peach St Erie Pa 16509
Carter Ronald Carter Edith 245 Franklin St Corry Pa 16407
Carter Angela 306 Sassafras Ave Erie Pa 16507
Carter Willis 31 1st Ave Union City Pa 16438
Catherine Gifford 14315 Main St Box 24 Wattsburgh Pa 16442
Causgrove Wanda 2927 Reilly Rd Erie Pa 16510
Chafee Mary 1621 Walnut St Erie Pa 16412
Chalupczynski Camille 4708 Baywood Dr Erie Pa 16509
Champion Ford Sales 2502 West 26th St Erie Pa 16506
Champion Ford Sales Inc 2502 West 26th St Erie Pa 16506
Chase Donald C/O Marlene S Chase 3545 Windsor Dr Erie Pa 16506
Chase Florence A Po Box 647 North East Pa 16428
Christiansen Deanne M 8681 Perry Hwy Erie Pa 16509
Christopher Florence Christopher David 3512 Raspberry St Erie Pa 16508
Chulick Michael 3236 W 13th St Erie Pa 16505
Church Dennis 3020 Peach St Erie Pa 16508
Church Of Jesus Christ Latter Day Saints Rd 1 Girard Pa 16417
Chuzie Douglas G 10 West 26th St Apt 4 Erie Pa 16508
Cianella Rose A Est 612 W 22nd St Erie Pa 16502
Ciber Audrey 4127 Sunny Crest Dr Erie Pa 16506
Clark Ashley 820 E 24th St Erie Pa 16503
Claypoole James 17 East Pleasant St Apt 2 Corry Pa 16407
Clemens Ann 9541 Old Waterford Rd Erie Pa 16509
Clemens Hays 5362 Wolf Rd Erie Pa 16505
Coccarelli Rose J 4018 Page St Erie Pa 16510
Coleman Lori 9765 Concord Rd Union City Pa 16438
Colussi Ione 1178 Spring Valy Dr Erie Pa 16509
Combine Mary 1471 Nicholson St Erie Pa 16509
Comstock Thomas 221 Eastern Ave Erie Pa 16510
Confer Virginia E Estate 1709 Ctr St Erie Pa 16510
Conklin Edna C 118 South Main St Union City Pa 16438
Conner Katharyn Conner Thomas 720 W 7th Erie Pa 16502
Cook Lester Cook Ruby 20 W Frederick Corry Pa 16407
Cooney Ralph A 2916 Midland Dr Erie Pa Erie Pa 16506
Corella Sunday 3820 Liberty St Erie Pa 16509
Cornelius Donald L Jr Cornelius Sherry 9227 Townhall Rd Wattsburg Pa 16442
Covato Christopher 348 W 3rd St Apt 102 Erie Pa 16507
Craiger Electric Inc 5531 Woodside Dr Erie Pa 16505
Crandall John Crandall Tim 5541 King Rd Erie Pa 16509
Crandall Sarah Crandall John 5541 King Rd Erie Pa 16509
Cribb Patricia W Estate 120 Lighthouse St Erie Pa 16507
Cummings Dorothy 162 Jefferson Ave Erie Pa 16509
Cummings Jason 2566 Lake St Lake City Pa 16423
Cummings Melvin 958 W 11 St Erie Pa 16502
Currie Michael 1541 W 54th St Apt 7 Erie Pa 16509
Curry Anna 917 1 2 W 5th St Erie Pa 16507
Curry Anna 9171 2 W 5th St Erie Pa 16507
Curry Manuel 917 1/2 W 5th St Erie Pa 16507
Curry Manuel 9171/2 W 5th St Erie Pa 16507
Curti Marianna D In 929 W 16th St Erie Pa 16502
Curtis Joseph M Estate 117 Penn Ave Girard Pa 16417
Cycle City Of Erie Inc 2814 Buffalo Rd Erie Pa 16510
Cywinski Helen Estate 1031 Polk St Erie Pa 16503
D
Daglish Evelyn 1080 Priestley Ave Erie Pa 16511
Dagostino Concetta Dagostino Leonard 446 Huron St Erie Pa 16502
Dagostino Concetta 4686 Village St Erie Pa 16506
Dagostino Concetta 549 1/2 W 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Dagostino Leonard 549 1 2 W 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Dahlkemper Robert 4018 Dominion Dr Erie Pa 16510
Dailey Louis Dailey Maxine 160 W 8th St 4b Erie Pa 16501
Dailey James 722 Colorado Dr Erie Pa 16505
Dalglish Evelyn Dalglish Andrew 1080 Priestley Ave Erie Pa 16511
Dalglish Andrew 1080 Priestley Ave Erie Pa 16511
Daly Anna M 963 W 9 St Erie Pa 16502
Dan Klebes Services LLC Po Box 27 Erie Pa 16512
Davenport Henry Estate 1705 Ottawa Dr Erie Pa 16505
Davidson Patricia 220 W 41st St Erie Pa 16508
Davis Darian 1528 Linwood Ave Erie Pa 16510
Davis Robbie 5803 Kuhl Rd Apt 2 Erie Pa 16510
Dawley Stella 830 Weschler Ave Erie Pa 16502
Debell Robert 20 Pershing Ave North East Pa 16428
Debenec Matthew 3020 Pittsburgh Ave Erie Pa 16508
Degeorge Helen 4228 Burton Ave Erie Pa 16504
Deluca Megan 3820 Lake Pleasant Rd Erie Pa 16504
Demchak Joseph Demchak Susan 1134 E 8th St Erie Pa 16503
Demuling Daniel Demuling Marian 230 East Erie Pa 16507
Denofiro Irene 419 RR 18 2nd Fl O Side Of Hou Erie Pa
Denofrio Joseph 419 RR 18 2nd Fl O Side Of Hou Erie Pa
Devotta Justin 4125 Emerick Ct Erie Pa 16506
Diagostic X Ray Service Inc Ent 1769 W 26th St Erie Pa 16508
Dietz William 317 Mohawk Dr Erie Pa 16505
Dillon Ann P 153 W 21st Erie Pa 16502
Dinicola Eric 829 East 29th Erie Pa 16504
Dmaagostino Leonard 4686 Village St Erie Pa 16506
Dombrowski Stanley 113 Eagle Pt Erie Pa 16511
Doran Dorothy 2210 Ash St Erie Pa 16503
Dorau Robert 2210 Ash St Erie Pa 16503
Douglas John L Estate 305 Lighthouse St Erie Pa 16507
Douglas Mary E Estate 305 Lighthouse St Erie Pa 16507
Dovishaw Francis Dovishaw Flora 1634 West 2181 Erie Pa 16509
Drabic Michaela B Lot 7 Ridge Pkwy Erie Pa 16510
Drew Gary 14621 West Ridge Rd W Springfield Pa 16443
Drexler George F Jr Drexler Angela 538 E 12th St Erie Pa 16503
Druzak Michael 2335 E Gore Rd Erie Pa 16510
Dunn Suzanne 1210 W 6th St Erie Pa 16507
Dunnewold Cody 1249 White St Corry Pa 16407
Duska Sales & Consulting 5065 Seybrook Place Erie Pa 16505
Dyleski Frank 2345 Glendale Ave Erie Pa 16510
E
Eberlein Frank 1693 Treetop Dr Erie Pa 16509
Ebony Carter 431 E 23rd St 2nd Fl Erie Pa 16503
Eddy Catherine 8204 Woodln Dr North East Pa 16428
Edinboro Hospitality Group Inc C/O Edinboro Inn 401 West Plum St Edinboro Pa
16412
Edmonds Robert Estate 3921 Longview Ave Erie Pa 16510
Edwards Joni 11556 Donation Rd Waterford Pa 16441
Einfeldt Bertha Einfeldt Samuel W N Creek Rd Girard Pa 16417
Elgersma Chastity C 338 W 10th St Apt 4 Erie Pa 16502
Elias William Elias Kathle 4610 Basswood Dr Erie Pa 16506
Emily Green 19 Sharon Dr Mckean Pa 16426
Engel Arthur 2828 Lafayette Erie Pa 16506
Engel Grace 2828 Lafayette Erie Pa
Enssle Edna B Estate 8100 Bear Creek Rd Fairview Pa 16415
Erie Appraisal Associates Inc 3256 West 26th St Erie Pa 16506
Erie Eye Clinic Inc 306 W Eleventh St Erie Pa 16501
Erie Healthcare Service 2021 E 20th St Erie Pa 16510
Erie Indemnity Company 135 East 6th St Erie Pa 16501
Erie Ins Co 3410 W 12th St Erie Pa 16505
Erie Leadership Foundation Inc C/O D S Omniewski 3863 Hershey Rd Erie Pa 16506
Ethan Allan Home Interiors 7520 Peach St Erie Pa 16509
Eugene Cummings 162 Jefferson Ave Erie Pa 16509
Everett Allen 721 East 22nd St Erie Pa 16503
F
Fair Michelle 1621 Plum St Erie Pa 16502
Fairchild Jodi 8565 Barker Rd Girard Pa 16417
Fallin James 10745 Rt 18 Albion Pa 16475
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Family Medical Center 425 West 10th St Erie Pa 16502
Family Services Of Nw Pa 8100 Peach St Erie Pa 16509
Fatmat 8680 Sta North East Pa 16428
Fay William Fay Jessie 10 4th Ave Union City Pa 16438
Feed Betty Rr 2 Erie Pa 16509
Felisardo Mary Apt 1 Floor 1 914 W 2nd Erie Pa 16507
Felizardo Victor Apt 1 Floor 1 914 W 2 Erie Pa 16507
Fellows Ida 408 French Erie Pa 16507
Feltenberger Stacie 2796 Willowood Dr Apt 27 Erie Pa 16509
Fergus Marjorie E Estate 152 W 9th St Erie Pa 16501
Ferrara Jane 1603 Bryant St Erie Pa 16509
Ferretti Silvia 1237 Saint Mary Dr Erie Pa 16509
Fialkowski Julia Estate 6279 Wattsburg Rd Erie Pa 16509
Fife Matz 1905 Liberty St Erie Pa 16502
Filing Brenda 118a Maple Dr Edinboro Pa 16412
Findley Patricia 829 Ash St Erie Pa 16503
Fireside Restaurant & Lounge 2108 Clark Rd Erie Pa 16510
Fischer Frank Fischer Lucille 3802 West 32nd St Erie Pa 16506
Fish Matthew 5616 Garries Rd Erie Pa 16506
Fishler Rachel 123 Water St Apt 27e Edinboro Pa 16412
Fitzgerald Mary Estate 226 Marshall Dr Erie Pa 16505
Flagella Marian 224 Walnut Erie Pa 16507
Fletcher Lydia 847 Mooreheadville Rd North East Pa 16428
Fogle Christopher Po Box 236 Erie Pa 16512
Fomich Josephine 1127 East 29th St Erie Pa 16504
Ford Gary L Sr 2019 Myrtle St Apt 4 Erie Pa 16502
Fortsch Jane 106 Timber Lake Dr Mckean Pa 16426
Frank Mary Estate 125 E 3rd St Erie Pa 16507
Franklin Heather 165 S Washington St North East Pa 16428
Fratus Bart 1104 Parade Erie Pa 16503
Freeberg Evelyn 2320 Wallace Erie Pa 16503
Freeberg Ruth Estate 317 E 21st St Erie Pa 16503
Froehlich Catherine 4221 Azalea Cir Erie Pa 16506
Froess Helen C/O R Froess 5639 Schultz Rd Erie Pa 16509
Frohlich Chelsea 1752 W 6th St Erie Pa 16505
Fry Dixie Lee 8061 Bargain Rd Erie Pa Erie Pa 16509
Fujisaki Shuko 716 Park Ave N Erie Pa 16502
Fulburn Co 8494 Old Waterford Erie Pa 16509
Fuller Bria 911 Cherry St Apt 1 Erie Pa 16502
Fullerton Scott 17685 Rte 89 North Corry Pa 16407
G
Gabutti Arthur Gabutti Eleanr 418 W 18 Erie Pa 16502
Gaither Lee 638 Ardmore Ave Erie Pa 16505
Gardner Hope 129 Chestnut St Apt 28 Edinboro Pa 16412
Garr Edward 2618 Maple St Erie Pa 16508
Garr Edward 459 E12 St Erie Pa 16503
Gary Miller Dodge Inc 4021 Peach St Erie Pa 16509
Gates Elizabeth Gates Daniel 8600 Batemand Rd Girard Pa 16417
Gaul Carrie Rd 1 Box 296 13544 W West Springfi Pa 16443
Gaylord Martha Gaylord Eugene 1234 Rankin Ave Erie Pa 16511
Geigen Mercedes 542 E 25 St Erie Pa 16503
Gelletta Ida 1818 W 23 St Erie Pa 16502
Genovese Frank 3130 Peach St 2 Erie Pa 16508
George Carol George Mildred RR 2 Wattsburg Pa 16442
George Matthew 4065 W Ridge Rd Lot 6 Erie Pa 16506
Geros Marion 702 Weschler Ave Erie Pa 16502
Geyer Dalny 14 1/2 South Union City Pa 16438
Gidds Mary Box 743 Waterford Pa 16441
Giering Martin New Erie Pa 00000
Gilbert Nora 3690 N Creek Rd Girard Pa 16417
Gingrich Jennifer Gingrich Anthony 1044 West 10th St Erie Pa 16502
Glass Violet Po Box 8064 Erie Pa 16505
Glatzmayer Michael 3854 Sassafras St Erie Pa 16508
Gleanores Ethel 2332 Nagle Rd Erie Pa Erie Pa 16510
Glennon Rosemarie Glennon Joseph 645b Tacoma Rd Erie Pa 16511
Glennon Ed Md 3216 State St Erie Pa 16508
Glor Evelyn 611 Ash St Erie Pa 16503
Glor Paul 611 Ash Erie Pa 16503
Glover Janet Harold Rd 150 Erie Pa 16509
Gocal Angela 38 W High St Union City Pa 16438
Golden J C Estate RR 2 Hampshire Rd Erie Pa
Goodman Shirley Estate 1011 Amber Ct Apt 9 Erie Pa 16502
Gorton Duane 322 W 18th St Apt 3 Erie Pa 16502
Goss Donald Goss Joan Rd 5 Waterford Pa 16441
Grab Beverly 539 Virginia Ave Erie Pa 16505
Graden Albert 144 East Ave Apt 21 Erie Pa 16507
Graeb Helene Graeb John 2216 Sassafras St Apt 210 Erie Pa 16502
Graham Beryl A Estate Jackson Ave Albion Pa
Graham Eva 437 W 2nd St Erie Pa Erie Pa 16507
Grande Henry Grande Irene 554 E 6th St Erie Pa 16507
Grata Lori 603 12th St W Erie Pa 16501
Gravanda Bette 711 Park Ave South Erie Pa 16502
Graves Kent 227 Hathaway St E Girard Pa 16417
Gray Gertrude 1420 Villa Sites Ave Harborcreek Pa 16421
Great Lakes Live Bait Vending 3904 Stanley Ave Erie Pa 16504
Green Ada 5624 Vondy Dr Erie Pa 16509
Green Eunice Estate 26 N Lake St North East Pa 16428
Green Florence Estate 26 N Lake St North East Pa 16428
Gretzula Chad J Dds 6660 Peach St Suite C 12 Erie Pa 16509
Griewahn Robert PO Box 5064 Erie Pa 16512
Griffin Sarah 238 E 25th St Erie Pa 16503
Grignol Dale 4304 Amherst Drivde Erie Pa 16506
Grimm Industries Po Box 88 Fairview Pa 16415
Groshek Karen 4396 Magnolia Ct Erie Pa 16510
Grubbs Robert Grubbs Ruth 402 East Ave Erie Pa 16507
Gruber Jennifer 40 1/2 Clinton St North East Pa 16428
Guarino Aaron Guarino James 818 State St Erie Pa 16501
Guckes Evelyn Estate RR 1 Erie Pa 16509
Guzowski Florian Guzowski Hazel 327 Peach Erie Pa 16507
H
Halupczynski Vincent 4115 Concord Rd Erie Pa 16506
Hamel Rogers 454 W 9th Erie Pa 16502
Hamot Health Connection 201 State St General Accounting Erie Pa 16550
Hanes Marian Hanes Roy 10340 Wanneta Rd Albion Pa 16401
Harcourt Charles Harcourt Violet 5434 E Lake Rd Erie Pa 16511
Harrington Dennis 8440 Neuburger Rd Fairview Pa Fairview Pa 16415
Harrington Loretta 322 Washington Pl Apt 109 Erie Pa 16505
Harris Dennis 1237 W 20th St Erie Pa 16502
Harrison Kristin 2825 Chablis Dr Erie Pa 16506
Hartline Anne 1618 Pershing Ave Erie Pa 16509
Harvey Alice L Estate 2218 Buffalo Rd Erie Pa 16510
Hauser Willard Estate 2130 Kilpatrick Ave Erie Pa 16503
Havens Deanna 11469 Cole Rd North East Pa 16428
Hay Catherine 10450 Wales Rd Erie Pa 16510
Hay Mary C Est 5550 Wattsburg Rd Erie Pa 16509
Hayes Edward H Est 4659 Wolf Rd Erie Pa 16505
Heitsenrether Douglas 721 East 9th St Erie Pa 16503
Helen Grode 2959 Poplar St Erie Pa 16508
Helsley Cheryl Po Box 189 Erie Pa 16512
Henry James Henry Mary 2038 E 12th St Erie Pa 16511
Henry Alberta Rd 1 Box 296 13544 W West Springfi Pa 16443
Hepler Lucille Hepler David 2637 West 20 St Erie Pa 16506
Herlet Katherine Herlet Ruth 411 E 21st St Erie Pa 16503
Herman Charles 515 State St Apt 305 Erie Pa 16501
Herrick Donald 711 Washington Pl Erie Pa 16502
Herron Charles Herron Mary 808 W 18th Erie Pa 16502
Hess Kim 5304 Gardner Dr Erie Pa 16509
Hibachi Inc 3000 W 12th St Erie Pa 16505
Hiles Beatrice RR 1 Mckean Pa 16426
Hillyer Craig 14592 Ridge Rd West Springfield Pa 16443
Hiner Kody 322 West 21st St Erie Pa 16502
Hodson Tyler 1750 Penelec Park Dr Apt 2 Erie Pa 16509
Holland Fred Dr 2314 Sassafras St Suite 305 Erie Pa 16502
Holmstrom Julia 3909 Schaper Av 324 Erie Pa 16508
Hong Sungmo 5091 Sta Rd Erie Pa 16563
Hooker Michael 1106 W 37th St Erie Pa 16508
Hopely William Hopely Mary 3426 Front Erie Pa 16507
Houdelot Marta 1202 Morrison Dr Co Maurice F Dalton Erie Pa 16505
Hough Robert A II 633 Lincoln Ave Erie Pa 16505
House Richard 1405 Ardmore Ave Erie Pa 16505
Household Auto Fi 538 W 7th St Apt 2 Erie Pa 16502
How Ronald 404 W Church St Corry Pa 16407
Hsw U S A Inc 1666 W 29th St Erie Pa 16508
Huber Robert Huber Mary 1854 East 26th St Erie Pa 16510
Hughes Diane 1910 Fairmont Erie Pa 16510
Hull Wilma Hull Cecil 83 Orchard St Erie Pa 16508
Humber James Humber Mary J Cury Schell Apt Apt 103 Erie Pa 16509
Humes Chry Dodge Jeep Inc 829 East 29th Erie Pa 16504
Humes Vince 252 Waterford St Unit 5 Edinboro Pa 16412
I
Illigig Mary 338 Pelham Rd Erie Pa 16511
Industrial Recision Services Po Box 9218 Erie Pa 16505
Ion Health Po Box 1249 Erie Pa 16511
Ion Health Re:J Nicol Po Box 2067 Erie Pa 16512
Isaac Douglas 305 E 21st Erie Pa 16503
J
J F K Enterprises Incorporated C/O B Harrison 2032 E 20th St Erie Pa 16510
Jackson Patricia 3209 W 22nd St Erie Pa 16506
Jackson Rita 315 Tpke Rd Corry Pa 16407
Jaeger Justin 5512 Heidler Rd Fairview Pa 16415
James Fellows 408 French Erie Pa 16507
James Florence Estate 114 E 32nd St Erie Pa 16504
Janice Wager 2313 E Grandview Erie Pa 16510
Jardin Jamie 3204 Ash St Erie Pa 16504
Jargiello James 5005 Zuck Rd Lot 12 Erie Pa 16506
Jeffrey Edmond 2135 Market Wesleyville Pa 16510
Jelinek Shirley J 4029 Crestmont Ave Erie Pa
Jennings Race Rte 4 Erie Pa 16509
Jewell Clifford Po Box 9251 Erie Pa 16505
Jobczynski Thomas Jobczynski Diane 4601 Glenwood Park Ave Apt 405 Erie Pa 16509
John−Shadle Deborah 4109 Davison Ave Erie Pa 16504
Johnson Alice 3925 Roxbury Rd Erie Pa 16506
Johnson Ann C Estate W Pleasant St Corry Pa 16407
Johnson Fawnn 510 Arbuckle Rd Erie Pa 16509
Johnson Helen 16 W 32nd St Erie Pa 16508
Johnson Lottie B In 249 E 25th St Erie Pa 16503
Johnson Melinda C/O Rent Way Inc One Rent Way Place Erie Pa 16505
Johnson Paul 5040 West Ridge Rd Erie Pa 16506
Jonczyk Karl Estate 1327 Atkins St Erie Pa 16503
Jones Bruce Jones Edna 1320 East 7th St Erie Pa 16503
Jones Clarence 831 Filmore Ave Erie Pa 16505
Jones Clifford 819 West 8th St Erie Pa 16502
Jones Edgar Estate 209 Vine Erie Pa 16503
Jordan Cathy 1713 West 45th St Erie Pa 16509
K
Kaday Walter Kaday Mary 503 Irvine Dr Erie Pa 16511
Kalata John 404 E 8th St Erie Pa 16503
Kane Brittany 10801 Wattsburg Rd Erie Pa 16509
Kane Carolyn 1121 West 21st St Erie Pa 16502
Kavanagh Josephine Kavanagh Mary 1077 Silliman Erie Pa 16511
Kazemi Siamak Cust Kazemi Sema 1708 Dudley St Erie Pa 16509
Kearney Frances 210 W 6th St Erie Pa 16507
Keeley Sean 538 W 7th St Apt 2 Erie Pa 16502
Kelly Alberta 1207 E 29th St Erie Pa 16504
Kendrath John 4116 Conrad Erie Pa 16510
Kennerknecht John 5135 Exeter Rd Erie Pa 16509
Kent Michelle 13526 W Cherry Hill Rd W Springfield Pa 16443
Kilburn Pauline 113 Waterford St Edinboro Pa 16412
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King Darlene 30 W High St Union City Pa 16438
King Richard 920 West 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Kinney Robert Kinney Michael 8565 Barker Rd Girard Pa 16417
Kinney Robert Kinney Terry 8565 Barker Rd Girard Pa 16417
Kinney Robert Kinney Toby 8565 Barker Rd Girard Pa 16417
Kinney Robert 8565 Barker Rd Girard Pa 16417
Kinsinger Robert 6830 Plum St Erie Pa 00000
Kirkland Estella B Rd 1 Highmeyer Rd Harborcreek Pa 16421
Kistler Mark Estate 2913 Chestnut St Erie Pa 16508
Kleen Betty Estate 256 Short St Erie Pa 16507
Kline Violet Estate Rr 1 Waterford Pa 16441
Kling Evald Estate 2721 Greencrest Dr Erie Pa 16506
Knight Justin 2410 Bird Dr Erie Pa 16510
Knoll John Knoll Anna 816 E 30th St Erie Pa 16504
Knowell Kareem 146 Meadville St Edinboro Pa 16412
Konoza Stella Estate 2112 Pear St Erie Pa 16510
Koppes Ed 4301 Williams Rd Girard Pa 16417
Kosobucki Daniel 461 East 25th St Erie Pa 16503
Kowalczyk Bertha Kowalczyk John 1208 W 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Kowle Kari 11883 Findley Lake Rd North East Pa 16428
Krahe Chris H Jr Krahe Jane 7134 W Lake Rd Fairview Pa 16415
Kramer Margaret 936 W 29th St Erie Pa 16508
Kramer Stacy PO Box 774 Erie Pa 16512
Kreps Donald Estate 38 Gillette St Union City Pa 16438
Kros Amra 1835 W 23th Erie Pa 16502
Kruszewski V P Estate 117 E 29th St Erie Pa 16504
Kuhl Harry 3051 Laird Ave Erie Pa 16505
Kuilman Cornelius 1323 Spring Lake Dr Erie Pa 16505
Kupniewski Sophia Kupniewski John 140 Lake Ave Erie Pa 16511
Kupniewski Dorota Estate 424 1/2 E 4th St Erie Pa 16507
Kwiatek Josephine In 321 Newman Erie Pa 16507
L
Lafferty Howard 46 1/2 Vine St North East Pa 16428
Lake Erie Orthopedics 300 State St Ste 301h Erie Pa 16507
Laster Chang 3867 Peach St Erie Pa 16509
Lavery Kenneth 5102 Heidler Rd Fairview Pa 16502
Lavor Jean R Estate 1719 Brookside Dr Erie Pa 16505
Lawrence Ruth Est Of 2380 Village Common Dr Erie Pa 16506
Lecom Martial Arts Club 1858 W Grandview Blvd Erie Pa 16509
Lee Gerald Jr Lee Kelly Ann 6363 Lake Shore Dr Erie Pa 16505
Lee & Sons Construction Llc 108 Sunset Beach Rd North East Pa 16428
Lee Betty 5436 East Lake Rd Apt 707 Erie Pa 16511
Lee Joanne 6363 Lake Shore Dr Erie Pa 16505
Lemmon Patricia 3942 East Boardwalk Erie Pa 16506
Lerenman Dorothy 322 Washington Pl Apt 106 Erie Pa 16505
Leslie James Leslie Mildred 212 Church St Wattsburg Pa 16442
Levinson James 2323 Edinboro Rd Apt 526 Erie Pa 16509
Levy Else C/O D Miller 717 State St Suite 701 Erie Pa 16501
Lewandowski Lillian L Po Box 63 Edinboro Pa 16412
Liebert Florence Liebert Joseph 247 East 30th St Erie Pa 16504
Lingenfelter Kevin 13 Snyder Cir Corry Pa 16407
Lingenfelter Kevin 516 East 6th St Erie Pa 16507
Liocano Joseph 2618 Maple St Erie Pa 16508
Lipsett Jacquelin Lipsett Ada 855 W 50th St Erie Pa 16509
Lloyd Gerald 129 E Irving St Corry Pa 16407
Logos N More 4636 Wynburne Ave Erie Pa 16509
Lovin Edward 6023 West Ridge Rd Erie Pa 16506
Lowell Frederick 841 E 23rd St Erie Pa 16503
Lower Dolly 3155 West 40th St Erie Pa 16506
Lowes Home Center Inc 1751 Millfair Rd Erie Pa 16505
Lucas Roy 1612 E Grandview Blvd Erie Pa 16510
Lukes Automotive 8600 Batemand Rd Girard Pa 16417
Lundholm Mollie 318 Erie St Edinboro Pa 16412
Lyle Chester Lyle Jane 2819 West Lake Rd Erie Pa 16505
Lyons Kathryn 5 6ave Union City Pa 16438
M
Mackellar Susan 4138 Dominion Dr Erie Pa 16510
Magdewski Donna Estate 648 E 15th St Erie Pa 16503
Mahavir Corporation 1002 Liberty Sreet Erie Pa 16502
Makco Mfg Inc Po Box 8440 Erie Pa 16505
Maldonado Erving Cruz 1254 E 26 St Erie Pa 16504
Maras Jr Stephen Estate 626 East 25th Erie Pa 00000
Marazza Luigi Estate 1053 W 29th St Erie Pa 16508
Marchant Jane 3164 Bank Dr Erie Pa 16505
Marinelli Richard 2245 Fairmont Pkwy Erie Pa 16510
Marsh Emma 1104 Parade Erie Pa 16503
Marszalkowski Klara Estate 720 E 22nd St Erie Pa 16503
Martone Matthew 218 Eagle Point Blvd Erie Pa 16511
Mas Place Inc 3920 Main St Erie Pa 16511
Massing Matilda 1324 Anna Ct Erie Pa 16504
Mathews Clinton Rd 3 Box 1319 Waterford Pa 16441
Matthews Elaine 810 East 22nd St Erie Pa 16503
Matthias George 9690 Rte 18 Cranesville Pa 16410
Matz Samuel 1905 Liberty St Erie Pa 16502
May Charlotte May Robert 542 E 10th St Erie Pa 16503
Mazeako William Mazeako Nina 120 We St 22 Nd St Erie Pa 16509
Mazur Margery 4205 Irene Dr Erie Pa 16510
Mc Callion James 445 E 5th St Erie Pa 16507
Mccall Mary Dau Mccall Ella 2694 Erie Pa 00000
Mccall Ella 2654 Myrtle Erie Pa 16508
Mccall Mary 2654 Myrtle Erie Erie Pa 16508
Mccarthy Jane 522 East 32 St Erie Pa 16504
Mccarty Richard 522 East 32 St Erie Pa 16504
Mccarty Rita Estate 908 Peach St Erie Pa 16501
Mccarty Thomas 2410 Sta Rd Erie Pa 16510
Mccaslin Calvin 1047 Evergreen Dr Erie Pa 16505
Mccleary Dorothy 4023 Oxer Rd Erie Pa 16505
Mcclenathan Marjorie 963 W 9 St Erie Pa 16502
Mcclintock Jeremy 109 University Sq Box 1031 Erie Pa 16541
Mccormick John R Estate 3924 Walker Blvd Erie Pa 16509
Mccormick Nellie Po Box 1205 Erie Pa 16512
Mccormick Robin 502 Delaware Ave Erie Pa 16505
Mccue Margaret Coal Albion Pa 16401
Mcdonald Robert 510 Jamestown St Box 244 Wattsburg Pa 16442
Mcelroy Anna M Estate 312 1/2 S Ctr St Corry Pa 16407
Mcgill James 7381 Bay Berry Dr Erie Pa 16509
Mcgill Mary Main St Union City Pa 16438
Mcgoey James 7 West 41st St Erie Pa 16508
Mcgrath John 3711 Allegheny Rd Erie Pa 16508
Mcgraw Patricia 1915 Poplar St Erie Pa 16502
Mcgurer Leslie Rd 3 Edinboro Pa 16412
Mcintyre Victore Mcintyre Margaret 613 Parade St Erie Pa 16503
Mckane Shirley Co 1134 W 23rd St Erie Pa 16502
Mckay Harvey Mckay Helen 1029 E 4th St Erie Pa 16507
Mcketa Roberta 150 N Ctr St Corry Pa 16407
Mckown Rebecca 25715 Capp Rd Edinboro Pa 16412
Mcleod Maude Mcleod Leo 757 E 6th St Erie Pa 16507
Mcleod Leo 757 East 6th St Erie Pa 16507
Mcleod Maude 757 E 6th St Erie Pa 16507
Mcnamara MaryanneMcnamara Daniel Po Box 925 Fairview Pa 16415
Mcness Gary 1427 Brookwood Village Dr Erie Pa 16509
Mcphaden George Mcphaden Earl Po Box 107 Lake City Pa 16423
Mcphaden George Po Box 107 Lake City Pa 16423
Mcwilliams Carmel 243 Longacre Ave Erie Pa 16509
Mears Allen 324w9 Apt1b Erie Pa 16502
Medicalsurgical Assocs 2nd Floor 238 W 22nd St Erie Pa 16502
Meeder Darleen 9625 Allegheny Ave Lake City Pa 16423
Mellesa Gail 3909 Schaper Av 324 Erie Pa 16508
Mello Ernest J Jr 3929 W 38th St Apt 202 Erie Pa 16506
Merwin Richard C/O E Magnetics Po Box 10608 Erie Pa 16514
Merwin Richard Po Box 10652 Erie Pa 16514
Metabolic Disease Assoc Inc C/O Attn J Estes 300 State St Ste 204 Erie Pa 16507
Metro Health 252 W 11th St Erie Pa 16501
Meyer Bernard Meyer Robert RR 1 North Girard Pa 16417
Michaels John 160 West 8th St Apt 9 K Erie Pa 16501
Millcreek Vac & Sew 2421 W 26th St Erie Pa 16506
Miller Gertrude Miller Gary 132 West 23 St Apt 308 Erie Pa 16502
Miller Phyllis Miller John 145 W 9th St Erie Pa 16501
Miller Ronald Miller Freda Rd 2 Barker Rd Girard Pa 16417
Miller Merle 302 1/2 Mead Ave Corry Pa 16407
Miller Ruby 302 1 2 Mead Ave Corry Pa 16407
Mink Kenneth 3800 W 12th St Erie Pa 16505
Mistretta Mario 11780 Lot 11 Middle Rd East Springfield Pa 16411
Mitchell Alfred 5040 W Ridge Rd 701 Erie Pa 16506
Mitchell Phyllis Apt 1 5956 Jodie Ln Erie Pa 16509
Molnar Rene 922 Myrtle St Erie Pa 16502
Monro Muffler Brakes Service 12513 Edinboro Rd Shop 364 Edinboro Pa 16412
Montella Diane 2417 Peach St 101 Erie Pa 16502
Moore Anastasia Moore Douglas 337 Blackstone Dr Erie Pa 16505
Moore Walter Moore Laura 4816 Grove Erie Pa 16501
Moore Anastasia 337 Blackstone Dr Erie Pa 16505
Moore David 113 S Main St Union City Pa 16438
Moroski Richard Moroski Steve 225 Parade Erie Pa 16507
Morrison Ralph 317 Dunn Blvd Erie Pa 00000
Morrison Sylvan 1811 Woodside Dr Erie Pa 16505
Mosconi Charles 4148 Crestmont Ave Erie Pa 16508
Mosher Dawn Marie 4114 Emmet Dr Erie Pa 16511
Moss Jim Builders 2430 32nd St Erie Pa 16510
Mountainside Medicine Pa Po Box 925 Fairview Pa 16415
Mrozowski Chester Mrozowski Louise 2669 Maple St Erie Pa 16508
Murphy Elinor 831 Filmore Ave Erie Pa 16505
Music Husnija 1124 East 29th St Erie Pa 16504
Muth Lloyd Estate 3404 Raspberry St Erie Pa 16508
Myers Annabell Myers Lloyd 1684 W 14th St Erie Pa 16505
N
Naeser Helen 621 Elm Ct Erie Pa 16501
Napiorkowski W Estate 920 E 12th St Erie Pa 16503
Narducci Vivian 10099 Meadville St Lot 46 Cranesville Pa 16410
National Fuel Gas Distribution Corp P O Box 2081 Erie Pa 16512
Nelson Grace 1017 West 33rd St Erie Pa 16508
Nesbitt Neal 13088 W Lake Rd E Springfield Pa 16411
Newcomer Joseph 1607 Raspberry St Erie Pa 16502
Nichols Catherine 204 Chord Rd Corry Pa 16407
Nichols Keith 235 E Pearl St Albion Pa 16401
Nichols Susan 235 E Pearl St Albion Pa 16401
Niemeyer Tracy 3225 Bublin Rd Waterford Pa Waterford Pa 16441
Nieminski Florence Estate 717 E 10th St Erie Pa 16503
Norman Nulph 823 East Ninth St Erie Pa 16503
North American Trust Co 100 Harthan Way Albion Pa 16401
Northrop Fredrick Northrop Christin 138 East 25th St Erie Pa 16503
Nulph Michaela 536 1/2 West 19th St Erie Pa 16502
Nur Falastin 1913 Linwood Ave Erie Pa 16501
Nutter Cecile Nutter Eugene 61 Kellogg St Erie Pa 16508
Nw Tricounty Iu 5 C/O J Bova 252 Waterford St Edinboro Pa 16412
O
Oconnell Dorothy Apt 3 3516 W 26 St Erie Pa 16506
Ogrady Peter Westport Post Office Box 8 County Mayo 838 Erie Pa 16512
Oleary Dental Group 111 Main St West Girard Pa 16417
Olson Anthony Olson Nicole 2605 Glendale Ave Erie Pa 16510
Olson Herbert 1719 Charles St Erie Pa 16509
Olszewski John RR 1 Mckean Pa 16426
Omniewski Daniel 501 E 19th St Erie Pa 16503
Omniewski Harry Estate 623 E 22nd St Erie Pa 16503
Omniewski Rosemary Erie Cut Flower Supply Inc 501 E 19th St Erie Pa 16503
One Nation Equities Inc 77 South Main St Union City Pa 16438
Orla Austin 2326 Myrtle St Erie Pa 16502
Ortiz Soel Po Box 626 Erie Pa 16502
Orton Claude Orton Laura 1015 West 34th St Erie Pa 16508
Ostheimer Marion 821 State St Erie Pa Erie Pa 16501
Ott David 1838 East 33 St Erie Pa 16510
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P
P B Root & Co 2305 S Shore Dr Erie Pa 16505
P;Umol Verpmoca 25715 Capp Rd Edinboro Pa 16412
Pa Dialysis Clinic Of Reading Po Box 10125 Erie Pa 16514
Padovani Adella 1213 E 30th St Erie Pa 16504
Pariseau Joseph Pariseau Cecil 2686 Peach St Erie Pa 16508
Parker Erin 5187 Adrienne Ct Erie Pa 16506
Pasqualicchio Rose 3027 Greengdn Blv Erie Pa 16508
Pastore Paul 5705 W Ave Ext Edinboro Pa 16412
Patrone Dominick Rd 1 Kelso P Erie Pa 16509
Paxson John Po Box 598 Edinboro Pa 16412
Peach Street Anesthesia Po Box 9308 Erie Pa 16505
Peck Dennis 530 W 5th Apt 283 Erie Pa 16507
Pedano Carl Pedano Olga 540 1 2 W 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Pelo Paul 3963 Pine Ave Erie Pa 16504
Perkins Billie Po Box 383 Edinboro Pa 16412
Perkins Margaret 1838 Fairmont Pkwy Erie Pa 16510
Perkowski Mary Perkowski Leo 919 Hess Ave Erie Pa 16503
Perkowski F B 5310 Roslindale Ave Erie Pa 16509
Perkowski Mary Estate 1942 Woodlawn Ave Erie Pa 16510
Perry Hazel 340 E 36th St Erie Pa 16504
Perry Hazel J 340 E 36th St Erie Pa 16504
Peter S 3423 Pacific Ave Erie Pa 16506
Peters Nathan 65 Pinewood Ln Erie Pa 16509
Peters Roy 4369 Cemetery Rd North East Pa 16428
Peterson David Peterson Doris 2404 Cisnbar Ln Rd Erie Pa 16510
Peterson Eulalia 529 E 8th St Erie Pa 16503
Petri Gordon Petri C G 681 Selliman Ave Erie Pa 16511
Petrigni Evelyn M Estate 665 W 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Petroff Lilian I Estate 370 Brickyard Rd North East Pa 16428
Petroff Steven 912 W 23rd St Erie Pa 16502
Petrus Elizabeth Petrus John 3rd 3509 North St Wesleyville Pa 16510
Pfister Hazel M Estate Pfister Hazel 2679 Maple St Erie Pa 16508
Pflueger Dorothy 2627 Liberty St Erie Pa 16508
Phillips Catherine Phillips Albert 343 E 6th St Erie Pa 16507
Phillips Edward 3517 W Lake Rd Apt 4 Erie Pa 16505
Pier Bernard Pier Helen 2444 Lake St Lake City Pa 16423
Pierkowski Anthony 312 East Ave Erie Pa 16507
Pinarski Robert 4711 Upland Dr Erie Pa 16509
Pistory James Pistory Nathan 2813 Greengdn Erie Pa 16508
Pistory Nicholas Pistory James 2813 Greengdn Erie Pa 16508
Pizza Unlimited 3826 West 26th St Erie Pa 16509
Pizzuttoi Laura 3103 Emerson Ave Erie Pa 16508
Polansky Valerie 317 Mohawk Dr Erie Pa 16505
Pollock Frank 3273 Ventoura Dr Erie Pa 16510
Polon Thomas Polon Mary 537 E 4th St Erie Pa 16507
Porath Janice 2420 Pennsylvania Ave Erie Pa 16503
Porkolab Gay 26 North Park Row Apt 17 Erie Pa 16501
Porter Ralph 808 Ellis Rd E Springfield Pa 16411
Portonova Deborah A 2313 Downing St Erie Pa 16510
Potts Marion 337 Blackstone Dr Erie Pa 16505
Powers Margaret E Cust Powers Ronald 4122 Pine Ave Erie Pa 16504
Prescott Edward 3229 Norcross Rd Erie Pa 16510
Presque Isle Insurance Co Po Box 538 Erie Pa 16512
Priest Marion 542 E 25 St Erie Pa 16503
Proper Wayne 4039 Ridge Pkwy Erie Pa 16510
Provolt Harold R Est 33 1/2 S Lake St North East Pa 16428
Puckly Genevieve 414 E 33rd St Erie Pa 16504
Puncheon Emma C/O D L Puncheon 904 Cherry St Erie Pa 16502
Pursell Guila 340 E 36th St Erie Pa 16504
Putnam Kathryn A Estate 5335 Sterrettania Rd Erie Pa 16506
R
Raeder Kurt 14075 West Main Rd Apt C North East Pa 16428
Raiford Peggy 26729 Rt 99 Edinboro Pa 16412
Raney Eleanor 441 W 3rd St Apt 208 Erie Pa 16507
Ranjit S Dhaliwal Phy Pllc 1001 State St Ste 1400 Erie Pa 16501
Rapid Fab Inc Po Box 178 Erie Pa 16512
Rapone Rose Estate 422 W 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Reed Anthony 5321 Loomis St Lt 77 North East Pa 16428
Reed Susan 11141 Oliver Rd Edinboro Pa 16412
Regan Paul Regan Lois 38 E 8th St Erie Pa 16501
Ressler Martin Estate 412 Concord St Corry Pa 16407
Rettger Kathryn B429 E 10th St Erie Pa 16503
Reynolds Julianne 100 Barber Pl Erie Pa 16507
Richards Nicole 3622 Pennsylvania Ave Erie Pa 16504
Ritchie Anthony 412 W 19th St Erie Pa 16502
Rittenhouse Jos Estate RR 1 Cranesville Pa 16410
Robbins Betty Brann 3624 W 12th St Erie Pa 16505
Robison Dina 4232 Cooper Rd Erie Pa 16510
Rodriguez Emma 2203 June St Erie Pa 16510
Rodriguez Sylvia 4220 Schaper Ave Erie Pa 16509
Ronan Janice 1149 W 25th St Erie Pa 16502
Root Orval Estate 101 W South St Corry Pa 16407
Rose Laurene Rose Reva 6 S Main St Union City Pa 16438
Ross John E Jr 2430 32nd St Erie Pa 16510
Roth Michael 4006 Roxanna Dr Erie Pa 16510
Rothenstein Louis 6324 Lindenfield Dr Erie Pa 16505
Rubner Velma M Estate 30 South St Union City Pa 16438
Ruf Joseph Ruf Mary 1033 W 27th Erie Pa 16508
Runiewicz Anthony Runiewicz Mary 1442 Pearce Park Erie Pa 16502
Russo Frank 12644 Knights Erie Pa 16509
Rutkowski Sarah 2638 Glendale Ave Erie Pa 16510
Rutkowski Steve Estate C/O S Rutkowski 135 E 38th St 4 Erie Pa 16504
S
Sabanayagam Nandini 1122 Atwood Rd Erie Pa 16507
Sampson George 1521 W 54th St Erie Pa 16509
Sandhu Ramneek 205 West 10th St Erie Pa 16501
Santiago Evaristo 1708 Sassafras St Fl 1 Erie Pa 16502
Sargent Lester Estate Sampson Ave North Girard PA
Saunders Clifford 1808 E 34th St Erie Pa 16510
Sayers Wendy Po Box 585 Edinboro Pa 16412
Scalise Minnie 105 Cove Dr Edinboro Pa 16412
Scalzitti Doris Scalzitti 1054 W 31st St Erie Pa 16508
Scantlebury Clifford 4575 Southern Dr Erie Pa 16506
Scarpelli Clement 5362 Niemeyer Rd Erie Pa 16509
Schick Cyril Schick Jean 348 W 5th St Erie Pa 16507
Schickling Maribelle Schickling Jack RR 1 Woodside Dr Erie Pa
Schickling Maribell 1811 Woodside Dr Erie Pa 16505
Schnell Albert 4616 Wynburne Ave Erie Pa 16509
Schoenig Margaret 3317 Palisade Union City Pa 16438
Schonder Herman 309 Shenley Dr Erie Pa 16505
Schreckengost Arlene 290 E Zwilling Rd Erie Pa Erie Pa 16509
Schroeder George J Jr 5513 New Perry Hwy Erie Pa 16509
Schroll Donald Schroll Julius 2814 Post Av Erie Pa 16508
Schroll Donald Schroll Pearl 2814 Post Av Erie Pa 16508
Schultz Mary Alice Schultz John 3478 Pond View Dr Erie Pa 16506
Schwab Evelyn 3942 Cherry St Erie Pa 16509
Schweikert Tim 130 Lakeland Rd Fairview Pa 16415
Schweitzer John J Estate 241 E 26th St Erie Pa 16504
Scott Andrea Pauline Scott Barbara 1552 S Shore Dr Erie Pa 16505
Scott Roger 13208 Clute Rd Waterford Pa 16441
Scott Violet 148 Putnam Dr Erie Pa 16511
Scully Francis Scully Judith 2930 Myrtle Erie Pa 16508
Scully Brian 315 Parade St Erie Pa 16507
Scutella Sheryl 2529 East 33rd St Erie Pa 16510
Sebald Anthony V Estate 519 E 27th St Erie Pa 16504
Sebald John F Estate 519 E 27th St Erie Pa 16504
Sebald Thomas J Estate 519 E 22nd St Erie Pa 16503
Segel Elliot 818 State St Erie Pa 16501
Select Specialty Hosp 201 S State St 8_Fl Accs Pay Erie Pa 16550
Sementillii Diana 3319 Peach St Erie Pa 16508
Semuel Louise Semuel Marty 907 East Ave Apt 6 Erie Pa 16503
Shadle Laurie 4109 Davison Ave Erie Pa 16504
Sharma Vivek Dr 3802 Gable Ct Erie Pa 16505
Shaw Pearl 501 E 6th St Apt 5 Erie Pa 16507
Shaw Vivian 912 W 23rd St Erie Pa 16502
Shebang Inc 2411 12th St W Erie Pa 16505
Shellie Mary 221 Chestnut St Erie Pa 16507
Shepherd Asset Corporation Po Box 378 Fairview Pa 16415
Shequita Inc No 1 654 Mill Creek Mall Erie Pa 16565
Sherman David 10364 Rte 18 Albion Pa 16401
Sherred Charles Old Valy Rd Rd Apt 3 Union City Pa 16438
Shibayama Jumpei 305 Erie St Apt B Edinboro Pa 16412
Sidelines Sports Bar 4646 Buffalo Rd Erie Pa 16510
Sierra Moises 460 E 2nd St Erie Pa 16507
Sitte Ryan 510 W 10th St Erie Pa 16502
Smaltz Jennifer 2916 Post Ave Erie Pa 16508
Smith Alice RR 1 Mckean Pa 16426
Smith Eva 4039 English Ave Erie Pa 16510
Smith Kelly 516 Wayne St Erie Pa 16507
Smith Roy 8848 Sta Rd North East Pa 16428
Snyder Jim 11372 East Lake Rd North East Pa 16428
Sosinski Margaret Sosinski Walter 434 Montpelier Ave Erie Pa 16505
Sosinski Margaret Sosinski Walter 436 Montpelier Ave Erie Pa 16505
Spacht Norrine Spacht James 4855 W Ridge Rd 112 Erie Pa 16506
Spangler Dorothy Est 2722 W 14th St Erie Pa 16505
Spectrum Sei Microwave 6000 W Ridge Rd Erie Pa 16506
St Johns Catholic Church Po Box 236 Girard Pa 16417
Stairways Inc 138 E 26th St Acct Payable Erie Pa 16504
Stanger Lou 635 Vermont Ave Erie Pa 16505
Steadman Elizabeth 311 E 10th St Erie Pa 16503
Stewart Sheena 803 East Ave Apt C Erie Pa 16503
Stiner Ron 1922 Woodland Dr Erie Pa 16505
Stitzinger Donald 5040 W Ridge Rd 908 Erie Pa 16506
Strang Richard Jr Strang Donna 3010 Tuttle Ave Erie Pa 16504
Stratt John 317 E 17th St Erie Pa 16503
Strobridge Irlene 30 W High St Union City Pa 16438
Stroul Rob 7258 Autumn Ln Fairview Pa 16415
Stubits Debora 404 Baker Ave Erie Pa 16511
Stubs Mickey 204 Wayne St Erie Pa 16502
Stuczynski Rose 334 W 6th St Apt 9 Erie Pa 16507
Stuyvesant Ty 4901 Bear Creek Rd Fairview Pa 16415
Styn Becky 411 State St Erie Pa 16501
Suddarth James E Estate 520 E 8th St Erie Pa 16503
Sullivan Gladys 1267 S Hill Rd Erie Pa 16509
Sulllivan Eileen Dau 1267 S Hill Rd Erie Pa 16509
Susan Olszewski RR 1 Mckean Pa 16426
Suzanne Hommes 238 E 30th St Erie Pa 00000
Swanson George 342 East 3rd St Waterford Pa 16441
Sweitzer Mildred Sweitzer Ronald 1857 W 24 Erie Pa 16502
Swenson Marie Swenson Paul 2615 Holland Erie Pa 16504
Szewczyk William Szewczyk Grace 328 Parade St Erie Pa 16507
Szklinski Anthony Szklinski Helen 556 E 25th St Erie Pa 16503
Szumigala Christine H 4046 Rice Ave Erie Pa 16510
T
Tanner Mary 3014 Contessa Ln Erie Pa 16506
Taraski Alberte 1803 E 7 St Erie Pa 16511
Tardino Carl Tardino Jean 1819 Walnut St Erie Pa 16502
Teed Betty RR 2 Erie Pa 16509
Telford Raymond J Jr Telford Barbara 8590 E Lake Rd Erie Pa 16511
Terella Richard 10243 Rte 98 Edinboro Pa 16412
Thames Kristina A946 West 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Theil Anthony 12751 Old Lake Rd East Springfield Pa 16411
Thomas A L 1278 E 33rd St Erie Pa Erie Pa 16504
Thomas Craig 729 East 7th St Erie Pa 16503
Thomasen Sara 1652 Charles St Erie Pa 16509
Thornton Howard RR 2 Erie Pa 16509
Thrash Mary 160 West 8th St Apt 3a Erie Pa 16501
Tim Mcnair 821 State St Erie Pa 16501
Tipton Shade Tipton Berta Rte 20 Buffalo Rd Haborcreek Pa 16510
Tomczak Raymond Tomczak Clara 649 E 33 St Erie Pa 16504
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Tomczak Clara 649 E 33 St Erie Pa 16504
Tome Terrence 5005 Zuck Rd Lot 38 Erie Pa 16506
Tomi Sally A Estate 1150 W 26th St Erie Pa 16508
Torry Mary 819 W 8th St Erie Pa 16502
Tresler Irene 46 1 2 Vine St North East Pa 16428
Triana Michael 82 1/2 Clinton St North East Pa 16428
Truitt Grace 8255 W Lake Rd Fairview Pa 16415
Turowski Marie M 5102 Heidler Rd Fairview Pa 16502
Tyree Daniel Tyree James 442 West 4 Erie Pa 16507
Tyree Jacquelin Tyree James 2055 Gladstone Ct Erie Pa 16511
Tyree Jacqueline Tyree Daniel 442 West 4 Erie Pa 16507
Tyree James Tyree Daniel 442 W 4th St Erie Pa 16507
U
Umpirowic Harriet E Po Box 7002 Erie Pa 16510
Unger Guila 340 E 36th St Erie Pa 16504
Utz Elisabeth 5095 N Jarrod Ct Erie Pa 16506
V
Van Air Systems 2950 Mechanic St Lake City Pa 16423
Van Sise Alden C/O F A Van Sise 28 E 34th St Apt 1 Erie Pa 16504
Vanderstraete Didier PO Box 4046 Erie Pa 16512
Vanhoozer Douglas Grant 4330 Alison Ave Erie Pa 16506
Vargo Steve Vargo Lottie 705 Hess Ave Erie Pa 16503
Velez Evelynn 1154 W 27th St Erie Pa 16508
Velez Lisa 5447 Cray Rd Erie Pa 16509
Verdeechia Leo M Estate 2702 W 26th St Erie Pa 16506
Vincenzio Zeppieri 911 W 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Vogel Lester Vogel Twila 14910 Lyons Rd Union City Pa 16438
Vogt Helen 13133 Old Rte 19 Waterford Pa 16441
Volmer Thelma Estate 1053 W 29th St Erie Pa 16508
Vonhof Dennis 7420 Woolsey Rd Girard Pa 16417
W
Wagner Randy Wagner Renee 11854 Sta Rd North East Pa 16428
Wahlster Michael 416 W 10th St Erie Pa 16502
Wakefield Holly 47 West St North East Pa 16428
Walczak Stephanie Estate 1100 E 11th St Erie Pa 16503
Walker Celia 3rd Ave Waterford Pa 16441
Walker Jill 3943 Lancaster Rd Erie Pa 16506
Walker Reid Po Box 318 Harborcreek Pa 16421
Walker Steven 20 Cherokee Dr Mckean Pa 16426
Walker Zelda 8237 Timberwood Ln Erie Pa 16509
Wallace Dick 11577 Pentz Dr North East Pa 16428
Walmart Stores East Lp 5741 Buffalo Rd Harborcreek Pa 16421
Walsh Dennis C Estate 2625 E 26th St Erie Pa 16510
Walter Lillian 28 W Main St Fairview Pa 16415
Walter R Buck 1858 W Grandview Blvd Erie Pa 16509
Ward Andrea Dawn 3113 W 42nd St Erie Pa 16506
Warner Pearl 106 Timber Lake Dr Mckean Pa 16426
Waste Management 851 Robinson Rd Erie Pa 16509
Watt Lori 2120 South Manor Dr Erie Pa 16505
Way Gertrude 227 Scott St Erie Pa 16508
Weaver Arthur 1803 E 7 St Erie Pa 16511
Weber C John Cust 1324 S Shore Dr Apt 410 Erie Pa Erie Pa 16505
Weber William 7430 W Lake Rd Fairview Pa 16415
Weed Michael Weed Cheryl 1616 Prospect Ave Erie Pa 16510
Weigold Jdith 2012 Enfld Ln Erie Pa 16509
Weiser Karen 1207 E 29th St Erie Pa 16504
Weisman Betty 2510 Rollahome Dr Erie Pa 16506
Weler Marion 628 Brown Ave Erie Pa 16502
Wellco Equipment Llc 2419 West 15th St Erie Pa 16505
Werle Marion 2326 Liberty St Erie Pa 16502
Wesolowski John 553 East 5th St Erie Pa 16507
Westcott Ruth Westcott Steven 2516 Plum St Erie Pa 16502
Whipple William 1258 W 21st St Erie Pa 16502
Whitecotton Lisa 4091 Lakeview Dr Erie Pa 16506
Wickham William 2323 Edinboro Rd Apt 252 Erie Pa 16509
Wienczkowski Leonard Wienczkowski Dolor 517 E 13th St Erie Pa 16503
Wilde John E Est 6688 Miller Rd Girard Pa 16417
Wiler Frank Jr 544 E 27th St Erie Pa 16504
Wilkinson James Trt Ninth & State St Erie Pa 16512
Will Theodore 832 Linden Erie Pa 16501
Williams Allan Po Box 214 Mckean Pa 16426
Williams Maurice 205 W 20th St Erie Pa 16502
Wilson Robert Wilson Edwin 3 Rfd North East Pa 16428
Wilson Edith B Estate 7327 Charr Rd Erie Pa 16501
Wingerter Edward Estate 2916 Cochran St Erie Pa 16508
Wisinski Teresa Estate Rr 1 Erie Pa 16509
Wittman Robert 137 Lake Cliff Dr Erie Pa 16511
Wohlgemuth John 3317 Palisade Union City Pa 16438
Wolf Susan Box 3813 Erie Pa 16508
Wolfe Richard 435 E 33rd St Erie Pa 16504
Wolff Caroline Wolff Heinz 835 E 41st St Erie Pa 16504
Wood Suzanne 1037 East 10th St Erie Pa 16503
Woodell Elsie 1415 Filmore Ave Erie Pa 16505
Wright Barbara Wright Gertrude 1971 Lakeside Dr Erie Pa 16511
Wright Elzie Pa Soliders And Sailors Home 560 E3rd St Erie Pa 16507
Wright Gertrude 1971 Lakeside Dr Erie Pa 16511
Wrightenglish Barbara 1971 Lakeside Dr Erie Pa 16511
Wroblewski Edmund Wroblewski Jennie 3624 Sta Rd Erie Pa 16510
Wronek Daniel Wronek Muriel 3013 Hampshire Rd Erie Pa 16506
Wronek Muriel Wronek Thomas 3013 Hampshire Rd Erie Pa 16506
Wronek Muriel Wronek Thomas RR 2 Wattsburg Pa 16442
Wyant Jos Jr Jean Wyant 2420 Poplar St Erie Pa 16502
Wygant Thomas 755 E 28th St Erie Pa 16504
Y
Yaple Helen Estate 351 N Ea 24 St Erie Pa 16501
Yeager Gerald 2422 Penna Ave Erie Pa 16503
Young Barbara Re: Fletcher R Young Dec D 4476 S Washington St North East Pa
16428
Young Homer 335 Short St Erie Pa 16507
Young Lula Est 550 E 7th St 1st Fl Erie Pa 16503
Z
Zawisza Helen 442 1 2 E 14th Erie Pa 16503
Zawisza John 442 1/2 E 14th Erie Pa 16503
Zelaski Helen M In Rd 5 Wolf Rd Erie Pa 16509
Zeppieri Margaret 911 W 17th St Erie Pa 16502
Zheng Yu 110 Airport Rd Coatesville Pa 16504
Zieger Erin 3423 Anne Marie Dr Erie Pa 16506
Ziroli Florence 1915 Poplar St Erie Pa 16502
Zlotnick Fred 260 E 2nd Erie Pa 16503
Zmyjewski Isabelle 529 Fair Ave Erie Pa 16511
Zomick Gary B 4868 Old Sterettania Rd Erie Pa 16506
Zuern Matilda 1353 W 32nd St Erie Pa 16508
Zulavich Mike Estate RR 1 Edinboro Pa 16412
Zygai Eric 1020 Chestnut St Erie Pa 16501
Fayette County
A
Adam R Freet Ford Motor Credit 160 Sweeney Cir Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Alma Spittle Estate 604 Johnson Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
Amundson Paul Rd 1 Fayette City Pa 15438
Andaloros Furn Store Main St Fairbank Pa 15435
Automob Citizens 421 Ferncliff Dr Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Avery Leonard Thornton Rd Brownsville Pa 15417
Avery Roberta 323 Thornton Rd Brownsville Pa 15417
Axton Charles Axton Edna Rd1 Fayette City Pa 15438
B
Back Elizabeth 27 Memorial Dr Perryopolis Pa 15473
Bahnsen August Est RR 2 Uniontown Pa 15401
Bailey Muriel 297 E Main St Uniontown Pa 15401
Bailey Nancy RR 1 Box 136 Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Baker Ruth 1221 Mc Cormick Ave South Connellsville Pa 15425
Balu Shantha 139 Heritage Hills Rd Uniontown Pa 15401
Bankhead Doris J Est 183 Bankhead Rd Smithfield Pa 15478
Barber Rollin Po Box 387 Chalk Hill Pa 15421
Beattie Lillian RR 2 Box 51 Dunbar Pa 15431
Beaumont Ellis Beaumont Edna 6 Galahad Cir Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Beaver Gregory Po Box 459 C/O Penndot R/W Adm Uniontown Pa 15401
Beck Russell Beck Anna York New Salem Pa 15468
Beck Robert 11 2nd St Box 228 Star Jct Pa 15482
Bells Auto Body 1808 West Penn Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
Bennett Karen 36 Johnson Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Benock John Estate 429 North St Keisterville Pa 15449
Bernado Edward T 1104 Chestnut St Connellsville Pa 15425
Bhatt Naresh Bhatt Aakash 315 Saratoga Dr Uniontown Pa 15401
Bhatt Naresh Bhatt Pooja 315 Saratoga Dr Uniontown Pa 15401
Bierer Frederick 5 129 Liberty St Uniontown Pa 15401
Bierer Mary 67 Collins Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Biller Julia In 206 Graft Everson Pa 15631
Bittner Michael Po Box 218 New Salem Pa 15468
Blasco Sofia RR 1 Box 455 Perryopolis Pa 15473
Bogorae Mary 610 Water St Brownsville Pa 15417
Bolazs Jane E Estate St Rd Mount Braddock Pa 15465
Bolish Carla 669h Nelson Rd Farmington Pa 15437
Bolish Dominique Po Box 118 Chalk Hill Pa 15421
Bolish Ernest Est RR 2 Box 114c Dunbar Pa 15431
Bordas Mary A Estate RR 250 Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Borrello Kathleen 520 Cir Dr Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Borsella Velia Estate 124 Jean St Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Bosley Kevin 460 Leckrone Highhouse Rd Po B Mcclellandtown Pa 15458
Bowell Margaret 53 N Mainot Cardale Pa 15420
Bowman Clare 2025 Valy Forge Dr Connellsville Pa 15425
Brocato Mary Box 187 Leckrone Pa 15454
Brooks Phyllis Auer In 469 Rich Hill Rd Connellsville Pa 15425
Brown R Alexander Brown Margaret 139 State St Po Box 92 Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Brown Stella M Estate W Main St Uniontown Pa 15401
Brown Van David 27 Clarendon Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Brownsville Gen Attn Pharmacy Brownsville Pa 15417
Buchheit Edward In Po Box 230 Merrittstown Pa 15463
Buck Julia 106 Hornbeck Dr Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Bulich Ruzica 61 Lenox St Uniontown Pa 15401
Burks William 276 S Mount Vernon Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Burwell Carolyn 64 Eggleston St Uniontown Pa 15401
Byers Lisa 207 Angle St Brownsville Pa 15417
Byrd Eunice Po Box 35 La Belle Pa 15450
C
Calmes L A 101 Arlene St Hopwood Pa 15445
Camino Anna F In 710 Lewis St Brownsville Pa 15417
Cantalamessa V Estate 25 Kerr St Uniontown Pa 15401
Caparoso Guy 97 South Gallotin Uniontown Pa 15401
Capuzzi Rental Inc Po Box 816 Republic Pa 15475
Catalano Rebekah L 61 Gilmore St Uniontown Pa 15401
Cc Insurance Agency Inc 4325 State Rte 51 N Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Cemet Sylvan H 607 Galatin Ave Ext Uniontown Pa 15401
Cherry Tree Medical Associates 25 Highland Park Dr Uniontown Pa 15401
Chessie Fed C 655 Rich Hill Rd Connellville Pa 15425
Christopher Sam In Box 434 Merrittstown Pa 15463
Christopher Samuel In 201 Thompson Apt 1 Republic Pa 15475
Ciarrocchi Robert Po Box 186 Fairbank Pa 15435
Clark Street Construction 185 E Mcclain Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Clister Jack 512 Pearl St Brownsville Pa 15417
Coates Charlotte Coates Peter Po Box 63 Fayette City Pa 15438
Collins Daniel 582 Leckrone Highhouse Rd Mcclellandtown Pa 15458
Collins Joseph 594 Msntwn Smithfeld Rd Smithfield Pa 15478
Collins Shorise 35 Hickle St Uniontown Pa 15401
Commercial Credit Plan 232−A N Pittsburgh St Connellsville Pa 15425
Conners Patrick 9 King Arthur Dr Belle Vernon Pa 15012
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Cool Mabel M In 23 Market St Brownsville Pa 15417
Cooley Harry 117 N Morgantown St Fairchance Pa 15436
Cossel Joseph 97 Davidson Connellsville Pa
Cowles Elizabeth 28 Cherry Ln Farm Rd Dunbar Pa 15431
Craft Meredith Craft James 61 S Beeson Uniontown Pa 15401
Craft Meredith 233 Crossland Av Uniontown Pa 15401
D
D Angelo Jerry Estate Rr 1 Perryopolis Pa 15473
Dade Allen 415 Water St Brownsville Pa 15417
Davidson Wayne L In Rd 2 Box 417 Connellsville Pa 15425
Davis Betty 407 Railrd Box 403 Point Marion Pa 15474
Davis Gordon Po Box 624 Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Davis Terry 705 Rich Hill Rd Connellsville Pa 15425
Davis Thomas 32 Mccormick Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
De Miere William G Estate 426 E Murphy Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
De Paolis Gino Estate 8 E Fayette St Uniontown Pa 15401
Deanna Skirpan 135 Park St Brownsville Pa 15417
Debolt Walter H C/O E Debolt 306 North Seocnd St Masontown Pa 15461
Dem Leasing Inc Po Box 11 Uniontown Pa 15401
Dennis Matilda 100 Thanksgiving St Uniontown Pa 15401
Desai Shirish 205 Easy St Ste 106 Uniontown Pa 15401
Deskovich Theresa Rd 1 Box 62 Hopewood Pa 15445
Desouzd Simone 821 Brd Ave Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Dick John C Estate RR 1 Lamberton Pa 15458
Dileo Enes Est 4 E Fayette St Uniontown Pa 15401
Dodgson Alice Po Box 170 Connellsville Pa 15425
Doman Theodora A Estate 17 Oliver Hts Uniontown Pa 15401
Domer Dorothy 1819 3rd St Sconnellsville Pa 15425
Donaldson Warren Estate 98 S Pennsylvania Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Donna Yablonski Rd 2 Belrose Dr Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Dorothy Aretta Rd 3 Box 6429 Uniontown Pa 15401
Doty Clarance Rd2 Lake Lynn Pa 15451
Drake Jason Po Box 793 Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Duggan Patricia C/O R E Caretti 1418 Oak St Fl 1 Connellsville Pa 15425
Dulik Anna RR 2 Box 260a Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Dunham Geraldine Box 114 Star Pa 15482
Dunlop Clara RR 1 Fayette City Pa 15438
Dunning Mullin 1201 8 Ave Allison Pa 15413
E
E Gay L Middle West Brownsvi Pa 15417
Eberly Orville Po Box 2023 Uniontown Pa 15401
Edgerton Andrea 113 Kaider Rd Uniontown Pa 15401
Edward Fike 308 Connellsville St Uniontown Pa 15401
Edward S Wagner 110 North Arch St Connellsville Pa 15425
Edwards Ezekiel Jr Edwards Jessie 422 Croushore Rd Adah Pa 15410
Ellsworth William And Eliza 2 Thomas Cir Fairchance Pa 15436
Evans Mary RD 4 Box 350 Belle Vernon Pa 15012
F
Fancella Joseph Est 227 Virginia Ave Hopwood Pa 15445
Faris Cecelia 7 Fairview St Uniontown Pa 15401
Fauselkey Robert Estate 87 Lenox St Uniontown Pa 15401
Fay Co Indust Develmnt Auth 2 W Main St Ste 700 Uniontown Pa 15401
Fayette County Avts 175 Georges Fairchance Rd Uniontown Pa 15401
Ferens Helena 97 E Main St Ste 1 Uniontown Pa 15401
Feris Joseph 7 Fairview St Uniontown Pa 15401
Fike Robert Box 608 Chalk Hill Pa 15421
Fleming John Fleming Vergna Rfd Ohiopyle Pa 15470
Flynn Elizabeth S Wks Rocks RR 4 Uniontown Pa 15401
Fresh Delmas Fresh Wanda Po Box 235 Fairchance Pa 15436
Friend Richard 202 E Fairview Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
G
Gablers Drugs Po Box 488 Uniontown Pa 15401
Gabriel Anna Estate 46 West Pl Uniontown Pa 15401
Gaffney Deborah 143 Gibson Tr Connellsville Pa 15425
Galanski Jennie 2 House Allison Pa 15413
Gallo Sons Po Box 963 Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Garbutt Jesse In Rd 2 Connellsville Pa 15425
Gashie Lawrence 117 Sec St Point Marion Pa 15474
Gatts Regina 201 Cherry Dr Masontown Pa 15461
Gaudio David P Sr 214 Country Dr Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Gayden Anna 203 Mt Vernon Towers Uniontown Pa 15401
Geier Claire Po Box 459 C/O Penndot R/W Admin Uniontown Pa 15401
George Joann 1298 Fells Church Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Gerson Joshua 524 Independence Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Gibson Clyde In Rte 1 Box 36 Point Marion Pa 15474
Gismondi Laverne C Est 257 N Gallatin Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Gleason Earl 26 Meadow Ln Uniontown Pa 15401
Gluvna Anastasia 201 Cherry Dr Masontown Pa 15461
Gmac For Loan Of Po Box 748 Cathleen M Long Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Gmac Jennifer Dunn PO Box 156 Hibbs Pa 15443
Goinpostal 1vx7 822 Vanderbilt Rd Connellsville Pa 15425
Gondek Anna Estate 226 Hill Farm Rd Dunbar Pa 15431
Goss Daniel Goss Edith 1st St Hiller Pa 15444
Goss Edith Goss Daniel 1st St Hiller Pa 15444
Goss Edith 1st St Hiller Pa 15444
Gower Diana 1164 Walnut Hill Rd Smithfield Pa 15478
Graca Jeanette 30 Areford St Uniontown Pa 15401
Greathouse Annette Est 24 Fairview St Uniontown Pa 15401
Greeley Kathy 70 N Gordon St Uniontown Pa 15401
Green Patty 118 First St Point Marion Pa 15474
Greenawalt Mildred 52 Leslie St Uniontown Pa 15401
Griffin David PO Box 2303 Summerville Pa 15421
Grimm Clinton 111 Mt Braddock Rd Lemont Frnc Pa 15456
Grimm Freda 606 Rogers Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
Grimm Shawn RR 2 Box 124g Connellsville Pa 15425
Groomes Betty In 381 R B Narrows Rd Connellsville Pa 15425
Gruller William Estate RR 2 Perryopolis Pa 15473
Gump Marsha Po Box 84 Hibbs Pa 15443
Guttman James 200 Speers Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
H
Haag Elizabeth 1230 Willowbrook Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Hague Mildred Box 323 Ronco Pa 15476
Hall Anna 300 Union St 2c Point Marion Pa 15474
Hallbrook Emma M Estate 217 Coolspring St Uniontown Pa 15401
Haney Warren 23 Wilmac St Uniontown Pa 15401
Harvilla Joseph Box 116 Cardale Pa 15420
Helman Edwin Estate 213 Connellsville St Uniontown Pa 15401
Helms Nellie 2210 Ridge Blvd Connellsville Pa 15425
Hess Irene Hess John Dutch Hill Uniontown Pa 15401
Hetrick Anna M Estate James Crk Markleysburg Pa 15459
Hice Raymond 105 Thompson 2 Rd Box 598 Republic Pa 15475
Hickle Vending Uniontown Pa 123 Oliver Rdt L Airport Uniontown Pa 15401
Hlatky Ed 3 N Walnut St Mastontown Pa 15461
Hockenberger James R Jr 9 1/2 Pittsburg St Fairchance Pa 15436
Hoi Sio Hong 904 Success Dr Farmington Pa 15437
Holiday Inn 700 West Main St Uniontown Pa 15401
Holt Andrea 110 Frisbee Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
Holt Joshua 1368 Mall Run Rd Uniontown Pa 15401
Hooper Beatrice Hooper Percy 100 Vanndell St Uniontown Pa 15401
Hooper Beatrice Hooper Percy Po Box 286 Fairbanks Pa 15435
Hooper Jessica 1918 Utah St Connellsville Pa 15425
Hosenkopf Helen Estate 39 Mill St Uniontown Pa 15401
Housden Paulette 594 Masontown Rd Smithfield Pa 15478
Household Consumer Discount Co 1242 W Main St Uniontown Pa 15401
Hrusousky William Estate RR 1 Uniontown Pa 15401
Huchetto Shynon M Estate Prospect St Point Marion Pa 15474
Hudock Ruth 2025 1st St South Connellsville Pa 15425
Hughes Margaret 2018 Darr St Cardale Pa 15420
Hughes Regina 115 Taft Rd Farmington Pa 15437
Hughes William C Estate 723 Henry St Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Hull Patty Hull Roger Box 484 Wharton Furnace Rd Farmington Pa 15437
Humbert Roger Rd1 Box 45 Markleysburg Pa 15459
Huntington National Bank 4049 State Rte 51 S Box 838 Loan Of Rick A Fitzsimmon
Belle Vernon Pa 15012
I
Iaqunta Anita 1808 West Penn Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
Imfb Management Inc Po Box 219 Dunbar Pa 15431
Import Export Tire 3 350 Pittsburgh St Uniontown Pa 15401
Iunis Delores Re D L Herring Dec D Box 22 Republic Pa 15475
J
J G Food Mart 857 8 Gdner St Uniontown Pa 15401
Jaikaew Nuttapon 911 Success Dr Farmington Pa 15437
James Borne Rd 2 Atwood Dr Belle Vernon Pa 15012
James Donald 146b S Arch St Connellsville Pa 15425
James Heilman 1425 George Fairchance Rd Smithfield Pa 15478
James Shamel 109 Water Blvd Brownsville Pa 15417
James Vernona 146b Sourth Arch St Connellsville Pa 15425
Janielle Heeten 233 Crossland Av Uniontown Pa 15401
Jarrett Kelly 303 Gans Rd Lake Lynn Pa 15451
Jesus Celebrate 113 Brown St Brownsville Pa 15417
John Liberani Estate RR 1 Brownsville Pa 15417
Johnson Karen Johnson Scott 1048 Rostraver Rd Bell Vernon Pa 15012
Johnson William 144 N Beeson Ave Apt 406 Uniontown Pa 15401
Johnston Nelletta Box 114 Star Pa 15482
Jones Clint Po Box 81 Wickhaven Pa 15492
Jordan Lucille 101 Arlene St Hopwood Pa 15445
Jose Dorothy Apt 101 White Swan Apt West Ma Uniontown Pa 15401
Jose Pauline Apt 101 W Main St Uniontown Pa 15401
Joseph Valigore Sr 50 Old Pittsburgh Rd Uniontown Pa 15401
K
Kanar James 22 Lexington Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Kapella Eleanor Est 504 W Murphy Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
Karazsiz Mary 520 W Main St Uniontown Pa 15401
Kazmierczyk C L 284 Mudd Pike Rd Markleysburg Pa 15459
Kazmierezyk John J 284 Mudd Pike Rd Markleysburg Pa 15459
Keill Betty 1701 Hunters Rdg Brownsville Pa 15417
Kelly George Kelly Ronald Rd 3 Connellsville Pa 15425
Ketchel Julia RR 1 Box 4a Masontown Pa Masontown Pa 15461
Kimble Johnnaston 403 Hunters Ridge Brownsville Pa 15417
King Clyde 377 West Brd St Apt 7 Connellsville Pa 15425
King Paul Estate 6 Poplar St Masontown Pa 15461
King Raygor 114 Jones St Everson Pa 15631
King Robert Po Box 1447 Uniontown Pa 15401
Kishor E Joshi Family Trust C/0 Medserve Management Co Uniontown Pa 15401
Kittisuwat Naphatpisha 912 Success Dr Farmington Pa 15437
Knopsnider Justin 116 E Crawford Ave 1 Connellsville Pa 15425
Knox Samuel 177 W Main St Apt 805 Uniontown Pa 15401
Kossar Cindy 211 Henry St Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Kovach Darlene 71 Eggleston St Uniontown Pa 15401
Kozar Zelda Mt Vernon Towers 177 W Main St 8 Uniontown Pa 15401
Kramer John Po Box 854 Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Kuhn Leatha 536 Speer St Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Kuhn Letha I Estate 536 Speer St Belle Vernon Pa 15012
L
Langley Marjorie Jean RR 3 Box 744 Uniontown Pa 15401
Lantz Laura E Main St Uniontown Pa 15401
Lappe Martin Po Box 27 Hibbs Pa 15443
Lappe Pauline Bryner Rd 1 Box 328 B Smithfield Pa 15478
Law William 1415 Water St Brownsville Pa 15417
Leckey Madaline Leckey Vernon Box 11 Point Pa 15474
Leonard Michael 600 Dryhill Rd Connellsville Pa 15425
Leonti Doris Sol Leonti Andre PO Box 174 Brownsville Pa 15417
Lesouski Allen 117 Poplar St Masontown Pa 15461
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Lin Ye 901 Success Dr Farmington Pa 15437
Linderman Eric 113a Blaszczak Rd Uniontown Pa 15401
Lininger Ralph 517 W Crawford Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
Lishia Anthony Lishia Ralph 164 Maxwell La Belle Pa 15450
Lofstead Gloria 123 Ben Lomond St Uniontown Pa 15401
Logorda Nicole Box 55 Republic Pa 15475
Lohr Debra 300 Flatwoods Rd Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Long Charles H Estate 208 E Green St Connellsville Pa 15425
Longstreet G N Jr Po Box 89 Mc Clellandtown Pa 15458
Lowe Frances Lowe Helen Po Box 42 Ronco Pa 15476
Lowe Bessie 1152 Lower Sandy Hollow Rd Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Lowe Virginia 594 Msntwn Smithfeld Rd Smithfield Pa 15478
Luckey Grace Box 476 Connellsville Pa 15425
Lukotch Debra 474 Braddock Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Lydon Irene 42 Derrick Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
M
Macko Karen 105 Ivy Dr Po 603 Connellsville Pa 15425
Magerko Holdings Llc 1001 Lafayette Dr Farmington Pa 15437
Magerko Margaret 451 Parkview Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Malik John 224 Hopwood Frche Rd Uniontown Pa 15401
Malone David 520 Morgantown St Point Marion Pa 15474
Manderino Elizabeth Manderino Thomas 1230 Willowbrook Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Manderino Elizabeth 230 Willowbrook Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Margaret Yanchose C 31 Church St Allison Pa 15413
Marhefka John 417 Upper Middletown Rd Smock Pa 15480
Markley James F Jr Po Box 905 Republic Pa 15475
Marks Elsie 106 Wards Rd Grindstone Pa 15442
Maron Pamela 179 Hague Ln Uniontown Pa 15401
Martinak Jeffrey 103 Swartz Ln Perryopolis Pa 15473
Mary J S 520 Independence Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Marzetti Annuziata Estate N Ml New Salem Pa 15468
Mason Fairy Po Box 334 Uledi Pa 15484
Matejcik John Estate 97 Co House Masontown Pa 15461
Matway Chrysler Plymouth PO Box 747 Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Matyus Christina 11 Cottage Ave Masontown Pa 15461
Mayers Earl 572 Hopewell Rd East Millsboro Pa 15433
Mc Daniel Adalyn Mc Daniel L D 14 Bailey Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Mccann John 343 Braddock Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Mcclain George 352 Van Meter Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Mcconnell Helen S Estate Crescent Dr Brier Hill Pa 15415
Mccray Harlan C/O Mrs M Mccray 47 Union St Uniontown Pa 15401
Mcdonough Francis Rd 1 Fayette City Pa 15438
Mcdougle Carl 876 Star Star Junction Pa
Mcelroy Margaret In 13 Trader St Uniontown Pa 15401
Mcmanus James 417 Middle St West Brownsville Pa 15417
Mcquillan Alan Christophe 466 Mudd Pike Rd Po Box 93 Markleysburg Pa 15459
Mcshaw Ronald 133 Liberty St Uniontown Pa 15401
Mcsurdy Michael 18 High St Po Box 147 Smock Pa 15480
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy 159 Morgantown St D Uniontown Pa 15401
Meihl Clara 649 B Braddock Rd Farmington Pa 15437
Menarcheck Janet 159 Sunrise Dr Hopwood Pa 15445
Metzger Esther G Est 123 Pearl St Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Michael Ciserano 421 Ferncliff Dr Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Mickey Jessie RR 1 Box 320 Smithfield Pa 15478
Miller Chester Miller Lois 418 N Pittsburgh St Connellsville Pa 15425
Miller Eleanor Miller Edgar 18 Prospect St Smithfield Pa 15478
Miller Dorothy Estate 701 S Pgh St Connellsville Pa 15425
Miller Elmerr RR 1 Box 225 Smithfield Pa 15478
Miller Judith RR 1 Box 476 New Salem Pa 15468
Mitchel Del 815 York St Brownsville Pa 15417
Mitchell Martha Mitchell Noreen Po Box 87 Waltersburg Pa 15488
Mitchell Martha Mitchell Vincent Po Box 87 Waltersburg Pa 15488
Mitchell Beverly 2093 Gibsonton Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Mitchell Martha Box 87 Waltersburg Pa 15488
Monaghan Gregory 196 Baer Rd Smock Pa 15480
Monticue Jennifer 1295 Buchanan Rd White Pa 15490
Moore John E Estate Po Box 43 Ohiopyle Pa 15470
Morgan Adam Earl 336 Puritan Village Rd Mc Clellandtown Pa 15458
Morris Cormelia 876 Star Star Junction Pa
Mountain Spring Medical Assocs 106 Commonwealth Dr Lemont Furnace Pa 15456
Mulcahey Rosemary 400 Shaffner Ave Browsville Pa 15417
Munteanu Olesea 902 Success Dr Farmington Pa 15437
Myers Carl Estate 407 E Green St Connellsville Pa 15425
N
N W L Corporation 1001 Lafayette Dr Farmington Pa 15437
Na Keeree Ausnee 911 Success Dr Farmington Pa 15437
Nagg Thomas Nagg Bette 818 Second St Brownsville Pa 15417
National Car Sales Dba Cooley Ford 630 W Main St Uniontown Pa 15401
Nelson Donna 290 Rush Run Rd E Millsboro Pa E Millsboro Pa 15433
Nelson Richard H Estate Second Belle Vernon Pa 15012
O
Obrien Mary E Estate W Painter St S Connellsvl Pa 15425
Obrien Mary Estate S Pittsburg St Connellsville Pa 15425
Obrien Thomas 29 Nottingham Dr Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Oddyssey Communications Llc 4491 State Rte 51 North Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Ogrodney John 138 Royal Chestnutridge Pa 15422
Oravitz John Box 116 Cardale Pa 15420
Orloski Lisa House 337 3rd St Isabella Pa 15447
Otto William H Estate 376 Union St Uniontown Pa 15401
P
Pa Health Care Plan Po Box 86 Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Pahula Frances Box 187 Leckrone Pa 15454
Pangbaun George W Estate 142 Ct House St Whitsett Pa 15473
Panko Marietta Panko Paul Box 235 Hopwood Pa 15445
Parshall Sandra Pontefract 161 S Mount Vernon Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Pase Walter 420 Gray Ave Masontown Pa 15461
Patrignani Torm Estate 190 Lincoln St Uniontown Pa 15401
Paulley James J Jr 77 Lewis Brownsville Pa
Peltz Ruth 18 Madison Dr Apt 212 Fayette City Pa 15438
Penney Geraldin Penney Clark 48 Th S Gallitin Union Town Pa 15401
Pershing Court Manor 114 Pershing Ct Uniontown Pa 15401
Peter Keith Rd 2 Box 630 Farmington Pa 15437
Petro Theodore Petro Mary Po Box 43 Hopwood Pa 15445
Petro Mary L Kitchen Interior Hopwood Pa
Petro Theodore J Kitchen Interior Hopwood Pa
Phillips Anna CO F Phillips 228 Edison St Uniontown Pa 15401
Pirlo Anthony J Est Po Box 193 Perryopolis Pa 15473
Plezia Mathew 629 Lisenring Rd Po Box 788 Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Polorny Ann Estate Apt 1003 Marshall Mnr E Main St Uniontown Pa 15401
Poole William 64 Union St Uniontown Pa 15401
Porter Margaret Estate 121 Willier Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
Porterwhite Harriett 2 W Main St Uniontown Pa 15401
Potersnak Emil 1351 Paradise Ave Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Potter Anna 343 Braddock Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Price Frederick Po Box 173 Hibbs Pa 15443
Priest Sewell 15 Dominion St Lot 15 Union Town Pa 15401
Prinkey Gladys Prinkey Eugene Rd1 Box 13 Normalville Pa 15469
Protos Marci 248 Cope Rd Perryopolis Pa 15473
Provance Fannie RR 1 Fayette City Pa 15438
Q
Quixote Company University Dr Po Box 518 Uniontown Pa 15401
R
Randolph Benjamin Harold IV 87 Cleveland Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Ransaw James 84 Whiteman Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Rath Dave 450 N Gallatin Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Raymond Susan 66 Old Mill Rd Ohiopyle Pa 15470
Reddy Charles 819 Main St Mc Clellandtown Pa 15458
Reed Sladys 1121 Vine Connellsville Pa 15425
Reilly Margaret 125 Belmont Cir Uniontown Pa 15401
Resides Robert C Jr 300 Flatwoods Rd Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Rettstatt Frances 439 Low Hill Rd Brownsville Pa 15417
Richie Jacqueline Estate RR 1 Uniontown Pa 15401
Riley Tammy Box 128 Merristown Pa 15463
Ritz Timothy 1429 Georges Fairchange Rd Smithfield Pa 15478
Robbins William Robbins Helen 115 Brown St Uniontown Pa 15401
Rofey Norman Po Box 982 Uniontown Pa 15401
Roll Marissa 11 Milton St Uniontown Pa 15401
Rosila Domaracki Estate 1st St Leisenring Pa 15455
Rosinski Isabelle Rosinski Thomas Rosinski Brian Rosinski Dale Rd 1 PO Box 83
Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Rosinski Thomas 177 Town Country Rd Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Rosue Marjorie Estate RR 2 Perryopolis Pa 15473
Rulong Robert Po Box 1484 Uniontown Pa 15401
Rumancik Mike Estate 828 Co House Star Junction Pa 15482
Russell Alexander 115 Eastgate Rd Uniontown Pa 15401
Russell Louise Po Box 187 Dawson Pa 15428
Russell Panolar 558 Palmer Rd Box 191 Adah Pa 15410
S
Sabatini Ralph Sabatini Tulio Po Box 518 Grindstone Pa 15442
Saluga Mary Po Box 1705 Uniontown Pa 15401
Sanders Kenneth 1838 Mill Run Rd Mill Run Pa 15464
Sangston Virginia 138 Belmont Cir Uniontown Pa 15401
Santina David M Apt 3a Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Santini Elizabeth Santini Paul 507 N Prospect Connellsville Pa 15425
Sarachman Lois C/O M J Sarachman 46 Oconnell Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Sarachman Michael 46 Oconnell Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Savage George Estate 284 Rd 1 Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Savel Vaughn 51 Rose Blvd Uniontown Pa 15401
Scheller Mona R House 179 Lemont Furnace Pa 15456
Schepisi Mildred Schepisi John 43 Mifflin Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Scott Aaron 66 Rankin Rd Farmington Pa 15437
Secrest Gerald Rd 1 Box 302b Connellsville Pa 15425
Settles Robert 42 Lincon St Uniontown Pa 15401
Shartzer John Box 476 Connellsville Pa 15425
Sheets Russel Sheets Robert 53 Grant Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Sherin James E Estate 133 Brown St Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Shop N Save Laurel 1952 University Dr Dunbar Pa 15425
Sica Robert 411 Derrick Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Sikon Leo 113 Vance St Everson Pa 15631
Sikon Nancy 113 Vance St Everson Pa 15631
Sillett Martha Z House 62 Oliver 3 Uniontown Pa 15401
Simmons Kathryne D Kamps Pch 4508 National Pke Markleysburg Pa 15459
Sipe Nell 120 E Peach St Apt 705 Connellsville Pa 15425
Sladky John 993 Brdford Rd Everson Pa 15631
Sledge Benjamin Po Box 252 Oliver Pa 15472
Smiley Chas R Estate 232 N Gallatin Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Smith Blaine H Keefers Personal Cr 308 E Gibson Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
Smyth Peggy 958 N Gallatin Ave Ext Uniontown Pa 15401
Soltis Codylynn Po Box 229 Connelsville Pa 15425
Sorenson Daniel W Middle West Brownsvi Pa 15417
Sparks Sheena 101 Robaugh Rd Connellsville Pa 15425
Sparrow Priscill Sparrow Ernest Rd 1 Connellsville Pa 15425
Spartan Construction Co 146 E Main St 200 Uniontown Pa 15401
Spegele Mona R Estate 650 Lenity School Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Speggen Joseph 307 Cottage Ave Masontown Pa 15461
Spittler Ruth E Estate 604 Johnson Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
Squeeze N Go Gas In 1115 Connellsville R Uniontown Pa 15401
Squeeze N Go Gas In 495 Gun Club Rd Uniontown Pa 15401
St Peter Lutheran Church 171 Connellsville St Uniontown Pa 15401
Steane Edna PO Box T Normalville Pa 15469
Sterbutzel Patrick Po Box 337 Mcclellandtwn Pa 15458
Sterner Glenna M Estate RR 1 Fayette City Pa 15438
Stewart Collision Service 73 E Fayette St Uniontown Pa 15401
Stillwagon Ruth In 124 Pittsburgh St Connellsville Pa 15425
Stoll Anna M Estate RR 1 Box 207 Connellsville Pa 15425
Stout Ila Po Box 352 Uledi Pa 15484
Strother Theodore 110a Newton Rd Po Box 475 Star Junction Pa 15482
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Strychalski Susan 331 Glister Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Stuart Vincent Box 87 Waltersburg Pa 15488
Sumey Clyde Est Sumey Clyde Rr3 Box 395 Uniontown Pa 15401
Swetz Corey 397 E Main St Apt 4a Uniontown Pa 15401
Swetz Elizabeta 45 Pittsburgh Uniontown Pa 15401
Swink Jerry 255 Swink Hill Rd Connellsville Pa 15425
Swink Paul E 261 Swink Hill Rd Connellsville Pa 15425
T
Taghizadeh Firooz Dr Prof Plaza II 211 Easy St Ste 224 Uniontown Pa 15401
Tait Beryl 114 Mountain Rd Uniontown Pa 15401
Theresa Katherine K Estate 29 House Leckrone Pa 15454
Thomas Barbara RR 1 Box 136 Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Thomas James Estate RR 1 Smock Pa 15480
Thomas Judith D RR 1 Box 182 Point Marion Pa 15474
Thompson Lyndsey 45c N Mt Vernon Ave Untiontown Pa 15401
Thorpe William Country Mnr Rr 1 Box 197 Smock Pa 15480
Timms Nelson Po Box 481 Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Tippen John 192 Lenox St Uniontown Pa 15401
Tom Clark Chrysler Jeep Dodge 4803 Rte 51 North Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Toon Matthew House 26 Westbrdway St Leisenring Pa 15455
Trimbath Gladys J Estate RR 1 Dunbar Pa 15431
Tulley Clara 304 Falls Ave Connellsville Pa 15425
U
Uhall Joseph Jr Estate 228 Fairview Ave Masontown Pa 15461
Umwa Local 1378 1011 Falls Church Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Utzler Joseph C/O J B Kramer Po Box 854 Belle Vernon Pa 15012
V
Valesky Jacob 2018 Indian Head Rd Apt B Po Box 284 Indian Head Pa 15446
Valley Tire 2107 Gibsontown Rd Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Vandivner William 631 Meadow St Po Box 5 Ronco Pa 15476
Vansickle Marguerite Vansickle Edward Po Box 332 Allison Pa 15413
Vargo Patricia 930 Rockridge Rd Connellsville Pa 15425
Verbonitz Mary Verbonitz Anne R FD 1 Box 173 Adah Pa 15410
Verbus Margaret Berkley Commons Apt 1101 230 W Berkeley St Uniontown Pa 15401
Verney Joann RR 2 Box 166−A Smithfield Pa 15478
Vfd Bullskin Twp 260 Keefer Rd Connellsville Pa 15425
Village Of Searights 600 Village Of Searights Uniontown Pa 15401
W
Wade Joseph 226 N 10th St Connellsville Pa 15425
Wahler Bruce 94 S Pennsylvania Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Walter Sandra 1121 Vine Connellsville Pa 15425
Wandell William 120poolspring St Uniontown Pa 15401
Washabaugh Eugenie 24 Sycamore St Uniontown Pa 15401
Wasicek Helen 521 Henry St Belle Pa 15012
Welding Industry Escrow Account C/O Davis Mcfarland & Carroll One Gateway Ctr
10th Floor Pittsburgh Pa 15422
Welsh Lawrence 232 Connellsville St Dunbar Pa 15431
Wensing Henry Po Box 346 New Salem Pa 15468
Wensingsr Edward Po Box 346 New Salem Pa 15468
Wheeler Virginia C/O Wheeler V 150 Brownfield Ln Uniontown Pa 15401
White Benjamin 577 Stewartstown Rd Point Marion Pa 15474
Williams Linda 269 Hatfield Rd Smock Pa 15480
Williams Warren Estate RR 1 Fayette City Pa 15438
Williamson Dale 311 Thorton Rd Brownsville Pa 15417
Wilson Elwood Wilson Lelah V House 234 Grindstone Pa 15442
Wilson Mary Wilson Glenn Rd 1 Lemont Furnac Pa 15456
Wilson Linda 298 Jumonville Rd Hopwood Pa 15445
Wilson Naomi Estate 313 S Engler St Connellsville Pa 15425
Wilson William 213 Delmont Ave Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Wirick Justin 106 Spartan Ct Uniontown Pa 15401
Wolfe Maxine Wolfe Roxie Po Box 157 Chalkhill Pa 15421
Wright Marie 103 Ann St Brownsville Pa 15417
Wroble Annette 208 Sterling Ave Masontown Pa 15461
Wrote Eliza Estate 1005 Sycamore St Connellsville Pa 15425
Y
Yanchose Margaret 31 Church St Allison Pa 15413
Yanchose Margaret C Est 31 Church St Allison Pa 15413
Yetsconish Pauline Estate 321 Ctr St Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Yoho Elvira Po Box 459 C/O Penndot R/W Admin Uniontown Pa 15401
Yonker John M Estate Harris Gdn Apt 21 D Uniontown Pa 15401
Z
Zainudin Izmeen 902 Success Dr Farmington Pa 15437
Zele Albert 45 Pittsburgh Uniontown Pa 15401
Zinn Margaret 41 Wilson Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Zubal Milan Zubal Anna 101 Elma Ave Uniontown Pa 15401
Franklin County
A
A Perfect Bride Po Box 163 Greencastle Pa 17225
Adams Jessie M Estate 241 High St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Allen Doris 2066 Edgar Ave Extended Chambersburg Pa 17201
Anderson Hazel 6375 Chambersburg Rd Fayetteville Pa 17222
Angle Edward 1010 Byers Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Antrim Building & Farm Supply Co 201 North Carlisle St Box 98 Greencastle Pa
17225
Antrim Ins Agcy Inc 248 West Second St A Waynesboro Pa 17268
Arnsparger Travis M 3451 Church St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Aughinbaugh Troy 9422 Tomstown Rd Waynesboro Pa 17268
Ayaza Mendoza Eliseo 6 E Main St Apt 101 Waynesboro Pa 17268
B
Baird Miriam 10960 Country Club Rd Waynesboro Pa 17268
Baker Telford Baker Della Herminie Keystone Pa 17201
Banks Alice 556 S Main St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Baranowske Michelle Baranowske Steven 12160 Loop Rd Fayetteville Pa 17222
Bard Ruth Estate RR 12 Box 275 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Barkdoll Stan 12026 Punch Bowl Rd Mercersburg Pa 17232
Barnes Robert 436 Colonial Dr Ldin Greencastle Pa 17225
Barnhart Jade 2552 Black Gap Rd Chambersburg Pa 17201
Barnharts Lawn & Gdn 10550 Buchanan Trl E Waynesboro Pa 17268
Bartl Pamela 232 N 6th St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Bartolon Collette 7703 Cumberland Cir Ext St Thomas Pa 17252
Baughman T R 51 North Sec St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Bazella Mary Po Box 171 Greencastle Pa 17225
Beck Manufacturing 9170 Molly Pitcher Hwy Greencastle Pa 17225
Becker Ann RR 2 Greencastle Pa 17225
Bigler David 460 E Queen St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Bingaman Donald E III 12061 Punch Bowl Rd Merscersburg Pa 17236
Binkley Dorothy 201 Franklin Farm Ln Chambersburg Pa 17202
Black Jesse 14892 Robinhood Cir Greencastle Pa 17225
Bliss David 209 Shively Rd Chambersburg Pa 17202
Bohon Donna M Estate RR 2 Box 113a Mercersburg Pa 17236
Booze Charles Booze Margaret 342 Catherine St Greencastle Pa 17225
Bottorff Sally C/O G A Bottorff 250 S Potomac St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Boyles Herbert Boyles Mary 860 Stouffen Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Brewer Margaret 23 Vernon Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Brooks Performance 1464 Lincoln Way East Chambersburg Pa 17202
Brown Brian 68 W Main Fayetteville Pa 17222
Brown Paula 835 D High St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Buchanan Frances C/O M G Buchanan Old Mill Rd Waynesboro Pa 17268
Bucklen Keith Robert Dr 45 Rdside Ave Surgical Associates Of W Waynesboro Pa
17268
Burkholder Noah L Estate 365 E King St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Buterbaugh Ronald 14500 Ft Loudon Rd Mercersburg Pa 17236
C
Campbell Thelma M Estate 340 W Commerce St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Carswell Tiffany 127 Frick Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Chamberlain Theodor Chamberlain Flo 1209 Park Cir W Chambersburg Pa 17201
Chambersburg Anesthesia Assoc 144 South Eighth St Suite 102 Chambersburg Pa
Chambersburg Pa 17201
Chambersburg Waste Paper Po Box 975 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Clabaugh Carroll 14275 Penn Dixie Ln Greencastle Pa 17225
Cline Blanche 200 N Main St Apt 307 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Conrad Nan Estate 37 W Baltimore St Greencastle Pa 17225
Cook David Po Box 55 Fayetteville Pa 17222
Cook Harold R Estate 346 Ringgold St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Cooper Dennis 338 W Main St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Cosey Kathryn 318 E Mckinley Chambersburg Pa 17201
Creager Glenns Creager Ruth 35 Mount Vernon Ter Waynesboro Pa 17268
Creager Connie 11587 Old Rte 16 Waynesboro Pa 17268
Crest Ford Inc Attn Elaine Bull 2024 Lincoln Way East Chambersburg Pa 17201
Crider Ana 692 Greenfield Dr Chambergbu Pa 17201
D
Daharsh Althea 64 Obsidian Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Dalia Alyson 122 E Queen St Apt 2 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Davis Ruth 15075 Ridge Rd Waynesboro Pa 17268
Day Kathryn Elizabeth 10 E Main St Waynesboro Pa 17268
De Ugarte Hernan 635 Cumberland Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Delapaz Maria 3485 Wayne Rd F3 Chambersburg Pa 17202
Detweiler Megan S 17222 Mill Rd Spring Run Pa 17262
Devor Hilda 10 E Main St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Dietrich Ivan Po Box 96 Ft Loudon Pa 17224
Digital Sunrise 1048 Lincoln Way East Chambersburg Pa 17201
Dinterman Walter Dinterman Mary 320 Ring Gold St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Disa 1 Overcash Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Domingu Rokael 70 Lincoln Way West Chambersburg Pa 17201
Donahoe Michael 9703 Blue Spring Rd Mercersburg Pa 17236
Donahue Lawrence Donahue Marea 449 Fleming Roxbury Pa
Dress Leroy 2850 Warm Spring Rd Chambersburg Pa 17201
Drulis Robert R Est 17803 Old Stumpy Ln Fort Loudon Pa 17224
Duarte Ramon 15058 Buchanan Trl E Blue Ridge Sm Pa 17214
E
Easter Seals Waynesboro Ctr 34 Rdside Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Ebersole Dennis Cust Rd 1 Fayetteville Pa 17222
Eckman Robert E Estate 460 E Queen St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Elias Ryan 389 E Mckinley St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Emory Melissa 710 Lesher Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Epperson Tina 11057 Skyline Dr Orrstown Pa 17244
Esquivia Ayleen 238 Minnich Rd Chambersburg Pa 17201
Everhart Ethel 3001 Luther Dr Apt 302 Chambersburg Pa 17201
F
Fighting Temptations C/O S Reynolds Po Box 22 Shady Grove Pa 17256
Fink Cathy 12760 Penmar Rd Waynesboro Pa 17268
Forbes Robert W Estate RR 5 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Fortney Dennis 315 Harrison Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Frantz Raymond 230 Clayton St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Fritz Jane Estate 325 N 2nd St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Frye Mary A 5306 Fairway Dr W Fayetteville Pa 17222
Funk Martha Funk John J 11686 Koons Rd Waynesboro Pa 17268
Funk Kristina 6460 Bellhurstar Chambersburg Pa 17201
G
Gabler Adam 60 Monroe Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Garner Geraldine 1070 Stouffer Ave Chambersbu Pa 17201
Gilreath Karen 7093 Slabtown Rd Frnt Waynesboro Pa 17268
Gontz Louise M Estate RR 3 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Gordon Reed 14235 Dickeys Rd Mercersburg Pa 17236
Graham I 8755 Rabbit Rd N Greencastle Pa 17225
Grassley Albert Po Box 4 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Green Corey 13081 Welty Rd 16 Waynesboro Pa 17268
Green Wayne 13908 Edgewood Dr Waynesboro Pa 17268
Greencastle Family Practice Pc 50 Eastern Ave Greencastle Pa 17225
Greenwood Paul E Jr 107 Ginkgo Ct Chambersburg Pa 17201
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Grubbs I M 330 B Menno Village Chambersburg Pa 17201
H
Hallmark Homes 23 Strickler Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Haluck Crystal 34 Eton Ct Chambersburg Pa 17201
Harper Eric 700 Valy Pine Ct Apt I Chambersburg Pa 17202
Harris William 472 Wayne Ave Apt 1 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Hartman Margaret I Estate 202 Faust St Apt 202 Mercersburg Pa 17236
Hassler S Mabel Nelson Hall Apt 1140 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Hatcher Troy K Sr 11207 Burkett Rd Greencastle Pa 17225
Haugh Marie 27 Geiser Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Heinbaugh Chris Po Box 655 1 Beech St Mont Alto Pa 17237
Heintz George 9009 Concord Rd Concord Pa 17217
Herrera Reyes Aolonso 25 Lincoln Way West Chambersburg Pa 17201
Hess Robert 547 W 8th St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Hesss Express 1070 Lincoln Way East Chambersburg Pa 17201
Hicks Chevrolet Po Box 280 Greencastle Pa 17225
Hill Noreen 15351 Norwood Ave Blue Ridge Summit Pa 17214
Hirschmann Automation Control 1665 Orchard Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Hoffman Transport Inc Mason Dixon Repair 485 Mason Dixon Rd Greencastle Pa
17225
Holstay Michael 1872 Black Gap Rd Fayetteville Pa 17222
Hoover Andrew 2000 Ashley Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Horton Dora 3588 Carnustie Dr Scotland Pa 17254
Hovey Tammy Hovey Troy 8995 Gap Rd Waynesboro Pa 17268
Howard Barbara 7960 Lincoln Way E Fayetteville Pa 17222
Hub One Logistics 1440 Sheffler Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Huff Michael 848 Woodlawn Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Hull Edna M Estate 16 Myrtle Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Hull James 117 Buckingham Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Hunsberger Margery Hunsberger Ernest Hunsberger Thomas 12880 Binkley Rd
Greencastle Pa 17225
I
I Skate 81 11440 Grindstone Hill Rd Greencastle Pa 17225
Izer Truela Izer Donald 5308 Buchanan Trl E Waynesboro Pa 17268
J
J L G Industries 13224 Fountain Head Plaza Fort Loudon Pa 17224
Jacob E Mills Trust 59 Monroe Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Johnson Controls Inc 100 C V Ave Vickie L Roberts Waynesboro Pa 17268
Jones George Jones Mary 674 Brookens Rd Fayetteville Pa 17222
Jones Barbara 141 W King St Chambersburg Pa 17201
K
Kaetzel William 305 S Washington St Greencastle Pa 17225
Kalinich Rebecca 5642 Lincoln Way East Fayetteville Pa 17222
Kane Charles 149 W King St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Kartlick Eleanor 818 N Penn Hall Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Keller John 100 Walnut St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Kerstetter Harry L Jr 107 N Brd St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Keyes Saige I C/O H M Keyes 1657 Hamilton Hills Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Keystone Rural Health Center 820 5th Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Kilpatrick Douglas 333 S Hackberry Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Kinter Pamela 3733 Manor Ln Chambersburg Pa 17201
Knapp June 763 Tristan Trl Chambersburg Pa 17201
Knepper Charlotte Knepper John 112 Highland Cir Chambersburg Pa 17202
Knepper Elizabeth C Estate 177 S Main St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Knode Michelle 4477 Gary Way Chambersburg Pa 17201
Kuhn Willard 156 E Baltimore St Greencastle Pa 17225
Kurtz Chad 61 N Main St Apt 5 Chambersburg Pa 17201
L
Laclair Sarah 13061 Welty Rd Apt 5 Waynesboro Pa 17268
Laird Iva E Estate RR 4 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Lamtech Inc 5150 Innovation Way Chambersburg Pa 17201
Laplante Michelle 120 E Baltimore St Greencastle Pa 17225
Lawyer John 791 S Second St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Leary William Estate RR 9 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Leedham Shellie 358 Moss Spring Ave Greencastle Pa 17225
Leslie Richard 520 Greenfield Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Lewoc Gertrude 174 Highland Rd Chambersburg Pa 17201
Lfpt Of Greencastle 11368 Williamsprt Pike Greencastle Pa 17225
Lingfelt Charles 1546 Pin Oak Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Lopez Lucio 23 North Main St Apt 3 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Lum H Martin Lum Jennifer 213 Mt Union Rd Fayetteville Pa 17222
Lum Jennifer 213 Mt Union Rd Fayetteville Pa 17222
Lutz Krystle 574 Moorestown Dr Bath Pa 17201
Lynn Che Bui Pon Cad Gmc 1035 E Main St Waynesboro Pa 17268
M
M Gordon Auto Sales 8961 Lincoln Way West Chambersburg Pa 17201
Macpherson Marion Macpherson Earl 220 Menno Village Chambersburg Pa 17201
Madison Gordon 808 Philadelphia Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Mar Mar Leasing Inc Po Box 942 Waynesboro Pa 17268
Marletta Joeanna Po Box 385 Marion Pa Marion Pa 17235
Martin Thelma Martin David 2942 Jefferson Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Martin Bruce M Estate RR 6 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Martin Megan 368 E King St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Martin Roy 5005 Shady Ln Waynesboro Pa 17268
Martin Sandra 154 Highland Rd Chambersburg Pa 17202
Martinez Susana 48 W Catherine St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Martins Famous Pastry Shoppe Inc C/O J Martin 1000 Potato Roll Ln Chambersburg
Pa 17201
Mary Jane Weagly Intervivos Tr 511 Clayton Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Maschke Stuart Md 5250 Technology Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Mccleary Gene B Estate 123 N Franklin St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Mcglure James 4785 Newman Rd Fayetteville Pa 17222
Mckenzie Catherin 45 Ritchey Rd Fayetteville Pa 17222
Mctighe Michael A Jr 1452 Hollywell Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Mcvey Robert 110 Cameo Dr Fayetteville Pa 17222
Medolla Ralph 391 E Queen St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Mellott Joyce 593 South 2nd St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Mexican Video 200 S Main St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Meyer Howard 11939 Mentzer Gap Rd Waynesboro Pa 17268
Miller Catherine Po Box 221 Zullinger Pa 17272
Miller Dustin 6013 Nugget Way St Thomas Pa 17252
Miller Kathleen 1636 Scotland Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Miller Kathryn S Estate RR 6 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Mills Rachel Mills Janice 483 Nottingham Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Misne Clarence 5500 Lincolnway E Lot 9c Fayetteville Pa 17222
Moorehead John 6099 Lincoln Way West St Thomas Pa 17252
Moschgat Mary 125 S Federal St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Mull Charles 22 N 3rd St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Mullens Sheila 1070 Stouffer Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Murphy Richard 11324 Country Club Rd Waynesboro Pa 17268
Myers Harold 5712 Grouse Rd Fort Loudon Pa 17224
Myles Barry Myles Rita 13242 Path Valy Rd Willow Hill Pa 17271
N
Nead Donald 150 S 3rd St Apt 1 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Newcomer Brianna Marie 115 West Second St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Nicholson John 127 S Second Chambersburg Pa 17201
Noll Daniel Noll Tami 6410 Anthony Hwy Waynesboro Pa 17268
North Central Crane Excavator Sal Attn S Kerrigan Po Box 21 Shady Grove Pa 17256
O
Overcash Harold C Penn Hall 1425 Philadelphia Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Oyer Mary E Estate 526 E Queen St Chambersburg Pa 17201
P
Pa Municipal Electric Association Pmea Chambersburg Pa 17201
Patterson Deloris 204 W 2nd St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Pearrell Michael 20 E 3rd St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Pearson Rosella Pearson Arthur 387 W Main St Fayetteville Pa 17222
Pefley Paul Jr 19 E Garfield St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Peno Melvin Po Box 122 Chambersburg Pa Chambersburg Pa 17201
Perez Aurelio 61 N Main St Chamberburg Pa 17201
Peters Ashley 4 Nottingham Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Phenicie Roy Jr 4591 Buchanan Trl W Greencastle Pa 17225
Phillips Denia 9662 Mcclanahan Rd Greencastle Pa 17225
Phillips N 104 E Baltimore St Unit 202 Greencastle Pa 17225
Phillips Samantha 14825 Wyndham Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Pinto Louis 350 Laurel Land Waynesboro Pa 17268
Pittman Glenn 11905 Black Rd Mercersburg Pa 17236
Plasterer Lisa 15707 Oak Dr Ft Loudon Pa 17224
Plum Calvin G Estate 117 E Garfield St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Q
Quigg Charles 127 S Second Chambersburg Pa 17201
Quincy United Methodist Home 6596 Orphanage Rd Waynesboro Pa 17268
R
R A Hill Inc 1364 Lincoln Hwy E Chambersburg Pa 17202
Rader Iris W 126 Mcclintock Dr Peters Pa 17236
Rarick Andrew 279 Heritage Rd Chambersburg Pa 17201
Ray Robin 157 W Main St Fayetteville Pa 17222
Reamer Gladys 5441 Jack Rd St Thomas Pa 17252
Reamer Roy 5441 Jack Rd St Thomas Pa 17252
Reeder E B 3001 Luther Dr Apt 205 Chambersburg Pa 17202
Regency Thermographers 725 Clayton Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Rictor Kenneth 3730 Scotland Rd Scotland Pa 17254
Rivera Guillermo 379 E Washington St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Rock Merlin 3493 Orrstown Rd Orrstown Pa 17244
Rockwell Theodore Q 127 W Fairview Ave Mercersburg Pa 17236
Rodgers John Po Box 116 Fayetteville Pa 17222
Rodriguez−Font Carlos 568 Philadelphia Ave Apt 3 2nd Fl Chambersburg Pa 17201
Rotz Floe Est Po Box 86 Marion Pa 17235
Russ Donald 149 W King St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Ruziska Paula 13896 Trailside Ln Mercersburg Pa 17236
S
S & S Splicing Inc 73 Brookmeadow Ln Chambersburg Pa 17201
Sabath Nancy 135 Harrison Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Scatton Darian James Darian J Scatton C/O J Scatton Berry Chambersburg Pa 17201
Schock Al 6328 Wayne Hwy Waynesboro Pa 17268
Scotland F Medicine 3730 Scotland Rd Scotland Pa 17254
Sea Bright Meat Corp 21072 Back Rd Doylesburg Pa 17219
Secrest Cindy Rd 8 Box 291 A Chambersburg Pa 17201
Sellers Kimberly Estate 109 Sth Potomac St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Settles Carmen 14381 Walnut Loop Greencastle Pa 17225
Shadel Martha 375 Philadelphi Ave Apt 2 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Shaffer L R Estate RR 1 Waynesboro Pa 17268
Shapiro Harvey 120 N 7th St Ste 204 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Sharpe Ramona 1204 Progress Rd Chambersburg Pa 17201
Shattuck Florence C Estate 429 Lincoln Way E Chambersburg Pa 17201
Sicca John 10252 Calimer Dr Waynesboro Pa 17268
Simmons Harold 1425 Philadelphia Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Slifko Michael Po Box 116 Fayetteville Pa 17222
Smith Daniel W Smith Alison 866 Corls Rd Fayetteville Pa 17222
Smith Justin 13061 Welty Rd Apt 5 Waynesboro Pa 17268
Smith Ollie E Estate 55 E Madison St Greencastle Pa 17225
Smith Robin 6582 Roan Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Smith Ryan T 14925 Sherwood Dr Greencastle Pa 17225
Snyder Marian 10058 S Mtn Rd Pch South Mountain Pa 17261
Spidlegrassley Deborah Po Box 4 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Spurrier Ithuriel Spurrier Richard 116 Kennedy St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Stanley Bazella Po Box 171 Greencastle Pa 17225
Stevens Dorothy 11 Scotland Rd Chambersburg Pa 17201
Stine Ellen 37 Edward Greencastle Pa 17225
Stine Frances M Estate R 5 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Stone Katherine Stone Paul 140−C Menno Village Chambersburg Pa 17201
Stormberg Nichole 2328 Adrienne Ln Apt 4 Chambersburg Pa 17202
Stottlemyer Janet 11951 Oakton Dr Waynesboro Pa 17268
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Straley Linn 9380 Willowdale Rd Greencastle Pa 17225
Strasser Orville 138 Cleveland Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Strickler Insurance Agency I 1464 Lincoln Way East Chambersburg Pa 17202
Strite Lorin 5206 Orrstown Rd Orrstown Pa 17244
Stull Raymond Edgar Stull Ashley 4237 Lightaise Rd Chambersburg Pa 17201
Stull A L Gen Del Frankliin Rouzerville Pa 17250
Suckowwilliams Sandra PO Box 366 Blue Ridge Summit Pa 17214
Sukerkar Prarthana Sukerkar Niteen 950 Dewberry Ct Chambersburg Pa 17201
Summers Clyde Summers Nancy 230 Ringold Waynesboro Pa 17268
Supplee Misty 5479 Main St Po Box 279 Marion Pa 17235
Supruk Deanna Po Box 541 Scotland Pa 17254
T
Thompson Elizabeth J Estate 22 N Church St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Toledo R Heriberto 379 E Washington St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Total Renal Care 250 N Seventh St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Tovar David 2023 Clinton Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Tower Bancorp Inc Attn Jeff Shank President Po Box 8 Greencastle Pa 17225
Tyler Cathren R Estate RR 1 Fayetteville Pa 17222
Tyson Karl 405 Onyx Rd Rouzerville Pa 17250
U
Ullman Painter & Misner 10 E Main St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Ulrich Thomas Ulrich Gloria 430 Overhill Dr Guilford Hills S Chambersburg Pa 17201
V
Varden James 337 Stonegate Cir South Chambersburg Pa 17201
Varron Angelo 2 135 North Grant St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Velasco Cristobal 6 S Church St Apt A3 Waynesboro Pa 17268
W
Wade Cynthia 617 Fairground Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Wagmana Helen M Estate 416 Wolf Ave Chambersburg Pa 17201
Wallick Peter Md 144 South Eighth St Chambersburg Pa 17201
Walton Viola 15646 Myers Dr Fort Loudon Pa 17224
Washingto George Po Box 294 Waynesboro Pa 17268
Waynesboro Rose Manor 120 W Main St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Weagly Mary Jane 511 Clayton Ave Waynesboro Pa 17268
Weaver Ross A Jr 42 Timber Villa Elizabethtown Pa 17262
Weller Elizabeth 818 N Penn Hall Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Wile Pamela Wile Troy 922 Black Gap Rd Fayetteville Pa 17222
Williams Behn 138 S Main St 3rd Fl Chambersburg Pa 17201
Williams Steven PO Box 366 Blue Ridge Summit Pa 17214
Willits Richard 2085 Wayne Ave Apt 224 Chambersburg Pa 17201
Winters Charlotte Estate 109 N Franklin St Waynesboro Pa 17268
Wolfe Kathleen Box 314 Lincoln Way West Saint Thomas Pa 17252
Wolfs Baked Goods Dba Karl Wolf 8531 Grindstone Hill Rd Greencastle Pa 17225
Woller Dennis E 9037 Rabbit Rd N Greencastle Pa 17225
Woolfork William Ronald 101 S Fayette St Mercersburg Pa 17236
Woolridge Jeffery Woolridge Gay J RR 3 PO Box 92a Mercersburg Pa 17236
Worthen Audrey 14328 Buchanan Trail East Apt Waynesboro Pa 17268
Wright Edgar Jr Estate 3492 Glen Eagels Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Y
Yeager Construction 301 Cherry Ln Dr Chambersburg Pa 17201
Z
Zorovich Howard F C/O South Mountain Restoration 1058 South Mountain Rd 17261
Fulton County
C
Calhoun Matthew 338 Bards Berry Ln Warfordsburg Pa 17267
Chambers Charles Apt 2 436 Grist Mill Rd Burnt Cabins Pa 17215
D
Deshong Tammy 626 E Maple St Mcconnellsburg Pa 17233
Doyle Albert 321 N 3rd St Mc Connellsburg Pa 17233
Doyle Edward 321 N 3rd St Mc Connellsburg Pa 17233
E
Enterprise Rent−A−Car 21518 Great Cove Rd Mc Connellsbg Pa 17233
F
Fairy Trout 3023 Imperial Dr Dover Pa 17215
G
Garrett Lillian 1136 Barnhart Rd Needmore Pa 17238
H
Hastilow Comp Saddles 1684 Hendershot Rd Warfordsburg Pa 17267
Hitchens James 168 W Tannery Rd Wells Tannery Pa 16691
Hnyre Brandy 319 N Brood St Warfordsburg Pa 17267
J
J Allen Miller Trust 900 Patterson Run Rd Mc Connellsburg Pa 17233
Jimmys Lace 416 Lincoln Way E Mcconnellsburg Pa 17233
Johnson Arthur 27 Yardley Rd Andover Pa 17233
K
Keebaugh Ld 378 Blackberry Ln Mcconnellsburg Pa 17233
Kerlin Willis L Po Box 26207 Knobsville Pa 17233
Klinepeter David 386 Strawberry Ln Big Cove Tannery Pa 17212
L
Leidig Wilbur E Box 32 Waterfall Pa 16689
M
Marshall John 263 Corner Rd Big Cove Tannery Pa 17212
Mellott Barbara R 1883 Cherry Ln Harrisonville Pa 17228
Mellott Fred 621 Lincoln Way East Mcconnellsburg Pa 17233
Miller J A RR 1 Box 327b Mc Connellsburg Pa 17233
Miller J Allen 900 Patterson Run Rd Mc Connellsburg Pa 17233
Moore Steve F 1848 Schooley Ln Harrisonville Pa 17228
Myers Michael A 3276 N Clear Ridge Rd Hustontown Pa 17229
P
Pierce B 267 Cove Valy View Rd Mcconnellsburg Pa 17233
R
Rentzel Susan M 3023 Imperial Dr Dover Pa 17215
S
Smith Anthony G 6204 Timber Ridge Rd Big Cove Tann Pa 17212
W
Wolod William A 1165 Meadow Ground Rd Mc Connellsburg Pa 17233
Greene County
A
Anderson Robert Po Box 66 Mather Pa 15346
Automated Health Systems Inc 9370 Mcknight Rd Ste 300 Arcadia Ct Pittsbuge Pa
15327
B
Baker Blanche Est Of General Delivery Nemacolin Pa 15351
Bakewell Edith Po Box 353 Greensboro Pa 15338
Barlow Margaret Estate 174 W Greene St Waynesburg Pa 15370
Barnhart Martha J House 193 Apt 34 Nemacolin Pa 15351
Bartoroni James Jr Bartoroni James 513 5th Mather Pa 15346
Bennett Diana 245 Old Water Works Rd Dilliner Pa 15327
Beringosr George 43 Taylor Ave Clarksville Pa 15322
Brown Margaret Bonar Ave Waynesburg Pa 15370
Brown Stewart Po Box 383 Carmichaels Pa 15320
Brozik Olga Est Po Box 250 Bobtown Pa 15315
Buday John Paul 218−C West Greene St Waynesburg Pa 15370
Burke Margaret Po Box 208 Clarksville Pa 15322
Burns Drilling And Excavating 618 Crab Apple Rd Wind Ridge Pa 15380
Butka Edward 317 Wellness Way Aleppo Pa 15310
Byard Marie M RR 5 Waynesburg Pa 15370
C
Chambers Earl R Estate 321 Huffman St Waynesburg Pa 15370
Chuck Collision Po Box 662 Waynesburg Pa 15370
Chucks Collision Shop 190 Jefferson Rd Waynesburg Pa 15370
Ciarallo Robert L 232 Elm Dr Waynesburg Pa 15370
Compugraphix PO Box 750 Brave Pa 15316
Conner Bill A 367 N West St Waynesburg Pa 15370
Conner Bill A CO Estate Attn R Armstrong Po Box 1002 Waynesburg Pa 15370
Consoldiated Coal Co Po Box 138 Graysville Pa 15337
Cornacchione Peter 805 Divideing Ridge Rd Waynesburg Pa 15370
Cornerstone Care Community Medical 7 Glassworks Rd Greensboro Pa 15338
D
Dayton Sara E Est RR 1 Jefferson Pa 15344
Dombrowski Rose Po Box 502 Clarksville Pa 15322
E
Emerald Coal Resources Po Box 1020 Waynesburg Pa 15370
F
Fechheimer Shirt Co 112 Nardis Dr Jefferson Pa 15344
Folwell Eugene RR 1 Box 92g Jefferson Pa 15344
Freelander David Po Box 39 Spraggs Pa 15362
G
Gardner Jay 138 East High St Waynesburg Pa 15370
Garger Mary Po Box 286 Nemacolin Pa 15351
Gera Edward R 101 Inwood Ave Carmichaels Pa 15320
Gibson Elizabeth 165 Bunner Hill Rd Mt Morris Pa 15349
Godshall William H Estate 137 Higgins Cemetery Rd Holbrook Pa 15341
Goforth James Po Box 121 Bobtown Pa 15315
Good Melissa 209 N Liberty St Waynesburg Pa 15370
Gordon Randolph Gordon Robert Greensboro Star Rt Waynesburg Pa 15370
Greenlee Lucinda Estate 7th St Waynesburg Pa 15370
Gregorio Kimberly 30 Fordyce Rd Waynesburg Pa 15370
Gwynn Lysle F Estate E Main St Jefferson Pa 15344
H
Helphenstine W T 695 1/2 E College St Waynesburg Pa 15370
Henrish Betty Po Box 236 Crucible Pa 15325
Hewitt−Horr Maxine PO Box 142 Graysville Pa 15337
Hoefler David 56 Rt 21 Mob Hm Pk Rd Carmichaels Pa 15320
J
J Tennent Trucking Inc Po Box 118 Perry School Rd Mount Morris Pa 15349
Jshomeimprovements Inc Rd 1 Box 156 Graysville Pa 15337
K
Koci Tavern Inc 415 Pitgas Rd Clarksville Pa 15322
Kovach William RR 1 Box 238 Greensboro Pa 15338
M
Margaret Kita Rt 18 Box 55 Nineven Pa 15353
Marshall Leslie RR 21 Box 103 Carmichaels Pa 15320
Martin Leatha RR 2 Box Waynesburg Pa 15370
Mcginley Sarah 102 Mountainview Gdns Waynesburg Pa 15370
Minnick William 166 Dilliner Hill Rd Dilliner Pa 15327
Mitchell Evelyn House 97 Bliss Ave Nemacolin Pa 15351
Monte Tony 39203 E Round Pr Waynesburg Pa 15370
Moore Vickie & Robert Moore Robert 855 Oak Forest Rd Brave Pa 15316
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O
Ohler Clarisa 77 2nd St Crucible Pa 15325
P
Patterson Janet S Po Box 367 Nemacolin Pa 15351
Perkins Berry Phyllis T 207 Washington St Jefferson Pa 15344
Perkins Berry Phyllis T Itf Ariel Marie Berry 207 Washington St Jefferson Pa 15344
Prohira Danielle 75 Johnson Ln Waynesburg Pa 15370
R
Radley Russell Cust Spraggs Star Rte Waynesburg Pa 15370
Randolph Michael 132 Jefferson Rd Po Box 662 Waynesburg Pa 15370
Richardson Faygrene RR 2 Box Waynesburg Pa 15370
Rose Galloway Po Box 165 Waynesburgh Pa 15370
S
Sandra Shaw Box 704 Clarksville Pa 15322
Scott Betty L Estate RR 2 Waynesburg Pa 15370
Shomock Irene Po Box 371 Clarksville Pa 15322
Shultz Harold A Estate RR 2 Waynesburg Pa 15370
Smith Wanda 170 Crago Ave Waynesburg Pa 15370
Smoody Michael J Sr Smoody Ethel Po Box 57 Crucible Pa 15325
Snyder Elizabeth Po Box 339 Bobtown Pa 15315
Snyder Hailey Ann 160 Rocky Ridge Rd Waynesburg Pa 15370
Southwest Regional Medical Center Pharmacy 350 Bonar Ave Waynesburg Pa 15370
Stockdale Anna Bialko Pch Waynesburg Pa 15370
T
Tewell Nellie Tewell Edgar K 43 Cumberland Village Carmichaels Pa 15320
Torma James Torma Ruth M 212 S Market St Carmichaels Pa 15320
Trbovich George RR 1 Box 128 Jefferson Pa 15344
Trout Teresa 160 Zimmer Ln Waynesburg Pa 15370
V
Varesko Joann 211 Liberty St Apt 66 Carmichaels Pa 15320
Volek Pauline 186 Maple St Carmichaels Pa 15320
W
Wade Brandon 742 Crucible Rd Rices Landing Pa 15357
Walker Charles RR1 Box 148 Sycamore Pa 15364
Waychoff John 570 Turkey Hollow Rd Waynesburg Pa 15370
Weight Jason Po Box 62 Wind Ridge Pa 15380
Wendell Timothy Wendell Nedra 378 Mapletown Rd Garards Fort Pa 15334
Whitehill Wilbur C Jr Po Box 13 Spraggs Pa 15362
Williams Hester K Estate RR 3 Mill Rd Nemacolin Pa 15351
Wilson Victor In 921 Garner Run Rd Waynesburg Pa 15370
Wood Michael Po Box 142 Waynesburg Pa 15370
Woodring Joseph RR 88 Box 48 Carmichaels Pa 15320
Y
Yelverton Kathryn H 300 Ctr Ave Waynesburg Pa 15370
Yokopovich Frank 107 Curry Rd Waynesburg Pa 15370
Yokopovich Minerva 63 Cumberland Vlg Carmichaels Pa 15320
Z
Zalar Michelle Zalar Ryan 615 Huffman St Waynesburg Pa 15370
Zites Anthony 212 N Vine St Carmichaels Pa 15320
Huntingdon County
A
Abrashoff Melvin 21 W Chestnut St Mtunion Pa 17066
Abrashoff Sara 21 W Chestnut St Mt Union Pa 17066
Acacio Nicholas Acacio Anna 252 N Washington W Barree Pa 16611
Ael Food Warehouse Rd1 Bpx 215−1a Hesston Pa 16647
Ashby Kimberly Po Box 173 Warriors Mark Pa 16877
B
Beale Homer 919 Moore Huntingdon Pa 16652
Berninger Betsy 13152 Green Wood Rd Huntingdon Pa 16652
Blanchard Kenneth A Hc 1 Box 38 Cassville Pa 16623
Brumbaugh James K Estate 306 1/2 N Jeff St Mount Union Pa 17066
C
Carper Bonnie Lou Po Box 66 Rte 45 Spruce Creek Pa 16683
Cartridge World 600 Washington Ave Huntingdon Pa 16652
Clark Jeffrey 307 12th St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Cornelius Olive 206 6th St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Corson C I 46 E Pennsylvania Ave Mt Union Pa 17066
Crisswell Russell 1321 Oneida St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Criswell Harold 1321 Oneida St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Crownover Helen Po Box 343 Mount Union Pa 17066
Crownover Joseph Po Box 343 Mount Union Pa 17066
D
Davis Elizabeth N Estate 3 W Milford St Mount Union Pa 17066
Diffin William 41 East Milford St Mount Union Pa 17066
Dille Megan 1574 Juniata Clg Huntingdon Pa 16652
Dodge Tri S 9492 William Penn Hwy Huntingdon Pa 16652
E
Eckblade Helen 215 13th St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Evelhoch Eva M Po Box 435 James Creek Pa 16657
F
Filson Mary M RR 1 Hesston Pa 16647
Forshey Derek 117 W Vandevender Streeet Mount Union Pa 17066
Fortson Jonathan C Hc 75 Po Box 3 Shade Gap Pa 17255
Frew Frank 3810 Cold Spgs Rd Huntingdon Pa 16652
G
Gillam Janet RR 2 480 Mount Union Pa Mount Union Pa 17066
Graham Stephen B Ste 203 1227 Warm Spgs Ave Huntingdon Pa 16652
Greene Freida Estate 311 Rr 1 311 Huntingdon Pa 16652
Grove Margaret Rd 1 Huntingdon Pa 16652
Guyler Lois L Estate RR 3 Huntingdon Pa 16652
H
Hanover Pathology Associates Po Box 382 Huntingdon Pa 16652
Harris Jonathan M Po Box 101 Warriors Mark Pa 16877
Hobbs Cynthia S 94 Cedar St Mount Union Pa 17066
J
Jacobs John L 5241 Cold Spgs Rd Huntingdon Pa 16652
James Creek Boats RR 1 Box 43k James Creek Pa 16657
Jenkins Josephine 1035 14th St Lot 7 Huntington Pa 16652
K
Keystone Garage Main St Alexandria Pa 16611
Kline Gary E Po Box 368 Huntingdon Pa 16652
L
Lane James RR 1 Box 345 Mount Union Pa 17066
Leabhart Blanche Smith Po Box 56 Broad Top Pa 16621
Locke Larry G Po Box 35 Shade Gap Pa 17255
Longenecker D W Estate 1822 Washington St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Lowenthal Barbara Estate 823 Mount Vernon Ave Huntingdon Pa 16652
M
Matter Robert Matter Jill 3728 Cold Spgs Rd Huntingdon Pa 16652
Megahan Robert Megahan Wanda 411 14th St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Miller William Po Box 97 Shade Gap Pa 17255
N
Nami Pa Huntingdon Mifflin Juniata Cos I 505 Mifflin St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Neff Dorothy R 7889 River Hill Ln Alexandria Pa 16611
Novakovich Josip 201 Old Hannah Furnace Rd Warriors Mark Pa 16877
P
Parks Martha E Estate 1906 Washington St Huntingdon Pa 16652
R
Renninger Nancy J RR 2 Box 24 Mount Union Pa 17066
Rhodes Debra 5989 Llama Ln Alexandria Pa 16611 Alexandria Pa 16611
Rhodes John C 5989 Llama Ln Alexandria Pa 16611
Rineer Charles F PO Box 193 Orbisonia Pa 17243
S
Shope Evelyn 607 Moore St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Shope Kathryn M Rd 2 Mount Union Pa 17066
Smith Dorothy Hc 60 Box 784a Orbisonia Pa 17243
Smith Polly 1030 Washington St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Sneath Amy M PO Box 23 Aitch Rd James Creek Pa 16657
Snyder Sarah Snyder John 501 Penn Huntington Pa 16652
Stake Renee L RR1 Box 1391 Mount Union Pa 17066
Staley David RR1 Box 957 Mapleton Depot Pa 17052
Stultz Lisa A 309 Spruce St Huntingdon Pa 16652
T
Thomas Mark A Po Box 213 Dudley Pa 16634
Thrush Grace E M Thrush Homer 311 Penn St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Toms Locksmith & General Cont 6906 Hungry Hollow Rd Alexandria Pa 16611
Turner Stephanie 14175 Christoff Ave Mount Union Pa 17066
W
Waite Loretta M Rd 2 Mount Union Pa 17066
Weamer Louise B Rd 1 Hesston Pa 16647
Weaver Martin Md 1130 Mettler Rd Huntingdon Pa 16652
West Helen C Estate 326 Church St Huntingdon Pa 16652
Williams Marvin Williams Alma 1707 Wash Huntingdon Pa 16652
Williams Alvertia J Estate Hc 61 Box 95 Shade Gap Pa 17255
Wilson Donald Wilson Bessie T RD Apt 2 Huntingdon Pa 16652
Wilson Merle Wilson Iva 311 Penn Huntingdon Pa 16652
Wright Dana 121 Bratton Rd Mount Union Pa 17066
Z
Zook Helen L PO Box 41 Rockhill Furnance Pa 17249
Indiana County
1st Commonwealth Bank 601 Philidelphia St Indiana Pa 15701
A
Adams Rebecca 206 Shepherd Rd Cherry Tree Pa 15724
Agro Kimberly 1018 Waterst Indiana Pa 15701
Aloise Charles Estate RR 1 Mc Intyre Pa 15756
Althomairi Sultanah 107 Reston Dr Indiana Pa 15705
Altrogge Johnalee Estate 311 N 5th St Indiana Pa 15701
Anderson Doris 1113 Water St Indiana Pa 15701
Andrie Geno A Estate Box 311 Coy St Homer City Pa 15748
Ann Garges 1100 Mansfield Ave Indianna Pa 15701
Anna T Bianco Rev Trust Po Box 222 Clymer Pa 15728
Anthony John 222 Main Str Plumville Pa 16246
Antolik Janet 314 Third St Blairsville Pa 15717
Asbury Jennifer 1194 Washington Stre Indiana Pa 15701
B
Baglio Thomas 2 Hillcrest Dr Indiana Pa 15701
Baldwin Esther Po Box 507 Black Lick Pa 15716
Barr Betty CO M Barr 382 Kimmel Rd Home Pa 15747
Bashar Abul 972 Wayne Ave 3 Indiana Pa 15701
Baun Vernon Baun Mabel 237 N 4th St Indiana Pa 15701
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Beijnes Elisbeth C Rm 121 Wallace Hall Indiana Pa 15705
Bell Thomas F Estate 239 W Campbell St Blairsville Pa 15717
Bertuzzi Gladys Marie 600 Rt 580 Hwy Clymer Pa 15728
Bianco Anna Po Box 222 Clymer Pa 15728
Bissell Mildred 101 Morewood Ave Blairsville Pa 15717
Black Diana 464 Pizza Barn Rd Blairsville Pa 15717
Blazavich Elizabeth C/O A Zack 171 Fulton Ln Indiana Pa 15701
Bourdess James Saving & Trust Company Of Indiana Pa 15701
Brightbill Gilbert 52 W Campbell St Blairsville Pa 15717
Brocious Barry Rr 1 Marion Center Pa 15759
Brombach Frank Estate Rr 4 Indiana Pa 15701
Bruton Michael R 108 Nesbit Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Bush Harold M Estate 156 E Pike Indiana Pa 15701
C
Calvary Presbytarian Church 695 School St Indiana Pa 15701
Carlson Gail Box 42 Rochester Mills Pa 15771
Carney James 70 Lislie St Homer City Pa 15748
Chakot Paul Sr Po Box 402 Black Lick Pa 15716
Church Mary 275 N Third St Indiana Pa 15701
Co Op Store 319 Pratt Dr Indiana Pa 15701
Cochran James P Estate 2382 Rte 217 Hwy N Blairsville Pa 15717
Colonial Motor Mart Co Colonial Ol 349 North 4th St Indiana Pa 15701
Copenhaver Jay 1830 Oakland Ave Unit 125 Indiana Pa 15701
Counsil H Louise C/O Joy Canton 533 Luciusboro Rd Blairsville Pa 15717
Crcs Inc 890 Old William Penn Hwy Blairsville Pa 15717
Curtiss Ryan Jack 1107 Yound Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Cyphert Francis Cyphert Sara 167 Ridgeview Ave Blairsville Pa 15717
Cyphert Sarah B Estate 162 W Ranson Ave Blairsville Pa 15717
D
Dalzell Ruth 101 Morewood Ave 458 Blairsville Pa 15717
Dalzell Ruth Rd 1 Box 67b Clarksburg Pa 15725
Danilowicz Brenda 254 Clarksburg Rd Clarksburg Pa 15725
Davies Robert 168 W Oak Ct Indiana Pa 15701
Debar Tiffany L Po Box 235 Plumville Pa 16246
Degruttola E Estate 604 South Spg Blairsville Pa 15717
Deposit Bank Payment Processing Po Box 400 Indiana Pa 15701
Direct Marketing Svc Trustees PO Box 607 Indiana Pa 15701
Don Huey Custom Building And R 670 Old Rte 119 Hwy N Indiana Pa 15701
Dunmire Dorothy 117 Washington St Apt 10 Saltsburg Pa 15681
E
Earley M Jay 718 School St Indiana Pa 15701
Edmiston Thomas 1110 Chestnut St Indiana Pa 15701
Ewing Mary Estate 236 S Walnut St Blairsville Pa 15717
Ews Margaret 984 Mcknight Rd Indiana Pa 15701
F
Fallat Minnie Fallat George 521 S Spring St Blairsville Pa 15717
Farabaugh Ann 208 Ctland Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Ferguson Jeannie Ferguson David 416 Jamison Ave Saltsburg Pa 15681
Fetterman Mary Fetterman Dale Rd 4 Indiana Pa 15701
First Bank Of Leechb Payment Processing Po Box 400 Indiana Pa 15701
First Baptist Church 916 Oakland Ave Indiana Pa 15701
First National Bank 532 534 Main St Johnston Pa 15701
Fleming Christina Fleming Clifford Po Box 243 Cherry Tree Pa 15724
Flora Jason E 20 South Sixth St Apt 21 Indiana Pa 15701
Florence Stiles 2212 Anthony Run Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Foreman Robert 21 Dean Dr Blairsville Pa 15717
Forsha Betty 147 E Ranson Ave Blairsville Pa 15717
Forsha Paul 336 Fifth Indiana Pa
Foy Martha E Estate 279 Morewood Ave Blairsville Pa 15717
G
Gardner Earlston Estate RR 1 Creekside Pa 15732
Gardner Martha J C/O J Canton 533 Luciusboro Rd Blairsville Pa 15717
George Cashdollar Rd 1 Box 238 Rochester Mills Pa 15771
Gorell Enterprises 1380 Wayne Ave Indiana Pa 15701
Grguric George 137 Bell Rd Saltsburg Pa 15681
H
Hall Robert E RD 2 Box 183 Indiana Pa 15701
Han Su Hee 1300 Oakland Ave Apt 215 Indiana Pa 15701
Hanccok Jeremy 247 South Spring St Blairsville Pa 15717
Hannibal Mary Anne 301 Forest Ridge Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Hartmann V W 405 Houck Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Haverilla Kelli Ann 672 Stoneburg Rd Ret Undel By Po Rossiter Pa 15772
Haverilla Madison 672 Stoneburg Rd Rossiter Pa 15772
Helman Carl L 118 S 5th St Indiana Pa 15701
Helman Jack Estate Carpenter Ave Indiana Pa
Henke Theodure O Henke Rosalie 121 Stone Ridge Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Henry Anita 192 Valy Rd Indiana Pa 15701
J
Jackson Steven 640 Grant St Indiana Pa 15701
Jakub Anna Estate Po Box 186 Homer City Pa 15748
Jarvie Nancy Est 175 Walcott St Clymer Pa 15728
John Danko RR 3 Box 1375 Homer City Pa 15748
Johns Percy Po Box 22 Lucernemines Pa 15754
Johnson Roger St Andrew Village 29 1155 Indain Spgs Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Johnston Kolleen 285 Morris St Clymer Pa 15728
Jones Mildred Estate 357 S Main St Homer City Pa 15748
Joseph M Young 110 Hamil Rd Indiana Pa 15701
K
Kanyangarara Tapiwa 839 Grant St Indiana Pa 15701
Kao Peifang 77 Regency Sq Indiana Pa 15701
Kelly Ernest & Eliza M Est Of Kelly Kenneth B Rt 1 Box 178 Rochester Mills Pa
15771
Kelly Ernest Kelly Eliza Rte 1 Box 178 Rochester Mills Pa 15771
Kelly John Po Box 928 Indiana Pa 15701
Kennedy Eva L Attn Mountain View Estates Rc Home Box 496 811 Indiana Ave Black
Lick Pa 15716
Kerber Frank 1650 Pinetree Dr Gipsy Pa 15741
Key Brian Wyoming Dr Apt 307d Blairsville Pa 15717
Keystone Rehabilitation System Po Box 1289 Indiana Pa 15701
Kilgore Richard 1391 Locust St Indiana Pa 15705
King Thomas King Grace I Brick Row Dixonville Pa 15765
King Thomas King Grace I Rd 1 Penn Run Pa 15765
Kinter Robert E Estate E Elm St Homer City Pa 15748
Kirkpatrick Joseph 1113 Water St Indiana Pa 15701
Knoppel Lewis Twp Rte 718 And 597 East Wheatfield Twp Indiana Pa 15705
Konishi Yuta 1302 Oakland Ave Apt E219 Indiana Pa 15701
Kovacik Joseph Kovacik Margaret 405 1st Ave Blairsville Pa 15717
Krisko Mary Ethel Est 60 Jefferson St Clymer Pa 15728
Krouse Charles PO Box 84 Robinson Pa 15949
Kupetz Vada Po Box 129 Glen Campbell Pa 15742
Kwisnek Thomas Po Box 116 Blairsville Pa 15717
L
Lawson Bernard W Weydant Hall Room 114 975 Oakland Ave Indiana Pa 15705
Leandri Aurora 405 Water St Indiana Pa 15701
Learn Margaret 929 Wayne Ave Indiana Pa 15701
Leone Christin Leone Arthur Rd 1 Saltsburg Pa 15681
Liao Yu Yuan 310 Esch Hall 440 Garman Ave Indiana Pa 15705
Libengood Homer Duane 1984 Oaks Point Rd Blairsville Pa 15717
Libengood John 2222 Chestnut Ridge Rd Blairsville Pa 15717
Lockhart Kassandra Lockhart Rebecca 4354 Mahoning Rd Smicksburg Pa 16256
Logan Joyce Estate 59 S 13th St Indiana Pa 15701
Lubitz Raymond 315 Chestnut Ridge Rd Blairsville Pa 15717
Luczak Susanna Franklin Clymer Pa 15728
Luther Mario L Cust Harrison St Homer City Pa 15748
Lutz Harold Edward Dr Box 101 Indiana Pa 15701
Lutz Harold Po Box 101 Indiana Pa 15701
M
Mabius Mary B Estate RR 3 Blairsville Pa 15717
Magyar Richard Rt 3 Box 418 Saltsburg Pa 15681
Margery Beck Estate 317 S 5th St Indiana Pa 15701
Marsalek Ella J 400 Hemlock Way Apt 13 Saltsburg Pa 15681
Marsh Lorri 51 West Burrell St Blairsville Pa 15717
Mason Florence Estate 149 S Stewart St Blairsville Pa 15717
Matrix Rehabilitation De Po Box 1139 Indiana Pa 15701
Mazurkiewizc Joseph Est 50 Sue Anne Ln Indiana Pa 15701
Mc Pherson Frederick Sr 1703 Warren Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Mcclellen William S 40s 9th St Indiana Pa 15701
Mcnaughton D M R 1151 School St Indiana Pa 15701
Mcnaughton Warren R1151 School St Indiana Pa 15701
Mcquown Illian 645 Philadelphia St Indiana Pa 15701
Mehalick Nerine Mehalick John PO Box 279 Blacklick Pa 15716
Menzak Ann Est 77 N Lincoln St Homer City Pa 15748
Miklusko Lawrence 76 Konouff St Homer City Pa 15748
Miller Robert 1903 Merry Pl Apt 6 Indiana Pa 15701
Miller Sarah 1978 Camerons Rd Homer City Pa 15748
Mitchell Carmella E Estate 952 Philadelphia St Indiana Pa 15701
Mitchell Carmella Estate 950 Philadelphia St Indiana Pa 15701
Mohr Mary M Estate 699 Croyland Ave Indiana Pa 15701
Mokhtarzadeh Abbas Apt 238 2135 Lazor St Indiana Pa 15701
Morales Belletti Giancarlo 128 Medlar Dr Indiana Pa 15701
Muir Doyle R Estate RRr 4 Box 172 Blairsville Pa 15717
Mytrysak Joseph Estate RR 1 Homer City Pa 15748
N
Naponic Donna 30 Private Rd 1229 Blairsville Pa 15717
Nehrig Clyde Nehrig Enid 548 Locust St Indiana Pa 15701
Nesbitt Allyson 1865 Kirkland Rd Clymer Pa 15728
O
Oakes Ward Franklin Clymer Pa 15728
Oblitey Llewellyn 3016 Warren Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Oveerdorff Kim 21 S Main St Homer City Pa 15748
P
Park Dorothy 330 Locust St Indiana Pa 15701
Pearce William 40 Belvedere Blvd Blairsville Pa 15717
Pelky Sandra 16 Johnston Rd Marion Center Pa 15759
Phoenix Rehab Health Service 27 North 8th St Suite 203 Indiana Pa 15701
Polyvision Corporation Po Box 335 Dixonville Pa 15734
Pride Eleanore Estate 843 Philadelphia St Indiana Pa 15701
Professional Buying Service 734 Wayne Ave Indiana Pa 15701
Prushnok George 210 Forest Ridge Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Pulsine Annabelle M Estate 425 N 3rd St Indiana Pa 15701
R
Rambour Christelle 924 Wayne Ave A Indiana Pa 15701
Rankin Mildred R Estate RR 3 Indiana Pa
Raspotnik Gertrude Po Box 138 Hillsdale Pa 15746
Reid Robert 101 Morewood Ave 458 Blairsville Pa 15717
Reid Robert Rd 1 Box 67b Clarksburg Pa 15725
Renaldi Mary 103 Hancock Cir Indiana Pa 15701
Revie Raymond Revie Mae 1209 Phil Indiana Pa 15701
Rideout Patrick Vanderbilt St Commodore Pa 15729
Ross Paul Rd 3 Box 120 Saltsburg Pa 15681
S
Salva Emilia Estate RR 1 Indiana Pa 15701
Sara Byler Rd 1 Box 16a Smicksburg Pa 16256
Sasala Elizabeth L House 121 Apt 123 Coral Pa 15731
Schork Stella Estate RR 2 Homer City Pa 15748
Schroth Michelle 37 1/2 N 5th St Indiana Pa 15701
Sdc Enterprise Inc Dba Boomerang’s Bar & Grill 547 Philadelphia St Indiana Pa
15701
Seich Marie 3 1st Iselin Pa
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Sell John 357 Sportsman Club Rd Shelocta Pa 15774
Serene Isodeen 202 Greenview Ct Indiana Pa 15701
Sherba Diana RR 4 Box 323a Blairsville Pa 15717
Shirley Pamela Po Box 28 Robinson Pa 15949
Shop N Save Indiana Indiana Pa 475 Ben Franklin Rd S Indiana Pa 15701
Smith Brad 35 Carpenter Ave Indiana Pa 15701
Smith Joseph Box 157 Rd 1 Marion Center Pa 15759
Smith Lawrence 251 School St Indiana Pa 15701
Sorensen Trina 45 S 5th St Apt 4 Indiana Pa 15701
Sparks Dave 700 Zehner Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Stake Glenn Stake Helen 182 W Elm Homercity Pa 15748
Stiver Mabel 1671 Saltsburg Indiana Pa 15701
Stone Sophie 383 Mt View Dr Hillsdale Pa 15746
Superior Well Services L 1380 Rte 286 Hwy E Ste 121 Indiana Pa 15701
T
Tapping Robert Po Box 1437 Indiana Pa 15701
Test Patrick Rd 1 Indiana Pa 15701
Thomas David 758 Fairview Ave Indiana Pa 15701
Tim Davis Auto Body 1391 Locust St Indiana Pa 15705
Tmcc 2600 W Pike Rd Indiana Pa 15701
V
Vanderkolk Kathleen 1795 Lisa Dr Apt 16 Indiana Pa 15701
Viggiano Frank 734 Wayne Ave Indiana Pa 15701
W
Wagner Margaretta Wagner Stanley A Jr RR 4 Box 197 Blairsville Pa 15717
Wagner Robert 80n 4th St Indiana Pa 15701
Walker Clifford Rfd 1 Clymer Pa 15728
Wang Yungheng 921 Lilac 3 Apt 6 Indiana Pa 15701
Wannett Nicole 9 South First St Indiana Pa 15701
Watkins Charlott Watkins David 335 Washington Indiana Pa 15701
Watson David 202 Forest Ridge Rd Indiana Pa 15701
Watson East 681 Rte 22 Hwy West Blairsville Pa 15717
Watson James B RR 1 Box 157 Glen Campbell Pa 15742
Watts W III 645 Pompano Ln Indiana Pa 15701
Watts Will 719 Philadelph St Apt 203 Indiana Pa 15701
West Gerrie 1330 Frankfrd Rd 103 Blairsville Pa 15717
White Thomas 573 Poplar Ave Indiana Pa 15701
Williams Dorothy E Estate 118 N Brady St Blairsville Pa 15717
Wimmil Margaret 233 N Brady St Blairsville Pa 15717
Wu Chin Wei 870 Maple St Rm 505 Indiana Pa 15705
Y
Yanity Virginia Yanity Fred Po Box 424 Homer City Pa 15748
Yankasky Kathryn Yankasky George Rd Farm Dixonville Pa 15734
Z
Zettle William J RR 1 Box 1040 Homer City Pa 15748
Zilko William Zilko 1069 Rte 553 Hwy Penn Runn Pa 15765
Jefferson County
A
Alleman Lester Alleman Faye M Rd 1 Summerville Pa 15864
Allshouse Dorothy 2 Rd 2 Brookville Pa 15825
Anibaldi Mary C RR 5 Box 2 Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Anibaldi Robert J C/O Mary C Anibaldi RR 5 Box 2 Punxsutawney Pa 15767
B
Baker Raymond Rd 3 Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Beaver Elder Care C/O Attn L Castagnolo Po Box 240 Brockway Pa 15824
Blose Barry L C/O Greg Bazylak Esquire 1 Sylvania St Brookline Pa 15825
Boucher Sue C/O Marlene Voyten Po Box 2 Anita Pa 15711
Brosius Raymond Brosius John Main St Falls Creek Pa 15840
Burlingame Mary J RR 2 Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Burlingame Rodney RR 2 Reynoldsville Pa 15851
C
Caldwell Silford M Cool Spgs Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Celli Suzanne E Rd 2 Apt D5 Brockway Pa 15824
Craft Thomas M 113 Jenks Ave Punxsutawney Pa 15767
D
Dallenbach Frederic L RR3 Box 244 Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Dehart William D Box 329 A Rd 3 Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Diamond J Travelers Rd 1 Box 40 Brookville Pa 15825
Dull Grant 648 Five Mile Run Rd Brookville Pa 15825
E
Earley Valetta M Estate 26 3rd St Falls Creek Pa 15840
F
Figueroa Rina T Hc6 Munderf Star Rte Box 54b Brookville Pa 15825
Fitzsimmons Helen H Estate RR 3 Brookville Pa 15825
G
Ganabathi Kumaresan Charles Medical Ctr 240 Allegheny Blvd Ste C Brookville Pa
15825
Geer Robert J Sr Geer Sandra RR 3 Box 106 A Brookville Pa 15825
Ghezzi Dorothy J Emma Ghezzi Dorothy 115 Van Ness St Sykesville Pa 15865
Gilhousen Drew 184 E Main St Brookville Pa 15825
Gilhousen Lorrie 184 E Main St Brookville Pa 15825
Greene William David 468 Mccracken Rd Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Guardian Elder Care Corp 8796 Rt 219 Brockway Pa 15824
H
Hart Rose M RR3 Box 244 Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Havrilla Margaret Havrilla Albert 300 Pehha Ave Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Himes Joanna Himes Harry 130 Mabon St Brookville Pa 15825
Himes Ariel Estate RR 1 Brookville Pa 15825
Himes Stephen D Jr 315 Park Ave Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Holben Randy Holben Mary 340 E Main St 2 Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Hout Terrence Rd 1 Reynoldsville Pa 15851
J
Johns Melba R 120 Pickering Brookville Pa 15825
K
Kalgren Timothy 383 Boddorf Rd Summerville Pa 15864
Kammerdeiner Keith 617 W Mahoning St Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Kearney Anna K Kearney J T Rd 2 Box 347 Brockway Pa 15824
Kellar Nancy J Box 25 B Rd 1 Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Kuchar Charles Rd4 Box 440 Punxsutawney Pa 15767
L
Lehner Arthur A Lehner Ella 410 Brd Brockway Pa 15824
Lenihan Geraldine 100 Freas Ln Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Leone Robert Hc6 Munderf Star Rte Box 54b Brookville Pa 15825
Litzau Mike 1215 Frostburg Rd Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Lockett Walter Rd 3 Brookville Pa 15825
Lyle Margaret E Lyle Rex Main St Big Run Pa 15715
M
Manners Wilma J RR 6 Box 89 Punxsutawney Pa Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Mcgurk Keith Po Box 255 Brookville Pa 15825
Mckinstry Linda 2024 Iowa Rd Brookville Pa 15825
Mcminn Donna 504 Bells Mills Cloe Rd Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Megillen James 5245 Heathville Ohl Rd Summerville Pa 15864
Miller Bradley R Miller Daniel 57 Walnut St Brookville Pa 15825
N
Nicol Steven Mitchell 2 Hawthorne Brookville Pa 15825
P
Parana Lisa L RR 2 Box 570a Brockway Pa 15824
Park Evelyn M 2 Rd 2 Brookville Pa 15825
Pearce Wendy 311 E Union St Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Plan Trustees U−A 82 Barnett St Brookville Pa Brookville Pa 15825
Plum Creek Marketing Inc Po Box 86 Brookville Pa 15825
Potter Warren J Rd 3 Brookville Pa 15825
Precision Prod Inc 13 Industrial Park Dr Brockway Pa 15824
Punxsutawney Area Hosp Rr 5 Box 17 Punxsutawney Pa 15767
R
R L Jehu Gulf Supply Inc 119 E Main St Sykesville Pa 15865
Ramsey William Po Box 234 (Rr5−71) Brookville Pa 15825
Reilly John R Estate 5 Clark St Brookville Pa 15825
Repiscak William H Estate Po Box 22 Brockway Pa 15824
Robert Shank Tenth St Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Rost Betty J 4 Thompson St Brookville Pa 15825
Rully Frederick P Estate RR 1 Brookville Pa 15825
S
Savings & Trust Co Po Box 499 Brookville Pa 15825
Schlemmer Patrick Schlemmer Bonnie 1326 Main St Brockway Pa 15824
Schneider Eve M Rd1 Box 203 Punxsutawney Pa 15967
Schustet Joseph Rd 1 Box 394 Brockway Pa 15824
Shaffer Emma 115 Van Ness St Sykesville Pa 15865
Sherry Margaret 309 Mahoning St Apt 1 Punsxutawney Pa 15767
Skehan Joseph L Estate 4th St Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Slagle Charles 1115 Spencer Dr Brookville Pa 15825
Slater Michael A B 254 S Main St Brookville Pa 15825
Smith Dorothy E Estate 11 Rebecca St Brookville Pa 15825
Smith Dorothy Estate 22 Rebecca St Brookville Pa 15825
Smith Woodrow W Estate RR 1 Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Snyder Sandra Snyder Keith 106 Pine St Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Snyder Leon Darrell Keihl 224 Pine St Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Sperling Catherine 636 N Lee Ct Hazleton Pa 15767
Spooner James W Sr RR 1 Box 129−A Falls Creek Pa 15840
Sprague Adam L Rd 1 Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Sprague Alice RR 1 Box 179a Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Stahlman Jeffrey B Rd 2 Box 39 Brookville Pa 15825
Sundie Carmella M 1630 Main St Brockway Pa 15824
T
Taylor Linda S 69 Barnett St Brookville Pa 15825
Truman Mickey P Rte 26 Po Box 103 Sigel Pa 15860
U
Unger George M RR5 Box186a Brooksville Pa 15825
V
Vallies Duane Est 556 W Mahoning St Punxsutawney Pa 15767
W
Walter Nancy K Box 258a Brookville Pa 15825
Williams Harry E RR 1 Falls Creek Pa 15840
Wingrove Merle Wingrove Wayne Rd 1 Falls Creek Pa 15840
Wingrove Wayne Wingrove Elsie M Rd 1 Falls Creek Pa 15840
Woleslagle Dorothy 502 1/2 Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Wolfe Emily 636 N Lee Ct Hazleton Pa 15767
Y
Yard Laurence Estate Rr 1 Walston Pa 15781
Yoder Gary R RR 2 Box 354b Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Yoder Kim M RR 2 Box 354b Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Z
Zarambo John Estate RR 2 Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Zuby Albert Zuby Hazel Apt 508 201 N J Punxsutawney Pa 15767
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Juniata County
B
Baker Sara RR 5 Box 367 Mifflintown Pa 17059
Benner Ethel RR 2 Box 336 Mifflintown Pa 17059
Brenner Michael 4 Parkside Ct Mifflintown Pa 17059
Broad Acres Ent Inc RR 1 Box 180 East Waterford Pa 17021
Burchill Howard Burchill Robert RR 1 Box 462 Mifflintown Pa 17059
C
Compton Douglas 511 Washington Ave Mifflintown Pa 17059
Creative Memories 307 Licking St Mifflin Pa 17058
D
Dalton Anthony RR 1 Box 251 East Waterford Pa 17021
F
Filler Robert W Sr 315 Orange St Mifflintown Pa 17059
Frymoyer Jeffrey Hc 63 Box 8a Mc Alisterville Pa 17049
G
Gobeille Raymond 23 Sycamore Dr Mifflintown Pa 17059
H
Hirsch Randy 5267 Simpson Ferry Rd Mexico Pa 17056
Hopkins K Lee RR 2 Box 2095 Port Royal Pa 17082
K
Knouse Ronald 22 Westfall St Mcalisterville Pa 17049
Kulp Nancy 8 South Main St Mifflintown Pa 17059
L
Lauver Ada RR 2 Box 336 Mifflintown Pa 17059
Lauver Dane RR 1 Box 1885 Mc Alisterville Pa 17049
Leidy Chevrolet Oldsmobile C/O Attn Sue Zehner Po Box 186 Mifflintown Pa 17059
Lentz D L RR 1 Box 278e East Waterford Pa 17021
Leonard Grant Adam Leonard Kelby RR 1 Box 183p Thompsontown Pa 17094
Leonard Bryce Alan RR 1 Box 183p Thompsontown Pa 17094
M
Miffco PO Box 96 Mifflintown Pa 17059
Murphy Elmer Rd 2 Mifflintown Pa 17059
P
Peachey Menno RR 2 Box 1205 Mifflintown Pa 17059
R
Reynold G Executor RP R 3 Box 1370 Mifflintown Pa 17059
Rodriguez Jorgie 23829 Rte 333 Thompsontown Pa 17094
Rodriguez Rivera William 404 Juaniata St Mifflin Pa 17058
S
Shellenberger Gloria RR 1 Box 2577 Mc Alisterville Pa 17049
Sheriff Susan 810 S College St Palmyra Pa 17076
Snyder Terry RR 1 Box 742 Richfield Pa 17086
Stottle Mickey 59 Stottle Ln Honey Grove Pa 17035
T
Tabb George Hc 67 Box 7 Mifflin Pa 17058
Trucking Zimmerman 8 E Industrial Park Rd Mifflintown Pa 17059
V
Vazquez Tito RR 4 Box 37 Mifflintown Pa 17059
W
Wagner James Rd2 Box 95 Mifflintown Pa 17059
Waters Terri Po Box 81 209 Mowery St Mifflin Pa 17058
Y
Yetter Larry J Rd 1 Box 281 East Waterford Pa 17021
Z
Zhinin Jose Ayora Luis 217 Fairwall Ave Doyles Mills Pa 17058
Zook Anna M Rd 2 Mifflintown Pa 17059
Lackawanna County
A
A C Phillips John S Jr Clarks Green 7 Overlook Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Aaa Pathology Services Po Box 750 Scranton Pa 18501
Abington Lawn Care I 1653 Falls Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Adamowicz Joseph 919 Price St Dickson City Pa 18519
Advanta Finance Corporation 235 Main St Suite 119 Dickson City Pa 18519
Aebli Anna 1022 Cedar Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Agostinelli Sophie 229 Oak St Taylor Pa 18517
Agostini Celia 1225 S Main St Old Forge Pa 18518
Ali Brothers Pa Inc RR 1 Box 328 Exit 199 I 81 Dalton Pa 18414
Aliano Bernetta C Est 208 N Blakely St Dunmore Pa 18512
Allan Marion 143 Spring St Scranton Pa 18505
Allen Carol Po Box 332 Moscow Pa 18444
Allen Lisa 1890 Aberdeen Rd Moscow Pa 18444
Alperin Shirley 35 Oakford Glen Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Alston Michael 822 S Webster Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Amabile Christopher 225 Lawrence St Archbald Pa 18403
Ambrosia Elenor 1929 Prospect Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Amendola Vincent Rte 407 Waverly Pa 18471
Amorine Lori 959 Wyoming Ave Po Box 31 Scranton Pa 18501
Amporosini Eleanor 2329 Partridge Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Anderline James 131 Willow St Dunmore Pa 18512
Angelo Justin 110 Hill St Dunmore Pa 18512
Annett Michaelina Po Box 160 Peckville Pa 18452
Aponte Angelica 402 Brdway Apt 1 Scranton Pa 18505
Arkillian Erin 105 Shady Ln Olyphant Pa 18447
Armbruster William 1073 Albright Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Artabane Aziana 700 Throop St Scranton Pa 18512
Ash Lillian Ash John 212 Williams St Scranton Pa 18508
Ashman Carol 1147 W Locust St Scranton Pa 18504
Ashmanwilliams Lori E C/O C J Ashman 1147 W Locust St Scranton Pa 18504
Atapovich Mary 117 Foley St Old Forge Pa 18518
Atapovitch Mary 117 Foley St Old Forge Pa 18518
Atkinson David RR 2 Box 2012 Moscow Pa 18444
Atkinson Patrick 10 Pheonix Carbondale Pa 18407
Ausa Life Insurance Co Inc Ent Po Box 97 Scranton Pa 18504
Axtell Sean Micha M C/O Renee Axtell RR 1 Box 427a Olyphant Pa 18447
Azulalis Felicita 1442 College Ave Dunmore Pa 18509
B
Baker Brandon 800 Electric St Apt C Scranton Pa 18509
Balanced Care At Mid Valley Po Box 160 Sturges Rd Peckville Pa 18452
Baptist Bible College Of Pa 538 Venard Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Baras Joseph Estate 9 Electric St Scranton Pa 18509
Barber Douglas 213 Orchard St Old Forge Pa 18518
Barbini Carl Estate 1629 S Webster Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Barker Katie 1053 Green Holly Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Barlow Amy Barlow Joe 905 Applewood Acres Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Barnes Dollathy M Estate 232 N Main St Moscow Pa 18444
Barney Helen 506 Main St Simpson Pa 18407
Barrett Anne 408 Church St Jessup Pa 18434
Barzdines Anthony Barzdines Nellie 173 Blvd Ave Throop Pa 18512
Baskovsky Kristyl 412 Main St Apt 2 Dickson City Pa 18519
Bastian Wayne 1742 Wyoming Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Batten Arthur W Estate 923 Acker Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Baugh Marilyn Baugh Ronnie 13 Jeffery Carbondale Pa 18407
Belcastro Leda 317 Bridge St Old Forge Pa 18518
Bell Kalen 240 Adams Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Bender Holly Kathryn 44 Laurel Dr Scranton Pa 18505
Bendorovich Bridget Est 424 Main St Peckville Pa 18452
Bennett Carol 193 Lincoln Ave Carbondale Pa 18407
Bennett Gigi 544 Mary St Scranton Pa 18508
Bennett William 125 South Vanburen Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Benway David 1307 Ridgewood Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Berchem Betty 820 Adam Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Bernoff Catherine Allied Skilled Nursing Scranton Pa 18509
Bettelli Andrew 1331 S Webster Ave Apt 5 Scranton Pa 18505
Bewick Stephanie 231 Northern Blvd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Bezek Mark 1621 Capouse Ave Apt1 Rear Scranton Pa 18509
Bieber−Decker Lauren 111 East Grove St Taylor Pa 18517
Bili William 1235 Main St Dickson City Pa 18519
Billig Charles Fin Div Man First Nat Comm Bank 102 E Drinker St Dunmore Pa
18512
Bird Ronald 226 Mountain View Way Scranton Pa 18508
Bistocchi Yolanda 1013 Wheeler Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Bistran Irene 1632 Madison Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Blanchard Christoph 3004 Joes Ln Jermyn Pa 18433
Blatts Furniture Gallery 1008 N Washington Scranton Pa 18509
Bnf Adam Balint 336 Harwood Ave Clarks Smt Pa Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Bochancow Elizabeth Bochancow Daniel 9 Gorden Pl Scranton Pa 18510
Bochancow Daniel 9 Gorden Pl Scranton Pa 18510
Bohonko Susan 9 Gorden Pl Scranton Pa 18510
Bokun John 1929 Prospect Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Bokun John 2329 Partridge Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Boland Stella Estate 252 Dundaff St Carbondale Pa 18407
Bolding James II 230 Hickory St Peckville Pa 18452
Bolockattorney Frank Mr 120 Wyoming Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Bonafede Letitia 1634 Dorothy St 1 Scranton Pa 18504
Bonczek Tessie 1822 Luzerne St Scranton Pa 18504
Bonk Ann 2620 Washburn St Rr 1 Scranton Pa 18504
Boretsky Joseph Boretsky Robert 728 Doloff Dickson City Pa 18519
Borowski Gregory 1141 Clay Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Bowen Jordan Bowen Barry 1414 Jackson St Scranton Pa 18504
Bracey William RR 3 Box 3396a Moscow Pa 18444
Bradley Jeffrey Po Box 4108 Scranton Pa 18505
Bridge Street Cafe 912 S Main Ave Old Forge Pa 18518
Brooks Levi 734 Grant Ct Dickson City Pa 18519
Brotherton Regina Vetrinary Tech Dept Johnson College 3427 N Main Ave Scranton Pa
18508
Browdie David Abraham Dr 746 Jefferson Ave 3rd Fl Gsb Scranton Pa 18501
Bunnell Patricia Estate 523 Pittston Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Burik Alexander 125 S Valy Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Burik Mary G Est C/O 125 S Valy Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Burke Ella 224 S Valy Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Burke Margaret 2605 Cedar Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Burke Teresa Estate 410 Church St Olyphant Pa 18447
Bush Pearl 1016 S Valy St Olyphant Pa 18447
Butler Marcella 705 Meehan St Dickson City Pa 18519
Buttner Robert Buttner Alice 3 River St Archbald Pa 18403
Buttner Robert Buttner Alice 435 4th Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Buza Wanda Spgside 950 Morgan Hwy Clarks Summit Pa 18411
C
Ca Stritt Stock Broker 618 Campbell St Scranton Pa 18505
Calogero James Po Box 863 Moosic Pa 18444
Calogero Marie Po Box 863 Moosic Pa 18444
Campbell Michael A Estate 535 Monroe Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Cannon Thomas Cannon Nancy 2321 Adams Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Carden Joseph Carden Alice 42 Reynolds Ave Carbondale Pa 18407
Care Improvement Plus PO Box 4347 Scranton Pa 18505
Career Uniform Center 118 Franklin Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Carpineti Alfredo Estate RR 1 Jermyn Pa 18433
Carr Kevin Po Box 583 Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Carrol Kateri Estate 938 Moosic St Scranton Pa 18505
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Carter Irrevocable Trust CO Kenneth Screen And Christi 453 Jefferson Ave Jermyn Pa
Jermyn Pa 18433
Cartusciello Mary 927 River St Scranton Pa 18505
Castango Gotay Annette 1214 Washburn St Scranton Pa 18504
Casteline Marion Estate 429 S Edwards Ct Scranton Pa 18504
Casterline Marion Estate 429 S Edwards Ct Scranton Pa 18504
Castilloperez Pedro 508 Alder St Apt 7 Scranton Pa 18505
Catalano Catherine 3237 Oak Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Cesarini Theresa M Cust Po Box 68 Moscow Pa 18444
Chabin Regina Estate 529 Edgar St Throop Pa 18512
Chapman Mae RR 8 Box 8488 Moscow Pa 18444
Chapman Robert RR 5 Box 5608−A Moscow Pa 18444
Chappini Nicole 102 Lori Dr Archbald Pa 18403
Chilek Elizabeth State Hwy Moosic Pa 18507
Chilleri Josephine 703 Hollenback St Moosic Pa 18507
Chizmar George 210 Willow Rd Dalton Pa 18414
Chomko Margaret 1132 Prospect Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Christine Pitta Americredit Fin 122 N Hyde Park Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Ciaglia Anna M Estate 428 Smith St Dunmore Pa 18512
Ciccotelli Marie Est Blvd Ave Chinchilla Pa 18410
Ciliberto Joseph 304 Kennedy St Old Forge Pa 18518
Cipriano John 2000 Ash St Scranton Pa 18510
Cisneros Denise 404 Brian Dr Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Citizens Voice Attn G Betts 149 Penn Ave Scranton Pa 18711
Clark Dolores 807 S Keyser Ave Scranton Pa 18517
Clark Kevin 2046 Farr St Scranton Pa 18504
Clark Raymond 921 Owego Tpk Simpson Pa 18433
Clay Harold 523 Knapp Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Cleveland Chris 332 Putnam St Scranton Pa 18508
Clifford Mary A Estate 1109 Swetland St Scranton Pa 18504
Clune Frances Clune William 97 Washington Carbondale Pa 18407
Cobb Louis Estate 221 2nd St Blakely Pa 18447
Cobb Stacy 42 William St Taylor Pa 18517
Cogliser Lillian 810 Lavelle Ct Scranton Pa 18505
Cognetti Lynn 1632 Farr St Scranton Pa 18504
Cohan Rose C/O Ballot Po Box 42 Waverly Pa 18471
Coheleach Lauren 414 Quincy Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Cole Gail 2764 Jackson St Scranton Pa 18504
Collins Joseph 536 Hemlock St Scranton Pa 18505
Collins Supply Equipment Co Inc 1355 Muncy Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Comegys Jean M C/O D L Haldeman Esq 1134 Lackawanna Trail Clarks Summit Pa
18411
Commercial Cleaning Concepts PO Box 511 Scranton Pa 18501
Commodario Anthony Commodario Jean 313 2nd Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Compton Ruth RD 1 Moscow Pa 18444
Comstock Kathleen 887 Providence Rd Scranton Pa 18508
Condron Philip Ex Frances Pauline Godwin 225 Wyoming Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Conner Mary K Est 76 Lunny Ct Carbondale Pa 18407
Connolly Margaret Connolly Robert 733 West Locust St Scranton Pa 18504
Connor Mary O Est C/O 76 Lunny Ct Carbondale Pa 18407
Convenient Food Mart 3021 337 Brick Ave & Market St Scranton Pa 18508
Convenient Food Mart 100 Meadow Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Coolbaugh Kimberly 527 Park St Moosic Pa 18507
Coolbaugh Raymond 435 Brook St Moosic Pa 18507
Corallo Daniel 302 William St Scranton Pa 18508
Corba Dorothy 123 Prospect Carbondale Pa 18407
Cornall Jennifer 129 Main St Apt 1 Olyphant Pa 18447
Cosgrove Anne M B 29 Laurel Dr Scranton Pa 18505
Coyne Thos 1627 Cedar Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Cpg International Inc 801 E Corey St Accts Payable Scranton Pa 18505
Crown American Properties Lp Viewmont Mall Dickson City Pa 18508
Crugnale Catherin Crugnale Anthony 1117 E Filbert St Archbald Pa 18403
Cucura Elizabeth 404 Railrd Ave Peckville Pa 18452
Cucura Jeanette 518 Gibson St Jermyn Pa 18505
Culkin Blanche M Mrs 815 Archbald St Scranton Pa 18504
Cummings Catherine Estate 1628 Pittston Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Curtis David Estate 1104 Walnut St Taylor Pa 18517
D
Daniel Disimoni Memorial Fund 36 Connell St Old Forge Pa 18518
Danmar Hotels 700 Lackawanna Ave Scranon Pa 18503
Daszkiewicz Madelyn 122 Frank St Dunmore Pa Dunmore Pa 18512
Davies Kathy Ann Spring Ln Dr RR 4 Box 4174 Moscow Pa 18444
Davies Patricia 1029 Ridge Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Davis Benjamin Davis Akiva 720 N Webster Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Davis Alyson 2761 Jackson St Scranton Pa 18504
Davis Helen 701 Pleasant Ave Peckville Pa 18452
Davis Michael 401 Penn Ave 115 Scranton Pa 18503
Davis William H Estate 6 Rock St Carbondale Pa 18407
De Gutis Helen 100 Marion St Scranton Pa 18509
De Mario Anna Estate 523 Breck St Scranton Pa 18505
Decker Charles 430 Charles St Scranton Pa 18508
Decker Ellen 430 Charles St Scranton Pa 18508
Delfino Minnie 218 Alicia St Old Forge Pa 18518
Delmar Mary C Cust 44 Laurel Dr Scranton Pa 18505
Demama Casa 1829 Bundy St Scranton Pa 18505
Demopulos Leona 927 River St Scranton Pa 18505
Dempsey James 2704 Olyphant Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Dempsey Sarah 75 Parkland Dr Clarks Green Pa 18411
Deprimo Carmella M 106 Reeves St Dunmore Pa 18512
Derbin Frank J Jr 1001 Jackson St Apt 600 Scranton Pa 18504
Destefan Vincent Estate 1118 Jackson St Scranton Pa 18504
Diaz Rene 2315 Jackson St Scranton Pa 18504
Dickey Keesha 153 3rd St 2nd Floor Old Forge Pa 18518
Dileo Ann 1109 Stafford Ave Scranton Pa Scranton Pa 18505
Dileo Anthony Cust Po Box 27 Scranton Pa 18504
Dime Bank 1621 Capouse Ave Apt1 Rear Scranton Pa 18509
Dinoia John 111 Mortiner St Scranton Pa 18512
Dippre Jolene 1504 Townhouse Blvd Scranton Pa 18508
District Court 45 1 2012 W Pine St Dunmore Pa 18512
Doherty James 1000 Bank Towers Scranton Pa 18503
Domaleski Ewa Estate 817 Carmalt St Dickson City Pa 18519
Donahoe Joseph Donahoe Mary 542 Tayler Ave Scraton Pa 18510
Donegan Mildred Donegan Thomas 119 S Van Burin Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Donohue Gertrude Donohue Thomas 411 Mill St Dunmore Pa 18512
Dougherty William Dougherty James 1141 Clay Ave Ste 4 Scranton Pa 18510
Dougherty E 409 S Main Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Dragotto Eleanor 1615 Wyoming Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Drake Adeline C/O E Gazda Esquire Suite A Kane Bldg 116 N Washington Ave
Scranton Pa 18503
Drake Matt RR3 Box 138 Dalton Pa 18414
Drive N Buy Incorpor 52 Ctland St Carbondale Pa 18407
Drobish Daniel 204 Grant St Olyphant Pa 18447
Dubesky Steve Estate 317 4th Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Dukin Imelda Estate 423 Phelps St Scranton Pa 18509
Dunmore Oil Company Inc 1031 Reeves St Dunmore Pa 18512
Duricko Allen 321 Spruce St 7th Flr Bank Towers Bui Scranton Pa 18503
Dutko Peter Estate 309 12th Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Dynamic Molding Inc 1118 Mid Valy Dr Olyphant Pa 18447
E
Eagleton John Eagleton Rita 1528 Madison Dunmore Pa 18509
Egan Mary Fri 2605 Cedar Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Egnas Marshal Estate 110 Buck Throop Pa 18512
Eibes Evelyn 3723 Winfield Ave Moosic Pa 18507
Elias Esther Elias John 1307 Warbush St Scranton Pa 18501
Employment Law Firm Po Box 63 Clarks Summit Pa 18411
English Joseph R Cust 107 Yesu Dr Scranton Pa 18505
Ephault Anthony Ephault Vincent 546 N Main St Archbald Pa 18403
Ercoli Agnes Estate 908 Church St Jessup Pa 18434
Ertley Kia 4250 Birney Ave Moosic Pa 18507
Est Est 528 Rte 247 Greenfield Township Pa 18407
Etal Christopher 527 Linden St Ste 2 Scranton Pa 18503
Evanitsky Dolores 713 E Scott St Olyphant Pa 18447
Evans Juanita 400 Bedfor Ave Apt #413 Clarkes Summit Pa 18411
Evans Samantha Harper Collins C/O Credit Dept Scranton Pa 18512
Everitt Alice 333 Hickory Ridge Rd Greenfield twp Pa 18407
Eynon Buick Scranton Carbondale Hwy Eynon Pa 18403
F
Fallk Clara 601 Miles Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Fallk David 227 Penn Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Fallk Samuel Est Of C/O 227 Penn Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Farrell Esq Robert 576 Main St Archbald Pa 18403
Farrell Lorraine 824 Adams Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Fedorko John C/O Guardian Off Clarks Smt State Hosp Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Felesca Carmela Estate 103 S Apple St Dunmore Pa 18512
Ferguson Malcolm 108 Carriage Ln Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Ferraiulo Kendra 16736 Pollyanna Dr Carbondale Pa 18407
Ferraro Ted 215 Hickory St Scranton Pa 18505
Ferrese Eleanor 1554 Sanderson Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Ferrett Roman Ferrett Leona 309 Vine St Old Forge Pa 18518
Fesolovich Helen Estate 222 N Main St Taylor Pa 18517
Fidelity Dep Discount Bank Drinker And Blakely Sts Dunmore Pa 18512
Field Mary RR 1 Moscow Pa 18444
Finan Louise M Estate 720 E Warren St Dunmore Pa 18512
Fiore Ross 45 Cole Village Clarks Summit Pa 18411
First Liberty Bank & Trust 645 Washington Ave Jermyn Pa 18433
Fisne Kathleen 1214 South Irving Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Flanelly Claire 1−Lake Scranton Pa18505
Flannigan Kenneth M Jr 739 N Bromley Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Floor Store Inc 1650 N Keyser Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Flores Paulina 1115 Jackson St Scranton Pa 18504
Flynn Patricia 208 South Valy Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Foley Helen 150 Edella Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Foley Pauline Estate Star Rte Waverly Pa
Forbes Robert 1190 Nw 40th Ave 306 Jessup Pa 18434
Fountain Maggie 411 Susquehanna Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Fowler Frances Fowler Willis 1103 Fairfield Scranton Pa 18509
Francovitch Celia 317 Crest Dr Clarks Green Pa 18411
Frank A Dinoia 401 Adams Ave Ste 207 Scranton Pa 18510
Frank Krawec Estate RR 1 Carbondale Pa 18407
Frank Mancers Estate 300 Main St Archbald Pa 18403
Franklin Jeff 512 Haven Ln Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Fred Chadwick Estate RR 1 Carbondale Pa 18407
Freda Lilly 1524 Bulwer St Scranton Pa 18504
Fuller Robert 606 Hudson St Apt 4 Mayfield Pa 18433
G
Gaggioli Amelia Gaggioli August 59 Maryfield Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Gallagher Theresa 1208 Philo St Scranton Pa 18508
Galletti Rena 1234 S Main Ave Ild Forge Pa 18518
Galucci Philip 606 N Rebecca Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Gammon Joan M 1151 Loomis Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Gardner Ben In Rd 2 Moscow Pa 18444
Garibaldi Olivia 56b RR 6 Box 6121 Moscow Pa 18444
Gasiorek Antoinette 701 Meehan St Dickson City Pa 18519
Gdowin George Estate Rd Olyphant Olyphant Pa
Geigle John 1125 Pittston Ave Scranton Pa 18501
Geragi Joseph Estate 205 Willow St Dunmore Pa 18512
Gerchov Marilyn 509 Monroe Ave Scranton Pa 18510
German Elaine Cust Box 3611 Scranton Pa 18505
Geroulo Ellia 216 Riverside Dr Peckville Pa 18452
Gerrity Grace 1611 Quincy Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Gertrude Hawk Chocolate Shops 9 Keystone Ind Park Dunmore Pa 18512
Giannone Irene RR 6 Box 6185 Moscow Pa 18444
Gibbons John 906 Ralph Ln Moosic Pa 18507
Gibbs Angel 959 Wyoming Ave Po Box 31 Scranton Pa 18501
Gigna Cor Unit Po Box 5725 Scranton Pa 18505
Gilchrist William 1371 N Washington Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Gilgallon Roy 1203 Schlager St Scranton Pa 18504
Giuliani Tina 1744 Wyoming Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Gmt Path Assoc Po Box 750 Scranton Pa 18501
Godwin Frances Phil Condron Marianne Hazlett 225 Wyoming Ave Scranton Pa 18503
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Golaszweski George Golaszweski Paula 521 First Ave Jessup Borough Pa 18434
Goldstein Frances Apt 521 321spruce St Co Ginader Jones Scranton Pa 18503
Golembeski Sophia Allied Skilled Nursing Ctr 303 Smallacombe Dr Scranton Pa 18508
Gordon Terry 608 S Webster Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Gorelick Mihail 537 N Washington Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Grabania Richard RR 2 Box 55 Olyphont Pa 18447
Graff Elaine 981 Bernard St Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Granahan Josephine 324 Birch St Scranton Pa 18505
Grant Charles 1013 Bergen Ct Scranton Pa 18505
Grant Margarita 1044 Green Holly Rd Undeliverable Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Grant William 212 Swartz St Dunmore Pa 18512
Gratkowski F L 1518 Madison Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Green Ridge Neighborhood Assoc 2704 Olyphant Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Gregoire James David Dr RR 1 Box 310 1 Dalton Pa 18414
Gresko Carmella 1206 Rundle St Scranton Pa 18504
Griggs Rebekah 2501 Bald Mountain Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Grives Michael 513 Cherryhill Dr Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Grunick Joseph 208 Powder Mill Rd Jessup Pa 18434
Grunza Sally Minellis Kozy Comft 1640 N Main Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Grushinski Valerie 907 Apple Wood Acres Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Guman Mike 828 E Lackawanna St Olyphant Pa Olyphant Pa 18447
Gwyn Edward Jr 304 Barbara Dr 3 Moscow Pa Moscow Pa 18444
H
H And J Vending Service Scranton 420 Walsh St Scranton Pa 18505
H L Wilshinsky Assoc Inc Suite 200 Scranton Pa 18510
Hadddick Melanie 1141 Clay Ave Dunmore Pa 18510
Haggerty Rose G Estate 1233 Academy St Scranton Pa 18504
Hair Mary E Est 512 N Fillmore Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Hall Helena Hall Lois Rd 6 Box 91 Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Hanerfeld Daniel 705 Parkview Rd Moscow Pa 18444
Hanichak Elizabeth 1322 Main St Peckville Pa 18452
Hanna Elizabeth 165 Spruce St Basement Apt Archbald Pa 18403
Hannigan Thomas 624 Madison Ave Jermyn Pa 18433
Hannon Benjamin 463 N Dexter Scranton Pa 18504
Hannon Florence 446 1/2 Railrd Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Hanson Scott 127 Harrison St Apt Scranton Pa 18512
Hargrove Douglas 536 Park St Moosic Pa 18507
Harhut Olga 747 Crystal St Olyphant Pa 18447
Harkenreader Stella CO C Zurine 32 Reservoir St Simpson Pa 18407
Harris Helen 432 N Cameron Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Harris Helen 458 N Cameron Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Harris Helen A Est 432 N Cameron Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Harris Helen Est 432 N Cameron Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Harsh Muriel 202 Beech St Waverly Pa 18471
Hart Marion 2226 Kelly Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Hartman John 2637 Jackson St Scranton Pa 18447
Hattley Joseph 137 Birkett St Carbondale Pa 18407
Hayes Bridget Hayes James 733 Orcard Scranton Pa 18505
Healey John Est R139 Main St Archbald Pa 18403
Health Net Po Box 160 Dunmore Pa 18512
Healthcare Cigna Po Box 1798 Scranton Pa 18501
Henderson Joseph 603 N Hyde Park Ave Second Scranton Pa 18504
Hendrick Screen Co One Seventh Ave Carbondale Pa 18407
Henley Patricia Nie 945 Carmalt St Dickson City Pa 18519
Henzelman Paul 938 Willow St Scranton Pa 18505
Herbert Michael 126 Doris St Olyphant Pa 18447
Herhenreader Peter V 54 Lincoln Ave Carbondale Pa 18407
Hession Grace Elizabeth CO Rev J Timlin 300 Wyoming Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Hetman Nancy Hetman Eva 439 10th Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Higgins Jacqueline 628 Ferdinand St Scranton Pa 18508
Hill Grace 41 Veterans Dr Dunmore Pa 18512
Hines Denise 109 S Main St Taylor Pa 18517
Hinkley Ken 1076 Drakes Ln Throop Pa 18512
Hirschler Frances 100 Smallacome Dr Box 28 Scranton Pa 18508
Hogan Margaret 804 Dale Dr Scranton Pa 18504
Holland Eugene 726 Beech St Scranton Pa 18505
Hollenberg Shirley 545 Arthur Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Holowatch Paul 788 Main St Simpson Pa 18407
Holtzman Ken 831 W Market St Scranton Pa 18508
Homish John 651 Blvd Ave Dickson City Pa 18519
Houser Jackson Houser Karen 20 Leslie Dr Scranton Pa 18505
Houston Harold 110 S Irving Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Howard Mary 139 S Rebecca Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Howath Joseph 500 W Hospital St Taylor Pa 18517
Huang Yuhua 512 Pittston Ave Apt 2a Scranton Pa 18505
Hughes Charles Hughes Erma 132 N Grantau Scranton Pa 18504
Hughes John E Sr 1501 Euclid Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Hunt Crystal 832 Saginaw St 11 A Scranton Pa 18505
Huss Richard 1444 Meylert Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Hutchins William Rd 3 Box 36 Moscow Pa 18444
Huxley Apt Corp 1 Fleet Way Scranton Pa 18507
Hyde Park Farview Lodge 306 C/O Al Perry Po Box 282 Dunmore Pa 18512
I
Intl Silk Assoc Usa Inc Attn Nancy Hann C/O Cedar Throwing Mills Inc 1201
Tennyson Close Moosic Pa 18507
J
Jacobson Jeffrey 417 Griffin Pond Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Jadick Anna Estate 325 Jackson St Olyphant Pa 18447
James Charles 419 E Market St Scrannton Pa 18509
Jamesjr Kelly 947 Johler Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Jenkins Thomas 730 Willow St Scranton Pa 18505
Jenkins Victoria Estate 530 E Scott St Olyphant Pa 18447
Jermyn Scott State Rt S Box 1169 Tunnhannock Pa 18503
Joe Krymenski Estate 7209 S Main Taylor Pa 18517
John J Strotnaki III Md 434 Duniiore St Scranton Pa 18512
Johnson Deborah 214 Maple St Dickson City Pa 18519
Johnson Jim 1640 N Main Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Johnson Wilma 712 Harrison Ave Rm 311 Scranton Pa 18510
Johnson Wilma Mountain Rest Nursing Home 100 Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Jones Willard Jones Cara 1104 Grandview St Scranton Pa 18509
Jones Daniel W Est Apt 3d Henry Dr Jermyn Pa 18433
Jones Douglas 1413 N Samner Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Jones Evelyn 120 Academy St Apt 202 Moscow Pa 18444
Jones Gretchen 1117 S Main St Taylor Pa 18517
Jones James C Md 802 Jefferson Ave Mcauley Bldg 4th Floor Scranton Pa 18510
Jones Lawrence Estate 614 Electric St Scranton Pa 18509
Jones Winifred 108 Tr Dr Olyphant Pa 18447
Josephs Frieda 995 N Sumner Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Judge Ronald 910 Prospect Ave Scranton Pa 18505
K
Kakarijka Joseph 3325 Greenwood Ave Moosic Pa 18507
Kaldes Peter 124 Wyoming Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Kaminsky Stanley 354 Main Dickson City Pa 18519
Kanaska Stella 1306 Loomis Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Kanaszka Hattie 231 Bellman St Throop Pa 18512
Kania Theresa 79 Wayne St Carbondale Pa 18407
Kantack Clara E Est 1605 Green Ridge St Scranton Pa 18509
Kardos John R Jr 4 Lincoln St Old Forge Pa 18518
Karsko Michael 518 Spring St Moosic Pa 18507
Katuna Alexander Estate 316 3rd Ave Jessup Pa 18434
Katuna Mary Estate 316 3rd Ave Jessup Pa 18434
Keilar Joseph R Jr 331 Main St Simpson Pa 18407
Kelly Florence 947 Johler Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Kelly Marguerite A 519 Sherwood Ave Dunmore Pa 18512
Kenlys Cafe 309 N Washington St Scranton Pa 18503
Kennedy Betty Estate 416 S Decker Ct Scranton Pa 18504
Kenner Robert 93 Carbondale Hwy Jermyn Pa 18433
Keoghs Frozen 30 Scranton Office Park Moosic Pa 18507
Kernich Michael 128 Lincoln St Taylor Pa 18517
Kester John P 824 Adams Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Keyser Realty Llc 1700 N Keyser Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Khoud Ramy 425 River St Scranton Pa 18505
Kielar Evelyn Est 518 Main St Simpson Pa 18407
Kim Jihoon 2300 Adams Ave Room 204 Scranton Pa 18509
Kisel Edward M Gazda & Penetar C/O E J Gazda Jr Esq 116 N Washington Ave
Scranton Pa 18503
Kishbaugh Herbert Rd 1 Box 189 Dalton Pa 18414
Kitchen Mary Kitchen Jasper 301 White Birch Dr Scranton Pa 18504
Kjp Partners Partnership 310 N Main Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Knopp Allan 37 Apollo Dr Old Forge Pa 18518
Knowles Associates Llc Po Box 980 Scranton Pa 18501
Kobrynich Jason & Christine 1502 Oram St Scranton Pa 18504
Kochis Edward 1855 Bloom Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Kogelman Joseph 819 Jefferson Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Kolenovic Pajazit 1711 Luzerne St Scranton Pa 18504
Konopka Eleanor 98 Scott Rd Dickson City Pa 18519
Kopicki John V Estate 1147 Sloan St Scranton Pa 18504
Kopicki Stella T Estate 1147 Sloan St Scranton Pa 18504
Korba Joseph 123 Prospect Carbondale Pa 18407
Korman Charlene 135 Harriet St Throop Pa 18519
Korpusik Henry P Po Box 10 Jermyn Pa 18433
Kosakowski Jeannette Kosakowski Anthony 1387 Watson St Scranton Pa 18504
Kosher Celia 1005 Quincy Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Kosko Olga Kosko Sharin 151 Blvd Ave Throop Pa 18512
Koszyk Michael Estate 209 Main St Blakely Pa 18447
Kraft Sandy Po Box 9 Waverly Pa 18471
Kravitz Carol A The Advocacy Alliance Po Box 1238 Scranton Pa 18501
Kromko Joseph RR 5 Box 157−A Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Kryzanowski Joseph Kryzanowski Mary 123 Harrison Taylor Pa 18517
Kuchna Josephine Estate 824 Gino Merli Dr Peckville Pa 18452
Kuchwara Michael C Nep 945 Carmalt St Dickson City Pa 18519
Kurtzer Yitzchok 447 Clay Ave Scranton Pa 18510
L
L Fridman Realty Inc 406 Brdway St Scranton Pa 18505
Laabs Evelyn Estate 1725 W Meeneke Scranton Pa 18501
Labella Angela 334 Smith St Dunmore Pa 18512
Labella Paola 334 Smith St Dunmore Pa 18512
Laboranti Lynn 113 Cherrywood Ln Madison Township Pa 18444
Lamberti Mark 201 Woodcrest Rd Roaring Brook Twp Pa 18444
Langan Brain Langan M 329 14th Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Langan Regina 231 Hoover St Box 5 Old Forge Pa 18518
Langlois Patricia 221 Stephen Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Lannan Jalin F Estate RR 1 Carbondale Pa 18407
Lapera Angela 196 Fallbrook St Carbondale Pa 18407
Lapierre Jill 1902 Smt Pointe Dr Scranton Pa 18508
Latorre Carmel 522 Shirley Ln Dunmore Pa 18512
Lavelle Mary 1001 Jackson St Apt 200 Scranton Pa 18504
Lawson Elvira Estate 1014 Cedar Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Leach Thomas 1301 Cedar Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Leary Shaun 1451 Hillside Dr Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Lee Jeffery 907 N Longwod Dr Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Leonard Frank Estate 516 Penn Ave Mayfield Pa 18433
Leoncini Louise M Estate 2116 Pittston Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Lester Horst Estate RR 1 Simpson Pa 18407
Lestrange Melissa 1302 Green Ridge St Dunmore Pa 18509
Lewandoski Frances 13361 2 Boyn Mowr Scranton Pa 18504
Lewandoski Matthew 13361/2 Boyn Mowr Scranton Pa 18504
Lewis Lewis A Jr 1001 Jackson St Apt 106 Scranton Pa 18504
Life Monumental Po Box 97 Scranton Pa 18504
Linda Dutkevitch 937 Birch St Scranton Pa 18505
Lipisko Matthew 340 N Washington Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Lively Buford T III 2704 Olyphant Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Livingston John 108 N Washington Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Lloyd Diane Louise Finance Division Manager First Nat Comm Bank 102 E Drinker
St Dunmore Pa 18512
Lockett Sidney A Est 5044 Birney Ave Moosic Pa 18507
Loftus Julie Box 136 Waverly Pa 18471
Longo Chrystal 721 Dunmore St Throop Pa 18512
Longo Pauline 96 Lemko St Olyphant Pa 18447
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Loughney Madeline 104 Thackeray Close Moosic Pa 18507
Love Paula 6701 Harley St Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Lovell Jerard 1029 Monroe Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Ludet Project East Warehouse 709 River St Peckville Pa 18452
Lukasiewicz Tessie 945 Carmalt St Dickson City Pa 18519
Luke Genevieve 156 Bellman St Throop Pa 18512
Lupyak George 136 Jefferson St Simpson Pa 18407
Lynady Ruth 523 Winola Rd B Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Lyons Jane G 919 Clay Ave Scranton Pa 18510
M
Maccarrell Bobby 1507 Luzerne St Scranton Pa 18504
Mackrell Paul 1615 1617 Clay Ave Dunmore Pa 18512
Maconeghy T N 133 Griffin Pond Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Madden Kevin 802 Jefferson Ave 5th Fl Po Box 994 Scranton Pa 18510
Maiese Carmen Maiese Lena 808 N Lincoln Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Majerwiak Jeanette Estate 823 Birch St Scranton Pa 18505
Maloney Vending Dunmore Pa Po Box E Dunmore Pa 18512
Mancuso Joan Estate 117 S Apple St Dunmore Pa 18512
Mann Jule 501 Pine St Apt 304 Scranton Pa 18509
Marcinkevich Edward J Jr 420 Electric St Scranton Pa 18509
Marconeri Mary Estate 901 Church St Jessup Pa 18434
Margaret Evans Estate 328 S Main St Taylor Pa 18517
Mariani Robert D Snb Plaza Suite 1000 108 N Washington Ave Po Box 23 Scranton Pa
18501
Markanich Johanna Markanich Steve Cherry St Jessup Pa 18434
Markwick Gladys Estate 417 14th Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Martin Susan 14 Oakwood Pl Scranton Pa 18510
Martinez Ramon 100 Abington Exec Park Suite B Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Mascioli Corso 218 Charles St Old Forge Pa 18518
Matichak Anne Estate 431 May St Mayfield Pa 18433
Matulevich Anna 1442 College Ave Dunmore Pa 18509
Matzko Ruth P Estate 2102 Capouse Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Mazzarella Frank Mazzarella Guy 125 Sands St Dunmore Pa 18510
Mazzarella Frank 125 Sands St Dunmore Pa 18510
Mazzarella Frank 307 Delaware Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Mazzitelli Rose 802 Glenwood Rd Old Forge Pa 18518
Mc Donnell Est Grace Mc Donnell Grace B Laura Robertson 225 Fairview Rd Clarks
Summit Pa 18411
Mccabe Patricia 1729 Farr St Scranton Pa 18504
Mccall Catherine 918r Maple St Scranton Pa 18505
Mccann Catherine 109 1/2 Washington St Carbondale Pa 18407
Mccarty Jill 1005 Sleepy Hollow Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Mcclintock Martha Mcclintock Pete Tom Mc Clintock 1220 Delaware Ave Dunmore Pa
18509
Mccusker Harold 401 Whitmore Ave Mayfield Pa 18433
Mcdonnell Grace Laura Robertson 225 Fairview Ave Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Mcdonnell Paul 1524 Nay Aug Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Mcdonnell Robert Estate 634 N Rebecca Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Mcdonough Frank Mcdonough Marie 113 W Drinker St Dunmore Pa 18512
Mcdonough James F Est Mcdonough James F 936 Alder St Scranton Pa 18505
Mcdonough E M 285 Main St Archbald Pa 18403
Mcdonough Joseph 434 Railrd Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Mcdonough Thomas 132 Pike St Carbondale Pa 18407
Mcintyre Joseph 326 W Webster Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Mcmasters Patrick 115 Woodside Dr Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Mcnamara Dorothy Mcnamara William 947 E Elm St Scranton Pa 18505
Mcvicar Catherine Mcvicar Joseph 407 Lacka Floor 2 Olyphant Pa 18447
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacies 100 East Grove St Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Meehan Leonard Est 603 Madison Ave Jermyn Pa 18433
Mela Vladamiro Estate 719 Saginaw St Scranton Pa 18505
Melnick Peter 10 Hart Place Carbondale Pa 18407
Memedi Hajredin 401 Pittston Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Menlo Worldwide Po Box 1067 Scranton Pa 18577
Mercereau Michael Lee 515 R Miles Ave Dickson City Pa 18519
Mercy Med Care Inc 3 West Olive St Ste 201 Scranton Pa 18508
Messina Robert 405 Taylor Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Michelle Willimas Apprsl 104 N P Rte 502 Plaza Daleville Pa 18444
Middleton Julia 2018 1/2 Edna Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Miele Rose A Estate 429 4th Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Migacz Victoria Migacz Edward 404 Sadie Pl Dickson City Pa 18519
Miller Beatrice I Estate RR 1 Olyphant Pa 18447
Miller Catherine CO C Miller Larkin 1320 College Av Scranton Pa 18509
Miller Daniel 517 4th Ave Jessup Pa 18434
Miller Ruth RR 5 Box 5312 Moscow Pa 18444
Milliron Sheila M Finance Division Manager First Nat Comm Bank 102 East Drinker
St Dunmore Pa 18512
Minooka Motor Sales Inc 4141 Birney Ave Moosic Pa 18507
Minooka Subaru 4141 Birney Ave Moosic Pa 18507
Mislevy Ruth 1451 Hillside Dr Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Misorek Mary 410 Milwaukee Ave Old Forge Pa 18518
Misura Ann 49 Froble St Simpson Pa 18407
Misura Ann 51 Froble St Simpson Pa 18407
Mitchell Ella 1333 Chapman Lake Rd Jermyn Pa 18433
Mock Richard 406 N Washington Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Mock Richard 846 Jefferson Ave Po Box 1368 Scranton Pa 18510
Moffitt Michael Moffitt Robina 406 Colburn Ave Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Molyneaux Shenique 135 Belveldere St Scranton Pa 18505
Montalvo Murphy Vanessa 230 Meridian Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Montoya Alex 701 Prostest Ave Apt 1 Scranton Pa 18505
Moran James 926 Mount Vernon Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Morgan Dennis 1104 Tennyson Close Moosic Pa 18507
Morgan Helen 810 Lavelle Ct Scranton Pa 18505
Morgan Joseph Jr C/O W E Morgan 928 Johler Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Morgan Wholesale Building Products 400 Keystone Industrial Park Dunmore Pa 18512
Mosely Margaret Estate 529 E Grant St Olyphant Pa 18447
Moser William 121 School St Olyphant Pa 18447
Moses Taylor Apothec 700 Quincy Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Motion David Apt 405 525 Jef Grant Pa 18510
Muchisky Suzanne Muchisky John 813 N Valy Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Muchisky Suzanne 813 N Valy Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Mucksavage Adeline C/O E M Mucksavage 186 Powderly Carbondale Pa 18407
Mucksavage Albert Estate 186 Upper Powderly St Carbondale Pa 18407
Mucksavage Ellen Est C/O R J Worobey Po Box 443 Dunmore Pa 18512
Mucksavage Ellen M 186 Powderly Carbondale Pa 18407
Muldoon Margaret M Drinker & Blakely Sts Dunmore Pa 18512
Mulhollan John 17 Main St Childs Pa 18407
Mulholland Steven M Jr 17 Main St Childs Pa 18407
Mullin Jeremy 514 Cedar Av 2 Scranton Pa 18505
Munley Joseph 106 Elm St Olyphant Pa 18447
Muriel Parry Estate 227 Main St Carbondale Pa 18407
Murphy Louis 520 Clay Ave Apt 303 Scranton Pa 18510
Murphy Tabitha 240 Main St Apt 2 Peckville Pa 18452
Murray Gerald 1003 Fisk St Scranton Pa 18509
Murrin Edward Murrin Mary 1427 Prospect Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Murrin Michael 519 Sixth St Dunmore Pa 18512
Mycek Walter R Jr 3 Tuttle St Simpson Pa 18407
N
Namulik Stanley Namulik Dorothy 1503 Parrott St Scranton Pa 18504
Ne Natl Bk Of Pa C/O Trust Division Po Box 937 Scranton Pa 18501
Ne Rehab Assoc 5 Morgan Hwy Ste4 Scranton Pa 18508
Ne Rehabilitation Assoc 5 Morgan Hwy Scranton Pa 18508
Nealon Harold 623 S Main Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Needle Madeline RR 2 Box 2213 Moscow Pa 18444
Nestor Evelyn C/O E J Gazda Ste 2a 116 N Washington Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Neville Christian Neville Ernest 5 James Way Archbald Pa 18403
Newton Melissa 215 Maple Ave Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Nieroda Joseph T In 938 Beech St Scranton Pa 18505
Nieto Marie D Cust 741 Laurel Rd Mayfield Pa 18433
Nobile Alice 400 Bedford St Apt 540 Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Nocella Mary 523 Brdway St Scranton Pa 18505
Norman Ann C/O Mental Health Assoc 846 Jefferson Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Notartomas Andreu Notartomas Nelva 320 N Hyde Park Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Novesky Blanche 1325 Loomis Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Nowakowski 1205 Pittston Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Nye Margaret 1130 Rollin Ave Scranton Pa 18505
O
Oakland Mri Po Box 1198 Scranton Pa 18501
Oboyle James 537 Willow St Scranton Pa 18505
Obrien James And Rober Execs Ttees Frank Doyle Est 538 Spruce St Scranton Pa
18503
Obrien Maureen A C/O Maureen Oleidinger 1101 Walnut St Taylor Pa 18517
Ocean Logistics 100 Keystone Industrial Park Dunmore Pa 18512
Odea Daniel 104 Greenbrier Dr Clarks Green Pa 18411
Ohara Marie 401 Garfield St Olyphant Pa Olyphant Pa 18447
Ohara William C/O W J Ohara 819 Jefferson Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Oil Co Inc Dunmore 1031 Reeves St Dunmore Pa 18512
Olecki Robert A Po Box 68 Moscow Pa 18444
Oleniak John 843 East Ln Olyphant Pa 18447
Oliver Florence RD 1 Moscow Pa 18444
Olsen Loretta Olsen Edward 1105 Dimmick St Dickson City Pa 18519
Olzewski Valerie Pt 1003 N Keyser Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Oneill Alexander Oneill James S 1120 Quincy Ave Apt 3e Dunmore Pa 18510
Oravec Helen Laurel Hill Nursing Home Dunmore Pa 18512
Ortiz Alexis 610 Moosic St 2nd Floor Scranton Pa 18505
Ortolano Joann 918 1/2 Beech St Scranton Pa 18505
Osipov David 1451 Hillside Dr Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Otoole Thomas 208 Meredian Scranton Pa 18504
Ott George 1039 N Irving Scranton Pa
P
Pace Leonard 301 Front St Jessup Pa 18434
Pacificare Po Box 4169 Scranton Pa 18505
Palermo James 502 Main St Dickson City Pa 18519
Palla ictoria Palla Julius 478 Mary Scranton Pa 18508
Palmer Joan 1326 Washburn St Scranton Pa 18504
Palmer Paulina 116 Susquehanna Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Palumbo John J Est 2010 S Webster Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Paper Magic C/O Ken Van Artsdalen 401 Adams Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Parago Clifton 647 Madisona Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Parette Josephine Parette Gloria 114 N Valy Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Parker Joshua 655 N Washington Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Parker Leonard 306 Snyder St Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Parker Loretta 841 Adams Av Scranton Pa 18510
Parris Andre 1023 Green Holly Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Parry Norma 308 Park St Carbondale Pa 18407
Pasko Eleanor 1039 Main St Dickson City Pa 18519
Pate Sharon Po Box 384 Scranton Pa 18501
Patsky Vincent P Estate 354 Grove St Scranton Pa 18508
Pavlikoski Helen 1212 Bennett St Old Forge Pa 18518
Pawl Anna 546 Carey Rd Jermyn Pa 18433
Payne Wayne 637 Alder St Scranton Pa 18505
Pearce Gail 1758 Wayne Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Pearson Helen Estate 935 Snyder Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Pechin George C/O Mental Health Assoc 846 Jefferson Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Peetronchak Pearl 830 E Lackawanna St Olyphant Pa 18447
Pelick Jeanette Pelick George 115 Parkwood Ave Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Pendel Frorence E C Estate 301 Rebecca St Throop Pa 18512
Penn Health Care Inc 120 N Keyser Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Penn Poured Walls 119 Glenmaura Ave Moosic Pa 18507
Penn Sarah 43 Elm St Old Forge Pa 18518
Pennstar Bank 130 North Keyser Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Peoples Nina V RR 2 Box 274 Dalton Pa 18414
Pepper Hamilton Llp 417 Lackawanna Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Perpall Kenneth 2440 Heermans Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Petrilak Francis Estate 809 Alder St 1 Scranton Pa 18505
Petrillo Carmine 1108 W Lackawanna Ave Blakely Pa 18447
Petrini Grace L Estate 1611 Mt Ave Scranton Pa
Petronel Thomas 971 Providence Rd Scranton Pa 18508
Pettinato James 814 Clay Ave Apt 1 Scranton Pa 18510
Pexco 982 Griffin Pond Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Pfeiffer Bernard W Est 311 Cemetery St Peckville Pa 18452
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Philbin Eleanor 1907 Green Ridge St Dunmore Pa 18512
Philbine Elenaor 1907 Green Ridge St Dunmore Pa 18512
Phillips Helen 1028 Crown Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Physical Therapy Associates Inc 501 South Main St Old Forge Pa 18518
Piazza Anthony J Jr 1805 Washburn St Scranton Pa 18504
Piepoli Margaret 106 Park St Dunmore Pa 18510
Pierson Eugene Estate 933 Snyder Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Pierson Helen Estate 933 Snyder Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Pietrowski Florence 1165 Franklin St Old Forge Pa 18518
Pineda Zumba Segundo 171 Bromley Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Pinkney Sherman Shareef 603 Pittston Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Pioneer American Bank 41 North Main St Carbondale Pa 18407
Piorkowski Mary Piorkowski John 459 Deleware Jermyn Pa 18433
Pivovarnick Michael Rr1 Box 338 Dalton Pa 18414
Pizza Papa 1710 Green Ridge St Dunmore Pa 18509
Ploskonka Irene 627 Kenstone Ave Peckville Pa 18452
Posluszny Roseann 125 E Grove St Taylor Pa 18517
Posten Lori 138 S Edwards Ct Scranton Pa 18504
Povanda John 813 Hill Jessup Pa 18434
Povilitus Anthony 389 Kennedy Dr Archbald Pa 18403
Powell Thomas Powell Mary 1610 Adams Ave Dunmore Pa 18509
Powell P 142 Adams Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Pratt Shawn 449 Delaware St Jermyn Pa 18433
Prestwood Camera Shop Inc 1140 Sanderson Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Price Irene 105 Memo Ln Scranton Pa 18508
Price Lois 106 Grove St Moscow Pa 18444
Price Mary 2645 Olyphant Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Priestly Fraternity Of St Pete Po Box 196 Elmhurst Pa 18416
Professional Neurological Assoc 121 South Apple St Dunmore Pa 18512
Prokopovitsh Anna 109 E Grove St Taylor Pa 18517
Prudential Retirement 30 Scranton Office Park For The Benefit Of Maria Cocorro
Pamplona Scranton Pa 18507
Prudential Retirement Services Po Box 5310 Scranton Pa 18505
Pugh Mary 118 Wyoming St Carbondale Pa 18407
Pumilia Agnes A Estate 330 Taylor Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Puscoe Helen In 302 Fellows St Scranton Pa 18505
Putman John 1318 W Gibson St Scranton Pa 18504
Pyramid Po Box 3237 Scranton Pa 18505
Q
Quinde Jose 1705 Bromley Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Quinn Gladys Corbett Cust 804 Woodlawn St Scranton Pa 18509
Quinn Maureen 3806 Lawrence Ave Moosic Pa 18507
R
Rac Auto Collision And David 732 Springbrook Ave Moosic Pa 18512
Radisson Lakawana Station Hotel Attn Tara Lesneski 700 Lakawana Ave Scranton Pa
18503
Radzicki Emma 500 Hospital St Taylor Pa 18517
Ramos Carlos 718 Prescott Ave Apt 2 1fl Scranton Pa 18510
Rascan John 1213 Franklin St Old Forge Pa 18518
Ratchfo Martha 231 Prospect Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Rayeski Richard Rayeski Phyllis 1021 Mt Vernon Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Reece Jr H Jr 966 Carmalt St Dickson City Pa 18519
Reed James 510 Putnam St Scranton Pa 18508
Reese Judith 1143 Northern Blvd 135 S Abingtn Twp Pa 18411
Regan Joseph 936 Providence Rd Scranton Pa 18508
Regan Rose 1208 Philo St Scranton Pa 18508
Regina Manor Corporation 1554 Sanderson Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Reichert Ruth L Estate 1270 Rosemont Ln S Bington Pa
Reis Eleanor 230 Lackawanna Ave Apt 610 Olyphant Pa 18447
Reisman Milton 601 Miles Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Renaldi Claire 625 E Locust St Scranton Pa 18505
Rewak Wladimir Estate 12 Tuttle St Simpson Pa 18407
Reynolds Est Leonard Reynolds Leonard 6th Flr 321 Spr Scranton Pa 18503
Reynolds Roger Reynolds Carl Box 38 Rd 4 Clarks Pa 18411
Reynolds Carl Rd 1 Carbondale Rd Clarkssummit Pa 18411
Reynolds Roger Rd 1 Carbondale Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Ribnek Joe Estate 815 Water Scranton Pa 18501
Richard M Trust CO D Burne Fein 107 Sean Dr Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Rideski Helen 225 N Horatio Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Ridgeway Nettie Estate 968 Wheeler Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Rieder Margaret Estate 304 Highland Ave Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Riley Robert 219 Na Main Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Robbins Ciara 5915 Arch St Dunmore Pa 18510
Roberts Douglas 2350 Luzerne St Scranton Pa 18504
Robinson Esther C/O D P Thomas Esq 415 Wyoming Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Robinson Lois 820 Taylor Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Rodcia Dave 305 Highland Ave Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Rogan Harold Rogan Helen R924 Prospect Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Rogers Daniel Rogers Emma 723 N Hyde Park Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Rohlic Madelyn Rohlic Michael 1304 Quincy Ave Dunmore Pa 18510
Rohlic Madelyn 1304 Quincy Ave Dunmore Pa 18510
Rohlic Michael 1304 Quincy Ave Dunmore Pa 18512
Romano Sam Estate 2725 Cedar Ave Minooka Pa
Rose Mary 156 Constitution Ave Apt 1 Jessup Pa 18434
Rose P Cohan Family Trust C/O Ballot Po Box 42 Waverly Pa 18471
Rosetti Gregory 812 Sunset St Scranton Pa 18509
Rossi Florence Po Box 103 Scranton Pa 18504
Rossi Josette 26 S Church St Returned From Po Undele Carbondale Pa 18407
Rossi Leona 26 S Church St Carbondale Pa 18407
Rowan Jennie Estate Park Gdns Apt 4a Scranton Pa 18509
Ruby T Williams Trust RR 3 PO Box 232 Dalton Pa 18414
Ruddy Diane 1738 Beaumont Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Ruddy Jamey 1618 Monsey Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Ruggiero Dominic 632 Prospect Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Rushen Josephine Rushen John 48 4 Hill St Carbondale Pa 18407
Rusnak Andrew 130 South Ridge St Taylor Pa Taylor Pa 18517
Russell Angela 45 N Scott St Carbondale Pa 18407
Rydzik Lumber Co Inc 936 Main St Simpson Pa 18407
S
Sabatell Donald 910 Ash St Scranton Pa 18510
Sachse Wanda 800 Reservoir Rd Madison Township Pa 18444
Sadaka Ron 109 Fern Hill Dr Olyphant Pa 18447
Sadowski Daniel 229 Oak St Taylor Pa 18517
Sagan Everest 1054 Grant Ct Dickson Ci Pa 18519
Sales Orazzi’s Auto Terrence Orazzi 482−R Rte 106 Greenfield Township Pa 18407
Sarcinelli Barbaralee RR 1 Box 224 Dalton Pa 18414
Sarcinelli Francis RR 1 Box 224 Dalton Pa 18414
Sardo Joseph Sardo Mary 312 Willow St Dunmore Pa 18512
Savitsky Alan 201 E Market Scranton Pa 18509
Savo Joseph Estate 401 Valy St Olyphant Pa 18447
Scandale Studios Inc 600 Jefferson Ave Returned From Po Scranton Pa 18510
Scaramastro Joseph N 3711 Lawrence Ave Moosic Pa 18507
Schack Ronald Estate Carbondale Rd Waverly Pa 18471
Schadt Jr Henry M Estate 1104 Jackson St Scranton Pa 18504
Schermerhorn Scot Po Box 358 Carbondale Pa 18407
Schieber John RR 4 Box 4210 Moscow Pa 18444
Schield Ruth H Estate 225 Church St Taylor Pa 18517
Schiffer Irene & Donald 1142 Amherst St Scranton Pa 18504
Schimpf Robert 722 Irving Ave Scranton Pa 00000
Schlegel Helen 816 Main St Simpson Pa 18407
Schuster Mary Estate 1335 Dartmouth St Scranton Pa 18504
Schwasta Emil Estate 707 Mill St Dunmore Pa 18512
Schweickart & Co PO Box 766 Scranton Pa 18501
Schwitzer Walter J RR 2 Moscow Pa 18444
Scott Donahue Scott Joann 812 Myrtle St Scranton Pa 18510
Scott Kenneth A Jr Scott Linda Susan 2401 Birney Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Scranton Ford 118 Linden St Scranton Pa 18503
Scranton Party City 224 1023 Cpmmerce Blvd Dickson City Pa 18519
Scranton Plastic Co Inc Rr 501 Wyoming Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Scranton Primary Health Care 959 Wyoming Ave Po Box 31 Scranton Pa 18501
Scranton Surg Ctr Anes Inc 425 Adams Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Scuba Nancy Scuba Anna 145 Belmont St Carbondale Pa 18407
Secure Horizons Direct Po Box 4169 Scanton Pa 18505
Security Solutions 48 Depot St Peckville Pa 18452
Seeley Elizabeth RR 5 Box 363 Moscow Pa 18444
Seko Takuya Seko Emilo 1002 Applewood Acres Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Selogky Frank Estate 825 Union St Peckville Pa 18452
Sembrat Andrew 1208 Preston Place Scranton Pa 18504
Sepesi Richard 806 North Lincoln Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Serine Helen 303 Throop St Dunmore Pa 18512
Sevenski Alfred Estate RR 2 Moscow Pa 18444
Shady Lane Inc Po Box 474 Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Shah Gitaben 316 Taylor Ave Apt 16 Scranton Pa 18510
Shah Vijaykumar 316 Taylor Ave Apt 16 Scranton Pa 18510
Shalley Mary T C/O Dep Ops 41 N Main St Carbondale Pa 18407
Shapiro Sally 6 Oakford Gln Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Sharr Lena 178 Drakes Ln Old Forge Pa 18518
Sheridan Josephine 1513 Clay Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Shorten Kathryn 124 Orchard St Moscow Pa Moscow Pa 18444
Siedlik Stephan 915 Dunmore St Throop Pa 18512
Signature Sales And Service Inc 107 Fleetville Corn Box 142 Fleetville Pa 18420
Silfee Denise 348 N Everett St Scranton Pa 18504
Silfee Edward 658 Philo St Scranton Pa 18508
Simchak Jody RR1 Box 1631 Moscow Pa 18444
Simmons James RR 3 PO Box 232 Dalton Pa 18414
Simpson Nicole 914 Buenzli Ct Apt 3l Scranton Pa 18510
Simrell Christine 902 Woodlawn St Scranton Pa 18509
Sizemore Sherry Sizemore Robert 215 Clark Ave Clarksummit Pa 18411
Skiba Catherine Estate 1814 Bloom Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Skidmore William S Box 25 Rd 1 Dalton Pa 18414
Skovira Edward M Clinical Labs Inc 901 Keystone Indus Park Throop Pa 18512
Slotnick Kimberly 336 S State St Apt 3 Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Sluko Josephine 206 Green St Clarks Green Pa 18410
Sluko Josephine 331 Gibson Scranton Pa 18509
Sluko Josephine 629 Bednar St Dunmore Pa 18512
Sluko Stanley 630 Bednar St Dunmore Pa 18512
Smashe Stephen 826 Clearview Scranton Pa
Smith John 413 W Grove St Apt 2fl Scranton Pa 18510
Smith Marjorie C Est 932 S 9th Ave C/O Joseph M Smith Scranton Pa 18504
Smith Michael 715 South 6th Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Smith Robert 1101 S Webster Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Snyder Corrine 36 Connell St Old Forge Pa 18518
Snyder Edward Estate 716 Pleasant Ave Peckville Pa 18452
Snyder Marie 913 Skyview Dr Scranton Pa 18505
Sobczak Pelagia 849 Carmalt St Dickson City Pa 18519
Sobota Bernard W Est 814 Oak St Archibald Pa 18403
Sofranko Ann 611 Cypress St Throop Pa 18512
Soha Ann 108 Milwaukee Ave Old Forge Pa 18518
Sopchak Wasyl Estate 607 Froble St Simpson Pa 18407
Souza Jeovah 327 S Main Ave Apt 2 Scranton Pa 18504
Spangenberg Ann T Estate C/O J Spangenberg 89 Canaan St Carbondale Pa 18407
Spangenburg Anne T Estate R 89 Cannon Carbondale Pa 18407
Spaulding Aner 19 10th Ave Carbondale Pa 18407
Spindler Margurite 516 Luzerne St Scranton Pa 18504
Stanauitch Robert 2820 Rnmainave Scranton Pa 18508
Staple Regina 188 Wyoming Ave Carbondale Pa 18407
Starkey Willard Starkey Clare 711 Harrison Scranton Pa 18510
Stasyszyn Rose Marie 607 Mineral Ave Scranton Pa 18508
State Auto Insurance Company As Subrogee Of Lawrence Meier 250 Main St Dickson
City Pa 18519
Stevens Francies 1324 Washington Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Stocki Patrick 167 Sussex St Old Forge Pa 18518
Stocki Walter Jr 167 Sussex St Old Forge Pa 18518
Storms Foster 22 Rock St Carbondale Pa 18407
Stover Robert Po Box 93 Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Straneva Mary 438 S 9th Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Stravinsky Isabelle 323 Adams Ave Apt 502 Scranton Pa 18503
Stungis Elmer 51 Froble St Simpson Pa 18407
Stungis Elmer 49 Froble St Simpson Pa 18407
Sullum Nathan 533 Wyoming Ave Rear Scranton Pa 18509
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Summa Rose C/O W Nole Dunmore Pa 18512
Sun X Agency Inc 719 Prescott Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Svetlovics Andrew E Jr 741 Maple St Scranton Pa 18505
Swanick Anna 37 Franklin St Carbondale Pa 18407
Sweet Elizabeth 324 Cedar Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Szymanski Judith 204 Bichler Ln Taylor Pa 18517
T
Tarr Louise 499 Mulberry St Apt 110 Scranton Pa 18503
Taylor Edna 820 Adam Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Tedesco Corp C/O James Tedesco 100 E Morton St Old Forge Pa 18518
Teeple Kathy 22 Franklin St Carbondale Pa 18407
Telech Huston Telech Helen 101 Second Ave Jessup Pa 18434
Telemko Ronald 60 South Main St Carbondale Pa 18407
Temper Tantrums Inv CO Attn M Alba RR3 3387 A 2 Thomas Rd Moscow Pa 18444
Thauer Fred Estate 111 Prospect Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Thomas George 357 Park St Carbondale Pa 18407
Thomas John 60 S Main St Carbondale Pa 18407
Thomas Theda State Hwy Moosic Pa 18507
Thompson Jill 7 Taylor Ln Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Thompson Nicholas Po Box 27 Scranton Pa 18504
Tite Gladys E Estate 45 Darte Ave Carbondale Pa 18407
Tomkavage Pearl J Est C/O Dunmore Heath Care Ctr 1000 Mill St Dunmore Pa 18512
Toole Estelle Toole Frank 511 Park St Moosic Pa 18507
Trade Web Llc Po Box 5310 Scranton Pa 18505
Trapper Ralph Trapper Marion 8 Gorden Place Scranton Pa 18510
Travers Edward 274 Railrd Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Troanovitch Mary 108 Mcdermott St Jessup Pa 18434
Trojanowicz Frances 1515 Mulberry St Scranton Pa 18510
Trusty Chinese Buffet 1576 Main St Peckville Pa 18452
Tuminski Alice 1165 Franklin St Old Forge Pa 18518
Turner Steven 1037 Fairview Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
U
Ubaldini Anthony 1916 Farr St Scranton Pa 18504
Uni Mart 4685 Birney Ave Moosic Pa 18507
Up Health Plan Po Box 4139 Scranton Pa 18505
Upper Delaware Valley Attn Healthcare Mgr Moosic Pa 18507
Urso Greg 608 Mineral Ave Scranton Pa 18509
V
Vaccess Health 1212 S Abington Rd Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Valenci Victoria Yuletide 32586 Moscow Pa 18444
Vanhorn Charles RR 2 Box 192 Dalton Pa 18414
Vanmuilekom Liz 58 Spring St Carbondale Pa 18407
Vanness Andrea Po Box 334 Waverly Pa 18471
Vanvest Vita 525 Jefferson Ave Apt 302 Scranton Pa 18510
Vasquez Julio 803 Madison Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Vazquez Adam 102 Scenic Ln Scranton Pa 18508
Vennero Jessie Vennero Frank 318 N Fillmore Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Vetz Peter Est 35 Railrd St Scranton Pa 18507
Vinink Edward J Jr Vinink Edward 1250 Bennett St Old Forge Pa 18518
Volk Mary 844 Monroe Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Vossler Alva 401 Whitmore Ave Mayfield Pa 18433
Votapka Jan 1311 Woodlawn St Dunmore Pa 18509
Vycom Corporation Plant 801 Corey St Moosic Pa 18507
W
Wadyka Mary 813 N Valy Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Wage Ees Of Weston Instrume S Inc Retire Mr J Owen Weston Controls Div Of
Fairchild Weston Inc Archbald Pa 18403
Walczak Theresa Walczak Joseph T RR 1 Box 224 Dalton Pa 18414
Walczak Theresa RR 1 Box 224 Dalton Pa 18414
Walker Janice Po Box 4524 Moscow Pa 18444
Wall Thomas 139 S Fillmore Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Wallace Robert Wallace Robert Po Box 1411 Scranton Pa 18501
Walsh Brenda 725 Cherry St Rear Scranton Pa 18505
Walsh Brian 134 Delaware Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
Walsh Nancy 122 Weatherby St Dalton Pa 18414
Walsh Scott & Andrea 2216 Comegys Ave Scranton Pa 18509
Walter Mycek 3 Tuttle St Simpson Pa 18407
Walters Richard B 811 Newton Rd Scranton Pa 18504
Wansacz Dorothy 5 Sharon Dr Moosic Pa 18507
Ward Kenneth Ward Georgia 745 Newton Rd Scranton Pa 18504
Ward Lawrence Po Box 452 Scranton Pa 18501
Warner Stephen 1112 Cornell St Scranton Pa 18504
Wasilisin Ida 706 Adele Dr Peckville Pa 18452
Watkins Elizabeth Estate Po Box 18 Chinchilla Pa 18410
Watkins Shirley 1205 Cedar Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Weeks Ethel 1118 Ridge Ave Dunmore Pa 18510
Wei Hsingju 1366 1/2 Penn Av Scranton Pa 18509
Weiland Kenneth 1030 Beech St Scranton Pa 18505
Weinel Kathleen 824 Adams Ave Scranton Pa 18510
Weis Marie Po Box 449 Dunmore Pa 18512
Weiss Lawrence Cust 616 Clay Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Weller Gerald 316 N Everett Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Welsch John 308 Main St Archbald Pa 18403
Wengrzynek Walter Wengrzynek Mary 416 Adams Pl Clarks Summit Pa 18411
White Rexford White Margare 2010 Edna Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Wilczynski Eleanor 1005 S Webster Ave Scranton Pa 18505
William J Whitman 216 Gravity Ave Olyphant Pa 18447
William Moose Frazier Scholarship Fund 1702 Layton Rd Olyphant Pa 18447
Williams Lois Estate 401 Hickory St Peckville Pa 18452
Williams Roland Estate 1208 Academy St Scranton Pa 18504
Willie Virginia RR 6 Box 9506 Moscow Pa 18444
Willow Restaurant 411 Chestnut St Dunmore Pa 18512
Wilshinsky Harold Suite 200 Scranton Pa 18510
Wilson Florence 854 N Main Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Wisneski Benjamin Estate 402 1st St Eynon Pa 18403
Woodcraft Custom Builders Inc 1104 Scranton Carbondale Hwy Mayfield Pa 18433
Worholic Andrew RR 1 Carbondale Pa 18407
Worozbyt Owenina 274 Railrd Ave Scranton Pa 18505
Wozniak Helen Estate 400 Railrd Ave Peckville Pa 18452
Wright Elouise S 1110 Diamond Ave Scranton Pa 18508
Wrobleski Charles 206 Green St Clarks Green Pa 18410
Wrobleski Charles 331 Gibson Scranton Pa 18509
Wrobleski Charles 629 Bednar St Dunmore Pa 18512
Wyatt William Wyatt Joyce 227 Vassar Ave Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Y
Yankee Lunch 800 Pittston Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Yantorn Irene Mrs 14a Park Gdns Apt Scranton Pa 18509
Yost Janice 214 Nichols St Clarks Summit Pa 18411
Yulianto Iwan 519 E Elm St Scranton Pa 18505
Z
Zackoski Christine 103 Hillside Mnr Scranton Pa 18505
Zalewski Eleanor 6 Olendike St Throop Pa 18512
Zalewski Marion 611 Edgar St Throop Pa 18512
Zemler Robert 1101 Vine St Scranton Pa 18510
Zilaitis Helen 133 Burcher St Chinchilla Pa 18410
Zima Michael 1201 Loomis Ave Scranton Pa 18504
Zimmerman Delores 111 Mortiner St Scranton Pa 18512
Ztn Pizza Inc Rear 1550 Main St Dickson City Pa 18447
Zurine Michele 308 Hand St Jessup Pa 18434
Lancaster County
A
A & J Locksmith 669 East Main St Ephrata Pa 17522
A D Mushrooms 17 Walmut Dr Kirkwood Pa 17536
A H Hoffman Inc Po Box 12400 Lancaster Pa 17605
Ababou Karen 2614 Northfield Dr E Petersburg Pa 17520
Abdelnaby Ehab 29 Foxfield Ln Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Abdelnaby Victoria 29 Foxfield Ln Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Abel Michael 1210 Cameron Dr Manheim Pa 17545
Acker William C Est Sadsbury Ave Christiana Pa 17509
Acosta Juaquin 13 Cir Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Acri Alan D Acri A A 745 Chiques Hill Rd Columbia Pa 17512
Adams Christina Adams James 307 W High St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Adams Lindsay 38 Morninglory Ln Manheim Pa 17545
Adsit Stephen 480b West Bainbribge St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Afflerbach Paul S Union Denver Pa 17517
Agona James Locust St Pennhill Pa 17563
Agona Mary Locust St Penn Hill Pa 17563
Ahiskan Turkish American Foundation 530 N Jefferson St Lancaster Pa 17602
Ahlstrom Bernice 402 Haverhill Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Airhart Joseph Po Box 7852 Lancaster Pa 17604
Akron Elementary School Mary Stover 125 S 11th St Akron Pa 17501
Albright Ellswort W Estate 119 Mackin Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Albright Richard 1834 Oregon Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Alexander Connie 129 Groffdale Dr Apt I Quarryville Pa 17566
Alicea Hector 432 S Duke St Lancaster Pa 17602
Allison Robert V Allison Shane 26 Shamrock Dr Mount Joy Pa 17552
Allison Harriet B 150 E Willow St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Alpha Advanced PO Box 10728 Lancaster Pa 17605
Alvarado Maria 706 Stevens Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Alvelo Jose 232 Mackin Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
American Honda Finance 25 W Farmersville Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Ammay Brian J 33 S Locust St Lititz Pa 17543
Anderson Clarence Po Box 61 Pequea Pa 17565
Anderson Kennett 614 5th St Lancaster Pa 17603
Anderson Laura A 443 W Chestnut St Lancaster Pa 17603
Anderson Michael S 348 White Chapel Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Andrew Beth 604 Brentwood Dr Lititz Pa 17543
Andrews Charles 1224 Millersville Pike Lancaster Pa 17603
Angelis Raymond F D 1373 John Adams Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Anne Jennie Estate 18 S Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Anne Schaefer Barbara 200 Luther Ln Columbia Pa 17512
Anshebo Mesfin 761 Euclid Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Anthony Drummond 44 Kendes Rd Millersville Pa 17551
Apex Advertising 119 Reese Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Apparatus Rpr And Engr Inc 136 Keller Ave Lancaster Pa 17604
Aranoff Daniel 1417 Valy Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Arc Management Po Box 4514 Narvon Pa 17555
Archer James 5827 Hillside Ln Gap Pa 17527
Armold David 1460 Manor St Columbia Pa 17512
Armstrong Oliver Armstrong Bertha 602 S Prince Lancaster Pa 17603
Armstrong Brian 826 Ocean Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Arnold Daniel 22 Tr Ave Stevens Pa 17578
Aronson Margaret Estate 524 N Queen St Lancaster Pa 17603
Arpin Timothy J Gilded Lily Columbia Pa 17512
Art Is Negotiable 24 W Walnut St Lancaster Pa 17603
Ashby Alexis C/O A L Ashby 2104 East Main St Lititz Pa 17543
Ashby Andrew 2104 East Main St Lititz Pa 17543
Ashjean Tammy 729 Rockland St Lancaster Pa
Ashwood Eric 805 Olde Hickory Rd Apt 216 Lancaster Pa 17601
Atz Frances 120 E Gramby St Manheim Pa 17545
August Jewelers Inc 1758 Oregon Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Austin Christine 400 Union St Apt 411 Columbia Pa 17512
Austin Ryan 109 A Welsh Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Autoland International Po Box 5283 Lancaster Pa 17606
Ayala Julio 102 N Seventh St Apt 1a Columbia Pa 17512
Ayala Rivera Awilda 1403 West View Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
B
B Egnor 389 Cinder Rd New Providence Pa 17560
Babiak Mary 17 End Ln Lititz Pa 17543
Babiak Michael 17 End Ln Lititz Pa 17543
Bachman Lester Bachman Jane 806 Dorsea Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Bachman Jane 806 Dorsea Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Bachman Larry 3639 Keen Ave Mountville Pa 17554
Bachman Mary E Estate 235 N Brd St Lancaster Pa 17602
Bachman Nancy 14 W Main St Po Box 44 Strasburg Pa 17579
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Bagdasarian Elenore Bagdasarian Andrew Willow Pa 17584
Bagdasarian Family Trust Willow St Willow Pa 17584
Bair Jessica Christi Bair Laura 531 N Pine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Baker Lester 1327 Wabank Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Baldwin Lori 1831 Crooked Oak Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Balester Joseph 1313 Maple Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Ball Joanne 52 Bethany Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Banner Foods Inc 1340 Harrisburg Pike Lancaster Pa 17603
Barr Bernita 807 N Duke St Apt 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Barr Sherryl 301 Poplar Ln New Providence Pa 17560
Barry B W 1 Jubilee Park Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Barthold Crystal Ann 110 E Main St 2 Ephrata Pa 17522
Basic Black Enterprises Inc 247 Providence Place Mountville Pa 17554
Bates Jean 348 Ice Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Baumann Lawrence P Estate 444 N Lime St Lancaster Pa 17602
Baumbach Kenneth 2812c Willow St Pike Willow Street Pa 17584
Baumer Christina 494 Cinder Rd New Providence Pa 17560
Baxter Mary E Baxter John 104 Manheim Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Baxter Susan 351 Brd St Terre Hill Pa 17581
Bean Beth Rd3 Ephrata Pa 17522
Bear Zachery 1119 Union St Lancaster Pa 17603
Beard Byard E Estate 318 E Filbert St Lancaster Pa 17603
Bechtold Roy 624 Sycamore Dr Columbia Pa 17512
Beck Daniel Beck Ida M Rd 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Becker Elizabet 815 N Hanover Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Becker Marianne 3771 Horizon Dr Columbia Pa 17512
Becker Ronald J Jr 3771 Horizon Dr Columbia Pa 17512
Beezer John 3018 Bowman Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Bellamy Ronald 1783 Wilderness Rd L184 Lancaster Pa 17603
Belock John 277 Church Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Bender Terry 3311 Greenridge Dr Mountville Pa 17554
Benedict Robert 619 Poplar St Lancaster Pa 17603
Benner Latrisha 1110 Sterling Pl Lancaster Pa 17603
Bennett C O Alonzo M Jr 127 E Orange St Apt 2 Lancaster Pa 17602
Bentch Timothy 44 Edgefield Rd Quarryville Pa 17566
Berresford Mary 336 Sw End Ave Hamilton Arms Lancaster Pa 17603
Berresford Mary 552 Chestnut St Columbia Pa 17512
Berta Gregory 905 Bond St Lititz Pa 17543
Bibleheimer Charles A IV 310 N Brd St Lancaster Pa 17602
Biemesderfer Evely 706 1 2 W Vine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Bilgoray Abraham Y 108 S President Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Birigauran Edith Estate 373 Main St Denver Pa 17517
Bishop Cynthia Cust 723 Parkside Ln Lititz Pa 17543
Bisking Tabitha L Bisking Charles N 515 Second St Lancaster Pa 17603
Bixler Arline 317 Owl Hill Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Black Angela Po Box 77 Bainbridge 17502
Blanck Sara J Estate 70 S Main St Sta Manheim Pa
Blanco Roberto 38 Foal Ct Lancaster Pa 17602
Blantz Effinger C Jr Blantz Betty Rr 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Bloomfield Square Restaurant 3140 Lititz Pike 17543
Blum Joseph 2760 Maytown Rd Po Box Maytown Pa 17550
Boettgers Garage 70 Auction Rd Manheim Pa 17545
Bohlander George 3001 Lititz Pike Lancaster Pa 17606
Boll Helen Est 3320 Horizon Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Bollinger John 1350 Furnace Hill Rd Stevens Pa 17578
Bollinger Matthew 45 N King St Denver Pa 17517
Bollinger Shane 305 Oak Rd Mountville Pa 17554
Bolton Lauren Apt B 24 Benedict Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Bontrager Daryl E 245 S Ann St Lancaster Pa 17602
Book Herbert L Estate Po Box 1596 Lancaster Pa 17604
Book Joan K Est 1196 Elm Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Bookman Ralph 706 South Queens Lancaster Pa 17602
Borkowski Andrew 1575 Slate Hill Rd Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Bosley Albert C 642 First St Lancaster Pa 17603
Bowers George J Estate 535 W Market St Marietta Pa 17547
Bowman Theresa Bowman Paul 736 S Plum St Lancaster Pa 17602
Bowman John 314 N Lime St Lancaster Pa 17602
Boynes Tiffany 1010 Marshall Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Bpw Enterprises Inc 1450 Manheim Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Brackbill Dorothy H 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Apt A222 Willow Street Pa 17584
Brackhill Arelen 915 Lititz Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Bradley Goldie E Estate RR 2 Lititz Pa 17543
Bradley John S Estate RR 1 Pequea Pa 17565
Braithwait Virginia Estate 33 E Farnum St A33 Lancaster Pa 17602
Brehm Jacob 111 Swarthmore Dr Lititz Pa 17543
Bridges Beverly 209 Glebe Ln Lancaster Pa 17602
Brimmer Minerva 410 Brimmer New Pa 17557
Brocious Dennis 287 Stonemill Dr Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Broecker Grace 230 Greenview Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Brooks A John Brooks M Anne Luther Acres 300 St Mark Ave A 1107 Lititz Pa 17543
Brooks Patricia 123 Warren Way Lancaster Pa 17601
Brooks Robert 104 Green St Lancaster Pa 17602
Broome Jennie 350 Highland Dr C160 Mountville Pa 17554
Brown Bertha M Est Of 33 Old Mill Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Brown Mildred 527 Concord Ave Columbia Pa 17512
Brubaker Anna R Estate RR 3 Manheim Pa 17545
Brunner H Dan 316 Church St Lancaster Pa 17602
Brunner Keith 756 Manor St Lancaster Pa 17603
Bryson Carolyn H Bryson Richard 2001 Harrisburg Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Bubbas Breakaway 1878 E Lincoln Hwy Lancaster Pa 17602
Bucher Thomas 930 Lititz Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Buckingham David M 236 N Mulberry St Apt 3 Lancaster Pa 17603
Bucks Arline 2258 Albern Blvd Lancaster Pa 17601
Bucks Tanya 269 Church Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Budding Alverta R C/O Arborview At Willow Valy 211 Willow Valy Sq Lancaster Pa
17602
Burgess Christal 39 Morning Glory Ln Manheim Pa 17545
Burke Iris 158 Buckwalter Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Burke Kathryn 400 Mill St Apt 902 Columbia Pa 17512
Burke Tammy 144 Heisey Ave Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Burkentine Wendell 16 Lepore Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Burkett James 129 Meadow Valy Rd 13 Ephrata Pa 17522
Burkey Norman R Burkey Joyce 321 W Main St Apt C New Holland Pa 17557
Burkey Joyce 321 W Main St Apt C New Holland Pa 17557
Burkey Marian E RR 2 Gap Pa 17527
Burkey Richard W Greenfield Br 528 Greenfield Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Burkhart Marion R Estate 105 Washington Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Burkholder Scott 410 W Conestoga St New Holland Pa 17557
Burns Debra 567 E Frederick St Lancaster Pa 17602
C
C & D Transportation 2228 Valy View Rd Narvon Pa 17555
C M Inudstries Inc 205 Washington St Denver Pa 17517
Calli Jacinto 131 E Lemon St Apt 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Camacho Alejandro 2155 Fruitville Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Cameron Carolyn 396 Blossom Hill Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Candelario Jose 3182 Main St Conestoga Pa 17516
Capano Anita 1801 Edenwald Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Capital Door Automation Inc P O Box 349 Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Capp Laverne A Estate 344 N Franklin St Lancaster Pa 17602
Cardin Maggie Cardin Mary 18 Sanderling Dr Denver Pa 17517
Cardin Philip Cardin Mary 18 Sanderling Dr Denver Pa 17517
Cardin Susan 631 N Lime St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Cargill Adelaide M 104 Murry Hill Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Cargill Adelaide M 54 North Queen Lancaster Pa 17603
Carinoflores Cecilia 358 Fruitville Pike Manheim Pa 17545
Carmona Carlos 9 W James St Apt 6 Lancaster Pa 17602
Carr Kay E 619 E Madison St Lancaster Pa 17602
Carrillo Brenda 32 S Lime St Apt 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Carson Virginia Carson Walter 33 Magnolia Dr Conestoga Pa 17516
Cartagena Jose 3030 Columbia Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Case Credit 33 S Railrd Ave New Holland Pa 17557
Cataldi James 917 N Lime St Lancaster Pa 17602
Cauler Richard Cauler John Jr C/0 R Caluer 330 Rozet Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Caulet Mildred S Estate 1927 Wabank Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Center Square Harnes 246 Forest Hill Rd Leola Pa 17540
Central Medical Plan Group Willow St Imag Ctr 26 Wil Low Valy Lakes Dr Willow
Street Pa 17584
Central Pennsylvani Pain Center Po Box 3555 Lancaster Pa 17604
Central Radiology PO Box 11028 Lancaster Pa 17605
Chambers Daisy Apt 1002 400 Union St Columbia Pa 17512
Chandler Swithin R 1 Ocola Dr Paradise Pa 17562
Chang Henry Po Box 7102 Lancaster Pa 17604
Chanliecco Ma V Md Po Box 7207 Lancaster Pa 17604
Chant Scott J Jr 611 High St Lancaster Pa 17603
Chapman Julie Ann Chapman John 522 W Brd St New Holland Pa 17557
Charles Dorsey Estate RR 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Charles Philip 320 N Lime St Apt D Lancaster Pa 17602
Charter Homes 212 Nordick Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Chaves Nana 317 S Rockford Rd Pa 17554 Mountville Pa 17554
Chavez Lina 324 Beaver St Lancaster Pa 17602
Cherkin Alan 442 N Charlotte St Lancaster Pa 17602
Cheston Luke Christophe Cheston Barbara 2774 Stevens Smt Dr Columbia Pa 17512
Chick Glen 198 Southgate Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Chiffriller Nancy Po Box 3227 Lancaster Pa 17604
Children Of Dorothy A Shenck Chi 402 N Water St Lititz Pa 17543
Chin Jeffrey 823 E Orange St Lancaster Pa 17602
Choice Video Co 3883 Old Hershey Rd Attn S Howard Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Chryst Anna 1925 Oregon Pike Apt L5 Lancaster Pa 17601
Chu Peter 792 New Holland Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Chunko Thomas 1729 Hans Herr Dr Street Pa 17584
Cindy Holmes Roys Body Shop 530 Colonial Crescent Lititz Pa 17543
Cintron Ruben D 470 Beaver St Apt 2 Lancaster Pa 17603
Claesson Leif 445 Prospect St Lancaster Pa 17603
Clare Marion S 656 Hershey Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Clark Israel Clark Lena Mae 2499 Zerbe Rd Rm 110 Narvon Pa 17555
Clark Cindy 33 E Farnum St Apt 708 Lancaster Pa 17602
Clark Megan 118 Walnut St Columbia Pa 17512
Clark Megan Elizabeth 118 Walnut St Columbia Pa 17512
Clark William 33 E Farnum St Apt 708 Lancaster Pa 17602
Clarke Autumn C/O J W Clarke 1857 N Churchtown Rd East Earl Pa 17519
Clarke John W 1857 N Churchtown Rd East Earl Pa 17519
Cleary Philomena 205 W Iking St Lancaster Pa 17603
Cleveland Short Caryn 451 W Charlotte Millersville Pa 17551
Cline Joseph 351 Angle St Mt Joy Pa 17552
Clyde W Kraft Funeral Home Inc 900 East King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Cnh Logistics 500 Diller Ave New Holland Pa 17557
Co Michele Mercure 452 North Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Coble Betty 475 Wabash Rd Lot 6 Ephrata Pa 17522
Cochran Burnell 1186 Dawn Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Cochran Catherine 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Apt Willow Street Pa 17584
Cole Donald 910 Strasburg Pike Strasburg Pa 17579
Coleman Margaret 215 E Willow St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Collado Eldia Collado Jose 351 S Ann St Lancaster Pa 17602
College Anesthesia Associates 233 College Ave Ste 305 Lancaster Pa 17603
Coman Damut 1280 Hunters Rd Denver Pa 17517
Community Home Mortgage Company 600 Olde Hickory Rd Suite 230 Lancaster Pa
17601
Compleat Restoration 125 White Oak Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Compleat Restoration 207 E Cottage Ave Millersville Pa 17551
Connell Megan 28 Keeney Sunset Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Connor Joanne Longwood Manor Rm 211 Maytown Pa 17550
Conrad Charles 15 N Plum St Lancaster Pa 17602
Conyersday Earlene 11 Jackson Dr Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Cook Edwin W Estate RR 1 Willow Street Pa 17584
Core Refunds Po Box 83301 Lancaster Pa 17608
Coresource Inc Po Box 83301 Lancaster Pa 17608
Coresource PO Box 83301 Lancaster Pa 17608
Cornier Maria 34 Gdn Ct Apt2 Lancaster Pa 17602
Corona Elisabeth 2310 Coventry Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Corrupted Image Records 1224 Millersville Pike Lancaster Pa 17603
Country Floors Store 303 Queen Rd Gordonville Pa 17529
Couy Donna 2001 Orchard Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Cowan Kenneth 897 S Chiques Rd Manheim Pa 17545
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Cramer Elizabeth 2309 James Buchanan Dr Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Crim Stanley Crim Bertha 301 Lititz Pk Apt 346 Fc Lancaster Pa 17606
Crisalli James Box 332 Denver Pa 17517
Cronin Dominic Aquilla 13 S Henshey Ave Leola Pa 17540
Cronin Zachary Austin 13 Apricot Ave Leola Pa 17540
Crossley Richard RD 2 Bart Pa 17503
Cruz Domingo 34 Gdn Ct Apt2 Lancaster Pa 17602
Cruz Gloria 312 S Reservoir St Lancaster Pa 17602
Crystal Springs Po Box 3229 Lancaster Pa 17604
Cullens Richard B 45 South Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Cummings Adam Cummings Bob 965 Helen Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Cummings Richard G Cpa 1685 Crown Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Cunningham Daniel J Jr 402 Springton Way Lancaster Pa 17601
Cunningham W B 215 Jefferson Dr Ephrata Pa 17522
Curland David 203 Blossom Hill Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Current Joseph E Jr 1301 Fruitville Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Cypress Sylvia 1359 Wabank Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
D
Daggett Jim 347 W Main St Mount Joy Pa 17552
Dale Carol Holdridge 90 Hawthorne Cir Willow Street Pa 17584
Daniels Taylor 33 E Farnum St Apt 804 Lancaster Pa 17602
Danilyuk Vladimir & Alla 145 Spook Ln Narvon Pa 17555
Dankers Sarita 729 Rockland St Lancaster Pa
Dao Choung Die 60 Kara Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Darrah Steven 381 Alden Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Datesman Joyce 400 Mill St Columbia Pa 17512
Daube Robert 1142 River Rd Quarryville Pa 17566
Daughetee Denise 97 Westview Dr Akron Pa 17501
Dave Schoenlys Signs & Banners 484 Kinderhook Rd Columbia Pa 17512
Davies Billie Jayne 529 N Pine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Davis Christopher Davis Amanda 3845 Marietta Ave Apt L Lancaster Pa 17601
Davis Vera Po Box 5093 Lancaster Pa 17606
Day Frederick 600 Freemason Dr Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Dean Donald 426 N Prince St Millersville Pa 17551
Dean Donald Jr 426 N Prince St Millersville Pa 17551
Dearnley Pauline 816 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Willow Street Pa 17584
Decicco Margaret Decicco Edmond 786 South Cedar St Lititz Pa 17543
Deery Craig 379 Carter Moir Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Deibler Rebecca 70 S Main St Manheim Pa 17545
Deitrich Jerald 412 S Market St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Dejesus Sonia Vega 623 South Lime St Lancaster Pa 17602
Delong Dorothy I Delong Marshall Rd Apt 1 Trailer Ct Reinholds Pa 17569
Delong Kenneth RR 4 Box 270 Quarryville Pa 17566
Delong Thelma J Est 250 E Walnut St Ephrata Pa 17522
Delorme David 320 Longmeadow Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Demmy Barry 305 Southview Dr Ephrata Pa 17522
Denton Shelton 332 Windgate Ct Millersville Pa 17551
Depaez Melida 215 E Fulton St Lancaster Pa 17603
Derrin Joseph Sr 200 Blossom Hill Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Derrish Lucille 21 Penn Valy Village Lititz Pa 17543
Desher Jane 1677 Valy Forge Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Desilva Audrey S 725 N Lime St Lancaster Pa 17602
Devcon Services Inc C/O S P Mitrani 5984 Main St Ste A2 East Petersburg Pa 17520
Diamantoni Stephen 327 East Orange St Lancaster Pa 17602
Diaz Darlene 1119 Union St Lancaster Pa 17603
Diaz Peter 767 Clermont Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Dick Mary J Estate Po Box 8044 Lancaster Pa 17604
Dickinson Gladys I W Main New Holland Pa 17557
Dickinson Gladys Shirley L Musselman 112 Rob New Holland Pa 17557
Dicola Stephanie A 5371 Oak Leaf Dr Mount Joy Pa 17552
Diem Donald 34 S Main St Apt 1103 Lititz Pa 17543
Diem Richard C/O B R Diem 622 Cambridge Rd Narvon Pa 17555
Diller Edwin 200 Front St Lititz Pa 17543
Diminick John J 3340 Poplar Ln Mountville Pa 17554
Dimitris Derrick A Dimitris Sarah 166 Park Ave Apt B Ephrata Pa 17522
Dinkel Alice 134 S Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Diobilda Joseph 260 Black Oak Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Dissinger Elizabeth In 251 Main St Landisville Pa 17538
Distinctive Detail Inc 372 South Main St Manheim Pa 17545
Diuet Gayla F Estate RR 1 Columbia Pa 17512
Dixon Cheryl 435 West Frederick St Lancaster Pa 17603
Dolby Clarence E Dolby Adeline RR 1 Millersville Pa 17551
Donegal Insurance As Subrogee Of Po Box 302 Marietta Pa 17547
Donnelly Janice Estate 102 Locust St Refton Pa 17568
Donovan David 317 Laurel Ave Lititz Pa 17543
Dorf Steven 575 Magnolia Dr Lititz Pa 17543
Dowd Sean 409 Tanger St Marietta Pa 17547
Dowdrick Sandra 61 Spencer Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Drasch Robert 168 S Main St Apt D Manheim Pa 17545
Drescher Eileen 1937 Oregon Pike Apt B1 Lancaster Pa 17601
Drivers Choice C/O Tower Admin Servi 8 Marticville Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Duke Velma Estate 206 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Dull Catherine 1217 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Duong Ngon 414 English Rose Ct Lancaster Pa 17602
Dutt Betty M Estate Rt 1 Strasburg Pa
E
Earley John 434 Pencroft Dr S Holtwood Pa 17532
East Coast Accounting 1980 Glendower Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
East Petersburg Fami Po Box 127 East Petersburg Pa 17520
Easter Alliance Ins Group Bldg 4 Fl 25 Race Ave Lancaster Pa 17608
Eberly Dustin 15 Railrd St Denver Pa 17517
Eberly Gladys E RR 1 Stevens Pa 17578
Eberly Marvin 135 W Queen St Apt C Steevens Pa 17578
Eby Thomas Eby Barbara 406 W Vine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Eckert Kathryn M Estate 1198 Mount Gretna Rd Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Eckman David Eckman Mabel RR 2 Conestoga Pa 17516
Eigen Joel 629 W Chestnut St Lancaster Pa 17603
Eisenhard Ada 11 Fairview Dr Apt 40 Akron Pa 17501
Eisenhard Ada Po Box 4 Akron Pa 17501
Elam King Builder 911 Strasburg Pike Rheems Pa 17570
Ellabelle At Maple Croft 2121 Colleens Way Lancaster Pa 17601
Elsen Earl Estate RR 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Elstan Ellis Eugene III 332 N Mulberry St Lancaster Pa 17603
Elston Ellis E Jr 244 E Clay St Lancaster Pa 17603
Elston Ellis E Jr 244 N Clay St Lancaster Pa 17603
Elston Ellis Jr 816 N Duke St Apt 2 Lancaster Pa 17602
Emergency Phys Services PO Box 8826 Lancaster Pa 17604
Emergency Physician Svcs Of Ny PO Box 8765 Lancaster Pa 17604
Emergency Stratford Phys Serv Po Box 7448 Lancaster Pa 17604
Emery Martha 2058 New Holland Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Emjay Display Inc Po Box 514 Lancaster Pa 17608
Emminger Helen Emminger Jonas G 47 Donegal Spgs Rd Mount Joy Pa 17552
England Caroline 657 Oakwood Ln Lancaster Pa 17603
Ephrata Mfg Co Inc C/O Insd J W Brugger 104 W Pine St Ephrata Pa 17522
Epler Ralph Rd3 Ephrata Pa 17522
Erabski Roman 524 W King St Lancaster Pa 17603
Erb Verona K Estate RR 2 Lititz Pa 17543
Eshleman Daniel Eshleman Willie 3395 Bossler Rd Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Eshleman Kenneth Eshleman Daniel 3395 Bossler Rd Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Esposito David 1481 Hossler Rd Elstonville Pa 17545
Essick Clara S C/O D M Essick 613 Wyncroft Ln Apt 8 Lancaster Pa 17603
Evans Kory 631 Main St Denver Pa 17517
Evans Mary Apt B 909 W F Lancaster Pa 17603
Evans Michael 141 E Lemon St Apt 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Eves Lucille E Estate 1 Locust St Columbia Pa 17512
Eyster James 202 Heatherwood Dr Ephrata Pa 17522
F
Fager William 912 Barber Columbia Pa 17512
Fahnestock Norman 1755 Oregon Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Falciani Mario 1126 Oakmont Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Falcon Steven 206 Eckman Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Fantl Josephine 627 E Roseville Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Farbo James 182 Loop Rd Pequea Pa 17565
Farner Barbara Est 900 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Farrell Grant Farrell Monica 605 Norwood Pl Landisville Pa 17538
Faulkner Collision Center Po Box 6196 Lancaster Pa 17607
Favilla Matthew 677 Laurel Ave Lititz Pa 17543
Feister Fred Feister Mae E Rd 1 East Pa 17519
Feister Bunnie 1123 Simmontown Rd Gap Pa 17527
Feltch Melvin 900 East King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Fenninger Benjamin 233 E Chestnut St Lancaster Pa 17602
Fernandez Inez 821 N Shippen St Lancaster Pa 17602
Fernek Siobhan 328 Fern St Maytown Pa 17550
Fessler Charles 2201 W Elizabethtown Rd Manheim Pa 17545
Findley Nancy 127 N Market St Mount Joy Pa 17552
Finer Aaron 1921 Ridgeview Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Firestone Helen 1937−B Oregon Pike Apt 4 Lancaster Pa 17601
Firestone Paper 633 Lausch Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Fisher Isaac Fisher Sarah 860 Marticville Rd Pequea Pa 17565
Fisher Aaron C/O E Fisher 1306 Martin St East Earl Pa 17519
Fisher John 704 Wood St Mount Joy Pa Mount Joy Pa 17552
Fisher Martha 233 Church St Lancaster Pa 17602
Fisher Tami 2422 Cloverleaf Rd Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Flahart Elizabeth 110 Archery Ct New Providence Pa 17560
Fleming Ronald 1849 Wilderness Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Flores Fernando 834 N Reservuir St Lancaster Pa 17602
Flory M 99 Bethany Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Flying Llc 709 New Holland Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Foltz Ann M 132 Conestoga Blvd Lancaster Pa 17602
Forster Pamela 38 Morning Cir Marietta Pa 17547
Fox Kathleen 122 Schoeneck Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Frank Mary E Estate RR 3 Lancaster Pa 17603
Frantz Caleb H Est 40 Klahr Rd Bethel Pa 19501
Frass Leopold 413 N Hanaber St Elizabethtown Pa
Fred F Groff Inc C O John Liberty 168 Bushong Rd Quarryville Pa 17566
Frederick Charles Reinholds Rd Denver Pa 17517
Frederick Joyce 16 Kline Rd Marietta Pa 17547
Frederickson Irma 546 N Mary St Lancaster Pa 17603
Freeman Shirley 433 S Kinzer Ave New Holland Pa 17557
Frey George Frey Olice 147 W Frederick St Millersville Pa 17551
Frey Catharine Stone Po Box 449 Mountville Pa 17554
Frey Catherine PO Box 449 Mountville Pa 17554
Frey Edna 6228 Lemon St East Petersburg Pa 17520
Frey Mike 3678 River Rd Conestoga Pa 17516
Frick Ivan 950 Willow Vly Lakes Dr Unit H Willow Street Pa 17584
Friedman Joy 141 E Lemon St Apt 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Fritz David T Sr Fritz Joseph 135 Bridle Cir Lancaster Pa 17603
Fritz Judy Fritz E H 508 S Queen St Lancaster Pa 17603
Fritz Joann 356 Carnation Dr New Providence Pa 17560
Frost Watson Lumber 140 Jalyn Dr New Holland Pa 17557
Fryberger Tammy 2165 Old Philadelthia Pke Lancaster Pa 17602
Fulton Patricia 308 Pleasant View Ave Willow Street Pa 17584
Fulweiler Edward Fulweiler Grace 502 S Walnut St Lititz Pa 17543
G
G W Davis Oil Company 1360 Manheim Pike Lancaster Pa 17600
Gable Earl 534 Reynolds Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Gabriel Santana Lope Juan 415 Colonial Crest St Lancaster Pa 17601
Gainer Stanley E Jr Gainer Barry Po Box 184 Bainbridge Pa 17502
Galiano William 337 Euclid Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Gallego Diana 250 West King St Lancaster Pa 17603
Galloway Marjorie 1162 Pilgrims Pathway Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Galloway William Estate 67 N Chestnut St Marietta Pa 17547
Gamber Luella M Estate 2001 Harrisburg Pike B226 Lancaster Pa 17601
Gamber Mary 2504 Split Rail Dr East Petersburg Pa 17520
Gangaway Fern M Rd 1 Denver Pa
Gannett Flemming Pobox 10185 Lancaster Pa 17605
Ganse Sandra PO Box 12 Manheim Pa 17545
Garber Hazel 745 Chiques Hill Rd Columbia Pa 17512
Garcia Thomas 604 Sterling Place Lancaster Pa 17603
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Garden And Wall Foundation Attn Rev Bernard Quinn 558 W Walnut St Lancaster Pa
17603
Gardner Robert 337 Union St Columbia Pa 17512
Garman Elna S 136 S State St Ephrata Pa 17522
Garner George 214 Landis Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Garrisons Lake Golf Club Po Box 749 Lancaster Pa 17608
Gast John B Estate 46 Old Dorwart St Lancaster Pa 17603
Gates John H II Gates John 311s Market St Mount Joy Pa 17552
Gathers Eva M Estate 34 N Plum St Lancaster Pa 17602
Geder Estelle Geder George 635 Willow Valy Sq H106 Lancaster Pa 17602
Gehman Martin Gehman Robert 342 W Orange St Lancaster Pa 17603
Gehman Victor Gehman Brian 1132 Ranck Mill Rd Lancaster Pa 17602
Geiger Gian C/O R K Zimmerman 33 Herron Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Gelzenlic Geraldine Estate 232 N Pine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Gemmill Dorothy Gemmill James 126 Penn Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Genao Feliz Dary A 103 Hiching Post Ln Lancaster Pa 17602
Gensemer Robert Gensemer Verna 372 Main St Apt 1 Denver Pa 17517
Gerard Susan 5456 Ridge Rd Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Gerhart Brenda Gerhart Phoebe 33 B Lancaster Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Gerlach Dorothy E Estate 213 E State St Quarryville Pa 17566
Gerstlaue Lester D Estate Susquehanna Trst & Invstmnt Co 24 N Cedar St Lititz Pa
17543
Getachew Bilen F & M 644 Po Box 3220 Lancaster Pa 17604
Getz Calbe Est Po Box 36 Denver Pa 17517
Geyer Elsie Apt 1 229 Old Elizabethown Pa 17022
Gibble Helen 3 Tr Dr Apt C Lancaster Pa 17601
Gibbs Ellsworth 265b Lumber St Mount Joy Pa 17552
Gill Charles 95 Orchard Dr Quarryville Pa 17566
Gilligan Gregory 53 North Duke St Suite 7 Lancaster Pa 17602
Gilson Erik 447 W Lemon St Lancaster Pa 17602
Ginder Benjamin Ginder Ada W 720 Longenecker Rd Mount Joy Pa 17552
Ginder Nora 46 E Lemon St Lititz Pa 17543
Givens Terry Givens Kerry 1052 Sunwood Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Glah Henry J III 219 Slackwater Rd Millersville Pa 17551
Glen At Willow Valley 675 Willow Valy Sq Lancaster Pa 17602
Glick David S 547 Strasburg Rd Paradise Pa 17562
Godfrey Advertising 40 North Christian St Lancaster Pa 17602
Gogets Nancy 451 Huntington Dr Mountville Pa 17554
Gonzalez Carlos 250 Black Oak Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Gonzallez Antonio 666 Habrnk St Apt Ph Lancaster Pa 17603
Good Ray H 114 E Main St Suite B Ephrata Pa 17522
Goodhart Harold E Cust 117 Roslyn Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Goodling Rodney 1225 Carmany Rd Mount Joy Pa 17552
Goodmandecd Anne 106 Euclid Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Goodville Mutual Casualty Po Box 489 New Holland Pa 17557
Gordon Laura 1716 Judie Ln Apt D Lancaster Pa 17603
Grace Carrie Grace Roger 125 White Oak Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Graham Ethel 527 W Lemon St Lancaster Pa 17603
Gray Marjorie 1724 Colonial Manor Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Graybill Bernice 228 N President Ave Apt 1 7 Lancaster Pa 17603
Greenbercer Harry Estate 201 E High St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Greene Robert 131 Stable Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Greenwalt Birdetta E Estate 226 Hawthorn Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Greiner Mable 131 S Poplar St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Griffin Mary 250 Parkview Hts Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Griffis Mary 1653 Wilson Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Griffith Bettie 200 Saint Luke Dr Apt 211 Lititz Pa 17543
Griffith Carol 915 Lititz Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Grimm Donald 1112 Osceola Dr Drumore Pa 17518
Groah William H Cust Groah Joshua 128 E Walnut St Lancaster Pa 17602
Groff Eric Jon Groff Parke & 381 E State St New Holland Pa 17557
Groff Frank B Groff Rhoda 583 North Plum Lancaster Pa 17602
Groff Christian Charles 381 E State St New Holland Pa 17557
Groff Elma R Estate 108 1/2 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Groff Esther E Estate Delp Rd Lancaster Pa
Groff John S 1525 Landis Rd Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Groff John 19 N Market St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Groff Tabatha 278 Colonial Crest Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Grogg Parke & 381 E State St New Holland Pa 17557
Groom Amos 530 N 2nd St Columbia Pa 17512
Groon Thelma 530 N 2nd St Columbia Pa 17512
Grulewski Bridgett 157 Front St Lititz Pa 17543
Gunawan Rickie 1137 Old Hickory Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Guzman Maximo 64 Michigan Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Guzman Patricia Solis 213 Race Ave Apt 206 Lancaster Pa 17603
H
H F Campbell & Sons Po Box 260 Lancaster Pa 17602
Haas Florence The Long Home 200 N West End Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Hackman Samuel 1236 W Main St Ephrata Pa 17522
Haecker Barry 117 S Arch St Lancaster Pa 17603
Haggerty Rose Ellen 1030 Mcgrann Blvd Lancaster Pa 17601
Haines Executor George Haines Ida E Knoedler Estate 116 Moravian Ave Lititz Pa
17543
Haldeman Christoph 20 North Brd St Adamstown Pa 19501
Hamaker Edward 3026 Mount Hope Rd Manheim Pa 17545
Hambright School Cub Pack 230 C/O D A Mylin 216 Post Oak Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Hammer Clarence 675 Williow Valy Sq 139 Lancaster Pa 17602
Hammond Mary V Estate 15 Hickory Ave Mountville Pa 17554
Hand Donald Hand Grace 44 Bill Dr Denver Pa 17517
Handy Dorothy 516 W Marion St Lititz Pa 17543
Hanes Richardson 928 Hillcrest Dr Kinzers Pa 17535
Hang Mee P 410 E Fulton St Ephrata Pa 17522
Hanks Betty 101 Fite Dr Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Hansley Christopher 522 South Christian St Lancaster Pa 17602
Harber Lenora 200 N West End Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Harford County Asc Ll Obo Alfred Johnson Po Box 333 Lititz Pa 17543
Harkins Margaret J Wentz Etal 132 W Main St New Holland Pa 17557
Harnish Gladys K Harnish Edward 224 W Liberty St Lancaster Pa 17603
Harsh Kenetta 429 Lancaster Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Hart Loney Hart Olga 843 Olde Hickory Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Hart Sandra Po Box 1593 Lancaster Pa 17608
Hartman Marvella 1593 Po Box 1593 Lancaster Pa 17608
Hartmoyer Cynthia 434 Dohner Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Harwick Tracy 283 Rivermoor Dr Marietta Pa 17547
Hashem Samer Hashem Maha 1935 Fruitville Pike 1201 Lancaster Pa 17601
Hastings Marion R Estate RR 1 Kirkwood Pa 17536
Hauck Joan 653 Poplar St Lancaster Pa 17603
Haverstick Mary 73 Highville Rd Millersville Pa 17551
Hawk Alverta Hawk Larry 16 Church St Rothsville Pa 17543
Hayes Deborah 3284 Horizon Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Hazzand Diane 934 W Vine St Lancaster Pa 17602
Heagy Ronald 16 Crystal Dr Manheim Pa 17545
Heffner Shannon M 668 W Walnut St Apt 1 Lancaster Pa 17603
Hehnly Alice 370 Main St Denver Pa 17517
Heiser Gloria 3030 Columbia Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Heisey Ashley 2854 Wimbledon Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Heisey Robert 37 Rolling Hills Est Columbia Pa 17512
Heist Stephen Po Box 523 Manheim Pa 17545
Heistand Mildred Heistand Harold 839 E Walnut Lancaster Pa 17602
Helikson Margaret Estate 2014 Robindale Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Hellinger Marian 1917oregonpike Apt C8 Lancaster Pa 17601
Helmstaedter John Apt 6d Harvestview South Mt Joy Pa 17552
Henderson Oren , Henderson Kim 12 Lime Stone Ct Lititz Pa 17543
Henderson Jon Maxwell 151 Ridge Rd Millersville Pa 17551
Henderson Kaitlyn Marie 151 Ridge Rd Millersville Pa 17551
Henderson Kira Lyn 151 Ridge Rd Millersville Pa 17551
Henderson Marcus John 151 Ridge Rd Millersville Pa 17551
Henneberger Ashleigh B 520 Bluebird Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Henriquez Fausto 317 Eden Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Henry Mearig Inc Po Box 119 East Petersburg Pa 17520
Henry Victor E Estate RR 2 Holtwood Pa 17532
Henssler Diane Po Box 15 Akron Pa 17501
Hernandez Ivan 1901 Oregon Pike Apt G7 Lancaster Pa 17601
Herr Esther Herr Paul 322 Miller St Strasburg Pa 17579
Herr Paul A Herr Esther 322 Miller St Strasburg Pa 17579
Herr Richard H Herr Ruth 1708 Lampeter Rd Lampeter Pa 17537
Herr Kimberly 725 High St Lancaster Pa 17603
Herr Lloyd W III 433 Longmeadow Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Herr Martin W Estate 535 Kensington Rd Apt6 Lancaster Pa 17603
Herr Tyler 203 Douts Hill Rd Holtwood Pa 17532
Hershey Rebecca 1060 Deaver Rd Quarryville Pa 17566
Hershey Rehabilitation Managemen Po Box 10635 Lancaster Pa 17605
Hershey Susan 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Apt A222 Willow Street Pa 17584
Herzog Dorothy 336 South West End Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Hess Timothy Hess Lavelle 221 Snyder Ave Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Hess Dorothy C Estate 629 N Duke St Lancaster Pa 17602
Hess Kim 11 Village St Lancaster Pa 17601
Hess Vera S Estate 8 Foal Ct Bldg 12 Lancaster Pa 17602
Hess William 98 Wabank Rd Millersville Pa 17551
Hession Michelle 665 Oak St Returned From Po Undel Denver Pa 17517
Hicks Kimberly 37 South Brd Rear Lititz Pa 17543
High Companies 1853 William Penn Way Po Box 10008−Attn T Byler Lancaster Pa
17605
High Food Service Ltd High Food Service PO Box 10008 Lancaster Pa 17605
Highlands Emergency Physicians Po Box 118 Landisville Pa 17538
Hinden Clarence Jr 2475 Linc Hwy E Lancaster Pa 17602
Hinkle 112 Townhouse Ln Lititz Pa 17543
Hirlinger Helen Po Masonic Homes Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Hirneisen Leon 370 Main St Denver Pa 17517
Hoak Hazel Estate 327 S Marshall St Lancaster Pa 17602
Hoch William 36 School Ln Stevens Pa 17578
Hoffert John A Jr Hoffert John A Sr Po Box 193 Blue Ball Pa 17506
Hoffman Sherry 782 Kinderhook Rd Columbia Pa 17512
Hogentogler Virginia Hogentogler James 559 Union Columbia Pa 17512
Hohenwarter Michael 381 Rivermoor Dr Marietta Pa 17547
Holden George Holden Ellen 229 W Vine Lancaster Pa 17603
Holden Ellen 628 George St Lancaster Pa 17603
Hollinger Clyde Po Box 5083 Lancaster Pa 17606
Hollinger Donna 40 Wineberry Ct Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Hollingsworth Jessel Hollingsworth Della 171 173 S Fourth St Columbia Pa 17512
Hollingsworth Della 171 173 S Fourth St Columbia Pa 17512
Hollingworth Jessel R Sr 171 173 S Fourth St Columbia Pa 17512
Hollister Gerald 911 River Rd Holtwood Pa 17532
Holt Margaret 706 1/2 W Vine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Holtz Dorothy Holtz Joseph 2172 Sherreem Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Home First Lending Llc 14 Greenfield Rd Lancaster Pa 17602
Homyak Aaron 184 Weil Rd Columbia Pa 17512
Hoober John Estate 824 6th St Lancaster Pa 17603
Hood Elizabeth Hood Patricia 653 S West End Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Hoover Gertrude 118 N Clearville Lancaster Pa 17601
Hop Admin Unit Po Box 1764 Lancaster Pa 17608
Horst Michelle 451 West High St 28 Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Horton Jeffrey 1105 Milton Grove Rd N Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Hosier David 1199 Reading Rd Bowmansville Pa 17507
Hostetter Marceleen Hostetter James 128 N Barbara Mount Joy Pa 17552
Hostetter Kathryn P Estate 27 W State St Quarryville Pa 17566
Houck James 11 W Ferdinand St Manheim Pa 17545
Howard Harry 177 South 5th St Columbia Pa 17512
Huber Gerald 221 Vinegar Ferry Rd Marietta Pa 17547
Hubley Raymond 116 Pearl St Lancaster Pa 17603
Huck Maria O Estate 401 Eden Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Huertas Francisco 2619 Sutton Pl Apt 1 Lancaster Pa 17601
Huff Elizabeth 680 Ridge Rd Denver Pa 17517
Huggins Alma Huggins John Rd 1 Bainbridge Pa 17502
Hughes Marguerite I Hughes Raymond 609 E Madison Lancaster Pa 17602
Hughes Raymond E Jr Hughes Adrienne 1836 Brubaker Run Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Hull Mary C Estate 244 N Water St Lancaster Pa 17603
Humphreville Sharon Estate 50 W Orange St Lancaster Pa 17603
Humphries Samuel 4 Penn Valy Village Lititz Pa 17543
Hunley Vanette 2742 Camp Rd Manheim Pa 17545
Hurst C N 160 W Main St Terrehill Pa 17581
Hurst Clayton 160 W Main St Terre Hill Pa 17581
Hurst Randall 285 Hillside Rd Stevens Pa 17578
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Hurst Roy 1348 Union Grove Rd Terre Hill Pa 17581
Huyard Jacob Huyard Alice Rd 3 Ephrata Pa 17522
I
I F B S 2645 Stumptown Rd Bird In Hand Pa 17505
Ibberson Robert L Estate Rr 1 Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Ibsi 202 N Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Ibsi Llc 202 N Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Identicard Systems Inc Po Box 5349 Lancaster Pa 17606
Imhoff Margaret Imhoff Charles 314 Rockland St Fl 2 Lancaster Pa 17602
In Electric Plants 280 Pleasant Valy Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Independence Construction Quarry Rd Leola Pa 17540
International Productions Pension Fun % William C Holz 2041 Millstream Rd
Lancaster Pa 17602
Irizarry Emmanuelle 2336 Creek Hill Rd Leola Pa 17540
Irizarry Rosa 436 S Duke St Lancaster Pa 17602
J
Jackson Betty 1432 Mount Gretno Rd Apt 2 Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Jacobs Claude E Jr Jacobs Ruth 2754 Chapel Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Jacobs Darren 494 Hillside Dr Mountville Pa 17554
Jacobs George 435 Poplar St Columbia Pa Columbia Pa 17512
Jacobs Romaine M Estate 654 Saint Joseph St Lancaster Pa 17603
James Susan 1151 S Duke St Lancaster Pa 17602
Jannock Steel Fabricatin 3449 Hempland Rd Po Box 4608 Lancaster Pa 17604
Jean Martha 738 N Reservoir St Lancaster Pa 17602
Jeffery Megan 75 Sunrise Cir Denver Pa 17517
Jenkins Jane Estate 1 Masonic Dr Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Jenner Richard 615 Fifth St 2 Lancaster Pa 17603
Jessen Elaine 413 Reynolds Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Joel Inc 31 N Spruce St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
John David 23 Cedar Manor Lisabeth Town Pa 17022
John Geraldine 20a Rte 41 Gap Pa 17527
Johnson Charles Johnson Betty PO Box 46 Willow Street Pa 17584
Johnson Diane 529 N Pine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Johnson Esther F Estate 145 Fulton St Strasburg Pa 17579
Johnson Hugh R Estate 923 E Orange St Lancaster Pa 17602
Johnson June 381 Alden Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Jones Charlotte 1125 E Orange St Apt 4k Lancaster Pa 17602
Jordan Alma K 524 W King St Lancaster Pa 17603
Joseph Mcintyre And Wells Fargo Fin 116 Green St Lancaster Pa 17602
Joseph Susan 1151 S Duke St Lancaster Pa 17602
Julee Stone Miller Trust 603 College Ave Elizabethtown Pa 17022
K
Kaley Robert Kaley Shawn 300 Groff Ave Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Kauffman Margaret Kauffman Edgar Po Box Christiana Pa 17509
Kaye Michael 222 Pine Bridge Ln Lancaster Pa 17603
Keeley Patrick 710 New Holland Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Keenan Concrete Inc Po Box 38 Brownstown Pa 17508
Keene Richard 519 Lancaster Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Kellaher Delores 317 Owl Hill Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Kellogg S&I Plans 15 School House Ln Lititz Pa 17543
Kelly Loraine CO Cb 150 Farmington Ln CO Cb Lancaster Pa 17601
Kemper Curtis 126 Snavely Mill Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Kendig Nancy 62 E Main St Mt Joy Pa 17552
Kennard E N Rfd 6 Lancaster Pa 17603
Kennedy Kristy 137 W Ferdinand St Manheim Pa 17545
Kennedy Martha 2942 Heartside Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Kepner Charles 120 1 2 S Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Kepner Emma 120 1/2 S Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Keppel S Inc 323 N Queen St Lancaster Pa 17603
Kerr Group Inc 500 New Holland Ave Lancaster Pa 17502
Ketner Mike 2362 Rob Dr Mount Joy Pa 17552
Keystone Trailers Inc 1657 Rohrerstown Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Khan Kamran 388 Alden Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Kiehl Catherine 200 Nw End Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Kiehl Dolores 25 Roselawn Bausman Pa 17504
Kielel John Estate 244 W Front St Marietta Pa 17547
Kiernan Mary Ellen 110 S Water St Lancaster Pa 17602
Killian Ferman Killian Anna 1515 Eoen Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Kim Crystal S 305 Memorial Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Kim Sinly 143d Main St E New Holland Pa 17557
Kinard Kelley 470 Pinkerton Rd Columbia Pa 17512
King Daniel 389 Mount Vernon Rd Gap Pa 17527
King M S 2077 Edisonville Rd Strasburg Pa 17579
King Wanda 313 Beaver St Lancaster Pa 17603
Kirby Alice Kirby Tina Apt E202 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Willow Street Pa 17584
Kirby Amanda Kirby Alice Apt E202 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Willow Street Pa 17584
Kirby Kaitlyn Kirby Alice Apt E202 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Willow Street Pa 17584
Kirchner Valentine Kirchner Joanne 128 N Reservoir St Lancaster Pa 17602
Kirchoff Inc 2671 Lititz Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Kirk Phillip 1147−A South Lime St Quarryville Pa 17566
Kirkpatrick Sally 408 Lincoln Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Kirsch Lillian 200 Luther Ln Columbia Pa 17512
Kiser Marie V Est 863 Church St Landisville Pa 17538
Kissinger Harry Kissinger Iren 169 S Main St Manheim Pa 17545
Kissinger Harry Kissinger Irene 169 S Main St Manheim Pa 17545
Kleinginna Richard 340 Dahlia Rd Lancaster Pa 17602
Kline Mary 400 Mill St Apt 608 Columbia Pa 17512
Klos James 2308 Coventry Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Kolb Development Llc 2300 Dairy Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Kolb Real Estate And Development Po Box 41 East Petersburg Pa 17520
Kopp Ella M Estate 404 N 6th St Denver Pa 17517
Kosich John 119 N School Ln Lancaster Pa 17603
Kramer Mildred L Est 200 Luther Ln 7 Columbia Pa 17512
Kranzley Scott 404 Red Well Rd New Holland Pa 17557
Kreider Kathleen 301 East Main St New Holland Pa 17557
Kreider Richard Estate RR 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Kretzing Morse Estate 118 S Barbara St Mount Joy Pa 17552
Krieg Helen K Estate 203 Fairview Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Krimmel Sarah 413 Butler Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Kripalani Vandana 511 W James St Lancaster Pa 17603
Kroplesky James Apt 5 221 1/2 W King St Lancaster Pa 17603
Kuntz David 1834 Oregon Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Kurtz Albert G Estate 34 N Plum St Lancaster Pa 17602
L
Labenski Scott 1548 Manor Blvd Lancaster Pa 17603
Labuck Michael Est 320 S Market St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Lagamba Sonya 2305 Chesley Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Lahr John 313 Osceola Mill Rd Gordonville Pa 17529
Lammer Robert 218 Crescent Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Lancaster Container Inc C/O Attn B Kuhns PO Box 18 Washington Boro Pa 17582
Lancaster County Homes PO Box 130 Goodville Pa 17528
Lancaster Emergency Physicians Po Box 4745 Lanc Emerg Phys Lancaster Pa
Lancaster Health Alliance 555 N Duke St Lancaster Pa 17603
Lancaster Ho G Po Box 3555 Lancaster Pa 17604
Lancaster Newspapers Inc Customer Account Section Po Box 1328 Lancaster Pa 17608
Lancaster Radiology Assoc Po Box 3216 Lancaster Pa 17604
Lancaster Starter 1128 Manheim Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Lancaster Toyota Mazda CO M Evans 141 E Lemon St Apt 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Landeck James 139 Main St Salunga Pa 17538
Landis Lloyd Estate Safe Hbr Box 6 Conestoga Pa 17516
Landis Thomas 420 Linden St Lititz Pa 17543
Landmark Builders Inc 1737 W Main St Ephrata Pa 17522
Lane Matthew 1030 Hermosa Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Lapp Lydia Lapp Elam 3806b Yost Rd Gordonville Pa 17529
Lara Pedro Roco 70 E Main St Mount Joy Pa 17552
Laser Jenifer 5 East Main St Leola Pa 17540
Laseter Christopher 425 N Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Lauren Penny 2094 Weeping Willow Ln Mount Joy Pa 17552
Lawrence Courtney 961 Manor Blvd Lancaster Pa 17603
Lawrence David Po Box 3088 Lancaster Pa 17604
Leaman Janet Estate Box 68 Wood St Rohrerstown Pa 17603
Leber Leisa 30 Parkview Dr Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Leblanc Patricia 1729 Saint Phillips Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Leedom David Leedom Linda 165 W Airport Rd B Lititz Pa 17543
Leeper Daniel 48 East Ctr St Lititz Pa 17543
Lefever Robert 879 Goshen Mill Rd Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Lehigh Southern 340 Dahlia Rd Lancaster Pa 17602
Lehman Alfred 130 Stanley Ave Landisville Pa 17538
Leid Christina 44 Lincoln Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Leinbach Paul 68 Hawk Valy Ln Denver Pa 17517
Leon Raul Dauphin St 532 Lancaster Pa 17602
Lesperance J C 528 S West End Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Lewis Richard J In 403 E Clay St Lancaster Pa 17602
Lheureux Barbara Est Lheureux Barbara 333e Jakson St New Holland Pa
Liebl Albert Liebl Hilda 226 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Life Uniform Company 827 Park City Ctr Lancaster Pa 17601
Light Deborah 1935 Wheatland Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Lincoln Diner Inc 3105 Lincoln Hwy East Paradise Pa 17562
Little Frances L Estate 20 Chester St Lancaster Pa 17602
Little Ruth E Estate 20 Chester St Lancaster Pa 17602
Logan Leslie L Cust 13 Apricot Ave Leola Pa 17540
Logan Leslie L Cust 13 S Henshey Ave Leola Pa 17540
Loiseau Kathryn 2681 River Rd Conestoga Pa 17516
Lombardo Nicholas Rosario Lombardo Thomas 124 Weaver Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
London Sylvia 105 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Longenecker Nannette Longenecker David 611 E Main St New Holland Pa 17557
Longenecker Ethan 53 Baron Dr 3 Lancaster Pa 17603
Lopez Juanita 290 Stone Mill Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Lopez Nicolas 108 Harvestview N Mount Joy Pa 17552
Losensky Herma R Estate RR 1 Box 503 Lititz Pa 17543
Lowe Troy 1395 Furnace Hill Rd Stevens Pa 17578
Lown Anita C/O Woernergisela A 280 Boomerang Dr Ephrata Pa 17522
Lpm Collision Center 1188 Enterprise Rd East Petersbu Pa 17520
Luneke Henry J Jr Luneke Gerald 56 Locust Lancaster Pa 17602
Luneke Gerald C 56 Locust Lancaster Pa 17602
Lunke Henry J Jr 56 Locust Lancaster Pa 17602
Ly Hoa 312 Oak Thorne Ln Lancaster Pa 17602
Lyall John 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Apt Willow St Pa 17584
Lyon Jack 50 Riverside Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
M
M & L Wholesale Foods Po Box 409 Denver Pa 17517
Macintyre Helen Apt B 909 W F Lancaster Pa 17603
Mackey Keith 310 Bentley Ridge Blvd Lancaster Pa 17602
Madara Tammy 1054 Monticello Ln Lancaster Pa 17603
Madeline R Saintsuler And Pa Housin 324 Ruby St Lancaster Pa 17603
Madelon Lukas 1313 Maple Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Maeda Matias 2 S Lime St Apt D Quarryville Pa 17566
Maid To Perfection Of Lancaster PO Box 6174 Lancaster Pa 17607
Maisano Dominic 120 Rider Ave Rm 217 Lancaster Pa 17603
Malachow Christopher 106 South Rockford Rd Mountville Pa 17554
Malden W G PO Box 196 East Earl Pa 17519
Maldonado Daniel 501 N Lime St 3 Lancaster Pa 17602
Malone Jamie Malone David 3282 Horizon Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Mamotas #1 444 S Duke St Rear Lancaster Pa 17602
Manheim Pike Mobil Atlas Petro 1450 Manheim Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Manning Clara N Estate 1461 Millersville Pike N A Lancaster Pa 17603
Mansbery James P Attn Ms S Mansbery Lititz Pa 17543
Manuel John C Manuel Grace 35 Bethel St Columbia Pa 17512
Marburger David E Marburger Doris 36 Ray Dr Denver Pa 17517
Marburger David 36 Ray Dr Denver Pa 17517
Marc Cruz 41 Main St Apt−3 New Providence Pa 17560
Marks Matthew 13 Warfel Rd Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Marsh Margaret A W RD 2 Strouosburg Pa 17579
Martin Alice M W Martin Lester W RR 1 Narvon Pa 17555
Martin Andrew H Martin James 69 Knollwood Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Martin Darnell 28 Old Meadow Valy Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Martin Evelyn 3216 Lincoln Hwy E Apt E Paradise Pa 17562
Martin J 815 Reading Rd Terre Hill Pa 17581
Martin Joseph 41 Byers Dr Quarryville Pa 17566
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Martin Kevin 685 Texter Mountain Rd Reinholds Pa 17569
Martin Kimberly 304 West Vine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Martin Marvin 2842 N Colebrook Rd Manheim Pa 17545
Martin Ricky 890 North Maple St Ephrata Pa 17522
Martinez Claribel 608 North Queen St Apt 2 Lancaster Pa 17603
Martins Country Mkt 2 1717 W Main St Ephrata Pa 17522
Martz Mary C Martz Edgar 495 N Maple St Ephrata Pa 17522
Martzall Gloria J Martzall Larry 109 W Franklin St Ephrata Pa 17522
Mary M A 557 High St Lancaster Pa 17603
Mary Rackford Estate 607 W Lemay Lancaster Pa
Masse Shawnee S 386 Caraway Dr Mountville Pa 17554
Masters Realty 106 East King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Maul Scott 459 Lafayette St Lancaster Pa 17603
Maurer Esther M Estate RR 1 Reinholds Pa 17569
Maxima Technologies Po Box 128 Accounts Payable East Petersburg Pa 17520
May Bessie K 16 Crystal Dr Manheim Pa 17545
Mc Gowan Elizabeth Mc Gowan Michael C/O E C Baum Sr Po Box 375 136 Cedar St
Bowmansville Pa 17507
Mc Coy Edgar Estate 34 S Wolf St Manheim Pa 17545
Mc Devitt Eileen 436 Groffdale Rd Quarryville Pa 17566
Mcarthur Peter 13 Dawn Ave Akron Pa 17501
Mcbeth David 657 Bedington Cir Manheim Pa 17545
Mcbride Kimie 574 E Front St Marietta Pa 17547
Mccauley Raymond Mccauley Catherin 431 St Joseph Lancaster Pa 17603
Mccomsey Jane Estate 449 S Shippen St Lancaster Pa 17602
Mcconnell Betty Mcconnell Grant 617 South Prince Lancaster Pa 17603
Mccue Betty J Estate 633 E Walnut St Lancaster Pa 17602
Mccue Kelly 2657 Northfield Dr East Petersburg Pa 17520
Mccune David 2 Hiawatha Dr Leola Pa 17540
Mcdonald Clarice Po Box 1314 Lancaster Pa 17608
Mcdonald Larry 1056 Rawlinsville Rd Pequea Pa 17565
Mcelheney Elsie 627 N Queen St Lancaster Pa 17603
Mcelheny John 627 N Queen St Lancaster Pa 17603
Mcfadden Mildred S Estate 61 Liberty Ln Kirkwood Pa 17536
Mcgrath Lauren 623 Wincroft Ln Apt 6 Lancaster Pa 17603
Mcgroarty Joseph 32 S Brd St 2nd Fl Lititz Pa 17543
Mclain William 40 N Kinzer Ave New Holland Pa 17557
Mclean Mary C 228 N President Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Mclean Mary C Trust 228 N President Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Mcmahon Matthew Po Box 727 Brownstown Pa 17508
Mcphail John L Estate 471 Atlanta Ave Lane Pa 17602
Mearig Doris M Estate RR 4 Lancaster Pa 17602
Medical Rehabilitation Assoc Ltd 401k C/O D G Polin 2110 Harrisburg Pike Ste 302
Lancaster Pa 17601
Mediguard 201 Granite Run Dr Ste 100 Lancaster Pa 17601
Medina Johnathan 739 South Lime St Lancaster Pa 17602
Medina Ramon 844 Martin Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Meier Barbara 8814 Elizabethtown Rd Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Mekan Michael 4 Copperfield Cir Lititz Pa 17543
Melendez Efrain 210 Stonemill Rd Apt F110 Lancaster Pa 17603
Mendez Pedro 56 Locust St Lancaster Pa 17602
Mengel Nicole Mengel Irene 233 Washington Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Mercado Mark 11 Fairview Dr Apt 40 Akron Pa 17501
Merino Kemuel 449 Beechdale Rd Bird In Hand Pa 17505
Mersky Sue 51 Greenwood Cir Brownstown Pa 17508
Mester Ernest Mester Lynda 368 Coplay Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Meszaros Janos Meszaros Irene 631 Rockland St Lancaster Pa 17602
Metzger Mildred Metzger RR 2 Quarryville Pa 17566
Michael James Michael Mary 514 Church Lancaster Pa 17602
Middle Kirkwood Poor Fund 47 Farmdale Rd Christiana Pa 17509
Midrigan Ina 401 Eden Rd H−6 Lancaster Pa 17601
Milan Braulio R Tamayo 249 N Queen St Apt 4 Lancaster Pa 17602
Mill Stream Country Inn PO Box 127 Smoketown Pa 17576
Millennium Propertie 700 South West End Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Miller Benjamin Miller Sue 24 W Stiegel St Manheim Pa 17545
Miller Benjamin Miller Susan 24 W Stiegel St Manheim Pa 17545
Miller Benjamin 24 W Stiegel St Manheim Pa 17545
Miller Brian L 604 Manor St Lancaster Pa 17603
Miller Edward B 149 E Market St Marietta Pa 17547
Miller Keith D 27 Arrowhead Dr Ephrata Pa 17522
Miller Lee M 603 College Ave Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Miller Margaret M 438 W 4th St Quarryville Pa 17566
Miller Phoebe PO Box 12 Manheim Pa 17545
Miller Shirley 915 Lititz Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Miller Victoria 642 N Pine St Lancaster Pa 17602
Millisock Joseph 25 Ray Dr Denver Pa 17517
Minh K Luong Ira 15 School House Ln Lititz Pa 17543
Minney Deena 788 Hossler Rd Manheim Pa 17545
Minnich Thomas Minnich Sally 1009 Midway Av Lancaster Pa 17601
Minnis David 2 Twinbrook Rd Apt 1 Lititz Pa 17543
Miranda Jose 470 Beaver St Apt 2 Lancaster Pa 17603
Mitchell Ralph Estate 126 S Decatur St Strasburg Pa 17579
Mitrani Stephen 5984 Main St Ste A2 East Petersburg Pa 17520
Mizzoni Donald 137 Sportsmans Ln Manheim Pa 17545
Moen Helen M Colebrook Farm Rd 3 Lancaster Pa 17602
Moggio John Moggio Helen Po Box 5 Millersville Pa 17551
Moggio William Moggio John Po Box 5 Millersville Pa 17551
Mohamed Talile 34 Waverly Ave Apt 7 Lancaster Pa 17601
Mohler Webster Mohler Ruth 422 N State Ephrata Pa 17522
Montalvo Joy 22 Livingston Ln Lancaster Pa 17603
Mood Robert 135 Church St Apt 24 Maytown 17550
Moove In Partners 103 Stone Mill Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Morales Felicita 51 N Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Moreno Sandra 1631 Judie Ln Apt E6 Lancaster Pa 17603
Morgan Karen 205 New St Millersville Pa 17551
Morning Star Group Inc Dba Keystone Intl Baloon Po Box 537 Lancaster Pa 17606
Morris A Rehab Po Box 10068 Lancaster Pa 17605
Morrison Margaret 438 West Fourth St Quarryville Pa 17566
Morrison Wilbur Est 135 E Grant St Lancaster Pa 17602
Moses Mariscal 51 Knollwood Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Moua Chapao C 15 Mockingbird Dr Denver Pa 17517
Moving Labor Services 590 Ctrville Rd Suite 138 Lancaster Pa 17601
Moyer Edwin G III 125 Ctr Ave Terre Hill Pa 17581
Moyer Eugene 335 N Lemon St Lancaster Pa 17603
Moyer Geraldine 120 E Franklin St Apt 312 Ephrata Pa 17522
Muller Teresa 31 Whipporwill Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Mullins Robin 207 E Cottage Ave Millersville Pa 17551
Mumma Kenneth L Jr Po Box 434 Reamstown Pa 17567
Mummaw Samuel Mummaw Mary 354 S Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Mummert Duane 227 N Cedar St Lititz Pa 17543
Munoz Gloria 621 N Lime St Apt 3 Lancaster Pa 17602
Munro Alex 740 E End Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Murphy Mina 627 E Roseville Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Murr Beatrice K Estate 515 Beaver St Lancaster Pa 17603
Murr George 61 Pilgrim Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Murry Margaret F RR 1 Conestoga Pa 17516
Musau Bernard 1328 Blue Jay Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Musser Yvonne 30 Donerville Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Myers Anna Mae 815 E Main St Mt Joy Pa 17552
Myers Clair 13071 Cross Creek Blvd 403 Lancaster Pa 17601
Myers E 205 W Main St Mount Joy Pa 17552
Myers Esther B Estate 425 N Duke St Lancaster Pa 17602
Myers Janet 1814 Lincoln Hwye Lancaster Pa 17602
Myers Jayda 110 E Main St 2 Ephrata Pa 17522
N
Nace Betty 4047 Columbia Ave Apt 9 Columbia Pa 17512
Nagy Jeffrey 360 North Homestead Dr Landisville Pa 17538
Nalewajko Lillian Nalewajko Henry 820 Conestoga Ave Manheim Pa 17545
Navarro Emilio R Highlands Emergency Po Box 118 Landisville Pa 17538
Neat Clean Inc 921 Lindsay Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Neff Catherine Rd 2 Conestoga Pa 17516
Neff Robert Rd2 Conestoga Pa 17516
Neimer M W 426 New Holland Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Neldigh Christ D Estate Wood St Florin Pa 17552
Nelson William L Jr CO W Nelson Po Box 161 Ephrata Pa 17522
Nenko Badim 11524 Rothsvill Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Neureuter Nancy B Est 1281 Wheatland Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Newcomer Jacqueline Estate Rr 2 Mount Joy Pa 17552
Newkirk Stanley 638 Chester Ave Lancaster Pa
Newswanger Hilda Newswanger Paul Glen Moore Cir Rd 3 Lancaster Pa 17601
Nguyen Thuc 1328 Country Club Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Nickel William Nickel Gladys Rd 2 Holtwood Pa 17532
Nicodemus Robert 21 W Charlotte St Millersville Pa 17551
Nolan Anna Marie Po Box 7001 Village Vista Lancaster Pa 17604
Nolt Marie Nolt Samuel 931 Ivy Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Nolt Jrbenjamin F Tst U/W E 185 S Eastland Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Norstrom Arelette 446 Daisy Dr Sunset Estate New Providence Pa 17560
Nottingham Cemetery Assoc 1361 Kirkwood Pike Quarryville Pa 17566
Notturno Kenneth Mrs Notturno Kenneth 1015 Marietta Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Nuclear Medicine Associates Po Box 188 Landisville Pa 17538
Nunez−Gomez Simeone Apt 907 315 N Prince St Lancaster Pa 17602
Nungaray Isidoro 101 Wellington Rd Apt 9 Lancaster Pa 17603
Nunn Darryl 324 N Franklin St Lancaster Pa 17602
O
Oberlin Roy Oberlin Glenn 36 Maple St Lititz Pa 17543
Oconnor Mallory 301 East Oak St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Office Basics 499 Running Pump Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Ohara Michael 116 Gilbert Hall Millersville Pa 17551
Ohnmacht Clarence Ohnmacht Sallie Rd 1 Reinholds Pa 17569
Ohrel Joyce R 160 Pheasant Dr Columbia Pa 17512
Old Guard Insurance Group Po Box 3010 Lancaster Pa 17604
Oliveras Luz Marie 615 E End Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Olson Katherine 13 W Ferdinand St Manheim Pa 17545
Olsson Agnes 13 W Ferdinand St Manheim Pa 17545
Ondrusek Eloise 392 Cardinal Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Oneill Vincent Oneill Mary L Longwood Manor Rm 211 Maytown Pa 17550
Oneill Mary L Longwood Manor Rm 211 Maytown Pa 17550
Oponski Lottie Estate 14 N 6th St Denver Pa 17517
Ortiz Francisco 606 S Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Ortman Chad A Cust 13 Pearl St Lancaster Pa 17603
Oster Harry Oster Harry 228 W Main St New Holland Pa 17557
Ott Franklin Ott Dorothy 1770 Hemlock Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Oxenreider James 3654 Marietta Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Oxford Foundation 125 D Lancaster Ave Strasburg Pa 17579
P
Packel Robert 154 N Ronks Rd Ronks Pa 17572
Page Allison Po Box 1850 Lancaster Pa 17608
Pal Laboratory 2301 Columbia Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Palkowitz Vicki 3248 Randy Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Pantoja Victor 22 Tenby Way B Lancaster Pa 17601
Parida Saroj 760 Goose Neck Dr Lititz Pa 17543
Park Slope Physician Pc At 506 Po Box 335 Lititz Pa 17543
Park Slope Physicians Po Box 335 Lititz Pa 17543
Park Slope Physicians Services Pc Attn D Clark Po Box 335 Lititz Pa 17543
Parker David 108 Walnut St Stevens Pa 17578
Pasternacki Lauren 2m Foal Ct Lancaster Pa 17602
Patel Pravinchandra 2931 Lebanon Rd Manheim Pa 17545
Patel Shantilal K 1 Widgeon Dr Denver Pa 17517
Paterson Helen E Estate 756 High St Lancaster Pa 17603
Patterson Gerald E Jr 1125 E Orange St Apt 4k Lancaster Pa 17602
Pdi Lancaster 1100 E Orange St 4th Fl Lancaster Pa 17604
Pearle Express 133 Park City Ctr Lancaster Pa 17601
Peel Mary 2146 Chestnut Rd Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Peel Mary Eileen R6 2146 Chestnut Rd Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Peiffer Carol 425 N Duke St Lancaster Pa 17602
Peiffer Harold 675 Willow Valy Sq Lancaster Pa 17602
Penn Fuel Fka Ppl Gas Utility Corp Attn Dir Of Med Benefits 555 Camargo Rd
Quarryville Pa 17566
Pennell Rebecca 1373 John Adams Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Pennington Thomas 31 Plateau Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Pennview Construction 1761 Market St N Elizabethtown Pa 17022
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Pepperidge Farm 2195 North Reading Rd Denver Pa 17517
Pepperidge Farm Inc 555a Sandy Hill Rd Denver Pa 17517
Pepperidge Farms 2200 Bevington Park Rd Saint Charles Pa 17517
Perez Juan 116 N Pine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Perez Rafael 106 Landing Cir Mountville Pa 17554
Perez Victor 305 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Perry Evette 30 E New St Lancaster Pa 17602
Perry Lettie 76 Highland Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Persson Olov 20 Hemlock Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Peters Jason 387 Apple Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Petly Justin 8 Sanderling Dr Denver Pa 17517
Pfautz Robert 104 East Main Letitz Pa 17543
Pfiffner Alice B Est 22 Countryside Ln Lititz Pa 17543
Pfrommer Marguerit Pfrommer Phil 120 E Ross St Lancaster Pa 17602
Pfrommer Marguerit Pfrommer Philip 120 E Ross St Lancaster Pa 17602
Pham Ninhkhang 414 English Rose Ct Lancaster Pa 17602
Phelan Michael Phelan Michael 514 Green St Lancaster Pa 17602
Philips C S S Inc 850 Greenfield Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Phillips Ruth 628 George St Lancaster Pa 17603
Phillips Thelma 951 Edinburgh Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Pickel H R 154 N Ronks Rd Ronks Pa 17572
Pickel Walter 740 E Marion St Lancaster Pa 17603
Pierce Charles 2253 William Penn Way Lancaster Pa 17579
Pitzer Sean 459 Society Hill Cir Mountville Pa 17554
Plank Walter 1252 Fremont St Lancaster Pa 17603
Platt Elizabet Platt Edward Po Box 1593 Lancaster Pa 17608
Plaza Vera Lexandra 420 Green St Lancaster Pa 17602
Plymer Grace E 22 Elemon St Lancasten Pa
Polin David 2110 Harrisburg Pike Ste 302 Lancaster Pa 17601
Polkosky Genevieve Estate 2057 Pine Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Pomerleau Victor Pomerleau Norma Box 122 RR 1 Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Pond Donette 307 Ridge Rd Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Porter Jeffrey 446 Nevin St Lancaster Pa 17603
Post & Schell 1857 William Penn Way Lancaster Pa 17605
Potteiger Ruth 522 Spruce St Denver Pa 17517
Potts Helen Potts Harold 108 Church St Lancaster Pa 17602
Potts Leonard C Estate 418 1/2 Poplar St Lancaster Pa 17603
Powders Ruth 3030 Columbia Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Powell Sean 1123 E King St 2 Lancaster Pa 17602
Powell William T Tamara W Powell Adm Of The Estate Of William T Powell Lancaster
Pa 17602
Pozza Eva 15 E Frederick St Lancaster Pa 17602
Preperato Joseph Preperato Nora 316 Chester St Lancaster Pa 17602
Prestidge Lewis 107 Valybrook Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Procise Ml 356 Lititz Lititz Pa 17543
Prof Rest Specialists Servic 1836 Iron Bridge Rd Columbia Pa 17512
Protasiewic William Estate 28 Fairview Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Provident Life & Accident Insurance Stony Battery Business Ctr 1200 Corporate Blvd
2nd Floor Lancaster Pa 17601
Pt John J F 321 Regentdr Lititz Pa 17543
Pursel Gladys 1677 Valy Forge Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Pustmueller Helen C/O M Mgerhar Lancaster Pa 17603
Putnam Grace 300 Willow Valy Lakes Dr Apt 201 Willow Street Pa 17584
Q
Quarrysville Drug Inc 15 E State St Quarrysville Pa 17566
Quigley Dale 541 Furnace Hills Pike Trailor 25 Lititz Pa 17543
Quinn Frank 41 W New St Lancaster Pa 17603
R
Rabchuk Victor 180 Hertzog Valy Rd Denver Pa 17517
Rabick Jeanie 423 Oak St Refton Pa 17568
Rachel Lynn Truitt Hebank St Lancaster Pa 17600
Radziewick Janet 425 W Orange St Lancaster Pa 17603
Radziewicz Clem 425 W Orange St Lancaster Pa 17603
Ramos Ruben 72 Locust St Lancaster Pa 17602
Ramos Soraida 459 Lafayette St Lancaster Pa 17603
Ramos Virginia 221 Ice Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Ranch Maude 508 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Ranck Gerald 1265 Wheatland Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Ranck Mildred Corsestates Hamilton Bkpo Box Lancaster Pa 17604
Ranck Robert Corsestates Hamilton Bk Po Box Lancaster Pa 17604
Ranck Robert 508 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Ranzinger John 1490 New Danville Pk Apt A Lancaster Pa 17603
Rauser Dorothy 75 N King St Denver Pa 17517
Rauser Henry 75 N King St Denver Pa 17517
Ray Kevin 642 Mcgrann Blvd Apt C9 Lancaster Pa 17601
Ray William 760 Sherry Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Ready Mixed Concrete Company Po Box 1205 Lancaster Pa 17608
Realty Valley View 7 Cardinal Dr Quarryville Pa 17566
Red Rose Dog Training School 1217 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Reddington Marguerite Reddington Edward 815 Swede St Paradise Pa
Reese Norman Reese Norma 1656 Kauffman Rd Landisville Pa 17538
Reese Carolyn 200 Luther Ln Columbia Pa 17512
Reese Norma 1656 Kauffman Rd Landisville Pa 17538
Reich Everett 1069 Ridge Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Reidenbach Elvin Reidenbach David 443 E Mifflin Lancaster Pa 17602
Reinhart Bradford 626 N Marshall St Lancaster Pa 17602
Reinholds Lions Club C/O Ron Deimler 480 N Ridge Rd Reinholds Pa 17569
Reisinger Kenneth 380 N Duke St Millersville Pa 17551
Relax Inn Lancaster Pa 1492 Lititz Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Remodeling Maplewood 2300 Dairy Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Renninger Sara 311 Valybrook Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Ressler Charles 4111 Jasmine Pl Mount Joy Pa 17552
Ressler Janet 2514 Book Flower Ln Strasburg Pa 17579
Restrepo Felipe 844 Kingsways Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Restrepo Jaime 2 Pickford Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Reyes Doris Reyes Luis 117 North 3rd St Columbia Pa 17512
Reynolds Michael 1238 Slate Hill Rd Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Rezk Perer 1048 Mount Joy Rd Manheim Pa 17545
Rhen Jennifer 440 Mahogany Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Rhineer Paul Rhineer John 1014 Willow St Pi Lancaster Pa 17602
Ricardo Pedro 134 E Lemon St Lancaster Pa 17602
Rice Lawrence 572 E Hazel Ave Marietta Pa 17547
Richard G Cummings Cpa Tr 1685 Crown Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Richards F Covering 121 N Shirk Rd New Holland Pa 17557
Richer Brenda 403 W Brubaker Lititz Pa 17543
Ridge Craft 280 Commerce Dr New Holland Pa 17557
Riehl Barbara 536 N Shirk Rd New Holland Pa 17557
Rineer Harold W Estate 126 Green St Lancaster Pa 17602
Rinier Jerry 900 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Rinier Jerry 6311 High St East Petersburg Pa 17520
Rinier Judy 6311 High St East Petersburg Pa 17520
Rios Gladys 1003 Ayres Ct Lancaster Pa 17602
Ritchey Keith D Jr 153 South Wolf St Manheim Pa 17545
Rivera Awilda Ayala 1403 West View Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Rivera Miguel A Jr 136 E Walnut St Lancaster Pa 17602
Riveraortiz Gabino Apt 1 225 West Vine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Rizzo Mary Estate 207 N Mulberry St Lancaster Pa 17603
Roberts Jane 2129 Quail Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Roberts Oxygen Co 3150 Hempland Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Roberts Walter 719 Millersville Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Robinson Bethanne 627 E Frederick St Lancaster Pa 17602
Robitaille Armand E 141 Colonial Crest Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Robles Zugeiry 1712 Judi Ln Apt E Lancaster Pa 17603
Robson Forensic Inc PO Box 4847 Lancaster Pa 17604
Robyn−Kline Bethany 251 Ridge Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Rodriguez Asuncion 44 Old Dorwart St Lancaster Pa 17603
Rodriguez Larry 621 S Christian St Lancaster Pa 17602
Rodriguezreyes Anaira 738 South Lime St Lancaster Pa 17602
Rogers Anna 1 Masonic Dr Rm 238 Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Rogers Thea M 409 E Orange St Lancaster Pa 17602
Rollman Floyd Rollman Mable Rd 1 Lancaster Pa 17602
Rollman Althea 66 Oriole Dr Ephrata Pa 17522
Roman Rosa Apt 5 702 Rockland St Lancaster Pa 17602
Romero Vanessa 2115 Osweco Dr Columbia Pa 17512
Romero Wanda 24 S Prince St Apt 2 Lancaster Pa 17602
Roney Charlotte Estate 404 W Orange St Lancaster Pa 17603
Root Jerry 13 Vista Ln Manheim Pa 17545
Root Scott 228 Meadow Valy Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Rosado Esther 433 S Prince St Lancaster Pa 17602
Ross Ella M Estate 4th St Quarryville Pa 17566
Rosser Herbert 900 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Roten Chris 110 Pine St Christiana Pa 17509
Roth Warren 341 Jefferson Rd Adamstown Pa 19501
Roth Warren Po Box 573 Adamstown Pa 19501
Rovnan Joseph Est 2447 Willow Glen Dr L6 Lancaster Pa 17602
Royer Ida E Estate 788 Hossler Rd Manheim Pa 17545
Rupp Ruth 764 White Oak Rd Strasburg Pa 17579
Rush Charles 3892 Pawnee Rd Columbia Pa 17512
Rush John Po Box 199 New Providence Pa 17560
Ruth Esther 300 Saint Mark Ave Apt 3318 Lititz Pa 17543
Ruth George Rd2 New Holland Pa 17557
Rutherford Robert 2313 James Buchanan Dr Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Rutt Larry 25 W Farmersville Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Ryan Bob C/O R Ryan 154 Wesley Rd Quarryville Pa 17566
Ryan Linda 18 Oakgrove Ln Millersville Pa 17551
S
Saenz Victor 33 South Maple St Ephrata Pa 17522
Salazar Armando 505 Ruby St Lancaster Pa 17602
Salmon Shelly 384 Cardinal Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Sammet David G Est C/O V A Sammet 2134 Sherwal Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Sammett David G Est 2134 Sherwal Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Sanchez Ruby 41 Conrad Ln Lititz Pa 17543
Santamaria Aponte Guillermo 174 E Main St Leola Pa 17540
Santamaria Aponte Guillermo 221 Hartman Bridge Rd Ronks Pa 17572
Santamaria Eliseo 627 N Prince St Lancaster Pa 17603
Santiago Margarita 20 E Farnum St Lancaster Pa 17602
Sanz Jose 24 Nmarshall St Lancaster Pa 17602
Sasidharan Birenjith Padmakumar 29 Colonial Crest Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Sastre Christine 839e Orange Lancaster Pa 17602
Sauder Clayton A Estate RR 2 Columbia Pa 17512
Saulnier Carolyn E S 849 Pleasure Rd Apt C25 Lancaster Pa 17601
Saunders Harold H Saunders Marion 122 W Front Marietta Pa 17547
Savidge Drew 129 College Ave Apt 1 Lancaster Pa 17601
Saylor Joy 450 Amesbury Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Schadt John H Estate 75 S Pearl St Lancaster Pa 17603
Schaefer Angeline 200 N West End Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Schaller Richard J Md Po Box 7207 Lancaster Pa 17604
Scharmer Daniel 239 N Hanover St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Scheer Ernest W Masonic Homes Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Scheffey Robert 1117 Wheatland Ave Apt H−3 Lancaster Pa 17603
Scheid Produce Inc 316 Blue Rock Rd Millersville Pa 17551
Schmidt Frances Schmidt Eugene 407 S West End Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Schmidt Ryan Matthew 12 Misty Meadow Dr Reinholds Pa 17569
Schnecks Amoco Mkt 1161 N Reading Rd Po Box 246 Bowmansville Pa 17507
Schneidau Amy 1425 Quarry Ln Lancaster Pa 17603
Schneider Paul 2149 W Ridge Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Schneiderjon Ruth 2229 Town Sq N Manheim Pa 17545
Schnitenbaumer Kathleen 209 New Haven Dr Lititz Pa 17543
Schoner Anna Po Box 525 Lititz Pa 17540
Schreder James 205 Barley Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Schreder Joanne Po Box 50509 Lancaster Pa 20091
Schreiber Frederickj 4527 Kibbler Rd Blue Ball Pa 17506
Schwartz Barbara 75 Blackberry Ln Ephrata Pa 17522
Schwende Joseph Estate 641 High St Lancaster Pa 17603
Scirrotto Thomas 9 Sante Fe Dr Lititz Pa 17543
Securus Group Inc Attn Cindy Po Box 5388 Lancaster Pa 17606
Seibert Harrison Seibert Francis 321 S 3rd St Columbia Pa 17512
Seiple Donald Seiple Evelyn 1932 Marietta Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Selman Will 437 W Chestnut St 1 Lancaster Pa 17603
Sempercare Hosp Of 555 N Duke St 4th Accts Pay Lancaster Pa 17604
Sen Ahmet Can 25 S Queen St Lancaster Pa 17603
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Senlick Michael 242 S 8th St Apt 2 Columbia Pa 17512
Sensenig Harriet Apt 423 Gw 433 Kinzer Ave New Holland Pa 17557
Sensenig John W Estate R 1 New Providence Pa 17560
Serrano Karen 530 Plum St Apt 6 Lancaster Pa 17602
Serrano Pedro 720 East King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Serrano Tabitha 125 Old Dorwart Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Services Physician Po Box 7975 Lancaser Pa 17604
Serviss Jacqueline Serviss Dorothy 840 Clearview Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Severino Josephine 205 W Iking St Lancaster Pa 17603
Shady Birch Farm 165 Ctr Rd Quarryville Pa 17566
Shaffner Elsie Estate Orchard St Manheim Pa 17545
Shamrock Partners 2826 Millers Run Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Shand Frederick 590 Ctrville Rd Apt 297 Lancaster Pa 17601
Shank Melvin Shank Rose 505 Green St Lancaster Pa 17602
Shaver Elenor 403 W Brubaker Lititz Pa 17543
Shaw Carol 2012 Pennwick Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Sheaffer John 76 James St Leola Pa 17540
Sheaffer Nancy 750 New Holland Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Sheaffer Office Products 1766 Oregon Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Sheaffer Troy 151 S Grant St Manheim Pa 17545
Shearer Amanda 470 Talon Dr Mountville Pa 17554
Shearer Elva 223 S 11th St Akron Pa 17501
Shelly Kelly Jo 192 Hershey Mill Rd Mountville Pa 17554
Shelly Ray 2 S Cedar Lititz Pa 17543
Shenck Dorothy 402 N Water St Lititz Pa 17543
Shenk Jan 115 E Petersburg Rd Po Box 7384 Lancaster Pa 17601
Shenk Timothy 125 Petersburg Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Shepler Denise 1934 Hbg Ave Apt B Mount Joy Pa 17552
Sheppard Celia J Est 930 N Shippen St Lancaster Pa 17602
Sheppard Rhonda 10 Brierwood Trl Lititz Pa 17543
Sherban Paul Po Box 3088 Lancaster Pa 17604
Sherbrooke And Co Po Box 4548 1703 Oregon Pk Lancaster Pa 17604
Shertzer Birdie Shertzer Thomas 507 W King St Lancaster Pa 17603
Shertzer Tina 139 Old Dorwart St Lancaster Pa 17603
Shiley Aaron 20 N 14th St Columbia Pa 17512
Shimp Gladys I Estate 353 College Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Shober Jesse 2620 Oregon Pike Lititz Pa 17543
Shukla Charulata Shukla Harshad 516 Indian Rock Cir Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Shull Dorothy Shull William 1420 Esbenshade Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Shultz Dorita 820 Chestnut St Columbia Pa 17512
Shultz Robert 1300 Millersville Pike Lancaster Pa 17603
Shultz Roxanne 230 W Vine St 1st Fl Lancaster Pa 17603
Simonds Russell 112 Spring Ridge Ct Lancaster Pa 17601
Simons David Po Box 1234 Lancaster Pa 17608
Simpson Dorothea 109 S Hazel Manheim Pa 17545
Simpson Mildred R Masonic Homes Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Simpson William 109 S Hazel Manheim Pa 17545
Sinegar Edward Sinegar Bertha 150 Poplar Ln Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Singer Donald Estate 307 S Brd St Lititz Pa 17543
Singh Amita 208 Delp Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Siviglia Allyson 650 Wyncroft Ln Apt 11 Lancaster Pa 17603
Skethway Kimberly 20925 Creek Hill Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Skoloda George 2006 Walnut Ln Lancaster Pa 17603
Slaymaker Aaron 314 1 2 N Mulberry C Lancaster Pa 17603
Slaymaker Nancy 314 1/2 N Mulberry C Lancaster Pa 17603
Slominsky Barry 110 Goldenrod Ct Lancaster Pa 17603
Smallwood Charles Smallwood Flo I 110 Pine St Christiana Pa 17509
Smeltz Frances 726 Pine Blvd New Providence Pa 17560
Smith Anna M Estate 213 1/2 N Mulberry St Lancaster Pa 17603
Smith David 384 Millpond Dr Lititz Pa 17543
Smith Denise 1701 Valy Forge Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Smith Donald 1002 S Locust St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Smith Geraldine C Estate 33 Parkside Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Smith Hazel 2534 Robert Fulton Hwy Peachbottom Pa 17563
Smith Kenneth 400 Mill St Apt 615 Columbia Pa 17512
Smith Lavilla M Estate RR 1 Ephrata Pa 17522
Smith Troy 6 Apple Blossom Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Snyder Barley 126 E King St Lancaster Pa 17602
Snyder Esther M Estate 128 Manor Ave Millersville Pa 17551
Snyder Lauri 597 Westfield Dr Landisville Pa 17538
Snyder Tami 13 Dawn Ave Akron Pa 17501
Sodexo At Master Foods 295 Brown St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Soler Lopez Maritza 315 E King St Apt 4 Lancaster Pa 17602
Solimine Scott 1575 Fruitville Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Sollenberger Melvin Estate Rr 2 New Holland Pa 17557
Soto Sarah Soto Frank 209 Juniper Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
South Brooklyn Health Po Box 335 Lititz Pa 17543
Spahr Nelson Spahr Amy 594 E Hummelstown St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Spangler Gregory 221 Winding Hill Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Spectra Marketing 150 N Queen St Ste 700 Lancaster Pa 17603
Spittler Guy 162 New Haven Mount Joy Pa 17552
Spittler Loverna 162 New Haven Mountjoy Pa 17552
Splain George 127 Owl Bridge Rd Millersville Pa 17551
Spotts Elmer 114 Running Pump Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Spotts Elmer 114 Running Pump Rd Lancaster Pa 17603
Sprecher Richard Sprecher Sara 71 Main Adamstown Pa 19501
Sprenkle Ida M Estate 48 Pearl St Lancaster Pa 17603
Stack Frank III 126 E State St Quarryville Pa 17566
Stake William Stake Betty Po Box 561 Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Stambaugh Miriam 337 N Lime St Lancaster Pa 17602
Stanley Morgan Cust 430 Nevin St Lancaster Pa 17603
Stauffer Mildred Stauffer Beatrice 921 Fountain Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Stauffer Joey 424 E Orange St Lancaster Pa 17602
Steckel Sherry 2578 New St E Petersburg Pa 17520
Steele Benjamin Steele Mary 2760 Maytown Rd Po Box Maytown Pa 17550
Steele Margaret B Estate 65 Silver Spgs Rd Landisville Pa 17538
Steele Mary 2760 Maytown Rd Po Box Maytown Pa 17550
Steffy Anna 123 E Vine St Lancaster Pa 17602
Steinmetz Paul In Rd 4 Lititz Pa 17543
Stewart John 457 Hostetter Dr Millersville Pa 17551
Stiegel Castings Inc 411 W Stiegel St Manheim Pa 17545
Stoltzfus Elizabeth Po Box 132 Intercourse Pa 17534
Stoltzfus Henry 388 Bartville Rd Kirkwood Pa 17536
Stoltzfus Patricia 3545 Lincoln Hwy E Kinzers Pa 17535
Stoltzfus Paul 2316 Pequea Ln Lancaster Pa 17602
Stone Mill Property Mgmt Po Box 506 Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Stoner Catherine Anne 425 Linden St Lititz Pa 17543
Stoner Mark 505 W Walnut St Lancaster Pa 17603
Stotsky Michael 2878 Wimbledon Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Strasburg Pharmacy Po Box 326 Strasburg Pa 17579
Strauz Louise 509 Wickshire Cir Lititz Pa 17543
Strayer Martin Willow Valy Sq Apt 302 Lancaster Pa 17602
Structure Homes 1240 Ranck Mill Rd Lancaster Pa 17602
Struminger Carol 2012 Mallard Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Stuart Charles W IV Stuart Holly 1255 N Strickler Rd Manheim Pa 17545
Stuber Paul J RR 1 Stevens Pa 17578
Studer Emma Studer Joseph 454 S Queen St Lancaster Pa 17603
Stum Shirley Ann 611 B Sq St Mount Joy Pa 17552
Sturgis Pretzel Co 219 E Main St Lititz Pa 17543
Stuver Herbert Stuver Ricky 210 Stone Mill Rd Apt F 120 Lancaster Pa 17603
Sudbrink Stephen 800 Grandview Dr Ephrata Pa 17522
Suiter Kevin Suiter Mark Po Box 663 Brownstown Pa 17508
Sullivan Karen 129 N Waterford Ave Marietta Pa 17547
Summers Clarence Summers M I RR 2 Ephrata Pa 17522
Supply Inc 633 Lausch Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Susquehanna Patriot Bank 26 N Cedar St Lititz Pa 17545
Sussman Lillian 635 Hedgerow Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Sussman Lillian Po Box 5242 Lancaster Pa 17606
Suter Calvin 104 Murry Hill Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Suter Calvin 54 North Queen Lancaster Pa 17603
Sutliff Saturn Inc 1510 Commerce Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Sweeney Charles C/O Beverly Manor 425 N Duke St Lancaster Pa 17602
Sweet Yolanda 130 Stanley Ave Landisville Pa 17538
Swift Thomas C Jr Po Box 597 320 Highland Dr Mountville Pa 17554
Swinton Charles 116 Greet St Lancaster Pa 17602
Sy Danica 849 Pleasure Rd Apt C−22 Lancaster Pa 17601
Szwajkowski James Po Box 111 126 Peach Bottom Vlg 17563
T
Tanglewood Market 1201 Lancaster Pike Quarryville Pa 17566
Tanis Sheiroky 637 Main St Apt B Akron Pa 17501
Templeton Michael 2784 Lititz Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Tenyenhuis Ari 1006 Log Cabin Rd Leola Pa 17540
Terlinko Annette Longwood Manor Rm 211 Maytown Pa 17550
Texter Margaret Marie 1550 Wheatland Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
The Money Store Financial Co 528 W Orange St Rohrerstown Pa 17603
Thomas Ashby 631 N Prince St Apt 2f Lancaster Pa 17603
Thomas Carson 910 Stonebridge Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Thomas Glenn 3354 Lititz Pike Lititz Pa 17543
Thomas Matthew 527e Frederick St Lancaster Pa 17602
Thomas Michael 51 Letti Dr Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Thompson Dorothy 120 Rider Av 310 Lancaster Pa 17603
Thompson Elsa 1800 Village Cir 244 Lancaster Pa 17603
Thompson Franklin CO Cb 150 Farmington Ln Lancaster Pa 17601
Thompson Justin 16 Peacock Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Thompson Kenneth D II Penny Rd 80 Holtwood Pa 17532
Thompson Linda 4037 Parkside Ct Mount Joy Pa 17552
Thurman Robert 444 East Chestnut St Lancaster Pa 17602
Tighe Judith Tighe G M 822 N Lime St Lancaster Pa 17602
Tillbrook Mary Apt 2 Rd Newholland Pa 17557
Tokarick Edward 301 W James St 302 Lancaster Pa 17603
Tomkinson Charles R Estate 816 N Duke St Lancaster Pa 17602
Torres Alfredo Po Box 1194 Lancaster Pa 17608
Torres Rodrigo 1673 Oregon Pike Lancaster Pa 17601
Tower Administrative Ser 8 Marticville Rd Attn D Sterback 10348 Lancaster Pa 17603
Town Country Inc 1097 Commercial Ave Po Box 3 E Petersburg Pa 17520
Trabucco Michael Trabucco Desi 110 Canterbury Turn Lancaster Pa 17601
Trapnell Charles F Estate 335 Nevin St Lancaster Pa 17603
Trayer Timothy Box 190 Denver Pa 17517
Treasurer Chi Phi 603 Race Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Trego April 164 Parkview Hts Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Trimble Joshua 2139 Main St Apt 1 Lititz Pa 17543
Trois Charles 181 B Witmer Rd 2 Reinholds Pa 17569
Trotta Steve 442 W Lemon St Lancaster Pa 17602
Trout Gladys M Estate 302 Hess St Quarryville Pa 17566
Trugreen Chemlawn Service 201 Bucky Dr Lititz Pa 17543
Truitt Bill Truitt Teresa 64 Hebrack St Lancaster Pa 17601
Truitt Bill 64 Hebrack St Lancaster Pa 17601
Truitt Lindsey Silver Mine Rd Conestoga Pa 17516
Truitt Nichole Silver Mine Rd Pequea Pa 17565
Truitt Teresa 64 Hebrack St Lancaster Pa 17607
Trumbower Richard Po Box 5082 Lancaster Pa 17606
Trupe Stephen 278 Colonial Crest Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Tshudy David 217 Tina Ln New Holland Pa 17557
Tucker Archie 507 Third St Lancaster Pa 17603
Turco Rosaria Turco Nancy 416 Coreopsis Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Tweeter Opco Llc 898a Plaza Blvd Lancaster Pa 17601
Tyler Debra 1138 Suffolk Dr Lititz Pa 17543
Tymon Timothy P Md 231 Granite Run Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
U
Udagawa Noriko 26 S 2nd St Columbia Pa 17512
Ulmer Vivian Ulmer Wesley 712 N Plum St Lancaster Pa 17602
Ulmer Vivian Ulmer Wesley 35 Church St Lancaster Pa 17602
Ulrich Margaret R 1 Manheim Pa 17545
Umberger Maria 319 1/2 North State St Ephrata Pa 17522
Unangst Helen 619 W Main St Ephrata Pa 17522
United Financial Services Inc 3002 Hempland Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Usb Leasing Lt 333 Hershey Mill Rd Mountville Pa 17554
Usner Larry Usner Bertha RR 2 New Holland Pa 17557
V
Valentini Anna Valentini John 134 Rider Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Valentini Anna 134 Rider Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
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Valentino John 134 Rider Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Vallejo Perez Rafael Jesus 7 Lancaster Av Bart Pa 17503
Valva Robert 1975 Crooked Oak Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Van Phan 143d Main St E New Holland Pa 17557
Van Schoick Michelle 437 West Chestnut St Apt 2 Lancaster Pa 17603
Vanbelle Bruce 640 Willow Valy Sq Apt 1−503 Lancaster Pa 17602
Vanderschaaf Judith H Tulwt 524 W James St Lancaster Pa 17603
Vargas Ines 317 Eden Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Vega Ed 249 N Pine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Velez Troy 333 W Bainbridge St Apt 4 Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Ventura Jose 517 Church St Lancaster Pa 17602
Villanueva Abraham 621 Olive St Lancaster Pa 17602
Virginia Foote CO C Stockle 34 W Main St Mountville Pa 17554
Virolano Dorothy 608 Manor St Lancaster Pa 17603
Vogel Patricia 173 Park Pl Landisville Pa 17538
W
Wade Grace Wade Truman 301 E Main St Terre Hill Pa 17581
Wade Kelly Wade Jeremy 143 Park Ave Ephrata Pa 17522
Wade Mae L Est 841 Landis Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Wagner Frank Wagner Golda 38 Caroline St Lancaster Pa 17603
Wagner Elizabeth B Estate 3001 Lititz Pike Lancaster Pa 17606
Waldron Gordon 2901 Harrisburg Pike 17a Landisville Pa 17538
Walker Bernard B Estate RR 1 Paradise Pa 17562
Walker Bernice 136 George Millersville Pa 17551
Walker Esther 426 New Holland Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Walker F 2040 William Penn Way Lancaster Pa 17601
Walters Travis 129 North Conestoga Ln Brownstown Pa 17508
Walton Larry R1 Penn Sq Teller Ln Lancaster Pa 17602
Warfel Isabell 312 S Zuen Lancaster Pa
Washington Barbara 18 E James St 1st Fl Lancaster Pa 17603
Wasserman Charles Po Box 1850 Lancaster Pa 17608
Watson Dave 112 Pine St Christiana Pa 17509
Weaver Steven Weaver Lisa 719s Spruce St Elizabethto Pa 17022
Weaver Chad 115 Foxglove Meadows Lititz Pa 17543
Weaver Jay 215 Wecaf Rd New Holland Pa 17557
Weaver Markets Po Box 703 Adamstown Pa 19501
Weibel Stephen 3019 Marietta Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Weiler Warren 1001 E Oregon Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Weinhold Scott 21 Red Leaf Ln Lancaster Pa 17602
Weit Laverna 119 E Lincoln Ave Lititz Pa 17543
Welk Benjamin 623 Solanco Rd Quarryville Pa 17566
Wells Thomas 858 Eden Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Welsh Brian 528 Candlewyck Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Wenrich Larry 226 W Main St Po Box 685 Adamstown Pa 19501
Werner Willard Park View Acres 1000 Honeysuck Ephrata Pa 17522
Werner Willard W Sr 1000 Honeysuckle Ln Ephrata Pa 17522
Werntz Harold R Estate 320 N Charlotte St Lancaster Pa 17603
Wesch Virginia Wesch Virginia 987 Lancaster Pk Quarryville Pa 17566
Wesolowski Sherrill 12 Drytown Rd Holtwood Pa 17532
Whitman Amy 152 Parkview Hts Rd Ephrata Pa 17522
Whitmore Helen 1013 Signal Hill La Lancaster Pa 17601
Whittaker Jennifer 84 Chelmsford Dr Marietta Pa 17584
Whittemore David 546 Golden St Lititz Pa 17543
Wian Andrew 25 East Orange St Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Wickenheiser Mabel Wickenheiser Abram RD 3 Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Wiedman Mitchell Wiedman Gary Jr 477 N Oak St Lititz Pa 17543
Wiggins Jacqueline 33 E Farnum St Apt 708 Lancaster Pa 17602
Wilbur Chocolate Company 20 N Brd St Po Box 3222 Lititz Pa 17543
Wild Goose Farms Inc C/O D Wagner Po Box 300 Quarryville Pa 17566
Wiley Harry Wiley Nora 302 W Vine St Lancaster Pa 17603
Wileys Pharmacy 300 Historic Dr Strasburg Pa 17579
Wilhelm Frieda 44 White Oaks Rd Paradise Pa 17562
Wilker S J 87 Sunrise Cir Denver Pa 17517
Wilkerson Muffie 1051 Buchanan Ave Lancaster Pa 17603
Wilkinson Bryson C/O D Rivera 157 Front St Maytown Pa 17550
Williams Apothecary 208 N Lime St Lancaster Pa 17602
Williams Edward J Jr 18 Solar Dr New Providence Pa 17560
Williams Elizabeth Wilson 3014 Marietta Ave Lancaster Pa 17601
Williams Julian 717 Plum St Lancaster Pa 17602
Williams Sara M Estate 2366 River Rd Bainbridge Pa 17502
Williamson Bennett F&M 1905 Po Box 3220 Lancaster Pa 17604
Willis Jonathan 44 South Prince St Millersville Pa 17551
Wilson Amanda 146 S Market Ave Mount Joy Pa 17552
Wilson Barry 232 N 3rd St Columbia Pa 17512
Wilson Benjamin S Rfd 6 Lancaster Pa 17603
Wilson Jennifer 901 Clark St Lancaster Pa 17602
Wilson Joseph 4073 Jasmme Place Mount Joy Pa 17552
Wise Elizabeth 348 Ice Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Witmer David 820 Hilton Dr Lancaster Pa 17603
Woleslagle James 1 Masonic Dr Rosevelt 4612 Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Wolf Florence Wolf Clarence Po Box 81 Reinholds Pa 17569
Wolf Motor Company 5201 Manheim Pike East Petersburg Pa 17520
Woodbridge Swim 50 West 7th St Lititz Pa 17543
Woodman Jeffrey 434 Rhoda Dr Lancaster Pa 17601
Woodys Custom Builders Llc Po Box 42 Gap Pa 17527
Woolley Graham 448 West Walnut St Lancaster Pa 17603
Workman Jack Jr 1745 Pioneer Rd Lancaster Pa 17602
Workplace Essentials 1879 Commerce Park East Lancaster Pa 17601
Worley & Obetz Inc Po Box 429 Manheim Pa 17545
Wright Natasha R C/O D L Wright 524 Glenn Ave Mount Joy Pa 17552
Wvrc Facilities Services Center 300 Willow Valy Lakes Willow Street Pa 17584
Y
Yang Kou 410 E Fulton St Ephrata Pa 17522
Yarnell Security Sys 131 Elmwood Dr Lancaster Pa 17602
Yeager Emma 467 Pershing Ave Lancaster Pa 17602
Yoder John Po Box 244 Silver Spring Pa 17575
Yost Irene 44 Corn Planter Rd Willow Street Pa 17584
Young Betty 11 Village St Lancaster Pa 17601
Young Jon 12 Thornapple Dr Marietta Pa 17547
Young Keith 210 South Prince St Lancaster Pa 17604
Young Marie A Estate 3 Spring Dell Rd Lancaster Pa 17601
Younger M Alvin Younger M Sara 2294 Kirkwood Pike Kirkwood Pa 17536
Z
Zaman Najamuz 233 College Ave Suite 202 Lancaster Pa 17603
Zarke August Ridge Brd Columbia Pa 17512
Zecher Barry 302 Rolling Terrice Leola Pa 17540
Zecher Catherine 119 S Barbara St Mount Joy Pa 17552
Zeller Miles 11 Timber Villa Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Ziemer Clinton 12 S State St Bx453 Brownstown Pa 17508
Zik Gertrude 423 Oak St Refton Pa 17568
Zimmerman Lottie Main Ephrata Pa 17522
Zimmerman Richard 33 Herron Rd Lititz Pa 17543
Zimmerman Thomas 10 Ramsgate Ln Lancaster Pa 17603
Zook David 313 Cabin Dr Ephrata Pa 17522
Zuck Leah 3001 Lititz Pike Lancaster Pa 17606
Zug Patrick Zug Karen 1836 Iron Bridge Rd Columbia Pa 17512
Zug Matthew 11 Rees Dr Willow Street Pa 17584
Lawrence County
7 Eleven 608 Highland Ave New Castle Pa 16101
A
A G Hoffmaster Etal Trs 316 Hoffmaster Rd New Castle Pa 16102
Adams Joseph Estate 538 Grovania New Wilmington Pa 16142
Aiken Wilda 2598 Harlansburg Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Airway Industries Inc 10th & Factory Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Alexander A Todd 23 E Washington St New Castle Pa 16105
Alford Anna 695 Harbor Edinburg Rd Edinburg Pa 16116
Allegheny Outfitters Croton Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Allison−Dougherty Olivia 29 6th St Bessemer Pa 16112
Alsy Lighting Inc 1 Early St Ellwood City Pa 16117
Ambaosini Michael RR 6 Box 156 New Castle Pa 16101
Ambrosini Tess RR 6 Box 156 New Castle Pa 16101
Amina Cathlyne 1401 Wilmington Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Amon Donna 219 North Beaver New Castle Pa 16101
Anderson Joseph E Estate 821 W Washington St New Castle Pa 16101
Anderson Martha E Estate RR 1 New Wilmington Pa 16142
Anna Thomas 318 E Long New Castle Pa 16101
Aslanes Charles Dba Aslanes Bell 28 E Washington St New Castle Pa 16103
Audia France Jimmy 5 Steak 407 W Washinton St New Castle Pa 16101
Augustine Frank Estate 923 N Liberty St New Castle Pa 16102
Austin House 2000 Factory Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Austin House−Austin House 2000 Factory Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Austin Lawrence 915 Marshall Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Axe David Axe Ann G RR 5 Box 459 A New Castle Pa 16105
Axe Janet RR 6 Box 461 New Castle Pa 16101
Axe John W Jr RR 6 Box 461 New Castle Pa 16101
Axe Lou Ann RR 6 Box 392 New Castle Pa 16101
B
Babb Alfred 1706 Highland Ave Apt 6 New Castle Pa 16105
Baird William Baird Dorothy Box 133 Bessemer Pa 16112
Barber Carole 250 Smithfield St New Castle Pa 16101
Bargas Trevor 2120 Countyline Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Baros Joseph 801 Second St Elwood City Pa 16117
Beck Verna 126 W Sheridan Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Bender Grace 205 Mccarty Ln New Castle Pa 16105
Bialowas Timothy 292 Bialowas Ln New Castle Pa 16101
Bissell Idy N Estate RR 1 New Wilmington Pa 16142
Bonci Antoinette 1001 Warren Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Both Hoesl Ingrid Anna Cust 241 Francis St New Wilmington Pa 16142
Boughter Thomas 5 Wallace Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Brennan Richard F Est 520 N Croton Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Broshek Marie 2706 Mercer Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Brown Loyd A Estate RR 7 Box 161 New Castle Pa 16102
Bruno Robin Po Box 1690 New Castle Pa 16101
Buchanan Harriet 238 S Market St 304 New Wilmington Pa 16142
Buchowski Raymond Buchowski Marie Rd 6 Box 26 A New Castle Pa 16101
Bulazo Laura 2927 Glenda Dr New Castle Pa 16101
Burford Eugene Estate RR 1 New Wilmington Pa 16142
Burley Michael 145 Enclave Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Burnett Rich 230 Hazelcroft Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Burrelli Charles 5 Fruitland Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Bussey Francis F Estate RR 2 English Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Byerley Grace Rt 7 Box 133 Mew Cosete Pa 16102
C
Cagno Antonett N Cagno Carmen 11 E Maitland Ln New Castle Pa 16105
Cain Jane 310 E Luttos St New Castle Pa
Capalbo Donna 376 Wilson Dr Apt 2 Wampum Pa 16157
Carbone Iva Rd 1 Box 159 E Edinburg Pa 16116
Caring Fdn C/O Jameson Memorial Hospital 1211 Wilmington Ave New Castle Pa
16105
Carsele Dorothy 8 Glen Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Cart Donna 411 Evergreen Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Chappell Donald RR 6 Box 245a New Castle Pa 16101
Chirozzi Ida 714 W North St Newcastle Pa 16101
Chirozzi Michael 714 W North St New Castle Pa
Choonchian Hovsep C/O City Rescue Mission Po Box 965 New Castle Pa 16103
Cioffi Anthony C/O Richard E Veri Assoc Inc 3215 Wilmington Rd Ste 105 Po Box 5057
New Castle Pa 16105
Clark John A RR 2 Box 2233 Wampum Pa 16157
Clark Lisa 1714 Highland Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Clark Richard 2310 Delaware Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Clark Stanley 1608 Hanna St New Castle Pa 16102
Cohen Charles Estate 34 E Washington St New Castle Pa 16101
Columbus Leroy 1905 Wilson Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Conant Alice 934 Adams St New Castle Pa 16101
Cook Anna L Rd 8 Lawnvie New Castle Pa 16101
Cook Jack Rd 8 Lawnview Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Cook Mary Estate 1219 N Croton Ave New Castle Pa 16101
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Cossentino Rose 318 Rhodes Pl New Castle Pa 16101
Cowan Wm 1415 Brdway Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Creative Color Display Inc 792 Commerce Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Custom 2000 Inc 1103 E Poland Ave Bessemer Pa 16112
Cwynar J 408 N Cedar St New Castle Pa 16102
Cwynar Maria 408 North Cedar St New Castle Pa 16102
Cypress Htljnt Inc PO Box 88 Attn T Quisenbery S Excprt Ellwood Cy Pa 16117
D
Daley Terri 148 State Line Rd Enon Valley Pa 16120
David Crothers 403 Lakewood Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Dawsons Orchards 122 Petersburg Rd Enon Valley Pa 16120
Decarbo Jennie 12 Maitland St New Castle Pa 16101
Demos Christopher 157 Blackstone Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Derry Kimberly 2009 W Washington St New Castle Pa 16101
Destinaire Investment Co Edward A 105 E Vine New Wilmington Pa 16142
Dicks Donald 318 Rhodes Pl New Castle Pa 16101
Dipaolo Frances Estate 225 E Long Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Direct Image Copy Systems 1054 Butler Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Domenick Joseph Domenick Ann 1500 N Beaver St New Castle Pa 16105
Dorothy Doherty Rd 2 Box 2433 Wampum Pa 16157
Duncan Orville Duncan Helen Rd 4 Box 372 New Pa 16101
Dunlap William Dunlap Ruth 47 Shenago Rd New Castle Pa 16105
E
Eckles Harry 317 East St Newcastle Pa 16101
Eckles Mary 317 East St New Castle Pa 16101
Edwards Jason Po Box 232 New Bedford Pa 16140
Elliott Thomas C III C/O E Bros Steel Box 551 New Castle Pa 16103
Eric Mcfall 104 Phillips Place New Castle Pa 16101
Estep Eloise 100 Knoll Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
F
Fagam James Jr Rd 3 Keno Rd Volant Pa 16156
Falba Jeffery Falba Sylvia Po Box 43 West Pittsburg Pa 16160
Faller Frank Estate 114 Cecil Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Faller Frank Estate Cecil Ave New Castle Pa
Fesler Margaret Estate 623 Lawrence Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
First Federal Savings Bank Po Box 671 New Castle Pa 16103
Fisher Charles 134 Fisher Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Fleeger Budd 703 E Reynolds St New Castle Pa 16101
Floss Miriam Estate RR 2 Box 1233 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Foodland 918 Beaver Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Frabotta Nicholas 4275 State Rte 208 New Wilmington Pa 16142
Frew John 922 Woodside Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Frisbee Donald 221 Park Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Fulton Lowell 134 E Moody Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Funk Christina 1052 Connoquenessing Tr Ellwood City Pa 16117
Fye Alberta 1007 Boroline St New Castle Pa 16101
G
Gallagher W W Estate Mr 11 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Gangone Kathleen 807 Jr High St New Castle Pa 16101
Garcia Sergio 303 Hearthstone Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Giangiulio Joseph 502 Division St New Castle Pa 16101
Gibson David B Est 1059 Adams St New Castle Pa 16101
Glen Wyrie Estate 837 Morton St New Castle Pa 16101
Graham Justin 687 Fletcher Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Green Elizabeth Ann Green J Walter 226 Beechwood Rd New Wilmington Pa 16142
Grgurina Mary 28 5th St Bessemer Pa 16112
Grimes Terry Estate 2101 Boyd School Rd Wampum Pa 16157
H
H Bruce & Sons Inc 648 E Washington St New Castle Pa 16101
Hac Co C/O First Western Tr Services 101 E Washington St New Castle Pa 16101
Hagedorn Carroll CO E Polk 1008 De New Castle Pa 16105
Hagedorn Larry J C/O E Polk 1008 Delaware A Newcastle Pa 16105
Hahn Marjorie Estate RR 1 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Hammond Jack 735 Castle St New Castle Pa 16101
Harding Philip Pensy Ln Hillsville Pa 16132
Harley John Estate 1905 Hamilton St New Castle Pa 16101
Harley John Estate 508 Countyline St New Castle Pa 16101
Harold Wimer 578 Bend Rd New Wilmington Pa 16142
Hart Emerson J RR 2 Box 2840 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Hartji Elliott Old Pulaski Rd RR 3 Box 438 New Castle Pa 16105
Hatchner Carl 3345 Wilmington Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Hazen William 1740 Windover Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Headberg Harold Estate Po Box 184 Bessemer Pa 16112
Henderson John Henderson David 2340 Pennsylvania Av New Castle Pa 16101
Henderson John 2100 Wilmington Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Herr Roy Po Box 402 W Pittsburgh Pa 16160
Hester Edna 1007 Boroline St New Castle Pa 16101
Hiles Patricia 232 Pearson St New Castle Pa 16101
Hill Shirley 1223 Rebecca New Castle Pa 16105
Hintsa Robert Hintsa Ida 427 Moody New Castle Pa 16105
Hogue Victor Hogue Dorothy Rd 2 Wampum Pa 16157
Hogue Helen R Estate Pearl & Wood St New Castle Pa 16101
Hoover Norma 988 Pine Glenn Rd Pulaski Pa Pulaski Pa 16143
Hopkins Melissa 212 N Ray St New Castle Pa 16101
Houk Jeffrey 400 Rose St Ellwood City Pa 16117
Houlette Joan 108 W Chartes St New Castle Pa 16102
Hutchison Annette 306 Mitchell Rd New Castle Pa 16105
I
Irene Robb 267 Edinburg Rd New Castle Pa 16102
Isenbert Gerald Bf 104 Nesbitt Rd Apt 27 New Castle Pa 16105
J
Jeannette Patsy 2705 River Rd Ellwood City Pa 16117
Jennie Quear Po Box 364 Bessemer Pa 16112
Jensen William 2643 78th Ct Ellwood City Pa
Johnson Dorothy Rd 4 Box 278 New Castle Pa 16101
Johnson Felicia Larue 1137 Booker Dr New Castle Pa 16101
Jokinen Mary 1308 Highland Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Jones Michelle H Cust 139 Shannon Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Jones Patricia Lynn 610 W State New Castle Pa 16101
Jordon Bonnie Rt 7 Box 133 Mew Cosete Pa 16102
K
Kaminc Zophie Estate C/O Guardian Lawrence Savs Bui RR 1 New Castle Pa
Kaufman D C Po Box 132 Edinburg Pa 16116
Keely Daniel 311 N Market St 12 New Wilmington Pa 16142
Kemp Tony 1028 Mable Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Kent Louis Kent Edna E Box 145 Wampum Pa 16157
Kerr Dorothy R Estate 107 Pine St New Castle Pa 16101
Kieler Edward Kieler Jane 1210 Clearview Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Kieler Edward 1210 Clearview Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Kieler Jane 1210 Clearview Ave Newcastle Pa 16101
Kildoo Bonnie Kildoo Lloyd 5836 County Line Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Kimpel Mabel L Est Rr1 New Wilmington Pa 16142
King Mark 236 Beachwood Dr New Wilmington Pa 16142
King Mark 236 Beachwood Dr Youngsttown Pa 16142
Kirsch Frank D Jr Kirsch Twila 1003 Boroling St New Castle Pa 16101
Kiser Helen V Estate Meadow Ave Bessemer Pa 16112
Klingensmith Eleanor Po Box 8941 New Castle Pa 16107
Kostlich Gilda 111 Shadyrest Rd Apt 306 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Kudlac Brian 739 Loma St Ellwood City Pa 16117
Kullen Kathleen Po Box 464 Pob 464 Ellwood City Pa 16117
L
Lam Takfun 624 Lawrence Ave Apt A Ellwood City Pa 16117
Landolfi Charles 430 9th St Ellwood City Pa 16117
Lang Richard 107 Clyde Ave Bessemer Pa 16112
Lascola Phillip 2011 Jackson Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Lawrence County Avts 750 Phelps Way New Castle Pa 16101
Lenhardt Phyllis Po Box 124 New Bedford Pa 16140
Lenn Jeffrey Twilight Mobile Home Park Edinburg Pa 16116
Leo Golba Constructi 149 Enclave Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Leslie Thomas Rigby PO New Castle Pa 16101
Lesniak Agnes R Estate 24 W Long Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Lewchenko Christine 302 W Madison New Castle Pa 16101
Liberty Mutual Ins 2501 Wilmington Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Linda Pounds 104 Thirteenth St Ellwood City Pa 16117
Lindy Paving Inc Rr3 Box 2a New Castle Pa 16105
Lockley Helen D Estate 3345 Wilmington Rd 301 New Castle Pa 16105
Lombardo Clara E Estate 816 Hazen St New Castle Pa 16101
Luca Dorothy E Estate 315 Pittsburgh Cir Ellwood City Pa 16117
Lutton Leeanne 1016 Agnew St New Castle Pa 16101
Lutz Ruth 4 Belaire Dr Apt 9 New Castle Pa 16105
Lyles Rhoda 711 Sampson St New Castle Pa 16101
M
M&M Insurance Group 713 Wilmington Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Maggie Gerald 206 West Fairmont Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Majors Shawn 1113 Ctr Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Mansell Patricia 3466 Carmela Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Mansfield Mabel 208 N Jefferson St C/O Turner Myers Funeral Home New Castle Pa
16101
Marie Marshall 407 East Garfield Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Marshall Maurice 506 Young St New Castle Pa 16101
Marts Charlotte Marts Eric 220 W Meshannock Ave Apt 9 New Wilmington Pa 16142
Marynak Rose 1310 12 S Jefferson St New Castle Pa 16101
Mayo Joseph 14 Homestead St New Castle Pa 16101
Mazzei Kathleen 3345 Wilmington Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Mcanulty Donna 603 Hollow Rd Enon Valy Pa Enon Valley Pa 16120
Mccannell Karla 848 Old Pittsburgh Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Mccarthy William 802 Neshannock New Castle Pa 16101
Mcconahy Eric 2509 Graceland Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Mccune Wendy 1712 Highland Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Mcfall Jayne J Estate 1120 S Mill St New Castle Pa 16101
Mcgivern Dorothy Estate 1004 Rose Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Mcgonigle Joseph 33 N Jefferson St New Castle Pa 16101
Mcmillen William Mcmillen Velma 1601 Huron Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Mcwhithey Harold R Estate RR 2 Box 1064a Ellwood City Pa 16117
Meehan John A Jr 131 Lincoln Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Meyer Joseph 311 W Fairmont Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Michalojko Joshua 24 Bellaire Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Miles William Miles William 230 Hazen Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Miles Thomas 232 Hazen Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Miles William 232 Hazen Ave Ellwoodcity Pa 16117
Milkiewicz Michael 3216 Concord St New Castle Pa 16105
Miller William Box 116 Edinburg Pa 16116
Mittica Nicholas 708 N Jefferson St New Castle Pa 16101
Mollie Lehmier 524 East Moody Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Montabon Louis Box 635 Boston Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Mooney Mary E Estate Rd 6 Butler Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Mora Eleanor 1711 Cameron Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Morgan Gloria M Estate 2534 Wilmington Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Morosi Darlene 28 5th St Bessemer Pa 16112
Moskal Mary Moskal Ann Mtd Rte 7 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Mudric Victoria 601 Perry St Ellwood City Pa 16117
Mulgrew Patrick Po Box 464 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Murphy Betty RR 2 Wampum Pa 16157
N
Nakatani Akiko 108 Chapin Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Natale Daniel J II Natale Daniel 206 W Meyer Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Neff Samuel Neff Evelyn RD 2 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Newcastle Co Inc Rt 18 N Rd 3 Box 322 New Castle Pa 16105
Nicks Auto Body 1712 Highland Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Ninoc John Cust 129 Hemlock Wy Ellwood City Pa 16117
Ninos John 11 Madison Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Noxon William Noxon Audrey Rd 2 Pulaski Pa 16143
Nugent Adaline O 144 Canary Ln Edinburg Pa 16116
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O
Ollie Linda L 32 Links Dr New Castle Pa 16101
On Cue 2650 Ellwood Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Ostrosky Ludwig S Est 428 Butz St New Castle Pa 16101
Owens Nellie Owens Frank 407 Hillside Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
P
Pandice Michael 107 W Euclid Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Papa Richard Papa Kathy 2705 Graceland Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Paris Mary 1003 Loraine Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Patricia H Litwinin And Wright Auto 8 West Fairmont Ave New Castle Pa 15105
Pauline M Duncan Silver Oaks Nursing 715 Harbor St New Castle Pa 16101
Pence George R 304 Wood St Ellwood City Pa
Perkins Tonya 103 E Lincoln Ave Apt/Flr 2 New Castle Pa 16101
Peters William 1607 National Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Phaves Burl Estate 513 Boyles Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Plunkett Harry 599 Norwood Dr Wampum Pa 16157
Pommersheim William 1401 Wilmington Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Pontius Kathryne Pontius George RD 4 New Castle Pa 16101
Presnar Henry J Estate 10 S Liberty St New Castle Pa 16102
Preston Motors Inc 148 State Line Rd Enon Valley Pa 16120
Prior Violet Po Box 44 New Bedford Pa 16140
Prosser Royden 832 Arlington Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Q
Quinn James Po Box 442 New Castle Pa 16101
R
Raney Viola R Estate R2 Mcclelland New Castle Pa 16101
Reese Mabel 125 West North St Apt 203 New Castle Pa 16101
Rhinehart Lee 112 East Laurel Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Richard Cotelesse 1703 W State St New Castle Pa 16101
Richardson Robert 278 Catalina Dr New Castle Pa 16105
Riggans Betty 221 Park Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Ritter Christopher PO Box 734 Wampum Pa 16157
Robert Anderson Rd 5 Box 230 New Castle Pa 16105
Robert Koch Estate 202 W Brant Ave New Castle Pa
Robertson B I 883 Cleland Mill Rd New Castle Pa 16102
Ruehle L Lucille Ruehle Earl 301 Ambrosia Rd Edinburg Pa 16116
Ruehle Stuart Ruehle Ellen Ruehle John 278 Ambrosia Rd Edinburg Pa 16116
Rushlander Michie 188 Pander Hollow Rd Ellwood City Pa 16117
S
Sankovich Helen Po Box 175 Bessemer Pa 16112
Sapp Dorothy Sapp William 5 E Fairfield Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Sapp Dorothy 320 E Lincoln Ave Apt 276 New Castle Pa 16101
Sarbo V 114 W Northview Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Schaible Jeremy 115 Park Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Schneider Dorthy C/O C A Schneider Chapin Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Scholze Denise Po Box 904 New Castle Pa 16103
Schramm Frederic Schramm Leora 403 Wayne Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Schweinsberg Bertha Schweinsberg Emmet Rd1 Elilwood City Pa 16117
Shaffer Harry M Jr 3238 Evergreen Rd Pulaski Pa 16143
Shaffer Howard 124 Lincoln St New Wilmington Pa 16142
Shannon Margaret N Estate Po Box 363 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Sheen Lenore Sheen Ralph Rd 5 Box 178 Lakewoo New Castle Pa 16105
Shevitz Christopher 1504 Hanna St New Castle Pa 16102
Shibler William 1288 Lindsey Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Sipes Russel Sipes Emma Rd 1 Pulaski Pa 16143
Sky Bank 101 East Washington St New Castle Pa 16103
Sky Bank PO Box 1488 New Castle Pa 16101
Skybank C/O C Seifrick 101 East Washington New Castle Pa 16101
Sloma William Po Box 2366 Mahoningtown Pa 16102
Smith Arthur Estate 219 Westmoreland St Wilmington Pa
Smith Harold 1421 S Jefferson New Castle Pa 16102
Smith Mildred 137 E Garfield Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Smith William Rd 3 Box 851 Pulaski Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Sniezek Boleslawa Estate RR 4 Box 6 New Castle Pa 16101
Southside Comm Recreation Fund Po Box 421 New Castle Pa 16103
Sparr Mary Sparr David Po Box 52 West Pittsburg Pa 16160
Spoon Thomas 914 Rose Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Stanley Mark 25 S Scotland Ln New Castle Pa 16101
Stefano Jodi Po Box 7742 New Castle Pa 16107
Stouffer James Est 5173 Perry Hwy Volant Pa 16156
Streit Joseph 3119 Ellwood Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Sumner Dan 1603 Wilmington Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Swanson Mary Estate 1305 Delaware Ave New Castle Pa 16105
Swesey Sylvia Swesey Price Rd2 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Symbala Angie 410 Short St Apt 607 Ellwood City Pa 16117
Szabo Anne 125 W N St Apt 133 New Castle Pa 16101
T
Tadesse Girma 420 Waldo St New Castl Pa 16101
Teleis Thomas 112 Smithfield St New Castle Pa 16101
Theodore Dinardo Rd 1 Edinburg Pa 16116
Thomas Michael 318 E Long New Castle Pa 16101
Timmons Dorothy G RR 1 Pulaski Pa 16143
Tomei Mary 802 Beaver Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Tomon Bertha M Estate 1906 Hamilton St New Castle Pa 16101
Tomri Margaret 802 Beaver Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Torey Travis 917 Woodland Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Tritt Ralph Tritt Jean 1217 Ctr Ave Ellwood City Pa 16117
Trott Josephine Estate Of Frank J Trott New Castle Pa 16102
Turner Clara F 29 Pittsburgh Cir Ellwood City Pa 16117
U
Universal Refractories Inc Po Box 97 Wampum Pa 16157
V
Valley Drug 209 Green Ridge Rd New Castle Pa 16105
Varley Lee 101 Oakwood Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Veronesi Ida Rdp Box 348 Covert Rd New Castle Pa 16101
Vincent Michael 195 Kathleen Dr Apt 2 New Castle Pa 16105
W
Waliszak Mary Estate 108 Northview Ave New Castle Pa 16101
Wallace Joseph 469 Carson St New Castle Pa 16105
Ward Lawrence 26 Conestoga Trail Rd Apt 1 Pulaski Pa 16143
Ward Lawrence A 318 Rhodes Place Apt 221 New Castle Pa 16101
Westover Richard 4971 Matthews Rd Edinburgh Pa 16116
Whitman Elmer 323 N Cascade St New Castle Pa 16101
Whitman Thelma 323 N Cascade St New Castle Pa 16101
Wiitahon Wlmer 323 N Cascade St New Castle Pa 16101
Williams Ida 1146 Brookshire Dr New Castle Pa 16101
Wilson Lillian 347 Mount Vernon Dr Ellwood City Pa 16117
Woloswich Stella Estate 1803 Hamilton St New Castle Pa 16101
Womer Ralph Po Box 35 Hillsville Pa 16132
Y
Yeany Donald 1223 Ctr Ave Ellwood Pa 16117
Z
Zarilla Elizabeth Zarilla James 2809 N Mercer St New Castle Pa 16105
Lebanon County
A
Aarst 2502 S 5th Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Academy Card & Part 634 Cumberland St Lebanon Pa 17042
Agway Feed 320 North 16th St Lebanon Pa 17046
Albright Marian Albright James 1306 Quentin Rd Lebanon Pa 17042
Allen Marylou 3089 W Oak St Lebanon Pa 17042
Allwein Christena 519 State Dr Lebanon Pa 17042
Arnold Industries Ret Pl Po Box 630 Lebanon Pa 17042
Arocho Jillian 1102 E Lehman St 4 Lebanon Pa 17046
Audio Zone The 420 E Cumberland St Lebanon Pa 17042
Avilla Rachel 528 Lehman St Lebanon Pa 17046
B
Baez Christopher 317 N 5th St Lebanon Pa 17046
Baker Mildred 244 S 8th St Lebanon Pa 17042
Bangert Jeff 123 Macintosh Dr Palmyra Pa 17078
Bare George H Jr Box 1354 Lebanon Pa 17042
Beard Wesley 21 Arbor Dr Myerstown Pa 17067
Beaver Enetta 234 South Quince Lebanon Pa 17042
Beaver Richard 234 South Quince Lebanon Pa
Beck Eleanor 715 Klein Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Behney Claire 5 W Maple Ave Myerstown Pa 17067
Bell Patricia 513 Weidman St Lebanon Pa 17046
Belmonte Aniris 345 S 16th St Apt H1 Lebanon Pa 17042
Benham David 547 W Cherry St Palmyra Pa 17078
Benzel Lisa 525 Kutztown Rd Myerstown Pa 17067
Bernhard Grace R 215 S Railrd St Myerstown Pa 17067
Bicher Warren S 309 N Mechanic St Fredericksburg Pa 17026
Blatt Mildred 319 E Penn Ave Cleona Pa 17042
Block Genevieve Estate 719 Spring St Lebanon Pa 17042
Blyler Jacquelyne Blyler Richard 989 Nancy Ln Lebanon Pa 17042
Boger Annie 523 Church St Lebanon Pa 17046
Bordin Hompikul PO Box 58 Lawn Pa 17041
Bordlemay M R Est C/O Twin Oaks Nrsng Ct 90 W Main St Po Box 137 Campbelltown
Pa 17010
Bordlemay M R Twin Oaks Nrsng Ct 90 W Main St Po Box 137 Campbelltown Pa
17010
Bowman Bernice M Bowman Wendy 426 W Maple St Palmyra Pa 17078
Boyer Ester Boyer David 1919 Church St Lebanon Pa 17046
Brady Carl RR 1 Lebanon Pa 17042
Brandt Margaret Rt 1 Box 601 Newmanstown Pa 17073
Bretz Janet Po Box 1583 Lebanon Pa 17042
Brightbill Cindy 110 Hoover Myerstown Pa 17067
Brightbill Ruth I Rm 245 Stone Ridge Village Myerstown Pa 17067
Brown James C Cust Brown Bruce A 2383 Quarry Rd Lebanon Pa 17046
Brownsperger B J Estate 2234 Church St Lebanon Pa 17046
Buds Mini Market Inc 299 West Lincoln Ave Myerstown Pa 17067
C
Carbo Nell Debora Debora Lebanonon Lebanon Pa 17046
Carbonell Debora 367n8st Lebanon Pa 17046
Carmean Edna Carmean Clark Rte I Annville Pa 17003
Carpenter Kathryn Po Box 160 Mount Gretna Pa 17064
Carroll Wendi Lot 4 Green Acres Mhp Lebanon Pa 17331
Cedeno Asdrubal Cedeno Jill 131 South Brd St Myerstown Pa 17067
Chapman Silvia 162 Airport Rd Fredericksburg Pa 17026
Chen Yen Hua Lawn Plaza Po Box 289 Lawn Pa 17041
Chevere Jose 728 Chestnut St 2nd Floor Lebanon Pa 17042
Christman Willis Christman Helen 200 Adam Dr Lebanon Pa 17042
Clements Dennis 20 On The Grn Lebanon Pa 17042
Clementsen Lida & Clementsen 440 E Lincoln Ave L−67 Myerstown Pa 17067
Coleman Chapel 640 N 7th St Lebanon Pa 17046
Collinsville Discount Ctr Inc 1251 East Main St Annville Pa 17003
Condran James 115 Mifflin St Lebanon Pa 17046
Conner Delphine J 924 Water St Lebanon Pa 17046
Conner James 924 Water St Lebanon Pa 17046
Conrad Dennis 10 Walden Rd Lebanon Pa 17042
Country Gentleman 124 East Main St Fredericksburg Pa 17026
Cramer Jonell 1332 E Cumberland St Lebanon Pa 17042
Cramer Lucille E Estate 826 Church St Lebanon Pa 17046
Crockett Glenn 1114 Mifflin St 1 Lebanon Pa 17046
Cruz Felix 57 Canal St Lebanon Pa 17046
Cynthia Herbst 117 First Ave 4 Annville Pa 17003
D
Dandrea Joseph 1109 Hunters Chase Ln Lebanon Pa 17046
Danjou Nancy N 1210 Tulpehocken Rd Richland Pa 17087
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Darrell Wayne 305 S White Oak St 4 Annville Pa 17003
Davis Wesley 15 Whitney Way Lebanon Pa 17042
Deck Lillian M Estate 1528 Elm St Lebanon Pa 17042
Delk Cheryl Delk Eddie 621 Plaza Apartments Lebanon Pa 17042
Demler Christin I Demler John 102 E Penn Cleona Pa 17042
Devitz John 103 N Larksbur Dr Palmyra Pa 17078
Diaz Ailyn 105 Riders Way Lebanon Pa 17042
Difava Louis 121 Ironmaster Rd Lebanon Pa 17042
Dillon Terrence 889 Miller St Lebanon Pa 17046
Doll Mary E 103 N Larksbur Dr Palmyra Pa 17078
Drum Ernest Drum Emma 1006 Daffodile Dr Lebanon Pa 17042
Dubble Amos 16 N Lebanon St Lebanon Pa 17042
Dyer Stuart Dyer Vara 432 Lehman St Labanon Pa 17046
E
Early George H Jr Early George H Sr 390 N Partridge St Lebanon Pa 17046
Electronics Ebay 111 Lost St Lebanon Pa 17046
Engle Ruth 517 Hackman Rd Newmanstown Pa 17073
Eschenfelder Kathleen Ann 447 E Maple St Annville Pa 17003
Escoto Edy 515 Walnut St Lebanon Pa 17046
Eshelman Glenn 1418 Lafayette St Lebanon Pa 17042
Estrella Enver 940 Cumberland St Lebanon Pa 17042
Etter Alan 1817 Carlton Dr Lebanon Pa 17042
Evans Eston E Estate 36 N Lincoln St Palmyra Pa 17078
Evans Larry L Estate 36 N Lincoln St Palmyra Pa 17078
F
Fake Dorothy N Fake Elvin 37 Willow Cleona Pa 17042
Fake Robert 157 Lighthouse Dr Jonestown Pa 17038
Fidler Arthur R Est 117 W Washington Ave Myerstown Pa 17067
Fidler David 25 Sandy Dr Annville Pa 17003
Firestine William G Rr2 Lebanon Pa 17042
Firestone Carl Po Box 165 Myerstown Pa 17067
First B Church 843 Kreider St Lebanon Pa 17042
Folk James 39 E Pershing Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Frantz Stephanie 322 N 7th St Lebanon Pa 17046
Friedrich Cheryl For Lila Chapman 4 Gdn Ln Centralia Pa 17087
Furman Arlene M Estate RR 4 Myerstown Pa 17067
G
Gambino Antonio 1918 Wexford Rd Palmyra Pa 17078
Geib Freddy 604 Walnut St Apt 16 Lebanon Pa 17042
Gepfer Bernice A Estate Rte 1 Palmyra Pa 17078
Gettle Verna Po Box 137 Lebanon Pa 17042
Gingrich Harry 138 N College St Palmyra Pa 17078
Gingrich Joseph A Jr 1390 Park Dr Palmyra Pa 17078
Glue Lam Inc N Lincoln Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Gogets Naamah M Estate R 3 Myerstown Pa 17067
Gordon Donald Rd 2 Box 4432−A Jonestown Pa 17038
Graybill Luetta Graybill J Carl 442 Monroe Valy Dr Jonestown Pa 17038
Grenon Wilrose 42 N Washington St Cleona Pa 17042
Grier Steven 2602 E King St Lebanon Pa 17042
Griesemer Frederick H C/O Farmers Trust Bank Trust Dept Po Box 448 Lebanon Pa
17042
Griesemer Sarah H CO Farmers Trust Bank Trust D Lebanon Pa 17042
Griesemer Sarah H Est Po Box 478 Lebanon Pa 17042
Griffin Karen 224 Oak Ln Palmyra Pa 17078
Griffith Nikia 301 South First Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Groff Hilda Est 325 W Carpenter Ave Myerstown Pa 17067
Grumbine Daniel R2 Myerstown Pa 17067
H
Haag Regina 1302 Miller St Lebanon Pa 17042
Hainly Mary 426 Walnut St Lebanon Pa 17042
Hamme Marc 3565 Oak St Lebanon Pa 17042
Harahus Peter C/O S H Wood 23 Plymouth Dr Jonestown Pa 17038
Harrison Norman 1594 Cumberland St Apt 103 Lebanon Pa 17042
Hartman Darryl 257 S Sheridan Rd Newmanstown Pa 17073
Harvey Raymond Estate 417 Union St Lebanon Pa 17042
Hassler Marian 462 Beechwood Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Hayes Robert 1030 Rochard Ave Lebanon Pa 17046
Heilman Jan 352 N 7th St Leb Pa 17046
Heinbaugh Tonya 76 E Brookfield Dr Lebanon Pa 17046
Heller Jane R Cornwall Manor Box 125 Laurel Place 323 Cornwall Pa 17016
Hernandez Michell Po Box 7234 Lebanon Pa 17046
Herr Helen M Estate 1110 Oak St Lebanon Pa 17042
Hess Eva M 138 N College St Palmyra Pa 17078
Hess Eva M 255 W North Ave Apt 2c Palmyra Pa 17078
Hock Charlott Hock William R1 Fredericksbur Pa 17026
Hoffer Debra K 647 E Elm St Palmyra Pa 17078
Hoffer Kent RR 4 Box 2085 Lebanon Pa 17042
Horn Christopher 2075 North 7th St Lebanon Pa 17046
Horney Anthony 7 Batz Ln Jones Town Pa 17038
Houser Grace 36 Highland Glen St Lebanon Pa 17042
Huber John 631 Waevertown Rd Myerstown Pa 17067
Hullihen Russell Est 207 Barrington Ct Palmyra Pa 17078
Humer John 34 S 11th St Lebanon Pa 17042
I
Irvin Melinda 22 W Main Ave Apt B Myerstown Pa 17067
Isakov Maureen Cust 322 Arthur Ct Newmanstown Pa 17073
J
Jackard Richard A 614 Aspen Ln Lebanon Pa 17042
Johnson Christopher 526 Walnut St Lebanon Pa 17042
Jones Vernon 2024 Acorn Dr Lebanon Pa 17042
Jorfi Jay 144 North Ulrich St Apt H Annville Pa 17003
K
Karli Doris Karli Thomas 365 N 12th Lebanon Pa 17046
Kathryn W Rittle Tod Kathryn W Trust Kathryn W Rittle Tod 103 Larkspur Dr Apt 45
Palmyra Pa 17078
Katton Llc Shapex PO Box 557 Jonestown Pa 17038
Keilholz Melissa 288 Tice Ln Lebanon Pa 17042
Keishc John 800 Willow St Apt 70 Lebanon Pa 17046
Keller William 430 Walnut St Lebanon Pa 17042
Key Technology 929 Mount Zion Rd Lebanon Pa 17046
Kim Merinda Kim John 232 Oak Ln Palmyra Pa 17078
Kimmel Thomas Kimmel Anna 540 Hill St Lebanon Pa 17042
Kipp Janelle 425 22nd St Lebanon Pa 17046
Kleinfelter Harry 110 Hoover Myerstown Pa 17067
Knapp Wilbert Knapp Valera 309 Mifflin St Lebanon Pa 17042
Knibbs Edward 6 Cherry Ln Jonestown Pa 17038
Koelzer Evelyn M Estate Cornwall Hts Cornwall Pa
Kolacek Raymond 240 W Queen St Annville Pa 17003
Kowker Donna 921 Willow Ln Lebanon Pa 17046
Kramer Bradley 81 E Brookfield Dr Lebanon Pa 17046
Krissinger Scott 14 Batz Ln Jonestown Pa 17038
Krum Mahlon 1551 N State Rt 934 Annville Pa 17003
Kunkle Myllee 924 Stauffers Church Rd Palmyra Pa 17078
L
Lafountain Michael 16 Myway Dr 2 Palmyra 17078
Larue Flammer RR 2 Box 429 Annville Pa 17003
Larue Snyder RR 2 Myerstown Pa 17067
Lash Jack Lash Ivie 717 Glennwood St Lebanon Pa 17042
Lebanon Farms Disposal Po Box 38c Schaefferstown Pa 17088
Lebanon Vamc 1700 S Lincoln Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Lee Lionel I 1 Royal Rd Lebanon Pa 17042
Lehman Glen R Jr Lehman Kathryn 106 Elm Ave Fredericksburg Pa 17026
Leino Louise RR 1 Box 512 Newmanstown Pa 17073
Lesher Lee 520 N 934 Ucc Home Annville Pa 17003
Levendis Michael 920 East Canal St Lebanon Pa 17042
Light Earla 345 S 16th St Apt 4j Lebanon Pa 17042
Long Dawn M 355 W Main Ave Myerstown Pa 17067
Lopez Rosa 831 Crowell St Lebanon Pa 17046
Louder Frederick Rd St And Maple Ave PO Box 667 Mount Gretna Pa 70640
Ludwig Associates 1 Vinal St Newmanstown Pa 17073
Lutz Kay S Estate 340 Pershing Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Lutz Kevin 1132 E Cumberland St Lebanon Pa 17042
Lynch Gertrude Lynch Francis 528 Mill St Lebanon Pa 17042
M
Maldonado Edwin 324 E Weidman St Apt C Lebanon Pa 17046
Maley James P Jr 48 Woodbury St Lebanon Pa Lebanon Pa 17042
Martorano Anita 403 Chestnut St Lebanon Pa 17042
Matos Liza 912 Walnut St Apt Ph Lebanon Pa 17042
Mayer Elba 30 Chapel Dr Jonestown Pa 17038
Mays Allen W Sr RD 1 Myerstown Pa 17067
Maysjr Allen RD 1 Myerstown Pa 17067
Mccue Alma 816 Joffre St Lebanon Pa 17046
Mcdevitt Robert RR 7 Box 760 Lebanon Pa 17042
Mckinney Donald 322 S 8th St Lebanon Pa 17042
Mclean Tabatha 500 Weavertown Rd Lebanon Pa 17046
Med Gsh E 1111 Guilford St Lebanon Pa 17046
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacies 30 W Main St Palmyra Pa 17078
Medina Efran 46 South 8th St Apt 204 Lebanon Pa 17042
Meyer Jennifer C/O Cap 1 Bank 17 Maple St Lebanon Pa 17046
Meyer Jennifer C/O Kay 17 Maple St Lebanon Pa 17046
Mikes Pharmacy 452 W Lincoln Ave Myerstown Pa 17067
Miller Milton Miller Annette 840 Cornwall Rd Lebanon Pa 17042
Miller Beth 742 Barbara Ann Dr Lebanon Pa 17046
Miller John 609 E Main St Palmyra Pa 17078
Miller Mary D Est RR1 Box 301 Palmyra Pa 17078
Miller Maurice A Estate 366 N Plum St Lebanon Pa 17046
Miller Nora R2 Lebanon Pa
Miller Raymond Rd 1 Lebanon Pa 17042
Miller Sidney 208 E Pershing Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Minnich Virgina 106 Princeton Ave Mount Gretna Pa 17064
Mjcc Llc 1308 E Main St Palmyra Pa 17078
Modern Rug Company 123 Macintosh Dr Palmyra Pa 17078
Moll Leon 129 West Main St Newmanstown Pa 17073
Montgomery Neil 161 Hearthstone Ln Lebanon Pa 17042
Moyer Emily 4 Colonial Dr Lebanon Pa 17042
Moyer Kevin Alyn 531 North Mill St Jonestown Pa 17038
Mummau Martha 414 E Main St Palmyra Pa 17078
N
Nace Dale B Jr 922 Lehman St Lebanon Pa 17046
Nafzinger Jerry Po Box 163 314 Market St Schaefferstown Pa 17088
Naidu Sanjiv Po Box 1562 Lebanon Pa 17042
Noll Pamela 6040 Colebrook Rd Palmyra Pa 17078
Norton Charles 1811 Ctr St Lebanon Pa 17042
O
Odonnell Cora I 101 W Richland Ave Myerstown Pa 17067
Ono Transportation C Po Box 74 Ono Pa 17077
Orourke Frances L Est Rd 1 Myerstown Pa 17067
Ortiz Jorge Flores 46 S 8th St Apt 203 Lebanon Pa 17042
P
Paddock Neil 13a E Main St Palmyra Pa 17078
Paff Annabelle K Estate 2024 Cleveland Ave W Lawn Pa 17041
Paramont Sports Complex Inc 21 Landings Dr Annville Pa 17003
Parker Rhett 547 W Cherry St Palmyra Pa 17078
Parras Carlos 348 N 10th Str Lebano Pa 17046
Peffley Marjorie 10350 Jonestown Rd Annville Pa 17003
Perry Betty M Estate 412 Davis Ln Lebanon Pa
Phillippi Carole S Estate 525 S College St Myerstown Pa 17067
Pinskey Dorothy M 746 Maple St Lebanon Pa 17046
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Pitt Alisa Osullivan Jessielee 110 Pennsylvania Ave Mount Gretna Pa 17064
Plotnik Samuel Rt 2 Box 474 Annville Pa 17003
Pml Enterprises Inc Dba Feather And Fin 829 Bowman St Lebanon Pa 17042
Porzucek Connie 108 Willow Ln Palmyra Pa 17078
Pyle Gary 119 Stanley Dr Palmyra Pa 17078
Q
Quaid Beverly Rt 2 Box 474 Annville Pa 17003
R
Ramos Luis 510 Walnut St Lebanon Pa 17042
Readinger Kathryn D Estate 1921 Ctr St Lebanon Pa 17042
Reaser James Valy Rd Po Box 261 Mt Gretna Pa 17064
Reese Catherine 1012 Guilford St Lebanon Pa 17046
Regar Charlott Regar Glayton Dekulb St Rd 3 Morristown Pa 17067
Rhine Michael 1102 E Lehman St Lebanon Pa 17046
Rhoad Jody Lynn 50 Main St Ono Pa 17077
Richard A Jackard Cust 614 Aspen Ln Lebanon Pa 17042
Richer Mike 9 Century Ln Newmanstown Pa 17073
Riegel Marilyn W RR 3 Lebanon Pa 17046
Rieger Erik 452 Kutztown Rd Myerstown Pa 17067
Rigual Diaz Jose Anibal 426 Lehman St Lebanon Pa 17046
Roca Jose Roca 1821 Chestnut St Lebanon Pa 17042
Romero Sanchez Raul 372 N 10th St Lebanon Pa 17046
Romonoski Francis 16 Kauffman Ave Mount Gretna Pa 17064
Rongey Eric Nicklaus 31 West Main Ave Apt 4 Myerstown Pa 17067
Rosado Jose Cruz 512 N 10th St Apt 4 Lebanon Pa 17046
Rosengrant Jennifer Po Box 2 Myerstown Pa 17067
Ross George S Jr Po Box 301 Scaefferstown Pa 17088
Royer Woodrow 1005 Cumberland St Lebanon Pa 17042
Rudisill Erhlin 119 North Crest Acres Lebanon Pa 17046
Rudolph Ann 133 S 9th St Lebanon Pa 17042
Rudy Margaret Rudy Richard 605 S 8th St Lebanon Pa 17042
Russell Christy 113 N Cherry St Annville Pa 17003
Rutt Mandie 441 E Lincoln Ave Myerstown Pa 17067
S
San Chethra 1039 Kathleen St Lebanon Pa 17046
Sattazahn Kathryn Sattazahn A Bruce 2024 Weavertown Rd Lebanon Pa 17046
Schaeffer Earl 9 E Richland Myerstown Pa 17067
Schaeffer Ricky 14 Old State Rd Jonestown Pa 17038
Schlappig George Est 1111 Reinoehl St Apt 303 Lebanon Pa 17046
Schneider Elmer Schneider Helen 257 Locust Cleona Pa 17042
Scott Louisa 305 Greentree Vill Lebanon Pa 17042
Sekandari Leila Po Box 99 Jonestown Pa 17038
Seyfert Charles Seyfert Joseph Rd 1 Annville Pa 17003
Shank Herbert T Jr Po Box 230 School Rd Myerstown Pa 17067
Shay William J 310 S 2nd Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Shepp Margaret 1541 Oak St Lebanon Pa 17042
Shirey Laura 332 S 9th St Lebanon Pa 17042
Shirey Walter 185 Furnace Ct Lebanon Pa 17042
Shupp Charlott Shupp Donald 2008 E Pennsylvania Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Singer Nanette W 1533 Cambridge Ct Palmyra Pa 17078
Sinha Janardan Sinha Chhabi 68 Walden Rd Lebanon Pa 17042
Slaybaugh Carrie B Estate RR 2 Annville Pa 17003
Snead Lynn PO Box 42 Lebanon Pa 17042
Snyder Elizabeth W 231 Stoneridge Vlg Myerstown Pa 17067
Snyder George 109 North 12th St Lebanon Pa 17046
Snyder Robert S Hillcrest Vw Myerstown Pa 17067
Springborn James L Lot 18 Sycamore Trailer Park Lebanon Pa 17042
Staley Glenn 538 North 8th St Lebanon Pa 17046
Stellar Stephen A Stellar Margaret 405 South 6th St Lebanon Pa 17042
Stewart Jorja 1950 S 5th Ave 17 Lebanon Pa 17042
Stoessel Stephen M 1016 Mifflin St Lebanon Pa 17046
Stohler Lesley Stohler Kevin 435 Sheep Hill Rd Newmanstown Pa 17073
Stone Melissa 193 Lindbergh Dr Palmyra Pa 17078
Strubhar George 238 South Tenth St Lebanon Pa 17042
Suburban Propane Lp 314 South 16th St Lebanon Pa 17042
Superior Pre−Owned Palmyra 803 West Main St Palmyra Pa 17078
Sutton David Po Box 568 Schaefferstown Pa 17088
Sweeney Helen Estate 550 E Main St Annville Pa 17003
Swope John J Estate 14 E High St Lebanon Pa 17042
T
Taylor Erik 11 Hematite Ln Cornwall Pa 17016
Templin Caroline R 689 N 24th St Lebanon Pa 17046
The Pilgrim Fellowship Inc Po Box 557 Lebanon Pa 17042
Thomas Ben 505 Lehman St Apt 8 Lebanon Pa 17046
Thong Hieng S 409 Mill Bridge Dr Lebanon Pa 17042
Till Lucille 701 State Dr Apt 2 Lebanon Pa 17042
Tittle John 115 S 1st Ave Apt 4 Annville Pa 17003
Trio Family Llc Lickdale Ind Park 2 Micro Dr Jonestown Pa 17038
Troutman Alice Estate RR 1 Myerstown Pa 17067
Troutman Ellsworth C 213 W Park Ave Myerstown Pa 17067
U
Ulrich Richard S 820 N 6th St Lebanon Pa 17046
V
Vance Pat 1930 Wexford Rd Palmyra Pa 17078
Via Frank 172 Fishe Ave Lebanon Pa 17042
Video Update 1715 Quentin Rd Lebanon Pa 17042
Vilma Blair 515 E Main St Palmyra Pa 17078
Vitale Susan 413 Royal Rd Palmyra Pa 17078
W
Wallace Nichole Wallace Russell 414 Cindy Dr Jonestown Pa 17038
Walters Kammy 305 W Maple St Palmyra Pa 17078
Walters Lydia Apt 3h 255 W North Ave Palmyra Pa 17078
Washington Street Castings Inc Attn A/R Manager 376 Mountville Dr Lebanon Pa
17046
Waughtel Lawrence 643 Horseshoe Pike Lebanon Pa 17042
Weaber Inc 1231 Mount Wilson Rd Lebanon Pa 17042
Weaber Janet 3 Palmyra Bellegrove Rd Annville Pa 17003
Weaver Kevin 5453 Pentridge St Newmanstown Pa 17073
Weddle Eleanore Weddle Lewis 1102 Willow Lebanon Pa 17046
Weirich Violet Weirich Jemes 34 Lehman St Lebanon Pa 17046
Weising Paul 107 Cornwall Hills Dr Lebanon Pa 17042
Weiss Pamela 802 Walnut St Lebanon Pa 17042
Wessner Brooke Wessner Hattie 520 E Main St Palmyra Pa 17078
White Annette 720 North 8th St Lebanon Pa 17046
White Jean 127 Spruce Park Lebanon Pa 17046
Wiehe James 1 Rupp Rd Fredericksburg Pa 17026
Will Alice 6 Greenbriar Dr Myerstown Pa 17067
Williams Bobby Jo 121 North 12th St Lebanon Pa 17046
Williams Lois 132 Hearthside Ln Hearthstone Manor Lebanon Pa 17042
Wilson Richard 1025 Harmony Hl Lebanon Pa 17046
Wise Arlene 1551 Cambridge Ct Palmyra Pa 17078
Wise Jr William E Estate Rd 2 Jonestown Pa
Wlaziak Mark S 124 Plaza Apts Lebanon Pa 17042
Wolfe Dana 72 Pine Meadow Rd Lebanon Pa 17046
Wolfe Robert 500 South Duke St Palmyra Pa 17078
Wright Michele 181 Furnace Ct Lebanon Pa 17042
Wunderlich Mary H Est 255 W North Ave Apt 2l Palmyra Pa 17078
Y
Yeagley Woodrow 1 Myerstown Pa 17067
Young Jeffrey 1200 Mine Rd Lebanon Pa 17042
Z
Zechman Versel Zechman James R2 Green Point Jonestown Pa 17038
Zechman Versel M Rd 2 Jonestown Pa 17038
Zern Samuel L Jr 2421 Mifflin St Lebanon Pa 17046
Ziegler Excavating Inc 1011 Beech St Palmyra Pa 17078
Zimmerman Arthur R Apt L04 440 E Lincoln Ave Myerstown Pa 17067
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Andrews Russell Po Box 167
Derr Alice 22 W State St
Geist William A Est Po Box 87
Jessum Robert 127 Greiss St
Jessum Robert D 127 Greiss St
Kruse Richard H Kruse Arthur W W Second
Mcdaid Patrick J 8013 Heritage Dr
Muckey Shannon Muckey Chase Muckey Keith R 1606 Greystone Cir
Rabenold Miriam I Est RR 1
Romig Fern A 38 Front St
Sheiver Russell Estate RR 1
Shelly Lois 10 Stone Ave
Wiley Christopher 100 Cobblestone Ct
Wiley Christopher A Wiley Isabel Wiley Robert C Po Box 287
Allentown
A Treat Bottling Co 2001 Union Blvd
Aarons Irving 551 Parkside Ct
Abbott Carolyn 669 Dixon St
Abreu Malissa 719 Chew St
Ace Insurance Agency 1902 Union Blvd
Acker Mary P Po Box 1608
Adams Doris G 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Adams Michelle M 623 N Front St
Aetna Po Box 3914
Aetna Us Healthcare Po Box 3910
Aetna Us Po Box 3936
Agosto Victor 730 N 6th St
Agra Earth And Environmental Po Box 3923
Ahccs Po Box 3923
Air Products & Chemical 7201 Hamilton Blvd Attn Tax Dept
Al Dente Italian Restaurant 1901 Hamilton St
Alfonso Todd III 1501 W Chew St Apt A
Allentown Hospital School Of Nursing Class Of 1988 4526 S Cedarbrook Rd
Alvarez Nereida Alvarez Jorge 901 Genesee St
Alves Mary C 1130 N 16th St
Amador Orlando 730 N Brick St
American Express 7535 Windsor Dr Ste 104a
Anasco Danillo R 1309 South Congress St Apt 207
Ancker David 645 S Front St
Anderson Bdg Corporation 7010 Snowdrift Rd
Anderson Ronald 1030 N 20th St
Andrade Jose 527 W Turner St
Andrzejewska Zofia 188 Susquehanna Tr
Angelo Aviles Jr And Sterling Auto 1126 W Tilghman St
Apgar Sally A 35 N Fulton St
Aponte Luis 914 Chew St
Apostolico Marlene K 1027 Debbie Ln
Appel Mary C/O Green Meadows 1545 Greenleaf Stroom 218
Araujo Susan M 241 S Franklin St
Arias Luisa M 30 N 12th St
Arner Marie 640 W Chew St
Arnold Diane H 629 North Sherman St
Arroyo Juan 220 N Howard St
Arroyo Luis C Apt 2 802 W Walnut St
Arroyo Richard 220 N Howard St
Aryee Alvin 1213 B E Marks St
Asmus Elizabeth Asmus Greyson I 1330 Hamilton St Apt C
Assaf Nadia Y 375 Linden St
Atiyeh Nejoud 0 1113 Springhouse Rd
Atiyehs Tire & Auto Center Inc 228 N 7th St 242
Atshaw Augusta 523 N 9th St
Avila Cintya 816 12 N 4th St
Avy Cedric N 4025 West St 2 B
Ayala Gilberto J 120 N Saint George St
Ayala Wesley X 348 N 9th St Apt 1sfl
Ayalatapia Esteban 701 W Gordon St Apt 4
Azar George 850 N Halstead St Trlr B6
Baas Ann T Estate 720 N 26th St
Baatz Edgar O 1603 South St
Bachman Edwin 1064 Gata Rd
Baer David A 421 1/2 Union St
Baer Viola 421 1 2 Union St
Bailey Anna M 2232 29th St Sw Apt C23
Baker Park Investmen 3440 Lehigh St Suite 174
Balliet Franklin S Cedar View Apts 71
Balliet Franklin S Cedar View Apts 718
Bani Auto Repair 1617 Sumner Ave
Banzhof Maryanne W 1230 N 35th St
Banzhofvmd Kenneth E 1230 N 35th St
Baran Joann M 824 Jackson St
Barclay Gladys S Barclay John R 771 Emmaus Ave
Barette Mildred Est 3004 W Greenleaf St
Bartol Stella Estate 314 E Tioga St
Basseches Edith 618 N Glenwood St
Bastian Carpet One 6176 Hamilton Blvd
Bauer Irma F 613 N Penn St
Bayak Helen M Bayak John A 626 N 26th St
Beam Joseph 1011 W Tilghman St
Bechtel David J 524 North Howard St
Beckman Mabel A 620 Cedar
Beishline Dorothy 1316 Saint John St
Beitzel Virginia B Beitzel Leroy 1604 Greenleaf
Bell & Howell Mail 795 Roble Rd
Bell Sponging Co 333 W Ct St Ste 2009
Beller Shawn M 217 N Fulton St
Beltran Juan Jr 537 N 10th St
Bender Marquerite 1409 Liberty St
Benedix Shawn P 3140 B Tilghman Apt 326
Bensinger Thelma 105 N 12th St
Berg Nelson A 1337 W Allen St Apt 309
Berge Patricia A 2854 Moravian Ave
Bergstresser Eleanor B 1925 W Turner St Apt A202a
Bermeo Pedro 618 W Liberty St 1f
Bernecker Theresa 2235 Walnut St Apt B
Best Pearl M 1440 W Walnut St Apt 1701
Betancourt Elioenai 728 N 7th St
Bey Leroy 1441 W Linden St
Bezi Patricia 404 W Hamilton St
Billie Jeffrey G 1929 Focht Ave
Billman Charles In 28 S 7th
Billman Clarence In 1024 S 7th St
Blaney Dorothy G 2868 College Dr
Blankenship Harriett 803 N Wahneta St Apt 304
Bleiler Ruth M Cedar View Apts 71
Bleiler Ruth M Cedar View Apts 718
Bloom Kimberly 114 S 17th St
Bloss Susan 25 N 18th St Apt 3a
Boateng Erica 327 Springhouse Rd Apt 101
Bobst Mildred N 148 N Brd St
Bonser Adam J 223 N9th St Apt 2
Borrell John J 929 Webster Ave
Bortz Anna M 742 S Filmore St
Bosques William S 148 N 7th St
Bourquin Elizabet 209 1 2 S Madism
Bourquin Madeline M 209 1/2 S Madison St
Brader Anna 824 Jackson St
Brandli Lillian Estate 302 E Hamilton St
Brandt Michelle 235 Lenape Trail
Brezner Joey A 139 N 10th St 1st Floor
Brezner Joey A Apartment 1 3537 North 10th St
Brian S John 716 E Allen St
Bringvez Eddie 807 East Turner St
Brody Isadore 3737 Trexler Blvd
Brown Robert E 1925 W Turner St
Brown William J Sr Brown Claudine O 2352 S Fountain St
Bruch Clarenceo 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Brucker Mcpeek Kayla Jordan 524 S 24th St
Buchmoyer Dorothy 409 N Halstead St
Buck Angela K Buck Sarah M 2858 Green Acres Dr
Budanow Robin 30 N Franklin St
Buddock Rita 535 Ponds Edge Ln
Burgen Charles F 2852 East Texas Blvd
Burgen Charles F Burgen Amanda L 2852 E Texas Blvd
Burgen Charles F Burgen Crystal M 2852 E Texas Blvd
Burgen Crystal M Burgen Charles F 2852 E Texas Blvd
Burns Thomas R Burns Edith 627 N Saint Elmo St
Butler Cecilia 1650 E Susquehanna St
Butz Vanreed C 700 Union St
Butz Vanreed Est 700 Union St
Cabrera Angiola 135 E Fairview St
Camacho Carlos 2359 S 10th St
Cambridge Pharma C/O Duncan Sibson 861 Marcon Blvd
Caraballo Santia Luis 419 E Ct St
Caranza Maria E 304 E Mosser St
Cardiovascular Association Inc Dr Hugh Gallagher 1210 South Ceder Crest Blvd
Cardona Adalberto 326 Jordan St
Carpio Carmen Carpio Nelson 107 North Filbert St
Carrasquilla Edgar 424 E Hamilton St
Carrasquillo Maria I 1436 W Chew St
Carrillogonzalez Eva M 509 E Mosser St Apt 24
Carty Floyd R Carty John J 822 M 30th
Cassidy Dorothy 26 S 8th
Cassone Mary E 530 Park St
Castaing Ana E 530 North 11th St
Catherine Trenge 847 N 7th St
Cedar Crest Emergicenter 1101 South Cedar Crest Blvd
Cerezo Jillian M 161 West Gordon St
Cespedes Maria 741 1/2 N 8th St
Charles Frederick E 1081 Barnside Rd
Chorney Esther F Chorney Michael 603 N 9th
Chorost Janice K Chorost Benjamin 225 N 6th St
Christman Bernard R 1011 S 8th St
Christman Earl E Christman Earl F 2002 W Green St
Christman James H Estate 1001 S 7th St
Christopher Reynolds Memorial Fund 118 W Tilghman St No 2
Cintron Osorio Maria 217 E Linden St
Cityline Construction Inc 822 Hamilton St Suite 301
Coleman Beverly J 1723 South Church St
Coleman Nancy A 1532 Liberty Ave
Colon Velez Freddie 934 W Emmaus Ave Apt101
Colon Xiomara 342 N 9th St Apt 2
Conrad Gloria E Estate 824 Jackson St Apt 4h
Cooper Bart 1013 W Linden St Apt 17 Corcoran Joanne 725 N 9th St
Cordero Juliana J 44 South 10th St Apt 3
Corneja Loredal 713 Carldon St
Crafcheck Mary S 223 W Liberty St
Craig Haydt Wells Frago Financi 813 St John St Apt 1
Crawford Arlene O Estate 628 N Glenwood St
Creem Robert F 1503 N Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 30
Crespo Carmen Est 536 N Lumber St
Crespo Luis 521 Susquehanna St
Cressman Est Walter W 837 N Elymouth St
Cressman Walter W 837 N Elymouth St
Creveling Donald 1154 N Vanburen St
Crocus Jeffery J 4260 W Tilghman St
Cruz Andrez 1140 E Woodland St Apt 302
Cruz Luis 1139 W Tilghman St
Csiway Andra Estate 722 Lawrence
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Cubero Perez Christian 304 E Mosser St
Cueto Firdinando 2101 E Cedar St Apt E
Cumano Kristin 3011 W Pennsylvania St
Dailey Anthony A Sr 738 West Green St
Daniels Collision Center And J 1327 W Tilman St
Davies Lillian 6990b Snowdrift Rd
Davila Yolanda 34 South Lumber St
Davis Esther 2125 28th St Sw
Davis Genevieve J Est 629 N 2nd St
Davis Marciann L Davis Mary B 3363 Trexler Blvd
Davison Jeanne L 3599 Brdway
Day Enterprises Inc 1120 W Emmaus Ave
Decker Phillip H Estate 116 S 6th St
Defiore Jennie M 431 Union St
Dejesus Francisco 211 W Linden St
Delacruz Mike 518 N 9th St
Delucia Theresa 726 N Penn St
Dennis Bruce V 2720 S Pike Ave
Dent Robert 1263 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ap
Depena Jose 31 N Jefferson St
Detweiler Brent 5224 Pennssylvania St
Diaz Grullon Ronald 629 N Saint Elmo St
Diaz Jose L 1229 S Albert St
Diaz Nellie M Po Box 1264
Diaz Robert 18 South Sixth St
Didra Barbara J 2326 S Church St
Dieter Evelyn N Dieter Harold 543 N 6th St
Dimou George 2747 Pennsylvania St
Dk Construction Jose Carrasco 445 North 4th St
Doble Ana 131 N Bradford St
Donahue Jeffrey W Estate 2423 W Congress St
Donkevikh Dzanyta 2049 S Fountain St
Dornblaser Maude E 26 S 8th Pa 18101
Dorsan Eugene J Estate 439 N Church St
Douglas Malcolm T 925 N Marshall St
Dreisbach Anna A 1227 W Livingston St
Dreisbach Austin R Dreisbach Erma A 243 No 13th
Dugan Joseph L In 1440 W Walnut St Apt 8
Dunkelberger Anna E 934 Walnut
Dyster Rose E Apt 619 1519 W Walnut
Earley Kevin J 2621 W Walnut St
Ebert Donna Ebert Karl Rd 1
Echevarria Leonidas 396 W Gordon St
Eddy Constance 18 Blue Barn Rd
Edwards Clinton G 1926 W Whitehall St
Egizio Hilda 8221/2 M 4
Ehret Helen 155 1/2 E Elm St
Ehrich Elaine Estate 105 E Cumberland St
Eichner Patricia M Estate 423 North St
Eisenhauer John M 1317 E Woodlawn St Apt 208
Elbert Denise 1052 Debbie Ln
Elchook Evelyn Estate 494 W Whitehall St
Elise Teehan 143 Susquehanna Trail
Elise Teehan 144 Susquehanna Trail
Elk Rick Enterprises Inc 800 Hausman Rd Apt 215
Elliott Anna E 28 Hamilton
Eltonhead Wesley J Estate 119 Lehigh Ave
Emaus Donuts Llc 102 W Emaus Ave
Emowiler Barbara W Emowiler William F 1053 E Chew St Apt A
Endoscopy Center Llc 3147 College Hts Blvd
Englert Richard A Sr 686 Tacoma St
Erb Jeanette C/O Estate Of Apt 2e 1411 W Hamilton St
Ercolani Marcella 4080 Hampshire Ct
Ercolani Ronald G 4080 Hampshire Ct
Erney Thelma G Erney Ray 1047 E Emmaus Ave
Ersa 5050 Tilghman St 1st Floor
Escobar Gonzalez Amadeo 133 N Jefferson St
Est Spiros Phillips 108 N 10th St
Estevez Delio J 950 Jackson St
Evans William T 1201 N 22nd St
Fahringer Anna 266 1 2 E Hickory St
Fahringer Eunice 266 1/2 E Hickory St
Fairgrounds Opticians 400 N 17th St Suite 100
Farmer Kenneth E 428 N Law St
Farnschla Bernice C Estate 715 W Greenleaf St
Faryniak Harry Jr 1406 E Washington St
Fay Saw Jloh 216 N 13th St
Fe Pioneer Christian 326 Wyoming Ave
Febbo Jennifer 260 South Levan St
Febrier Diogenes R 1427 E Tremont St Apt 11
Feldges Ruth 3599 Brdway
Fendrick Elsie 514 N Jordan St Pa 18102
Fenstermacher Pearl S C/O Michael C Wsher 512 Hamilton St
Fenstermaker Ricky D 231 E Elm St
Ferguson Albertin 3012 Devonshire Rd
Fernandez Alex 2545 Elm St
Fetzer William H Fetzer Naomi E 152 E Hamilton St
Ficelman Leonard Estate 210 S 18th St
Figueroa Carmen 912 N 5th St
Fiqueroa Raymond 433 N15th St 2
First Presby Ch And Muhlenberg Coll Tilghman & Cedar Crest
Fletcher Richard E 333 N Fountain St
Flickinger Charles N 1616 Utica St
Flood Margaret 28 South 16th St
Flooring Network Llc P O Box 3249
Flores Zulema Zenaida 311 S 15 St
Fogarity Kevin Md 4825 Tilghman St
Forsythe William J Forsythe Eileen 1044 Tacoma St
Foster Kenneth Foster Verna 1507 Hanover Ave
Fox Funding Pa Llc 6750 Iroquois Tr
Frank Robert H 640 W Chew St
Frantz Tyson 3909c Pine Meadows Ln
Frazier G H 714 Westminster St
Freedom Grocery Store 148 N 7th St
Freeman Donald H Estate 2717 W Allen St
Freund John E III 1023 W Linden St
Frey Margaret M Frey John 807 N 7th
Fricchione Patrick J 1245 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Fridia Keith 117 54th St
Friedman Robert Friedman Helen 1453 W Linden St
Fulker Greg 634 N Fair St
Funk Nannette L 1009 S 8th St
Fusion Grille 4126 Fawn Trail Rd
Fusner Robert M 700 W Union St Apt 301
G Shoenberger Jr Dds 2406 Hamilton St
Gabriella Perisa And Nuvell Credit 2918 Fernor St Appt A4
Gallagher Kathleen Estate 806 N 28th St
Gallery Billards Of 3237 Hamilton Blvd
Garcia Aljandro 401 N 8th St
Garcia Martin 618 Liberty St
Garrahan Loretta Estate 833 W Walnut St
Gaugler Irene M Gaugler Paul C 1423 W Gordon St 1f
Gaye Tina 2530 Mountain Ln
General Surgical Associates 1240 S Cedar Crest Blvd
George Beatrice M 526 N 24th St
George Dominick 51 S 2nd St Apt 5
Geroulo John 1790 Chapel Ave
Gibson Anna M 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Gilbert Larry C 1901 W Linden St Apt 307
Gillespie Marianne 683 N Wahneta St Apt
Glen Ridge Llc 825 W Walnut St
Gohman Michael 4628 N Hedgerow Dr
Goldsmith Nicholas A 949 E Lenden St Apt 6
Gonzalez Gregorio 437 N 4th
Gonzalez−Quintana Esdras 674 W Brockdale St
Good Shepherd Celebrity Classic 543 St John St
Gouran Tracy 35 North 19th St
Grabko Peter 920 W Chew St
Gratkowski Cecile 15 N 18th St
Green Brian 1723 South Church St 7
Gregory Currie Inc 2201 Schoenersville Rd
Greiss Cherolyn S Estate 546 N Main St
Greitzer Anthony J Greitzer Helen 235 Chestnut St
Grove Sharon A 3913 Brdway
Groves Sheila M 779 E Washington St
Gruver Gloria D 213 1/2 Linden
Gruver Michael S 213 1 2 Linden
Guerrieri Carmen 20 Balsam St
Guiterrez Garci Francisco 836 W Walnut St
Guth Evelyn E 1536 W Allen St
Guzie Ethel I Estate 1915 E Livingston St
Guzman Zapata Tayrone L 530 N 15th St
Haberl Hilda J 924 N Fourth
Haileyesus Tadele A 560 Skyline Dr
Haines Brandon 522 N 19th St Apt Fl2
Hajdvcko Amelia 724 N 2nd
Halal Rose L 113 N 4th St
Haldaman Thelma Estate RR 1 Box 78
Haldeman Paul V Haldeman Lee D 1030 Chew St
Haldeman Stephen J Haldeman Paul V 1030 Chew St
Hale Marguerite Dau 613 N Penn St
Hall John W 743 South Filmore St
Hall Webster Vikki 418 N 11th St
Hanna Jaklin 760 Hanover Ave
Hanson Zackary Robert 1120 Jervin Dr
Harris Mary C C/O 1340 W Walnut St
Harte Robert A Harte Richard 528 Harrison St
Hartenstine Joyce K 2527 W Stanley St
Hartman Arlene 4230 Dorney Park Rd 81
Hartzell Michael R Hartzell Ronald R 19211 Potomac St
Harvey A Christine 825 Cedar Hill Dr
Hashim Syed M 1134 Edward Ave
Hayer Marcus 104 S 2nd St
Heating Oil Partners 1801 Union Blvd Ste 104
Helman Florence F Estate 1044 N 30th St
Henderson Kathleen E 1135 N 35th St
Hendricks Ernest 425 Bellevue St
Henius Erntina F 877 N Kiowa St
Henning William A Estate 2803 Moravian Ave
Henninger Frank R 1011 S 8th St
Herlzog Hilda 1312 Gordon
Herman Charles Est 826 N 5th St
Herman Margaret S 803 N Wahneta St Apt 22
Hermony Arthur 508 W Gordon St
Hernaizdelvall Emmanuel 614 North 5th St 2
Hernandez Eneida 465 Liberty St
Hernandez George 522 Cedar St
Hernandez Maritza 909 Allen St
Herrera Louis 415 W Tilghman St
Herring Virginia M Estate 2333 S Law St
Hesnan Marie C Est 450 N Krocks Rd Unit 362
Hess Kimberly S 2221 W Liberty St
Heyer Jean K 104 S 2nd St
Hill Anna Estate 554 S 24th St
Hill Anna J Estate 554 S 24th St
Hill Blanche CO Lehigh County Area Agency On Aging 17 S 7th St
Hittell Dorothy B 1925 W Turner St
Hodge Robert T Apt 2 1519 1 2 Chew St
Hollstein Lars 968 Postal Rd Ste 210
Home Good Shepherd 543 Saint John St
Hopper Edward 2113 We Livington St
Hottenstein Benjamin 1120 Maumee Ave
Huddleston Imogene 41 N Buttonwood St
Hudson Eleanor C/O Marland Place 15 Stevens St
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Huertag Jose L 846 Walnut St Apt 2
Hukkanen Janet E 2217 E Woodlawn St
Hunsicker Timothy Hunsicker Lynn 36 S 14th St
Huntingdon Ambulance Authority Obo Fred R Ashburn Jr Po Box 207
Hurley Frances L Estate 909 S Poplar St
Iacocca Dorothy J Iacocca Gary J 3515 Fox Run Dr
Inselman Marie 1616 W Liberty St Apt 705
Integra Business Center Inc 1651 N Cedar Crest Blvd Suite 105
Irizarry Alexander 444 W Allen St
Isaac P 421 Chew St
Isaac Peter J 1605 N Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 609
Isabel Isabel 624 W Washington St
Jacobe Robert S 902 E Congress St Rm 55
Jacobs Thomas A 2248 Barners Dr
James Wilma R James Elmer 134 N Ellsworth St
Jerome W W 7540 Windsor Dr Ste 109
Jimenez A D Solares 720 W Gordon St Apt 1
Jodi Simon 1718 N 17th St
Johnson Christabol L 1317 Tremont St
Johnson Rosa M 827 N 6th St
Johnston Charlotte 1787 Airport Rd 201
Jones Bridges 2 W Whitehall St
Jones Fabian M 515 N 6th St
Jordan Body Works 315 S 16th St
Joseph Eltontread Estate 109 Lihigh Ave
Joseph Samuel 724 N 2nd
Joseph Zequa 466 W Washington St
K S Concert Advert 520 W Hamilton
Kacapyr Zofia H 415 Linden St
Kadubec Mike Estate 520 N Front St
Kametz Nichole 313 E Juniata St
Kamyniski Anthony Estate 1723 E Washington St
Kanatas Mary R 2230 W Allen St
Kao Alice 919 Dylan Dr
Kappes Lillian M 1610 S Race St
Karner Sandra 1827 West Walnut St 121
Kathry Warmkessel Estate 1907 Hanover Ave
Kaufman Alma B 1337 W Allen St Apt 309
Kearney Ruth 803 N Wahneta St
Keating Cara 2335 Livingston St
Keebler Company 7451 Keebler Way
Kehoe Robert Estate 1719 W Tremont St
Kelley Kim M 2236 Greenleaf St
Kelly Idella M 338 S 18th St
Kemp Amanda S 903 N 6th St
Kern Donald 1344 S 11th St
Kern Genevieve Kern Joseph J 1421 E Lexington St
Kern Pearl Estate 1137 S 10th St
Kids Castle Fun Attic Darshan Pasawala 1193 Airport Rd
Kirshner Chiropractic Center 825 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Kisslinger Michael 737 Genesee St
Kistler Jean B Estate 612 Valy Vw Apts
Kittelberger Elsa 526 N 22nd St
Klein Johanna M 2305 W Elm St Fl 1
Kline John Estate 2103 W Livingston St
Klinesmith Raymond L 538 Park St
Knerr Donald 2301 S 5th St
Knerr Richard 2301 S 5th St
Knoble Wade 503 Auburn St
Kober Debra 429 Willow Cr
Koch Jean A C/O Bruce V Dennis 2720 S Pike Ave
Koch Sylvia B Koch Paul 3840 Oakwood Trl
Koehler Annie 219 Lincoln Ave
Koehler Annie I 219 Lincoln Ave
Kogelman Joseph C Kogelman Louis 101 Chew St Apt 1 Fl 2
Kooker Scale Company Inc Po Box 3694
Korpics Thomas J 1339 Tweed Ave
Kotsch William J Kotsch Mary 519 N Dauphin St
Kotsch William Kotsch Mary 519 N Dauphin St
Kowal Zofia 317 N West St
Krajcic Loretta J Krajcic Joseph H 511 East Paoli St
Kramer Dorothy F 4646 Shuler St
Kramer Henriett M 1409 Liberty St
Krasley Clayton C Jr Krasley Margaret M 867 N Halstead St
Krause Frances I Krause Robert H 713 Lehigh
Krause Joseph R 731 Clay
Kromer Anna Mae 820 N 25th St
Krout Leon H Estate 2337 W Elm St
Kuder Evelyn F 317 N Law St
Kuhns Alton R 1731 W Congress St
Kurtz Helen V 225 E Fairview
Labach Kathryn W 848 N Halstead St
Lair Wesley J Po Box 1084
Lam Fong 649 East Lexington St
Langenbach Jacqueli Langenbach Kenneth 430 Tilghman
Langenbach Jacqueli Langenbach Kenneth 535 Liberty St
Larrimer Clinton F Larrimer Ruth 1030 St Elmo
Larry Holmes Building 1620 Pond Rd
Larson Clark R 2404a S 2nd St
Latshaw David R 523 N 9th St
Laudenslager Raymond Jr Laudenslager Lorraine 1609 S Front St
Lawson George 238 S 14th St
Lazor Betty J Lazor Charles 813 Washington
Lechner Emily Estate 1031 Schoenersville Rd
Lee Diana J 803 N Wahneta St Apt 501
Lee Hazel F 2248 Hamilton St
Leh Kathryn Estate 310 Hanover Ave
Lehigh Marketing Group 848 N Gilmore St
Lehigh Marts 710 Lloyd St
Lehigh Valley Orthopedics Defined Contri 1605 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Lehigh Valley Road Runners Inc 447 Walnut St
Lehigh Valley Trans 5929 Hamilton Blvd
Lehigh Vly Diag Imag Po Box 3449
Lehr John M Estate 540 Harrison St
Lehrich Deborah A 1111 N 28th St
Lema Jaime 214 1/2 N 15th St
Lentz Dorothy Estate 923 W Wyoming St
Leonard Veronica C Leonard John T 2000 Chew St
Lewis Najie 856 Ulster St Apt 104
Liberty Insurance Co 5050 W Tilghman St Ste 200
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co Ent C/O K George Llp 6575 Snowdrift Rd Ste 101
Liberty Nursing And Rehab Center 535 N 17th St
Liebeseit Emma 425 W Washington St
Lifeteam Indiana Lifeteam Emer Po Box 207
Lilly George F Lilly Thomas A RR 8
Lindenmuth Walter C 617 Park
Lmic Radiology 1251 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 3
Lmicradiology Lehigh Magnetic Imaging Ctr 1251 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 30
Logan Sabrina 181 Wyndam Dr
Long Verna M 1925 Turner St
Lopez Angel Andrea Dr 5391
Lopez Jose 820 N 5th St
Lopez Sonia 732 N 9 Th St
Lopsnyski John 927 N Fronte St
Lopsonyski Craig P 927 N Fronte St
Lower Providence Community Center Po Box 207
Lu Dorothy C 914 Pkwy Rd
Lu Lewu 914 Pkwy Rd
Luff David J 701 Harrison St Apt 237
Lugo Josephina 447 N 4th St
Luis Campos 101 S 17th St
Lukasevich Walter 438 N 9th St
Lukow Nicholas R 27 S Glenwood St
Luong Hong Thi 1245 Liberty St
Mackes Warren J Mackes Alma C 2000 Chew
Madera Jayson Torres 438 E North St
Madine Gary E 4270 Rosewood Ln
Magea Jesus 524 Washington St
Mahrer Harold J Mahrer Alma S 1527 Liberty St
Malsberger Aaron C 1135 S Jefferson St Apt 2
Mancini Douglas 1829 W Tilghman St
Mangosong Tzarni 4324 Grantview Ave
Maniace Gerald 45 South St Cloud St
Manufacturing Company 315 W Linden St
Marcks William Paul 7 South Jerome St
Marquez Maria Apt C 129 S 5th St
Marsetller Richard 494 West Wabash St
Marsh Christine 125 S Blank St
Marsh Roderick M Sr Marsh Hattie 518 Turner
Marth Urban Marth Mabel 626 N 5th St
Martinez Galan Joel 526 N 6th St
Martinez Jennifer 1032 Wyoming St
Martinez Ricardo 2346 S Fountain St 16
Martrich Evelyn M 406 E Susquehanna St
Martyak Gabriel G 4154 Primrose Dr
Mary Struhar Estate 801 Lawrence
Mathew Alexander Elsa 7260 Lockhaven St
Matos Katherine 2095 Vine St
May Donald 1531 Whispering Woods Cir
Mcclemens Elizabeth 1154 N Vanburen St
Mcdonald Cynthia M 1818 West Hamilton St
Mcellroy Mary 683 N Wahneta St Apt
Mcgo Joyce 1147 N 19th St
Mclohne Edmund J 1217 N 19th St 1
Mcnabb Evelyn S Mcnabb James S 858 North 7th
Mcquilken Margaret Estate 114 N Franklin St
Meckstroth Edwin 1251 Ulster St
Medical Imag Of Lehigh Valley Obo Colleen Kaiser Po Box 3226
Melber Vicki S 2349 Lancaster Ave
Melendez Enedino 113 S Madison St
Meyer Josephine 123 N 5th St
Michael Heather Po Box 3914
Michaels Claire E Bf Ctr For Independent Livin 701 Harrison St Apt 233
Mickel Christine 832 W Cumberland St
Mikalonis Toby A 1217 N 19th St 1
Mike Zeigafuse Co 591 Cedar Hill Dr
Milan Clifford Milan Carol 1142 W Tilghman St
Miller Arlen M 944 Silk St
Miller Bernadine 1925 Turner St
Miller Charlotte M Estate 2436 26th St Sw
Miller Est Mattie L Miller Mattie L 955 Pine St
Miller Joanne L 757 Lehigh St
Miller Paul E Jr Miller Marguerit 3 Es Mobile Home Park
Miller Todd M 3041 Klein St Apt 10c
Milne Lillian D 115 S 24th St
Milne Lillian D 2011 Church St
Milton Claudia 1651 West Wahsington
Miner Susan M 3948 Kilmer Ave
Minger Linda J Treasurer 2900 South Pike Ave
Mingfu Chien 1980 Riverbend Rd
Mittman Sandra H 1520 Hampton Rd
Mizack Joseph B Jr 128 Hamilton
Moaty Pearl Estate 954 Walnut St
Moeller Carol J 313 N 16th St
Mohan Venkatesh 402 South 15 St A619
Mohr Robert Estate 35 N 13th St
Molinatti Teresa 514 N Jordan St
Moore Lawanda Moore Henry 248 Lenape Trail
Moralis Cynthia 1085 Hillview Dr
Morciglio Christine 222 E Union St
Moreno Ramirez Misael 518 Washington St
Morgan Edward C 720 1/2 W Tilghman St
Moronta Jose 13 33 Apt 2
Morrow Catherine B 3520 Devonshire Rd
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Moyer Florence M In 619 N 7th St Fl 2
Moyer Geo 920 S 12th St
Moyer Mary F 1215 E Livingston St
Muhly Doris V 1335 Russet Rd
Muniz Sheila 506 1/2 W Allen St
Munoz Rafael 616 Hanover Ave Apt 14
Murcia Bautista Wilson 731 Cedar Hill Dr
Murray Harvey W 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
N P Enterprises 968 Postal Rd 300
National Fin 1908 Allen St
National Ms Society 1251 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Nau Aaron 219 Lincoln Ave
Nauroth Caroline A 2055 Troxell St
Ne Rehabilitation Assoc. Pc 1101 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Negron Nelly 729 N 11th St
Nevius Maurice 721 W Gordon St
New York Ices Inc 972 Little Cedar Ct
Newhart Foods 420 Dr
Newhouser Helen V Newhouser Roy H 2228 Baker Dr
Nguyen Van 730 North 5th St
Nichols Carol A 421 1/2 Union St
Nieves Daniel 328 S 26th St
Nieves Richard Nieves Carmen 537 N 11th St
Nyemscek Katie Nyemscek Julia 243 N Williams St
Obrien Edward C/O Miller Bldg 1925 Turner St Room A−215−B
Ocania Carmen 1015 Hanover Ave Apartment 2
Ocean View Reality 128 132 N 8th St
Odonne William A Estate 617 N 9th St
Odonnel Daniel J Estate 617 N 9th St
Odonnell Terreence 3727 Vale View Dr
Olivencia Radames R 711 N 8th St
Oliveras Erica E 463 W Washington St Apt 3
Ondrejca Ambrose W Ondrejca Louis C 2025 Brown St
Orellana Wilson A 214 6th St
Orkin Robert 3102 Turner St
Ortelli Carol A 1021 N Wahneta St
Orthopaedic Associates Of 1243 S Cedar Crst Blvd
Orthopaedic Associates Of 7450 Tilghman St Suite 10
Ortiz Julio 1424 W Turner St Apt 1
Ortiz Luis 728 N 6th St
Our Lady Help Christian School Attn Nslp Claim Payment 934 Hanover Ave Oursler
Howard E Trust 800 Hausman Rd Apt 207
Ovalles Bruno 636 N 9th St
Owens Carol L 5817 Helen Dr
Pai Patrick S 128 N 11th St
Papageorgakis Vassiliki C Papageorgakis Christos 988 Barnside Ct
Paredes Diego 242 N 2nd St
Parham Barry 447 S 18th St
Parisi Julio 2011 Fountain St Apt A
Park Manor Automotive 1185 Bulldog Dr
Park Sung Soon 715 Hamilton Mall
Parker Andrew 371 Tamarack Dr
Parker Heather 351 Tamarack Dr
Partridge In A Pear Tree 4140 Airport Rd
Patel Nimisha 2137 Riverbend Rd
Paules Mabel E 1411 N 24 Th
Paulino Jose 965 W Washington St
Peltz Sophia M 257 E Walnut St
Pena Isabel 637 N 10th St
Penso Iris Penso Gail 1483 Hampton Rd
Peraltaremache Luis 417 Turner St 2b
Perez Efrain 848 N 4th St
Perez Jairo S 2508 Agnes Dr Apt 9
Perez Nelson A 538 N Lumber St
Perez Sanchez Oscar M 509 1/2 Tilhman St
Perez Walter 945 Green St
Perl August 1644 N 19th St
Perl Erna A 1263 S Cedar Crest Blvd Apt 311
Perovich Michael G Ste A18 1150 Glenlivet Dr
Persing Auto 1040 S 4th St
Peter Monroe W Peter Carrie RR 1
Peters Elsie M 246 E Federal St
Pezoldt Christine 701 S Hall St
Phillips Angelos 108 N 10th St
Phillips David E 442 N 22nd St
Phils Auto Body Attn Robert Pammer 1501 N Cedar Crest Blvd Ste108 Physicians
Health Services Ent Po Box 3900
Piard Marlene 1325 E Livingston St
Pils Edward 844 Elliga
Pineda Charlene Y 2630 Sw 28th St
Pinnock Dalton 1117 South Jefferson Roa
Piper Joseph 972 S 48st
Plantique Inc 6344 Schantz Rd
Porcayo Victor 2011 Fountain St Apt 5
Posch Joseph F 2235 Walnut St
Posten Raylene M 608 North 10th St
Potash Andrew Md 30 N 18 St
Potosnak Alice A Estate 1451 Leicester Pl
Pottles Transportation 1340 Hickory
Price Elizabeth Price Robert 3023 Pearl Ave
Progressive Insurance 5000 Tighman St Ste 300
Pugh Nicole 115 S 9th St
Pukszyn Stefan Pukszyn Anna 511 Oak St
Putnam Trucking Phi Attn Robert Pammer 1501 N Cedar Crest Blvd Ste108 Pyle
Dorothy S 35 S 13th St
Quinde Edwin G 631 1/2 N 9th St Apt 2
Quinn Daniel 1126 N 19th St
Quinones Anthony 329n 9th St 1b
Quintana Barbara 950 Jackson St
Quintana Esdras G 674 W Brookdale St
Quiznos Subs 818 W Hamilton St
R E Hall Associates P C 1275 Glenlivet Dr Suite 2
R&R Operating P Lp Dba Cherrydale Farms 1035 Mill Rd
Rabenold Evelyn K Estate 334 N Law St
Race Joan A 2576 S Carbon St
Radcliff Charles Estate Rr 1
Ramirez Elizabeth Valencia 347 North 7th St
Ramirez Jose R 684 W Brookdale St
Ramos Francisco J 310 W Liberty St
Ramos Jerry 144 S 12th St
Ramos Yolanda 1420 12 Union St
Rank Nicholas 1966 S Idaho St
Rau Frieda E 902 Van Buren St
Rau Jonathan D 3741 Allen St Apt 4
Raub Middle School 843 Whittier Dr
Rauch Dorothy Estate 1720 Columbia St
Reichi Stella 924 N Fourth
Reilly William T Reilly Michael 2124 Allen St
Reinbold George R 1827 W Walnut St Apt 211
Reinhard Craig H 220 Murray Dr
Reis Darcy M Reis James R 1441 W Union St
Reiss Christina 1731 W Congress St
Reyes Concepcion 317 E Susquehanna St
Reyes Elvisj 1337 Chew St
Reyes Maria J 803 N 7th St
Riddick Roxanne 922 W Tioga St
Riedmiller Elizabet 50 Maple Ave
Rileighs Hallmark 1701 Union Blvd
Ringo Irene Ringo Mary 1365 Club Ave
Rios Gloria M 525 Mohaux St
Rishko Michael Rishko Olga 111 N 15th St
Ritter Miriam U Ritter Robert V 3805 Walbert Ave
Rivera Del Valle Luis A 1428 Gordon
Rivera Elliot 2029 Vine St Apt 8
Rivera Ivette Po Box 4244
Rivera Janitza 723 N New St
Rivera Jesy 2224 W Walnut St
Rivera Joevannie 233 S 17th St
Rivera Ramon L 1338 S Meadow St
Rivera Tatiana M 1240 Gordon St
Rk Keystone Mobil Mt 1452 W Tilghman St
Roarty Margaret 732 Hamilton
Roberts Leroy Estate 1422 Gordon
Roberts Reade A 2750 W Fairview St
Robinson Madelyn J 3460 Walbert Ave
Roccograndi Mark C 634 North West St
Rockovitz Stella 123 N 5th St
Rodarte Julio Caesar 529 Ozel St
Rodriguez Angel 1232 Turner St
Rodriguez Daisy 637 N 10th St 1
Rodriguez Domingo 622 N 5th St
Rodriguez Eduardo 816 1/2 N 8th St
Rodriguez Edwin J 508 N 8th St
Rodriguez Elda 540 Ridge Ave 2nd Fl
Rodriguez Jaykson 721 W Tilghman St
Rodriguez Maria 425 E Walnut St
Rodriguez Martha 919 North 6th St
Rohrbach Nevan A 855 No Sherman
Romero Lourdes A 1325 W Gordon St
Romig Donald G Estate 328 Ridge Ave
Ronca Blaine 540 West Allen St 2nd Floor M−3
Roncolato Joseph 1714 W Tremont St
Rondon Isaura 931 Liberty St
Rosado Avelina 688 W Montgomery St Apt 2
Rose Bruce I Infertility Solutions P C 1275 S Cedar Crest Blvd Suite 3 Rothrock
Motors Perf Points RR 22 15th St
Roundtree Louis B 1221 W Walnut St
Rozsas Susan M 2010 W Columbia St
Rta Financial Service 1227 Liberty St Suite 201
Rubertelli Marcella 726 N Penn St
Rubiera Rafael 43 South 13th
Ruch William V 233 Fountain
Rudner Jonas Rudner Susi 910 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Rudolph Yvonne M 2508 Agnes Dr 4
Ruhfey Frances L Estate 909 S Poplar St
Ruiz Angel 243 N 4th St
Rupp Carl G H 253 E Fairview St
Russo Mary E 866 Ulster St Apt 102
Ruyak John 127 Linden
S Shah Giangiulio Lc 1420 S Cedar Crst B Ste 305
Sabo William C/O Betty Hafer 11661 South Cedar Crest Blvd
Sacks Greta P 1207 S 24th St
Sacred Heart Healthcare System 421 Chew St
Sacred Heart Medical Assocs 421 W Chew St 2nd Fl
Sacred Heart Medical Equipment Services 2125 28th St Sw Suite 400 Salash Helen
1108 1/2 Catasauqua Ave
Salas−Nieves Julio A 309 N 6th St
Salerno Michael 375 Linden St
Salon Rosa’s Beauty 718 W Walnut St
Sampson Mary 1616 Liberty St
Sanchez Benito Calle Liberty
Sanchez Jose L 946w Chew St
Sanchez Vanessa L 456 Linden St Apt 1 R
Sandel B Eleanor Sandel S John 803 N Wahneta St Apt 41
Santiago David 315 S 16th St
Santiago Nico 627 N Lumber St
Santos Jose M 917 North 5th St
Sargus George 212 W Lexington St
Saucon Creek Business Ctr 3435 Winchester Rd
Schaeffer Francine 221 1 2 N Jefferson St
Schaffer Consuelo Estate 125 N Hall St
Schaffer Paul 822 Linden
Schaffer Sandra E Schaffer Dale B 227 Liberty St
Scharron Del Ri Maria 2077 Vine St Apt 4
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Schlener William 425 W Washington St
Schlenker Warren Schlenker Kay 1894 S Delaware St
Schlosser Allan D 526 N 24th St
Schmaldinst Edward Po Box 9373
Schmoyer Millie M RR 1
Schneffer Ellen Estate 1931 Greenleaf St
Schneiderreit Linda M Schneiderreit Alan G 1407 E Tremont St Apt 5 Schuler Arthur
E Schuler Jean A 526 Green
Schoepple Anna S Estate 1404 Gordon St
Scholl Lloyd K C/O L L Plumbing Heating Pen 103 S 8th St
Scholl Nancy J W L L Plumbing Heating Pensio 103 S 8th St
Schonderfer Alma 1709 Coronado St
Schrope Elleen J Estate 1931 Greenleaf St
Schuetz Frank Jr 448 1/2 W Gordon St
Schweikert Harriet 1925 Turner St
Schwelle Ellen J Estate 1931 Greenleaf St
Schwoyer Alverta M 2530 Grove St
Scott Clinton Scott Cindy L 441 Turner St
Segan Joseph 2132 Huckleberry Rd
Segura Andres D 1057 W Allen St
Seifert William F Jr 1117 N Irving St
Semel Jodi 222 E Hamilton St Apt A
Senese Daniel 513 E Hamilton St
Serrao Ryan M 327 Springhouse Rd Apt 101
Sewll Herron Home 204 S Carlisle St
Shade Wendy 442 N Oswego St
Shafer Rebecca Leana Shafer Carlin E Cust 2011 W Cedar St
Shamble Algernon 1438 Linden St
Shaneiqua Joseph 517 Liberty St
Shely Evelyn Estate 202 Angus Pl
Sheraton Four P 3400 Airport Rd
Shiffert George A 1022 Tilghman St
Shimneck Bertha 2309 31st St Sw
Shorr Michael Shorr Freda 430 N 15th St
Sickonic Michael 2264 S Poplar St
Sinberg Harriette L 3741 Allen St Apt 4
Sinnamahoning Volunteer Fire Department Po Box 207
Sirotta Nancy J 1749 Victoria Cir
Sirotta Paul S C/O Nancy J Sirotta 1749 Victoria Cir
Sisters Good Sheperd 543 St John St
Skinner Charlotte W 800 Hausman Rd Apt 265
Small Carmen 717 Genesee St
Smith Dorothy M 1740 Brown St
Smith Miguel 718 Carldon St
Smith Minnie A 338 S 18th St
Snayberger Victor Snayberger Ray 217 S 26th St
Sneaker Zone Inc 4650 Brdway Ave
Snover Elyse A Snover Jon C Snover Lisa 352 Terra Dr
Snover Olivia M Snover Jon C Snover Lisa 352 Terra Dr
Snover Warren C Snover Jon C Snover Lisa 352 Terra Dr
Snyder Sandy 323 Springhouse Rd 203
Snyder Thelma Cedarbrook Nursing Homes 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Snyder Warren A Estate 1421 W Gordon St
Sobrinski Painting Inc 128 N 11th St
Sokolowski Zygmunt 1031 N Jerome St 1fl
Soler Feliciano Alexis 757 Nagle St
Solis Lucio 108 N 2nd St
Solomon James B Solomon Charles 232 Hamilton
Soza Pablo 238 Allen St
Springfieldambulanceassocs Obo Karefe Kareem Cover Po Box 207
Stahl James E 217 E South St
Stalsitz Valeria Estate 948 N 5th St
Stalsitz Valeria M Estate 948 N 5th St
Stana Floare 2336 Tilghman St
Starling Randolf D 1327 W Chew St Apt 307
Starrett Paul R 1874 Catasaqua Rd 322
Staybridge Suites 1787 A Airport Rd
Staybridge Suites Allentow Port 1787a Airport Rd
Stecker Dorothy A C 105 N 13th St
Steve & Barry Spa 3300 Lehigh St
Stevens Susan Y 421 1/2 Union St
Stevenson Victoria 129 N Franklin St 2nd Fl
Stoneback Blanche Estate 706 N 8th St
Stroble Dorothy M 1500 W Hamilton St Apt 1I
Suarez Andres 420 West Emmaus Ave
Subetto Robert G Subetto Dana L 3721−1 Allen St
Suida Anthony F Suida Amelia L 847 N Jerome St
Sure Fit Inc 939 Marcon Blvd
Surgeons 798 Hausman Rd Ste 350
Suriel Marino 616 N Saint Lucas St
Susie Nadberazny 1622 W Liberty St Apt 6 F
Swartz John D Swartz Helen 2048 Baker Dr
Swink Milton C 1603 W Chew St
Szep Kimberlee A 1245 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Tamerler Alexander G 5300 Crackersport Rd
Tate Alistair J Tate Wendy A 1138 Tacoma St
Tatkovsky Stephen P Tatkovsky Stephen 384 Auburn St
Taylor Kevin 127 N 8th St 208
Team Enterprises Distributing 1176 N Irving St
Tenchipe Alfredo 818 Gordon St
Terrace Burton Phillip 1436 W Chew St
Thomas John Estate 1819 Main
Todd Leo Do 2428 Walbert Ave
Todd Ralph S 10 Chelsea Ln
Tr Burns Kingdom Inv 926 N Lumber St
Tracy Kathleen M 713 1 2 North St
Tracy Ruth E 713 1/2 North St
Tran Hue 1685 33rd St Sw Apt D
Trenge Anthony F Trenge Ardell 603 N 9th
Tretter Gloria A 431 Union St
Trexler Evelyn L 3912 Wordsworth St
Trexler Frank L 421 Hanover Ave
Troxell Charles Troxell Arlen 639 N Irving St
Trujillo Victoria 542 Walnut St
Trumbull Jeannette 3012 Devonshire Rd
Tsai Tse Fu 3830 Dorney Park Rd
Tutoring Club Michael Pizolato
Uhrig Tom 231 N 7th St
Ummmm Good Llc 910 N 27th
Unera Sancho P 3719 Vale View Dr
United Men Of Faith 1227 W Liberty St Ste 305
Urban Alfred Estate 708 N Maxwell St
Urgell Byron Dolores 2077 Vine St Apt 4
Us Scholastic Band Association 601 W Hamilton
V N U C/O Lisa Neumoyer 881 Marcon Blvd
V.F. Jeanswear 2909 Penbroke Ct
Valazquez Sheila 1051 Walnut St
Valent Julia Valent John 434 And 1 Half N 3rd St
Valley Anethesia Inc 451 Chew St Ste 408
Valley Ob Gyn Assoc 1611 Pond Rd
Valley Sports Arth 798 Hausman Rd Ste 100
Valley Sports Arthritis Surg 798 Hausman Rd Ste 350
Valley Sports Arthritis Surgeons 798 Hausman Rd Suite 350
Valley Urology Group 1251 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Valley View Apts 402 South 15th St
Valsaint Edner 230 S Madison St
Vanhorn Ronald 540 West Allen St Apt 6
Vanpham Tu 1201 Walnut St 1st Fl
Vassallo Jacob B 4131 Brdway
Velasquez Pedro Q 628 N Front St Apt 2
Velazquez Oscar 29 Hamilton St
Vernosky Andrew Po Box 5
Villanueva Maria 412 Oak St Apt 1
Villeneuve John Burton Dr Lehigh Vly Cancer Ctr 1611 Pond Rd−Suite 101 Suite 101
Vinart Body Shop 404 W Hamilton St
Viola John 1231 Airport Rd
Vokes Jean E 825 S Elizabeth St
Vsas 798 Hausman Rd Suite 100
Wachovia Bank Trustee C/O Joe Straccia Pa 2106 640 Hamilton St
Wagner A P 1840 East Race St
Wagner Loretta Rose 204 S Carlisle St
Wagner Richard Wagner Anna 711 N 7th St
Waice Ml 1226 N Van Buren St
Walakovits Joseph Walakovits Anna 406 N Penn St
Walbert Avenue Medical Center 2428 Walbert Ave
Walters Alan 751 Delamau
Walters Angela A 1035 West Liberty St 1035 West Liberty St
Walters Anthony Walters Mabel 422 1 2 E Ct St
Walters Edward R 1035 West Liberty St
Ward Charles J Ward Olga 1616 W Liberty St Apt 413
Warfield Edwin Estate 603 N 6th St
Washell Faiyaz 106 N 13th St
Weaver Helen H 2557 S Carbon St
Webb Ray F 1815 Livingston St
Weber Joseph 848 N Halstead St
Weibel Maria Louise 208 N Marshall St
Weida Bruce W 1023 W Linden St
Weida Evelyn K 1519 W Walnut St Apt 514
Weisbach Paul J C/O William Sherr 546 Hamilton St Ste 423
Weisbach Paul J Ex 546 Hamilton St Ste 423
Weiss Connell E 3336 Trexler Blvde
Weller Richard N 1031 S 8th St
West E Pharmacy 133 S 17th St
Westminster Village Day Program 2156 Hanover Ave
Whitson D W 2150 W Washington St
Wieand Kenneth W 216 N 10th
Wilb Grace F 105 N 13th St
William M Trachtenberg Md Pension Trust 1739 W Fairmont St
Williams Agnes B Est 2020 S 2nd St
Williams Roger S Estate 1008 S 7th St
Wilson & Johnson Hisher Atto 730 North 5th St
Wimberly Suzanne M 134 N Franklin St
Winchessan Anna 1109 1 2 Fullerton Ave
Winchessan John 1109 1 2 Fullerton Ave
Winchessan Mary 1109 1/2 Fullerton Ave
Windows Inc 2231 Walbot Ave
Winkelman Beth A 2508 Agnes Dr Apt 10
Winkler Bernard J Winkler Anne L 368 Chapel Ave
Winzer Bertram Estate 225 S 17th St
Winzer Bertram S Estate 225 S 17th St
Winzer Judith A 902 Van Buren St
Womens Center Inc 1810 Steel Stone Rd
Wood Oscar Estate 819 Gordon St
Wu Lu Le 914 Pkwy Rd Pa 18104
Yardley Makefiled Emergency Un P O Box 207
Yeakos Katherine Estate 1910 E Highland St
Younes Nizar H 4290 Airport Rd
Young Richard T Young Josephin 608 Grant St
Young Sara E 1951 Brookhaven Dr West
Youngblood Mary M 137 S 7th St
Zack Vivian A 731 Clay
Zack Vivian A Zack Paul J 731 Clay St
Zales Renee 800 Hausman Rd
Zambelli Gilbert G 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Zazo Frank 2905 W Emaus Ave
Zhang Linjin 427 N Lumber St
Zimbar Elaine G 414 Lumber St
Zimbar James J 414 Lumber St
Zinczenko David 25 S West St Floor 2
Zinggeler Grace K 1440 W Walnut St 1108
Zoro Patrick Zoro Angela 3501 Country Club
Zouari Ahmed 1005 N Van Buren St
Zundel John A Jr Zundel Nancy A 439 N 6th St
Zundel Nancy A 1112 S 7th St Apt1
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Bethlehem
Acheampong Kwame 2831 Tulip St
Beach Robert 818 Itaska St
Bizzoso Michael J 1527 Pinewind Dr
Boger Paul W Jr 1353 Wood Ln
Breinigsville
Dealer World Inc 8108 Cross Creek Cir Troy Spring
Diana Fratesi 8838 Max Way
Dun & Bradstreet Expatriates 899 Eaton Ave
Frace Donald E Frace Robert D 457 Arrowhead Ln
Hanjani Amir Amin Po Box 41
Kubat Stephen R Estate 917 E 17th St
Lauer Kathleen 7859 Cross Creek Cir
Lutz Dorothy K Lutz D K 8939 Breinig Run Cir
Masters Arthur J 1793 Kecks Rd
Richards Wisley R 1055 Cetronia Rd
Rooks Rosa M Estate RD 1 W North
Stanton Joseph 1438 Butz Rd
Sussman Maria 130 E Shore Dr
Swoyer Gail 7716 Hamilton Blvd
T Networks Inc 9999 Hamilton Blvd
Von Gardner Carline 1063 Mosser Rd Apt U207
Catasauqua
Anglestein Dorothy 216 Lehigh St
Baer Sarah E 504 Race St Unit 3
Baker Arthur 545 4th St Apt 14
Barna Byndi 115 Pine St Pa 18032
Barna Cyndi 115 Pine St
Bushko Marie E 124 Bridge St Catasauqua
Campbell Leroy 241 Front St
Clarke Rosemarie J 320 Arch St
Fox Gail K 638 Walnut St
Geiger Joseph E Estate 737 3rd St
Heffelfinger Brian 118 Bridge St Apt 309
Hilficker Ernest M 316 Liberty St
Hilificker Grace E 316 Liberty St
Kappes W Scott 424 Prospect St
Keller Raymond C Keller Dorothy 101 Trout
Keller Willard F 120 2nd St
Kelly Michael Estate 101 Front St
Koehler Irene M 1302 4th St
Kroope Brian J Kroope Eugene 223 2nd St
Kroope Jessica S M Kroope Brian Po Box 53
Kyra Butch 330 American St
Laubach Esther H 38 2nd St Fl 2
Leggett George L 534 3rd St Apt 303
Lindenmuth George Jr 895 Walnut St Apt F7
Mark Annette D 1049 Howertown Rd
Mcnew James A 266 High St
Metzger Harvey S 515 Kurtz St
Miller Sterling C/O Sherry Miller 232 Peach St
Pappas Virginia E Pappas Robert M 233 2nd St
Quinn Jean M 511 Kurtz
Schaadt Alicia M 1143 2nd St
Sywensky Richard J Sywensky Carole A 32nd St Apt 1b
Tassie Nelson 607 Kurtz
Tempest Emma 638 Walnut St
Trescott Cecelia C Est 285 Poplar St
White Albert 121 Bridge
Wilson Robert 613 Wyandotte St
Zelena Joseph J 6418 Cumberland Hwy
Center Valley
Beltzmann Joseph R 4437 Vera Cruz Rd
Bromwell James J 2118 Taylor Dr
Bushell Heather Cust 3537 Laurel Ln
Conway Peggy M 4829 Vera Cruz Rd
Darcy Sylvia Estate 14 Fairlawn Dr Rte 2
Dugan Mary S C/O P D Mullin 2650 Ballybunion Rd
G A Link Po Box 184
Jensen Janet M 4270 Sheaf Ln
Judd Alice G Judd Mary A 4522 W Hope Well Rd
Kilian Gladys R Rd2 Box 432
Knight Joshua C 2586 Hartman Dr
Lawrence Ronald 3945 Oakhurst Dr
Lubson Henry 2150 Spyglass Hill
Lynn Sarah I Rd2 Box 432
Macsek Joseph A 2466 Taylor Dr
Molnar Elizabeth Estate RR 1
Mullin Patricia D 2650 Ballybunion Rd
Olympus America Inc 3500 Corporate Pkwy Po Box 610 Accts Pay
Papera Joseph Jr 4067 Waterford Dr
Quinones Joanne 4556 Par Ct
Reed Tyrone B Reed Stacy J Po Box 223
Reinert Esther M Estate 4801 Saucon Creek Rd Apt 15
Roman Raymond Po Box 364
Strybuc Lucian J III RR 2 4102 Chelten Ln
Virgo Patrick 5020 Curly Horse Dr
Weidner Lee Po Box 184 Pa 18034
Werthman Jackie For Duane Conn 4770 Orchard Dr
Wieder Leona Rte 309
Wright Raymond R 4551 Brookridge Dr
Coopersburg
Akulin Kevin 7001 North Rte 309
Barndt 694 State Rd
Barnette Kimberly D 9252 Pond Rd
Besz Louis 1656 Beverly Hills Rd
Bissey Brian 1632 Laketon Rd
Chizhova Vladimir C/O Olympia Technologies Ltd 7001 N Rte 309 Pmb 126c Clock
Steven 2839 Pike Ave
Dunne James P 6724 Wild Cherry Dr
Fritchman Rodney 3806 Hampton St
Fromknecht Gregory A 6305 Primrose Ln
Gander Phyllis 4259 E Landis St
Garver Eric M Garver Mark F 4408 Sunset Dr
Garver Mark F Garver Eric M 4408 Sunset Dr
Giuliani Virginia A Giuliani Robert T Po Box 331 Gun Club Rd
Heiney Donald Chestnut Hill Rd Apt 646
Hume Christopher M 421 S Main St Apt 9
Jackson Stephen 111 Hillside Dr
King Chelsie L 4442 Sunset Dr
Lakkad Milind Lakkad Chhaya 5250 Woodcock Cir
Lutron Electronics Co Inc 7200 Suter Rd
Mann Velma M 1365 Highpoint Rd
Miholics Sandra 6468 Eichler Cir
Moran Maria D Moran Anne T 7210 Overlook Dr
Murphy Dudley E 7623 Cymun Dr
Ortiz Maria 7767 Carlton Rd
Parker Nora 5338 Limeport Pike
Repsher Robert H 1315 State Rd
Schantz Daniel W 4442 Sunset Dr
Schantz Daniel W Schantz Andrew T 4442 Sunset Dr
Schoenly Robert E Schoenly Arlene M RD 1 Ebert Rd
Shaak William M 9252 Pond Rd
Soud Jeannette A Estate 2329 Salem Rd
Stamm Sallie J 7404 Blue Church Rd S
Stuckley Dorothy M Estate Box 506 Blue Church Rd
Vawter Lisa 1075 Ebert Rd
Waterman Arthur J Estate 117 E Sta Ave
Weaver Charles D Weaver Kathy A 19 W Liberty
Yotter Michael D RR 1 Box 79
Young George V Jr Bernice Wargo Apt 203 331 E State St
Young Sarah M Apt 203 331 E State St
Coplay
Artim April E 1116 Bernice Dr
Battenfield Rae G 27 N 4th St Rear
Blankowitsch M C Estate 143 N 9th St
Capital Bank Trust Co 5002 Church Dr
Fekula Lovdy Fekula John 34 So Front
Gaarbon Auto Cleaning Speciali 2301 Juniper Dr
Garbon Auto Cleaning Specialis 2301 Juniper
Gillespie Vincent 609 Chestnut St
Groff Thomas F RR 1
Haldeman Thomas 2840 Willow St
Heckler Kim 1522 Clearview Rd
Leshko Kathryn M Leshko Stephen Rd 1
Mohr Forrest Estate 426 Chestnut St
Montanari Lillian M Estate RR 1
Patel Surendrab A 2120 Clearview Rd
Schaffer Randolph C Schaffer James W 60 N Third
Swietzer William 2816 Willow St
East Whitehall
Natarajan Askinkumar 4111 Redbud Dr
Emerald
Henritzy Henry B Main
Meitzler Virginia Main
Emmaus
Adams L R 650 Fernwood St
Angney Annie M Estate 1204 Pennsylvania Ave
Annie Verghese 5610 Limeport Rd
Antonition Kiera 28 N 2nd St
Bower Debra A 837 Chestnut St
Britler Malvine L Estate 526 Brd St Apt 2
Buhn Andrew 544 Minor St
Caverly Lindsay M 940 Macungie Ave
Chaker Rana 4422 Newton Cl
Crossley Ken 108 Macungie Ave
David Phoebe Estate 537 N 3rd St
David Phoebe M Estate 537 N 3rd St
Dickert Jason M 1435 Pnsulvania Ave
Doyle Joseph R 850 Lawrence Dr
East Penn Bank 731 Chestnut St
Engleman Alice E 550 Ridge St Apt 2
Fountain Mary J Estate RR 1
Giroux William 112 Elm St
Goldman Anthony J 374 Spruce St
Grochela George P 334 Minor St
Grois Stanley Estate 124 Elm St P
Grubb Patricia M 777 Pine St
Guldin Aaron L 420 Iroquois St
Guth Lawrence H Jr Guth Scott L 302 N 7th St
Heffner Kathryn S Heffner Lynn K 235 North St
Heffner Theodore RR 1
Hegewald Daniel E Hegewald Clara 542 Penn Ct
Hoffner Jean A RR 1
Hopkins George Hopkins Kathy 1316 Arch St
Investment Perspectives Sec Ltd 216 North Fourth St
Jagnesak E Estate 390 Brd St
Johnson Evan 176 Main St
Kardos Katalin 1134 Cold Stream Ct
Kollar Stepanie M Cust 425 Ridge St
Lokez Petra L Lokez Stanley 616 Brd St
Martini Janine Lee 106 Society Park Ct
Mihalko David J Mihalko Elizabe 5186 Mountain Dr
Mihalko Elizabet Mihalko David 5186 Mountain Dr
Moatz Paul D 545 Brd
Moyer Freida L 29 So 2 Nd
Moyer Mae Estate RR 1
Pelletier Douglas William 2881 Golf Cir
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Pfingstl Pauline S 138 N 5th St
Reed Tyrone B Reed Stacy J 120 Spruce St
Riggins Brett G 449 Chestnut St
Rodale Press 33 East Minor St
Romero Luisa 425 Ridge St
Schaedler Chad 3728 Chris Dr
Schaefer Joseph E 18 E Pine St
Schaeffer Anna Estate 564 Ridge St
Schlosser Stephen E Schlosser Claire F 55 S Second St
Schneider Mark 33 East Minor St
Spangenberg Darcie 320 Brd St 1st Flr
Stetz Lori 3728 Chris Dr
Stortz Madelyn E Stortz David A 220 S 13th St
Such Timothy R 5810 Deer Dr
Trone Pearl J 832 Chestnut St
Tschudy Faber Estate 940 Buttonwood St
Wagner Randall Estate 421 Brd St
Washburn Lori 420 Brd St
Wendling Ruth P 545 Brd
Williams Donna Williams David 2880 Parkview Cir
Wolfs Countryside Enterprises Ltd 5130 Chestnut St
Zajac Thomas M Zajac Alyse M 3215 Faith Dr
Zeravsky Ann 622 Chestnut St
Fogelsville
Freed Jane A 7935 Trails End
Herman M William 7954 Woodsbluff Ru
Hoffman Brad 1656 Packhouse Rd
Kush Geraldin L Kush Maxwell S 335 Fifth St Rear
Sukal Mark M 650 Church St Po Box 352
Sukal Mark Po Box 352
Whipple Lucetta H Whipple Hellmuth 432 Fifth St
Fountain Hill
Brown Nathan 450 Ostrum St Pa 5
Foley Joan 1308 Moravia St
Kressler William P Kressler Paul 1147 Brdway Fl F
Pharmacy 1049 Brdway 51
Ruiz Jenny 1027 Cherokee St
Germansville
Heidel Hollow Farm Inc 7419 Saegersville Rd
Koch Evelyn C/O Barbara Paine 6887 Central Rd
Kulp Cynthia 6527 Rt 309
Rivera Higinio 6052 Mountain Rd
Strobel Jayne 5321 Best Sta Rd
Trexler Cora A RR 1 Box 336
Hokendauqua
Bretz Emily Estate 1235 Catasauqua Rd
Chust Mararet Estate 120 3rd St
Hutzayluk Arlene S Hutzayluk Eugene 41 2nd
Popadick Joseph C 501 Ctr St
Quigg William 39 E Front St
Laurys Station
Caroleo Christina L 5465 Amanda Dr
Cottone Deborah Cottone Paul 5433 Amanda Dr
National Auto Finance Co 5456 Rte 145
Limeport
Craig Kathy 5201 St Josephs Rd
Freiberg Laurie B Freiberg Edward L 5201 St Joseph Rd
ODonnell Daniel Estate 1934 Main St
Lower Macungie
Hughes Kenneth J 5486 Springridge Dr
Macungie
Bailey Madison E Box 327
Bailey Nicholas P Box 327
Bertolini Dominick 3732 Knight Dr
Bindu G V 5346 Princeton Rd
Boboc Narcis 1246 Stinnay Ct
Brown Ryan W 5562 Stonecroft
Casey Anne M 2091 Willow Ln
Chapin Marie C 59 W Chestnut St
Chidozie Chinelo H 2170 Rolling Meadows Dr
Cramsey Mary 2862 Whitemarsh Pl
Gerhard Destan Gerhard Linda 318 Parkside Dr
Giannini Wanda 143 S Church St
Gilbert William III Gilbert Dorothy 63 Fairview St
Glase Richard F Estate 52 W Main St
Goldstein George E 7644 Sweetwood Dr
Greiss Joshua 105 Haddan Dr
Hartranft Kenneth Hartranft Vera M 1718 Spring Creek Rd 223
Kennedy Florence H 446 Mountain Village Dr
Khokhar Muhammad Khokhar Rubina 6703 Rutherfrd Dr
Klingler Patricia A 503 Brookfield Cir
Kuncio John III Kuncio Anna 6961 Sweetwood Dr
Kuncio John III Kuncio Jenna 6961 Sweetwood Dr
Larry Jacobs Auto 174 E Main
Levine Dorothy H Levine Benjamin 2769 Rolling Green Pl
Long Roger A 2124 Stonewall Dr
Loughran Agnes E 7028 Queens Ct Ln
Lupa Marius 6690 Hauser Rd
Madhavan Janavi B Madhavan Pranesh 5346 Princeton Rd
Mantovani Nannette R Cust Mantovani Lisa Gabriella 2469 Chardonnay Dr Bailey
Jillian A Box 327
Marron Lauren 3240 Watermill Dr
Mesko Spotting Service Inc Po Box 35
Milinichik John Estate RR 1
Moyer Michael R 143 S Church St
Nabhan Frederick N C/O Robert G Nabhan 6228 Sage Dr
Nadig Margaret R 434 Race St
Nelson Jean A Estate 61 Sycamore St
Newman Donald G 2886 Whitemarsh Pl
Pardon Pascal Henri 2280 Stonewall Dr
Payne Marjory 263 Hunter Forge Rd
Roy Royalty Inc 2537 Hughton Lean
Schey Emma 2859 Rolling Green Pl
Schoch Kathryn R 114 Race St
Stelz H D 5863 Merion Ln
Stokes David Jr C/O Janice A Stokes 8510 S Ridge Dr
Subranni Dorothy Estate 20 Willington Dr
Tulloch Omar 3532 Durham Dr
Walnutport Transportation Co Ent 152 Village Walk Dr
Widmer Suzanne L 2672 Thistle Rd
North Catasauqua
Miller Brian A 1112 3rd St
New Tripoli
Bennett Susan Bethune 7904 Springhouse Rd
Hayes John 8261 Weavers
Loews 3854 Crestview Ct
Mushler Rosemary 3076 Golden Key Rd
Nagle Keith 7083 Strawberry Ct
Patrick Miller 7729 Ft Everett Rd
Smith Mark 6679 Jefferson Ct
Old Zionsville
Muth Denise A Box 36 6291 Chestnut St
Orefield
Brown George C/O Donald Brown 2718 Valy Rd
College Heights Medical Office C/O Peter H Neumann Md 2726 Earhart Ct
Dunmire Robert 6117 Vista Tr
Edling Carolyn 4734 Huckleberry Rd
Geho Franklin L 2627 Post Rd
Hakim Harvey 1319 Wynewood Rd
Hanson Christopher Hanson Susan 5929 Chapmans Rd
Kline Alan F 3342 Rte 309
Laky Nathan R 3268 3rd Ave
Mcdonough Caroline 2218 Village Rd
Miller Dorothy S 4633 Daisy Ave
Park Sung H 1783 Applewood Dr
Peters Eleanor M 1706 Central Park
Phillips Cynthia 4301 Elias Ct
Schaffer Edith M Schaffer David R Lil Wolf Mobile Park
Specialty Seafood Buying Group 7303 Kernsville Rd
Treon William Treon Nancy J 3221 Woodlea Rd
Schnecksville
Aquilina Michael John Aquilina Kaitlyn M 4827 Scenic Acres Dr
Aquilina Michael John Aquilina Krista L 4827 Scenic Acres Dr
Budihas Anna M 4460 Park View Dr Apt T4
Dixon Frances W Po Box 372
Dogwood Landscaping Inc 4335 Rte 309
Faulstick Bernadine M 4531 Park View Dr Apt G−10
Haas Robert V 2183 Main St
Hendricks Jeffrey D 4542 Game Preserve Rd
Koehler Michael A 3061 Neffs Laurys Rd
Kraus Richard S 5558 Sunset Dr
Lang Gregory M Lang Cynthia A 3390 Fairland Dr
Matos Chuck 5523 Tannery Rd
Morgan Lavada M Morgan Lydia Rd 1 Box 178a
Palo James J 4411 Parkview Dr
Reitz Elmer R Reitz Anna M 3743 Sand Spring Rd
Shook Richard J Jr 4460 Park View Dr Apt T4
True Life Ministries 4315 Washington St
Valerio Eddy O 5151 Cassidy Dr
Walsh Margaret S Walsh Suzanne M 4905 Glenview St
Seatington
Gildner Russel H Gildner Anna J R2
Sensor Valley Dun & Brad Street 3501 Corporate Pkwy
Slatington
Arroyo Dioniska 4883 Park Ave Apt B
Bixler Michael N 7948 Rextown Rd
Boyer David L Estate R 1
Bult Christine M 3837 Main St
Christman E Mattlon Estate 102 4th St
Comfort Lori A 129 Diamond St
D & J Auto Inc 8763 Pa Rte 873
Dietrich Ellen E Dietrich Darryl 7340 Pa Rte 873
Edwards Zoe J 1234 Sunset Cir
Fernandez Edwin E 7232 Kingsted Rd
Graver Wayne G Jr 6318 Lamar Ct
Handweck Wilmer C 809 4th Pa 18080
Handwerk Julie Handwerk Carl 8662 Ashfield Rd
Hontz Dorothy Estate 230 E Church St
Jones Brandon M CO Cindy Jones 405 W Ctr Ave
Kern Rachel A Estate R1
Klingman John P 830 Main St
Kohlhauser Anthony J 6680 Oak Dr
Lakatas Anna Valent 2752 Oakland Ave
Macdonald Annette 538 W Franklin St
Mase Calvin L Mase Helen I Rte 2 Box 112
Mcnulty William T Jr 1142 Arbor
Neil Joan P 4660 Mountain Rd
Nyndham Clare 1151 Morris Ln
Powell Denise C Powell Tyler J 1410 Seville Dr
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Randell Robin 7108 Part 873
Rauch Russel B 3713 Main St
Roberts Borton Estate 61 Willow Ave
Scheffler Saloma 3713 Main St
Shearer Sheldon H 3379 Old Post Rd
Stanwood Mills Fairview Ave
Stickle Norman B Stickle Thelma 2329 Neffs Laurys Rd
Traugher Carl W Rd 3 Box 794
Vaillette Cassandra S 135 Diamond St A
Trexlertown
Lvp Partners Llc 1091 Mill Creek Rd
Mcdonald Jason R P O Box 45
Ozkaya Suleyman E 6714 Lower Macungie Rd H11
Pizza Picasso 7150 Hamilton Blvd
Prem Elizabeth B Est Po Box 784
Press Rhoads Po Box 753
Trexlertown Health Center 6900 Hamilton Blvd
Upper Macungie
Total Logistics Control 7880 Stroh Dr
Wescosville
Andronis Leo Cust 5324 Celia Dr
Bartz Jennifer 5849 Shepherd Hills Ave
Evangelical Lutheran Church 4865 Hamilton Blvd
Gao Jin L 5006 Cornerstone Rd
Hermany Daniel E Sr Hermany Anita L 1190 Grange Rd Trlr C3
Katkowski William C/O D K Katkowski 1170−R Grange Rd
Kuhns Bessie M Kuhns Henry T Rfd1
Northeastern Pa Synod 4865 Hamilton Blvd
Paduch George Paduch John Rd 2
Rotz Laurie L 5764 Greens Dr
Shimp Janet A Cbcs 915 N Brookside Rd
Shimp Robert M C/O Cbcs 915 N Brookside Rd
Stelz Harold D Stelz Joy L 146 Pine Grove Cir
Whitehall
Beatrice Cheese Co 1002 Macarthur Rd Attn J Vigilante
Bergsman Wade E 3029 N 3rd St
Blount Alisia M 1347 N 14th St 20
Bodicherla Ravi K 2 Maryland Cir 129
Braun Anthony F 1104 Mickley Ave
Brixius Ellyn 3926 Rear Mechansvil
Burns Alan 910 Front St
Butchko John J Cpt Usar 4237 Phillip St
C J Barbers Barbers At Whitehall In 2603 Mickley Ave
Christman Kimberly L 1 Maryland Cir
Clauser Janet T 3913 Old Country Cir
Coraggio Rocco 3019 S 2nd St
Coronado Braulio 2 Maryland Cir Apt 239
Curry Francis A 1573 Corinth Dr Apt 5
Devereaux Ambrose Devereaux Helen 235 Chestnut St
Dicks Timothy 1066 Catasauqua Rd
Dorsey Debra K 1238 Echo Dr
Duld Helen Estate 339 Calvert St
Dundas Clarke 2667 Augusta Dr
Eberhardt Ferdinand Z 5421 Prospect St
Eric Fonseca Valerio Co 4213 Everhart St
Ernst Mary Estate 917 5th St
Evanega Helen A Evanega George 930 4th St
Faces Too Inc 1058 Third St
Faulkner Oldsmobile 515 W Union St
Financial Adjusters Inc P O Box 266
Forte Monique M 1000 Mickley Run
Gartner Anna R 3310 Carbon St Apt 73
Giaba Nadimeh Giaba Reyad 463 Carolina Ave
Gierula Helen V Estate 421 Jefferson St
Gontar Michael 5505 Main St
Habakal Joseph 3121 S 2nd St
Harakal John 3121 S 2nd St
Harakl Joseph 3121 S 2nd St
Harris Dawn M 856 3rd St
Helfrich Virginia H 3630 Tr Dr
Herman Eric P Dc 656 Fifth St
Houck Gerald 1301 Mickley Rd Apt G5
House Jennifer R 4457 Main St 2ndfloor
Irene Ringo 3209 Water St Pa 18052
J D Garber Furniture L P 2028 Macarthur Rd
Jones Raymond 3212 N Ruch St
Khoury Halah 1709 Peachtree Cir
Kivert Kathleen J Kivert Jeffrey S 515 W Union St
Kober Martha Estate 3871 Rosewood Ln
Kromer Jeannette A 1124 Catasauqua Rd
Kromer Leroy C Sr 1124 Catasauqua Rd
Kromer Stephanie A 800 Maryland Av
Kuntz Mary L 2 Maryland Cir Apt 309
Lapaix Abdon 30 Jordon Dr
Laube David A 3502 Musselman Ct
Lloyd Mildred 621 Jordan Cir
Lowden John A Jr 1125wlivingstonst
Manning Anna D 1276 Forest Rd
Marcano David 1580 Olympic Cir
Middleton Ammie K 313 Fullerton Ave
Miller Harvey Apt 202 3150 Lehigh St
Mortgage America Inc Its Succe 1425 Grape St
Nigro Michael A 513 Alpine St
Northside Foreign Cars Inc 905 Second St
Oasis Telecommunications 1541 Alta Dr
Pavao April 1575 Creekside Rd
Payne Mary 608 Pine St
Payrow Bernice A Payrow Ronald B 419 Crest Dr
Pearle Vision Express 283 Lehigh Valy Mall
Pituch Nicholas Estate 1022 6th St
Posch Herbert A Posch Adele R 116 5th St
Realty Abstract Inc 779 Third St
Riley Sean T 350 Mickley Run L
Ringo Mary 3209 Water St
Rosario Alicia 5522 Main St
Rossi Angela M Estate 104 Pershing Blvd
Roth Gary L 4520 Quarry St
Rothrock Dodge 2402 Hillside Ave
Ruber Eric J 18 Fullerton Ave
Ruth Henry V 1017 W Highland St
Sahor Baboucarr 20 Jordan Dr Apt 2
Schmoyer Kristopher Schmoyer Cortney 905 Second St
Segatti Alexandra 124 Cornerstone Pl
Segatti Alexandra A 124 Cornerstone Place
Stark Kathryn A 123 Orchard Dr Apt 11
Stoudt Robert C 1061 N Sixth St
Stutzbach Adela Estate 823 5th St
Stutzenberger Evelyn L 644 7th St
Sunarjo Sherly 1 Maryland Cir Apt 324
Tapler James J 3303 N Hobson St
Tews Tanya L 3325 S 5th Ave Apt 62
Vass John 4581 Pharaoh St
Wasko Rose J CO Buss & Long 3517 Municipal Dr
Zintel Jessica E 5350 Russell Ct Apt 9
Zionsville
Brong Arthur H 5455 Walnut Ln
Feick Wesley 6578 Batman Rd
Kemmerer Leonard C Kemmerer Helen 6625 Kings Hwy South
Mathis Waymond 225 Taft St
Luzerne County - Citizens’ Voice
2003 Coach Inc 33 Kidder St Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
A
Abel William Abel Jeanne 380 Park Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Abreu Nelson 1800 River Rd Lot 17 Pittston Twp Pa 18640
Adajar Mario Adajar Marie 157 Bear Creek Blvd Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Alan J. Finlay & Mccole Associates 39 Pulic Sq Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Aldrich Mary Aldrich Harry 29 N Grant Wilkes Baire Pa 18702
Allardyce Thomas J Md 150 Mundy St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ambosie Margaret Ambosie Dale 22 Skyline Dr Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Amico Patricia 24 Tunkhannock Ave West Pittston Pa 18643
Andrews John Jr 19 Frank St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Andrzejwski Joseph Estate 294 Coal St Apt B−6 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Angela Harry Motorworld Collisio 69 Crawford Rd Sweet Valley Pa 18656
Angielski Kathryn Estate 106 Turner St Plymouth Pa 18651
Anthony Spina Po Box 1350 Conyngham Pa 18219
Aquarium Doctor Inc 381 Bennett St 383 Luzerne Pa 18709
Argenio Lauren Phyllis 901 Wyoming Ave Pittston Pa 18643
Arnone Jasper 291 Barney St Wilkesbarre Pa 18702
Arnone Ruth 291 Barney St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Aupont Evans 200 N River St Wilkes−Barre Pa 18711
B
Baer Morton Baer Robert Apt 1014 61 E Na Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Bafile Michael 128 Main St Ashley Pa 18706
Baggett David 78 Sheridan St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Baker Chester Baker Florence 225 West Ridge Nanticoke Pa 18634
Banta William Banta Laura RR1 Box 267 Pittston Pa 18643
Bara Frank Estate 52 Spruce St Glen Lyon Pa 18617
Baranosky John 22 Carey St 24 Ashley Pa 18706
Baranski Mickelena 564 High St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Barber David 80 Mill St Luzerne Pa 18709
Barber James Estate 45 Turner St Plymouth Pa 18651
Barber Thomas 136 Elm St West Pittston Pa 18643
Bates Sara 314 West Main St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Bechter Robert 379 South Main Plaza Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Bednarz Stephanie 120 East Brd St Apt 3 Nanticoke Pa 18634
Belcher Elizabet Belcher Eugene RD 1 Curry Hill Plymouth Pa 18651
Bell Clarence Jr Bell Linda 1135 Exeter Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Benas Gary 100 East Main St Building A Apt 301 Plymouth Pa 18651
Benfante Nick Est 17 Landon St Pittston Pa 18640
Benoit Richard 760 Park Ave Shavertown Pa 18708
Bethel Angeline 30 Smith Plymouth Pa 18651
Betzler Robert Betzler Rosa 826 S Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Birkenhead Jean Estate 49 Waller St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Blacksmith Distributing Inc C/O Keystone Automotive 44 Tunkhannock Ave Exeter Pa
18643
Blaine Jean Po Box 1716 Shavertown Pa 18708
Blase Henry 9 Mallery Place Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Block Karen 31 Fairfield Dr Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Blue Cross 364 19 N Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18711
Bolesta Caroline 100 E Main St Apt 101a Plymouth Pa 18651
Boller Harrison 89 W Lake Rd Box 51 Bear Creek Vill Pa 18602
Borough Harveys Lake 182 New Alexander St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Borum John Sr 565 Blackman St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Bourassa Glen & Theresa 208 Skytop Dr Avoca Pa 18640
Bracken Theatre Co Po Box 304 Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Brandenburg Leo C/O Impact Systems 5 Pethick Dr Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Brenneisen Richard Brenneisen Betty 492 Birch Rd Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Breymeier Grace Estate 24 Carroll St Pittston Pa 18640
Brezinski Enola C/O M Wargula Respons Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Brody Mrs Rd 1 Box 34 Sweet Valley Pa 18656
Brokenshire Samuel Rd 3 Box 69 Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Brosso Mamie 22 Bryden St Pittston Pa 18640
Brown David 382 E Northampton St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Brown Judy Deweese Po Box 771 Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Brown Kevin 546 Mifflin Nescopeck Hwy Nescopeck Pa 18635
Brown Michael 20 N Memorial Hwy Shavertown Pa 18708
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Brown Shirley 615 Fellows Ave Wilkes−Barre Pa 18706
Bruno S Shursave 51517 401 Kennedy Blvd Pittston Pa 18640
Burd Kathleen RR 2 Box 1 Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Burgel Nicholas Estate 98 Newport Ave Glen Lyon Pa 18617
Burke Bernice RR 1 Plymouth Pa 18651
Burnley Benjamin 45 Spruce St Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Butch Kaitlyn 14 Cleveland St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Butkas Eleanor 112 Scott St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Byla Anna 20 Prospect Pl Pittston Pa 18640
C
C Js Auto Repair 58 Dana St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Cadwell Nellie Oak Ridge Plymouth Pa 18651
Callahan John 7 Lan Creek Rd Plains Pa 18702
Callahan Sharen 802 Susquehanna Ave W Pittston Pa 18643
Campenni Rose 209 Luzerne Ave West Pittston Pa 18643
Carlin Michael Estate 16 Caffrey St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Casey Ryan 352 Salsbury Ln Plymouth Pa Plymouth Pa 18651
Casterline Delbert 39 Sandy Beach Rd Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Castillo Humberto 17 Oneil Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Catholic Social Services Gabriel Shelter Joyce Ins Group Pittston Pa 18640
Cawley Donald 12 Stout St Pittston Pa 18640
Champlin Daniel 12 Stout St Pittston Pa 18640
Chapman Margaret A Po Box 45 Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Cheponis Michael Cheponis Dana 283 Moyallen St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Chesney David 346 E Field St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Chmielewski Pearl RR 1 Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Choice Furniture & Mattresses 224 A Main St Luzerne Pa 18709
Choynacki Nadeane Choynacki Leonard 11 Tanya Dr Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Christoforittie Anna 75 W Main St Glen Lyon Pa 18617
Chupavich Ryan 15 S Empire St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ciciani Josephin Ciciani Antoni 282 N Pennsylvania Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ciecinski John RR 1 135a Harveys Lake Pa Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Cieslak Helen 40 Front Pittston Pa 18640
Citizens Bank 8 W Market St Wilkes Barre Pa 18711
Citsay Daniel 980 Pine Run Rd Hanover Township Pa 18706
Clark Betty Ann Clark Harry Rd 2 Box 400 Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Cobleigh Alberta Cobleigh Edwin E 233 Academy St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Cobleigh Edwin 233 Academy St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Coffeee Michael 41 W Grand St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Cole Loretta Cole John Jr RR 3 Box 3712 Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Coleman Walter 27 Eagle Ct Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Conlon James III Conlon Coleen 67 Main St Inkerman Pa 18640
Consenza Richard 20 Union St Pittston Twp Pa 18640
Consenza Richard Consenza Angelo 20 Union St Pittston Pa 18640
Cook Robert 473 S River St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Cooks Cool Cars 229 Nicholson St Ap Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Coolbaugh Joann Birchwood Village Exeter Pa 18643
Coolbaugh Richard 61 Willow St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Correll Helene Correll Wilmer 12 Penrose St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Cosgrove Regina 5 N Sherman St Apt 905 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Cosgrove Stella Cosgrove Patrick 795 S Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Coslosky Jean 207 Freed St Sugar Notch Pa 18706
Cosner Earl Estate C/O Westown School Gen Del Weston Pa 18256
Cronauer Marjorie 37 No Main St Ashley Pa 18706
Cross Creek Pointe 1065 Hwy 315 Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Curry Ruth E Est 209 Roberts Rd Pittston Pa 18640
Curtis Lena 54 West Ctr St Shavertown Pa 18708
Curtis Tisha 305 N Main 3 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Curto Robin L Kendall E Cust 174 Haverford Dr Laflin Pa 18702
Cusick Patrick Cusick Mary 703 Metcalf Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Czeywski Victoria Estate Grove St Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
D
Dadej Joseph Estate Rr 1 Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Dale Mary 556 Rear West Main St Plymouth Pa 18651
Daum Jody RR1 Box 1710 Tod Sweet Valley Pa 18656
Davis Jean 151 5th St Wyoming Pa 18643
Dawson Lawrence A Jr Rd2 Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Dawson Lenida 175 Valy Rd Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Dean Catherin 1221 S Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Deanglis Pete 388 N Main St Wiles Barr Pa 18702
Dellacroce Marvin 153 Poplar St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Demace Ronald Jr 30 Norman St Pittston Pa 18640
Demark Josephin Demark Adeline 67 Memorial St Exeter Pa 18643
Demark Louis 40 Old Boston Rd Pittston Pa 18640
Dembowski Celia 322 W Main St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Demko Karen 46 Dauenport St Plymouth Pa 18651
Demko Kathy 76 West Brd St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Devany Martin 148 Oak St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Devens Helen Estate 629 Bennett St Luzerne Pa 18709
Digun Joseph 1623 River Rd Pittston Pa 18640
Dillon Dorothy Est Of 424 E Washington St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Dippre Margaret 420 Lee Park Towers Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Dobransky Anna 235 Pine St Hanover Nanticoke Pa 18634
Dombroski Elizabeth 158 Brdhead Sugar Notch Pa 18706
Dombrowski Theodore 40 Front Pittston Pa 18640
Dombrowski Theodore Dombrowski Daniel 254 Brd St Pittston Pa 18640
Domonyea George 200 South Meade St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Don Wilkinson Agency Inc 300 A Laird St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Dougherty James 51 Bertels Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Dougherty Kathryn 61 E Northampton St Apt 402 Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Driscoll Eugene 12 Park St Korn Krest Hanover Twp Pa 18706
Driscoll G D 12 Park St Korn Krest Hanover Twp Pa 18706
Dunkin Donuts 2001 Hwy 315 Pittson Pa 18640
E
Ed Sallie Mae Trust PO Box 4600 Wilkesbarre Pa 18773
Edgar Dorothy 440 N River St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Edmuntowicz S Estate 42 W Ridge St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Edwards Keith 334 S Hanover St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Edwards Kimberly 337 West Shawnee Ave Plymouth Pa 18651
Edwards Robert 99 Stanton St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Elliott Matthew 135 Madison St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ellis Joseph 163 S Washington St Apt 114 Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Ephlin John 47 Sturdevant St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Erwine Leona Erwine Paul 322 Beade St Plymouth Pa 18651
Evans Mary Evans James 280 Kidder St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Evans William 95 Lakeside Dr Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Ewing Trucking 512 Harman Rd Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Express Food Mart 699 E Main St Plymouth Pa 18651
Expressions Hair And Nail Salon 127 Philadelphia Ave West Pittston Pa 18643
F
Fallon Deandra 832 Woodland Rd Sugar Notch Pa 18706
Falzone Paul 95 Reliance Dr Wilkesbarre Pa 18702
Family Dental Practice 213 E Market St Wilkees−Barre Pa 18702
Fasulka Helen 19 W Hartford St Ashley Pa 18706
Fasulka William 19 W Hartford St Ashley Pa 18706
Fed Hearings And Appeals 117 W Main St Plymouth Pa 18651
Feeney Herbert Feeney Jean 134 Girard Ave Plymouth Pa 18651
Felix Anthony 3rd 21 Zajac Ln Lot 17 Nescopeck Pa 18635
Ferrara Mary 161 Johnson St Pittston Pa 18640
Ferretti Armond 201 Oak St Pittston Pa 18640
Fetterolf Donald 821 S Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Figler Linda 214 W Noble St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Finnegan Charles Estate 977 W Main St Plymouth Pa 18651
First Priority Health 19 North Main St Wilkes−Barre Pa 18711
Fisher Mary 1943 Wyoming Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Fix George M Estate Po Box 168 Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Foote J J 3360 Laurel Run Rd Laurel Run Pa 18706
Ford Florence H Estate 541 W Shawnee Ave Plymouth Pa 18651
Ford Frederick 71 Custer St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ford Mary 316 William St Pittston Pa 18640
Foster William 74 Oxford St Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Fox Blanche Po Box 144 Beach Haven Pa 18601
Francisco Sandra 32 East Union St Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Franklin Michael 711 N Washington St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Frechen Deborah 357 Baltimore Ave West Pittston Pa 18643
Frey Richard 823 Smt St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Fuller Catherine 68 W Linden St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
G
Gallagher Ruth R Estate 196 Parrish St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Garber Daniel Garber Helen 2 Loomis Park Hanover Twp Pa 18706
Gardner Mary E 515 Second St West Pittston Pa 18643
Gariano Gary 194 Old River Rd Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Garrison Clifford Garrison Howard 374 East South St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Garrison Howard Garrison Donald 374 E Northampton Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Garvey Marie B 54 Wood St Pittston Pa 18640
Gatusky Agnes 33 Priestly St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Gene Weiss Estate 75 N Main St Ashley Pa 18706
George Kathryn George Kenneth Main St Plains Pa 18702
George Milchick Tr 18 Spruce St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Giarratano Gina 600 Lily Ct Exeter Pa 18643
Gill Michael 202 North Main St Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Gilorma Natalie 5 North Walnut St Floor One Rear Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Gilroy Brian Gilroy John Gilroy Mary 179 Brd St Pittston Pa 18640
Gilroy Mary 179 Brd St Pittston Pa 18640
Gilroy Mary 20 Jennings St Pittston Pa 18640
Gilroy Thomas Valy Crest Nursing Home 1551 East End Blvd Wilkes Barre Pa 18711
Gingell Florence Wesley Village Nursing Home Jenkins Twp Pa 18640
Ginther Carlyn Ginther Helen 38 Almond Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ginther Carolann Ginther Helen 38 Almond Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ginther Helen Ginther John 38 Almond Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ginther Joseph Ginther Helen 38 Almond Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ginthner Carol 36 Almond Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ginthner Carol Ginthner Helen 38 Almond Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ginthner Helen 38 Almond Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Go Ped A Go Go 28 S Main St C/O 0 Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Godwin Pumps Of America Inc 1000 Wilkesbarre St Attn K Duda Wilkesbarre Pa
18711
Graham Mary B Estate 26 Ross St Ashley Pa 18706
Graver Donald Estate 314 3rd St Nescopeck Pa 18635
Greco Eye Associates Pc 580 E Main St Ste 5 Plymouth Pa 18651
Griffith Mark 45 Rear South Sherman St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Grohowski Barbara 47 Maffett St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Gruver Michael 365 Walnut St Luzerne Pa 18709
Gryskavicz John 300 Cool St Plymouth Pa 18651
Gryskavicz John Est 300 E Cool St Plymouth Pa 18651
Gulick Suzanne Gulick Frank 597 Blackman St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Gulla Lisa 346 Franklin St Pittston Pa 18643
Gushock Stella 35 Oxford St Hanover Twp Pa 18706
H
Habib Dolores 60 Sheridan St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Haddow Justine 27 Swallow St Pittston Pa 18640
Hall Beverly 26 Keech St Nantioke Pa 18634
Hall Keith Douglas 180 Carlisle St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Hall Trebor Hall Toni 52 East Ctr St Shavertown Pa 18708
Hamlin Mary C Estate 332 Delaware Ave West Pittston Pa 18643
Hammerbacker Kenneth 35 Regent St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Hannigan Edward 1943 Wyoming Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Hannon Mary 179 Lehigh St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Hardisky Carol 1166 Oak Dr Shavertown Pa 18708
Hardy David 1017 East Main St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Hari Om Hospitality Llc 400 Kidder St Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Harris Dale 120 12 Park St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Harris Daniel 701 Rte 309 Dallas Pa 18657
Harris Douglas Harris Oliver PO Box 141 Ashley Pa 18706
Harvey Sherri 69 Staub Rd Trucksville Pa 18708
Hassel Edward 45 Cooney Park Ashley Pa 18706
Hatcher Marie 1098 Kidder St Wilkes Barre Twp Pa 18702
Haupt Marie 44 Mccarragher Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
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Hawrysko John Estate 209 Ctr St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Healthnow New York Dmerc A Po Box 6900 Wilkes Barre Pa 18773
Healthnow New York Inc Dmerc A Po Box 6900 Wilkes Barre Pa 18773
Heim Kathleen Est 91 Cooney Park Ashley Pa 18706
Heim Tori 4 Maransky Rd Sweet Valley Pa 18656
Heller Scott 26 Schrcman St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Help Source Medical Equip Suppls 706 Exeter Ave West Pittston Pa 18643
Henecheck Michael 31 S Main St Ashley Pa 18706
Hightower Alison 138 Old River Rd Wlkes Barre Pa 18702
Holeman Lisa M Est 76 E Overbrook Rd Shavertown Pa 18708
Hopper Thomas Estate 214 S Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Horan Raymond 118 Union St Pittston Pa 18640
Huff And Lakjer Funeral Home 75 W Main St Glen Lyon Pa 18617
Hughe Genevieve Estate 229 E Church St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Hughes Robert 18 E Brd St R Apt 1 Nanticoke Pa 18634
Hules Michele Ann 889 Smith Row Plymouth Pa 18651
Hummer Hugh 163 S Washington St Apt 810 Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Hunlock Creek Athletic Assoc Po Box 232 Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Hurtt Sandra 408 Packer Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Hussa Stephani 90 Canal Nanticoke Pa 18634
I
Ice Box 197 Old Boston Rd Pittston Pa 18640
Ideaworks 301 W Main St Plymouth Pa 18651
Imaging Interventional Assoc 575 N River St Wilkes Barre Pa 18764
Innamorati Annmarie 348 E Green St Nanicoke Pa 18634
Interfaith Heights Apartments 290 Coal St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Internet Auction Sales PO Box 411 Nanticoke Pa 18634
Izzo Ralph 46 Dauenport St Plymouth Pa 18651
J
J And S Pizza Deli Inc 33 Market St Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Jablonski Celia 210 College Nanticoke Pa 18634
Jackson Ann In 148 Pioneer Ave Shavertown Pa 18708
James William J Estate 221 Nottuiglum Plymouth Pa 18651
Janosov Elizabeth RR2 Box 25 F Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Janso Michael 349 E Grand St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Januszewski Rose 152 Division St Lee Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Januzzi Kim Cust 77 Reliance Dr Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Jarmusik Mildred Jarmusik Leo 49 W Noble Nanticoke Pa 18634
Jeffries Maude Jeffries John 229 N Washington Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Jenkins Tresina Estate 11 Loxley St Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Jilson Jose De Assis 62 Park Ave 1 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Jochim Gerald 115 Worchester Stapt B Nescheck Pa 18635
John Heinz Institute Of 150 Mundy St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
John Plorkowski Estate 237 Bauer Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Johnson William Lincoln Plz Apt 503 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Jones Bertha 51 Bertels Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Jones Charles 1312 Main St Pittston Pa 18640
Jones Edith A Estate RR 1 Box 374a Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Jones Esther Estate 84 W Ross St Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Jones John Estate 2 Brown St Ashley Pa 18706
Jones Mary 1312 Main St Pittston Pa 18640
Jones Ronald 63 Hill St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Jones Thersa 3 S Grant St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Joseph Emma 51 North Main St Pittston Pa 18640
Junevitz Anna 902 1/2 Ne Main Plymouth Pa 18651
K
Kachurak Josephine 91 E 1st St East Plymouth Pa 18651
Kacsmar Brian 115 Cedar St Exeter Pa 18643
Kalinowski Bernard 101 E Mountain Blvd Wilkes Bar Pa 18702
Karichne Norma 24 Lambert St Pittston Pa 18640
Karosa Geroege 21 Memorial St Exeter Pa 18643
Kasarda Ethel 51 Back St Ebervale Pa Ebervale Pa 18223
Kaschak Thomas Kaschak Lillian 306 Stephanie Dr Plymouth Pa 18651
Kasper Carol A Cust Kasper Marlo RR 2 Box 378a Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Kathio Inayat 34 Main St A Inkerman Pittston Pa 18640
Kearney Ronald 51 Susquehanna St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Keating Robert 46 Jeanette Plymouth Pa 18651
Kehler Gertrude E RR 3 Box 61 Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Keil Dorothy 70 Mclean St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Keiser & Geisinger Health Dietrich 800 Chesnut St Warrior Run Pa 18706
Kelley Doris W Mrs Kelley J Roland 47 Maffett St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Kelley Marian L Kelley John 49 Covell St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Kernag Lynn 13 W Franklin St Shavertown Pa 18708
Kilcoyne Catherin 12 West Germania St Hanover Township Pa 18706
Kilcoyne Michael 12 W Germania St Hanover Township Pa 18706
Kinney Ellen 545 Main St Sugar Notch Pa 18706
Kittle Charles 351 Baltimore Av West Pittston Pa 18643
Kivak Michael Kivak Diane 31 Ridge St Pittston Township Pa 18640
Klein Christine Klein Howard 610 Wild Flower Dr Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Klein Lucille Rd 2 Box 232b Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Klein Margaret 278 Barney St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Knapp Elizabeth Knapp Kenneth 61 E Northampton St Apt 1011 Wilkes Barre Pa
18701
Kochan Alex RR 2 Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Kokunelera Rosemary 7 Garber St Hanover Townsh Pa 18706
Kolesa David 290 Miller St Luzerne Pa 18709
Kolodzey Carol Estate Box 133 Main Rd Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Koronkiewicz Joseph 28 Birchwood St Exeter Pa 18643
Koscak John Jr Estate 360 High St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Kovach Janet Helen 6 Winter St Inkerman Pa 18640
Koval Jennie Estate 24 Lower Brdway St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Kovaleski Genevieve Kovaleski Richard 222 Spring St West Pittston Pa 18643
Krainz Rosemarie Krainz Marie 111 Reno Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Kralik Ronald J RR 4 Box 612 Mt Zion Rd West Pittston Pa 18643
Kratz Francis L IV 892 South Franklin St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Kretchmer Henry A Jr Kretchmer Arlene 27 Turner Plymouth Pa 18651
Krzyzewski Paul 670 Lee St Plymouth Pa 18651
Kudrako Leslie 700 2nd St Nescopeck Pa 18635
Kuhla Francis Est 15 S Franklin St Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Kulakowski Frank 264 Grant St Exeter Pa 18643
Kunkle Kirby 422 Wyoming Ave West Pittston Pa 18643
Kuntzman Jeanne L Sherman Hills 304n Empire Ct 506 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Kuzner Rose Estate 32 Logan St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Kvedrovicz Richard Est 147 Old Newport St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Kvs Consulting Services 125 S Pioneer Ave Trucksville Pa 18708
L
Ladies Pennsylvania Slovak Catholic Unio C/O Mrs C Wysocki 69 Public Sq Ste 922
Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Landmesser Drew 131 Maple Rd Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Langan Ann 34 Main St A Inkerman Pittston Pa 18640
Langan Jean Estate 10 Milton St Pittston Pa 18640
Langan Kathio Maura Langan Ann 34 Main St Inkerman Pa 18640
Latona Jennie R19 Swallow Pittston Pa 18640
Lauricella Lillian 96 W Frothingham St Pittston Pa 18640
Leagus Leonard Leagus George 88 N Meade St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Lenahan Kathleen Gallagher 837 Rear Main St Sugar Notch Pa 18706
Lesaint Logistics 900 Sathers Dr Pittston Pa 18640
Lewis Joann Kelly 142 Robert St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Lewis Nana 75 Corlear St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Lin Mei 73−75 South Meade St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Litz Tessie Litz John 55 Pierce St Plymouth Pa 18651
Loftus Gerard 36 Frothingham St Pittston Pa 18640
Lombardelli Shirley Lombardelli D D 189 E Market St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Long Christopher Rr 1 Box 1745 Sweet Valley Pa 18656
Lonick Joseph 400 Kidder St Rm 136 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Lord And Taylor 250 Highland Park Blvd Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Lott Charle 25 Edison St Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Loughren Mary 565 S Franklin St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Lta Id 40038 3333 Bear Creek Blvd Bear Creek Twp Pa 18702
Luton Ronald 129 Hanover St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
M
M T Bk Fbo Atlantic Microwave 44 West Market St Wilkes Barre Pa 18773
Mae Sallie Po Box 4600 Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Makarewicze Ruth 5 Nsherman St Apt 907 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Malloy Shirley Malloy Joseph 99 Moyallen St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Mantiones Gas 702 Sans Souci Pkwy Hanover Township Pa 18706
Mantiones Gas Snack Tobacco 329 Wilkes Barre Twp Pa 18702
Marino Anthony 3811 Bear Creek Blvd Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Marmolejo Iris 21 S Welles St Fl 2 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Martin John 542 Bennet St Luzerne Pa 18709
Marx Jenna 24 Clifton Ct Hanover Township Pa 18706
Mary Collender Estate 38 Coal St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Mary Sabat Estate General Delivery Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Masley Agnes 3320 Iowa St Exeter Pa 18643
Mason Jane 101 Regent St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Mason Tyrone 240 Coal St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Matlock Tara 22 Second St Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Matthews Esther Estate 33 Oaklawn Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Matus Casmier 37 Druid Hills Dr Shavertown Pa 18708
Matuszak Joan 28 Birchwood St Exeter Pa 18643
Maurkus Anna 158 Brdhead Sugar Notch Pa 18706
May Adam 242 Susquehanna Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Mc Daniels Gladys H C/O Hudacek & Hudacek Attn M J Hudacek Jr 43 East Main St
Plymouth Pa 18651
Mccoy Stanecia Fl1 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Mcelwee Austin Mcelwee Helen 95 Birch St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Mcfadden Francis 161 S Main St Apt 15 Pittston Twp Pa 18640
Mcginnis John J Estate 237 Stanton St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Mcglynn Marie 31 Penn St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Mcguiness Margaret 300 Park Ave Apt 204 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Mcguiness Margaret Estate 300 Park Ave Apt 204 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Mcgurri Beatrice V Estate R126 Penn Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Mcintyre Jamie 320 E State St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Mckay Clara 31 E Franklin St Shavertown Pa 18708
Mclane Susan 55 Bryden St Pittston Pa 18640
Medicap Pharmacy 309 201 S Main Pittston Pa 18640
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy 395 S Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Meholchick Leona Estate 50 Newport St Glen Lyon Pa 18617
Melone Eileen 132 Carey Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Melvin Helen 217 Mill St Pittston Pa 18640
Metzker Anne 1133 Main St Pittston Pa 18640
Michael Vino Barbara Vino Jt 342 Mclean St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Mickey Lanza Contracting Inc 5 Hillman St Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Micocci Mary 1 E Green St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Milazzo Faust 10−3rd St Pittston Pa 18640
Milazzo Joseph 1605 River Rd Pittston Pa 18640
Miller Betty 68 James St Ashley Pa 18706
Miller Juanita RR 1 Box 230 Pittston Pa 18643
Miller Theodosia 1013 Lincoln Plz Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Miraglia Elizabet Miraglia Joseph 634 First St Nescopeck Pa 18635
Mislak Genovea Estate 299 S Sheridan St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Monte Marie Estate RR 1 Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Mooney Catherine 42 Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Morgan Rebecca K 95 Lakeside Dr Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Morreale Melchiore J Jr Po Box 904 Pittston Pa 18640
Moser Doris M Estate 714 Susquehanna Ave West Pittston Pa 18643
Mulcey Cecil 11 W Market St Apt Pnc−Bank Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Mundy Maryellen 128 Willow St Plymouth Pa 18651
Murtha Kathryn Estate 61 Wyoming St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Musto Brad 95 Kidder St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Myslek Mary Estate 232 Orchard St Plymouth Pa 18651
N
Nabisco Biscuit Po Box 6400 Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Natalie Susie Estate 52 Pine St Pittston Pa 18640
Nathale Lois Estate 52 Pine Pittston Pa 18640
Nerbecki Joanne 1 Thomas St Exeter Pa 18643
Nesbitt Abram IV Trust 1400 Mellon Bank Building Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Nesbitt Anna M Estate 39 Brown St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
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Nesbitt Geraldine 1400 Mellon Bank Bldg Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Nesbitt Geraldine Nesbitt Abram III Nesbitt Abram IV 1400 United Penn Bank Bldg
Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Nezavich Estelle 209 Factory St Luzerne Pa 18709
Nickett Mary PO Box 671 Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Nikparvarfard Mehdi 403 S Main St Pittston Pa 18640
Nogic Gertrude Estate 71 W Union St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Norton Thomas Estate 166 Oak St Pittston Pa 18640
Novak Anna Mae RR 4 Box 344 Pittston Pa 18643
Novak Theresa RR 4 Box 344 Pittston Pa 18643
Nowacka Violet 90 Canal Nanticoke Pa 18634
Nurses Bayada 457 North Main St Suite 100 Pittson Pa 18640
Nypower Helen 58 N Market St Glen Lyon Pa 18617
O
Obrien James 500 Schooley Ave Apt 58 Exeter Pa 18643
Oconner Martin 30 Pershing St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ogorman Shirley 60 Sheridan St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Olszewski Theodore Est 605 Main St Pittston Pa 18640
Orzechowski G Estate 492 S Prospect St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Ostrander Arthur 7 Woodbury St Hanover Twp Pa 18706
Ouimet Michele 24 Collister Dr Nescopeck Pa 18635
P
Pace Robert Sr 123 Armstrong Rd Pittston Pa 18640
Pachomovitch Sally 222 Schooley Ave Apt 224 Pittston Pa 18643
Pall Walter 5831 Main Rd Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Pallini Mary 222 Schooley Ave Apt 224 Pittston Pa 18643
Paredes Claudia 264 High St Rear Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Parkin Elsie 87 West Ross St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Parrish Donald 55 W Hartford St Ashley Pa 18706
Parrish Transportation 1095 Pittston By−Pass Jenkins Pa 18640
Parsons Joseph 280 Blueberry Hill Rd R Shavertown Pa 18708
Paulick Linda Paulick Peter 150 Hanover St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Peck Kim 17 Collender Rd Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Peckham Vincent Po Box 1024 Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Pegasus Communications 1181 Hwy 315 Plains Pa 18702
Penn Footwear Line & Grove St Po Box 87 Nanticoke Pa 18634
Pennsylvania Millers Mic 72 N Franklin St Po Box P Wilkes−Barre Pa 18703
Pepe Theresa E Estate 1081 Wyoming Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Perillo Fannie 471 S Grand St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Perugino Anthony Estate 204 S Main St 1291 Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Petcavage Valerie 59 Bradford St Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Pg Energy 41 N Main St Wilks Barre Pa 18711
Pharmerica 153 Stewart Rd Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Pickett George 702 E Northampton St Wlks Barr Twp Pa 18702
Pilch Denise 101 E Ctr St Shavertown Pa 18708
Piszczek Joseph W 70 E Main St Plymouth Pa 18651
Pizza Desis 27 Barnes St Ashley Pa 18706
Pizza Loven 2 1259 Wyoming Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Polkjr Frank 72 Fulton St Luzerne Pa 18709
Pope William 504 Wyoming Ave W Pittston Pa 18643
Priority Search Inc 25 N River St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Pykosh John Estate 320 Whine St Apt 313 Hazleton Pa
Q
Quinn Zita 92 N Gout St Wilkes Barre Pa 18651
R
R M Delevan Inc C/O Owner Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Rachunis Victoria Estate 116 Railrd St Glen Lyon Pa 18617
Radovic Theresa Apt 212 140 Lee Park Ave Wilkes−Barre Pa 18706
Ransome Betty C/O Prj Dir Hs Consultants 79 W Union St Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Ratchford Adrienne Rd 1 Box 166t Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Ratchford Theresa 878 Suscon Rd Pittston Pa 18640
Ravert Anna 283 Nottingham St Plymouth Pa 18651
Rcn Telecom Services Inc 100 Baltimore Dr 3rd Floor Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Receivable Strategies Llc 35−385 New Commerce Blvd Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Reese David 151 5th St Wyoming Pa 18643
Reilly Jason 109 W Grand St Apt3 Nanticoke Pa 18634
Relco Corp 44 Tunkhannock Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Resavy Edith 4 Central St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Ricci Samuel V Jr 39 Pine St Apt 6 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ricker Louise Estate 134 Scott St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ridler Woodrow Estate 79 Mclean St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Riggs Vincent 385 North Main St Pittston Pa 18640
Rilk Victoria Estate 17 Holland St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Rinehimer Donna 51 E Poplar St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Rinehimer Harold 366 E Grove St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Rinehimer John 51 E Poplar St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Ripka Florence Estate 28 N Meade St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ripski Josephine 510 Koszciuzko St Manticoke Pa 18634
Riscavage Anna 2629 S Main St Hanover Twp Pa 18706
Rmdi 240b S Main St Clark Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Rock Street Music 148 South Main St Pittston Pa 18640
Rodzon Sophia 114 E Division St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Rogan Amy 27 Carey St Ashley Pa 18706
Rogers Robert A Md 134 Highland Ave Shavertown Pa 18708
Rokosz Martha Estate 301 Ctr St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Romanowski Timothy M 832 Woodland Rd Sugar Notch Pa 18706
Ron Telecom Svc Philadelphia 100 Baltimore Dr 3rd Floor Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ross George 199 Sambourne St Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Rowinski Helen 260 Lee Park Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Rudnicki Patrick Germania St 2 W Hanover Twp Pa 18706
Rule William 319 Spring St West Pittston Pa 18643
Russ Raymond 240 North Sherman St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Rutter Delores 112 Scott St Wilkes Pa 18702
Ryan Charlene E Estate 107 Wilkes Ln Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Ryman Glenn 58 S Meade St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
S
Sabalaske Florence Estate 10 Beaver Ct B Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Sabia Stella 56 Blair St Plymouth Pa 18651
Sachs Betty 84 Wyoming St Lee Pk Han Twp Pa 18702
Samartzis Dora 84 Butler St Pittston Pa 18640
Saunders Suzanne 352 Salsbury Ln Plymouth Pa Plymouth Pa 18651
Scanlon Thomas Estate 80 Hazleton St Ashley Pa 18706
Schenk Walter G C/O Wyoming Valy Manor 240 N Sherman St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Schifano Joseph Schifano Eva 23 1 2 Pine St Pittston Pa 18640
Schirra George Schirra Lisa 1000 Suscon Rd Pittston Twp Pa 18640
Schmidt Christine 52 W St Marys Rd Apt 6 Hanover Township Pa 18706
Schulz Joseph 3 David Rd Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Schumacher Cindy 731 Foundry St West Pittston Pa 18643
Senghaas Carl 52 Oxford St Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Serowicz Catherine 68 Lily Lake Rd Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Shaffer S F Estate 223 Plymouth Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Shandra Mike 61 Cliff St Pittston Pa 18640
Shehwen Alma Estate 15 Airy St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Sheridan Theresa Dtr 3 S Grant St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Shershen Debra 76 Barnes St Ashley Pa 18706
Shigo George Shigo Anna 9 Davis St Ashly Pa 18706
Shipkowski Jenny 510 Koszciuzko St Manticoke Pa 18634
Shipp Eleanor 1 E Green St Apt 307 Nanticoke Pa 18634
Shipp Eleanore 1 E Green St Apt 307 Nanticoke Pa 18634
Shoemaker Christopher 624 S Prospect St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Shukis Mary 220 Pine St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Shumosic Eleanor 210 College Nanticoke Pa 18634
Sidor Jozef Estate 106 N Empire St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Sieminski Louis 730 Hampton Rd Shavertown Pa 18708
Sierocki Elizabeth 302 E Grand St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Siewicz Ben A Estate Marion Ter Apt 221 Mark Dr Hanover Twp Wilkes Barre Pa
18702
Sikora Leonilda RR 1 Box 1745 Sweet Valley Pa 18656
Sinkove John 317 Highland Ave Trucksville Pa 18708
Skrip Mike 79 Laurel St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Smith Dianne 420 Schooley Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Smith Maria 24 Cameron Cir Larkesville Pa 18651
Smith Nancy RR 1 Box 157 Pittston Pa 18643
Sms 29 Wyoming Valy Mall Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Snyder Harold 513 N River St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Solan George Solan Mary 4 Regent St Wilkes Barr Pa 18702
Solano Guy N 5 Dewitt St Pittston Pa
Solorzano Oscar Trust Madeline K Solorzano Trust 101 Ondish Rd Shavertown Pa
18708
Soltis Helen Estate 39 2nd St Drifton Pa
Sorosky Ann 101 Jackson St Exeter Pa 18643
Spagnuolo ichael Spagnuolo Joseph 2 Minner St 2nd Floor Hudson Pa 18702
Spellman Mary Po Box 657 Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Spooner Catherin Spooner Frank 12 Luzerne St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Sprau Howard 418 Scott St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Squarik Joseph Estate RR 1 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Squrak Anna Estate Dundee Road Wilkes Barre Pa
St Boniface Rc Church 225 Blackman St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Stambaugh Cheryl Stambaugh Roy RR 2 Box 274 Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Stanko William J Est 1027 S Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Stapleton Florence 62 Union St Wilkes Pa
Starpower Communications Llc 102 Baltimore Dr 3rd Floor Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Stec Helen Mrs Stec Anthony C/O G Wyda RD 2 PO Box 87 Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Sterner Irene 50 N Pennsylvania Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Stevens Lawrence 34 S Main St Apt 510 Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Stevenson Judy 11 Luzerne Ave West Pittston Pa 18643
Stier Joanne 6 Mcgoverns Hl Askam Pa 18706
Stone Mildred Stone Wolfe 127 S Main Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Strinkoski Mary 20 Timpson St Ashley Pa 18706
Strinkowski William 20 Timpson St Ashley Pa 18706
Strubeck Donald Strubeck Ruth 52 Welsh St Pittston Pa 18640
Strucker Bernadine 5 N Sherman St Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Strunk Eris L Est 448 Sweet Valy Rd Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Strunk Malcolm Est 448 Sweet Valy Rd Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Stryjewski Estelle 46 Jackson Rd Shavertown Pa 18708
Suckus William Jr Suckus Catherine Apt 401 Lee Park Towerslee Par Wilkes Pa 18702
Sudol Adele 60 Sheridan St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Supulski Martina 124 Ashley St Ashley Pa 18706
Sutton Lanceford Po Box 55 Lehman Pa 18627
Svetz Andrew 352 E Field St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Svetz Honoreda 352 E Field St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Swiatek Helen J Estate 47 Steele St Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Swidas Fencing 1220 Pine Run Rd Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Szakalun Patricia 5 N Sherman St Apt 909 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
T
Tanski Beatrice Tanski William Po Box 43 Bear Creek Pa 18602
Teehan Mary Re John F Teehan Dec D 318 Roosevelt St Exeter Pa 18643
Theta Land Corp 1004 Exeter Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Thomas Bertha 22 Holly St Shavertown Pa 18708
Thomas Market Larksville Pa 550 Washington Ave Larksville Pa 18651
Thomas Mildred 22 Holly St Shavertown Pa 18708
Thomas Padden Jane A RR 3 Box 74 Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Tk Clarkes Inc 93 Parrish St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Tomashunas Dolores Frances 65 Penn Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Tomasura Gloria J 76 Lakewood Gdns Pittston Pa 18640
Topolosky Joseph Apt 202 222 Schooley Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Totten Daniel RR 1 Box 157 Pittston Pa 18643
Townend Frank 1400 Mellon Bank Building Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Tracy James 346 Franklin St West Pittston Pa 18643
Tracy Laura 346 Franklin St West Pittston Pa 18643
Turkes Betty C O Mary Wargula Respons Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Tyahur Charles 81 W Chestnut St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
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U
United Penn Bank 54 West Ctr St Shavertown Pa 18708
Urbanski Joan Urbanski Jay 424 E Grand St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Usavage Anthony Usavage Rose 36 Drummond St Pittston Pa 18640
V
Valentinelli Helen 26 Keech St Nantioke Pa 18634
Vallecillo Ruiz 47 Bradford St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Vanloon Joseph C Jr 13 River St Plymouth Pa 18651
Varazin Sophia Estate 6 E Main St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Vilkoski Mary 223 Hanover St Warrior Run Pa 18706
Vino Michael Vino Barbara 342 Mclean St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Vogan Candida 248 Pall Rd Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Vonderheid Grace 101 W River St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Vonignatius Walter 12 Napoli St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
W
Waclowicz M P Estate 20 E Walnut St Plymouth Pa 18651
Walindziewicz L Estate 27 W Field St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Wall Stanley 190 New Elizabeth St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Walp Ralph E Estate Jackson Dallas Pa
Walsh Edward 5 Buckingham St Apt 2 Luzerne Pa 18709
Wanchisen Mary Estate Lincoln Hts 9 Lincoln Dr Wilkes Barre Pa 18706
Ware Jennifer 197 Huntington Creek Rd Sweet Valley Pa 18656
Wasilewski Celia 143 W Ridge St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Wasilewski Walter 35 Coal St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Waslick Richard 341 Bennett St Luzerne Pa 18709
Wasserott Daniel Box C Shavertown Pa 18708
Wavrasek Mike Est C/O East Mountain Manor 101 E Mountain Dr Wilkes Barre Pa
18702
Weihbrecht Edward 320 South St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Weisberg Rosalie CO R B Weisberg Feldman Rd 5 Sutton Rd Shavertown Pa 18708
Weitz Lisa 45 Chapel St Pittston Pa 18640
Welter Margaret Welter Theodore 31 Drake Pittston Pa 18640
Werbin Scott Werbin Rhea 9 Maple St West Pittston Pa 18643
West Harry 2 Wadham St Plymouth Pa 18651
White Tracy 26 Frederick St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Wiernusz Louis 41 S Meade St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Wightman Gary 260 Susquehanna Ave Exeter Pa 18643
Wilkes Barre Party City Llc 3460 Wlks Brre Twnsp Cmns Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
William Joseph 54 Diamond Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Williams Barbara Williams Thomas 66 Luzerne St Hanover Township Pa 18706
Williams John Estate 173 S Market St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Williams Thomas H Estate RR 1 Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Wilson Danelle Wilson Eshan 368 Stanton St Apt B Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Wisnieski James 29 Stafford St Shavertown Pa 18708
Wolf David Wolf Joan 20 22 Sheldon St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Wolfe David 110 Poplar St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Wootton Herbert 315 Chestnut St Warrior Run Pa 18706
Wright Evelyn Estate N Main Plymouth Pa 18651
Wright Samuel 4 Park Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18701
Wright Stanley RR 3 Box Kp Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Y
Yakus Raymond 18 Hughes St Luzerne Pa 18709
Yankovich Melissa 291 North Washington St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Yanoshak Shirley 639 Main Rd Hanover Twp Pa 18706
Yashinsk Leonard 170 Reynolds St Plymouth Pa 18651
Yeosack Funeral Home C/O Mental Health Assoc 71 N Franklin St Wilkes Barre Pa
18701
Yonki Deanna Yonki Maria 25 Sunrise Ln Hughestown Pa 18640
York New 24 Quiet Cove Pittston Pa 18640
Youells Mary A C/O MYouells Gavin 200 Harris Hill Rd 1 Shavertown Pa 18708
Youngblood Jane 116 E Ctr St Shavertown Pa 18708
Youngblood Suzanne 487 E Northampton St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Youngkin James F II 920 E 2nd St Nescopeck Pa 18635
Younkins Catherine S 215 Roberts Rd Pittston Pa 18640
Yuhas Julia Estate Po Box 1615 Wilkes Barre Pa 18703
Yurchak Eugene Smt Health Care Ctr 50 North Pennsylvania Ave Wilks Barre Pa
18701
Z
Zabresly Michael Zabresly Sharon 1025 Sheffield Ave Shavertown Pa 18708
Zajaczkowski Dorothy 412 N Wilkes Barre Blvd Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Zaremski Robert 108 1/2 Cedarwood Dr Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Zarzecki Michael 264 Grant St Exeter Pa 18643
Zelonis Veronica 25 Tedrick St Pittston Pa 18640
Zierlinski Joseph Estate RR 1 Box 29 Nescopeck Pa 18635
Zionkowski Stella 65 Korgan St Nanticoke Pa 18634
Zoepke William 152 Lawrence St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Zukuwski Edward Zukuwski Chester 133 Darling St Wilkes Barre Pa 18702
Zuzel James 1471 W Main St Plymouth Pa 18651
Zuzel John 1471 W Main St Plymouth Pa 18651
Luzerne County−Standard Speaker
A
Accuscript Inc Po Box 1010 Hazelton Pa 18201
Acri Eugene 215 S Bennett Ct Hazleton Pa 18201
Allegrett Thomas J RR 1 2 James Place White Haven Pa 18661
Amico Daniel 14 Deer Run Rd Apt 10 West Hazleton Pa 18202
Arthur Koch Estate 413 N 6th Hazleton Pa 18201
Avillion Josephine 583 Hayes St Hazelton Pa 18201
Avillion Louis 610 Seybert Hazleton Pa 18201
B
Bagnell Corey 3716 State St White Haven Pa 18661
Baigis Andrew 35 Susquehanna Blvd West Hazleton Pa 18201
Baker Jennifer L Cust Baker Julianna 10 Forest Ave Freeland Pa 18224
Balbi Louis 532 Winters Ave W Hazleton Pa 18202
Bangor Edith 580 West Green St Hazleton Pa 18201
Bartosevich Anna 129 Centre St Freeland Pa 18224
Baskins Auto Shop 987 Hanover Ct Hazelton Pa 18201
Bechtloff Margaret Bechtloff Robert RR 4 Box 4043 Hazleton Pa 18201
Bechtloff Margaret RR 4 Box 4043 Hazleton Pa 18201
Becker Francis RR 1 Box 37d White Haven Pa 18661
Beishline Angeline Rd 3 PO Box 613 Drums Pa 18222
Bell Joseph CO P Walters 69 Tr Dr White Haven Pa 18661
Benyo Kathleen Po Box 7 White Haven Pa 18661
Berger William H RR 1 Box 289 Hazleton Pa 18201
Beriquete Genaro 990 Parkwood St Hazleton Pa 18201
Bitetti Lucy 936 Centre St Freeland Pa 18224
Blair Clark Po Box 284 White Haven Pa 18661
Boettger Mabel Estate 127 E Green St Hazleton Pa 18201
Bognet Lea 155 Coxe St Hazleton Pa 18201
Boran David Po Box 2195 Hazleton Pa 18201
Boscovs Travel Center Laurel Mall Airport Rd Hazleton Pa 18201
Boyer Frederick Hazleton Nursing And Geriatric 1000 West 27th St Po Box 2307
Hazleton Pa 18201
Boyle Sarah 688 N James St Hazleton Pa 18201
Brenna Eric 13 Newport Dr Hazleton Pa 18201
Brizzy Jane 640 Emerald Ct Hazelton Pa 18201
Brugger Katherine 1616 Tr Blvd Hazleton Pa 18201
Bruley Louise Bruley George 324 E Walnut St Hazleton Pa 18201
Budd George 000 Freeland Vlg Bldg 9a Freeland Pa 18224
Buswell Alistair 923 W 3rd St Hazleton Pa 18201
Butkovsky Donald Butkovsky Janice 15 W 7th St Hazleton Pa 18201
Bzdill Pauline 520 Vine St Freeland Pa 18224
C
Caggiano Angeline Estate 168 Carleton Ave Hazleton Pa 18201
Callavini Shannan Callavini David Callavini 9 Jackson St Hazle Township Pa 18202
Callicoat Michael 690 Alter St Hazleton Pa 18201
Cann Mark 10 Orchard Ln Conyngham Pa 18219
Carlin Joseph Carlin Marie 567 N Vine St Hazleton Pa 18201
Carrillo Angelica Po Box 67 Conyngham Pa 18219
Carter George 49 S Main St Ste 400 Pittston Pa Pittston Pa 18640
Case Jennifer 512 Towanda St White Haven Pa 18661
Ceballos Rafael 29 Jackson Ave West Hazleton Pa 18202
Cherasaro Ernest 471 Ridge Ave W Hazleton Pa 18201
Chilcote Daniel Po Box 153 Conyngham Pa 18219
Chioffe John 181 S Church St Hazleton Pa 18201
Chippi Walter E Jr 608 N Sherman Ct Hazleton Pa 18201
Christian Christine Christian Charles RR 3 Box 163 Drums Pa 18222
Cieslick Emil Estate 7 Cranberry RR 1 Hazleton Pa 18201
Citro Anna Estate 831 South St Freeland Pa 18224
Ciubotaru Elena Ciubotaru Alex 217 E Brd St W Hazleton Pa 18202
Clark James Estate 164 S Cedar St Hazleton Pa 18201
Clark Shelley 33 Lakeview Trl Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Colon Beilis 53 S Pine St Hazleton Pa 18201
Comellas Will 131 E 4th St Hazleton Pa 18201
Coreano Marquez Debora 107 E Green St West Hazleton Pa 18202
Cruz Maira 919 Walnut St Freeland Pa 18224
Culp Doris A Est 334 Muir Ave Hazelton Pa 18201
D
Dacostino Victor Estate 640 Seybert St Hazleton Pa 18201
Daniel Reyes 242 E Main St 1st Fl Hazleton Pa 18201
Daniels Bertha 69 Mill Mountain Rd Drums Pa 18222
Deangelo Melissa 320 E Green St West Hazleton Pa 18201
Decocimis Aivello Jr 332 W 10th St Hazleton Pa 18201
Deleon Edin 64 E Jefferson Ave Hazleton Pa 18201
Demarco Sonia 125 North Laurel St Hazleton Pa 18201
Denion Francis Est 545 Front St Freeland Pa 18224
Detolvo Joseph 1133 Birklech Freeland Pa 18224
Disabella Nicholas RR 2 Box 2140 Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Domin Maximillian 820 North St Hazleton Pa 18202
Donald Joan Donald Ruth 574 N Locust Hazelton Pa 18201
Duffy Terence 451 Main St Conyngham Pa 18219
E
Eichler Ruth 532 E Brd St Hazelton Pa 18201
Eiger Thomas 111 S Laurel Hazleton Pa 18201
Elger Martha 111 S Laurel Hazleton Pa 18201
F
F L Doors Inc 202 S Wyoming St Hazelton Pa 18201
Farino Johnny 685 687 N Vine St Hazleton Pa 18201
Farrell Celeste 104 New Cranberry Hazleton Pa 18201
Faux Loretta 1000 W 27th St Hazleton Pa 18201
Fawc Inc 120 E Brd St W Hazleton Pa 18202
Felix Delores Felix Jose 1009 S Church St Hazleton Pa 18201
Fendrick Victoria Po Box 358 Conyngham Pa 18219
Filler Harold P Sr 220 E Green St Hazleton Pa 18201
Fiore Joseph Estate 213 E Diamond Ave Hazleton Pa 18201
Flaim Judith 722 N Church St Hazleton Pa 18201
Foerster Tara 439 East Cranberry Ave Hazleton Pa 18201
Forplay Parties C/O J Stuck 109 Buck Ridge Dr Drums Pa 18222
Francis William J II 1424 Johns Ave Hazleton Pa 18201
G
Gabos John 532 Locust St Hazleton Pa 18201
Gailey Tim 148 Edge Rock Dr Drums Pa 18222
Gasper Stephen 856 N Vine St Hazleton Pa 18201
Geiuss Thelma Estate Jerusalem White Haven Pa 18661
Gieniec Juliann 679 N Locust St Hazleton Pa 18201
Gonzalez Maria Carmen 133 W Maple St Hazleton Pa 18201
Gretchen John 929 Burton St Freeland Pa 18224
Gutierrez Mario 22 Brookhill Rd Conyngham Pa 18219
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H
Hall John Wesley Hall David Hall Isabell 558 Peace St Hazleton Pa 18201
Hall John Wesley Hall Isabell 558 Peace St Hazleton Pa 18201
Haraschack Edith RR 1 Box 140 White Haven Pa 18661
Harvilla Joseph 135 W Cranberry Ave West Hazleton Pa 18202
Heath Michael 33 Lakeview Trl Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Heintzelman Leroy N RR 2 Box 966 Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Heller Henry Estate 546 Mcnair Hazleton Pa 18201
Herrero Olga C RR 2 Box 2072 White Haven Pa 18661
Hogg George 101 N Brd St West Hazelton Pa 18202
Hons Jennie Apt 2 650 Alter St Hazleton Pa 18201
Howey Harry 550 N Vine St Hazleton Pa 18201
Hudockbrynok Lisa A RR 1 Box 146b White Haven Pa 18661
Hunsinger Leon 463 North Hunter Hwy Drums Pa 18222
Hunsinger Mary Po Box 25 Lattimer Mines Pa 18234
Huston Scott 435 E Cranbery Ave Hazleton Pa 18201
Hyjurick James 554 Penn Ct Hazleton Pa 18201
I
Imaging And Radiology Assoc Of Ha 700 E Brd St Hazleton Pa 18201
Itter June 518 W Oak St Hazleton Pa 18201
J
Jacketti Gilda 604 Seybert Hazleton Pa 18201
Jackson John C/O Smt Bank Trust Dept 101 W Brd St Hazleton Pa 18201
James Earl RR 2 Box 443 Drums Pa Drums Pa 18222
James Mervine Estate Gen Del Hazleton Pa 18201
Janusziewicz Joseph Estate RR2 Hanover Green PA
Jimenez Jorge 560 N Locust St Hazleton Pa 18201
Joes Auto Repair 996 E Chestnut St Hazelton Pa 18201
Jovanov Elizabeth 109 North Pine St Hazleton Pa 18201
Justofin Agnes Rd 1 Box 26 Sugarloaf Pa 18249
K
Kanyak Michael 282 Highland Main St Freeland Pa 18224
Kennedy Mary 80 Taft St Hazleton Pa 18201
Kepeny Mary PO Box 208 Harleigh Pa 18225
Kepp George 26 Webster Ave West Hazelton Pa 18202
Kilgour Jennifer 211 B Harvard St Rd 3 Box 209 Drums Pa 18222
Klapp Victoria Estate 1002 Walnut St Freeland Pa 18224
Klapper Martin Klapper Harry 125 W Third St Hazleton Pa 18201
Klicic Muhammed 696 Pardee St Hazleton Pa 18201
Klinerman Mabel Estate RR 1 White Haven Pa 18661
Kokinda Veronica 70 S Pine St Apt 320 Hazleton Pa 18201
Kolodinsky Susan 70 S Pine St Apt 511 Hazleton Pa 18201
Komishock Mich 109 Main St Freeland Pa 18224
Kozlowski Wladyslaw 201 Elmira St White Haven Pa 18661
Kratz Raymond 59 Walnut St White Haven Pa 18661
Kroll Thomas 132 Bear Run Dr Drums Pa 18222
Kubilus Vincent 416 Cedar St Freeland Pa 18224
Kurdziel Chester Kurdziel Mary 730 Manhattan Ct Hazleton Pa 18201
L
Laposkie Helen 320 W Mine St Apt 200 Hazleton Pa 18201
Laputka Theodore III Po Box 25 Conyngham Pa 18219
Lasecki Casimir RR 2 Box 885 Drums Pa 18222
Lenesa Cieslik Estate RR 1 Hazleton Pa 18201
Leroy Campbell Estate 1001 Arthur Hazleton Pa 18201
Long E 448 E Cranberry Ave Hazleton Pa 18201
Lorenzetti Leonard 340 Centre St Freeland Pa 18224
Luchi Robert Rd 2 Box 315 Drums Pa 18222
M
Malchitsky John 417 Washington St Freeland Pa 18224
Malitsky John 214 St Anns Dr Harleigh Pa 18225
Malone Nestiel Ins Ctr Inc 115 E Brd St West Hazleton Pa 18202
Manfredi Salvatore Manfredi Helen 462 Centre St Freeland Pa 18224
Markovich Anna 1060 W 17th St Hazleton Pa 18202
Marquez Rafael 100 N Wyoming St Apt 1 Hazleton Pa 18201
Marte Altagracia 685 Grant St Hazleton Pa 18201
Marte Beaulah 915 E Diamond Ave Hazleton Pa 18201
Martisofski Melissa 108 Tamaqua St Hazleton Pa 18201
Mayo Linda 764 N Locust St Hazleton Pa 18201
Mcclain Tina 618 Grant St Hazleton Pa 18201
Mccool Marcella PO Box 1013 Conyngham Pa 18219
Mcfadden Jule Mcfadden Mary 124 E Maple St Hazleton Pa 18201
Mcfarland Selena Po Box 112 Drifton Pa 18221
Mcnelis Catherine 632 Walnut St Freeland Pa 18224
Mcpherson Robert 610 N Vine St Hazleton Pa 18201
Mejia Rosalba Rojas 891 N James St Hazleton Pa 18201
Mendez Levi 228 Allen St Hazleton Pa 18202
Mendez Pina Julio 581 North Wyoming St Hazleton Pa 18201
Metzger Jason 435 Cedar St Freeland Pa 18224
Michaels Joseph Estate 942 Walnut St Freeland Pa 18224
Mildred Klapper Revocable Trust 19 W Acacia St Hazleton Pa 18201
Miller Gene 280 S Poplar St Hazleton Pa 18201
Miller Joshua 216 Maple Dr Drums Pa 18222
Miller Margaret Miller Delbert 239 Centre St Freeland Pa 18224
Mills Kathy C/O R Damron 36 E 1st St Fl 2 Hazleton Pa 18201
Minnick Cynthia 999 Walnut St Freeland Pa 18224
Minnig Rebekah 606 Harriosn St Apt 3 Hazleton Pa 18201
Mittleman William 424 Main St White Haven Pa 18661
Mora Cristian 119 E Brd St West Hazleton Pa 18202
Morillo Yesira 111 Branch Ct West Hazleton Pa 18202
Moronta Carlos 119 E Green St Apt 1 Hazleton Pa 18201
Morris Joy 1029 Grand St Apt D1 Hazleton Pa 18202
Morrison Ruth 70 S Pine St Apt 703 Hazleton Pa 18201
Motel Karen 1015 Peace St Hazleton Pa 18201
Moynihan Anthony 5 Maple Ln White Haven Pa White Haven Pa 18661
Mumie Harry 510 North St Apt 1 W Hazleton Pa 18202
N
Ness Katherine 216 Buck Ridge Dr Drums Pa 18222
Nocchi’s Pharmacy Llc 500 Centre St Freeland Pa 18224
Nodes Slyvia 639 Putman St Hazleton Pa 18202
Norton Margaret 502 E Chestnut St Hazleton Pa 18201
Novitsky William 23 Faith Dr Hazleton Pa 18202
Numfor Silverline 37 W Foothills Dr Drums Pa 18222
Nunez Elizabeth 201 S Laurel St Hazleton Pa 18201
O
O Gorman Eunice 582 Mckinley St Hazleton Pa 18201
Odonnell Jetta 123 E Oak St West Hazelton Pa 18201
Oressie Pamela Oressie John 95 Washington St Freeland Pa 18224
Ortizpujols Areobo 560 N Locust St Hazleton Pa 18201
P
Pacelli Suzanne R 555 N Wyoming St Hazleton Pa 18201
Palko Irene Estate 670 Carson St Hazleton Pa 18201
Parrell Anthony Estate R 622 Garfield St Hazleton Pa 18201
Pasker Stephanie 349 Canal St Lattimer Pa 18234
Pavilion At St Luke Village 1000 Stacie Dr Hazleton Pa 18201
Peguero Alberto 171 Mountain Rd Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Pehlivan Mehmet 126 West Brd St Hazleton Pa 18201
Pehlivanov Mehmet 37 North Vine St Hazelton Pa 18201
Perez Wilfredo Abadia 118 E 4th St Hazleton Pa 18201
Perez Wilkins 681 683 N James St Hazleton Pa 18201
Perezacosta Airam 308 East Green St West Hazleton Pa 18202
Peter Beishline And Ultimate Finish 320 Main St Hazleton Pa 18201
Phlivan Mehmet 126 West Brd St Hazleton Pa 18201
Pike Thelma 1001 Elmira St White Haven Pa 18661
Polascik Barbara 321 W 6th St 2nd Floor Hazleton Pa 18201
Polascik Bryon Polascik John 530 W 7th St Hazleton Pa 18201
Poline Oscar 12 S 3rd St W Hazleton Pa 18202
Potosky Antoinette Laurita Est 36 Catherine Ln Hunlock Creek Pa 18621
Presto Trucking Inc Po Box 598 Hazelton Pa 18201
Prinstein Amanda CO Saint Luke Manor Hazleton Pa 18201
Prosperi Angela 12 Winfield Rd Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Pujols Areobo 560 N Locust St Hazleton Pa 18201
Q
Quinn Francis F Jr Est 748 N Locust Hazleton Pa 18201
R
Raymond Ringlaben Estate 116 E Brd St West Hazleton Pa 18202
Reader William 37 Hollywood Rd Hazleton Pa 18202
Regula Joseph 701 Winters Ave West Hazleton Pa 18202
Reisenweaver S A 149 S Hunter Hwy Drums Pa 18222
Remaley Ethel M Est RR 1 White Haven Pa 18661
Resto Jenny 26 E 1 St Apt C Hazleton Pa 18201
Rinaldi Robert 71 Rhedwood Ave Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Riquelme Jessica Riquelme David Hc 1 Lot 2 State Rt 534 West Albrightsville Pa
18201
Roberts Henry Po Box 2507 Hazleton Pa 18201
Rodriguez Orlando 141 South Laurel St Hazleton Pa 18201
Rogers Anna 582 Mckinley St Hazleton Pa 18201
Roman Toney 623 N Laurel Hazleton Pa 18201
Rumbel Dawn 220 E Fith St Hazleton Pa 18201
Rusenko Linda 582 W Maple St 7 Hazleton Pa Hazleton Pa 18201
Rybarczyk Frances RR 1 Box 710 Freeland Pa 18224
S
Saffioti Kasey 546 Wilber Ct Hazleton Pa 18201
Safko Bernard F Estate 317 Putnam St West Hazleton Pa 18202
Sandherr Lois C/O Lutheran Welfare Service Po Box 310 Hazleton Pa 18201
Sanko Anna Estate 42 N Wyoming St Hazelton Pa 18201
Scatton Steven 203 E Green St W Hazleton Pa 18202
Schaller Florence Schaller James 50 E Juniper Hazleton Pa 18201
Schiefer Joanne 740 N James St Hazleton Pa Hazleton Pa 18201
Schmidt Robert Hc1 Box 23 Z 10 White Haven Pa 18661
Schoeller Elizabeth 433 Green Freeland Pa 18224
Segilia Theresa 996 E Chestnut St Hazelton Pa 18201
Semotchko Susan 18 N Brd St W Hazleton Pa 18202
Serrano−Valentin Lilliam 739 E Diamond Ave Hazleton Pa 18201
Shewack Michael 417 1/2 Allen St West Hazleton Pa 18201
Shofran Robert J RR 4 Box 4069 Hazleton Pa 18202
Shull Dorothy J 23 N Laurel St Hazleton Pa 18201
Shultz Nicholas 52s Main St Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Sitoski Theresa 363 Sugarloaf Hts Rd Drums Pa 18222
Smith Anna 37 Main St Harleigh Pa 18225
Smith Baldayaquez Guery 851 Alter St Hazleton Pa 18201
Smith John Estate 41 Main Highland Rd 1 Freeland Pa 18224
Smith Lucille S RR 3 Box 222 Drums Pa 18222
Snyder Frances 70 W Juniper St Apt 307 Hazleton Pa 18201
Socha Agnes 439 Washington St Apt 3b Freeland Pa 18224
Steeger Eleanor 123 E Oak St West Hazelton Pa 18201
Stefanowicz Jennie RD1 Sweet PA
Stevens Elizabeth Stevens George Po Box 86 Harleigh Pa 18225
Stevens Lucille 211 S Pine St Hazleton Pa 18201
Stone Ryan Stone Jamie 431 Winters Ave West Hazleton Pa 18202
Storaska Edna Market St Apt 22w Weston Pa 18256
Storaski Edna Po Box 22w Weston Pa 18256
T
Tomasko Michael IV 223 W Chapel St Hazleton Pa 18201
Tomasko Rose 407 Putnam St West Hazleto Pa 18202
Tomko Stefan Estate RR 1 Freeland Pa 18224
Toomey Daniel 401 Adams St Freeland Pa 18224
Torres Ybelice 343 E Diamond Ave Apt Aa Hazleton Pa 18201
Transue Catharine Transue Hebert 356 Park St Freeland Pa 18224
Trenko Francis 9 E Spruce St W Hazleton Pa 18202
Troell George 53 Main St Freeland Pa 18224
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Trumbower D V Estate Huntsville Rd Dallas Pa
Tsa Foods Inc 140 S Chestnut Dr Drums Pa 18222
Turner Katherine Turner Russell A Rd 1 Drums Pa 18222
Turner Susan D Helter Dr Charles St Po Box 774 Conyngham Pa 18219
U
Ungemach Tracey 418 W 17th St Hazleton Pa 18201
V
Value City Dept St 1099 N Church St Hazleton Pa 18202
Veale Nancy 532 E Brd St Hazelton Pa 18201
Voutsinas Evagelia 19 Ctr Hill Rd Sugarloaf Pa 18249
W
Wagner Rosemarie C 610 North Locust St Hazleton Pa 18201
Walters William Estate 4 E Brd St West Hazleton Pa 18202
Webster Dennis In Po Box 463 Conyngham Pa 18219
Weir Ralph 115 W Holly St Hazleton Pa
Welker Travis 444 E Chestnut St Hazleton Pa 18201
Wesner Nathan 577 N James St Hazleton Pa 18201
White Andre 4 Hannock Dr Hazleton Pa 18201
Will Doris Brown 149 S Hunter Hwy Apt 301 Returned From Po Undel Drums Pa
18222
Wolchesky Mary Helen Est 541 E Diamond Ave C/O George M Wolchesky Hazleton Pa
18201
Wolfe Kevin Po Box 520 Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Wolk John Jr Wolk John RR 2 Drums Pa 18222
Wolski Santa 104 Chemung St White Haven Pa 18661
Wunderlich Matthew 192 S Laurel St Hazleton Pa 18201
Y
Yesvetz Daniel J 813 Carson St Hazelton Pa 18201
Yocums Pharmacy 1749 E Brd St Hazleton Pa 18201
Younger Ruby 149 S Hunter Hwy Drums Pa 18222
Yuhas Elizabeth Estate 615 N Laurel St Hazleton Pa 18201
Z
Ziminski Frank Est 235 Ridge Ave West Hazleton Pa 18201
Zoquier Juan 200 E Mine St Hazleton Pa 18201
Luzerne County—Times Leader
941 Martini Grill 941 Main St Duryea Pa 18642
A
Abeshouse Jacob Abeshouse Anna 248 Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Adams Shari 62 Dallas Village Dallas Pa 18612
Adv Pain Management 601 Wyoming Ave Ste C Wilkes Barre Pa 18704
Albright Janna 7820 Blue Ridge Trail Mountaintop Pa 18707
Alegria Juan 42 Oak Dr Mountain Top Pa 18707
Alexander Amelia 745 D Deberly Dr Kingston Pa 18704
Allen Helen 787 Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa Kingston Pa 18704
Andreoni Orlando Andreoni Catherine 14 Connell St Duryea Pa 18642
Andriefski Celia 510 Roosevelt St Apt 10 Edwardsville Pa 18704
Andriekfski Celia Est 510 Roosevelt St Apt 10 Edwardsville Pa 18704
Andrzejewski Lorraine 250 Tripp St Apt 33 Swoyersville Pa 18704
Andujar Antonio Andujar Maria G51 Parkview Tobyhanna Pa 18644
Antonini Angeline Antonini Donald 1520 Scott St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Antonini Angeline Antonini Kenneth 1520 Scott St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Araya Ronald 97 Lincoln Ave West Wyoming Pa 18644
B
B & Z Interior Decorating 62 Dallas Village Shopping Ctr Dallas Pa 18612
Balash Eva Est 702 3rd Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Balut Anna 1575 Wyoming Ave Forty Fort Pa 18704
Bambas Sophie 268 Reynolds St Kingston Pa 18704
Banscoter Arthur Rd 1 Box 92 Shickshinny Pa 18655
Barker Doris 200 Lake St Apt 218 Dallas Pa 18612
Barnick Jule 467 Hoyt St Kingston Pa 18704
Barr Olive 34 Myers St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Barr Sarah 34 Myers St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Barvinski Stanley 700 North Hampton St Kingston Pa 18704
Bealonis Helen Estate 239 New St Duryea Pa 18642
Bergamino Robert A 414 Marcy St Duryea Pa 18642
Bernoski Peter 42 Division St Kingston Pa 18704
Bidding Geraldine 287 Lawrence St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Bisconti Roofing 134 South Maple Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Bolton Beatrice 620 Hooven St Duryea Pa 18642
Bomboy Michael 217 N Cunningham St Parsons Pa 18705
Boney James R Estate 219 Spruce St Kingston Pa 18704
Brace David 403 N Maple Ave Apt 1 Kingston Pa 18704
Brand Irwin 11 N Main St Mountain Top Pa 18707
Brazaiskas Albert 99 Myers St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Briggs William 25 South Loveland Ave Wilkes−Bar Pa 18704
Britt Teresa 6 Sunrise Dr Wilkes−Barre Pa 18705
Brocca Dale 230 Fifth St Wyoming Pa 18644
Broda John Broda Mary 1 Ctr Hudson Pa 18705
Broda John Broda Mary 118 Abbott Plains Pa 18705
Brown Viola G Estate 537 W 8th St West Wyoming Pa 18644
Bruce Marian 44 Mack St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Bryan Logan Patrick Bryan Mary Ellen 230 Pettebone St Duryea Pa 18642
Burke Marion Estate 32 Hazle St Wilkes Barre Pa 18704
C
Cabola Jozef Estate 134 Gouge Plains Pa 18705
Callaghan Daniel A Jr Callaghan Daniel A Sr 125 White Tail Dr Mountain Top Pa
18707
Callanan Joseph Callanan Marie 840 Main Duryea Pa 18642
Cancellari Mary 1386 Murray St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Carrillo Pedro Savala 291 Academy St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Catholic Sokol Slovak 5 Creek St Mocanaqua Pa 18655
Cavanaugh Mary Lou Cavanaugh Terry 133 Elmcrest Dr Dallas Pa 18612
Chandler Bryon 512 Northampton St Kingston Pa 18704
Cheek Loretta 45 Helen St Plains Pa 18705
Cheporis Dorothy 145 A Jackson St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Cherpak George 507 Roosevelt St Ap Edwardsville Pa 18704
Cheslick Lisa 57 Scott St Swoyersville Pa 18704
Chinatala Melanie Chinatala Ronald 1214 South St Avoca Pa 18641
Choice One Fuc Fbo Kenneth R 284 Wright Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Chudoba Joseph 62 Brookside St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Cichon Heather 392 Market St Second Floor Kingston Pa 18704
Clark Kimberly 57 Kado St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Clearfield Matthew Johnathan 190 Welles St Ste 166 Fty Ft Pa Forty Fort Pa 18704
Clearfield Matthew Jonathan 569 Gibson St Kingston Pa Kingston Pa 18704
Clocker Cathy 25 Watkins St Swoyersville Pa 18704
Cochran Joan 44 Virginia Tr Forty Fort Pa 18704
Coffee Barbara Coffee Michael 55 Washington Park Dr Box 658 Rd 4 Mountaintop Pa
18707
Coffee Barbara 55 Washington Park Dr Mountain Top Pa 18707
Computer Garden 934 Wyoming St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Conaty Philip 607 Raspberry Rd Duryea Pa 18642
Cox Arnold Est PO Box 134 Wyoming Pa 18644
Croyle Margaret R 945 Scott St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Curry Willard Estate 286 Owen St Swoyersville Pa 18704
Czukowski Irene Estate 251 Main St Duryea Pa 18642
Czukowski Walter Estate 251 Main St Duryea Pa 18642
D
Dale George E Estate 924 Getty St Duryea Pa 18642
Daniel Miick 725 Alberdeen Rd Mountaintop Pa 18707
Danielsjr William Estate 211 Mayock St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Danko Robert Jr 127 N Canal St Shickshinny Pa 18655
Danner Robert Main Rd Nuangola Pa 18707
Davis Elizabeth Estate 30 W Bennett St Wilkes Barre Pa 18704
Dellarte Helen 16 Butler St Wyoming Pa 18644
Denardo Samuel Denardo Nora 35 Myers St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Denardo Nora 35 Myers St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Dente Carmen 422 South St Avoca Pa 18641
Deobold Lillian Deobold Jean 90 Walnut St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Deobold Jean 90 Walnut St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Desiderio Elizabeth E Estate RR 9 Box 191 Mountain Top Pa 18707
Devine Richard E Po1 Usn Ret 3 Baer Rd Shickshinny Pa 18655
Dietrick Arline Estate 420 Welles Ave Parsons Pa 18705
Dorst Helen T Estate 429 Main St Dupont Pa 18641
Dougherty Rose 37 White Rock Ter Courtdale Pa 18704
Drako Veronica Drako Frank 109 Farrell St Hilldale Pa 18705
Dysleski Joanna 14 Flick St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
E
Eckhart Helen 28 Sullivan St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Educ Alexandra Treslar 165 S Maple Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Edward Mildred A Estate 86 Tr Dr Mountain Top Pa 18707
Edwards Michael 57 E Vaughn St Kingston Pa Kingston Pa 18704
Edwards Robert 50 Evans St Pringle Pa 18704
Ellsworth Mark A 676 Main St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Ertley Chrysler Jeep Dodge Llc Attn Ronald D Ertley 101 Hangar Rd Avoca Pa 18641
Erwines Home Health Care 270 Pierce St Kingston Pa 18704
Evancho Theresa 702 3rd Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Evans Byron R Sr 55 Welles St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Evans Dorothy 35 Finn St Apt T Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Evans Lillian B RR 3 Dallas Pa 18612
Evanusa John 203 Moosic Hts Avoca Pa Avoca Pa 18641
F
Fedor Marrissa Fedor Richard 33 Martin St Hudson Pa 18705
Ferraro Sondra 19 Allen Dr Larksville Pa 18704
Ferraro−Phillips Samuel 19 Allen Dr Larksville Pa 18704
Fillman Gertrude 11 Oaklawn Ave Mountain Top Pa 18707
First Security Investments Inc 303 Market St Kingston Pa 18704
Fisher Mary Manor Care 2nd Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Flori Sherksmis Estate 24 Laurel St Plains Pa 18705
Floyd Joan 1293 N Washington St Wilkes Barren Pa 18705
Francis Sarah 516 Dennison St Wyoming Pa 18644
Friedman Marian Estate 184 E Dorrance St Kingston Pa 18704
Fritsky Eugene R Estate 277 Ransom Rd Dallas Pa 18612
Frontier Communications 100 Cte Dr Dallas Pa 18612
G
Gallagher John 1011 Huntsville Rd Dallas Pa 18612
Gardjulis Joseph 19 Williams St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Gardner Ann 108 Curtain St Dupont Pa 18641
Gavlick Janice 420 N Maple Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Gaydos Valeria Gaydos Joseph 18 W Hollenback St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Gaza Dennis 602 Meadows Dallas Pa 18612
Gaza Dennis Nwbry Est 602 Meadow I Dallas Pa 18612
Geiser Sharline N 235 Poland St Swoyersville Pa 18704
Gelatko Veronica 487 Madison St Wilkes Barre Pa Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Gerber Jerold 64 Second Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18704
Getz Libby Apt 218 5 Heisz St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Glosser Mary 217 Cannery Dr Kingston Pa 18704
Golden Marilyn 283 Holden St West Wyoming Pa 18644
Goldun Joseph Estate 14 E Chestnut St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Goodwill Industries 284 Main St Dupont Pa 18641
Gordon Daniel 114 Orchard Dallas Pa 18612
Gorecka Jozefa 19 Kennedy Dr Hudson Pa 18705
Goss Marjorie 601 Main St Apt 1 Edwardsville Pa 18704
Grady Joseph Grady Helen 208 E Main Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Greco Enterprises In 259 Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Gregorski Cecelia 1404 Pln St Avoca Pa 18641
Gumienny Michael Gumienny Edna 78 Mack Plains Pa 18705
Gustitus Alice 10 Clark St Wyoming Pa 18644
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H
Haas Miriam D Estate 68 S Goodwin Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Hankey Penelope 1910 Wyoming Ave Forty Fort Pa 18704
Hanlon John 26 E 4th St Wyoming Pa 18644
Harcharik Myron Harcharik Cyril 25 W Elm St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Hardy Mary 25 Mchale St Swoyersville Pa 18704
Harris Industrial Su 166 W Union St Kingston Pa 18704
Harrison Annette 262 George Ave Wilkesbarre Pa 18705
Harvey Loretta 230 Wyoming Ave Ste 8 Kingston Pa 18704
Haubrich Tommy 85 Atlantic Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Hedden Dorothy RR 4 Box 200h Dallas Pa 18612
Henderson Alice 330 Gateway Ct Apt C Edwardsville Pa 18704
Henderson Arlene 464 3rd Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Hildebran Elizabeth 1167 Shoemaker Ave Wyoming Pa 18644
Hodakowski Bernard 10 W Stanton St Hudson Pa 18705
Hodakowski Rosemary 10 W Stanton St Hudson Pa 18705
Holick Helen Kilpatrick Est 173 N Main St Plains Pa 18705
Holtzman Ruth 35 Holiday Dr 109 Kingston Pa 18704
Home Instead Senior Care 494 480 Pierce St Ste 306 Kingston Pa 18704
Homko Olga 91 S Gates Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Homschek E E 39 Albert Rd Mountain Top Pa 18707
Hook Kenneth 44 Glen Ave Shickshinny Pa 18655
Hoolick George 126 N Cleveland St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Horn Hazel 134 Roosevelt St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Hoyt Julian Vitack Po Box 1341 Kingston Pa 18704
Hreha Margaret 200 Second Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Hughes David 59l Price St Kingston Pa 18704
Hughes Partnership Venture Llc 57 Butler St Kingston Pa 18704
Hunsberger Elizabeth L 134 Roosevelt St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Hussain Abul F Md 651 Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Hutchins Hilda 32 Vandermark Ave Mountain T Pa 18707
I
Insurance Help Line 200 N Memorial Hwy Dallas Pa 18612
Integrity Seal International 1 George Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Intermountain Medical Group Inc 610 Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Isbert Shana 105 Brookhollow St Mountain Top Pa 18707
J
Jacob Barry Box 355 K Hildebrandt Rd Dallas Pa 18612
Jenkins Leona 140 W Dorrance St Kingston Pa 18704
Jim Levkulich 12 W Turner St 40 Fort Pa 18704
Johnson Shirley 5990 Nuangola Rd Mountain Top Pa 18707
Jola Kenneth Jola Karen 111 Park Pl Kingston Pa 18704
Jones Vincent P Jr Jones Gertrude 35 Holiday Dr 115 Kingston Pa 18704
Jones Alvah Valy View Park Lot 63 Dallas Pa 18612
Jones Betty 104 Church St Kingston Pa 18704
Jones Marion 68 Oliver St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
K
Kasarda Olive E Estate 102 E Vaughn St Kingston Pa 18704
Kase Zetta B 116 Welles St Kingston Pa 18704
Keiser Doris Keiser Sidney Apt 12 230 Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Kellys Pub & Eatery Mark Plaza Shopping Ctr Edwardsville Pa 18704
Kirshner Leonard Elmcrest Dr Dallas Pa 18612
Kirshon Catherine 216 Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Klecha Ann 90a Manor Rd Edwardsville Pa 18704
Klecha Helen Attn Kelly Rt 4 Box 357 Dallas Pa 18612
Klenis Anthony Estate Po Box 63 Mountain Top Pa 18707
Knight Knight 67 N Main St Mountain Top Pa 18707
Kocis Bryan 60 Midland Dr Dallas Pa 18612
Kokinda John 14 Bridge St Mountain Top Pa 18707
Kolankiewicz G 207 Hillside Ave Dupont Pa 18641
Kossuth William Kossuth Mary M 3 Grove St Dupont Pa 18641
Kotarski Stella Estate 24 1/2 Green St Edwardsville Kingston Pa 18704
Kotulski William 200 Second St Kingston Pa 18704
Krupilis Elizabeth 127 Valy Stream Park Mountain Top Pa 18707
Kupchin Theresa 11 Jay St Swoyersville Pa 18704
Kuzemka Wilma Estate 70 Welles St Kingston Pa 18704
L
Lawler Wilbert Lawler Mary 208 Hill Top Dr West Wyoming Pa 18644
Lee Elizabeth Lee Arthur Rd 4 Bx 278k Dallas Pa 18612
Lefkoski James RR 1 Box 380a Dallas Pa 18612
Lehman Gail 464 3rd Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Lemmon Bernice 140 W Dorrance St Kingston Pa 18704
Leonard Anna 321 Joseph Dr Kingston Pa 18704
Lessock Margaret 91 S Gates Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Levanda Walter 405 Washington Ave West Wyoming Pa 18644
Levitsky Margaret Levitsky Nicholas 47 Butler St Swoyersville Pa 18704
Lewis Robert 83 N Landon Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Linda A Lawler Ira 95 Maffett St Plains Pa 18705
Lines Larry 1000 Follies Rd Ay 8112 Dallas Pa 18612
Lines Larry Ay−8112 1000 Follies Rd Dallas Pa 18612
Linko Florence A 55 Ctdale Ave Courtdale Pa 18704
Little David E 135 Cuba St Kingston Pa 18704
Loeslein Gertrude Estate Chiater St Kingston Pa 18704
Longenecker Alphonse 96 Shulde Ln Wyoming Pa 18644
Lyons Robert 1000 Roosevelt St Kingston Pa 18704
M
Mack Realty Inc Po Box 1032 Kingston Pa 18704
Mancini Stella 44 Mack St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Marconi Helen 1293 N Washington St Wilkes Barren Pa 18705
Mary Turdo Trust 268 Reynolds St Kingston Pa 18704
Massaker Susan Po Box 1933 Kingston Pa 18704
Matthews Warren Matthews Gail Evergreen Trailer Park Lot 14 Avoca Pa 18641
Mc Guire Faith T 56 Merritt St Plains Pa 18705
Mccafferty John 38 Flat Rock Rd Dallas Pa 18612
Mcclain Carolyn 623 Hooven St Duryea Pa 18642
Mccormack Mary 70 Church St Kingston Pa 18704
Mccormick Marilyn Mccormick Karisa 4 Division St Mountain Top Pa 18707
Mccracken Phoebe 225 Main St Avoca Pa 18641
Mcdonald James Mcdonald Anna 76 Wellington Dallas Pa 18612
Mcelligott Shirley Mcelligott Thomas 198 S Main St Mountaintop Pa 18707
Mcgeehan Mary 70 Church St Kingston Pa 18704
Mchenry Rosalee J Est RR 3 Shickshinney Pa 18655
Mchugh Jennifer 61 Vandermark Ave Nuangola Pa 18707
Mcnevin Ann 29 N Landon St Kingston Pa 18704
Metzger Margaret Metzger Paul 27 Hoyt St Courtdale Pa 18704
Milioti Robert 67 River St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Miller Levisa Old Rd Mountain Top Pa 18707
Miller Timothy 613 Laurel Dr Mountaintop Pa 18707
Mills Florence 43 Valy View Park Rd Apt 3 Dallas Pa 18612
Mills Frederick 43 Valy View Dr Dallas Pa 18612
Missal Maureen 135 Church St Dallas Pa 18612
Modern Gas Sales In PO Box 1 Avoca Pa 18641
Monahan Nicole 26 Bubblo St West Wyoming Pa 18644
Moore Shirley Moore Martin 5 Marywood Dr Dallas Pa 18612
Moore John M 395 Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Moore John Mason 395 Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Morgans Cleaning & Property Management I 68 E Main St Wilkes−Barre Pa 18705
Morris Angelique Morris Julia 14 Maple Dr Swoyersville Pa 18704
Moskowski Walter Moskowski Peter 152 E Main St Miners Mill Pa 18705
Moss Carl T Jr Po Box 4551 Wyoming Pa 18644
Motor Twins 249 Market St Kingston Pa 18704
Mugg David 1699 Wyoming Ave Forty Fort Pa 18704
Mulhern Eliza P Estate 320 Gateway Ct Apt B Edwardsville Pa 18704
Mullin Louise 600 New St Duryea Pa Duryea Pa 18642
Murphy Mary E Est 1 Rose Ave Plains Pa 18705
N
Nakkache Victor B Md 480 Pierce St Suite 2 Kingston Pa 18704
Naro Rachel 49 Charles St R Kingston Pa 18704
Ne Pa Writing Council C/O P A Petrosky 4 Fairln N Mountain Top Pa 18707
Nfsc Fmtc 95 Maffett St Plains Pa 18705
Nice Josephine 493 W State St Larksville Pa 18704
Nicolas Tiffany E 191 Main St Dallas Pa 18612
Nogee Minnie 60 Heisz St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Notari Krystal 22 Fairview St West Wyoming Pa 18644
Nothnagel Wilma 106 Kramer St Duryea Pa 18642
Nowakowski Duane Nowakowski Mary 610 Walnut St Dupont Pa 18641
Nowakowski Annastasia 135 E 6th St Wyoming Pa 18644
Noyallis John Estate 31 Miner Ave Miners Mill Pa 18705
O
Obriens Irish Pub And Grill 635 Main St Avoca Pa 18641
Oconnor Brigid Oconnor Kevin 45 S Beech Rd Birchwood Hills Plains Pa 18705
Olsen Martin 500 N Main St 204 Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Orlando Mary Estate 10 Washington St West Wyoming Pa 18644
Outwater Sarah 254 George Av Wilkes Barre Pa Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
P
Paluck Frank Estate C/O Helen Garnett 196 E 6th St Wyoming Pa 18644
Paniker Parwathi 613 Laurel Dr Mountaintop Pa 18707
Panowicz Cheryl 35 Myers St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Pascav Joseph P Estate Atty At Law 23 West Walnut St Kingston Pa 18704
Patton Rosalie 30 Reynolds St Kingston Pa 18704
Patton Ruth 223 Briar Crest Rd Dallas Pa 18612
Pello Julie 224 Lackawanna Avae Dupont Pa 18641
Penrose Management 230 Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Peranto Andrew J Jr 156 Parrish St Dallas Pa 18612
Perezmejia V 250 West 8th St Wyoming Pa 18644
Petok Nicholas Est 101 Robin Dr Kingston Pa 18704
Petroski Joseph 103 S Main St Plains Pa 18705
Phillips Catherine Phillips Benjamin 510 Isabelle Ct B Edwardsville Pa 18704
Phillips Joan G 904 Lloyd St Avoca Pa 18641
Pinkoski Betty Phillips 133 Bunny Ln Kingston Pa 18704
Plesnar Steve 404 Orchard West Newberry Dallas Pa 18612
Polk Michael Estate 26 Stocker St Plains Pa 18705
Price Mary T 502 Monument Ave Wyoming Pa 18644
Prinstein Amanda 122 Wyoming Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Prinstein Amanda E Est 122 Wyoming Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Pritchard John 34−1/2 Bedford St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Q
Qiao Bin 59 Hillside Ave Edwardsville Pa 18704
R
Radcik Michael 79 Dennison St Swoyersville Pa 18704
Radiology Associates Po Box 3200 Kingston Pa 18704
Randazzo Genevieve Randazzo John 35 Ensign St Wyoming Pa 18644
Reese John Jr 148 Gardner Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Rega Mary 262 George Ave Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Regula Adella Estate 12 E Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Richey Anna Estate R 1347 Shoemaker Ave West Wyoming Pa 18644
Rigol Kaleb Andrew 14 Williams St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Rilk Carol F 5 W Turner St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Rindos Eleanor Rindos Edward 228 Lackawanna Ave Dupont Pa 18641
Rivello Joseph 636 Foote Av Duryea Pa 18642
Robbins Harry K Estate 46 Price St Kingston Pa 18704
Roberts John 182 Jackson St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Robinson Kathy Po Box 35 Dallas Pa 18612
Rodriguez Carlos 20 Pinetree Rd Mountaintop Pa 18707
Roth Mary E 35 Machell Ave Dallas Pa 18612
Rozanski Ronald 159 Jackson St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Rusinko Barbara 14 Williams St Edwardsville Pa 18704
S
Saba James PO Box 1047 Kingstar Pa 18704
Sabbatini Marie C/O Life Tenants 666 N Main Plains Pa 18705
Savage Scott 16 S Welles Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Scott Malcolm W Jr Scott Sarah 60 Heisz St Apt 60d Edwardsville Pa 18704
Scott Paula 54 Huntsville Rd Dallas Pa 18612
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Seaman Victoria Seaman Joseph 601 Wyoming Ave Wyoming Pa 18644
Seaman Gloria 601 Wyoming Ave Wyoming Pa 18644
Senko John Estate 223 Hillside Ave Edwardsville Pa 18704
Sherin Ralph 42 Green Edwardsville Pa 18704
Shoemaker Dale 121 John St Kingston Pa 18704
Sidbury Dawn 5 Heisz St Apt 518 Edwardsville Pa 18704
Silberman Richard Silberman Brett 335 3rd Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Silberman Richard Silberman Rebecca 335 Thrid Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Simonson Joann 34 W Charles St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Slabinski Elaine 171 St Clair St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Smith Helen Estate Box 580 Rr 4 Mt Top Pa 18707
Smith James Estate 1451 Wyoming Ave Forty Fort Pa 18704
Smith Jason Carley 21 Vandermark Ave Mountain Top Pa 18707
Smith Julia Estate 17 Perkins St Plains Pa 18705
Smith Julia Estate 17 Parkin St Plains Pa 18705
Smith Margt 59 Church Rd Mountain Top Pa 18707
Smith Margt 66 N Landon Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Smith Richard 5 Krell Sr Mountian Top Pa 18707
Smulovitz Margaret Smulovitz Marshall 351 Winola Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Smulovitz Margaret Smulovitz Norman 351 Winola Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Smulovitz Marshall Smulovitz Margaret 351 Winola Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Solinsky Peter 400 N Gates Av Kingston Pa Kingston Pa 18704
Soltishik Paul 7 Beverly Dr Apt 11 Edwardsville Pa 18704
Sorbelli Primo N Sorbelli Anna 38 Cotton Ave Hudson Pa 18705
Sordoni Margaret Sordoni William 45 Owen St Kingston Pa 18704
Sot Joseph 37 E 6th St Wyoming Pa 18644
Sott Anthony Sott Helen 37 6th Wyoming Pa 18644
Souders Joseph 183a E 4th St Wyoming Pa 18644
Space Matthew James Space Mark Edward 110 Ctr St Forty Fort Pa 18704
Spencer Mary E 161 Lake St Dallas Pa 18612
Sperrazza Sally 120 1st Ave Front Kingston Pa 18704
Sprow James 145 A Jackson St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Stair John 34 W Charles St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Stair Raymond 34 W Charles St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Stanislow Dorothea 37 Stites St Wyoming Pa 18644
Starzynski Richard Estate 293 Frederick St Kingston Pa 18704
Steeber Elizabeth 94 Italy St Mocanaqua Pa 18655
Steve Moss Collision 420 N Maple Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Stjoseph 16 S 1549 Shoemaker Ave Wyoming Pa 18644
Stone Sara 114 Marsh Creek Rd Shickshinny Pa 18655
Storm Clara 15 E Union St Shickshinny Pa 18655
Strunk Sheldon 993 Bethel Hill Rd Shickshinny Pa 18655
Supulski Martin A Koff Etal 179 S Wyoming Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Susek Josephine 119 Cleveland St Hudson Pa 18705
Susek Josephine 121 Cleveland St Hudson Pa 18705
Swartwood Thomas R III Swartwood Irene 111 Maria Dr3 Wyoming Pa 18644
T
Tadesky Frank Tadesky Mary 231 Lackawanna Ave Dupont Pa 18641
Tadosky Frank Tadosky Mary 231 Church St Dupont Pa 18642
Taylor Olive 88 E Walnut St Kingston Pa 18704
Taylor Paul 15 Maple St West Wyoming Pa 18644
Templin Shirley 415 Memorial Hwy Dallas Pa 18612
Tenenbaums Tvl 300 Market St Suite 102 Kingston Pa 18704
Tersavage Elizabet 19 Williams St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Thomas Cherie 49 Rose Ave Plains Pa 18705
Thomas Katherine 7 2nd Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Thomas Roseann Cust 1272 North Washington St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Thompson Thelma 411 Elmcrest Dr Dallas Pa 18612
Tomasura Peter Estate 325 Lawrence St Kingston Pa 18704
Torres Zoraida 62 Dallas Village Shopping Ctr Dallas Pa 18612
Travis Ronald 428 Ice Harvest Dr Mountain Top Pa 18707
Tregan Geneviev 356 Wright Kingston Pa 18704
Treganna Geneviev 112 W Walnut Kingston Pa 18704
Treganna Thomas 112 W Walnut Kingstonq Pa 18704
Treganna Thomas 356 Wright Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Turner Dorothy R−68 Division St Kingston Pa 18704
V
Varano Lester 119 W Bennet St Kingston Pa 18704
Viadock Beverly Viadock Edmund 1416 Suscon Rd Pittston Twnship Pa 18642
Vitack George Po Box 1341 Kingston Pa 18704
W
Wagner Joan 340 Market St Kingston Pa 18704
Waldvogel Naomi 200 Lake St Apt 314 Dallas Pa 18612
Wallack Christopher 7 Driftwood Dr Plains Pa 18705
Warrelmann Jason 232 Main St Dallas Pa 18612
Wartonick Walter Wartonick Helen 7 Park Ln N Mountaintop Pa 18707
Weber Margarte Weber John 293 Lawrence St Edwardsville Pa 18704
Weinberg John 623 Rutter Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Weitz Barbara 40 Atherton Ave Wyoming Pa 18644
Welsko Margaret RR 1 Box 355 Dallas Pa 18612
Wengrzynek Eliz Cust Box 355 K Hildebrandt Rd Dallas Pa 18612
White Elma Po Box 225 Wilkes Barre Pa 18707
Wiencek George 24 Union St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Wilce Mary C 7 Beech St Swoyersville Pa 18704
Wilkes Barre Center Po Box 1069 Kingston Pa 18704
Williams Alma 185 Crestwood Rd Mountainto Pa 18707
Williams David 294 Rutter Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Wilson Llp 303 Market St Kingston Pa 18704
Windchester Paula 39 Albert Rd Mountain Top Pa 18707
Wolf Neil 429 N Main St Wilkes Barre Pa 18705
Wolfe Lewis S Country Clb Apt 212b Dallas Pa 18612
Wroblews Genevieve 11 Winding Way Dallas Pa 18612
Wroblewski Joseph 11 Winding Way Dallas Pa 18612
Wunner Rita 50 Evans St Pringle Pa 18704
Wywiorski Jean A Estate 844 Main St Duryea Pa 18642
Y
Yanchuk Richard S 1143 L Demunds Rd Dallas Pa 18612
Yang Tzyyshiuan 201 N Sprague Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Yenkevich Daniel Rev 258zerbey Ave Kingston Pa 18704
Yeosock Michael 40 South Main St Plains Pa 18705
Yesalitis Leocadia 151 Lackawanna Ave Duryea Pa 18642
Yurak Helen Apt 202 1075 Memorial Hwy Dallas Pa 18612
Z
Zettles William 9 Pine Tree Rd Mountain Top Pa 18707
Zhang Ri K 59 Hillside Ave Edwardsville Pa 18704
Zinkavitch Vicki 180 Columbia St Duryea Pa 18642
Lycoming County
A
Abernatha W T Sr 450 Ctr St Apt 210 Wlmsprt Pa 17701
All Excavating Paving 146 Morse Dr Williamsport Pa 17701
Allenberry Resort Inn And Playhouse 101 W 3rd St Williamsport Pa 17701
Amnott Michael Amnott Elmer RR 2 Montoursville Pa 17754
Augustine Cody C/O L Clees 206 N Loyalsock Ave Montoursville Pa 17754
Autotrakk Lyco Auto Trust Po Box 365 Williamsport Pa 17703
Ayers Mildred Rd2 Williamsport Pa 17701
B
Baier Helen 705 Woodland Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Baker Tammy Baker Mark 706 Walnut St Williamsport Pa 17701
Baker Landon Associates Po Box 98 Montoursville Pa 17754
Beck Samuel 1347 Adele Rd Montoursville Pa 17754
Beck Tammy 743 Valy Rd Williamsport Pa 17702
Berrigan William 319 Rural Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Bigelow Mark 1229 Country Club Dr Williamsport Pa 17701
Blaise Alexander Body Shop 560 Fairfield Rd Montoursville Pa 17754
Bloomberg Lyman 439 George St S Williamsprt Pa 17702
Bloomberg Margaret 439 George South William Pa 17702
Boe Helen 1229 Sherman St Williamsport Pa 17701
Bonner Casale & 33 West Third St Suite 20 Williamsport Pa 17701
Bower Carole RR 6 Box 502 Muncy Pa 17756
Bower Earl 938 W Southern Ave S Williamspor Pa 17702
Bower Marcalet 130 Market St S Williamsport Pa 17702
Bowers Gary 963 Market St Williamsport Pa 17701
Boyer Edward Apt 6 690 S Brd St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Brady Merle C/O R Brady PO Box 755 Williamsport Pa 17703
Brennan Victoria Brennan Charles 2725 Four Mile Dr Montoursville Pa 17754
Brennan Charles Est Of 2725 Four Mile Dr Montoursville Pa 17754
Bressler Cathrine 272 Union Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Brewer Zachary Brewer Marie 2218 Mahaffey Ln Williamsport Pa 17701
Brown Joseph Brown Imm 763 W 3rd Wlliamsport Pa 17701
Brown Ralph A RR 5 Box 153 Muncy Pa 17756
Bump Wayne A 2057 Poco Farm Rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Burkholder Ronald 1817 Riverside Dr Williamsport Pa 17701
Burnett Robert A 113 S Washington St Muncy Pa 17756
Burns Mary Burns Leo 1664 Andrews Place Williamsport Pa 17701
Burrows Dennis G Fl 1 351 Lycoming St Williamsport Pa 17701
Burrows Madeline Fl 1 351 Lyc Williamsport Pa 17701
Buss Donna 1093 Brd St Montoursville Pa 17754
Butler Evelyn 836 Franklin St Williamsport Pa 17701
C
C A Reed Inc 99 Chestnut St Williamsport Pa 17701
Calabrese Huldah M Estate 329 Bennett St Montoursville Pa 17754
Caldera Evelyn A Estate RR 1 Williamsport Pa 17701
Callahan Janet 39 Round Hill Rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Carey Mary 2031 Sechler Cir Williamsport Pa 17701
Cathermans Garage And Auto 204 Elm St South Williamsport Pa 17702
Chervinsky Phyllis William L Knecht Esq Mccormick Law Firm 835 W Fourth St
Williamsport Pa 17701
Chilson Lori 4341 Lycoming Creek Rd Cogan Station Pa 17728
Christiana Candles Attn Thomas Cleggs 55 Pierce St Montoursville Pa 17754
Clark Helen RR 1 Box 4879 Hughesville Pa 17737
Clifton Charlette Rd 2 Williamsport Pa 17701
Cochran Elementary School 1500 Cherry St Williamsport Pa 17701
Collins Kimberly 115 N Bastress St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Collister John A Estate 612 E 2nd Ave Williamsport Pa 17702
Confer Harriett L Estate 2411 Grand St Williamsport Pa 17701
Coppes Nichole 119 S Main St Muncy Pa 17756
Cunningham William Sheldon Montoursville Pa 17754
D
Delp Pauline 512 Montour St Montoursville Pa 17754
Difrancesco Andrienne 235 Palmer Hill Rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Dipalo Tony Estate 331 Walnut St Williamsport Pa 17701
Dipaolo Mary L Estate 331 Walnut St Williamsport Pa 17701
Dock Barbara Dock Vivian 212 William St Williamsport Pa 17701
Dodt Frederick 642 Cherry St Williamsport Pa 17701
Donnelly George G Estate 2025 W Southern Ave Williamsport Pa 17702
Dorman Katherine Dorman Frances 1286 Pond Rd Pennsdale Pa 17756
Dot Penn 716 Jordan Ave Po Box 218 Montoursville Pa 17754
Downing Stanley H Estate 822 Allegheny St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Duffield Laura In Rd 2 Jersey Shore Pa 17723
E
Eckel Ivan 811 Park Pl Williamsport Pa 17701
Edwin Snyder & Cmnwlth Bk Trs 101 W 3rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Eldred Susan 2315 Kehrer Hill Rd Montoursville Pa 17754
Emert Eleanor 435 Reynolds St South William Pa 17702
English Louis 1216 Market St Williamsport Pa 17701
Eoute Dorothy Estate 1010 W So Ave S Williamsport Pa 17702
Evans Joe 17 Mucker Muncy Pa 17756
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F
Falak Bahiraah 769 5th Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Ferris Danielle 533 W 4th St Apt 3 Williamsport Pa 17701
Fields Kevin 219 S Main St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Fischer Robert Fischer Martha 333 Curtin St Williamsport Pa 17701
Fish Kimberly 1422 Bloomingrove Rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Flannery Michael 1600 Fairfield Rd Montoursville Pa 17754
Fleeger Michelle 18 Hoppestown Rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Foust Helen K Estate RR 2 Muncy Pa 17756
Fowler Motors Inc 333 E 3rd St Williamsport Pa 17701
Fox Jayne 2 S Main St 2 Fl Montgomery Pa 17752
Franque Theone B 1002 Tucker St Williamsport Pa 17701
Franquet Theone B 1002 Tucker St Williamsport Pa 17701
Franzi Paula 522 Clinton St S Williamsport Pa 17702
Frazier Thomas 730 Belmont Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Fremberg Victor 1159 Memorial Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Fry Bonnie Fry Dale RR 1 Box 44 Montoursville Pa 17754
Fry Christine 919 W Central Ave South Williamsport Pa 17701
Fryer Dale RD 1 Box 245 Jersey Shore Pa 17740
G
Georgy Farouk 113 W Hills Dr Williamsport Pa 17701
Gordon Fannie Estate 813 2nd St Williamsport Pa 17701
Gray George Gray Shawn RR 2 Box 278 Montgomery Pa 17752
Gray Thomas Gray George RR 2 Box 278 Montgomery Pa 17752
Green Robert R Jr 865 Huling Rd Linden Pa 17744
Greevy Charles Roseview Ct S−316 1251 Rural Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Greevy Eleanor 2691 Haas Ln Montoursville Pa 17754
Grentz James 109 Parkwood Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Griffith Jack 450 Ctr St Apt 420 Williamsport Pa 17701
Gurdner Helen 96 Park Place East Apt 4 Muncy Pa 17756
Gyurina Mildred C Est 4812 Rte 287 Jersey Shore Pa 17740
H
Hager Cathy 105 N Washington St Muncy Pa 17756
Hall Mary Hall Guy Water St Picture Rocks Pa 17762
Hall Betty 300 Leader Dr Williamspo Pa 17701
Hanley Greiner Darren Hanley Greiner Heidi 110 Yeagle Rd Muncy Pa 17756
Hanna Phyllis Hanna Kenneth 312 N Main Muncy Pa 17756
Harbison Beverly Harbison Richard 281 Chaapel Mountn Rd Cogan Station Pa 17728
Harmon Anna Harmon John RD 1 Muncy Pa 17756
Harris Anna 2018 Wheatland Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Haupt Phyllis 560 Fairfield Rd Montoursville Pa 17754
Hauser Sophia 798 W Edwin St Williamsport Pa 17701
Heffner Steven 1685 Oak Ridge Pl Williamsport Pa 17701
Heffner Vivian 524 Brd St Montoursville Pa 17754
Heller Blanche RR 1 Cogan Station Pa 17728
Heller Gertrude Estate RR 2 Montoursville Pa 17754
Heller Gordon RR1 Cogan Station Pa 17728
Henry Edward 207 1 2 Wylie St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Henry Kathleen 207 1/2 Wylie St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Hepburn Ralph Hepburn Paul RR 3 Box 402 Montoursville Pa 17754
Herriman William 424 Brandon Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
High William 119 Washington Blvd Williamsport Pa 17701
Hill Beverly 2405 Lincoln Dr Williamsport Pa 17701
Hiller Arlan 339 Oak Jerseyshore Pa 17740
Hilner Sharon 2348 Linn St Williamsport Pa 17701
Horner R W 45 Back St Lot 8 Montoursville Pa 17754
Hunter Oliver 311 Smith St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Hutton Michael 197 Marion St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Huyck John 3149 Rt 654 Hwy Williamsport Pa 17702
I
Ingersoll Jane 450 Ctr St Apt 314 Williamsport Pa 17701
J
Jackson Business Systems Inc 124 S Market St Williamsport Pa 17702
Jackson Hugh Estate 348 Washington Ave Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Jenkins Elizabet 364 Curtin S Williamspor Pa 17702
Jenkins Harold 364 Curtin Swilliamsport Pa 17702
Johnson Carl 1008 Locust St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Johnson Carole 605 N Arch St Montavsville Pa 17754
Johnson John 1003 Woodmont Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Johnson Norma 1008 Locust St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
K
Keeler Lyle Attn S Robison 1201 Rural Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Keiser Marie C 2140 Warrensville Rd Montoursville Pa 17754
Kelchner Della M 1212 Sherman St Williamsport Pa 17701
Keller Mildred Keller Elmer 431 W Edwin St Williamsport Pa 17701
Kelly Walter 2467 Heim Hill Rd Montoursville Pa 17754
Kern Margaret Estate 949 Vine Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Key Development 49 East Fourth St Williamsport Pa 17701
Kiessling Gayle Kiessling John 214 Kinley Rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Kijak Lucille Kijak Thomas RR2 Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Kissiel Helen Main St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Knittle Gladys Estate RR 2 Williamsport Pa 17701
Koch Debra 723 Pearl St Williamsport Pa 17701
Kohler Jeffrey 2354 Old River Rd Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Komarnicki Anthony 323 Grammer Rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Kulicke And Soffa Industries In 2101 Blair Mill Rd Montgomery Pa 19090
L
L & N Interior Systems Inc Po Box 247 Williamsport Pa 17703
Lanahan Robert Hc 64 Box 636 Trout Run Pa 17771
Latshaw Jeannette Rd2 Williamsport Pa 17701
Lee Richard 379 Okome Rd Cammal Pa 17723
Lewis Adam 724 Poplar St Williamsport Pa 17701
Linear Dynamics Inc Montgomery St Montgomery Pa 17752
Little League Baseball Inc Attn Nancy Grove Po Box 3485 Williamsport Pa 17701
Loner Lester 2325 W Fourth St Williamsport Lycomin Pa 17701
Loner Patricia 2325 W Fourth Williamsport Lycomin Pa 17701
Losch Harry 1419 Briarwood Dr Montoursville Pa 17754
Lowe Steven 2287 Royal Ave Williamsport Pa Williamsport Pa 17701
Luther Margaret L Estate 320 S Lincoln Ave Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Lutz Carlton 735 Fourth Ave Williamsport Pa
M
Mader Grace Mader Ned 2105 Newbenny St Williamsport Pa 17701
Mahaffeys Auto Body 1025 Carey Hill Rd Montoursville Pa 17754
Mallner Anna 798 W Edwin St Williamsport Pa 17701
Marceau Michael 35 Hillcrest Ln Williamsport Pa 17701
Marcello Matthew 818 820 Elmira St Williamsport Pa 17701
Marinin John 882 Ants Hill Rd Muncy Pa 17756
Martin Isobel South St Williamsport Pa
Martinez Randy 1329 East 3rd St Williamsport Pa 17701
Massaro Ryan 1025 Carey Hill Rd Montoursville Pa 17754
Masten John 926 Elizabeth St Williamsport Pa 17701
Mccabe Frances 439 Oliver St Williamsport Pa 17701
Mccarty Connie 203 N Main Muncy Pa 17756
Mccormick Lorraine Estate 441 Locust St Williamsport Pa 17701
Mccowan Carolyn Park Place East Apt 49 Muncy Pa 17756
Mccowan Robert B Apt 49 Park Place East Muncy Pa 17756
Mcgee Pauline A Estate 350 William St Williamsport Pa 17701
Mcmillan Renee 513 Park Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Mcnichol Sharon 129 Valy Hts Dr Williamsport Pa 17701
Mcnichol Sharon 2900 Four Mile Dr Montoursville Pa 17754
Mendler Alex 157 Casale Rd Cogan Station Pa 17728
Metallurgical Industrial 214 Railrd St Muncy Pa 17756
Metals Mulls 435 Baylor Rd Muncy Pa 17756
Middleton George 823 Memorial Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Miller Marvin 808 Wyoming St Williamsport Pa 17701
Miller William 4016 Beautys Run Rd Linden Pa 17744
Milligan J N Po Box 741 Williamsport Pa 17703
Mitman Jean Estate 1538 Northway Rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Monoski Virginia Apt 1108 1900 C Ravine Rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Montour Oil Service 112 Brd St Montoursville Pa 17754
Moore Charlotte 110 Underwood Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Morrasy Matilda 923 W Southern Ave S Williamsprt Pa 17702
Morris Susan Rd 3 Box 459 Muncy Pa 17756
Morton Diane 37 Snyder St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Moses Elizabeth Moses Edwin 1320 Pennsylvania Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
N
Nagle Francis 137 Kerr Ave Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Nauman George Aptc Linden Hurst Linden Pa
Nc Pa Christian Writers 322 South Pine Run Rd Linden Pa 17744
Neal Helen 355 Beech St S Williamsport Pa 17702
Nearhoof Shane 540 Brdway St Apt 9 Hughesville Pa 17737
Neary David 113 Church St S Williamspor Pa 17702
Neff Viola Rd 2 Williamsport Pa 17701
Neighbor Care 1000 Commerce Park Dr 420 Williamsport Pa 17701
Nible Lisa 1404 Walnut St Williamsport Pa 17701
Nichols Etta 354 Locust St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Nolan Elfriede Est 1244 Towncrest Rd B23 Williamsport Pa 17701
Noltee Doris 110 Underwood Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Norton Mary 810 Louisa St Williamsport Pa 17701
Nuss Roland Nuss Yvonne Rd 5 Muncy Pa 17756
O
Obrien Toni 1513 E Hills Cres Williamsport Pa 17701
Ohnmeiss Marion W Estate RR 2 Muncy Pa 17756
Oneill Gerald B 1004 Hepburn St Williamsport Pa 17701
P
Page Helen 435 Reynolds St South William Pa 17702
Paris Livio 8103 Rte 87 Hwy Williamsport Pa 17701
Parsons Dorothy 1020 1st Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Patel Jay C/O D D Patel 2815 Old Mountoursville Rd Mountoursville Pa 17754
Patrizio Winifred 3rd St Williamsport Pa 17701
Payne Jamie M 202 S Main St Apt South Muncy Pa 17756
Pelleschi Bireno Pelleschi Ella 200 Church St South William Pa 17702
Peoples Bank 55 Pierce Ln Montoursville Pa 17754
Perry Patricia 2950 Kennedy Ct Williamsport Pa 17701
Persun Jamie 177 Sylvan Dell Park Rd S Williamsport Pa 17702
Peterman Howard PO Box 249 Montgomery Pa 18936
Peters Jerome Po Box 3111 Williamsport Pa 17701
Pfleegor Helen 327 S Howard St S Williamsprt Pa 17702
Phillips Gleason R Estate 303 Alleheny St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Picture Rocks Vfc Obo Donna O Pongrat 19 W Water St Muncy Pa 17756
Pinkerton Christine Pinkerton Daniel 204 Elm St South Williamsport Pa 17702
Polis Mark J 261 Cliffside Dr Williamsport Pa 17701
Q
Quaintance Ralph 706 2nd Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
R
Raia Samuel Estate 408 E Jefferson St Williamsport Pa
Ramos Tony 44 Catherine Dr Williamsport Pa 17701
Reed William 412 W Southern Ave Williamsport Pa 17702
Reese Robert L American Medical Security Muncy Pa 17756
Rhones Travel Trailers 743 Valy Rd Williamsport Pa 17702
Richards Diane 1145 Chester St Apt 204 Williamsport Pa 17701
Richards Laurie 1145 Chester St Apt 204 Williamsport Pa 17701
Ritter Gordon Ritter Willard 232 Washington Blvd Williamsport Pa 17701
Riverview Pizza 2 Go Inc 33 West Third St Suite 20 Williamsport Pa 17701
Roan Richard 3530 Lycoming Creek Rd Cogan Station Pa 17728
Robbins Dorothy F Estate 911 W Central Ave S Williamsport Pa 17702
Rodgers Lucinda D Fiioc 4044 Clarkstown Rd Muncy Pa 17756
Roy Beth 1849 Meadow Ln Montoursville Pa 17754
Rzeplinski Bernard Rzeplinski Thomas 850 2nd St Williamsport Pa 17701
Rzeplinski Thomas 850 2nd St Williamsport Pa 17701
Rzerlinski Bernard 850 2nd St Williamsport Pa 17701
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S
Saar Christine Saar Ronald PO Box 334 Picture Rocks Pa 17762
Sauers Greg 228−230 West 3rd St Williamsport Pa 17701
Schillinger Jonathan H 2075 Whitford Ave Apt 1 Williamsport Pa 17702
Schleupner Madeleine 800 Mulberry St Montoursville Pa 17754
Schrader Ruth RR 7 Box 7536 Muncy Pa 17756
Schultz Roberta Schultz Marie C 825 Park Pl Williamsport Pa 17701
Seamon Harry 923 W Southern Ave S Williamsprt Pa 17702
Secules John 60 Ban Rd Muncy Pa 17756
Seese Lillian 884 1/2 Memorial Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Shanahan Melissa 290 South Main St Hughesville Pa 17737
Shannon Ruth 2445 Riverside Dr Duboistown Pa 17702
Shaver Shawn 1065 W 4th St Williamsport Pa 17701
Shepherd Eleanor 2356 Fairview Ter Williamsport Pa 17701
Shoemaker Helen RR 3 Hughesville Pa 17737
Sholtis Frances Sones 419 Chestnut St Montoursville Pa 17754
Simcox Barbara Simcox Mabel 309 Potter Williamsport Pa 17701
Skoog John 1112 Isabella St Williamsport Pa 17701
Smith Mark 1163 W 8th Ave South Williamsport Penn 17702
Smith Thomas 91 Odell Rd Muncy Pa 17756
Snow Perilla 1421 Kaiser Av Williamsport Pa 17702
Snyder Aaron 4722 Lycoming Mall Dr Montoursville Pa 17754
Snyder Lucille 1900 Ravine Rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Snyder Richard Po Box 51 Linden Pa 17744
Snyder Tst Trust Helen G 101 W 3rd Williamsport Pa 17701
Sones Mary Helen 419 Chestnut St Montoursville Pa 17754
Sponenberg Lillian 2405 Lincoln Dr Williamsport Pa 17701
Spring Pauline A 1724 Riverside Dr S Williamspor Pa 17702
Spring Thomas L 1724 Riverside Dr Swilliamsport Pa 17702
Steinbacher Gladys Estate Rr 3 Williamsport Pa 17702
Steward Clayton 172 Pennywood Ave Montgomery Pa 17752
Stewart Dorothy In 721 Locust St Williamsport Pa 17701
Stitt Lawrence W Estate 1724 Four Mile Dr 38 Williamsport Pa 17701
Stroble Beulah 1214 Walnut St Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Summers Debbie 501 Brandon Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Susquehanna Health Systems Accts Pay 1205 Grampian Blvd Williamsport Pa 17701
Sutkins Rose M 130 Market St S Williamsport Pa 17702
Swinnie James 732 Locust St Williamsport Pa 17701
Swope Douglas Hc31 Box 333b Williamsport Pa 17701
Szybist Charles A Trustee 423 Mulberry St Williamsport Pa 17701
T
Taylor Mildred M Estate RR 1 Montoursville Pa 17754
Thomas Barbara Thomas James 353 Crawford Aly Montoursville Pa 17754
Thomas Edward Apt A105 1900 A Williamsport Pa 17701
Thomas Jean E Estate 923 Ellinger St Williamsport Pa 17701
Thorne Rose 335 Rose St Williamsport Pa 17701
Tilburg Carl 801 Market St Williamsport Pa 17701
Tofa David 2812 Dove St Williamsport Pa 17701
Trimble William Trimble Lois 1446 Brouse Rd Montgomery Pa 17752
Troxler Richard 1195 Sheridan St Williamsport Pa 17701
Troxler Richard D Dmd 1195 Sheridan St Williamsport Pa 17701
U
Ungard Ronald 1815 Blanchard Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Utsch Sandra 505 W Central Ave S Williamsport Pa 17702
V
Vanbuskirk Grace 96 Park Place East Apt 4 Muncy Pa 17756
Vandall Inger 8103 Rte 87 Hwy Williamsport Pa 17701
Vincent Owen RD 3 Box 489 Muncy Pa 17756
W
W & W Body Shop Inc Po Box 247 Williamsport Pa 17703
Waldman Eleanor In Rd 3 Williamsport Pa 17701
Wall Jack 1620 Florence St Williamsport Pa 17701
Wall Shawn 61 Harvest Moon Park Linden Pa 17744
Walter Adele 773 Rt 54 Hwy Montgomery Pa 17752
Walter Richard 17 Gail Ln Hughesville Pa 17737
Walters Chester 773 Rt 54 Hwy Montgomery Pa 17752
Waltman George 457 Brick Church Rd Montgomery Pa 17752
Waltz Grace 512 Montour St Montoursville Pa 17754
Waring William L Jr Waring Phoebe 2510 Four Mile Dr Montoursville Pa 17754
Watson Linda 322 Jordan Ave Montoursville Pa 17754
Weigle Sybil 357 Cherry St Montoursville Pa 17754
Welshans Gary L Estate RR 3 Nesbet Hts Williamsport Pa 17701
Wertz Dorothy 203 N Main Muncy Pa 17756
Wesley Jennifer 2025 Kehrer Hill Rd Montoursville Pa 17754
West Thomas 290 South Main St Hughesville Pa 17737
Wetherbee Shirley Apt A105 1900 A Williamsport Pa 17701
Wilkie Anne E Lycoming St Hughesville Pa 17737
William Auto 2126 Hillside Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Williams Huntyr E Williams Edwin 230 E Central Ave S Williamsprt Pa 17702
Williams David 909 Louisa St Williamsport Pa 17701
Williams Joni 503 Rose St Williamsport Pa 17701
Willis Isaac 700 College Place Williamsport Pa 17701
Willits Alan 54 Perry Nigart Rd Williamsport Pa 17702
Winder Wanneta M For Rosetta M Winder 750 W Edwin St Apt 4g Williamsport Pa
17701
Winters Darlene 724 1/2 Park Ave Williamsport Pa 17701
Wittman Norma 648 Third Ave Williamsport Pa
Wolf Richard Wolf Linda L Proctor Star Rt Po Box 79 Williamsport Pa 17701
Wolfe Donald Wolfe Mary 1012 Pearl Blvd Montoursville Pa 17754
Wool Etta 2961 Northway Rd Ext Williamsport Pa 17701
Y
Yaw E 1916 Mountview Ave Montoursville Pa 17754
Yerg Chad Po Box 1770 East 3rd St Williamsport Pa 17701
Yetter Craig 452 Market St Williamsport Pa 17701
Yost Wesley 1 So Main St Apt 1 Muncy Pa 17756
Z
Zasada Paul 938 W Southern Ave S Williamspor Pa 17702
Zeigler Diana E Ex Rosena E Haines Estate Of 330 Pine St Ste 403 Williamsport Pa
17701
Zerby Dorothy South St Williamsport Pa
McKean County
A
Abbott Dorothy Po Box 144 Port Allegany PA 16743
Abbott Virginia Abbott Raymond 12 Mechanic St Bradford PA 16701
Allis Edward P IV Box 2956 Lafayette PA
Andersen Niels Andersen Helen Park Ave Kane PA 16735
Anderson Linnea Anderson Carlt 92 Mechanic St Bradford PA 16701
Andrea Wurster 570 South Ave Bradford PA 16701
Avers Lewis 80 Harrisburg Run Bradford PA 16701
Ayers Jan 20 Mechanic St Bradford PA Bradford PA 16701
B
Bain Rita 2 South Ave Bradford PA 16701
Barnard Mark Po Bx 11 222 Chestnut St Port Allegany PA 16743
Bartar Patricia Duke Ctr Duke Center PA 16729
Bell Jack C Dba Bells Greenhouse 6577 Rt 6 Kane PA 16735
Bigler Beverly 15 W Willow St Rm 15 W Smethport PA 16749
Blau Anna E 18 Pearl Bradford PA
Bradford Dental Society Hooker Fulton Bldg Suite 808 Bradford PA 16701
Brown David 558 Interstate Pwky Bradford PA 16701
Brown Richard L RR 3 Box 184 Port Allegany PA 16743
Burg Doris Rd 1 Box 275 Port PA 16743
Button Robert 10 Chestnut Bradford PA 16701
C
Caffo Betty Rd 1 Box 275 Port PA 16743
CaPAnjola Mary 6 River Bradford PA 16701
Case Sally C/O Chace Farrell Owner By Dee Po Box 1145 Bradford PA 16701
Clark Florence 107 Rochester St Bradford PA 16701
Cline Willard Estate 421 1/2 E Main St Bradford PA 16701
Colligan John 276 Congress Bradford PA
Colligan MaryPatricia 276 Congress St Bradford PA 16701
Collins Beatrice Chapel Ridge Apt 212 200 St Bradford PA 16701
Cooney Teresa 2 Pine St Port Allegany PA 16743
Costello Catherine 11 Rosedl Ave Bradford PA 16701
Cox Donne Box 145 Gifford PA 16732
Cramer John 1463 Looker Mountain Trl Rixford PA 16745
Croker Albert Croker Mary 75 Forman St Bradford PA 16701
Crosby Mini Marts 495 S Kendall Ave Bradford PA 16701
D
Daniels Ronald Daniels Sarah Po Box 37 Port Allegany PA 16743
Dewyer David W RR 2 Eldred PA 16731
Digel Helen 440 Congress St Bradford PA 16701
Dodaro M C Estate 19 Pike St Bradford PA 16701
Douglas Bolster 321 W Washington St Bradford PA 16701
Dpwbus PArtnr 79 N Kendall Avae Bradford PA
E
Erickson Hilda Fraley St Kane PA 16735
Evan Bonnie 1020 E Main St Bradford PA Bradford PA 16701
Evan Robert L Sr 1020 E Main St Bradford PA Bradford PA 16701
F
Feraci Patrick 76 Elm St Bradford PA 16701
Fish Myron 23 Tibbitts Ave Apt 1 Bradford PA 16701
Flanigan Patrick G 23 Delaware Ave Bradford PA Bradford PA 16701
France Aaron 347 East Main St Bradford PA 16701
Frattali Rudolph Frattali Anna Kushegan Ave Mount Jewett PA 16740
Frey Edward N Estate RR 1 Lewis Run PA 16738
Fridley Sarah 6753 Rt 59 Lot B 2 Lewis Run PA 16738
G
Galloway Donald 131 North Branch Rd Eldred PA 16731
Griggs Ruth 9 Bridge St Apt 4 Po Box 675 Mt Jewett PA 16740
Gustafson Emogene H Est Rr1 Box 87a Kane PA 16735
H
Harvey Diane D RR 1 Box 211b Eldred PA 16731
Heeter Karolyn Heeter Arthur Main Kane PA 16735
Heitzinger Betty L Estate 168 Barbour St Bradford PA 16701
Hennell Howard Estate 521 Haines St Kane PA 16735
Hillyard Vivian 1683 Looker Mountain Trl Rixford PA 16745
Hoffman Joseph 2 Bushnell St Apt 123 Bradford PA 16701
Howard Earline 204 Chestnut Port Allegany PA 16743
Howard Jonathan 293 West Branch Rd Smethpot PA 16749
Humphrey Frederic Humphrey Leona 153 Summer Bradford PA 16701
I
Ingram George 30 Hobson Pl Bradford PA 16701
J
Jackson Henry James Jr Po Box 232 Derrick City PA 16727
Jane Wingard Estate 217 Dawson St Kane PA 16735
Jarrabet Clifford Jarrabet Carol 838 Interstate Pkwy Bradford PA 16701
Jarvi Reuben Estate 110 Russell Blvd Bradford PA 16701
Jennifer Tessena 15 Laurel Dr Bradford PA 16701
Johnson Barry Forest Products Po Box 277 Kane PA 16735
Johnson C Evert 39 Church St Box 132 Ludlow PA 16333
K
Kebberly Lois P Est 298c RD1 Kasson Road Smethport PA
Kelley Dorothy Kelley Mary 37 Church St Apt 9 Port Allegany PA 16743
Kelly Catherine M Estate 1 High St Bradford PA 16701
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Kleiderlein Ernest Kleiderlein Ernest 275 E Main Bradford PA 16701
Kleiderlein Ernest Kleiderlein James Apt 1 1st Fl 275 E M Bradford PA 16701
Kleinberger Virginia Kleinberger William 566 S Ave Bradford PA 16701
Kloss Kara 520 Derrick Rd Bradford PA 16701
Kraft Naomi C/O Harold J Kraft 8 N Oak St Kane PA 16735
Kuhaneck Beverly 17083 Rte 6 Smethport PA 16749
L
Lattin Roland 30 Ave B St Bradford PA 16701
Lawrence Hazel A RR 1 Box 171 Turtlepoint PA 16750
Lemage Sharon Lemage David Po Box 15 Custer City PA 16725
Likens George 18 Spruce Kane PA 16735
Likins Clara 18 Spruce Kane PA 16735
Lucile Langner C/O Karl Langner Poa 43 Sullivan Rd Bradford PA 16701
M
Macfarlane Olga 40 Main St Lewis Run PA 16738
Maholic Joseph 864 High St Bradford PA 16701
Manning Leslie 10 Congres Pl Brudford PA 16701
Marvin Street Tv Assoc 902 W King St Smethport PA 16749
Mccollough Lucille Mccollough Howard 177 Summer Bradford PA 16701
Mcewen Andy 174 Elm St Bradford PA 16701
Mcnerney Alice H 246 Constitution Ave Bradford PA 16701
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy 68fraley St Kane PA 16735
Moore Timothy RR 1 Box 131 Smethport PA 16749
Morgan Jason 24 Edgewood Rd Bradford PA 16701
Morgan Ora Morgan John 14 W Corydon Bradford PA 16701
Moyer Thomas 294 South Main St Eldred PA 16731
Munday James 16 Rosedale Ave Bradford PA 16701
Mundy Kathryn Bank St Smethport PA 16749
N
Nathanial L Graham Md 125 Main St Bradford PA 16701
Nellis Chelsea 18 N Main St Apt 4 Port Allegany PA 16743
Nelson Ruth I Estate 214 1/2 Jamesway St Kane PA 16735
Norton Mildred Estate 41 Cornen St Bradford PA 16701
Norton Sales C/O Ronald D Norton 234 Holman St Kane PA 16735
Oswald Ralph Weakland Mobil Home Ct Box 255k RD 1 Eldred PA Eldred PA 16731
O
Overbeck Janice Fraley St Kane PA 16735
P
Parker Cheryl 131 High St Bradford PA 16701
Patton Investment Club 117 Clarence St Bradford PA 16701
Peterson Sylvia Peterson George Star Rte Kane PA 16735
Port Allegany Pharmacy 54 N Main St 56 Port Allegany PA 16743
Powell Myron 151 Gates Hollow Bradford PA 16701
R
Reed Jeffery 3789 Rt 59 Bradford PA 16701
Rees David A RR 2 Box 147 Smethport PA 16749
Rettger Robert Po Box E Mount Jewett PA 16740
Reynolds Alan 26 Kushequa Ave Mt Jewett PA 16740
Rodgers Dilbert 37 Water St Ludlow PA 16333
Ruddock Willis B Estate 521 E Main St Bradford PA 16701
Russell 14153 Wilcox Rd Mount Jewett PA 16740
Russell Walter 15 Creekside Dr Bradford PA 16701
S
Sawyer Arthur Estate 213 Harrison St Port Allegany PA 16743
Scalfaro Philip B Duke Ctr Duke Center PA 16729
Schoen Nathaniel 109 E Mill St Port Allegany PA 16743
Schroll Virginia W Estate RR 1 Port Allegany PA 16743
Schuck Evelyn 204 Chestnut Port Allegany PA 16743
Scott Berlin Rd 1 Irons Hollow Smethport PA 16749
Shaw Luther C/O Jane Shaw 8 Rich Dr Bradford PA 16701
Shaw PArker 50 Congress St Bradford PA 16701
Smith Betty 420 E Water St Apt 13 Smethport PA 16749
Smith Edward 107 Rochester St Bradford PA 16701
Stebbins Richard 1221 Chestnut Bradford PA 16701
Stidd Adriana Estate 339 Bolivar Dr Bradford PA 16701
Stiles Michael 214 Maple St Port Allegheny PA 16743
Strawcutter Evelyn 109 Clay St Kane PA 16735
Striegel Viola Estate 200 Pleasant St Bradford PA 16701
T
Tauscher Doris M Estate 152 Church St Port Allegany PA 16743
Thompson Brooke Elizabeth Thompson William 335 Bayard St Apt 3 Kane PA 16735
Thompson Reid W Thompson William 335 Bayard St Apt 3 Kane PA 16735
Tilburg David Tilburg Helen State Line Rd Derrick PA 16727
Tillberg Barbara 10 Chestnut Bradford PA 16701
Tschachtli Armond B Estate 11 Seward Ave Bradford PA 16701
V
Valley Collision 5082 Rte 46 Smethport PA 16749
W
Walker Susan Walker N 14153 Wilcox Rd Mount Jewett PA 16740
Wanner Harriet Wanner Wallace 85 Derrick Rd Bradford PA 16701
Warren Viola A Estate 65 Forman St Bradford PA 16701
Wartella Julie C/O John Watella 313 Interstate Pkwy Bradford PA 16701
Western PA Assn Of Home Hlth Care C/O E Costello Po Box 465 Bradford PA 16701
Wilcox Jane B Bank St Smethport PA 16749
Willoughby Laura 480 Interstate Pkwy Bradford PA 16701
Z
Zandi Helen Po Box 27 Lewis Run PA 16738
Mercer County
A
Agway Petroleum Corp 518 S Erie St Mercer Pa 16137
Alexander Roseann U 19 Eastway Ave Greenville Pa 16125
Allen Alice A Estate RR2 West Middlesex Pa 16159
Argenzia Anthony Estate 999 Mayfield Rd Sharpsville Pa 16150
Armando Camara 675 North Brd St Grove City Pa 16127
Arnold Carole Arnold James Po Box 528 Mercer Pa 16137
Artherhoij Kathleen 33 Clarksville St Greenville Pa 16125
Arthritis & Sports Med/Stephen Hribar Md 647 N Brd St Ext Suite 201 Grove City Pa
16127
Association In Child Guidance 76 Jefferson Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Auchter Daniel 599 Fullingmill Rd Mercer Pa 16137
B
Backo Mary 1115 Washington St Farrell Pa 16121
Bailey Julia 279 Crawford Dr Sharon Pa 16146
Balaski Jay 1442 Billy Q Rd Jamestown Pa 16134
Barger Gretchen 368 N Smt Rd Jamestown Pa 16134
Bartalon Grace 1042 Wallis Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Bartholomew Sara L Estate 1084 Leslie St Sharon Pa 16146
Bator Andrew M Est Of 9 Oak Hill Dr West Middlesex Pa 16159
Baxley David 120 W Main St Grove City Pa 16127
Beardsley W G Estate 39 N Mercer St Greenville Pa 16125
Bell Thomas RD1 Sharpsville Pa 16150
Berdis Eileen Joan Berdis Donald 601 Roemer Blvd Farrell Pa 16121
Berdis Donald 601 Roemer Blvd Farrell Pa 16121
Billie Adams 620 Park Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Black Thomas 26 S 2nd St Greenville Pa 16125
Blackburn Gary 279 Alderman Sharon Pa 16146
Blackburn Lucas 725 Dutch Ln Lot 28 Hermitage Pa 16148
Blanchard Lynn 1242 Glenwood Dr Sharon Pa 16146
Blazavitch Helen J Est 84 Shenango Blvd Farrell Pa 16121
Blue Salmon Investments Po Box 229 Hercer Pa 16137
Boatwright Millard 42 Shenango Blvd Farrell Pa 16121
Boice David Rd 2 Vath Rd Stoneboro Pa 16153
Bok Samantha 2523 Lake Rd Sharpsville Pa 16150
Borton Thomas 272 13th St Sharpsville Pa 16150
Bowers Bryan 2000 Highland Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Bowser Robert Bowser Paulette 20 Roma Dr West Middlesex Pa 16159
Boyd Claire Po Box 24 Fredonia Pa 16124
Brakeman Karen 27 Clarksville St Greenville Pa 16125
Bralick Mary Estate RR 1 Spt Rd Sharpsville Pa 16150
Brandy Robert 406 Russell St Sharon Pa 16146
Broadhead Richard 3240 S Main St Sandy Lake Pa 16145
Brom Homer 449 W Park St Hermitage Pa 16148
Brooks Michelle 1115 Negley St Farrell Pa 16121
Brown Ella L Estate 220 Grace St Grove City Pa 16127
Bruchs John 752 Stambaugh Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Brydon Joseph W Estate RR 2 Greenville Pa 16125
Buckley Julie 229s Myers Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Budd Erma 130 Concord Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Burckle Jay 213 Edgewood Ave Grove City Pa 16127
Burns Micheal Burns Irene 341 Wallis Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Burnswilkins Mattie 202 Wallis Ave Po Box 322 Farrell Pa 16121
Butchko Andrew W Est C/O Leo Patrona 1171 Pine Hollow Blvd Sharon Pa 16146
C
Campman Irvin E Jr 98 Hamilton Ave Farrell Pa Farrell Pa 16121
Canon Florette Canon John 445 Madison St Sharon Pa 16146
Cardille Thleen 774 Tanglewood Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Carpenter Vallie 730 Tr Ave Grove City Pa 16127
Carson Lenora 226 Park St Grove City Pa 16127
Case Lauren Rd 42 2861 Mercer W Middlesex Pa 16159
Caszatti Linda 331 George St Sharon Pa 16146
Catalano Bernard Reeher Carpet 439 Vernon Rd Greenville Pa 16125
Catalano Sandra Reeher Carpet 439 Vernon Rd Greenville Pa 16125
Cathcart Vicki 366 S Keel Ridge Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Ccl Container Aerosol Division One Llodio Dr Hermitage Pa 16148
Chambers Mattiem Chambers John RR 4 Tempelton Greenville Pa 16125
Chess Kenneth 1300 Petersburg Rd Hadley Pa 16130
Churlick John Jr 158 N Oakland Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Cicelske Andrew 109 N Irvine St, Apt D Sharon Pa 16146
Ciotola Victoria Ciotola Robert 391 Sherman Sharon Pa 16146
Cipriano Ronald 419 Georgetown St Sharpsville Pa 16150
Combine Dorothy 1042 Wallis Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Communtiy Food Warehouse Of The Shenango 821 Martin Luther King Jr Blvd Farrell
Pa 16121
Conner Lois 196 Stambaugh Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Corban Edward Po Box 81 Grove City Pa 16127
Cross Carole Cross Agnes 332 Independence Ct Sharon Pa 16146
Cross Matthew 3679 E State St Hermitage Pa 16148
Crowley Margaret 1743 Lake Rd Mercer Pa 16137
D
Daffin Jean 203 Oakview Dr Hermitage Pa 16148
Damico Henry 1005 Federal St Farrell Pa 16121
Daugherty Ellis 7266 W Market St Lot 78 Mercer Pa 16137
Davis Jay 263 Grant St Sharon Pa Sharon Pa 16146
Dejulia Viola Dejulia Jr A 1973 Buckeye Dr Sharpsville Pa 16150
Demaio Mary Estate 631 Shady Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Desantis Whitney 236 South Oakdale Ave Hermitage Pa 16148
Despt Frank Estate 126 Florida St Farrell Pa 16121
Dillingham Florence 913 Hamilton Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Dodds Victory 29 Ridge Ave Greenville Pa 16125
Domila John Est 396 W Park St Hermitage Pa 16148
Dow Jones & Co 2908 Mercer West Middlesex Rd West Middlesex Pa 16159
Dray Ruth K 33 Clarksville St Greenville Pa 16125
Duffett Mattie 7992 West Market St 24 Mercer Pa 16137
Dumitru Ambrose Estate 96 Willow St Sharon Pa 00000
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Duncan Glenn 6971 E State St Hermitage Pa 16148
Dunlavey Grace 1765 Highland Rd Sharon Pa 16146
E
Eakin Phyllis Eakin Paul Rd 5 Mercer Pa 16137
Earl Gregory Jr 520 S Mercer Ave Sharpsville Pa 16150
Eder James G Est Franklin St Stoneboro Pa 16153
Edwards Norman 371 Prindle St Sharon Pa 16146
Ekis Henry J Sr, Ekis Cora 2998 Ford Ave Sharpsville Pa 16150
Ekis Henry J, Ekis Cora 2998 Ford Ave Sharpsville Pa 16150
Erdos Philip Erdos Pamela 7875 Lamor Rd Mercer Pa 16137
Erie Physicians Network Pc Po Box 1538 Hermitage Pa 16148
Espirit De Corp/Rsi 1911 Leesburg−Grove Rd Mercer Pa 16137
F
Ferencek Anna Estate 391 Penn Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Ferguson Amanda 540 E Main St Grove City Pa 16127
Ferguson Robert W Estate 1108 Negley St Farrell Pa 16121
Filer Charlotte 201 South Pitt St Mercer Pa 16137
Fink Frances 260 S Buhl Farm Dr Apt 133 Hermitage Pa 16148
First National Bank 4140 East State St Re: 06 Hermitage Pa 16148
Fisher Allene Estate 27 Lebanon Ave Greenville Pa 16125
Fisher Esther M Estate 360 S Buhl Farm Dr Apt 102 Hermitage Pa 16148
Fleischer Samuel 917 Hamilton Farrell Pa 16121
Flower Shop 189 Hamburg Rd Greenville Pa 16125
Flynn John J JR PO Box 287 Mercer Pa 16137
Fowler Amy 441 7th St Sharpsville Pa 16150
Frazier Harriet 122 Baker Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Frederick Andy 1720 Susan Ct Hermitage Pa 16148
G
Garland Andrea 180 Koehler Dr Sharpsville Pa 16150
Germano Michael 3029 Tamarack Dr Sharpsville Pa 16150
Gilberts Insurance Agcy 30 E State St Po Box 688 Sharon Pa 16146
Gilkey Martha 505 E Main West Middlesex Pa 16159
Gilkey Martha Po Box West Middlesex Pa 16159
Glessner Velma M RR 5 Mercer Pa 16137
Gloumov Ivan 15 Elizabeth St Greenville Pa 16125
Good Elizabeth Po Box 122 Sharpsville Pa 16150
Grande Charles Estate 914 Fruit Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Green Loretta Green Charles 514 Emerson Ave Hermitage Pa 16148
Greenbeger Edward 530 Lillian Dr Sharon Pa 16146
Greenberger Harry 530 Lillian Dr Sharon Pa 16146
Greenville Motors 93 Sharon Rd Greenville Pa 16125
H
Hall Caroline Rd 1 Greenville Pa 16125
Hall Margaret In 603 Federal Dr Sharon Pa 16146
Harmon Anna Estate 147 Shenango Blvd Farrell Pa 16121
Harold Jr Reid 296 S Keel Ridge Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Harrer Louise 1109 Highland Rd Sharon Pa 16146
Harrison Michael 1106 Ramot Blvd Farrell Pa 16121
Heimeman Rose Po Box 265 Stoneboro Pa 16153
Henwood Jon Ste 3 705 Brookshire Dr Hermitage Pa 16148
Hether Jenny 304 Hamilton Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Hice Martha Hice Floyd 407 Malleable Sharon Pa 16146
Holdos Veronica 601 Roemer Blvd Farrell Pa 16121
Holl Margaret In 603 Federal Dr Sharon Pa 16146
Holmes Frank Holmes Emma Rt 1 Box 1641 Mercer Pa 16137
Holy Trinity Lutheran Church 4192 Blue Jay Dr Sharpsville Pa 16150
Home Xxiii John Attn Roberta Lamont Adm Hermitage Pa 16148
J
Jacks Autobody 325 Hoon Ave Farrell Pa 16121
James Dugan 1 Fnb Blvd Hermitage Pa 16148
Janovick Joseph Janovick Anna 1008 Baldwin Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Jelinek Childrens Trust 616 Anderson Rd Stoneboro Pa 16153
Jeromes Florist& Gift Boutique Po Box 525 Greenville Pa 16125
Jewish Hospital Mce 3920 Dutchmans Ln Po Box 3571 Grove City Pa 16127
Jones Pamela Jones Scott 2537 Kelly Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Jones Bonita 20 Webster Dr Greenville Pa 16125
Judd Corissa 1407 Arlington Dr Greenville Pa 16125
Junk Frances Rd 1 Greenville Pa 16125
K
K K M Associates 1143 Rodeo Place Hermitage Pa 16148
Kaltenbaugh Lloyd Jr 290 Orchard Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Kane Estate Inc 909 New Lebanon Rd Carlton Pa 16311
Kantor Elizabeth 1742 Bickeye Dr Sharpsville Pa 16150
Kantor John 1742 Buckeye Dr Sharpsville Pa 16150
Keib Adam 91 N Foster Rd Jackson Center Pa 16133
Khein Martha Rd 4 Box 396 Jackson Cente Pa 16133
Klingel Bertha E Estate 2400 Gdn Way 102 Hermitage Pa 16148
Knieling Scott 596 Carbon Dr Sharpsville Pa 16150
Koch Theresa Est 1101 W Main St Sharpsville Pa 16150
Koch Theresa P Est 1101 W Main St Sharpsville Pa 16150
Kodali Nagamurali 359 Sherman Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Kramerich Mary Box 505 Riverview Manorw Conne Sharon Pa 16146
Kusma John PO Box 608 Grove City Pa 16127
L
Landfried Robert Do 2120 Likens Ln Farrell Pa 16121
Laskey Karen 305 Sunset Blvd Hermitage Pa 16148
Lawn Careys Po Box 184 Sheakleyville Pa 16151
Levine Barbara 360 Rexford Dr Hermitage Pa 16148
Lewis Holly 174 N Buhl Farm Dr Hermitage Pa Hermitage Pa 16148
Lewis Robert C Jr 525 Dutch Ln Apt 11 Hermitage Pa 16148
Longley Helen Estate 22 W State St Sharon Pa 16146
Louden Philip 525 Erie Sharon Pa 16146
Lowe Elmer L Jr 770 Stambaugh Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Lowinger Audrey 530 Lillian Dr Sharon Pa 16146
M
Macek Edward Estate 1308 Baldwin Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Madeline Davelli 40 Stone Ridge Blvd Hermitage Pa 16148
Mane Attraction 39 Hadley Rd Greenville Pa 16125
Mannozzi Stephen Mannozzi Tracey 8345 Lamor Rd Mercer Pa 16137
Manwell Mary Manwell Menso 49 Clarksville Greenville Pa 16125
Marks Mary 201 S Pitt St Mercer Pa 16137
Marlou Partners LP 1754 Mcdowell St Sharon Pa 16146
Martin Laura Jean In Rd 1 Box 87n Jamestown Pa 16134
Maule Antonia 1613 Hall Ave Sharpsville Pa 16150
Mazur Ann Est 608 Thornton St Sharon Pa 16146
Mazzola John 1330 Kimberly Rd 285 Sharon Pa 16146
Mc Gill Rock Sansotta Mc Gill Frances 129 E Pine St Grove City Pa 16127
Mc Clelland Sharon E Cust 146 Wasser Rd Greenville Pa Greenville Pa 16125
Mc Cracken Betty 602 Tr Ave Grove City Pa 16127
Mccanna Daniel Marie 41 Turner Ln Jackson Pa 16133
Mccutcheon Meredith R 599 E State St Apt 3 Sharon Pa 16146
Mcgary Suzan Annette Dr 3846 Timber Ln Hermitage Pa 16148
Mckelvey Gloria 150 Daugherty Sharon Pa 00000
Mcwhirter William R Md 125 North Main St Greenville Pa 16125
Mercer County Regional Council Of Governments C/O Attn Kim Dicentio 2495
Highland Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Mercer Industrial Trucks Inc Rr 1 Jackson Center Pa 16133
Messett Lance 95 Capitol Ct Farrell Pa 16121
Mihalcin Larry 388 Orchard St Sharon Pa 16146
Miller Alan Terry 99 Riddell St Wheatland Pa 16161
Mills Dorothy E Estate 221 Ashley Rd Stoneboro Pa 16153
Mowen Jeanett Estate 434 Davis St Sharon Pa 16146
Muldowney Mary 1178 Highland Rd Sharon Pa 16146
Muth Robert B Estate 387 Koehler Dr Sharpsville Pa 16150
Muth Rpbert B Estate 387 Koehler Dr Sharpsville Pa 16150
N
Neal Barbara 232 Smola Rd Sandy Lake Pa 16145
Neff Mary Rd 3 Box 3562 Grove City Pa 16127
Nesta Dorothy Box 505 Riverview Mnr W Connel Sharon Pa 16146
Nottingham Robert Nottingham Anna 379 Vine St Sharon Pa 16146
Nottingham Marcine 379 Vine Ave Sharon Pa 16146
O
Oconnor Evelyn 406 Russell St Sharon Pa 16146
Opitz Catherin Opitz Norman W Rd 1 Sandy Lake Pa 16145
Osborne Cindy 1017 Pierce Ave Sharpsville Pa 16150
Ouellette Diane 1240 Enterprise Rd Grove City Pa 16127
Owens Margaret Owens John 46 Tanner Rd Greenville Pa 16125
P
Palmer Lois 15 Walker St Mercer Pa 16137
Pennington Robert 55 W Connelly Blvd Apt 510 Sharon Pa 16146
Perilli Raffaele 2800 East State St Hermitage Pa 16148
Peterson Steven 414 1 2 W Poplar St Grove City Pa Grove City Pa 16127
Phillips Robert Po Box 548 Wheatland Pa 16161
Pittman Earl S Est 47 Collins Dr Apt 1 Greenville Pa 16125
Pointer Geneva 171 Canal Wheatland Pa 16161
Popeski Lou 725 Hull St Sharon Pa 16146
Pratt Richard 128 S Main Greenville Pa 16125
Prenatt Suzanne 616 Anderson Rd Stoneboro Pa 16153
Preston Ford Hyundai 1017 Pierce Ave Sharpsville Pa 16150
Preston Inc Ford Hyundai 1251 East State St Sharon Pa 16146
Pruitt Willie In 1104 Darr Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Q
Quinby Eunice Est 22 Birch Dr Greenville Pa 16125
R
Rabold Dan 1110 Negley St Farrell Pa 16121
Radachy Robin 406 E Budd St Sharon Pa 16146
Ragster Eulia In 618 Darr Farrell Pa 16121
Ranelli Joseph Ranelli Sarah 47 N 11th St Sharpsville Pa 16150
Reed Jack 2686 Woodhill Dr Sharon Pa 16148
Reeseman Merle 330 1 2 College Ave Grove City Pa 16127
Reichard Carla 19 Creek Rd Sandy Lake Pa 16145
Reichard Carla Creek Rd Sandylake Pa 16145
Reid Harold Jr Reid Catherine 296 S Keel Ridge Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Reynolds El Sch 1609 Brentwood Ave Greenville Pa 16125
Rice Kevin 7693 Shenango Dr Jamestown Pa 16134
Riggs Helen 150 S Otter St Mercer Pa 16137
Robert Leipheimer 100 Norht Buhl Farm Dr Apartment 18 Hemitage Pa 16148
Rodgers Elmer Estate 400 Haywood Farrell Pa 16121
Root Leona Apt 4 100 N B Hermitage Pa 16148
Root Ruth Estate Rr 3 Box 399a West Middlesex Pa 16159
Roth Valeri 1901 Lori Ln Hermitage Pa 16148
Rutter David Rutter David Rd 6 Greenville Pa 16125
S
Sagulla Pamela RR 1 Jackson Ctr Pa Jackson Ctr Pa 16133
Sanata Ellen 429 Frank St Sharon Pa Sharon Pa 16146
Sanchez Lisa 2660 Williamsfield Rd Jamestown Pa 16134
Sansone Catlin Po Box 231 Fredonia Pa 16124
Sansotta Josephine 905 E Ketler Dr Grove City Pa 16127
Satterwhite Ruth E Estate 819 French St Farrell Pa 16121
Schwelling Rae 260 S Buhl Farm Dr Apt 324 Hermitage Pa 16148
Scott Donna 321 N Neshannock Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Scovazzo Vito 309 Meadowbrook Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Sember Mary Sember Mary 430 S Irvine Sharon Pa 16146
Semple Richard H 1037 Barkeyvill Rd Grove City Pa 16127
Serhat I Erzurum Debtor In Possession Ca Po Box 731 Grove City Pa 16127
Sever Rhea Farnicorn 908 Wallis Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Shambaugh Carlos Creek Rd Sandy Lake Pa 16145
Shanna Livermore 400 Patton Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Shannon Mary A Estate 87 Oniontown Rd Greenville Pa 16125
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Sharon Herald 52 S Dock St Po Box 51 Sharon Pa 16146
Shiderly Paul 5970 E State St Hermitage Pa 16148
Shimotori Takahiro 75 College Ave Greenville Pa 16125
Shine Maureen 303 Kinsman Rd Jamestown Pa 16134
Shirley Terry A 433 Cedar Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Shultz William Est 143 David St W Middlesex Pa 16159
Sidley Joseph Sidley Mary E Rd 3 Grove City Pa 16127
Simon Margaret Simon Edward 1029 George St Ext Sharon Pa 16146
Sims Dwayne 325 Hoon Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Smith Bradley 960 Robertson Hermitage Pa 16148
Smoot Alice 2 Capitol Ct Farrell Pa 16121
Snyder Richard 7818 Lamor Rd Mercer Pa 16137
Snyder Theresa 23 Mapleview Dr Mercer Pa 16137
Solar Atmosphere Of W Pa 30 Industrial Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Specht Lawrence 602 Main St Po Box 454 Jamestown Pa 16134
Speck Frank 799 Richmond Dr Hermitage Pa Hermitage Pa 16148
Speight Steven 545 Dutch Ln Apt 1 Hermitage Pa 16148
Spradley Garey 222 Blacktown Rd Grove City Pa 16127
Stefanak Tracy 275 Butterfly Ln Hermitage Pa Hermitage Pa 16148
Steinfeld Richard 1082 Foxwood Dr Hermitage Pa 16148
Stewart Dolores 525 Erie Sharon Pa 16146
Stjohn Thomas 105 Rayview Dr Greenville Pa 16125
Stodghill Curtis Po Box 2431 Greenville Pa 16125
Stoyer Brad 910 N Hermitage Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Street Garden Church Po Box 184 Sheakleyville Pa 16151
Struthers Barry R Cust 26 Dunn St Sandy Lake Pa Sandy Lake Pa 16145
Stupka Collision Center Obo Paula M Coppola 1361 East State St Sharon Pa 16146
Sutton Shirley Apt 606 55 W Connelly Blvd Sharon Pa 16146
T
Td Bank North 20 Roma Dr West Middlesex Pa 16159
Terry Payne & Co Inc 2620 Radio Way Suite C Hadley Pa 16130
Tespit Frank Estate 1058 Hamilton Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Thomas Marian 325 Columbia St Apt 108 Sharon Pa Sharon Pa 16146
Tidswell Russell Tidswell Ruth 141 Superior Sharon Pa 16148
Tilley Jerald 2030 Madson St Hermitage Pa 16148
Timparo Gertrude Apt 210 941 Sharon N Castle Rd Farrell Pa 16121
Tracy Paoletta 1820 Valy View St Hermitage Pa 16148
Trojak Paula 481 N Oakland Ave Sharon Pa 16146
U
Ura Miller Construction 392 Roberts Rd Sandy Lake Pa 16145
V
Vicozi Frank Jr 1156 Stambaugh Farrell Pa 16121
Vintage Ford 482 Lateral Rd Stoneboro Pa 16153
Virostick Joseph 780 Shady Ave Sharon Pa 16146
Vranges Anna L Estate 1139 Mercer Farrell Pa 16121
W
Waldron Michael 524 Spruce St Sharon Pa 16146
Walker Christa 1535 Catalina Place Hermitage Pa 16148
Walker James A Jr 7224 W Market St Lot 108 Mercer Pa 16137
Warner Anne 5750 Daniel Dr Hermitage Pa 16148
Warrick Donald III Warrick Cheryl Country Club Dr Unit E West Middlesex Pa 16159
Watlam Roma Estate 23 Columbia Ave Greenville Pa 16125
Weaver Betty Apt 4 100 N B Hermitage Pa 16148
Weil Anthony 4 East Greenville Pa 16125
Weiland Charlotte 52 S Mercer Ave Apt 208 Sharpsville Pa 16150
Weyers Rebecca Rd 4 Box 396 Jackson Cente Pa 16133
White Darcy 273 Blacktown Rd Grove City Pa 16127
Wilcox Nancy 2030 Madison St Hermitage Pa 16148
Williams Christopher II 36 Heckman Rd Fredonia Pa 16124
Williams Jack 40 District Rd Greenville Pa 16125
Williams Rosa Rd 1 Sharpsville Pa 16150
Williams Ruth 57 1st Ave Greenville Pa 16125
Wilson Deborah Wilson Jeffrey 680 Springfield Church Rd Grove City Pa 16127
Wilson Lindy 433 A St Sharon Pa 16146
Wittpenn Agnes 19 Orchard Dr Apt 206 Grove City Pa 16127
Wojtanowski Clara Estate 11 2nd St Wheatland Pa 16161
Wright William C/O Whitecliff Nursing Home 110 Fredonia Rd Greenville Pa 16125
Y
Yacullo Dominic Estate 1114 Bond St Farrell Pa 16121
Yerskey George Yerskey Mary 310 Mercer Ave Farrell Pa 16121
Young’s Food Concepts 200 Snyder Rd Hermitage Pa 16148
Z
Ziegler Walter Po Box 265 Stoneboro Pa 16153
Zimmerman Joseph Zimmerman Melva 511 Silver Sharon Pa 16146
Zimmerman Joseph Zimmerman Melva 54 Walnut Sharon Pa 16146
Zuschlag Jean Apt 716 15 W Connelly Blvd Sharon Pa 16146
Mifflin County
A
Alexander Florence 522 W 4th St Lewistown Pa 17044
Alexander Roger 222 S Wayne St Lewistown Pa 17044
Ammerman Nora Ammerman Paul 717 South Wayne Lewistown Pa 17044
Ammerman Robert Ammerman Nora 717 S Wayne St Lewistown Pa 17044
Anastasi Joseph Po Box 42 Belleville Pa 17004
Aumiller Shirley Po Box 231 Milroy Pa 17063
B
Bailey Robert Estate 54 Central Ave Lewistown Pa 17044
Baker Tambra 241 N Walnut St Lewistown Pa 17044
Barley Anna D R 182 Walnut Apt 331 Reedsville Pa 17084
Barnes Laura 20 Shadow Ln Lewistown Pa 17044
Berube Audrey Berube Arthur Po Box 81 Milroy Pa 17063
Biglow Jessie M Estate R 27 N Pine St Lewistown Pa 17044
Bohn Lee 41 No Main St Reedsville Pa 17084
Bowen Jr John A 38 N Pine St Lewistown Pa 17044
Brotemarkle Ralph Box 139 Newton Hamilton Pa 17075
Browne Jamie 1145 West Fifth St Lewistown Pa 17044
Burns Eye Care Re E M Shepherd 54 Chestnut St Lewistown Pa 17044
Butler Mike 19 E Susquehanna Ave Lewistown Pa 17044
C
Comet Food Warehouse 340 N Logan Blvd Burnham Pa 17009
Cook Robert Po Box 288 Yeagertown Pa 17099
Copes Annaestate C/O D Copes 511 Abbeyville Rd B Milroy Pa 17063
Corson Viola Estate Coleman Hotel 26 W Market St Lewistown Pa 17044
Coviello Mary 18508 Scranton Lackawanna Pa 17009
Crider Betty Crider W Roy 10 Shady Ln Lewistown Pa 17044
Crownover John Main St Belleville Pa 17004
Custer Christopher Craig Dr 137 Oak Ridge Rd Lewistown Pa 17044
D
Diabetes Resource Center 400 Highland Ave Lewistown Pa 17044
Du Bois Sandra 7327 Us Hwy 522 N Mc Clure Pa 17841
Dunmire Anna Dunmire O W Rd 2 Lewistown Pa 17044
E
English Alice 18508 Scranton Lackawanna Pa 17009
F
Filho Antonio 365 N Rd Bunham Pa 17009
Fromm Sandra 300 7th Ave Barnham Pa 17009
Fulton Elgarda Fulton Glenn 419 South Brown Se Lewistown Pa 17044
Fultz Shea 505 Woodland Ave Lewistown Pa 17044
G
Ganoe Marcella M Estate 150 N Walnut St Lewistown Pa 17044
Gavin Beverly RR 1 Box 257 Mc Veytown Pa 17051
Gehrett Charles Gehrett Betty 518 S Main St Lewistown Pa 17044
Goodall Mallory 15 Rodney St Milroy Pa 17063
Gutshall June Est 610 Highland Ave Lewistown Pa 17044
H
Hain Harry Hain Anna Box 1317 Lewistown Pa 17044
Hart William 307 South Brown St Lewistown Pa 17044
Hassinger Robert 4211 E Main St Belleville Pa 17004
Hetrick Deborah Po Box 271 Yeagertown Pa 17099
Hetrick Jeffrey Po Box 271 Yeagertown Pa 17099
Hickok Josephine 23 Foxfire Rd Lewistown Pa 17044
Hoover Billi 210 Cliffside Dr Lewistown Pa 17044
Horning Kathleen 121 Pannebaker Ave Lewistown Pa 17044
Howard Agnes 244 Fairway Pl Lewiston Pa 17044
Howey Roger Howey Helen Box 253 Newton Hamilton Pa 17075
Hoyer Tyler 18 Pretzel Ln Yeagertown Pa 17099
Hummell Hilda Estate 6th St Lake Park Lewistown Pa 17044
J
Jacques Dana 490 W 4th St Lewistown Pa 17044
Junod Elizabet Po Box 414 Reedsville Pa 17084
K
Kauffman Alfarett Kauffman Donald 379 W 4th St Lewistown Pa 17044
Kaylor Edward 323 7 Ave Juniata Terr Pa 17044
Kerstetter Steve 367 Middle Rd Belleville Pa 17004
Keylor Betty 323 7 Ave Juniata Terr Pa 17044
Kline Barbara Kline David 424 S Brown St Lewistown Pa 17044
Kohler Margaret Kohler James A R 207 Kish St Lewistown Pa 17044
Kuhns Gilbert Estate Glenwood St Lewistown Pa 17044
L
Larosa Mecca Po Box 445 Mcclure Pa 17841
Lenaham Virginia 55 Carriage House Ln Reedsville Pa 17084
Lepley Chester 36 Railrd St Lewistown Pa 17044
Long Orleha A Long Clair Rd 1 Lewistown Pa 17044
M
Mccardle Randall Mccardle Ruth 132 S Main Lewistown Pa 17044
Mcclellan Josephine RR 3 Lewistown Pa 17044
Mcdermott Mathew 37 N Walnut St Lewistown Pa 17044
Mcmullen David Mcmullen Hilda 537 Highland Ave Lewistown Pa 17044
Meck Kenyon Meck Lewis 838 E Walnut St Lewistown Pa 17044
Meiman Donald 5 Spinogle Lewistown Pa 17044
Meyer Paul A RD 1 Mcveytown Pa 17051
Mifflin Juniata Arts Festival Arts Festi 846 E Walnut St Rear Lewistown Pa 17044
Miller Alta 2434 W Back Mtn Rd Belleville Pa 17004
Miller Catherine Brd St Po Box 341 Milroy Pa 17063
Miller Daniel R 2419 Back Mtn Rd Belleville Pa 17004
Molinaro Christie 56 Pine Ln Mc Clure Pa 17841
Moore Irene Box 1442 Angola By The Bay Lewistown Pa 17044
Morrison Jack 1914 N River Rd Granville Pa 17029
Moyer Lea 26 Hawstone Rd Lewistown Pa 17044
N
Navarro Nancy 305 S Pine Rd Lot 19 Lewistown Pa 17044
O
Olinick Christopher 30 E Main St Bellville Pa 17004
P
Packer Charles Po Box 61 Burnham Pa 17009
Peachey Irvin 316 Maple Grove Belleville Pa 17004
Pennepacker Frank PO Box 515 Milroy Pa 17063
Puskas Michael Puskas Elsie 634 W 6th St Lewistown Pa 17044
Q
Quarry Michael Quarry Renee Po Box 207 Newton Hamltn Pa 17075
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R
Ream Hazel Po Box 414 Reedsville Pa 17084
Riley Clifford Estate 34 Belle Ave Lewistown Pa 17044
Rocco John 401 S Main St Lewistown Pa 17044
S
Seese Kermit Estate Beach St Burnham Pa 17009
Shafer Nina 241 S Walnut St Burnham Pa 17009
Shehan Donald 241 N Walnut St Lewistown Pa 17044
Shehan Hazel 121 Pannebaker Ave Lewistown Pa 17044
Shoemaker Richard L II Po Box 1236 Milroy Pa 17063
Singer Mindy 18 Bailor Dr Lewistown Pa 17044
Spankeys Auto Body Inc 31 S Dorcas St Lewistown Pa 17044
Spankeys Body Shop 31 S Dorcas St Lewistown Pa 17044
Spearing Dorothy 20 Gasline Dr Lewistown Pa 17044
Spearing John 4813 State Rte 103 No Lewistown Pa 17044
Stains Geraldine N Estate 705 Harvard St Lewistown Pa 17044
Suba Jayne A 925 State Rte 103 N Lewistown Pa 17044
Swain Annabelle Swain Douglas 130 Strodes Run Rd Lewistown Pa 17044
V
Vander Lillian L Box 1442 Angola By The Bay Lewistown Pa 17044
W
Walker James W 300 7th Ave Barnham Pa 17009
Walker Wayne J 4702 E Main St 226 Belleville Pa 17004
Watson Nina 319 N Grand St Lewistown Pa 17044
Wilson Joyce 114 N Grand St Lewistown Pa 17044
Wray Scott 724 Whiskey Rd Mcclure Pa 17841
Y
Yoder Marvin Yoder Faye 18 Pleasant St Belleville Pa 17004
Z
Zambrano Eleuterio Zambrano Erna 9 Echo Ln Levittown Pa 17054
Zook Christian 11178 Stage Rd Mcclure Pa 17841
Zook Rebecca 25 White Birch Dr Milroy Pa 17063
Zook Ursula RR 4 Box 55c Lewistown Pa 17044
Monroe County
A
A A Extra Corp 184 Sterling Rd Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Abellana Leah 3149 Penn Est East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Abicht Caroline 507 Fergus Way Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Achan Leonard 200 Oak St Apt 405 Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Acosta Agency 831 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Acs Trucking Inc PO Box 1190 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Adams Dennis 10 White Rock Trailer Prk Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Adams Paul E RR 3 Box 3511b Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Adams Tracey 815 Ann St Apt B Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Adelphia Fire Protection 2 E Park Dr Ste 4 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Adore Andrea 1014 Knollwood Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Adrienne Bard 1200 Pa Rt 940 Mt Pocono Pa 18344
Aiello Olga 105 Westbrook Rd Effort Pa 18330
Albert Marie Po Box 544 Kunkletown Pa 18058
Alers Juan RR 1 Box 1367 Henryville Pa 18332
Allen Tira Allen Darren 67 Pine Creek Estates E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Allen Joseph Po Box 488 Marshalls Crk Pa 18335
Altemose Amy 430 Haverford Ave Scotrun Pa 18355
Andujar Antonio Andujar Maria G51 Parkview Tobyhanna Pa 18644
Anglada Raul 3804 Foxborough Ct Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Anglero Admilinda Po Box 525 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Anjum Sadaf Durrani RR5 Box 5348 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Antal Adam Quiet Valy Rd Lot 5 PO Box 1048 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Applegate Richard RR1 Box 1246 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Archer Howard 211 Haven Lk East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Archer Maria E 211 Haven Lake East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Arenas Luis 3357 Emerald Blvd Long Pond Pa 18334
Armstrong Edna Cottage 312 Buck Hill Falls Pa 18323
Arsha Vidya Pitham Po Box 1059 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Ashcroft Mellachy 616 Leisure Ln Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Athanasiadou Maria 6 Big Rdg E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Aventis Pasteur Attn Receiving Rt 611 Swiftwater Pa 18370
Ayers Karen 70 Waverly Dr B Stroudsburg Pa 18360
B
Bacaz Ali 526 N Ctland St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Bach Christopher 333 Greentree Dr A−15 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Baclayo Raymundo 7156 Mountain Dr Lot G 157 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Badolato Julie 69 Ridgeway St Apt 1 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Baecker Frederick Box 42 Cresco Pa 18326
Bailey Jason 333 Mount Nebo Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Bailey Warren 38 Gabriel Est East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Bailey Winfield Po Box 713 Kresgeville Pa 18333
Baldie Patricia 2657 Tacoma Dr Lot 83 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Barrett Richard 8019 Hillcrest Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Barrett Township RR 2 Box 2337 Cresco Pa 18326
Barta Jennifer Po Box 386 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Bartges Gloria 1750 W Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Bartges Gloria 317 South Ctland St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Bartoli Julie RR 1 Box 1641 East Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Basilicato Carole RR 7 Box 7420 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Basora Frank Jr Basora Alice 523 Penn Ests E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Bastidas Utah T RR 7 Box 7366 Rolling Hilss Rd Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Batchler C James Batchler Beverly None Analomink Pa 18320
Batchler Virginia Batchler Laing 6018 Chipperfield Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Battaglia Carmine Battaglia Lena 29 Gapview Dr E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Baum Andrew Jr Po Box 756 Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Bayer Heinz 3915 Dotters Corners Rd Kunkletown Pa 18058
Beards Mary Rd 4 Box 4095 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Becker Carolyn RR 2 Box 122 Cresco Pa 18326
Been Tasha 483 Winona Lks East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Beers Melanie Po Box 105 Lake Rd Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Belcastro Rose 135 Sky Line Dr Effort Pa 18330
Bell David 2019 Sierra View Dr Blakeslee Pa 18610
Bellber A 2716 Ramon Dr Blakeslee Pa 18610
Bender Elaine Bender Barry 32 Lynnwood Acres East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Berry Jonathan Hc 87 Box 729 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Bigby Joyce Po Box 1193 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Bill Alice 4227 Manor Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Bill John 3261 Emerald Blvd Long Pond Pa 18334
Billys Body Paint Po Box 549 Kresgeville Pa 18333
Birmingham Edward R Rd 3 Box 3304 S Ticuosburg Pa 18360
Blachly Richard 220 Mckinley Ave East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Blackman Roger 89 Glade Dr Long Pond Pa 18334
Bodys Grazyna 501 Big Oak Rd Canadensis Pa 18325
Bolds Richard 6 Kettle Ridge Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Bolt Julianna RR 1 Box 1482 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Bond Carol Po Box 154 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Bonser Eugene Bonser Harry 74 Penn East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Boring Denise Rd 13 Box 6317 East Stroutsburg Pa 18301
Boucher Lawrence M Sr 1279 Winding Way Apt 571k Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Boullay Oliver C/O Sanofi Bruce Darienzo Us Discovery Dr Swiftwater Pa 18370
Boyer John 9 S 8th St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Braun Rafael Braun M E 70 Spangenburg Ave E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Brechet Damien 192 Timber Hill Rd Henryville Pa 18332
Bridal Associates Of The Poconos In 120 S Ctland St E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Broadheadsville Chevrolet Po Box 68 Rt 209 1201 S Main St Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Bromberg Kenneth Bromberg Evelyn 942 Penn Estates E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Brooks Alcot 514 Tannebaum Way Henryville Pa 18322
Brown John L Jr Box 910 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Brown Scott 689 Wedgewood Lake Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Brown William 3318 Penn Estates East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Brumant Jacinta RR 7 Box 7621f Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Bugash Beatrice 7 Bush Ln Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Bukatova Adriana RR 15 Box 1381 East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Bunting John Po Box 726 Effort Pa 18330
Burch John RR 1 Box 1492a Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Burger W Rachel Hc 1 Box 314 Gilbert Pa 18331
Burnette Robert RR1 Po Box 1670 Elmont Pa 18332
Buss Doris Rd 4 Box 4037 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
C
Cabalar Francia Imelda Cust 220 Big Ridge Dr East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Cable Christopher RR 1 Box 355 Tannersville Pa 18372
Camacho Marisol 2186 Wallace St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Camaerei Anthony RR 4 Box 4192 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Campbell Andrew RR 1 Box 1052 Cresco Pa 18326
Campbell Beryl 64 Symphony Cir East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Campbell Miriam 221 E Brown St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Caramella George 291 S Ctland East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Cardiography Procedures Po Box 30 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Cardona Joseph Jr 319 Blue Mnt Lake East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Carlson Neil 1136 Mansfield Ave Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Carmella Beers Tanya 200 N 5th St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Carrasquillo Shirley 7057 Susquehannya Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Castro Elba I 85 Lk Of The Pnes East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Catalano Salvatore Catalano Susan 297 S Ctland St E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Cavigliano Thomas 1301 Panther Rd Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Cedeno Migdalia 848 Penn Estates East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Charles Knopp Inc Po Box 866 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Charlestoncoad Andrew 40 Brookside P O Box 954 Pocono Pines Pa 18350
Check Marlane RR 1 Box 1758 Cresco Pa 18326
Cheng Ri 582 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Chestnut Carmelita RR 3 Po Box 3414a Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Chestnut Hill Diner PO Box 205 Sciota Pa 18355
Ciancitto Frank 171 Washington Stree Apt 17 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Ciborosky Candice 37 Image Dr Scotrun Pa 18355
Clark Brigida 9e South Cortina Ct Henryville Pa 18332
Clark Leon Po Box 598 Sciota Pa 18354
Clausen Anne Po Box 271 Delaware Water Gap Pa 18327
Clayton Sara Po Box 323 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Clewell Joseph Jr 65 Bull Pine Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Clifton Nellie 1748 Honeysuckle Ln Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Clyburn Cynthia 7429 Tamara Ter Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Coco Tammy RR 5 Box 98 E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Cohen Hazel 814 Manor Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Collura Nancy 287 Poplar Crossing Rd Effort Pa 18330
Colwell Margaret Colwell Edwin Rd 1 Box 1291 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Colyer Robert Colyer Susan Po Box 841 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Conklin Donna RR 1 Box 1370 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Conlan Michael RR 7 206 Penn Estates Po Box 206 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Cooke Walter RD 4 Box 4300 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Cooper Matthew Cooper Diane 28 Wildflower Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Cora Jenny 272 Sellersville Dr E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Costanzo Paul 4909 Cedar Dr Long Pond Pa 18334
Counterman Carol Counterman Barbara Rd 3 East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Counterman Ernest 84 Brown St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Cowell Everett 4 Fawn Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Cramer Newton Cramer Jeanne Rd 2 East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Cruz Alex 959 White Birch Dr Long Pond Pa 18334
Cruz Sophia RR1 Box 430 Canadensis Pa 18325
Cullen Paul 16 Helen St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Cummings Lee 383 Clubhouse Dr Lot C E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Custom Deisgn Mfg PO Box 216 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Cypret Ashley 509 Mclaen Rd Skytop Pa 18357
D
D L Tools 211 Forest Ln Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Dacosta Manuel 100/9 Sun Valy Dr Blakeslee Pa 18610
Dacosta Silvia 100 9 Sun Valy Dr Blakeslee Pa 18610
Daggres Earnest 2200 Milford Rd E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
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Daidone Anthony Po Box 3405 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Dangelo Philip Dangelo Lucy 1894 Pinecrest Ct Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Danisch Eric RR 1 Box 547 Scotrun Pa 18355
Danna Anthony 835 Penn Estates East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
David L David 36 Bonsher Dr Tannersville Pa 18372
Davies Ann C/O Candies More 454 Stroud Mall 454 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Davinci Cafe 629 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Davoren Brenda 2643 Highview Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Dayananda Swami Po Box 1059 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Decker Dewayne 611 Middle Rd Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Delaware Water Gap Koa Campg 233 Hollow Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Delgado Andres 858 Penn Estates East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Delgado Raul RR 2 Box 2945 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Deluca Desaree D RR 3 Box 2056 Effort Pa 18330
Deluca Mark 14 Jonathans Way Henryville Pa 18332
Denlea Liz 14 Mcmichaels Ct Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Dennis Marilyn 724 Clermont Ave Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Depaolo Eugenia 30 Weir Lake Rd Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Desai Kaushik J Hc 1 Box 115 Rte 611 Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Deserio James R III 84 Mt Efft Dr Effort Pa 18330
Devaux Ambrose 5232 Lynwood Tr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Devlin Elizabeth M Estate Rr 7 Box 386 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Devoll John J RR 2 Box 2462 Canadensis Pa 18325
Diaz Michael 3047 Penn Estates East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Dibella Joseph 12 Mccormick Ln Blakeslee Pa 18610
Dibella Mamie 12 Mccormick Ln Blakeslee Pa 18610
Dickson John 6318 Ventnor Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Diehl George Diehl John 90 Brown St East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Digesu Dominic Po Box 683 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Dirrectie Waldimer 3301 Amarol Blvd Long Pond Pa 18334
Dixon Dolvis 2−97 Deer Dr East Strouseburg Pa 18301
Dizon Melissa 22 Kensington Dr East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Dollar Market 582 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Domingos Luis 3030 Emerald Blvd Long Pond Pa 18334
Donavan Loretta 5204 Mayfair Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Donavan Loretta 9700 Stony Hollow Cir Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Doolittle Chris RR 1 Rte 611 East Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Doural Mary Morgan 8 Sylvan Ln East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Doyle Elizabet Doyle Robert RR 1 E Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Doyle Lawrence L 31 Pocono Rd Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Drop David Drop Mary Hc 1 Box 1626 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Dudley Trevor 14 Rollingwood Trl Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Dudley Trevor Po Box 549 Kresgeville Pa 18333
Duga Anna Duga Paul 80 Mcmichaels Ct Rd 8 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Dunn Donald Po Box 456 Bartonsville Pa 18321
Durrani Mumlikat Rr5 Box 5348 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Dymond Edward A Sr 112 Overlook Dr Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Dyson Desiree 4764 Coolbaugh Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Dyson Stephen 419 Stokes Ave East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
E
Ealey Dayton Arthur Ealey Larry L Gilbert Mob Hm Pk L 4 Po Box 874 Effort Pa
18330
Eddy Kimberly 27 Stones Throw East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Efantis Cheryl 425 Indian Way E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Elias Ronald J Hc 88 Box 41 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Elite Auto Spa 109 N 9th St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Elma Fae Foundation Inc 4920 Trafalgar Rd Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Elmore Gail 7460 Leila Ct Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Enea Ned 505 Independence Rd A E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Escobar Delma 20 Stonecrest Rd Blakeslee Pa 18610
F
Fagan Leo 5595 Minisink Ave Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Family Care Centers Inc Po Box 827658 E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Farley Cecilia Pine Hill Park 46 Seneca Rd Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Farmer Ricky RR7 Box 7026 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Farnan Thomas 18 Oak St Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Feen Kenneth Smith Woodlands Lot 2 Sec 2 Kunkletown Pa 18058
Fehr Edward C 1/O S Fehr Po Box 656 Kresgeville Pa 18333
Fehr Ruth E 1 O S Fehr Po Box Kresgeville Pa 18333
Feinsilber Alan Hc 89 Box307 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Ferrer Helen Ferrer Henry Po Box 73 Gilbert Pa 18331
Fetherman James 126 Elizabeth St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Field Menton 142 Maple St E Stroudbg Pa 18301
Fisher Robert RR 1 Box 1083 Kunkeltown Pa 18058
Fitzhenbent Harlan RR6 Box 6414c Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Fladger Brenda 2377 Winding Way Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Floor Authority Hc 2 Box 1704 Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Fly Alexandra Fly Gail Hr 1 Box 95 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Foden Edith Po Box 215 Gilbert Pa 18331
Fofana Pamella 328 Ctr Valy Ct E Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Forbes Kathryn Po Box 1036 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Fowler Clara 465 Youngwood Dr East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Frances Rodriguez 1013 Phillip St Cell 570 656 7 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Fredrick Raymond 19 Marshall Dr Poplar Bridge Estates East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Freeland Edward Freeland Mary RR 1 Box 521 Henryville Pa 18332
Freeland Mary Freeland Edward RR 1 Box 521 Henryville Pa 18332
Fuentes Ylinton 58 Pocono Forested Acres East Stroudsbur Pa 18302
G
Gallagher Robert F Jr Hc 87 Box 796 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Gant Wilson RR 13 Box 6089 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Gargiulo Arnold 9072 Idlewild Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Garrett Nellie RR 3 Box 3166 E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Garrison Leonard 3443 Wild Cherry Ln East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Gasper Kahlil 18 Fairway Villas East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Geganheimer Albert J Jr 413 Colbert St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Genung Ethlyn Estate RR 1 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Getch Sparrow RR7 Box 7634 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Gibbs Lucinda 9 Buckfield Ln Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Gil Francisco 9681 Stoney Holw Cir Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Gillies Richard Gillies Anna Leisure Lake Swiftwater Pa 18370
Giovinco Charles Po Box 129 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Gm Advertising 600 Main St Ste 117 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Gold Jeremy 64 Stonecrest Rd Blakeslee Pa 18610
Gordon Raymond E Est Box 759 Rd5 E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Grady Joseph 1020 Cherry Ln Rd E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Grandin Jason Po Box 313 Shawnee On Del Pa 18356
Grantham Donnell 33 Bon Sher Dr Tannersville Pa 18372
Gravell David 1440 Starry Ln Effort Pa 18330
Griffin William Griffin Janet 129 3d St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Griffin Joseph 7273 Long Pine Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Grimm Marie 5384 Valy View Dr Rr5 Box Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Grissett Theresa 24 Gdn St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Grube Helen 4 Locust Lake Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Guardarrama Jose Jr RR 2 Box 2199 Off Air Port Rd East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Guerra Carol 125 Stokes Ave Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Guilfoyle Scott R Hc 1 Box 187 Sciota Pa 18354
Gunther Mary Hc 89 Box 465 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Gutierrez Javier 39 Ski Haven Estates Cresco Pa 18326
Guzzi Ann R Hc 88 Box 389 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Gydosh Michelle 55 Brd St Apt 3 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
H
Hagerty Ottmar W Fawn Valy Lot 17 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Hallett Mary L Estate Rr 1 Tannersville Pa 18372
Halterman Brenda 83 Chariton Dr E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Halterman Ethel Estate RR 2 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Hamberger Charles Rd 1 Po Box 218 Tannerville Pa 18372
Hampton Lloyd Rd 3 Box 3202 B Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Happe Richard Happe Jeanne 215 Evergreen Cir Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Hargraves James 3149 Emerald Blvd Long Pond Pa 18334
Harmony Homes Inc Rte 196 Po Box 236 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Harriott Sylvia Po Box 2263 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Harris Craig 8510 Bumble Bee Way Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Harrison Kelly 2145 Rosemont Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Harrison Nancy 8424 Ventnor Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Hart Robert PO Box 4107 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Hartey Nicole Hc1 Box 530 Sciota Pa 18354
Harvey Carol 187 Glade Dr Long Pond Pa Long Pond Pa 18334
Harvey Joseph K Cust 187 Glade Dr Long Pond Pa Long Pond Pa 18334
Hawley Adelaide 82 Sycamore Dr East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Heaster William Po Box 656 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Hedden David 550 Rocky Mountain Dr N Effort Pa 18330
Heiter William Heiter Anne Rfd 1 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Heller Donald Estate 492 Chestnut St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Helmer Thomas Helmer Barbara Po Box 53 Swiftwater Pa 18370
Henry Gairre 510 Hallet Rd East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Hentzel Mary Hentzel Paul RR 3 Box 3481 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Hernandez Anthony 111 Wilderness Acres East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Herrmann George Herrmann Jane E Hc 1 Box 120 Swiftwater Pa 18370
Higgins Monica Po Box 432 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Higgs Kirk Higgs Linda Po Box 305 Long Pond Pa 18334
High James 243 Haren Lake Dr Tannersville Pa 18301
Hodge Josephine RR 1 Box 1453 Henryville Pa 18332
Hoffman Walter E Estate RR 3 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Hohl Dorothy Box 689 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Holmes Shanika 944 Penn Estates East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Holonia John PO Box 188 Minisink Hills Pa 18341
Honey Troy RR 7 Box 7629 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Hooplot Audrey Lot 7 Stroud Ln East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Hopkins Joseph Hopkins Helen Rd 2 Box 223 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Household Realty Corporation 727 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Howard Anthony Howard Kelly Po Box 405 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Howell J R 12 Knob Rd Apt D Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Hubbard Elwood 276 Mozette Rd Canadensis Pa 18325
Hulett Harry 4591 Briarcliff Tr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Hungry Celt 2907 Crystal Dr Long Pond Pa 18334
Hurley William 2131 Lafayette Ave Kunkletown Pa 18058
Hutton William Po Box 855 Brodheadsville Pa 18322
I
Incalcaterra Leeanne 2210 Brislin Rd Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Independent Auto Po Box 55 Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Infante Felix 5826 Salamanca Ln Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Inman Maria 291 Penn Est East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Iracane Peter RR 2 Box 2585 B Cresco Pa 18342
Ivan Quintero RR 7 Box 7753 A Stroudsburg Pa 18360
J
Jack Thomas Jack Dana 4625 Burnside Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Jacobusky Jack 108 Rolling Meadows Rd Saylorsburg Pa 18353
James Joan N G 651 Blue Mountain Lk East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Janet Hineline RR 5 Box 98 E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Jarovits Robert Hc 1 Box 25a Swiftwater Pa 18370
Jesurum Miguel 701 Ann St 1166 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
John A Pierro And Citifinancial Auto Po Box 448 Effort Pa 18330
Johnson Diversey 880 Crowe Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Johnson Ron Po Box 782 Effort Pa 18330
Jones Chris 22 Oakridge Estates East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Jones Christopher 3180 Franklin Ave Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Jones Lloyd 27 Northpark Est E Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Jones Mark RR 7 Box 7552 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Juarez Ines Varquez 379 Hemlock Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
K
Kaffman Thomas Po Box 500 Scotrun Pa 18355
Kaminsky Robert 2012 Linwood Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Kaniecki Teresa 31 Bon Shere Dr Tannersville Pa 18372
Katz Gregory J Cust Katz Hannah 1238 Dreher Ave Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Keighron Edward 2862 Allegheny Dr Blakeslee Pa 18610
Kemp Terry G RR 7 Box 7550 E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Kern Tiffany Kern Terry RR1 Box 1068 Kunkletown Pa 18058
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Kerr Jessica RR 4 Box 4314 Kunkletown Pa 18058
King Mildred 241 Rimrock Dr 1 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
King Randy RR3 Box 3157 Ericka Crt Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Kirkhuff Miles L II 383 Bryant St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Kishbaugh Donald Po Box 738 Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Klein Maude C Estate 150 Barnum St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Klele Francine 1674 Tunknonnock Trls Long Pond Pa 18334
Klenke Richard 43 Fawn Valy Mhp Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Knox Kathryn 422 Stokes Mill Rd Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Kochanski Edward Kochanski Denise RR1 Box 312 Effort Pa 18330
Koening Keith Evan Koening Colette 46 Highview Dr Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Kopenhaver William Kopenhaver Joy 220 Park Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Kothari Kirtida 29b Marion Ln Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Kozak Joseph P Hcr 1 Box 381 Sciota Pa 18354
Kozlowski William RR 5 Box 5748 B S Easton Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Kresge Blanche 74 Brd St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Kresge Lebar Pharmacy 630 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Kulesza Theodore 625 Moutainview Dr Pocono Pines Pa 18350
L
Labar Mary 221 E Brown St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Laifang Francis 3229 Penn Estates East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Lamantia Jasper Lamantia Emily 2886 Cedar Ln Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Lamb James 4059 Hunter Dr Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Landis Wayne RR 1 Box 1620 Rte 534 At Jonas Kunkletown Pa 18085
Laracuenti Mary 227 Greenbriar Cir Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Larson Lowell PO Box 253 Brodheadsvlle Pa 18322
Lashley Celeste 1106 Ll4 Reynolds Rd Effort Pa 18330
Latrella James Latrella Rose RR 2 Box 489 Henryville Pa 18332
Lawler Marjorie 833 Monroe St Apt 4 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Lee R 6 Laurel Ridge Rd E Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Lee Susie 43 Maltese Rd Effort Pa 18330
Lentz Ronald RR 6 Box 6447 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Leone Susan 10 Chipperfield Dr Effort Pa 18330
Leopardi Margaret Leopardi Frank 1406 Pocono Farms Mt Pocono Pa 18344
Lepre Isobel Est Lepre Isobel Box 444 Seiota Pa 18354
Lerron George Po Box 641 Effort Pa 18330
Levan Jay 8 Colbers Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Levinson Hagit 45 Mountainview Dr Tannersville Pa 18372
Levitt Kenneth 143 Panza Ct Effort Pa 18330
Lewis Richard Box 42 Cresco Pa 18326
Liberty Homes Rt 940 Po Box 260 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Lilly Glenna 262 Lake Of The Pines East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Lindberg Alf A 1 Discovery Dr Swiftwater Pa 18370
Lindberg Alf A C/O Aventis Pasteur Attn Geor Discovery Dr Swiftwater Pa 18370
Lirtsman Maria PO Box 341 Rr 2 2595 Canadensis Pa 18325
Lisa Snyder Pocono Auto Mart Rt 115 Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Lisk William 21 10 1 Delaware Trl Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Little Dennis 163a Lennox Ave E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Little Towanda 58c Canterbury Ln 3336 Penn East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Liz Claiborne C/O Attn V Mieles 1 Liz Way Mt Pocono Pa 18344
Lopez Ramon 311 Autumn Ln Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Loresch Thomas PO Box 47 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Louis Charles 7932 Sleepy Hollow Dr G57 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Lts Builders Llc Rr5 Box 5348 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Lyons Michelle 169 Lake Of The Pines East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
M
Mac Corkle Danna Box 145 Skytop Pa 18357
Magalio Jeanine Cust Magalio Arthur RR 5 Box 52−53a Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Magee Edward 24 Crown Pointe Ct E East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Magyar Monika 125 Lee Ave Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Maldonado Julio 9593 Dawn Ln Blakeslee Pa 18610
Malik Aisha Rd 4 Box 4095 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Maluda John 471 Resica Falls Rd E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Marcial Fernando 1723 W Main St Po Box 547 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Marianojaquez Teofilo 9020 Idlewild Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Marion Field 142 Maple St E Stroudbg Pa 18301
Marrero Julio Po Box 366 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Marsh Margaret A W Marsh Steward Rd 3 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Marsh Steward Rd 3 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Martidis Dimitrios 6 Big Rdg E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Martin Catherine RR 3 Box 3580 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Martin Robert W Estate 825 Scott St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Martin Sandra E H C1 Box 1642 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Marvel Manufactur Company 40 North 2nd St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Masiello Michael RR4 Box 4126 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Mason Edward 3 Turtle Cove Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Masterfoods Usa C/O R M Roberto 830 Blue Mt Lake East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Mattson Alan RR1 Box 1302 Pkwy Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Mccann Natalie 11388 Hc88 Boc 29 Po Box 285 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Mccoy Desmond 74 Brd St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Mcgoff Joseph Mcgoff Jean 291 S Ctland East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Mcgoff Jean 291 S Ctland East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Mcgovern William 536 Resica Falls Rd E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Mcpherson Kendall 1212 Winding Way Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Medford Mini Storage Po Box 67 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Medical Associates Of Monroe County Pc Dr M W Spence 239 East Brown St East
Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Mehmedagic Jr Osman Po Box 501 Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Meli Matthew Meli Fawn Rd 3 Box 3379 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Meneses Ruben C Pob 445 Strousburg Pa 18360
Mercado Edwin 2230 Overlook Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Messing Donald 19 Fawn Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Metcalf Augusta CO H Robertson 3245 Emerald Blvd Long Pond Pa 18334
Michel Kiernan Rte 209 PO Box 130 Gilbert Pa 18331
Michel Rose Po Box 456 Effort Pa 18330
Middle Smithfield Pr RR 6 Box 6926 Church Youth Fund East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Miele Arthur Miele Joann Po Box 1020 Pocono Pines Pa 18350
Millard Kelly 300 Glade Dr Long Pond Pa 18334
Miller Blake Renee Miller Tammy RR 5 Box 5425 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Miller Zackary Miller Tammy RR 5 Box 5425 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Miller Anamae 1055 W Main St Apt 103 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Miller Harold Hc1 Box 1670 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Miller Joan Miller Gabrelle 52 Pocono Blvd Pob 167 Mt Pocono Pa 18344
Miller Lara 18 Brahms Ct East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Miller Robert A Jr 52 Main St Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Miller Travis Hc1 Box 82 Sciota Pa 18354
Millington Wayne Po Box 972 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Mitchell Audrey 9236 Westwood Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Montes Johnny 4121 Timber Ln Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Montgomery William Eugene 2720 57 Rd Kunkletown Pa 18058
Mooney Caroline Est RR1 Box 1644 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Moore Gerald Po Box 298 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Moore Professional Handyman Services 136 N 9th St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Moore Ray 136 N 9th St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Morales Cirilo 2404 Estate Rd Effort Pa 18330
Morales Dennis 53 Penn Estate East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Moralesadams Nancy 41 Mcnamara Ln Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Moran Marian Po Box 367 Reeders Pa 18352
Morgan Hillary Morgan Denise Po Box 128 Skytop Pa 18357
Morman Evelyn 62 Fawn Rd E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Morris John Po Box 1351 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Morsch Ellen Morsch Ed 106 Village Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Mosteller Elwood Mosteller Janice Rfd 2 East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Moulakis Victor 21 Lake Of The Pines East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Mountain Creek Riding Stables Rr 3 Box 3354 Cresco Pa 18326
Moyer Patricia Moyer John A Jr 1001 Chipperfield Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Mpa Pharmaceutical Services 301 Rte 940 Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Muncaster Michael 185 Grove St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Municipal Software 9 S 9th St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Munoz Gloria Rd 7 Box 7709 134 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Munoz Victor 338 Lower Mountain Dr Effort Pa 18330
Murphy Barbara 100 Lake Valhalla East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Murphy Robert RR 7 Box 7710 No 13 Apt 1a Stroudsburg Pa 18360
N
Nahoum Ester PO Box 181 E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
National Claims Information Systems Inc Po Box 1383 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Naum Colimitra Hc1 Box 12 Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Nauman Adelaide Nauman Harold Rd 2 Stroudsbrug Pa 18360
Nealon Holly 107 White Pine Ter East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Neri R K 7051 Vista Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Nesheiwat Fawaz 208 Hyland Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Netroye Steve S 64 Lackawanna East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Nichols Jacqueline RR18 Box 6007 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Nichols Obediah 4501 Briarcliff Ter Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Nickel Michael 5 Jackson Dr Tobyhanna Pa Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Nielsen Mark J Po Box 507 20 King Arthur Rd Blakeslee Pa 18610
Nieves Diana 86 Lake Of The Pines E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Nilsen Alice RR 6 Box 6418 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Nilsen Bert RR 6 Box 6418 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Njoku Joyce 615 Main St 141 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Nohejl Russell 20 Progress St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Northeastern Rehab Sports Med Rd 5 Box 5166 E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Nowak Wieslaw Nowak Barbara 170 Chase Rd Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Nunez Edwin 3438 Penn Estates East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Nunez Ladys 3719 Hampshire Rd Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Nurse Rochelle RR 1 Box 1489 Henryville Pa 18332
O
Oconnor Mary 609 Wild Flower Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Office Direct Inc 224 Eagle Valy Mall East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Oleary John 6810 E Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Oliver Nannette 1310 Village Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Oneal Roxanna Po Box 593 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Oney Dwayne RR 3 Box 3404 Cresco Pa 18326
Opticode Corp 184 Sterling Rd Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Original Pocono Club RR14 Box 1100 Rte 611 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
P
Pagan David 79 Rocky Rdg East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Pain Resolution Pc 226 Eagle Valy Mall East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Palladino Florence Palladino Gaetano Po Box 685 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Palmer Norman 1082 Green Chapel Ln Cresco Pa 18326
Palmer Roberta M Estate 37 Crystal St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Palmer Steven 3095 Penn Estates East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Papadopoulos Anastasios 2113 Sutton Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Paradise Valley Assembly Of RR 1 Box 490b Cresco Pa 18326
Paravicini Alvaro RR 11 Po Box 11005 Pmb 235 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Parris Jerry 655 Penn Es East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Party City Of Stroudsburg 268 455 Pocono Commons Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Patterson Lisa Po Box 552 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Pe Sabrina P 1 Manor Dr East Stroudburg Pa 18301
Pearson Lonnie 54g Locust Dr E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Pehowic Francis 2258 State Rd Effort Pa 18330
Perazio Valerie Hc1 Box 2199 Tannersville Pa 18372
Perez Sabrina Po Box 234 Swiftwater Pa 18370
Perretti Joseph 1674 Tunknonnock Trls Long Pond Pa 18334
Pet Pantry Po Box 280 Pocono Pines Pa 18350
Pichardo William 50 North Park Estate St E Stoudsburg Pa 18301
Picone Matthew Po Box 67 Bartonsville Pa 18321
Pinzon Jaime 206 Harris St E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Pizzano Ralph RR 1 Box 1106 Henryville Pa 18332
Plonski Jadwiga Plonski Henry 27 Stonecrest Rd Blakeslee Pa 18610
Pm Group Usa Inc 1 Discovery Dr Swiftwater Pa 18370
Pocono Mountain Vacation Bureau Inc 1004 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Pocono Real Estate Academ 27 Dansbury Ter E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Polito Salvatore Polito Lola 3225 Emerald Blvd Long Pond Pa 18334
Pollock Ronald 3193 Emerald Blvd Long Pond Pa 18334
Poltavets Gennadi Po Box 1212 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Ponce Sara Rosemary Ln Po Box 224 Analomink Pa 18320
Poor Irmgard N RR 4 Box 4709 Kunkletown Pa 18058
Porter Crowder Deborah Bf 2510 Warwick Cir Tobyhanna Pa 18466
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Post Raymond Rd 1 Box 411 Henryville Pa 18332
Pover Eviluise 309 Stanchion Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Powlett William 20 Kiawowis St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Poyser Marjorie 2208 Allegheny Dr Blakeslee Pa 18610
Practice Management Solution Rr3 Box 3225 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Preimer Abstract Company 18 South 9th St Suite 104 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Price Thomas 29 Autumn Ln Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Price Willa Po Box 135 Cresco Pa 18326
Primos Pizza Marshalls Creek Pa Po Box 1113 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Prince James 5275 Knoll Tr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Pritzos John Po Box 285 Delaware Water Gap Pa 18327
Procel Wilfrido 460 Winona Lakes Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Puchalski Eliza Hc89 Box 324 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Q
Quinn M 503 Overlook Ln E Stroudsburg Pa 18302
R
Raieski Selma 203 Sussex Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Ramah Record Llc 639 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Ramdas Drupatie 121 Maple Ave East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Ramirez Ronald Po Box 488 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Ramlett John 313 Marilou Ln Bartonsville Pa 18321
Rauh John 19 Collins St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Rbl Of Pa Inc Po Box 1277 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Reap Jason 210 Braeside Ave East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Reed Alcira 1020 Mt Tom Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Reese Karl 688 Penn Est E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Reeves Willis 75 Chariton Dr East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Refsnider Frank 127 Lenape Dr East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Remak Nancy 36 Reeder St Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Remell William Rd 2 Rte 209 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Repsher Dolores 5509 Concord Dr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Rex John Hcr 89 Box 233 511 Woodland Dr Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Reyes M Olga Reyes Juan Po Box 1248 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Ricciardi Donna 103 Laramie Rd Effort Pa 18330
Rice Patricia Rice Gary 231 Tim St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Rice Gary 231 Tim St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Richardson Stephanie 9831 Deerwood Ter Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Rieara Leopold 1817 Fairhaven Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Riggenbach Lara Hc 88 Box 1036 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Rivera Angel 9519 Jasmine Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Rivera Maria D Cust 113 Stones Throw E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Rivers Errol 17 Chariton Dr East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Riviere Rosmond 3 Fawn Ln Bartonsville Pa 18321
Roadway Express Inc Rd 1 Box 800 Tannersville Pa 18372
Robinson Brenda 159 Blue Mtn Lake E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Robinson Deborah F Po Box 598 Sciota Pa 18354
Robinson Elsie M Po Box 598 Sciota Pa 18354
Robles Angel A C/O Angel A Robles 24 King St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Rock William Rock Angela Po Box 201 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Rodriguez Barry 1910 Sierraeview 11c Blakeslee Pa 18610
Rodriguez Serrano Ada 47 Penn Estates Ea Stroudsberg Pa 18301
Rogers William Po Box 852 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Roman Freddy 1405 Sage Rd Long Pong Pa 18334
Rosa Salvatore 109 Alan Dr Effort Pa 18330
Rosenhaus Stuart Rosenhaus Abby Rosenhaus Todd 541 Elm St Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Rosens Furniture Inc 268 Washington St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Rp Hoffman Excavating Hc Box 119 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Russell Dennis R Dir Production Mgmt General Delivery Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Russo Birneisis Russo Nicolas 26 Mountainview Dr Tannersville Pa 18372
Rustine Nellie Rustine Elmer 2 Rfd Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Ryan Steven 113 Blue Ridge Dr Effort Pa 18330
S
S & S Lumber Co Inc Employee Retirement Po Box 500 Scotrun Pa 18355
Saftchick Sean Hc 1 Box 1419 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Sakala M Sarah 5063 Lake Rd Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Salernos Pharmacy 50 Rte 611 Bartonsville Pa 18321
Salzman Louis 105 Westbrook Rd Effort Pa 18330
Sanchez Mariano 379 Hemlock Dr Apt H2 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Sandt’s Pharmacy Rt 209 Monroe S/C Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Santelli Victor I Po Box 386 Delaware Water Gap Pa 18327
Sardinha Filipe 205 Alleger Dr Bartonsville Pa 18321
Sawoe Thomas Dk 1470 Allegheny Dr Blakeslee Pa 18610
Sbat Abat 602 Overlook Tr Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Scalia Thomas 235 Shawnee Dr E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Scanlon Catherine Trust Po Box 325 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Scanlon Marie Po Box 325 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Schickling Roseanna Po Box 216 216 Seneca Ln Canadensis Pa 18325
Schreiber Adele 8739 Robinhood Dr Kunkletown Pa 18058
Schreiber Joseph A 8739 Robinhood Dr Kunkletown Pa 18058
Schuler Janet Po Box 284 Long Pond Pa 18334
Schumacher Claudia Ntain Lake E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Schuster Reinhold 1565 Starry Ln Effort Pa 18330
Scott James 2037 Crow Trail Long Pond Pa 18334
Scrbacic Chiyoko M U Scrbacic James 119 Kelly Rd Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Sedler Jason 21 N Green St Apt 2 E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Seiple Evelyn RR 6 Box 6148 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Selig Marion RR 3 PO Box 3069 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Severin Donna 104 Robert David Dr Tobyhana Pa 18466
Shannon Jennifer 3 Country Glen Dr Effort Pa 18330
Shaw Michael 6069 Wooddale Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Shawnee Development Inc Ctb Scott Ahlum Po Box 93 Shawnee On Del Pa 18356
Sheerer Doris 1055 W Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Shepherd Josephine Shepherd Keith 82 Mckinley Dr Effort Pa 18330
Sheridan Pocono Press Inc RR 2 Box 2909 Cresco Pa 18326
Shop Quik 3 Old Hwy 115 Kunkletown Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Shupp Carl 56 Kyle Dr Kunkletown Pa 18058
Silvani Jeanine 1 Manor Dr East Stroudburg Pa 18301
Silvani Jeanine Po Box 234 Swiftwater Pa 18370
Simon Ceon 49 Tomasu Ln Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Simpson Joseph 708 Pocono Dr East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Sinclair Jessica 152 Lake Of The Pines East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Singer Leslie RR 3 Box 3344 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Singletary Ricky RR 3 Box 3103 East Stroudsbur Pa 18301
Sinisgalli Lori 3203 Hamilton E Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Sinno Christine 299 Penn Estates E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Sistarenik Alexander RR 1 Box 1768 Keokee Chapel Ln Cresco Pa 18326
Skipper Jim 2 Ryans Rd Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Smith Ann C/O Integrity Abstract Inc Hc 1 Box 24 F Swiftwater Pa 18370
Smith Dach W Rr 5 Box 1721 Kunkletown Pa 18058
Smith Judy Po Box 525 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Smith Kimberly 2849 Pleasant Ridge Rd Cresco Pa 18326
Smith Robert 30 Weirlake Rd Brodheadsvlle Pa 18322
Smith Sylvia Hyman 366 N Ctland St First Floor East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Smith Ursula 357 Winona Lks East Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Snarski Maryann 615 Scotrun Ave Scotrun Pa 18355
Snyder Jenelle RR 3 PO Box 3069 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Sodano Nicholas James Sodano Jeff Po Box 441 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Somewhere In The World 360 Vireo Dr Buck Hill Falls Pa 18323
Soto Oscar Po Box 952 Pocono Pines Pa 18350
Spektor Anatoly RR1 Box209 Blue Ri 1109 Canadensis Pa 18325
Spina Mark Ridge Dr 15 S E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Stahl Charlotte 2200 Milford Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Staley Charles Hc 1 Box 825 Tannersville Pa 18372
Stallard Javan RR 1 Box 1500 Henryville Pa 18332
Stangle David Lot 27 Lk Rd Winona E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Stanzione Louis Po Box 854 Pocono Pines Pa 18350
Staples Kathryn 64 Lackawanna Eaststroudsbu Pa 18301
Stasiak Joseph 67 Rocky Mountain Dr N Effort Pa 18330
Stevens Ephraim 45 Pine Hill Rd Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Stewart Rodney Est 907 Penn Est Ph East Stroudsb Pa 18301
Strack Jonathan Po Box 548 Shawnee On Delaware Pa 18356
Stroyer Kari 1623 Merwinsburg Rd Effort Pa 18330
Struck Jared RR 7 Box 7625h Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Sullivan Patrick Hc 1 Box 1h Swiftwater Pa 18370
Sutula Jennifer 9894 Breezeway Ter Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Swanson John Po Box 700 Blakeslee Pa 18610
T
Tanner Jeanne PO Box 386 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Tapp Everett 1709 Rolling Hills Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Tapp Jacqualine 1709 Rolling Hills Fr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Taylor Cheryl RR 1 Box 284 B 1 Effort Pa 18330
Tebin Genvieve Est Tebin Genevieve Po Box 70 Pocono Pines Pa 18350
Techwise Inc 615 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Tepedino Michael Tepedino Dolores 1 Whippoorwill Dr Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Texidor Yolanda Po Box 546 Reeders Pa 18352
Then Carlos 848 Penn Estates East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Thomas Allen 4605 Burnside Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Thomas Mario Po Box 442 Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Thomas Patrick 3 Mountain Dr Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Thompson Cheryl 114 Mckinley Cir Effort Pa 18330
Thorne Elaine B Estate 1830 Wallace St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Thorne Sharon 7627 Sawmill Rd Lot G373 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Three Brothers Contractors Inc 2nd Floor Spruce Dr Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Tierney Eugene RR 5 Box 280 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Tindall Jeffrey Tindall Sandra 9 Ellies Ln East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Toledo Diana 57 Prospect St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Torres Francis Po Box 546 Reeders Pa 18352
Townsend Marguerite Townsend John 519 King St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Tozzi James 120 Linda Ln East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Tracy Resina Tracy Thomas RR5 Box 5517 Kunkletown Pa 18058
Tracy Thomas Tracy Resina RR5 Box 5517 Kunkletown Pa 18058
Tramontano Angelina 510 Wallace St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Transue Richard W River Rd Po Box 74 Minisink Hls Pa 18341
Traynin Vladimir 768 Blue Mountain Lk East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Trent Graphics Inc 1903 W Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Trigili Robert 2 Smt Dr Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Trujillo Liliana RR 2 Box 2945 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Tschirlig Sarah RR 1 Box 114 Scotrun Pa 18355
Ttee Mary 714 Sarah St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Turner Dorothy Po Box 447 Pocono Summit Pa 18346
U
Unger Louis Unger Mary Box 149 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
United Steel Prods Co Po Box 407 East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Upward Bound Asthma Camp C/O Inpatient Physical Therapy 206 E Brown St E
Stroudsburg Pa 18301
V
Vail William R Jr 6031 Franklin Hill Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Vanbilliard James RR 5 Box 5052 Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Vandalen Carol 120 King Arthur Rd Blakeslee Pa 18610
Vankouteren Scott 1731 Rolling Hills Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Vannan Charles Catholic Social Service 411 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Varga Uriel Po Box 1083 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Vazquez Miriam 5 Wildwood Ln Canadensis Pa 18325
Vega Richard 34 Oakridge Est East Stroudsbur Pa 18302
Village Naomi Po Box 609 Mountainhome Pa 18342
Vilsaint Regina 4813 Lewis Crown Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Visser Jennifer 1 Chestnut Ln Brodheadsville Pa 18322
W
W Stephen B 69d Blueberry Ln PO Box 86 Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Wadel Deborah Pobox 872 Kresgeville Pa 18333
Walters Jason 121 Mohansic Ct Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Ward Michael 161 Fairview Ave Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Ward Michael RR 1 Box 1373 Henryville Pa 18332
Warner Annette 2401 Clearview Ave Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Warris Timothy 2275 Milford Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Washington 6393 Manor Ln Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Weary Beulah 1055 Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
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Weigel Cecelia Po Box 432 Blakeslee Pa 18610
Weiner Jazmin 7917 Sleepy Hollow Ter Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Weiner Mark 7917 Sleepy Hollow Terr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Westbrook Alverna Estate 248 N Ctland St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Westbrook Florence Estate 248 N Ctland St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Wetlesen Joyce Rd 1 Box 1439 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Wgm Transportation Inc 9074 Franklin Hill Rd East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Whispering Glen Poa Po Box 1109 Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Whyles Dahlia 236 Blue Mountain Lake E Strausberg Pa 18301
Widmer Bruce RD 7 Box 7763 E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Wilhelm Eric 209 Walnut Grv East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Williams Andrew 15 Maple Ln East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Williams Marshall 459 Sterling Rd Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Wiltshire Orville 2253 Candlewood Dr Blakeslee Pa 18610
Winter Marc 9586 Millwood Dr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Wojewoda Arkadiusz 405 Blue Mnt Lake East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Wolak Daniel PO Box 224 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Wolak Debbie Po Box 125 Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Wright Kevin 1903 West Main St Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Wright Mary 413 Founders Vlg Lansdale Pa 18334
Wright Michael Po Box 600 Reeders Pa 18352
Y
Yi Lea 100 Rte 611 Bartonsville Pa 18321
Yonke Bill 2397 Winding Way Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Yoon Ai Ja 51 Municipal Dr East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Young Donald A Sr Attorney At Law 209 Box 25 Gilbert Pa 18331
Young Kim 1831 Owasco Tr Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Yurek Roman 724 Phillips St Ste 202 Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Z
Zurita Jova 19 Lk Rd Rr 13 Box 6200 Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Montgomery County
Abington, Pa 19001
Admiral Abstract 1864 Horace Ave
Battersby Corp York Woodland Rds
Benson Harvey J 1167 Jericho Rd
Benus Richard A Est 2135 Horace Ave
Cades Lonny Esq 960 Old York Rd
Campolei Joseph 1717 Tucker Ave
Carter Rasheeb 1781 Old York Rd 3
Chalfant Deborah A 1504 Rockwell Rd
Continuing Care Rx Inc Po Box 12899
Custer Jane A Custer Roger 2123 Ridgeview Ave
Dean John 934 Woodcrest Rd Pa
Delaware Valley Prescription Plan 1560 Old York Rd
Diehl Lillian R 1307 Clarke Rd
Douwes Karel 1888 Edge Hill Rd
Drywall Finishers Pns 1560 Old York Rd
Findlay Marie H Po Box 508
Fine Line Painting 1520 Arline Ave
Flanagan Virginia 2125 Clearview Ave
Foster Albert L 2223 Florey Ln Apt E10
Garvin Jane N 2045 Woodland Rd
Gearhart Walter Gearhart Mary 13 Horace Ave
Glynn Mary Ann 1307 Clarke Rd
Goss John P 1733 Rockwell Rd
Gretz Mary B 1801 Susquehanna Rd
Gretz Mary B Trust C/O M B Gretz 1801 Susquehanna Rd
Heyer Julie 1283 Thomson Rd
Holloway Nona 2123 Maplewood Ave
Homer Haans A 1553 Edge Hill Rd
Hsu Stephen C Abington Memorial Hospital 1200 Old York Rd
Isiah Fleming Jr 1522 Old York Rd
Johnson Dawn F 1589 Osbourne Ave
Larkin Margaret C Estate 1934 Susquehanna Rd
Lawson Lawrence E Lawson Mary 1708 Ferndale Ave
Leahy Ruth H 2045 Horace Ave
Marder Shirley 1801 Susquehanna Rd Apt 218
Mobil Abington Mart 1450 Old York Rd
Molitor Albert 1822 Harding Ave
Morales Miguel 356 North 4th St
Nitka Anthony A Estate 1337 Old York Rd
Oneill Consulting Co 1560 York Rd
Palmer Dorothy K 1211 Nolen Rd
Parry Lillian 1801 Susquehanna Rd 201 Mont
Patel Dineshbhai 2849 Rossiter Ave
Paul Warren N Po Box 50
Prentzel David A Battersby Corp York Woodland Rds
Rala Inc C/O Diversified Realty 1509 Easton Rd
Roush Correl J 2077 Rubicam Ave
Sbg Management Services Po Box 549
Sedgwick Po Box 8006
Singley Harriet S 7 Edgehill Rd
Smith Suzanne 1553 Edge Hill Rd
Stachowski Ami R 1509 Shoemaker Rd
Stempler Hannah Joelle 1801 Susquehanna Rd Apt 218
Thomas John P 1251 Rosemont Ln
Walker Everald D 1846 Watson Rd
Waltrop Claire L 1571 Elkins Ave
Werts Zakia 1613 Ferndale Ave
Wilson David A 2814 Rossiter Ave
Wilson Richard H 2125 Clearview Ave
Wolf John H Jr 1245 Highland Ave
Wulc Alan Md 1245 Highland Ave Ste 503
Young Kevin A 2609 Miriam Ave
Ambler, Pa 19002
3751 Associates Llc 152 Mathers Rd
Ambler Nrsng Hme Inc Dip 32 S Bethlehem Pike
American Dental Care Pc 109 Executive Dr
Anand Hetal 340 Franklin Ct
Armstrong John C 400 W Butler Pike
Armstrong Sarah G Cust 400 W Butler Pike
Artis Denise Kimmel And Silverman
Avgiris Catherine 1240 Maplewood Dr
Ayres Mary G 433 Hoover Rd
Barclay Group Inc Barclay Group Inc 323 Norristown Rd
Beale Marian B 308 Rosemary Ave
Bechtle Ordon A Est 310 Harner Dr
Biron Lillian G 1745 Tr Dr
Biron Matthew S C/O L G Biron 1745 Tr Dr
Blue Skies Forecast Trust 33 Douglas St
Blum Steven B 2000 Red Maple Grv
Branson Enid 645 Meadowbrook Ave
Brast George Brast Mary M 1883 Purdie Ln
Bruntrager Joseph G Bruntrager Anna M Mathers Rd
Ceaser Helen 313 Park Rd
Chiriano George 18 Church St
Clark John A 503 Seminole Gdns
Coates Elizabeth T Estate 174 S Bethlehem Pike
Cogan Katherine L 314 Euclid Ave
Collins Francis Collins Jane 1212 Joswph Rd Rd 1
Coralluzzo Stephen A Est 56 Orange Ave
Corson Roberta E Corson Alan J Gwynedd Estates E−110 301 Norristown Rd
Cousley Christine Cousley John 728 Norristown Rd Apt G218
Crawford Mary H Spring House Estates L Wing
D A Tool 48 W Skippack Pike
Dejulio Elizabeth R 28 Church St
Delpopolo Carl 28 Church St
Dickman Toby L 400 W Butler Pike
Dickman Toby Lynn Cust 400 W Butler Pike
Eldred Gabe 30 Ridings Way
Evercare Division Of Uhc 321 Norristown Rd Rm 100 Sprin
Fillinger Elizabeth E 116 Reiffs Mill Rd
Fogelsanger Mark 407 Tennis Ave
Foster Bertha Foster Leslie 168 Ferris Ave
Foster Leslie Foster Bertha 168 Ferris Ave
Fowkes Ngela V Est 1409 Sumneytown Pike
Friel Alyson 913 Talamore Dr
Gers Alison E 1028 Springhouse Dr
Gibson Charles J Gibson Vera 229 Southern Ave
Granneman Nanette 257 East Park Ave
Gross Herman Sharon R 101 Rampart Pl
Gulesserian Marzena 140 Park Ave
Haggonbothom Earl R Estate 218 N Ridge Ave
Harry John Estate 33 Douglas St
Havnick Matt 823 Meetinghouse Rd
Hernandez Zepeda Rene 231 North Main St
Hoffman Dorothy The Elizabeth Home Room C 3
Hoffman Ida 32 South Bethlehem Pike
Hogan Mary V 301 Norristown Rd Apt B205
Holmes Frances M 509 Loch Alsh Ave
Holmes William H Sr Holmes Frances 509 Loch Alsh Ave
Homecomings Financial Its Succ 400 W Butler Pike
Hoyt Marguerite C 1659 Ft Washington Ave
Ingling Ken 217 E Mt Pleasant Ave
Jackson Charles Po Box 73
Janice Schandel And Kimmel & Silverman 30 E Butler Pike
Jennifer Class 316 N Bethlehem Park
Jensen Mary A 1452 Dublin Rd
Jeon Jay 311 Annasmead Rd
John M & Christine Z Cousley Trust 728 Norristown Rd Apt G218
Kaye Myra 64 N Ridge Ave
Keenan Renee 284 E Park Ave Apt C
Kershaw William R 728 Norristown Rd Apt F 105
Kim Hyung 251 W Colonial St
King Marianne 103 Linwood Ave
Ko Christopher 1011 Glendevon Ct
Larrieu Alberto J 17 Douglas St
Lee Ja 304 Tyler Cir
Lenihan Thomas 250 N Ridge Ave
Llopes Doris 150 N Bethlehem Pk B−103
Lovett Isabelle C Lovett David H Willow Ave
Maguire Leo 55 Belmont Ave
Mahoney Thomas G 216 Highland Ave
Martin Isabelle 55 Besty Ln
Mascitti Kellyann E Cust 315 E Butler Ave
Mastroni Josephine R Mastroni William 120 Bethlehem Pike
Mcfeeters Marjorie 439 Hoover Rd
Mcginn John C 54 Cavendish Dr
Mcnulty Theresa M 615 Loch Alsh Ave
Montgomery Jeffrey D East Tennis Ave
Morris Al Haiy 5 Orange Ave
Moyer Eileen B 953 Talamore Dr
Murphy Claudia Murphy Gail 1227 Cedar Rd
Murray Linda G 433 Hoover Rd
Naber Peter A 1450 Parsons Ln
Nicolet International Ltd Wissahickon Ave
Nursing Management 323 Norristown Rd Suite 200
Otto Dean F 324 Tennis Ave
Pacitti Suzanne 1401 Butler Pike
Pacitti Suzanne Pacitti Ted 1401 E Butler Pk
Paladino Marie V 48 N Main St Apt 106
Philadelphia Regency Apartments Po Box 479
Robinson Beatrice 32 South Bethlem Pike Room 218b
Robinson Edwin H Jr Robinson Claire M 418 Gordon Rd
Scheibner Ruth M 1654 E Butler Pike
Schmidt Diane N 324 Tennis Ave
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Scholz Elaine C/O Ambler Rest Ctr 32 S Be
Schrack Edward B Est 934 E Butler Pike
Schwarcz Harriet B 3 Saljon Ct
Selheimer & Co 261 E Butler Ave Box 385
Selner Frances Estate Ellerslie Ave
Seunghee Kim 1245 Limekiln Pk
Shorr Jeffrey For Michael Halkin 29 Meade Rd
Sigman Linda 2503 Navajo Path
Steiner Anita 813 Norristown Rd
Stelmach Anna C 1134 Limekiln Pike
Stelmach Helene C 1134 Limekiln Pike
Stengel Michael 439 Hoover Rd
Stimmel David 1544 Butler Pike
Sullivan Andre 19 North St Apt 1
Swetland J F 664 Meadowbrook Ave
Thames Aaron D 1024 Woods Ln
Thomas G Goldkamp Inc 186 S Main St
Tilson Melvin 344 Valybrook Rd
Trofa Alfred Trofa John M 403 S Main St
Trofa Rose C Trofa John M 403 S Main St
Turner A 311 Arbor Ln
Vamc 1008 Denston Dr
Van Sant Miriam B 728 Norristown Rd Apt A207
Varallo Mary 730 Susquehanna Rd
Vogel Harold E 152 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Walsh Asset Management Trust 1 2301 Grant Mews Ct
Walsh Jean P Walsh Ann P 2301 Grant Mews Ct
Xie Hua 150 N Bethlehem Pk 303
Yannul Michael T Yannul Roxanne G 1365 Bryant Ct
Arcola, Pa 19420
Guss Margaret H Arcola Rd
Rodenbaugh Frank L Arcola Rd
Ardmore, Pa 19003
Arlester Wesley 826 Cricket Ave
Aylor Dorothy Aylor William 2923 Morris Rd
Aylor William J Jr Aylor Dorothy 2923 Morris Rd
Bailey Miriam E 32 W Spring Ave
Baldwin Esther B 102 Cricket Ave
Baldwin Georgina G Estate 20 E Countyline Rd
Beaupain Doris A 102 W Montgomery Ave Apt C
Bond Edward H Estate 150 Walnut Ave
Bp Auto Repair Inc 2522 Haverford Rd
Brace Frederick H P O Box 271
Bruns Eric 32 S Cricket Ter
Bryant Sharon J 119 Millcreek Rd Apt C 1 North
Buonato Charles Estate 17 Simpson Rd
Calabro Joseph J 2022 Olcott Ave
Carson Mary E Estate C/O S Carson 113 E Marthart Ave
Carter Andrea 331 N Spring Ave
Cassimatis John E 301 Millcreek Rd
Cotner Marie 2016 Darby Rd
Davids Bridal Inc 42 West Lancaster Ave
Denagy Peter Denagy Lise 228 Church Rd
Desjardins Frank Suburban Sq Bldg
Digiannantonio Pete 228 Delmont Ave
Dilullo Joseph D Cust 10 Llanfair Rd Unit 13
Durakovic Muhamed 115 Sibley Ave
Erech Ladina 1420 W Wynnewood Rd
Fallon Alexandria 116 Ardmore Ave
Fallon Timothy F 213 Cricket Ave
Fisher Sharon 111 St Pauls Rd
Fleming Theresa M Fleming Sean M 1438 Wynnewood Rd
Flourishing Landscapes 32 S Cricket Ter
Fluri Richard 32 S Cricket Ter
Frazierlynch Sarah N 2941 Berkley Rd
Freeman Gary 751 Hathaway Ln
Gallagher Rita Estate 224 Lippincott Ave
George F Pettinos Inc 123 Coultier Ave
Girard Trust Corn Exchange Bank Suburban Sq Bldg
Goldsmith G Estate 20 E Countyline Rd
Green John A 602 Woodcrest Ave
Green Kathleen M Ex Uw John A Green 602 Wood Crest Ave
Greene T 13 Cricket St
Hajoca Corporation Attn M O’neill
Haynie Edward Re: E D Haynie 140 Simpson Rd
Heilman Richard 1149 Maplecrest Cir
Hepner Richard H 2933 Oakford Rd
Hoehn Heather 2210 Haverford Rd
Howson Tamar 128 Saint Georges Rd
John S Hayes Irrevocable Trust 229 Merwood Ln
Josefowski Michael 2318 Kenilworth Rd
Kane Pauline T Est 214 Cricket Ave
Kimes Carroll S Kimes Evelyn B 23 Cedarbrook Rd
Kupris Mary R Estate 2025 Olcott Ave
Lapat Stacy 113 Cricket Ave Apt 307 Pa 19006
Lawlor Sophie M Lawlor Thomas 613 Wynnewood Rd
Leahy Catherin E Leahy John T Jr 2501 Hunington Ln
Louise T Butler Orsinis Autobody 108 W Spring Ave
Maccoy Stephen A 117 Argyle Rd
Maguire Winifred A 117 Argyle Rd
Mariani Mary Estate 211 Delmont Ave
Mary Morris Estate 148 Grandview Rd
Mccorkle Richard C 102 Cricket Ave
Mcmanus Edward J Mcmanus Ellen 23 Hannum Dr
Mcmanus Joseph Estate 104 Chatham
Mcmanus Joseph Estate 22 Chatham Rd
Mcmenamin John Estate 238 Edgemont Ave
Miller Linda M 333 Inwood Rd
Moore Cogar 32 Westspring Ave
Moyer Sieglinde 2946 Haverford Rd
Nagle Mary F 128 Sutton Rd
Nation Robert C 15 N Wyoming Ave
Oakmont Community Fire Relief 145 Cedarbrook Rd
Odom Steven A 342 Westspring Ave
Original Pizza E Attn G Koutsiouroubas 2343 Haverford Rd
Orourke Breffny A 2614 Chestnut Ave
Pcs Group 41 Rittenhouse Place
Perlman Helen S Perlman Reuben 2215 Bryn Mawr Ave
Perna Joseph T Iii 8 Cedarbrook Rd
Piergiovanni Lisa H 2709 Chestnut Ave
Preferred Capital Bidco Inc 2320 Haverford Rd Suite 102
Purvis Marion Estate 113 Saint Pauls Rd
Quijano Pedro F 118 Ardmore Ave Apt 2
Riccobon Franca A Riccobon Luciana 2809 Darby Rd
Richards Gloria J Estate 2127 Bryn Mawr Pl
Ryan Franklin T 123 E Spring Ave
Sacks Francyne Cust 143 Woodside Rd
Sayers Suzann V Sayers John A Apartado 9890 Panama 4
Schwartztrauber Dawn 248 E Spring Ave 1st Floor East
Scott Mabel H 148 Walnut Ave
Shchepetov Mikhail Y 219 Ardmore Ave
Shoemaker Yvonne 360 W Spring Ave
Silver Lake Restaurant Systems Inc Po Box 830
Soley Stephen 226 Edgemont Ave
Steinmetz Jr C D Son Steinmetz Dale C 152 Edgemont Ave
Sten Christie M 2130 Chestnut Ave
Stiebritz Richard Stiebritz Lena 31 E Lancaster Ave
Stuards Funeral Dire C/O C W Stuard Jr 104 Cricket Ave Po Box 68
Taylor Patricia Page 17 Llanfair Rd Apt 213
Tesno John Edmund Tesno Janet L 324 Inwood Rd
Turbitt John M 17 Llanfair Rd 215
Turnbull Julia K Turnbull John 122 Coulter Ave
Undercofler Margaret Undercofler J C 54 Wellington Rd
Valley Rose 2530 Rosemont Ave
Vattimo Phillip Vattimo Alderf 323 Argyle Rd
Wgp Distribution Co Inc 2375 Haverfrd Rd
Williams Jessica A Ann Taylor 23 Parking Plaza
Zajac Samantha L 10 Llanfair Rd Unit 13
Ardsley, Pa 19038
Brock Theresa 645 Jackson Ave
Kowski Jayne L Kowski Jane D 715 Tyson Ave
Lynch David 834 Garfield Ave
Lynch Walter Joseph Lynch Mary Jane 752 Garfield Ave
Michel Marian 537 Meadow Rd
Smith Thelma E 537 Meadow Rd
Smith Thelma E Smith Harry F 537 Meadow Rd
Vans Lock Shop Inc 2767 Jenkintown Rd
Audubon, Pa 19403
Barlow B 144 Farmhouse Dr
Bass Frederic 39 Lee Rd
Bean Robert P 1026 Sparrow Rd
Crist Joseph D 2821 Colony Dr C 21
Daddazio Michael 1156 Thrush Ln
Drummond Robert W Cust Jr Drummond Robert W 1042 Longspur Rd
George T Cwienk Exec 516 Falcon Rd
Giamo Lillian 13314 Shannondell Dr
Gold Heather 820 Sunnyside Ave
Goldberg Milton 820 Sunnyside Ave
Laurinavicius Christian A 613 Linnet Rd
Machwate Mohamed And Dominique 110 Redtail Rd
Maneira Thiago 2831 Colony Dr Apt E12
Margolis Barbara K 600 Mourning Dove Rd
Marsala Guido 2798 Egypt Rd
Melo Sanzio 2828 Egypt Rd Apt D301
Nesbitt Grace 14104 Danbury House
Pennsylvania Resources Po Box 7196
Pile Stephen J Pile Helen L 725 S Pkave
Shriver Denton A 13204 Shannondell Dr
Simon Dana M 2005 Kestral Cir
Simon Jean L 13219 Shannondell Dr
Smith Ruth E Audubon Ct Apt N 201 2828 Egypt Rd
Village Silver Of Pennsylvania Inc Attn J Fireoved 508 Mourning Dove Rd
Wasserman Nancy 14206 Shannondell Dr
Zuber Justin P 1030 Skyline Cir
Bala Cynwyd, Pa 19004
Accordia Of Pa Inc 150 Monument Rd Ste 205
Alan M Lerner Trust 150 Monument Rd Ste 500
Allied Mortgage Group Inc 7 Bala Ave Ste 108
American Business Financi 111 Presidential Blvd Ste 103
American Business Leasing Balapointe Office Ctr 111 Presidential Blvd 115
American Family Dental Care Pc 15 Presidential Blvd Ste 303
Ato Enterprises Po Box 2115
Axa Equitable Fbo Kristy Katz 40 Monument Rd
Bailey Martin Appel Inc C/O H Appel 1 Belmont Ave Ste 417 Gsb Building
Benzer Suzanne 555 E City Ave
Bergey Nancy L Bergey Philip 109 Bentley Ave
Bevlock William Est 532 Cynwyde Cir
Bissell David N 4 Hardie Way Apt A−1
Blair William D Estate 4 Bryn Mawr Ave
Blinds To Go 25 E City Line Ave
Borenstein Irene L K Hobkirk Law Ofcs 2 Bala Plz Ste 300
Brigger Thomas A 126 Upland Tr
Brooks Henrietta P 50 Belmont Ave 710
Cahill Cup Classic 5601 City Line Ave
Cantzler Rachel A Apt 20 42 Conshohocken State Rd
Capital Ventures International C/O Susquehanna Adv Gr Inc 401 City Ave Suite 220
Capobianco Marina 316 Kent Rd
Chawla Naren M 1202 Gainsboro Rd
Clariti Telecom Inc 1 Belmont Ave Ste 711
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Clarke Cohen Inc Re Barry E Cohen 191 Presidential Blvd Unit 227
Clobes Claudia 126 Cynwyd Rd
Cms Brompton Court Lp 111 Presidential Blvd
Cms Colony Park Associates Lp 111 Presidential Blvd 249
Cobert J 410 Gary Ln
Cobert Josef N 410 Gary Ln
Coffey William F Coffey Helen T 25 Old Lancaster Rd
Cohen Evelyn M 16 Bala Ave
Cohen Milton 16 Bala Ave
Cohen Neil 310 Cynwyd Rd
Conduit And Foundation Corporation 33 Rock Hill Rd
Conn Robert M C/O United Mortgage 7 Bala Ave Ste 202
Corbi Joseph 113 Smt Ln
Cpa Computer User Group C/O Verbit Company 19 Bala Ave
Curtis Greely S 1 Montgomery Ave Apt 114
Dawkins−Halko Cameron 435 Conshohocken State Rd
Defert Didler Cust C O Dunham 12 Radcliff Rd
Desantis Rose 150 Union Ave
Devine Marilyn K 163 Stoneway Ln
Dicalite Minerals Corp 225 City Ave Suite 14
Dienno Michelle G 17 West Amherst Rd
Donoflio Lena 401 E City Ave Ste 725
Dubin Robert Mainline Metals Inc 159 Old Belmont Ave
Duncan Mary Jane Duncan Robert G Po Box 184
E Weiss & H Clovis Et Al C/O M G Weiss 10 Presidential Blvd
Ecbm One Bala Plaza
Ellis James 1322 Stoney River Dr
Entercom Kdwb 100 Pres Blvd Su 10
Face To Face Inc Phila Insurance Companies 1 Bala Plaza Suite 100
Feld Samantha 191 Presidential Blvd Apt 312
Gerbar Louis G Po Box 295
Gilberg Edwin M 19 Rockyhill Rd
Glover Sheila 25 N 42nd St
Goldstein M Goldstein G 410 Gary Ln
Goldstein Philip H 191 Presidental Blvd
Gordon Jean Sutton Tr Apts 802 50 Belmont Ave
Greater Philadelphia Radi Wpen Sportstalk 950 One Bala Plaza 339
Grossman Harvey W Attn Cogen Sklar Llp 150 Monument Rd 5th Floor
Grp Llc Po Box 401
Haitsch Helen Po Box 465
Hand Elizabeth B Estate 12 Bala Ave
Hansen Financial Capital Group Ent 190 Presidential Blvd 305
Hauber Erica 104 Lyle Ave
Heartcare Associates Ltd Mppp One Bala Plaza Ste 520
Hl Group Tust 1 Belmont Av
Hma Investments C O Attn H M Appel 1 Belmont Ave Ste 41 Gsb Building
Holmes Norita 305 Kent Rd
Holmes Norta 305 Kent Rd
Holmes Notita 305 Kent Rd
Horowitz Gwen Carrie Esq 109 Harvest Cir
Imx Corporation Gsb Building Ste 307
Imx Po Box 577
Insurance Service Assoc Inc Ste 525 Gsb Bldg
Intl Marketing Strategies 2 Bala Plz Ste Pl
Ip Services Inc The Gsb Building One Belmont A
Jones Colby L 4 Hardie Way Apt D−3
Kim Sun J 20 Montgomery Ave Apt C
Kimbiris Paul 104 Lyle Ave
King B M 50 Academy Rd
Klink Mabel F 202 Marywatersford Rd
Kolea Michael J 172 School St
Krishnaswamy Raghu 205 Belmont Ave
Kwartnik Erica 31 Girard Ave
Lang Edward A 319 Cynwyd Rd
Lee J 401 E City Ave Suite 220
Linzy Limited One Belmont Ave Suite 417 C/O Informatix Holdings Inc Attn L
Donoflio
Loner Jess H 330 Llandrillo Rd
Lorraine Sidney A Cooper Foundation Apt 220 191 Presidential Blvd
Magalnick Alvin J 45 E City Line Ave Suite 505
Manos George 313 Clwyd Rd
Marsini Joseph 10 Monument Rd
Master Lease Corp 1 Presidential Blvd
Maureen J Lloyd Inc Two Bala Plaza Suite 3
Mccomb David 121 Edgehill Rd
Mcdermott Kevin 320 Pembroke Rd
Mesirov Janet 19 Rockyhill Rd
Mirzaei Farhad 94 Jefferson St
Misischia Paul J 301 City Ave Suite 335
Mt Everest Fitness 230 Rockhill Rd
North Fulotn Family Medicine The Fairmont 214
Odell Partners 401 City Ave Suite 415
Ogden Swih Jean 309 Bryn Mawr Ave
Olcr Inc Two Bala Plaza Ste 300
Paolone Clare 11 Jefferson St
Pegasus Broadcast Television Inc 225 City Line Ave Ste 200
Penn America Group Inc 3 Bala Plaza Easat Suite 300
Pennstar Insurance Co 3 Bala Plaza East Suite 300
Perelson Arthur J 1 Montgomery Ave 106
Phase Ii Life Underwriters 170 Granency Rd Pa 19504
Philadelphia Indemni Po Box 950
Philadelphia Indemnity Ins 1 Bala Plaza Ste 100
Philadelphia Indemnity One Bala Plaza Ste 100 Clms Dept
Pinnacle Direct 45 E Cityline Ave Ste 425
Principal Insurance 111 Presidential Blvd Bala Pointe Ctr Suite 200
Promissor Inc 3 Bala Plaza West Suite 300
Promissor New Hampshire Three Bala Plaza West Ste 300
Ragan Isabelle 207 Cynwyd Rd
Ramaswami Jayants 205 Belmont Ave
Raphael James S 43 Llanberris Rd
Raphael Stacy C/O J S Raphael 43 Llanberris Rd
Riley Eric 20 Bryn Mawr Rd
Robinson Greg 45 E City Line 307
Roccaferrera Maurizio D Roccaferrera Joseph F 305 Bryn Mawr Ave
Rosenberg David C 201 Presidential Blvd
Sacks Dorothy 161 Rolling Rd
Santavicca Pietro N 115 Edgehill Rd
Sarama Lighting 555 City Line Av
Schwartz Harold Fairmount Apts 304 41 Conshocken Rd 19004
Seiken Murray J Seiken Gloria 19 Rock Hill Rd 6g
Seward Terry PO Box 2374
Shaw Andrew G 55 Rockland Ave
Shirley Speiser Tr Uad Two Bala Plaza
Silver Cup Ii Lp 1 Belmont Av
Smith John Charles 204 Clwyd Rd
Smith Joseph J One Belmont Ave Suite 320 Penn Buisness Credit Llc
Speiser Shirley Two Bala Plaza
Starview Communication 156 Montgomery Ave
Steinberg Stanley B Dr. 190 Presidential Blvd
Stoltz Management Of Delaware Inc 725 Conshohocken State Rd It Department
Strategies Integrated S 111 Presidential Blvd Ste 127
Sulkin David J 2 Hardie Way Apt A1
Surh Robert 20 Montgomery Ave Apt C
Tepayayone Warin 113 Clwyd Rd
Thompson Marjorie 124 Montgomery
Thrasher Howard S Thrasher Ruth L 357 Bala Ave
Tierney Edith 305 Kent Rd
Tiger Relocation Company 111 Presidental Blvd
Trianon Henry Grossman 20 Conshohocken State Rd Apt 209
Tripier Helen M Estate 322 Parsons Ave
Underwood Peter 10 Elmwood Ave
United Insurance Group Three Bala Plaza East Suite 30
United National Insurance Group Three Bala Plaza East Suite 30
Wambold Edith M Estate 14 Hardie Way
Web Cynthia A 160 Overhill Rd
Wieder M 15 Montgomery Ave Apt 3a
Wioq Clear Channel 111 Presidential Blvd Ste 100
Yaron Noemi S 149 N Highland Cir
Yaskin Joseph 148 Stoneway Ln
Yermian Ezzatollah C/O N Nagle 102 Llanfair Rd
Belmont Hills, Pa 19004
Karol Regina Est Of 47 Price St
United National Ins Co Three Bala Plaza E Ste 30
Blue Bell, Pa 19422
Accounts Receivable Suspense Po Box 500
Aetna Health Management Inc PO Box 1109
Aetna Ppo Ama Po Box 1125
Aetna Us Healthcare Qpos Po Box 1125 Pa 20849
Aetnaus Healthcare 980 Jolly Rd
Aguilo Seara Maria E Aguilo Seara Miguel 130 Brittany Way
Altham Alastair 2209 Meadow Dr
Anesthesia Services Po Box 1473
Bagdis Pamela 1200 Dekalb Pike
Bagley Herbert H 201 Canterbury Ct
Bastet Sorsha A Ste 200 660 Sentry Pkwy
Beatty Vincent 925 Harvest Dr Ste 220
Beller David I 502 Foxcroft Dr
Black Box Phl 540 Township Line Rd
Bland Christina 803 Elmway Cir
Bolton Beth 1746 Larchwood Dr
Boroff Alan E 925 Harvest Dr Ste 220
C And D Power Db Master 1400 Union Meeting Rd No 3053
C And D Tech Pen Pl Salaried 1400 Union Meeting Rd
Campanini Joseph 1630 Jennifer Ln
Canouse Kathleen D Canouse Lewis D 31 Norristown Rd
Ciavarelli Gennaro Ciavarelli Dor 1795 Township Line Rd
Cincinatti Casualty Po Box 2250
Commonwealth Bank 1760 Dekalb Pike
Craven Adam P Craven Dawn R 740 Boehms Church Rd
Culpitt Margaret Culpitt Harry 1077 Wagon Rd
Cupitt Harry W Cupitt John W 1077 Wagon Rd
Das Jyotish C 210 Mcclure
De Lage Landen Financial Services Flamm Boroff & Bacine Pc 925 Harvest Dr Suite
220 Pa
Dillon Brian J 291 Tulip Tree Ct
Dunleavy Francis J 12 Pommel Ln
Eastern Medical Asso 1777 Sentry Pkwy W Ste 301
Fed Soc Coatings T 492 Norristown Rd
Fine Catherine G 921 Penllyn
Foreman Rob Moredirect Inc
Foster Abbey 8 Sentry Park
George Samuel George Irene 130 Chatsworth Ct
Giannasio Charles 580 Mason Dr
Girard Jonathan C 900 Cross Ln
Gm Financial Consultants 640 Chatham Ln
Goldberg Larry 202 Albermarle Dr
Goldenberg Development Corp 350 Sentry Pkwy Bldg 630 Ste 300
Grosser Dana 489 Brights Ln
Gruninger Nicholas A 701 Brdmoor
Han Soonhee 111 Inverrary Dr
Haver Russell L 973 E Township Line Rd
Hayward Lydia L 900 Cross Ln
Hessler Brian 1225 Mcdivitt Dr Unit 1
Hewitt Jean 385 Dewsbury Pl
Hobson Daniel Hobson Randi 224 Canterbury Ct
Hogan Robert K Cust 1037 Hickory Dr
Hung Tikuang 1760 Pemberton Rd
Huttinger Mary Rebecca Huttinger Frank 1077 Sunset Dr
Interplan Associates Inc C/O F Ashmore Po Box 3036
Iwanowicz Stephanie Bf Administratix For The Estate
Jensen Mary Ellen 1140 Hereford Dr
Klein Ashirah 1013 Union Meeting Rd
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Knouse George H Knouse Jane F 1582 Sylvan Dr
Lambert Zach D 1710 N Wales Rd
Lee Kyungsook 2605 Buckeye Cir
Lee Robert E 485 Dundee Dr
Lewis Anne M 1780 Swede Rd
Liao Cheng K 270 Kerry Ln
Lostracco Laura 1046 Sunset Dr
Lydick Thomas N 1581 Daws Rd
Lynn William 121 Inverrary Dr
M & C Corporation 1201 W Dekalb Pike
Magdalinski Anthony J 579 Stenton Ave
Maransky Katherine Ann Maransky Michael J 997 Hickory Dr
Maransky Michael J Maransky Michael F 997 Hickory Dr
Marshall David L 802 Wick Ln
Mclane Samuel H 649 Country Club Dr
Medic Computer Systems One Valy Sq
Mokrynski Gregory 103 Augusta Dr
Munn 1779 Cassell Dr
Myers Charles T 1200 Dekalb Pike
Nappen Madeline 229 Hazeltine Cir
Nass William 1777 Sentry Pkwy West Gwynedd Hall Ste 402
Neary J 591 Village Cir
Nelson Levine De Luca Horst Llc 4 Sentry Pkwy Ste 300
Nelson Levine Deluca Horst Four Sentry Pkwy Suite 300
New Seasons Of Kingston L.P. 595 Skippack Pike
Olita Suzanne M 1910 Yorkshires Dr
Overbeck Michael D 745 Mara Dr
Owen W Williamson Md Po Box 383
Owen Williamson PO Box 383
Paige Mark C 1046 Treewellyn Ave
Pierce Alfred J Jr Pierce Helen J Union Meeting Rd
Pierce Mindelle, Pierce Ira 1013 Union Meeting Rd
Prudential Fox Roach Blue Bell 653 Skippack Pike Ste 200
Ramalingam Nallathambi 510 Township Line Rd
Resource Biometrics Inc 4 Valy Sq 512 Township Line Rd
Rivers Sunday 1901 Meadow Dr
Roberts James 213 Huntsman Ln
Roberts Nuria G Roberts James 213 Huntsman Ln
Rodriquez Andres 136 Macklenburg Dr
Roll And Ross Asset Management 583 Skippock Pike Suite 500
Rowley Kaitlin Rowley Kevin M 702 Brdmoor Dr
Rubenstein Richard S 36 Highgate Ln
Sachs Arnold Sachs Irma 224 Canterbury Ct
Schofield Charles E 801 Morris Rd
Shepherd Anthony 1717 Swede Rd Ste 209
Skamla David M Cust Skamla Gabriel M 1012 Wentz Rd
Skilton Ruth A Estate Valy Rd
Smith Dorothy W 1557 Thayer Dr
Smith Nick 46 Wanker St
Smith Trust 1557 Thayer Dr
Smith Trust C/O D W Smith 1557 Thayer Dr
Steiber Steven R 587 Skippack Pike
Tabas Evelyn P 1 Steeplechase Ln
Toltzis Melanie H Trust 1045 Oak Ridge Dr
Tpa Po Box 1127
Travelers Plan Administra Po Box 1127
Twisted Gourmet 1400 Union Meeting Rd
U S Healthcare 980 Jolly Rd
United Stor All Centers Inc 731 Skippack Pike Bldg 2
Us Health Po Box 1125
Whitpain Hills Hoa 208 Whitpain Hills
Williams Elizabeth A 1174 Horseshoe Dr
Williamson Owen PO Box 383
Wilson F 1078 Grant Ave
Winans Doris 1410 Daws Rd
Woodward Clyd Consults 1400 Union Meeting Rd
Yin Kainan 27 Barclay Ct
Bridgeport, Pa 19405
Bell Gertrude 116 Holstein St
Bimbo Bakeries Attn Fernando Guevara 55 East Front St Bldg M1
Blair Margaret Blair John 506 Eastburn Ter
Bouknight Catherine 330 3rd St
Curley John M 18 Depot St
Desanto Ernest 601 De Kalb St
Estock Anna S 107 W 3rd
Gentile Rose A 443 Bush St
Grant Patrica M 28 W Rambo St
Grosser Joanne M 116 Holstein St
Hartnetti Hellen 24 River Rd
Hartzell Ruth C Estate 501 Dekalb St Apt 1
Jaggers Calli Ann 222 Holstein St
Jimenez Miguel 113 W Front St
Johnson Gary C/O Jp Products Co Inc 416 Depot St Po Box 470
Kehoe Associates Inc Po Box 102
Kennedy James R 712 Tose St
March Jane A Estate 209 W 4th St
Mcdaniel Amanda H 34 7th St
Mcginley Jeanette 107 W 3rd
Metallic Ceramic Coatings Inc 5602 Orchard Ave
Options In Time 408 E 4th St Ste 108
Orlotronics Corp Empl Prof Sh Pln Utd 401 E 4th St
Pisarek Stanislaw Estate 322 Coates St
Praskay John 649 Bush St
Ritrovato Robert 306 E Fourth St
Scandone Emily T Estate Ivy Ln
Self Seal Cntainer Corp 4th Coates Sts
Shankin Margie O Shankin Stephen 401 E 4th St
Sher Dorothy C/O Phoenix Corp Po Box 337
Shubert Mary A Estate Whendley Rd
Sorrentinos Accu Tow Automo 910 Dekalb St
Stafford Electric 512 Mill St
Stoutenb Shirley J 360 Prospect St
Subaru Eager 1082 Dekalb St
Valerio Emma L 36 7th St
Wojcik Joseph 236 Coates St
Woodward Joseph A 531 Hurst St
Bryn Athyn, Pa 19009
Brown Mira S 2790 Huntingdon Pike Box 608
Brown Star Soo Ok 2790 Huntingdon Pike
Cameron Pitcairn Po Box 504
Glenhurst Inc PO Box 522
Glenn Elma Ruth Po Box 471
Grace Robert P Po Box 186
Nocentino Joseph A 3261 Creek Rd
Cedars, Pa 19423
Heck George E Jr Pc Po Box 188
Uright Riggins Betty 158 Stine Dr
Center Square, Pa 19422
Clemens Pharmacy At Center Square Ctr Sq Plaza Rte 202 & 73
Goldberg Stuart I 1307 Whitpain Hills
Cheltenham, Pa 19012
Cardone Michael 7643 Brookfield Rd
Care Pavilion Of Walnut Park 7618 Oaklae Rd
Care Pavilion Of Walnut Park Intc Cust 403b 7618 Oaklae Rd
Chambers Grace 135 Franklin Ave
Chandran Susha 7618 Oaklae Rd
Chandran Susha Intc Cust 403b 7618 Oaklae Rd
Collier Craig 102 Central Ave 1st Floor
Converse Lance Grs 105 S 18th St Apt D
Dimick Eleanor 524 Boyer Rd
Dollar Store Of Cheltenham L 604 Cottman Ave
Downey Deborah 617 Ashmead Rd
Drach Daniel 123 Myrtle Ave
Duffy Catherine M Estate 20 Central Ave
Enright Marie T 7403 Rowland
Fairways Investment C/O L Petosa Treasurer 421 Beecher Ave
Freed Susan Cust 217 Barclay Cir
Handy Jeffries Debra Po Box 147
Helens Pure Foods 301 Ryers Ave
Hoyman Dorothy 209 Jafferdon Ave
Jeffries Ulysses Grant Po Box 147
Kang Chun Chol 137 Krewson Ln
Katziner John J 404 Franklin Ave
Kelly Helen M 506 Jefferson Ave
Koontz Samantha 123 Johns Rd
Leva Pauline 7403 Rowland
Loftu Mary M 614 Boyer Rd
Lorich Adele E 112 Johns Rd
Magnolia Korean Church Inc C/O Y Kim 625 Ashbourne Rd
Mcintyre Debra 29 Lanfair Rd
Mckinley Caroline S Mckinley Harold 400 Boyer Rd
Nguyen Peter T 13 Cheltenham Ave
Oliver Curtis 7416 Barclay Rd
Peruzzi Robert 27 Johns Rd
Ragan Irene M Ragan Daniel 50 Lanfair Rd
Ross Edward R Iii 315 Beecher Ave
Rovner Allen Law Offices 543 Beecher Ave
Smith Ina P 639 Arbor Rd
Spellier Fred G 506 Jefferson Ave
Sturgis Caroline M Sturgis James R 528 Jefferson Ave
Suppleefields Darcell 120 Emory Ln
Ward Mary F 7606 Ivinetta Rd
Waters Lewis 543 Beecher Ave
Williams John P 314 Myrtle Ave
Winegrad Lynne S Cust 27 Edgemoor Rd
Winegrad Stuart A Cust 27 Edgemoor Rd
Collegeville, Pa 19426
Accellent 200 West 7th Ave
Acker Anna M S Acker Irvin H Rr 1 Box 274
Ackoyd Kevin J 52 Overlook Cir
Ackroyd Kevin 52 Overlook Cir
Amodei Michael 105 Lafayette Ct
Amodeo Melchiore J Amodeo Joseph M 3434 Mill Rd
Arms Jennifer 490 Borough Line Rd
Babylon Steve 3401 Skippack Pike
Barone Carla M 106 Hunt Club Dr
Bickel Margaret Rd 1
Bnb Portable Welding & Fabrication Po Box 26715
Braun Evelyn M 4332 Perkiomen Creek Rd
Brown Doreen A 332 Bridge St
Butson Sutch Inc Attn David Sutch
Cannon Erin L 3641 Worthington Rd
Central Communications 168 First Ave
Chen Ping 108 Magnolia Ct
Christ S Church Of The Valley 430 West Main St
Coldwell Banker Prime Properties In Diamond Realtors 78 Second Ave
Collins Jill 329 Colonial Ave
Concklin Mary 472 Dolores Dr
Counts David F Cust Counts Wesley P 1221 Sugarberry La
Cox Roger L 3872 Kratz Rd
David W Mc Surdy D M D P C 430 Park Ave Suite 200
Delany Donna 219 W Main St
Devine Ellen 133 Knoll Dr
Diehl Anne E 2129 Old Oakdale Rd
Dilorenzo Theresa A 1022 Greene Blvd
Dipasquale Agnes Estate Rr 1
Diversified Products Inc 4 Blue Heron Dr
Donohue Mary H Est 126 Juniper Ct
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Drewicz Alyssa 480 Reginald Ln
Duncan James M 74 E 5th Av 101
Eggleston Rachel 807 Dilworth Ln
Elite Graduate Jobs Llc 555 Second Ave
Fern Edward P 313 Gumbes Rd
Fisher R C 3039 Fairhill Dr
Fontroy Derrick Dale I Po Box 244
Francis Krista L Francis Scott 950 Dogwood Ln
Franklin Gregory 4263 Red Oak Ct
Gaasche Margaret A 220 Oak St
Galt Joan L 4332 Perkiomen Creek Rd
Ghisele Curcio Exec 23 E 4th Ave
Ginther Joseph G Jr 55 W Artman Rd
Graham Robert A 374 Woodlyn Dr
Heffernan William A 1025 Greene’s Way Ln
Hepburn Timothy 153 Stine Dr
Hiriyur Malleshwar 816 Dilworth Ln
House Joanna D 131 Clayhor Ave
Huber Berneda Huber Alfred 532 Heiser Rd
Iron Mountain 1000 Campus Dr
Iron Mountain Records Management 1600 Campus Dr
Jak Securities Inc Ent 20 Windward Ct Attn Jim Kelly
Jeffries Charles T C/O E P Jeffries 1312 Kriebel Mill Rd
Jeffries Emma P 1312 Kriebel Mill Rd
Johnsonn T Sheree 36 Graymont Cir
Kane Jane M 162 Cornwallis Way
Keene Patricia B 74 E 5th Ave Apt E2 Apt P302
Kelly Deborah R 1651 Green Hill Rd
King Emily N 760 Wisteria Way
Lappin−Edwards Wendy 424 Franklin Ct
Lee Richard A 42 Basswood Ct
Lefevre Donna 285 E 3rd Ave
Lentz Nathaniel J Lentz Barry W 821 Evansburg Rd
Levering William G Sr Levering Lilah I 1030 S Lewis Rd
Long Marjory 460 Dolores Dr
Long Philomena M 803 Clayhor Ave
Maersch Stephen 1501 W Main St Apt 2
Marchese Robert P College Arms D 302
Margiotti Frank 3952 Yerkes Rd
Mcginley Debbie 2968 Horseshoe Dr
Medical Office 50 W 2nd Ave
Miriam Ginther 55 W Artman Rd
Moore Heather Marie 21 Glennwood Ave
Morricone Marie C Estate Rr 2
Muhl Sara 528 Hancock St
Mumper Steven R 18 Bridle Ln
Nakkella Surya 2723 Stockley Ln
Norton Christopher S 166 Knoll Dr
Nuss Leona 23 Ashton Rd
Odonnell Timothy R 214 Bridge St
Ogorman Michael M 386 S Mennonite Rd
Palvitie William 3866 Halmond
Peloro Marianna 113 Level Rd
Perry Thedra M 221 Gravel Pike Apt 2
Pharm Rhone Poulenc Po Box 850
Phillips Frances E 901 E Main St
Powelson Arnold Rd 1
Price Sue E 4039 Roberts Ln
Quest Diagnostics Po Box 5001
Rahns Speciality Metals I PO Box 26820
Ramsay Dorothy D Ramsay Raymond C Level Rd
Raphael Edward Po Box 26134
Raytel Imaging Network 101 West Fourth Ave
Reed Earl L Estate Rr 1
Rhone Poulenc Ro Po Box 855
Roelofs Mary E 143 Larchwood Ct
Roland Risa M 157 Heritage Dr
Sport Crysler Plymouth 221 Gravel Pike Apt 2
Sukay Janice 6032 Spruce St
Symms Kenneth 109 Farrington Ct
Torrance John M 3831 Township Line Rd
Walsh Norman F Mill Rd
Wardrop James C/O K Crest Lifesharing Rr 1 Box 137
Wentworth John L Estate Germantown Pike Rd 2
White Angelina M 420 Bridge St
Wicher Jerome 1002 Cottonwood Dr
Wolanski Bohdan 3245 Waterst Rd
Young Walter M 1210 Evansburg Rd
Zawislak John T 155 Larkin Ln
Zhang Guihong 600 Gunpowder Ct
Colmar, Pa 18915
Cole Anna B Estate 2740 Lenhart Rd
Ellen Louis Ellen Rose 2445 Antony Dr
Env Services Inc 2950 Eadvance Ln
Freuler Fred 252 Bethlehem Pike
Isenberg Victor Twin Park Industrial Ctr
Klugman Michael 2740 Lenhart Rd
R & B Automotive Div Of R & B 3400 E Walnut St Ken Hus
r Cole Annabell Estate 2740 Lenhart Rd
Sung Na Y 56 Arbor Cir
Thomas Miller Co Inc 3101 E Walnut St
Union Rotograving Inc 92 County Line Rd
Conshohocken, Pa 19428
1250 Conshohocken Rd Llp 1250 Conshohocken Rd
917 Bethlehem Associates Inc 309 Washington St Apt 3106
Agostinelli Vincent Agostinelli 152 W 4th Ave
Air Products Healthcare 101 West Elm St Suite 210
Allen Anna A 420 E 10th Ave
Allen Julia M Est 431 E 9th Ave
Amento Joseph Jr Blumberg & Rath 1100 E Hector St Suite 206
American Society For Testing And Ma 100 Barr Harbor Dr W
Aon Consulting Inc Two Tower Bridge
Aon Consulting Po Box 867
Associated Bldg Svcs C/O P Fields 300 Conshohocken
Atima Isaoa Lincoln Mortgage Company 15 E Ridge Pike Suite 350
Baker Shalonda 1300 Faytette St Apt 148
Baldwin Tracy A 714 Wells St
Bani Joanne 536 Conshohocken Rd
Banish Raymond Estate 533 Spring Mill Ave
Bayer Betty S Zara Bayer 3614 Sw 29th Terr A
Beacon Commercial Real Estate 161 Washington St 8 Tower Brg Bldg Ste 1025
Bhatia Pavan C 1801 Butler Pike Apt 120
Blue Top Publishing Inc 1100 East Hector St Suite 392
Bodine James 2051 Harts Ln
Brosso David 229 W 5th Ave
Burns Edward J Estate 123 W 3rd Ave
Burzacki Joseph J Estate 26 Maple St
Cactus Enviro Facilities 1029 Conshohocken Rd
Campbel Jessica 503 Spring Mill Ave
Campbell Barry 355 W Elm St
Candelore Philip A 431 E 11th Ave
Cannon Anne B 308 West 10 Th Ave
Capuzzi Horace P Est One W Third Ave
Car Bryan 1950 Butler Pike 102
Cardionet Inc 227 Washington St Ste 300
Cassel J Estate 325 E 10th Ave
Catullo Margaret Catullo Anthony 15 North Ln
Chin Eun Jung Cust Chin Sarah 1700 Butler Pike Apt 20e
Chldrns Hsp Akron Fdtn 1200 River Rd Ste 1000
Circuitcity Admin 555 E North Ln
Clover Emergency Physicians Po Box 67
College Directory Publish 1000 Conshohocken Rd 5th Floor
Combined Publishing Po Box 307
Cooper Ellen Sherry Lake Apts Putnam House 285
Corolla George 1000 River Rd
Cronan John 1300 Fayette St 282 Pike
Cruise Adele A C/O Mk R Cruise 1958 Butler Pike
Custer Marie G 460 W Elm St
Cvs Retail Store Denise Bur 920 Matsonford Rd
Davis And Bucco Pc 10 E 6th Ave Ste 100
Delbuono Joseph 216 E 4th Ave
Desai Suketu 105 Springmill Ln
Destiny Websolutions Inc Ste 100 1100 E Hector St
Devuono Mary F 606 Turf Ln 19606 Turf Ln
Eastburn Barbara J 201 W Elm St
Enterprise Car Sales 625 Ridge Pike Bldg E Bldg E S
Exceed Education 200 Four Falls Corporate Cente Ste 308
Expensewatch Inc 4060 Butler Pike Suite 110
Falkow Elizabeth Estate 126 Maple St
Family Med Geriatic Med 700 Fayette St
Fd Dreyfus Mid 1200 River Rd Ste 1000
Fiber Concepts Inc Po Box 64
Filanowicz Mary M 1012 Fayette St
Fischer Charles 200 E Hector St Apt 1 Po Box 521
Fitzpatrick Ryan J 309 Washington St Apt 2122
Fnx Limited 225 Washington St 3rd Fl
Foley John J Estate Key St
Foley Thomas J 216 Barren Hill Rd
Friedmann Bethanne 322 West 3rd Ave
Gartmore Value Opprtnts Fd 1200 River Rd Ste 1000
Gordon & Weinberg Pc 1001 E Hector St 220
Graff George T Jr Graff Kathryn M Sherry Lake Apts 114
Gvit Small Co Fd 1200 River Rd Ste 1000
Halin Ronald 1100 E Hector St
Halladay Jennifer 451 W 6th Ave
Han Hui 1801 Butler Pike Apt 245
Hart Albert E Estate 129 W 8th Ave
Hart Jane L Estate 129 W 8th Ave
Hartnett Deborah M 361 W 12th Ave
Henry Robert J 925 Spring Mill Ave
Hoffman Edwin A 941 Mayberry Rd
Hoffman William J Estate 529 Spring Mill Ave
Holden Blake 4325 Fleming St
Ins Svcs Po Box 867
Instem Lss Na Ltd C/O Jim Mclauchlan 161wshngtn 15fl 1550
Interim Planning Committee Inc Po Box 764
Irish Memorial 1000 River Rd Suite 200
Jacob Siegel Co 625 W Ridge Pk Bdg E Ste 320
Jacobs Engineering Two Ash St Suite 3000
Jacobs Mccrea And Fishman Pc Po Box 408
Janiking Of Philadelphia 625 W Ridge Pike Bldg E
Jin Yong K 1700 Butler Pike
Kendall Confab 23 Carland Rd
Kendrat Kelly 407 W 6th Ave
Kilpatrick Kenneth Estate 233 E 9th Ave
Ktr Capital Partners Llc 300 Barr Harbor Dr 5 Tower Bridge
Kumfert Gerhard B Kumfert Carolyn 450 West 10th Ave
Kunzszuk John Estate 466 W Elm St
La Rabida Home Assoc 2 Garnet Cir
Lauer Chad M 511 E 9th Ave
Lawrence Robert 124 E 4th Ave
Lee Marion S 317 Spring Mill Ave
Leightham Henry Sr Leightham Henry 542 Spring Mill Ave
Leonard O 1300 Fayette St
Light Parker First & Fayette St
Lincoln Mortgage Company 15 E Ridge Pike Ste 350
Loconsole Jacqueline Loconsole Francis X 42 Lafayette St
Loiederman Eric S 943 Jones Rd
London David 309 Washington St 1221 Bldg 1
Madonna Joseph 118 W 3rd Ave
Maguire James M 142 E 8th Ave
Malanowski Irene J Estate 3001 Spring Mill Rd
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Malinowski Joseph Malinowski Mary 804 E Elm St
Mariner Group Inc Profit Sharing Thrift 1100 East Hector St Ste 334
Mazo Scott 310 Overlook Ln
Mccann Frances Mccann Mary 116 Fayette St
Mckeever Kristin 303 Harry St
Mckeon Margaret Mckeon Paul 122 W Hector St
Mckernan Norman S 555 N Ln Ste 6060 Ste 6060
Mclain Stefany Zara Bayer 3614 Sw 29th Terr A
Mcneal William D Mcneal Julie 1801 Butler Pike Apt 8
Meniscus Educationa 18 Elizabeth St Ste 300
Mercy Ambulatory Services One W Elm St
Mercy Health Corpora 1 W Elm St
Mercy Health System One West Elm St
Messere Alfonso 136 W 11th Ave
Meyers John E Meyers Margar 4 Oak St
Moore Thomas B 239 Matsons Ford Rd
Morey Edna 264 Roberts Ave
Morrinelli Mary Estate 122 W 7th Ave
Mulberry Delancey 1204 Lemonton Ct Pa
Musselman Dorothy 30 W North Ln
Musselman Dorothy 956 956
Nape Carl P III 30 W North Ln
New Mid Cap Index Fd 1200 River Rd Ste 1000
Norsal Mary Estate 614 E Hector St
Novasoft Information Technology 181 Washington St Ste 52
Nowak Chester R Nowak Anna K Roberts E Wells
Nw Gvit Strtgc Value Fd 1200 River Rd Ste 1000
Nw S&P 500 Index Fd 1200 River Rd Ste 1000
Obrien Dennis C Obrien Mary A 201 E 4th Ave
Oleary Susan 1300 Fayette St Apt 210
Olp Henry D 1700 Butler Pike Apt 12d
Osborne Malcolm 434 E North Ln C1
Page Enterprises Inc C/O Plymouth Sq Saladwor 200 W Ridge Pike
Paint Tech 1020 Madsen Ford Rd
Palmer Delorme Estate 717 Spring Mill Ave
Parker Nancy 201 W Elm St
Patel Chirayu R Patel Chirag R 1801 Butler Pike Apt 120
Paul Hamilton Estate 113 W Elm St
Pearce Catherine B Fayette St
Pesposito Daniel 310 E Elm St
Phipps Margaret Phipps Francis 333 E Hector St
Piazza Carmella Piazza Joseph 499 W 6th Ave
Prei Mercer Lp 1001 East Hector St Suite 100
Provider Services Refund Acct Po Box 67
Provider Services Refund P O Box 67
Prusinoski Alexander A 227 Spring Mill Ave
Qureshi Sanwal 309 Washington St 3106 P
Rafferty Catherine Estate 1012 Fayette St
Rafferty James Estate 1012 Fayette St
Rcdh Of Penna Inc 1201 E Hector St
Recreational Concepts 108 A Plymouth Corp Cir
Reiad Wafeek 1700 Ridge Pike
Roche Marisa M 447 Spring Mill Ave
Rocus Bernard 110 E 4th Ave
Russo T 335 W 4th Ave
Ryan Joseph 329 East Hector St
Schatz Rudolph 1009 Fayette St
Schweiss Mary A 507 E 3rd Ave
Selgrath Elizabeth 149 W 8th Ave
Sendecki Carol M 147 West 8th Ave
Sheppard William Estate 1992 Butler Pike
Shingles Stanley Shingles Hope 6 Tower Bridge Suite 550
Signator Investments 1001 East Hector St Suite 220
Skin Incorporated 151 E 1oth Ave 11th Fl
Smalley William J 1700 Burler Pike
Smith Catherine Smith Howard 434 E Hector St
Smith Catherine Smith Nancy 434 E Hector St
Snelling Administrator 555 North Ln
Snyder Pete 331 Elm St
Soreth Ronald 706 Fayette St
Splendido Joseph A Jr 7 Vera Ln
Stimmler Gandrew 111 Progress Dr
Storkwatch Inc Po Box 227
T & J Pak Inc Ta 1200 Fayette St
T Rose M 314 E 11th Ave
Tc Northeast Metro 101 West Elm St 400 Whvpw
Tolan Elmer Estate 510 E 10th Ave
Tom Gerald 318 Overlook Ln
Toole Bridget M 435 W 10th Ave
Ubiquitel Pcs 1 W Elm St Fl 4
Uls Tdp Llp 1302 Conshohocken Rd 100
Vail Brian D 127 West 8th Ave
Village Warehouse Auto Repairs 201 Colwell Ln
Vrobleski Alice R 956 956
Wachovia Fbo Fulvio Trosini Attn T Christopher 438 Fayette St
Wambold Darlene M Wambold Helen 465 New Elm St
Warner Dianne H 104 Wood St
Waters Edward A 108 W North Ln Apt A2
Weenroll Inc 21 East 5th Ave
Westglen Developments Inc 625 W Ridge Pike Bldg
Willard Harvey Estate 104 1st Aly
Williams Elbridge Jr Williams Laurence 756 Forrest St
Wood Kelly E 353 New Dehaven St
Wxiii Phl Real Estate Lp Weiss Trammell Crow Co 101 W Elm St Ste 400m
Xu Hai Y 216 Balligomingo Rd
Yetter Robert L Sr 142 E 8th Ave
Young Sienna 245 East 5th Ave Apt 9
Creamery, Pa 19430
Devito William A Jr Devito William Po Box 44
Dresher, Pa 19025
Ackerman Mark B 1239 Dundee Dr
Aiken Brandee 1904 Limekiln Pike
Allstate Insurance Po Box 610
Amer Bounds Doris 1435 Dreshertown Rd
Armstrong Sherry W 753 Eastwind Cir
B & Q Distribution Svcs Inc Ps Ps Trt 200 Dryden Rd E
Breinig Charles 1115 Camp Hill Ave
Brown Olive M 1554 Limekiln Pike
Brunski Eleanor L Estate 1924 Limekiln Pike
Buttonbox Farm Attn Donah Zack Crawford 1417 Gentlemens Way
Carmody Stella M Carmody Frank 3276 Pebblewood Ln
Colagio Mary Estate Linekiln Pike
Complete Healthcare Resources 200 Dryden Rd E Ste 2000
Cunningham John 1671 Cavan Dr
Dolan Stephen 211 Dresher Woods Dr
Freightek Inc 715 Twining Rd Suite 200
Isenberg Ronald Cust 424 Bluebird Ln
Lebenkoff Abraham 1006 Windsor Ave
Lichtenfeld Florence M Lichtenfeld Kurt 801 Timber Ln
Lichtenfeld Kurt 801 Timber Ln
Montgomery Corporate Ctr 200 Dryden Rd Bldg 2
Ohara Patricia A 3114 Alpin Dr
Patrusky Beranrd 554 Oriole Ln
Paulson Robert 1408 Lantern Cr
Prudential 2101 Welsch Rd
Prudential Ins Eho 2101 Welsh Rd
Prudential Life Insurance Co 2101 Welsh Rd
Prudential Mutual Funds Services 2101 Welsh Rd
Rockower Enterprises Inc 3135 Alpin Dr
Rossiter Patrick 211 Dresher Woods Dr
Tvg 200 Dryden Rd
Uncle Jacks Place Inc 1650 Limkiln Pike
West Lillian J C/O L Mcbrearty 1449 Limekiln Pike
East Greenville, Pa 18041
Bercher Vincent P 2528 Wasser Rd
Brinckman Jamie 551 Washington St
Carroll V J Jr 641 Gravel Pike
Christie Joseph Christie Kate 142 Jefferson St
Domalewski Raymond O Po Box 141
Gerloff Walter W Gerloff Mary A 108 Jefferson
Heilman Ernest R Estate 349 Main St
Klotz David 3051 Township Woods Rd
Lazaravag Andrew S 410 Blaker Dr
Nevin Edward 1009 Ziegler Rd
Pfleiger Thomas P Pfleiger Carol 331 Main St Apt2
Powers Timothy 2108 Berry Ln
Schulberger Sally A 9207 Pond Rd
Shauger Jeffrey Scott Jr 1026 Penny Ln
Sikora Lillian 718 Morris Rd
Walker Sadie M Cust 1026 Penny Ln
Wang Bin 206 W 4th St
Eagleville, Pa 19403
Adair Stephen R Adair Dorothy M 3031 Walker Ln
Anne Giannone Lee 3037 Ridge Pk
Audubon Family Medicine 3301 Ridge Pike
Barber Christopher 116 Farmhouse Dr
Berol Harriet Q 16 Church Rd
Bheemasenarao Sanjay 513 Mill Grove Dr
Bucolo Frank 2204 Liberty Ct
Culp Bettie 3143 Providence Rd
Dorr Nancy A 2461 Norrington Dr
Ford George E Eagle Farms
Horvitz Marjorie 3009 W Main St
Mcdermott Donna 239 East Mount Kirk Ave
Mickno Darren 313 Conestoga Way Apartment G77
Nigro Francesco L Church Rd 24
Richwagen Gregory 18 Abbott Ct
Solley Peter J 3037 Ridge Pk
Viglione Angelina 6001a Defford Place
Eagleville, PA 19408
J & K Kutting Inc Po Box 143
Torrisi & Company Inc 3305 Ridge Pk
Earlington, Pa 18918
Nice Linda D Po Box 51
East Norriton, Pa 19401
Clark Margaret A 2622 Swede Rd Apt C11
Frederick Pauline 2803 Stanbrudge St Apt B114
Giamo Leslie 304 E Township Line Rd
Hernandez Tanya C 2801 Stanbridge St
Marple Alexander D 5 Jefferson Ave
Pendrak Elaine 190 W Germann Town Pike Ste 11 2525 Dekalb Pike
Willis Henrietta Estate 3013 Kimberly Dr
East Norriton, Pa 19403
Brand Jeffrey C Do 548 North Trooper Rd
Carr Edward A C/O G Strowhouer 3215 Ke
Carr Florence CO G Strowhouer3215 Ke
Kovacs Janet S Kovacs John 907 Senator Rd
Northeast Financial Corporation 700 West Germantown Pike
Pietruczynik Christopher 736 Sandra Ln
Elkins Park, Pa 19027
Abramson Lena Briar House C53 8302 Old York Rd
Ahn Byungsuh 7632 Massey Way
Aion Herman S 628 Spring Ave
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Alexander Jill B 866 Jenkintown Rd
Alonsogonzalez Francisco 1308 Willow Ave
Angels Cleaners Inc 8110 C Old York Rd
Ashbourne Market 7909 High School Rd
Barnes Helen A 775 Township Line Rd
Bender William M Bender Phyllis R 7714a Lucretia Mott
Blomer Elizabeth Blomer Helen W 321 Osceola Ave
Brantley Jermaine 2099a South John Russell Circl
Cannady Kelli 990 Ashbourne Rd Apt 226
Chapla Walter J 816 Jenkintown Rd
Childs Robert F 2145a N John Russell Cir
Chitiyo Charity N 7633a Washington Ln
Colerose B Fbo Cecelia Kiss 8080 Old York Rd Ste 200
Creed Linda Stephen Epstein 7848 Old York Rd 200
Dickey Esther 7848 Old York Rd
Drs Domsky Kanis Mergaman Lam 60 Township Line Rd
Duey Katia A Duey Tara W 314 Ashborne Rd
Duey Lyla F Duey Tara W 314 Ashbourne Rd
Eisler Margaret M 344 Glen Way
Ellis Bernard Jay 7902 Rambler Rd
Emerson Reta S 7900 Old York Rd Elkins Park House Apt 215b
Emerysherno Joan C 826 Jenkintown Rd
Farley Deborah, Farley Richard 8231 Forrest Ave
Farmer Clarence 222 Linden Dr
Friedman Eric Robert 7907 Rodgers Rd
Friedman Katherine E 7908 Glen Oak Rd
Friedman Katherine Friedman David J 1095 Sparrow Rd
Friedman Paul 7907 Rogers Rd
Friedman Paul Adam 7907 Rodgers Rd
Galligar Joseph C/O A Compton 265 Township Line Rd
Gershenson Dorothy 7900 Old York Rd
Gibbs Jerome M Po Box 8867
Goodman Carl R 231 Linden Dr Pa 19117
Gordon Judit 8331 Beech Tree Dr
Gottshall Margaret L 775 Township Line Rd
Graeser Ralph B Graeser Edgar 319b Township Line Rd
Grant Kenneth 2012 John Russell Cir South
Harkins Joseph P 114 Cadwalader Ave
Hochstoeger Hans 374 Holme Ave
Housley John G Estate A−2 Tower Ct Apts
Imani Farrar Nia 7702 Lucretia Mott Way A
Jaffe Ralph 8229 Forrest Ave
Johnson Deborah J 7327 Sycamore Ave
Kaufman Charles W Estate 8100 New Second St
Kaufmann Karen A Estate 800 New 2nd St
Ketterer Charles W Sr Ketterer Catherine A 7607 Mountain Ave
Klein Reva 7811 Spring Ave
Kumorteh Sayond 2003 South John Russell Cir
Lazarus Helene 1106 Melrose Ave
Lee Ho J 7767 B Washington Ln
Lee Jeong Bae 7305 Old York Rd
Lester Joseph 521 Spring Ave
Mccann Rosemarie T 806
Meehan Maureen Meehan Edward 5111 Peach Tree Dr
Missey William 7720 Old Your Rd
Montgomery Abstract Corporation 100 Bryer Dr Apt4
Morse Mae Mrs 7701 Juniper Ave
Moss Russell W Attorney At Law 708 Ashbourne Rd
Mousheghian John R 328 Church Rd
Murray Patricia A 207 Rolling Hill Rd
Nagelberg Eve 834 Elkins Ave
Neuman Michael 613 Webb Rd
Neuman Sara 613 Webb Rd
Nikos Software Development Inc Po Box 8913
Nuthalapati Sandhya 7669 Massy Way B
Osbourne Kyle M 7715 B Lucretia Mott Way
Pappas Fotine A 251 Glenwood Rd
Parente Alexis R 240 Glen Place
Perkins William X 7919 Park Ave
Polikoff Marjory A 8248 Thomson Rd
Quintero Christian L 800 Hilton Ln
Reliable Concrete 2145 N John Russell Cir
Sd Of Cheltenham Twp Att: Mr Butler 1000 Ashbourne Rd
Shapiro Shirley 8218 Brookside Rd
Shim Jin H Dba Dhs Trading 1400 Willow Ave Suite B3
Shurland Abraham Thompson Dr 842 Widened Rd
Steveson Alicia 2123 A Celtenham Ave
Top A Enterprise Co 6314 Brookview Pl
Vanbeverhoudt Van 2094 N John Russell
Vance Nicole E 934 Charter Cir
Vanderburg Daken 8313 Tulpehocken Ave
Veasey Carmela T Veasey Joseph J 251 Perry St
Vives Asteria M Church Rd Apt 8805
Wachsmuth Betty 250 Harrison Ave
Wagner E P Estate 421 N Sterling Rd
Wagner Ernest R Wagner Mary 7809 Spring Ave
Watson Nigel Po Box 26792
Weinstein Sylvia S 8339 High School Rd
Williams Cheryl 1913b Mather Way
Williams Diamond 2056 B N John Russeau Cir
Wills Mary E Estate 8218 Manor Rd
Wilson Mildred T Wilson Stephen 7615 Massey Way
Win Far Inc C/O LLo 8080 Old York Rd
Xibos Edward A Xibos Anna 7931 Old York Rd
Xibos Edward A Xibos John 7931 Old York Rd
Yoon Hyun Jun 7756a Penrose Ave
Zweiback David J 916 Melrose Ave
Erdenheim, Pa 19038
Kehoe Mary G 418 Glenway Rd
Mclaughlin Rhonda 18 Auchy Rd
Meehan Edward C 35 Gordon Rd
Scott Carrie 22 Gordon Ln
Smith Shelley D 218 Larrimore Ln
Tripodi James V Tripodi Mary J 722 Swade Rd
Voparil Ingo C 852 Skyline Dr
Fairview Village, Pa 19409
Gambone Bros Dev Co 1030 W Germantown Pike
Parisi Mary Po Box 182
Reserve At Springton Lp Po Box 287
Sable Divida B Po Box 914
Wydar Corporation 2933 West Germantown Pike
Flourtown, Pa 19031
Bittner Robert C 47 College Ave
Bonito Frank 15 Weiss Ave
Bradbury Mildred E Bradbury Clayton 17 E Wissahickon
Cabot Industrial Value Fund Lp 404 Penn Oak Rd
Clancy Margaret M Estate 12 Weiss Ave
Cutler Edward L Bethlehem Village 100 Wissahickon Ave
Cutler Flora R 350 Haws Ln Ste 1
Dudar Catherine E 304 Preston Rd
Eustace Joseph R Eustace Marian 25 W Wissahickon Ave
Friedrich Denise E 100 W Wissahickon Ave Apt 311
Griffiths Oliveen Estate 1609 Cherry Ln
Guinness Bass Import Co 18 Mccloskey Rd
Harnett Margaret D 2005 Church Rd
Hillmont Gi Pc 1811 Bethlehem Pike Ste C300
Kehoe Mary G 6008 Cricket Rd
Leininger Linda L 2 Comly Ct
Mcveagh Melanie M 47 College Ave
Peck Joyce L 210 Sunnybrook Rd
Phase II Management PO Box 605
Pratowski Edward 36 Grove Ave
Puckett Nan Jr P O Box 464
Purvis Marie V 213 Preston Rd
Rohrbach Louise 46 Weiss Ave
Rt Edwards Inc 116 Azalea Way
Spranz Helen T 213 Preston Rd
Toscano Dominick 300 Pennoak Rd
Vesci Catherine Bethlehem Retire Villag 100 W Wissahickon Ave Apt 316
Walbridge Iolie K Po Box 303
Walbridge R H C/O I K Walbridge Po Box 303
Fort Washington, Pa 19034
Acacia Group 401 Commerce Dr Ste 200
Advantage Payroll 1250 Virginia Dr Ste 120
Alfred Angelo Investments Inc 1301 Virginia Dr 110
Alpha Towing Roadside Inc Auto Club 500 Virginia Ave Pa 19049
Aon Consulting Of Pa 451 S Bethlehem Pike
Barvels Charles A Barvels Margaret Po Box 388
Care Alternatives Hospice 501 Office Ctr Dr Suite 285
Carr And Corcoran Assoc Inc 451 S Bethlehem Pike
Carter Wayne E Ex Carter Wayne 400 Maryland Dr
Chase Manhattan Bank As Indenture Trust 1301 Office Ctr Dr Suite 200
Clifton Harold T Po Box 388
Colonial Penn Franklin I 500 Virginia Dr
Colonial Penn Insurance 500 Virginia Dr
Coventry First L L C 7111 Valy Green Rd
Cusack Kelly 704 Spring Ave
Deitch Douglas F 451 S Bethlehem Pike
Dempsey Dorothy Dempsey John F Po Box 631
Donald Luber Ins Consultants Ltd 451 S Bethlehem Pike
Doyle Michael J III 451 S Bethlehem Pike
Drab Dorothy Po Box 388
Durkin Regina T Durkin Thomas J 310 Washington Ln
Durkin Regina Torsney 310 Washington Ln
Eastlack David Cust 275 Commerce Dr Suite 304
Eddy James M 451 S Bethlehem Pike
Elliot Robert 6027 Cannon Hill Rd
Elliott Jane C 6027 Cannon Hill Rd
Erwin T Straw Ira Valy Green Corporate Ctr 7111 Valy Green Rd Suite 150
Fes Brokerage Inc 451 S Bethlehem Pike
First Underwriters Inc 400 Maryland Dr Ste 100
First Union Insurance Group 451 S Bethlehem Pike
Fox Stephen M 305 Camp Hill Rd
Freedman Kathleen W 315 Washington Ln
Ge Auto Insurance Program Po Box 8110
Ge Financial Assurance Co P O Box 8110
Ge Property & Casualty Po Box 8106
General Electric Company Po Box 8110
Gimelson Bernard 314 Powderhorn Rd
Givnish Guardian Group 580 Virginia Dr
Gmac Mtg 1100 Virginia Dr
Gmac Res Mortage 1100 Virginia Dr Mail Stop 190 Ftw M96
Goettner Karl J 423 Smt Ave
Gold Alan Attn Pdiu 601 Office Ctr Dr
Hill Jane D Cust 704 Spring Ave
Historic Properties Renovat 1386 Cinnamon Drmichelle Bray
Holt Arthur G 122 Smt Ave
Hughes M Kathlee 1009 Stevens Dr
Iuoe Po Box 627
Keene Nilda M 220 Commerce Dr Ste 401
Khatailoo Jayran A 1340 Hideaway Cir
Kloss Eugene P 451 S Bethlehem Pike
Ksl Marketing Inc 501 Office Ctr Dr 325
Laneko Engineering Co 275 New Jersey Dr
Lee Deborah C 1206 Spring Ave
Lightship Telecom Llc John Lozzi 1301 Virginia Dr Suite 120
Lynch Merrill C/O Rfp Corp 510 Pennsylvania Ave
Mabel Deery Estate Ft Washington Ave
Main Line Life 290 Commerce Dr
Maritas Cantina 424 Bethlehem Pike
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Mcgann John T 308 Whitemarsh Valy Rd
Meursing Diederik Md 9 Camphill Rd
Mitlas Libby 452 Leah Dr
Mitlas Milton 452 Leah Dr
Moffah Lauren 231 Madison Ave
Moore Lauren 220 Ft Washington Ave
Mueller Beatrice 345 Militia Hill Rd
Nco 515 Pennsylvania Ave Pa 19037
Nelson David 165 Indiana Ave
Omnicare Pharmaceutical Inc 525 Virginia Dr
On The Move Towing Auto Club Claims U24c 500 Virginia Ave Pa 19049
Penn Friends Behavioral H 1300 Virginia Dr
Penn Rosalie Penn Cheryl 416 A B Ft Washington Ave
Pfp Funding I Llc 7111 Valy Green Rd
Phayre Constance B Phayre Kathryn 1035 Pinetown Rd
Preferred Benefits Corp 550 Pinetown Rd Suite 450
Preston Group 550 Pinetown Rd Suite 206
Priced Rite Towing Auto Club Claims U24c 500 Virginia Ave Pa 19049
Prime Bank Tr Valy Green Corporate Ctr 7111 Valy Green Rd Suite 150
Provident Insurance Co 455 Pennsylvania Ave
Rasmussen Laura H Rasmussen John L Po Box 388
Ratajew Grazyna G 575 Virginia Dr Ste D
Ratajewicz Mieczyslaw 575 Virginia Dr Ste D
Reid Michael H 601 Office Ctr Dr
Rfp Corp 510 Pennsylvania Ave
Romano Joseph L 6224 Sheaff Ln
Sieling Beth Ann Dr. 401 Prospect Ave
Sinai Hospital Po Box 639 Attn J E Wood Jr Md
Smith Nicholas P Smith George A 122 Smt Ave
Snyder Bonnie Christ 177 N Main St
Snyder Steven 19 Slocum St
Stutman Robert Law Offices Of 501 Office Ctr Dr Suite 300
Stutman Suzanne 275 Commerce Dr 304
Thomas Betts Corp 155 Commerce Dr
Thornton Regina A 423 Ft Washington Ave
Union Fidelity Life Po Box 8121
United Healthcare Ins Co C/O Aarp Financial Are 601 Office Ctr Dr
Usance Realty I Po Box 558
Usance Virginia Asso 1250 Virginia Dr 1000
Wolfson Peter H 451 S Bethlehem Pike
World Credit Ncl 515 Pennsylvania Ave
Zukin Howard A 451 S Bethlehem Pike
Franconia, Pa 18924
Bergeys Inc 462 Harleysville Pike
Dunn Roderich J 1054 Jacksonville Rd
Frederick, Pa 19435
Atkinson Mary PO Box 548
Freed Carolyn J Freed Richard B 2431 Hoffmansville Rd
Hall Anna H Est Po Box 498 Magnolia House Apt 1203
Heil Charles 2153 Hoffmansville Rd 19435
Richter Richard P Po Box 498
Stem Edgar E Po Box 548 Frederick Mennonite Comm
Gilbertsville, Pa 19525
American Production And Invent Pottstown Tri−County Apics 51 Martin Ave
Bank State S 583 Bow Ln
Barbera Ginger 142 Merkel Rd
Berman Gloria Po Box 565
Costa Marianne 2165 Heather Ln
Devine Daniel J 126 Jackson Rd
Dustin Shane 10 Arrow Dr
Ewen John E 2947 Santa Maria Dr
Faris Marjorie M Po Box 183
Fleming Anna E 2302 Heather Ln
Fronheiser Helen M Estate Rr 1
Graham John W 2191 Rabbit Run
Harrison Gordon C 1543 E Philadelphia Ave
Heinly Charles K Heinly Irvin W R1
Hess Lillian E 1501 E Philadelphia Ave
Hess Lillian E Estate 1001 E Philadelphia Ave
Hilton Betsy 1128 Grosser Rd
Hunter Cheryl A 315 Fairway Cicle
Hurst Joseph M Hurst Denise K 606 E Phila Ave
Kerekes Cynthia 1627 Swamp Pike Po Box 404
Mai Penelope A 1543 E Philadelphia Ave
Mauger Charlotte C10 Knoll Ln
Moyer Francis K 1200 E Philadelphia Ave Po Box 189
Nb Rogers 311 County Line Rd Suite 31
Neiman Dorothea In Avante Apts C−11
Novak William G Jr Cust Novak Brenda Ann Cust Novak William Cole 417 Bow Ln
Scott Ann F Po Box 183
Scott Ann F Trust Uw Marjorie M Faris Po Box 183
Scott D Moyer Deed Of Trust 1200 E Phila Ave Po Box 189
Skotchko Evelyn 1160 Silcox Dr
Smith Darlene M 100 Jackson Rd
Specht Timothy P 201 Jordan Dr
Stofflet Alverda M Stofflet Walston W Rd 1
Swithers Theresa 36 Berth Pine Hill
Taggart Mark A Taggart John V 1240 Grosser Rd
Taylor William Po Box 361
Ward Geoffrey 2412 Jessica Dr
Weisser Linda M 1501 E Philadelphia Ave
Werstler Ernest J Estate Main St
Wesley Stella Rd 1
Gladwyne, Pa 19035
Alburger Therese 1127 Youngs Ford Rd
Bartow Anna 1301 Lafayette Rd
Bevan Hanna B Bevan Harold 218 River Rd
Collier George C Jr 1625 Monk Rd
Cooper Jacqueline 1914 Lafayette Rd
Cooper Jacqueline A 1523 Sweet Briar Rd
Dhanwada Dharmendar R 415 Conshohocken State Rd
Erskine Frances J 410 Conshohocken State Rd
Eshaghpour Eshagh 1435 Colton Rd
Garno Lucy 915 Stony Ln
Golden Berg Edwen 1305 Huntsman Ln
Gross Kenneth W 1501 Monk Rd
Havenga Kenneth Havenga Maura 1449 Wesleys Run
Helmers Stacey G Helmers Leo A 1325 Summerhill Ln
Hoch Steve 1101 Waverly Rd
Howe Sherrill K State Rd
Janice Gian Grasso M 1718 Sylvan Ln
Keech Thelma State Rd
L H Shingle Company 1455 Abbey Ln
Laakmann Peter 1301 Lafayette Rd
Lejeune Tina A 801 Youngsford Rd
Lesser James D 1030 Sentry Ln
Lincoln Barbara T Andrews 317 1400 Waverly Rd
Lincoln Helen W Trust 1400 Waverly Rd Apt A317
Mccaulley Jeffery 1435 Wesleys Run
Panagos Susan R Panagos Peter N 408 Mill Creek Rd
Pourrezaei Kambiz 1636 Monk Rd
Preston S David 1290 Clubhouse Rd
Schwartz Melissa 700 Merion Sq Rd
Seaton Robert P 1210 Club House Rd
Seidel Robert 1400 Waverly Rd Apt V30
Shay Lowell L 1201 Rose Glen Rd
Shumacker Grace 1400 Waverly Rd
Smith Michael 225 Conshohocken State Rd
Solomon Lenore Solomon Harold 1607 Winston Rd
Terrell Allen M 1400 Waverly Rd
Thomas Margaretta E 1101 Robin Rd
Wilkes James H 1400 Waverly Rd Andrews 215
Yim Seonmi 1530 Briar Hill Rd
Ying Lincoln 936 Stony Ln
Glenside, Pa 19038
7−Eleven 11354 2869 Limekiln Pike
A & A Natural Llc Po Box 1004
Abel Mary K 2232 Mount Carmel Ave
Abington Contracting Co 401 Bolton Rd
Adp Micro 5 Toxony Ave
Allied Construction Services 115 New St
Arcadia University 450 S Easton Rd
Barnes James P Jr 8324 Fenton Rd
Batchelor James D 801 N Fairway Dr
Belmondo Associates 115 New St
Berry Michael Berry Jessica 701 Camberly Rd
Bertino Ronald 406 Sylvania Ave
Black Damien L 101 Elm St 1
Brendlinger Margare Brendlinger Thomas 751 Pennsylvania Ave
Brendlinger Margaret Brendlinger Thomas 751 Tenn
Brogan Byard 124 Keswick Ave
Buck Katherin Buck John 203 Tyson Ave
Burke Barbara A Burke George F 2160 Oakdale Ave
Cac Rachel M B 222 Keswick Ave
Ciocca Rose 51 Limekilin Pike
Clark Chris 576 Tyson Ave
Colomb Ruta D 885 N Easton Rd Apt 7
Copelin Anita 310 S Easton Rd Apt B 414
Copelin Anita Oak Smt Apts B 414
Corliss Gary S 2401 Ardsley Ave 2nd Floor
Costin Linda Susan 310 S Easton Rd Apt B304
Country Club Lulu Temple 1600 Limeklin Pike
Coutts Mary 22 Northview Dr
Craven Mary Estate 752 Hamel Ave
Cross David 805 Harston Ln
Delaney Dorothy K 2319 Oakdale Ave
Demaria Robert J 206 Excalibur Dr
Digiacomo Lisa 255 Harrison Ave
Egae Eleanor 2071 Wharton Rd
Festa Jan M 212 Berkeley Rd
Festa Michael D 212 Berkeley Rd
Furey Grace P 914 Edge Hill Rd
Gaffney Herman E Po Box 141
Gardner Ellenora 396 N Keswick Ave
Giaccio Angelo Estate 25 Chelfield Rd
Goldberg Ethel C 1903 Fawn Dr
Golden Glenn Golden Pearl 215 N Tyson Ave
Golden Pearl Golden Glenn 215 N Tyson Ave
Graupner Gladys M 2070 Parkdale
Greco Catherin A Greco Edward A 8112 Flourtown Ave
Guide Renae D 450 S Easton Rd
Guiller Jess Estate 150 Sylvania Ave
Guiller Thelma Estate 150 Sylvania Ave
Haldeman Donald Estate 510 Central Ave
Hamilton John F 142 W Mt Carmel Av
Hargroves George 260 Bickley Rd
Harkishin Cablain 450 S Eastern Rd
Heeney Stephen 374 Roberts Ave
Heidi L Wittels Md 1006 Preston Rd
Hilt Margaret H Hilt Edward 227 E Mt Carmel Ave
Houck Paul R 885 N Easton Rd
Hoxie Albert N 491 Plymouth Rd
Hoxie Albert N III 491 Plymouth Rd
Humphreys Pest Control 100 S Easton Rd Po Box 67
Hunsberger V Estate Rr 1
Ivers Carol Ann 601 E Glenside Ave
Ivers Carol Ann Ivers Jeremy 601 Glenside Ave
Ivers Jeremy 601 E Glenside Ave
Jenkins Jacklyn A 332 Clymer Ave
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Johnstone Lance 8109 Newbold Ln
Jones Robeert L Jones Joan 723 Tennis Ave
Jones Robert Jones Joan 723 Tennis Ave
Joyce William 2225 Oakdale Ave
Kalinoski James 2943 Myer Ave
Kallamni Mina 2107 Wharton Rd
Kane John Jr 615 Twickenham Rd
Kaufmann Jeane C Estate 2840 Pine Ave
Kelian Mary 329 Paxson Ave
Kiss Joseph Estate Rr 1
Kline Daniel Kline Diane 801 Tyson Ave
Lehman Constance C Est 349 Roslyn Ave
Leis John J 107 Shippen Rd
Lightcap Esther May Rosemore Gdns E−1 218 N Easton Rd
Lucas Maria 356 Keswick Ave
Luksis Janis G 885 N Easton Rd Apt 7
Mallatratt Louis A Mallatratt Betty M 163 N Tyson Ave
Mallen Bradley K 2840 Limekiln Pike
Manning Joann 1710 Newbold Ln
Manson Parks Co 520 Bethlehem Pike
Marcolina Brothers Inc Venetian Stonewor 1−A Waverly Ave
Massino Joseph Jr 490 Tyson Ave
Mccann Gerald J 727 Edge Hill Rd
Mccarthy Susannah 302 Montier Rd
Mcfadden Thomas 108 Limekiln Pike
Mckenna J 316 Woods Rd
Mckenna John 316 Woods Rd
Mckeon Erica P 747 Edge Hill Rd
Melenson Rosamonde CO R Melenson Kleinman 731 Falcon Dr
Miho Sushi Inc 289 N Keswick Ave
Milito Lawrence S 865 Fern Hill Rd
Miller Beverly 514 Laverock Rd
Miller Doris A Estate 752 Edge Hill Rd
Myers Marie A 51 Limekiln Pike
Myers Marie N 51 Limekiln Pike
News & Sweets 114 S Easton Rd
Nichols Christopher D 302 Cliveden Ave
Odwyer Joyce L 838 Fernhill Rd
Peebles Emily C/O Chestnut Hill Lodge Health 8833 Stenton Ave
Perry Joice C 501 E Mermaid Ln
Philadelphia Financial Services Inc 16 W Glenside Ave
Plasky Barry 326 Winding Way
Plus V Do 271 S Easton Rd
Pompilio Stephen J 728 Fairfield Rd
Porter Carol 8410 Widener Rd
Preston John 522 East Ave
Prophet Willard Iii 459 Twickenham Rd
Provenzano Joseph 2007 Jenkintown Rd
Radbill Martha Stanley M Poplon Ex 8005 Cheltenham Ave
Rawls Thomas M 346 Cricket Ave
Ray Of Hope Out Reach Christ 335 Logan Ave
Richardson V 729 Falcon Dr
Robertson Marian Estate 1301 E Mermaid Ln
Rossiter James 654 Jackson Ave
Schwinn Margaret D Schwinn Gustav C 707 Camberly Rd
Seader James H Jr Seader James H Sr 2019 Jenkintown Rd
Seader James H Sr Seader James H Jr 2019 Jenkintown Rd
Slack Martgery W 2071 Wharton Rd
Slavin Andrew Cust Oak Smt Apts 125b
Slavin Nancy Cust Oak Smt Apts B125
Slotsky Morris Slotsky Gloria 336 Locust Rd Apt A
Smith Booker 236 Cricket Ave
Smith Mathew Wilden 2443 Rosemore Ave
Snyder Mary 2020 Harmony Ln
Solomon Dennis Solomon Lori 801 N Fairway Rd
Soza Lizbeth 503 East Ave
Stayne Grace E Stayne Martin 277 Keswick
Tbs Services Inc 430 Easton Rd
Trinity Dolores M Trinity John J 642 Edgley Ave
Trivedy Satyen J 551 General Patterson Dr
Ulrich Evelyn E 517 Harrison Ave
Volpe Erica D 737 Abington Ave
Vyas Saugeeta 551 General Patterson Dr
Wagner Edward M 130 Cricket Ave
Walker William J 217 Glendalough Rd
Walker William J Walker Jonathan 217 Glendalough Rd
Walts Devil Island 443 Harrison Ave
Webb Herbert S Jr 760 Monroe Ave
Webb Madeline C 760 Monroe Ave
Weinstein Ernest J 310 S Easton Rd Apt B304
Weldon John M Jr Weldon John M 446 Gocust Rd
Whelan Brian 642 Edgely Ave
Yi Joseph 8806 Carlisle Rd
Young Davis A Young Lillian 2330 Pleasant Ave
Green Lane, Pa 18054
Antonini Paul A 3355 Long Rd
Bardman Ferne E Estate Walnut St
Conrad Wade T Po Box 660
Flowers Billy J 2010 Perkiomenville Rd
Keller Agnes 508 Maple Dr
Loeb Frank F 2848 Swamp Creek Rd
Molchan Ally 1471 Gravel Pike
Orr E F Jr Orr Regina Becker Rd Rd 1
Reagan Sheila Po Box 502
Sonnie Ruth O 2190 Upper Rocky Dale Rd
Steinman Michael S 6515 Upper Ridge Rd
Taraskas Joseph R Box 656 59 Lumber St
Wagner Joan Cust 1471 Gravel Pike
Gulph Mills, Pa 19428
American Sommelier Association C/O Savona 100 Old Gulph Rd
Axelrod Judith 213 Gypsy Ln
Halaby Michele O Halaby Samuel A 267 Diana Ct
Henkel Corporation The C/O Attn D Brown 2200 Renaissance Blvd The Triad Suite
200 Pa 19406
Mccaffrey Benjamin C The Triad Suite 200
Wagner Rose 117 Arden Rd
Gwynedd, Pa 19436
Barker Elizabeth R 1105 Foulkeways
Ekvall Suzanne W Ekvall Donald N 512 Foulkeways
Judge Sheila Po Box 37
Lloyd Isabel 25 Foulkeways At
Mccoy Catherine P 706 Foulkeways
Gwynedd Valley, Pa 19437
Anderson James 1629 Grasshopper Ln
Averbach Matthew 444 Gwynedd Valy Dr
Cappelli Piero 1001 Evans Rd
Harrison Margaretta W 617 Plymouth Rdbox 86
Kanner Janice R 816 Plymouth Rd Po Box 395
Mcconnell Raymond W 928 Surrey Dr
Wilkinson William H Wilkinson Gloria A Po Box 404
Harleysville, Pa 19438
Adams Glenn 610 Burrow Line Rd Apt F301
Alcom 140 Christopher Ln
Ali Lisa 936 Masters Way
Allegretti David 203 Adams Rd
Allen Alicia A 324 Hamilton Dr
Caceres Mario 648 Chdbourne Ct
Campbell Margaret C/O Harleysville Natbank & Tr Att S Hurst
Cannell Thomas R 160 Fawn Dr
Chapman Donna L 1548 Harmon Rd
Commerce Bank 1510 Delp Dr
David L Fuertsch Ira 483 Main St Po Box 195
Dice Ross 270 Emily Ln
Dinh Andrew 311 Wind Ripple Ct
Drenhouse Frederick 1104 Stratford Cir
Emergency Medical Abstract 702 Continental Dr
Enspire Productions Inc Ent 483 Main St
Esquirell Susan M 322 Manor Rd
Etheredge Kathleen M 2497 Bergey Rd
Foderado Anthony 361 Oak Dr
Fogarty Nancy R 3519 Skippack Pike
Folk Sonia F Folk Jack R 245 Briarwood Ln
Frisbie P 397 Cambridge Cir
Gibbs Amber L 274 Shirley Dr
Golden Hal 936 Masters Way
Hartland Foods Po Box 158
Horgan Bros Inc C/O Attn L Dowie 2188 Detwiler Rd
Husberger Connie 783 Harleysville Pike
Irwin Christopher D 568 Yoder Rd
Jonack James D 323 Stormfield Dr
Kelly Eleanor P 304 Freedom Ci
Kravet Family Circle C/O Lippel 430 Churchill Ct
Mathews Joy N C/O Fulcher Debbie 327 Park Ave
Morgan Carl F 133 Kulp Rd
Nameeks 1561 Gehman Rd
Osullivan Denise M 1029 Kingscote Dr
Peekhaus Norbert T 2501 Country View Ln
Prime A Dial Inc 324 Main St
Riccardi Anthony F 340 Yoder Rd
Ridley Kendra 386 Stormfield Dr
Robinson Edward Jr 361 Thatcher Cir
Royer Beatrice Estate 8 N Park Dr
Rutherford Eleanor C 134 Crescent Ln
Saeger Nancy L 1500 Harmon Rd
Segura Katherine And Carmen Horton 342 Pondview Dr
Shaffer James 508 Heritage Dr
Shainline Elsie Estate Conshohocken Pike
Snyder Eric M 422 Main St Apt 10
Staley Joseph D 1582 Bromley Dr
Stevens Kenneth A Stevens Lauren A 505 Carriage House Ln
Stevens Kenneth A Stevens Michael C 505 Carriage House Ln
Sylvia Ray A 196 Orchard Ln
Szatkowski Michael L 486 Stover Rd
Tucker Ned 520 Quarry Rd
Vanegas Jose A 610 Meetinghouse Rd
Viastar Technologies 1510 Delp Dr
Wechtler Robert Est 283 Ridgeview Est
Wessels Douglas 439 Oakmont Ct
West Robert 1510 Delp Dr
Wilcox Walter E Jr 423 Main
Hatboro, Pa 19040
Aikens Francis Aikens Mary M County Line Rd
Allen Katrina 101 E County Line Rd Suite 210
Alosi Donna Marie 224 E Moreland Ave 2nd Floor
Bank One Na 338 S Warminster Rd
Bergman Betty 350 N York Rd
Bilotta Kathleen 254 E Moreland Ave
Borrella Adriana 91 W Lehman Ave
Bradford Martin 36 E Moreland Ave
Burgman Mildred Estate 4001 Primrose St
Calise Salvatore Calise Gloria 6 Meetinghouse Rd
Cambridge Integrated Services 342 S Warminster Rd
Casey Jamie L 240 East Countyline Rd Apt H1
Citadel Information 30 Norwyn Rd
Citifinancial 318 W County Line Rd Ste 1
Clark Justin M 2529 Horsham Rd Apt H18
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Contimortgage 338 S Warminster Rd
Cooper Andrew J Cooper Jane E 133 Byberry Ave Apt
Creighton Philip F Sr Creighton Daisy 420 Madison Ave
Daley James 509 Preston Ln
Delaney Gwalthaney Delaney C A 19 W County Line Rd
Derry Inc Ta E P Doolans 400 Lincoln Ave
Desouza Manoel Vasconce 100 Lamplight Ln A
Dilullo John F Jr Dilullo Betty M 122 E Moreland Ave
Dryden Elizabeth Dryden George W 2451 Winding Ln
Dudbridge Walter Continental Rd
Easter Kathleen 4028 Moreland Ave
Elsing Katie 40 Evergrn Ave
Ewald Beatrice T Estate 223 E Moreland Ave
Fairbanks Capital 338 S Warminster Rd
Fiorentino Beatrice 609 High Ave
Ford William C Ltd 421 W Monument Ave
Funk Donald E Box 201
Goodell Boyd 420 Preston Ln
Graupner William E Graupner Gladys M 2815 Berry Rd
Gross Carol R 300 Horsham Rd F8
Guerra Marco 490 M York Rd Apt F1
Hassler Karen E 13 Drummers Way
Hauguel Maurice 4105 Colony Dr
Havyer Ida C 51 E Monument Ave
Henderson Donald W 3760 Jasper Ln
Hofmann Marlene A Hofmann Rudy A 4265 Minnie Ln
Iron Wood Communicat 346 S Warminster Rd
Jones Amy M Po Box 125
Jones Hannah L Jones Mark S 9 Latchspring Ln
Jones Howard W Jones Mark S 9 Latchspring Ln
Kane Helen A 3350 Davisville Rd
Kane Helen A Kane Edward 3350 Davisville Rd
Kane Richard T Kane Helen A 3350 Davisville Rd
Kane Tera L 325 S Warminster Rd C5 Round Meadows
Kenny Florence M 3350 Davisville Rd
Kilpatrick Sarah M 345 E County Line Rd Apt
Lacey Mildred H Est C/O Diane Reilly 404 Lincoln Ave
Lamoureux Louise A 300 Hatboro Pike Robert Bruce Apts H−7
Lankford Deborah M 204 Cypress Ln
Largo Const Inc 210 Bonair Ave
Lauterio Nicholas Lauterio Helen 875 W County Line Rd
Leatherman H Estate 1621 Sycamore Ave
Lockhart Peter 217 E Montgomery Ave
Mahadevan Vaidyanath Mahadevan Lakshmi 314 Hidden Creek Dr
Margaret E B Bodenschatz Trust Po Box 698
Mayer Fred E 107 Earl Ln
Mayer Fred E Mayer Helga 107 Earl Ln
Mccall Margaret 615 Continental Rd
Mcdowell Karen K 356 Lancaster Ave
Minuti Marie J 4321 Blair Mill Rd
Moesle Joyce 226 East County Line Rd
Nash Aisha 129 Butternut Dr
Nevins Joseph 815 High St
Nollenberger Otto L Po Box 698
Ohara Allen J 625 Delft Ln
Pendergrass Jamey 3145 Blair Mill Rd
Penn America Insuran 420 S York Rd
Pharm Resource C/O P Montefte 358 S Warminster Rd
Reads Moving Systems Inc 2600 Tpke Dr
Roth Ronald F Roth Frances 17 Newton Rd
Sam Aaron 418 W Moreland Ave
Sampson Edmund Jr 529 Stewart Rd
Schimpf Violet L 202 Diane Ave
Schlemmer Anna C 340 Lancaster Ave
Schlemmer Anna G 340 Lancaster Ave
Schneider A Groh Po Box 698
Schute Georgina M Estate 800 High Ave
Schwab Rieber Inc 320 Springdale Ave
Selfridge M Estate 138 Earl Ln
Selfridge Margaret Estate 138 Earl Ln
Sheehan Jennifer 20 East Monument Ave 2
Sheptak Mary 224 Byberry Rd
Sherwood Caroline N Sherwood Frank 224 Diane Ave
Shoemaker Eliza 2500 Karen Ln
Shroske Dora 44 W Lehman Ave
Smith Elizabeth R Smith Edgar Monument Ave
Sockle Joseph M Sockle Anna E 29 W Montgomery Ave
Springstein Austin CO Rt M John 76 Byberry Ave
Stauch Kathryn R Estate 50 S Penn St Apt 211
Sterling Ins Agency 226 N York Rd
Sweeney Kenneth R 50 S Penn St Apt 705
Taylor Peter 10 Newington Dr
Thomas Cherre 316 N Penn St
Thompson Anita 2505 Dorothy St
Tomczak Robert 1810 Gibson Dr
Ventura Jose C 3109 Blairmill Rd
Wagner George A Wagner Helen M 705 Pennypack Circal
Wagner Michelle 4230 Thistlewood Rad
Walker Arthur W Walker Robert L 47 Moreland Rd
Walker Robert L Walker Helen E 47 Moreland Rd
Warner Ethel 410 Newton Rd
White Russell 108 N Warminster Rd
William C Cox Inc 109 E Moreland Ave
Hatfield, Pa 19440
Americredit 2058 Maple Ave Apt Aa2 10
Amin Harshad 2700 Elroy Rd Apt K12
Amin Ketan C/O H Amin 2700 Elroy Rd Apt K12
Appel Bruce L Appel Mabel Orvilla Rd
Atkins Esther C 7 Cooper Ave
Balch Matthew F Balch F Varnita 2343 Bethlehem Pike Apt 300
Berman Malka 2201 Rebecca Dr
Berrian Viola Diane 208 Raintree Crossing
Bowie Wayne 1617 Tennis Ct
Ciccotosto D C/O R T Ciccotosto 2144 Stewart Dr
Ciccotosto Hugo C/O R T Ciccotosto 2144 Stewart Dr
Cobra Command Paintball Park 307 Swartley Rd
Condello Chris 502 Mill Rd
Crone Nancy L 1421 Orvilla Rd
Dallas Marion D Estate 2522 Bethlehem Pike
Derstine J Rondald 2247 Rebecca Dr
Devericks James E 70 W Lincoln Ave
Diseroad Wolfe Kelly Clough Bucher 8 East Brd St
Drennan Julien P 2407e Orvilla Rd
Falkenstrom John E Estate 2444 E Orvilla Rd
Forbes Deborah Lynn 1336 Needham Cir
Gehman Charles S Gehman Adeline 2712 Beech St
Genesis Creative Po Box 263
Genisphere 2801 Sterling Dr
Graham Jason A 3215 Line Lexington Rd 2nd Floor
Haas Helen 2033 School Rd
Hollingsworth Carter 3 Rose Dr
Hong Sung S 1665 Forrest Hills Dr
Hossain Shohrab 2058 Maple Ave
Huratiak Robert L Estate Line Lexington Rd
Kaplan David A 2872 Denbeigh Dr
Keller Lewiston W Estate Unionville Pike
Kephart Kathryn S Kephart Orville Z 526 S Main St
Khatun Mosammat A 29 Poplar St Apt B14
Kitson Bros Inc 2358 North Penn Rd
Kornock Susanne 1217 Needham Cr
Landco Foods Attn David D Landis 3050 Campus Dr Suite 100
Lauer William R 2213 Koffel Rd
Leber Robert F Estate Rr 1 Fairfield Ave
Lee Kyung H Lee Kang S 919 Bent Rd
Luna Orozco Franklin O 122 1/2 Towamencin Ave
Lutey Jason 808 Cowpath Rd
Majewski Edward C 153 Wyndham Woods Wa
Malack Joseph A 2844 Grant Ave
Marinelli Giana 104 Raintree Crossing
Mcgraw Michael 1920 Bremen Rd
Mcquillar Jamill 2058 Maple Ave Apt P1−4
Mesia Denis 2700 Elroy Rd Apt 4
Miller Katherine R 220 W Brd St
Morgan Paul 2201 Rebecca Dr
N Penn Diag Imaging Po Box 188
Nemec Betty J 2819 Diamond St
Obrien Joseph W Iii 2275 Bramblegate Dr
Old Forge Collision 2058 Maple Av
Otsuka America Inc 601 Edwin Ln
Patel Atish N 1380 Needham Cir
Patel Mita 2834 Truman Dr
Patel Sunilkumar P 2700 Elroy Rd Apt 116
Prasanna Prasanna 2058 Maple Av
Reyes Delmis 199 West Vine St
Reynolds Douglas 485 W Vine St
Rodriguez Norma Po Box 673
S And H Mailers C/O D Stackhouse 1500 Industry Rd No R
Sanchez Paola 2700 Elroy Rd Apt K−3
Santiago Hermanegilda 825 Rose Ln
Schlosser Ethel Schlosser Edith 80 Market St
Shaw Michael 1608 Tennis Ct
Smith Christine M 1542 Peach Tree Ln
Stauffer Phares Est 122 Penn Ave
Taher Lutfa 29 Poplar St
Tinney Lawrence Tinney Lucy 7 Holiday Ave
Tran Kim Ngoc 626 Wendy Way
Ulrich Stephen C 31 Church Rd
Ulrich Stephen C Jr 31 Church Rd 5
Wal Mart Stores Inc 1515 Bethlehem Pike
Ward Lawrence 2058 Maple Ave Apt Aa2 10
Woodward Inc 115 E Brd St
Wright Stephanie 2516 Oxford Ct
Xeter Enterprises 2501 Bethlehem Pike
Yoo Jaeyul Yoo Suk H 2354 Rebecca Dr
Zheng Zhuo West 777 Schwab Rd
Haverford, Pa 19041
Aschkenasy Jill 90 Tunbridge Cir
Basler Russell S 731 Old Buck Ln
Baugh David 615 Railrd Ave
Blossom Nancy T 236 Montgomery Av 1
Blumenfeld David 224 Booth Ln
Bolger Picker Hankin C/O Bennett G Picker Esq 181 Cardiff Ln
Bounds Brian C/O Aqua Pennsylvania 738 Buck Ln
Bounds Claudine Aqua Pennsylvania 738 Buck Ln
Bradley Frances G 109 Rose Ln
Burke Danny 251 Cheswold Ln
Chrysler Clara P 156 Marple Rd
Coslov Alexander 327 Grays Ln
Davidson Matilde Z 100 Grays Ln
Elmquist Ronald E 144 Rose Ln
Farage Donald J CO Faragate Faragate Andover Rd
Goodridge Meriale 34 S Buck Ln
Greitzer Martin Esq 355 Lancaster Ave Ste E
Grossman Helen C/O Chernock M 3300 Darby Rd Apt 7209
Hall Robert J 190 Golf House Rd
Hardin Elizabeth Clarissa 3300 Darby Rd
Havertown The Quadrangle 3300 Darby Rd
Hoffman Gale H 221 Cheswold Ln
Hollywood Anderson Dorothy C Estate Main St Rr 1 Box 151a
Hollywood Misek Kurt 545 San Diego Ave Pa 19046
Horahsm Salamone Natalie 915 Thornton Rd Pa 19044
Hunt Regina H Hunt Wayne M 134 Booth Ln
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Jj Holley 519 Old Lancaster Rd
Kane Gregory J Tumbleridge Cir
Kania Arthur J 150 Turnbridge Rd
Kania Elizabeth Y 150 Tunbridge Rd
Knoblauch Elizabet Carolyn Taylor 401 Hunter House 449 W Montgomery Ave
Lange Christopher J Group Inc 600 Haverford Rd Suite 105
Mac Dougal Fam Tr The 3300 Darby Rd Oaks251
Mac Dougal Lorna Lee Mac Dougal Thomas W 3300 Darby Rd Oaks251
Mac Dougal Thomas W Trust 3300 Darby Rd Oaks 251
Manuel Nancy B Quadrangle 3300 Darby Rd Apt 5
Martenz Beverly Po Box 452
Mastroianni Luigi Jr 561 Ferndale
Mcmullan Edward W Mcmullan Helen B 10 Meadows La
Merrill Arthur A 3300 Darby Rd Apt 3325
Murphy George A 329 Cherry Ln
Parker Hyman 217 Montgomery Ave 322
Perc Parents And Educators 510 Panmure Rd
Piccolini 520 Old Lancaster Rd St Floor
Reddin Lois 3300 Darby Rd 2214
Roberts Nancy L Quadrangle 3300 Darby Rd Apt 5
Russell S Basler Rev Trust 731 Old Buck Ln
Ryan Elizabet M Ryan John F 807 Buckln
Straub Madeleine 410 Lancaster Ave Ap
Takatoshi Sawa 201 Marple Rd
Taylor Rita Sis C/O C Taylor 401 Hunter House 449 W Montgomery Ave
Tri State Co Op 355 Lancaster Ave
Uninsky Elaine 104 Woodside Rd C302
Vogt Lorine 824 Buck Ln
Washburn Lillian B Hunter House 102 449 Montgomery Ave
Wightman Mary 104 Woodside Rd Unite A 107
Wylieaustin R 2000 225 Cheswold Ln
Horsham, Pa 19044
Ahmed Syed Salahuddin 310 Saw Mill Ln Apartment 7e
Allstate Insurance 259 4 309 Lakeside Dr Suite 100
Almansorry Nada Po Box 1694
Amerihealth 720 Blair Mill Rd
Ametek Drexelbrook 215 Keithvaly
Argosy Health 721 Dresher Rd Suite 2100
Armstead Howard 116 Hunt Dr
Artistic Auto Body 231 Horsham Rd
Ballance William Est 8 Pebble Dr
Barber Stacey L 103 Alison Rd Apt B6
Berenato Dominic Berenato Clara 7 Hedgrow Ln
Brady William C 213 Maple Ave Apt L190
Brown Robert 507 Prudential Rd
Cambridge Integrated Services Po Box 972
Campbell Agnes V 10 White Birch Ln
Capmark Finance 200 Witmer Rd
Capmark Investment Lp C/O Po 200 Witmer Rd
Carr Marie 201 Gibraltar Rd
Casey Rose Ann CO C Casey 204 Brdway Ave
Cfc 400 Horsham Rd
Chan Zi 730 Jarrett Rd
Cherkas Dental Associates Leonard A Cherkas Dmd 298 Blair Mill Rd
Chrysler Financial PO Box 600
Citizens Bank 120 Jibralter Rd
Collision Klenks 320 Horsham Rd
Compass International Services Corp 507 Prudential Rd
Contimortgage 500 Enterprise Rd
Conway William 11 Nottingham Ln
Corpuz Marcos 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 236n
Cry Dainler Po Box 600
Cummons Eileen R 104 Victoria Ln
Curran William C Po Box 600
Daimler Chrysler Llc 400 Horsham Rd
Daimlerchrysler 400 Horsham Rd
Dia Cc Pd 800 Enterprise Rd Suite 200
Ditech.Com Po Box 1012
Drug Information Association 800 Enterprise Rd Suite 200
Fields Merlin J 3 Walnut Grove Dr Rm 1621
Foster James 234 Park Rd 1a
Fricker Corp Lot 31 Morgan PO Box 1291 Village Rd
Ghs Mortgage Llc 100 Witmer Rd
Gmac 555 Business Ctr Dr
Grandmas Grotto 986 Eon Rd
Greast West Life Po Box 1000
Greene Juliet B 600 Dresher Rd
Hart Brianna 725 Gregory Dr
Heierbacker Madaline Heierbacker Frank Laurel Ave
Homeconnects 200 Lakeside Dr
Hornor Townsend & Kent Inc 600 Dresher Rd Ste C1c
Hornor Townsend Attn Comm Dept 600 Dresher Rd Suite C2c
Hornor Townsend Kent Inc 600 Dresher Rd Suite C2c
Hubbard Urcella A Estate 535 W Moreland Ave
Hunsicker Samuel G 402 Wayne Ave
Hutchinson Justin Robert 325 Summer Ave
Independent Administrators Po Box 1010
Inter County 720 Blair Mill Rd
Intersearch Corporation 410 Horsham Rd
J Carman Attn Comm Dept 600 Dresher Rd Suite C2c
James V Mackell Jr Md 438 Lakeside Dr
Jdr Recovery Po Box 989
Joseph Mancini Chase Insurance Ser 76 Ashtoker Ln
Kapoor Rajneesh C 323 Green Meadow Ln
Karlson Michael A Karlson Diane L 41 Downey Dr
Kaye Two Advertising 747 Dresher Rd
Kent Inc Attn Comm Dept 600 Dresher Rd Suite C2c
Kessler Cynthia M 3855 Blairmill Rd Apt 243q
Kilgore Michael Kilgore Mary 202 Cedar Ave
Kim Young S 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 241p
Kinam Kim 3505 Moreland Rd
Kline Jeffrey D 216 Wincester Dr
Knotts Steve Po Box 835
Kreischer Miller Company 200 Gibraltar Rd Ste 200
La Weight Loss 747 Dresher Rd Ste 100
Lopresti John 134 New Rd
Lunette Dickey 4149 Redwood Rd
Mahan Kathleen A 27 Applewood Ct
Marlin Melissa I 22 Log Pond Dr
Marschall William A 404 Dresher Rd Apt A
Mccann Joseph 318 Olive Ave
Mcdermott J M 213 Maple Av H124
Mcvay John H 3855 Blair Nill Rd Apt 225 H1
Mendelson Issac Mendelson Sigal 185 Log Pond Dr
Millbrook Fine Arts Llc 300 Keith Valy Rd
Miller Kreischer 200 Gilbraltar Rd Ste 200
Milliken & Michaels Po Box 967
Momorella Mary A 470 Dresher Rd
Monterey Care Center Attn Peggy V 120 Gibraltar 310
Moore Patricia 116 Welsh Rd
Mortgag Gateway Funding Diversified 300 Welsh Rd Bldg 5
Music Choice 300 Welsh Rd Bldg 1
Nco 507 Prudential Rd
Ncopcf Llc 507 Prudential Rd Ste 100
Oneill Family Ltd Partnershp CO Paper Manufacturing Co 2 Walnut Grove Dr Suite
105
Owens Waldron Harriette E 800 Business Ctr Dr Ste 100
Padron Catherine E 228 Easton Rd Apt D311
Palm Management Inc 747 Dresher Rd Suite 100
Parke Lydia 200 Gilbraltar Rd Ste 200
Pennsylvania Rehab 721 Dresher Rd Bldg 2 2300
Pepkowski Charles R Pepkowski Elaine F Box 394
Peterson Elizabeth Peterson Zane 150 Upland Ave
Plock John 220 B Milton Ave
Prudential Financial Po Box 957
Prudential Marriot Po Box 930
Prudential PO Box 958
Retail Marketing Group 300 Lakeside Dr Ste 160
Rex Joan F Po Box 213
Richar Catherine Meetinghouse Rd
Rma Nco 507 Prudential Rd
Rmh Teleservices Inc Po Box 989
Rohmax Usa Lp 723 Electronic Dr
Saunders Jeanmarie 109 Horseshoe Ln
Savita Trivedi C/O Farmers Insurance Po Box 763
Scully Richard 109 Horseshoe Ln
Sheik Arif 114 Welsh Rd Rm 227
Sincere Expressions 900 Business Ctr Dr
Smith Oscar F 258 Easton Rd
Snyder Mary E 202 Cedar Ave
St Catherine Of Siena Lori Ingersoll 317 Witmer Rd
Stanford Edward A 819 Herman Rd
Stanley Morgan 633 Norristown Rd
Stroehmann Bakeries Inc 255 Business Ctr Dr Suite 200
Stroehmann Bakeries Retirement Plan Po Box 976
Teague Michael H Po Box 600
The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company 600 Dresher Rd
Thomastech Solutions One Progress Dr
Washington Mutual Bank Fa Isao 500 Enterprise Rd Ste 150
Westminster Abstract Co 250 Gibraltar Rd 1st−Fl
Williams John 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 233m
Woytowicz Stephen Woytowicz Carol 60 Greenwoods Dr
Wrigleys Ofc Supply 700 Enterprise Rd Floor 2
Youngers Blaze 614 Glenview Dr
Huntingdon Valley, Pa 19006
2047 Walnut Street Lp 380 Red Lion Rd Suite 202
801 Huntingdon Pike Suite
Abramov Dmitri 3001 Philmont Ave
Alfred Goldsmith Trs Attn Jeremy Rosenau 1764 Oak Hill Dr
Americhoice Mortgage Inc 2526 Huntingdon Pike
Andrew Girsh Estate Pine Rd
Andreyeva Tatyana Y 657 Allison Rd
Ax Construction 2337 Philmont Ave 99
Babins Marc A 3340 Manor Rd
Bader Alan P Phd 570 Welsh Rd
Banson Norbertina Laurea Dr 1212 Old Ford Rd
Berkenstock Helen L 211 Clearview Ave
Bernheim Martin 1551 Hilltop Ter
Brennan Kathleen J 16 Simons Way
Caring Med Supply Corp 1650 Republic Rd
Cashwell Pascal R Cashwell Karen 552 Meadowbrook Dr
Cass Elsie A 655 Byberry Rd
Cass Kenneth N Cass Elsie A 655 Byberry Rd
Choi Jeong B 362 Keats Rd
Choi John 50 Sunflower Way
Choi Michael 74 Sun Flower Way
Cobert Howard Md 686 Bobwhite Ln
Cohen Claire 40 Durand Rd
Comer Asher J 614 Linton Rd
Daylight Ltd 1957 Pioneer Rd Rm H
Delaware Valley Anesthesia Ass Po Box 606
Devine Elizabeth A Devine Elizabeth C 1489 Greenwalt Rd
Ebreeze Or Realtime Technology Group Inc 2210 Willow Brook Dr
Feretti Auto S Sokolovsky 3001 Philmont Ave
Fhg Companies Llc 45 Buck Rd
Fielco Industries 1957 Pioneer Rd
Finnel Nathaniel 1215 Meinel Rd
Frank Brady 1618 Reading Cir
Frank Milton J 1427 Londonderry Ln
Fuchs Abraham Po Box 338 CO Haldeman Manor Apartments
Gabler Frank K Po Box 814
Glazer Andrea 75 Glendale Crive
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Gottfried Bernice S 226 Hill House
Green Jean H 311 Rockledge Ave
Guzman William 100 Snowflake Rd
Hagan David 381 Shady Ln
Hannigan Reginna Est 351 Meadowbrook Dr
Harbison Robert J 2185 Papermill Rd
Havrilla Stephen Jr 3430 Huntingdon Pike
Heller William 3205 Manor Rd
Hill Helen 44 Steven Dr
Hoffecker Edward Huntingdon Pike
Holmes W S 927 Huntingdon Pike
Hope Stephen F 2231 Papermill Rd
Howland Hess Guinan & Torpey 2444 Huntingdon Pike
Huntingdon Valley Pediatrics 821 Huntingdon Pike Ste 204
Jaffee Bruce 109 Roy Ln
Janet Sloan 2225 Willow Brook Dr
Kanefsky Elizabeth R 338 Vanroden Cir
Kimmel Murray H Md 1723 Old Welsh Rd
Klein Emma V 1247 June Rd
Klein Martin H 1247 June Rd
Kudryashov Vladimir 100 Snowflake Rd
Kupferberg Anna Estate Welsh Rd
Lord Westin C/O Pcs 1800 Byberry Rd Suite 11
Macha Deepa Shastry Dr 1425 Londonderry Ln
Macphee Margaret 2301 Washington Ln
Mal Ber Manufacturing C/O Plan Admin 2115 Byberry Rd
Master Sylvia 636 Meadow Rd
Meller Menachem M Mc 2741 Philmont Ave
Mellon Bank Ttees C/O Owner 155 Marc Ln
Mickel Samuel 99 Elfreth Rd
Mickle Laura E 99 Elfreth Rd
Mickle Samuel C Est 99 Elfreth Rd
Monaco Joseph A 37 Morning Glory Way
Murray Bernard J Murray Dorothy M 350 Felix Rd
Murray Dorothy M Murray Bernard J 350 Felix Rd
Nelling Edward Nelling Sharon 2065 Huntingdon Rd
Newvent Management Co Llc See 86 Tomlinson Rd
Noble Eydie 363 Leona Ave
Nordlinger Jules 1272 Wright Dr
Northern Oil Company Inc P O Box 527
Orion Systems 3401 Masons Mill Rd
Oronzio Diane 309 Stahl Dr
Ortiz Elizabeth 2037 Jason Dr Apt B
P L B Inc 2381 Philmont Ave Ste 126
Penn Fluid System Te 1663 Republic Rd
Phelps Isabelle H 1167 Wright Dr
Piersig Helen 362 County Line Rd
Pozzuolo Joseph 155 Marc Ln
Ramirez Terry Lee 516 Meadowbrook Dr
Reichner Robert Po Box 905
Rhoads Daniel J 3035 Franks Rd
Richard Goldman Neal 363 Leona Ave
Richard L Moore Pc 2671 Huntington Pike
Richie Virginia T 243 Coachlight Ter
Ritchie V T 243 Coachlight Ter
Rosenau Robert Rosenau Lois Attn J Rosenau 1764 Oak Hill Dr
Rumpf Jonathan A 420 Welsh Rd
Salverian G A Md 2565 Huntington Pike
San Teresa E 3166 Kathy Ln
Sanders Marcia Apt 716 770 Welsh Rd
Seidel James 3536 Post Rd
Shepard Michael D 1129 Wright Dr
Shultz Irene J Shultz John S 3533 Orchard Rd
Shuster Jacob 42 Lee Lynn Ln
Siegner Helene S 619 Raikes Rd
Sloan Morrie B 2225 Willow Brook Dr
Special Care Medical 1650 Republic Rd
Spectrum Sales & Marketin 445 Veit Rd C
Stackowiak Lillian 938 Meadowbrook
Stepansky Jacob 244 Madison Rd
Steven K D Md 2741 Philmont Ave
Tbi Finance Company Ii 3103 Philmont Ave
Thomas Theresa 1475 Glen Echo Dr
Three Valley Sheating 2305 Terwood Rd
Tinari Andrew J 2320 Terwood Dr
Utc Rail & Airsources Inc Rhodes Industries Inc 2375 Philmont Ave
Viasource 1957 Pioneer Rd Unit E2 Will
Visco Anthony F Visco Helen E 211 Clearview Ave
Vogel August M 515 Startem Rd E 4
Weaver Martin 1130 Mettler Rd
Weaver Martin D Md 1130 Mettler Rd
Weaver Martin Md 1130 Mettler Rd
Whiteland Woods Lp 3103 Philmont Ave
William Penn Coin Club Of Philadelphia Po Box 404
Winkler Carolyn 25 County Line Rd
Woehr Sadie E 1551 Huntingdon Pike Apt 1 111
Worknet Occupational Medicine 1800 Byberry Rd Unit 705
Young Lillian Young Davis A 2540 Edge Hill Rd
Jeffersonville, Pa 19403
Amort Holger E 35 Westover Club Dr
Baker Barbara E 1629 Pembrooke Rd
Bronstetter Audrey L 202 Brandon Dr
Carr Mary Beth 16 Prospect Ave
Crescenti John J Jr 1914 W Main St 3
Deleo Dawn M 65 Woodstream Dr
Enterprise Rent A Car 2431 West Main St
Koons Mildred E 2092 Main St
Miller Anne E 10 W Indian Ln
Romig Harold W Romig Edna 218 Brandon Rd
Swinden Jonathan 1302 Dekalb St
Tadley Florence L 80 Overlook Dr C80
Vision Tech 2432 W Main St
Jenkintown, Pa 19046
Abington Club Inc 300 Meetinghouse Rd
Acer Appliances PO Box 136 438 Cedar St
Adamo Grace 1419 Lindsay Ln
Anderson John J 309 Cottman Ave
Audus Christopher Michael 165 Township Line Rd
Auerbach Kathryn F 408 Newbold Rd
Bateman Kathryn Estate Fairacres Rd
Behrend Robert Benjamin Behrend David Cust 1928 Harte Rd
Berg Connie Prudential Fox Roach 500 Old York Rd Ste
Brandow Auto Group 900 Old York Rd
Brandow Fairway Chrysler Plymouth Jeep 900 Old York Rd
Brut Silver Darlene J 902 Greenwood Ave
Bubbenmoyer Beverly 261 Old York Rd Suite 200
Burleigh Michael 401 Vernon Rd
Burnstein Steven 601 Willow St
Burrows Rita E 169 Greenwood Ave Apt A2
Bustard Mary E Bustard James 212 Walnut
Bustard Mary E W Bustard James 212 Walnut St
Byte Support Inc 600 Bethlehem Pike
Casey Sean M 115 Rodman Ave
Childrens Trust Co Cynwood Investments 261 Old York Rd Suite 613 Uw Robert
Saligma
Chomanchuk John PO Box 295
Club Systems Group 101 Greenwood Ave Ste 600
Cohen Hannah Cohen Susan Beaver Hill Apts N 222 309 Florence Ave
Cohen Reina 903 Morgan Rd
Coleman Helen W 165 Township Line Rd Suite 300
Costine Elizabet Costine Chare 409 Cedar
Cottman Transmission 425 Old York Rd
Davison Mary J Estate 235 Shelmire
Dean Witter Reynolds Attn Richard Iavecchia Po Box 109
Defonzo Fred T 103 Mayfield Ave
Derita Joseph 261 Old York Rd Suite 200
Diehl Lillian R Diehl Joseph 1083 Kipling Rd
Dms Inc 101 Greenwood Ave Ste 600 Jenkintown Plaza Andy Oneill
Dogulov Lyna S Benson Manor Apt 104 Twnshp Line & Wash Ln
Dorsey Earl Ste 108 115 West Ave
Elkins Leopold 803 Landford Rd
Elmansoury Jeylan Md 261 Old York Rd 520
Emg Of Pa 100 Old York Rd
Etris Marion E 620 Washington Ln
Ferrill Thomas M Jr 440 Old York Rd 219−220
Fitzgerald J R Cust Fitzgerald Robert J 1718 Madeira Ave
Fox Margaret M 500 Elm Ave
Friedman Katherine Friedman David J 1095 Sparrow Rd
Funda Marc Inc 261 Old York Rd St L
Furchner Mae E 510 Shoemaker
Gantman Jack A Est 1095 Sparrow Rd
George B Heilmann Jr Trust Po Box 185
Gerhardt Laura A Gerhardt Alan 1102 Wellington Rd
Gottlieb Irving 713 Fox Croft Sq Apts
Graffman Gary & Naomi Charit 101 West Ave
Grasmeder Jessica A 519 Willow St
Green Russell P Green Bertha Spring Ctr
Greenberg Gregg 620 Crosswicks Rd
Greenwood Partners Lp 261 Old York Rd Suite 424
Grigonis George III PO Box 312
Guzman Olven 820 Homestead Rd
Hanas Gertrude M Hanas Walter E 101 Washington Ln
Heidmann Trust George B Jr 827 Glenside Ave
Heller Jay L 261 Old York Rd Ste 814
Hill Sallie Weldon 212 Township Line Rd
Hittinger Richelle D Hittinger Carl W 1872 Lambert Rd
Hunter Jennie E Tr Dept York Rd & West Ave
James Patricia 832 West Ave
James Thomas K James Mary B 155 Washington Ln
Jenkintown Exxon 101 Old York Rd
Jenkintown Family Practice Echa 261 Old York Rd Ste 530
Kaczat M A Dr 1 Abington Plaza Ste 305
Kaufler Emanuel R York Rd And West Ave
Kistner Gavin 1 Pitcairn Pl Ste 3000
Kistner Gavin Kistner Lisa 1 Pitcairn Pl Ste 3000
Klett Organization 112 York Rd
Koo Bum S 100 Old York Rd Apt E307
Kravinsky Emily Kravinsky Zell Kravinsky Family Trust
Kravitz Frederick 738 Moredon Rd
Laquer Eric L 615 Seminole Ave
Larsen George T Jr 269 Jericho Manor
Leiber David 1610 The Fairway Rydol West Apt 408
Leskawa Richard 816 Delene Rd
Levin Carmine Levin Philip 100 West Ave
Levine Lillian 913 E Benson
Love Racquel 360 Beaver Hollow Rd
Lpl Financial 405 Johnson St
Mager & White Pc 165 Township Line Rd Ste 2400
Manor Junior College Business Club 700 Fox Chase Rd
Manuszak Gen 363 Evergreen Rd
Marberger Jon L Ex 801 Old York Rd Ste 221
Marchak Raymond J Jr 100 Old York Rd
Martino Angela A Po Box 222
Marybeth T Miller Ira Attn R Iavecchia Po Box 109
Mcgrath Thomas L Mcgrath Susan B 1 Pitcairn Pl
Mcmarshall Inc Ta 214 Leedom St
Meckel William 1419 Lindsay Ln
Meehan Dorothy Meehan John Apt 710 Benson East
Metzger A P 269 Jericho Manor
Metzman Lee 1127 Devon Rd
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Mifflin Houghton 208 Runnymede Ave
Miller Sarah E 383 Stewart Ave
Montague Thomas C/O D Donatillo 1515 The Fairway Apt 566 B
Montgomery Surgical Center 101 Old York Rd Suite 202
Narrow Betty 1610 The Fairway Rudal Apt 20
New York Life T N Jenkinsc 680 Old York Rd
Oconnell Brendan G 841 Highland Ave Apt 268
Page Cary Attn David Marks 801 Old York Rd Noble
Pearce William J Pearce Genevieve 7 Township Line
Penn Bernadette 93 Old York Rd 1 481
Petrucci Glenn 229 Mather Rd
Proctor Patricia A Apt 612b 7900 Old York Rd
Quinn Joseph A Jr 766 Arden Rd
Reilly Frank 620 Washington Ln
Reinhart Associates Inc Benson East
Rosen Barry 100 Old York Rd Apt E−218
Saffren & Weinberg 815 Greenwood Ave Ste 22
Saligma Robert Co Cynwood Investments 261 Old York Rd Suite 613
Scully Adeline Scully James 801 Old York Rd 221 Noble Plaza
Selam International Victoria Odhner Po Box 72
Seltzer Associates Ste 115 Washington Ln
Shafie Radman Dr 410 Healey St
Shenkman Arlen 316 Thorpe Rd
Shim Min K 1419 Noble Rd
Silver Nathan 902 Greenwood Ave
Skabuk Lorraine PO Box 2380
Somerman Sheldon Somerman Brian 333 Jenkintown Commons
Spoerl Gene 338 Walnut St
Sps Technologies 301 Highland Ave
Steiner Rose S Est 440 Old York Rd 207
Sue Lee 201 Old York Rd Ste 202
Tri State Imaging Consultants Llc 101 Greenwood Ave Ste 150
Union Bank Of Ca Fbo Ansley Med 401 1205 Gordon Rd Fbo Jerome H Check
Waller Motors Inc 1940 Jenkintown Rd Po Box 374
Wasserman Eugene 100 West Ave Apt S426
Webster Andrew 1014 Wellington Rd
Worrell Ethelbert C/O Saffren & Weinberg 815 Greenwood Ave Ste 22
Yamaguchi Kenya 100 York Rd Apt E−1119
Yollin Phyllis K 301 Church Rd
King of Prussia, Pa 19406
Aberant Thomas R 715 Jonathan Dr
Abm Mid Atlantic Inc 420 Feheley Dr
Adecco 630 Freedom Business Ctr
Aftermarket Parts & Services Inc Po Box 61872
Alam Said Po Box 60334
Albert J Royce Jr Revocable Trust C/O M Bluestein 455 S Gulph Rd Suite 203
Aliakbar Sedigheh 755 Whitetail Cir
Alignis Inc Attn Lori Piccioni 900 E 8th Ave Ste 30
Allied Barton Securities 3606 Horizon Dr
Ama Cars Pre−Owned Auto Sales 381 Brooks Rd
American Express Travel 160 North Gulph Rd
Americas Choice PO Box 60432
Angstadt Dorothy V Angstadt Kermit Jr 561 Keebler Rd
At&T Automotive Service Inc Attn J Bissell 455 South Gulph Rd
Avery Dale 610 S Henderson Rd
B Pete 812 Bill Smith Blvd
Bacon George 1515 The Fairway Apt 127h
Banc Of America Leasing Capital 234 Mall Blvd Fl 2
Bankers Life 901 East 8th Ave
Beech Street Exclusive United Food And C Po Box 61593
Benefit Concepts Po Box 62530
Bhatnagar Ashish 1021 Penn Cir Apt E405
Bierhoff Jerrold A Cpa 3000 Valy Forge Cir 151
Biorexis 3400 Horizon Dr
Bnp Paribas 555 Croton Rd 4th Floor
Bny Mellon Investment Services 211 South Gulph Rd
Brody Betty M 2000 Valy Forge Cir Apt 1133
Brookline Bank 455 S Gulph Rd
Brookline Bank Po Box 61787
Brookline Bank Re: Amanda Carritte Po Box 61787
Brownlie Robert V 120 Shaffer Rd
Buckley Leonard 480 North Gulph Rd
Burger King 568 W Dekalb Pk
Burham Investors Trust C/O Pfpc Inc Po Box 61503
Capital Bus Company 234 E Dekalb Pike
Chaby Lisa J 507 Williamsburg Way
Chilton Co Inc 201 Chilton Way
Choate Health Management Inc 367 S Gulph Rd
Christian Betty J 431 Keebler Rd
Clinical Care Associ 888 1st Ave
Cna Lp Fl 4 555 Croton Rr
Cole Richard J 763 Bulker Hill Rd
College Directory Publishing 620 Allendale Rd 100a
Conlins Copy Center Inc 166 Allendale Rd
Consulting Endgame 160 Cinnaman Hill Rd
Cornerstone Solutions Alliance Llc Maschellmac Office Complex 10
Costabile David J Jr Costabile David J Sr 334 Glenn Rose Cir
Costabile David J Sr Costabile David J Jr 334 Glenn Rose Cir
Daley Kevin M 129 Pinecrest Dr
Daley Kevin M 630 Freedom Bus Ctr
Daywalt William C 409 Northgate Rd
Deacon Industrial Po Box 6485
Deer Creek Homeowners Assoc Inc Po Box 60410
Dempsey Patrick J C/O Rt Dempsey 375 Stonybrook Rd
Dennys Restaurant 240 N Gulph Rd
Desai Nissan 760 Moore Rd
Devereux Foundation 2012 Renaissance Blvd
Dhl Express C/O Specialty Risk Services 150 South Warner Rd
Dickey Trust 369 Hilltop Dr Apt C
Dimmig Earlene E Dimmig John D 251 W Dekalb Pk
Dolle Roland E 550 Prince Frederick St
Drummy Frances R 369 Old Ft Rd
Earley Annalese Tee Earley Jennifer L 610 Charlestown Dr
Einstein Evan B 649 S Henderson Rd Apt B501
Einstein Evan B Cust 649 S Henderson Rd Apt B501
Evelyn Margaret Estate 269 W Church Rd 5
Filone Nicola Estate 182 E Dekalb Pike
First American Title 234 Mail Blvd 2nd Flr The Atr
First American Title Insurance Co 234 Mall Blvd
Foley Robert L Foley Anna E 637 Pancost Rd
Ford Tauder 1000 Valy Forge Towers Unit
Forth Genella Forth William 209 N Henderson Rd
Frederick James W 419 West Church Rd
Freund Erin K 115 Monroe Blvd
Garber Nina 10901 Valy Forge Cir
Garber Nina L Cust Garber Benjamin L 3000 Valy Forge Cir Apt 1440
Ghenciu Eliodor 638 Forge Spring Ln
Giri Upendra 307 Patricia Cir
Glenborough Properties 700 S Henderson Rd Suite 204
Groshon Bruce 211 S Henderson Rd Apt 5
Gsi Commerce 1075 First Ave
Gsi Commerce Inc 935 First Ave
Hadash Recnsts Congregation C/O R/W Admin Dave Scott 7000 Geerdes Blvd
Hamelef Paul Lighting Assoc Inc 210 W Church Rd
Harbon Murray 610 S Henderson Rd
Harris Jenny 406 Lynn Rose Ct
Hartmann Jim 1075 First Ave
Hemelef Denise Lighting Assoc Inc 210 W Church Rd
Henning Gloria A 259 W Valy Forge Rd
Henning William F 259 W Valy Forge Rd
Highland Capital Bro Kerage 2200 Renaissance Blvd Ste 350
Hilton Valley Forge 251 W Dekalb Pike
Holter John W Est 10619 Valy Forge Cir
Home Depot 1000 W Dekalb Pike
Hoplamazian Rose 250 Hughes Rd
Huebner Jeffrey C 211 South Gulph Rd
Ingram Richard J Ingram Mary 20 Charles St
Integra Inc Attn Dir Of Med Benefits 1060 1st Ave Suite 410
Integrated Services Concentra 700 American Ave Suite 201
J A Taddei Corporation 397 East Church Rd
J F Creamer And Son C/O Scott Donadio 266 Foulkrod Blvd
Jamison Margaret 529 Flint Hill Rd
Jankowski Steven A 611 Nantucket Cir
Jdl Entertainment Llc Suite 815 1150 1st Ave
Jefferson Brian M 160 N Gulp Rd Suite 209
Johnson Fran 480 North Gulph Rd
Jubray Ralph L 2000 W Valy Forge Cir U
Judge Courier Inc Po Box 61884
Juris Associates 700 Valy Forge Plaza
K M Marketing 651 Allendale Rd
Kelly James 529 Flint Hill Rd
Kerr Gregory 200 Ross Rd
King of Prussia Pa Mike Harvey 1004 W 8th Ave
Koenig Alan D 478 Glen Rose Cir
Kpr Sports International Inc 1075 First Ave
Krasnoff Jerome S 347 Sweetbriar Rd
Krueger Harry Jr Krueger Gertrude 175 E Valy Forge Rd
Laguardia Associates Dba Crowne Pl 251 West Dekalb Pike
Lamour Marcel 660 Shoemaker Ln
Lancaster Ave Ltd Partnership C/O Ryan & Christie 301 East Church Rd A
Liberty Land Transfer Inc 443 South Gulph Rd
Lowe Jeannine 210 W Byron Pl Apt 335
M Buten Sons 711 1st Ave
Maaco Enterprises In 381 Brooks Rd
Macilwain Beatrice Estate 1200 E Dekalb Pike
Main Line Party Rentalsi 298 Hansen Access Rd
Mall Ball Lp 1150 First Ave Suite 815
Maloney Enterprises Inc C/O Quik Print 1012 W 9th Ave
Marathon Physical Th C/O Attn: Brenda 170 No Henderson Rd
Marc Martina And Penske Chevrolet I 240 Mall Blvd
Marcus Abigale J 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt D601
Martchian Marta M 430 Hampton Rd
Matsinger John D 527 Gen Armstrong Rd
Matulis Mary 331 Rees Dr
Mazzi Joseph Jr 31 Boro Line Rd
Merrill Lynch C/O M Bluestein 455 S Gulph Rd Suite 203
Mikaelian Julie M 1022 Bill Smith Blvd
Moerman John 1075 First Ave
Moser Erika 251 W Dekalb Pk B208
Nelson Kevin 1160 1st Ave Apt 1018
Netco Recording Co 1004 W 9th St
New Balance King of Prussia 309 Mall Blvd
Newbold C C/O Pfpc Inc Po Box 61503
Nicolas David 570 W Dekalb Pike Apt 507 Pa 19404
Nolan James T 313 Sharon Ct
Novacare 1016 N 9th Ave
Novak Bill 139 E Dekalb Pike
Ny Life Ins Company P O Box 357
Nylcare Health Plans 2201 Renaissance Blvd
Olsen Alf O Olsen Elsie 308 Brownlie Rd
Omnicare Of King of Prussia 600 Allendale Rd
Oneil Properties Group Suite 225 700 So Henderson Rd
P.T.P. Industries Inc 780 Fifth Ave
Page Co Op 700 American Ave Ste 101
Page Co Op For The Daily Sun 700 American Ave Ste 101
Palumbo Wesley 213 Colmar Dr
Pardo Stephanie 1041 Penn Cir Apt F203
Pasquale Dominick D Trustee 554 Shoemaker Rd
Pearle Vision Center 160 N Gulph Rd
Pergine Janet M 806 Monroe Blvd
Pfpc Nationwide Attn Surpass Brokerage & Wrap 760 Moore Rd
Phelps Frank V 253 Bernard Dr
Physicians Care Llc 295 S Gulph Rd
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Pritchett Janice 570 West Dekalb Pike Apt 307
Pro Floors 241 King Manor Dr Suite E
Producers Management Inc 800 N Henderson Rd
Pruzan M 3000 W Valy Forge Cir
Pss Transcript Fees Attn C Miller 211 S Gulph Rd
Puchalski Joseph 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt E410
Radhe Shyam Inc 139 E Dekalb Pike
Reinhart Jerome 430 Langdale Ct
Reliance 700 American Ave Suite 201
Restore Core 650 Clark Ave Ste B
Ri Collections Inc Soo North Gulph Rd S Suite 500
Ridder Alecia 814 Monroe Blvd
Right Start Inc The 2520 Renaissance Blvd
Rittenhouse Book Dist 511 Feheley Dr
Rohrkemper N 523 Sturbridge Ct
Rossi Dominick Estate 389 Ross Rd
Royce Albert J III Royce David C C/O M Bluestein 455 S Gulph Rd Suite 203
Rubens Brad 555 Croton Rd Suite 310
Rucker Joanne 556 General Knox Rd
Saul Genevieve Crisanti 541 N Henderson Rd
Saxon Lynn 649 S Henderson Rd Apt D101
Schwartz Theresa 593 Crossfield Rd
Scriptures Inc 120 E Beidler Rd
Shoffner Mary M 316 Valy View Rd
Singh Jarnail S2 200 Prince Fredrick St
Skf Industries Inc 1100 1st Ave
Skf Usa Inc 1100 First Ave
Smith Edward 2000 W Valy Forge Cir U
Sopp Erich G 115 Brownlie Rd
Sopp Erich George 115 Brownlie Rd
Specialty Risk Services Po Box 61512
Spencer Ladona S 219 Hearthstone Rd
Steele Heather Z 315 Bill Smith Blvd No315
Stephens Trudie H 805 S Gulph Rd
Stuart Flooring Attn G Marinari 1150 First Ave Ste 100
Sudini Ravinder R 251 West Dekalb Pike Apt C 806
Sugartown Worldwide 800 3rd Ave
Tbs Pa Connected Office Products Inc 3600 Horizon Dr Suite 180
Tcg Delaware Valley Inc 630 Freedom Business Ctr Attn B Tulskie
Teachers Ins & Ann Ass 455 S Gulph Rd Ste 405 C/O Gruvv
Telespectrum Worldwide Attn Dir Of Med Benefits 443 S Gulph Rd
Tin Maung S 351 Hilltop Dr Apt 331
Torres Alberto R 200 Ross St Apt 144
Troester Kevin 251 West Dekalb Pike Apt C509
Tucker Beatrice R Tucker Leonard M 251 W Dekalb Pike
Turensky Marlene 251 W Dekalb Pike B915
Underwriting Concept 2002 Renaissance Blvd Ste 250
Union Labor Life Ins Po Box 61593
United Food & Commerci Po Box 61594
Univ Hlth Svc Inc Po Box 61558 367 S Gulph Rd
Vasefi Darius 709 Swedeland Rd
Verilaw Lexis Nexis File And Serve Valy Forge Park Place 1018 W 9th St
Wampole Neil 1021 Penn Cr 406
Wang Tammy 722 Lookout Ln
Wentzel Beverly 250 Hughes Rd
Wilson Margaret V Trust Ex Estate Of William J Wilson Jr 550 N Henderson Rd
Wire One Technology Inc 1100 Fiset Ave Suite 400
Wirth Charles Forsyth Wirth Frederick H 753 Whitetail Cir
Woods Of East Br The Property Owners Association 440 Feheley Dr
Yalcin Ramazan 400 American Ave
Zany Brainy Inc Sales Audit 2520 Renaissance Blvd
Zurich Insurance Company 2701 Renaissance Blvd Su
Zzzalliedbarton 3606 Horizon Dr
Kulpsville, Pa 19443
Clemens Family Marke 1555 Bustard Rd
Clemens Market 1555 Bustard Rd
Donald S C/O Joan Smith
Fetherman Stanley Fetherman Evelyn Sumneytown Park
Hemmerich Tyler Q Pobox 305
Overholtzer Anna Estate Main
Robbins Frederick A 15 Goetsch Rd
Robbins Frederick A 2960 Mercer Rd
Robbins Frederick A 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt Y11
Slotter Virginia T Estate Box 268 Greenln Rd
Warner Betty J Estate Sumneytown Pike
Warner Peggy Estate Somneytown Pike
Lafayette Hill, Pa 19444
Aston Valerie M 528 Ridge Pike
Avellino Stephanie Avellino Keith 421 Ridge Pike
Blonstein Charles 250 Ridge Pike Unit 54c
Bromley Jim Co Whitemarsh Valy C C
Buchanan Alma B 4028 Fairview Ave
Burns George 4135 Christie Cir
Card Payroll 664 Ridge Pike
Cattone Carmella D 320 Flowertown Rd
Clancy Thomas H 9 Creek View Ter
Conway Grace Conway James 4031 Fairway Rd
Conway William Conway James 4031 Fairway Rd
Cottone Andrew S 320 Flowertown
Cottone C D 320 Flowertown Rd
Crosby Joseph E 150 Ridge Pike Apt 118b
Delgiorno Margaret Rose Cust 6 Golf View Lafayette Hl Pa
Dolaway Florence K CO J D Delny−Kopensky & Co Po Box 222
Future Pac The 23 Almond Ct
Gallagher Brian C/O Life Guidance Brookhaven 360 Reed Rd
Genovese Elizabeth 896 Andorra Rd
Gentzel Gail B Gail
Gersh Richard 12 Gum Tree Ln
Goldenberg Marsha S 429 Ridge Pike 215
Harper Mary 4034 Macniff Dr
Harrison Kurt 25 Pear Tree Ln Apt 1
Integrated Project Services 2001 Joshua Rd
Jerome Shinfeld & Associates Pc 4140 Fields Dr
Kelly Florence E Harts Ln Po Box 84
Koch Beatrice Koch Edward A 4009 Fairsway Rd
Krensel Lawrence J 4102 Fountain Green
Lacoff Gerson 250 Ridge Pike Apt 160−C
Lamm Jonathan 628 Ridge Pike
Lavino Linda F 750 Andora Rd
Leonhardt George 801 Ridge Pike Gp26
Levy Ellen 1905 Meadows Dr
Li Showwu Li Yong H 4018 Westaway Dr
Lisa Lavan 148 Red Rambler Dr
Marshall Charles N C/O Masonic Homes 801 Ridge Pike
Matz Myrtle 429 Ridge Pike 229
Mikes & Girls Inc 470 Germantown Pike
Mileski Daren P Mileski Lori A 625 Wagner Rd
Miller Janice M 429 Ridge Pike 229
Newberg Matthew J C/O W B Goodman 8 Holly Ct
Philadelphia Presbyt 2000 Joshua Rd
Pierce Frederick H 4031 Joshua Rd
Pressman Howard 2134 Basswood Dr
Pro Future Properties Inc Po Box 85
Robertson Tvl 628 Germantown Pike
Savar Stephen 2309 Barren Hill Rd
Schvom Emanuel J Schvom Miriam H 414 Revere Rd
Scott John 211 Ash Ln
Shi Anthony B 4135 Jackson Dr
Smith Matthew L Smith Elana B 2147 Birch Dr
Smith Thomas Richard 546 Ridge Pike
Stimmler Ann F Cust 6 Golf View Lafayetee Hill Pa
Stout Edith Estate 4013 Crescent Ave
Sturm Quentin 6 Plum Ct
Tran Khiem 250 Ridge Pike
Turner William Jr 4011 Fairway Rd
Weber Kathleen 3000 Chestnut St
Wolf Jill 7 Almond Ct
Wright Dorris 429 Ridge Pike
Yarnall Bennett I Jr Yarnall Jeanne M 840 Thomas Rd
Lamott, Pa 19027
Ellis Mark 1719 Erlen Rd
Walthour Sandra 7320 Sycamore Ave
Lansdale, Pa 19446
Abhulimen Odiase 763 Brian Way
Acts Brittany Pointe Estates 1001 Valy Forge Rd
Advanced Door Service Po Box 861
Aiken Theodore E 654 Crescent Ave
Albright Grover C Estate Elm Dr
Alexander Ronika M 424 Sta Sq Blvd
Anderson Alice 1313 Brittany Pointe
Andre Joanne 223 E 3rd St
Antholz Susan C 523 W 2nd St
Ashley S 2301 Warner Rd
Avila Patricio 2100 N Line St Apt B203
Bahn Alice Estate Rr 2 Morris Rd
Bailey William Bailey Jessica 150 Oakland Ave
Ball K 375 N Mitchell Ave
Bank Sondra M Bank David 128 Mahogany Way
Barrick Ernest 1337 N Brd St
Basford Alexis T 1226 Oxford Cir
Benge Sean F 111 Grays Ln
Bergeys Chev Inc Dba Landsdale Ab 1330 N Brd St
Berkey Howard C 506 E Lawn Ave
Bieling Robert J Bieling Irene F 312 Crestview Rd
Boys Ronald L 640 Jackson St
Brennan Jospeh J 603 Jackson St
Briggs Arthur S 325 Dock Dr
Brill John 1290 Allentown Rd Apt 102w
Brill Margaret B Brill Kevin A 802 Concord Pl
Burney Joy J 233 East Main St Apt−2
Buttari Gregory 1158 West Main St Apt E112
Camp Gladys V 1290 Allentown Rd Apt S315
Canz Libations Inc 100 W Main St Ste 510
Card Data Services I 114 Oberlin Ter
Central Condo Assn 4244 46 105 Terwood Ln
Chen Wei Guo 701 S Valy Forge Rd
Choi Kap S 1290 Allentown Rd Apt 160
Chrom Elizabeth H 1140 Archer Ln
Cole Richard 222 Pinecrest Ln
Cole Sharon 410 Hickory Ct
Collins Francis Oakwood Gdn Apt D
Collins Jane Apt D Oakwood Gdn
Compton Anna M Schwenkfeld Manor Apt 219
Conrad Sidney C/O L N Conrad 13 Woodland Dr
Consolidated Service PO Box 1719
Cricket Club 104 Barrington Pl
Criollo Miguel V 639 S Brd St Apt L 6
Dawn Stoler M 944 Crest Rd
Definis Robert N 523 Edgemont Ave
Demarco Laudonia 422 N Chestnut St
Dematteis Suzanne 224 Woodlawn Dr
Desai Daksha Brookside Maor 5 Heather Ct Apt B
Design Forbes L 2040 Weber Rd
Destefano Kevin Destefano Karen 700 W Third St
Dickinson M F 639 S Brd St Apt K 23
Dillon Catherin C Schwenkfeld Manor Apt 219
Dinezza Kathryn S Cust Dinezza Mark D 241 Crckle Wood Cir
Doherty Gwenaviere A 177 Oberlin Tr
Donato Deborah A Donato Frank M 1224 Uilsmier Rd
Drissel Ellsworth Estate 611 Derstine Ave
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Dugan James P 2296 Weigner Rd
Eisele David 1345 Gwynedale Way
Eltringham Peter 113 Samantha Ln
Erna Steckiel C/O Steckiel R E 2298 Weigner Rd
Feng Shui 128 S Brd St
Feusner Ernest Estate 319 Delaware Ave
Fillius Express Service Po Box 230
Fite John T Jr 1704 Marlbrook Ln
Flinchbaugh James J 4208 E Hancock St Apt B
Francis Louise E 914 Derstine Ave
Frangione Adriana 45 Lynwood Rd
Franzoni Harry P 757 E Main St Apt N305
Fukuda Tomoko 54 E 3rd St 1
Fuller Eleanor B 110 Country Club Dr
Gage Marilyn K Estate 1039 E Main St
Gallagher Brian 309 Abbey Ln
Gilbert June G 224 Woodlawn Dr
Gokler Engin 1162 Kipling Ct
Goldberg Matthew 8 Douglas Rd
Graves Charles S 1001 Braeburn Ter
Gross William D 1800 Walnut St
Guest Diana K 503 Stratford Ct
Guimond Joseph A Guimond Pauline Apt D103
Hager Hannah E Hager Manroe Y 112 E 3rd
Hall Doris M 660 North Brd St P C 215
Harmer Allen Estate 1158 Nash Ave
Hartman Margaret 200 W 5th St
Haug Mary K 1320 Sunny Ayre Way
Hayes Kathleen B Hayes Michael W 1972 Eva Dr
Hedric John P 1141 Snyder Rd Apt E 15
Helen Briggs 325 Dock Dr
Herb Brent E 603 Pennbrook Ave
Hespell Charlotte A Estate 735 W Mount Vernon St
Hill Anthony 1603 Clearview Rd
Hill Charles H Estate 404 Perkiomen Ave C/O E Valerio
Hoff Ken 650 N Cannon Ave
Holmes Patricia Ann 105 East Main St Pa 19440
Howe Joseph C Howe Jean B 505 Cherry St
Hussain Jennifer M 106 Greenbriar Rd
Info Guard C/O Attn Heather PO Box 300 Pa 19440
Infoguard Inc Po Box 850
Irene And Glen Dewees And Precision 558 William Penn Way
Israel Melvin W 106 Crestwood Dr
Jaszczak Ray 45 Nrichardson Av
Johnson D Po Box 1045
Johnson Jeffrey K 1342 Mark Dr
Johnston A M 4112 Brittany Pt
Jones Gary 115 August Ln
Jones James A 2602 Braeburn Ter
Jones Stansell L 804 W Third St
Justin Construction Inc 1492 Sumneytown Pk
Kareha Louis 1410 Keeler Ct
Kauffman Miriam Estate 1158 Nash Ave
Kelly Mary 42 W Third St Apt 2
Keyser Dolores E Keyser Thomas E 337 N Brd St
King Ward W Brookwood Dentalasso 2 Cowpath Rd
Kinsey Matthew F 1986 Armstrong Dr
Kirk Jennie 451 Founders Vlg Apt 467
Knapp Tracy 300 Carol Ct
Knight John 122 Pinecrest Ln
Koukoski Kelly 741 Jackson St
Kulik Carol 1525 Green Ln Rd
Lee Hye W 1306 Oak Cir
Long Renee 124 Jenkins Ave
Macanally Calvin Estate 721
Margies Shore Deli Inc 126 Oakland Ave
Martin Valerie S Martin Allen D 702 West Main St
Mascitti Dino 302 Beacon Ct
Mathews Kathryn Estate 1103 Dogwood Ct
Mccarthy Anne M 909 Beechwood Dr
Mccusker Michelle 1345 Gwynedale Way
Mcdowell Frances G 1122 Vilsmeier Rd
Mchugh Kristen A 132 Shady Ln
Mcnamer Dominic 25 W 5th St
Meigs Robert 709 Willow St 2 B
Meister David A 2031 N Brd St Suite 101
Merkel David L 515 Kenilworth Ave A
Mesa Jacob M 153 Jenkins Ave
Mid Atlantic Insurance Co 415 West Main St
Moffitt Merritt W Main
Moyer Gloria J 1117 York Ave
Moyer Hobart Estate 612 Columbia Ave
Murarka Ravindra B 2110 Deep Meadow Ln
Murphy Patricia A Cowpably Rd Rd1
Murphy Patricia A Rd 1 Cownath Rd
Myers Harry W Myers Ruby F Schwenckfeld Manor E Allentown
Nawrocki Mary 1290 Allentown Rd W110
Netcarrier Inc North Penn Business Park
Newport Food Services 805 West Fifth St Suite 11
Nguyen Trang T 423 Franklin St
Nish Jeffrey 1220 Columbia Ave
Nocchi Marguerite 523 Edgemont Ave
North Penn Water Authorit Po Box 1659
Oakes Kyle Ii 507 Marlbrook Ln
Oneal & Norbeck 843 W 2nd St
Pace Supply Corporation 821 W 5th St
Pankey Janice M 409 Cowpath Rd
Panter Martha R Panter Herman 641 Salford Ave
Park Jong 333 Line St
Patel Mayukh G Patel Smita M 701 Weikel Rd Apt 405
Patel Vikram C 115 Bradford Ln
Penn Vly Obgyn Associates Po Box 1506
Peterson Oliver E 602 N Brd St Apt B303
Pfeiffer Edna Mae 606 Ctr Brg
Pino Nicholas M Pino Mary 7th Maple
Porcelain Enamel Corp 6th & Iron Sts
Porreca Elisabeth A 664 Crescent Ave
Powell Debra 169 Forest Trail Dr
Prathipati Muralibabu 9 Waverly Ct A
Provider Unreadable 640 Cowpath Rd
Quade Carl R Estate 715 W Mount Vernon St
Quade Susan A Estate 715 W Mount Vernon St
Rao Sarika 757 E Main St E 203
Reynolds Robert A 722 Derstine Ave
Riccio Angelina F Estate 160 Jenkins Ave
Rieker Walter Estate 400 W Mount Vernon St
Riley Josephine P Riley Donald F 52e 3rd St
Rogers Jason 126 W 6th St
Russell Richard L 307 W 5th St
Saratoga Beverage Group Inc Attn L Doyle % Zeigler Beverage Co 1513 N Brd
Sarzynski Kathleen B Sarzynski Michael 1456 Bronte Ct
Scher Alan B 3014 Valy View Way
Schneible George S 1155 Main St
Schneider Marc R 112 Devonshire Dr
Schultz Scott 127 Fairview Dr
Schwoerer Ammon H Schwoerer Jean H 1117 York Ave
Schwoerer Jean H 1117 York Ave
Sdira Michael In V 212 Twining Rd
Sergenkova Anastasia 6 Juniper Path
Shafer Craig 3213 Abby Ln
Shaffer David Estate Po Box 973
Shuman Betty L 104 Green St
Siegler John R 622 W Vernon St
Sigwart Lawrence W Jr 205 Pinecrest Ln
Simcox M 2100 N Brd St
Sinnott Isabel A 1202 N Bend Ct
Sisters Circle Support Po Box 124
Smith George 2104 Sycamore Cir
Smith Hilary K 31 Oakland Ave
Smith Stanley Estate 523 N Chestnut St
Soon Um Dba New Locks 1921 W Main St
Stanbridge Apartments 38 Jenkins Ave
Steele James S Estate 402 York Ave
Stevens Anthony 1202 Marlbrook Ln
Stevens Magan 1202 Marlbrok Ln
Storck Kenneth A 358 Primrose Dr
Swartley Bros Engineers Inc Po Box 310 837 W Third St
Szewczyk Miroslaw 1929 Supplee Rd
Taylor Marion B 214 N Brd St
Taylor Olga F Est Taylor Olga F 33e 2nd St
Terry Betty M 135 Bedford Ln
Thatcher Ruth M Estate C/O St Mary’s Manor 701 Lansdale Ave Rm 40a
Thaw Kan 323 Green St Apt A4
Thorpe Donna Lynn Thorpe Carol Lee 958 Patriot Dr
Tonnis Productions Inc 1202 North Bend Ct
Torri Nicholas 126 A Stony Creek Ave
Viser Charles Viser Grace 135 W Fifth St
Visteon Systems Llc Church Rd
Vito Brascia Bldr 523 S Brd St
Vitolo Elaine E 2204 Dock Dr
Volunteer Medical Service Corps 175 Med Campus Dr
Weand Arthur R 735 Perkiomen Ave
Willow Grove Bank C/O Gwynedd Company 1100 Sumneytown Pike
Wilson Craig D 220 Cherry Ln
Wilson Glenn Wilson Tonya 765 Park Rd
Winkler Emma 200 W 5th St
Wisniewski Sara A 600 Cherry St
Wolf George E Cowpably Rd Rd1
Wolf George E Rd 1 Cownath Rd
Wood Melvin N Cust 26 Andrew Ln
Wortman William 2040 Weber Rd
Wortman William Howard 2040 Weber Rd
Wright Mary S 413 Founders Vlg
Yarnell Thomas M Yarnell Megan 1141 Snyder Rd Apt C35
You Yujian 1142 Kipling Ct
Young M 1280 Mark Dr
Laverock, Pa 19038
Allen Julie Kimberly Allen Mark 1640 Chattin Rd
Allen Laura Hairston Allen Mark 1640 Chattin Rd
Allen Mark 1640 Chattin Rd
Downings Allen Mark S 1640 Chattin Rd
Lighty Bettye J 8109 Cobden Rd
Naumann Jospeh C 7809 Knox Rd
Pa Doctors Alliance 305 Golf Hills Rd
Whiteside Richard 7808 Cobden Rd
Lederach, Pa 19450
Harris Clarence M III Harris Gwendolyn M Po Box 53
Limerick, Pa 19468
Birch K Alexander 1901 Hunsberger Dr
Coassolo Mark J Coassolo Kara M 1804 Prince Ct
Coppola Joseph 52 Longcross Rd
Education Alternatives Attn Dr M Erwin 296 West Ridge Pike Suite 205
Effner Mark A /O Secure Seniors 1 68 W Ridge Pike
Harris Michael 611 Hemlock Way
Heffner Mark A O Secure Seniors 1 68 W Ridge Pike
Holmes Sherlock 9 Long Cross Rd
Kirkhoff Robert 354 W Ridge Pike
Kraemer Gregory 553 W Ridge Pike B
March Company Po Box 5091 200 Limerick Ctr Rd
Pascual Marc 5208 Drawbridge Cour
Rossi Michael A Rossi Michael R 125 Regal Ct
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Rothman Mark 112 Elio Cir
Teleflex 155 South Limerick Rd
Todd Erik A 142 W Ridge Pike Apt 1
Whitehawk Travis J 165 W Ridge Pike 226
Zhang Lily C 1207 Duchess Ct
Zhang Yan 207 Duchess Ct
Linfield, Pa 19468
Clark Hedwig Estate 581 Lim Ctr Rd
Marrion Good Estate 27 Santitary
Mcdaniel Robert C 193 Main St
Miller Robert 52 Keen Rd
Narieka Joseph C Narieka Stella R Depot St
Raser Dennis N 174−176 Main St
Lower Gwynedd, Pa 19002
Barol David 714 N Bethlehem Pk Ste 200
Burgoyne Mary 1208 Hunt Seat Dr
Chen Jennifer I 1460 Sloan Way
Dredge Kelly 768 N Bethlehem Pike
Gupton Sally A 970 Gladestry Ln
Kafrisse Samuel F Law Office 1130 Stone House Rd
Karian Marylisa Karian Vahan 1225 New Church Ct
Kaye Samuel B 1006 Stonebridge Rd
Nell Charles J 70 Harlow Cir
On Call Physician Staffing Inc 1555 Bardsey Dr
Pennsylvania Gatherings Inc 1001 North Bethlehem Pike
Vanhorn Eleanor A 728 Norristown Rd Apt D 221
Vanhorn Herbert C 728 Norristown Rd Apt D221
Mainland, Pa 19451
Economic Data Inc Po Box 185
Viastar Technologies 1510 Delp Dr
Maple Glen, Pa 19002
Britt Raymond V Jr 1658 Ft Washington Ave
Douglas Frank E Estate Limekiln Pike
Felt Paws Autobody Inc 3 Saljon Ct
Fritz Marion 1517 Ft Washington Ave
Fusco Frank A Fusco Mary T 1770 Farmview Rd
Harris Charles B Estate Limekiln Pike And Norrist Rd
Johanson Colden 1725 Brittany Dr
Killela Michael C/O M Killela 1519 Norristown Rd
Macaluso Diane E 827 Wright Dr
Mackell James V Jr Cust Mackell Anne P 1505 N Fiedler Rd
Mariasis Quijano 1275 Appalachian Rd
Martin Jeffrey E 109 Victoria Ct
Naber Peter A 1801 Carmel Pl
Neuropsychiatric Group Po Box 3188
Plume Theodore S 888 Welsh Rd
Schwarcz Harriet B 3 Saljon Ct
Tessler Susan 1030 Balmoral Way
Troyer Christine E 1415 Glenn Dr
Yu Jong H 1848 Trails End Pl
Meadowbrook, Pa 19046
Asplundhscott M T/D Jared N 1591 Hampton Rd
Gallagher Richard J 1616 Huntington Pike
Henry Emily M Po Box 56
Hib International Inc Box 3711
Holy Redeemer Health Sys 1648 Huntingdon Pike
Holy Redeemer Health Syst 1648 Huntingdon Pike
Lichtenberg Linda Gail 1511 Stocton Rd Meadowbrook
Mansfield Mary A Valy Rd
Meadowbrook Int Med Assoc 1650 Huntingdon Pike Ste 355
Motson J F 1400 Tallyho Rd
Steer Sara B 1921 Briar Cliff Ave
Steer Sara B 1921 Briarcliff Rd
Stjoseph Manor 1616 Huntingdon Pike
Melrose Park, Pa 19027
Boyd Henriett 7410 4th
Boyd Thomas E 7410 4th
Breslow Jordan T Breslow Donna A 112 Windsor Ave
Greenberg Sherry F 108 Surrey Rd
Jay And Walter Sandford Melrose Station 902 Valy Rd Apt 29
Marsh Theresa 705b Valy Rd
Mcdowelle James O 7707 Lycoming Ave
Park Jin−Sung 902 Valy Rd Apt 18b Jin−Sung Park
Pepp Camille 7301 Sharpless Rd
Smith Robert Johnson 805 Stratford Ave
Susten Kenneth 7617 Lycoming Ave
Win Far Incorporated 8080 Old York Rd 1100 Ave
Merion Station, Pa 19066
Arbeter Rebecca N 380 Merion Rd
Arochas Avraham 109 Merion Rd
Auerbach Esther 527 Revere Rd
Barton Marylou 511 Mercer Rd
Bogutz Lillian S Latches Ln Apts
Caskey Herbert T 275 Melrose Ave
Cohen Diane Cohen Neal 248 Derwen Rd
Colcher Amy Md 64 64 Raynham Rd
Cooper Stephen 231 Matthew Rd
Corson Jeffrey L 265 Forrest Rd
Dediego Mario 333 City Ave Apt 1549
Dieck Eugenie 320 Melrose Rd
Erlbaum Jon L 354 Sycamore Ave
Fidelity Bank 304 Mallwyd Rd
Gerlach Clifford 352 Montgomery Ave
Goldstein Andrew Cust 201 Standisfi Rd
Hartman Carolyn 215 Meetinghouse Ln
Hartzell Mary Jane Hartzell Kenneth R 521 Mercer Rd
Holt Steven H Cust 730 Hazelhurst Ave
Jacoby Deborah L Jacoby Donald 420 Sycamore Ave
Kelepouris Nicky Dr 304 Hamilton Rd
Lieberman Alex 525 Prescott Rd
Lieberman Eric 525 Prescott Rd
Lieberman Eric B 525 Prescott Rd
Mccabe Dennis G 501 Narberth Ave 5
Michael A Acker 550 Health Rd
Mocino Claudia D 61 Raynham Rd
Platt Freda C/O Affrime 230 Hamilton Rd
Richter Thomas 501 S Narberth Ave
Rodman Michael J 113 Kenilworth
Rosenberg Maurie 320 Melrose Rd
Rubin Sydney B Latchs Ln Apt 612
Schaffer Norman D 337 Cherrybend
Shultz Francis 580 B St Unit 12
Sill Stirling S Sill M I 505 E Wynnewood Rd
Sysko Steven Po Box 251 Sysko Scenic Studio Inc
Turka Laurence Turka Joshua R 331 Mallwyd Rd
W M S Partners Latches Ln Condominiums Apt5
Werblowsky Joshua 509 Waldron Tr
Yannascoli Sabrina A 415 City Ave E2
Zebrowitz Joseph 510 North Latches Ln
Zecca Frank F 206 Winding Way
Mont Clare, Pa 19453
Keen J C 318 Meadowview Ln
Malone Jan 1410 Meadowview Ln
Olesky Michael A 1019 Meadowview Ln
Montgomeryville, Pa 18936
Depaulo Josephine Depaulo Peter J Po Box 798
Dilip N Dudhat Dmd Pc 593 Bethelhem Pk Suite 3
Direct Marketing 210−A Progress Dr
Good Year Supply Company Rte 309 & Keystone Rd
Intermaster Dba Lite Master 201 Progress Dr
Lansdale Manufacturing In 120 Domorah Dr
Macfarlan Florence Estate State Rd
Messa Francis 532 Dekalb Pike
Powell Florence 640 Bethlehem Pike
Prajabathi Kanubhai 121 Crystal Rd 8
Rohach Arthur PO Box 236
Room After Room Inc 753 Bethlehem Pike
Smart Services Inc Po Box 925
United Healthcare Insurance Co Po Box 1017
Xceleration Llc 101 B Domorah Dr
Narberth, Pa 19072
Banka Sarovar 237 Stacey Rd
Barry James D 226 N Essex Ave 105
Barsky Claire R 313 S Woodbine Ave
Bateman Minnie H Bateman Robert 215 Wayne
Brumberger Kenneth 1136 Tower Ln East
Campbell Catharine Dougherty 211 Iona Ave
Carpi Peter W 221 Ardeligh Rd
Carthy Catherine Carthy James J 208 Woodbine
Caton Suzanne E Cust Po Box 373
Chelsvig Mark 308 Woodbine Ave
Chois John Michael Dr. 1600 Hagys Ford Rd Apartment 8z
Cohen Barry E 1546 Flat Rock Rd
Cohen David 205 N Wynnewood Ave
Conners Sheila M 110 Chestnut Ave
Cooperberg Barry 1017 Walsh Ln
Cowdery Rita 318 Woodbine Ave
Crane Anne L 17 Woodbine St
Credit Trust U W O Irving 50 Fairview Rd
Cruz Giuseppe S Cruz Rosa S 342 Dudley Ave
Day Care Association − Montgomery County 201 Sabine Ave
Deal Charles J Est Of C/O Po Box 462
Demarco Joseph 1213 Centennial Rd
Eberbach Walter 430 Gilpin Rd
Falkoff Bernard R 512 Brookhurst Ave
Fenster Michael 1550 Flat Rock Rd
Freeland Katherine 239 Iona Ave
Gallagher James 214 Price Ave Apt F31
Gilman Robert H 9 Chestnut Ave
Hammonds Kenneth A Estate 509 Meavyn Rd
Hankinson Michael E Cust Po Box 373
Hankinson Michael E Po Box 373
Harrison Armason 411 Anthwyn Rd
Haynei Marie 215 Wayne Ave
Heller David Harris 119 Elmwood Ave
Iman Zarkiyah C/O Montgomery Early Learning 201 Sabine Ave
Irrev Diane G 1017 Walsh Ln
Jones Tabitha 1205 Centennial Rd
Joynes Margaret I 214 Price Ave Apt H12
Kintz Mary Re: Robert T Kintz Dec D 212 Elm Terace
Kintz Robert L C/O M Kintz Re: Robert T Kintz 212 Elm Terace
Lecks Leonard E 425 Hidden River Rd
Levensten Kevin Levensten Scott 210 Dudley Ave
Levy Ron 1142 Greentree Ln
Librett Paula Fbo 50 Fairview Rd
Lynn Marjorie R Estate 307 Grayling Ave
Magalong Leslie A 431 Gilpin Rd
Main Line Medical Group 857 Montgomery Ave
Marcus Ivy R 1740 Oakwood Ter 14k
Mayer Chris 219 Righters Mills
Mccord Joan 623 Brd Acres Rd
Metrad Assoc Inc 1108 Hillcrest Rd
Morrett Charles H Morrett Beatrice 145 N Narberth Ave Floor 3
Murphy Dermott O 70 Wynnedale Rd
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Muscal Tal 238 Ardleigh Rd
Nagurny Irene 3 Schiller Ave
Norcini Amy 219 Grayling Ave Apt 4
Ophthalmic Subspecialty 201 Sabine Ave
Parks Rita Estate 57 Montgomery
Pernaelias Francis 3 Langdon Ln
Pham Luc 710 Willow Way
Pietrzak Barbara F In 102 Chestnut Ave
Posner Andre B 243 Hampden Ave
Puri Sonia 402 Conshohocken Rd
Purring Alexander Purring Ethel M 6 Stuart
Rosenfeld Judith 628 Manor Rd
Sanders Farid M 243 Hampden Ave
Santacruz Giuseppe Santacruz Rosa 342 Dudley Ave
Scharf Gerald Jefferson Heart Institute 224 224 Tower Ln
Shackelford Kate Elizabeth 508 Merwyn Rd
Silberman Michael 1417 Centennial Rd
Simmons Albert K 6 Hansen Ct
Sizer James J Estate 522 Homewood Ave
Sph Investment Inc Psp 117 Forrest Ave Suite 202
Stein Harry S 236 Stacey Rd
Talangbayan Francis 312 Sprague Rd
Tancuenca Maria E 1 Woodside Ave
Thatcher Andrew 9 Hampden Ave
Wagner Charlotte M 203 N Essex Ave Apt 9
Wakim Joseph E 136 Fairview Rd
Walsh Virginia A 18 Narberth Park
Werder Scott A Werder Diane 329 Conway Ave
Willow Mary 35 Water St
Wolser Jill Cust 1244 Greentree Ln
Wolser Robin Cust 1244 Greentree Ln
Zidel David 221 Wynne Ln
Norristown, Pa 19401
714 Markley Street Llc 714 Markley St
Alfriend Zan 101 Sawkill Meadow Ln
Angello Sophie 19 Hartranft St
Aparicio Martinez Fredy 417 W Marshall St
Bainum Jane L Estate 50 W Washington St
Baldassano Mary Ann 435 E Airy St
Bank Of New York Trust 1439 Markley St
Bauer Eleanor 2801 Stanbridge St Apt A−414
Bearoff Ronald 104 Hartranft Ave
Bechtel Josephine M 214 Orchard Ln
Becker Andrea J 1544 Dekalb St
Belles Sean 318 Jefferson St
Benavidez Isabel 710 George St
Bender Barbara L Bender Paul 609 George St
Bi County Cleaning Inc 2 W Lafayette St Ste 400
Bivighouse Herbert S 750 Roosevelt Ave
Blackwood Wayne 1420 Arch St Apt C204
Borzacki Edmund Estate 632 E Main St
Bosler Margaret Est 611 Swede St Apt 102
Boyd Tony 707 Chain St
Boyer Monroe Jr Boyer Hazel 637 Chain St
Breeden Alice E Estate 408 Arch St
Brewer Lillie 312 Stanbridge St
Brown Annie B 709 Haws Ave
Brown Erica 707 W Chain St
Brown Shawna 528 Dekalb St
Bryant Lloyd M Ii 1218 W Airy St
Buchinski Elizabet Buchinski John 1024 Dekalt St
Buchinski Elizabeth Buchinski John 1024 Dekalb St
Burns Blanche Estate Coushahacken Rd
Bustamante A Cruz 722 W Marshall St
Byerly William H Cust Byerly Ian M 216 Roberts Cir
Camillo Pulcini 728 Sandy St
Campbell Susan 115 West Brown St
Campos Judith 541 E Lafayette St
Canela Maria 31 Jacoby St
Capagna Ruth M Estate Rr 3 N Wales Rd
Carp Dental Associates P C Family Dental Ctr 610 W Marshall St
Catagnus Ruth A 734 Roosevelt Ave
Catanzav Uln Estate 507 E Moore St
Catheriault Contracting Inc 14 W Main St
Cattie Nicholes Cattie Teresa Plymouth Rd
Chambers Linton D 450 Forest Av Apt A−212
Charlestein Julie 1710 Romano Dr
Chou T Dds Dekalb St Unit 5
Cognata Alberto G Estate 831 Tremont Ave
Cohen Sharon 110 Stuart Dr
Cole Chanell L 402 East Spruce St
Coleman Martha T Coleman Charles 1514 West Market St
Continental Bank Main & Swede Sts Claims Dept
Cook Harold R Estate 807 Earland Rd
Costa Angeline Costa Samuel 312 E Logan St
Cotteta Paul J 1524 Sandy Hill Rd
Cpana Amadpr 533 Green St
Cranmer Ernest F 516 West Main St
Cribbs Gwendalyn Cribbs Ralph C 211 Barbadoes St
Crits James J Est 210 Noble St Fl 3
Crouthamel Laura E Estate 1601 Powell St
Culbreath James 408 Arch St
Culp Deanne 134 Discovery Ct
Davenport Edward 101 Jacoby St
Davis Minnie Ann St
Dcfs 312 Stanbridge St
De Santes Nicolan 2921 Walton Rd
Decker Ida M 820 Haws Ave
Defrancesco Lore A 142 W Main St Apt 1
Demski Sophia 715 Noble St
Demski Stanley A 715 Noble St
Depugh Stewart Estate 800 Swede St
Devlin Edward Estate 820 Green St
Dinolti Isabel Dinolti 620 E Main St
Dinolti Nicholas Dinolti Isabel 620 E Main St
Discavage Rosemarie Est 204 Woodlawn Rd
Donald Donald 1432 Arch St Apt A202
Donohue Marie A C/O Doris Brown 100 Jacoby St
Douglas Donte 205 Stanbridge St
Drayton Josie 1809 Dartmouth Dr
Eckart John E 1702 North Hill Dr
Egner Katherine W Estate Whitehall Rd
Elmountassir Abdelhak C/O J Gambone 2944 Dekalb Pike
Escamilla Ferretiz Dionicio 1023 Dekalb St
Estock John Jr Estock Anna 2960 Hannah Ave
Evanik Joseph George Jr Evanik Theresa F 2063 Old Arch Rd
Evans Evelyn Estate 149 W Penn St
Evans Russell Estate 149 W Penn St
Falen Letitia Apth−179 2920 Hannah Ave
Ferrier Diane 821 Stanbrdige St
Fiorillo Mary Estate 1302 Powell St
Fisher Virginia 38 E Elm St
Fitts John S 45 Jacoby St
Flores Maximino 357 E Penn St
Fontaine Phyllis J Fontaine Kern B 330 Township Line Rd
Frances Cox 673 E Marshall St
Fred Irons Estate 1206 Srocote
Garza Liza 450 Forest Ave
Gastroenterology Associates 1330 Powell St Suite 310
Gehret Leonard A Estate 523 Buttonwood St
Gentile Peter 95 Montgomery Ave
Genuardi Markets 301 E Germantown Pike
Genuardi Mary L Estate 43 E Chestnut St
Genuardi Super Markets Inc Bentwood Campus 301 East Germantown Pike
Genuardis Family Market 301 E Germantown Pike
Ghanayem Hazel Continental Falls
Gilmartin And Tanner 500 E Washington St Suite 225
Ginyard Roberta 513 Noble St
Gomez Dominga 1017 Swede St
Gomez Luisa R 646 Kohn St
Gonzalez Fernando Main St
Gonzalez Juan Carlos 546 Green St
Good Mildred Estate 534 Dekalb St
Granese Christine A Granese Charles A 1513 Powell St
Gregory Maryanne 611 Swede St Apt 104
Gundlach William F 430 Volpe Rd
Gundlach William F Jr Gundlach William F 430 Volpe Rd
Gutierrez Javier 500 W Main St
Hadden William Jr 1011 New Hope St Apt 100c
Halliburton Brenda 1550 Powell St
Hallman Martha E Estate 342 E Penn St
Hansley Louise, Hansley Anna 541 Cherry St
Harter Patricia L Harter Eric D 627 E Oak St
Hartmann Sara 1841 N Hills Dr Apt 6
Hay Daniel R 1119 Markley St
Hayna Lillian B Estate 706 Noble St
Helen Lunden Estate C/O Milner Hotel
Hernandez Alejandro 514 Walnut St
Hirsch Francis J 19 Mulberry Ln
His Cust Fbo Marcus A Moriniere Ira 320 E Brown St
Holland John J Estate 1434 Pine St
Holland Mary K Holland A Rae 1324 Harding Blvd
Hoy Charles B Hoy Ruth E 449 Hamilton St Apt 215
Hub I Llc 2 West Lafayette St 4th Floor
Huber Berneda Huber Alfred 529 Cherry St
Huber Kathy 1201 W James St
Humphrey Myrtle B Estate 123 Darlington St
Hutton Ruth A 912 W Airy St
Hyde Park Health Systems Inc 201 Nassau Pl
Hylenski Margaret 852 Cherry St
Ianella Philomena Estate 632 E Main St
Ingram Delbert Estate Hilltop Rd Rr 3
Interrante Joseph Francis Interrante Nancy 1519 Powell St
Irons Mildred A 430 Volpe Rd
John Rex Estate 1210 Dellall St
Johnson Mark 102c W Germantown Pike 345
Jones Dayon A 519 Buttonwood St Apt A
Jones Lillian 333 E Lafayette
Jones Martha 504 E Elm St
Juan Ignacio Flores−Ped 207 E Penn St
Kelly James R Est 609 Gary Ln
Kindy Margaret S Estate N Whitehall Rd
Kingkiner Kenneth Estate 13 W Oak St
Kirk Margaret M Estate Providence Rd
Kleintop Margaret Estate 312 W Fornance St
Ko Jae 45 Forest Ave
Kopcik Daniel I 107 Hancock Ave
Koresko Anna 2920 Hannah Ave Apt G268
Kulp Harry J Estate 343 Providence Rd
Lampkin Cordelia J 360 E Airy St
Law Marie N Estate 3208 Dekalb Pike
Lee Robert S 650 Stanbridge St
Lever Myrtle 1058 Cherry St
Levitch Mona 2601 Grant Ct
Lightcap Beverly 1432 Arch St B−107
Limber Lawrence Estate Washington St & Dekalb Pike
Linnenba Donald R 26 Lynn Dr
Linnenbaugh Elizabeth 26 Lynn Dr
Lobato Joaquin 216 Pearl St
Lockhoff Donald M 1310 Astor St
Long Martha R Estate 524 Church St
Lopez Rodolfo 157c W Elm St
Lucas Eileen 2007 Birchwood Dr
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Lunden Helen Estate C/O Milner Hotel
Maaco Collision Repair Auto Painting 750 Markley St
Maiale Mark A 2953 Hemlock Dr
Malescio William J Malescio Margaret 238 W Main St
Mariani Isabelle J 712 Buttonwood St
Marren Michael 708 Selma St
Martinez Arturo 2027 Mill Rd
Mary Trecroce 826 Cedar Ln
Mc Cabe Helen Estate 342 E Penn St
Mcarthur George R Estate 911 W Airy St
Mcghee Jay F 413 E Chestnut St
Mcguire Cecelia A 211 Dekalb St
Mchale Agnes T Est C/O W Mchale 1424 Harding Blvd
Mcintosh Daniel 541 Kohn St
Mckelvey Elizabeth Mckelvey Robert 525 Swede St
Mckernan John J Jr 2946 Stony Creek Rd
Mcpherson Charles Estate 804 Dekalb St
Medconference Llc 2860 Dekalb Pike
Mercado Jaime 450 Forrest Ave D−309
Milito Mary 607 Calamia Dr Apt A3
Milton Salvatore 673 E Marshall St
Mines Martin 525 Church St
Moll Bambina 211 Stanbridge St
Molock Alma L 1623 Pine St
Moore Anna Estate 832 Dekalb St
Morales Eustacio 617 Cherry St
Morales Juan 801 Lafayette St
Morris Evelyn M Estate 421 W Sterigere St
Nelligam Patrick 931 W Marshall St
Nelson Hannibal 230 E Chestnut St
Nguyen Helen T 642 Chain St
Nicolas Jaime 113 Front St
Obrien Daniel J Jr Obrien Katherine R 544 Glen Valy Dr
Oconnor Daniel Jr Oconnor Daniel Sr 1548 Dekalb
Oconnor Daniel Jr Oconnor Nora 1548 Dekalb
Odonnell James J Odonnell Sharon 541 Stanbridge St
Oelschlegel Margaret J Oelschlegel Lawrence S 820 Cherry Ln
Orbe Julio 248 George St
Oreo Angeline C/O A Oreo 1816 Powell St
Ostroski Anna V 1211 Dekalb St
Pabon Nilda 111 W Fornance St
Peace Evangelical Luthera C/O Synod Office 506 Haws Ave
Pearce Janice 1624 Locust St
Pearlstein Robert J Do Med Arts Pavillion 2705 Dekalb Pike
Penaloza Fransico 665 George St
Pennsylvania Iolta Trust Accounts C/O Operations Dept 1000 Sandy Hill Rd
Perez Alfaro Roberto 656 George St Apt 2
Perez Maldonado Claudia 608 Green St
Pfleger John Estate 924 W Lafayette St
Piergiovanni Samuel J Sr 311 Dartmouth Dr
Pilicicki Barry M 1210 W Washington
Pineda Norma 243 East Marshall St
Pittman Lynne E Pittman Glen A 327 Hartranft Ave
Plank Elizabeth S 664 Chain St Frtdr
Ponce Deleon Petra 521 W Lafayette St
Ponce Deleon Tomas Dani 117 W Marshall St Apt 2a
Profit Sharing Plan Inspeck 110 W Main St
Pumo John P Rd 1
R Jeff S 643 Gary Ln
Ragusa Anthony Ragusa Rose 1327 Redwood Ln
Ray Robert 1802 Chain St
Reigel Frederick R 1225 Tyler St
Renaud Genevieve 643 Standbridge St Apt 2
Reyescastro Raul 903 W Marshall St Apt 2
Rfsc Llc 139 W Main St Ste 2
Ricard Agnes Ricard Fred 310 E Airy St
Riley Doris M Riley Frank G 26 Forrest Ave
Robert Nester Estate R1400 Dekalb St
Robinson April M 650 Stanbridge St
Rodney Nicholson Bldg 54 1001 Sterigere St
Rodriguez Jose A 529 Arch St
Rogers Ozzie B 2500 Dekalb Pike
Rogers Page And Assoc 619 Dekalb St
Romano Pasquale V Jr Romano Jennifer E 2001 Birchwood Dr
Romero Alfredo Y 542 Green St
Roshong Rebecca E Estate 262 E Penn St
Sala Stephen Sala Aimee 117 Liberty Ave
Salcedo Roli 404 Elm St
Samuel Ghanayem Continental Falls
Sanchez Gustavo 333 E Marshall St Apt 2
Sanchez Jorge 622 Kohn St
Santangelo Michael 905 Cooke Ln
Saurman Mabel L Norris Apartments
Savage Sharon M 111 Chain St
Scheetz Earl Jr Scheetz Susan 5 Skip Rd
Scholl Esther G Estate 931 Jackson St
Schroyer Virginia 408 W Wood St
Schultz Francis E 352 E Main
Sean Nicole 2700 Stanbrg St
Sessoms Ida B 9 E Elm St
Shaffer Jonathon Shaffer Lewis 227 Buttonwood St
Sheldon Ruth E Estate 1435 Powell St
Sipe Viola Estate 1216 W Airy St
Skeens Kimberly A 1432 Arch St B−107
Slifer Beatrice E Slifer Beatrice 1132 Arch St
Sloan Elizabeth L Sloan Wallace Rd 3 North Wales Rd
Smith Angela M 5123 Mccandless Rd
Smith Dianne 1700 Locust St
Smith George D Estate 410 W Lafayette St
Smith Lula C/O Suburban Woods 2751 Dekalb Pike
Smith Mary E 1142 Markley St
Smith Patricia A 735 East Moore St
Snyder Earl V Estate 501 George St
Solano Irene 21 Elm St
Solis Elias 725 Swede St
Spohn Sarah Estate 650 George St
Stachelek Frank 201 Chain St
Stahelek John S Town Manor East 2004 Old Arch Rd
Stanley Edward Estate 3860 Berkley Ave
State Electric 621 W Washington St
Stenhouse Ross A Est 538 Dekalb St Apt 2
Stephens William Estate 941 Jackson
Stesaloni Blanche E Estate 1325 Astor St
Stewart Helen Estate 1319 Markley St
Stoffregen Bryan Apt 4 402 W Airy St
Strickland Velveine 1102 Swede St
Struther Florence J Estate 229 Township Line Rd
Suber Brian K 506 Moore St
Sundermier George Sundermier Helen 603 W Main St
Sutera Salvatore 1725 Willow St
Szmigiel Elizabeth H Szmigiel Sylvester L 1673 Daws Rd
Tate Essie M C/O Clifford Rose 1020 Dekalb St
Teutle Margarita 204 West Main St Apt A
Thomas Donald J 1320 W Main St
Todd Reida 1238 W Washington Ct
Tompkins John J Estate 2920 Hannah B218
Tredennickjoann Created U D One Meetinghouse Place
Trivedi Mitesh Dipakkumar Trivedi Jaya Mitesh 2920 Hannah Ave Apt A207
Trust Doris C CO J Glibert Trustee Ste 1000
Tuffour Solomon 6 W Main St Apt 2
Valet Service 1011 New Hope St Apt 15a
Vargas Eva Gomez 537 Chain St
Vazquez Adriana M 828 W Marshall St Box 2f
Vazquezmorales Clara 823 Swede St 3
Verna Albena A Estate 1674 Lafayette Way
Vicchio Jane A 1536 Powell St
Virden Emerson C/O Rittenhouse Pine Ctr 1700 Pine St Room 230b
Volpe Victoria A 363 Chilton Ct
Walker Virginia S Est 834 Birch Dr
Wallace Emmie Apt B16 801 Laura Ln
Wasler John 2803 Stanbridge St
Weidman Donald C Weidman Anna E 1010 Arch
Welsh Linda 1001 Sterigere St
West Regina 102 C West Germantown Pik
Whigham Brockington Coleen 503 Cherry St
White Ella M 1216 Pine St
Wilson Michael 635 Kohn St
Wingfield Lucille C/O Guardian Off Psh Bldg 57 Norristown State Hospital 1001
Sterigere St
Wood Stallone Susan Est 117 Pearl St
Woolston Janet 26 Ivy Cir
Wosczyna Josephine 201 Chain St
Wurtz Frederick Estate Plymouth Rd
Yasas Frances M Estate 541 Barbadoes St
Zanzinger William A Zanzinger Ila H 3 Skip Rd
Zucca Mary 1700 Locust St
Norristown, Pa 19403
Aig Insurance Company 2490 Blvd Of The Generals
Arcadia Gwendolyn B 107 Oxford Cir
Archbold Christine E 174 Oxford Cir
Arena Christopher J 2205 Grant Ct
Atheriault Contracting Inc 14 W Main St
Bechtel Dorothy 828 Sunnyside Ave
Beers Arthur 33 Evergreen Ave
Beers Henry E 33 Evergreen Ave
Bobs Automotive 2580 General Armstead Blvd
Bowe Elizabeth L Bowe James Rr 3
Brown Marjorie I Estate Rr 1
Brown Richard K Cust Brown Meghan L 2907 Sunset Ave
Brownback William A 7 Oakdale Av
Burns David Dr 1424 Valy Forge Rd
Byrne Joseph T 502 Willowbrook Dr
Byrne L 8050 Fair View Ln
Casazza Mary 179 Oxford Cir
Catania Joseph C Apt 120 1514 W Marshall St
Cattie Nicholas Cattie Teresa Rr 3
Cattie Nicholas J Rr 3
Chhabra Gagan 533 Mill Grove Dr
Chiavarole A 537 N Whitehall Rd
Compton Sophie Estate 806 Erlen Rd
Corvel Corpooration 1000 Madison Ave
Crescenzo Rocco 8 Amber Cir
Curcio Sarah M 6 Rose Ave
Dandekar Anuradha 49 Hampton Ct
Davis Edward Davis Joan D 1605 W Main St
Denco Data Equipment Corp Prof Shr Plan 1400 S Trooper Rd Betzwood Industial
Park
Dever Michael Apt 305 1514 W Marshall St
Dickey Jeff 79 Bristol Ct
Dickey Jeffrey Allen 3032 Peacock Dr
Digiovanni Theresa 1818 W James St
Dimassa Philomena 2993 Artmar Rd
Electronic Boutique C/O J Firestonebta 705 Gnrl Washngtn Bl
Esposito Kelly M 501 Crystal Ln
Farrell George C Sr Farrell George C Jr 1400 W James St
Ferrior Rose E 116 Hollywood Ave
Fialkowski Walter 3122 Providence Rd
Filone Bruce 433 Wendover Dr
Fonash Theodore J IV 807 Woodland Ave
French Amber Christine Dr 921 Northridge Dr
Friedman Toby 613 Glen Ln
Gambone Brothers Development 2590 Industry Ln Ste 802
Gandhi And Associates Inc 3 Wilson Blvd
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Gandhi Daksha N 3 Wilson Blvd
Genoa Ann L 2452 W Main St
Gerhart William Estate Rr 2
Grahn Lige J Iii 106 N Midland Ave
Griffin Katelynn 34 Arbour Ct
Grover Pattie R 143 Smt St
Hamilton Judith R 2950 Michele Dr
Hansell Earl E 3150 Sunset Ave
Haring Edward 107 Oxford Cir
Harleysville Insurance Co 2490 Blvd Of The Generals
Hein Marjorie Estate Rr 3
Helenski Joseph F 143 Smt St
Heritage Office Systems Inc 205 Chariot Ln No I 1
Hoffman Thomas 521 Mill Grove Dr
Hopkins Patrick J 1330 North Trooper Rd
Integrated Circuit Sys C/O M Chris Ayerle 2345 Blvd Of Generals
Jaffe Nancy R Jaffe Jay J 421 Norriton Dr
Jewelry Exchange 100 E Main St
Johnson Derrick E 60 Eagleville Rd
Kargess George Robert Kargess Robert W 2615 Amy Dr
Kell Debbie Sprint 1975 Keswick Way
Kell Mike C/O Sprint 1975 Keswick Way
Kernan Marion E Kernan Francis 1950 Byrd Dr
Klinger Margaret D Estate 52 Penfield Ave
Krum Marie 2937 N Wales Rd
Lattanze John Estate 3309 Knoeller Rd
Lawler Eleanor Lawler Joseph 637 E Heston St
Lourie Irwin 1739 Williams Way
Lovell Deidre 100 Centre Ave 420
Lower Providence Recreation Pa Partners 2750 Egypt Rd
Lowry Samantha M 1221 Winmill Cir
Mandel Richard Md 716 W Germantown Pike
Mash Marlene J 1402 Sterigere St
Mcalliste Albert Estate 112 Sunnyside Ave
Mcassey Scott 1209 Windmill Cir
Mccurdy George 130 Oaklyn Ave
Mcvaugh Naomi Est 9 N Midland Ave
Melvin James E 16 Meadow Ln
Meyers Laurie 1069 Clarkhl Dr
Miller Edward C 3239 Marilyn Ave
Mohammad Maryam 521 W Germantown Pike
Molyneaux Matthew R 923 Capitol Rd
Morello John W 380 Burnside Ave
Morrow Dorothy A Apt 120 1514 W Marshall St
Moser Patricia 125 Pleasant Rd Pa 19462
Moss George Moss Laura 763 Kohn St
Mulhall John M 3000 Appledale Rd
Murphy Norma E Estate Rr 4
Nelson White And Sons 2350 North Parkview Ave
Nicholson Gary 317 Centre Ave 317
Odonnell Gerald Estate 136 Liberty Ave
Odonnell Helen C 772 W Germantown Pike
Osisih Phyllis Osisih Charles 1400 S Trooper Rd Betzwood Industial Park
Paul Davis Restoration 521 W Germantown Pike
Paychex Inc 1100 Adams Ave
Pella Window & Door Co 2550 General Armistead
Pianka Norma M Estate 1140 Wayfield Dr
Pjm Connection Valy Forge Corp Ct 955 Jefferson Ave
Pollick Lauren 705 Sandalwood Ln
Procura 2435 Blvd Of The General
Procura Management 2435 Blvd Of The Generals
Procura Management Inc 2435 Blvd Of The Generals
Reality Technologies 1000 Madison Ave
Reichel Walter 215 Egypt Rd
Rein L Enterprises 412 Snowflake Cir
Ricciardi Christopher P 60 Eagleville Rd
Rojas Fernando 1911 W Marshall St
Rowan Francis A 104 E 11th Ave
Sabetti Laura 145 Barley Sheaf Dr
Savill Shelle P 1 S Whitehall Rd Apt 1 West
Scholl Jeanne D 2024 Ardin Dr
Security Services 2450 Blvd Of The Generals
Seel Charles III Seel Judith E C/O D Seel 1022 W Germantown Pike
Seton Company 1000 Madison Ave
Shala Vjollca Shala Anton 5 Brimfield Rd
Shellington Beryl Estate 1966 W Main St
Skf Usa Inc 1111 Adams Ave
Slaski Stephanie 2606 Mann Rd
Smida Shirley Jean 2615 Amy Dr
Snell Will 701 W Township Line Rd
Spolsky Kara S 322 Stony Way
Sport Chrysler Jeep 1416 W Main St
Subbarao Benaka K 203 Mill Grove Dr
Subbarao Kollimarla 719 Willowbrook Dr
Thule Ventures Llc 4028 Redwing Ln
Titus Gr II 3133 Methacton Ave
Titus Jaqueline 3133 Methacton Ave
Troncelliti Manrico A 1717 Williams Way
Tsipras Speros D Tsipras Olga 1681 Deerfield Rd
Verizon Pa Inc 2580 General Armstead Blvd
Vogt Mary J 2710 E Crossing Cir
Waleid Ismail 303 Mill Grove
Wickert Mildred E Estate Rr 1
Williamson Ronald 2821 Sandpiper Rd
Wilson Anthony 450 Forest Ave
Wrigley Keely 27 S Schuylkill Ave
Norristown, Pa 19404
Bursner Kimberly Po Box 1099
Ceco Properties Po Box 1189
Hallman George F Estate Po Box 1003
Hendricks Harold Po Box 1511
Korszniak Violet Estate Box 169 Egypt Rd
Loyd F Kershner Inc Box 923 Haws Ave
Mcpherso Bernice R PO Box 615
Modern Gas Po Box 1200
Montgomery Bar Assocaition 100 W Airy St Po Box 268
Pennock Adelaide D 40 East Airy St
Procare Management Services Ll 2570 Blvd Of The Generals
Smith Diane K Po Box 1652
Stevens Wade H Pob 1176
Taylor Jane Po Box 6
Times Herald Inc The 410 Markley St
Norristown, Pa 19405
Bereda Gladys Est 308 Holstein St
Norristown, Pa 19406
Brewer Alpheus 43 Meadow Ln
Business Benefits Group 1021 W 8th Ave
Norristown, Pa 19408
Callison Brenda C Po Box 529 108 N Reber Rd
North Hills, Pa 19454
Brugger Paul 418 Maple Ave
Herder Baron 145 Jackson Ave
Holmes Doris M 158 Logan Ave
Macelen Gertrude 45 Chelfield Rd
Rufino Genevieve Rufino Francis 535 N Hls Ave
Rufino Gustave W 376 Locust Ave
Union Jack Pub 2750 Limekiln Pike
North Wales, Pa 19454
Andrews Sam D 436 Washington Ave
Armstead Anthony P 159 Jonathan Dr
Baker Sarah C 103 Stockton Ct
Barlett Philip 700 Lower State Rd Apt 6b6
Battle Sharon 401 Evergreen Ct
Berman Malka C/O Whole Foods Market 1210 Bethlehem Pike
Biello Anthony J Cust Biello Jordan A 1079 Horsham Rd
Billman Maureen F 339 Elm Ave
Blackledge Estate Inv Grp 1374 Perry Cir
Blackwell Michelle L 28 Woodview Ln
Brandy Management Inc 121 Steeplechase Dr
Chand Dilbar 112 Church Rd
Clymer Wellington Jr 772 Stream View Dr
Combest C/O Textron Financial Corp 1180 Welsh Rd Ste 280
Cramer John A Jr 293 Winding Brook Run
Crellin Dorothy Y Crellin Edwin 305 W Prospect Ave
Davidson Louise M 135 Stump Rd
Dehner E J 318 Farm Ln
Delta Communication Group C/O Textron Fin Corp 1180 Welsh Rd Ste 280
Devone Jacqueline 351 N Sumneytown Pike
Dienna Lauren E 162 Red Haven Rd
Downie Agency Inc 1364 Welsh Rd Suite E−2
Doyle Dorothy Doyle David H 612 Stream View Dr
Dugan Martha 337 Woodstream Way
Durkin Margaret M 208 Croft Rd
Duva Dominic M Duva Jennie Stump Rd
Engelhardt Frederic Crescent Ave
Fahy Lorraine 276 Stump Rd
Fiioc 1126 Horsham Rd
First Hospital Laboratories Inc 1364 Welsh Rd Ste C−2
Fisher Charles C 127 W Montgomery Ave
Florence Schwager Estate Highland Ave
Flynn Lisa 110 Avondale Dr
Freese Jesse J C/O M Fiala 1002 Barbaras Ct
Fuller Lourdes C 304 Upper Valy Rd
Geesaman Richard Jr Geesaman Louise 719 E Walnut St
Georges Music II 1218 Welsh Rd Rm Ste H
Goldwasser Jonathan 8304 Avenel Blvd
Graciani Julio 114 S 3rd St
Gregor Kimberly A 105 Major Ln
Hanson Mermit V Est 100 Whiteoak Rd
Heero Kwang 1366 Glen Acres Dr
Howard Edward J 106 Hanover Dr
Hungerford Stephen Jr 700 Lower State Rd
Jackson John G 221 Royal Ave
Jensen Movers & Storage 1256 N Welsh Rd Ste 300
Johnson Kenneth F 435 Church St
Jumpp Frank 3606 N Carraige Ct
Kang Joyce Hye 132 Cathedral Dr
Keenan Maureen G 812 Church St
Kerner Steven Paul Dr 102 Damson Ln
Kerstat Inc 1022 Dickerson Rd
Khoo Jeremy 140 Davis Dr Pa 19545
Kim Julie 105 Whitehall Dr
Kim Woo Y 202 Polo Dr
Kolb Kristyna 700 Lower State Rd
Kralick Melissa 219 Red Haven Dr
Lake Kathryn L Lake Charles H Po Box 1231 Morris Rd
Lenscrafters 101 Montgomery Mall
Lenscrafters 356 101 Montgomery Mall
Linder Mark Edward 101 Brittany Place
Long Earl 356 Farm Ln
Mansfield Harry 560 Woodford Rd
Marshall Darren 12 Montgomery Ville Mall 521
Matlock Brian P 101 Pemberton Ct
Maurer Charles J 26 Derry Rd
Morrow Clifford A Morrow Florence R 326 Haines Dr
Moyer Edward Estate 418 S 5th St
Myers Manning M 333 Windsor Way
Ortiz Desiree 441 Amity Ln
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Paolina Katelyn M 700 Lower State Rd Bldg 17 Box 11
Park Jong Jin T/A Parks Market 202 Hawthorne Dr
Pearle Vision Express 26 Airport Sq
Pinkney Mattie 1117 Upper State Rd
Polis Amy M 2502 Grist Mill Ct
Quincy Court Lp 121 Turnbury Ln Pa 19456
Rosenberger Ralph G Estate 335 Shearer St
Sanchez Cesar A 103 Bartlett Dr
Sankan C 1117 Dekalb Pike
Santos Francisca L 317 Regency Dr
Savaliya Kundan R 409 Livington Ct
Schwartz Margaret J 202 School St Front Entrance
Scott Judith A 122 Parkside Ct
Scott Tamara 3606 N Carraige Ct
Selfridge Susan C 10 Shannon Dr
Sellers Latasha 578 Woodford Rd
Smith Doris M 522 Ramblewood Ln
Smith E 104 Davis Dr
Song Yun M 205 Polo Dr
Southland Systems C/O Textron Financial 1180 Welsh Rd Ste 280
Splan Christine M 803 E Montgomery Ave
Steckley Lillian S Steckley Marlin R Ira Td Bank Na Cust 2103 Avenel Blvd
Steinberg Eric Justin 201 Hancock Ct
Steinberg Lawrence Mrs Steinberg Lawrence Mr 201 Hancock Ct
Sung Jun S Sung Jae 221 Hampton Green
Taing Huang S Taing Ty E 107 Bartlett Dr
Teufel Mary E 467 Running Brook Rd
Throupe Elizabeth V Throupe Kenneth V Winding Dr
Urbani Jessica 725a North Wales Rd
Vaughan Michelle Kristen Vaughan R Daniel Cust 104 Darter Ln
Vidyanovich Suleymanor T 1409 Morris Ct
Vms Associates Inc 149 Gwynmont Dr
W & T Medical Po Box 141
Warren David Estate 119 N 3rd St
Warren Margaret A Estate 119 N 3rd St
Webb Charles L 102 Swallow Ct
Weintraub Jeanne 103 Bartlett Dr
Willey Daniel 35 Meadowbrook Rd
Woodruff Marijke 200 N Buckingham Ln
Zerbe Chris Po Box 1242
Zheng Shun Z 183 Jonathan Dr
Oaks, Pa 19456
Capital One Auto 1129 Egypt Rd Po Box 118
Cash Transfer Centers Po Box 1216
Colonial Healthcare Inc Po Box 440
Corefund Balance Fund C O S E I Investments One Freedom Valy Dr
Daywalt Fred Daywalt Mary Po Box 114
Dolby Mary W Po Box 218
Domingo Pat Rd 1 Bx181
Formento John P 1129 Egypt Rd Po Box 118
Gross Margaret E Gross Joseph F 313 Brower Ave
Gross Margaret E Gross Joseph F Brower Ave
Gross Margaret E Po Box 215
Harris Barbara D 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Health Colonial P O Box 440
Infusion Nurse Specialist Llc Po Box 1051
Jj Haines Po Box 410
John Crane Retirement Pen Plan Todd Walklett 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Macauley El Fbo Estelle Sei Trust Company One Freedom Valy Dr Spring 2
Mathews Clara A Estate Mill Rd
Matthews Clara Estate Mill Rd
Mcdonald Carol Po Box 215
Missouri Fdn Wallat Te 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Northway Financial Corp Ltd Po Box 1216
Penco Products Inc P O Box 378
Sei Trust One Freedom Valy Dr
Simc Fbo Omnova Solutions Consolidated Pension Plan
Smith Barney Corporate Trust Co C/O Sei Private Trust Co 1 Freedom Valy Dr
Starboard Data Systems General Delivery
Stepstone Balanced Port C O S E I Investments One Freedom Valy Dr
Stepstone Blue Chip C O S E I Investments One Freedom Valy Dr
Stepstone Value C O S E I Investments One Freedom Valy Dr
Suntrust Cap Growth Fund One Freedom Valy Dr
Westwood Virginia E Westwood Earle M PO Box 278
Oreland, Pa 19075
Beal David 214 Plymouth Ave
Breen Anne Est Of 10a Apel Ave
Brown Mildred M 1300 Pennsylvania Ave Apt E3
Casey Thomas 403 Lorraine Ave
Davidart Corp 1103 Gypsy Ln
Dupee Gregory J 517 Kingston Rd
Eberly James 118 Lorraine Ave 2
Flanagan John J 124 Ulmer Ave
Flynn Stacey 318 Garth Rd
Ford D Jr 510 Hunters Ln
Gawthrop Nancy W 137 Gdn Rd
Goller Theo R 512 Meadow Ln
Haberstroh Christina M 314 Lorraine Ave
Heyser Dorothy L Heyser Henry W 207 Lyster Rd
Kiessling Gene E 507 Lorraine Ave
Lieber Evak 515 Hedgerow Ln
Lieber Paula Ellen Lieber Evak K 515 Hedgerow Ln
Mannino Patricia E 1262 Pennsylvania Ave
Maxwell Charles H Estate 212 Garth Rd
Mcgeary James I 9 Briar Rd
Nobles Wayne 1104 Gypsy Ln
Opper Walter 1000 E Heather Rd
Pcd Inc 10 Industrial Dr
Pnr & Associates 88 Tee Rd
Riley Joy A 1305 Bruce Rd
Robinson Fred 310 Gdn Rd
Schlusberg Paula Lieber 515 Hedgerow Ln
Schmalbach Cecelia 513 Marks Rd
Stull Toni L Stull Grace 121 Paper Mill Rd
Swanson Elizabeth C Swanson Arthur 4 Springdell Cottage
Wirs Frank J Wirs Nancy L 138 Plymouth
Palm, Pa 18070
Keeny David W 1102 Palm Hill Rd
Penllyn, Pa 19422
Halmes John H Jr 317 Walnut St
Hardwick George Q 1000 Regency Cir
Henderson L M 139 Stafford Dr
Iacovitti J III 139 Stafford Dr
Johnson Ricci Johnson Ada J 1043 Wissahickon Ave
Moses Penelope Anne 5 Regency Cir Penllyn Pa
Park Jong S 406 Old Penllyn Pike
Watkins Willis J Estate 1086 Trewellyn Ave
Penn Valley, Pa 19072
Berke Ruth K Trust C/O J Berke Levin Ttee 215 Tower Ln
Bogart Jessica 1221 Greentree Ln
Caswell Richard 1600 Hagys Ford Rd Apt 5y
Holland George A Dr 421 Penn Valy Rd
Luber Barbara 510 S Woodbine Ave
Luber Matthew W C/O B Luber 510 S Woodbine Ave
Mandel Elisabeth A 519 Penn Valy Rd
Mermet Jeannine 1655 Oakwood Dr
Polsky Stuart R 560 Sprague Rd
Rosenfeld udith R Rosenfeld Seymour 628 Manor Rd
Shell Jeff 816 Chauncey Rd
Steinbach John 1410 Centennial Rd
Steinberg Michael Steinberg Eric 1740 Oakwood Ter Apt 14j
Taylor Sydney Trust 326 Rosemary Ln
Wells Brittany Jayne Wells Jarrett Cust 1740 Oak Hill Estates Unit 14a
Pennsburg, Pa 18073
Carrigan Sandra 511 Meadow Ln
Chu Steven Chu Tara 656 Honeysuckle Way
Clemente Anthony J Clemente Norma R 303 Finland Rd
Copart Auto Auctions 2704 Geryville Pike
Cora Weinandt Estate 597 Dotts St
Edward Reed Po Box 274
Greiss Cherolyn S Estate Main St
Herrmann Mary J 2 W 2nd St
Irdenieks Biruta 241 W 8th St
Keim Earl 1014 Lake Ln
Lee Jihyun Po Box 130
Longacre Paul M Rd 1
Mallory Michael 3054 Finland Rd
Martin John Richard 424 Seminary St
Matchner Frank W Cust Matchner Kathleen 222 4th St
Maw Kathleen Rr 1 Box 148b
Mervine Christopher T 780 Montgomery Ave
Monahan Joseph E Monahan Eleanor 338 Main St Apt 2
Pennsburg Beer And Soda Mart Dba Gmt Beverages Pennsburg Sq Shopping Ctr 450
Pottstown Ave
Peters Joseph I C/O J D Peters 3922 Geryville Pike
Pomerantz Sandra 627 Main St
Reading Doris C/O WReading 2046 Ziegler Rd
Reed Susan Po Box 274
Schell Willard F 640 Main
Schell Willard F Schell Doris M 575 Main
Simpson Brandon 3328 Geryville Pike
Smith Lila 2202 E Bue K Rd
Villone Kristine M 1611 Grace Ln
Wazelek Stanley Estate 511 Pottstown Ave
Weaver Pauline Estate Mr 2 Frye Rd
Young Lester Estate 577 Dotts St
Perkiomenville, Pa 18074
Alcott Joseph 1217 Pin Oak Dr
Buckman S Ski Shop Inc 1461 Gravel Pike Rt 29
Dale Sandra 2125 Hill Rd
Dykie John 2125 Hill Rd
Fedyk Nicholas Estate Rr 1
Haas Kelly L 3454 Foxfield Cir
Herbst May C O William Miller Sr 325 Layfield Rd
Herrington Barbara A 412 Salford Sta Rd
Hill Grant 2540 Deep Creek Rd
Kollar Kelly Ann 3443 Foxfield Cir
Moyer Kerry 111 Bavington Rd
Nalencz Susan 2540 Deep Creek Rd
Odonnell Penny R 3232 Little Rd
Straight Stalwart Resource Mgt In 1151 Faust Rd
Spear & Greenfield Pc His 1217 Pin Oak Dr Pa 18074
Plymouth Meeting, Pa 19462
Arrick David 4105 Devonshire Rd
Baker Morinda 1519 Coleman St
Boone Richard 805 Clover Ln
Boswell Ben L 515 Plymouth Rd
Brandywine Operating Partnership Lp 401 Plymouth Rd Ste 500
Byrne Frances 841 Erlen Rd
Byrne John 814 Erlene Rd Plymouth
Carnevale R Bruce 105 Black Walnut Ln
Cavasmi Naser 702 Erlen Rd
Champion Nissan Inc 912 Germantown Pike
Chansky Tamar Phd 3138 Butler Pike Ste 200
Ciaffone Marc 4105 Devonshire Rd
Clair Odell Group 120 W Germantown Pk
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Colletti Anthony 103 Patriot Cir
Collins Elizabeth M 666 W Germantown Pike S604
Concentra 850 Germantown Pike
Costello John F 23 Kormar Rd
Crompco Corporation 1815 Gallagher Rd
Cronin Ruth M 608 Belvoir Rd
Cunningham Lindsey Claims Management Inc 527 Plymouth Rd Suite 410
Defeo Derek 211 Donna Dr
Delaware Valley Staffing Inc 221 West Germantown Pike Suite 5a
Diciurcio Carmella M Diciurcio Albert 3 Cardinal Dr
Dijenno Eunice 119 Boulder Rd
Doubletree 640 Fountain Rd
Envirite Corporation 620 W Germantown
Faulkner Collision Ctr Of Plymouth Meeti 601 South Gravers Rd
Fluehr Christina M 205 Kensey Rd
Fox Derrick 136 Ashley Way
Frye Joseph S Frye Louise P 3111 Colony Ln
Fulmer Edward 2524 Cold Point Hill Rd
Fulmer Mary E 2524 Cold Point Hill Rd
General Healthcare Resources 2250 Hickory Rd Ste 240
Gunther Trudy 430 Plymouth Rd
Gutmann Kurt Wachovia Fin Serv 2240 Butler Pike
Hanna Lillian Est 163 Todd Ln
Hartman Joseph C 13 Chesnut
Hwi Global Properties Inc Etal 2250 Hickory Rd
Ikea North America Services Llc 500 Gravers Rd
Ims America 660 W Germantown Pike
Instech Laboratories 5209 Militia Hill Rd
Instech Laboratories Inc Attn M H Loughnane Presi 5209 Militia Hill Rd
Jvc Technologies Inc 5165 Campus Dr
Kelly Donna 415 Highland Dr
Kogen Margaret 13 Chesnut
Leaman Logistics 1 Plymouth Meeting Ste 600
Lee Data Systems In Po Box 590
Leigh James M Leigh Sarah E 505 Launfall Rd
Lenscrafters 1150 Plymouth Meeting Mall
Levy Norman J 825 Belvoir Rd
Lihn Benjamin G 825 Belvoir Rd
Lizell Contracting 816 Clover Ln
Loughnane Michael H 5209 Militia Hill Rd
Lovett Hope 816 Clover Ln
Marks Joseph Estate 4022 Pilgrim Rd
Maurstad Nickole 777 W Germantown Pike Apt 1026
Mcgarvey Mary A 777 W Germantown Pk Apt 724
Mcgarvey Mary A Place One 777 W Germantown Pk
Mechanical Cont Ste 100
Milito Michael 777 W Germantown Pike Apt 114
Moore Josephine M 3001 Malan Dr
Mullineaux William M 515 Plymouth Rd Apt Q−1
Nicolet Inc PO Box 628
Persimmon Research Partners Attn C Beatty 620 W Germantown Pike Ste 270
Pinnacle Geothermal Group Inc 450 Plymouth Rd Suite 400
Plymouth Meeting Dental Associates 1 E Church Rd
Ponzek Rachel 2098 Butler Pike Apt32
Progressive Insurance 5165 Campus Dr
Rai Pankaj 437 Irwing Ln
Reid Drew 47 E Germantown Pike
Rittenhouse Square Imaging 649 W Germantown Pike
Romanick John 204 Yellowstone Rd
Schlesinger Lillian 326 Emerson Dr
Scott Harry 127 Black Walnut Cove
Setiawan Jennefer 230 Flourtown Rd
Shipping Savers 6 Arch Rd
Silk Ins Services Llc Ste J 4
Sipes Mary Est 4113 Pilgrim Rd
Smartserve Online Inc 2250 Butler Pike Ste 150
Smith Donald W Iii 5038 Camburn Rd
Smith Technology Corp Attn Dir Of Med Benefits 1
Spampinato Michael 1712 Sandyhill Rd
St Paul Fire & Marine Ins 2250 Hickory Rd Box 832
Strategic Asset Valuation 5185 Campus Dr Ste 300
Stull Toni L Trt 740 Woodbrook Ln
Teleflex 630 W Germantown Pike Ste 450
Tgi Fridays 106 500 W Germantown Pike
Time After Time 1150 Plymouth Meeting S/C
Vanderzille Susan 722 Township Line Rd
Watt Centro Plymouth Plaza 580 W Germantown Pike Ste 200
Weiss Susan P 405 Anthony Dr
Williamson Margaret B 216 Winding Way
Wilmington Financial 401 Plymouth Rd Suite 400
Wilmington Sav Fund Soc Isaoa 401 Plymouth Rd 400
Women Ch Grace Ch Rox 666 W Germantown Pike Apt 2517
Pottstown, Pa 19464
Advanced Rehab Technologies 559 High St
Albright Harold 762 Queen St
Allen Craig C 717 E High St
Amalfitano Grace Est 1901 Irene Ct
Antrim Lawrence Estate 2 E 2nd St
Backenstose Thomas C Jr Dmd 348 E High St
Ball Joseph William Jr 73 Edgewood St
Bauer David 2107 Buchert Rd
Bechtel Viola F 211 Henry St
Bender Barbara Louise 314 W Beech St
Benfield Ralph D Estate 11 Plum St
Berman Gloria Timberln
Berukstis John A Est Rr 5
Bildstein Joshua 2811 Saylor Ave
Billy Andrew 1268 N Valy Rd
Boulden Samuel N Boulden Lydia F 231 Prospect St
Bowling Denise L 264 Beech St
Brendlinger Effie Estate 331 N Hanover St Apt 67
Brown Hiram Iii 133 Beech St Apt 2
Bryant Barbara 133 Walnut St
Buckmans Inc 105 Airport Rd
Budget Maintenance Po Box 1428
Capps Alyssa 807 Hale St
Chaplin Helen C Estate 348 Walnut St
Christ Frank 539 West St
Christman Brian S 1126 Grove St
Ciebien Anna Rd 1 Young And Pige On Creek R
Clydesdale Ridge 1494 N Charlotte St Suite 7 Box 7
Conroy William Ii 445 Beech St
Cressmean Lois E Estate 256 N York St
Croley Karen 25 N Adams St
Dames Chevrolet Inc Attn Gap Accounting Department 525 High St
Davis Ruth Ann 219 N Charlotte St
Delema Gennaro 1319 Windsor Ct
Delena Andrew M Delena Gennaro 1319 Windsor Ct
Delena Andrew Michael Delena Gennaro 1319 Windsor Ct
Didio Christian Didio Lisa 1523 Cloverhill Rd
Dietz Gregory M 921 Ringing Rocks Park
Diffenderfer Doris L 337 S Hanover
Doiterer Auto Body 2249 Horseshoe Dr
Doucette John J 327 Manattawny St
Dragline Silk Inc 1361b Farmington Ave
Drumheller Linwood Estate 529 N Franklin St
Durdin William 794 Lincoln Ave
Durdin William T Estate 794 Lincoln Ave
Egolf Kenneth 341 Pigeon Rd
Embody Richard L 331 N Hanover St
Endy Ruth G Estate 307 Walnut St
Equilite 437 Kulp Rd Pa 19465
Essick Edith R Essick Donna J 79 W 4th St
Famularo Thomas J Famularo Stella 654 N Price St
Faust Daniel Scott Faust Sandra R Ridgeview Ln
Feroe Dorothy S 628 Evans Rd
Fitzsimmons Ronda 67 Harding St
Fowler Clifford J 817 N Charlotte St
Frantz Heather D Frantz P Richard 611 Woodland Dr
Freeman Judith 1024 Manatawny St
Freese Bruce R 337 S Hanover
Fritz Christa 2249 Horseshoe Dr
Fronheiser Miriam In 879 Willow St
Granese Charles 2368 Noel Cir
Graydus Joshua A 830 N Hanover St
Grebe Alan Jr 138 E 4th St
Green George J Sr Green Mildred E 794 Lincoln Ave
Grundys Interior Landsca 60 Robinson St
Guensch Betty 631 Village La Sanatoca Vllg
Guillory Alton 31 East 5th St
Hanlon Brian 2249 E High St
Harvey Grant W 49 W 4th St Apt 1
Harvey Lillian M Estate 671 N Keim St
Hatfield Gloria 1545 Queen St Apt B4
Hayer Harry W Estate 176 Manatawny St
Hayes Michael J 817 Buchert Rd
Heffner Alan M Heffner Mark A 1014 Belleview Ave
Heffner Robert S Jr 1005 High St
Hegner Helen B Estate 368 Chestnut St
Heidenreich Katharine M Heidenreich Herman R 18
Hepner Judith 1464 Laura Ln
Hepp Janet L 458 Spruce St
Heyde Clarence E Old Ivy Farm Rd 2
Himes Maurice A 1138 Queen
Hinaman Theresa A Sanatoga Rd
Hobbs Miriam A Hobbs James L R3
Hunsberger Albert R 1006 Queen
Integrated Waste Sol 1566 Medical Dr
Istenes Jane F Estate 344 W Walnut St
Jeffries Forrest O Estate 113 Chestnut St
Johnson Jamie General Delivery
Karpinski Constance 955 N Hanover St Apt 1
Kaska Verna A 820 N Hanover St
Kaszka Verna A 820 N Hanover St
Keifreider Eva Estate 1221 Maple St
Keifreider Eva Estate 2461 E High St H206
Kerns Barbara J 1268 N Valy Rd
Kettereer Dd Jr 330 Cherry St
Kief Roger A 421 Upland St
Knowledge Informatio 1361 B Farmington Ave
Kohler Clarence Est 1737 N Kein St
Koppenhauer Grace E 307 High St
Koren Mamie 1224 Maple St
Kruse Jay J 33 High St 2
Latshaw Arnold Latshaw Viola 320 Glasgow St
Laubach Kelly A 3 Evergreen Rd
Law Phyllis S Estate 40 E High St
Lawhorne imberly A Lawhorne Timothy N 425 Buchert Rd
Leader Jeanne D Queen Rohlands St
Leake Billy R 552 West St
Lenhart Margaret E Estate 850 South St
Leonardo Jonathan A 40 E High St Apt 6
Lessig Elmira M Estate 383 Walnut St
Levan Jay H Jr Levan Ann B Po Box 77
Levengood Alan C/O M E Levengood 1160 Cestwood Dr
Levengood Alan Est Estate 1160 Crestwood Dr
Linfante Claudia 1431 Maple St
Lowiski Walter 966 High St Apt 01
Lucidi Samuel M 23 Beech St
Ludwig Craig A 21 Walnut St
Lyons Gary R 351 N Charlotte St 3
Mayer Lorena A 520 W Chestnut St
Mccloskey Daniel F 2461 E High St Apt N10
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Mccusker James M 377 W King St
Mentzer Roland V 329 Walnut St
Merkel Thomas J Merkel Pauline Rte 18
Merkel Thomas W Merkel Thomas 18 W Fourth
Metala Elizabeth 322 Cherry St Apt 311
Mitchell Ruth A Estate Rr 2 Shenkee Rd
Mitchell Scott 1018 Timber Ln
Mr Ds Home Remodeling 1188 Kristy Ct
Mrs Smiths Inc Cherry And Charlotte Sts Pobox 298
Muir Tori 1954 Gilbertsville Rd
Mummolo Felix P 301 Cir Of Progress
Mundell William R Estate Birdboro Rd 1
Nehy Marie Y 30 Conventry Greene Ln
Nixon Theresa 512 W Chestnut St
Norwood Jason P 435 King St Apt 5
Nunes Morton F Jr 1560 Laurel Way
Ogden Charles Jr 2318 Bradley Way
Ohanesian John C/O Sanatoga Ctr 225 Evergreen Rd
Parent Thomas Sr Parent Marianne 1003 N Charlotte St
Paschall Jamar J 76 N Charlotte St Apt 2
Patterson Martine Estate Rr 3
Perkins Kapria 2120 Buchert Rd Apt 160
Perkosky Emilian J 144 East Moyer Rd
Pottstown Medical Center 1569 Medical Dr Suite 202
Prince Latisha R 335 Jefferson Ave
Purcell Steve 3302 Walnut Ridge
Quay Clarence E Estate 300 W John Rd
Radswillas David 1527 Grace Rd
Ralston Hoopes T A 1460 Lynn Dr
Rath Emma E 176 Rohland
Recticon Enterprises Inc 114 S Washington St
Ricketts Dorothy B 610 Beech St
Rittmer Annette L 1053 Maple Glen
Rivenburg Darrell N 353 Chestnut St
Roberts Ford Fracs 3189 W Ridge Pike
Robinson Christina D 2120 Bochert Rd 178
Robinson Lucille Ex 15 E 2nd St
Rogers Cynthia 1460 Evans Rd
Rogers Stanley C Po Box 21
Rosenberry Chas Est 422 Moyer Rd
Rotz Merdith 145 Chestnut St
Sacred Heart Of Jesus Jr Order Br 842 N Hanover St
Sands Robert D Sands Trish R 1312 Cherry St
Scanlan Kevin 1445 Shaner Dr
Schenck Ruth J 2461 E High St
Sherfield Mark P Jr 603 Walnut Ridge Estates
Short Ronna M 1018 Fallbrook Ln
Slachtouski John R 317 Hanover St
Sotter Dorothy Est 317 Security Bldg
Stango Jenna C 123 Micklitz St
Stauffer Lisa M 648 N Adams St
Stevens Tracey L 1560 Laurel Way
Stierheim Carolyn Estate 125 Reynolds Ave
Stolar Nancy Estate 520 Lincoln Ave
Stout Amanda 3 345 King St
Sylvia Kathryn 417 Highland Rd
Thompson Vincent J 911 Crimson La
Tri County Ipa Inc 1591 Medical Dr
Trunk Anthony J Iii Trunk Anthony J Iv Trunk Lisa A 1320 Doris Dr
Trunk Anthony J Iii Trunk Anthony Trunk Lisa A 1320 Doris Dr
Trunk Anthony J Iii Trunk Christopher Trunk Lisa A 1320 Doris Dr
Trunk Anthony J Iii Trunk Lisa A 1320 Doris Dr
Trunk Anthony J Iii Trunk Lisa A Trunk Kyle 1320 Doris Dr
Trunk Anthony John Iv Trunk Anthony J Iii Trunk Lisa A 1320 Doris Dr
Turner Scott 780 Farmington Ave Apt D−12
Twaddell Carol A Apt 224 250 Hale St
Varela John 11 W Vine St
Verish John W 1 W 3rd St
Walker Jewel 2120 Buchert Rd
Webb Cindy K 49 Beech St
Weiler Ruth E 2120 Buchert Rd Apt 85
Weller Russell 310 Diamond St
White Mary 1086 Warren St
Whitman Jeffrey C 24 West Third St
Williams Brian 2120 Buchert Rd Apt 1
Williams Clifford 663 Walnut St
Wireless Zone 204 Shoemaker Rd
Wood Richard 510 N Charlotte St
Wood Steven 108 Warren St
Wright Moshe 514 Butler Ave
Yarmush Anna 759 S Hanover St
Yostin Amelia A 235 N Evans St
Ziegler George W 1000 Spruce St
Pottstown, Pa 19465
Albanese Eddy C/O Sedona Corp 1871 Harmonyville Rd
Aylesworth Leigh 612 W Schuylkill Rd Apt 2
Bentley Graphic Communications Inc 1255 Ridge Rd Fleet
Bolger Brie Danielle 1101 Coventry Point
Brobst Louise M Rd 2
Buckman Andrew P 816 Old Schuylkill Rd
Chan Clarissa 612 W Schuylkill Rd
Clemens Pharmacy 83 Glocker Way
Comprehensive Diagnostic Center 1200 E High St Ste 304
Dardas James Dardas Nancy 200 E Schuykill Rd Apt 5
Deegan Peggy 837 Temple Rd
Devinney Frances M 1805 Coventry Point Ln
Fleshman Doff T Jr 351 Rock Run Rd
Galbreath Brent 97 Sylvin Dr
Gatzy Elisabeth Estate Mitts Ave
Great Valley Auto 2 1281 Schuylkill Ave Rt 422 & Rt 724
Hahn Lillie L High York
Harris Frank 782 Worth Blvd Apt 212
Hoffman Catherine R 1203 Miller Rd
Hughes Charles J 1470 Old Ridge Rd
Kerchner Sean 140 Chestnut Ln
Lmww Cust Rr 2
Mackowski Paul 616 W Schuylkill Rd Apt 3
Mcdaniel Laura 113 Hartman Dr
Morett Matthew 354 E Cedarville Rd
Murray Ethel RD 2
Oconnell Sonnet 1360 Cold Spgs Rd
Schuett Freda M Schuett David 185 Buckwalter Rd
Schwandt Tina M Rr 2
Stahl Kathryn A Stahl Howard L 427 Worth Blvd
Stancaro Jodie C/O 600 West Schuylkill Rd
Stofflet Iva J Rd 2
Toms Country Side Gulf C/O T M Schwandt Rr 2
Troil Thomas C 127 Hartman Rd
Updegrove Judith 314 Laurelwood Rd
Vickery Susan 1282 Dimity Ct
Wade John C RD 2
War & Peace Inc C/O J R Chalk 1777 E Cedarville Rd
White Florence Queen Rohlands St
Whitmore Jordan 25 Rinehart Rd
Red Hill, Pa 18076
Cavallaro Michael Pob 374
Colunga Raul Po Box 57
Rockledge, Pa 19046
Brown Andrea R 901 Loney St
Coyle Mary T 45 Park Ave
Keglmyer Dot 45 Blake Ave
Kernytsky Anna M 614 Burke Ave
Kernytsky Stefania 614 Burke Ave
Leonard Nancy R 17 Chandler St
Mccloskey Gloria 208 Jarrett Ave
Muth Frank Muth Anna 811 Burke
Reihm Lester F Reihm Dorothy 35 Penn Ave
Rink Earl W Estate 413 Huntington Rink
Savage Carrie M 17 Chandler St
Sunoco 08542 Zafar & Bushra Inc 812 Huntingdon Pike
Vicente Antonio A Vicente Maria T 611 B Huntingdon Pike
Wilcox Elizabet F Wilcox James M 359 Shady Ln
Woods Robert C 608 Huntingdon Pike
Roslyn, Pa 19001
Behringer Louise 2862 Woodland Rd
Bishop Bertha E 1551 Coolidge Ave
Bugg Philip W 1333 Rothley Ave
Clark Sada 1204 Fitzwatertown Rd
Cuthbert Robert 1376 Easton Rd
Edmondson George W 1057 Tyson Ave
Gahatan Cinnamon 1160 Colonial Ave
Geating Ling Lan Geating Bryant S 2923 Grisdale Rd
Glynn Mary A Exec 1307 Clarke Rd
Harze Charlotte Harze Hubert J Po Box 3
Henry Mildred E 2941 Susquehanna Rd Roslyn Pa
Holland Edna 2862 Woodland Rd
Lloyd Griffith Lloyd Anna 2510 Fernwood Ave
Martin Casandra Jean 1160 Colonial Ave
Miller Keith Donald 2731 Susquehanna Rd
Moore Robert 1980 High Ave
Ostrander Annie E Radcliff
Pease Mansel 1210 Nolen Rd
Simbana Eulalia 1131 Bradfield Rd Apt B
Taylor Laren Estate Tipton Ln
Towill Edward T Estate Easton Rd
Weiss David 1048 Clemens Ave
Whalen Elizabeth D 905 Tyson Ave
Williams Dorothy 2429 Patane Ave
Young David G Young Marion 1079 Edgehill Rd
Zarkey Evangeline Estate Hill Crest Ave
Royersford, Pa 19468
Alvarado Efrain 56 Reifsnyder Rd
Baldwin Sadler Corp Po Box 7001
Bishop Peterson Llc 205 Summer St
Boyle Danny J 447 Pine St
Bronson Ralph F Estate 706 Church St
Brown Elizabeth 37 North 4th Ave Apt 1
C J Auto Detailing 301 Main St
Carrasco Joseph E Carrasco Gayle 111 Millstone Ct
Cawley Doreen Cust 1857 E Ridge Pike A1
Cecchini Anthony Cecchini Melissa 298 Mingo Rd
Croft Emilie B 255 Main St 1
Crown Gold Cnstrctn Inc 216 Royersford Rd
Dalonzo Jill S 44 Dwight Dr
Dirosa Michael R 207 Lorraine Dr
Dolla Michael 102 2nd Ave
Emmett E M 225 2nd Ave
Ernst Thelma E Estate 221 Main St
Faust Ernest Jr 869 Church St
Faust Irvin Estate 945 Walnut St
Fee Mildred S 68 Cedar Ct
Fritz Christophe L 1002 Foxmeadow Dr
Goldstein Rebecca 165 W Ridge Pike
Gradowski Lori 159 Buckwalter Rd
Gunselwoodling Katherine 303 S Limerick Rd
Hansberry Lucille A Estate 469 Mohastery
Homan Betty 869 Church St
Houck Kevin C 333 N 3rd Ave
Kappel Marie Estate 414 Spring St
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Klyver Elizabeth 48 Walters Ln
Lhii Inc 209 Abbey Dr
Liccione Edward 426 Fruit Farm Rd
Lopez Elba L 180 Country Ridge Dr
Macintire Vivian Estate Rr 1
Maerz Mildred 202 Providence Forge
Major Frances R Estate 11 S Limerick Rd
Major Shirley W Major Rd
Mcginithen Thelma 703 S 4th Ave
Oerkvitz Ted A 402 Third Ave
Peterson Construction Inc 205 Summer St
Poot William J III Poot Ann 222 Georgetowne Ct
Reed Earl L 1600 Black Rock Rd
Ritter Judith M 60 Keokuk Rd
Ritter Timothy 68 Keokuk Rd
Ross Elaine S 28 Windy Knoll Dr
Sanders David A 65 Saint Andrews Blvd
Saylor Elsie 255 Green St
Schwartz Robert 354 Washington St
Shay Robert 802 Lizzie Ln
Sipp Robert S Sipp Susan R 12 Carriage Cir
Smith Marlene M 870 Church St
Stetler Mabel Est 1600 Black Rock Rd
Sudzina John 229 North Third Ave
Thornton Virginia Thornton William 229 Gay
Tomlinson David C Cust Tomlinson Alex 151 Azalea Cir
Tomlinson David C Cust Tomlinson David M 151 Azalea Cir
Tosco Gloria 61 Cedar Ct
Trumbore Ted N Od 70 Buckwalter Rd
Waninger Gretchen A 8 W Linfield Rd
Waninger Rachel M 8 W Linfield Rd
Weiss Ashley 405 Lakeview Dr
Wilson Brian K 297 Mingo Rd
Winston Randolph Todd Cust 530 Spruce St F8
Young William A C/O William A Young Jr 38 Metka Rd
Young William A Jr 38 Metka Rd
Rydal, Pa 19046
Barrett George 1038 Mill Rd Cir
Bateman Kathryn S Estate 1420 Hunter Rd
Chazin Beatrice 1481 Noble Rd
Dooley Suzanne H Dooley Peter J 1210 Fairy Hill Rd
Ellsworth Myrtle S Ellsworth W B 1515 The Fairway Apt
Go Priscilla D Go Victor 1457 Autumn Rd
Heney Thomas E Estate 935 Rad
Henry Del P 1094 Dixon Ln
Hodges Ethel Rydal Park 435
Jefferson Charles C 1321 Barrowdale Rd
Kagan Micah I 1070 Mill Rd Cir
Lackman Adrienne C/O J Snyder Esq 1072 Kingsley Rd
Levitt William 1027 Pheasant Rd
Madison William 1719 Brook Rd
Marks Bonnie K Cust 1070 Mill Rd Cir
Marlo Book Store Inc C/O Rita Brd 925 Leopard Rd
Meyers Stephen 816 Winter Rd
Neimeth Deborah 1038 Mill Rd Cir
Osetrov Tatyana Osetrov Igor 1004 Devon Rd
Rte Asset Management Dir 1095 Rydal Rd
Scott Ruth 982 Frazier Rd
Steinberg Mary Ellen 1209 Rydal Rd
Wenk Karl E Jr Sb Corp Trust Ira Rydal Park 471−W 15
Yarrow Steven Elliott 1451 Lewis Rd
Salfordville, Pa 18958
Liskey Arnold Po Box 95
Sanatoga, Pa 19464
Lowry Richard A 202 Walnut Ridge Estates
Mckeon Thomas 1885 Linda Ln
Sassamansville, Pa 19472
Bitting Kenneth P Po Box 253 Erb Rd
Schwenksville, Pa 19473
America Honda Finance 1226 Bridge Rd
Bailey Joyce 516 Andalusion Rd
Bell Marion B 532 Andalusian
Bishop Genise M 17 Aspen Way
Bishop John A 7 Aspen Way Pa 94731
Bixler Kim 332 Graterford Rd
Bolger Robert D 815 Cross Rd
Buss Jay 532 Andalusian
Carfrey Cynthia L 351 Centennial St
Cirotti Levine Marie 971 Turnberry Cir
Cold Point Castle 103 Kge 307 Williams Cir
Donnelly John M Iii 4904 Garges Rd
Estelle Kristina Estelle Ryan 406 Dartmoor Rd
Haviland Kathleen 50 Hock Rd
Heiser David 1226 Bridge Rd
Henderson Catherine J 4153 Serenity St
House Samantha J Ugma House Joanna D Cust 4749 Macgregir Dr
Huber Ralph 546 Township Line Rd
Johnson A 4366 Annandale Dr
Kehrer Virginia E Kehrer William C Box 146
Lohmeyer Emily 8 Deerfield Ln 19473
Moore Jeramie T 62 Pennypacker Dr
Myers Lori D 103 Meng Rd
Narke Thomas Lincoln Financial Group 105 Meng Rd
Narwich Anna Estate 197 Graterford Rd
Obrien Jeanne S 54 Village Dr
Ocarey Katherine N 376 Dieder Rd
Rossi Jennifer 4810 Rainbow Ridge Cir
Rossi Jennifer 4811 Rainbow Ridge Cir
Rossi Jennifer 4812 Rainbow Ridge Cir
Russell Joseph H 4902 Martha Ln
Saboe Gail M 62 Pennypacker Dr
Schaffer Grace M 655 N Limerick Rd
Stauffer Harriet S Estate 131 3rd St
Timmons Stephen E Jr Timmons Lisa 192 Bradford Dr
Valdivieso Josefina A P O Box 133
Wiackiewicz Jacquie A CO S L Rosenberger 131 Third St
Womack Marguerite 131 3rd St
Skippack, Pa 19474
Eckley Asphalt Po Box 1467
John G Sopko 1257 Evansburg Rd Po Box 443
John G Sopko Trust C/O John G Sopko 1257 Evansburg Rd Po Box 443
Mcbride Stephen Po Box 762
Mcgovern Julie D Po Box 131
Mckenna Michael 1019 Anders Rd
Mckinney Joseph 754 Bridge Rd
Minntech % Mar Cor Services Po Box 1429
Sopko John G 1257 Evansburg Rd Po Box 443
Sopko John G Trust Ua 11 6 1995 C/O John G Sopko 1257 Evansburg Rd Po Box 443
Trust John G Trust Ua C/O John G Sopko 1257 Evansburg Rd Po Box 443
Souderton, Pa 18964
Alderfer Robert C 307 E Brd St Ste 1
Bauer Yevette A 256 Green St
Bergey Ruth Ann 461 Homestead Ave
Bishop Mary 207 W Smt St Apt A 302
Bishop Willard B Po Box 288
Bracalente Dominic 463 Cowpath Rd
Brown Michael L 202 Heatherfield Dr
Clemmer Cora L C/O A R Clemmer 273 Highland Ave
Dellabarba Adrian D 84 Hillside Ave
Detterer Edith Estate Flint Hill Rd
Fox Glen 242 Reliance Rd
Freed Curtis D 29 North 4th St
Gamez Rafael L 129 Penn Ave
Gross Roger 75 Brd St
Hale Kathryn Hale Bruce K 17 Diamond St
Hayes Auto Body 432 Smokepipe Rd
Horsfall Jack R Estate 234 A St
Hunsicker Florence Hunsicker J M 573 Harleysville Pike
Jimenez Toni 219 Main St Apt 2
Kerr Robert 454 Berkshire Dr
Keyser Sales 3470 Behtlehem Pike
Klempner Leah A 29 W Brd St
Kringe Tiffany 432 Smokepipe Rd
Lederach Edward G 90 School Ln
Mahoney June J 25 Adams Ave
Meckes Constance A Meckes Maurice A 122 Sunny Hill Dr
Mejia Reyes Cynthia 157 N Main St Apt 1
Moyer Marvin 116 Chestnut
Moyer Sieglind Moyer Marvin S 116 W Chestnut
Nguyen John B 159 8th St
Perna Wastewater Management 60 Schoolhouse Ln
Petro Paulette Petro Robert G 1017 Cherry Dr
Richter Drafting Po Box 64288
Ruddy Joseph 142 West St Apt B
Samuelson Harold T 111 8th St
Seese Esther L Seese Levi 22 N 2nd
Seidel Sonja M 135 N Main St
Stevens Albert R Jr 531 Delp Rd
Stringer Florence M Estate 555 Montgomery Ave
Styer Kristie M 264 West Diamond St
Truong Tong 472 N 2nd St Apt A
Vasquez Oswaldo 142 Harleysville Pike
Wallys Place Restaurant 669 E Brd St
Wilson & Johnson Her Attorney 256 Green St
Worley Douglas P 539 Delp Rd
Yanan Maryann 733 Lower Rd
Yoder Craig 57 Adams Ave
Ziegler Leon Estate 23 Hillside Ave
Zimmerman Karl 208 W Smt St
Spring House, Pa 19477
Arvin Rose L Po Box 397
Charles Nicholas G Po Box 397
Ebert Frank D Po Box 900
Haug Daniel M Po Box 142
Mechalas Dale Po Box 425
Mental Health Clinics Po Box 825
Passyunk Cheese Shop Inc Po Box 744
Rohm And Haas Co 727 Norristown Rd &
Rohm Po Box 904
Silver Steam Center For Adele Stevenson Po Box 397
Spring Mount, Pa 19478
Good Helen M Riverside Ave Po Box 334
Haines Edmond Estate Fulmer Rd
Haines Rebecca E Estate Fulmer Rd
Interactive Revelations 1121 North Bethlehem Pike Suite 60 245
Long Virginia 808 Norristown Rd
Rush Christopher 1121 North Bethlehem Pike Suite 60 245
Springhouse Window Springhouse Door 908 Bethlehem Pike
Van Reed Dorothy E Van Reed Alan H PO Box 367
Stowe, Pa 19464
Antonucci Victoria In 824 Fairview St
Breiner Tara L 102 Berks St
Galloway Bertha I 727 Glasgow St
Haberle Mark F Haberle Ann B 710 Holly Dr
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Karpinski John K 613 West Race St
Kertes John J Jr 727 Glasgow St
Mckelvey Edward 914 Grosstown Rd
Pasquini Michael F 3 Kristin Cir
Sumneytown, Pa 18084
Harleysville Bank 2090 Main St As Trustee Of Ira For Catherine Theresa Kohler
Telford, Pa 18969
Bamford Margaret Bamford Bernard 681 Rittenhouse Place
Beta Star Corp 1060 Revenue Dr
Bhatt Devarshi 103 Catherine St
Branca Carol A 3050 State Rd
Bruenecke William 692 Allentown Rd
Cristea Frank 211 Hamlin Ave
Delta Construction Services Inc 51 Forest Rd
Derstine D W 325 E Church Rd Apt 114
Fossile James 272 S Dietz Mill Rd
Franco Rising Sun Inn Inc 898 Allentown Rd
Frankenfield Dorothy M Frankenfield Jacob H Rd 1
Gerhart Sallie B 44 Hamlin Ave
Guthier Michael J 780 Mill Rd
Hannah Toya K 130 School Ln
Heckler Claude Estate 9 Hamilton St
Hedrick Marilyn G 76 W Madison Ave
Hillerby Mary 107 Abbey Ln
Jenkins Jewel 2501 Wellington Way
Kriebel Jean C 99 Green Meadow Ln
Lyon Angela M 363 School Ln
Martin Frederick A Box 421 Rd 1 County Line Rd
Martin Margaret M Box 421 Rd 1 County
Mcmahon Tylene 676 Ridge Rd Apt B
Messing Arthur Messing Helen 237 Telford Pike
Miller Henry C 320 John Dorn Ln Apt A
Moyer Bruce H Estate 314 Northview Ave
Nissley Claude J Nissley Anna Z 217 Hamlin Ave
Omni Landscape Po Box 40
Passarella Joseph 241 Morwood Rd
Pastrana Chantee L 242 Washington Pl
Rosenberger Merlin C 314 S Main St
Smith Evelyn D 235 N Washington St
Stevens Bertha L Estate 112 S Hamilton St
Trauger Linda 242 Telford Pike
Trout Russell L Se Madison Ave
Whalen Suzanne M Cust Whalen Katarina Lynn 3 S Main St
Wood Erma Estate 184 Penn Ave
Youssef Ezzat A Po Box 411
Youssef Naiem N Po Box 411
Trappe, Pa 19426
Bryant Lisa 206 Washington Sq Aka Cour
Coleman Stephanie L 139 Royer Dr
Garner James 97 West Third Ave
Heffelfinger Pearl 166 Elio Cir
House Frederick J 131 Clayhor Ave
House Joanna D 131 Clayhor Ave
King Jeffery V King Marion L 139 Royer Dr
King Marion L 139 Royer Dr
Schaffer Mark A 415 Melchoir Pl
Zaborowski Deborah 307 Speaker Place
Trooper, Pa 19403
Meyer Flooring Inst Inc 2973 Second St
Stout Erika A 2607 Woodland Ave
Warren Welsh T 1000 Adams Ave Ste 200
Tylersport, Pa 18971
Swartz Jennie 28 S Allentown Rd Po Box 240
Upper Moreland, Pa 19040
Rio Peter 415 Manor Rd
West Conshohocken, Pa 19428
Kintzley Jacob Kintzley Anna 611 Ford St
Millhouse Marian Estate 106 Josephine Ave
Moffett Norbert L 200 Barr Harbor Dr Suite 300
Winfall Corporation PO Box 800
Evanitsky Mitchel D Evanitsky Gerald M 200 Barr Harbor Dr Ste 300
Feliciano Benjamin L 127 Ford St
Pemcor Inc 30 Clipper Rd
One Five Valley Squa 1001 Conshohocken State Rd Sui
Lucent Tech 2333 C/O Morgan Stanely Invt One Tower Bridge 11th Floor
Morgan Stanley Company Inc 100 Front St Ste 600
Rysor Dorothy Rysor John 605 Apple St
Alexandrowicz F Estate 1099 New Dehaven St
American Society For Testing & Materials 100 Barr Harbor Dr
Gca Services Group 100 Four Falls Corp Ctr
Gca Services Group 300 Conshohocken State Rd Ste
Goggin James C 113 Moorehead Ave
James Ruby M Cc 100 Front St Ste 300
Law Offices Of Stein And Troiani 920 Matsonford Rd
Media Rugby Football 300 Barr Harbor Dr Ste 525
Strange Betty Est 265 Kentucky Ave
Wall Timothy 30 Nathans Pl
West Point, Pa 19486
Acts Inc 375 Morris Rd
Acts Retirement Life Comm Inc Attn P Marlin Po Box 371
Eckert Kenneth G 3rd And Jones Ave
Sakyi Kwasi 308 Aronimink Dr 214
Wilcox Mary A 3rd Garfield Ave
Willow Grove, Pa 19090
Abington Hematology 2500 Maryland Rd Suite 312
Aldak Llc 1624 Jill Rd
Alosi Donna Marie 3625 Welsh Rd Apt C16
Ameriquest Technologies 2454 Maryland Rd
Ameriquest Technologies 2465 Maryland Rd
Andrulonis William A 22 Fitzwatertown Rd Apt D5
Asplundh Robert 708 Blair Mill Rd
Asplundh Scott 708 Blair Mill Rd
Asplundh Tree P S CO Joseph P Dwyer 708 Blair Mill Rd
Babezki Norman R 514 Andrea Dr
Balsam Irma C/O A B Davidson 1624 Jill Rd
Bingel Lawrence Bingel David L 2501 Maryland Rd Apt W1
Bington Neurological Assoc Obo Kathleen Greene 2701 Blair Mill Rd Ste 8
Blahut Natalie E 514 Greenhill Rd
Blanding Ella M 2225 Rubicam Ave
Botson Kathleen T 1736 Easton Rd A
Cap Capstone L 630 Fitzwatertown Rd A
Capital One Finance 1738 Prospect Ave
Capstone Growth Fund 630 Fitzwatertown Rd
Chrysler Financial 35 Russel Rd
Cioffi Christopher 3505 Moreland Rd Apt J311
Copeland Joshua 4325 Hamilton Ave
Crawford Charles 2814 Rubicam Ave
Crisafi Kimberly 313 Grey Horse Rd
Crisafi Kimberly A Po Box 1244
Csillog Elizabeth Csillog Francis 1003 Easton Rd Apt 908
Cunningham Timothy 518 Inman Tr
Cunningham Timothy Matthew 518 Inman Ter
Davidson Anne B 1624 Jill Rd
Delaney Kathryn M 3100 Terwood Rd Apt D40
Derr Flooring Co 525 Davisville Rd
Dluzen Vera 505 Fitizwatertown Rd
Dugan Marilyn K 1807 Preston Ave
Enderle Eleanor N 17 Woodhill Dr
Erckert Ann 1003 Easton Rd Apt 907c
Erckert Ann Carroll 1003 Easton Rd Apt 907c
Eustace Engineering 447 W Moreland Rd 3rd Floor
Financial Software Systems Inc 2300 Computer Ave Bld−M66
Freiberg Elliott D 907 N Easton Rd
Friedman Sara Est 1120 York Rd 227
Garapati Sronidhar 500 Frazier Ave C4
Gerencser Zoltan Po Box 1244
Gilchrist Dorotha Estate 1578 Grovania Ave
Graupner Gladys 2045 Richard Rd
Graupner William E Graupner Gladys M 2045 Richard Rd
Great Britains 900 South York Rd
Great Britains The 900 S York Rd
Greene Abington Kathleen Obo Kathleen Greene 2701 Blair Mill Rd Ste 8
Gutierre Maria J 2901 C Blair Mill Rd
Haines Jane Estate 2501 Maryland Rd Apt D6
Haley Ethel V 109 Allison Rd
Hampton Inn 1500 Easton Rd
Hopewell Barbara 501 Easton Rd
Hovisfisher Brenda L 1006 York Rd 13
Hsl 94 Recreation Committee Hsl−94
Jackson Charles J 2945 Oklahoma Rd
Johnson Eugene L 108 Fern Ave
Johnson Geraldine 116 Brentwood Dr
Kim Ok Sung 560 Overlook Ave
Kircher Benjamin 609 Intruder Dr
Kirk Helen D 68 York Rd
Kuhfuss William D 519 Manor House Ln
Landview Construction Co Inc 2517 Wyandotte Rd
Larry Venetta S 904 Mirror St
Leibholz Stephen W Ann E Leibholz Jt Ten 2500 Maryland Rd
Lizzio Mary J 1006 York Rd Apt 16
Lockwood Marie 333 Forest Ave
Lucas Kevin−Michael 57 Cherry St
Malvoso Pasquale 115 Abbeyview Ave
Marmer Mildred G 1003 Easton Rd 218
Martini Teresa 35 Russel Rd
Medstar Ems Inc 500 Easton Rd
Montrose Katharine P O Box 260
Mueller Sarah 203 Inman Terr
Nenstiel Mary M 17 Woodhill Dr
New St Foundation Inc 2300 Maryland Rd
Newkirk Thomas Estate 2348 Hamilton Ave
Oconner Melissa M 2733 Blair Mill Rd
Pailen Jupiter General Delivery
Panzarella B A Panzarella T A 2300 Computer Ave P O Box 1072
Panzarella T A Panzarella B A 2300 Computer Ave P O Box 1072
Park Sang K 3625 Welsh Rd Apt R52
Paro Stanley Apt B1 500 Man
Patel Ghanshyam B 121 Lawnton Rd Apt 121
Patel Hansaben D 121 Lawnton Rd
Pedicone Elaine M 514 Andrea Dr
Perungavur Ranganthan N 114 Fern Ave
Peters Jane Apt B1 500 Man
Prendergast Steven T 607 Beechwood Rd
Prime Benefits Inc 607 Easton Rd Suite E−2
Pugh Ronald Pugh Sara 317 Inman Ter
Ramsden Helen R 2100 Carlson Dr
Rapp Reba Est 1001 Easton Rd Apt 903m
Ratnaparkhi Hegenbod Jyo P O Box 115
Raytinsky Cecil V 3305 Bartram Rd
Reynolds Michael 409 Raston Rd Apt 1
Roberts Christopher 1610 Smt Ave
Rook Judith 1849 Osbourne Ave
Rosalind E Mcleod Exec 318 Krewson Tr
Russo Dorothy Estate 210 Fern Ave
Rutiser Sundar Clai 102 Cameron Rd
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Schimpf Russell G 203 Inman Terr
Sethi Rajeev 1001 Easton Rd Apt 910
Sir Speedy 101 J Moreland Rd
Smith Sandford B 1700 Jill Rd
Sommer Lillian M Estate 212 Gilpin Rd
Spencer Michael R 707 Grant Ave
Stephens Harry B Stephens Grace 331 Dallas Rd
Strategic Recovery Partnership 208 N Easton Rd
Strother Van B Po Box 561
Swineburne Mary Jo 216 Cedar Ave
Taylor Erica 409 Easton Rd Apt L1
Taylor Rick 1510 N Easton Rd
Thomer Daniel W Sr 300 Inmantr Apt A
Thompson Wayne W Jr 144 Greyhorse Rd
Tobaben Frederick W 109 Allison Rd
Tobaben Lois E 109 Allison Rd
Todt Frederick G III Todt Sandra J 1900 Fitzwatertown Rd
Turi Silvestar 2901 C Blair Mill Rd
Wakeman Jule A 1522 Jill Rd
Walston Darryl 1716 High Ave
Woodcock Robert D 39 Twin Brooks Dr
Young Dorothy 505 Fitizwatertown Rd
Worcester, Pa 19490
Abstract Aaron 1741 Valy Forge Rd
American Infrastruct 1805 Berks Rd
Benner Gregg A Box 232 1633 Landes Rd
Edmunds Jim 1805 Berks Rd
Pinney Geoff Po Box 536
Strum M A Po Box 188
Wyncote, Pa 19095
Axelrod Susan 1006 Serpentine Ln
Bank & Trust Co Of Old Yo Ogontz & Limekiln
Bell Samuel 308 Lorimer Dr
Berger Joan Cust 1453 Ashbourne Rd
Bock Myra G 506 Wyncote House
Branham Genevieve 8480 Limekiln Pike
Brody Jeanne 8470 Limekiln Pike Apt 409
Burke Emma L 208 Fernbrook Ave
Case Arthur M Est 401 Carlton Ave
Chowaniec Marek 434 Crescent Rd
Curry Mattie 1600 Church Rd Unit D−206
Davis Montague Michele D Md 434 Crescent Rd
Farren Eileen P 25 Washington Ln
Faust Elizabeth D Estate 433 Greenwood Ave
Finkle Beatrice Wyncote House Apt 611
H And F Reisman Trust C/O F Reisman 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt A724
Harrison Thomas R 140 Hewett Rd
Hendricks John E Estate 621 Electic
Hendricks Marjory Estate 703 Electric
Ingber Anna 8480 Limekiln Pike Apt C120
Ivers Ryan 601 E Glenside Ave
Ivers Ryan James 601 E Glenside
Jack Lcp Inc Attn Andrea And Jack Platt 410 Accomac Rd
James Winsome M James Lloyd G 407 Salisbury Rd
Jarratt Jocelyn J 8470 Limekiln Pike Apt 619
Joseph Stanley Joseph Ruth 8470 Limekiln Pk Apt B701
Lederman Abigail 130 Glenview Ave
Lerner Laran 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 507
Levin Carl Wyncote House
Lincoln Investment Planning Inc 218 Glenside Ave
Lincoln Investment Planning Inc Fbo Enfield Board Of Education
Moore Lucy G 403 Gribbel Rd
Mundy Charles 8470 Limekiln Pike Apt B309
Nannapaneni Jyothi Md Wyncote House Apt 338 25 Washington Ln
Noel Helen D 310 Hedgerow Ln
Paley Daniel Marc 8470 Limekiln Pk 302
Planning Inc Lincoln Investment The Forst Pavilion 218 Glenside Ave
Prior Dip Bare Feet Shoes Of P 1000 Easton Rd Ste 108
Reisman 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt A724
Reisman D 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt A724
Reisman F 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt A724
Robert Hendricks Estate 621 Electric Ave
Sacks Mary G 506 Wyncote House
Scarborough Claude C Jr 1000 Church Rd
Scheiner Jack Cedarbrook Hill Apts II 8470 Limekiln Pike
Simon Maurice J Simon Harriet 312 Old Farm Rd
Stuart Robert Stuart Nancy 436 Old Farm Rd
Sunshine Ruth 8460 Limekiln Pike Apartment 1113 1
Trexler Mabel I Wyncote Church Home 208 Fernbrook Ave Apt 204
Vasak Vladimir 353 Bent Rd
Wa Installers Inc 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 713
Wang John 1600 Church Rd
Waridi Zenobia 220 Rices Mill Rd
We Partners Po Box 321
Weisbrot A R 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt A724
Wyndmoor, Pa 19038
Altemu Courtney 7903 Pine Rd
American Brokerage Serv Inc 805 East Willow Grove Ave 2b
Beale Leonard T 717 Wyndmoor Ave
Carey Mariah 827 East Southampton Ave
Chamow Ruth W 8805 Curtis Ter
Davis Brown Eleanor 8100 Ardmore Ave
Felber Helmuth 7707 New St
Forden Charmaine E 7823 New St
Forden David J 7823 New St
Geoghegan Mary C 1503 E Willow Grove Ave
Gerber Joseph 8601 Patton Rd
Heese Jeffrey 8004traymore Ave
Hong Keumsoon Dr 8614 Patton Rd
Keown Wilbert Estate 8108 Chelterham Ave
Kerins Annabelle 551 East Evergreen Ave
Lafley Karen V Lafley John C 8632 Trumbauer Dr
Lear John B Jr 551 E Evergreen Ave
Mendelson Grace Keystone House 8765 Stenton Ave
Mendelson Grace M 8765 Stenton Ave
Miller Peter M 551 E Evergreen Ave Apt A106
Ohara Elizabeth 1507 Firethorne Ln
Ralph Hannah M Estate 1012 E Mermaid Ln
Ralph James Estate 1020 E Mermaid Ln
Ralph Michael Estate 1020 E Mermaid Ln
Thomas Stephen P Thomas Teresa 8600 Elliston Dr
Watson Clarence Jr 8800 Curtis Tr
Wynnewood, Pa 19096
Adelman Susan 469 Wyngate Rd
Adis Mitzi Joan 20071 N Wynnewood Ave
Alter Milton Md 236 Indian Creek Rd
Ayres Holly Peirce 306 Hamilton Rd
Berry Carolyn C/O W J Hauser 416 Chichester Ln
Brecher E Fred PO Box 351
Bredbenner William 107 Boncouer Rd
C Farms 361 Lancaster Ave
Canter Tara 605 Latham Dr
Cesni Noel 1415 Dorset Ln
Chester County Cares 790 E Market St Ste 330
Christiaens Marc C/O W J Hauser 416 Chichester Ln
Cuff Coree 1001 City Line Ave Apt Wa 107
Danz Patricia S 547 Hansell Rd
Decd Edwin D C/O Conservest Capital Advisor Fcc As Custodian Ira Rollover
Diner Kennett 372 Penn Av Pa 19363
Dinome Jessie 418 Roslyn Ln
Dubrow Allen I 404 Minden Way
Duke Jo A 320 Farwood Rd
Dworkin Gertrude C/O T Cleary 1001 City Ave Wa501
Elisabeth H D Hickok 542 Montgomery School Ln
Falchek Stephen J 24 Overbrook Pkwy
Fitzpatrick Marcia A Dr 414 Lankenau Med Bldg
Foster Silver Paula 217 Harrogate Rd
Frailer Green Susan Frailer Esther 1001 City Line Ave Unit E
Friedman Paul Po Box 300
Golavskaya Veronika 144 Trent Rd
Gold Debbie 235 Trent Rd
Gonzales Maureen Gonzales John 805 Dover Rd
Grant Margaret M 250 E Wynnewood Rd
Greisler Rachel 4233 Hartel Ave
Guadagnini Alberto L 1415 City Ave
Hawkins James H 1209 W Wynnewood Rd Apt 311
Hickok E H D Trust C/O E H D Hickok 542 Montgomery School Ln
Hildebrand Patricia 135 Henely Rd
Hill Melissa H 929 Remington Rd
Hinlein Elizabeth R Hinlein Liane 450 Moreno Rd
Hinlein Jeffrey H Hinlein Liane 450 Moreno Rd
Hinlein Liane 450 Moreno Rd
Hons Dorothy E 30 Hampstead Cir 31
Hopkins Wayne Hopkins Lisa 6 E Lancaster Ave
Jackson Sharon 506 Haverford Rd
Jacob Soffa & Rose Soffa Fdn Po Box 300
Jones Kevin P 320 Farwood Rd
Katz Jeffrey L 1312 Remington Rd
Kemmerer Jeffrey D Po Box 467
Kim Jeong Soo 250e E Wynnewood Rd Apt A9
Lasensky Shirley C/O S Polonsky 1219 W Wynnewood Rd Apt 313
Leary Kathleen C Estate 451 Morens Rd
Lee Jeongbae 250 E Wynnewood Rd Apt A9
Levinthal Marvin I Po Box 300
Levy Rebecca N 405 Lakeside Rd
Main Line Psychological Services Wynnewood House 300 E Lancaster Ave Ste 306b
Man Wang 1419 Edgevale
Mark J Golen Irr Trust Dtd 11/2/90 216 Almur Ln
Martin James 365 Williams Rd
Martini Martha 1001 City Ave Way 204
Mckeegan Thomas J Jr 1301 Yarmouth Rd
Miller Deborah A 1209 W Wynnewood Rd
Mingey Anne Saunders Hse Ste 204 A 100 Lancaster Ave
Moonstruck Associates Gp L L C 300 E Lancaster Ave
Moscow Jan 40 Haverford Rd
Mullin Eleanor 250 E Wynnewood Rd
Natessova Tatyana Baridis 1207 Andover Rd
Newman Sydney 1001 City Ave Ee920
Novasitis Anthony W 1445 City Line Ave Suite 7b
Obrien Charles J Obrien Dorothy Apt A 23
Oconnor Margaret J 18 Trent Rd
Oconnor Robert B 18 Trent Rd
Peterson Mary C 300 Mcclenaghan Mill Rd
Protigal Edith 1219 W Wynnewood Rd
Protigal Edith Trust 1219 W Wynnewood Rd
Rand Brien 304 Powell Rd
Reeder Charles H 409 Mcclenaghan Mill Rd
Roemer Deena 146 Anton Rd
Rohtbart Meyer 249 Bell Rd
Romano Gary 615 Argyle Rd
Ruck Jane M 599 Hansell Rd
Ruck Jane M Cust 599 Hansell Rd
Sachs Barbara M 539 Moreno Rd
Schmults Chrysalyne 417 Cotswold Ln
Sewon Trading Inc 250 E Wynnewood Rd Apt A9
Shaman Susan 907 Cedar Grove Rd
Shepard William R 100 E Lancaster Ave
Silver Paula F 217 Harrogate Rd
Sobel Rina 232 Hemlock Rd
Sonderschaf Robert J 34 Palamind Ct
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Soss Murray 399 Ballytone C
Thomas Anthony M 1405 Hillside Rd
Ulmschneider Michael K 413 Rock Glen Dr
Weislow Jeanette J Po Box 338
Welsh Sydney M 599 Hansell Rd
Willner Harry D Willner Avi P 258 Wiltshire Rd
Wynnie Wood Labell Martha 426 Bolsover Rd
Zeff Todd 1242 Knox Rd
Zieglerville, Pa 19492
Clay Wilma H PO Box 157
Farrell James J Box 5
Hopkins Ruth S PO Box 157
Kevin Obrien 119 Big Rdpo Box 5
Northampton County
Bangor Pa 18013
Adams Frank E 58 Lillian Ln
Armelin Rachael L 316 N 8th St 1
Broadway Bagels More 50 Brdway
Caponigro Rosella Caponigro Gennaro Rd 3
Capozzolo Marc 60 Lynn Dr
Castano Frank A Castano Rose R 330 6th St
Castano Rose R Castano Frank 330 6th St
Chmielewski Norman T 462 Park Rd
Conklin Marie A 782 Lake Minsi Dr
Craine George W Estate RR 2
Dalton Nancy C 17 S 3rd St
Dejonge Richard 4817 Maple St
Denardo Carmon Denardo Mamie Rd3 Box 295
Dietz Joyce M 286 South Main
Edwards Richard 8 North Main St
Fatzinger Salvage Yard 1420 Lower South Main St
Feeney Michael Cust RD 1 Box 1200
Filler Anna 701 Slate Belt Blvd
Finkbeiner Arlene Estate RR 3
Finkbeiner Madeline 286 South Main
Foote William F 316 3rd St S
Goble Karen Re: Geraldine Vernon 35 S 1st St Apt 202
Guinan John H 5659 Del Haven Rd
Iaderosa Marissa Maria Rose Corp 145 St
Kerr Dayton 28 S 6th St
Kleedorfer William Kleedorfer Mary M 621 Million Dollar Hwy
Kleinle Matthew Kleinle Heather 550 N 6th St
Loebsack Terry Loebsack Mark D 1513 Lake Minsi Dr
Mihelcic Joseph A Po Box 697
Miller William H 7745 Martins Creek−Belvidere Hwy
Myers Carolyn S Estate RR 1
Oxford Lois 701 Slate Belt Blvd
Penn Jersey Food Mart 232 Blue Valy Dr
Poltack Marion M Est 8 N Main St Apt 503
Reiss Cheryl 629 S Main St
Rickert Katie 10216 Little Creek Rd
Rpc 4 PO Box 924
Ruggiero Erika G 101 Murray St
Shoemaker Stephanie A 257 West Factoryville Rd
Smith Lester The Estate Of Lester Smith 752 Chestnut St
Snyder Sherwood V Snyder Louise 221 S Second St
Thomas Demetrius Box 647 955 Hilltop Rd
Wagner Paul B Estate 36 S 3rd St
Wagner Shirley F Estate RR 2
Wandlandt Johana Wandlandt Paul 421 Molasses Rd
Warner Mark 138 Lakewood Dr
Yogindra Garcia 124 Appaloosa Ct
Bath Pa 18014
Arthofer Albert 428 Grouse Dr
Beatty Zelda Estate 24 Hickory Hills Dr
Beck Pearl I 232 Plymouth Ave Apt 203
Berghold Gerald R 2827 Derhammer Rd
Bonser Kathleen L Bonser Donald J Slate Post Farm 230 Monocacy Dr
Bruder Doreen C/O Doreen Majercak Po Box 203
Bruder Doreen Po Box 203
Cheryl Heckman 925 Point Phillips Rd
Falle Martin 224 Klein Rd
Gianakos Audrey B 313 S Walnut St
Goleboski John J 135 Greentree Ct
Gonzalez Dora 301 N Walnut St
Gross Harold R 200 Goldenrod Ct
Hartzell Harold Estate Main St
Hata Inc 231 Moorestown Dr
King Christopher 434 Eden Ct
Kline Alan F 509 Monocacy Dr
Kline Richard J Kline Jane L 6140 Pond View Ter
Long Raymond J 165 Bentwood Cir
Medellin Vogt Marilou 124 Old Forge Dr
Overcash Norman D 226 W Main St
Parent Walter 156 Bentwood Cir
Pereira Christopher B 214 Christmas Ave
Prager Suzanne 307 Creek Rd
Reimer Margaret 423 Old Forge Dr
Rindly Service Station 367 Moorestown Dr
Spevak John 14 Sycamore Dr
Turner Elizabet M, Turner Linda L 7 Hicking Hill Dr
Valley View Appr Services 2888 Schaner Blotz Dr
Walnock Lynne 2684 Kendall Ln
Wholesale Gregorys 406 East Main St
Wukich Erna Lot 28 6149 Snyders Church Rd
Bethlehem Pa 18015
Abboud Marion Y Abboud Kamal J 5621 Falcon Dr
Achando Frank Estate 422 Pierce St
Achey Brian F Esq 901 W Lehigh St
Albertson Teresa 150 E 6th
Albright Malcolm W 3332 Edna Tr Ave
Alcoseba Camilo E 865 Wafford Ln
Ali Khadijah Y 1188 A Livingston St
Ali Noor 1557 Valy Rd
Allen Edward N Jr 701 Main St Apt 812
Allen Neurosurgical 801 Ostrum St
Amato And Margle Pc 107 N Commerce Way
Anderson Robert 713 Maple St
Aponte Gustin A 548 Carlton Ave
Apria Healthcare 6419 2041 Ave C Ste 400
Apux Technical Services Inc 4530 Virginia Dr
Arnold Myrtle 1628 11th St
Artim Barbara A 724 Delaware Ave
Augustino Sarah A 622 Highland Ave
Balentine Victor 729 Hayes St
Balutis Susan J Balutis George 214 E North St
Bank Advisory Group Retirement Plan & Trust 1605 Valy Ctr Pkwy 140 Barrett
Thomas F Inc 1605 Valy Ctr Pkwy 140
Barron Bernard A 546 Elmhurst Ave
Bascones Jonathan R 1432 Chelsea Ave
Bassknight Mark L 729 E 7th St
Beahm Alice M 320 Spring St
Beahm Warren J Sr 1841 Carlisle St
Bedics Gregory 627 Buchanan
Behler Jean A 812 Radcliffe St
Beidelman Leroy P 303 Craig Ave
Benett Collision Center And J 632 5th Ave
Bennick Dorothy R Bennick Stephen 615 N Bishop Thorpe
Berger Terri 432 Carlton Ave
Bianckini Charles T 537 E Fairview St
Bigley Marilyn Bigley T J Jr 1128 N New St
Blaylock Carol C 30 E Goepp St
Blose Margaret Estate 1829 E 8th St
Booder Linford 725 Hamilton
Book John A Book Jane 2737 Bridle Path Pl
Bordeau Financial 45 E Elizabeth Ave Ste 704
Borman Russell F Borman Mona M 620 E Locust St
Boulin Jennifer Boulin Brett D 3908 Donegal Dr
Bowe Francis J Jr Bowe Getrude 734 Brdway
Bowe Getrude 734 Brdway
Boyer Janet Boyer Joan 311 Ctr St
Boyer John L Boyer Janet 311 Ctr St
Bradley Andrew T 3270 Green Acres Dr
Brady Kimberly A 2535 Lafayette Ave
Breidenbach Charlotte 724 Delaware Ave
Breidinger Lurline Estate 545 Breidinger
Brish Evelyn M 1238 Maple St
Broderick M H Estate 510 2nd Ave
Brunner Joseph 1130 Mechanic
Buchanan Park Housing Cor 1430 Catasauqua Rd
Buck Shirley V 210 8th Ave
Bueso Jose F 314 Hobart St Apt 4
Burnett Richard H Jr Burnett Patricia M Po Box 4312
Callahan Karen M 5008 Derby Ln
Campbell Samuel Estate 1925 Kemmerer St
Capuano Antoinette 754 Harrison Ave
Cash Audwin 1309 Andover Rd
Cather Lucey M Box F197 Lehigh Univ 39
Cawinet C/O Pnc Bank 3076 Schoenersville Rd
Cecala Patalia A 342 West St
Celestina Francis 738 Wyandotte St
Centeno Olga 1409 Fritz Dr
Ceramet Incorporated C O Mr Robert Hastings 2175 Ave C
Cervantes William 2170 Johnston Dr Apt 7
Chaney Lynn 723 2nd Ave First Floor
Chapman Virginia Est 4007 Green Pond
Cherki Eleanor D Est 1814 Campbell St
Chimene Kenneth E 22 Fairview Ave
Chontos Frank 844 Gilly Ave
Christiansen Peter 2337 Covington Ave
Christine Jean M 2245 Worthington Ave
Christine William E Christine Anna R 264 10th Ave
Christman Timothy J 1768 Virginia Ave
Chs Professional Practice Pc 2775 Schonersbille Rd
Chubbuck Charles Chubbuck Edna V 431 3rd Ave
Chuday Anastasia In 906 Evans St
Cizikas Laura H 2529 Lafayette Ave
Clark Joseph 2021 W Brd St
Clement Helen 1027 Hilton St
Cleveland Jennette 607 Linden
Cochran Thomas Po Box 1492
Coleman Karen 500 High St
Colon Janice 1266 E 4th St Apt 2
Conectiv Operating Co 2254 Applebutter Rd
Cordonpinto Elder R 1779 Chester Rd
Corsan Marketing 2811 Brdhead Rd
Coughlin Kathleen A 602 Cherokee St
Cramer Jeffrey S 701 Fiot Ave
Crawford Edward 4651 Crawford Dr
Crespo William J 413 Wyandotte St Frnt
Cruz Julio Jr 630 Ontario St
Cruz Leonides 1307 E 4th St
Cusick Robert H 313 Cherokee
Dalziel Edith B 2890 Greenleaf Ct
Dan Guth Plbg 1355 Woodland Cir
Davilla Carmen C 1937 Hillcrest Rd
Davis Pearl 1023 Seneca St
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De Cresci Alessio J 1963 Woodbury Rd
Deangelis Elizabeth I 2021 Butztown Rd
Deangelis Ernest H 3127c East Blvd
Deblanco Dennis 720 Public Rd
Decresci Alessio J Decresci Ona E 1963 Woodbury Rd
Decresci Ona 1963 Woodbury Rd
Deegan Michael J Deegan Joseph 975 Wyandotte
Deihl Kobeki 554 Benner Ave
Delgadillo Nicolas 501 Pawnee St
Depietro Philip Depietro Lena 1032 Pembroke Rd
Diacogiannis John N 1360 Bonnie Ave
Dietrich Margaret H 727 W Brd St
Dimmig Elizabeth Estate R 4
Dlugoborski Irene Estate 1025 E 4th St
Domiter Charles 1003 E 4th St
Donchetz Julia M 624 Flot Ave
Donchetz Julia M Donchetz Louis J 624 Fiot Ave
Dougherty Leo G 221 10th Ave
Dow Jason C/O Cb Hudson Vl 5801 Monocacy Cr
Dow Jason P 708 Karoly St
Doyle Evelyn Estate 334 Carver Dr
Driscoll Diane 3448 Rutgers Dr
Drivein Mountain View 901 W Lehigh St
Dubbs Jean 3725 Old Philadelphia Pike
Dubois Sebastien 2315 City Line Rd
East Penn Rheumatology Associates P 701 Ostrum St1 Sui E 501
Easy Pages 701 West Brd St
Ebner Eric M Ebner Glenn Ebner Karen 1932 Famersville Rd
Ebner Eric Michael Ebner Glenn Ebner Karen 1932 Farmersville Rd
Ebner Karen Ebner Glen 1932 Farmersville Rd
Eckert Leanora 1111 N Main St
Edward Nickles J 488 Birkel Ave
Eisimont Anne 1749 Ctr St
Elliott Thelma M Estate 303 Crest Ave
Elzey Patricia Irish Ex C/O R Luse Esq 3020 Powder Mill Cir
Erb Doris M 701 Main St Apt 812
Ettwein Ruthruth B Ettwein Edward K 633 Washington Ave
Evans Bruce 6365 Mahopac Dr
Evelyn K Oberbeck Tr 501 Apollo Dr
Express American 1940 D Allwood Dr
Farannte Barry 2129 Schwab Ave
Fatzinger Elda 1285 Oakwood Dr
Faulkner Elizabeth Gallagher & 2107 Eaton Ave
Faulkner Oldsmobile 2332 Catasauqua Rd Apt T8
Feigley Matthew Feigley Sheryl 1113 New St
Feilbach Richard H 3940 Hemlock Pl
Fernandes Vieira Davidson 3054 West Blvd
Filler Robert J 1839 Skibo Rd
Finegan Funeral Home 2315 East Blvd
Fink Sandra C 3590 Quincy Ln
Fischer Hattie M 812 Radcliffe St
Floray Jason C 408 W North St
Fondarvest Joseph 512 Martin Ln
For City Council Karen Dolan 55 Bridle Path Rd
Forsythe William Forsythe Eileen RR 4
Forsythe William Forsythe Eileen RR 5
Foutain Hill Pharmacy Inc Hunsickers Fountain Hill 1049−1051 Brdway Francia
Mariano 705 Dakotah St
Frankenfield E Estate 617 School St
Frankenfield Virginia 1434 North Main St
Frederick Elizabeth C 414 North Pine Top Cir
Freitas Thomas L 1132 Applebutter Rd
Fretzo Miriam L C/O M Ann Snell 915 W Brd St
Frey Jamie L 5365 Towanda Dr
Fritzsche Paul O 1138 Highland Ave
Fuisz Beverly 180 Green Pond Rd
Futchko Andrew R 2825 Cross Creek Rd
Gahagan Madesta 116 Valy Park S
Gallagher Gloria B 330 West Brd St
Gangji Riyaz K Dds Gentle Family Dentistry 2431 Easton Ave
Garcia Ana E 2140 Glendale Ave 1pl
Garcia Jesus 323 Smt St Apt 1
Garcia Martin In 503 E 4th St
Garcia Olga 705 Dakotah St
Gardner Nancy L 607 Hess St
Gasper Pamela E 1745 Catasauqua Rd
Gerencher Dorothy Estate 702 Maple St
Gergar Geza Gergar Ann 717 S Bergen St
Geronets Joseph Estate 940 Wyandotte St
Gethers Sterling 1218 W Lehigh St
Glass Allen T 606 Carlton Ave Glass Mary Estate 502 Main St
Glick William Glick Robert W 922 Morton St
Glose Patricia P 250 8th Ave
Glose Robert L C/O Richard Luse Esq 1426 Calypso Ave Apt A
Gonzalez David 946 Evans St
Goodman David S Box C527 Lehigh Univ 39 University
Gordon Dean H 617 High St
Gottwald Michael J 1520 Crestwood Rd
Granger Christophe 411 E 5th St
Grimmer Richard C 1 Plz
Groman Richard F 2512 Ctr St
Grove Heather T 551 Carlton Ave Apt 2
Guardian The 3900 Burgess Place Attn Team B
Guidance Program 1650 Valy Ctr Pkwy Ste 100
Guidon John Rfd 2 E Market St
Gusso Dominic J Gusso Julia J 1604 E 11th
Guttman Jonathan A 1536 Hottle Ave
Gyecsek Frank Estate 607 Evans St
Haag Isabel R 3042 Shakespeare Rd
Haas Evelyn I 5524 Rte
Haderer Josephine E Haderer Conrad C 85 Benner
Hafler Winifield E RR 4
Hager Kenneth F Hager Della B 327 E Locust St
Haller Alexander M 4611 Maryann Ln
Hampton Inn Suites 3564 Pike
Haney Deborah J Haney Patrick M 528 12th Ave
Hanna Ronald M 1588 Lois Ln
Hansen Patricia 808 Overlook Dr
Hanssen Mary Estate R 20 Lehigh Ave
Harmony Anna M Holy Family Manor 1200 Spring St
Harris Daniel E 1014 Seneca St
Harris Laura Estate 825 Main St
Harry Romanick 1666 Dennis St
Harvey Grace 535 Main St
Harvey Gregory D 3535 Manor Rd
Hassay Stuart 1741 Roth St
Hazzard Marissa 515 Saucon View Dr
Heck Rebecca H 2759 Red Oak Cir
Heffelfinger Arthur H 1310 Carlisle St
Hein Ann 722 S Hoffert St
Heitmann Holly A Heitmann James K 1306 Prospect Ave
Helfrich Heather D Helfrich Corey M 2332 Catasauqua Rd Apt T8
Henn Edwin A Henn Rita A 1934 Kensington Rd
Henry Margaret M Henry Allen G 721 3rd Ave
Hernandez Matthew 3600 Temple Ct
Hernandez Reinaldo 415 Pawnee St
Herr Greg 121 E Union Blvd Apt 2
Herrera Guillermo 1561 Luzerne St
Hetzel John F 2318 Catasauqua Rd Apt V1
Hiipfi Louise E Estate 1461c Johnston Dr
Hill Selina P 5910 Shisler St
Hock Anthony J Jr 1679 Creek View Rd
Hoff Md Dr William 1966 Sunderland Dr
Hoffert Doris K 2091 Hopewell Rd
Hoffert Roy L 2052 Hopewell Rd
Hoffert Scott 2914 Fornance Rd
Hollshwandner Frank J 678 Strum
Hong Jin 515 Taylor St
Howland Bernice J 2443 Lincoln Ct
Huber Daniel 7025 Debrecen Sq
Hudak Charles 746 Main St
Hudak James A Jr 843 Pembroke Rd
Hunt Merritt C/O I Hermanovitch 1726 Graham St
Hur Chang I C/O B Hur 1853 Butztown Rd
Hutt Thomas 246 E Wall St
Inighan Ludwika T 2126 Cherry Ln Apt F8
Insurance Life Compa Gua 81 Highland Ave
Iyer Manny S Md 201 Drift Ct
Jackson Myrle E 48 3900 Freemansbrg Ave
Jaeger Jane E 2085 Westgate Dr Apt 103
James David R 1253 Raymond Ave
James David R 1253 Raymond Ave
James J Sabrina Saucon Collisio 5385 Rosedale Ln
James Jesse 140 W Brd St
Jamiolkowski Regina 2033 12 St Miller Hts
Janus Melanie A 1857 7th St Apt 2
Jeffreys Glenn 1741 Easthill Dr
Jerant Catherine Holy Family Manor 1200 Spring St
Jessica Rouse 536 N Cir
Jiganti Mel R 2102 Fieldstone Dr
Jimenez Antonia Jimenez Carlos 1484 Jill St
Johnson Sandra W Johnson John M 1953 Homestead Ave
Jones Irene K 3368 Allen St
Jordan Jillian 603 S Lynn St
K Mart Pharmacy 3843 Linden St
Kang In 3080 East Blvd B
Kang In Chul 3080 East Blvd B
Kantor Francis J 750 Fernwood St
Kantor Francis M 750 Fernwood St
Kassler Heather C 2553 Line Ct
Katechis Anastasios 1619 4th St
Katz Arthur J 3621 Hickory Hill Rd
Kawtoski Thomas J 3604 Brandford Ct
Kazakos Helen 2046 Michael St
Keat Phyllis B Estate 102 E Union Blvd
Kelchner Kathryn E Estate 901 Itaska St
Kemmerer Harvey R 422 Milton St
Kempton Lois 734 E 5th St
Kennedy David B Jr Cust 4520 Cheryl Dr
Kerner Cora 1991 Glenwood Ct
Kerschmar Charles K Trust 5300 Northgate Dr Apt 106
Keystone Automotive 3658 Rt 378
Kiefer Madeline M 1865 Bayard St
Kistler−Strout Maryellen 239 Wall St
Kitner Alice H Kitner Edwin F 1425 Illes Ln
Klemme Richard 121 Valy Park S
Knechel Bernice Y 231 E Market St
Koch Barbara L Koch Helen L 520 Pulaski St
Kocher Judy F 2054 Westfield Tr Apt 1
Koehler Charles Koehler Mary C Fremansburg Rd
Koehler William 3599 Strauss Ave
Kohl William F Kohl Mary 486 Birkel Ave
Kokot Ernest Estate 405 E 4th St
Kollar Anna 310 State Floor 1
Kollar Kalman Floor 1 310 Sta
Kolosky Mitchell 3521 Lord Byron Dr
Koontz Kevin 1605 Valy Ctr Pkwy 140
Kovacs Alan 1512 Siegfried St
Kovacs Antal Estate 827 E 6th St
Kovacs Charles J Est 7 Elizabeth Ave
Kovacs Frank Kovacs Anna 26 East Columbia
Kozar Charles J Kozar Anna T 616 North Linden
Kramersr Franklin J 48 W Spruce
Kramm Bruce A 1230 Highland Ave
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Krasley Carol A 119 E Fairview St
Kratzer Lorraine E C/O H Calatoni 451 Main St 1414
Kratzer Lorraine E Po Box 1414
Krchnavy John J 868 Blair Rd
Kromer Mildred A Kromer Wilbert W 913 Cayuga St
Krueger Joseph Estate RR 4
Kulik Natalie 636 5th Ave Apt 2
Kuna Francis 817 Public Rd
Kunie Marie D 2010 Vista Dr
Kuronye Grace Kuronye Helen 1246 Randolph Rd
Kurtz Ernest J 606 Lehigh Ave
Kurz Mary 606 Lehigh Ave
La Follette Rosemary M 1973 Butztown Rd Unit 26
Lam Chon 2001 Stonesthrow Rd
Lam Kun 3592 Rte 378 Pmb 111
Lasso Stacey L 629 Ctr St 2nd Fl
Laughery Sharon 970 Blair Rd
Lebo Gilson 1918 Kemmerer St
Leigh Jones M 1194b Livingston St
Lennon Gerard Dr 27 Memorial Dr West
Leonetti Edward 1115 Kirkland Village Cir
Lifepath Inc Fbo Micha R Mitchell 2014 City Line Rd
Lin Jin 302 7th Ave
Loguidice Vito A 3077 Artemis Cir
Lopez Angel 314 Hobart St
Lopez Rodriguez Marisa 5481 Falcon Ct
Luchang Lihua 3261 East Blvd
Lutes Kevin 2121 Cypress Rd
Lynch Glement J Lynch Ellen M 1308 Moravia
Lyons James R Jr 403 Cherokee St
Madine Zirka M 4524 Dolores Ln
Magic Kingdom Inc C/O H Erciyas 2418 Emrick Blvd
Maiden Deihl 554 Benner Ave
Main Street Photo 746 Main St
Malowicz Madeline Malowicz Chester 622 Williams St
Manavizadeh Jeanne M Manavizadeh Mohsen B 1744 Falcon Dr B
Mandros John 2029 Westgate Dr
Mandzic Goran 1442 Roselawn Dr
Marchak Helen M 271 Mars Ct
Marcincin Mary B 1414 Millard St
Marcon & Boyer Inc 1550 Valy Ctr 120
Marieri Gladys L 2315 East Blvd
Marjorie Hoffman 4005 Green Pond Rd 63
Marold Alex P Marold Irene 117 E Goepp St
Marrero Angel Po Box 1861
Marriott 2140 Motel Dr
Martin Williard 1521 East 6th St
Marzec Michelle 2021 Westgate Dr
Matey Cynthia L 1767 Round St Apt 2
Mazur Helen M 5300 Northgate Dr 104
Mc 2021 2021 Westgate Dr
Mcafee Kenneth A 1015 Spring St
Mcafee Kenneth A Est 1015 Spring St
Mcafee Kenneth A Loraine Mcafee 1015 Spring St
Mcintosh Regina Mcintosh Robert 526 Wood St
Mckay Elizabeth Wolle Mckay Scott R 1815 Apple Tree Ln E
Mena Candido C Jr 1205 E 4th St
Merwine Delores A 1434 North Main St
Messina Lawrence 5463 Jaclyn Ln
Milinko Louise Estate 1422 Cottage Ave
Miller Deforrest H 2673 Nottingham Rd
Miller Eldridge P 83 W Garrison
Miller Mark 452 Montclair Ave
Mirth Eugene 1628 11th St
Mitko Joseph Mitko Tillie RR 3
Mohammed Asiya Box F509 Lehigh Univ 39
Molina Carlos M 538 Vera Cir
Molinari Patrice 636 5th Ave Apt 2
Montoya Dana 311 W Brd St 2nd Floor
Moraga Franscisco 357 Garfield St
Morales Jean C 803 Argus St
Morales Marilyn J 811 E 6th St
Morey Phyllis A 736 Linden St 2nd Fl
Morganelli Anthony In 237 Franklin St
Morrison Eillen B 535 Main St
Morrow Douglas B Apt B6 1932 Mary St
Morrow Jane A Apt B6 1932 Ma
Mosko Josephine Mosko Andrew J 415 E Morton St
Mostek Mary 734 Brdway
Moyer Anita D 716 Linden St
Moyer Gerald 5431 N Halbea St
Muddhasani Venkatram 11 W 2nd St Unit 386
Musser Frederic O 1655 White Acre Dr
Myers Power Products Inc 2000 Highland Ave
Nadeau Michele L 403 Cherokee St
Nashaun Lan 325 W Lehigh St
Nastasee Thomas 506 2nd Ave
Neiberger Theresa M Neiberger Joseph 1257 Mechanic St
Nestle Enterprises Ltd Inc 3650 Nazareth Pike
Neumann Theresa R Neumann John 2128 Ridgelawn
Nicolosi Nicole 2024 Westgate Dr Apt C7
Nicrone Concetta K Nicrone Joseph 1340 Butztown Rd
Nigrone Timothy 1609 Schoenersville Rd 105
Novak Stephen Jr 522 Hayes St
Nucero Jay 3636 Dartmouth Dr
Nunnemacher M E 3001 Middletown Rd
Nunnemacher Margaret Nunnemacher Howell 3001 Middletown Rd
Nurko Margaret E 4007 Greenpond Rd Apt216b
Obrien Marjorie B 1874 Meadows Rd
Ocallaghan Catherine P 1745 W Macada Rd 220
Ohlinger Leonard R Jr 1849 W Market St 1fl
One Source Dm Llc 1651 Freemansburg Av
Ortiz Johnny 462 Carlton Ave
Ortiz Lourdes 319 Laury St
Ortwein Michael T Ortwein Barbara 610 Sioux
Osteen Barbara J Est 829 Ctr St
Osullivan Michael S 3528 Lord Byron Dr
Packer Lois C 1203 Lorain Ave
Palace Restaurant 3250 Easton Ave
Palisades 87 S Commerce Way Suite 700
Palisades Collection 87 S Commerce Way
Pamidi Rao B Braun Medical 824 12th Ave
Panik Joseph W 2510 Siegfried St
Paredes Jose F 498 Norway Pl
Paris Salon & Spa 2432 Easton Ave
Parry Beatrice M Estate 1412 Lennox Ave
Pearson James W 1865 Bayard St
Peiffer Stuart 1538 Ctr St
Pfeiffer Frances C 2318 Catasauqua Rd
Phillips Joshua M C/O Patricia Phillips 216 E North St
Phung Brian Hue Tu 4930 Pike
Piatkowski Helen E Beta Theta Place
Piercing Pagoda Po Box 1024 65 E Elizabeth Ave
Piller Shawn 607 Pike St
Pinard Victor 7251b Union Deposit Rd
Pond Laflamme Nancy 5013 Preakness Pl
Posch Margaret V Estate 634 Brdway
Posivak Leah M 6250 Hanover St
Pouleres Katherine 1020 Wedgewood Rd
Powell David Alexander 44 W Goepp St
Pretty Terra L 136 Founders Ct
Pum Jennifer L 167 Butztown Rd
Quier Russell W 45 E Gorpp
Quigney Patricia F Estate 608 Norway Pl
Ralland Wesley T Ralland Thelma 2018 Jennings
Rambo Dorothy Rambo William RR 3
Ramirez Francisco 669 Alaska St
Ramirez Jhony Evaristo 2120 Johnston Dr Apt 12
Rau Marie E 426 5th Ave
Raven Ken 1510 Eastwood Dr
Realtyworks Inc 46w Elizabeth Ave
Receivable Mgmnt Svcs Corp 899 Eaton Ave
Reed Patrick R 2944 Christine St
Reis Aleandro L 3851 Pike
Reiss John Rfd 4
Remaley Llewellyn A 1417 Stanford Rd
Rentas Katherine 437 Cherokee St
Reph Woodrow S Estate 1232 W Brd St
Repsher Shirley 112 E Brd St
Resouces Oro S 56 E Union Blvd
Ricci Robert A Jr 1204 West Brd St
Rice Rosanna M Estate 1341 Pembroke Rd
Ridgick Vickie L 811 Elm St
Riegel Virginia M Riegel Edgar 736 Third Ave
Rivera Andres J Apt 5 504 Brdway St
Rivera Hector M 1317 Hilton St
Rivera Juan 3649 Browning Ln
Rivera Victor 808 Laufer St
Rivers James 2319 6th St
Roadlink Usa 1240 Win Dr It Dept
Rodda Gerald 122 Valy Park South
Rodriguez Miguelina Rodriguez Marcial Po Box 1111
Rodriguez Ramon A 2123 Kemmerer St
Rodriguez Victor M Po Box 5141
Rodriquez Noel 1110 Mechanic St
Romanick Phyllis 1666 Dennis St
Ronca David A 276 E Macada Rd
Rosas Ruth 922 E 5th St
Roth Heidi J 859 Clearview Ln
Rotolo Barbara A 536 10th Ave Apt 2flr
Rouse Jessica 536 N Cir
Ruiz III 1960 gate Rd
Russin Veronica I 733 Jennings
Russin Veronica I Russin Peter J 733 Jennings
Russo Pasquale Russo Anthony 1908 13th St
Rutt Ronn 804 Linden St
Saavedra Jorge A 719 E 5th St
Sabol Anna M 535 Hillside Ave
Salamone Frank 3419 Park Pl
Sanchez Luis 1405 Fernwood St
Santana Dionisio 1880 Cataseava Rd
Saravia Marcos 704 Pawnee St
Sarko Mary F 933 E 5th St
Savchak John A 5507 Hale Ave
Sawicki Charles S 1805 Markham Dr
Scanlon Mary A Estate 1000 W Brd St
Schade Frank 2254 Applebutter Rd
Schantz Andrew V 2068 Quail Ct
Schrantz William M Schrantz Rose E Po Box 1343 Moravia
Schuller Angeline Estate 651 Shields St
Seifert Marguerite Seifert William S 25 W 4th St
Selko John J 3221 Rambeau Rd
Senior Philip 3842 Santee Dr
Serban Ray 2249 Rodgers St
Settlement America Inc 3200 Farmersville Rd
Seyfried Floyd E 802 Bridge St
Shafer Catherine Shafer William F 1009 Ctr St
Shapiro Michael 67 West Geopp St
Shegina Joseph M 2046 Henderson St
Shetrompf Louise J 1805−D Schoenersville Rd
Shigo Josephine A Estate 260 E Brd St
Shook Helen 432 E University Ave
Siegfried Olga M 1111 N Main St
Silfies Joan L 410 3rd Ave
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Simpson Dominique Simpson Diane E 918 Mechanic St
Simpson Rebecca N 416 Edward St 1
Singh Balbir 3008 Willow Ct
Singh Parmpal Apt 3 318 Brdhead Ave
Sinko Joseph Estate 453 Adams St
Skrine Robin A Dr 4179 Rexford Dr
Sloyer Anna 231 E Market St
Smedley Wade H 2179 Hannahs Ln
Smidth F L 2040 Ave C
Smith Edwin 819 Ctr St
Smith Marie M 1521 Elayne St
Smith Pat 4174 Newburg Rd
Snyder Beth C/O Hope Spgs 3895 Adler Place Bldg A
Snyder Jacqueline 1532 Hottle Ave
Soloman John 543 Bradley St
Solomon Mary C 543 Bradley St
Spirk Mary T 1101 Russell Ave
Stark Elizabeth R 621 62th Ave
Starner Paul F 418 E Union Blvd
Starr Marteller 448 E North St
Stebelski Elizabeth Est 1724 Madison Ave
Steckel Tara 1704 Barrett Dr
Steel 116 Research Dr
Steel Corporation Martin Tower 1170 Eight Ave
Steel Post Bk 1170 8th Ave Pa
Stein Martin 2596 Schoenersville Rd
Sterns John D 2091 Hopewell Rd
Stout Dorothy E Stout Harold C 2058 Glendale Ave
Straub Dodge Inc & Dominick Troiano 1563 Kadel Dr
Strauss James D 3390 Highfield Dr
Strybuc Brenda J 4611 Harriet Ln
Stuber Mazie B Rd 1
Sullivan John P 406 Carlton Ave Apt A
Summit Discount Brokerage 1 Plz
Summit Financial Svcs Grp 1 Plz
Takuro Yoshizumi 39 University Dr Box K424
Talijan Stephen F Talijan Lena 640 Atlantic St
Tang Helen 110 N Oak St
Tang Linh My 4930 Pike
Then Nurys 224 N 4th St
Thomas Frederic 7 Westmoreland Ave
Thomas R Stephens 1457 Rose Lawn Dr
Thurlow Donald Est R 4 Apple Tree Ln
Thurston Julia J 724 Delaware Ave
Tocci Margaret Tocci Eleanor 1135 Arcadia St
Tokutake Nobuya 4 Duh Dr Apt 112
Tran Tu Dba Alexandria Nails 813 Linden St
Trescak Kathryn Estate 601 E 4th St
Trexler Funeral Home Inc 724 Delaware Ave
Trittenbach Lester C Trittenbach Marie 3212 Apple Church Rd
Trostle Brent 3107 Ctr St
Troutman Rose 1208 Linden St
Tuscano Grace E 119 E Fairview St
Unangst Helen 724 Delaware Ave
Unclaimed Freight Company Llc 2260 Industrial Dr
Valentine Marion F Valentine Irene 1326 W Union
Valley Pain Specialists Pc 701 Ostrum St Suite 201
Valley Pain Specialists Pc Obo Cathy Mohr 260 E Brd St
Valo Ellen M Valo Andrew 290 East Main St
Van Der Goes David 308 Brodheap Ave 4
Vanic Irene 1865 Hampton Rd
Vanselous Vanessa 952 Moravia St
Vasquez Herminio 620 Atlantic St
Vassalo Frank A 5815 Shows Rd
Velez Mitchell 1027 Pawnee St
Venner James 1205 Mechanic St
Veras Jose A 730 12th Ave
Victoria Vogue Inc 90 Southland Dr
Villani Dominic 715 Jennings St
Wagner John Sr 707 7th Ave
Wagner William Edward III Wagner William 428 Pierce St
Walker Charles E 3415 Coleman St
Walsh Mike D 880 Clearview Ln
Warner S 4436 Farm View Ct
Warren Philip 2574 School Ct
Warrick Harris O Estate 1357 Pembroke Rd
Watson Robert 718b Main St
Watty Stephen A 1835 Black River Rd
Wawryk Charles Wawryk Michael RR 2
Weaver Louis H Weaver Myrtle RR 4
Weaver Myrtle Weaver Louis RR 4
Welsh Stephen 706 Weil St
Wen Huizhi C/O Po Box D103 Lehigh University 39 University Dr
Wenner R Bruce Sr 202 Main St
Werner Zach 271 Mars Ct
Wertz Marcus E Jr 1960b Allwood Dr
Williams Chirrad H 405 W Lehigh St
Wisser Alice P 1972 Hilltop Ter
Wittic Rose M 112 E Brd St
Wolcott James R III 734 E 5th St
Wood Denise 920 Itaska St
Woodring Roberts Corp Attn Adam 459 Main St
Woodring William C Estate 627 Bishop Hope St
Wu Pingshi 4217 Harriet Ln
Wyda Dorothea P Estate 944 Itaska St
Yetter Catharine S 737 Main St Apt 308
Yokel Ryan D 1741 W Market St
Yost Dorothy Yost Frank RR 2
Young Barbara B 555 Spring St Apt 106
Young Donald R 1129 Butztown Rd
Young Jennifer Timothy 3219 Reeve Dr W
Young M E 1201 Butztown Rd 21
Young Nathan 224 1/2 Clearfield St
Young Susan L 224 1 2 Clearfield St
Youngleaf Elizabeth 2021 Westgate Dr
Zabrecky Andrew J Jr 909 1/2 Spring St
Zahm Richard 2030 Chester Rd
Zalesak Mary E 133 W Union Blvd Apt 40
Zarnas Constantine 411 1st Ave
Zart Marjorie Zart August 320 Hanover St
Zhang Wei Xian Lehigh Universtiy Fritz Labora
Zhongzhi Liu 13 Duh Dr Apt 112
Zobeida Sedli 1221 E 4th St
Zuk Cathy 602 Norway Place
Butztown Pa 18017
Fluck Marvin Estate RR 1
Kichline George Estate RR 1
West Margaret C 206 N Elm
College Hill Pa 18042
Porter Don 129 W Lafayette St
Danielsville Pa 18038
Confer Christine A Confer Edward P 3340 Delps Rd
Piscitello Nicolas J 995 Blue Mtn Dr
Smale Catherine E Mt View Dr
Spence Robert Est 1142 E Stateside Dr
Easton Pa 18040
21st Century Cash Concepts Inc 1434 Bushkill St
Acabalbarrera Mario Po Box 207
Adams Andrew L 140 Royal Manor Rd
Advanced Building Maintenance Po Box 486
Agentis Danielle 2720 Farmhouse Ct Apt A
Albanese Richard J 2003 Sullivan Trail
Albert Helen 1008 W Wilkes Barre St
Albert Vienna Rd 2
Alexander Margaret 305 Bougher Hill Rd
Allbach Kenneth E 438 Porter St
Allen John W 406 4th St
Amaro Maija B 4316 Forks Church Rd
Americolor Corp 11 Mcfadden Dr
Ashleys Signature Restaurant 229 N 11th St
Auerbach Erich F 610 Brodhead St
Austin Edward H Austin Myrle E 741 W Wilkes Barre
Ayala Pedro 1034 Lehigh St
B S Tree Lawn Landscaping Inc 2740 Kingsview Ave
Baker Frederick W Est 726 Walnut St
Ballenilla Enrique Ballenilla Melissa 714 Cattell St
Bao Chencong Lafayette College Box 8981
Barrow David 840 Ferry St
Bass Transportation Co 900 Line St
Beahn Marianne 1528 Spruce St
Begany Michael A Begany Judy M 81 Penns Grant Dr
Bernhardt Karl A 1950 Ferry St
Bianca Tina Estate 627 Ferry St
Bilder Peter A Bilder John T 372 W Nesquehoning St
Billman Marie N 740 Northampton St Apt A
Bilotta Angela H 3901freemansburgave
Black Harold W Black Ruth K 2415 Forest
Bond Marion E Estate 1136 Lehigh St
Bonopane Eugene F 362 Taylor Ave Apt 3d
Bortz Beverly A Estate 1019 W Berwick St
Bowen Scott 360 Taylor Ave Apt 1a
Bower Diane 1803 Meadow Ln Dr
Bowers Patricia A 800 Burke St
Brandau Frances A Brandau Frank G 834 Reynolds St
Brotzman Joann P RR 7 Box 353
Brown Cath 1336 Spruce St
Brown Daub Kia Inc 1528 Spruce St
Brown Ruth L Est 1139 W Lafayette St
Bruni Ethel A 317 Bushkill
Bruni Philip 317 Bushkill
Burdge Martha Burdge Leroy 1091 W Berwick St
Burger Dorothy 2129 May
Burger Dorothy 2131 Hay
Burger Lisa M 424 S19th St 2nd Fl
Butz Deborah Lynn 1780 Blossom Hill Rd
Cahill Shannon M 1 Lehns Ct 2
Caporelli Rebecca Caporelli Mark 202 Vista Ln
Cardiac Nuclear Imaging Center 2003 Fairview Ave
Carney Nicki L 28 S 2nd St Apt 6
Carrezola Michael D 2720 Farmhouse Ct N A
Case Louise R 437 S 20th St
Castro Augusto G 718 Jackson St
Chaganti Lanka Chaganti Rama 1774 Zinfandel Ct
Charles Gugluizza 1237 Lehigh St
Chillot Micheal Chillot Nettie 682 Washington
Christein Rose D Christein John E C/O J Christein 125 S Delaware Dr Lot 26
Clark Edward C Clark Linda M 2447 Sycamore St
Clemmons Jesse P 524 March St
Close To You 255 Vista Dr
Clymer Terry Lee 1029 Butler St
Coakley Margaret L 431 High St
Cole Susan Po Box 1409
Colon Gina A 2150 Gateway Tr Apts
Conklin Robert A 117 N 16th St Apt A
Contello Michael 1020 Greenleaf St
Cook Charles B 1240 Butler St
Cooper Chad 32 Main St
Cooper Gary W 931 Walnut St
Corrigan J M 401 Northampton St
Courtney Robert 245 Kirkland Rd
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Cregar Zachariah I Po Box 442
Creveling Walt 344 Brdhead
Culver Dorothy Estate 931 Miller St
Daly John H 104 Brynwood Dr
Davenport Dave 910 Porter St
Davila Walter 1330 Washington St Apt B6
Davis Trudy L 1927 Jefferson St
Deegan Lillian 266 Venetian Dr
Dehart James 106 Crescent St
Dejesus Barbara A Dejesus Jose L 102 W St Joseph St
Dellatore Deirdre 920 Schuyler Dr
Demaria Robert Justin Demaria Janet Cust 255 Vista Dr
Deonis June H Deonis Gus N 19 Ridgewood Rd
Dewalt Amy M 1154 Dewalt Dr
Dias Jose E 1338 Butler St
Digirolamo Catherine M 645 Fraser Dr
Dimenna Carl W Po Box 3336
Dinopol William L Dinopol Cherie 804 Blue Spruce Ln
Dold John E Dold June E 303 Lincoln
Duffy Tricia A 71 Clairmont Ave
Duffy William 3981 Rau Ln
Duh Nancy A Duh Irma M 3565 Magnolia Rd
Dunder Marija Dunder Franjo 1944 Fairview Ave
Dynamic Childcare Inc 401 Village At Stone
Ebner Eric Michael 15 Grove St
Eck Thomas Estate Po Box 24
Ehrie Raymond D 3410 Vermont St
Eichlin Frances S 156 1 2 Pennsylvania Av
Encelewski Mary 731 W Nesquehoning
English Donald B 231 W Berwick St
Escobar Juan H 1651 Fox Hollow Ln
Fadgen Denise 710 Sunnyside Rd
Fagan Robert R 123 S Nulton Ave
Fang Chen C 26 North Warren St
Featherman Donal 1420 Ferry St
Fitch Lois R 66 Wilden Dr South
Flourtekhq 12 Mcfadden Rd
Flynn Daniel Jr Flynn Anna T 2 Bennetts Ct
Fmtc Tr Ira 1432 Pine St
Folkenson H 410 Stones Crossing
Folkenson Henry H 410 Stones Crossing
Forbes Duncan 2680 Middleway
Ford Rebecca 1619 Butler St
French Marjorie E 1330 Washington St Apt B21
Fretzo Miriam L 3240 Freemansburg Ave
Garren Renton 63 Walnut
Gatter Patricia A Gatter James R 115 Beth Page Ter
Georges Wilguerson 2714 Kingston Rd
Giunta Liboria 109 N 4th St
Goldsmith Mathilde K 3305 Marwood Ln
Gonzalez Salvador 821 Louis St
Gordon Howard 1508 Sullivan Trl
Gore Jack J Gore John C 1016 Washington St
Green Marion R Estate 2040 Lehigh St Apt 409
Gross John W 1227 Spruce
Groulx Cheryll A Groulx William E 1142 Leigh St
Gugliuzza Theresa 1237 Lehigh St
Guinta Nicholas 109 N 4th St
Guzak Nicholas M 1142 Washington
Hachmann Matthew R 828 Cibby St
Haffner Felicia A Haffner George 9 Lachenourh St
Hagenbuch Barry S Jr 2226 Northwood Ave
Hanlon Edward F 1142 Washington
Hansell Andrew L 400 High St
Hanson Aggregates East Po Box 231
Harlan House Development Corp Po Box 876 157 S Fourth St
Harris Mark J 255 Kiefer St
Harris Michelle L 241 West Berwick St
Hartman Brian R Hartman Jane L 2595 Old River Rd
Harty Christopher G 135 Cattell St
Hauze Gordon D 1012 W Berwick St
Hawk Linda 1235 Jackson St
Hays Sarah Elizabeth Mail To S Curcio 209 Hunter St
Hendricks Jeffrey D 3629 Brdway Rd
Hendricks Jeffrey D Hendricks Gordon D 3629 Brdway Rd
Hendricks Pedro A 214 Stephanie Dr
Hernandez Abran Moses 829 W Wilkes Barre St
Hesse Jennifer L Hesse Carl R 3143 William Penn Hwy
Hetrick Leila J 516 W Lafayette St
Hewitt Pat 2155 Morgan Hill Rd
Hidalgo Maria L Po Box 132
Hill David E 127 S 9th St
Hineline Catherin 3240 Freemansburg Ave
Horvath Esther In 1035 Jefferson
Hughes Mazetta 221 South Fourth St Apt 303
Huhn Sonia S 360 Taylor Ave Apt 14e
Ike Jacob R RR 6 197 Padula Rd
Inheritance Mortgage Services Ind 1553 Northampton St 1555
Jarrell William G 529 Oakwood St
Jimenez Hansel 1155 Pine St 2ndflr
Johnson Karen 304 W Monroe St
Joseph Roseann 2701 Spring Gdn Stree
Kafka Alec Po Box 3581
Kane Willaim J 142 W Wilkes Barre St
Kaniper Edwin J 312 South 12th St
Kaniper Edwin J 312 South 17th
Kari Jeff 126 Cattell St
Kethledge Adelma I 705 S 23rd St
Kiefer Margaret L 2101 Freemansburg Ave
Kiefer Roberta W 314 Highlands Blvd
Kimber Chawne M 200 High St
Kleinle Martin E Kleinle Alma 333 Mccartney
Kleinman Michele Box 1735
Knauss Uniform Center Inc 110 S Third St
Koch Margaret L Koch David H 1011 Fairview Ave
Koch Richard A 426 Country Club Rd
Kojek William S 162 South Union St
Koose Eleanor A Koose Eugene W 2018 Hay Ter
Korhammer William S 8 Lieberman Ter
Korhammer William S C 8 Lieberman
Kresge Ruth 100 N 3rd St
Krutzler Charles Krutzler Helen 136 S 8th St
Kuhn Margaret Kuhn John Sr 2717 Bedeord Rd
Laubach Mildred L 3868 Bethman Rd
Lee Mildred 1209 Jackson St
Lemoi Robert R 4225 Country Club Rd
Leroy Smith Scotts Auto Inc 3715 Sulivan Trail
Libby Mary S 2448 Hay St
Librerosl Antonio A 124 N Warrent St
Lichtenwalner Daniel O 4675 Chief Tatamy Ln
Lighty Evelyn M 24 So 14th St
Lipari Claire E 1204 Butler St
Little Frank V Little Rose Box 224b
London Sharon L 3005 Fischer Rd
Lopez Eliodoro J 53 N 8th St Apt 15
Loudenberry Richard B Loudenberry Florence 1906 Fairview Ave
Lovaasen Sharolyn M Lovaasen Jeffrey D 215s 12th St
Love James Love Julia 633 Seitz St
Lutack Richard E 832 Burke St
Mack Morris 506 D Charles St
Mackerer Shauna M 761 Mauch Chunk St
Magliaro Anne 2230 Stonebridge Ln
Magyar Douglas 2042 Forest St
Mancine Linda 3629 Brdway Rd
Maniace Glen R 41 N 3rd St
Manka Vishal 831 W Grant St
Maragulia Helen Estate 464 W Berwick St
Marakovits Richard A 699 Oakwood St
Martini Guerrino Martini Linda J 233 2nd
Masler Vincent T Apt 114b 200 Gra
Matyger Josephine Est 208 E Kleinhans St
Maurer Michele 2170 Gateway Tr 208b
Maurer Paul R 159 Meyer Rd
Mavis Group Inc 150 Sunnyside Rd
Mays Yvonne 2619 Seip Ave
Mazza Cora Estate 275 W Wilkes Barre St
Mc Manus Michael 321 Pierce St
Mcentire Stanley L Mcentire Audrey L 833 S 24th St
Mcgovern Catherine C 431 High St
Mcgowan Barbara 830 Wolf Ave
Merritt Mary Estate 27 S 17th St
Meyers Bianca 518 Glendon Ave Apt 2
Michaelson Lesley 267 Park Ridge Dr
Miller Donald H 704 Arndt Rd
Miu Georgicia Miu Verginica 3206 Highland Dr
Molenda Francis A Jr 98 High Point Ln
Mora Mena Greivin Po Box 1091
Muller Kevin R 4225 Fieldstone Driv
Mulligan Barbara E 109 Forest Line Rd
Murray Thomas 3640 Timberln Dr
Nearly New Tire 715 Walnut St
Negron Georgina 913 Spruce St
Nguyen Martha Nguyen Thanh 2575 Margaret Ct
Nicrone Charles Nicrone Ella 1230 Butler St
Nicrone Ella 1230 Butler St
Nigrone Charles E 1230 Butler St
Nixon Matt 639 Chestnut Tr
Noble Madalyn 213 E Madison St Fl 2
Noone Cathaleen 722 Bushkill St
Obrien Joseph Po Box 903
Obszanski Thomas 102 Canal Park
Odowd Gertrude C Odowd Leo J 237 Folk St
Orourke Florence L Orourke Brian 314 4th St
Owens George E Owens Gail F 1434 Bushkill St
Pats Snack Bar Dba Patricia Meckler 507 W Wilkes Barre St
Pauling Rachael C 1950 Washington Blvd
Peluso Michaelina Estate 1955 Fairview Ave
Peluso Michelina 1955 Fairview Ave
Perry George C Perry Carol V 2190 Gillian Ln
Phd J B S Po Box 964
Philbrick Christian 344 N Nulton Ave
Picard Daryl T Cust 665 Browns Dr
Pre Settlement Funding 1201 Centre St
Prior Dip International PO Box 469
Pulizzano Joseph A 510 Frederick St
Racz Michael A 2201meadow Ln Dr
Raso Michael 151 W Nesquehoning St
Rath William 114 Cresent Ave
Raub Thomas A 332 Seitz St
Rauktis Valentin 1045 Ferry St
Redoutey Erin M 820 Texas Rd
Reich George 212 6th St
Reilly Irene B 815 W Wilkes Barre St
Reiss Robert A Reiss Darby A 734 Seitz Ave
Reiss Robert A Reiss Davis M 734 Seitz St
Renaldi Anthony P Renaldi Anne J 102 Rock St
Ricci John Estate 128 N 11th St
Richards Mildrm 653 Walnut St
Ricky Faulstick E Loan Inc 2150 Gateway Tr
Rivera Oconner Ismael 1051 North Hamton St
Robinson Stephanie A 2548 Penns Ridge Blvd
Rodenbach Raymond Rodenbach Emma Rd 2 Gruver Ave
Rose David 151 Rock St
Rothkopf Arthur J 515 College Ave
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Rouse Eugene J 3022 Swanson St
Ruhse Dorothy Estate RR 1
Russell Deborah 1650 Mine Ln Rd
Russell Mable E Ike Tr RR 6 197 Padula Rd
Russomano Denise 1875 Jenkins Dr
Russomano Michael 1875 Jenkins Dr
Rutt Development Corporation 3306 Marwood Ln
Sabo Est Mary E Sabo Mary E 2213 3rd St
Sampson Elsie E Sampson John G RD3 Freemansburg Ave
Sanchez Jesus 834 Buskill St
Sanders Kenneth G 159 W Saint Joseph St
Saraceni Hugo C Estate 210 Palmer St
Sargen Mary R 1840 Freemansburg Ave
Savacool Donna M William Penn Ct Apt 14c
Schaible Howard G Jr 157 Parker Ave
Schaible John E II 4218 Bethman Rd
Schlosman Helen M Estate 4800 Nicholas St
Schumacker Harry O Jr 2122 Birch St
Schwab Ruth 1008 W Wilkes Barre St
Sci Funeral And Cemetery Purchasing Cooperative Attn M Carmac 40 S 4th St Ste 2c
Sciascia Michael 1230 Tatamy Rd
Scotts Auto Body 2042 Forest St
Scotts Auto Service Inc 140 Royal Manor Rd
Shellhammer Todd Allen 90 Thomas Dr
Shumko Denise L 1011 George St Apt 2n
Sideris Christina 3 Lehns Ct Apt 2
Sinebyte C/O Luis Mondesi 1459 Lehigh St
Smith Christopher 3553 Nicholas St
Smith Katrina L 684 Pine St
Snyder Stanley Snyder Marion RR 2
Sportelli Salvatore Sportelli Patricia Po Box 109
Sprecherr Grace S 228 N 14th St
Stamets Dorothy S Stamets Richard D 117 N 4th
Staph Eleanor C Staph Fred J 500 Folk St
Statler Thomas 327 N 11th St Apt C
Stellakis Thomas 237 Auburn Dr
Stem Leander K Jr 2431 Hay St
Stephen Mansour 4 Centre Sq
Stokes Electric 3401 Northwood Ave
Stout Leroy C/O Gladys Schafer 1628 Wa
Stoutsr Leroy C/O Gladys Schafer 1628 Wa
Strebig Carol 3888 Country Club Rd
Strickland Tyrone 2370 Jaime Ct
Struk Michael Estate 753 Washington St
Summit Floor Llc 3320 Nazareth Rd
Thaler Edward C 400 Coffee Town Rd
Thomas Henry A Thomas Betty C 2470 Forrest
Tilwick Jean M W Robert A Tilwick Dds Pension 1907 Northampton St
Tilwick Robert A C/O R A Tilwick Dds Pensi 1907 Northampton St
Tipperary Enterprises Inc 626 Coleman St
Toy Star 705 Village & Stone Crossing
Trujillo Arturo 1047 Northampton St
Two Rivers Landing Crayola Factory 30 Ctr Sq
Valerie T Vega Raul Star Pontiac In 25 Th Northhampton St
Valley Federal Savings Ac 4130 100 N 3rd St
Wagner Duane A 30 Frya Run
Wagner Mark P 3511 Country Club Rd
Walker Chevrolet Trustees Deichman 3600 William Penn Hwy
Wallace Catherine Wallace Laura 477 Bushkill Dr
Walsh Meaghan P 422 Waterford Ter
Waltman Charles A Waltman Minerva L Rd 4
Waltman Minerva L Waltman Charles A 5 Mountaintop Dr
Washeim Roy R 229 Centre
Waters Karen 911 Fairfield Ave
Wawszkiewicz Gary K 1600 Deer Path Rd
Weaver Joseph M Weaver Sabina 1831 Lehigh St
Weber William C 2030 Lehigh St
Weidknecht Charles 223 Ctr
Weigand Ludovick 127 Rock St A
Wells Jessica 111 Quad Dr
Wenzel John Jr 412 B Ctr St
William S Kojek Trust 162 South Union St
Williams Mac A 4822 Concord Cir
Wills Elmer S 2438 Freemansburg Ave
Woyewoda Bettyann 17 Highland Dr
Wright Walter W 4020 Green Pond Rd
Wynne Nannie Wynne Helen 107 North 7th St
Yeasky Edwin S 6160 Driftwood Dr Driftwood Trailer Ct
Young Dodge 2500 Wn Penn Hwy
Young Volkswagen Inc 2500 William Penn Highwa
Zarate Manuel 1153 Lehigh St
Zheng Jin 26 North Warren St
Ziemba Chad M 75 Flagler St
Zimmerman Gladys R 212 6th St
Zimmerman Paul W Sr 137 S 6th St
Zwald Kenneth J 516 W Lafayette St
Freemansburg Pa 18017
Gamez Ronald A 607 Abbe Ct
Horvath Julius J 1041 Monroe St
Hughes Geraldine Hughes Thomas 230 Green St
Shupp Jessica 800 Cove Ct
Snyder Kenneth C 939 Ramblewood Ln
Yelovich E P 342 Clearfield St
Yelovich Elizabeth 342 Clearfield St
Hellertown Pa 18055
Backenstoe David M 950 Front St Apt 102
Bowling Charles W 2181 Green Pine Ln
Cawley Jeanette Cawley James 1088 1st Ave Fl 1
Corriere Michael F 950 Front St Apt 102
Downey Helen M 1537 Zimpfer Ln
Dugankoch Paul C/O L Dokland 19 Skibo Rd
Eck Luke 650 Main St Apt B
Excavating Valley 1700 Clauser St
Faas Keith R 2034 Scenic View Ln 4
Figueroa Jose 827 Maple Rd
Funk Harvey C Funk Marie T 373 E High
Hacker Richard J Hacker Marie 1605 Main
Hayes William J 2173 Rose Ln
Jamison Terri Jamison Brad 3310 Martin Ln
Kreitz Kelly Jo 2151 Williams Church Rd
Kurcera Andrew S Est 322 Linden Ave
Laub Christine M 450 Maple Rd
Long Joseph 950 Front St Apt 102
Lynch Christine L 650 Main St Apt B
Lynch Tom 1601 Ilona Dr
Mayer Eric 2480 Woodland Hills Ct
Mcmenamin Margaret 2557 Kings Mill Rd
Mindler Pearl A Mindler Paul H Rd 1 Box 473
Paving Inc 1700 Clauser St
Robbins Florence Robbins Theodore 25 Hess Ave
Ruch Floyd H 1025 Detweiler Av 114
Ruch Floyd Po Box 114
Sartini Beth A 221 Main St
Spring Hill Cleaners 25 Main St
Swiatkowski John 2194 Rose Ln
Tgf Screen Rpinting 782 Main St
Vinart Body Shop Inc 650 Main St Apt B
Wagner Stanley S 415 Wassergass Rd
Williamson William M 1050 Main St A−5
Yanulewicz Chester A 2289 Polk Valy Rd
Young Derek M 1971 Willings Ln
Lehigh Valley Pa 18001
Air Products & Chemicals Po Box 25706
Air Products And Chemical Inc Po Box 25708
Air Products Chemicals I Po Box 25700
Alcaro Frederick 555 E Lake Rd
Bank The Po Box 25091
Braodspire Po Box 25100
Broadspire Po Box 25104
Broadspire Wc Po Box 25104
Churchs Chicken Po Box 25107
Guardian Po Box 26015
Guardian Po Box 26020
Hydac Technology Corp Po Box 22050
Lpc Radiologists Po Box 20625
Markken Plastics Inc Po Box 21004
Mcgarrity D D Box 21961
Mchugh Gerald PO Box 20014
Modern Diagnostic Medical Imaging Po Box 20024
Northeastern Envelope Po Box 21050
Santander Consumer Po Box 25120
Stewart Melvin 175 Commerce Way
Stewart Melvin 185 Commerce Way
Tablemate Products Inc Po Box 20350
Tribune Direct Po Box 20027
Mount Bethel Pa 18343
Aydemir Jane 2460 N Delaware Driv
Berger Dale L 1538 Price Ln
Duerr Selina Duerr David Rd 1 Slate Pt
Jeffries Michelle 55 Morningside Dr
Kane Cecelia L Kane Joseph R Po Box 112
Kish Ione E Estate RR 1
Kopeski Gerald R 30 Portland Park Dr
Laurie David 600 Potomac St
Nicholas James H Estate RR 1
Unique Services Inc Lcf 241 Decker Fry Dr
Nazareth Pa 18064
Becker Karen A 3110pennallen Rd 1d
Bibula Barbara 4659 Oakwood Ln
Bok Anna J 39 Belvidere St Apt 2 39 Belvidere St
Bower Jonathan Bower Jaime 5973 Sullivan Trail
Buchanin Michael J Buchanin Mary 131 Mauch Chunk
Burnard Martin 490 Easton Rd
Coopersmith Travis R 107 S Main St Apt 2
Cortez Alice I 435 Bushkill Ctr R
Craven Hugh A Jr 666 Lorraine Dr
Csontos Paul 120 West Ctr St
Davidson Elizabeth 435 Bushkill Ctr R
Deemer Allen M O Box 50
Delre Louis Estate 1476 Clearfield Rd
Dennis Malik 20 Easton Rd Apt 2
Dennis Markel 20 Easton Rd Apt 2
Dickey Arlene C 5770 Sullivan Trl
Ed Mertz Inc Custom Homes 480 Nolf Rd
G E Polymershapes 615 Daniels Rd
Getz Charles M Jr Rd 2
Gobbi Elizabet 207 Locust
Groman Gladys M Groman James F Rd2
Hall Norma J 694 Concord Dr
Hesse Alaire B Est Gracedale Cty Home Apt Nez
Hoch Mildred M 354 S Whitefield St
Howett Barbara 3253 Penn Dixie Rd
Kaspar Albert J Attn Benefits Admin 175 West North St
Kavanaugh Thomas 20 South Cedar St Dba Naz Phar
Koehler David 251 Heather Ln
Lmi Puerto Rico Inc PO Box 385
Marsh Ennis Marsh John Po Box 59
Mccrary Kris M 529 Roberts Rd
Parker Christopher S Parker Rosemary A 4261 Madison Dr
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Patel Mahendra Patel Bhavika 1206 Saddle Dr
Pensenbeck Louise Estate 49 N Brd St
Pesanchik Theresa 522 Georgetown Rd
Phillips Mae 170 Rose Inn Ave
Pq Energy Sevices Inc 299 Industrial Park Dr
Quality Telecommunication Po Box 197
Reichel Funeral Homes 448 Saint James Ct
Rohrbach Wilbur J 354 S Whitefield
Schoenberger Irene 207 Locust Pa 4
Shook Mae E 115 E Chestnut St Apt 101
Simons Eric S 103 South Sprilke St
Snyder Virginia M Apt 1 116 Belvidere St
Sullivan Maybel K Morningstar Hall 2209 175 W North St
Sutton Roy A Sr Apt 1 116 Belvidere St
Tavares Isabel Joao 181 Oak St Pa 4
Timar Irene D 723 Bushkill Ctr Rd
Trinkley Mildred E 490 Easton Rd
Vanderveer Sharon A 167 Fourth St
Vatalaro Debra 142 Fourth St
Weist Charles S Weist Harrison Rd 1
Wenner Mark H Wenner Eva RR 1
Wilson John J 770 Bushkill Ctr Rd
Youtz Frank Rfd 1
Zechman Sara P Estate 175 N West St Apt 405b
Northampton Pa 18067
Bernini Frances C Est 425 E 9th St
Breinig Verona D 1802 Lincoln Ave Apt 3h
Burns Kim R RR 1 Box 169 B10
Christman Marvin A 4823 Kreidersville Rd
Christman Tasha C/O 504 Atlas Rd
Daniel Crystal M 1369 Washington Ave
Danner Kathleen A 1747 Canal St
Daptula John P 3553 Seemsville Rd
Dewar Cindy 10 Kensington Cir
Eugene P Zydyk And Chrysler Financi 2972 Pheasant Dr
Evans Bradley Ryan 1390 Laubach Ave
Farkas George F Farkas Anna 2409 Dewey
Flanagan Sarajane 24 Clifftop Rd
Frymoyer John 57 Becker Ave
Funke Pauline M 1706 Washington Ave
Gibbons Howard 1400 Old Jordan
Gogle Clarence E Gogle Anna I 2073 Canal
Grey George W 1802 Lincoln Ave Apt 307
Hanrahan Joseph M 4894 Cir Dr
Harris William J Harris Kayla S 114 Washington Ave
Hartzel Neil S Estate 228 E 20th St
Haydt Reuben G Haydt Elda C Rd 2 Box 381
Hendricks Joseph Jr 643 Walnut Dr
Hernandez Martha S 160 W 30th St
Ifkovits Margaret G 805 Washington Ave
Keglovits Stella 830 Main St
Kerecz Marcina A 1323 Atlas Ln
Kiley Lucille 62 Country Rd East
Klosinski Joseph C Klosinski Richard 829 Main St
Knauss Susan 1722 Main St
Knight Reginald E 4597 Indian Trail Rd
Kopper Eleanor Estate 1692 Newport Ave
Kuehner Robbi D Kuehner Robert 1531 Main St
Larry Rosner 453 E 11th St
Laubach Walter A Jr Laubach Clayton L 24 2 Main St 21 St
Leindecker Jr 844 Lincoln Ave
Lloyd Harold R 26 Clifftop Rd
Loder Edward 830 Main St
Lorenz Anna In 2262 Washington Ave
Maslany Catherine Maslany John 1368 Newport Ave
Masluk Mary 912 Washington Ave
Mcdonald Adele M RR 1 Box 169 B10
Mendez Brian J 213 Washington Ave
Nazar John Michael 1551 Lincoln Ave
Nikischer Judith A 235 W 26th St
Onkotz Ann M 602 E 21st St
Palmer Cross Joan A 8 Ashlee Ct
Parker Christopher Parker Susan 1380 Newport Ave
Paul John F 603 E 9th St
Peapos Jackson 459 Howertown Rd
Petrocom Energy Group Ltd 1717 Main St
Rcn Telecom Services Inc 5508 Nor Blvd
Reome Norman 62 Country Rd East
Reph Russell Reph Anna A R1
Rockovits Helen K Rockovits Charles 2212 Washington
Rosner Theresa 453 E 11th St
Sharga Mike Sharga Anna 2271 Main St
Sherbotie Joseph Sherbotie Mary E 549 E 9th St
Sherbotie Joseph Sherbotie Mary G 549 E 9th St
Stutzenberger Mary In 931 1/2 Washington Ave
Tagliavia Stephen M 2250 Dewey Ave
Wachter Richard J 1729 Weaversville Rd
Walters Marissa A 800 Scarboro Ln
Wright Lisa Wright Mark 1309 Atlas Ln
Young Francis S Sr Young Doris 1101 Washington Ave Rm 141
Pen Argyl Pa 18072
Amelio Scott Est 205 Davey Ave
Bangor Body Works 630 William St
Bj Toy Co Inc Po Box 58
Bosco Joseph Estate 205 N Heller Ave
Chamba Paucar Jose 1057 Pennsylvania Ave
Compton Helen 727 William St
Davey Gina 115 North Robinson Ave
Echard Brian M 1639 Delabole Rd
Fetherman Mayan L Fetherman John 1 N Robinson Ave
Goth Louis 630 William St
James Anna L 23 Davey Ave
Jones Florence Estate Rr 1
Lapare Bernardine L 137 Buss St
Miller Woodrow W 119 N Westbrook Ave
Mulligan Edward R 507 George St
Parks Charlie 116b W Main St
Potts Helen E Estate 621 William St
Reedy Myrtle H 314 S Robinson Ave B
Tittle Harold F Tittle Lucy M 311 Babbit Dr
Roseto Pa 18013
Fonte Lizzi Estate Po Box 55
Krebs Mary K 89 Dante St
Merlo Jean 723 Pennsylvania Ave
Stockertown Pa 18013
Fisher Linda S Po Box 484
Tatamy Pa 18045
Equipto Tatamy PO Box 429
Miller Lillian C 550 Hobson St
Walnutport Pa 18088
Callahan Walter B177 Mountain Vw Mobcrt
Deppen Heather S 427 Lehigh Gap St
Dolan William C 859 Bluemont Dr
Dunnavant Tammy L 379 Valy Hi Ct
Ely Nancy 330 D Oak St
Emme Pauline A Est 3463 Teel Rd
Er Professional Assembly Techs 759 Williams Ave
Hebrew Carole B 888 Municipal Rd
Kokolus Jean M 1123 Pecan Ln
Mcgee Noraine Mcgee Shawn 826 Hickory Rd
Medellin Kiel 736 South Cottonwood Rd
Miller Pauline E 330 D Oak St
Pangburn Richard C/O Canal Side Care Manor One Main St
Patterson Harvey C Est Po Box 179
Polyak Catherin Polyak Edward M 441 Washington Dr
Rau Sharon J Po Box 194
Recsnik Barbara M Recsnik Leslie Rt 2
Roth Arthur N Canal
Roths Arthur F Canal St
Sacred Heart Physical Therapy Rte 145 & Spruce St
Solt Lillie E Rd 1 Box 232a
Tanczos Michael A 665 Long Ln Rd
West Easton Pa 18042
Cap John Estate 706 Palmer St
Carmona Alfredo Carmona Maria 308 Front St
Voedomsky Peter Estate 233 3rd St
Wilson Pa 18042
Gumbert Earl 384 New York
Hemminger Frances Hemminger Orville 224 Penna
Linsley Mary J 384 New York
Wind Gap Pa 18091
Benessese John D Brdway St
Bonacore Daniel 403 West St
Bonacore Janel K 403 W West St
Brittain William D 704 Brdway
Charlies Valero 440 E Moorestown Rd
Favero Mary 26 E 5th St
Hilderand Scott A 951 Jacobsburg Rd
Jones Hugh G Estate CO E Williams Centre St
Jos Favero 26 E 5th St
Laubach Franklin L Laubach Harriet G Lehigh Ave
Lobus Wanda M 531 W Mountain Rd
Miller Diana 138 W 8th St
Rissmiller Craig W 185 East Mountain Rd
Setzer Donald O Setzer Robert C Rfd 1
Sharbaugh Roberta R Sharbaugh Nell R Rd 1 Box 325
Truitt Todd Po Box 391
Tucker Philomena J 62 Roosevelt St
Yu Qian 37 E 4th St
Zorzetto Ashley L 502 Maple St Apt 30
Northumberland, Snyder and Union Counties
A
Abbassi Jadan 122 N Beech St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Ackerson Kenneth 3 Ctr St Box 247 Elysburg Pa 17824
Alai Anne Marie Alai Thomas 1037 Middle Rd Elysburg Pa 17824
Alex Anthony 224 Spruce St Sunbury Pa 17801
Anderson Beverly 427 Highland Ave West Milton Pa 17886
Antas Walter 632 Mulberry Shamokin Pa 17872
Apex Homes Inc 247 Us Hwy 522−N Middleburg Pa 17842
Apfelbaum Apfelbaum & Apfelbau 43 S 5th St Sunbury Pa 17801
Apfelbaum Michale 43 S 5th St Sunbury Pa 17801
Atkow Roma Estate 130 Birch St Shamokin Pa 17872
Auman Geneva A Estate Rr 3 Box 4 Lewisburg Pa 17837
B
B Z Motors Collision Center Po Box 29 Weikert Pa 17885
Bader Dorothy 339 W Butternut Mtcarmel Pa 17851
Bader Matthew 10 Main St Ranshaw Pa 17866
Baker Marg Estate RR 1 Sunbury Pa 17801
Baker Mary S RR 1 Millmont Pa 17845
Balducci Jeanette 43 Riverview Mnr Lewisburg Pa 17837
Banks Robert 171 South Turbot Ave Milton Pa 17847
Baran Emine C/O Bucknell University C985 701 Moore Ave Lewisburg Pa 17837
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Bartholmew Patricia Bartholmew Frank 316 North May Ct Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Bastian Carrie 122 E 8th St Watsontown Pa 17777
Beard Robert 2459 Smoketown Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Beatty Yvonne PO Box 392 West Milton Pa 17886
Beaver Christine C/O P Beaver Lot 15 Trail Montandon Pa 17850
Beaver F A CO Palmer Beaver Lot 15 Montandon Pa 17850
Beck Harry R RR 1 Box 278 Northumberland Pa 17857
Beck Madelyn I RR 1 Box 278 Northumberland Pa 17857
Beckers Body Shop 802 Ct St Sunbury Pa 17801
Beddall 405 N Brd St Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Berlandnationalban Northum Rd 1 Box 236 Northumberlan Pa 17857
Bilger Brite Bilger Ann 201 Ctr St Middleburg Pa 17842
Blair Jane Rt 1 Box 863 Herndon Pa 17830
Blough Wagner Mfg Co Inc Po Box 396 Middleburg Pa 17842
Blyler Lionel Blyler Helen Po Box 92 Millmont Pa 17845
Bonsock Anthony 622 Hillside Ave Shamokin Pa 17872
Bower Brandon 17 Goose Ridge Ln Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Bower Lisa Po Box 171 Whitedeer Pa 17887
Bowerbox Burchen 813 N 10th St Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Bressler Mary 51 Rt 204 Selinsgrov Pa 17870
Briggs Elizabeth Cranmer Briggs Timothy M Hc 72 Box 12c Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Briner Lisa RR 3 Box 91 Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Brock Elaine 127 Mermaid Ln Port Trevorton Pa 17864
Brosius Leann RR 1 Box 114−L Northumberland Pa 17857
Brought Hook Carolyn M 102 State School Rd Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Brown Mary J Estate 870 W Pine St Coal Township Pa 17866
Brown Susan 111 J P M Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Brown Winifred 159 Fairmount Ave Sunbury Pa 17801
Brumbach Tammie RR 5 Box 1015 Sunbury Pa 17801
Brunetto John 802 Ct St Sunbury Pa 17801
Bucher Esther 18 Saint Louis St Lewisburg Pa 17837
Budney Robert Budney Julia 501 Webster St Ranshaw Pa 17866
Budney Robert 501 Webster St Ranshaw Pa 17866
Budock Bertha Est 123 E Saylor St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Bundey Robert 501 Webster St Ranshaw Pa 17866
Buriak Marlin Estate Rr 2 Shamokin Pa 17872
Burkett Evelyn Burkett Ned 7 N Corbon Shamokin Pa 17872
Buser Donald Buser Ethel 408 Penna Ave Watsontown Pa 17777
Bussonear Anna Estate Walnut St Elysburg Pa 17824
Butkiewicz Violet M Est Of 31 East 7th St Mt Carmel Pa 17851
Butler Steven 109 N 3rd St Lewisburg Pa 17837
Byerly Donald Rd 3 Box 720 Milton Pa Milton Pa 17847
C
Camp Glenn 911 Chestnut Hill Rd Middleburg Pa 17842
Campbell Susan M 164 Poplar Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Carter Hannah Carter Anne 1448 N Old Trl Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Casa Azteca Ent 3255 N Susquehanna Trl Shamokin Dam Pa 17876
Cavanaugh James Estate 101 W Montgomery St Shamokin Pa 17872
Central Pa Renewal Fellowship 302 Ridge Ave Sunbury Pa 17801
Central Susquehanna Pork Producers 3715 Red Ridge Rd Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Chapleski Sylvia 1758 Trevorton Rd Coal Township Pa 17866
Christman David 12 S Vine St Shamokin Pa 17872
Chrysler Financial Po Box 74 Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Chubb Mildred 14 N Walnut Mtcarmel Pa 17851
Clara Douglas Apt 6 Guarant Mt Carmel Pa 17851
Clark Thais 112 S 5th St Shamokin Pa 17872
Colella Barbara 82 Wynn School Rd Elysburg Pa 17824
Companion Rodney 1704 Monroe Ave Lewisburg Pa 17837
Conway Robert 2734 Johnson Mill Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Cook Millard 413 Ave F Riverside Pa 17868
Cotner Michael 319 Main St Turbotville Pa 17772
Covaleski John In 401 N Locust Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Cover Robert 4467 Old Tpke Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Cpo Two Inc Po Box 266 Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Crawford Roy 639 Shakespear Ave Milton Pa 17847
Crayton Johnathan 716 Orange St Apt D Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Craze James K RR 2 Box 114 Paxinos Pa 17860
Croll Christopher 89 Brdway St Milton Pa 17847
Croner Michael 231 West Snyder Selingrove Pa 17870
Culp Irene 98 Lny St Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Czarneck Chester 101 S Pearl St Shamokin Pa 17872
D
Deaner Lee A 207 Johnson Mill Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Defrehn Anna Defrehn John Rd1 Northumberlan Pa 17857
Delancy Michael Po Box 1000 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Denius Joanne Denius John B RR 2 Box 542 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Derk Owen 118 Academy St Shamokin Pa 17872
Devine Richard 142 Market St Sunbury Pa 17801
Dietrich David 6374 Buffalo Rd Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Downer Edwin Downer Mary 113 Academy Ave Milton Pa 17847
Dropeskey Joseph 339 W Butternut Mtcarmel Pa 17851
E
Eisley Louis Eisley Helen 228 N 2nd St Lewisburg Pa 17837
Evans Ann Jacks Mountain Farm Rd 1 Box Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Evans Thomas D RR 2 Box 108 Turbotville Pa 17772
F
Fawess Cynthia Ann 10 3rd St Milton Pa 17847
Fegley Marion Po Box 482 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Fenton Dorothy Fenton Charles Rd 3 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Fernandez Barbara Fernandez F Javier 672 Shakespeare Ave Milton Pa 17847
Ferrell Erin 248 King St Turbotville Pa 17772
Ficek Walter Estate 203 Water St Ranshaw Pa 17866
Fisher Kristene 122 N Beech Mt Carmel Pa 17851
Fisher Rachel 221 W Shamokin St Trevorton Pa 17881
Flacker Ellen 22 S 5th St 1 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Fleischmann 129 Chestnut St Sunbury Pa 17801
Follmer Florist 1100 Tharp St Coal Township Pa 17866
Foltz Jenifer Foltz Jerry RD 1 Box 254 M Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Frank Ida E Estate 32 N Maple St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Frederick C Estate College Park Lewisburg Pa 17837
Frey Helen Frey Fred M Main St Mcewensville Pa 17749
Fry Matilda M Estate 226 Tharp St Ranshaw Pa 17866
Frye James 4520 Upland Dr Sunbury Pa 17801
Fun Shop Inc 30 W Commerce St Shamokin Pa 17872
Funk Russell Funk Faye E 343 James St Milton Pa 17847
Futchko Jacob 938 Spruce St Kulpmont Pa 17834
G
Garcia Benito 1422 West Walnut St Coal Township Pa 17866
Gass Erma S Estate 127 Catawissa Ave Sunbury Pa 17801
Gedanic Florence 1062 Chestnut St Kulpmont Pa 17834
Goldofski Joseph Bro Goldofski Gean 315 S Hickory St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Good Wils Unlimited Inc 24 Weavers Ln Milton Pa 17847
Griffiths Chris 30 Sherman St Coal Township Pa 17866
Griffiths Scott 924 E Sunbury St Shamokin Pa 17872
Gross Franklin L Jr Gross Debra RR 1 Box 204a Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Gross Douglas 20a Astro Village Milton Pa 17847
Gross William Rd 2 PO Box 571a Northumberland Pa 17857
Grow Shirley 7 Deerfield Dr Elysburg Pa 17824
Gruneberg John F Jr 38 E Lincoln St Shamokin Pa 17872
Gruneberg Rachel 539 S Riverbreeze Ave Winfield Pa 17889
Gryzbowskie Joseph 1133 Pine St Shamokin Pa 17866
Gubin Son M PO Box 31 Northumberland Pa 17857
Guo Hou Feng 48 Greenbrier Ave Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Gurysh Vera 130 S Front St Apt 1201 Sunbury Pa 17801
Gutelius Frederick P III 610 Green St Mifflinburg Pa 17844
H
Haines Tyler 2968 Creek Rd Beavertown Pa 17813
Halcovich John 1000 N Pearl St Shamokin Pa 17872
Hall Hazel Rd 1 Box 314 Crawford Rd Watsontown Pa 17777
Hallinan Diane 333 Park Ave Milton Pa 17847
Harding Jeremy Harding Cheryl 3044 Snyder Ave Beaver Sprgs Pa 17812
Harper Elizabeth 706 E Kase St Shamokin Pa 17872
Hartopp Stephanie Hartopp Nathan Po Box 74 Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Hauck Robert Po Box 531 Herndon Pa 17830
Hazeltine William Estate 1251 Highland Ave Sunbury Pa 17801
Heim John 17 S 4th St Lewisburg Pa 17837
Heinemann Fritz 123 North Market St Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Hendricks M M 150 S Pearl St Shamokin Pa 17872
Herb Lessie 209 N 2nd St Sunbury Pa 17801
Herb Maxine Rd 1 Box 252b Sunbury Pa 17801
Herniak Peter Human Services Building 217 N Ctr Sunbury Pa 17801
Hess Tiffany 136 Tv Tower Rd Middleburg Pa 17842
Hill Donald 547 N 6th St Shamokin Pa 17872
Hine Ralph Estate 1325 W Walnut St Coal Township Pa 17866
Hinkle William Hinkle Shirley 1338 W Pine Shamokin Pa 17866
Hoegg Deborah D RR 1 Box 337 Mount Pleasant Mills Pa 17853
Hoffhines Richard Hoffhines June Apt 2 809 W P Coal Township Pa 17866
Hoffhines Richard 1016 W Indiana St Shamokin Pa 17872
Hoffman William Hoffman Helen RR 2 Box 173 Turbotville Pa 17772
Holder Gertrude 136 E Arch St Shamokin Pa 17872
Holdren Margaret E Estate RR 3 Sunbury Pa 17801
Hollenbach Michael R Jr 3546 Salem Rd Middleburg Pa 17842
Hollenbach Shana 311 E Chestnut St Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Holley Errette RR 1 Box 271 New Columbia Pa New Columbia Pa 17856
Homski Alexander R 1628 Webster St Coal Township Pa 17866
Hook George D 102 State School Rd Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Hopewell Alicia R N 427 Highland Ave West Milton Pa 17886
Hopson Melissa 270 Jacks Ln Millmont Pa 17845
Horoshock Katie 259 Mountain Rd Shamokin Pa 17872
Howard Maebelle 1710 Maple Ave Coal Township Pa 17866
Huber Elizabeth Mohn 1 N Chestnut Pl Lewisburg Pa 17837
Hughes Gary 120 S 2nd St Shamokin Pa 17872
Hull Laura 215 1 2 S 4th Sunbury Pa 17801
Hull Meveral 215 1/2 S 4th Sunbury Pa 17801
Hulsizer Douglas Po Box 263 Northumberland Pa 17857
Hunsinger Marlin U Estate RR 1 Sunbury Pa 17801
Hunter Sarah Estate 158 Linden St Sunbury Pa 17801
I
Imholte Jeremy J 17 Railrd Ave Apt 3 1 Milton Pa 17847
Imholte Traci L 17 Railrd Ave Apt 3 1 Milton Pa 17847
Infante John R RR 1 Box 337 Mount Pleasant Mills Pa 17853
J
Johnson Jo Ann Rr2 Box 410 Sunbury Pa 17801
Jone Frank Estate 547 Market St Shamokin Pa 17872
K
Kappen Phoebe 1901 W Independence St Coal Township Pa 17866
Kasmauskas Joanne 7 Spruce St Elysburg Pa 17824
Kauffman Mary 488 4th St Milton Pa 17847
Kebach John 104 Park Rd Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Kehres Ann 849 W Mulberry Shamokin Pa 17872
Keister Edward Keister Sarah 308 Liberty St Watsontown Pa 17777
Keister Chad S 509 Walnut St Po Box 52 Penns Creek Pa 17862
Keiter Raymond E Jr 24 N Willow St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Kerstette Claire G Estate 706 Lincoln St Milton Pa 17847
Kerstetter Carrie Kerstetter Lamar RR 1 Box 487 Elysburg Pa 17824
Ketterer Shannon 1319 Chestnut St Kulpmont Pa 17834
Keystone Cntrl S D 90 Lawton Ln Milton Pa 17847
Keystone Family Medicine Associates 28 East 5th St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Khanna Neal S 379 Overlook Blvd Shamokin Pa 17872
Kirk Merrill Kirk Glenna RR 1 Box 129 Millmont Pa 17845
Kirk Glenna RR 1 Box 129 Millmont Pa 17843
Kline Martine Kline Steven 258 Trutt Rd Winfield Pa 17889
Kline Hazel M Estate 219 Church St Sunbury Pa 17801
Klinger Eva 209 Willow Ave Apt 1 Middleburg Pa 17842
Klingler Albert 32 S Turbot Ave Apt 31−1 Milton Pa 17847
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Knarr Bettie I Estate RR 1 Box 85 Shamokin Pa 17872
Knepp Donald 301 Chestnut St Pennscreek Pa 17862
Knoblauch Elizabeth Mt Carmel Nursing Rehab 700 W Third St Mount Carmel Pa
17851
Kohli Janette Kohli Lemley 4 E Sycamore Place Lewisburg Pa 17837
Kolbert Shelley Po Box 271 Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Koons Charles Koons Lane Po Box 102 White Deer Pa 17887
Koons Leon Rd2 Paxinos Pa 17860
Koons Russel Rd 2 Ppaxinos Pa 17860
Koonsman Michael RR 1 Box 365a Northumberland Pa 17857
Korbich Levi V 1714 W Pine St Coal Township Pa 17866
Krakowski Henry Est Of 500 West Fifth St Mt Carmel Pa 17851
Kreighbaum Mary 29 Grayson View Ct Room 218 Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Kreisher Dorothy Kreisher Harry RR Box 494 Elysburg Pa 17824
L
Lark Hannah CO First Nat L Trust Bank 400 Market St Sunbury Pa 17801
Lark Hannah M C/O Jessie Klinger 1000 Strawbridge Rd Northumberlnd Pa 17857
Last Candelaria Last Donovin 44 Gap Rd Allenwood Pa 17810
Latch Frances E 1548 W Walnut St Shamokin Pa 17872
Lauricello Stephen C/O Administrator C Phillipine Prsnl Care 111 S Market St
Elysburg Pa 17824
Leader Roy Estate RR 1 Northumberland Pa 17857
Lear Gary 2930 Col John Kelly Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Leese Ty RR 2 Box 434 Northumblnd Pa 17857
Leib David J Sr RR 5 Box 1105 Sunbury Pa 17801
Leiby Lois Estate RR 1 Sunbury Pa 17801
Leiby Russell 715 Brdway Milton Pa 17847
Leitzel Carl 6374 Buffalo Rd Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Leqinski Janet 1016 W Indiana St Shamokin Pa 17872
Lewis Anne RR 1 Box 309h Northumberland Pa 17857
Lieberman Belle Po Box 5 Elysburg Pa 17824
Linke Robert PO Box 198 New Berlin Pa 17855
Lisiewicz Joseph 934 W Spruce St Coal Township Pa 17866
Loeper Carrie Apt 6 Guarant Mt Carmel Pa 17851
Loftus Raymond RR 5 Box 1150 Sunbury Pa 17801
Long Hazel Belle 2000 Shakespeare Rd Milton Pa 17847
Long Kermit 17 S 11th St Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Lori Togs RR 2 Box 253m Middleburg Pa 17842
Lubeskie Joseph 519 Banyan St Shamokin Pa 17872
Lucy Twardy Estate 227 S Vine St Shamokin Pa 17872
Lupasky Charles 509 W Saylor St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
M
Malinowski Florence Rd 2 Box 905 Shamokin Pa 17872
Marchineck Alphonse Est 401 S Rock St Shamokin Pa 17872
Martin Alma Estate 305 E Sunbury St Apt 1 Shamokin Pa 17872
Martin Andrew 209 Meadowlark Ln Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Martin Eric RR 2 Box 820 A Port Trevorton Pa 17864
Martin John 457 Martin Dr Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Martin Timothy John RR 2 Box 820 A Port Trevorton Pa 17864
Martin V P 1901 W Independence St Coal Township Pa 17866
Masteller Earl 802 Ct Sunbury Pa 17801
Mazer Veronica Mazer Edward 311 W 5th St Mt Carmel Pa 17851
Mazur Mia 138 South Front St Lewisburg Pa 17837
Mcbride Edna 270 Ridgecrest Cir Apt 209 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Mcbride Ray 270 Ridgecrest Cir Apt 209 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Mccann Sch Of Business 225 Market St Sunbury Pa 17801
Mcconnaughhay Dennis Po Box 193 Watsontown Pa 17777
Mccormick Mary 1128 W Arch St Coal Township Pa 17866
Mcgregor D J 208 N 11th St Lewisburg Pa 17837
Mchenry Daniel 804a Middle Rd Elysburg Pa 17824
Mcmillen Decd Walter G 108 E 11th St Watsontown Pa 17777
Meck Elmer RD 6 Mile Run Pa 17801
Medcoast Medservices Inc Po Box 55 Watsontown Pa 17777
Menapace Francis 811 Edison Ave Lewisburg Pa 17837
Michaels Molly RR 3 Box 486h Northumberland Pa 17857
Miller Betty 217 S Market St Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Miller Clinton 801 N High St Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Miller Frank 3 Loop Rd Watsontown Pa Watsontown Pa 17777
Miller Krista 280 North 8th St Apt 1 Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Miller Thomas M Jr 34 North Franklin St Shamokin Pa 17872
Miller William H Estate RR 2 Watsontown Pa 17777
Milletics Christopher 308 Market St Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Moore Business Forms Industrial Park Lewisburg Pa 17837
Moser Harry Estate RR 1 Sunbury Pa 17801
Mychak Samuel Mychak Irene 120 N Market St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
N
National Swineford B Caroline Shirk Po Box 241 Hummels Wharf Pa 17831
Neidlinger Emma Po Box 61 Riverside Pa 17868
Neitz William Estate 117 Myrtle St Milton Pa 17847
Newbury Joel 104 Market St Northumberland Pa 17837
Newhar Catherine C /O Mavis Roat Rr1 Box 332 Northumberland Pa 17857
Newhart Catherine RR 1 Box 332 Northumberland Pa 17857
Newman Eugene Newman Sarah 304 Reagan St Sunbury Pa 17801
Nickey Patricia 407 Main St Apt 5 Watsontown Pa 17777
Nixon James Apt 2 Apt 2 Watsontown Pa 17777
Noecker Christopher 501 North 9th St Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Nye Denise 1634 Holly St Shamokin Pa 17872
Nye Jan 1634 Holly St Shamokin Pa 17872
O
Old Trail Supply Rd 1 Box 294 Port Trevorton Pa 17864
Oliveri Mark 578 Pheasant Ridge Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Oravitz George Apt 305 101 N Ash St Coal Township Pa 17866
Oris Gertrude G Estate 286 Airport Rd Sunbury Pa 17801
Osevala Edward Osevala Nellie 923 Hemlock St Shamokin Pa 17872
P
Parker Richard 324 Wall St Milton Pa 17847
Patton Anna Rr1 Box 691 Coal Township Pa 17866
Perotti Joseph 5 Woodruff Ave Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Petrullo Angeline Est 769 King St Northumberland Pa 17857
Phetteplace Esther 1 White Block Studio Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Philips Lewis Railrd Trevorton Pa 17881
Phillip Moser Estate RR 1 Northumberland Pa 17857
Pluto Jerome 1998 Stetler Dr Coal Township Pa 17866
Poggi Paulene Poggi Louis RR2 Box 197 A Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Portzline Harriet Estate 527 Susquehanna Ave Sunbury Pa 17801
Poynter Mildred Estate Poynter William Po Box 543 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Procare Ambulance Po Box 55 Watsontown Pa 17777
Procopio Anthony 300 West Cherry St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Propst June Rd 1 Box 236 Northumberlan Pa 17857
Pulse Fitness For Women 225 N Us Hwy 11 An 15 Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Purcell Brandon 13 Eagle Ave Coal Township Pa 17866
Pyle Mary 162 01 71st Ave Elysbug Pa 17824
R
Radcliffe Woodrow 593 Craig Rd Dalmatia Pa 17017
Raffensperger Stanley Raffensperger Elsie 185 Smoketown Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Ramage Thomas Estate RR 1 Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Reamer Kam 393 Johnstown Rd Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Reich Stephen H Estate RR 1 Box 56 Paxinos Pa 17860
Reilly Michael 146 South Front Milton Pa 17847
Reillysr William 146 South Front Milton Pa 17847
Reinhart Food Service 100 Industrial Park Rd Coal Township Pa 17866
Renn Kristy 20 Highview Dr Coal Township Pa 17866
Renninger Clara Renninger Leroy Rd 5 Box 178 Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Rescigno Ruth Rescigno Jimmy RD 2 Sunbury Pa 17801
Response Computers Systems Rr 1 Box 237−B Shikellamy Ave Sunbury Pa 17801
Rhoades Annie Estate 519 Smt Millmont Pa 17845
Rishel Wealthy Scott Tower Apt 501 Sunbury Pa 17801
Rising Marion Rising James 1 Linda Ln Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Romonoski Edward Romonoski Clara 925 E Clay Shamokin Pa 17872
Rosario Christina 306 Columbia Ave Atlas Pa 17851
Rose James 215 Maple St Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Ross Beverly 70 Goodheart Cir Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Ross Carmen 32 North Vine St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Ross Rosemary Po Box 102 Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Rubin Frances Rubin Harry 244 N 12th Sunbury Pa 17801
Rusnak Matthew 233 W 3rd St Mt Carmel Pa 17851
S
Sampsel Marlene 28 Spottswood Dr Milton Pa 17847
Savitski Irene 141 Chestnut St Kulpmont Pa 17834
Savitski John RR 1 Box 543 Elysburg Pa 17824
Saweikis Anna 709 Chestnut St Kulpmont Pa 17834
Schadel Carrie RR 1 Box 1420 Herndon Pa 17830
Schickley Ronald 923 West Mulberry Shamokin Pa 17866
Schlegel Florence Kelly Apts D 4 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Schnure Boneta M Rr 2 Box 160 Milton Pa 17847
Schnure Fred E Rr 2 Box 895 Milton Pa 17847
Schoch Robert C/O C Schoch 1435 W Shamokin Pa 17866
Schreffler Daryl 437 Catawissa Ave Sunbury Pa 17801
Seasock William Seasock William 1319 W Pine Shamokin Pa 17866
See R Tees 111 W Independence St Shamokin Pa 17872
Seebold Mary 705 Market St Apt 601 Sunbury Pa 17801
Seidel Jay W Oak Park Northumberland Pa 17857
Seigel Ella 945 Fairground Rd Apt 401 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Selinsgro Gambro 503a South Rte 11 And 15 Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Severs Minnie RR 1 Box 255 Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Shaheen Abdul 227 North Front St Lewisburg Pa 17837
Shemory Lynn 145 N 4th St Sunbury Pa 17801
Shilpetski Kym 912 Chestnut Kulpmont Pa 17834
Sholley Michael 205 Hetrick Rd Beavertown Pa 17813
Showver Allison 1710 Maple Ave Coal Township Pa 17866
Shreck Helen 2267 Crossrds Dr Lewisburg Pa 17837
Shumock Peter 604 W Mulberry St Shamokin Pa 17872
Sieklicki Lisa 923 West Mulberry Shamokin Pa 17866
Silvestro Margaret Na Silvestro Margaret 19 N Shamokin St 17872
Silvius Ethel V Estate 326 N 9th St Sunbury Pa 17801
Sinchock Francis 315 S Hickory St Apt 305 Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Smith Barbara RR 3 Box 151b Watsontown Pa 17777
Smith Dora RR 1 Box 243 Northumberland Pa 17857
Smith Jane Farra 722 Catawissa Ave Rear Sunbury Pa 17801
Smith Lesa M Estate 842 S Front St Sunbury Pa 17801
Smith Sara 800 Brd St Rm 303 Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Snavely Elizabeth Snavely Joseph 9 Rte 405 South Milton Pa 17847
Snyder Myra Snyder Verna 120 Market St Lewisburg Pa 17837
Snyder John RR 2 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Snyder Sharon RR 4 Box 61 Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Sosnoskie Albert Estate 204 N 10th St Kulpmont Pa 17834
Sowers Thomas 130 N 11th St Sunbury Pa 17801
Sowers Thomas C Estate 247 Market St Sunbury Pa 17801
Spangenberg Jeremy 1512 W Lynnn St Coal Township Pa 17866
Spaulding Margaret Spaulding Mildred Spaulding Samuel C/O Miss Mildred K
Spaulding 37 W Th St Milton Pa 17847
Srivastava Narendra 8 North Stone Bridge Dr Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Srivastava Poonam 8 N Stonebridge Dr Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Stalcoskie Gilbert Stalcoskie Barbara 1146 W Pine St Coal Township Pa 17866
Stanley Kaye Rd 1 Box 387j Selingsgrove Pa 17870
Steele Carrie E Estate 502 Hepburn St Milton Pa 17847
Steinhart Robert 19 Eagle Ave Shamokin Pa 17872
Stender Joseph RR 1 Box 364 Northumberland Pa 17857
Stevenson Lorena M Estate 736 Chestnut St Sunbury Pa 17801
Stiles Jeann 116 Willowbrook Blvd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Still Margaret M Cust Still Matthew 139 Wedgewood Gdns Lewisburg Pa 17837
Stolfi Helen 34 S Locust St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Straub Charles C/O Doctors Conv Ctr 800 Bro Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Straub Sarah CO Doctors Conv Ctr 800 Bro Selinsgrove Pa 17870
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Strine Edna 29 Grayson View Ct Apt 403 Selingsgrove Pa 17870
Strine Margaret Estate 57 1/2 Elm St Milton Pa 17847
Strous Pete 349 Upper Market St Milton Pa 17847
Suda Gary 5 Meadowbrook Dr Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Sunbury Motors Kia Co 943 North 4th St Po Box 229 Sunbury Pa 17801
Susquehanna Bank RR1 Box 691 Coal Township Pa 17866
Swank Doris E Estate 202 Spruce St Sunbury Pa 17801
Swartzs Ultimate Collision 3044 Snyder Ave Beaver Sprgs Pa 17812
Swinko Ann 351 S Willow St Rm 183 Mount Carmel Pa 17851
T
Taugler Herbert Estate 322 7th St Northumberland Pa 17857
Taylor Alda F RR 2 Mt Pleasant M Pa 17853
Tharp Mildred M Estate 54 E Independence St Shamokin Pa 17872
Toci Valmira 50 Fay Ln Lewisburg Pa 17837
Torok Frank PO Box 23 221 W Market St Apt 3 Beavertown Pa 17813
Toth Patricia 147 E Saylor St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Treon Alyce Treon Bruce C/O A M Bostwick 505 Susquehanna St Trevorton Pa 17881
Troup Lloyd RR 2 Box 483 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Tvrn Kellys 713 N Market St Selinsgrove Pa 17870
V
Vance Glenn Vance Sue Po Box 29 Weikert Pa 17885
Venn Daniel 600 Coal Township Pa 17866
Verrill Christopher J Po Box 24 Beaver Springs Pa 17812
Vockie Bryan E 222 E Shamokin St Trevorton Pa 17881
Voloshin Josephine 652 Spruce St Kulpmont Pa 17834
Vossler Lillian 2050 Trevorton Rd Coal Township Pa 17866
W
Wagner Charles 41 S Hickory St Mt Carmel Pa 17851
Wagner Ethel 1006 Market St Sunbury Pa 17801
Wagner Mary 938 Spruce St Kulpmont Pa 17834
Walter Marion Nie 130 S Front St Apt 1201 Sunbury Pa 17801
Wargo Cecelia 104 S Market St Shamokin Pa 17872
Washleskie Jennie 136 E Arch St Shamokin Pa 17872
Waugh Pauline Waugh Esther 262 Poplar Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Waugh Pauline 262 Poplar Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Weaver Geraldine Estate 32 S Turbot Ave Apt 209 Milton Pa 17847
Weaver Raymond P Estate 888 S Front St Sunbury Pa 17801
Weir Ellsworth 705 Market St Apt 408 Sunbury Pa 17801
Weis Markets Inc 1000 South Second St Sunbury Pa 17801
Welsh Henrietta CO Eugene Welsh Jr 3 Oak Gdns Coal Township Pa 17866
West End Fire Assoc 1254 Maple St Kulpmont Pa 17834
West John I Cust RD 1 Box 308 New Columbia Pa New Columbia Pa 17856
Wetzel Esther 262 Poplar Rd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Whitmer Leah 112 S 5th St Shamokin Pa 17872
Williams R L J Rd 2 Box 2 Sunbury Pa 17801
Williamson Jeanne Williamson James 116 Willowbrook Blvd Lewisburg Pa 17837
Wisw Andrew 854 N 5th St Sunbury Pa 17801
Witkoski Barbara B 1305 Hemlock St Shamokin Pa 17872
Wm Cameron Engine Company Po Box 606 Lewisburg Pa 17837
Wolfe Judith A 100 South Sixth St Shamokin Pa 17872
Wolfe Nancy RR 1 Box 267a Northumberland Pa 17857
Wolfe William J Estate N 4th St Sunbury Pa 17801
Woodring David RR 2 Box 477 Sunbury Pa 17801
Woodward Lisa 138 S Walnut St Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Wray Barry RR 1 Box 322c Northumberland Pa 17857
Wunderler Herman Wunderler Richard 1136 Poplar St Kulpmont Pa 17834
Y
Yeung Shing Yeung Joe 214 Lamplight Ln Lewisburg Pa 17837
Yocum Donald Ctr Elysburg Pa 17824
Z
Zarkoski Catherine Po Box 175 Kulpmont Pa 17834
Zehner Ruth 24 Woodside Dr Milton Pa 17847
Ziants Erin 3 Meadowview Dr Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Zimmerman Emma Estate Maple St Elysburg Pa 17824
Zimmerman Ernest RR 1 Box 108 Millmont Pa 17845
Zimmermann Max 849 W Mulberry Shamokin Pa 17872
Perry County
A
Alexander Elizabeth 5213 N Warnock New Germantown Pa 17071
Allison Malcolm E Estate RR 1 Loysville Pa 17047
B
Bidaman Mildred J Estate RR 1 Marysville Pa 17053
Blaine Patricia RR 1 Box 318 New Bloomfield Pa 17068
Blust Mary 600 Front St Marysville Pa
Bmb Painting 2674 Shermans Valy Rd Elliottsburg Pa 17042
C
Campbell Jeanette 124 Barnett St New Bloomfield Pa 17068
Chupaska John Estate Main Rd Marysville Pa 17053
D
Darlington Madeline 124 Barnett St New Bloomfield Pa 17068
E
Esworthy Charles A Jr RR 4 Box 4920 Duncannon Pa 17020
F
Farence Randy 440 Windy Hill Rd Shermans Dale Pa 17090
Fitting Sarah E Est 104 Sylvan St Marysville Pa 17053
Fletcher Warren Fletcher Dale Po Box 86 New Germantown Pa 17071
H
Hall Katie 452 Shuler Rd Shermans Dale Pa 17090
Harris Stanley 217 Wallett Rd Ickesburg Pa 17037
Hawk Jacqueline 112 Ridgeview Dr Marysville Pa 17053
Heffner Catherine RR 2 Duncannon Pa 17020
Henry Erica 1037 State Rd Duncannon Pa 17020
Himes Clair Himes Jan C RD 1 Duncannon Pa 17020
Hockenberry Kathleen RR 1 Po Box 259b Blain Pa 17006
Hockenberry Ronald 58 Hoffman Rd Suite 3 Duncannon Pa 17020
Holliday Brenda RR 4 Box 4051 Duncannon Pa 17020
Home James Nickel Po Box 910 Loysville Pa 17047
Hubbert Gladys 527 Penna Ave Millerstown Pa 17062
Huggins James Lincoln Duncannon Pa 17020
K
Keller Mary Lou 441 B Valy St Marysville Pa 17053
Kepner Jean F Estate 419 Walnut St Newport Pa 17074
Kibe Beverly J 95 Sharon Dr Shermans Dale Pa 17090
Kibe Orville H Sr 95 Sharon Dr Shermans Dale Pa 17090
Kilgore Patricia D Rd 2 Box 514 Duncannon Pa 17020
Kilgore Patricia D Rd 4 Duncannon Pa 17020
King Levi B RR 1 Box 175a Loysville Pa 17047
Klingler Barbara In 602 N Front St Liverpool Pa 17045
L
Leister Betty 166 Paradise Park New Bloomfield Pa 17068
Leitzel Tatiana 311 N High St Duncannon Pa 17020
Lleras Nicholas 506 S State Rd Apt 2 Marysville Pa 17053
M
Maxwell John 51 Cove Rd Duncannon Pa 17020
Miller Martin 740 Jeffries Rd Blain Pa 17006
Mitchell W Robert 25 Cove Rd Duncannon Pa 17020
Moss Wendy Sue 106 Kings Hwy Marysville Pa 17053
Mulholland Michael 1976 Susquehanna Trl Liverpool Pa 17045
Murphy Ashley 3023 Veterans Way Elliottsburg Pa 17024
Mutzabaugh Mary 35 Paradise Rd Duncannon Pa 17020
O
Ocasio Luis 2207 Whispering Pines Dr Marysville Pa 17053
Okeefe John Box 207 Shermans Dale Pa 17090
P
Palakovic Brandon 4384 Valy Rd Shermans Dale Pa 17090
Patrick F Duffy 5821 Invincible Dr New Germantown Pa 17071
Perry County Medical Society C/O Lori C Trostle M D Treasur 1100 Montour Rd
Loysville Pa 17047
R
Reisinger Sons Po Box 11 Loysville Pa 17047
Robinson Gerald 62 S 4th St Newport Pa 17074
Robinson Rachel 608 Front St Marysville Pa 17053
Rosario−Otero Audrey 96 Yankee Dr New Bloomfld Pa 17068
S
Salyards Roger 239 Mahanoy Valy Rd Duncannon Pa 17020
Sarp Kirsten 22 Pkwy Dr Liverpool Pa 17045
Sauve Tom 2739 Valy Rd Marysville Pa 17053
Semuta Susan 25 Cove Rd Rm 17 Duncannon Pa 17020
Shadle Joseph L Rd 2 Box 514 Duncannon Pa 17020
Shadle Joseph L Rd 4 Duncannon Pa 17020
Smith Jenett Estate 324 Lincoln St Duncannon Pa 17020
Smith Mary R 300 Newport Rd Duncannon Pa 17020
Snyder Robert Rd 4 Box 4267 Duncannon Pa 17020
Spease Darryl Po Box 408a New Bloomfield Pa 17068
Stephens Cameron 34 Baker Ln Landisburg Pa 17040
Stevens Betty Rd 2 Box 674 Liverpool Pa 17045
Stone Kathleen F 5213 N Warnock New Germantown Pa 17071
Sultzaberger Dawn 235 Ridgeview Dr Marysville Pa 17053
Sultzaberger Tabitha 149 Fleisher Ln Marysville Pa 17053
T
Todaro Michael 423 Susquehanna St Marysville Pa 17053
Troutman Rocky L Pob 464 New Bloomfield Pa 17068
Trucking Henrys 116 Limestone Ridge Rd Elliottsburg Pa 17024
U
Ugrin John S Estate 425 Via Miramonte Duncannon Pa 17020
Uni Mart 225 W Main St New Bloomfield Pa 17068
W
Wagner Pearl E Box 122 Blain Pa 17006
Witmer Christopher 139 Valy View Rd Millerstown Pa 17062
Woodwards Gunsmithing Inc 4975 Spring Rd Shermans Dale Pa 17090
Z
Zellers Gerald E 2460 Keystone Way Newport Pa 17074
Philadelphia County
Philadelphia Pa 19019
Barry Group Llc C/O A Coleman 808 South St 316
Beebe Franklin J Beebe Catherine 1116 Oxford St
Cameron Novella In 2312 Brook St
Coons James F Coons Rita E 1448 Vodges St
Coons Rita E Coons James 1448 Vodges St
Daly Margaret 343 Lemonte
Devenny Helen J 2933 Tessdale St
Devine Rose 2640 Dickinson St
Doman Charles Doman Joan A 211 Thompson
Doyle Richard Doyle Anna 2509 York St
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Drabyak Cecelia 1460 Cheltonham
Lane Annie 734 N 37th St
Mary Mcdade 485 N Gard St
Mcdade Francis J 485 N Gard St
Mcdade Mary 485 N Gard St
Mcdae Francis J 485 N Gard St
Mclaughlin Thomas 4226 Maywood
Newson Carolyn 5705 Jefferson St
Pratt Norman Pratt Anna 1730 2nd St
Rayner George Rayner Joseph 261 Cambria St
Sheets Robert In 705 S 70th St
Smith Mary A 1460 Cheltonham
Somekawa Mia 623 Pine St Apt 1r
Staats Evelyn Staats Stuart 529 W Carpenter Ter
Stauffer Florence B 4921n Fairhill
Templeton Catherine J 1342 Unity St
White Helen M 2106 Welsh Rd
Young Pattie 2008 Titan
Philadelphia Pa 19092
Carbaugh Betty 2534 Meredith St
Stoddard Investment Company C/O V J Stafford 2005 Market St Ste 200
Philadelphia Pa 19101
Abington Mem Hospital Po Box 7417
Acs Inc PO Box 41818
Advanta Po Box 8088
Ahp Trust Po Box 13498
Alesi Maxamillian G Alesi James PO Box 7928
American Bankers Insurance Co Po Box 8437
American Honda Finance Corp Po Box 7829
American Honda Finance Po Box 7858
Amerihealth 1901 Market St
Amtrak Po Box 8290
Arrowhead Emergency Physicians Po Box 13098
Athens Emergency Phy PO Box 41571
Bailey Stafford Po Box 13133
Baltimore Gas And Elec PO Box 13070
Battisto Development Roofing PO Box 42015
Baydock Emergency P Po Box 13953
Bge PO Box 13070
Blue Cross Po Box 13038
Brodrick Er Svcs Partnership Po Box 42931
Buck Charlotte A Buck S Wylie Jr Buck Stuart W Po Box 8068 1252
Canning Stanley Canning Marie Arnold Ave
Canon Financial Services Inc Po Box 42937
Chapel Emergency Physicians Po Box 41689
Chickamauga Ped Er Phys Obo Janna Dallis PO Box 13159
Ciprut Jose PO Box 42523
Claims Management System P O Box 42619
Clearwater Emergency Po Box 7479
Coach Usa Inc C/O Sedgwick Cms Attn Claims M Po Box 8006
Coastline Emergency PO Box 41694
Cobblestone Emerg Physicians Po Box 37608
Columbia Valley Emergency Phys Po Box 41967
Company Corporation Po Box 13397
Croft Osman E Main
Cross And Company Co Wachovia Bank Fiduciary Tax Div Pa1308 Po Box 7558
Dallas Emergency Physicians Po Box 41633
Dawley Courtney Apt 246
De Lage Landen Financial Services Po Box 41601
Delage Landen Po Box 41602
Delaware Service Center Inc Po Box 7577
Delaware Services Company Po Box 7577
Denton Erdocs Pa Po Box 8337
Depot Emergency Physicians Po Box 41779
Doctors Hospital Ltd Po Box N 3018
Donnie Vehaavenah Po Box 34539
Dorrance John T Jr Estate Core States Bank Attn: R Prindle Po Box 7618
Ellis Emergency Physicians Po Box 41586
Emcare Glt Emerg Physicians Po Box 8237
Emcare Iah Emergency Physician Po Box 13889
Emcare Phx Emerg Physicians Po Box 41768
Emcare Po Box 13197
Emcare PO Box 41768
Emcaredtx Emergency Physician Po Box 41797
Emcarephx Emergency Physician Po Box 41768
Emergency Physicians Of P Po Box 13566
Eurest Dining Services Po Box 8309
Flamingo Emergency Physicians Po Box 13901
Floyd Michael Po Box 8132
Fox Paul Po Box 8160
Furstenberg Frank F Jr Po Box 34648
General Patricia Md Po Box 42560
Glaxosmithkline One Franklin Plaza Po Box 7929
Goodwin Jerome 41 North 41st St
Grace Caroline Estate 1246 N Conestoga
Granada Emergency Physicians Po Box 41752
Granite City Emerg Po Box 41877
Gregory Emergency Physicians Obo Jack Watson Po Box 7428
Hack Harold Estate 29 St John St
Harris Thalia Box 7642
Harrisonburg Emergency Po Box 13940
Hedelt Evelyn Estate 2847 N 27th St
Hillcrest Emerg Svcs Group Po Box 42646
Hollister Emergency Physi Po Box 41970
Hollywood Emergency Physicians P O Box 41969
Holme Ave Emer Phys Po Box 8608 Phila
Holt L A Holt M A Holt J Po Box 8268
Horton William M Horton Edna PO Box 8762
Hunting Robert S Po Box 42287
Independence Blue Cross Po Box 7998
Insurance Co Of America Attn L Wastle 3 Bala Plaza Box 13573
Jeb S Miers Md Pa Po Box 7577
John Fitzharris Do PO Box 13575
Karen Harsh Md Po Box 41719
Kaschenbanch Edwin J Esta Po Box 8068 Marie R Kaschenbach Execu
Keystone 65 Special Po Box 42908
Keystone Family Planning Po Box 8369
Keystone Health Plan C/O K Meyers 1901 Market St
Kleer Krystal Po Box 13604
Konica Business Tech Po Box 41647
Leasedirect C/O Attn D Baynard Po Box 41601
Lionberger John S Lionberger Erle Wachovia Bank
Little Colorado Emergency Physician P O Box 41798
Lockheed Martin Corporation C/O S Boyer So Po Box 8048
Lodi Delta Emergency Phys Po Box 7830
Magnolia Emergency Physicians Po Box 8790
Marlin Leasing Po Box 13604
Marx Gene W Pob 7615
Matlock Emerg Physicians Po Box 42598
Mc Cants Mary J Po Box 7918
Mccoy A P N Sandra Po Box 42903
Mclaughlin Elizabeth M Mclaughlin Rogers P Lloyd Ave
Mclaughlin Mary Estate 7805 Beach Ln
Medical Payment Data 507 Harsham Rd
Mellon Bank Center 1735 Market St
Mendez Jose J 5949 East Lemon St
Metlife Po Box 13724
Metlife Po Box 13863
Minolta Business Machines PO Box 7247−0322
Moniot Judith Po Box 8672
Moskat Adolph H Moskat Virginia 5th Cambria Se Cor
Nathan Annette R Po Box 13823
Nco Fin Po Box 41726
Nco Medclr Pob 41448
Nco Po Box 41466
Nelson Helen 4026 E Stiles
Nevins Eleanor Estate 59 Ella St
Nguyen Nguyenvu Po Box 34215
Norrenberg Mariejose P O Box 42523
North Arundel Emergency Physicians Inc Po Box 8160
Npr Inc Po Box 8268 C/O Holt Oversight
Nylon Holding Inc Attn: Accounts Payable Po Box 8263
Old Hickory Emergency Physicians Po Box 13858
Osprey Emergency Physicians Po Box 8250
Ostapczuk Jean Ostapczuk John 4721 Stiles St
Palewski Andrew Po Box 8473
Paluxy Emergency Physicia Po Box 41788
Patterson & Co C/O Corestates Bank Na PO Box 7829
Peco Energey Po Box 7888
Peco Energy Company 2301 Market St N3−3
Pecoenergy Po Box 7888
Pellizzeri Santa Po Box 34526
Penco Neary C/O Corestates Bank Na F C
Penna Co Bk Po Box 8068 1252
Petite Rocke Ermergency Physicians PO Box 41534
Physicians Dickerso PO Box 41674
Physicians O Emergency Po Box 41847
Princeton House Hea B Po Box 13768
Promissor C/O Voucher Program Po Box 41508
Prudential Po Box 13999
Purvis Virginia Purvis James 2830 S Randolph St
Purvis Virginia Purvis Jas L 2830 S Randolph St
Radiology For S Phila Inc Po Box 41789
Ramegh Raju Po Box 41624
Recruitsmart Promissor Po Box 7518
Richards Alvin J Core States Bank Po Box 13827
Richo Corporation Po Box 41601
Riso Inc PO Box 7247 0322
Rita Corinne Po Box 34549
Robinson L Po Box 8268
Rodriguez Justino 1221 Orleans St Phila
Seahawk Emergency Physicians Po Box 37701
Shadow Emergency Physicians Po Box 13917
Shniper Arkady Po Box 41448 Philadelphi
Singh Iqbal Po Box 42560
Smithkline Beckman Corporation Attn T Betkowski One Franklin Plaza
Sparkling Sea Emergency PO Box 42944
Spolar Matthew 2001 Pennsylvania Ave
Step Emergency Physicians Po Box 8348
Sun Life Of Canada Po Box 7698
Tenet Hlth Sys Hahnemann Univ Hospital Phila
Thomas Emerg Physicians P O Box 41730
Tiffany Emergency Physicians Po Box 41655
Treasure Valley Er Physicians Po Box 13309
Tuson Mary S Tuson John H 1344northodoy
Vahab Reza R Po Box 42302
Van De Walle W 261 Sycamore Ave
Verizon Select Services Inc Po Box 41799
Via Christi Emergency Physician Po Box 42917
Vmsc Of Landsdale Po Box 41459
Washington Mutual Home Loans Inc. Po Box 13911
Water Revenue Bureau Box 41496
Wells Fargo Acceptan PO Box 13460
Wells Frago Auto Finance Po Box 13460
Williams John H Po Box 7585
Williams Linda J Po Box 7622
Wolf Chase Emerg Po Box 42527
Wolf Chase Emergency Physician On Behalf Of P Becton Po Box 42527
Woodsman Llc The Po Box 42895
Wyeth Ayerst Pharmac Po Box 13745
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Po Box 13745
Yardmore Emergency P Po Box 41701
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Zakrzewski Ignatius 4026 E Stiles
Zani Joseph V Zani Anna C 198 W Ontaro
Zuber Robert H Zuber Edna 3234 Marston
Philadelphia Pa 19102
1429 Arch Street Inc 1429 Arch St
1551 Corporation 117 S 16th St
Aleksiejczyk Joseph F 2 Penn Ctr 900
Allander Effie W 7 Roxboro
Allegheny Health Svcs 1500 Market St 34 Fl
Allegheny University Health Sciences Centre Sq West 34th F Phila
Alves De Lima Marcos Mellao 1500 Locust St Apt 3020
Ambrogi Robert E Estate 13 S 15th St
American Arbitration Association 230 S Brd St
Amerihealth Administ Attn Refund Recovery PO Box 58310
Amiji Shezan Apt 17g 1500 Chestnut St
Anthony J Rock Serp 200 S Brd St Fl 4
Archon Group Lp 1500 Market St 35th Fl
Asce Po Box 58186
Atteberry Marian 1500 Walnut St
Barker Louise Barker Harry 2911 South 15th
Barton Donald 260 S Brd St Ste 1210t Phila
Bell Vs Peoples Choice In Re 1515 Market St Suite 1700
Bergna Maria 1500 Locust St 2612
Bieble Robert Bieble Rita 1453 N Hersh St
Blanco Patricia Blanco 1500 Locust St 2317
Boenning H Dickson S 1529 Walnut St
Bostick Todd A 1520 Pine St
Bretcor Inc 200 S Brd St Phila
Butler Jennifer 1530 Locust St Apt 3a1
C2 Design Inc 1600 Market St Suite 1750 Phila
Cahill And Schubet 2 Penn Ctr
Carr Gertrude 731 Cherry St Phila
Center City Foodrite 1500−04 Spruce St
Centre Square Met Life 1500 Market St 12th Fl East Tower
Chesco Robert J Chesco Ella 408 Rittenhouse
Citizens Bank 1515 Market St
City Of Philadelphia In Care Of Ward Na Cust C/O Donna Peters Po Box 58579
Clay James H Jr Po Box 60211
Colonial Surgical Supply 200 South Brd St Suite 500
Comcast Corporation 1500 Market St E 25th Floor
Commercial D 1441 Sansom St Suite 300
Connolly Epstein Chicco Foxman 1515 Market St 9th Fl
Conrad Obrien Gellman Rohn Christine Thul 1515 Market St 16th Floor
Console Law Offices Llc C/O Kim Myers 1525 Walnut St Fl 9 Phila
Constitution Bank Attn Pacs 2 Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 1820
Conventions & Visitors Pa Conventions 1515 Market St
Corzo Miguel A 320 S Brd St
Creed Linda Breast Cancer Foundation 1601 Walnut St Suite 1418
Crs Relocation Llc 1500 Walnut St Suite 930
Derusso Valerie C/O Nancy Reilly 1500 Market St Ste 2300 West
Devine Charles F 1708 Braunn
Dimarino Louis 5046 N Lawerence St
Dittmar Mildred N Dittmar Rudolph C 1514 Walnut
Dmjm Harris Inc 260 Brd St Ste 1500
Dolan Mary 4985 Hilden
Donald G Sebesta Ira Attn Pacs 2 Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 1820
Dougherty Geraldin Dougherty John J 2424 Poplar St Apt 3
Drexel Radiology Assc Huh Brd & Vine Sts
Drexel University Coll Of Nursing & Health Mail Stop 1002
Drexel University College 245 North 15th St Mail Stop 3
Dronitsky Edward Edward Dronitsk 1500 Walnut St 19th Floor
Durso For Congress Suite 702 One Penn Sq W
Ebbeckeecbm Inc 200 South Brd St Suite 400
Ellis Yvonne 1500 Market St
Estate Rotman 1420 Locust St Unit 32 H
Fairmount Park Commission Memorial Hall West 1515 Arch St Fl 10
Fanti Louis J Esq 2 Penn Ctr Suite 200
Ferrell Mary 200 South Brd St Suite 700
Filson Breanna Nichole 1500 Pine St #906
Findlay Wallace A Estate 1410 Spruce St
Firnhaber Amelia Firnhaber David 10505 B Shore Ln
Fiserv Securities Inc 2005 Market St One Commerce Sq
Fishcle 3537 Jook Rd
Fluke Eleanor R Fluke Pamela R Apt 2511 1500 Locust St
Ford Lorraine 230 S Brd St Ste 900 Phila
Fox Leo B 1420 Walnut St
Frascella Enterprise C/O Joe Fazakerley 1418 Race St Rear
Fraser Eleanor M Fraser Robert J 6521 Elmwood Ave
Fu Yajia 1500 Locust St Apt 2407
Fuertges Penne S 1500 Market St 12th Fl E Twr
Gao Meng 1207 Chestnut St 5th Fl
Gerber And Galfand 1512 Walnut St
German Gallagher & Murtagh Pc The Bellevue 5th Floor
Germantown Womens Educational Project Attn: Scott Mentzer C/O Central Ymca 1425
Art St
Gilchrist Adeline H 2002 Spring Gdn St
Golan Ovadiah 1500 Walnut St 19th Floor
Goldman Michael 260 S Brd St Suite 600
Goldsmith Kathryn 1500 Locust St #4404
Goshen Valley Ii Condominium Assoc 1429 Walnut St 5th Floor
Goslin Bessie 327 Green
Goslinjr Howard D 327 Green
Graham Company One Penn Sq W The Graham Bldg
Graham Company The Graham Building One Penn Sq West Philadelphpia
Grange Anna 731 Cherry St Phila
Group Benefits On Line Inc 4th Floor 200 South Brd St
Growth Properties Li Alliance Realty Services 1500
Grumbles Lloyd A 230 S Brd St 18th Fl
Guaracao Hernan 1500 Jfk Blvd Ste 525 Phila
Guarantee & Trust Co Ira 1500 Walnut St
Gurtschin Mary 1434 Marstow
Hahnemann Radiology Services Brd Vine St
Hakim Mustafa 338 South 15th St
Hendersched Lillian F 1522 Pine St
Hossain Syeda 1530 Locust St Apt 4g
Hotel Atop The Bellevue 1415 Chancellor Ct
Hub Proberty Trust 1500 Market St Philadelphi
Hud 100 Penn Sq East12th Floo
Hunt Manufacturing 230 South Brd St
Hutcheson John D 401 Walnut St Rmp
Hynes Elizabeth 1500 Chestnut St Apt 12f
Inlingua 230 South Brd St Seventh Floor
Inn At The Union Lea 1450 Sansom St
Interstate National Dealer Services 1515 Market St Suite 1700
Ismex Bermuda Ltd The Bellevue Suite 600 Brd
Iturriaga Jose 1500 Locust St Apt 1605
James Leah A James Ralph 2234 N Gratz
Jarek Kathleen 107 Ctr Ave
Jennings James A 1515 Market St Suite 1801
Jimmy Duffy’s At Pafa Inc 118 N Brd St
Johnson Carl T Ira 1500 Walnut St
Jokelson Adm Neil E 230 S Brd St 18th Fl
Jones Khalil 2 Penn Ctr
Joseph Rappaport Tr 1500 Walnut St 19th Floor
Judd Helen C/O J L Steward Gdn 1405 Locust St Rm 817
Jurek Robert Sr 107 Ctr Ave
Kane Dorothy E Kane James J 8020 Albion
Kang J 1512 Spruce St
Kaplan Arthur 200 S Brd St Ste 600
Katowitz Rocamora Carol 1520 Spruce St Apt 601 Phila
Kayode Olanrewaju O 112 N Mole St
Kelly & Partners Inc 150 Market St
Kennepohl Marilyn 1500 Locust St Apt 3609
Kidawa Ledlie N Kidawa Thaddeus 345 S Hick Phila
King David M 1500 Market St 12th Fl E Twr
Klehr Harrison Harvey Branz 260 S Brd St 4th Floor
Kobayashi Kazuma 348 S 16th
Kovler Ronald A Pc 225 S 15th St 12fl
Kowalchick Assoc 1525 Locust St 6th Floor
Krenzel Saul H And Associates 42 S 15th St Ste 800 Robinson Bldg
Ksmm Associates Lp 1420 Walnut St 200 Attn Terry S
Kuttab Jonathan Po Box 58095
Larrabee Et Al 1518 Walnut St Suite 900
Larussonationwide Stettlement 1515 Market St Ste 1700
Laughlin Brett CO H C Lapensohn 1530 Chestnut St Suite 500
Laughlin Catherine C/O H C Lapensohn 1530 Chestnut St Suite 500
Lawyers Title Insurance Corp Two Penn Ctr Suite 1230
Liberty Bank 1401 Walnut St
Lieverman & Associates 42 S 15th St
Lincoln National Corporation 1500 Market St
Long Samuel Jr 200 S Brd St 6th Fl Phildelphia
Luntz Lloyd J 348 S 16th St 1st Fr
Luria Herbert B Wolf Block Esq − Schorr & Solis 111 S 15th St 12th
Madden Beatrice W 1401 Walnut St Suite 300
Magee Rehab Hosp Six Franklin Plaza
Magee Rehabilitation Hosp 6 Franklin Plaza
Mapa 260 S Brd 1000
Marino Emilie D 5046 N Lawerence St
Marino Mary 2002 Spring Gdn St
Maron Jeffrey Profit Shrng Pl And Tr Rollove 1515 Locust St Suite 700
Mary Bryne Estate 137 Gorgas Ln
Mcconomy Gerald J C/O Wolf Block Schorr Solis Co Packard Bldg 12th Fl
Mcdonalds Corp C/O B Lowery Centre Sq 1500 Market St 3500
Mcgettigan Eleanor M 1421 Arch Ymca 703
Mead Claire C 1434 Marstow
Med Evaluation Ser 1515 Market St Ste 1110
Medcases 1401 Walnut St Fl 12
Medcases 200 South Brd St 4th Floor
Medevac University Mail Stop 993
Meehan Leo J Jr Meehan Kathryn 116 W Westmoreland
Melman Benjamin 1512 Spruce St Apt 1909
Mes Solutions 230 S Brd St 501
Mildred Stephen 4636 Penn St
Mitchell Helen B 7234 A Glenthorne Rd
Moran Katherine M 1512 Spruce St Apt 1109
Moya Carlos 1500 Market St 2720
Muller Gretta G Muller James J 7923 Botanic
Mulvey Finnuala Mulvey Edward 523 Gilham Apt D1
National Minority Supplier 225 S 15th St Ste 401
Norfolk Southern Railway Company Aecom 260 Brd St Suite 1500
Office Cents 1525 Chestnut St
Ogontz Pharmacy Gerolamo Mcnulty Divis & Lewba 1401 Walnut St Ste 630
Ohara Andrew H 14th Flr 230 S Brd St Phila
Ortlip Elwood C/O Pnc Advisiors−Fees & Remit Po Box 60245
Ott Earl S 412 Glenview St Philadlephia
Ott Katherin A 412 Glenview St
Ozark Mahoning Co Oil Division 3 Pkwy
Pacm Registration 1515 Market St Suite 1428
Parkway Corp 150 N Brd St
Perrin Towers Gos 1500 Market St Flr 2 Phila
Philadelphia Assn Of Paralegals Po Box 59179
Philadelphia Discount Office Supplys Inc 1525 Chestnut St
Philadelphia Health And Education Corp 3201 Arch St Ste 340
Philadelphia Health Management Attn Fran 260 S Brd St 20th Fl
Philadelphia Weekly 1500 Sansom St 3rd Floor
Phoenix Restructuring Llc 230 S Brd St
Pine Thomas L Pine Mary R 196 W Tiber St
Pio Lawrence E 1411 Walnut St Suite 515 Phila
Platt Elliot B 1515 Market St Phila
Poulton Pearl 1839 Faunce St
Primadonna 2 Penn Ctr Plaza Suite 200 Phila
Princeton Orthopedic Group Pa Employee Profit Sharing Plan 1820 Two Penn Ctr
Plaza
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Prop Jill A 1530 Locust St Apt 2
Prothonotary Office City Hall
Pryor Counts Comp Muni Bond Trading C/O Malcom Pryor 1515 Market St Ste 1350
Pryor Mcclendon Counts Co Inc Po Box 58999
Pyne James 5522 Yocun St
Quigley Joseph Quigley Anna 411 George St
Raczka Courtenay J 1307 Fansom St 4
Rajans Mathu 1500 Locust Suite 2612
Ralphs Center City Inc 110 South 16th St
Rana Cab 1515 Market St Ste 1915
Raytheon Company Attn: Vince Foderingham Ctr Sq E − 1500 Market
Republic First Bank 50 S 16th St Ste 2400 Alan Hoover
Rettew Iona R C/O John J Sherry Exec 1526 Chestnut St
Richard L Rubin & Co Inc Bellevue Brd St At Walnut
Rittenhouse Square Imaging Gerolamo Mcnulty Divis & Lewba 1401 Walnut St Ste
630
Ritz−Carlton Philadelphia Ten Ave Of The Arts
Roberts Della PO Box 58160
Robinson & Company 42 S 15th St
Rock Anthony J 200 S Brd St Fl 4
Rosenfeld Maron Med Assoc Profit Shrng Pl And Tr Rollove 1515 Locust St Suite 700
Rubin Benjamin 2 Penn Ctr Suite 1510
Rueda Beatrice Estate 4th & Cheltenham Ave
Russell Linda 316 S 16th St
Ryan Ethel 5522 Yocun St
Sachs Barbara M 1420 Walnut St Ste 1500
Sachs Barbara M Sachs August F 1420 Walnut St Ste 1500
Salamanca Giovanni Duca 1500 Walnut St Suite 900
Sanders Alice F 7244 Pascball Ave Phila
Saul Ewing Llp Ctr Sq West 1500 Market St
Schauers Joseph 4235 Eastor Ave Phila
Schlosser George R Estate 6252 Horrocks St
Schmid Walter E Schmid Egid 6217 North Marsden
Scholars Inc Steppingstone 230 South Brd St Suit 1102
Seattle Insurance Group 190 Queen Anne Ave N Ste 100 Po Box
Shen Pei Ling 1530 Locust St Apt 14b
Siekavilla Andrea 1512 Spruce St Apt 903 Phila
Simonson Lainey Simonson Marion 1420 Locust St Apt 10p
Skarulis Louise M 1520 Locust St Suite
Smith Marcus 1616 Judsin Way Apt 401 Phila
Snyder Julie 1420 Locust St Apt 31r
Soutendijk Greg 1500 Locust St Apt 3305
Squires Holly E 1500 Locust St Apt 1810
Steiner Katherine Estate 3023 N Fairhill
Stephen Elmer 4636 Penn St
Steven J Gilbert 1601 Walnut St
Strayer University 1601 Cherry St Ste 100 Phila
Surgica Dermatologic 1528 Walnut St Suite
Taraskus Edward 1530 Chesnut St Suite 300
Taraskus Edward Esquire 1530 Chestnut St Suite 603
Taylor Joan M 271 S 15th St Apt 1606
Tenet Health System Phila Brd And Vine Sts Ms 310
Tepper Kenneth L 1521 Locust St 2nd Floor
Thompson Thomas A 5226 Nerrham Ct
Toczylowski Stella Estate Front & Queen St
Torrado Sergio 326 South 15th St 2f
Tps II Of Pa Llc CO Tenet Health Po Box 827953
Tumlir Charles 24 N 15th St
Turlinski Matthew Estate 4721 Milnor
Tyrrell Catherine Tyrrell Aidan 3321 Marston
University Of Arts 320 South Brd St
University Of The Arts 320 South Brd St
Usa Capital Inc 1535 Locust St
Vanda Krok Estate Folsom St
Veasey John J 2515 South Shadwick
Vile Elmer Estate 80th & Tinicum Ave
Watt Gage 1500 Market St Fl 15
Weimar Walter Weimar Edith 3040 Swanson
Weiner Maris 1530 Locust St Apt 7e
Weisberg Michelle Weisberg Valerie 1500 Locust St 2507
Wentzel Robert E 7 Roxboro
West Coast Entertainmentcorp 230 S Brd St Suite 1101
Wielandt Luis Felipe 1500 Locust St Apt 2606
Williams James C Po Box 58511
Wm Penn Court Wm Penn Hs 3119 Dale Dr
Woodcock Cummings Taylor French Inc 1500 Chestnut St
Yemane Kifleyesus Po Box 60202
Yost & Tretta 1500 John F Kennedy Blvd
Young Dorothy H 1839 Faunce St
Zarsky Barbara 1420 Walnut St Ste 608
Ziegler Elsie C Estate S Krewston Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19103
Aaa Mid Atlantic 2040 Market St
Abernathy Pauline M 1816 Spruce St Apt 2f
Access User Group C/O Ceridian Employer Services 1617 Jfk Blvd Ste 1050
Ace 1601 Chestnut St Tl33t
Action Mortgage Corp Llc 1617 Jfk Blvd Ste 670
Adams Christy Law Offices 1601 Sansom St Suite 2−C
Adams Veronica 119 N 20th St
Advantage Center Cc 1800 Jfk Blvd Suite 300
Advantage Employees 1835 Market St Fl 9
Advantage Health Qualmed 1835 Market St Fl 9
Agarwal Kapil 1930 Chestnut St Apt 18b
Aicco Inc 1700 Market St Suite 2000
Aj Me Securities Partnership 1818 Market St 18th Floor
Alice A John Law Offices 125 North 20th St
Alkhayareen Mohammed 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 904
Allied Industries Hl 1601 Market St Ste 1575 Amin Kinjal 94
Allright Realty Co 1835 Market St Ste 540 C/O Central Parking System Phila
Amer Red Cross 23rd & Chestnut St
American Board Of Surgery 1617 John F Kennedy Blvd Suite 860
American Express 1911 Arch St
Amerihealth Attn Tina King 1901 Market St 40th Floor
Amerihealth Hmo Inc 1901 Market St
Amerihealth Insurance Company Of Nj 1901 Market St
Amerihealth Of Pa 1901 Market St 31st Fl
Amsa American Medical Student Assoc 2201 Chestnut St Amsa Of
Anderson James E Ira A/C 18701525 100 N 20th St Suite 401
Angle Rohit 2100 Walnut St Apt 15h
Anthony Lee And Solomon Sherman And Gaba C/O Matthew Shindell Esq The Curtis
Ctr Independence Sq West Ste 1130e
Apw Multi Health System C O Delaware Inv 2005 Market St One Commerce Sq
Archdiocese Of Philadelphia Attn Facilities Manager 222 North 17th St Room 214
Arnold Tom 2300 Locust St 302
Aron David H L 237 South 23rd St
Aronstam Devin 1830 Rittenhouse Sq
Arton Katherine 1830 Manning St
Asta De Blue Inc 265 South 20th St
Auleda Marta 2400 Chestnut St Apt 2502
B H C Securities Inc 100 N 20th St Ste 401
B H Securities Cust 100 N 20th St
Baang Ji H 1721 Spruce St Apt 2m
Ballard Frederic L 1735 Market St Fl 51 Phila
Bamboo Lounge 101 N 20th St
Barbone Matilda 2636 So Red Wood
Barg Ida Kennedy House 1901 John F Kennedy Blvd 1625
Barket Keith 210 W Rittenhouse Sq
Barranco Antonio 2017 Spruce St 4f
Bass Harlene D Ira 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Baston Hamied 1918 Pine St
Bauer Carolyn E Estate 1016 Baxter Ave
Bauer Helen 1614 Locust St
Bbc Securities Inc 100 N 20th St
Beck C G 2005 Market St Suite 1200
Beggin John F Esquire 1628 Jfk Blvd Suite 1700
Bell William R P/O Box 2088
Belz Gerald 1900 Market St
Ben Residuary John C 1 Logan Sq
Benefit Services Of 1601 Market St Ste 1575 Lewandowski Marek
Benone Andrew C 1616 Walnut St 700
Berger Israel M 100 N 20th St
Berry Arthur Suite 1520 Packard Bldg 15th Chestnut Sts
Beson Anita 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Bhatti Tandeep Do 1700 Walnut St Apt 11c Phila
Bhc 100 N 20th St
Bhc Securities 100 N 20th St
Blake Nan W Pnc Bank Attn F Alberti 6th Floor 1600 Market St
Blakeson Theodore F 2102 Spruce St
Bland E J 158 N 23rd St Apt 209
Bls Incorporated 1617 John F Kennedy Blvd Suite 1045
Blue Cross 925 Chestnut St 3rd Floor
Boccuti Sam J 2005 Market St 12th Floor
Botta Joan M 1345 Hollywood
Bowman Philip S Bowman Marya C 2400 Collock St
Boyd Ruth Estate Rr 1
Bray Barbara A 2025 Chestnut St Apt 502
Breast Health Inst 237 S 18th St 21 D
Bregman David 1700 Walnut St Apt 7e Phila
Brenner Howard Nas 1608 Walnut St
Brewster Susannah 2016 Locust St Apt 3f
Briggs Properties Partnership C/O Cumberland Management 1629 Locust St
Bright Douglas 1815 Jfk Bouldevard Apt 610
Buck Walter M S Pnc Banki Na 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Bullock Donna M 22 S 22nd St Apt 105
Bunshft Hancock R C/O Duane Morris Llp 30 So 17th St Phila
Burchfield Nellie M 101 N 20th St
Burns Margaret H 2410 Manning St
Caf Pari Tony Alidjani 1823 Sansom St
Cafe Panini Inc 120 S 18th St
Caliri Ralph M 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 3016
Capital Development Group Llc 1 Penn Ctr 19th Flr 1617 Jfk Blvd
Carey Joseph 2030 Ranstead St
Cartagena Jose Sr 3036 N Loren St
Casadei Kristina L 135 S 20th St Apt 803
Caulfield Donna 1735 Market St Ste A−537
Cavanna Anna 100 North 20th St
Cb Richard Ellis Inc 1800 Jfk Blvd
Centra Associates Esc Agt 2122 Walnut St Apt 1m
Central Parking System 1835 Market St 11 Penn Cen
Cerexagri Inc 2000 Market St
Chaceortiz Naneen 1815 Carlton St
Chan Grace 2020 Walnut St Apt 7−M Phila
Chang Ying Chi 2006 Delancey St
Chca Gastroenterolo 100 North 20th St
Cheowtirakul Michele 1620 Spruce St Apt 3r
Christianson A A C/O Pnc Bank Na
Chung Shi Yang 30 South 17th St Ibm 13th
Cigna Associates Inc 5 Penn Ctr 13th Flr
Cigna Fbo Carolyn Pr 1 Franklin Town Blvd 1603
Cil Fractional Shares 2005 Market St
Citizens Bk Fbo Fbcs Inc 2001 Market St
Citizens For Consumer Justice 117 S 17th St−Suite 311
Clair Allyssa M 1600 Chestnut St Apt 406
Clark Chris 2008 Spruce St
Clients C B 100 N 20 St Mutual Funds Dept
Clinical Neuro Psych Associate 117 South 17th St
Cmh Llc Attn D Lemberger 8 Penn Ce
Cms Companies 1926 Arch St
Cms Inc 1926 Arch St
Cohen Bros Co 1818 Market St 28th Floor
Cohen Samuel 117 S 17th St Ste 2010
Colston Marques 1818 Market St 29th
Commerce Bank Na 2005 Market St Ste 200
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Commerce Capital Markets Inc One Commerce Sq 2005 Marke Ste 200
Commonwealth Land Title Ins Co 1700 Market St
Communtiy Transit Ten Penn Ctr Suite 500 / 18
Compservices Inc 1901 Market St
Computer Solutions At Pcm 1601 Sansom St
Connor Cozen O 1900 Market St
Connor Ruth M Estate 1105 Tioga St
Coopers Lybrand Philadelphia 2400 Eleven Penn Ctr
Copeland Linnette 123 North 20th St Apt 3r
Corson Bolton L Jr C/O L Taylor Jr Esq 2600 One Commerce
Cpas Of Pa Inc 1601 Market St Suite 1050
Crawford Evelyn F Estate 158 N 23rd St
Creel James C Ii Esq Janney Montgomery S 1801 Market St
Cruzacevedo David 201 S 18th St Suite 2607
Cunningham Mary 1617 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 340
Cushman And Wakefield Of Pa 1717 Arch St 30th Floor
Cushman Wakefield 1650 Arch St
Cutler Camera Delaware 1628 Jonh F Kennedy Blvd 950
Cutler Royal Brent 226 W Rittenhouse Sq 916
Cynthia Elkman Neal 2002 Ludlow St
Czajka Andrzej G 23 S 21st St Apt E
Dandrea Nicole 23 S 23rd St
Dang Anthony Ta City Nail 2102 Chestnut St
Dang Anthony Ta Five Stars 117 S 22nd St
Danielle Scott Limited 2018−32 Walnut St Unit 6a
Darwiche Wissam 201 South 18th St Apt 1611
Das Bipul 2041 Chestnut St Apt 35 Phila
David Sherman Esq 1628 Jfk Blvd Suite 2200
Day And Zimmermann Inc 1818 Market St 8
Day Zimmerman D Z Day & Zimmermann Inc 1818 Market St
Delaware Aag 2005 Market St One Commerc E Sq 6th Flr
Delaware Group Income Funds Inc 6th Fl Tax Depta 2005 Market St
Delaware Investments Advisors Inc 1818 Market St
Delchester Fund Delaware Investment Advi 2005 Market St
Deleware Treasury Reserve Intermed Fund 1818 Market St
Delgado Chela M 2220 Summer St
Deluca Family Partnership The Rittenhouse 210 W Rittenhouse Sq Unit
Dergham Maya 201 South 18th St Apt 1611
Deutsche Bank National Trust Trustee 1735 Market St
Devonshire Park Apartments 1821 Sansom St
Dewa Enterprises Ltd T/A Russell Lobby Shop 1601 Race St Phila
Dez Corporation 1717 Arch St 22nd Floor C/O Verizon Properties
Diablo Inc 1735 Market St Ste A−537
Didonato Mark 2047 Spruce St Apt 3
Dix Judth S C/O K M Clark 130 N 18th St 3rd Floor
Dixon Doris A Estate 103 S 21st St
Dotson J Po Box 2379
Downtown Abstract Inc 1617 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste
Drinker Biddle & Rea 18th & Cherry Sts One Logan Sq
Drinker Biddle Reat One Logan Sq
Dsouza Simone L 251 South 16th St Apt 2
Dugan Brinkman Maaginnis Page 1880 Jfk Blvd Ste 1400
Dyevich Harry 1830 Manning St
Dyson Michael E 2507 Panama St
E M Illowy And S W Morris Jr Execut 1100 1 Penn Ctr
E M Morris And A B Greenwood Execut 1100 1 Penn Ctr
Eagan Dorothy A Bhc Securities Inc 100 N 20th St
Edson Adaline H Estate 30 S 22nd St
Einhorn Hillary K Einhorn Grant B 2108 Delancey St
Elizabeth Weber Ira 5 Penn Ctr Plaza
Elkman Cynthia 2002 Ludlow St
Elliot William A 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Enga Lee Ira 100 N 20th St
Epstein Norman 100 N 20th St
Equicredit Corp Of Pa 1635 Market St
Ernesta D Ballard C/O Ballard Spahr Et Al 1735 Market St Fl 51
Ernst Young 1650 Market St Ste 1000
Esc Agt For In House Rehab Inc CO Schnader Harrison Segal & 1600 Market St Ste
3600
Fagthong Nattapol 2003 Chesnut St Apt407
Fakhro Abdulla 1835 Arch St Apt 808
Fannie Mae 1900 Market St Suite 800
Fcs Cust 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Federal Home Loan Mortgage 1 Penn Ctr At Suburban Sta
Federman And Phelan 1617 Joh N F Kennedy Blvd
Feldman Hilda L 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1103
Felton Carla M 1810 Pine St Apt 1r
Fernando Kathy P 163 East St
Fine Ellen D 2020 Walnut St Apt 24m
Fineman Krekstein & Harris 305 17th St Suite 1800
First Atlantic Company 2036 Arch St
First Pennpacific Life 2005 Market St Suite 40th Fl Pennsylvania
First Services 1845 Walnut St 5th Floor
Fiserv 100 N 20th St Fl 4
Fiserv Securities Inc Mf Dept One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St
Fisher Donald C/O T D Silver Cpa 1800 Jfk Blvd 20th Floor
Fishman Charles 1911 Spruce St
Five Below Inc 1616 Walnut St Ste 400
Forell John L 117 S 17th St
Foxman Michael David Attn J Apfel 1 Logan Sq
Freedman & Lorry P C 1601 Market St Se
Galfand Berger Inc 1818 Market St Suite 2300
Garciea Emanuel E 2120 Race St Phila
Garre Maria 2211 Saint James St Apt 3r
Gaspar Ricardo 2323 Race St
Gay Kathryn 3 Manning St
General Bldg Contractors Assoc Ret Plan H S Roger Etal 36 South 18th St
Gengoru Meral Aj Ace 2001 Hamilton St 2103
George Julie E 126 S 22nd St 1fr
George Michael 2400 Chestnut St Apt 608
Gf Management Sheraton Rittenhous 227 S 18th St
Gftn Management Inc 1811 Chestnut St Ste 400 Dba Super 8 Motel Memphis
Gibbons Del Deo Dolan Griffinger Vecch 1700 Two Logan Sq
Gibbs Joshua 201 South 18th St Apartmen
Gibraltar Settlement Services 1617 J F Kennedy Blvd Ste 305 Attn: Denial
Gilletze Joel 2708 Kaney St Phila
Glad Bernice L 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Glascockelizabeth W Rvoc Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Global Communities 210 W Rittenhouse Sq Ste 400 Phila
Goldhirsh Isadore Attn Gregg Wood 1601 Market St
Goldner Robert 1834 Delancy St
Goldstein & Manello P C CO Schnader Harrison Segal & 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Gomez Luis M One Franklin Town Blvd Apt 507
Gonzalez Pablo One Franklin Town Blvd Apt 520
Goodman Bruce D Ira 100 N 20th St
Gould Eliot 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Grabler Norma R C/O Janney Montgomery Scott Ll Attn J Grabosky 1801 Market St
Gredzinski Olive C/O Albert F Gredzinski 407 Seminole St
Green Robert F Fbo National Investor Services 1801 Market St
Green William 2000 Market St Fl 10
Greenfield Albert M Greenfield Wendy M 1880 John F Kennedy Fl 11
Greenstein Leonard 1900 Jfk Blvd Apt 1205
Gresko Alice M Estate 2211 Locust St
Griffin L 1800 Jfk Blvd Su 605 Phila
Gruder Dean F 100 N 20th St
H E R E Un Local 57 15219 Pa Joint Board Unite Here 2116 Chestnut St
Hairless Foods Llc 1601 Sansom St Apt H Yeadon
Hajj Jihane 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1611
Halady Pratish R 201 S 18th St Apt 821
Handy James 1628 Jfk Blvd Suite 2200
Hangley Aronchick Segal & Pudl One Logan Sq
Harrington Associates 1717 Arch St Ste 3210
Hartmann Dolores B 150 N 20th St
Hattrich Elsa 1600 Market St
Haviland Judith E Sidney Hill Apartments 22 S 22nd St Apt 405
Hazel Anderson Estate 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 2114
Health Net Of Pa Inc 11 Penn Ctr 1835 Market Str
Henry Neil Rockower Residuary Trust Attn J Apfel 1 Logan Sq
Herskovitz Freida 2 Franklin Town Blvd #2211
Hi Net Computers Inc 2208 Walnut St
Highland Neurology C/O Stark & Stark 1800 Jfk Blvd Ste 403
Highmark 1901 Market St
Hochman Edith 1809 Spruce St Apt 2f
Hogan Patricia 220 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 8−A
Holmes Pearl C/O G M Wase 340 S Smedley St
Holmes Robert C 2107 Cherry St
Hong Sunyoung 2020 Walnut St Apt 17f
Hornik Avram D 128 S 19th St Apt 3f
Hossain Syeda 225 S 18th St Apt 914
Houses Forte Hotels Tru 1628 Jfk Blvd Ste 1600
Howard Johnsons Express 1811 Chestnut St
Hr Service Center 1601 Market St
Hughes Thomas Estate 1621 Sansom St
Hung Ted 2400 Chestnut St 2205
Hurley Michael 213 Logan Ct
Hurvitz Michael J 2020 Walnut St Apt 23 G Philedelphia
Hyle Emily P 1814 Pine St Apt 2f
Ilik Pauline 1901 Jf Kennedy Blvd Apt 2813
Imagemax Inc Eleven Penn Ctr 1835 Market St Suite 600
Imagine Q Llc One Franklin Town Blvd Apt 520
Ina Ace Routing Tl31x Two Liberty Place
Independence Bc Bs 1901 Market St
Independence Blue Cr 2005 Market St Suite 3510
Inland Waterways Ins Assoc 2 Logan Sq 10th Floor
Insurance Co Of North America C/O Drinker Biddle & Reath Llp 18th & Cherry Sts
Intercounty Hospital Plan 1901 Market St
Investments Renzi Properties/Cas E 1920 Chestnut St Unit 4n Phila
Ix Kathryn S Ix Noel B 2031 Locust St Apt 1502
Jai Bright Hotels Inc Rae Gardner 8 Penn Ctr
James Handy And Solomon Sherman & Gabay C/O Ruthrauff & Associates 1608
Walnut St Ste 1301
Janney M Scott Llc 1801 Market St
Janney Montgomery 1801 Market St
Jarrad R Teller Bsdc 2026 Chestnut St
Javor Alex C Apt 703 2 Franklintown Blvd
Javor Cecile W Apt 703 2 Franklintown Blvd
Jinwala Sangita V 1730 Spruce St Apt 4f
Jjb Hilliard W L Lyons Inc 1801 Market St Fl 9 Re J Cook
Johnson Walkley E Jr Ira A/C 100 N 20th St 4th Fl
Jouber Barend J 1601 Sansom St Apt 3h Phila
Joyce Ann M 1815 Jfk Blvd
Jp Morgan Trust 1650 Market St 47th Floor
Jun Augusta M 210 West Rittenhouse Sq Unit 2806
Justin Z S Laurence Shaiman Nancy Zebri
Kadakia Niyati 1835 Arch St Apt 612
Kane Thomas A 201 South 25th St
Karen S Steward 1800 One Liberty Place
Katine Scott 2031 Locust St
Katz Irving 1901 Jfk Blvd Apt 926
Katz Rhea 2101 Walnut St Apt 1219
Kauffman Leah 1826 Spruce St
Kaufman Robin 100 N 20th St Fl 4
Keating Building Cor The Phoenix Ste 300 1600 Arch St
Keen Elizabeth J 226 W Rittenhouse Sq
Kenkelen 1650 Market St 32nd Floor
Kenneth Brodsky Law Office Of 1760 Market St 9th Floor
Kern Claire 22 S 22nd
Key Equipment Finance Nat Div 2301 Chestnut St
Keystone East 1901 Market St Mk−8
Keystone Health Plan 1901 Market St
Keystonehealth East Attn Enrollment Po Box 8240
Kfb Inc 210 W Rittenhouse Sq
Khalaf Ghadah 2121 Market St Apt 624
Kim Wan Y 1815 Jfk Apt 2707 Phila
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Kinjo Ichiko 2400 Chestnut St Apt 3001 Phila
Kirshner Reba 150 N 20th St Apt 416
Kirshner Reba 1635 Market St 7th Fl C/O Spector Gadon & Rosen Pc
Knopman Ronald Paul 1809 Spruce St Apt 2f
Knowledge Learning Enterprises 1811 Chestnut St Suite 30
Kofsky Joel J Esq 1616 Walnut St Ste 1112
Kroll Associates Inc 1628 Jfk Blvd Suite 1600
Kroll Associates Inc 8 Penn Ctr Suite 1600 1628 Jfk Blvd
Kumar Rahul 2400 Chestnut St Apt 2706 Phila
Kyoko Kinoshita 226 W Rittenhouse Sq 503
L & R Fitness 18th And Chestnut
L Latasha M 2122 Walnut St Apt 1m
Lambright Eric S Dr. 3400 Spruce St Hup
Land Services Usa Inc 2 Logan Sq Suite 302
Landgrant Development Co Inc 1801 Market St
Langer Benjamin T Langer Lisa Cust 135 S 18th St Apt 101
Lapteff Justine Est C/O B Thornburg Est 2100 Arch St 5th Fl
Lavardeva Gregory T/A Architecture Design Po Box 30172 Phila
Law Offices Of Kenneth N Brodsky Llc 1760 Market St 9th Floor
Lc2 Partnership 1900 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 11b Phila
Leaf Funding Inc 2005 Market St Fl 15 Accts Payable
Lee Tina 1600 Sansom St
Leeseung Jae 2300 Walnut St 722
Levan Richard A Richard A Levan & Assoc Pc One Logan Sq
Levy Irving 1800 One Liberty Place
Levy Moore Amara 2017 Pine St
Levy Rochelle Cust Levy Angela B Two Logan Sq Suite 2525
Li Ninghui 1815 Jfk Blvd Sterling Building Apt 822 Phila
Li Shu 2101 Chestnut St Apt 823
Lieberman Alexander 525 Prescott Rd
Lieberman Alexander Harris 1700 Manning St
Lieberman Alexander Harris 408 G Croskey
Liebert Short And Hirshland 1600 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 8
Lien Judy Y 210 West Rittenhouse Sq Unit 2
Lilienthal Maria 2032 Latimer St
Lilinthal Maria 2032 Latimer St
Lincoln Life Insurance Company 2005 Market St Floor 29
Lindauer Jeanette B 1900 Jfk Blvd Apt 1601
Lindel N 1 Logan Sq
Liquori Tyler Inc 28 S 18th St Suite 200
Liu Chunchih 2101 Chestnut St Apt 718
Logan Rita D 100 N 20th St
Lopata Rebekah M 2130 Spruce St 3c
Lun Dennis 2300 Walnut St Apt 608
Lynne S B 317 South 18th St
M M Dyson Llc 2507 Panama St
Mack Doris 158 N 23rd St Apt 909
Mackenzie Lorraine 100 N 20th St
Mag Financial Inc 2005 Market St Floor 7
Management Recruiters International 1801 Market St Suite 222
Mann Alison C 1737 Chestnut St 600
Mansoori Salem 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 301
Marino Mary Di 100 N 20th St
Marsh Richard L R/O Ira 100 N 20th St Suite 401
Martin Roseanne 301 S 19th
Martinek Norma E Ira 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Marzluf Eric 250 S 17th St Apt 1101
Matifas Michel E 221 N Duke St
Matthew Leslie K 2107 Arch St Unit B
May Bess R 1919 Chestnut St Apt 2306
May Thomas J CO J J Holman 1650 Market St
Mayo Tanya Esq Law Offices Of Joel J Kofsky
Mcclellan Marisa 1919 Chestnut St Apt 2024 Phila
Mccreight Ruth Pnc Advisors 1600 Market St 4th Flr
Mccunnen Dennis 141 N 21st St
Mccunney Gladys 141 N 21st St
Mcdonald Elizabeth 1900 Market St
Mcentee Iva 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Mcgee William H Trust Ttn: Ealine 2 Logan Sq 6th Floor
Mckissock & Hoffman Pc 1700 Market St Suite 3000 Phila
Media Arts National Media Co 1835 Market St Suite 1100
Medical Copy Service 1601 Market St Ste 800
Mellody Sean 2001 Market St
Mellon Bond Assoc 1735 Market St Po Box 7899
Mellon Financial Services Corporation 1 Legal Affairs 1735 Market St
Mendez Antonio R 17 S 21st St
Meyers Mariel Po Box 2205
Michael R Deluca Trust The Rittenhouse 210 W Rittenhouse Sq Unit 2406
Michie David J 1714 Locust St
Middleton Ronald N The Rittenhouse 210 W Rittenhouse Sq Unit 2406
Middleton W Dorl 100 N 20th St
Midland Loan Services 1926 Arch St
Milby Abigail T 2101 Market St Unit 502
Miller Everett Attn: Mutual Fund Dept 2005 Market St
Miller John A 1616 Walnut St Suite 1120
Millner Holly 2001 Market St Suite 4000 Two Commerce Sq
Minniti Laura 1 Franklin Town Blvd Ste 1
Miraglilo Leonard C 226 W Rittenhouse Sq 916
Montague Claybrook Four Penn Ctr Suite 900
Morse Andrew D 201 S 18th St Apt 1117
Mosby Elsevier Inc 1600 Jf Kennedy Blvd Suite 1800
Most Ralph 240 S 21st St
Motland Stacey Attn Stacey Motland Low 1912 Spruce St 3r
Mt Sinai Snf Po Box 30316 Skilled Nursing Facility
Muhlenberg Nicholas 326 S Smedley St
Muschel Louis H Muschel Ruth J 250 S 18th St Apt 1400
Musser John M 1650 Market St
Naidoff Rose C/O M A Naidoff 1830 Rittenhouse Sq
Nakajima Yukio 1930 Chestnut St Apt 6c
Nalencz L P 1 Logan Sq
Nanda International 100 N 20th St 4th Floor
Narayanan Aditya 1815 Jfk Blvd Apt 2301
Narula Munish 1815 Jfk Blvd Apt 2816
National Grange Mutual P00 Prefixes 1650 Market St 5200
National Medical Imaging 1919 Walnut St
National Medical Imaging PO Box 30537
National Property Analyst 1804 Rittenhouse Sq
Neal Cupersmith Cynthia 2002 Ludlow St
Needleman S Allen 1 Penn Ctr Ste 935
Nelson Medical Group Grays Ferry Division 255 S 17t
Netxentry Llc 2400 Chestnut St
Nf Clearing 2005 Market St Suite 1200
Nf Clearing Inc 2005 Market St
Nirmul Sharan 2201 Chestnut St 803
Noel Alrina 1650 Market St 29th Floor
Norfolk Southern Railway Co 2001 Market St 29th Floor
Norma R Grabler 1993 Trust C/O Janney Montgomery Scott Ll 1801 Market St
North Port Chiropractic 200 Market St 13th Fl
Northwest Rehabilitation Obo Jessica Bryant 255 S 17th St Suite 2001
Nraa 100 North 20th St 4th Fl
Oberstein Lynne C 4435 Sansom St
Obod Barry G Obod Keith M 259 S 25th St
Occhiogrosso Neill S 201 South 18th St 2616
Oconnor Cozen 1900 Market St
Otoole Mary K Pricewaterhousecoopers 341 S 18th St
Outfitters Urban 1809 Walnut St Flr 6 Phila
P H A 418 2013 Chestnut St
Padula Nicole L 2101 Chestnut St 722 River West Condos
Park Jrlaird U Non Qtip Ex Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Patel Daksesh 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Unit 2202 Phila
Pearce Ruth 2032 Latimer St
Pearl Of East Inc 1615 Walnut St
Pearson Ronald J Ira 100 N 20th St
Pelat Annabelle 1805 Delancy Pl
Pennsylvania Business Bank 7 Penn Ctr
Pennsylvania Comp Rating Bureau United Plaza Building 30 South 17 St 1500
Perry William T 1634 Spruce St
Personal Choice Independent Blue Cross 1700 Ma
Peruto A C Jr 2101 Pine St
Pettis Christopher C/O Klein Vogin & Gold 1608 Walnut St Ste 804
Phekan Hallinan Schmieg Llp Atty Escrow One Penn Ctr Suite 1400
Phelan Hall & Schmieg Llp One Penn Ctr 1400
Phelan Schmeig 1617 Jfk Blvd Suite 1400
Phg Inc C/O J Pomerantz 260 S 23rd St Morrisoson Phila
Philadelphia Sports Club Attn C Broslus 1735 Market St
Philip H Baer Ltd 1845 Walnut St
Phillips Henry B 2037 Appletree St
Phillips Steven A 106 N 21st St
Pigg Deborah Burden 100 N 20th St
Pioneer Of Phila E A Suite 1520 Packard Bldg 15th Chestnut Sts
Pomerantz Gerald Pomerantz Rose 1900 Jfk Blvd Ste 708
Pond Samuel H Esq 1818 Mktst 35th Floor
Post & Schell P.C. 1600 John F Kennedy Blvd
Post & Schell Pc 1800 John F Kennedy Blvd
Post And Schell Four Penn Ctr 1600 Jfk Blvd
Post Schell Pc Four Penn Ctr 1600 John F Kennedy Blvd
Power Emily R 201 S 18th St Apt 707
Price Christopher B 1735 Market St Ste 34 Mellon Bank Ctr
Project Managemnt Institute 2005 Market St Ste 3200 Kim Foster
Prwt Services Incorporated 1835 Market St 8th Fl
Qcc Ins Co D B A Amerihealth 1901 Market St 28th Floor
Quakertown Nursing Home CO M Gelman Jaffe 1735 Market St Suite 3800
Rabady Ala 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1611
Railroad Consolidated 1717 Arch St 7th Floor
Ramakrishna Rohan 225 S 18th St Apt 1015
Rbc Dain Rauscher Inc Cohe Bros Co 1818 Market St 28th Fl
Record Copy Services 1880 Jfk Blvd
Reese Joanne G 2005 Market St
Reliable Copy Service Inc 1818 Market St Concourse
Reliance Standard Life Insur Attn R Kingett 2001 Market St Ste 1500
Reliance Standard Life Insurance 2001 Market St Suite 1500
Rhodes Rachael 1608 Walnut St Fl 19
Ridolfo Francis Nf Clearing Inc One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Riley Augustus J C/O Asst Treasurer 2301 Market St
Riley Josephine B Estate 158 N 23rd St Apt 906
Ritten House Square Imaging 1705 Rittenhouse Sq 14b
Rittenhouse Eye Assoc Po Box 15785 Phila
Rittenhouse Square Imaging 1705 Rittenhouse Sq
Rizk Olga Danielle 1815 Jfk Blvd Apt 624
Robbins Jane E 135 S 18th St Apt 202
Roberson Alan 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Robert Thompson Tilghman & Paul Kahn 1628 Jfk Blvd 8 Penn Ctr
Roberts David S 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Rodriguez Richard T 1700 Benjamin Franklin
Rosado Luis C/O Dhs Att Mike Horn 1515 Arch St4th Floor
Rosoff Audrey Wolf Block Schorr & Soliscohen Robert I Friedman Esq 1650 Arch St
22nd Fl
Rtd Financial Advisors Inc 30 S 17th St Suite 1720
Russock James 1900 Jfk Blvd Unit 1511 Phila
Rutherford Brown Catherwood Llc 1617 Jfk Blvd Ste 500
Sadati Kevin Sohi Dr 1732 Spruce St Apartment 3f
Sager Rosalind 1900 John F Kennedy Blvd Apt 2
Sahni R 1600 Walnut St
Salaman Salaman Cherwony Pc Defined Cont Plan 1601 Market St 3400
Salmon Raphael C/O Wm Penn House 1919 Chestnut St 2314
Saner Hilda Dolchin Etal 2005 Market St 24th F Phila
Sapphire International 94 2401 Walnut St Phildelphia
Saunders Rosetta Estate 2310 Delancey Pl
Saxon & Co 17th Chestnut St
Schaffer Susan 2019 Spruce St Apt 1r
Scheuring Marie M 2409 Spruce St
Schmidt Marie 1617 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 340
Schmieg Daniel G 1 Penn Ctr At Suburban Sta 1617 Jfk Blvd Suite 1400
Schmieg Daniel G Esq One Penn Ctr Suburban Stn 1617 J F K Blvd Suite 1400
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Schwartz Allison 201 S 18th St Apt 503
Schweitzer Larry D Ira A/C 100 North 20th St Ste 401
Score Board Inc 1900 Market St
Scottong James H 2005 Market St Fl 12 One Commerce Sq
Scully Frances M 2636 So Red Wood
Segal Brian 8 Penn Ctr 1628 Jfk Blvd Ste 2200
Segal Eleanor S Segal Irving R 1600 Market St Suite 3600
Seymour Peter 230 North 21st St Apt 316
Sfgt Incorporated 2215 Walnut Ste 2500
Shaw Selina S Executive C O Mesirov Gelma 1735 Market St 37th Fl Phila
Sherman David 8 Penn Ctr 1628 Jfk Ste 2200
Sherman Financial Inc 2 Logan Sq Ste 1535 Phila
Shipon David 237 S 18th St 15d
Shoe Douglas W 1845 Walnut St
Short Raymond S 345 South 19th St
Shrager David S 2000 Market St Fl 12
Siembieda Trustee Matthew J 1 Logan Sq
Simkins Cheri Mona 2017 Chancellor St
Sinclair Stephen D 2031 Locust St 202
Siplet Esther 1606 Penn Ctr House 1900 Jfk Blvd
Siverd Bonita M Trust Dtd 2 19 99 1 Logan Sq
Smith Francis J Trust 1 Logan Sq
Smith Helen 2226 Pine St
Smith Procope C Two Franklin Town Blvd
Smolyan Stephanie 1919 Chestnut St 513
Snyder Helen C William Penn House 2008 1919 Chestnut St
Sobel Barnett 1600 Market St 30th Fl
Soc For Medical Decision Making 100 N 20th St 4th Fl
Solomon Sherman & Gabay 1628 Jfk Blvd Suite 2200
Solomon Sherman Gabay CO P Gorman 1628 Jfk Blvd Suite 2200
Spies Thomas A 1815 Jfk Blvd Apt 624
St Ives Financial Inc 1717 Arch St
Stakeholders Inc Cyoc The Sullivan Group One Liberty Place Suite 690
Steffen Paul R 3 9133 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Stelweck James 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 1512
Steven M Lipschuta & Asso 1800 John F Kennedy Blvd
Stevens Edgar E Co Mid City Federal S And L Assoc
Stork William F Trust 1650 Market St Ste 1200
Strebel Fred M Strebel Rita M 100 N 20th St
Sunco Partners Marketing 1801 Market St
Sunoco Inc (R&M) 1735 Market St Ste Lls
Susan S Hess Sonya Stall Ttess Under Ir 1800 Jfk Blvd Ste 250
Sw Design Lc 1810 Pine St Ste 2f
Swank Amanda C 2101 Chestnut St Apt 402
Swanson Thelma R Sd Ira 100 N 20th St
Tabas & Rosen Llc 1845 Walnut St 22nd Fl
Tartock Molly 1901 Kennedy Blvd
Taylor Brenda Nicole 1730 Pine St Apt 3
Tedla Biniam 1835 Market St Suite 540
Temple David C/O Law Offices John Gallagher 1760 Martket Stm Ste 1100
Temple University Hospital 2104 Spruce St
Ten Friends On Top Of 2301 Cherry St Apt 6c
Tenant Support Services Inc Philadelphia Housing Authority 643 N Brd St
Teti Rita A 1901 Jfk Blvd Apt 1224
Texas First Sec Corp Ttee 2005 Market St 12th Floor
The Friends Of The Free L 1901 Vine St
The Nelson Medical Group 255 S 17th St Suite 2001
Thomas J Mckeegan Sr 1800 John F Kennedy Blvd
Thompson Scientific 3501 Market St
Thomson Communications 1616 Walnut St Ste 1800
Tod Halina P Logan Sq E Apt 2305 Two Franklintown Blvd
Todays Office Staffing 1801 Market St Suite 1400
Total Petrochemicals Usa Attn D Knecht 200 Market St
Towne Park 100 N 17th St 15th Fl
Townsend Cloricia Townsend Jethro 2300 Walnut St
Trident Land Transfer T A Superior Abstr 1800 John F Kennedy Blvd Fl 14
Trubman Shirley Trubman Joseph 1760 Market St Ste 1200
Trujillo Rodriguez & Richards Llc The Penthouse 226 W Rittenhouse Sq
Tse Tabita 2300 Walnut St Apt 608
Tucker Juliette 120 S 17th St
Turan Nahid 2101 Chestnut St
Turchin Robert H Dds 117 S 17th St Ste 1903
Twin City Hospital Mna C/O Delaware Investments 2005 Market St
Tylo Lyudmila 1604 Locust St
Unique Real Estate Properties Lp 2001 Makret St 41st Fl
Unterkoefler Nellie 1345 Hollywood
Urban Christopher 1760 Market St Suite 1000
Urban Outfitters 1809 Walnut St
Urban Outfitters Inc Attn J Devine 1801 Walnut St
Urs Corporation 1628 John F Kennedy Blvd Fl 21
Us Realty Associates Inc 232−234 North 22nd St
Us Realty C/O Attn Phyllis 232 234 North 22nd St
Uttam Vijay 2020 Spruce St Apt 1
Uy Teodoro H 1708 Race St Apt C6
Valavan Irene Valavan John 1700 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy 1807
Van Hal Corporation 4903 Ridge Ave
Varallo Incorporated 1835 Mktst Ste 600
Varney James K 160 Market St Suite 1200 Philadelpia
Vasagiri Anil 2400 Chestnut St Apt 309
Vasqueza Jaileng C C/O Pat O Gorman 1628 Jfk Blvd Suite 2200
Veritext New Jersey Reporting Co 1845 Walnut St 15th Floor
Verizon Advanced Data Inc 1717 Arch St 21st Floor
Verizon Corporation Real Estate 1717 Arch St 22nd Floor
Villaflor Geralyn 201 South 18th St #2604
Vos Emmagene B 2428 Fitlers Walk
Vroman Craig 2130 Locust St Apt C−2
W Archie Suite 1520 Packard Bldg 15th Chestnut Sts
Waddell Iris B 22 S 22nd St Apt 311
Walker D C/O Mitchell & Titus Llp
Walker Erma Harold D 204 Market St Philadephia
Walsh R Lynn 1919 Chestnut St William Penn House Suite 2705
Warnick Hannah C Estate Emlen Arms
Warrell Carrol J Pnc Bank Na 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Watson R 1835 Arch St807
Watts Francis T Ex 2100 Arch St Fl 5
Way John M Care Of Bob Hartman 1908 Pine St Apt 3f4
Weber Caroline E 2125 Saint James St
Weddle Ryan L 326 S 17th St
Weinberg Barbara R 1928 Rittenhouse Sq
Wharcom 1815 Jfk Blvd
White And Williams Llp C/O K S Steward 1800 One Liberty Place
Whitecar Colleen Jeanette 1829 Pine St 102
Wiley Andrew 222 W Rittenhouse Sq
Williams A C/O Mitchell & Titus Llp
Wilson Bernard 1650 Arch St
Womens Mental Health Associate 255 South 17th St Suite 2701
Wong Miu 2201 Cherry St Ph2
Wooten Joy 100 North 17th St 15th Fl
Ww Buying 1728 Chestnut St
Wyss Stephanie 2141 Locust St
Young Joseph 1800 John F Kennedy Blvd Suite 500
Yu Aizhen 39 S 19th St Fl 2
Zimmer John Jr 130 N 18th St 3rd Fl
Zitomer Marjorie A S Pepper 1100 One Penn Ctr
Philadelphia Pa 19104
Abdur Rahe Ayeesha 3326 Melon St
Adams Helen C Adams James J 3626 Powelton Ave
Adams Russell J 432 N 33 St
Ahmed Sarfuddin 4416 Chestnut St
Ahn Juliana 3700 Spruce St
Aiello Kristi 300 Jon M Huntsman Hall 3730 Walnut St
Akhmetov Murat 36th & Chestnut Sheraton University City Hotel
Al Haddad Ibrahim 3175 Jfk Blvd Apt 1016
Alan L W 4045 Pine St Apt 4
Ali Aba 4025 Chestnut St
Allegro Pizza 3942 Spruce St
Alvarez Guillermo P 4228 Chester Ave Apt#2f
American Law Institute 4025 Chestnut St
An Hyunmo 3820 Locust Walk
Andersen Emily Harnwell College House 3820 Locust Walk Mb 359
Andrews Kimberly R 3500 Hamilton St Apt 3f
Aresty Instof Exc Education 3620 Locust Walk Suite 1100
Asia Buffet 3000 Market St
Astrolabe Analytica Inc 3701 Market St Ste 340
Atlantic Towers 4333 Pine St
Austin S M 4111 Walnut St Apt 407
Bailey Sheritta 3920 Cambridge St
Bakare Titlola 328 S 42nd St
Banks Reginald 4232 Parkside Ave
Barker Henry S Barker Roger 4202 Chestnut St
Barnes Robert Est 5210 W Master
Barrett Mary J 3302 Lancaster Ave
Bauer K 4257 Viola St 2nd Flr
Beaufils Alfonso 4000 Pine St Frnt
Becker Harry N Becker Emily F 501 N 34
Beirne Edward Apt 1222 3901 Market St
Beirne Edward J 3901 Market St Apt 1222
Benson Karl 133 S 36th St Ste 519
Beste Carlton 4348 Parrish St
Beta Nu Chapter Sigma Pi 3451 Walnut St
Blanchard Jerome 734 N Dekalb St
Blebea Elena 233 South 41st St
Bodrick Rose B 4423 Walnut St
Bonilla Louis 4315 Fairmont Ave
Bowler Henry 3905 Brandywine St
Bowser Jacquelyn E 4247 Locust St Fairfax Apt 224
Boyd Kareem 5041 Reno St
Boyer E Gil 3305 Baring St
Boyle K 3932 Spruce St
Brackett Olores Est 764 N 37th St
Braun Volker F 3950 Pine St Apt 3r
Brawer Michael 3805 Walnut St
Brawner Thomas H 305 N 41st St
Breedan Nina 866 N 42nd St
Brentwood 4130 40 Parkside Ave 12th Fl
Brooks Raymond 505 N 33rd St Apt 2
Brown Angela 4025 Spring Gdn St
Brown Georgia 413 N 38th St
Brown Mamie O Est 3911 Ludlow St
Buchanan Margaret 4132 Cambridge St
Bueleson Walter Moody Ave
Burgess Lucille C/O Gambro Hlth Care 42nd 4126 Walnut St
Burkitbayevakarlygash 3131 Walnut St Apt 511
Busey Anthony 4245 Mantua Ave
Butler Margaret 3722 Spring Gdn St
Byrd Ogress Est 4207 1/2 W Yalusing Ave
Camp Jonathan E Apt 1f 3613 Powelton Ave
Campbell Melaika Jfk Blvd 3175 Apt 1220
Camps India S 1234 N 42nd St Apt 1
Canady Clayton 743 N 38th St
Cardionet Inc 3701 Market St 4th Fl O
Casselman Jill S Harwell House 3820 Locust Walk Box 91
Cavanaugh Patrick Cavanaugh Michael 3132 Market St
Cfri 4025 Chestnut St 1st Fl
Cgfns International 3600 Market St 400
Chae Sang Youl 3701 Chestnut St Rm A8
Chapman Lynease 3901 Market St Apt 1517
Charles Ricky 4009 Brown St
Chca Inc Neurology 34th & Civic Ctr Blvd
Chebchoub Fatima 3629 Powelton Ave Apt 1r
Childrens Healthcare Assoc Inc Po Box 7780−1800
Childrens Surg Assoc 34th & Civic Ctr Blvd
Chisholm Prudence 3609 Chestnut St Apt 262b
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Choi Sung W 4400 Spruce St C−4
Coates James 3901 Market St Apt 706
Coggins J A C/O S Mathers W Phila Comm Mh Consortium
Coleman Mary Estate 4121 Poplar St
Collins Daniel W 3917 Brover St
Commerce Bank 3731 Walnut St
Commission On Graduates Of Foreign Nursing Schools 3600 Market St Suite 400
Conneen Timothy P 4412 Pine St 3
Conquest Darryl 4156 Pennsgrove St
Cook Phyllis S 3986 Market St
Corboz Henri 3600 Chestnut St Apt 1005
Costanza Chock Sasha 4206 Walnut St Apt 1 Rear
Courtland Ctr For Continuing Care Presbyterian Med Ctr 39th And Market Sts
Crisp Galvin C Crisp Mable 3524 Mantua Ave
Crisp Tosha 3307 Wallace St Aptd
Cummings Julius In 3921 Haverford Ave
Curry Willie F 4114 Parrish St
Dallas Shaw Joi Riqelle 3823 Spring Gdn St 204
Dancy Tyree K 3961 Wallace St
D’angelo Juan 3312 Arch St 2f
Danhakl Stephanie 4041 Walnut St
Daniels Benjamin H 4429 Larchwood Ave
Dannenbum Peggy 4051 Spruce St Apt 3f
Dargbeh C K 3901 Market St 1313
Das Marianne 323 S 44th St
Daugett Rashatta 4301 Sansom St
Delta Lambda Chapter 3820 Locust Walk Box 385
Demas Sophia 3614 Hamilton St
Dempsey John F Jr 3302 Lancaster Ave
Devon Fenton 3403 Hamilton St Apt 1e
Dickerson Betty A 4229 Parrish St
Dickerson Rosalinda 755 N Sloan
Dicks Antynne 4128 Leidy St
Dong Jinwei 3314 Arch St Apt 2−R
Donovan Mark J Apt 3 413 N Preston St
Dorman James H C/O Stephen Smith Nursing Home 4400 W Girard Ave
Douglas Frederick Estate 3628 Walnut St
Ducey Michael H Bf 4133 Chestnut St
Duda Lee 3175 Jfk Blvd
Dunbar Chevorilynne 3228 Wallace St
Durham Hakeim 640 Brooklyn St
Ecjal2000@Upenn St Box 450 3901 Locust Walk
Egar Gilad D 4045 Pine St Apt 3
El Joseph 3412 Spring Gdn
Emma Matt 120 North 34th St Apt 3b
English Constance Estate 250 S 40th St
Eu Jonathan 3131 Walnut St 618
Farrare Elwood 3901 Market St 1909
Fattah For Congress Po Box 30743
Fay Jonathan D 517 S 41st St
Fearon Clyde A 515 N 34th St
Feng Charissa S 3817 Spruce St Apt 523
Fernandez Maria Seara A 3960 Pine St 3f
Flannagan Elisabeth 3500 Powelton Ave
Folk Lillian 4026 Cambridge St
Francis Sean 841 N 41st Palm St
Freedom Property Investment 914 Belmont Ave
French Wm K 4211 Westminster Ave
Fresh Grocery 4001 Walnut St
Friends Rehab 4035 Parrish St
Fuentes Luis R 3701 Chestnut St Apt G2
Fujimoto Kaori 421 Curie Blvd Rm 1335
Fujimoto Toshio Bio Med Research Building II/I 421 Curie Blvd Rm 1335
Fulton Douglas 3216 Powelton Ave
Galbo Alicia 3952 Pine St
Gar Ping Anthony Kwan 3303 Powelton Ave Apt 3r
Garcia Carlos 250 S 36th St
Gardner Catherine C/O St Ignatius 4401 Haverford Ave
Garnett David 4052 Ogden St
Garvin Ann In 4119 Powelton Ave
George Deborah M 3921 Fairmount Ave
Ghobash Saif Saeed The Left Bank 3131 Walnut St Apt 530
Giarraputo Philip C 1250 King Of Prussia Rd
Gils Discount 8 S 40th St
Girma Zereyacob 3900 Chestnut St Apt 326
Gist Furman 60 N 36th St
Glick Seth N 3400 Spruce St
Goller Michael J 3131 Walnut St Apt 537 St
Goodson John J C/O Horizon House Inc 120 S 30th St
Gorham Lela M 662 N 41st St Apt C
Gorrecht Ruth B Estate 3944 Pine St
Gould Sally A 4206 Walnut St 1f
Gray Edward 3901 Market St Apt 1809
Greene Joshua 208 N 35th St Apt 3
Ground Zero Hair Salon 3603 Powelton Ave
Guerrero Eduardo L 529 Natrona St
Hagel Theresa C 101 S 39th St Apt E401
Hall Joseph H Hall Elsa S 2 S St Marks St
Hallock Robert D Rm 1014b 3300 Race St
Han Chang J 3820 Locust Walk
Han So H 3600 Chestnut St Box 1094
Hand Dorothy 4433 Sansom St
Hanover Company 3401 Chestnut St
Harkins Anna M 3267 Chancellor St
Harris Ronald 3842 Cambridge St
Hart Martha 4328 Spruce St
Hawkins Fannie 4400 W Girard Ave
Haydon Donald M Cust 4247 Locust St Apt 712
Haynes Chanelle 1801 Vine St
Haynes Walter P 401 N 32nd St Apt A
Headen Louise 1010 N 45th St
Henderson Sarah C/O St Ignatius 4401 Haverford Ave
Heng Min 4311 Spruce St Apt A7
Hertz Auto Rental 4422 Market St
Hill Joseph 757 N 40th St Apt C
Hiney George Iii 4046 Poulton
Hollweck Mae C/O Judith Reinhart 4328 Larchwood Ave
Holman Willie 1030 Belmont Ave
Holmes Mattie E 3813 Cambridge St
Holmes Trevor L 3823 Spring Gdn Stg
Hong Inki 3910 Irving St 158
Hong Na R 3701 Chestnut St Apt A32
Hos Univ Of Penn Unos Phs Ip 3400 Spruce St
Howell Eileen C Howell Philip L 4200 Chester Ave
Huang Darien Chestnut Hall 734 3900 Chestnu
Huang Han P 3701 Chestnut St Rm F30
Huang Hsiang Hui 3549 Chestnut St Rm 823
Huddy Samantha E 3631 Spring Gdn St
Hughes Phoebe 1619 St Marks Sq
Hwang Jae Hyuk 3900 Chestnut St Apt 409
Hyung Chi 3900 Chestnut St Apt 302
Ineson Christopher P Second Floor 3839 Hamilton St
Infectious Disease 502 Johnson Pavillion
International Societ Of Surgery 3400 Spruce St
Jack Seiple Iii 4333 Pine St
Jackson Alfred J 413 N 38th St
Jackson Bernel 4035 Parrish St Apt 707
Jackson Margaret In Edgley St Unit D 4040 Ogden St 2440
Jamalov Salam C/O University Of Penn 3465 Sansom St Box 346
Jeff Donna 4201 Aspen St
John Lowe I 3858 Haverford Ave
John Rhea Barton Sur 3400 Spruce St Fl 4
Johnson Joshua A 3303 Powelton Ave Apt 3r
Johnson Judith 935 N 42nd St
Johnston Matthew Veterinary Hospital 3900 Spruc University Of Pennsylvania
Jolley James W Jolley Ella C 3953 Melon
Jones Danielle M 3514 Spring Gdn St Apt A31
Jones Margaret M 3419 Mount Vernon St
Jones Roddrick 3839 Cambridge St
Jorge Jeffrey 4032 Locust St
Joseph Mickens 4435 Sansom St
Joyce Mary M 309 So 40th
Judge Tracy 519 S 42nd St
Jung Yu Chung 3900 Chestnut St Apt 305
Kang Dong W 3817 Spruce St
Katz Danielle L 3833 Walnut St
Keller Nanette S 4056 Ogden
Kelley Eleanor Kelley Joseph 3707 Hamilton St
Kelly Kristin A 4243 Freemont Ave South
Kelly Robert Kelly Anna M 827 Brooklyn
Kerr Wesley 4105 Locust St
Keys Beatrice In 622 Holly Mall
Kim Chae H 3600 Chestnut St
Kim Dae S 3901 Locust Walk Box 798
Kim Jung Yeon 3650 Chestnut St Box 226
Kim Won S 4417 Spruce St Apt 1b
Kimberly Gossin 34th Civic Ctr Blvd Childrens Hospital Of Philadel
Kirschstein Raphael J 3700 Spruce St Apt Bw202
Kittilstad James 637 N 32nd St 1
Kla Mervins Retail Associates 2929 Arch St
Klein Eitan 4101 Spruce St Apt 312
Knowles Rose M 309 So 40th Phila
Koh Hyun Sil 3302 Hamilton St
Koita Mahamadou 4437 Chestnut St Apt B
Kondkar Altaf 4251 Walnut St Apt A1
Krieger David Z 316 S 40th St 1st Fl
Kuncevich Michael 4109 Locust St
Lai Fung L 3900 Chestnut St Apt 733
Lakew Amanuel M 250 S 36 St
Lamara Mourad 4306 Walnut St 2 Rear
Larocque Tamara 325 N Wiota St
Lavi Judy J 4051 Locust St2r
Lawrence Onita 4129 Cambridge St
Lcs Properties Lp 1022 N Pallas St
Le Hung T 521 South 42nd Str Apt 2f
Ledbetter Tamika 5047 Reno St
Lee Jihoon 3900 Chestnut St Apt 935
Lee Jinbok 3701 Chsnt St Apt C20 I House
Lee Liu Pei Yin Lee Nan Yen 3514 Lancaster Ave Apt 313
Lee Ronald 4064 Aspen St Apt 3
Lew Ronald J Hosp− Univ Of Penna 3 Ravdin
Lewis Caitlyn 4038 Spruce St
Li Jin F 3940 Lancaster
Liao Chao Bang 3701 Chestnut St D19
Lim Darren W 3701 Chestnut St Rm C32
Lim Michelle 3701 Market St 3rd Floor
Lin Ching 3415 Race St Apt F
Lin Juiping 3650 Chestnut St Apt 1113
Lin Yi Chun 3900 Chestnut St Apt 610
Linguistic Data 3600 Market St Suite 810 Trustees Of Univ Of Penn
Liu Lee Lin 3717 Chestnut St Apt 301
Livolsi Virginia Founders 6 3400 Spruce St Hospital Of The University Of
Lou Lei Apt D5 123 S 39th St
Luke Tony Jr 118 South 18th St
Lynch Elizabeth 3408 Sansom St
Maccarthy Harry I 3901 Market St 509
Maenza Mary 4317 Spruce St
Maheshwari Kartick 3600 Chestnut St Apt 1207
Mak Tee 5235 Spruce St
Mallas Frank 3614 Hamilton St
Mallory Antionette L 4416 Sansom St 2nd Fl
Manning Margaret Manning John D 407 N 32nd St
Mark Glass 935 N 42nd St
Marshall Dora 4411 Aspen St
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Mason Ernest 4241 Mantua Ave
Mataoanu Anca 325 South 43rd St
Max Antoinette P 4122 N Haverford Ave #7
Mayers Calvin 4156 W Girard Ave
Mazarakis Stefanos 101 S 41st St
Mccafferty Dewey C/O University Of Pennsylvania Biochemisty & Biophysics 905
Stellar Chance
Mccray Eric 935 N 42nd St
Mcgraw Matthew J 526 North 33rd St
Mcintosh Jamal 3813 W Mt Vernon St
Mckeever Joseph 3615 Hamilton St
Mclitus Hilda V 325 S 44th St
Mcmahan Alice 4436 Ludlow St
Mcmahon Alice 4436 Ludlow St
Mcnatt Tina A 935 N 42nd St
Medel Rezusta Francisco J Dr Apt 1r 209 N 36th St
Merchant Zeeshan 130 South 39th St Philadlephia
Metanexus Institute On Religion And 3624 Market St Ste 301
Mickens Amberlee Mickens Joseph 4435 Sansom St
Mickens Anger L 4435 Sansom St
Miller Kevin 935 N 42nd St
Mineev Vladimir 206 Saint Marks Sq
Mingels Fabian 3701 Chestnut St Apt C18
Mjtm Inc 3000 Market St
Mobley Yvonne 4425 Parrish St Apt 101
Mogee Frances B Estate 4437 Chestnut St
Moore Jessie L 3928 Brown St
Moore Joseph 872 N Holly St
Moore Samuel 935 N 42nd St
Morgan Edward A 414 N Holly St
Morris Alexis 4247 Locust St Apt 716
Muhammad Khalil 4108 Cambridge St
Naimoli Phillip 804 N 38th St
Nannie Paige 4216 Market St Phila
National Boadr Of Medical Exam 3750 Market St
National Ms Society Po Box 38604
Neal David C 4100 02 Parkside Ave Apt 203
Nealon Thomas J Nealon Anne 3446 E St
Neff Frances M Estate 3205 Spring Gdn St
Nelson Donovan 842 N 42nd St
Newell Patricia Carr 3901 Aspen St
Newman Marian D Estate 3420 Race St
Nix Naomi 4019 Pine St
Nixon James E 4017 Pine St
Norfleet Wrennetta O 3419 Mount Vernon St
Norwood Tony 3808 Lancaster Ave
Nosh Delicatessin Inc 3600 Market St
Nottingham James H 3930 Haverford Ave
Odonnell Joseph D Jr Odonnell Joseph Sr 607 S 42nd
Ohare Sean 3817 Walnut St
Oliu Jaume Sansom Place East Box 1037 3600 Chestnut St
Oliver Robyn 3720 Walnut St
Olszewer Janet 423 S University Ave 3901 Market St
Olthoff Kim M 3400 Spruce St
Omura Aya 5 S 43rd Stree 3rd Floor
Pa University Of Accounts Payable 440 Franklin Building 3451
Palmer Walter 3804
Panda Manoranjan 4247 Locust St Apt 301
Pardede Ricky I Apt C5 4045 Balitmore Ave
Park Julie Christine 219 S 45th St
Park Robert 626 N 38th St
Parker Bernadette 411 N 42nd St
Parker Leatha 4210 Parkside Ave 1st Fl
Patterson Jewel 712 N 40th St
Penn Hotel 3400 Civic Ctr Blvd
Pennsylvania Trustees Of Univ Of Corp Human Tissue 3400 Spruce St/566 Dules
Pennsylvania University 3615 Market St
Pennsylvania University Health System 3001 Market St 3rd Floor
Pennsylvania University Of Williams Hall University Of Penn
Perry Charles A Jr 4203 Brown St
Peterson Maureen L 3900 Walnut St 186
Pettis Allen 4210 Parkside Ave Apt 2
Philadelphia Vah Pa University Woodland Av
Philadelphia Zoo Attn Group Sales 3400 Girard Ave
Philp Walter H 886 N 45th St
Pike Bar 3858 N 15th St
Pinto James 4321 Brown St
Pinto Theresa Pinto James 4321 Brown St
Poppel Louise 326 S 19th St 3 B
Presbyterian Hosp Pharmac 51 N 39th St
Presbyterian Multispecia 51 N 39th St 2nd
Pulmanausahakul Rojjanaporn 3606 Baring St 2
Quirk Francis C Quirk Rita C 3904 Aspen
Radiation Oncology Hosp Of The Univ Of Pa
Rai Deepti D Apt 2r 112 N 34th St
Redic Thelma O 617 N 33rd St
Reed Ofelia C 4418 Spruce
Reichek Jennifer L 4229 Osage Ave
Reitman Stephen C/O J Reitman 3650 Spruce St 1202
Reliable Delivery Co In Pension Plan Wheatsheaf Ln Belgrade
Rich L 4013 Baltimore Ave
Ritchie Frances E 12 S 36th St
Robertson Alva M 329 N Preston St
Robinson Bruce 3215 Wallace St
Rogers Nadel Frances M 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Rosenberg Ira 231 S 41st St
Rosenthal Karen 3900 Delancey St Schl Of Veterinary Med Special Philadephia
Roy Shalini 4417 Pine St Apt 308
Rx Restaurant 45th And Spruce Sts
S Of The University Of Pennsylvania 420 Guardian Dr
Sable Barry 1723 Megargee St
Saduwa Clementina 214 S 42nd St Apt 2m
Saleh Najeed S Dmd 3400 Sprce St 5 Whte Bldg
Sam Grocer 33 S 40th St
Sandle Marvin Jr 3928 Wallace St
Satterfield Ernest 4035 Parrish St Apt 708
Saunders Edwin 3500 Fairmont Ave Apt 1603
Savoybrooks Malika 505 N 33rd St Apt 2
Schenendorf Dana I 317 S 41st St
Scott George E Sarah Allen Senior Homes 4035 Paris St Apt 509
Segal Jonathan 4301 Spruce St Apt 208
Sestokas Onile 51 N 39th St
Sexton Perry W 4332 Pine St
Shah Nishi 328 N 42nd St
Shands George C/O S Mathers W Phila Comm Mh Consortium
Shannon Katherine 1201 Belmont Ave M102
Sherif Katherine Ctr For Womens Health 3723 Hamilton St
Sherman Melani 3900 Chestnut St Apt 934
Shivaji Pradeesh 319 N 33rd St 9
Shukla Akash R 101 N 34th St Apt 1406 B
Sikora Tracey U 4247 Locust St Apt 709
Simmons Atla 4026 Cambridge St
Sivick Donald 4009 Baltimore Ave
Slavitt David R 23 S 41st St P
Smith Calvin 3838 Aspen St
Smith Carl 3838 Aspen St
Smith Thelma 3838 Aspen St
Southwest Medical Centerpediatrics 3001 Walnut St Fl 4
Spakman Harvey B 824 N 41st St
Spann Mary 3838 Aspen St
Staff Organizers Union C/O E Ann Mcelroy 3637 Chestnut St
Staffieri Brett S 3131 Walnut St Apt 645
Steele Robert T 3819 Pearl St
Stelter Benjamin 3820 Locust Walk 69
Stewart Frank 20 N40th St
Stewert Douglass 3529 Locust Walk
Stokes Joseph Jr 3516 Civic Ctr Blvd
Stokes Joseph Jr Research Inst Children S Hospital 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Stokes Lucile In 3928 Warren St
Stokes Stanley Est 4055 Sansom St
Stratton Charlotte Stratton Edna 305 S 40th St
Stratton Loretta J Cust Stratton Kajei B 3308 Haverford Ave
Stratton Lottie Stratton Edna 305 S 40th St
Studies In Short Fiction Drexel University Enghlish & Philosophy Dept
Su Chiaochun 3701 Chestnut St Apt F10
Sugai Y Asutatsu 4105 Chester Ave Apt 2−F
Sylvester Charles 4136 W Pennsgrove
Takayama Yasuyuki 3600 Chestnut St Box 1092
Tariq Aisha 3820 Locust Walk St Harnwell
Tariq Aisha 3910 Locust Walk Hamilton Box 768
Taylor Milderd Taylor John H 616 N 35th St
Thaxton Loretta E 432 N 33 St
Thomas Earl 501 N 35th St Apt 501
Thomas Patricia 4110 Cambridgest
Thompson Institute 3010 Market St
Thomson Corp Company 3501 Market St Rob Kenig
Thomson Scientific 3501 Market St Micael Thomson
Tillman Zoe 4009 Baltimore Ave
Tilton Josephine M 414 N Holly St
Tj Properties 914 N 42nd St
Torres Angel M 935 N 42nd St
Trerotola Scott 3400 Spruce St
Trinchieri Giorgio 36th And Spruce Sts Wistar Inst Human Immunology L
Trumpfheller Helen 1619 St Marks Sq
Trustees Of Univ Of 440 Franklin Building
Trustees Of University Of Pennsylvania 240 S 40th St
Turow Jonathan 3929 Pine St
Tyson Beulah 935 N 42nd St
Un Of Pa Acquistions Franklin Bldg 3451 Walnut St Rm440
Uni Trustees 3451 Walnut St
Univ City Imaging Ctr C/O Primary Care Ctr Mar 3550 Market St Fl 5
University City Pride 439 South 44th St
University Of Health System 3001 Market St 3rd Fl Attn Billing Dept
University Of Pa Health System 3001 Market St
University Of Pa Medical Ctr Dept Otorhinolarng−Cme 5 Ravd
Vanderkooi Jane 16 University Mews
Vaughn Carolyn E 664 N 34th St
Vuong Tai Thien 3929 Powelton Ave
Walden Lester T Jr Est 4213 Mantula Ave
Walker Hattie 823 Hutton St
Walker Lee 4400 W Girard Ave
Warnock Murray S 4223 Regent St
Washburn William Estate 45 N 36th St
Washington Emma L 3705 Spring Gdn St
Watkins Virginia M 873 N Brooklyn St
Weems Dana 205 S 42nd St Apt C1
Wehner Herbert C Wehner Sophie 512 S 41st St
Weiner Joan L 3305 Baring St
Weinstein Asher 101 North 34th St
Weinstein J 3929 Pine St
Wells Fargo Fayard M Stokes 745 N Dekalb St
Wendson Charles 404 Bouromme Pl
Westminister Bar Inc 901 N 42nd St
Wexler Fred 4111 Walnut St
White Ernest E White Irma L 834 N 38th St
Wilamowski Josef H 204 S 41st St
Wilkins Sharon Haverford Ave 3218
Wilks Wendy R Apt 1413 3901 Market St
Williams Bertha Williams Thomas 28 N 37th
Williams Mamie In 4055 Baring
Williams Rose M 4400 W Girard Ave
Williams Thomas 28 N 37th
Williamson Arthur 640 N 36th St
Wilson Ethel Est 3925 Reno St
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Wilson Rebecca L 101 N 34th St
Wilson Sean 4802 N Front St
Wimbush Clayton 935 N 42nd St
Wise Lionel 908 E Elanor St
Wolfe J Matthew Esq 4256 Regent Sq
Womack James 4213 Lydia Ave
Woods Lenore M 4115 Walnut St
Wrenwick Willis 300 Busti St Apt 1104
Wright Ernest L 3001 Walnut St Suite 500
Yang Chia−Ying 123 S 39th St Apt D
Yang Jianwen Apt 1620 3650 Chestnut St
Yao Xing C 101 S 39th St Apt D101
Yi Joonghyoung 3650 Chestnut St Apt 381
Yoon Sang Hyuk 229 N 33rd St
Young Ernest In 825 N 43rd St
Zaborowski Casimira J CO Horizon House 504−6 S 42nd St
Zager Eric L 3400 Spruce St 5 Silverstein Hospital Of The Univ Of Pennsy
Zelmanovich Mitchell S 417 N 33rd St
Zetsche Gregor 3900 Chestnut St 327
Zhang Fan 4328 Pine St
Zhong Lin 3650 Chestnut St Box 281/Room 822
Zhou Fuping 434 South 42nd St Apt 3
Zhou Linfu 3701 Chestnut St D7
Zhu Lei 3601 Powelton Ave Apt C11
Philadelphia Pa 19105
Advanta Card Po Box 808
Amco Leasing And Financial Services Ltd Po Box 328
Ayeni Michael O 1865 Welsh Rd Apt 3 G
Clyman Judith Cust Po Box 422
Felder Helen Est Po Box 58
Gearhart Peter Po Box 53636
Hahneman Hosp Univ Medvac Mail Stop Box 993
Hamilton Lauren C Torresdale Sta Po Box 6000
Keeling Clifford Po Box 572
Lin Bing F Po Box 17070
Montealegre Jaime Po Box 8 Rm 0105 Van Pelt
Morton Electronic Materials Po Box 1310
Parrish Levon D 1051 E Mt Airy Rd Apt B2
Post Schel 1600 John F Kennedy Blvd
Riedel Ella Po Box 791
Schoening Elmer B Po Box 214
Slater Vaughn P Slater Loretta Po Box 863
Smith Albert A Po Box 928
Sultanik Evan Po Box 422
Sun Boyuan Po Box 72 3941 Irving St
Winners Phyllis Po Box 1404
Philadelphia Pa 19106
427 Vine Street Assoc Lp 427 Vine St
Aaim Inc 300 N 3rd Stmezzanine Level
Ace I Wb10j Attn It Infrastucture Po Box 1 510 Walnut St
Aka Music Inc 27 N 2nd St
Ala Rusa History Section Att K Melendez Spc Event
Allen Kevin Atty C/O Wolf Rubinate Hasson 150 S Independence Mall West
American Board Of Interna 510 Walnut St Ste 1700 Registration Section
Arboite Chantale A C/O t Land Esq 601 Walnut St Suite 160 W
Baftechi Sherveen Apt 7 11 315 New St
Baker Cecilie Goodrich Baker Peter C 304 Delancey St
Barnett Jay W 615 Chestnut St Ste 120
Bell John T PO Box 43592
Bernheisel Stephen 3 Christopher Columbus Bouleva
Bernstein William Bernstein Marie Po Box 43628
Bhc Securities F1 Serv Ntwrk Blng Po Box29 3a S 701 Market St
Biotechnology Industry 400 Market St Suite 1250
Branch Alvia 216 Pine St
Brandon A 229 Chestnut St
Brooks Stephen G 315 New St Apt 424
Brown Tina 601 Walnut St Curtis Ctr 4th Floor
Bruno Sue C/O S Matour 200 Locust St
Bushnell William M 231 N 3rd St Apt 206
Cademi Isaac A 221 Vine St
Cahill Paul 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Cgu Bf 414 Walnut St
Citicorp Info Resr Inc−Attn Accts 701 Market St 3rd Floor Attn
Clark L C 620 Chestnut St
Clark Mary 37 N Third St
Clubb Andrew 148 N 3rd St 4th Floor
Comed Communication 210 W Washington Sq
Conway Francis J Jr 31 N Columbus Blvd
Courtney Louise First Union National Bank
Cragg J A 125 Pine St Apta
Curley Adjustment Bureau Inc 306 Walnut St
Delaware Car Repair And Body Work 918 Canal St
Delilahs At 30th St Inc 18 South 3rd St 2nd Floor
Deutsche Asset Management 150 South Independence Sq
Deutsche Asset Management 382 C/O Messiah College 150 South Independence Sq
Deutsche Asset Management 412 150 S Independence Sq
Deutsche Asset Management C/O A/C Fixed Income Fd 150 South Independence Sq
Dimber Prop Llc 530 Walnut St #260
Diversified Consulting Inc 107 Arch St
Diversified Equity Investments 139 North 4th St
Dobron Amiela 314 New Market St
Dougherty Claire 315 New St Apt 503
Douglas Edward J Jr 213 N 4th St
Duffy Donald H 220 Locust St 4b South
Dugan Roth L 238 South Third St
Durkin Rosemarie L 604 S Washington Sq Apt 703
E Management Group Llc Dba World Fusion 123 Chestnut St
Ebizadeh Sellinger Meredith 210 Locust St Apt 8a
Einhorn W J 4th And Cherry Sts
Elseiver Science Yajkdjournals Production 625 Walnut St
Emortgage Management 32 Strawberry St 2nd Floor
Eschenbach Anna C/O Fox Roach Realtors 136 N Bread St Apt 401
Evans David 221 N Columbus Blvd
Fagan John J Fagan June 210 Locust St Apt 11g
Family Service Of Philadelphia 718 Arch St Suite 304 S
Fanelli Cecelia 243 Pine St
Fappiano Anthony J 522 Spruce St
Farthing Charles 715 Pine St Apt 1
Federal Defenders Of Capital Habias Independance Sq West Unit 5
Feld Irwin H 200 W Washington Sq 3305
Fermi Casa 13th And Lombard Sts
First Liberty Investment Group 615 Chestnut St Fl 16
First Republic Bank 1608 Walnut St Suite 1000 Att G S Rapp
Fiserv Bhc Securities Accts Payable 701 Market St
Fiserv Inc 701 Market St
Fiserv Technology Se 701 Market St Ste 3
Flanagan Shawn M 200 Locust St Apt 7h
Fortuna & Diflumeri 100 Independence Mall West
Fox Candis C 231 Delancey St
Frank Sussman Co Employees Trust 28 N 3rd St
Fred S James Public Ledger Bldg
Friendly Mortgage C/O Attn John 325 Chestnut St Ste 917
Gabel Jennifer L 211 Cherry St
Gallagher Mary K 315 New St Apt 119
Glasser Daniel Glasser Eva Public Ledger Bldg Independence Sq Suite 1229
Gold Albert H 510 Walnut St 1900 Penn Mutual Tower
Gold Bowman 510 Walnut St 1900 Penn Mutual Tower
Goldman Jenifer 604 S Washington Sq 36
Grace Book Store 730 Chestnut St
Gravett Gary D Po Box 40183
Green Josh 210 Locust St Apt 19f
Greenblatt Samuel 304 S Front St
Haddonfield Hand Surgery Inc 437 Chestnut St 406
Harvey Helen H Harvey John 333 W 4th St
Hayt Hayt & Landau 400 Market St 6th Flr
Herskovitz Frieda One Independence Place
Hineline F Budd Jr 7 N Columbus Blvd Unit 107
Historical Assoc Inc T A Dba 20 N American St
Ho Thomas J 601 Walnutstsuite 930
Hurd Edward T Iii 233 S 6th St Suite 206
Independence Square Venture Lp The Curtis Ctr Suite 700 Independence Sq
Industrial Transmission Machinery I 209 N 3rd St
Integrity Treasury Solutions 170 S Independence Mall W Ste 1010
Jeffries Debra H Attn A H Meyers Cfp 30 South 7th St 20th Floor P
Kaier E J 620 Chestnut St
Kakinuma Ikuo 523 Delancey St
Kelly Karen 231 N 3rd St Apt 309
King P 4th And Cherry Sts
Kitei Milton N Md 1802 Independence Pl Ii 6th & Locust St
Kramer Carol A Kramer Randy S 334 S 2nd St
L S & L Inc 437 Chestnut St Suite 70
L S L Inc 437 Chestnut St Ste 701
Laighold Saaron Levy 723 Spruce St
Landgraf Shaun 134 Arch St
Langdon Usa Ltd 232 S 3rd St
Lavan Paul K 36 S 7th St
Lavecchia Leslie 301 Race St−C2
Lavin Oneil Riccii 190 North Independence Mall We 500
Law Offices Of Gregory L Nester Independendence Sq West Curtis Ctr 4th Floor
Lawsin Wynwright 617 Pine St
Lehee Fai 315 Market St
Leung Daniel C Dmd 1500 Jfk Blvd Ste 300
Libby Angela 133 N 4th St Apartment 3 Rear
Lin Yanhua 1235 Vine St 3rd Floor Rear
Lnld For Frank 738 Pine St Apt H
Loftus Joseph W 209 Cuthbert St Apt 403
Loofbourow Isabell W 233 S 6th St Apt 511
Losty James A 218 Delancy St
Lounge Management Inc Market St
Ls L Inc ‘‘437 Chestnut St Ste701
Lui Douglas 715 Pine St Apt 1
Lukas Anthony 44 S 3rd St 2fl
Lynch Patricia J Cust 313 Arch St 301
Lyons Kevin C 423 Pine St Phila
Marcck Research Corp 230 Washington Sq 2nd Floor
Mason Barry 225 Church St Apt 8e
Mbia Muniservices Co 51 North 3rd St Mmc−07
Mbia Muniservices Co Po Box 215
Mc Cormick Taylor Inc Attn Dir Of Med Benefits 701 Market St Suite 6000 Phila
Mcgovern Michelle A 405 Wood St
Mcguinn E Lawley Inc Public Ledger Bldg Independence Mall
Michael Kletter A Ms Susan P Cahill Admin Offi Arch St Suite 10224
Miller Willilam C Po Box 40119
Moore Ruby A 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Morton International Inc 100 S Independence Mall W % Tax Dept
Mott Jennifer Mott Lorenzo 1026 Public Ledger Bldg 100 South Sixth St
Muldawer Richard Apt Cn 202 31 N Columbus Blvd
Murthy Sheila 226 South 18th St Apt 605−A
Neary Penco C/O Corestates Bk 530 Walnut St 1st Fl Sec Clearance Dept
Neff Sali 233 S 6th St Apt 1806
Newman George St James Place Apt 3308
Old Phila Churches The 20 N American St
Old Phila Congregation 20 N American St
Omni Hotel 401 Chestnut St
Otium 110 Chestnut St
Owsley Anne P 620 Chestnut St
Paragon Court Reporting Llc 335 North Front St
Parush Adiel Yehuda 420 Walnut St
Paul Hertel Company Inc 243 Chestnut St
Paul Perpigilia Esquire 601 Walnut St Curtis Ctr 4th Floor
Penna Onc Hem Associates Pc 230 West Washington Sq Second Floor
Pennslyvania Oncohem 230 West Washington Sq
Pillmeier Susan N 153 N 3rd St Apt 3
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Pincus Brothers Inc Independence Mall E
Potomac Insurance Co 436 Walnut St
Poulson Patricia 200 Locust St Apt 7g
Professional Color Processing 699 Ranstead St
Propie Simon 209 Church St
Race Tech Inc 11 N 2nd St Ste 101
Radio Waves Inc 401 Market St Pob 8500 5317
Ray Communications 2233 W Allegheny Av
Rem 615 Chestnut St
Rementer Elsie K Rementer Charles 325 Chestnut St
River Park Cab Co 509 Vine St Apt 4 B
Robert Land Attorney Robert Land Esq 601 Walnut St Suite 160 W
Saltzburg Levin Inc 437 Chestnut St Ste 701
Saltzburg Levin Ste 701 437 Chestnut St
Savage Willie 325 S 6th St
Scott Philip 221 Race St
Scott−Formato Lily 640 Pine St
Secretary Of Housing And Urban Developme 105 S 7th St
Securities & Exchange Comm 601 Walnut St
Skaler Jill 421 Pine St
Sliverman Lance 315 New St Apartment 509
Smg 701 Market St
Smith Katie 221 N Columbus Blvd
Souders Shane 301 Race St Apt C2
South Street Headhou Po Box 43506
State New Jersey Neary Penco C/O Corestates Bk 530 Walnut St 1st Fl
Steen Yhuda Cust 222 Church St Apt 4c
Stout Dorothy L 3617 Locust St
Stuart L Trager Md Pc 301 S 8th St Suite 3c 1
Sugar Inc 702 Samson St 2nd Floor
Susan Beals 738 Pine St Apt H
Teplick J G 130 Spruce St Apt 18b
Teplick Selma R 130 Spruce St
Theodora Wilson & John Manes J. 123 Chestnut St Suite 402
Toledano Joshua 7840 Montgomery Ave
Travagini Francis 245 Market St
Tyson William H Tyson Nelly M 709 Pine St 2nd Fl
United Incentives Inc 131 North 3rd St
Valiente Francisco E 530 Walnut St
Wachovia Corp 101 N Independence Mall E 5th Floor
Walsh Rosemary G C/O Carl Anderson 506 Walnut St
Walshe Kevin J 604 S Washington Sq Apt 110
Warmdaddys 4 S Front St Phila
Watson Alisa & Johnmanes Jr 123 Chestnut St Suite 402
Weiner Elizabeth Weiner Albert 241 E 3rd St
Weist Harry A Jr 604 S Washington Sq Apt 1207
Weldie R G 620 Chestnut St
Williams Bertha M Re Margaret S Taylor Dec D 4068 Spring Gdn St
Woldin Richard Woldin Mary S 200 Locust St 25gn
World Travel Specialists Inc 210 W Washington Sq
Wyslocka Dorothy Estate 2127 Lawrence
Wystar Global Retirement Solutions 41 Market St
Yaron Properties 11−15 N 2nd St
Zeldin Sybille 200 Delancey St
Philadelphia Pa 19107
3b Orthopaedics Pc 800 Bruce St
Academy Of Fine Arts 1301 Cherry St
Acms C/O Attn Jan 1305 Locust St
Aldhaheri Saif R 121 S Brd St Fl 20
Amirkhanov Nariman V 269 South 9th St Apt 709
Ann Jesudason Shama 201 S 11th St Apt 805
Appel Amy 1125 Spruce St 3rd Floor
Ara 8432 Pa Convention Pa Convention Ctr 13th Arch
Aramarkschool Support Services Information Systems
Arthritis & Rheumatalogy 245 N Brd St Ste 403
Barton And Martin Engineers 1230 Summer St
Bauer Corey 246 S Camac St
Beckhoff Fanny E Beckhoff Roy M 35 S 13th St
Begos William C 912 Spruce St
Beneficial Savings Bank 105 South 12th St
Berman Margolis 1015 Chestnut St Ste 901
Berry Jessica G 1324 Locust St 326 Arts Condo Bldg
Bigos Helen 912 Spruce St
Bigos William Bigos Helen 912 Spruce St
Bizz Price Com C/O M Bates 1106 Market St
Black Perry Md 219 N Brd St Fl 7
Blackson Donald P 21 S 12th St Ste 20
Boorse William J Jr Boorse William 800 Locust St
Booth Maryland Estate 922 Spring St
Boyle Dennis Boyle Susan 308 S 10th St
Bravman Steven 124 S 13th St
Broadus Sandra L 1222 Arch St
Brodovsky Lauciu 111 S 11th St Ste G6
Cananwill 1234 Market St
Caranci Angelo 1101 Market St 2
Cardiovascular Med Assoc Pc 1128 Walnut St
Carrell Susan L Apt 1723 834 Chestnut St
Carter Elizabeth M 1211 Chestnut St Ste 300
Charles Major & Associates Inc 1218 Chestnut St
Chen Chi Jiun 335 N 9th St Phila
Chen Fang G 214 N 9 St Apt 2 F
Cho Yung 929 Spring St Second Floor
Chonofsky Andrew S 834 Chestnut St 122
Citizens Crime Commission Delaware Valle Attn J Apeldorn 1218 Chestnut St
Clinical Nephrology 205 N Brd St
Codd Sarah R 1105 Spruce St
Cohen Nicholas 1324 Locust St
Commerce Bank 121 S Brd St
Community Assoc Underwriting 1315 Walnut St
Community Health Network Inc Dv 1211 Chestnut St Suite 801
Contributors Of The Pennsylvania Hospita 800 Spruce St
Cooper Scott T 248 S Hutchinson St
Coronado Victor 1204 Walnut St 2f
Creed Lisa 834 Chestnut St Apt 826
Cruz Jose 283 N Darien St
Curtin John T Ex 1211 Chestnut St Ste 300
Dafoe Donald Cameron Dr Thomas Jefferson Univ 1015 Walnut St Suite 620
Danilo Vicencio 1229 Chestnut St Apt 1007
Dashevskyhorowitz Etal And 1315 Walnut St 12th Floor
Davison William R Davison Jean B 1009 Pine St
Di Vito Gary Room 229 City Hall
Dichter Mark S 1014 Clinton St
Drexel University Elc 3201 Arch St 420
Drinker Biddle Reath Llp Attn Accts Payable 1345 Chestnut St
Eastwood Walter Jr 928 Clinton St
Elder Health 340 N 12th St
Electric Factory Concerts 1231 Vine St
Elizondo Santiago C/O Intl Div Y A Davitt Pa4818 Wachovia Corporation One South
Brd St
Eloquence Inc 1034 Pine St
Emmons Ryan S 206 S 13th St Apt 809
Engineering Dept 1201 Market St
Ewin Jocelyn E 250 S 13th St Apt 1
Fazio Alexandra 221 South 12th St Apt N502
Feierman Jessica 1315 Walnut St
Fitzpatrick John Cust Fitzpatrick Dolores 21 S 12th St
Flett Gregory R 264 S 10th St
Flowers Kevin Co Brian Sims No American Bldg 121 South Brd St
Fotomart Inc 44 N 9th St
Franklin Drug Center 829 Spruce St
Gallagher Evelius And Jones Llp 219 N Brd St 9th Floor
Garmany Rosella 21 S 12th St
Gaus Alfred G Jr Po Box 36627
Glaucoma Service Foundation Ken Parker Dir 900 Walnut St Room 719
Goldberg & Associates Pc 1334 Walnut St 5th Floor
Goldberg Robert 1222 Chancellor St
Goodfellows Dance Club Inc 1230 Arch St
Goralnick Jamie 262 South Alder St
Greenberg Jane Apt 611 801 Locust
Greene Carl 1429 Locust St Apt 12
Griffin Frank C Po Box 40761
H A S Associates Inc T/A Chroma Copy 1025 Arch St
Haile Charles 1221 Race St
Halim Rudy 1324 Locust St Apt 1107
Hard Rock Cafe 1113−31 Market St
Hashimoto Tomomi 310 S 10th St Apt 3c
Hatherley Claire C/O Yamile Dav First Union London Branch
Hay Group 100 E Penn Sq Wanamaker Building Dorothy Byr
Hcca Po Box 8500−1370
Health Federation Of Philadelphia 1101 Market St Suite 840
Health Partners 901 Market St Ste 500
Healthcare Resources Corporation Garden Attn K Armstrong 901 Market St
Hill Kylie 340 North 12th St Suite 200
Hobbs George 300 South Fawn St
Holeah Barbara J 1315 Walnut St Ste 1624
Holloway Cecil 310 S Juniper St 2nd Floor
Hsu Zenas 1324 Locust St Apt 410
Hughes Tiffany 1222 Locust St Apt 405
Janiczek & Mcdevitt Reilly 1 S Penn Sq 210
Jeerooburkhan Mohamad 1100 Vine St Apt 719
Jefferso Thomas 111 S 11th St
Jin Li Contractor Llc 113 N 10th St Apt 3
Johnson Louise 801 Locust St Apt 314
Jung James Jung Mary 251 N 12th St
Kalfus Robert 206 S 13th St Apt 710
Kaplan Ronald F 1101 Market St Suite 2500
Kates E L 121 South Brd St 18th F
Kenneth Rosenberg Kenneth Md 1128 Walnut St 401
King George 942 Market St
Kocher Daniel J 1221 Race St
Koonce Samuel C/O Psfs Retirement Plans Adm 1212 Market St
Kravitz Ronald I 1201 Chestnut St Fl 10
Kwee Gwan Hien 327 N 11th St
La Cigale Llc 1315 Walnut St
Langman Jesse 1218chestnut St No 702
Larry A Colston Pc Brd And Chestnut Sts 616 Ave Of The Arts Bldg
Lavan Paul K 801 Locust St Apt 303 Paul K Lavan
Law Offices Of 1101 Market St Ste 2820
Lee Christine 1021 A Spring St
Lee Gan Y 916 Winter St
Lee Sang Y 206 S 13th St Apt 1510
Leichter Rhoda Fay Dr 111 S 11th St Suite 6350 Gibbon
Levine Martha 710 Pine St
Lfr Foundation Inc C/O Attn Shirley Ste 1910 121 S Brd St
Lin Chian Y 311 South 13th Apt 207
Lin Guo L 223 N 13th St Second Floor
Lorraine C King M D Pc 834 Chestnut St Ste 207
Lynn Debbie Bonner Kiernan Trebach Crociat 121 S Brd St 10th Flr
Lyons William C/O W A Fitzpatrick Esq Aramark Tower 1101 Market St
Malik Farheen 240 S 13th St
March Florence 105 S 12th St
Maritz Travel 100 Penn Sq East 11th Flo
Marriott Philadelphia 1201 Market St
Martinez Melchor Apt 1709 834 Chestnut St
Maus Will 1229 Chestnut St Rg1
Mazzoni Center 809 Locust St
Mcclary Michael Mcclary Joseph 22 Baker
Mcgettigan Maritz 100 East Penn Sq Floor
Morris Keenin 1221 Race St
Nagele John 261−263 S 10th St
Nailtica Salon 1132 Chestnut St
Nango Rumiko 931 Clinton St Apt 206
National Allied Bureau 219 N Brd St
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National Italian American C/O Niapac I 1205 Locust St Ste 100
Neurology And Neurop 125 S Ninth St 200
Ng Xiao F 202 N Camac St
Nguyen Derrick 1201 Chestnut St Ste 501
Oshea Kevin 315 S Juniper St
Osullivan Christina C/O Y Davitt First Union London Represent
Palmer Geneva E C/O M F Galfand Suite 603 Ctr City One 1326 Spruce St
Pancholy Samir 1326 Spruce St Apt 1201
Parush Iris 834 Chestnut St 1631
Patla 121 S Brd St Suite 600
Pennsylvania Ho Eighth & Spruce Sts
Peronne Robert S 812 Chestnut St Apt 2
Phila Electronics Inc 112 N 12th St
Philadelphia Marriott Hotel 1201 Market St Bsmt
Philly Kids Inc 1020 Market St
Pimtong Wittaya 1009 Spruce St Apartment 3r
Pio Lawrence E 121 S Brd St Ste 1700
Pitts Greenfield W Wachovia Corporation
Police & Fire Feder 901 Arch St
Polo Websecret 300 N 12th St
Polo Websecret 310 N 9th St
Pramila Rani Anne Md Bodine Ctr G301 111 South 1
Professional Hair Design Inc Gallery East 9th And Market St Lower Level
Psoras Victor 1112 Spruce St
Quantum Inc 240 S 9th St
Quorum Corporation 251 253 S Camac St
Reese Scott 1207 Chestnut St 5th Flr
Regional Spine Cord Injury Center Of Del Valy C/O Thomas Jefferson Un 132 South
10th St Suite 375
Richman Isaac Yale Richman Michael 818 Widener Bldg
Roessler Max 219 S 9th St
Rosenfeld Myrna Md 250 S Quince St
Ruiz Amanda 1118 Market St
Saltz Jason 834 Chestnut St 927
Schiller Nolan Co 817 Wood St
School Of Hard Knox Inc C/O Barry Lewis 1112 Chestnut St
Sentore Clementi 224 N Camac St 26
Service Association For The Retarded 800 Spruce St
Shields And Shields 840 Walnut St 14th Fl
Shogun Restaurant 1009 Arch St
Shuman Lawrence H Cust 1004 Pine St 2f
Simon Alexander Simon Mindy 1311 Spruce St
Singchor Lam Philip 239 N 10th St
Society Hill Furniture 1033 Chestnut
Solomon Sherman & Gabay 1207 Chestnut St 5th Floor
Sorkin Michael 834 Chestnut St Apt 1213
Sparacinos Mens 115 S 13th St
Spivak Brothers Mgmt Co Electric Factory Concert 1231 Vine St
Sri & Company 1219 Pine St
Stephens Marvin E C/O Philadelphia Life Insuranc 1 Eleven N Brd St
Stern Robin E 311 S 13th St Apt 203
Strawberry Mansion Health Center 1101 Market St 10th Floor
Strawbridge And Clothiers 801 Market St
Stull Peter J 1137 Pine St 300
Susan G Komen Breast Cancer Foundation P Sheridan Bldg 125 S 9th Ste
Tannehill Terence M 329 S Juniper St
Taylor Ossie C/O R Sanders Admr Bayard M Graf Esq 2400 One Reading Ctr 1101 M
Taysachs Preventionn 1100 Walnut St Med Office Room 422 Thomas Jefferson
Tettemer Red 1 South Brd St 24th Floor Ave Of The Arts
Thanhthao Thieu 1030 Arch St
The Philadelphia Hand Center 834 Chestnut St Dr Rieger
The Young Womens 915 Clinton St West Chester
Theodore G Duncan & 829 Spruce St
Thomas Jefferson 232 S 10th Blsb Room 309
Thomasical Insurance 11th And Sansom St
Tian Heng 201 So 11th St
Tjag 111 S 11th St
Tju Tjuh Inc 201 South St
Torain Andreia M 311 S 12th St Apt 2f
Tpds Club 114 S 12th St
Tran Oanh T 1231 Race St
Trendy Star Realty Inc 1020 Race St Fl 2
Tsai Chunmin 201 S 13th St Apt 1107
Vesecky Michelle 1206−08 Spruce St
Waite Michael Waite Ella M PO Box 40823
Walker Gregory T 330 S Juniper St 8
Wantanabe Rei 1324 Locust St Apt 414
Webbcam Llc 241 N 12th St
Wheels Inc 928 Market St
White Ronald 310 S Juniper St 2nd Floor
Williams Randy 221 S 12th St Apt 117n
Willis Comm Surg Svc Of 840 Walnut St
Wilson John J 302 S 13th St
Winn Robert 1201 Chestnut St
Wong Yip Yan 155 N 10th St
Yang Guo Ping 3rd Flr 929 Arct St
Yi Jean K 304 South Quinn St
Zoldan Kenneth J 1333 Race St
Zyl Houseware Gift Inc 1041 Race St
Philadelphia Pa 19108
North American Publishing Co C/O Dealerscope Merch 401 N Brd St
Sungard Availability Services 401 N Brd St Ste 600
Philadelphia Pa 19109
Adams William R C/O Carol Black 123 S Brd St Ste 1820
Anderson And Co Trust Dept 135 S Brd St
Berridge Robert L 1 Wachovia Bank N A 123 South Brd St 6 Fl
Biddle Henry W Brd And Walnut Sts
Broad S 123 S Brd St
Chicago Fid Cn 123 South Brd St
Dahm William C 123 South Brd St
F Friends Fid Cons Fd Attn D Clark A 4901 123 S Brd St
F Quaker Aggressive Gr Attn D Clark A 4901 123 S Brd St
Fidelity Bank Brd And Walnut Sts
First Union Bank The Chesapeake Growt 123 S Brd St Inst Group Mc A 4842
First Union Natl Bank Tr 123 S Brd St
Household Finance Beneficial Consumer 123 South Brd St
Ismail Norhana 123 S Brd St
Jeffries Charles E C/O C Black 123 S Brd St Ste 1820
Mae & Co C/O Wachovia Bank Na Essd Attn Mike Klotz 123 S Brd St
Mccabe Terrance J Suite 2080 First Union Bldg 123 Brd St
Metzger William E C/O L Renshaw Whitman Esquire Montgomery Mcracken
Montgomery Mccracken Walker 123 South Brd St
Morgan Verna H 2 Wachovia Bank Na 123 South Brd St 6th Fl
Natl First U 123 S Brd St
Neary Penco C/O Wachovia Bank 123 S Brd St Mail Stop Pa−4945
Neary Penco Institutional Custody Group 123 South Brd St
Penco Neary Wachovia Bank 123 South Brd St Sandra Tyrell−Jones
Quinlan John W Fidelity Phila Trust Bldg
Rose Rosalind 123 S Brd St Ste 1210
Rosen David N 123 S Brd St Ste 1210
Schlipf Charles L First Union 123 S Brd St 16mbo Pa1
Schmeig Daniel G 1 Penn Ctr At Suburban 1617 Jfk Blvd Suite 1400
Spear & Hoffman 123 South Brd St
Wachovia Bank N A Attn Donna Clark A 4901 123 S Brd St
Wachovia Bank Na Cn Wachovia B Cn 123 South Brd St
Young Peck Att Pat Marssden Montgomery Mc Cracken
Philadelphia Pa 19110
Creel Dorene Ttee 100 S Brd St
Flink Joel M 100 S Brd St Suite 1124
Medical Payment Data 507 Horsham Rd
Roberts Grayce The Land Title Bldg 1005 Brd Ste 1530
Russell Bernard 100 S Brd St Ste 1525
Salaman Erica Salaman Drew 1124 Land Title Bld 100 S
Self Dillon W Udt Est Of 100 S Brd St
Waddington Arthur W H Joseph Morelli Atty 19th Floor Land Title Bldg
Waddington Margaret C/O J Morelli Atty Land Title Bldg Fl 19
Woodson Frederick 100 S Brd St Ste 1525
Philadelphia Pa 19111
Abdullah Malik Z 1243 Hellerman St
Airton Maria 6391 Oxford Ave 271
Al Jrs Auto Body 509 Knorr St Rear Building
Alexandrov Olga 421 Gilham St
All That Clothing 6416 Rising Sun Ave
Allinson Brooke A 1249 Gilham St
Alverez Javier 1036 Kerper St
American Bakery Workers Fcu 7521 Verree Rd
Americredit Financial 1044 Levick St
Anderson Edward D 628 Magee Ave
Angeloni S Collisn Cntr Dba Custom Coach Works Inc 6011 Rising Sun Ave 13
Armstrong Robert Armstrong Sarah 8105 Burholme Ave
Atias Roey 1807 Hartel Ave
Ayzenbero Marina 207 Elbridge St
Balmores John 1029 Freindship St
Barbosa Renildo R 538 Mckinley St Apt C
Batista Gilberto 700 Brighton St Apt 2
Beach Joanne M Beach Harry D 1411 Aldine St
Belchic Julie Cust 920 Emerson St
Bender Walter J 8580 Verree Apt 501
Benichou Richard 7864 Anita Dr
Beraldo Hauling Inc 7946 Dorcas St
Birgel Frances 7046 Shelbourne St
Black Michael Estate 6210 Shelbourne St
Black Philip Estate 6210 Shelbourne St
Blair Mark 1131 Friendship St
Borges Lucelia 7329 Frontenac St
Bowers Harrison L Estate 624 Fanshawe St
Bowman Maryanne S 520 Rhawn St
Breese Charles 420 Princeton Ave
Brogley William J Estate 615 E Robbins Ave
Brooker Kitty 7928 Dorcas St
Brooks Gary M Brooks Rose 6329 Elmhurst St
Brown Caroline M 7129 Lawndale Ave
Browne Robert M Est 7526 Whitaker Ave
Bryne Dorothy M 1901 Shelmire Ave
Burgos Marroquin Gwendolyn 920 Emerson St
Burkel Nicolas P Burkel William T 7442 Whitaker
Burney Crystal 6144 W Oxford Ave Phila
Butler Benjamin Est 8580 Verree Rd
Callahan James 1323 Barrett St
Campbell Agnes 7427 Alma St
Cancila Orazio 8109 Ferndale St
Capolla Frank 1005 Borbeck Ave
Carlin Frances Est 908 Griffith St
Carver Robert B Carver Mildred 1334 Greeby St
Castano Hector Castano Etna 1845 Oakmont St
Cavanaugh Mary Estate 6315 Hasbrook Ave
Chelius Catherine R Chelius James F 8580 Verree Rd Apt 775
Cheng Chui W 6520 Rising Sun Ave
Cherian Mariamma 1128 Princeton Ave
Chew Siang C 1818 Oakmont St
China Panda Restaurant C/O S Fei Zheng 6421 Rising Sun Ave
Chiu Nancy 1114 Hellerman St
Clauss Barbara E Clauss Rudolph 6124 Lawndale Ave
Collazo Antonia Apt 15 7801 Algon Ave
Coradino Lena Est 7403 Dorcas St Apt 2
Coreu Patuchka 1330 Hellerman St
Cowen And Biggans Medical Assoc Pc 6449 Rising Sun Ave
Cranston Richard A 7334 Dungan Rd
Creger Marie A 7795 Church Rd
Cruz Gregoro 321 Lardner St
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Curry Mary E 8512 Kendrick Place
Dacruz Jose 1351 Devereaux St
Dadke Disha S 7715 Burholme Ave
Dagostino Nicholas 1315 Passamore St
Danilova Irine 1348 Passmore St
Darragh Kevin M 374 Devereaux Ave
Dasilva Marli Soares 1809 Cottman Ave
Davis Patricia 521 Benner St
De Souza Joao B 1422 Greeby St Apt 1 Apt 1
Deceased Margaret 1016 Cottman Ave
Deestates Gloria 1304 Rhawn St Apt 140
Dellavella Vincent 1912 Lansing St
Denery Vincent Estate 7950 Oxford Ave
Dewey William J 7327 Lawndale Ave
Digiovannangelo Frank Digiovannangelo Susan 1132 Glenview St
Dillard Naima Aleijah Dr 6501 Dorcas St
Dixson Demil 1218 Friendship St Apt C
Dizon Dolores P 1026 Magee Ave
Domingos Nelson 1301 Greeby St 2fl
Donaghy James Donaghy Susan 22 Borbeck St
Donahue Margaret V 1301 Devereaux Ave
Donnelly Bridget R 719 Longshore Ave
Dos Santos Geraldo X 1414 Greeby St 2 F
Dreyer Donald 8213 Rockwell Ave
Drinkwater Richard Drinkwater Ella 312 Gilham St
Duffy Leo 8123 Holstead
Dugan Dorothy A Dugan Joseph J 1305 Gilham St
Dumsha Eileen M Estate 7515 Loretto Ave
Eicher Katie 307 Magee Ave
Eisenberg Burton Larry Dr Dept Of Surgery 7701 Burholme Ave Fox Chase Cancer Ctr
Elliott Dorothy 8210 Elberon Ave A2
Emmett Robyn L 802 Borbeck Ave
Emore Thomas 313 Tyson Ave
Espinal Quisqueya Espinal Julio A 1320 Mckinley St
Europa Motors Attn Grace Coelho 1501 Cottman Ave
Evans Janet M 1919 Griffith St
Falcone Gregory 726 Tyson Ave
Farabaugh Michael 7918 Fox Run Ln
Farewell Rita M 1215 Longshore Ave
Farhat Kassem A 1335 Magee Ave
Farrell William J Farrell Mae 1313 Hale St
Feliciano Casia Olga L 622 Tyson Ave Apt 2
Felipe Norivaldo S 7502 Algon Ave
Ferrari Margareta 550 Magee Ave
Ferreira Sergio L 6400 Oxford Ave
Firmiro Modesto 1414 Greeby St
Forbes Keisha 1226 Gilham St
Fox Chase Cancer Cen 333 Cottman Ave
Franklin Container Corp 7900 Tabor Ave
Freedman Stanford H 1715 Teesdale St
Freeman Dorothy 1310 Disston St
Friedman Lee 1113 Wellington St
Friel Michael J Friel Karen 6434 Montour St
Frye Samuel I Est Of C/O Stewart & Mcgowan Law Offi 6221 Rising Sun Ave
Gallagher Joan D 1415 Napfle Ave
Garibian Garo 700 700 Cottman Ave
Gasperec Charlott Gasperec Charles 1000 Loney St
Gaughan Michael A 515 Stanwood St
Gearon Elizabeth Gearon Francis 7344 Belden St
George Joseph P 508 Solly Ave
Getley Catherine G 7949 N Bingham St
Godfrey Thelma Est 1314 Gilham St
Gough Elizabeth 7427 Alma St
Greenberg Maxime C Est 1106 Knorr St
Greene Kenyatta A 1219 Robbins St
Grimes Bernard T 8451 Veree Rd
Grooch Rose Estate 1314 Robbins St
Gross Alfred 1605 Borbeck Ave
Gruber Charles 806 Loney St
Guzman Laura 929 Princeton Ave
Hahm Young 7044 Shelbourne St
Hallermeier Robert J Hallermeier Mary Q 1402 Knorr St
Hampton Margaret J Phila Protestant Home S 6500 Tabor Ave
Hayashi Jumpei 7944 Oxford Ave Apt 2nd Fl
Heiland Daniel J 1624 Loney St
Herrmann Alberta R 1042 Stanwood St
Holahan John J 1004 Faunce St
Horn Nanci E 814 Griffith St
Horning Michael 7130 Whitaker Ave
Hoser Robert L 355 Levick St 2nd Floor Rear
Huntoon Frances L Estate 7219 Bingham St
Hutzl Anna 6034 Lawndale Ave 1st Fl
Irina Sonin B211 7810 Algon Ave
Isdaner Neil L 7602 Central Ave Ste 103
Jacobs Williard L Jacobs Loretta 7408 Dorcas St
Jacobson Joseph 6510 Algon Ave
Jacoby Virginia 1015 Afton St Apt 21
Jardel William A Jardel Nancy 604 Tyson Ave
Jinsberg Stanley 1103 Levick St
Johnson Rosalyn 828 Glenview St
Jorge Hortensia R 6244 Summerdale Ave
Judge John C/O B Deal 610 Arthur St
Kabas Leonard 7534 Dorcas St
Kaiser Gloria 7706 Dorcas St
Kalafer Marvin Md Facog Pc 7602 Central Ave Spob Suite 201
Karas Helen 800 Benson Ave
Kaufman Edward J 722 Kerper St
Keebler Catherine T 340 Passmore St
Kelly Daniel P 1124 Saint Vincent St
Kelly Patrick 700 Strahle St
Kessler George R Kessler Edna 7311 Lawndale St
Keth Sao 324 Gilham St
Khlobystova Elena 207 Elbridge St
Kim Kellie 7012 Rising Sun Ave Apt 211
King Anna M 6124 Newtown Ave
Kirschenmann Grace B 1132 Glenview St
Knauss Michael W 1733 Lansing St
Knox Robert Knox Laura 6510 Rising Sun Ave
Komansky Anna 7711 Watson St
Konert Jenifer L 1100 Shelmire Ave
Konopka Michael C/O M Sims 7955 Burholme Ave
Kraus Thomas Kraus Myrle 306 Hartel Ave
Krausz Alice 357 Levick St
Kretchman Sophia 1311 Kerper St
Kroupa Helen M 6555 Tabor Rd Apt 3721
Kroupa William M 6555 Tabor Rd Apt 3721
Kunjachen Anthony P 1730 Teesdale St 2
Labonski James 1016 Borbeck Ave
Lachman Donna 1303 Fanshawe St
Lam Pak O 1925 Borbeck Ave
Lam Steven S 1328 Englewood St
Lampman William F Lampman Lydia S 7422 Palmetto St
Langford Sidney 605 Arthur St
Langs Eric 1215 Gilham St
Lansiaux Pauline D 8048 Oxford Ave Apt C8
Latour Helen M 1304 Rhawn St Gloria Dei Estates Apt 429
Lau Raymond 7043 Dorcas St
Laurenceau Emmanuel Jacques 1224 Mckinley St
Lebron Sylvia 1825 Griffith St
Lee Lan Thanh 1202 Unruh Ave
Lee Mun 729 Brighton St
Lee Yong J 7106 Oxford Ave Apt 24
Lehrman Sandra R 1167 Hellerman St
Leizerowksi Borovch 1143 Githam St
Li Hao N 1216 Levick St
Li Ke N 7308 Dorcas St
Li Xiu 6204 Tabor Ave
Lilam Pei R 1925 Borbeck Ave
Lilly Deanna 1624 Borbeck Ave
Lin Jinzhou 6405 Oakley St
Lipscomb Maggie 7615 Rising Sun Ave Apt C2
Lodder Hildegard E 1222 Cottman Ave
Long Le Ta Ld & G Hardwood 821 Fanshawe St
Lubicky Joseph Lubicky Lenora 1304 Rhawn St Apt 140
Lubisky Roxanne Lubisky Frank 6900 Loretto Ave
Lucas Paul 529 Magee Ave
Luis Quirino 7215 Rutland St
Lukas Erich 6505 Tabor Ave Apt 2123
Lynch Charles J 7944 Oxford Ave 2n Floor
Lyons William T 7527 Lawndale Ave
Maldonado Migdalia 1002 Magee Ave
Mamadou Barry 1109 Glenview St
Marcal Alessandra 1231 Magee Ave
Margolin Alon 1328 Greeby St
Marmin William C Estate 346 Fanshawe St
Marquette George 6017 Bingham St
Marrero Jose 2036 E Montur St
Martinez Jorge 8023 Ryers Ave
Maser Nicky 1301 Brighton St
Mcalister Christia 7415 Rockwell Ave
Mcarthur Thomas Mcarthur Rose 6327 Newton Ave Apt 1
Mccaffrey Charles Mccaffrey Helen 6378 Martins Mill Rd
Mccullough Eleanor I Mccullough Ida 1918 E Cottman St
Mcfadden Mercedes M 7795 Church Rd
Mchenry Keith 6501 Ditman St
Mcknight Philomena Estate 8402 Jeanes St
Mclaughlin Catherine E 666 Hell St 6
Medpro Specialties Po Box 56563
Medwid Margaret 1910 Hartel Ave
Mendoca Jefferson D 1200 Levick St
Metzger Lilian L 8580 Verree Rd Apt 562
Meyer Frank 7720 Ferndale St
Meyer Henry 8580 Verree Rd Apt 478
Meyer Stephen Apt E1 1905 Faunce St
Meyers Michael Owen Dr Fox Chase Cancer Ctr 7701 Burholme Ave Dept Of Surgery
Mich Kataryna 7620 Linda Pl
Middleton Nico 7410 E Algon Ave
Mieczkowski Henry S 1019 Hoffnagle Pl
Mohamed Raga 8116 Verree Rd Apt D308
Mohammad Subhi 7712 Rockwell Ave
Mohror Adam 6210 Loretto Ave
Monk Leander Jr 1920 Borbeck Ave
Moore Carol 7308 Dorcas St
Morton Leon 7615 Rising Sun Ave Apt C2
Mount James C 1109 Brighton St
Moy Bo L 1114 Hellerman St
Mull Lida J Mull Paul A 7310 Bingham St
Myers Elizabeth E 7334 Montour St
Name Victoria S 1019 Hoffnagle Pl
Nardine Sara M 1351 Friendship St
Nassyrov Iliyar A101 7810 Algon Ave
Nicholl Elaine 1156 Devereaux Ave
Niewood Karen G 6921 Oakley St
Obrien Rose Estate 814 Stanwood St
Ochrach Frank 8580 Verree Rd
Odee Elizabeth Estate 1340 Bleigh Ave
Ohara Mary M 7802 Langdon St
Omalley Sarah 1431 Shelmire St 1st Fl
Oneill Attracta 7714 Rockwell Ave
Overton Edwin T Overton Elsie A 1912 E Lansing St
Oxford Rehab Center 903−05 Tyson Ave
Paglia Margaret 6633 Tabor Av
Pak Sheron 703 Glenview St
Palacio Zoila 423 Fanshawe St
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Palazzo William 6935 Shelbourne Stre
Palmer Sallie A 1302 Mckinley St
Palumbo Fanny Palumbo Cosmo 7035 Rising Sun Ave
Patel Ghanshyam H 1202 Levick St
Pckford Mary K 7319 Montour St
Pelegri Souza Valdecir 717 Rhawn St
Pentzel Marty 6370 Martins Mill Rd
Pentzell Raymond 6370 Martins Mill Rd
Pentzell Raymond Pentzell Mary A 6370 Martins Mill Rd
Peralta Nelson 335 Magee St
Perri Renee 801 Fanshawe St
Peter Camel Estate 7335 Tabor Ave
Pfautsch Gertrud B Philadelphia Protestant Home 6555 Tabor Rd Apt 1708
Pfeiffer Edna M Estate 1529 Hartel Ave
Philadelphia Phoenix Po Box 5044
Porter James 7807 Summerdale Ave
Portugal Concrete Inc 7410 Shisler St
Poulton Pearl 1839 Faunce St
Puglese Margaret Estate 1731 Chandler St
Qualls Reginald 7330 Algon Ave Apt D
Raf Tell Inc 1865 Cottman Ave Fl 1
Rally Motors Automotive Inc 6701 Rising Sun Ave
Ramos Rosa 7905 Fox Run Ln
Ramsey Joan 1304 Rhawn St
Raskauskas Mary 7327 Claridge St
Razoumovski Viktor 1913 Faunce St Apt A3
Rearick Robert 6401 Rising Sun Ave
Rehmat Yaqub 1143 Kerper St
Rei Construction Inc 7956 Langdon St
Reilly Margaret Reilly Helen D 6419 Argyle St
Rhee Soo Rhee Kun 1417 Friendship St
Richards Lydia P Richards Albert 1256 Magee
Rimerman Gertrude 1211 Glenview St
Rinson Sabrina C 6451 Oxford Ave Apt A16
Rochelle England Trust Beatrice Einbinger Family Trust 7709 Langdon St 1
Rodriguez Sandra 1329 Stirling St
Roetz Eleanor 535 Mckinley St Apt 1 B
Roik Barbara A Gateway Manor 6575 Tabor Rd 223
Roman Andres 1317 Magee Ave
Romero Mario H 6315 Rising Sun Ave
Rosado Aviles Kahlil 6300 Tabor Ave Apt 1fl
Rose Abraham Est 929 Friendship St
Rosemarin Sidney 919 Disston St
Rosenbaum Aaron 1704 Loney St
Rosenbaum Sara 1704 Loney St
Rosenberg Judge Edward B 1201 Tyson Ave
Rosenfeld Miriam 8580 Verree Rd Apt 661
Rotondo Anne Marie 7204 Claridge St
Ryan Chrstopher 7337 Central Ave
Saadov Malik 1225 Rising Sun Ave
Saintclair Leveillard 6430 Montour St
Salvino Joseph Salvino Grace 7706 Summerdale Ave
Salzmann Gunther B Cust 421 Hellerman St
Santiagoslafman Betty 6302 Rising Sun Ave
Sarris Christine 8335 Strawle Place
Scanneli Diane J 8517 Alicia St Fl 2
Scarcella Robert Scarcella Marie 7362 Ryers Ave
Schaeffer Marvin M 8580 Verree Rd 480
Schofield Emmaline Est 7023 Rising Sun Ave
Schroeder Robert 1016 Cottman Ave
Schumaker Margaret R 7327 Claridge St
Schwartz Esther 8580 Zerree Rd Apt 341
Schwartz Sol Estate 1356 Kerper St
Schwarz Eugene Schwarz Eva 501 Solly Ave
Seabreeze Associates C/O J Hunt 1244 Knorr St
Segal Bessie B 6321 Trotter St
Segal Rubin 6321 Trotter St
Servis Brian P 824 Stanwood St
Seufert Jane D 1919 Griffith St
Shelly Lillian Shelly Henry M 616 Arthur
Sheridan Margaret J 8209 Pine Rd Apt A7
Sheridan William J 8210 Elberon Ave Apt B1
Silva Jusiano 7324 N Algon St
Silverman Alan 1434 Hellerman St
Slafman Albert 6302 Rising Sun Ave
Slama Wilberth Estate 827 Fanshawe St
Slater Yvonne A 6314 Trotter St
Slavin Jillian 6451 Oxford Ave Apt A−117
Smith Bernice W Smith Leonard M 7221 Rising Sun Ave Suite 116
Smith Leonard M Smith Bernice W 7221 Rising Sun Ave Suite 116
Smith Theresa C Soltan & Dougherty 320 Levick St
Smolley John Jr 620 Knorr St
Solomon Craig 7917 Fox Run Ln
Solomon George W Solomon Kathryn 6527 Rising Sun Ave
Sosna John 703 1/2 Hartel St
Sosna Sally 703 1 2 Hartel St
Sour Thoeun 324 Gilham St
Stanton Anna A 920 Emerson St Apt 211
Stebbins Gertrude A 814 Griffith St
Steinberg David 7822 Sumeerdale Ave
Stokes John J 7309 Belden St
Stolberg Herman The Lafayette Redeemer 8580 Verree Rd Apt 545
Stoneridge Holdings Llc 6302 Rising Sun Ave
Story Ronald 1002 Levick St Suite 200
Stoutenburgh Rose Estate 7319 Shisler St
Strasser John A Strasser Vera 521 Benner
Strasser Nicklos J Strasser Vera 521 Benner
Strawn Edward R 1424 Gilham St
Sylvestre Ebert 17428 Hellerman St
Szkribynec Charles Estate 911 Lansing St
Tadley Edward J Tadley Marie 603 Arthur St
Tageldin Badwey 8116 Verree Rd Apt D308
Tamm Albert 6502 Rising Sun Ave
Thoma Joseph 407 Borbeck Ave 1st Floor
Thomas Theresa Thomas Daniel 323 Gilham St
Thomas Yolande Thomas Felix 930 Princeton Ave
Toliver Darryle M 6239 Langdon St
Tolliferreo William D 1026 Fanshawe St Apt 2
Tomczak Richard 7344 Palmetto St
Torres Miguel 7204 Claridge St
Traficante Margaret Mrs 331 Lardner St
Tyzack George 712 Benson
Uddin Mohammad 1135 Kerper St
Uhlman Edith L 6505 Tabor Ave
Vallone Margaret M 1215 Longshore Ave
Vargas Marvin 1031 Saint Vincent St
Vazquez Idalia 6451 Oxford Ave
Vithy Vanarath 515 Levick St
Vogel Helen B 6832 Oakley St Lawn Dale
Wade Yvonne M 332 Robbins St
Watson Richard A 7720 Summerdale Ave
Weigand Marie G 738 Arnold St
Weinstein Corp 7900 Rockwell Ave
Weir Mildred W 342 Kerper St
Weldon Elsie 6109 Colgate St
West Matthew 7030 Algon Ave
White Michael 1410 St Vincent St
White Wendy 7431 Rising Sun Ave
Whitworth Emilie J C/O B J Bortz Exe 1140 Fanshawe St
Williams Christopher 1731 Borbeck St
Winterbottom J C Jr Winterbottom Laura 416 Kerper St
Woei Elvia 1117 Knorr St
Wood Kelly A 6422 Oxford Ave
Wylesol Ronald A 7717 Rockwell Ave
Xiao Dong 1347 Wells St
Xiao Xue Q 1123 Saint Vincent St
Yai & Associates Llc 6325 Rising Sun Ave
Yampolsky Herman 1275 Robbins St 2f
Yang Rae S 7319 Shelbourne St
Yarp Charlotte Yarp H R 802 Unruh Ave
Ye Ken J 1243 Gilham St
Young Dorothy H 1839 Faunce St
Young Ruth M Estate 1323 Bleigh Ave
Young Samuel 1146 Hellerman St
Yu Hua 1371 Unruh Ave
Zeh Thelma Estate 6410 Palmetto St
Zhang Qiu F 1737 Bleigh Ave
Zhao Ming 505 Cottman Ave
Zheng Shan F 6421 Rising Sun Ave
Zhou Chunyang 1114 Princeton Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19112
Anthropologie Inc 5000 S Brd St
Camm Jeffrey A 700 Kitty Hawk Ave 36
Cit Group Factoring 5101 South Brd St
Gruber Rhoda Estate 1117 W Movemensing Ave
Knox Edgar L 2000 Termon Ave Pittsburg
Resource Capital Manager Inc 1 Crescent Dr Ste 203 Navy Yard Corporate Ctr
Seahorse Carrier Services Seacarra 5101 South Brd St 2nd Floor
Singhal Sonia 7 Delaware Ave
Urban Outfitter Inc 5000 South Brd St
Urban Outfitters Inc Attn S Eisner 5000 South Brd St Bldg 12
Watson International 5131 South 11th St The Navy Yard
Philadelphia Pa 19113
Argonaut Insurance Co Attn Claims Manager One International Plaza Ste 55
Bertholonrowland Inc One International Plaza 400
Gilliam Misha R Kmhp Attending Physicians
Jo Jos Express 10 Indusatrial Hwy
Keystone Mercy Health Plan Po Box 42908
Mccall Sterling Toyota 1 International Plaza Ste 300
Odonnell Wendy J Scott Plz Ste 350
Principal Life Ins Co One International Plaza
Renaissance Philadelphia 500 Stevens Dr
Wells Fargo 1 International Plaza Ste 300
Philadelphia Pa 19114
Aasop Inc 9501 Roosevelt Blvd Suite 103
Acolyte Guild 9601 Frankford Ave
Adams Mary T 4725 Hegerman Ter 2
Adler Marilyn K 133 Benjamin Ct
Agosta Felicita 9400 Lansford St
Agusta Aerospace Corp 3050 Red Lion Rd
Agusta Aerospace Sn 11225 3050 Red Lion Rd
All Saints Episcopal Church 9601 Frankford Ave
Alwarasneh Asmahan 9401 Ashton Rd Apt C8
Anderson Margaret 9951 Academy Rd Apt G3
Bapashree Inc 3320 Grant Ave Unit 18b
Bautista Nicholo 9502 James St
Beckman Andrew E 3750 Clarenden Rd Apt 32
Beinhauer Joan F 10211 Calera
Bonsignore Anthony 9487b Woodbridge Rd
Brink David C 4517 Primrose Rd
Broadwater Clement Broadwater Blanche 9225 Milnor St
Bruno Kristin 10226 Ambridge Pl
Bunoacuore Adele 5201 Arendell Ave
Burke Patricia F 9624 Convent Ave
Burkle John 9624 Convent Ave
Burlew Rich 2417 Welsh Rd Ste 21 328
Camponelli Joseph Camponelli Judy 3648 Whitehall Ln
Cardinal Health 3001 Red Lion Rd
Cassi Margaret F 9222 Wooden Bridge
Chalmers Christopher 2417 Welsh Rd Apt 120
Cohen Dorothy Tr Utd 5100 Convent Ln Apt 511
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Cohen Dorthy 5100 Convent Ln 511
Commonwealth Mortgage Assurance Co 1601 Market St
Corley James 3600 Red Lion Rd
Cummings Charles M Po Box 63451
Dalton Damon 9210 Vandike St
Danser Chris A 3587 Nottingham Ln
Darcangelo Rita 9972 Crestmont Ave Lot 11
Davis Bernard R Davis Reba M 9213 Blue Grass Rd Apt 7
Debenedictis Anna F Est 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 69e
Delatorrefililo Celso J Apt D A 2830 Saxton Rd
Delaware Neurology Group Obo Robert Brown Po Box 21279
Demens Javal 4901 Spruce St 403
Devito Cecilia 9516 James St
Dipiero Eursula D 3137 Fordham Rd
Dock Catherine T 4604 Eden St
Dodaro Anthony R 3623 Morrell Cir
Dorazio Anthony 226 Di Marco Dr
Doyle Agnes Anne 9221 Blue Grass Rd Apt 4
Easter Kathleen 4732 Arendell Ave
Eastern Medical Associates Frankford Hosp/Anes Dept
Eisenstein Natalie 9201 Blue Grass Rd Apt 9
Elie Jean W 2607 Welsh Rd Apt I301
Engler Christoper D 4112 Carteret Dr
Engler Jacquelyn M C/O C D Engler 4112 Carteret Dr
Eplan Razel 46103 Delaire Landing Rd 46103 Delaire Landing Rd
Epstein Morris And Phyllis 25104 Delaire Landing Rd
Fedorijczuk Jolanta 3520 Sussex Ln
Finley Andrew J Jr 9181 Academy Rd No A3
Firnhaber David J 3523 Glenn St
Flatspin 2850 Red Lion Rd
Fluck Thomas E 9572 State Rd Apt B
Fota Christine M 9215 Frankford Ave
Fryckberg Joseph F 4003 Arendell Ave
Gabryel Mary Est 9230 Frankford Ave
Gallagher Gertrude Est 3971 Carteret St
General Aircraft Supply Corp N Phila Airport
Gibbons Natalee 9601 Ashton Rd Apt J5
Goldstein Rose Rose 9503 State Rd Harbor View Towars Apt 505
Gordon Linda S Apt 16 4433 Pearson Ave
Granville Mary T 3651 Redline Rd Apt Ca
Gulati Prem 4001 Lyman Dr
Hadfield Pearlo 5110 Arendell Ave
Haeber Samatha M C/O Haeber Family 3966 Grant Ave
Haun Veronica 9854 Lackland Dr
Health Aria 10800 Knights Rd Aka Knights & Red Lion Rds−Tor
Heeney Marie L 3535 Fitler St
Heller John C 9516 James St
Helm Callista F 9503 State Rd Apt 119
Hernandez Ezequiel 2841 Woodbridge Rd
Houck Russell S 9309 Campus Ln
Hughes Shawn E Hughes Susan M 3608 Chesterfield Rd
Hutchins Raymond C Hutchins Mary 9601 Ashton Rd
Internal Revenue Service Po Box 21086
Interstate Brands Corp 9801 Blue Grass Blvd
Jabs Edward Jabs Helen 9402 Kirkwood Rd
Jackson Andrew L Est 3635 W Crown Ave
Jackson Jim 9401 Blue Grass Rd
Jeffries Edward H 9223 Lansford St
Jeffries Ruth L 9223 Lansford St
Kanneh Susan K Apt B 9406 Fairgreen Ln
Katz Gayle F 2669 Willits Ct
Kearns Saul 9217 Blue Grass Rd
Kelly Daniel J 9532 State Rd
Kerns Saul 9217 Blue Grass Rd
Kimmel & Silverman Pc 25104 Delaire Landing Rd
Kingston James P 10214 Woburn Pl
Krestan Lillian N Parvis Est 3103 Willits Rd
Larsen Jeffrey 5500 Wissahickon St Apt M 709c
Layan Pauline B 3137 Fordham Rd
Lebofsky Jacob 9503 State Rd 521
Lerch John J 2859 Anges Rd
Levine Martha Ashton Te
Levy Richard 9503 State Rd Apt 407
Liedtke Teresa 4014 Lyman Dr
Loewy Gabriel Torresdale Med Bldg Ste 210 Re
Lynn Obrick Tracey 4004 Lyman Dr
Machen Raymond 3661 Whitehall Ln
Macmath Cecelia Macmath William Avalon St
Magee Herbert A Magee Agnes 4716 Convent Ln
Maher Margaret C 2661 Willits Rd Apt S110
Malatesta Beatrice 3137 Fordham Rd
Mcaleer M R 3725 Claredon Ave
Mccreedy Ida L 9211 Convent Ave
Mcginty Joseph S 2607 Welsh Rd
Mcgurk Jeffrey E 23304 Delaire Landing
Mcintyre Sarah V 9233 Wesleyan Rd
Mclaughlin Nancy 4006 Carteret Dr
Mcquillen Genevieve E Mcquillen Terry 3099 Willits Rd
Melfi Mary Re R Melfi Dec D 29 101 Delaire Landing Rd
Merk Edward Sr Merk Edward 3401 Fitler St
Merk Maryanna Merk Edward 3401 Fitler St
Miller Julia 3103 Delaire Landing Rd
Morris Francis X 44−103 Delaire Landing Rd
Murray Vernon 9211 Convent Ave
Natale Alfred J 3584 Churchill Ln
Netterville Joseph F 3830 Arendell Ave
Oconnor Sean 2555 Welsh Rd Apt 435
Office Of Finance 4015 Fitler St
Olsen Eleanor Est 2661 Willits Rd Apt 118
Olsen Robert 3706 S Hereford Rd
Otoole Michael W 3979 Rowena Dr
Pasquarella Rose 3348 S Keswick Rd
Pierc Lydia S 06210 Delaire Landing Rd
Pollino Catharine G 9555 A James St
Prendergast Helen C 3259 Holme Ave
Rader Leslie 73303 Delaire Landing Rd
Rawlins Harry C 9226 Wissinoming St
Raymond F Mc Hugh Son Po Box 6025
Reyes Tiffany 3991 Rowena Dr
Ricci Theresa Est Po Box 21215
Richards Anna E 10213 Albemarle Ln
Ritz Joan M 9951 Academy Rd Apt D−7
Roberts Jason 3701 Pitt Pl
Sacchez Angel L 3436 Ashfield Ln
Schada Jill 9414 Grant Ave
Schneider Elizabet 4018 Lyman Dr
Scott Robin 3100 Grant Ave
Segal Barbara A 3431 Eden St
Senge Troy 9427 Kirkwood Rd
Serviolo Edith M Apt 6 9217 Blue Grass Rd
Shop N Bag 2401 Welsh Rd
Shops Deb Attn Lorraine Koc 9401 Blue Grass Rd
Skidmore John 3312 Elliston Cir
Smith Erin 4027 Fitler St
Stanton Margueri 3312 Elliston Cir
Steinfield Paul 3110 Grant Ave
Strockbine Fannie 4736 Saint Denis Dr
Sullivan Robert 4313 Linden St
Sweatman Robert T 10211 Calera
Szafran Frances Szafran Joseph 3640 E Crown Ave
Teixeira Wellington 9305 Cloverly Rd
Terry David 3400 Red Lion Rd 8e
Thomas Celia R Thomas David Thomas Edwin 2555 Welsh Rd Apt 317
Thomas Patrica 3226 Chelsea Place
Thomsen Maxine M 3275 Holme Ave
Tobin Joan 5100 S Convert Ln 423
Topczynski Stella 4021 Pearson Ave
Trott Lewis T 3623 E Crown Rd
Tschopp Adolph H Tschopp Bertha M 3361 Elliston Cr
Tschopp Bertha M Tschopp Adolph 3361 Elliston Cr
Vanthuyne Alice K 34202 Delaire Landing Rd
Vedomey Michael 9601 Ashton Rd Victoria Woods AptC 6
Veneziale Dorothy Veneziale Luca 4515 Pearson Ave
Watson David 3961 Rowena Dr
Weigand Edward 3620 Glen St
Westcott Darlene 3099 Willits Rd
Westervelt Catherine Westervelt Edwin G 3642 W Crown Ave
Whittick Emma Estate 3520 Avalon St
Willse Keith D 9586 James St
Yost Chemicals Inc C/O L Yost 4616 Aubrey Ave
Yost Leslie 4616 Aubrey Ave
Yost Leslie R Jr 4616 Aubrey Ave
Young Harry J 3750 Clarendon Rd 38
Philadelphia Pa 19115
Abeles And Heymann Inc 739 Ramsey Ave
Abraham Eric 9726 Bustleton St
Addington Conley 9626 Banes St
Alva Gilda O 9140 Old Bustleton Ave C206
Amin Nilesh 9714 Waly Ave
Andrukh Vadim 9895 Bonner St
Ashton Hall Inc 2109 Red Lion Rd
Avery James W 9850 Waly Ave
Aziz 9531 Hoff St
Baranowski Jaroslaw 1525 Stoney Ln A
Barton Stephanie C Barton Joseph E 9552 Wick Rd
Bates Lillian M Bates Robert H 2130 Morrell St
Bauer Patrice L 9931 Wingtip Rd
Bauer Richard A 9931 Wingtip Rd
Beaver Timothy 9964 President St
Belorusets Mikhail 9926 Haldeman Ave Apt A128
Berkowitz Leonard 2375 Woodward St Apt 301
Berlingieri Mario 600 Red Lion Rd H8
Berry Catherine M 2072 Red Lion Rd
Blank Gerald R 2007 Beyer Ave 2f
Blinkoff Barry A 9257a Jamison Ave
Blinkoff Sarah 9257a Jamison Ave
Borie Elvin G Estate Haldeman Ave
Borie Mildred F Estate Haldeman Ave
Bothwell Dorothy H Estate 5626 Walton Ave
Brecht Oleita M Trust C/O J T Brecht 9414 Roosevelt Blvd Apt C1
Brown Dorothy M 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt A741
Burkhimer Michael 9414 Roosevelt Blvd C9
Cad Dung Q 1106 Norwalk Rd
Campana Elizabeth J 9722 Lochwood Rd
Cannon Frances Est Mable J Croyle Decd 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt A−439
Chekhovych Denys 173−1 Conemaugh Ave
Chmielewski Elizabeth 1059 Grant Ave
Cigam Trust 1801 Winchester Ave Unit A15
Citcon Properties Inc Po Box 51292
Cohen Harriett 1911 Bowler St
Colon Carmen 9525 Clark St
Daly Edward Apt B230l 9896 Bustleton Ave
Dashevsky Alexander 9827 Hoff St
Digitalslides Net 9253 Old Newtown Rd S
Dimirsky Catherine F 2275 Winchester Ave Apt 408
Dominguez Antonio 1940 Nester Place Apt 9
Dorazio Jennie M 1843 Berwyn St
Durham Ins Group Inc 9313 Krewstown Rd
Eckert Dolores 730 Charette Rd
Einstein Surgical Assoc 9880 Bustleton Ave Ste 205
Energy Choice Marketing 2200 Michener St
Faulkner Mazda Bustleton & Haldeman Sts
Felzer Leon 9908 Bustleton Ave Apt D3
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Finney George 9714 Jeanes St
Flannery Joseph T 2072 Red Lion Rd
Freedman Jack Apt A19 2015 Welsh Rd
Friday Russell T 12 Country Ln Way
Gandy Irene 1705 Scotchbrook Dr
Geftman Mildred Geftman Gail 9101 Old Bustleton Ave
General Medical & Rehab Assoc Inc 9551 Bustelton Ave 2nd Fl
Gibbons Lavinia 2109 Red Lion Rd
Gillies Thomas 9629 Bustleton Ave
Ginsburg Emily 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt D 303
Gitman Igor 1524 Marcy Place Apt A
Gluck Jerry 1228 Cottman Ave
Goodman Ellwood M Goodman Minnie 2350 Tremont St 301
Gordon Lee L Apt D202 9807 Haldeman Ave
Gould Glen 1825 Grant Ave
Greene Sarah 9649 Wistaria
Har Imports Inc 101 Smt Ln
Harker Frances 2350 Tremont St 312
Hatzigeorgiou Christopher 448 Mark Place
Heilmeier George Heilmeier Anna 9896 Bustleton Ave A
Hernandez Gilberto 704 Millwood Rd
Holis Alexios 2124 Welsh Rd
Howard Marion P 1801 Windchester Ave Apt S9
Jacox Angelina B 9326 Rising Sun Ave
Jacox Paul J Est 9326 Rising Sun Ave
Junior Altair S 1726 Welsh Rd 1st Floor
Kaszupski Melvin D 2031 Byers Ave Apt 1
Kaszupski Melvin D 430
Katz Stanley Katz Hannah 1108 Bloomfield Ave
Kay Bruce Robert 1726 Welsh Rd 1st Floor
Kelly John 9763 Hispatch St
Kilijanek Michal 2211 Conwell Ave
Knight William E 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt A106
Kolsky Edward 9828 Cowden St
Kopec Christopher 8875 Krewstown Rd
Kozhukh Rozalia 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt D 303
Kraft Paul Kraft Rae 9257 Darlington Rd
Lakernick Mary 851 Red Lion Rd Apt E2
Lampreich Nicole 1035 Surrey Rd
Landsburg Elizabeth Plaza Towers Apt 314 2350 Tremont St
Larry Braun Mikes Auto Body 1547a Stoney Ln
Lawlor Esther 9896 Bustleton Ave
Lawson Jane Estate 9506 Hilspach St
Lee Kang S 1118 Surrey Rd
Leech Harry 2109 Red Lion Rd
Lnj Media Group 9 Christopher Dr
Luminatti Paulo R 1726 Welsh Rd 1st Floor
Machnacz Edward 1051 Surrey Rd
Mahnacz Helen 1051 Surrey Rd
Mamedov Anar 9816 Bonner St
Markov Alex 809 Red Lion Rd B 35
Martynenko Olga 750 Sanford St
Mcclain Edgar 9916 Bustleton Ave
Mcguigan Catherine C O Kathleen Healy 120 Beth Dr
Meehan John 9301 Krewstown Rd
Mellon Bank Ref Fbo Paul Savitz 9353 Krewstown Rd
Metzler Frances B 9414 Roosevelt Blvd Apt C1
Miller Michelle 1031 Chesworth Rd
Mis Sacred Heart 2072 Red Lion Rd
Mizerak Florence Mizerak Andrew 1935 Goodnaw St
Moses Justinano 9520 Roosevelt Blvd
Murt Edward 857 Glenn St
Myers David Est 611 Artwood Dr
Myers Marcia A Plaza Tower 2350 Tremont St Apt 902
Neuber Charles 9901 Wingtip Rd
New Gleaner Publication 9999 Gantry Rd
Nicholas Pizza Katerinas Pizza Terry Hatzigeorgiou T/A 742 Red Lion Rd
North East Spice Market 728 Red Lion Rd
Oleita M Brecht Trust C/O J T Brecht 9414 Roosevelt Blvd Apt C1
Orourke Elizabeth 9712 Bustleton Ave U
Park Sang H 8804 Rising Sun Ave
Patel Dilipkumar 2301 Woodward St Apt G 20
Patricio Jose 1940 Nester Pl Apt 9
Petit Glen 1809 Lott St
Petrellis Louis D Do 723 Red Lion Rd
Philip Abu G Po Box 52821
Philly Rose L P 919 Taylor Ave
Price Daniel E 9793 Clark St
Rao Krunal 1937 Witter St
Rauscher Alma W C/O L C Rauscher 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt A442
Rauscher Louis C 9896 Bustleton Ave
Rosen David Md 2375 Woodward St Suite 112
Rozenberg Peter 8940 Krewstown Rd 314
Rubin Samuel H 9730 Glenhope Rd
Russo Patrick 1558 A Gregg St
Ryan Rita 9937 Meduay Rd
Saffier Carole S Saffier Bernard 609 Artwood Dr
Samhouri Farouq A Dr 2137 Welsh Rd Suite 1−C
Schwering Lewis 1751 Welsh Rd Apt B3
Scolnick Steven Mace 8940 Krewstown Rd Apt 117
Seeley James W Paul S Run 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt B229
Shaare Shamayim Beth Judah 9768 Verree Rd
Sharov Ray 2109 Red Lion Rd 218
Sheldon Charles A Jr Sheldon Elsie M 9407 Evans St
Sheldon Charles A Sheldon Elsie M 9407 Evans St
Sienkiewicz Helen P 9950 Ferndale St
Stacy William C 9803 Haldeman Ave Apt B20
Stearn Edward 1835 Murray St
Steinbach Frances Steinbach Frank 2007 Grant Ave
Sticco Steven 2 Dogwood Ln
Stollsteimer Edward J 846 Bartlett St
Stupine Rose 2375 Woodward St Apt 301
Sullivan Mary 1711 Fox Chase Rd
Temple Jeanes Gyn Associates 9331 Old Bustleton Ave Suite 203
Thackray Benjamin M 105 Moredon Rd
Tolchinsky Linda M 9921 Bustleton Ave M6
Underland Vinita Estate Apt A415 9896 Bustleton Ave
Underland Vinita L Apt A415
Underland Vinita L Estate Apt A415 9896 Bustleton Ave
Valtsis Inna 2035 Grant Ave B
Villafare Carlos 2111 President St
Waisboed Ingrid Waisboed Hersh 2020 Fulmer St
Waisbord Ingrid 2020 Fulmer St
Weitz Bernard 9908 Bustleton Ave Apt A11
Yaletsko Andrew Po Box 52224
Yohay Koral Yohay Manny 2403 Tremont St
Yohay Saphir Yohay Manny 2403 Tremont St
Yu Sang H C/O C Hee You 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt 2205
Yugui Luis 2001 Nester St
Zameska Alecia 9401 Evans St
Zelkovitz Herman 9896 Bustleton Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19116
Agosti Michelle S 15207 Bernita Dr 3rd Fl
Agostinho R 841 Centennial Squart Nor
Amitrano Michael Est 15015 Milford St
Ammlung Doris L Ammlung Louise Forest Hill Ave Somerton
Augustine Terrence 200 Lockart Ln 2nd Fl
Avraham Yosef 215 Lockart Ter B
Barnett William F Barnett Mary E 1234 Michelle Dr
Beletshy Trina S 11209 Halstead St
Beliavsky Natalia 14200 Bustleton Ave Ste 4
Bougioukas Nickolaos 375 Selma St
Brennan James Est 1116 Napier St
Brennan Robert J 13582 Bustleton Ave Bldg 8 Apt 206
Breslauets Igor 10229 Murty Ln
Bresnahan Jeanna M 62 Brookshire Tr
Brown Florence Brown Howard 560 Larkspur St
Brown Howard Est Of C/O 560 Larkspur St
Brown Howard G Brown Florence 560 Larkspur St
Butler Timothy S 11156 Hendrix St
Chacko Samuel P 10028 Verree Rd Apt A
Cheskis Doris P Cheskis Irvin 831 Rennard St
Cohen Andrew Cohen Elsie 10131 Bustleton Ave
Coley Thomas A Estate 730 Byberry Rd
Curcio Margaret G Curcio Joseph A 1608 Londen
Dacunha Brandy 10861 Parlin Ter Apt 1
Dejesus William S 10226 Bustleton Ave Fl 2
Dreaver John J 1054 County Line Rd
Dunn Freda D 1054 County Line Rd
Dvir Edi 10180 Verree Rd
Eife Joanne Eife Edward 10140 Northeast Ave
Elm Margaret Estate 15140 Beverly Dr 2nd
Estate Imelda M Loughery % J A Leighthardt 300 Byberry Rd Apt 205
Fedoseyev Gennady 606 Avon Rd
Fein Paul 107 Tomlinson Rd
Freeman Lee 11580 Roosevelt Blvd
Furniture Plus 11909 Bustleton Ave
Gabuniya Zaza 10230 Selmer Place
Garcia Carlos M 15158 Endicott St
Getz Martin Estate 10119 Bustleton Ave
Goldberg Frances 12003 Bustleton Ave
Grayfer Margarita 10955 Avon Ter
Greenberg Hermine 10116 Wilbur St
Grosh Gina A 476 Byberry Rd
Haeberle Evelyn 280 Ridgeway Plz
Haeberle Francis Haeberle Evelyn 280 Ridgeway Plz
Hahn Eric R 150001 Bustleton Ave
He Guo H 349 Kevin Ct
Helbein Naomi R 10776 Heather St 1st Fl
Hill Anita 368 Gardner St
Hill Anita 3687 Gardner St
Howell Dorothy 13425 Worthington Rd
Hvichia Georgi E 10640 Lockad Rd 2nd Floor
Jayawardana Kanchana 10871 Parlin Terr
Jensen Alice M 831 Byberry Rd
Kabrhel Kathleen T 14015 Kelvin Ave
Kelberg Debra 15046 Liberty Ln
Keller Rose 813 Piermont St
Kelly Anthony 10907 Lockart Rd
Keyack Joseph Keyack Nellie 11903 Barlow St
Kogut Leonid Apt B2a 1760 Tomlinson Rd
Konrad Betty C/O B Ann Gunsser 922 County Line Rd
Kramer Raymond E Jr Kramer Pearl 10859 Parlin Ter
Kramer Raymond E Kramer Eileen G 11048 Proctor Rd
Krystkiewicz Thomas M Krystkiewicz Nancy 15157 Wayside Rd
Kulik Childrens Fund 1295 Southampton Rd
Lavrinenko Vladimir 478 Parlin St 2nd Flr
Lewis Lela 650 Edison Ave
Lightfoot David Lightfoot 1862 Sanford St
Lines Mary J 730 Byberry Rd Apt 503
Lopez Daisy Po Box 18108
Loughery Imelda M Co J A Leighthardt 300 Byberry Rd
Lynch Kathleen A 15060 Carter Rd
Mack Louis P Mack Myrtle 12026 Sewell Rd
Mancinow Tatiana 15104 Millford St
Marchenkov Aleksander 520 Foster St
Market Edith 205 Overhill Ave
Mcdonald Geraldine 320 Buxmont St
Mcguckin Kimberly 11156 Hendrix St
Meehl Ruth 1953 Greymont St
Merlin Marina 11072 Greiner Rd
Metals Usa Flatrolle 11200 Roosevelt Blvd
Micklin Carol G Micklin Eugene 10777 Heather St
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Milnes Bradford W 476 Byberry Rd
Mirmelshteyn Elina 13046 Blakeslee Dr
Modern Expressions 2031 Byberry Rd
Morro Esther V 204 Lockhart Tr 2nd Floor
Morrow Clifford A Morrow Florence R 125 Overhill Ave
Nagelberg Sydney 1st Floor Apt A 8907 Alton St
National Financial Services 10900 Bustleton Ave Apt 97
Ney Enos Charles 1106 Warwick St
Nikitin Andrei Anatoley 10840 Nandina Plaza
Northeast Medical & Rehab Obo Halina Falkowska 10663 Bustleton Ave 2nd Fl
Oconnor Michael J 15050 Kelvin Ave
Patel Hitesh 10772 Jeanes St
Patel Kala P 404 Laura Ln
Patel Rita A 14007 Clifford Ln
Patterson Lorraine 13425 Worthington Rd
Pearson Genevieve 650 Edison Ave
Pernitsky Anna 1953 Greymont St
Philadelphia Old Style Ice Crea 10098 Sandmeyer Ln
Pillinger Margaret M 664 Renard St
Polakoff Mark Polakoff Lena 11811 Audubon Ave
Poritsky Elizabeth 12003 Bustleton Ave Apt 111
Rana Mohammad K 1263 Hendrix St
Rocha Manuel 518 Selma St
Rooney Raymond 830 Larkspur St
Rowland Erik J 811 Avon Rd
Schuschny Pedro 15112 Carter Rd
Schwartz Betty Est Schwartz Betty M Apt 202 10102 Jamison Ave
Seifert Diane D 405 Forest Hills Ave
Seward David Seward Nora 13020 Dorothy Dr
Shaji Joseph 500 Lawler Ter
Sherman David 301 Byberry Rd Apt A4
Shkarand Sokhet 11702 Barlow St
Singh Mangal 10782 Jeanes St
Slip Jam L P A Partnership Attn B Cohen 667 Hendrix St Ste 11675
Slobodrian Joseph M Slobodrian April M 120 Overhill Ave
Snyder Emma C/O P C Snyder 10174 Ferndale St
Spains Inc 1700 Tomlinson Rd
Stearn Brian Stearn Linda 11229 Jeanes St
Stearn Michelle Stearn Linda 11229 Jeanes St
Stellman Clara 650 Edison Ave
Swiker Helen 15137 Ina Dr
Tom Molrin 10234 Jeanes St
Tretina Andrew M 15158 Endicott St
Turovets Gregory 150 Larkspur St
Veigel Laraine Veigel Vilma M 814 Avon Rd
Visco Mary 12021 Bustelton Ave Apt 127
Wang Su S 349 Kevin Ct
Ward Carol A 1143 Foster St
Weaver Wayne 13301 Howard Arthur Dr
Weintraub Benjamin Apt B 2 13151 Bustleton Ave
Wise Ruth M 11622 Gifford St
Wright Thomas W Wright Lucy 228 Robina St Apt 2
Yarmashuk Dzmitry S 10030 Jeanes St 2nd Fl
Yeung Feng L 361 Kevin Ct
Philadelphia Pa 19117
Bickel Dorothy Bickel Scott P 7826 B Penrose Ave
Impervious Paint Industries Ltd Po Box 8865
Rose Edwin D Jr Rose Madeline 310 Forrest Hills Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19118
1st Wnthrop Proptris 7800 B Stenton Ave
Adler John C Estate 215 E Highland Ave
Adler Mary H Estate 215 E Highland Ave
Alkahtani Ali 7720 A Stenton Ave Apt 305
Allen Robert C Jr 7920 Crefeld St
Alpers Samuel C/O Fairview Care Ctr 184 Bethlehem Pike
Amrom George 8319 Seminole Ave
Bertolino John W 220 E Mermaid Ln Apt 101
Bevacqui Keith F 9601 Germantown Ave
Biemiller Cathleen F 203 W Chestnut Hill Ave
Bjoern Pfeiffer 7740 B Stenton Ave Apt 101
Bonitatibus J Estate 67 E Mermaid Ln
Butler Calvin W Estate 237 W Highland Ave
Cadell Cicero C 7700 Stenton Ave
Carrasco Jorge 537 W Westmoreland St
Cespuglio Marie C 8143 Ardleigh St
Chestnut Hill Com Assoc 834 Germantown Ave
Chestnut Hill Pediatric Grp 7700 Germantown Ave 2nd Fl
Cilio Peter Cilio Ruth 8241 Crittenden St
Davis Sylvia 7800 Bustleton Ave
Dorrance Diana 100 W Mermaid Ln
Dowell Helen M 103 W Willow Grove Ave
Durso Elizabeth 142 E Hartwell Ln
Evans Terrence E Po Box 27489
Fitzsimmons Sara 8030 Saint Martins Ln
George Coates Collex Flourtown 132 Bethlehem Pike
Goldstein David Po Box 27781
Gottlieb Janine 8135 Germantown Ave
Gregory Mary 124 W Highland Ave
Hagedorn Tracy L 36 E Benezet St
Hahn Thomas 315 W Springfield Ave
Hanselman Mary Nina N 7920 Crefeld St
Hardiman Marie E Erden Ct
Henighan Violet A 7601 Crittenden St
Herkness Lindsay C Jr Herkness Elizabeth 8712 Shawnee St
Hernandez Isabel 7800 B Stenton Ave 06 203
Hylton Barrington 8003 Anderson St
Hylton Barrington Hylton Phyllis 8003 Anderson St
Isard Margaret E 603 W Hartwell Ln
Iturriaga Hernandez M 7900 B Stenton Ave 03 303
Jain Ranjiv 12 West Moreland Ave
Jordan Jeannemarie 9701 Germantown
Kaiser Melinda R 8313 Ardleigh St
Kaithern Robert W Kaithern Ann 244 E Evergreens Ave
Kelly Catherine E Kelly Hannah C 8223 Ardleigh St
Kitzel Music Co 1011 Farrell Rd Wyndmoor
Lehner Anne Marie 143 W Highland Ave
Leming Catherine C C/O G M Leming 323 W Moreland Ave
Levy Carol 532 W Springfield Ave
Lipshutz Morris 423 Willow Grove Ave
Lynch Maura G 537 Spring Ln Wynmoor
Maurstad Nickole L 150 W Evergreen Av F
Mc Grath Martin F 184 Bethlehem Pike
Mc Nair Theresa 220 E Mermaid Ln 157
Mccall David Trust 700 Glengary Rd Attn William Mccall
Mccrea Elenore L 120 E Moreland Ave
Mcdowell Etta A Box 27568
Mddowell William W 103 W Willow Grove Ave
Mellon Bank 8506 Germantown Ave
Mellor Ann 9489 Meadowbrook Ln
Morasco Clara Estate 8143 Shawnee St
Morrow Robert J 120 W Highland Ave
Mullahy James L Mullahy Jane S 8224 Germantown Ave
New Ventures Inc 8119 Saint Martins Ln
O Neill Elda 201 W Evergreen Av 615
Obrien Dyan 7818 Devon St
Oconnell Daniel M 714b Wolcott Dr
Odonnell George D 20 E Sunset Ave
Ohara Patricia Ohara Irene S 124 W Highland Ave
Olson Douglas G 104 W Springfield Ave
Oneill Leon F Estate 8010 Germantown Ave
Ortino Anthony Ortino Lucy R 1 E Willow Grove Ave
Oshea Alice M Estate 8055 Winston Rd
Perreault Jennifer L 8131 Ardleigh St
Phillips Mary 725 Glengarry Dr
Pratt Henry C Pratt Mary 218 E Evergreen Ave
Psichas John T C/O Phyllis Psichas 211 E Gravers Ln
Rice James D 220 E Mermaid Ln Unit 189
Richardson David Owen Richardson Catherine 10 East Chestnut Hill Ave
Rittenhouse Anna C Rittenhouse Edward 50 W Southampton
Roberts Debra E 4 Waterman Ave
Rodgers Irene 124 W Highland Ave
Sacco Ann 551 Evergreen Ave Wyndmoor
Schoettle Carol 8610 Millman Place
Shelter912 Inc 7922 Germantown Ave
Sheridan Timonthy 7927 Roanoke St
St John S 420 W Mermaid Ln
Sullivan Judith A 7816 Lincoln Dr
Taras Debra Psychological Svcs 7800 Roanoke St
Teitz Peggy 7821 Winston Rd
Thorell Lori 6 Tohopeka Ln
Trott Arnold W 7600 Stenton Ave Apt 9f
Volpack Louise 102 E Mermaid Ln
Wachovia Securities 8527 Germantown Ave
Wagner Judith L 8860 Towanda
Webb Paul 335 N Saunders Ave
Wetherill Francis D 154 Hillcrest Rd
Wood Betty−Schuyler Deming Po Box 27157
Philadelphia Pa 19119
Adams Antwon 111 Gorgas Ln
Adens George T 145 W Sharpnack St
Alberto David 413 E Sharpnack St
Alexander George 819 E Phil Ellena St
Allen Theresa B 255 E Meehan Ave
Alleyne Shantini N 229 W Upsal St 311
Anderson Lauren H 341 E Cliveden St
Ann Itzkowitz 430 E Mt Airy Ave
Ashley Barbara B 6445 Greene St Apt C401
Atkins Herman Jr 6463 Milton St
Atkins Marion E 702 S Mt Pleasant Rd
Avery Tiffany Md 6732 Emler St
Bailey Barbara B 425 W Ellet St
Banks Aldine J Sr 235 W Gorgas Ln
Banks Dorothy L Cust 229 W Upsal St Apt 409
Barcoski Kathleen Barcoski Stephen 2127 Fanshawe St
Beard Samuel 325 Crest Park Rd
Beranbaum Nancy C 709 W Mount Airy Ave
Bigelow Michael Po Box 12347
Bond Sarah L 220 Sedgwick St
Bounds Omar P 6901 Germantown Ave
Bowen Terry 6813 Chew Ave
Boyer Edgar M 37 West Seagwick St
Bradford Michael 811 Vernon Rd
Brandes Adelaide N Brandes Anne 29 W Carpenter Ln
Broaster Jerome 6486 Musgrave St
Brogan John J Brogan Anna 80 E Hortter St
Brown Emmett 509 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Burrows Bryant 740 E Vernon Rd Apt 201
Business Professional Woman Of Philade 1306 Barringer St
Byrd Sandy L 609 E Phil−Ellena St
Caldwell Margaret Caldwell Kirk 44 E Durham St
Calvimontes Tania 522 Arbutus St
Campbell Preston C Campbell Dorothy 6524 Chew Ave
Carr Florence S 502 Wellesley Rd
Cars & Suv Outlet 6801−07 Germantown Ave
Chalners Mary 151 W Sharpneck St
Ciank Stephanie 628 Pine Tree Rd
Claiborne Darrel 422 W Carpenter Ln
Coles Denise 6631 Chew Ave
Coles Marcus 6631 Chew Ave
Conner Cleon 7222 Germantown Ave
Connor Lamont A 112 E Hortter St
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Cook Marjorie E %Cook Sean 230 W Mt Airy Ave Apt 300
Cook Marjorie E Apt 300 230 W Mt Airy Ave
Cook Marjorie E Sean Cook 230 W Mt Airy Ave Apt 300
Crapp Ida 6 E Mcpherson St
Crown Chicken Inc 3706 N Brd St
Cuffee Estger C 6512 Musgrave St
Davenport Virginia Estate 703 Carpenter Ln
Davis Herschel M 6650 Musgrave St
Davis Uel N 821 E Dorset St
Dextechnologies Llc 7132 Chew Ave Suite 3
Dickey Esther 506 W Springer St
Dingess Michael Dingess Viviane 229 W Upsal St
Dixon Shana Pleasant St 441 E
Docktor Jack H 447 W Ellet St Apt A
Droughman Margueri 57 W Gowen Ave
Drt Financial Holdings Llc 217 W Horter St
Duckrey Courtney Schaeffer Bldg Apt 332 6950 Germantown Ave
E Rubin And A Pincus And N Schwarz 7110 Wayne Ave
Edwards Cheryl L 129 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Ellis Lillian M The Germantown Home 6950 Germa
Ellzy Mae O 500 E Upsal St Apt G7
Emery Lauren R 341 Pelham Rd
English Lorraine English Francis Sedgwick Gdns
Estate Amelia K Garecht 6445 Germantown Ave
Estime Renold 325 E Sharpnack St
Farrer Naomi B 234 W Gorgas Ln
Fears Jerry D 134 Pleasant St
Fortune Rasheed 169 Weaver St
Foster Judith M 6638 Ardleigh St
France Lavonne France Arthur 817 E Dorset St
Fulton Ruth A C/O R David Samuel 6610 Wissahickon Ave
Gaines William Estate 633 E Mount Airy Ave
Gallagher Bradford 336 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Gallagher Edward J Est 6651 Crowson St
Gaskins Eleanor M 6841 Sprague St
Geyelin Pete 229 W Upsal St Apt 603
Gibson David W 6927 Anderson St
Gold Albert 6814 Mccallum St
Gordon Thomas 445 E Wadsworth Ave
Grant Rosalind M 7123 Sprague St Apt E
Grauber Eleanor 7141 Mc Callum St
Green Annie L In 258 E Durard St
Green Cecilia 6628 Blakemore St Apt 6e
Griffin Samuel In 521 W Ellet St
Grisso Jeane Ann 526 W Ellet St
Grosso Gino Md 538 W Ellet St
Hagerty David L 113 E Cliveden
Hagler Aaron Hagler Elena 7524 Boyer St
Hall Daniel 7209 Wissahickon Ave
Hampton Robert A L C/O M Haasz 136 W Mount Airy Ave
Harley Richard 217 W Hortter St
Harmon Carl R 422 Glen Echo Rd
Harrison Margaret D 6647 Germantown Ave
Hayes Mildred E 243 W Gorgas Ln
Hellick Alexander Hellick Mildred 6400 Greene St
Henderson Edward 525 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Hicks Crystal 208 E Gowen Ave
Higgins Margaret D 7222 Germantown Ave
Hightower Christine A Est 6408 Musgrave St
Hill Brandon 505 S Pleasant Pl
Holt Winifred Holt Lyla B 29 E Gowen Ave
Holtzman Linda J 635 Westview St
Houck Edna Fitzsimons Day 1 C 620 Germantown Ave
Incovoni Antoinette A 413 E Sharpnack St
Ireland Charles S 7127 Germantown Ave
Jackson Kevin 10 W Mt Airy Ave
Jacobs Charlotte 41 Good St
Janney Robert 133 W Phil Ellena St
Jarrett Robin Apt B214 601 W Clvdn St
Jervis Jeffrey D 265 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Johnson James A 6655 Blakemore St
Johnson Jessie M 327 E Hortter St
Johnson Pamela 7016 Greene St
Johnson Theodora 1228 E Cardeza
Johnsonshachtermcman Stephanie A 45 W Mt Airy Ave
Jones Mark Jr 7002 Wissahickon Ave
Jordan Doris M 374 E Meehan Ave
Karen Blackwell III Karen Thomas H 522w Hortter St
Kelcy Sean M 6620 Sprague St Apt B3
Kilpatrick Naomi S 7306 Germantown Ave
Kline Edward Y 335 E Mt Airy Ave
Kondracki Susanna 326 W Allens Ln
Koso Lorna L 736 Westview St
Kurtz Muriel Kurtz Ruth 19 Westview St
Kyerematen Richard 6611 Germantown Ave
Leftwich Carl J 11 Slocum St
Lennon Matthew L 44 W Durham St
Lindley Maureen A Lindley Joseph R 444 East Sharpnack
Ljungquist Sheila B 220 W Idell St
Long Rebecca Rich 601 W Cliveden St Apt A402
Lott Carolyn R 6632 Germantown Ave
Lynch Mary 221 W Mount Airy Ave
Marjorie M Pincus Itf 7110 Wayne Ave
Martin Charlotte Martin Niles 47 Mt Pleasant St
Martin Niles 47 Mt Pleasant St
Matus Alexander V 330 E Gowen Ave
Mc Leon Mary 125 W School House Ln
Mc Williams Alfred R 7014 Mccallum St
Mccrea Julian 7030 Mower St
Mcgowan Anne 354 W Durham St
Mcgowan Paul 354 W Durham St
Mcknight Jacqueline 347 E Hortter St
Mcmahon Madeleine 45 W Mt Airy Ave
Mehan Paul PO Box16637
Meinck Marion L Meinck Marion 6721 Pleasant Place
Milgram Samuel 6500 Washington Ave 1r
Miller Bertha J 6911 Sherman
Miller John W 437 E Sharpnack St
Milligan Marguerite M Milligan Margueri 230 E Durham St
Mims James E 338 E Hortter St
Moore Mary M 36 W Upsal St
Mullen Irene Q 544 W Hortter St
Mundy Corey 215 E Hortter St
Murphy Gilbert Henry Murphy Arthur D 6614 Germantown Ave
Myers George 23 E Slocum St
National Floor Cvr Inc 822 E Upsal St
Network Financial Network Real E PO Box 4997
Newsome Albert L Po Box 4991
Nutter Jesse 7210 Ardleigh St
Onyx Acceptance Corp 229 W Upsal St Apt 603
Pace Annie B In 6814 Clearview St
Pacholski Joseph F C/O Cliveden Convalescent Ctr 6400 Greene St
Painter Clara E 59 E Phil Ellena St
Parekh Chandrakant K 6529 Germantown Ave
Parker Catherine M 118 W Gorgas Ln
Parker Sally 6950 Cresheim Rd Apt 12
Parmer Georgia 104 W Gorgas Ln
Person Ralph J 6822 Chew Ave
Peveler S 229 W Upsal St Apt 315
Phila Hlth Manag Intrum House Attn J T 333 W Upsal St
Pincus Marjorie M 7110 Wayne Ave
Preston William Preston Jennie 87 Weaver St
Price William H 12 East Hortter St
Reeder Lydia 7328 Devan St
Regan Michael Regan Shawna 323 E Gowen Ave
Reid Beverly A Reid Noah W 229 W Upsal St Apt 613
Renez Carlos 831 Mt Airy Ave
Rider Andrew 6631 Chew Ave
Robertson Margaret B Robertson Walter L 6789 Crittenden St
Robinson Denise L 233 E Durham St
Rodgers Michael 396 E Cliveden St
Rogers Howard Jr Estate 33 East Roumford Rd
Rowland A 7122 Ardleigh St
Rowland Shelley P 6907 Boyer St
Rowley Wilbur K Rowley Louise M 641 W Ellet St
Ruddick Margaret E 6820 Milton St
Russell Michael 1127 E Barringer St
Russell Normagene 1127 E Barringer St
Sadler Ernest A 810 6733 Emlen St
Samuel Ralph D C/O R David Samuel 6610 Wissahickon Ave
Sauceda David 332 W Hortter 2 Ar
Schaefer Katherine F 6 E Mcpherson St
Schneider Mary S 6510 Lincoln Dr
Schodt Caleb 7515 Boyer St
Scott Herbert Dba Herb Scotts Your Personal 22 East Mt Airy Ave
Scott Julia 1021 W Hortter St
Selman Wayne D 437 E Pleasan St
Sherlock Thelma M 6400 Greene St 211a Cliveden
Silver Ruth Est 7601 Germantown Ave
Smith J O 6812 Ardleigh St
Smith Linda 6613 Blackemore St
Smith Peter E 6831 Anderson St
Smith Robert E 406 W Mount Pleasant Ave Apt C
Soles A Shoe Experience 6817 Germantown Ave
Stevenson Darren L 7120 Ardleigh St
Surjeant Mitchell Julia Est Of 6445 Emlzn St
Swartz Franklin J 221 Pelham Rd
Sweet Lauralynn 73 E Phil Ellena St
Tanskey Clayton 6411 Wayne Ave
Tassy Eva 319 E Vernon Rd
Tate Richard L 6800 Sprague St
Thompson Dorothy Thompson Joseph 124 E Cliveden St
Thompson Laura R 41 Good St
Thomson Jay A 7174 Germantown Ave
Tolbert Carlton Tolbert Robin 45 W Durham St
Tropschuh Susanne 412 W Durham St
Trusty Eugene Jr 7032 Cresheim Rd
Trusty Eugene R 7032 Cresheim Rd
Tucker Alycia Tucker Joe 612 West Upsal St
Tuman Michael W 7111 Lincoln Dr
Turner Allison 153 West Durham St
Turner Warren 616 E Vernon Rd
Ulanitsky Lydia G 6000 W Phil−Ellena St
Vaughn Beverly 7451 Sprague St
Voltaire Lucette 424 E Vernon Rd
W I S E Insurance Group 6555 Greene St Pelham Plaz
Walker Fuller Kimberly C 459 A Ellet St
Walker Lisa 6631 Chew Ave
Wallace Porrese 233 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Wallace Stephanie E Est 1323 E Cardeza St
Watkins Zane 802 E Hortter St
Watts Ruth M 47 E Meehan Ave
Weichert Mccarthy 6901 Germantown Ave
Welchoff F A 413 E Vernon Rd
Welchoff Florence A 413 E Vernon Rd
Wheatjr Harrison C 6911 Sherman
Wilkes Ruth 47 W Durham St
Williams Robbin 6517 Lincoln Dr
Williams Ruby T 506 S Pleasant Pl
Williams Warren 22 E Mt Pleasant Ave Apt 2
Wilson Deborah M 402 E Slocum St
Wilson John 246 W Upsal St Aptb−405
Wood Margaret D 108 W Allens Ln
Woods Ernest R 60 E Slocum St
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Woodson Carolyn J 812 Wwst Sedgwick St
Wyche−Keitt Charmiane D 324 E Upsal St
Yen Tina S 6631 Chew Ave
Zeigler Margaret 42 E Ashmead St
Zelphia Ellerson 135 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19120
A & O Corporation Po Box 24386h Aja
Acevedo Destiny L 580 Anchor St
Adebamiro Olumuyiwa B 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt I101
Adolf Dorothy 516 W Duncannon St
Albert Samuel Albert Ethel 637 Adams Ave
Alvarado Pedro 333 E Rockland
Alvarino Elizabeth 5844 N 3rd St
Alverez Angel 142 E Ctland St
Anderson John H 338 E Claremont Rd 1928
Anderson Richard 5833 N Mascher St
Andrai Jaminson 305 E Albanus St
Andrews Chandra N 147 Covington Rd
Ang Group Inc 5621 N 2nd St
Anson Veronica 224 E Roosevelt Blvd
Arce Dagoberto And Iris 4833 N 8th St
Archipelago Richard Archipelago Frank 5937 Lawndale
Argueta Reynaldo 5002 N 5th St
Armbruster Carl A Armbruster Mary T 100 Champlost
Asencio Astrid 102 E Roosevelt Blvd Apt B
B E Foods 5419 N Mascher St
Bailey Charles D 6049 N Water St
Baker Robert 5058 N Franklin St
Ball Waters Marian N 629 Garland St
Baust Helen 248 Linton St
Bayer William Estate 5647 N 2nd St
Beatty Thelma E Beatty Henry 5952 Tabor Ave
Benjamin Josnel 5608 Rosehill St
Bennett Donald 215 E Wellens Ave
Betancourt Edward 216 Widener St Apt A14
Beyermann Marie 140 Widner
Billups Jannelle 5410 Tennis Ave
Bitchenauer Anna T 305 E Roosevelt Blvd
Black Chris 5024 Rising Sun Av
Blackwell Tijuana 613 East Cheltenham
Bloomfield Dwayne A 4817 Howard St
Blue Cross And Blue Shield 3 Penn Ctr East
Bogie Louise Bogie David 4958 Rising Sun Ave
Bonner Mary A 4753 D St
Bouchard John J Bouchard Mary 635 Rosalie St
Bowen Kathlyn G 4631 Ella St
Bowman Donald 5849 N 6th St
Boyce Julia A Boyce Mary 6109 N 6th St
Boyce Robert F 6109 N 6th St
Bradley Reba 4813 N 18th St
Bradsher Nancy 107 Linton St
Breslin Michael 5515 N Marshall St
Briggs Ann P 5522 N Lawrence St
Brody Patricia 5426 Tennis Ave
Brown Allen 1024 Van Kirk St
Burmeister Josphine 4560 Hurley
Burton Taren 5925 Lawndale St
Bustamente Robert Louis Bustamente Louis Cust 5408 B St
Butler Debon 521 E Luray St
Bynum Alfonzo P 5222 N American St
Caldwell Frances 326 W Wellens
Caldwelljr Thomas 326 W Wellens
Cao En T 147 Rosemar St
Carter Henrietta 127 Olney Ave
Carter Jody 627 E Raymond St
Carter Violet 4824 N Hope St
Casiano Irma 5019 N 6th St
Catlin George L Estate 857 Delta Ave
Chandler Timothy Jr 239 Sparks St
Charles Hoffman 317 W Spencer St
Charriton Bluma 112 E Louden St
Chesney Morton 612 Lindley Ave
Chica Freddy 640 East Alcott St
Chung Jane E 1901 W Chester Pk A 10
Clark Darrick 155 E Godfrey Ave
Clucas Thomas J Clucas Bernice 322 Olney Ave
Coleman Shante M 438 Lindley Ave
Cortes Joseline 126 E Louden St
Covelusky Joann Covelusky Anna 628 E Wyoming Ave
Crawford Bryon 236 E Clairmont Rd
Croce Carl A 5818 N 7th St
Cromwell Anthony 5734 N 20th St
Cruz Abraham 315 E Gale St
Cruz Ferrer Teresa M 5505 N American St
Cruz Irin S 139 West Albanus St
Curry Barbara 308 W Grange Ave
Dalsky Delores M Dalsky Francis V 552 Louden
Daly Joseph Estate 4946 N Front St
Davila Fernando 193 W Duncannon Ave
Dejesus Wilfredo 320 W Wellens Ave 1st Floor
Dejure George J Dejure Alva 596 E Van Kirk
Delgado Pedro Luis 4920 Rosehill St
Delzingaro Cecilia 437 W Ashdale St
Depue Jean Estate 556 Alcott St
Diaz Natividad 613 Alcott St
Diaz Pedro Diaz Luz 617 E Ctland St
Diaz Wanda 4750 Bingham St 1st Fl
Diaz William Diaz Maria 501 E Sanger St
Diefenderfer James T Jr 227 W Nedro Ave
Diehl John W Iii Diehl Lena M 623 E Annsbury St
Dina Lilian 153 W Tabor Rd
Dinh Trinh 314 W Grange Ave
Dixon Verlene 4910 N 8th St
Donlon Michael R 253 E Comly St
Dougherty Judith L Dougherty Thomas M 547e Luray St
Drive Financial Serv 4750 Rsing Sun Ave
Druker Helen Druker David 5548 N 5th St
Duffy James Jr Duffy John 4702 North 4th St
Dushkowich Albert Dushkowich Pearl 322 W Albanis St
Ellerson Mildred W Ellerson Ralph T 6520 Walnut Park Dr
Emery Dorothy M 102 E Wyoming Ave
Engiles Ella M 6140 N Franklin St
Erhardt Gertrude F Erhardt George A 531 W Louden St
Esquilin Carlos 4948 N 5th St
Evans Mary A 211 Widener
Evans Ronald 6518 Walnut Park Dr
Ewing David C 203 Cheltheham Ave Ashbourne Apts B
Ewing Robert P Ewing David C 203 Cheltheham Ave Ashbourne Apts B
Exilus Antoine 5213 Westford Rd
Fair Mary 234 W Duncannon Ave
Fair Mary E Fair Mary 234 W Duncannon Ave
Farrell Joshep T 5424 Bermington St
Feliciani Ann J 605 Anchor St
Feliciani Patrick 605 Anchor St
Feliciano Maritza Po Box 6833
Felipe Ricardo G 5600 Arbor St
Feliz Roberto 4916 B St
Feshuk John W Dds 5956 N Fifth St
Finneran Grace Finneran Leroy 5904 N Leithgow St
Flackman Margaret Flackman Joseph 5517 Rising Sun Ave
Flannery Thomas 264 Rosemar St
Fleissner Daniel 553 Rosalie St
Fleurine Jean 303 Roosevelt Blvd
Focht Harry T Focht Harry J 198 W Godfrey Ave
Fontecchio Janis 652 Van Kirk St
Fox Edna B Mrs 218 W Sheldon St
Fox Samuel W Jr Mr 218 W Sheldon St
Fraguada Monser Johanna L 5505 N American St
Francois Rene 506 E Wyoming Ave
Froelich Helen 5426 Tennis Ave
Gable Jean 534 E Clarkson Ave
Galvin Joseph 5627 Arbor St
Garnett Lechelle R 203 E Wellens Ave 2nd Fl
Garricks Leroy 5716 Weymouth St
Gartei Yei 560 1/2 Van Kirk St
Georgia Robert K 418 E Roosevelt Blvd
Gertrude Oliver 5913 Bingham St
Goda Jean 424 W Somerville Ave
Gola Josephine 5137 D St
Gordon Robert 5946 Tabor Ave
Gotas Kathryn Estate 4826 N 4th St
Graeber Anna M 227 W Nedro Ave
Graeber Annamae M Graeber Charles 227 Nedro
Graham Brittany S 4564 G St
Graham Vernado 6570 Lansdowne Ave
Graham Vernaldo 4939 N 5th St
Gramlich Matthew 599 Carver St
Grant Edwin H 422 E Rockland St
Grant Eric 624 N Mascher St
Green Joseph J 4934 Rorer St
Green Tracey A 5220n Fairhill St
Greenberg Nathan 524 Lindley Ave
Grube Charles Grube Arno 111 W Spencer
Gruber Charles Gruber Clara 5821 N Mascher St
Guirand Deromme 309 E Sheldon St
Guzman Felix 302 W Rockland
Hagan Maureen 514 E Sanger St
Hamilton Sentrell 6060 Crescentville Rd 8
Hang Sinh 5534 N 2nd St
Hansen Sarah G 4926 N 8th St
Harris Virginia F Harris Elmer L 530 Van Kirk
Haughney Joseph Est 112 E Albanus St
Hays Thomas L Estate 524 W Ruscomb St
Heck Elizabeth Heck Joseph C 549 E Cheltenham
Helvitson Anna L 262 Delphine St
Hernandez Aida 5867 N Marshall St
Hernandez Jayson 302 E Roosvelt Blvd
Herrera Felix 567 E Godfrey Ave
Hill Dwight 5520 N 6th St
Himsworth Mary 534 E Clarkson Ave
Hoang Mylien 140 W Grange Ave
Hoartzell Helen M Estate 588 E Godfrey Ave
Hoffman Anna 317 W Spencer St
Hoffman Charles 317 W Spencer St
Hoffman Charles Hoffman Anna 317 W Spencer St
Holt Edward Estate 5735 N 5th St
Hopson John 6120 N Fairhill St
Horcher Ruth M 5960 Colgate St
Hoser Matthew 644 Alcott St
Howard Albert 4555 D St
Hrynko Jennie A 5231 Arbor St
Hughes John Hughes Rita 5923 Weymouth St
Hwang Gye Sun 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt C 304
Illingworth Walter E Illingworth Helen E 415 W Roselyn
Inacio Joseph 6145 N Mascher St
Irwin Dolores P Irwin Michael P 4629 Hurley St
Irwin Michael P Irwin James W 4629 Hurley St
Iuey Edith G 501 E Thelma St
Iwansky Maria Iwansky Roman 5946 Ella St
Jablanofsky Rose 180 W Olney St
Jacob Anie J Cust 5249 Arbor St
James J Mckeown 5808 Rising Sun Ave
James Jessy 5245 Arbor St
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James Perken Estate 5046 N 3rd St
Jamil Flora 3131 N Lawrence St
Jamson Paul 535 East Carver St
Jane Bondurant 515 E Luray St
Jesselson Raymond 314 Van Kirk St
Jesselson Ruth 314 Van Kirk St
Jimenez Issac Rojas 113 E Wyoming Ave
Jimmys Lounge 4766 Rising Sun Ave
Joanel Antoine 5944 B St
Johnson Joe 141 Sparks St
Johnson Mykia S 158 W Linton St
Johnson Orawan Johnson Elijah 143 Covington Rd
Jones Darlene 550 Platt St
Jones Melek 4841 C St
Joseph Idanie 305 E Rockland St
Kafka Doris 248 Linton St
Kampler Avi 4851 Rorer St
Karcher Jean A 5717 N 7th
Kaul Catherine Estate 4989 N 2nd St
Kee Deidra Maria 5727 North 6th St
Kelly Francis L 644 Alcott St
Khea Nhak 326 E Louden St
Khou Hy 5921 A St
Krauss William J 5925 N Mascher St
Krug Mildred M Krug Regis H 225 N Ashdale
Kuchar Johanna 144 Widener St
Kuna Florence Estate 546 Marwood Rd E
Kurtz Brian M 5137 D St
Kutchner Jerret 515 E Luray St
Kye Jee Kyun Kye Man Hyuk 5532 North 5th St
Ladson Stephanie D 240 Chelten Ave
Lasalvia Ida R 154 West Wider St
Latham Terry 554 E Godfrey Ave
Lawrence Stanley 144 Widener St
Lee Charles 4931 N 7th St
Leichner Dorothy 5402 N Lawrence St
Leichner Lawrence Leichner Dorothy 5402 N Lawrence St
Lentz Stanley E 331 E Roosevelt Blvd
Leroy Camp 202 North Furley St
Lewis Irene N 587 Allengrove St Apt 1
Lin Pi J 4731 N Mascher St Phila
Lineburger Dorothy Estate 143 W Tabor Rd
Lisovitch Ersilia A 5816 Weymouth St
Little Ruth C Estate 4979 N 2nd St
Liu Zhi Shou 561 Geneva Ave
Lluberes Sesar 4808 N 5th St
Lougee Kathleen Lougee George 101 Gales
Lowen Gertrude Lowen Frances 226 E Fishers Ave
Lung Jun R 446 E Wyoming Ave
Lynch Robert J Po Box 18395
Mack Johnny 5911 A St
Magee Edwin S Magee Marian 163 Linton St
Mahan Leonard G 5597 N Hill Creek Dr
Maldonado Abel Rivera 107 W London St
Manz Beverly Estate 243 E Sheldon St
Marcano Wanda 4605 N Hurley
Maroquin Mauceli 460 E Wyoming Ave
Martin Esmond Estate 449 E Mentor St
Martin Thelma Estate 449 E Mentor St
Mary Ballentine Estate 220 E Fisher Ave
Matz Catherine 449 E Wyoming Ave
Maye James 416 Roselynst
Maye Rita 416 Roselyn St
Mc Cinnis John 181 E Fariston Dr
Mcanulla James C Mcanulla Rose M 564 Sanger St
Mccann Anna M 543 Van Kirk St
Mccartney James 5829 N 6th St
Mccausland Thomas W Mccausland Anna 5436 N 3rd St
Mcclay William Mcclay Mary 344 E Gale St
Mcduffie Serena 125 W Spencer St
Mcfadden Ann E 211 Widener
Mcgee Grady 315 W Lindley Ave
Mclaughlin Angela 127 W Sparks St
Mclaughlin Elizabeth 6257 B N 5th St
Mclaughlin Violetta 568 Marwood
Mcneil Ruth J Estate 5433 N Lawrence St
Meehan Kathleen 237 W Duncannon Ave
Mekkaoui Hachm 4308 Wowell
Melley Agnes 328 E Ashdale St
Mellon Edward Mellon Anna 201 Clarkson St
Merced Alberto S 4744 Rising Sun Ave
Mewig Eleanor 203 Cheltheham Ave Ashbourne Apts B
Meyer Elsie 400 E Comly St
Milliner Linda 275 Calvert St
Mimm Anna 5902 Leighton
Mitchell Shawnita L 2nd Floor 5244 N 5th St
Mitchell Terrell Mitchell Randy 539 W Nedro Ave
Monbrenche Josette 3241 N Fairhill
Moock Margaret E Moock David E 5858 N Marshall
Morison William W Morison Evelyn 263 Linton
Morris Brenda 248 E Claremont Rd
Murphy Edward Murphy Nora M 311 W Fisher Ave
Myers Pearline 5736 N 7th St
Nakisha Hall 307 W Godfrey Ave
Nascimento Aroldo 5840 Hasbrook Ave
Neebe Louis S Neebe Elvera 5239 N 2nd St
Needham Mary T Estate 246 W Wellens Ave
Negron Carlos 5115 N Fairhill St
Newman Melanie Newman Willard 700 W Champlost St
Newman William Newman Melanie 700 W Champlost St
Nguyen David 4913 N Fairhill St
Nguyen Kelly 216 E Cheltenham Ave
Nguyen Son 6016 N 2nd St
Nibouar William H Jr Nibouar Frank 5248 Mascher St
Nordblom Ortrud R 5215 N 6th St
Obenhausen Frederick E 5211 N 2nd St Fl 1
Oliver William R 5913 Bingham St
Olney Pain Management 423 West Olney Ave
Oneill Anna 1926 N Howard St
Oneill James T 210 E Comly St
Ortiz David 246 W Duncannon Ave
Ortiz Diaz Carlos 401 E Wyoming Ave
Ortiz Gloria 4731 N 7th St
Osiris Real Estate Cor. 258 Delphine St
Padilla Jose 633 East Raymong St
Pagan−Rivera Angel 5019 N 6th St
Page Selina N 5900 Bennington St Apt 1
Pan Xiu H 4731 N Mascher St
Papciak John Estate 4736 N 2nd St
Parras Marco A 515 E Cheltenham Ave
Parrott Josehine 5402 N Lawrence St
Pastor Fannie Pastor Esther 5526 N Fairhill St
Pavlichko Josephine H 4667 G St
Pena Aurea 5164 Arbor St
Peng Chun 250 W Albanus St
Perez Ana 429 E Cheltenham
Petrone Marguerite Petrone Anthony J 6229 N 3rd St
Pfender Ruth G 140 Widner
Pham Justin V 251 E Albanus St
Philadelphia Marine Trade And Intl 3460 N Delaware Ave Suite 3
Phillips Kenyatta K 704 W Rockland St
Phillips Richard M 448 E Wyoming Ave
Phillips Richard M 449 E Wyoming Ave
Quinley Edward N 4708 No Lawrence
Quinn Dale J 5925 Colgate St
Quinn Michael T 5925 Colgate St
Radovanovic Milisav Radovanovic Anna E 202 Howell St
Raheem Durant 4959 N Gransback St
Ramcke Charles 5215 N 6th St
Ramcke Martha Ramcke Gus 5215 N 6th St
Ramirez Rafael C 1723 Diamon St
Randolph Charlene D 198 Linton St
Rank Gladys A 501 E Thelma
Redle Steven L 227 W Lindley Ave
Remboski Kiril 4745 Rosehill St 2nd Floor
Reyes Marrero Minerva 5109 North Fairhill St Apt
Rhoades Doris R 422 Grange
Rhoadesjr Elmer E 422 Grange
Richards Ehhelrene 4924 Nth 7th St
Rieger John S 112 W Tabor Rd
Rietschy Theresa 308 W Grange Ave
Riley James D 5815 N 4th St
Rivera Dalia 4750 Bingham St
Rivera Jose A 4727 Bingham St
Rivera Linda 4738 Bingham St
Rivera Miguel 4914 N Ormes
Rodenhausen Margt Estate 230 Furley St
Rodriguez Carmen 4723 Bingham
Rodriguez Daniel 4505 Hurley St
Rodriguez Nidia 178 W Ruscomb St
Rollinson Thomas M Jr Rollinson Lisa M 4934 Gransback St
Rooney Patricia J Estate 400 Van Kirk St
Roriquez Eliezer 5820 Mascher St Apt A
Ros Pheakdey P 209 W Clarkson Ave
Rosario Jerry C 4256 Potter St Apt 1
Rosen Evelyn C/O S Rosen Ex 110 E 65th Ave
Rosenfelt Joseph 230 E Wyoming Ave
Ross Diana L Ross John M 5943 Palmetto St
Rotsten Margaret Rotsten John P 534 Marwood St
Ruiz Cruz 439 E Louden
Russell Allen V Estate 6230 N Front St
Ryan Marion K 6114 N 7th St
Sailor Stephen A 6257 B N 5th St
Salles Rosario A 4731 N 7th St
Salvina Theodore Salvina Edna M 5927 A
Samuel Tapia 425 W Rockland St
San Rathana 5213 North 3rd St
Sanchez Elizabeth 200 W Olney Ave
Sandler Stanley H Sandler Helen 713 Fishers Ave
Sanford Michele 413 W Roosevelt Blvd
Santiago Guillermo 1171 Wyoming Ave Apt 1
Santos Paulo 5233e Tabor Rd
Sara Piorun 5532 N Lawrence St
Sarduy Eugenia M 6050 N American St
Schaefer Edward H Schaefer Mae 546 E Olney Ave
Scheurer Frederick R Scheurer Geneviev 118 W Ashdale
Schleiffer Ilse J Schleiffer Karl A 5212 N Howard
Schofield Herbert 412 E Comly St
Schweikert Werner Schweikert Anna 4757 N 2nd St
Seibert Gertrude C Maj Usa Ret 316 W Louden St
Senechal Cecile Estate 5913 Crystal St
Shaw Albert H Shaw Mary 658 East Brill St
Shi Guang Zhong 5428 Bingham St
Shoemaker William B Shoemaker Ruth 5820 N Howard St
Siddall Harry C Siddall Anne M 205 W Tabor Rd
Sindoro Michael 3901 Weyumarsh St
Sinsabaugh Marilyn 262 Delphine St
Slater Francis W Slater Effie 100 Chew St Germantown
Slutsky Elliot Slutsky Neil A 4839 North 8th St
Smith Lawrence 6504 Walnut Park Dr
Snyder Stanley Snyder Joyce 4850 C St
Son Ngai 5534 N 2nd St
Soo Bae Kil 5630 N Mascher St
Sophyamma Roy 6011 Water St
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Spruhill Deborah 5900 Colgate St
Stars John 5162 N Fifth
Steve Goodman Dba Second Street Ins As 6064 N Second St
Stewart Elaine 201 W Leveer St
Stoughton Henry Clay 6229 N Lawrence St
Streit Craig A 400 E Comly St
Strohach Yolanda 154 West Wider St
Stubbs Julian 5012 N 8th St
Style Setter Fashions 5695 Rising Sun Ave
Sullivan John S 321−323 W Lindley Ave
Sultan Ahmad 5512 Front St
Swineford Pearl M 563 Geneva Ave
Tarlecki Cecelia M 561 Geneva Ave
Taylor Gladys S 501 E Thelma
Taylor Gladys S 501 E Thelma St
Taylor Violetta M 568 Marwood
Teandor Isidro S 5310 Front St
Teap Bora 118 W Allany Ave
Thach David 155 Guthrie Ave E604
Thach Rothernia 4621 A St
Thomas Frances Estate 516 Widener St
Thomas Roladieu 311 East Roosevelt Blvd
Thomas Zach 549 Allengroove St Apt B
Three Ce Inc 101 E Olney Ave
Tian Bao F 408 W Somerville Ave 2nd Floor
Tiller Carolyn 123 W Ruscomb St
Tiller Harold 5252 N Fairhill St
Todd Deborah M 155 E Godfrey Ave K404
Todd James E Estate 601 Olney Ave
Tomlin Christine 161 West Olney Ave 2 Fl Rear
Torres Burgos Jannette 446 E Wyoming Ave
Torres Carmelo 256 E Howell St
Torres Ernesto 4851 C St
Torres Fredy 5458 Bingham St
Tran Kimberly 5724 N 5th St
Tran Paul 513 W Duncannon Ave
Tran Thoai 5752 N 5 Th St
Triage Inc 800 W Olney
Trio Delight Cafe 5675 N Brd St
Tucker Anthony 5503 Mascher St
Tucker Roberto 5900 Ella St
Valdez Yudelka 4831 Rising Sun Ave
Vargas Edgar 300 Fern St
Vega Ruben O 307 East Cheltenham Ave
Velez Hilda 5003 Rosehill St
Victoria Juan C 524 E Wyoming Ave
Vith Khloeung 5230 Rising Sun Ave
Wallace Louise M 519 Widener St
Walsh Josephine Estate 416 W Roosevelt Blvd
Waters C E 629 Garland St
Waters Charles Edwin 629 Garland St
Weber Eleanor 4845 Leithgow St
Weberjr George J 4845 Leithgow St
Weston Kim W 102 E Tabor Rd
Whitehead Marie J 5840 N Fairhill St
Whitmore Catherine 5033 Rising Sun Ave
Widmeier Margaret F 237 W Duncannon Ave
Wiese George W Wiese Mary 599 E Cheltenham
Wiggins Markeith 4449 N 4th St
Williams Clifton 110 W Champlost St
Williams Donna 5828 N Hope St
Williard Joseph Estate 4717 Rorer St
Winkler Helen 6119 N 8th St
Witzer Freda Estate 4739 N 8th St
Wray Albert W 4843 C St
Wyat Walt O Estate 133 E Mentor St
Wyat Walter O Estate 133 E Mentor St
Yang Hua L 560 Anchor St
Yosen Joseph 4952 Gransback St
Youk Ohl M 326 E Louden St
Young Clarence E Jr 153 W Tabor Rd
Zangerle Steven D 222 Lima
Zayas Andy 5006 Gransback St
Zenon Leslie 5529 N Mascher St
Zhang Yun Y 4809 A St
Zheng Xiuze 266 W Duncannon Ave
Zheng Zhen C 556 E Sanger St
Philadelphia Pa 19121
Acker Dallas 1844 N 16th St
Adams Erica 1633 N 33rd St
Alexander Brien 1527 N 16th St
Alexander Darryl R 1943 Nicohlas
Anderson Bernice K 1926 W Diamond St
Arch St United Methodist Chruch 1817 N Gratz St
Arnell Benicio 1518 N Brd St
Art Sanctuary 1801 Diamond St
Ashford Katie Est 2408 Cecil B Moore Ave
Audet Mary S Est 1549 N Dover St
Auletto Theresa Auletto John Y 1617 N 20th
Baelz Ruth Estate 2815 W Jefferson St
Balter Slyvia Balter Abe 3208 Columbia Ave
Barksdale Malcolm 2225 N College Ave
Barron Adele G 2127 N Van Pelt St
Barron Benjamin M 2512 Oxford St
Barton Alexander 1521 N 16th St
Bermudez Pedro J 1600 N 15th St
Bey James 2544 Ridge Ave
Bilal Aaliyak K 2510 W Berks St Apt C
Blair William 1506 N 18th St
Bolger James 1830 N 20th St Apt B
Boone Robena C/O 1723 N 26th St
Borum Phyllis 1263 N 29th St 1st F
Botta Joan M 1345 N Hollywood St
Botta Steven R 1429 W Norris St
Boyd Hartless C 2625 Ingersoll St
Bradley Roland 1305 N 19th St
Bradley Roland 1834 Ingersoll St
Brantley Henry 1717 W Seybert St
Briley Joan M 1537 W Norris St
Brown Antonio 1515 Hemberger Way
Brown Ellen 1701 W Montgomery Ave Apt A
Brown Evangeline 2016 N Carlisle St
Brown Michael 1319 North 32nd St
Browne Richard G 1430 N Corlies St
Brownlee Darrin 2455 Harlan St
Buck Walter Estate 2014 W Diamond St
Bussie Christina L 2035 N15th St Apt 2
Butler James 2600 W Susquehanna Ave
Butler Mary E 3008 W Oxford St
Capozzi Alice 1214 N 28th St
Carey Edward J 2735 W Oxford St
Cassert John L Estate 1319 Bakerton
Castellano Jimmy 1220 N Brd St Apt 212
Chatham Edna M 1518 North 28th St
Clark Howard G Clark Estella 2519 W Master St
Clark Melisha 2440 Sharswood St
Clark Nydja N 1825 Gratz St
Cook Olin 2925 W Norris St
Copes Dorothy Est 1902 N Ringgold St
Cottrell Harriet 2540 W Montgomery Ave
Cowan Patricia 1732 W Master St
Crawford Sarah 2443 Ridge Ave
Creighton Christine 1303 North 32nd St
Cropper Jean 2924 N Woodstock St
Cryor Paul 2445 Ingersoll St
Cummings Thomas E Estate 1935 Masten
Currie Johanna 2736 W Cabot St
Curry Larry 1511 N 25th St Fl 1
Cusick Matilda V Cusick William 2936 Nicholas St Thilad
Dalrymple Sarah 1418 West Diamond St
Dantzler Catrina 1824 N 33rd St Apt B1
Davis Marcus Estate 1938 N Gratz St
Davis Zerrick 2925 W Thompson St
Devine Joseph Devine Mary 1422 N 27th
Devine William J Devine Mary 1422 N 27
Dickerson George Sr Dickerson Melvin H 1622 Fontain St
Diggs Beatrice C 1708 N 18th St
Dillard Sallie 1738 N Woodstock St
Dinkins Dennis Jr 1811 N Ringgold St
Dockery John F 2133 N 33rd St Apt −B2
Dominick Ronald 2941 French St
Donovan Bertha F Donovan Edward C 1524 N 28 St
Dorman Earl C 2239 W Cecil B Moore Ave
Dougherty William 1922 Susquehanna St
Duncan Alex 3211 W Norris St
Economy Pharmacy Inc CO G T Logan 2101 W Jefferson St
Elliott Mary F 1876 N 27th St Apt G
Ellis James E 2029 N Carlisle
Ellison Charles W 1220 N Brd St Apt 304
Emanuel Harvey O 2442 W Berks St
Eneu Mary 2835 W Oxford St
Ervin Charles 1400 North 16th St Apt C−2
Ewell Clarence 1512 N 24th St
Faison James 1521 N 16th St
Faison Toni 1743 N 29th St 2
Fauntleroy Jacqueline L 1952 N 29th St
Ferry Drew 1514 Stiles Sreet
Flaherty Adeline 2735 W Oxford St
Floyd Joseph 3021 W Norris St
Ford Ervin 1220 N Brd St Apt 1214
Forney Dennis 2438 W Norris St
Foulk Charlene 2111 N 18th St
Fredrick Barbara V 1749 N Bailey St
Gallagher Catherin Gallagher Joseph E 2132 N Marston St
Gallagher Edith 2617 W Jefferson St
Gardner Nathaniel 2628 W Columbia
Gary Clementine 2451 Nicholas St
Gateward Marquita J 1843 W Master St
Gauff Tanisha C Gauff Anthony 2233 Page St
Gibbons Ahmara 3146 Master St
Gilbert Ella 1627 Columbia Ave
Gilbert Napoleon Apt 415 1710 N Croskey St
Gill Rita 2143 N 15th St
Gilliam Nadji A 1512 N 29th St
Goodman Aldron 1440 N Brd St 318
Green Mary 1217 N Taney St
Green Michelle A 3226 Clifford St
Grier Mary E Est C/O 1841b Woodstock St
Hall Autumne M 1457 N Hollywood St
Haller George 1627 Columbia Ave
Hardy Lonzie 1253 N 29th St Apt 2 F
Harps Madiha 1623 North 19th St
Hartsfield Ethel C 1822 N Gratz St
Haydt Dorothy Haydt Willard 3017 W Susquehanna Ave
Hilton Marie 1712 N Woodstock
Hoggard Robert H Hoggard Shirley 1900 I N 25th St
Holland Bernie A 2544 Page St
Howard Hattie 2047 N Stillman St
Jackson Leola 1730 N 26th St
Jackson Mrs Leola A Jackson Leola 1730 N 26th St
Jaffe Hough At Law E A 2807 W Diamond St 2nd Fl
Jamal Wafeeq 3024 W Susquehanna Ave
James Mitchell 2038 N 19th St
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Janes Mary I 2620 Norris Ct Apt E
Jenkins Brian 1633 N 33rd St Apt 2 Rear Mb
Jiles Michael 1441 Jefferson St
Jiminez Jonathan 1729 Cecil B Moore St
Joell Victor L 2814 W Columbia Ave
Johnson Georgianna 1755 New Kirk St
Johnson Ronald 1718 N Judson St
Johnson Thomas 2041 Cecil Bmoore
Jones Catherine E 2015 N Gretz
Jones Phinezeze 2148 N 28th St
Justice Tyrone 2431 W Master
Katziner Angela 2347 N College
Kent Sheryl M 1542 N 26th St
King Anachy 1611 N 29th St
Knight Annie 1800 N 25th St Apt R
Kollockiii David H Estate 1524 N Brd St
Kozacik Frantisek 1601 N Fiftheenth St 221c
Lacey Bernadette 1237 N 29th St
Land Lorraine A 3127 W Thompson St
Lane Elisa 2512 Stewart St
Lang Adam 2111 Master St
Lawrence Alice 1214 N 28th St
Lawrence Evelyn M 1312 North Marston St
Lee Van 1756 N 26th St Apt 4
Leftwich Stacey E Leftwich Andre C 2734 Montgomery Ave
Leszxzynski Edna 1518 North 28th St
Lofton Louis S 1221 N 19th St
Lowrie Joseph 3112 W Montgomery Ave
Lubin Zemarr L 2911 French St
Lucas Cares Estate 1814 N 31st St
Mahla Anna K Mahla Edna 2314 Bolton Way
Major Denise 2017 N 16th St
Mansion Pharmac 3031west Diamond St
Martin Curtis 2807 W Diamond St 2nd Fl
Massenburg Ernet 1807 Berks St
Mayfield Ida L Estate 1320 N 18th St
Mcclain Marvin 2019 N Jessup St
Mccloskey Joseph 1302 N 29th St
Mccrey Mary W 1735 N 26th St
Mccullough William Estate 1225 N 28th St
Mcdaniel Leo Ii 118 North Redfield St
Mclemore Sharod Re D M Cooper Dec D 2114 N Gratz St
Mcmillan Williams L 1252 B 19th St
Middleton Wilford Est 2027 N Vanpelt St
Miller Dallas 1500 N 17th St
Miller Michael 1863 N Etting St
Mills Mckinley Jr 1860 N 23rd St
Moorer Malcolm L 1740 North 15
Moten Richard A 1243 17th N
Myers Enneth Est 1910 Harlan St
Nemeth Caroline Nemeth John 1530 N Marston
Norris Goldie 1514 Fountain St
Outley Professional Services 2824 W Oxford St
Padilla Wilson 2014 W Seybert St
Paige Aliene 1426 N Corlies St
Paige Aliene Apt 206 2340 Bolton Way
Payne Norris 2309 Boston Sta/K/A 2309 Bost
Peeples Gertrude 1432 N 19th St
Pennick Regina 2312 W Montgomery Ave
Perkins Annette 1461 North Corlies St
Philadelphia Naacp 1514 W Cecil B Moore Ave
Pierce Henry W 1217 N Taney St
Polo Websecret 1618 N 16th St
Precha Lovella 2927 Redner St
Pressley Ruth 1856 N Judson St
Reed Dorothy E Reed Joseph 1520 N 27th St
Reyes Carmen I 3227 N 16th St
Reyes Jose 1213 North 25th St
Rios Jose 1738 N Oxford St
Roane Michael 2142 N Newkirk St
Robb Catherine Robb Elizabeth 1714 N Marston St
Robb Kenneth A Robb Bertha A 1334 No Marston St
Robey Vincent 2027 N Cleveland St
Robinson Annette 1948 N Stanley St
Robinson Catina 1613 N Newkirk St
Rogers Frederick 2101 So College Ave Box 166
Rogers Sarah C−O Dorothy Hall 1509 N 22nd St
Rogers Shadeda 1553 North 53rd St
Russell Byron L 1932 N 19th St
Sampson Mildred 1762 N 27th
Sampson Wilbert R Estate 1529 Page St
Sanders Iris Est 1612 N Gratz St
Schatz Harold Schatz Lucy 3225 W Susquehanna A
Sheared Ella 1220 N Brd St Apt 707
Shorts Lydia In 2509 W Master St
Simmons Joel 1907 N Napa St
Sistrunk Edward Estate 2536 W Oxford St
Smallwood Lawrence 2839 W Oxford St
Smith Agnes 2437 Clifford St
Smith Donna 1608 N 16th St Apt 1
Smith Ila 1541 N Marston St
Smith Mildred J Estate 1711 N Newkirk St
Solebo Adijat 1425 N Hollywood St
Solomon Marie 1846 Lancy St
Spangler Harold J Lka 1629 N 33rd St Apt 1
Stechert Barbara 1801 W Diamond St
Stewart Ivory 2046 N 18th St
Stick John J Estate 1510 W Oxford St
Stinger Iona 1504 N 19th St
Stymiest William M Stymiest Marie T 1230 N Taney St
Summers Warren L 1845 N 27th St
Sunoco Inc R M 1300 N Brd St
Swire Helen 2141 North 18th St
Tang Weijia 1932 North Brd St Apartment 32
Thomas Ella 2510c W Berks St
Thomas Sylvia E 2033 N Gratz St
Thompson Robert 1220 N Brd St Apt 210
Turner Adeline 1741 N Stillman St
Underkoefler Helen 1345 N Hollywood St
Upshur Latonya Upshur Kevin 3029 W Susquehanna Ave
Urquhart Robert 1834 Susquehanna Ave
Walton Carol E Estate 2406 Arlington St
Weeks Mary 1861 N Bucknell St
Wharton Anna 1831 N Bouvier St
White Eliz 1837 N Marston St
Whitmore Kevin 3126 West Berks St
Wilkins James 1221 N 31st
Williams Albertha 2411 Nicholas St
Williams Darrell 243 Harlan St
Williams Edna 2124 N Carlisle St
Williams Ethel 1915 N 23rd St
Williams Korey Shanae 3325 W Susquehanna 3rd Floor
Williams Major 6323 Carnation St A
Williams Oviendo M 2022 W Oxford St
Williams Tillie Estate 1816 Sharswood St
Willis Maggie Willis Bill 1213 N Taylor St
Wilson Marjorie Estate 2640 Ridge Ave
Winder Constance D 2630 B West Berks St
Wright Charlene L 1844 N 27th St
Wright Keith 2346 W Diamond St
Philadelphia Pa 19122
A P M Community Health Center 4310 Rising Sun Ave
A P M Medical Center 4310 Rising Sun Ave
Anthony Anthony 2110 N Hancock St
Apm Community Health Centers 2145 North Sixth St
Arbel Ilain 1701 N 10th St
Aviles Piacido 2117 N Orianna St
Bada Abiola 2029 N Brd St 956
Banks James 343 W Master St
Baxter Ruth 1625 Newport Pl
Berg Walter E Berg Rudolph 1449 N 5th St
Black Marion Estate 1526 N Jefferson Ln
Boykins Addie In 1604 N 13th
Boyle Mary A 1431 N Marshall St
Brannock Joan 1756 Waterloo St
Brower Eva B 1821 North Leithgow
Brown Rosa 1600 N 9th St 2b
Carlyle Lillian D Grey Manor 1600 N 8th St Apt 8l
Casey James 154 West Palmer
Castillo Jonathon 2023 N Hope St
Ccn Mail Delivery Service Po Box 14046
Chun Yong 1800 North 9th St
Cline Andrew 2033 Germantown Ave
Connolly Irene B Connolly Irene K 2168 N 7th St
Conroy Michael Office Of Academic Records 1801 North Brd St
Cooper Emma E 1920 N Hope Phil
Cosina Lena Estate 502 W Thompson St
Cousins Supermarket 1900 North 5th St
Crane Thomas J 1409 N 2nd St
Crone Anna M 1409 N 2nd St
Cruz Merlin L 2036 N 5th St
Curcis Emilio Estate 2055 Germantown Ave
Dampf Anna 1234 N Howard St
Dauerback John 2110 N Hancock St
Davila Heriberto 1315 N 6th St
Davis Michael Davis Edward 1236 N Front St
Delta Equipment 1776 N 5th St
Dickstein Isadore Estate 1945 N 7th St
Dillon John T 1804 N Front St
Downey Florence 1448 N 4th
Duerstock Julia H 2109 N Orianna St
Dushniku Katina 1247 N Mascher St
Edwards Diamon L 1132 W Oxford St
Falso Luca 1230 N Randolph St
Felts George W Sr 1108 W Master St
File Court O 1315 N 11th St
Fitzgerald Thomas E Fitzgerald Joseph 205 W Jefferson St
Fountain Dwayne I 1649 N 7th St
Fred Goodman Inc 1935 N Front St
Fuentes Juanita 303 W Oxford St
Gdloft 1400 North American St Studio 402
Goldberger Tibore Po Box 16520
Gonzales Jacinto Gonzales Carmen 2001−2015 N 6th St
Gonzalez Jose 2914 Rubican St
Gonzalez Migdalia 818 W Birch St
Gonzalezperez Damaris 320 W Diamond St
Graham Albert Graham Millie 1708 N 8th
Greater Philadelphia 302 W Berks St
Greene Henrietta 1609 N 11th St
Gusman Mike 2029 N Howard St
Gutierrez Luz 2121 N Hope St
Hall Thomasina L 315 W Norris St
Harris Dennise 1222 N Randolph St
Hetler Mary M 1717 N Park Ave
Howell Jennifer 2143 N 2nd St
Huber John C 2046 N 5
Impplazo Michael 3829 N 18th St
Innamorato Claramay Innamorato Anthony 1726 N American St
Jalove Patricia L Mid Atlantic Program Service Ctr
James Zachary O 1432 Dondill Place
Jellick George H Jellick Irene 1303 N 6th St
Johnson Delores M Ex 1527 N 13th St
Johnson Flora B 1630 N 6th St
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Junior Christine 1701 N 10th St
Kagen Marion 1940 Murtter
Kalaitsoglou Savvas 1206 N 2nd St
Kalesnick John Estate 1530 N Lawrence St
Kappes Iona 2033 Germantown Ave
Kasper Gail 1920 N Hope Phil
Kaufmann Robert 1827 N 2nd St
Kawai Hiroko 1714 N Mascher St 2
Kolesnick Olga Estate 1530 N Lawrence St
Kurmer Andrew G In 1932 N 7th St
Laboy Ramon 1740 N 3rd St
Lang Marion Estate 149 W Susquehanna Ave
Lentine Elizabeth Lentine Francis 211 W Master St
Lewis Gregory P 1420 N 7th St
Lewis Henriet B 1600 N 8th St#7h
Lewis Jessica R 1420 N 7th St
Liu Gui B 151 W Norris St
Logan Joseph T Logan Helen 1225 N Hancock St
Lopez Hector 2137 N 4th St
Lysianska Lubow 1919 North 7th St
Maldonado Licinia 1325 N 5th St Apt 401
Maleno Luisa E Oscar Francis 2028 N Palethorp St
Manning Michael Manning Mary 2026 Waterloo St
Marino Helen Social Security Administration Po Box 3430
Matos Anastasia 1303 W Susquehanna Ave
Mccauley Charles J Sr Mccauley Gertrude 1234 N 4th St
Mccormack Charles J Jr C/O Mary Mccormick 1900 N
Mcdevitt Jerome Mcdevitt Mary 1831 N Hancock St
Mcdonald Helen A Mcdonald Howard 2009 N Orkney St
Mcelhone Margt 2164 N Fairhill St
Mendoza Gumaro 1931 N 7th St 1st Floor
Mendoza Gumaro 2125 Germantown Ave
Meyer Mary Estate 210 Diamond St
Meyer William G Estate 210 Diamond St
Mills Margaret 1200 West Oxord St
Mims Raquel G 1229 Flora St
Miyahara Yuya 1300 Cecil B Moore Ave Apt N114
Montano Isabelle 1307 N Lawrence St
Moore Thomas F 1443 N Lawrence St
Morales Sandra 2131 N 2nd St
Morgan Jennifer A 1800 N 9th St
Morris Henry 1437 N Howard St
Morris Veronica Morris Joseph 130 W Thompson St
Nishi Takeo 1300 Cecil B Moore Ave
Noel Catherine Noel Anthony 1230 North 5th St
Norris Violet 1756 Waterloo St
Oerlemans Alexande Oerlemans Grace 2128 N Darien
Ortiz Augustin 3124 Arbor St
Ortiz Hernandez Eddie R 148b Norris St 2nd Floor
Ortiz Ruben 1844 N 7th St
Osuagwu Margaret 1305 N Lawrence St
Pagan Marilyn 1924 N Palethorp St
Palley Alexis 1220 North Lawrence St 3rd Fl
Paul Mary A 1745 N Mascher St
Paus Brant J 1745 N Mascher St
Pennella Erica J 1815 N Howard St 1st Floor
Perez Luisa A 1631 N Marshall St
Pewdo Alexander Pewdo Thomas A 1919 N Hope
Pfs Investments Cust 1226 Valy Forge Pl
Pgw 800 W Montgomery Ave
Philadelphia Gas Po Box 14050
Picon Sheila F 1927 N Masher St West 26
Priester Tajwalid 1334 N 5th St
Quinn John A 1821 North Leithgow
Quinones Monserrate 1447 N 5th St
Ramos Jose M 1740 N 3rd St
Ramos Juan F 1346 N Hancock St
Ramos Wanda 1424 North Philip St
Richardson Dorothy 1027 Seybert Mall
Richardson Raymond Richardson Alice 2130 N Franklin St
Rivera Juan 1551 N 6th St
Roberson Jamal 2044 N 4th St
Robinson Dennis 1441 N 11th St
Rodriguez Alnardo 1844 N 7th St
Rodriguez Juan 629 W Montgomery Ave
Rogers William 1306 Percy St
Rohde William Rohde Rose 2105 N 5th
Sanchez Anna D 1946 N 5th St
Sanders Essie M 1132 W Oxford St
Santana Manuel 1420 N Philip St
Santangelo Francis J Santangelo Rita 1447 N Lawrence St
Santos Jose 1315 N 6th St
Santos Jose 1328 N 6th St
Say Eleanor Say Karen T 2021 Palethorp
Schaaf William Schaaf Marie 1404 N Handcock
Schwartz Harry 1448 N 4th
Scott Alice Scott Alvin 1310 Percy St
Scott Durham Est 1527 N 13th St
Scuron Steven 1 Allaire Place
Shihab Muhammad 1319 W Susquehanna Ave 201
Smith Dorothy Estate 312 W Norris St
Sostre Ramos Anna D 1346 N Hancock St
Soto Leonard 2022 Lethigow St
Spaziano Emerick Spaziano Mary 2043 N Lawrence
Stanley Ryan G 616 Master St
Staten Mamie E 1307 Patrick Henry Pl
Stein Catherin Stein Johann P 1320 Germantown
Stevenson Lorraine 1244 N 12th St
Stewart Arthur L 2116 N 9th St
Stockton William T Estate Stockton William T 512 W Norris St
Street John F 1421 N 13th St
Stuart John 1810 N Front St
Tamaccio Victor H 425 W Berks St
Tasjian Rose 1307 N Lawrence St
Templeton Richard Templeton Elva F 181 W Jefferson St
Thomas Jerry 1440 N 4th St
Thottungal Jacob 1232 N 5th St
Vasquez Melvin 1510 N Lawrence Str
Venditti Vincent Venditti Maria 1207 Howard
Wade Alice 1020 W Oxford St
Waller James 1226 Valy Forge Pl
Wanamaker John Middle 11th And Cecil B Moore Ave
Wells Evan T 1229 N Palethorpe St
Williams Jabir 1315 N 11th St
Wilson Rose 1020 W Oxford St
Winnick Joseph 448 W Hewson St
Wombough Catherine 2164 N Fairhill St
Zubyk Bohdan 1215 N 4th St
Philadelphia Pa 19123
1 Distributing Co Inc 707 N 2nd St
12 Street Tangs Inc 816 N 12th St
Allen William C/O Rhd Ridge Homeless Shelter 1360 Ridge Ave
Amadu Zaratu 904 N 12th St
Anderson Raymond 916 N 4th St
At Home Health Inc 461 N 3rd St 5th Floor
Bains John 1022 Brandywine St
Bas Corporation 901 N Penn St Ste R1902
Bashore Denise L 702 N 5th St 2
Berry Patrick J 727r N Hancock St
Bonk J K 826 N 4th St
Burton Walter J 1360 Ridge Ave Fl 2
Bush Dorothy M 1307 Parrish St
Candelaria Genoveva 2041 E Huntingdon St
Carlton Elmarie 1221 Fairmount Ave Apt 527
Chances Att Laurie Young Rn 1200 Callowhill St Ste 102
Charkowski Andre 1014 N Lawrence St
Charles John 704 North Beach St
Color Reflections Incorporated 400 Green St Po Box 224
Corcoran Lillian 1105 N Howard St
Cozy Toes 314 Brown St
Creveling Wavel G Creveling Alfred 911 N Franklin St
Curtis Evan 721 N Tr St A
Cush Charlotte A 1136 O Neil St
Dale Kachelries And Advanced Coll 112 Fairmount Ave
Danamarie Inc 705 N 2nd St Phila
Davis Stuart R Davis Faye B 710 N Franklin St 2rear
Delaware River Stevedores 441 N 5th St Suite 101
Dennis Travis C/O Rhd Ridge Homeless Shelter 1360 Ridge Ave
Devlin Marcella 1121 N Hancock St
Dietz Allison M 1220 Buttonwood St Apt 203
Doak Loretta 640 E Penn Ave
Doak Loretta Doak Rose 640 E Penn Ave
Elmer Schultz Services 540 North Third St
Fields James C/O Rhd Ridge Homeless Shelter 1360 Ridge Ave
Fisher Delcie R Fisher Eula 926 N Franklin St
Flying Blind Productions Inc 713 N 4th St
Fortunayto Kema 405 Fairmount
Franklin Douglas C 126 W Laurel St 2f
Galante Michael J Jr 721 N Tr St A
Gardner Phoebe 971 N Lawrence
Getting Out Our Dreams Pics 417 N 84th St 503
Gifts Net 974 Randolph St Second Floor
Golden Gate Electronics 417 Callowhill St
Goldson Meyer 444 Poplar St
Gorman Eunice L Gorman Joseph 826 N 11th St
Green Ameen 1553 N 11th St
Green George C/O Rhd Ridge Homeless Shelter 1360 Ridge Ave
Guzman Cristina 830 N 5th St
Hagan Morris H Hagan L W 511 Fairmount Ave 3
Hagler Abigail D 693 North 13th St
Harrison Johanna Harrison William 1118 Howard
Harry Bechtel Estate 11 Bristow Pl
Heljenek John V V % Gary Plantier 520 N Delaware Ave Ste 4d
Hoffman Miguelina Hoffman Frederic 169 W Girard
Hogan James 624 N Front St
Howard Gertrude Apt F 600 Perth Pl
Hoxha Rufat 990 N 2nd St Fl 2
Independence Press Inc 533 North 11th St
Intey Inc 1155 N Front St
Joanne Rivers Exec 461 North Third St Suite 3b
Jones Andrew 807 N Brd St
Jones Frances 6515 N 8th St Apt 1b
Kalderimizis Demitrios 901 N Penn St
Kaschuk Emilia Kaschuk Jacob 1020 N 2nd
Keane Justin Klein 1122 Green St
Kensky Albert J 1226 Wallace
Kim Lili 1131 N Orianna St
Kirchbaum Margaret 1029 N Lawrence St
Knight Ridder Inc Dba 417 North 8th St
Knoer James 1013 1015 N Lawrence St
Kozlawski Mary 1022 Brandywine St
Laudicina Michael A 981 North 5th St
Lavre Albert J 202 Poplar
Legge David 900 N 3rd St B
Liberties Restaurant 705 N 2nd St
Lynch Jennifer 630 N 2nd St 3 Fl
Mallon Philip F 971 N Lawrence
Malone Tyrone C/O Rhd Ridge Homeless Shelter 1360 Ridge Ave
Markley Earl S Markley Denver 1204 Mt Vernon St
Mary Ellen Reed T A The Pond 630 North 2nd St
Mattox Andrew C/O Rhd Ridge Homeless Shelter 1360 Ridge Ave
Mccabe Joseph Mccabe Marie 217 Green St
Meletiche Dennis 1131 N Orianna St
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Mendoza Gerard 1238 Callowhill St 303
Mickens Clavin 520 N Delaware Ave 4th Floor
Miller Ari 901 N Penn St
Miller Rosemary Miller John W 1026 N Lawrence St
Miller Sharon 425 N 6th St
Moore Veronica C/O Destination Maternity 456 N 5th St
Nco Financial 421 North 7th St
Neff Cary 1238 Callowhill St 502 & 503
Packard Press Corp 10th And Spring Gdn Sts
Paoletti Bruno C/O Destination Maternity 456 N 5th St
Patterson George 1309 Ridge Ave
Pelletier Chris 931 N 2nd St
Pendowski Richard A 1144 North 4th St
Penn Auto Parts Company 923 N Brd St
Pennsylvania Engineering 1107 N Howard St 21
Pileckas Elizabeth P 521 Fairmount Ave Apt 3
Polo Websecret 400 N 4th St
Proctor Julia 559 N 5th St
Raison Gladys 909 N 13th
Reed Michael J 828 N Hancock St Unit 3a
Rivera Noel Jr 407 North 8th St
Robinson Edna L 1100 Fairmount Ave Apt 217
Roman Scott 443 N 4th St
Ruzsek Stefan 1023 N 2nd
Santana Rodriguez William 535 N 11th St
Sarno Edward L Sarno Magdalen 119 W Girard
Sarracino Frank J 1001 N Marshall St
Scullion Rosemary 624 N Front St
Shanghai Gardens Studio Corp 917 N Front St
Sheldon Estle 225 Brower St
Sluchai Anna 1014 N Lawrence St
Smith Eleanore 1023 N Lawrence St A
Solomon Sara 1151 North 3rd St Unit 408
Speight Louise 1209 Poplar St
Spike S Trophiers Limited 514 North 2nd St
Statuary Frank 165 Jefferson St
Stout Rd Associates Co Acom Iron & Supply 915 N Delaware Ave
Stracuzzi Angela R 970 North Lawrence St
Tabas Enterprises 915 N Delaware Ave
Talunas Helen F Talunas Walter 638 N 12th St
Tanczak Michael 136 West Wildly
Taylor Christopher V 608 N 12th St
Tiscavitch Daniel 1038 N Leithgow St
Titus Jennifer G 818 North Orianna St
Tomes David A Tomes Joan M 238 Fairmont 2nd Fl
Torres Annette 408 Poplar St
Torres Luis 830 N 5th St
Toughill Joseph Toughill Mary 611 N 4th St
Tucker Stacy H 1240 Wallace St
Very Good Touring In 417 N 8th St Ste 503
Vittecoq Sylvain 1151 N 3rd St
Washington Mary Apt 418 1100 Fairmont Ave
William H Cooper S Sons 320 Brown St
Williams Fred 1309 Ridge Ave
Williams Matthew Estate 801 N Camac St
Woodall Peter 981 N 6th St
Yoon Jung 1012 N 5th St
Philadelphia Pa 19124
4571 M&D Enterprises Llc 4571 Aramingo Ave
Abdur Khalid 829 E Sanger St
Adaie William Estate 5000 Akron St
Agnis Lynch Estate 5314 Hedge St
Agosto Pedro J 4305 Howland St
Alicea Juana 4301 O St
Allen Paul M II 5460 Marsden St
Alsayyed Jeanean 1134 East Sanger St
Amoco Whitaker Ave 4131 Whitaker Ave
Anderson Rochelle 3924 Coral St
Anna Beynon Estate 2047 W Keling
Aponte Antonio 4118 J St
Appleton Agnes G 4310 J St
Aretz Loretta R 5264 Ditman St
Arroyo Nataly 4006 Lawndale St
Auriti Catherin R Auriti Dande 3987 I St
Ba Abdoul 4840 Oxford Ave Apt 105
Bailey Dujuan 2028 E Glenwood Ave
Baillie James Estate 3921 Glendale St
Bakun Michael 5229 Burton St
Barber Forrest Estate 925 Pratt St
Barnes Elizabeth Estate 1217 Arrott St
Barrera Christian E 4261 Penn St
Barrett Catherine M Estate 5303 Cottage St
Bauman Ronald Bruce 2070 Brill St
Baynes Charlotte 11515 52nd St
Bednar Sabina O Bednar John 5451 Marsden St
Beltran Elva 4606 Horrocks St
Berry Hassan 1337 Wakeling St D3
Biassous Rockfeller 3932 K St
Biddings Harold S 5328 Large St
Bogan Homas Est 4289 Penn St
Bogertey Jerome 1786 Scattergood St
Boris William J 1260 E Pike St
Bowman Catherine 5225 Pennway St
Boyle George F C/O G Boyle 2012 E Glenwo
Boyle Leo CO G Boyle 2012 E Glenwo
Bradley Michael J Bradley Isabel 1915 E Sedgley Ave
Bringola Alfred Est Of 4329 Pilling St
Broadbent Margaret M Broadbent Roy L 5714 Keystone St
Brockwell Catherin Brockwell James R 1129 Brill St
Brown Thomas A 4200 Palmetto St
Buchholz Lenore 5111 Tulip St
Bupp Christine 855 Scattergood St
Burgos Migdalia 5311 Saul St
Burns Edward Burns Jennie 4534 Bermuda St
Caban Gabriel Caban Mildred 2060 Wilmont St
Cairns James 5111 Hawthorne
Call Alan D 5000 Akron St Apt 2b
Camacho Hector 5166 Whitaker Ave
Campagna Mary 4324 Pilling St
Cantley William C Cantley Lillian 3835 J St
Carter Douglas 3933 Claridge St
Carter Gerald 600 E Luzerine St
Carter Linda 4843 Darrah St
Carter Vetronia E Sgt Arng 911 Adams Ave
Casanas Domingo 851 E Goodfrey Ave Ap 202
Casimir Louis 1025 Fillmore St
Castor Holly C 5247 Sylvester St
Castro Iris M 1548 Church St
Ceclia Helen 5311 Glenloch St
Celia Wigirina 5256 Castor Ave
Chee Jack 1308 Fillmore St
Cheung Chi H 4640 Shelbourne St
Chon Suk U 1198 Adams Ave Bldg 1−2nd
Chui Chih H 1203 Arrott St
Clampffer Paul W 4137 Bennington St
Clark Edme M 4901 Frankford Ave
Clark Kathlee 5649 Frontenac St
Clark Laura 5360 Large St
Clearki James S Office Controls
Clement Dora 4045 Howland St
Clemons Jerome 5404 Charles St
Clinton Harriet E 4670 Mulberry St
Coffey Maurice D 1509 Foulkrod St
Coia Thomas 944 1/2 Carver St
Cole Carl 4522 Paul St
Colliins Patrick 4325 Lawndale St
Collins Bridget 4325 Lawndale St
Collins Bridget Collins Patrick 4325 Lawndale St
Condor John Condor Mary 4335 Josephine
Conner Evelyn 2116 Carver St
Cooke Mary S 868 Carver St
Cooper Karen 4226 L St
Coyne Edward J CO Carl Mackly Apt 302 M Bristol
Creely Norman G Estate 5031 Hawthorne St
Cruz Juana T 3913 Palmetto St
Cullen Edward Estate 1047 Granite St
Cvs 1500 E Erie St
Cwik Mary J Estate 5335 Oakland St
Da Silva Gilmar 5216 Ditman St
Daniels Barbara 1700 E Hunting Park Ave
Dauleria Paul P 1340 Unity St
Dean Robert 1336 E Arrott Ave
Debellis Mary 5537 Miriam Rd
Defancisco David 4130 L St
Dejesus Joan 2004 E Tioga St
Dempsey Michael Dempsey Helen 957 Herbert St
Dennis Howard J Po Box 4825
Diaz Mercedes 4140 Castor Ave
Diaz Milagros 1308 Fillmore St
Dickinson Linda 5215 Oakland St
Dielmo Joseph 5007 Frankford Ave Fl B
Dieudonne Irma 1025 Fillmore St
Dingler Francis J Dingler Helen 5443 Valy St
Dipaolo Amelia A Estate 1343 E Luzerne St
Dixon Kareem 4743 Duffield St
Dobra Anne R Dobra Chris 2068 Bridge St
Donahue Charles E 4305 Glendale St
Donovan Shirah 5274 Burton St
Dorothy Moyer R 4531 Leiper St
Dougherty Francis J 4253 Lawndale St
Doyle Dorothy 886 Foulkron St
Dress Eleanor Estate 1120 Arrott St
Duffield Catherine Estate 4646 Worth St
Duffy Davina J 5404 Charles St
Duffy Geraldine Duffy Bernard 4707 Frankford Ave
Duguay Amelia 1639 Fillmore St
Duhrkoff Margaret Duhrkoff Walter 4732 Hawthorne
Ebron Maurice 89 Bruce Dr Holland Dr
Ecton Barbara D 1711 Wakeling St
Edmonds Eye Clinic Pc 4677 Frankford Ave
Edwards Joyce 1308 Fillmore St
El Morro Restaurant 4101 Torresdale Ave
Ellis James 915 Carver St
Elser Alfred 1968 Bridge
Esquilin James 4623 Pennhurst St
Estrada Jessica 1914 E Church St
Everett Dammon 5419 Howland St
Fahringer Ethel 4949 Hawthorne St
Feher William L 1340 Unity St
Feliciano Steve 4021 Ormond St
Fels Betty B Estate 3703 Kensington Ave
Fialtowski Philip 5442 N Hawthorne St
Finnerty Helen 5311 Glenloch St
Finney William 4681 Tackawanna St
Fish Virginia 5250 Horrocks
Flaquer Linda J 4139 J St
Fleigelman Elaine 5115 Saul St
Fleming F K 5436 Oakland St
Flowers Romona 5025 Duffield St
Floyd Anthony 4724 Darrah St
Fontil Fausto 4640 Pilling St
Forgrove Mildred D Forgrove Robert 876 Foulkrod St
Fralick Susan B Estate 4318 Leiper St
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Frankford Cafe 5202 Frankford Ave
Frankford Leather Corp 4821 Frankford Ave
Freeborn Cath Estate 1157 Fillmore St
Friends Behavioral Health Systems Attn S Gaughan 4641 Rosevelt Blvd
Friends Behavioral Hlth Sys 4641 Roosevelt Blvd
Fuentes Angel 5723 Rising Sun Ave
Fuentes Angel E 929 Anchor St
Gaithers Elaine D 2129 N 28th St
Galindo Mario 4582 Pennhurst St
Gallager Ray 4713 Hawthorue
Gallagher John J 4714 Large St
Gallo Charles Jr Gallo Charles J 4336 L St
Gao Lian Ping 742 Mayfair St
Garcia Erlinda Q 4258 I St
Garcia Gilberto 5242 Erdrick St
Garcia Vilma A 5331 Charles St
Garland Timothy 5432 Saul St
Gearhart Thelma E Gearhart Harry 1420 E Bristol
Gerstlauer Lester D Sr Gerstlauer Albert D 1930 Ruan
Geyer Mary E 761 Smylie Rd
Giancaterino Allison 5248 Horrocks St
Gibson Michael 5537 Miriam Rd
Gindhart Daniel Gindhart Ellen 3908 Elsinore St
Gladstone Robert 1533e Hunting Park
Glenn Marjorie A 4531 Leiper St
Gonzalez Eduvina 1768 Brill St
Good Muchele 1308 Fillmore St
Gordon Mildred B Gordon Thomas 4931 Mulberry St
Gorman Loretta C 1321 Dyre St
Gottschall Mar 4013 Ormond St
Granoff David William Dr 1331 E Wyoming Avunue Suite 2120
Green Harlancy Green John E 4321 Frankford Ave
Greenberg Dennis 1931 Filmore Place
Griffin James O Estate 2036 Pratt St
Griffin Moses 1681 E Hunting Park Ave
Guckin James J 1524 Church St
Guenther Eunice 4310 J St
Guinane Dorothy M Guinane James Jr 3928 Claridge St
Gutkowsk Stanislawa Estate 5025 Worth St
Guzak Edward S 1145 Brill St
Guzman Hector 336 W Lycoming St
Hall Thomas Estate 1334 E Luzerne St
Hamilton Elva F Estate 898 Carver St
Harding Jack V Jr Harding Regina L 1835 Pratt St
Harkins William 813 A Adams Ave
Harriet Lovett Estate 3914 Palmetto St
Hastings Eleanor Est 4120 M St
Hawthorne Mary 1147 Anhor
Hayes Donald 1155 Herbert St 1st Fl
Hayes Eligah 2010 E Firth St
Hayward Tony 4050 O St
Heck Mary Estate 1618 Brill St
Helverson Mary Estate 1623 E Worreu St
Henderson John A 5117 Whitaker Ave
Henderson Theresa E 5419 Charles St
Herbst Katherinea Herbst Maria 1459 E Cheltenham Ave
Heriegel Paul E Heriegel Mary 855 E Sanger St
Hernande Milagros 1209 Eluzern St
Hightower Samuel 5028 Whitaker Ave
Hoffmann Emma E 1610 Haworth St
Holmes Helen Estate 6454 Kensington Ave
Holt Damon L 4110 Claridge St
Holt James V Estate 3912 K St
House Harry W 841 Granite St
Houston Carol Ann 5215 Duffield St
Idn Inc C O Ms Peg Spadaro 5635 Tulip St 45
Insetta Robert J 4230 Bennington St
Ipina Oscar 5211 Whitaker Ave
Jackson Erie Jr Jackson Daniel 5408 Tackawanna St
James Cherylle M 5203 Marlowe St
Jimenez Elizabeth 1117 E Cheltenham Ave
Jimenez Joel 4002 J St
Jimenez Jorge S 4125 L St Fl 1
John Salim 5332 Saul St
Johnson Wallace 1208 Fillmore St
Jones Celestine 1138 Kenwyn St
Jordan Thomas P 1040 E Luzerne St
K And L Auto Service Inc 4061 Frankford Ave Anne Hartley
Kakay Sidi 1635 Orthodox St
Karchner Patricia 1360 Brill St
Kedra Jennifer A 5414 Montague St
Keller Robert Barber 1247 Wyoming Ave
Keller Roxanna 988 Pratt St
Kennedy Dennis R 3910 Arcadia St
Key Chemicals Inc 4346 Tacony St
Kinard William 4219 Romain St
Kinney Bruce S 4312 Dungan St
Kissel Andrew Estate 2124 Pratt St
Kitchen Randall 4630 Penn St Apt 6
Kochanowicz Katarzyna Kochanowicz Charles 5313 Glenlock St
Kosek Edward R Estate 4516 Sepviva St
Kramer Emily E 1401 E Bristol St A109
Krauchuck Arthur J Krauchuck Marian M 1673 Conklin St
Krzywicki Joseph 1920 Granite St
Krzywicki Joseph 1924 Bridge St
Kucuker Mehmet Ta 3800 Jasper St Unit 2 Unit 2
Kulick Frank Jr Kulick Rita 3949 Glendale
Kupchanas Eleanor M 886 Foulkron St
Kuruvilla Johnson 1418 E Bristol St Apt 1
Labantz Joseph 2141 Anchor St
Lac Ze 1331 E Wyoming Ave Ste 4120
Lang George T Jr Lang Mary A 5111 Worth St
Laouaj Hicham 5360 Large St
Larson Gilmar 879 E Av
Lavelle Marianna 5256 Castor Ave
Lawson Margaret 5428 Akron St
Leck Michael B 2432 Duncan St
Levinenriquez Emile 4134 Lawndale St
Levins Joseph 4329 L St
Lewis John P Estate 851 Brill St
Li Lian J 1210 E Cheltenham Ave
Liang Buoy 5201 Marlowe St
Lien Khen 5138 Mebus St
Lomas Catherine 4220 Penn St
Lopez Carlos 4040 Roosevelt
Low Edward 5634 Loretto Ave
Lucera Michael B 5455 Marsden St
Lucien Blackwell Homes 1308 Fillmore St
Luck John 3949 Howland St
Lynch Elizabeth C/O Acs Inc 1230 Foulkrod St
Lynskey Michael J 1226 Fillmore St
Macdonald Joan 4317 E Cheltenham Ave
Madrid Maribel 5257 Montour St
Maldonado Jose 4553 Milnor St
Maldonado Luis 1145 Luzern St
Martin Clarence H Martin Frances E 5335 Oak Land St
Martina Diana M 4127 M St
Martinez Ana M 2072 Pickwick St
Martino Francis M 5328 Large St
Matsuk George Matsuk Anna 4150 Markland
May Steven 3843 Bennington St
Mcaneny Michael 4121 L St
Mccarthy Gordon K 4056 E Cheltenham Ave
Mcclain Joeanna 1612 E Pike St
Mccrorey Catherine M Mccrorey Francis 2828a Midday
Mcculloch Madeline 1117 Fillmore St
Mccune Doris Estate 1254 E Pike St
Mcelveen Linda 1111 Allengrove St
Mcgeehan Agnes 1147 Anhor
Mcginn Mike 3913 Claridge St
Mcgonagle William J Mcgonagle Gertrude 840 E Sanger St
Mcgrath Michael PMcgrath Valgean D 1161 Anchor St
Mckinney Leonna 3007 Rorer St
Mcleod William R 1408 E Lycoming St
Mead Violet Estate 1928 Harrison St
Medina Obdulia 1765 Bridge St
Melendez Aquilina 3738 Frankford Ave
Melendez Edwin 5201 Montour St Apt 2
Mellor Verna 4807 Leiper St
Meltzer Michele 1331 E Wyoming Ave
Mendez Evelio 3921 I St
Mento Raymond Estate 1661 Foulkrod St
Mertz Joann C 1125 Bridge St
Merz Joan Merz Myrtle 1125 Bridge St
Merz Myrtle 1125 Bridge St
Metals Usa 2500 Duncan St
Meyer Albert Meyer Mary E Apt 2f 1028 E Lycoming St
Miguel Santiago Sterling A B 1008 E Lycoming St
Mikhaylov Alla 5304 Marsden St
Miller Mary Miller Leo 4223 Glendale St
Mills Mary Estate 1339 Unity St
Mindzikowski Salomea 4512 Milnor St
Minor Cordon 5501 Whitaker Ave
Mohamed Nawal 4240 K St
Monteleone Marie 4324 Pilling St
Moon Estella 1524 Adams Ave
Morales Sandra 3937 Bennington St
Morris Magness 4002 Roosevelt Blvd
Morrissey Lisa A 5248 Horrocks St
Mortimer Margaret Mortimer Joseph 4179 Salem
Mosiello Stephanie 5304 Glenloch St
Mosley Donna R 5110 Cottage St Apt 2
Mowinski Donna 1237 Bridge St
Mudd George Martin 4227 Tackawanna St
Munizza Jennie Munizza Samuel 2102 Orthodox St
Murillo Yanet 5453 Marsden St
Nage David 876 Bridge St
Natal Benjamin 4247 Maywood St
Neuber Hannah Neuber Carl 1203 E Lycoming St
New Erie Pizza & Deli Inc 1135 East Erie Ave
Newton Claudette Newton Willie L 1672 Orthodox St
Nguyen Phung K 4231 M Treet
Nguyen Thien H 1049 E Cheltenham Av
Niedrist Evelyn M Niedrist Bertam 1930 Harrison St
Nolan Margaret Nolan Gerald 902 Scattergood St
Nystrom Caroline 4901 Frankford Ave
Oak Bridge Bar & Grill Inc 5301 Oakland St
Oberholtzer Judith 5631 Loretta Ave
Oconnor Gloria M 1456 E Lycoming
Odonnell J Hugh 5301 Frankford Ave
Okupinski John Estate 4325 Bermuda St
Olsen Elizabeth B 1828 Gillingham St
Oneil Kevin 5509 Loretto Ave
Oneill Theresa 4512 Milnor St
Ong Chao J Horrocks St 5417
Orr Marjorie M 1654 Bridge St
Ortiz Felicita O 1701 Kinsey St
Osorio Acevedo Betsy 5026 Pennway St
Oswald William R Oswald Helen 890 Marcella St
Padbury Elizabeth M 2057 Anchor St
Pamphile Gladys 970 E Sanger St
Panosetti Anthony Est 4173 Paul St
Papanikolau Demetrios 4605 Shelbourne St
Parkview Hospital 1331 East Wyoming Ave
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Parkview Hospital Po Box 23179
Partridge Evelyn 2233 N 18 Th St
Pedro Lynnette 5228 Horrocks St
Pendlebury Eugenia M Est 1825 Church St
Peraria Catherine Peraria Edward 5503 Torresdale Ave
Perez I 4623 Pennhurst St
Perry Charles Perry Marion 5126 Tulip St
Peters George R Peters Robert G 2230 Marsden St
Peters Katherine M Peters Robert G 2230 Marsden St
Phillips Doris E Estate 998 Wakeling St
Phillips Eileen M 4001 Roosevelt Blvd
Phillips Richard Phillips Nancy J 4655 Adams Ave
Piacentino Mary A 1368 Kennedy St
Pindziak Charles Pindziak Stella 4573 Melrose St
Pjetrushi Ferdinand 5377 Charles St
Platt James M Estate 4918 Mulberry St
Plisewicz Edward Estate 4016 J St
Pm Construction Co Inc 1216 Allengrove St
Potter Elsie Po Box 21990
Precision Cuts 211 Fraley St
Pucher Frank F Pucher Mary C 5254 Akron
Quammen Lottie B Quammen 1030 Foulkrod St
Ramos Epifanio E 5007 Penn St
Ramos Juan 4101 Whitaker Ave
Ramos Rosa M R 1453 E Luzerne St
Ravenkam Alice E 1354 Steinber St
Ravenkamp Alice E Ravenkamp James J 1354 Steinber St
Ravenkamp James J 1354 Steinber St
Rebmann August Jr Est 1354 Brill St
Redman Christopher M 4119 Markland St
Reid Charles J 1102 Allengrove St
Renoff Lois 5010 Criscom St 2nd Fl
Reyes Wendy Reyes Julio 4023 Lawndale St
Riley Frank Estate 1011 A Harrison Building 15th & Market St
Rintye Laureen 4001 O St
Rishell Baxter M Sr 1367 Dyre St
Rivera Lopez 4023 Claridge St
Robson James 4750 Frankford Ave
Rodger Rebecca 5514 Miriam Rd
Rodriguez Carlos E 1109 E Sanger St
Rodriguez Edwin 5045 Torresdale Ave
Rogers Marquita M 4925 Mulberry St
Rohrs Else 1107 Wakeling St
Roman Edward S Roman Alice D 5119 Roosevelt Blvd
Ronetti Blanche M Estate 3920 K St
Rosa Cynthia 1313 E Airdrie St
Rosado Melvin 5205 Montour St
Rose Lorna M 5328 Large St
Rossley William F Rossley Helen 1925 Auth St
Roth John Estate 1627 Brill St
Roth Joseph Estate 1627 Brill St
Russo Barry M 5406 Erdrick St
Rys Constantine 949 E Godfrey Ave C−2
Salawu Lookman 4705 Lieper St
Santiago Alice 2123 Brisge St
Santiago Hector 4220 Maywood St
Santiago Ramon Torres Apt 120 1st Floor 4840 Oxford Ave
Santiago Reyes Wanda I 5031 Pennway St
Santiago Samuel 4309 Malta St
Santiago William 4209 Roosevelt Blvd
Santilli Magdalene Santilli Dominick 1318 Unity St
Santos Mitchell 5217 Pennway St
Savage William J 5514 Miriam Rd
Scarcelle Rita M Estate 4251 Claridge St
Schafers Auto Repair Inc 300 E Luzerne St
Schrader Linda J 1206 Haworth St
Seibert Lillian I 4039 Ormond St
Seuffert Charles Seuffert Fred 4106 L St
Seward Marion 1926 E Pike St
Shade Mica C/O L Clark 5360 Large St
Shaeff Beverly M 1622 Dyre St
Sharkey Samuel C 1930 Granite St
Shaw Dorothy L Shaw Houston 2136 Simon St
Shaw Frances C Estate 4151 Markland St
Sheard Harold 4531 Mulberry St
Shriji Medical Assocs Sheth Mukund Md 5335 Castor Ave
Shultz Anna S Shultz John 1323 Anchor St
Siegel Katherine Siegel Paul 5413 Howland St
Siemianowski Anna 3007 Rorer St
Sikorski Eleanor Estate 1639 Eicheltenham
Silverstein Herbert 4645 Penn St
Smith Barbara A Smith Richard L 1120 Harrison St
Smith Eugene V Smith Thomas J 3740 M St
Smith Julia A 3900 Arcadia St
Smith Margaret 1533e Hunting Park
Smith Ryan J 5315 Lesher St
Smiths Pharmacy Inc 1331 East Wyoming Ave
Snyder Robert 2120 Granite St Fl 1
Sokol Elizabet Sokol John 4302 N Howland St
Solley Rose M C/O C Mackly Apt 302 M Bristol
Sosa Maritza M 4343 Frankford Avefirst Floor
Soza Hermes 5304 Penn St
Spencer Carrie 3925 Dungan St 46
Standard Digital Imaging Inc 4350 H St
Stecklair Janice 1112 Anchor St
Steen Dorothy B Steen Marvin C 1718 Bridge St
Stefany William M 1610 Haworth St
Stewart Christian Jr 1328 Orthodox St
Stewart John 5308 Burton St
Stewart Lee 4745 Frankford Ave Apt 3
Strickler Kenneth 5351 Large St
Strobel David C 1108 Anchor St
Strobel Helen 5111 Tulip St
Stumpo Joseph Estate 1631 Womrath St
Sturm John 1345 E Lycoming St
Sulzbach Frederick P Sulzbach Helen 4519 Ditman St
Swami Vanila 1331 E Wyoming Ave
Szelangowski France 4561 Bermuda St
Szymczuk Kelle Szymczuk John 2031 Haworth St
Tait Elizabeth 4924 Saul St
Tatman Glenda M Po Box 21990
Thach Onkarivi Po Box 45296
Thomas Dave 4309 Griscom St
Thomas Jimmy 1669 Granite St
Thomas Lisa M 2033 Wilmot
Tobin Albert 2061 Simon St
Tod Charles D Margaret M Mcfadden 4305 Glendale St
Torres Juan 3912 Elsynore St
Torres Nancy A 4252 Palmetto St
Townsend Bertha M 4614 Pilling St
Transit Aide Inc Arsenal Business Ctr 5301 T Philly
Trochez Bairon J 5331 Charles St
Trout Priscilla M Trout John 4717 Worth St
Truitt Theresa A 962 Herbert St
Trunfio Phyllis 1627 Fillmore St
Tulip 3300 Lp C/O J F Hartzel Esq Af 4421 Aramingo Ave
Valdez Maxima 5427 Rutland St
Valentin Jose C/O Y Etkin Huber 4961 Oxford Ave
Vanartsdalen Doris Estate 1927 Briggs St
Vanstone John Estate 5526 Torresdale Ave
Vargas Felicita 2080 Bridge St
Vays Greg 2070 Wheatsheaf Ln
Vien Tin 882 Sanger St
Vincent Marie 4105 E Roosevelt Blvd
Wagner Alberta 1632 East Hunting Park Ave
Walker Daniel 4809 E Cheltenham Ave
Walker Michael E 1317 Fillmore St
Walker Syeeda 4323 Elizabeth St
Walters Dorothy Estate 5301 Akron St
Ware Rebekah 2217 E Cumberland St
Wasket Dorothy B Estate 5420 Montague St
Weachter Harriet 868 Scattergood St
Welsh Richard T 5203 Castor Ave
Wesley Stella Wesley Louis 3924 J St
West Matilda 5225 Pennway St
Wetzel Margueri 4226 L St
Whelan Regina B 4218 Neilson St
Wilkins Anita 1881 Haworth St
Williams Florence 4649 Paul St Apt 607
Williams Henry 2004 Kennedy St
Wilson Marie 4349 Milnor St Second Fl
Wilson Patricia M 5430 Erdrick St
Wood Herbert H Wood Anita 2111 Fraley St
Worcester Helen M 4306 K St
Wright Doris 4039 Ormond St
Wrigley George 5028 Glenbeck
Yellowbird Bus Company In 18204 East Sedgley Ave
Young Herling Wendy 1556 E Lycoming St
Zhang Junxiong 5158 F St
Ziwczyn Theresa Ziwczyn Edward 5220 Hawthorne
Zurn Eleanor C 5324 Akron St
Philadelphia Pa 19125
Alexander Robert Estate 1241 E Columbia Ave
Almodorar Eddie 2020 E Huntingdon
Als Carpet 2306 E Norris St
Amery Sam 315 Lemonte St
Atlantic Refrigeration 529 33 E Thompson St
Bailey Gladys Bailey Robert 1918 E Firth St
Bandachowicz Stephen Bandachowicz Helen 1821 Memphis
Berthier Bernadette Estate 25 Tulp St
Bethel Robert W Estate 1345 E Berks St
Borman Walter Borman Mabel 2344 E Boston St
Brazbi Jennie 1401 E Susquehanna Ave 304
Brown Catherine Brown William 1137 Shackamaxon St
Brown James 2318 Cumberland St
Butterline Marisa 2648 E Thompson St
Campbell Josephine 2307 Frankford Ave
Carabajal Jesus 2302 E Dakota St
Cardenas Maureene 2342 E Harold St
Carey Leo W 2630 Edgemont St
Carragher Lizabeth Carragher Marion 2571 Coral
Carter Craig S 100 E Lehigh Ave
Cedeno Marta 2918 D St
Charles Schaal Estate 2632 Emerald St
Cherkassky Marina Md 121 E Lehigh Ave
Ciervo Francis Ciervo Amelia 2148 E Sergeant St
Coates Charles C Coates Edward J 2035 E Letterly St
Conway Catherine Conway William F 28047 W Leghigh
Cookson Fay I 1818 E Lehigh Av
Coral Real Estate Inc 2007 E York St
Creedon Daniel F Creedon Rita 2307 E Albert St
Csa Group Inc 1341 N Delaware Ave Ste 500
Cusumano Samuel C 1211 E Oxford St
Daboc Melvina 2513 N Lee St
Davis Dorothy Estate 803 E Girard Ave
De Niral K 2323 E Norris St
Demonta Felix 2625 Potter St
Deputy Carol A 711 E Thompson St
Devlin Michael 2030 Martha St
Dhl Airborne North 1101 North Delaware Ave
Doherty Karen 1221 E Columbia Ave
Doman Frances A 2321 E Cabot St
Dombrosky Joseph 2606 Frankford Ave
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Doyle Richard Doyle Anna 2509 E York St
Druzba Brian N 1232 Marlborough St
Duffy Annette Duffy David S 2506 E Cumberland St
Dyczewski Mary 2626 Memphis St
Ebinger Florence J Estate 448 Richmond St
Edeline Nicloas Edeline Kevin 2648 E Thompson St
Evans Thomas Evans Alice 2657 Braddock St
Ewen John 2311 E Firth
Farry John 2648 E Thompson St
Fawthorp Mary 1310 E Susquehanna Ave
Felix Virginia 2035 Martha St
Fenerty Charles Fenerty Nellie 2673 Aramingo Ave
Firman Joseph 2523 E Dauphin St Apt 1b
Floody Jacquelyn 1035 Crease St
Floody Michael 1112 E Montgomery Ave
Foley Ann 2057 E Fletcher St
Foley Erin 2554 E Norris St
Forsythe Ramona F 1905 East Cumberland
Frederick Josephine Frederick William 2306 Tulip St
Gallagher Francis J 2436 E Huntingdon St
Georgoudis Joan 1605 E Eyre St
Gleisner Ruth A 1222 E Susquehanna Ave
Greaves Ruth Greaves John 2427 Coral St
Greene William 2468 Frankford Ave
Griffin Marie R Griffin John 1807 E Harold St
Griffin Marie R Griffin John L 1807 E Harold St
Gustafson Hildur M Gustafson John R 2311 E Thompson
Hartle Loretta Hartle Lloyd 1827 Memphis St
Herzins Anna R 2611 Braddock St 1f
Heston Madeline 1514 E Susquehanna Ave
Hicks Robert 1012 N Delaware Ave
Hoffman Angus J Hoffman Alda N 1223 Day St
Howley Patrick J 2439 Cedar St
Industrial Health Services P C Episcopal Hospital 100 East Lehigh Ave
Jablonski Balbina Jablonski Lewis 2652 E Thompson St
Jackson Ronald 828 E Almond St
Jakone Sales Co 143 E Cumberland St
Jones Emma M 1831 Hazzard
Kaysier Mary T 1316 E Susquehanna Ave
Kelly James 1210 E Oxford St
Kemp Florence Kemp Robert 1849 E Harold St
Kesselman Lynn N 1523 Earl St
Kirchner Robin 2181 Hagert St
Kirk Joseph M 2360 E Norris St
Kluska Ronald 2659 E Albert St
Kotilis Stanley 2030 Fletcher St
Krug Barbara E 239 E Thompson St
Kuchlak Michael 2228 Seperira
Kuzmick Caroline 1218 E Susquehanna
Kuzmik Caroline 1218 E Susquehanna
Labar Robert E 1227 E Oxford St
Laragione Joseph V 2111 East Susquehanna Ave
Lasalle Luke 2164 E York St
Lavelle Dolores Estate 2474 Jasper St
Lawson Janice 1540 E Berks
Leibrand Dorothy Estate 2464 Memphis St
Leichmann Lily Estate 1343 E Columbia Ave
Lopez Alyssa M 2128 East Sergeant S
Love James J 1256 E Columbia Ave 1st Floor
Luciano Carmen 1341 Oxford St
Lynch John J Estate 2528 A St
Malseed Leona 1245 East Oxford St
Mann Kathryn E Mann Walter C 2471 Jasper St
Marshall Maureen M 2653 Edgemont St
Martin Cordelia Estate 2664 Almond St
Mathes George L 2511−13 E Thompson St
Mathews Anna M Mathews John 2675 Araminge Ave
Mauro Marie B 2566 Memphis
Mc Grody Edith Estate 2514 E Oakdale St
Mccausland William T Mccausland Marie G 816 E Livingston St
Mccomb Letitia 1905 East Cumberland
Mccook David Mccook Jos 2302 Coral St
Mccook Joseph Mccook David 2302 Coral St
Mcglucken Eleanor Estate 2314 E Letterly St E
Mclain Grace 2331 E Fletcher
Mcphelin Mary 1222 Day St
Mcquillan Anna R 2549 N Front St
Mensh Constance 16 E Columbia Ave
Meyer Ronald K 2035 Martha St
Meyer Violet M Meyer John W 2327 E Cabot St
Mickle Margarey V Estate 134 E Huntingdon St
Miller Charles C Miller Robert 2502 Emerald St
Mistry Neah 1845 E Albert St
Mitchell Anne E 1238 Marlborogh St
Mohanty Arun K Md Pc 135 E Lehigh Ave
Mokriski Joseph T Mokriski Marie P 2027 E York St
Montague Marcella Montague John 2025 E Hazzard St
Morales Marta 1508 E Montgomery Ave
Moran Joseph C Moran Helen 2435e Seageant St
Morrow Margaret 1619 E Hewson St
Muesse Howard 1450 E Columbia Ave
Murphy Gertrude A Estate 2601 Memphis St
Murray Marian Murray uth 225 E Allen St
Nagle Bernadette 202 E Girard Ave
Nanovic Alexis 1315 East Montgomery Ave
Neagle Rose 2312 Emerald St
Neill Thomas H Estate 2347 E Boston St
Neri Roberta 2505 Salmon St
Newbold William Newbold Dorothy 1124 E Oxford St
Nguyen Cam 2070 E Cumberland St
Nguyen Thuong V 1132 Marlborough St
Nichols Howard M 426 E Thompson St
Nunez Nereida 319 E Lehigh Ave
O Donnell James 821 Mercer St
Obrien Michael H 2314 East Hagert St
Old Time Food Market 2101 E Norris St
Olivio Kellie 2508 Cedar St
Olszewska Ceslaus 2527 Salmon St
Oneill Jessica L 2308 E Hagert St
Osborne George Osborne Helen 2522 Townsend
Oswald Thomas C/O Thomas J Oswaldf 26 E Oxford St
Owens Williamson Md Pc 121 E Lehigh Ave
Paace Co Abe− 1340 Frankford Ave
Perez Elmer 2242 Ritter St
Pfiefer Robert G 1601 E Eyre St
Podolsky Helen 1622 E Berks St
Pol Am Construction Co Inc Po Box 3701
Popowich Leonard 2403 East York St
Quinn John J 1404 E Oxford St
Qunan Thomas 2312 Ewerold
Ramos Daniel 2641 Tulip St
Rawle John 2307 Frankford Ave
Rawle Josephine E Rawle John 2307 Frankford Ave
Reguski Joseph 1622 E Berks St
Richeson Jay 2610 Almond St
Rivas Waleska 2601 Martha St
Rivera Christine 2446 Amber St
Roberts Linda L 2015 Cumberland St
Robertson Eugene J Robertson Judee 2316 E Gordon St
Robinson Wilhelmina 2662 Almond St
Rockland Bakery Inc 2200 Richmond St
Rodriguez Michelle PO Box 3789
Rooney Gertrude M 147 E Allen St
Rosario Juan 403 E Flora St
Rose Scott 2623 Potter St
Roseman Michael 2648 Braddock St
Santiago Oscar 103 W Lehigh St
Schultz Joseph A Schultz Helen 2667 Miller St Mayfair
Seningen Emma L 2015 Cumberland St
Sepeck Dolores 2630 Tilton St
Sheetz William H Estate 2342 Susquehanna
Shemesh Joshua 1235 E Berks St
Shields Diana 1847 Frankford Ave
Shimukonas Maryann 468 Wilde St
Shuman Evelyn Estate 1211 Crease St
Silvia Marcella Estate 2432 E Norris St
Smith Elmer L 1487 E Wilt St
Snow John 1928 E Cumberland St
Soto Francisco 319 E Lehigh Ave
Southeastern Pa Oral Surgery 100 E Lehigh Ave Ste Pm2
Spraks Ida Est 2403 E Boston St
Stein Christina 2472 E Almond St
Steinmeyer Barbara A 2611 Braddock St 1f
Stocker Anna M 1332 E Columbia Ave
Strecker Virginia Strecker Stephen 2451 Cedar
Swenbeck Paul 1238 Leopard St
Swenney Christopher 2434 E Dauphin St
Szymczak Charles J Szymczak Dolores P 2433 Tulip St
Tang Zhang M 2622 Almond St
Taylor Jimmy 1508 E Montgomery Ave
Teufel Lorain 2610 E York St
Toner Eugene Toner Marie 441 E Girard Ave
Tong Oi Wai 2616 Coral St
Trefz Robert 1605 E Eyre St
Tribecca 2533 Salmon St 35
Truong Nicholas 133 E Lehigh Ave
Vasgar Frederick C Vasgar Mccolla 325 E Wildey St
Vassallo Carol 1358 E Palmer St
Velazquez Luis A 2472 Emerald St
Vodenicharski Nikolay 1040 E Palmer St
Vogt Jacqueline 202 E Girard Ave
Vuong Hai H 2138 E Arizona St
Walker Lucille M 1913 E Arizona St
Western Saving Fund Society Of Phila 1925 E Letterly St
White Carl 2636 Memphis St
Williams Alonzo 2614 N 9th St
Williams Peter H 1133 Marlborough St
Williamson Owen Md Pc 121 E Lehigh Ave
Williamson Owen W Md 121 East Lehigh Ave
Willis Patrick 1846 Harold St
Wills Alice 1846 Harold St
Wisniewski Anna H 2039 E Letterly St
Witham Edward Witham Mattie 2029 Amber St
Wolos Camille 2511 Frankford Ave 1st Fl
Wood Blanche Wood Robert 2326 E Letterly St
Woodland Clinic Pc 2539 Kensington Ave
Woodland Medical Clinic Pc 2539 Kensington Ave
Woods Michelle 2307 E Fletcher St
Yancer Lorence Yancer James 1359 Crease St
Yeske Adolph J Yeske Alfred 401 E Girard Ave
York Sylvester York Mary 1651 E Banks St
You No 2160 E York St
Zimmerman Ramona 1811 E Harold St
Zucchi Elizabet 2566 Memphis
Zuk Henry 2609 E Dauphin St
Philadelphia Pa 19126
Abraham Lillian Abraham Morris 6536 N Gratz
Adams Barbara 7115 N Brd St
Alstontart Roxanne 6624 Ogontz Ave
Anderson William 1331 72nd Ave
Arrison William K 6605 N Gratz St
Bayard Paulette 2346 North 68th St
Bender William L Bender Phyllis R 1510 Haines
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Betty The Caterer Inc 7037 N Brd St
Bishop David K 7329 Pittville Ave
Braxton Oliver 6705 Ogontz Ave
Brooks Walter 7101 Old York Rd
Bynum John H 6450 N 16th St
Cain Auston Cain Celo 1804 73rd St
Carter Robert L Estate 6445 N 17th St
Chapman Ella Est 6623 N Bouvier St
Chase Renee 1819 Ashley St
Chatman Carol L 6526 N 2nd St
Cheinchen Tzu 409 Acker St
Cohen Alan 1412 Melrose Ave Melrose Park
Copeland Dawn R 6513 N Smedley
Costello Gerard 519 67th Ave
Cross Sidney Apt 103 6608 N 12th St
Dabney Russell R 7351 N 19th St
Davis Sheree T 6500 N Bouvier St
Dicocco Luigi 224 W 65th St
Drea Marie F Drea Joseph 6319 N Fairhill St
Du Bois James A 1819 Ashley St
Duban Tillie A 3219 Mernfilus
Dunbar Frank 3219 Mernfilus
Ebersole David K Jr 6711 North 15th St
Eckert Charles T Jr Eckert Helen 6413 Old York Rd
Edens Johnnie Est 6716 Ogontz Ave
Eder Virginia 7033 Old York Rd
Esposito Darlene R Esposito John 209 Clarion Ave Melrose Park
Essien Thomas 1410 72nd Ave
Farmer Lavern J 1818 Dallas Rd
Flimore & Charlotte B Richeter Living Tr 817 69th Ave
Fox Samuel W Jr 6613 N 2nd St
Geissel Charles Estate 6625 N 3rd St
Gibbons Anne 6729 N Gratz St
Gilbert Saundra E Cheltenham York Rd Nursing Hom 7101 Old York Rd
Gordon David Gordon Mary 516 Crest Ave Oak Lane
Gorman Elizabeth 7101 Old York Rd
Haney Josephine 600 W Cheltenham Ave
Harris Jerome W 6528 N 18th St
Hennigan Margo T 6814 N Brd St
Hogan Regina C Hogan Austin 716 Kenilworth Ave
Hopkinss Vendetta 6524 N 4th St
Hopson John 6312 N Fairhill St
Hudson Eugene 6620 Ogontz Ave
I C System Inc 1810 Elston St
Jackson Lucille V 6147 Lawnton Ave
Jackson Salima Jamilla 1211 65th Ave
James Matthew 6740 N Carlisle St
Jasper Marie E 6922 N Brd St
Jetter Irene 6735 N Gratz St
Johnson Elaine R 1535 Kinsdale St
Johnson Franklin 6532 N 16th St
Johnson Millicent M 822 69th Ave Apt 1a
Just Cousins A Partnership C/O G Acey Davis 6626 N 16th St
Keaton Mary 6450 N Sydenham St
Kim Young H 6777 N 5th St
Kwang Cha 6620 N 5th St
Lassiter Mary 1146 North 68th St
Lauria William George 7501 Woodlawn Ave
Lehrfeld Henrietta Estate 6823 N Bouvier St
Lewis Elaine I 6506 N Fairhill
Lim Yung 1004 70th Ave
Lo Fong 6707 N 11th St
Lucas Ronald L Apt 4a 6433 N Brd St
Malone Margaret Estate 6740 N Brd St
Mason Essie 1734 W Cheltenham Ave
Matthews Lenwood 600 Cheltenham Ave
Maxwell Mattie Cheltenham Nursing Home 7101 York Rd
Mayer Amy 1019 69th Ave
Mcdowell Esther M 7544 North Marshall St
Miles Angellica M 6546 N 5th St
Mims George 1810 Elston St
Minov Geube Aleksandar 6901 Old York Rd Apt B310
Moore Sherron J Moore Gloria J 6800 N 13th St
Morrison Louise 1816 68th Ave
Muhammad Maulana 6537 Ogontz Ave
Neef Howard J Neef Thelma 6718 Ogontz Ave
Nettles James H 6442 N 15th St
Oden Gamel 5841 N Howard St
Palmer Floyd 1510 Kinsdale St
Patton William 6511 Ogontz Ave
Peavey Jennifer E 6901 Old York Rd Apt B 406
Peterson Mary A 1729 W Colonial St
Picard Danielle R 6508 N 7th St
Pullin Curtis M 1502 67th Ave
Quinn Elizabeth Quinn Patrick D 6707 Old York Rd
Quinn Patrick D Quinn James W 6707 Old York Rd
Renner Dorothy 225 66th Ave
Richards Tashley P 1325 66th Ave Apt B36
Richter C F Richter R 817 69th Ave
Robinson Daveda 7033 N 15th St Apt 4c3
Savidge Dolores 6711 N 15th St
Savidge Robert J Jr Savidge Dolores 1816 Plymouth St
Savidgejr Robert J 6711 N 15th St
Schaller Frank J Schaller Julia M 620 Medary Ave
Schick Emil 6631 N 3rd St
Seo Seongmoo 6500 N 5th St
Singleton Keith 6853 N 19th St
Sistrunk Frank J Iii 1034 66th Ave
Smith Mary A 1716 Elston St
Specht Raymond C 824 Asbury Ter
Stagg Florence M 225 66th Ave
Stanton Grace 7544 North Marshall St
Stewart Renee T 6806 N 7 Th St
Stroud Walter N 6559 N 17th St
Sulzbach Florence M 226 W Colonial St
Taylor Carolyn 6639 N 18th St
Taylor Raymond A Taylor Ruth E 6718 N Lawrence St
Terrell Elizedath 6639 N 18th St
Turner Odessa 6601 North 2nd St
Ward Recbecca 6533 Cutler St
Weary Actauus 1824 Dallas St
Weldon Marvin E 6716 N Sydenham St
West Robert Estate 1329 65th Ave
Weston Mattie 6602 N 13th St
Whitley Florine In 6719 N 16th St
Williams Daphne 1546 Kinsdale St
Wilson Eva 600 Cheltenham Ave
Winarski Thaddeus Winarski Emma 6800 N Bouvier
Wisdom Shelton Laura 6643 N 8th St
Woods James 6417 N 11th St
Wright Joseph Jr Wright Frances B 6820 N 16th St
Young Bertrand W Estate 6834 N 17th St
Philadelphia Pa 19127
Bellew Matthew 203 Green Ln
Bishop Shawn 161 Leverington Ave
Body Detail Inc Dba Dynamite Gym 123 Leverington Ave
Brady Ruth E Brady John 156 Leyering St
Brown Mary 4657 Smick St
Burk Mary Jane 4674 Umbria St
Cahn Aaron M 191 Green Ln 1−Flr
Catrambone James 227 Baldwin St
Cyo/Holy Child/ 234 Hermitage St
Dembowski Bernard A 128 Conarroe St
Detectives Digital 3759 Main St Second Floor
Duett Melia J Duett Howard 4230 Main St
Farling Erin 224 Ripka St
Farrell Patrick 182 Gay St A3
Ferguson Aimee 203 Dupont St
Fountain Of Juice 4243 Main St
Gallup Peter A C/O D A Gallup Po Box 55463
Gavio Margaret 103 Pensdale St
Godlewski Walter Estate 168 Levering St
Gorman Sean James Dr. 4133 Tower St
Gravity Design Inc 4705 Fowler St
Hamilton Marjorie G 142 Conarroe St
Hendricks Kristi A 4840 Ogle St
Herzog Robert 129 Kingsley St
Iacovelli Michael C Est 4504 Baker St
Intelligent E Business Solutions C/O J Mcgovern Cpa Po Box 4614
Ironklad International Inc 3901 Main St Manayunk
Jaworowski Anthony Estate 113 Cotton St
Johnson Carleton C Po Box 4685
Kuriloff Shoshana M Apt 3 4341 Main St
Lawlor Francis T Lawlor James P Lawlor Anna A 4830 Smick St
Learer John F 3772 Cresson St
Lewocz Charles 125 Kingsley St
Liberman Michael 4203 Main St
Lin Wen 211 Green Ln
Macthompson 139 Seville
Maggianos Collision Center 4570 Silverwood St
Mahan Seth 210 Baldwin St
Main Ln Image Rad Therapy & Po Box 29129
Mandel Howie 10 Shurs Ln
Mase Greg 136 W Main St
Mcdaniel Stephen D 100 Ripka St
Mcdonnell Catherine B 3913 Cresson St
Mcewen Virginia 4419 Mansion St
Molnar Joseph A 167 Fountain St
Murry Shane 5 B River Rd
Notte Jonathon 172 Dupont St
Osborn Howard A 145 Jamestown St R
Parry Tasha 224 Ripka St
Pateski Jennie B 151 Dupont St
Preno Ronald 4632 Canton St
Public Image 4390 Main St Ll
Pulkowski Ellen W 128 Conarroe St
Raimondo Anna 191 Green Ln
Rigler Esther M 244 Hermitage St
Roland Elizabeth A 185 Conarroe St
Schoenen Robert J Jr Schoenen Marc 109 Carson St
Smolenski Joseph J Estate 4708 Sheldon St
Sokoloski Kristina M 163 Krams Ave
Speranzo J Estate 4111 Main St
Talley Mary 298 Hermitage St
Thompson James 139 Seville
United Artists Theater Circuit Att: A/P Dept 2720−04 Main St
Urban Christopher 147 Du Pont St
White Margaret 4403 Baker St
Zadroga Thaddeus S 113 Davis St
Zhudirksa Halina 4312 Main St 404
Philadelphia Pa 19128
Abara Rosalind C Abara Gordon 881 Ronnie Ln
Abrams Cyril Dr 525 Jamestown Ave Suite 101
Adamski Barbara 4147 Manayunk Ave
Adzieripa Stella Estate 4134 Manayunk Ave
Almutairi Abdullah 450 Domino Ln Apt G2
Amery Matthew 313 Lemonte St
Arenzo Nicholas D 7901 Henry Ave 503
Ashuk Krishnamur 7841 Ridge Ave B 168
Ball Charles 4314 Freeland Ave
Ballard David 9209 Ridge Pike
Belfer Warren 7950 Henry Ave Apt 8b
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Bell Sheila E 7901 Henry Ave Apt D308
Benischeck Joseph J Estate 471 Conarroe St
Berry Joseph D 4122 Merrick St
Betty Janis Degovanni Collision 7113 Valy Ave
Bilger Paulette E 5873 Ridge Ave
Blundin Kathleen Blundin Carol A 430 Green Ln
Bonghi Marianne 4557 Manayunk Ave Apt 5
Bowe Helen C 4118 Merrick St
Branigan Frank 7708 Henry Ave
Briggs Beverly B Estate W Plank Ave
Briggs Raymond P Estate W Plank Ave
Camm Dean 220 Shawmont Ave
Campbell Joseph J 620 Gorgas Ln
Cannon Ladeen Brody Cannon Dorothy 4536 Manayunk Ave
Caporale Catherine Est 219 Parker Ave B
Carpenter Roman A Estate 8446 Chippewa Rd
Cavalieri Lisa M 585 Pedley Rd
Cavalieri Patrick R C/O Lisa M Cavalieri 585 Pedley Rd
Chamberlain Arthur T 314 Righter
Chapolini John PO Box 6568
Charters Eugene J 8201 Henry Ave J3
Chen Kuen−Feng 313 Shawmont Ave Apt G
Chestnut Hill Land Transfer 7238 Ridge Ave
Claxon Margaret Claxon Ivor C 410 Delmar St
Collins Daniel 6813 Ridge Ave Apt 1
Collins Grace Denise 927 Manatawna Ave
Concannon Mary Estate 5444 Ridge Ave
Conner Joyce F 542 Sevill F St
Cox Brendan 328 Pensdale St
Crupi Joseph Crupi Helen 5470 Vicaris St
Cummings Eamonn 904 Lomond Ln
Cunning Nellie E Cunning John W 614 Wendover St
Dalton Arnold 4346 Laurston St
Dashow Larry Joel Dr 525 Jamestown Ave Suite 205
Daugherty Ryan 182 Gay St 1106
David Slobotkin 442 Martin St
Davis James 1680 Beaver Hollow Rd
Davis Victor Andorra Woods Healthcare Ctr 9209 Ridge Pike Whitemarsh
Delaney Carolyn C Cust Delaney William M 315 Ripka St Townhouse M
Delmonte Conna 7824 Nixon St
Demarkis Betty M Estate 19 Osborne St
Derito Dawn Renae 4086 Pechin St
Derosa Lucy Estate 6812 Pechin St
Dickinson John Colonial Village Townhouse 6 8875 Ridge Ave
Dimunzzio Amedeo Estate 4153 Cresson St
Dougherty Jane Est 638 Maris St
Doyle Stephen E 3561 Retta Ave
Edleman Travis 362 Martin St
Esterheld Mary E 6795 Lawnton St Fbo Pauline Esterheld
Fairmont Behavioral Health System 561 Fairthorne Ave
Feigin Laura A 470 Wigard Ave
Flanagan Charles Jr Flanagan Mildred G 415 Green Ln
Frankfrd United Neigh Comm Dev Corp 4251 Houghton St
Fredrick Charles Est C/O F Bolbecker 450 Domino Ln Apt B1
Friel Helen M Estate 3718 Manayunk Ave
Fruzzetti Maxine 8739 Ridge Ave
Gary Barberas Dodgeland Inc 6719 Ridge Ave
Giunta Lillian 712 Hill Rd
Gomes Elizabeth H 479 Monastery Ave
Good Harry C 3858 Tr St
Greaves Thomas J 4407 Manayunk Ave
Grosso Hal 7021 Crease Ln
Gutekunst Raymond 7841 Ridge Ave Bldg B8 Apt 1
Guy Daniel I 7013 Voight Rd
Hahnemann Orthopedics 525 Jamestown St Ste 105
Haley Mary M Estate C/O Francis E Mcgill Jr Esq 6064 Ridge Ave
Hamilton Richard 223 Monastary Rd
Hammes Clara M Estate 548 Fairthorne Ave
Harder Benjamin Estate 4333 Freeland Ave
Harper Bishara 299 Shawmont Ave G
Harrison Kristie N 259 Dupont St
Hawrilenko Matthew J 202 East St
Hays Elisabeth 4330 Mitchell St
Herman Helen 409a Shawmont Ave
Heubach Gertrude E 532 Monastery Ave
Higgins Isabella Est 487 Aurania St
Holland Barbara Green Ln Residence 342 Green Ln
Horn Brenda 363 Conarroe St
Hughes Francis 500 Green
Huh Jane 378 Shurs Ln
Hussey Walter S 314 Righter
Ihs At White Marsh 9209 Ridge Pike Whitemarsh
Ingram George H Estate 485 Gerhardst
Inittel Paul Estate 453 Krams Ave
Jackson G W 218 East St
Jaffe Drug Store 7150 Ridge Ave
Janicsek Andrew Estate 200 Fountain St
John Florence M 4320 Lauriston St
John Gallagher Estate 4207 Tr St
Johnson Fred S A 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt A403
Jones Janine 328 Pensdale St
Kahny Debora 554 Monastery Ave
Kaplin Harry 4251 Houghton St
Katz Nathan 309 Shawmont Av F
Kean Leona Estate 435 Naomi St
Keely Wesley M 6120 Ridge Ave
Keenan Jean M 724 Shawmont Ave
Kelly James Estate 446 Shurs Ln
Kelly Joseph V 4555 Pechin St
Kelly Patricia A 4320 Lauriston St
Kelly Paul 803 Seffert St
Kentz Kristen R 4324 Manayunk Ave
Kim Yongro 8201 Henry Ave Apt K12
King Jill R 4156 Manayunk Ave
Kingkiner Karen 565 Parker Ave
Klaus Harry Estate Livesey
Kletzel Helen M Kletzel John T 4345 Freeland Ave
Knight Anthony 3825 Tr St
Koch Lauren M Koch Elizabet 422 Flamingo St
Kohr Megan M 8200 Henry Ave Apt C4
Kovalchuk Michael 7373 Ridge Ave 233
Kownacki George J Kownacki Pauline 451 Krams Ave
Krause Edith 5513 Ridge Ave
Kroshus Emily 202 East St
Kung Man Nin 4354 Dexter St
Kuo James 890 Wises Mill Rd
Lackey William James Dr 4016 Lauriston St
Lacon John W 607 Hagner St
Lacy Herbert H 9209 Ridge Pike
Lally Amanda Lally Mark 8516 Chippawa St
Lee Bianca Y 6730 Mitchell St
Lee Chyichia R 272 Osborn St
Lee Sooyoung Apt A20 8200 Henry Ave
Lehmann Denise 4111 Manayunk Ave
Leverington Court Ap 3725 Ridge Ave
Levi James Bergman 9001 Ridge Ave Suite 8
Liberty National Mortgage Group Llc 7708 Henry Ave
Logue Elizabeth M 750 E Cathedral Rd Apt B41
Loury Doreen E 6419 Lawnton St
Lowry Anna R 445 Hermitage St
Lush Harry B Lush Ida J 6080 Ridge Ave
Lynch Kaleen 326 Pensdale Ave
Macioge Matthew D 480 Flamingo St
Maclack Paul Estate 309 W Salaignac St
Massey Edna B Est Masonic Home Ridge Pike Montgomery
Maximiano Inc 599 Fairway Tr
Mayfield Yancey 631 Barnes St
Mc Cluskey James E 7517 Newland St
Mccarthy Charles M Mccarthy Megan 452 Lyceum Ave
Mcdade Frances J Mcdade Mary 485 Wigard Ave
Mcgill Cornelia A Mcgill John F 6060 Ridge Ave
Mcgill J Raymond Jr Trust 6222 Ridge Ave
Mcilvaine Joseph 325 Roxboro Ave
Mckiernan Kate 130 Sumac St Apt Zf
Mcmullen Melissa 758 Claire Rd
Meade Judith C 7516 Shaw St
Meroth Elizabeth 3235 Dawson St
Mesanza L 100 Parker Ave
Michaels Richard Michaels Sophie 229 Osborn St
Miller Andrew 8345 Ridge Ave
Miller Warren Est 7220 Ridge Ave
Mondillo Charles C Mondillo Devon E 628 Jamestown St
Montanya Matthew A 7901 Henry Ave Apt C307
Moore Martin 5513 Ridge Ave
Moroney John 6120 Ridge Ave
Morsell Michael 418 Monastery Ave
Mosley Shona L 3405 Capital View Dr
Mower Harry Estate 4342 Dexter St
Mower Harry Estate 4343 Dexter St
Mower Raymond Estate 4342 Dexter St
Mueller Dental Arts 7026 Ridge Ave
Murphy John 25 Osborne St
Nance Paul 631 Barnes St
Napoletano Anna 6902 Henry Ave
Navea Jeanmarie And Matthew 7307 Hill Rd
Nelson Eileen D 7232 Valy Ave
Nelson Harvey 7901 Henry Ave Apt A305
Nicolucci John 236 Rock St
Nigro Eleanor Georgies 5627 Ridge Ave
Oconnor Helen Estate 6170 Lawnton St
Oconnor John F Estate 6170 Lawnton St
Padulese Anne 237 Sumac St
Pagano Lois 7000 Ridge Ave Apt A103
Palkon Theodore J 945 Ayrdale Place
Parrotta Angela 431 B Righter St
Patrizi Albert 9019 Ayrdale Crescent
Phillips Elizabeth J 4315 Fleming St Apt 2
Pinto Nelangi 409 Cinnaminson St
Pizzi Charles P 8601 Thomas Mill Dr
Poa Interactive Inc Ste 76 3961 Tr
Polek Charlotte 4614 Pechin St
Polidori Nicholas 253 Rochelle Ave
Postell Abraham 212 Great St
Powers Anna C 500 Green
Pytlar Louise N 752 Claire Rd
Rajni Rao 631 Leverington Ave 301
Ramona Homes Inc 266 Krams Ave
Rex Julia M 434 Naomi St
Reynolds Wilford 216 Rochelle Ave
Rhoads Frank 440 Monastery Ave
Richards Robert 443 Domino Ln
Richardson Amandarr 431 Domino Ln Apt 6
Righter John 514 Martin St
Roof Andrea P 410 Monastery Ave
Rosenthal Bret 166 W Salaignac St
Rosser Thomas J M 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt A403
Rowland E Maxwell 4251 Houghton St
Rudy Serroni Nutmeg State Fed Cr 396 Fairway Tr
Salerno Francis 486 Ripka St
Salerno Lucy M 486 Ripka St
Saller John F Saller Hilda 352 Dawson
Scarazzini Linda J 7338 Valy Ave
Schmittinger I Estate 4718 Silverwood St
Schrot Helen A Est 435 Hermitage St
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Selfridge Dorothy 142 Sumac St
Seltzer Jeffrey N 7340 Valy Ave
Shearer Francis Allen Shearer Emma Sipe Cathedral Village Bwl 103 600 E Cathedral
Rd
Shears Theresa 528 Wigard Ave
Shell Ridge Ave 8965 Ridge Ave
Shertz John J 4352 Lauriston Apt 2
Silverman Kim Z 7338 Valy Ave
Skrocki Sarah Skrocki John 211 East
Smith Drew 442 Martin St
Smith Mary Green Ln Residence 342 Green Ln
Sokoloff Richard 447 Dupont St
Sparacino Daniel Sparacino John L 6956 Manti St
Sparacino John L Sparacino John J 6956 Manti St
Spreng Kevin 4032 Dexter St
Stewart Lynne 459 Seville St Apt 1
Strittmatter Doris 413 Pensdale St
Stroud Nancy G Stroud Robert 436 Lyceum
Sturm Elsie 5873 Ridge Ave
Subway Of Roxborough Inc 6125 Ridge Ave
Sutton Adam 227 Wendover St
Sweeney Michael 303 Shawmont Ave F
Talley Carrie B 450 Domino Ln Apt D 3
Taylo Natalynne 468 Aurania St
Taylor Josephus Y Taylor Anna H 246 Dupont
Temple Physicians Inc 525 Jamestown Ave 201
Thomas Jessica L 512 Righter St
Thomas K C/O T/A Style Of Man 4780 Manayunk Ave
Thomas Michael 4366 Fleming St
Thomson Nicholas K 4207 Pechin St
Tickner George H 4317 Pechin St
Tobin Joe 801 Scotia Rd
Tomlinson Hulda M Estate 646 Gerhard St E
Trignani Edward G 7261 Shalkop St
Trignani Josephine Ann 7261 Shalkop St
Trustee Falls Of Schuylkill Assoc 6028 Ridge Ave
Turner Evan 600 E Cathedral Rd
Turner Trust Evan 600 East Cathedral L−104
Tyrrell Joseph J 4317 Pechin St
Vizzard Linda M Vizzard Lydia M 700 E Cathedral Rd Apt A21
Von Kossovsky I Estate 401 Fountain St
Wall Pauline Wall Stanley 486 Green Ln
Warren Miller Est 7220 Ridge Ave
Weber Francis X Iii Weber Francis X Jr 436 Green Ln
Weinrich Frances A 445 Hermitage St
White Valerie S 367 Krams Ave
Whiting Walter C O Thomas M Whiting 379 Parker Ave
Wilcox Ann O 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt F401
Wiley Donna S 561 Leverington Ave
Williams Mary A 7021 Crease Ln
Williamson Dorothy 372 Martin St
Wilson John 7901 Henry Ave Apt A505
Wilson Ronald 5437a Houghton Pl
Wissinoming Council 17 Degree Of Pocahontas
Wooley Allison 209 Sumac St
Wuslfm 440 Domino Ln
Zerweck Emily C Cust 470 Wigard Ave
Zerweck Emily Cust Zerweck Keira J 470 Wigard Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19129
Alpha Tau Omega 3701 Stanton St
Baeder Marie 3221 North 34th St
Barnholdt Ted J 3729 Midvale Ave
Baxter Dewayne A 3223 N Newkirk St
Bayne Ernest Estate 3634 Merrick Rd
Benjamin Jean E 3216 W Penn St
Boyle Jenny L Md 3409 Tilden St
Callaghan Dorothy V Callaghan Denis J 3214 N Dover
Caruso Vincentia Caruso Raymond 3441 Sunnyside
Cipini Edith Cipini John 2631 W Westmoreland St
Coats Lorenz 4041 Ridge Ave
Contursi Jose M 409 Cattergood St
Coppola Casey 3331 Conrad St
Cron Mark J 3500 Ainslie St 3
Davenport Calvin Po Box 12645
Dawson Elanor Estate 3905 Ridge Ave
Deangelo Frank 3615 Winona St
Dirvin Kristine 3602 Weightman St
Drews August G 4841 Ridge Ave
Drexel Univ College Of Medicine 2900 Queen Ln
Drexel University College Elam Program College Of Medicine
Duh Helen 3223 N 34th St
Edelman Joan 3221 North 34th St
Empire Bagel Ralphs Corner Store 204 3732 Midvale Ave
Emsley Harry 3442 Bowman St
Esheverria Carlos 2940 Midvale Ave Apt B
Falls Pharmacy Falls Pharmacy 3421 Conrad St
Farrell Grace M 3419 Crawford St
Flanagan John 3515 Sunnyside Av
Funderbuck Marlene 3223 N Newkirk St
Gasket Melrath 2901 W Hunting Park Ave
Grant Clifford Grant Anna 3463 Cresson St
Harper Marian Deirdre Wood 3029 W Queen Ln
Hauser Steve 1300 N Brd St
Hecker Anna P Hecker Anna 4349 Ridge
Hecker Anna P Hecker Anna 4849 Ridge
Hudson Nikki T 2800 Midvale Ave
Hughes Robert F C/O B B Hughes 3325 W Coulter St
Ingram Erica A 4041 Ridge Ave Apt 18 307
Jancis Erik M 3410 W Penn St
Jennings Nello 3226 Bailey St
Johnakin Trellie 3410 E Falls Ln
Johnson Eileen 3330 Tilden St
Kellar Harold 3310 W Penn St
Kephart Michael 3633 Stanton St
Kuber Robert H 3234 Morston
Lacey Daniel P 3463 Bowman St
Larsen Sadie L 3223 N 34th St
Leifer Sylvia 3209 J Mcmichael St
Maggio Peter J 3411 W Coulter St
Marsh Leigh A 3104 Midvale Ave
Marsh Leigh A Marsh Sally S 3104 Midvale Ave
Mcintosh Robert S 4052 Ridge Ave
Med College Of Pa Hosp 3300 Henry Ave
Metzger Catherine 3239 N 26th St
Milewski Barbara H Milewski Stanley 4590 Baker St
Nagrant Joseph Nagrant Violet 3218 North Bailey St
Nolan Catherine Nolan James M 3211 N 33rd St
Novak Maytal 3556 New Queen St
Pcs Technologies 4250 Wissahickon Ave
Pennock Company CO Chief Executive Officer 3027 Stokley St
Perni Sriram Choudary Dr Olivia Rheinhart Dir 3300 Henry Ave Graduate Med Ed
Office
Phillips Jacobs Fox St & Roberts Ave
Powell Margaret 3585 Calumet St
Ragsdale Beatrice V 3349 Wiehle St
Resources For Human Developmen 4333 Kelly Dr
Ruch Thomas Estate 3566 Indian Queen Ln
S S Pennock Company Stokley St N Of Roberts Ave
Santillie Nicole 3667 Eveline St
Schmidt Ed 3334 Wiehle St
Smith Janet Drexel Univ College Of Medicin Dept Of Neurobiology Anatomy
Stever Gertrude E Stever Charles R 3309 Conrad St
Straface Nina Cecilia 3575 Calumet St
Stringfield Jane R 2940 Medvale Ave
Stringfileld J G 2940 Medvale Ave
Sunoco 60182 Afrl Corp A Plus 4168 Ridge Ave
Taylor Addie 3202 Defense Ter Apt F
Taylor Anthony 4140 Ridge Ave
Temple Physicians Inc 2450 W Hunting Park Ave 2nd Tpi
Tieger Walter 3209 J Mcmichael St
Tifton Angelina 7915 Cottman Ave
Venkatsubramanian Ramnath 3556 New Queen St
Welsh Thomas J 3575 Calumet St
Whitney Susan 3585 Calumet St
Williamson Carol A 3253 N Bailey St
Womens Med Hosp 3300 Henry Ave
Womens Medical Center 3300 Henry Ave
Worsley Roosevelt 3203 Mcmichael St
Zuber Edna 3234 Morston
Philadelphia Pa 19130
A Vive Allure Inc Korman 2001 Hamilton St
Abramson Kevin 1726 Wallace St
Acct Invest C 1516 W Girard Ave
Adams George W Estate 838 N 24th St
Amoroso Helen F Amoroso Darwin 904 N 29th
Arthus Kaplan 200 S Brd St
Axelrod Matthew J 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Apt W1709
Back Sangho Back Flora 2001 Hamilton St Apt 908
Bearn Thomas F 864 N Pennock St A
Benhamou Ori 1501 Green St 5
Berry Jermaine 1740 W Vineyard St
Binns Eddie 808 N Newkirk St
Blake Viola Phila Nursing Home 2100 W Girard Ave
Bober Anita 1819 Spring Gdn St Apt 1f
Boelter Andrea 1926 Wallace St
Boggs William Jr Boggs Helen 5826 Pennsylvania St
Bond Et 934 N Bambrey St
Boston Hasan 1724 W Poplar St
Boyle Charles J Boyle Charles 827 N Stillman St
Brock Margaret Brock Alfonzo 1611 Swain St Ci
Burke Aloysius R Burke John Jr 2704 Poplar St
Butler John J Sr Butler John 779 N 27th St
Butler John P Sr Butler John 779 N 27th St
C R Clothing Corp 875 N 28th St
Calisto Joan 647 N 16th St
Can Simay 640 N Brd St Lot 640 Apt 503
Cardinal Health 1800 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 6
Cartagena Denise 735 N 20th St
Casale Thomas 739 N 26th St
Case H John 823 N 21st St
Central Boarding Home 1721/23 Francis St
Chadwin Minerva Mrs 2601 Pkwy
Charles Singer & William Singer Irr Trus 2619 Brown St
Chen Yi Franklin Pkwy 2200 Benjamin
Chiger Alex 1639 Poplar St N2
Christian Hope Baptist Church Attn Cacfp Claim Payment 921−29 N 26th St
Christy Elizabeth I 714 N 24th St
Clay Tracy E 2938 Ogden St
Colbert Brent 2019 W Girard Ave
Coltman Charles Coltman Molly 2421 Brown St
Columbus Health Department Po Box 56338
Community College Of Philadelphia 1700 Spring Gdn St Room Bg−3
Cope Ian M 2790 Meadow View Rd
Cornwell Hazel 2827 Cambridge
Cossard Hugh 2001 Pennsylvania Ave
Czajkowshi Frank 2212 Brandywine St
Daniele Olga V Est 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 8c42
Darcy Thomas E Darcy Anne C 870 N 27th St
Davila Miquel 774 N Croskey St
Dck Construction Co 744 N Uber St
Dennis Camae A 2819 W Girard Ave
Doman Yarmolyk Rita N 1601 Spring Gdn St 419
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Dossantos Tara 1503 Green St Apt3
Doyle Harry 1928 Spring Gdn St
Drezner Jonathan A 2102 Brandywine St
Dusinberre Rky Trust 1926 North St
Egan Karine M 864 N 29th St
Ehrich William Trustee 1926 North St
Elasting Music 877 Taylor St
Eneanya Dennis I Md Phd 1600 Girard Ave
Ennis Keisha 2001 Pennsylvania Ave
Episcopal Long Term Care 2100 W Girard Ave
Evans Martin Cust 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 132
Fahey Eleanor 735 N 26th St
Fairmount Med Inc 2126 Fairmount Ave
Fairmount Mews Homeowner Assn 812b N 26th St
Farhat Nahid A 1601 Spring Gdn St Unit 315
Fastman Alicia 2728 Reno St
Fennell Tiffanie L 808 N Taylor St
Figueroacolon Pedro A 802 N Brd St Po Box 15010
Flanney Thomas J Estate 2747 Harper St
Flatley Julia 885 N 27th St
Frank Jane L 200 Benjamin Frnkln
Fraser Anna L 893 N Taylor St
Freda Scott C 870 N Pennock St
Freeman Helen A 2100 Spring Gdn
Gagne Mark Attn Billie Jo Miraski 400 N Brd St
Garber Harold M 1524 Cambridge St
Garcia Maria 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 14b
Gavin Brendan T 3015 Girado Ave Apt 3
Gelo Francine 1812 Fairmount Ave
Gerardo Marte 2901 W Girard Ave
Gibbons Marie A 762 N 22nd St
Gielda Blanche 2212 Brandywine St
Gilbert Kenneth R 2045 North St
Goodman Hilary 2001 Hamilton St 1606
Goodwin Helen P 2601 Pkwy Apt 1032
Gorman Gilbert Rita G 2045 North St
Granby Fred P 2824 W Girard Ave
Granzow Andrew S 1625 Brandywine St
Hall Teleachia G 921 Corinthian Ave
Harris Arminter 1805 Poplar St
Health First Pharmacy 2820 W Girard Ave
Heany Victoria Mail To Patrick Harvey 1812 Fairmont Ave
Heimerl Rudolph Estate 3010 Harper St
Henley Alyson 842 North Stillman St
Hershman Zachary 5042 Chesnut Ave
Hirabayashi Shinichi H 1937 Spring Gdn St Apt 2r
Horton Todd 821 N Bambrey St
Hughes Susan P 825 N Judson St
Humbert Sylvi 809 N Bucknell St
Ingling Helen J Ingling Leon 873 N Stillman
Iqbal Javed Dds 2623 W Girard Ave
Javed Iqbal D D S Associates P C 2623 W Girard Ave
Jewish Home For Aged Orphans 2601 Pkwy Apt 1032
Johnson Irene A 839 N 25th St
Johnson William A Johnson Lewis 850 N 22nd St
Jones Bernard 1515 Fairmount Ave
Jones Mary R 1920 Wallace St
Justice Us Dept Of Eoir 1600 Callowhill St Ste 400
Kautz Francis J Kautz Alice M 886 N 23rd St
Keilly Loretta J 806 N Judson St
Kentucky Colonels Hnrbl Order Of Tri State Chapter 568 N 23rd St
Kim Yung Ja 2831 W Girard Ave
Kirvew Anna 1807 Francis
Kliger Marci 2401 Pennsylvania Av
Krause Cheryl 854 N Pennock St
Kravinsky Emily Anne 2530 Parrish St
Krok Marne Estate 2609 Folsom St
Kucharski Julia 882 N Judson St
Kuprij Vitalij 2325 Brown St
Lamb Amelia Girard & Corinthian Ave
Lamb Jane T 769 N Croskey St
Leonhard Caren 839 N Taylor St
Liaw Wen Haw 16th St And Girard Ave
Lisachemko Vladimir 817 North Woodstock St
Lojo Arturo 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Park Towne Place W 1108
Loonstyn Michael 1610 Flat Rock Rd
Macauley Anna 769 N Croskey St
Machemer Robert 804 N 20th St
Manigo Edward 1927 Cambridge St
Marquez Frank 772 N 22nd St
Masaki Mori Best Western Hotel 336
Matthews John Apt 17f 1818 Spring Gnd St
May Caroline A 1930 W Gerard Ave Apt 2
Maynor Bonford 831 Corinthian Ave
Mcfadden Mary A 2100 Spring Gdn
Mckay Daniel Mckay Madge 1732 Mt Vernon St
Medaugh Cynthia 2534 Brown St
Meiklejohn William Meiklejohn Anna 790 Taney St
Mendel Catherine Mendel Fredrick 2420 Poplar St
Mills Margaret 1521 Wallace St
Mitchell Dr Albert B Fam Dent Inc 2220 Fairmount Ave
Montague Dolores M 1515 Farmont Ave
Moody Sylvia Po Box 2617
Mosca Frank 2334 Aspen St
Mowes Anja 733 N Bucknell St
Mulhern Richard P 2923 Poplar St Apt 2
Murphy Cornelius 1700 Fairmount Ave
National Industrial Builders Inc 2311 Pennsylvania Ave
Nebaro Oscar 1817 Wallace St
Neely Ken 600 N 16th St G
Neights Michael 876 N 21st St
Newman Ida E 705 Corinthian Ave
Nosek Petr 2001 Hamilton St Apt 2124
Nugent Jennifer M 1914 Fairmount Ave 2
Nye Jacqueline E 1634 Mt Vernon St Apt 3r
Odonnell Grace 2213 Green St A6
Olson Elaine L Olson Karl T Apt W205 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Oshea Theresa 885 N 27th St
Osterman Mark Md E−907 220 Ben Franklin Pkwy
Paek Eui J 2001 Hamilton St Apt 1206
Page Madeleine 2921 Cambridge St
Parris Leonard Parris Caral P The N Apts 4a7 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Patterson Tracie L 811 N Judson St
Pelletier Isabel R 1700 Green St
Penn Easton Gloria 1511 Green St
Perez Lillian Cust 618 N 16th St
Pessler Frank 870 N Taney St
Peters Christine E 2303 Fairmount Ave 1
Petrella Julius Petrella Julia 758 N 23rd St
Philadelphia Tutorial Project Inc 633 N 16th St
Phillips Anna 1630 Swain St
Piening Letitia Piening William 853 N 21st
Pierchoski Millicent 911 N Taney St
Pizzo Caitlin M 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Apt E21
Plonski Henry 806 N Judson St
Pockey Tricia 640 North Brd St Apt 418
Powell Lee R 1742 Hamilton Dr
Princiotta Raymond A 875 N 28th St
Princiotta Raymond A Princiotta Mary C 875 N 28th St
Proudfoot Rebecca 1904 Spring Gdn St 1st Fl
Quinn Edward Quinn Helen 2211 Spring Gdn St
Rabady Ala 2829 Pennsylvania Ave
Rankin Stewart J Rankin Frances 1538 Fairmont Ave
Rebmann Godfrey 893 N Pennock St
Redding Omar M 1525 W Girard Ave
Reding Kevin George 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Redling Kevin George 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Restoration Mosaics 727 N 26th St
Revere Joseph L Po Box 56181
Richardson R A 2201 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Apt 103
Rieck Katherin Rieck Wayne A 3003 W Girard
Ritaldato Olga 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 8c42
Roberts James 426 N 21st St
Roger James M 882 N Taney
Romero William R 680 N Brd St
Rosar Robert W. Jr 1804 Green St Unit 4
Roth Bertha 2926 Cambridge
Roth Emma 2926 Cambridge
Rothberg Sidney 1406 N Park Towne Pl
Rozier Tynisha Mccall 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 4f
Rubens Brad A 425 N 20th St
Rutledge Herbert 714−16 Shirley St
S G Associates Obo Elores Anderson 1900 Spring Gdn St
Salomone Joseph 701 N Capitol St
Salva Dan C 857 N Beechwood St
Sampson Eliza 1710 Cambridge St
Sarnow Mark 2450 Meredith St
Schneider Brian S 1836 Fairmount Ave
School Russell B 1191 Arch St
Schrock Randy 1513 North St 9
Scirrotto Joseph Scirrotto Lucy 737 N Bucknell St
Shafe Shelley J 672 N 19th St Apt 3rd
Shafi Faisal 1801 Buttonwood St Apt 711
Sharples Leslie Sharples Iain 803 N 17th St Apt 3
Sheilds Kimberly A 1818 Spring Gdn St
Shostak Margaret D Shostak Joseph F 870 N Ringgold St
Simon Aude I 2001 Hamilton St Apt 424
Singer Charles Singer William 2619 Brown St
Singhota Emily 1742 Green St Side D
Slowik Maciej 811 N 26th St
Smalls Evelyn F 808 N Taylor St
Soons Discount 2737 W Girard Ave
Speedy Mortgage National Llc 2001 Hamilton St
Spegele Rudolph E 2823 N Poplar
Stellacare Pc 2235 Brandywine St
Stern Shari E 2016 Spring Gdn St Apt
Stewart Sara 2283 Brandywine
Straney Karen A 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Street Thomas M 801 N 20th St
Sukheswalla Rashna D 1801 Buttonwood St Apt 1117
Sulenos Helen N Est 1806 Collowhill St
Sweeney Murdock Teresa 1818 Spring Gdn St
Sweet Pea Productions 718 N 17th St 206
Taylor Trusandra 819 Corinthian Ave
Teh Jiah Shin Apt 1115 Museum Towers
Timmerman Alana G 1806 Francis St
Timmons Willie 802 N 17th St
Todd Anthony R 812 N Uber St
Us Mold Detection Llc 1613 North St
Vanosten Richard J 811 N Judson St
Wachter Nadine 824 No 21st St
Walsh Regina 2102 Green St
Ward Virginia L 1928 Spring Gdn St
Webb Melissa 1707 Green St Apt C
Wille Benjamin 2100 Fairmount Ave Apt 1
Williams Cecilia Katrina 2045 Wallace St
Williams Elnora 2201 Pennsylvania Ave 703
Williams Joseph Jr 2201 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 703
Williams Paul C/O Glenwood Boarding Home 1903 Green St 05
Willig Doris 2401 Penna Ave 2c45
Wilson Joey 877 Taylor St
Wilson Mike 2002 West Girard Ave
Wilson Susan 882 North Taney St
Wilson Victoria 2840 Cambridge St
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Wong Tze L 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Apt E6
Wood Mary 739 N 26th St
Woznyj Iwanna Woznyj Walter 2911 Poplar St
Young Anthony 1621 Brown St Apt 3
Young Freda 2140 Green St
Zimmerman Rosalyn N Park Towne Pl Apt S−407 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Zollers James E 1702 Mt Vernon St
Zrihan Orly 1510 Mount Vernon St
Philadelphia Pa 19131
Allina Behavioral Healthservices 4200 Monument Rd
American Family Archive Chronicles One Winding Dr Monroe Office Bldg Suite 108
Aoun Roger W Apt 2422 4040 Presidential Blvd
Asrani Sanjay A 6005 Overbrook Ave
Ats Enterprises 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt 1220
Axelrod Rita 2352 Bryn Mawr Ave
Ayo Hudson Cust 4910 Monument Rd
Barclay Robert Barclay E R 1537 N Wanamaker St
Bard Corey 611 N 55th St
Barnes Arthur W 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt C17
Barrett Nathaniel 5444 Lebanon Ave
Baxter Ann 5402 Lancaster Ave
Beal Harold L 1549 N Frazier St
Been Candace F 2608 W Mimi Cir Apt 2
Benson Vonne Est 4925 Parkside Ave
Bernard Farley Estate 5415 Euclid St
Berry Kathryn 2661 N 28th St
Betsill Rosabelle 1451 N Ithan St
Black Vivianna S 1644 N 55th St
Blackman Jo A 565 N 58th St
Blakely Tanya 5211 Girard Ave
Bolle Jennie K Bolle William 1426 N Wanamaker St
Bolle Robert K Bolle William 1426 N Wanamaker St
Brickhouse Otis Estate 1539 N Alden St
Bridges Larry 5354 W Oxford St
Brokenbough Eddie 940 N 50th St
Brooks Kmari 5806 Malvern Ave
Broumeyer Mary 5431 Sharswood St
Brown Brian 5512 Hunter St
Brown Malik 5761 Stewart St
Brown Mark 5606 Lebanon Ave
Brown Morris 5652 Woodcrest Ave
Brownlee Yasmeen M A Brownlee Diane M 5730 Wynnefield Ave
Broxton Orlando R 1424 N 5th St
Bubbas Best Inc 5070 Parkside Ave
Bullock Sarah 3900 City Line Ave Apt 419
Burdetts Elizabeth 4040 Presidential Blvd Apt 2319
Burns William M 5453 Arlington St
Burse Julia A 1725 N Creighton St
Burwell Mary 5224 Heston St
Byrd David Jr 4001 Monument Rd Apt 109
Byrd Eva M 1330 N Allison St
Caesar Donald E 2626 W Mimi Cir
Caldwell Dolores E Caldwell James 1621 N 52nd
Caldwell Dorothy 5701 Malvern Ave Apt C
Camp Michelle D 5710 Poplar St
Campbell Linden 1737 N Aberdeen St
Carter Matilda G Estate 1516 N 55th St
Carter Mitilda G Estate 1516 N 55th St
Chamounix Mansion Youth H West Fairmount Park 3250 Chamounix Dr
Charie Mildred Lieberman 3801 Conshohocken Ave 701
Chen Chien−Chih 3901 Conshohocken Av 4112
Chen Ssu Hua 4000 Presidential Blvd1 Apt 30
Chung Joo Hwan Apt 702 3801 Conshohocken Ave
Clark Kirk 5011 Master St
Clark Peter W Clark Helen R 1244 North Conestoga
Cntr Barber 3900 City Ave Ste 100
Cobbs Jack W 5407 Morse St
Coe Vincent 5423 Hunter St
Collom Warren S 5623 Stewart St
Coquia Imnas 4040 Presidential Blvd 18
Coughlin John 1642 N 57th St
Craig Susan Palmer 1001 City Av Wa602
Curr Leonita 5317 W Master St
Dalembert S 6100 City Ave 301
Dancy Bessie B 1248 N Allison St
Davis Jr Jay H Estate 5745 Wyalusing Ave
Delaware Valley Independence Football Le 2662 Wentworth Rd
Dench Louise T C/O T Howill 5749 Jefferson Avneue
Devries Martha A810 Presidential Blvd
Diaz Juan 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 1109
Dingle James F 5342 W Columbia Ave
Dinman Joyce 4923 Parkside Ave N
Dorfman Mildred Dorfman Harry Iroquois Apartments 47th An
Doty Karen 5530 Media St
Douglas Michelle E 2142 Wannamaker St
Duke Barry 5424 Girard Ave
Dunn Ishmael 6074 Drexel Rd Apt B
Dunston Dorothy M 2805 N 47th St Apt 302
East James H Est Of 5937 Haverford Ave
Edelstein Irving H 3939 Conshohocken Ave Apt 707
Edwards Edith T 1327 N Hobart St
Ekinci Cem 5100 Lebanon Ave Apt 1103
English Rose M 5721 Stewart
Erwin Richard A Erwin Mark 5731 Woodcrest Ave
Farnhz Fallahnejad 4000 City Line Ave Adams Mark Hotel
Ferguson Vernecha 5715 W Girard Ave
Finley Laurence 3900 Ford Rd Apt 15m
Fisher Anthony R 1453 N 55th St
Fogg Rosemarie 1314 N 51st St
Ford Robert A In 1241 N Allison St
Ford William Jr 1462 N Wanamaker St
Forrester Anne M 5306 Master St
Forrester E J 5306 Master St
Freeman Harold J Freeman Melvin M Apt 1023 3939 Conshohocken Ave
Freiberg Kathryn A 3939 Conshohocken Ave Apt 603
Frisby Brian Scott 2101 Belmont Ave 312m
Gadsden Gail D 5750 Hunter St
Gallop Justin 601 N—Hilton St
Gaynor Mark 3900 Ford Rd Apt 9b
Gillespie George B III 5607 Wynnfield Ave
Girolami Letterina Girolami John 5100 Master St
Glenn Dorothy I 4700 City Av
Golin Cecelia Apt 1809 3600 Co
Good Herb The 5956 Overbrook Ave
Grant Tony 529 North Paxon St
Graves Paul D Po Box 21511
Gray Charles 3600 Conshocken
Green Aaron P 5327 W Columbia Ave
Gumnit Max C/O R F Gumnit 1926 Wynnefield Tr
Gumnit Ray F 1926 Wynnefield Tr
Hahn Henry M Hahn Lena T 5217 Harlan St
Hale Herman L N W Dialysis−Ste 126 4190 City Ave
Halstead John C 5554 W Thompson St
Hanns Leoris 1460 N 58th St
Hardy Williams Toyota Lease Trust 3900 Ford Rd Apt 2a
Harris Tzvee 5112 Woodbine Ave
Harrod Rudolph Monroe Bldg Ste 150 Presidential City 1 Winding Dr
Hartley Willie L 5648 Haddington St
Harvey James A 5719 Hunter St
Hassell Joseph Ii Hassell Martha S 3806 Conshohocken Rd
Hatcher William M Jr 2128 N 57th St
Hawk Emma L 5530 Jefferson
Hawk Travis H 5530 Jefferson
Hawkins Alfred W 6100 City Ave 804
Hilleary Claire 3701 Conshohocken 42 Yeadon
Hilton Philadelphia City 4200 City Ave
Holly Joan 2746 Cranston Rd
Hough Esther Estate 5532 Hunter St
Howie Tanya D Conshohocken Ave 4701
Huff Winifred Huff Gaddis 1452 N Hobart St
Hutchings Glen 5319 Arlington St
Inque Shinya 2246 N 52nd St
Jackson Dorothy 5753 W Jefferson St
Jackson Jay 1413 N Peach St
Jackson John 5734 Dunlap St
Jefferson Thera M Est 5460 Morse St
Jernigan Walter T 1214 N 55th St
Johns Theresa 2216 Bryn Mawr Ave
Johnson Adriene W 4920 W Thompson St 2
Johnson Barbara 5736 Stewart St
Johnson Bertha G 5772 Nassau St
Jones Barbara E 5438 Wyndale Ave
Jones Coryne M C/O D Mae Dunston 2805 N 47th Apt 302
Jones Faye I 3900 City Line Ave 1018−B−301
Jones James E Jones Rose 5911 Woodcrest Ave
Jones Margaret 1466 N 52nd St
Jones Patricia In Po Box 21535
Jones Rosalyn 5632 Woodbine Ave
Jones Woodrow 5614 Hunter St
July Donte 5227 Heston St
Kahn Shirley Kahn Jerome Jefferson Bldg 505−C 3900 City Line Ave
Kalfas Eleftherios 1999 N 52nd St
Katzman Lillian 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt G14
Kauffman Joseph 2101 Belmont Ave B312
Kearsley Long Term Care 2100 N 49th St
Keigler Takesha 667 N 55th St
Kerns Edwin 1432 No Hobart St
Kidz Jam Inc 5610 Lancaster Ave
Kim Ki C 601 N 55th St
Kim Sa S 601 N 55th St
Kim Su Greenbriar Club Apts Apt 9209
Kim Young M 1600 N 52nd St
King Selina B 2269 N 51st St
Kisare Awiti Lov Margaret 5423 Lebanon Ave
Kisare Awiti Lov Robert 5423 Lebanon Ave
Kmt Ent Inc 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 319
L Washington Associates 5070 Parkside Ave Unit 51
Lawrence Jeannette 2217 N 51 St Apt D8
Lee Insun 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt 5420
Levere Frances 1528 N Allison St
Lo Castro David Presidential Apt A−605 3900 City Line Ave
Long Lois 1551 N Wauamaker
Lovette Felice 649 Creighton St
Luby Sharlyn J 3712 Mimi Cir
Mac Call James 4471 Conshohcken Ave
Maccallum Evelyn A810 Presidential Blvd
Malone Carlos 1335 N Wanamaker St
Manning Thomas Estate 5617 Hunter St
Manulkin Albert Manulkin Faye L 1440 Crescent St
Marshall Keith L Jr 5469 Arlington St
Martin Dennis Estate 1409 N 52nd St
Martin Dennis Martin Marie 5215 W Thompson St
Mattia Margaret E Mattia Vincent H 1743 N Wilton St
Mcaninley John 1642 N 57th St
Mcbride Kareem 1311 N Wanamaker St
Mcbride Kareem 1339 N 57th St
Mccode Phillip 5014 Master St
Mcdonnell Elizabeth 1322 N Wanamaker St
Mcnally Patrick 2707 Cranston Rd Apt 2
Mcnatte Ruth 5787 Dunlap St Phila
Mcshane Catherine M 1335 N Wanama Rd
Medley Arnold K 5314 Lebanon Ave
Miles Catherine 5716 Drexel Rd
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Miller Felicia 655 N Conestoga
Mintz Akiva 2805 N 47th St
Mitchell Meghan T 5000 Woodbine Ave Apt 418
Montgomery John W 2212 N 58th St
Moore Amos 2137 N 59th St
Moorman George 4932 Lancaster Ave
Moran Edith 4001 Monument Rd Apt 605
Morgan Thomas 3921 Ellington Rd
Morris Anna 1335 N Wanama Rd
Mosley Marilyn 614 N 53 St
Moye Climere M 4909 Parkside Ave
Muff Sandra K 5538 N Poplar St
Muhammad Maryam 1264 N Alden St Fl 2
Muscarella Matthew 4991 Parkside Ave Apt 1917
Navathe Seema B Dmd Po Box 9664
Neal James R Neal Mary E Po Box 4539
Nelson Leroy R 5712 Woodbine Av
Nelson Wilhemina 4521 Westminster Ave
Newton Dewitt E Sr 1833 N 52nd St B
Nordeman Mary C 2727 Cranston Rd
Oconnor Cynthia L 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 1120
Osher Clara Park Plaza Unit 7h 3900 Ford Rd
Ostroff Florence Apt 1809 3600 Co
Our Mother Of Sorrows 13 N 48th St
Owen Valerie 5375 Morse St
Palmer Milton 1001 City Av Wa602
Parnell James 5315 Wynnefield Ave
Paterson Community H 227 Brdway
Patten Claude O 5634 Woodcrest Ave
Patterson Russell 5638 Lansdowne Ave
Pcom Attn Angela Shands 4190 City Ave
Pcom Student Affairs 4170 City Ave
Perkins Dorthy 909 N 50th St
Perkins Gerald E 5911 Upland Way
Peterkin Thomas Est 5640 Woodbine Ave
Peterson Mattie M 2215 N 59th St
Phillips Marie 1324 N Allison St
Porter Beulah Gray Porter Gordon 641 N 52nd St
Porter Damon 5216 Columbia Ave
Powell Elizabeth 5125 Diamond St
Powell Gloria Powell Ronald 5404 Euclid St
Powell Jermaine 5222 Master St
Powell Willie M 2226 Melvin St
Presidential City Apartments 3900 City Ave 120
Presidential Medical 3900 City Ave Ste D125
Purnell Delphine 5501 W Thompson St
Pyott Frances A Pyott George 5448 Merion Ave Fl
Ragland Nellie C 5649 Haddington St
Rainey Terrance 5248 Berks St
Reichel Sylvia 3900 Ford Rd Apt 21p
Ricks James 1228 N Frazier St
Robinson Clara 660 N Sickles St
Robinson Marvin K 5005 W Girard Ave
Rodgers Travel Inc 4518 City Ave 3rd Floor
Ross Loretta 5130 Diamond St
Roundtree Cherry Apr D3 2217 N 51st St
Roxborough Memorial Hosp Po Box 19128−7519
Ruley Arlene 2428 N 54th St
Rutman Robert 3900 Ford Rd Unit Php
S & C Development Corporation 5476 Morse St
Sacks Alexander 3900 Ford Rd Apt 21p
Scales Patricia 4001 Conshocken Ave Apt 705
Scott Jacqueline 1012 N 54 St
Scott John 2100 N 49nth St
Serpente Margaret Estate 5110 Lancaster Ave
Shaw Waters M 5415 Diamond St
Shelton Sarah In 5628 Haverford Ave
Sherman Jeanette 649 N 56th St
Silver Frieda 7656 Brockton Rd
Sims Robert 3760 Lankenau Rd
Singleton Leslie M 2209 N Salford St 1 Fl
Sissoko Aissata Y 2118 N Hobart St
Skinner Catherine Skinner Charles 2247 N 51 St
Skinner Charles 5253 Arlington St
Slimm Louise L Estate 2615 Mimi Cir
Smith Chanderlyn Darlene Attn Mrs Alliemae Thorpe 5454 Merion Ave
Smith Esther 2136 N Wanamaker St
Smith Jeffrey 1713 N Aberdeen St
Smith John Jr 5425 Master St
Smith Warren J 3701 Conshohocken Ave
Sol Paul 4047 Balwynne Park Rd
Sol Paul Trust Dated 05 03 1974 4047 Balwynne Park Rd
St Joseph’s University Attn V Lawson 5600 City Ave
St Josephs University Career Deveopment Ctr 5600 City Ave
Stanton Randolph 5851 Malvern Ave
Stewart Randy 3808 Conshohocken Ave
Stowe Willie M 5350 Hazelhurst St
Subway 5610 Lancaster Ave
Sydney Sterling 5733 Dunlap St
Sykes Jessie 5332 Gainor Rd
Taylor Corene 1538 North Alden St
Terry Tina 4001 Monument Rd Apt 1020
Tgi Fridays 4000 City Line Ave
Thomas Anthony 934 N 48th St
Thomas Cheriee 5408 Harlan St
Thompson Elva M 4001 Ford Rd
Thompson Kimberly L 2275 Georges Ln
Time Warner 1700 North 49 St
Timers Edna 3900 Conshohocken Ave
Tokpah Tonneh E 5343 Arlington St
Tollin Steven 4040 Presidential Blvd 2211
Toomer Robert 1327 N Hobart St
Tozar Mary K Estate 5211 W Stiles St
Travis Geneva E Kearsley Care Ctr 2100 N 49th St 54
Trusty Roberta 3900 Ford Rd Apt 5h
Tucker Max 1999 N 52nd St
Tustin Ruth E 5215 Stiles St
University Copy Service 5070 Prkside Ave Suite 21
Vanorden Virginia Estate 5105 W Minister
Vasiliadis Theodore 2743 N 47th St
Vaughn Martin 5014 Woodbine Ave
Wallace Joan 5349 W Oxford St
Walters Janet L 3900 Ford Rd
Ward Regina M 5721 Stewart
Warren Eleanor 5712 Woodbine Av
Warren Herbert L Sr 1327 N 56th St
Weaver Walter 5722 W Jefferson St
Weisman Rose 3701 Conshohocken Ave
Weppel Ronald 2405 N 54th St
Wescott Sylvester 1732 N Paxon St
Whitneyayo Jennifer C/O Hudson Ayo 4910 Monument Rd
Wilcox Tanesha S 5241 Euclid St
Wiley Alice M 5416 Diamond St
Wiley Beverly D 5415 Diamond St
Wilkins Shakeya D 4939 Kershaw St
William Robert P 4077 Balwynne Park Rd
Williams Donald 926 N 48th St
Williams Edward L 1232 N 56th St
Williams Evelyn 5123 W Columbia Ave
Williams Gregory Md C/O Parkside Recovery 5000 Parkside Ave
Williams Thelma L 1683 N 56th St
Wilson Shani M 5610 W Diamond St
Wilson Staceyann 5388 Hazel Hurst Ave Basement
Wood Tina 2600 Belmont Ave Apt 308
Wroclawski Francine Cust 6100 City Ave Apt 1408
Wyatt Onnie 5968 Woodbine Ave
Wynne Brook Pharmacy 1901 N 54th St
Young John A 5377 Hazelhurst St
Zimmerman Ann M Zimmerman Diane 5169 Jefferson
Philadelphia Pa 19132
Allen Mamie In 2403 W Harold St
Allen Marketta 3042 North Judson St
Allen Melvin 2735 W Somerset St
Alston Ruth 2405 W Toronto St
Anderson Toni D 2601 N Brd St
Andrews Edward W 2314 N 31 St
Annan Margaret Annan Edward A 2320 W Sergeant St
Armstead Semaj 2515 Bouvier St
Armstrong Gregory C 2758 N Hemberger St
Ball Margaret 2823 W Lehigh Ave
Bates Tyree 2907 W Nevada St
Beach Emanuel Estate 2436 N 15th St
Beatty Anna S 2246 N 15th St
Bellerjeau Joyce E 2445 N 20th St
Benjamin Bros Inc 1729 W Allegheny Ave
Best Kenneth 2955 N 26th St
Bethea Emma B 2823 W Lehigh Ave
Biegelman Harry 3022 W York St
Bielec Thaddeus Estate 3102 W Hunting Park Ave
Billups James 1543 W Tucker St
Bliss Helen Bliss Jesse 2011 W Mayfield St
Bradshaw Roger 2200 N 17th St
Bray Deborah 1344 W Toronto St
Brayford Randell J 1344 W Toronto St
Bristol Pearl 2339 N 16th St
Brooks Sarah L 2333 N Cleveland St
Brown Evelyn I 2916 N 27th St
Brown Garnell 3110 N Spangler St
Brown Irene F 3036 N Bambrey St
Brown Sheron A 1508 Allegheny Ave Apt 405
Browne Emma L 2327 N 20th St
Bryant Catherine 3148 N Stillman St
Bunn Edward E 3337 W Firth St
Burwell Thomas 2452 N 30th St
Bush Lillie 2428 N Chadwick St
Callahan Michael Callahan Rose 2747 N Hemberger St
Carlin Charles Carlin Mabel 1330 W Rush St
Carr John J Carr Rita 2434 W Sergeant St
Carroll Thomas 3315 W Harold St
Carter Cynthia Estate 2310 N 27th St
Caruso Maria 3111 No 29th
Caruso Maria 3123 No 29
Chapman Willie L 3242 W Huntingdon St
Chiolan Kathryn 2551 N Cleveland St
Coles Connie A 2920 N Judson St
Corrigan Margaret Estate 2445 N Chadwick St
Cox Mary 3008 N Judson St
Culver Buford 2637 N Bancrost St
Dales Donald 2412 N Douglass St
Dargan Kenyon 1326 W Allegheny Ave
David Augusta David Rita 2526 North Garnet
Davis Mary L 2447 North 30th St
Dean Carrie 3124 N 24th St
Delco Metals Inc 3100 2nd St
Dennison Doris Estate 2824 N Bailey St
Devlin Thomas 2758 N Judson St
Dipietro Alfred 3108 N Napa St
Dixon Annie 2230 N 17th St
Do Mahn Do 2 Win 2304 Venango St
Dougherty Francis L Dougherty Anna M 3112 N Marston Ave
Doyle Vincent L 2660 N Douglas St
Eastern Distributors C/O O’connor Truck Leasin 835 E Lycomingt St
Eggert Herbert Estate 2445 N Cleveland St
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Egrie Dorothy 2461 N 28th St
El Abdul Relle 2617 N 23rd St
El Corlean A 2728 W Seltzer St
English Lorraine English Francis 3045 N 26th St
Ether Harry W Ether Dian 1505 W Sergeant
Fagan Donald W Estate 1516 W Glenwood Ave
Faison Rosanne F 2855 N Stillman St
Fife Lawrence 2553 N 33rd St
Finkelston Dorothy 2904 N 26th
Floyd Myeesha D 2561 N 18th St
Flynn Rita 2422 N Park
Ford Louise A 2847 N Taney St
Fortunato Helen 3010 N Taney St
Fred Hamilton Estate 2911 N Marston St
Furman Solomon 3120 W Dakota
Gallagher Daniel J Gallagher Marie T 2946 Stillm Ave
Garrick Shahida 2937 N Taney St
Golen Stewart Trust 414 Brown St
Goncharsky Nathan Goncharsky Olga 2918 North 22nd
Gooseberry Jerry E 2409 W Harold St
Grant Elizbeth P Grant Walter H 2324 N 25th St
Green Alice 2225 W Harold St
Green Viola C 2322 N Natrona St
Greveris Elsa E Greveris John 1614 W Clearfield
Grey Taja M 2538 North 15th St
Griffin Allen 2814 N Bambrey St
Grosso Edith S 2934 N 24th
Guy Steven 3008 W Lehigh Ave Apt 2ndfl
Hall Ertha A 2923 N Lambert St
Halsey Mary A 2030 W Hagert St
Hanton Lenore 2565 N Myrtlewood St
Hardy M W Griffin−Hardy 2847 N Chadwick St
Harris Beulah 2331 N Cumberland St
Harris Bey Barton 1110 W Glenwood Ave
Harris John 2447 N Clevland St
Harris Kelvin 3050 North Sydenham St
Hart Kareem 2443 North 26th St
Haygood Leon 3054 N 21st St
Heim Ann E 2732 Hicks St
Henderson Thomas Po Box 50411
Henshaw Marjorie S Estate 2814 N Marston St
Hill George L 2617 N 23rd St
Hill Sabree Y 3145 N 16th Aptc1
Hiolan Larry C 2551 N Cleveland St
Hit Sarah E Estate 3128 W Gordon St
Hopkins Daisy E 2639 W Arizona St
Howle Wayne C Howle Blanche 2225 N 15th St
Hussie Gwedolyn 2430 North Chadwick St
Hutton George M Estate 3008 N Taney St
Ibartt Aileen Estate 2729 N Newkirk St
Ingram Charles 2544 N Colorado St
Jackson Clotelle 2335 N 18th St
Jacquez Mini Market 3061 N 16th St
James Nichole 2441 N Douglass St
Jefferson Theodousia 2601 W Huntingdon St
Jeffries U G 2817 N Brd St
Jeffries Ulysses Grant 2817 N Brd St
Jett Raymond A 2341 N 20th
Johnson Alisa R 2838 N Taylor St
Johnson Allen 3022 N Lehigh Ave
Johnson Anna 2238 N Gratz St
Johnson Annie 2413 W Indiana Ave
Johnson General 2834 N Marston St
Johnson Roberta Po Box 50211
Johnson Samuel 1507 N 29th St
Johnson Shirley 2226 W Lehigh Ave
Jones Anna In 1614 W Glenwood Ave
Jones Ernest L 2653 N Chadwick St
Jones May Jamill Cooper 2267 N 19th St
Jones Verna 2070 W Glenwood Ave
Kaplan Edith F 3120 W Dakota
Kaufler Emanuel R 2335 N 15th St
Kellman Sally 2537 N Dover St
Keys Azizah 2820 W Clementine St
King Ernestine 3014 N 23rd St
King L Isa 2418 N 23rd St Apt F
Knighten Reginald 2442 N 19th St
Lauria Maria Estate 2138 W Clearfield St
Lavelle Dorothy M Lavelle James 2517 W Seltzer
Lawrence John A 2643 W Seltzer St
Lawson Mazie 3125 N Spangler St
Leach Major Jr 2545 N 33rd St
Lewis Walter Estate 2425 N 19th St
Li Jin Y 1901 W Allegheny St
Logan Charles M Logan Anna 2847 Watts
Luckey Egypt K 2518 W Allegheny Ave
Maddox Johnie 2225 N 19th St
Maragne Evelyn 2445 N Garnet St
Martinez Efrain R 2820 N Brd St
Massey Yvonne 3111 N Spangler St
Mathisen Kevin 1916 W York St
Mayo Ellis Est 2930 N 27 St
Mc Fadden Susan F 2751 N 24th St
Mcarthur Archibald Mcarthur Jack 2762 N 28th
Mcarthur Loretta Mcarthur Jack 2762 N 28th
Mcclary Willie 2446 N Douglass St
Mccrae Lenwood 2823 W Lehigh Ave
Mcdade Francis Mcdade Mary 2644 W Seltzer St
Mcentee Francis 2704 W Gordon St
Mclaren Janet F 2620 N 18
Mcneal Frank Est 2537 W Firth St
Mcqueen Joseph E 1418 Rush St
Mills John 2540 N 31st St
Milteer Sheree 2840 N Bailey St
Minor Justin 2655 N Napa St
Minor Robert O 2549 N 18th St
Miroddi Vincent Miroddi Mary 2045 W Cambria St
Moore Elmira M Moore James W 2441 N 28th St
Moore Inez Est 2710 N Hollywood St
Moore Prince Moore Sarah 3017 N 23rd St
Morrison Yolanda 2222 W Huntingdon St
Nelson Jack 2436 N 20th St
Newsome Crystal 2043 Dauphin St
Norfleet Lavern N 2263 N Park Ave
Norman Eric 3021 N 21st St
Norris Rebecca 2521 N Hallywood St
Oconnell Catherin Oconnell Francis 2865 N Ringgold St
Oconnor Joseph F Oconnor Emma 2830 W Harold
Odonnell Marie A Odonnell Rose 2262 N Bancroft St
Orrick Helen A 2422 N Park
Overton Wurlin C 2070 W Glenwood Ave
Parker Sally M 3018 N Ringgold
Pasley Ollie A Attn Ollie Rodgers 2547 W Dauphin St
Payless Shoes 2121 W Lehigh Ave
Perez Elleen 2601 N Brd St Apt 239
Perez Jose N Rent Account 1422 W York St
Perry Louis J Perry Mary 2325 N Carlisle
Peters Francis J Peters Harriett 2547 N Stanley
Peterson Sharon E 3011 W Susquehanna Ave Fbo Cornelius Hentz
Pharr Henry In 2444 N 17th St
Phillips Willie 3065 N Stillman St
Philly Ice Enterprises Llc 2900 N Brd St
Pinkston Michael 3048 W Lehigh Ave
Piper James 1328 W Jefferson
Pmagm Pgwj Council 2244 W Huntingdon St
Price William J Price Mary A 1906 West Somerset St
Prophet Willard Sr 2463 N Colorado St
Repuplic Distributor Co Robbins & Rockledge Ave Rockledge
Rev A S 2904 N 26th
Richard Burnard Estate 2236 W Lehigh Ave
Roane Aiesha 2550 North 24th St
Robinson Deshaan 2352 N 29th St
Rodemer Jane 2445 N 20th St
Rogers Joseph 2714 N Croskey St
Rogers Lawson 3021 W Colona St
Rosario Jose 4125 N 6th St
Ruff Andrew J 2563 N Bancroft
Ruff Andrew J Ruff Ethel L 2563 N Bancroft
Ruff Ethel L Ruff Andrew 1613 W Huntingdon St
Rush Link Computers C/O Frederick Rush 1527 N Brandywine St
Russell Angelo 2736 N Dover St
Sapp Virginia 2539 N 32nd St
Schlachterman Hilel Schlachterman Anna 3035 W York
Scott Casey M 2458 N Napa St
Scott Julia M 2912 N Woodstock St
Scott Lucille 2505 N 31st St
Scott Robert L 2714 N 19th St
Seawright Melvin Po Box 50577
Shanabrook Virginia E 2620 N 18
Sharpton Gregory 2716 N Hemberger St
Sherson Solomon Sherson Freda 2449 Mytlewood
Shropshire Gilbert Shropshire Emma 2418 North Clarion
Siano Dorothy Siano Litzer 2515 W Harold St
Silvert Eugene 3047 N 16th
Simms Alice 1632 W Clearfield St
Sloane Felicia 2529 N 26th St
Smith Alicia L 2838 N 20th St
Smith Cheryl W 2357 N Cleveland St
Smith Dorothy A 2257 N Lambert St
Smith Hattie Po Box 6828 Apt 413
Smith Richard 2357 N Cleveland St
Smith Timothy 2824 N 24th St
Somerset Medical Practice P C 2811 N 22nd St 13
Spady Page Jr 2510 North 17th St First Floor
Spencer Dorothy Spencer James C 1908 W Somerset St
Steinhauser T Estate 2457 N 20th St
Steinman Ralph 2537 N Dover St
Stephens Ernest 2624 W Somerset St
Sterner Amanda K 3010 N Taney St
Stroud Louis 9559 N Cleveland St
Sudler Hazel M 2639 N Douglas St
Swanner Emma 2630 N Bouvier
Taylor James H 2333 N Cleveland St
Thomas Robert 2443 N Newkirk St
Thompson Rufus Lee 3220 W Arizona St
Tineo Jose A 2839 W Allegheny Ave
Torres Francisco Alber 2800 N 18th St
Tran Tchan Ing 220 N Gratz St
Truesdale Nna Est 2544 N Douglas St
Tsanaktsian Sarkis Tsanaktsian Anna 2549 N 31st St
Tucker Pearl 2632 Arizona St
Tyson Mary M S 2821 N 26th St
Urban Housing Foundation Inc 1925−43 Allegheny Ave
Vaughn Bradford R 1605 W Allegheny Ave 417
Vessells Charles 2360 Lambert St
Villafana Salvador 1555 W Oakdale St
Wade Cubie Est 2410 N 25th St
Wagstaff Larry 3921 Ridge Ave
Waites Elliot A 2437 N Colorado St
Washington Emma 2405 W Toronto St
Watkins Ann 2250 16th St
Watson Gingeree 2540 N Sydenham St
Werts Booker In 2427 N Garnet St
Whitaker Lillie Mae 2838 W Wishart St
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White Hattie G Po Box 18627
White Helen 2333 N Cleveland St
White Joseph 2508 N 34th St
Whitley Leon J 3014 N 26th St
Wildgust Bernard L Jr Wildgust Margaret 2822 N Stillman
Wiley Felecia 2350 W Cumberland St
Williams Aaron 1523 W Sargent St
Williams Ella 2344 W Allegheny Ave Apt A
Williams George E 3115 N Spangler St
Williams Renee D 2621 N 31st St
Wilson Abdullah J 2732 Gratz St
Wilson Dorothy Estate 2725 N 29th St
Wilson Sandra 2726 N 23rd St
Wishop Sharanda 2513 N 33rd St Apt 1
Wolf Herman 2739 N 25th St
Wood Richard 2053 N 25th St
Wooden Raymond 3041 N 15th St
Wright Bashford 2217 N 33rd St
Yampolsky Eva 2920 W York St
Yotsko Helen Yotsko Frank 3121 N 29th
Philadelphia Pa 19133
Abdul Ali Rafael 2231 N Franklin St
Acosta Sandra 2717 Mascher St Apt 1
Adams Estelle Adams Ronald 1108 W Nevada St
Agramonte Adolfo 2549 N Marsher St
Aguilar Lesbia 2311 N 5th St
Alicea Rafael 2735 N Waterloo St
Allison Geraldine 3021 N American St
Almanzar Jose 5243 C Sgtreet
Alontaga Leonardo S Alontaga Francesca 502 Dickerson St
Alsbrooks Quentin 1736 W Girard Ave
Amodei Lillian Amodei Cosmo 2315 N 6th St
Arroyo Angel 2301 N Front St
Aviles Nestor 2903 N Waterloo St
Baez Ernesto 2025 Orianna St
Baez Rafaela 611 W Dauphin St
Baker Jared C 1207 W Alleghey
Balczarek Helen Estate 179 W Lippincott St
Barrett Alice 718 W Lehigh Ave
Bauer Julia 1234 W Allegheny Ave
Beardsley & Dewey 1149 W Cambria St
Beaufort Thomas O 3011 N Marvine St
Beeman Electric Motor Co 2727 N American St
Beers Earnest 2240 N 12th
Beers Earnest 2250 N 12th
Bell Regina M 2761 N Mascher St
Biddle Michael A 925 W Silver St
Black Paul 440 W York St
Blanco Eduardo 822 W Huntingdon St
Borja Jorge 2859 N 6th St
Bowman Jonathan 2417 N 10th St 3f
Bracero William 613 W Cambria
Brennenstuhl Ernest Estate 2244 N Fairhill St
Brindle Robert Brindle Grace 2519 N Palethorp St
Broadnax Bertha 2718 N 8th St
Brown Kevin 916 W Somerset St
Buck William Buck Eleanor 2545 N Orianna
Bullard Shawn 1109 W Lehigh Ave
Bultron Francisco 2549 N Mascher St
Buria Ruben 2832 N 8th St
Call Virginia G Call Karen J 147 W Dauphin St
Caraballo Hector 2217 N Front St
Cartagena Luis 254 West Berks St
Ceaser Edwin R 2220 N Fairhill St
Celebre Victor B Celebre Helen 2344 N Lawrence
Cepeda Natividad 2648 N Darien St
Chianti Pizza Corp 2510 North American St
Clark Luther J Est 3000 N Hope St
Clarke Elizabeth I 2527 N Marshall St
Claus Florence Estate 2908 N Franklin St
Collazo Doris S 512 W Lehigh Ave
Collins Harry F 233 W Wishart St
Colon Alberto 2647 N Palethorp
Colon Bernie Jr 2205 N Palethorp St
Colon Dayana J 2549 N Mascher St
Colonmedina Anthony 2554 N 5th St
Conk Mary E 1201 W Cambria
Conklin Kayla 1801 N 10th St Apt 303
Cooley Mary L 3021 Hitchinson St
Corchado Maria A 2549 N Mascher St
Corchado Rosa 281 W Lehigh St
Cosme Ramon 2847 Hope St
Crawford Elizabeth Crawford Irma M 2418 N Marshall St
Crisopstomo Elpidio 2311 N Mascher St
Croussett Daniel 103 W Wishart St
Cruz Pedro A 2337 N 9th St
Cruz Vidal 2824 N 5th St
Da Vinci By Design Inc 2230 N Delhi St
Dba Club Adrenalinea And Restuarant 229−41 W Allegheny Ave
Dejesus Noel 2911 N 2nd St
Diaz Eric 2801 Howard St
Diaz Maximino 545 W Westmoreland St
Dominguez Wanda 3021 N Reese St
Donahue Anna Estate 2436 N Front St
Dooley Benjamin B Dooley Samuel S 179 W Wishart St
Dougherty Lisa 3936 North 8th St
Drea Marie F Drea Joseph 716 W York
Enright Eileen J Enright Jane V 638 W York
Erwin Leo E Erwin Ann 2614 N Darien St
F W Hoffman Co Inc 231 W Allegheny Ave
Farhat Moutaz 2338 N Front St
Farhat Moutaz 2828 N 5th St
Feliciano Gaspar 821 W Cambria St
Ferguson James D 502 W Cumberland St
Figueroa Andres 2816 Waterloo St Apt 1
Fisher Helen E Estate 2964 N Mutter St
Flick Margaret 3129 N 9th St
Flood Gerard M Flood Marie C 3102 N Front
Focht Margaret A 3129 N 9th St
Fulton Camille 2735 N Reese St
Galarza Gladys 2622 N Lawrence St Apt 408
Gallagher George Estate 2863 N 9th St
Garcia Eutimio Cruz 416 W Cambria St
Garcia Miguel 2312 N 3rd St
Geisheimer Mary A Estate 3137 N 8th St
Geishheimer Mary A Estate 3137 N 8th St
Giddings Luke 2506 N 6th St Fl 2 Frnt
Goldberg Gerald Goldberg Rita B 425 W York St
Gomez Edith B 2836 N Waterloo St
Gonzalez Jose 3009 N Marshall St
Gonzalez Lily Ramos 3104 Front St Apt 2
Gonzalez Sonia 2868 N 8th St
Gonzalezperez Damaris 2832 N Mutter St
Graham Yolanda 2238 N Delphi St
Graniela Alicia 2855 N Darien St
Gray Lucy Estate 2409 N Howard St
Green Kevin 614 W Huntingdon St
Gusman Erick 2816 Waterloo St Rear
Hagerty Catherin A Hagerty Patrick 2262 North 2nd St
Haigh Marie L Haigh James 2902 N Howard St
Haires Mildred 2524 N Alder St
Halliday Jennie Halliday Harry 2820 North Hope
Hartzell Walter O Estate 624 W Indiana Ave
Harvey George Estate 2662 N Howard St
Haywood Ronald 1143 W Indiana St
Heitz Ronald G 2735 N Reese St
Hendrickson Evelyn 3005 N American St
Hernandez Gloria 2912 N Reese St
Hernandez Joselyn 3062 North Mascher St
Hertlein Bernard Estate 620 W Clearfield St
Hirshbuhl Gertrude 3068 N Percy
Hoffer Marie 520 W Dauphin St
Holy Cross Lutheran Church 813 West Lehigh Ave
Horrach Irizarry Victor 2809 N Lawrence St
Huertas Frank 2525 N 4th St
Hustabo Geronimo 3605 N 5th St
Huston Genevieve 1201 W Cambria
Hyman Gary 2421 N 5th St
Ibrahim Brothers Store 2238 N Front St
Indiana Medical Assoc 2510 N Front St
Irina Nicoljuk 1103 W Lehigh Ave
Jimenes Marco 3122 N Camac St
Jones Mabel J 2353 North Fawn St
Jugla Catherine Estate 3038 N 3rd St
Kane Joseph Estate 2910 N Mutter St
Karbach Anna Estate 2610 N 5th St
King Tyree 1508 W Allegheney
Klumpp Alma Estate 2415 Germantown Ave
Koelzer Evelyn Estate 2911 N Hancock St
Kubany Joseph E Kubany Irene 2435 N Fairhill
Kulp Merrill L Kulp Lela 3125 N 7th
Lan Edward Estate 2833 N 12th St
Leon Eddie V 708 W Lehigh Ave
Litka Cecilia 2510 N Mascher St
Lopez Antonio 2441 N 5th St
Lopez Juan 3043 N Front St
Lopez Pedro Jr 2651 Reese St
Lozano Hector 301 Somerset St
Lugardo Herberto 3026 N 7th St
Lyner Taliah 2833 N Fairhill St
Maldonado Juana 2930 Reese St
Marshall Marie 2742 N Howard St
Martin Queen E 2356 N Camac St
Martinez Jose 2816 Waterloo St Apt 2
Mason Donald 1103 N Orianna St
Mason Patrice B 1229 W Cambria St
Mccrae Kathryn E Estate 2225 N Fairhill St
Mccreadie Sadie 2856 N Mutter
Mccrowell Lucille 1217 W Silver St
Mceachin Evelyn 2953 North Camac St
Mcgarvey Mary S Mcgarvey James 2633 N Jessup
Mckinley William E Mckinley William 3041 N Reese St
Mcquillan Anna R 2549 N Front
Meadows Jacqulyn R 2803 N Franklin St
Melendez Blas 813 W Cambria St
Miles Darrel 2215 N Lawrence St
Mincey Velnell 2226 N 6th St
Montanez Matilde 2524 N 5th St
Montenez Antonio 244 Indiana St
Moore Kevin 2305 N Fawn St
Morales Fuen Jose A 2310 N Reese St
Morales Hector 3005 N Hope St
Moreno Vincent 2215 N Lawrence St
Morgan Joseph Estate 2829 N Marvine St
Morrero Luz 2616 N Howard St
Morris Lillian Estate 3157 N Darien St
Mountain Willie A 7701 Lindberg Blvd 1116
Munz Henry Estate 2403 N Orianna St
Munz Otto Estate 2403 N Orianna St
Nieves Daniel 2744 N Howard St
Nowicki Alice 2201 N Howard St
Nunez Elvira 2865 N 8th St
Obrien Ruth T 190 W Indiana
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Ocasio Jose 2310 N Mascher St
Odgen Mary 2510 N Mascher St
Oliveneia Carlos 480 W Cambria
Olmedo William 816 W Firth St
Ortiz Carlos 2868 N Fairhill St
Ortiz Victor 3041 N 8th St
Ortiz Vincent 2400 N 2nd St Apt 2
Osullivan Evelyn Osullivan John 2749 N Marvine St
Otero Martinez Ada Milagros Accu Staffing Services
Owens Julia 917 W Dauphin St
Palmer Lydia V 190 W Indiana
Paralta Rafael 2829 N Palethorpe
Parr Margaret M 3042 Darien
Pc Tax Services 2661 N 2nd St
Perez Alfredo 2825 Howard St Apt 3
Perez Antonio 2927 N 3rd St
Phillips Robert H Estate 619 W Dauphin St
Polanco Danny 3357 N Hancock St
Pool Donna 1621 N 7th St
Powell Horace 2243 N 8th St
Power Associates Inc 171 W Lehigh Ave
Puente Blanco Inc 229−41 W Allegheny Ave
Qul Pharmacy 166 W Lehigh Ave Fl 4
Qureshi Shan 703 W Huntingdon St
Ramirez Arsenio 2741 N Front St
Ramos Ana 1678 K St Apt 2
Ramos Hermino 2742 N Darien St
Ramos Joshue 2816 Waterloo St Apt 3
Ramos Vangie Calderon 3246 N 5th St
Reed Elwood Reed Anna 2233 Phillip St
Reeves Raymond Reeves Nancy 546 W Huntingdon St
Repent Baptist Church 329 W Cambria St
Reyes Emilia 2846 N 7th St
Rios Roberto 303 W Cambria St
Ritchie Herbert Ritchie Robert 2535 N 7th St
Rivera Pedro 2930 N 3rd St
Rivera Kevin 2416 N Fairhill St
Rivera Luis R 2308 N Lawrence St
Rivera Mildred 2632 N Palethorpe St
Rivera Ulises 2739 Fairhill St 2nd Flr
Rodriguez Acdurubal 319 Lehigh Ave
Rodriguez Luis 2956 N Fairhill St
Rodriguez Marcello 400 N Indianna Ave
Rodriguez Maria 429 W Dauphin St
Rodriguez Miriam 209 W Cambria St
Rodriguez Ramonita 1733 N Marshall St
Roland Jorge 142 W Allegheny Ave
Roman George 825 W Cambria St
Rondon Juan 2816 N 3rd St
Rosa Sabastian 2346 N Lawrence St
Rosado Julio 2816 N Reese St
Rosado Luis 2859 N 9th St
Rosado Marischa 3155 N Franklin St
Rosado Marisela 3155 N Franklin St
Rosado Mary 2810 N Mutter St
Rosario Elizanero 2857 N Palethorp St
Rosario Josue 2918 N 8th St
Roulhae Wadeeah 645 W Cumberland St
Sanchez Lucia 101 W Lippincott S Null Yeadon
Sanders Ivan Exec 933 W Huntingdon St
Santana Mayra Y 2549 N Mascher St
Santiago Johanna Santiago Nelson 2943 N Waterloo
Santiago Nelson 418 W Cambria St
Scheffler Eric 2953 N 7th St
Schlecht Joseph H 152 E Birch
Schmidt Elsie S Estate 2910 N Reese St
Schramm Louise 2208 N Marshall St
Seggie Elizabeth Seggie Frances 2421 N Orianna St
Semple Edward E 2487 N Orkney St
Set It Off 2865 N 2nd St
Sheetz Mary E 2802 N 5th St Fl 3
Sierra Casper 2815 N Hope St
Smith Andre 2838 W 11th St
Snyder Mildred Snyder Fred 230 W Allegheny Ave
Soto Marina 308 W Indianna St
Soto Teodoro 3028 N Howard St
Spangler David M 2647 N Reese
Sullivan Lillian C Estate 2344 N 10th St
Taintor Harry W Estate 179 W Dauphin St
Thompson Frank 2552 N Marshall St
Thorp Frank T 2614 N 7th St
Tillmon Ni 2911 J P Tr
Tomaszewski Mary Estate 727 W Cumberland St
Torres Ezequeil 2209 N Lilethorpe St
Torres Israel Torres Ana 2621 N 9th St
Torres Mikhail Pagan 126 W Allegheny Ave Apt 2
Unterkoefler Ernest Unterkoefler Anna 3122 N 6th
Valentin Agapito 216 W Allegheny
Valentino Ivan 2729 N Howard St
Valle Minelia 2810 N Lee St
Vandergrift John Vandergrift P M 2420 N Howard St
Vasconcelos Theyson M 518 N Cambria St
Vasquez Frank A 2631 North 4th St
Velez David 2852 N Fairhill St
Villegas Hector 2549 N Mascher St
Vogel Ruth E Estate 2749 N 6th St
Walsh Marie Estate 632 W Cambria St
Weeks Dorothy L 645 W Cambria St
Welch Jacqueline F 2318 N Lawrence St
Wilcock Gertrude Estate 2907 N 2nd St
Wilson Khalid 714 W York St
Wiseman William Estate 3047 N Mascher St
Woehr Albert J Woehr Julia 2918 N 6th St
Wood Francis J Jr 520 W Dauphin St
Yambo Jesus R 2807 N Fourth St
Yang Hang Dba Maytag Laundromat 1122 W Lehigh Ave
Yocum Martin Yocum Martha 2752 N Front St
Young Elizabeth Young John 2812 N Front St
Young Milton 1123 W Lehigh Ave
Zimmerman Harriet Zimmerman William 2934 N Fairhill St
Philadelphia Pa 19134
Acosta Luz 321 E Westmoreland St
Adams Agnes R 2322 E Clearfield St
Adams Beverly 935 E Tioga St
Adiaz Miquil 3148 Poter St
Aguilar Ederlyn 3438 N E St
Alanya Rogelio 2530 N Franklin St
Albaladejo Tomas 3028 E St
Alden Supply Co 3506 F St
Alicea Luz 3423 Hurley St
Allegheny Family Chiro Center 2514 E Allegheny Ave
Allicock Dion 763 E Hilton St
Alzalam Mohammad Ziad 3234 Frankford Ave
American Business Systems 2929 B St
Amodel Rose R 2815 C St
Anderlonis Joseph J 3580 Salmon St
Anderson Martin 731 E Cornwell St
Aponte Zulma 3240 E St
Aro Nicole 2228 E Venango St
Arroyo Edith 3417 Keim St
Atkins Sarah P 2072 E Stella St
Baker Helen Baker Elmer 3307 Kipp St
Bangs Margaret 2719 Almond St
Barbera Albert C/O Ken C Cid 2842 Frankford Ave
Barnes Abbigal 3356 N I St Phila
Barneto Joseph 3417 Keim St
Battel Joseph H 3468 Weikel St
Baxter James R Baxter Nelda M 3412 Hurley St
Baxter Virdell C/O Ken C Cid 2842 Frankford Ave
Beck Sigmond F Beck Catherine 3026 Frankford Ave
Becroft Anna E 3046 Cedar St
Bednar Anna 3287 Gaul
Bendix Edward P O Box 14614
Berininger John 3632 Emerald
Berlinger Ruth P Berlinger Carl C 1119 Billmore St
Beyer Emil J 2615 E Madison St
Biela Antonio 2922 N Kipp St
Bolli Lisa A Cust 3129 Weikel St
Bond William A Bond Flora E 442 E Clearfield St
Bongard Edward Estate 3425 E St
Bongard Lillian L Bongard Edward B 3425 N E St
Bores Florence 3041 Mercer
Bores Florence Est 3041 Mercer
Borschell Maryann C 2922 Almond St
Bowen Mary H 3423 E St
Bowyer Albert H Bowyer Ann W 3410 N Lee St
Boyce Elizebeth 1851 E Tioga St
Boyle Anthony Estate 2010 E Madison St
Boyskey Mary Estate 2826 Livingston St
Brady Michael J 3150 Tulip St
Brown Catherine Brown William 3471 Joyce St
Brown Isabel Z Brown Boyd 3529 Lee
Brown Joseph I 705 E Ontario St
Brown Kenneth L 3066 Gransback St
Brown William 3471 Joyce St
Brwon Catherine 3471 Joyce St
Brzycki Katherine M Brzycki Frank J 3250 Livingston St
Brzycki Lillian Brzycki Walter 3021 Livingston St
Buckley Wiiliam C 921 E Russell St
Bugus Luis 111 E Lippincott St
Bunocristiano Angela 2845 E Thompson St
Buoncristiano Gerard 2845 E Thompson St
Burton Imaging Group Inc 3332 Rorer St
Burzak Joseph E 3074 Tilton St
Busk Heather D Busk James 3328 Potter St
Butterworth Dorothy Estate 2063 E William St
Byrd Adrian Earl 2762 Kensington Ave
Byrne Dolorosa Estate 2909 Memphis St
Caban Michael 3064 Collins St
Calanti Helen R 1844 E Wishart St
Calzada Carmen 3232 Keim St
Candelori Dominick Estate 2821 E Thompson St
Cannon Viola 3129 Emerald St
Caputo Michael C/O Ken C Cid 2842 Frankford Ave
Carragher Elizabeth Carragher Marion M 3125 N Weymouth St
Carroll Genevieve 3236 Miller
Carson Mary Est 237 E Cambria St
Castillo Debra 255 E Indiana Ave
Castillo Doclar 3053 Hartville St
Cavallaro Anna 3522 N Water St
Ceno Arjan 3122 Cedar St
Century Mortgage Corporation 2607 E Allegheny Ave
Chambers Washada 623 E Lippincott St
Chapman Douglas B 612 E Wensley St
Charriez Alvarez Jose R 2026 Howard St
Chelius Joseph Chelius Mary 3164 Cedar St
Cheung Wai M 2811 Tulip St
Chrostowski Agnes Chrostowski Louis 3035 Livingston St
Cifelli Albert J Cifelli Mary 2637 E Somerset St
Cintron Rafael A 3433 Helen St
Cleary Doris J Cleary Thomas 3103 Rorer St
Clifton Stephen Clifton Helen 3170 Tilton St
Coates Thomas 736 E Westmoreland St
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Cody Jennie M Cody Harold 3560 Belgrade St
Coen Ellen M 2263 E Ontario St
Coleman Celeste 3118 Custer St
Collazo Eliezer 3232 F St
Commercial Stamp Co E Cambria & Janney St
Concepcion Angel 2712 C St
Conrad Arthur T Conrad Violet L 2139 E Cambria St
Contreas Alex 3427 N A St
Cortoreal Domingo 239 E Indiana St
Crawford Elizabeth C 1904 E Pacific St
Cromption Daniel M 2001 E Ontario St 45th Ward
Cruz Carmen 2811 N Swanson St
Cruz Carmen 3223 F St
Cruz Myrna 3530 Kip St
Czarnecki Lorence 3156 Miller St
Czemchaflo Sophie 1844 E Wishart St
Czemchajlo Sophie 1844 E Wishart St
Dana Krawiec And Osborn Collision 3415 East Thompson
Dangiolini Mary Dangiolini Paul 1904 E Orleans St
De Christopher M Estate 220 Kensington
De La Cruz Esperanza 3101 N Rorer St
Deegan Joseph 732 E Westmoreland St
Deloreto Nicholas J 2155 E Cambria St
Dever Thomas D 2011 Elkhart St
Dichter Edward M 3335 Frankford Ave
Dilwicius Anthony V Dilwicius Sophie D 3322 Livingston St
Dizazga Martin 2995 E Thompson St
Dochod Stella P Estate 3041 Hartville St
Donahue Arthur Donahue Mary 152 E Sterner St
Donahue Kathleen A 2918 Hartville St
Dougherty Thomas 3035 Belgrade St
Driscoll Barbara J 2609 E
Duckworth Joseph F 3339 Frankford Ave
Dugar Michael J 2500 E Allegheny Ave
Duong Dep T 754 E Westmoreland St
Dutch William J Dutch Susan 1853 E Ontario St
Dybalski Kazimir 2971 Melver
Dziedzic Jennie M Dziedzic Walter 3428 Tilton St
Dziedzic Jennie M Dziedzic Walter B 3421 Tilton
Dzierwa Joseph 636 E Indiana Ave
Early Peter W Estate 2138 E Orleans St
Edgett Glenn L III Edgett Barbara M 636 E Cornwall St
Edward Evans J 3455 Braddock St
Esterly Catherine Esterly Walter F 665 E Westmoreland St
Evangelical Lutheran Church C/O C Clark 405 E Allegheny Ave
Evans Edward I Jr Evans Gena M 3505 Frankford Ave
Evans Ronald 3462 F St
Fagan Robert 3301 Belgrade St
Fairburn William Estate 3574 Janney St
Fajardo Edwin 2004 E Birch St
Fallingan Tanya 860 E Schiller St
Feeney Catherine N 3213 Jasper St
Feeney Grace F 3213 Jasper St
Felts Datrin 225 E Lippincott St
Ferrer Colon Daisy 3351 Rand St
Ferrett Clara 3052 Cedar St
Filiberto Alicea−Gonzal 201 East Ontario St 1st Floor
Finn Thomas E Finn Mary L 3550 Jasper
Finnigan Anthony D Finnigan Alexandr 3229 Keim
Fiorentino Pauline 2656 E Clearfield
Fish Anna Estate 1931 E Wensley St
Fisk Leatha Fisk Louis 2046 E Cambria St
Flaherty Keith B 2604 Ontario St
Fletcher Deniel J Fletcher Anna M 3579 Miller St
Flynn Mary Agnes Flynn Mary A 662 E Clementine St
Foley Concetta 913 E Russell St
Forbes Robert 2073 E Lippendott St
Fortune Lillian 2085 E Venango
Forys Florence T Forys Louis 3444 Almond St
Foster Elizabet L 1851 E Tioga St
Foster Regina T 658 E Thayer St
Fowler Anthony 3052 Frankford Ave
Fowler Estella M 3612 Tulip St
Fox William J Fox Doris 425 E Cambria St
Francisco Sandra 241 East Stela St
Frederick Annette 3106 Frankford Ave
Freitag Charles L Estate 1834 E Schiller St
Galanti Helen R 1844 E Wishart St
Gao Tian 832 E Hilton St
Garay Nancy 2100 Frankford Ave
Garci Castulo 3676 Frankford Ave
Garcia Jonathan A 804 E Madison St
Garcia Juan Lopez 2813 D St
Garcia Wilfredo 3127 Frankford Av
Garczyinski Helen 2946 Richmond St
Garczynski Casimer 2946 Richmond St
Garczynski Casimer Garczynski Helen 2946 Richmond St
Gartland Francis P Gartland Helen 511 Hart Ln Rd
Garzone Puri L Garzone Mae T 3007 Mercer St
Gaskill Marie A 1904 E Pacific St
Gasper Barbara A 2022 E Allegheny Ave
Gaynor Stephen 3226 Emerald St
Gentry Theodore Jr 3621 B St 31
Gerraghty Dolores M Gerraghty Joseph F 3456 Hurley St
Gindhart Joseph 3014 Richmond St
Glenn Elmer J Estate 1916 E Wensley St
Glowacki Lisa S 2934 Tulip St
Goldsmith Anna M 2961 Janney
Gomez Edwin 2021 E West Moreland St
Gomez Evelyn P 1135 E Tioga St 1st Fl
Gonzalez Jose 3052 N Water St
Gonzalez Maria Ramos 3427 N Franford St
Gonzalez Mario 2910 Ella St
Gonzalez Reymundo 806e Tioga St
Gordon Furniture 2136 East Ontario St
Gorman Francis Gorman Edna 837 E Tioga St
Graham Elizabeth 2922 Almond St
Gray Miles 3048 Aramingo Ave
Grear Kathleen 1841 E Pacific St
Groman Dolores 3124 Tulip St
Gull Arthur 3064 Aramingo Ave
Guzman Jowy 3349 N I St
Guzman Santiago Federico 3118 N A St
Hackbart Bessie 2912 B St
Hackembruch Luis 662 Wishart St
Hall Albert 3309 Frankford Ave
Hall Regina T 658 E Thayer St
Hammerstein Albert G Hammerstein Dorothy 2998 Edgemont St
Hanratty Catherin Hanratty Joseph 2919 E Belgrade St
Haresh & Priya Punjabi Md Pc 2250 E Allegheny Ave
Haskins Jasmine M 1827 E Cambria St
Hathaway Elsie M Estate 544 E Allegheny Ave
Hawkins Jeannette 1813 E Clementine St
Hebding Joseph 3189 Memphis St
Herb Giles M Estate 939 E Westmoreland St
Herbert Elizabeth Estate 3320 Kip St
Hernandez Ramon 239 E Indiana St
Heron John 2102 E Tioga St
Herrera Domingo 3573 Kip St
High Kevin 254 E Ontario St
Hoch Francis 2002 E Madison St
Hohl Elizabeth Hohl William 3469 Frankford Ave
Hohl William B Hohl Elizabeth 3469 Frankford Ave
Holme Dale Corp 2240 E Allegheny Ave
Hopkins Myrtle Hopkins Harry 1843 E Hart Ln
Howard Null Estate 3444 Braddock St
Hoyt George 3352 I St
Hoyte Fannie 3352 I St
Huntingdon Yarn Mills Inc 3114 30 E Tohompson St
Hurd Stephanie 3438 Ella St
Hutchins Richard D Hutchins M C 3546 Kip St
Hydock Richard Hydock Mary 2839 Franft Ave
Jackson James 1929 Thayer St
Jankowski Jennie F 3351 Kensington Ave
Jastrzebska Stella 2716 Ann St
Jaworski Frank Jaworski Mary 2967 Mercer St
Jeffers Conway P 520 E Willard St
Jensen Bertha 2978 Chatham St
Jizz M 2835 Frankford Ave
Johnson Loretta 3060 Boudinot St
Juradoencarnacion Carlos 818 E Schiller St
Kalinowski Joseph Kalinowski Helen 2705 E Venango St
Kalita Elizabeth I Kalita Thomas M C/O L A Mankowski Esquire 2624 E Allegheny
Ave
Kane Claire Kane John W 3071 C St
Kane Mary M Estate 334 E Somerset St
Karcher Bernard Karcher Anna 2862 Venango
Karpinski Richard J Karpinski Mary 1923 E Pacific St
Katona Melinda 239 E Allegheny Ave
Kelleher Joan A 2031 E Orleans St
Kelso Samuel 209 E Ontario St
Kendrick Jackie 3075 Tulip St
Kenneth Bryant 1853 Orleans St
Kenney Michael 410 E Allegheny Ave
Kerr Russell Kerr Ethel 3580 Richmond St
Kilpatrick Norma 2084 E Atlantic St
Kim Yung S 231 East Allegheny Ave
King Florence King Robert 2956 Gaul St
Kiwak Frank 1848 E Westmoreland
Klaiss Dorothy 2642 E Venango St
Klus Matthew J 3236 Miller
Koelble Kathryn Koelble Jud 207 E Westmoreland S
Kolb John L Kolb Mabel 829 E Tioga St
Kosmalski Blanche 3452 Almond St
Krasowski Richard J 3028 Memphis St
Krist Michael A Estate 3053 Chatham St
Kupa Nuri 3509 Mercer St
Kwiecinski Jerry 3287 Gaul
Kyle Dorothy 2011 Elkhart St
Laboy Victor 2829 N Coral St
Lam Han 2871 Kensington Ave
Larkin Robert J 2918 Hartville St
Laureano Roberto R 3445 N Water St
Leathem Harvey R 2058 E Birch St
Leavy Catherine 2854 Gaul St
Lebron Cindia 1911 E Berks St
Lees Catherine C 3040 A St
Lendzinski Margaret Lendzinski Robert 311 Rorer St
Leon Antonio 3350 N Lee St
Leon Xavier 660 E Cornwall St
Lewandowski Frank 2536 East West Moreland
Lewis Mary 3450 Ellis St
Lichwa Stella 3168 Tilton St
Linke Printing Inc 2926 Richmond St
Livermore Clyde D Livermore Jennie 3445 Reach St
Llamas Lauro Jr 223 E West Moreland
Lodise Margaret M 2836 N Lee
Lopez Enrique 232 E Elkhart St
Lorenzon Anna 3230 Hartville St
Lotuszka Maria 3328 Tilton St
Ludwig William C Ludwig Mary 706 E Westmoreland St
Lyskowicz Robert 3056 Livingston St
M F Stein Corporation 2560 East Tioga St
Mabin Thomas J 1943 E Willard St
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Macbride Margaret N Macbride George 842 E Tioga
Macko Anna 3550 Mercer St
Maddox Shantay N 3244 Rover St
Magann Joan F 3351 Kensington Ave
Mager Joseph Mager Marie 3157 Rorer St
Mahnke Patricia Mahnke Stephen 2908 Rosehill
Mahoney John 3461 Amber St
Marianni Donna M 3410 Tulip St
Markus Mary L 3096 1/2 Ruth St
Marrero Colon Milta 3351 Rand St
Martinez Elizabeth 2048 E Monmouth St Apt 6f
Martinez Galicia Joel 3216 Hartville St
Martinez Jose 3468 Weikel St
Martinez Taina O 2771 Helen St
Martinez Yahaira 3092 Ruth
Mason Nikia 2078 Kingston
Mason Wilbur 2612 E Ontario St
Mathews Mark 2106 E Onitin St
Matos Nestor 3023 N Water St
Mc Clarre Catherine Estate 1806 E Tusculum St
Mccabe Joseph 3129 Emerald St
Mccaffery Michael 2974 Tilton St
Mccann Michael J 2924 Cedar St
Mcconn Alice 2924 Cedar St
Mcconn Michael J Mcconn Alice 2924 Cedar St
Mccreary Christine 1911 Wishart St Apt B
Mccullough Ernestine 2086 E Lippincott St
Mcdermott John 833 E Hilton St
Mcdowell Esther M 252 E Indiana Ave
Mcerlain Alice 2563 E Indiana Ave
Mcfadden Louis J Mcfadden Eleanor 3057 Cedar St
Mcgann James Mcgann Ida 810 E Madison St
Mcgovern Elvis 2128 E Somerset
Mcgovern Hubert Mcgovern Susie 3106 Memphis St
Mcgrath George J 2531 E Ann St
Mcguigan Lawrence Mcguigan Edward 3129 Agate St
Mcguigan Lawrence Mcguigan Minnie 3129 Agate St
Mchenry Janice 803 E Madison St
Mcintosh William Mcintosh Freda 3205 Kensington Ave
Mcintosh William Mcintosh Frieda 3205 Kensington Ave
Mckinley Henry Estate 2922 1/2 E Victoria St
Mcmackin James Mcmackin Marie 2975 Edgemont St
Mcmackin Marie Mcmackin James 2975 Edgemont St
Mcnany Francis K 1822 E Pacific St
Mcquillan Mary E 2961 Janney
Mcwilliams George E 1828 E Madison St
Medina Maria 1840 Hart Ln
Mee Philip G Mee Edward 3262 Belgrade St
Mejia Victor 850 E Westmoreland St
Mena Jose 2931 N Kip St
Mendez Patricia 403 E Somerset St
Michener Patrick Estate 214 E Cambria St
Miller Catherine Miller William 2054 E Monmouth St
Miller Elmer D Miller Ethel 1821 E Wensley St
Miller Hugh 3027b Cedar St
Miller Marcus 2747 N Newkirk St
Miller Vlastimil 3175 Richmond St 2 Fl
Mimmo Marian T Estate 2979 Frankford Ave
Mines Donald 759 E Hilton St
Mines Donald 813 E Willard St
Minich Brian 2652 E Mayfield St
Mitchell Annette Cust Mitchell Tierra 2063 E Birch St
Mohammed Idalioua 200 Glendale Rd
Montanez Jeancy 118 E Wishart St
Moore Brittany Lee 3129 Weikel St
Morales Ignacio 101 E Allegheny Ave
Morales Zaid 101 E Tioga St
Morgan Jasmine C 3352 I St
Morrison Margaret 6063 Indiana Ave
Mucerino Frank Mucerino Mae 2013 E Allegheny Ave
Mucerino Harry Mucerino Edna 3060 Ruth St
Mullen Catherine Mullen Martin 115 E Allegheny Ave
Nazario Matias Luis Daniel 1556 Cottman Ave
Negron Carmen 2929 A St
Newman Dorothy I 1828 E Madison St
Nguyen Tony 438 E Elkhart St
Nguyen Trieu Thi C/O Re: Surrender Proceeds 532 Hart Ln Fl 1
Nianghane Idrissa 3130 Kensington Ave
Nichter Isabelle Nichter James 861 E Russell St
Nieves Gonzalez Obdulio 3512 Pennhurst St
Nmg Tobacco Shop 855 E Allegheny Ave
Nogowski Harry B Nogowski Erma 3384 Agate St
Nova Evony 225 East Mayfield St
Nunez Damian 195 E Lippincott St
O Toole John 2704 E Allegheny Ave 1121
Oblek Paul R Sr 3041 Agate St
Obrien Margaret M 3468 Weikel St
Oconnor Kathleen 3361 Mercer St
Odom Florence Odom James 3121 Salmon St
Odrick Rasheed 3312 Matta St
Oneill Leonard G Oneill Helen R 3415 G St
Oneill Tara M 3068 Livingston St
Orona Luis C 3455 N Lee St
Orourke Anne 3138 Aramingo Ave
Orourke Theresa 3138 Aramingo Ave
Ortiz Marcella 35814 Ella St
Ortiz Rosa 2764 Darien St
Pagan Juan 3079 Joyce St
Pagan Lidya 101 E Tioga St
Park Sang Ho 3281 Salmon St
Park Thomas M Park Anne 3406 A St
Pasciolla Caroline 2302 E Cambria St
Pawlowski Mary 3012 Mercer St
Pawluczyk Mary 3149 Cedar St
Pelanis John J 2823 Castor Ave
Pennock Marvin R 2704 E Allegheny Ave
Perkowski Christopher Perkowski Elizabeth F 3184 Edgemont St
Perry Margaret 3461 Amber St
Petusky Dorothy 3052 Cedar St
Philadelphia Foot And Ankle Pc 2075 E Allegheny Ave
Philadelphia Press Center Inc C/O M Abouakil Po Box 4709
Piccone Charles James 3307 Livingston St
Piorkowski John A Piorkowski Mary T 1901 Pacific
Polidor Robert 1814 E Schiller St
Pomykacz Florence Pomykacz Michael 3350 Mercer St
Priario Delia 1851 E Monmouth St
Price Elva M Estate 2063 E Victoria St
Przybylowski Veronica Przybylowski Stanley 3074 Tilton
Puri Garzone Estate 2553 E Somerset St
Quinn Edward C 2317 E Clearfield St Fl 2
Quinn Mary R 2836 N Lee
R & E Martin Chemicals 2817 Helen St Po Box 4701
R&M Cwenar In. 2637 E Ontariost
Radtke Rosemarie A Radtke Elmer 3423e St
Rain Helen 2089 E Somerset St
Ramerz Miguel 3062 Hartville St
Randazzo Mia 2336 E Allegheny Ave
Rein Joseph 2089 E Somerset St
Rhuberg Edward A Rhuberg Kathryn 413 E Somerset St
Rhuberg Raymond C 3318 Salmon St
Ricco Elizabeth Estate 2832 Richmond St
Rice Frances Rice Joseph 2983 Edgemont St
Richardson Treesa L 3301 Potter St
Richmond Plumbing Supplies 2221 E Clearfield St
Riess Margaret Riess Raymond 3433 Amber
Rigler Charles 3402 F St
Rivera Ivette 1025 E Tioga St
Rivera Jose 3013 Ruth St
Rivera Jose 762 E Willard St
Rizzo Joseph S 255 E Indiana Ave
Robinson Dezhawn 2948 Kip St
Rodriguez Felix 326 Indiana St
Rodriguez Gloria 3343 Frankford Ave 2nd Floor
Rodriguez Heriberato 3557 Jasper St
Rodriguez Julio 2926 Ella St
Rodriguez Migdalia 4729 W Tioga
Rodriguez Minerva 3515 Frankford Ave
Rondon Felix 3442 Tampa St
Rosario Diana 3517 Jasper St
Rouse Arthur 226 E Westmoreland St
Ruiz Fernando 3055 Hartville St
Saddington Raymond Saddington Alice 315 E Allegheny Ave
Sainte Kettley Aime 953 E Schiller St
Salvatico Doloresmarie T 3040 A St
Sanabria Lourdes 526 E Willard
Sanders Cecil 3844 N Swanson St
Santiago Amarilis 768 Hilton St
Santiago Damosis 3503 N Shelbourne St
Santiago Elizabeth 3578 Janney St
Santiago Natal Francy 3500 North G St
Santiago Noel 3214 L St
Santos Alexander 3347 Lee St
Santos Wilson 540 W Tioga St
Scarlata Marie A Scarlata Ralph 3343 H
Schaaf Marcella H 3033 E Cambria St
Schoppet Irene 1841 E Pacific St
Schrader George H 3522 N Water St
Schwartz Anna 3334 Potter St
Scott Harry R Scott Anne 2355 E Clearfield
Seedes Patricia A Seedes Robert R 3447 Emerald St
Sere George 2039 E Allegheny Ave
Seward Marion 3309 N Lee St
Sexton Brooke Pob 14751
Sharkey John 3015 Almond St
Shipp Lara 3058 Ruth St
Shoprite Pharmacy 3745 Aramingo Ave
Siembab Genowefa Apt A 3160 Frankford Ave
Silva Sharon 3225 Franklin St
Singh Kulmohan C/O Sunshine Blues 3400 Aramingo Ave
Skalsi James 3163 E Thompson St
Skalski Charlotte 3163 E Thompson St
Skrzypezak Josephie 1848 E Westmoreland
Slater Charles Estate 2815 Rosehill St
Slickmeyer Doris 2431 E Somerset St
Slivinsk Raymond Estate 3226 Aramingo Ave
Smalls Jasmine N 2002 Castor Ave
Smith David 3070 Joyce St
Smith Eugene Smith Alice 3312 Hartville St
Somers Virginia Somers Pierce 3249 Kime St
Sprenger Charles W Sprenger Elizabeth 3256 A St
St Christopher Hospi PO Box 26968
Stafford Joseph 3016 N B St
Stanton Grace 252 E Indiana Ave
Staples Benjamin Staples Helen 3354 Argyle St
Storz Dorothy M Storz Harry T 3567 Tulip St
Stringfield Jane R 2940 Meavale Ave
Strizhevsky Frida 641 E Westmoreland St
Stuhl Theresa 3012 Mercer St
Sultan Leon 328 E Cornwall St
Sumon Mahmudur 2112 E Cambria St
Tapia Meliza 1155 Madison St
Thomas Francillia 1429 N 10th St
Tinsley Jeremy 5131 Delancey St
Tomaszewski Stella 3505 Almond St
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Torrales Geovanni 5502 Frankford Ave
Torres Eric 247 E Ontario St
Torres Gilberto 1943 E Cambria St
Torres Jose 625 Lippencott St
Toscano Orlando 2815 C St
Total Care Physical Therapy & Spor 2637 E Allegheny Ave
Travers Marjorie T Travers Joseph P 816 E Schiller Str
Trefz Elizabeth C Trefz Eleanor 3430 E Thompson St
Tressear Donald W Estate 3035 N Swanson St
Trindle Edward W 803 E Madison St
Triple T Cycle Inc 2103 E Somerset St
Tynan Eleanor M 410 E Allegheny Ave
Urban Underground 3125 Kensington Ave
Vanderslice Loretta Vanderslice Joseph 1811 E Wishart St
Vasquez Jetsenia 7073 E Orleans St
Vazquez Neftali 1846 E Clementine St
Velez Mary E 2030 E Stella St
Villanueva Andy M 2232 E Cambria St
Vollmar Emma Estate 3147 Amber St
Waligorska Wanda 2816 E Clearfield St
Walters George Walters Mary 3124 Tulip St
Walters Mary 3124 Tulip St
Walton Annamae P 3189 Memphis St
Wan Yong 2057 E Ontario St
Wardle Matilda Estate 2923 A St
Wasko John 3179 E Thompson St
Wassel Catherine C 2727 E Venango St
Waszkiewicz Frank 3041 Mercer St
Watkins David A 2078 E Stella St
Watlington Howard Jr 1819 Wishart St
Watson Albert Watson Byron 2240 E Allegheny Ave
Wcislo Lukasz 3073 Agate St
Weidenmiller Russell Weidenmiller Mildred 1207 E Sedgley Ave
Wenig Mayona 3014 Almond St
Wharton Clara M Wharton Harold 3413 Ormes St
Whitehead Margaret Whitehead Thomas 135 E Ontario St
Whitehead Thomas J Whitehead Margaret 3436 Ella
Whitmore Annie 3077 Collins St
William Parker Assoc Inc 2845 E Westmoreland St
Williams Diana 3165 Edgemont St
Williams Jason D 826 E Cornwall St
Williams Linda 1929 Thayer St
Williamson Robert J 206 E Wishart St
Willie Evelyn 4041 Ludlow St
Winter William 2840 N Kip St
Wise Richard R Wise Suzanne 3536 Emerald St
Wojtkowski Mary Est 2627 E Birch St
Woods Paul 2814 N Walter St
Wyatt Paul 3111 Reach St
Younger Bessie 3047 Tulip
Zahidjanov Utkur 2017 Madison St
Zaleski Jenny 3505 Almond St
Zhang Cui H 227 Elkhart St
Ziegenfuss Laura 3211 Memphis St
Zimarro Eugino 2950 Tulip St
Zimmaro Margaret 2950 Tulip St
Zimmaro Margaret Zimmaro Eugina 2950 Tulip St
Zimmerman Peter C/O Givnis Funeral Home Truste 5th St Chelten Ave
Zucker Victoria 2839 Frankford Ave
Zurn Joseph 3907 Fairdale St
Philadelphia Pa 19135
786 Grocery Store 6900 Torresdale Ave
Ace Auto Tags Insurance 4119 Longshore Ave
Affatato Michael J Estate 7150 State Rd
Akins James E 4132 Robbins Ave
Alley Helena M 6718 Tulip St
Altimore Edith 7117 Vandike St
America Carpentry Corp 4712 Longshore Ave
Anastasia Richard 6557 Tulip St
Appelgren Constance Appelgren Edward 5928 Hegerman St
Backley Ann S 6233 Erdrick St
Baitzel Ethel Estate 2020 Cottage
Baker Romero 2326 North 20th St
Beckles Karlose 6737 Marsden St
Beltz Sophia M 5034 Homestead St
Benjamin Robert 6217 Charles St
Benz Ida M Estate 6362 Cottage St
Berenfeld Shraga 4326 E Howell St
Bethea Lavette N 6732 Marsden St
Bey Al Sharif Lallarachida 4325 Cottman Ave
Body Beautiful Collision 4726 Hellerman St
Borgia Jennifer 4812 Friendship St
Bowe Edward James 4027 Wells St
Bradley Elizabeth 7218 Ditman St
Broadbent Elva M 6149 Algaro
Brown Kenneth 6706 Vandike St
Brown Kevin 4804 Knorr St
Brown Patricia J Brown Thomas R 7020 Glenlock St
Buckley Mabel A 7030 Dittman St
Butler Arnelda T 6380 Marsden St
Cafolla Romola 4414 Cottman Ave
Camarda Frank 4723 Benna St
Canavan Margaret H 7212 Frankford Ave
Cannoe Nicholas E 6012 Edmund St
Canty Eleanor J 4527 Knorr St
Capponi Frank 4311 Disston St
Carew Frances M 4327 Longshore Ave
Cavoto Samuel Estate 4806 Princeton Ave
Cinque Natale 5928 Tulip St
Clancy Charles J Clancy Ella 7216 Maisden St
Clark Magdalee Est 4115 Knorr St
Clarke Mary E 6236 Mulberry St Apt A
Clover Edward 6548 Hegerman St
Corcoran Clare 4223 Elbridge St
Corebett Barbara 6149 Algaro
Cozza George A 4536 Van Kirk St
Cruz Bernadette 4406 Benner St
Curran Victoria L 4137 Passmore St
Dailey Lorraine A Dailey John H 6373 Ditman St
Dandl Business Services 2 (Inc) PO Box 8998
Darrah Joseph Darrah Clara 6507 Algard St
Dascenzo Elizabeth 6548 Hegerman St
De Faria Anderson S 6127 Charles St
Deatcher Louise 6515 Torresdale Ave
Dedomenico Brian 7150 Walker St
Denmark Wilbur 5031 Homestead St
Dhondt Florence Dhondt Albert 6923 Tulip St
Dixon Aisha 6651 Van Dike St
Domzalski Margaret 4347 Devereaux St
Dubeck Christopher 4119 Greeby St
Errickson Virginia Estate 6946 Jackson St
Etter Robert Etter Doris 4249 Stirling St
Fallas Bonnie 4227 Hellerman St
Feyhl Edward F 2813 Gilham St
Fisher David J 4129 Devereaux St
Fisher Genevieve A Fisher Francis A 7230 Glenloch
Fitzpatrick Paul J 7168 Keystone St
Flaherty Edward 6703 Ditman St
Foley Joseph 4526 Higbee St
Gainsburg Mitchell 4046 Creston St
Gajjar Sudha R 6903 Torresdale Ave
Garvey William C Sr 6326 Edmund St
Ginley Timothy M 6238 Gillespie St
Govosdian Joseph 6307 Cottage St
Greveris Elsa Greveris John 4804 Howell St
Guiteras Paul L 6335 Algard St
Hadley Margaret M Hadley Michael 7243 Walker St
Hartman Edward F Hartman Evelyn M 7070 Edmund
Harvey Kathleen Harvey Philip J 4142 Barnett St
Hayes Mary N 6728 Keystone St
Heard Thomas E 494 National St
Herman Richard J 7231 Erdrick St
Hernandez Miguel A 6713 Ditman St
Hertweck Virginia Estate 4349 Cottman Ave
Higgins John R 6306 Gillespie St
Hines Jerald J 7222 Cottage St
Holzbaur Gladys M 6655 Walker St
Hughes Anne 4144 Magee Ave
Hutton Joyce A 6320 Keystone St Apt C11
Hyndman Elizabeth W Hyndman Charles Jr 4017 Gilkam St
J B Travel Consult 4844 Unruh Ave
Johnnys Auto Center C/O J Lee 7200 State Rd
Kay John 6109 Mulberry St
Kehoe Edna 6919 Walker St Apt 4
Kim Mo 7201 Keystone St
Kirk Ruth C 7150 Walker St
Kobilnyk John 6633 Marsden St
Kollman Chris 7008 Hegerman St
Labenz Evelyn C Estate 7052 Frankford Ave
Larthey Lawrence Larthey Bridget 5720 Harbison Ave
Lee Myung S 4349 Cottman Ave Rm Na
Leighthardt John A Leighthardt Mary E 4526 Cottman Ave
Lester Tyrone C 4049 Creston St
Lewis Annabell 7119 State Rd
Lillian Mellors Lawton School Music Benner & Jackson Sts
Lindsley William R Estate 7009 Ditman St
Lindsley Wm R Estate 7009 Ditman St
Lorenzo Pedro 6547 Vandyke St
Lorimer Charles R Lorimer Dorothy 4517 Knorr St
Lorimer Dorothy E Lorimer C 4517 Knorr St
Lulich John R 4119 Disston St
Lyons Catherine Lyons David 6232 Gillespie St
Lyons Catherine Lyons Edward P 6232 Gillespie St
Lypka Ellamae M 7201 Algard St
Macmillan William Estate 6634 Edmund St
Makarova Elena A 6204 Torresdale Ave 10b
Malloy John 4617 Longshore Ave Fl 2
Manganiello Samuel J Manganiello Frances 4163 Barnett St
Marino Theresa Marino Joseph 4726 Princeton Ave
Maroney Mary A Maroney Paul A 4211 Robbins
Mcallister Laura L Mcallister Gina P 6629 Ditman St
Mccafferty Margaret 6126 Torresdale Ave
Mccay Lawrence J 4111 Greegy
Mccayjr Lawrence J 4111 Greegy
Mcelhinney Miriam Mcelhinney Robert 4419 Longshore Ave
Mcginley Timothy 6238 Gillespie St
Mckeever Margaret Estate 6630 Jackson St
Mcnelis Eleanor 4527 Knorr St
Meehan Barry F Meehan Doris B 5921 Torresdale Ave
Messner Gertrude A 6245 Tackawanna St
Midgley Joyce Apt 11 4015 Magee St
Miskell Carolyn 4027 Wells St
Modell John J 4149 Glenview St
Moffett Marianne F 5811 Jackson St
Moody Katrina O 6331 Edmunds St
Morgan Joseph 4146 Barnett St
Morganstern Eliz Estate 7138 Jackson St
Morrone Florence B 7014 Cottage St
Moses John D 4510 Robbins St
Moshons Olga 4514 Higbee St
Munson Chester Estate 4125 E Howell St
Murray Robert F 6757 Glenloch St
Negron Rodriguez Ruvier 4534 Higbee St Apt 2b
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Nicholson William D 6434 Edmund St
Nieves Jorge L 4103 Comly St
Nolan Donald Po Box 17707
Obrien Elizabeth A 4300 Disston St
Olsen Charles 4214 Longshore Ave
Ortiz Dante 4724 Princeton Ave
Ottenbrett Eleanor Estate 4100 Higbee St
Patel Hinaben 4147 Stirling St
Petrick John 6613 Algard St
Playford William 5730 Erdrick St
Pliszczak Nancy 2813 Gilham St
Pressley Brian W 4725 E Howell St
Probasco Dorothy 6917 Tulip St
Puentenueva Debbie L 6253 Gillespie St
Pupke Dan 4426 Cottman Ave
Quiles Manuel 6753 Cottage St
Raskauskas Michael 6505 Frankford Ave
Reeves John Est 6313 Walker St
Reeves John J 6313 Walker St
Riccio Jennie Estate 7042 Tulip St
Riener Hattie Riener Harry 4431 Higbee St
Riley Edward G Jr 6526 Marsden St
Ristine Tiffany 6347 Ditman St
Rivera Freddie 4622 E Howell St
Rizzo Angelina 4414 Cottman Ave
Robinson Leonard 4118 Tyson Ave
Rojo Rodolfo Dr 4711 Wellington St
Ruggieri Adrienne 6824 Glenloch St
Ryan Richard M Ryan Rose 6120 Torresdale Ave
Santa Sonia 6713 Ditman St
Sauerbaum Allan E 7021 Walker St
Shinn Elsie E Estate 5914 Erdrick St
Simpson Rosemary V Simpson Jeffrey D 6340 Cottage St
Slowinski John 6505 Frankford Ave
Small Roland E Jr 7035 Glenloch St
Smith Harry R C/O Eleanor Smith 4424 Pr
Sobon Matthew 6505 Frankford Ave
Spevak Victoria M 6534 Tulip St
Stankiewage Stanley P 6237 Frankford Ave
Starson John 6309 Marsden St
Stengel Dolores M Estate 6149 Algard St
Stoltzfus Dwight L 4820b Longshore Ave
Stuart Louis 7208 Erdrick St
Stumpo Francis X Estate 7047 State Rd
Sullivan Suzanne M 6223 Cottage St
Sullivan William J Jr 6223 Cottage St
Swenson William C 4114 E Howell St
T & T Freight Consolidators Inc Po Box 8984
Termino Diana D 7160 Jackson St
Thibeault Joseph B Estate 4607 Comly St
Tracy John 8762 N Jackson St
Trice Gina 6615 Edmund St
Trunkwalter Helen 6614 Walker St
Tso Ming Yee 7223 Walker St
Tumolo Anna M 4217 Stirling St
Vanreuter Lindberg Vanreuter Ann 6633 Tackawanna St
Vega Ramona L 6243 Gillespie St
Virginia Nolan Po Box 17707
Waldron Carolyn 6641 Edmund St 2nd Floor
Wasko Pearl 6247 Ditman St
Weglarz Susan H 6948 50 Torresdale Ave
Wickelman Eva D Estate 5713 Erdrick St
Williams Richard 6355 Glenloch St
Wissinoming Medical Associates 6122 Torresdale Ave Dr Mitchell A Schwartzman Do
Wolf Brittany 5020 Homestead St
Yellin Mollie M Yellin Leon 6601 Hegerman
Ziegler Florence 4604 Longshore Ave
Ziegler Florence Ziegler Paul W R 4604 Longshore Ave
Ziegler Jennifer L 6600 Glenloch St
Zipper Ira 4123 Greeby St
Zito Philomena Estate 7148 Edmund St
Philadelphia Pa 19136
Abrams Lee M 3322 Sheffield St 2f
Alesi Marguerite Estate 4415 Decatur St
Alfa Auto World Inc 8256 Torresdale Avep
America Cash 8312 State Rd 15
Anyanwu Michael 8140 Leon St
Atlee Charles 4310 Rhawn
Autenrieth Kathryn M 8304 Cottage St
Baker Georgina C 3024 Stanwood St
Barcalow Mary E 8719 Holme Dr
Bennett Timothy Jr 3536 Aldine St
Berenholz Nathan Po Box 6249
Bianco Carmella Bianco Mary 4558 Sheffield St
Billows Electric Supply Co Inc 9100 State Rd
Booker Mary E 8043 Erdrick St
Bowers Herbert C/O Riverview Home 7979 State Rd
Brattelli Louis 3721 Pheasant Dr
Breton Felix L 4615 Bleigh Ave
Brown Raymond Brown Lucy 3718 Pheasant Dr
Buckius Catherine A 4412 Loring St
Bumgardner Annie P 4740 Lansing St
Calabrese Guy 4407 Shelmire Ave
Campbell Edna M 3304 Bleigh Ave
Cantero Jorge Pat 8239 Frankford Ave
Capper Robert 3563 Oakmont St
Capper William Capper Bryan 3563 Oakmont St
Caro Lawrence 4215 Frost St
Castellon Delfina M Po Box 11144
Cavalier Caroline Cavalier Frank 4439 Vista St
Charles Marie 3439 Decatur St
Chavanne Regina A 3721 Pheasant Dr
Chen Hui 4506 Marple St
Conlin Francis 4515 Teesdale St
Conrad Brian 8771 A Glenloch Pl
Cowden Joseph 2792 B Willits Rd
Crosley Conlan 4428 Vista St
Crown Cork And Seal Company Inc Po Box 6208 Holmesburg Sta
Cruz Evelyn A 8737 Ditman St
Dillon Florence E Dillon John J 4554 Marple St
Dizio Amy 3145 Fairfield St
Doebley Jeanine 3500 Decatur St
Dougherty Dorothy 8642 Jackson St Fl 1
Dougherty Edmond D Dougherty Rose 8103 Rowland Ave
Dowling Joseph P 7759 Frankford Ave
Downling Joann H 7759 Frankford Ave
Evans Casey H 8211 Alblion St
Faber Alice N 8620 Crispin Dr
Fahey Mary T 3540 Oakmont St
Fairman Florence M 4014 Chippendale St
Farina Sadatino 2nd Fl 3513 Welsh Rd
Fay Mary Estate 7979 State Rd
Ford Joseph 7979 State Rd
Foster Marie Foster James 8807 Ditman St
Fox Frances Fox Marie 4633 Marple
Friel Catherine M 4032 Hartel Ave
Future Mortgage Inc 7805 Frankford Ave
Galdi Ronnald 3408 Oakmont St
Gallagher Madeleine C 4226 Frost St
Gaspero Joseph 2121 10th St Phila
Givin William 8776 Glenloch St Apt E
Gordon Linda S Gordon Mary R 4724 Lansing St
Greene Kathleen A Greene Jim P 3410 Bleigh Ave
Grohol Michael 4420 Decatur St
Gsell John R Est 3100 Draper St
Guckin Paul 2934 Arlan St
Haas Rosemary 8101 Crispin St
Hafner Harry R 4724 Vista St
Hall Ann M 7761 Cottage St
Hall Josephine 3612 Hartel Ave
Hall Richard A 4520 Shelmire Ave
Hanner Rodney 8806 G Ditman St
Hayden Catherine Estate 8031 Rowland Ave
Hayes Katherine 4041 Teesdale St
Henkel Frederick Estate 4011 Sheffield St
Hernandez Maria D 4615 Bleigh Ave
Houghton James F Houghton Amelia 8040 Rowland Ave Apt
Jackson Christopher 7913 Craig St
Jakubowitz Josephine J Jakubowitz Stephen J 3412 Hartel Ave
Jiang Meifen Jiang Sheng 3240 Ryan Ave
Jones John M 4031 Bleigh Ave
Joscelyne Marion E Joscelyne Charles 8402 Hegerman St
Josma Ezechiel V 4416 Vista St
Keilman Michael J Keilman Rachelle 4745 Ashville St
Kelly John J 4505 Oakmont St
Kelly Muriel Kelly Ray 8110 Martindale Rd
Kelly Raymond Kelly Muriel 8110 Martindale Rd
Kirchner Ellwood A 4533 Loring
Kirschner Anna M 4533 Loring
Kosky Teresa A 4636 Strahle St
Kraynak Stephanie 3563 Oakmont St
Labonville Catharin 4515 Teesdale St
Laughlin James E M 8618 Ditman St
Laventure Jean 2840 Maxwell St
Lentz Charles M 4611 Emerson St
Linker William J Linker Jane 3302 Tudor St
Locke Rita 8128 Moro St
Loi John 3435 Torresdale Ave 4
Long Roger 4415 Decatur St Apt H−6
Lord Julius Lord Alma 4740 Lansing St
Lower Mary 4520 Shelmire Ave
Maddock Elmer E 4741 Loring St
Major Mary L 8760e Glenoch Apt 130
Malone Patience Apt 10 8433 Torresdale Ave
Marchak Raymond 2845 Tremont St
Markie Alexis 434 Teesdale St
Martin Eleanor Martin Wm H 4555 Loring St
Martinez Jose L 4606 Sheffield St
Matulis Mary P 3545 Vista St
Mcdonnell William P Mcdonnell Teresa 4301 Marple St
Mcnamara James E 3540 Oakmont St
Metro Installations Inc 8701 Torresdale Ave Section C Rear
Metro Warehouse Delivery Inc 8701 Torresdale Ave (Rear) Section C
Metz Steven 6212 Gillespie St
Meyers George E Meyers Erna R Riverview Home 7979 State Rd
Miller Thomas D 4500 Shelmire St
Milligan Charles J 3331 Chippendale Ave
Mokan Marcella Mokan Gary 4629 Wilbrock St
Morozin Andrew R 3529 Decatur St
Mullen Joseph J 8625 Deer Ln
Mungo Neatha Riverview Home 7979 State Rd
Murphy Katherine Murphy Richard F 3420 Shelmire Av
Nau Michelle R Po Box 22124
Nguyen Danny 8425 Walker St
Nichols Elsie M Estate 4337 Chippendale St
Niemiec Michael 4201 Frost St
Oconnor Carol 3504 Shelmire Ave
Oliver Marie 4706 Meridian St
Omalley Margaret C 3505 Welsh Rd Apt 4
Paciolla Christine 2936 Willits Rd
Padur Bernard Padur Marie E 4504 Sheffield
Paravicini Grace 4015 Blakiston St
Popson Edith G Popson John P 8110 Mortindale
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Powell Richard Powell Ella P 3414 Hartel Ave
Quinn Joseph Quinn Agnes 8204 Narvon St
Quiznos 8944 Frankford Ave
Raynor Arlene 4741 Loring St
Regars Helen V 3024 Stanwood St
Rodgers Delia 84 Jackson St
Romano James Iii Po Box 39494
Rose Binar Inn 8828 Frankford Ave
Saba Phillip Thomas 3211 Guilford St 1st Fl
Samuels Gertrude Riverview 7979 State Rd
Sanders Martha A 8771 A Glenloch Pl
Saville William J Saville William W 4400 Mcmenamy St
Schmidt Nicholas Schmidt Violet 3519 Ashville St
Scholl Joan 3001 Welsh Rd
Schrandt William F Sr Schrandt Amy V 3545 Shelmire Ave
Shellys Pharmacy 8850 Frankft Ave
Shin Long Inc 8074 Craig St Ste 1d
Sierra Roseann L 8838 Cottage St Fl 2
Smart Rachel J 7979 State Rd
Smith Martha H 3563 Oakmont St
Soriano Miguel A 4557 Marple St
Souza Euripedes 8311 Torresdale Ave
Sparmaker Freda 3502 Tudor St
Stockwell Rubber Co Inc 4749 Tolbut St
Sun Joongae 4305 Teesdale St
Tausendfreundt Robert J 4020 Sheffield Ave
Tellado Noreen G Tellado Pedro 3305 Lansing
Thomas Jeffrey 4237 Bill St
Thunderbird Lanes 8 3081 Holme Ave
Tilley Robert 3528 Arthur St
Tracey James C 4015 Blakiston St
Troutner Michael P 4225 Meridian St
Tuck Charles 7979 State Rd
Uddin Mohammed 4733 Marple St
Ulary Raymond Ulary Ruth 4406 Marple St
Verona Samuel J 3421 Stanwood St
Wagner Frank 7979 State Rd
Walsh E D 3706 Poppy Dr
Wang Wei 4401 Decatur St
Wawrzyniak Catherine Wawrzyniak Felix 2971 Edgemont St
Weiss George Estate 4601 Blakiston St
Wheeler Eric 2939 Tremont St
Whittel Eveline C Whittel Joseph B 4341 Teesdale St
Wixzynski Paula 8769b Glenloch St
Worsham Anna A 3407 Stanwood St
Wynne Margaret Wynne Robert 8638 Sycamore Dr
Young Dorothy 2 Longford St
Ziff Mildred Ziff David 4312 Oakmont St
Zurn Katherine Zurn Joseph J 9044 Cloverly Rd
Zwoniarek Stella Mrs Zwoniarek Walter 8004 Lenda Lenola St
Philadelphia Pa 19137
Allen Jennifer 2659 E Juniata St
Allizzi Victor Estate 4467 Salmon St
American Property Reports Inc 2402 Orthodox St
Ammons Supermarket Llc 3745 Aramingo Ave
Anderson Clementine Estate 4419 E Thompson St
Appenzeller John O 4357 Belgrade St
Baginska Danuta 2651 Haworth St
Bailey James L 4444 Richmond St
Bfi Of Port Richmond 3000 East Hedley St
Bialobrzeski Florence 2313 Orthodox
Brosky Joseph Jr 2314 Orthodox St
Buck Martin 4262 Edgemont St
Burch Linda A 4479 Livingston St
Butch Kathryn E 2706 Bridge St
Carlson Kathryn E 2706 Bridge St
Chituk Cecelia 4723 Melrose St
Colon Elizabeth 4746 Tacony St
Condiff Michael 4210 Richmond St
Curran Evelyn A 2369 Sellers St
Davidson Thomas 4730 Melvale St
Denofa David 2641 Pratt St 3rd−Fl
Dobra Anna 5068 Bridge
Edwards Kathleen B Edwards Joshua D 2836 E Bristol St
Fuss Mildred D 4638 Edgemont St
Gorski Anthony J 4351 Belgrade St
Gotlib Miroslaw 2383 Orthodox St
Grookett Greg 4759 James St
Gross Raymond Estate 5335 James St
Halls Motor Transit Co Hedley & Bath
Healy Marie D 5068 Bridge
Heller Ellen M Estate 4478 Edgemont St
Howard Edward 3919 Richmond St
Howard Jack 4624 Melrose St
Irving Robert C Estate 4650 Tacony St
Janczewsk Elizabeth Estate 2738 Haworth St
Kalwasinski F 4351 Almond
Kalwasinski Florence 4351 Almond
Kee Stephen 5851 Orthodox St
Keller Gregory S 21 E Pennsbury Way Chadds Ford
Kosavan Natalia 1865 Welsh Rd Apt H−5
Krajewski Wallace J 2714 Ash St
Lawrence Dollena 2030 St Nicholas
Leopold Graphics Inc 5301 Tacony St
Liberty Logistics Llc C/O D Marano Sr 2201 E Butler St
Linneman Margaret M 2748 Kirkbride St
Lisek Mary 4351 Almond
Lisowski Edward Estate 4461 Edgemont St
Lubaczews Josephine Estate 2229 Bridge St
Macho Joseph C/O M J Bednarek 2600 Orthodox St
Maciejewski Lucy Estate 2728 Eddington St
Mack Alberta R Mack Bradford 2718 Kirkbride St
Malak Matilda 4639 E Stiles
Margolis Ryan W C/O Vine St Imports 5301 Tacony St Bx 228
Mcdevitt Mary M 2748 Kirkbride St
Mizerak Florence Mizerak Andrew 4705 Salmon St
Murphy Ronald A Jr Po Box 5999
Negron Jorge L Po Box 20353
New Precision Auto Body Inc 4828 Tacony St
Nolan Jason A 2750 Plum St
Nowak Benjamin Nowak Clarie 4654 James
Oshea Cecelia Oshea James 4477 Almond
Oshea Cecelia Oshea James 4479 Almond
Patton Florence 2248 Simon St
Pianka Norma M Estate 4539 Almond St
Pitman Vincenza Pitman Kenneth 3752 Richmond St
Quinn Thomas J 4490 Livingston St
Rausch Louis H 2811 Reynolds Ave
Ray Raymond 4526 Salmon St
Redmon Mary L 4723 Melrose St
Rigler William R 4638 Edgemont St
Robinson Bus Service Inc Attn S Latutka 2500 Wheatsheaf Ln
Rodriguez Mayra 2300 Margaret St
Rosado Efrain X Jr 3735 Richmond St
Rosen Ruth C Rosen James 2821 Jenks St
Russell Voltz Estate 4246 Salmon St
Sharkey Samuel Sharkey Mabel 2232 Simon St
Sliker Raymond 2629 Pratt
Smiley Kathryn Estate 4741 Mercer St
State Optical Co Inc 3853 Aramingo Ave
Stmarie James P 2245 Larue St
Swanfield Marie Estate 4418 Richmond St
Szwajkowski Louis W 4463 E Thompson St
Talarowski Estelle M 2316 Margaret St
Tett William J Jr Tett Wilhelmina 5339 Eadom St
Thomas Margaret E 2708 Bridge St
Trethaway Jean M 2745 Alresford St
Ufer Robert P Ufer Mae P 2743 Casimir St
Ursezdowski Stanley 4640 Melrose St
Valentino Mary C 4224 Salmon St
Warchlewski Theodore 2313 Orthodox
Waskiewicz Blanche 4747 James St
Wiggins Roland P 2248 Simon St
Wiktorski Chester Wiktorski Sophie 2759 Croydon
Wissiewski Anna Estate 4492 Salmon St
Zarenkiewicz Edward Zarenkiewicz Helen 4548 Mercer
Philadelphia Pa 19138
Abdussamad Balqis N 6053 E Wister St
Acolatse Dela 1110 E Haines St
Ahns Gallery Food Store Inc 6040 Wister St
Albert Giliotti 6657 N Uber St
Allice Marlene 6555 Limekiln Pike
Alvarez Lawrence 1965 69th Ave
Bacchus Thomas M Iii 7020 Georgian Rd
Bahtisrael Monique 6620 N Opal St
Baptiste Emmanuel 6899 Forrest Ave
Baran Joan D 2235 E Washington Ln
Barish Stephen 920 E Haines
Bennis John J 1932 Haines
Boone Antwone R 6213 Chew Ave
Boulware Samir 6429 Woodstock St
Bradley Steven J 1558 Mohican St
Brady Nancy J 5515 Boyer St
Brennan Raymond Brennan 5504 Ardleigh St
Brennan Virginia Brennan Raymond 5504 Ardleigh St
Bridger Barbara A 1950 71st Ave
Brooksparham Sarah B 2016 72nd Ave
Brown Frank Jr 1100 E Price St
Brown John P Brown Helen 908 E Rittenhouse St
Brown Juan 7339 N 20th St
Buchanan Charity Buchanan Henry J 7156 N Uber St
Burton Dorothy Est 910 E Price St
Butler Elbert 7037 Woolston Ave
Callahan Elizabeth 6524 N Lambert St
Carmichael A 1539 Wynsam St
Carpen Henry S 5856 Brush Rd
Carter Cassandra L 7245 N 20th St
Cary Helen R 7414 Fayette St
Cbh Deli Variety Store 1018 E Chelten Ave
Chambers Leon 2109 E Walnut Ln
Charles Charles L 2176 Homer St Apt A
Charles Darryl L 2176 Homer St Apt A
Charles Jamal M % Donald Charles 7330 Ogontz Ave
Charles Joseph D % Donald Charles 7330 Ogontz Ave
Chen Yao 6901 Ogontz Ave
Christian Desmond 1341 Rittenhouse St
Cimino Ernest Cimino Rose 1739 Mohican St
Cimino Rose 1739 Mohican St
Coleman Cassandra M 1621 E Johnson St
Collins Trayvon 7401 Woolston St
Condict Dorothy Condict Ralph 1946 74th Ave
Connelly June C 5856 Brush Rd
Corbin Nicole E 6722 N Woodstock St
Corley Nadine R 7447 Forrest Ave
Cousins Kimira A 6568 Limklin Pike
Covert Jason 1233 E Stafford St
Cox Collision Obo Don Zell And Annie Lemar 6113 E Wister St
Currie Anthony L 7441 Limekiln Pike Apt C7
Darryl Stone 7256 Cornelious St
Davis Wayne 6447 Wyncote Ave
Dempsey Mary T Estate 5830 Stockton Rd
Deshields Gloria 2022 E Haines St Apt 1
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Devers William Devers Mary 6921 N Rodney
Digiacomo Anthony J 910 Church Ln
Dixson Azel 1918 Plymouth St
Dogan Darnell 920 E Price St
Donnelly Katheryn 7320 Walnut Ln
Doolan Dolores T 1228 Stafford
Dove Barbara 6714 Cornelius St
East Coast Collision Center 2086−90 E Haines St
Edwards Katrina 1983 72nd Ave
Evans Madelin E 1100 E Price St
Foster Neisha 1969 Renovo St
Frederick Christopher 7341 N 20th St
Fredericks Christopher 7341 N 20th St
Freedman David Estate 5506 Walnut
French Harry 7441 Limekiln Pike A11
Frierson Nikia 7247 E Walnut Ln
Gaillard Monique L 7203 Mansfield Ave
Gaither Lennie 7515 N 21st St
Gallemore Henry D 5829 N Woodstock St
Gavaghan Michael V Gavaghan Mary 1103 E Chelten Ave
Gaylord Vicki 2082 W 65 Ave
Gilliotti Anna 6657 N Uber St
Gillotti Anna 6657 N Uber St
Girdy Tyrone 7549 Mayland St
Gonzalez Zulma 1942 Plymouth St
Graham Walter J Graham Norah M 6432 Limekiln Pike
Hansberry Regina A Hansberry Marie F 1559 Beverly Rd
Hardman Nancy M Po Box 20570
Harrison Dominique A M Harrison Renee A 1963 N 71st Ave
Hawkins Cynthia 1737 Mayland St
Haywood George 5712 N Beechwood St
Henry Albert 1967 72nd St
Henshaw Mikasa 1512 E Haines St
Hoff Tia M 6635 Cornelius St
Holland Evelyn 816 E Stafford St
Hollies Venus 7001 Georgian Rd
Hudson Gonnell 1601 66th Ave Apt A
Hullstrung Fred 5824 Woodstock St
Hunt Sarah 6383 Chew Ave
Hunter Wilson 5513 Matthew St
Husband Sarah 1901a Elston St
Ilfill Lionel C 6925 Forrest Ave
Jamison Leon R 5528 Chew Ave
Jenkins Bernice 1511 E Duval St
Jenkins Homer 942 E Haines St
Jenkins Hughie R Jr 7336 Sommers Rd
Johnson Beverly A 5915 Kemble Ave
Johnson Latisha Carolyn 6946 Wister St
Johnson Michael 7433 Thouron Ave
Johnson Theresa B 7333 Sommers Rd
Jones Helen 2134 Medary Ave
Jordan Frances K 5822 Chew Ave
Kaplan Edward 1629 E Tulpehocken St
Kennedy Thomas J Estate 2028 Medary Ave
Kennedy Winifred Kennedy Thomas 2028 Medary Ave
Killinger Elizabeth G 7320 Walnut Ln
King Robert Jr 7213 N 20th St
Knight Emma M 7503 Walnut Ln
Knight Loretta E 2103 W Godfrey Ave Apt 607
Larsen Adloph J Larsen Marion 5811 N 21st St Fl
Lawrence Millicent 1615 Middleton St
Lawton James C 1956 W 74th Ave
Lee Darren H 1204 East Stafford St
Lee Frances Po Box 20590
Leffler Regina C 6731 Limekiln Pike
Lewis Elwood 6719 Limekilm Park
Lewis Sandra 7362 Limekiln Pike
Macmichael G M 926 E Chelten Ave
Maddox Fredda L 6965 Forrest Ave
Mancienlli John 7110 Louise Rd
Mannix Barnard J Mannix Bernard 842 E Woodlawn Ave
Marshal Shawn 1815 Pastorious St
Martin Georgiana 1342 Rittenhouse St
Mcentee Helen M Mcentee John F 1103 Stafford
Mckoy Peggy C 835 E Woodlawn Ave
Mclaughlin Donald 1421 Johnson
Mclaurin Kristen 7339 Limekiln Pike
Mclean Edward G 1760 E Mayland St
Mcleod Sherman 7446 Ogontz Ave
Mcpherson Sharon R 691 Ogontz Ave
Messinger Harry C Messinger Dorothy 1838 Nolan St
Mills Electric 2010 West 66th Ave
Mitchell Carlton 6650 N Opal St
Moody Leon 6555 Limekiln Pike
Moss Santana 908 Johnson St
Moye James 1956 Ashley St
Newman Joseph 5529 Sprague St
Oaster Mary 945 E Stafford St
Ohlin Eric W 6411 N Lambert St
Orlowski Marcella 6114 N Norwood St
Overton Charmaine 2146 W Grange Ave
Palmer Loretta 7306 Sommers Rd
Pascdu 850 E Price St
Patterson Ashley 1209 E Stafford St
Patterson Erroll S 6946 Wister St
Peters Dorothy 211 S 66th Ave
Pierre Rodrique 7450 Fayette St
Prudential 850 E Price St
Prudential Fox And Roach Realtor 850 E Price St
Randolph Adam 6232 N 10th St
Recupero Paul 850 E Price St
Redd Bernessa M 2080 65th Ave
Redman Thanya 5663 Mathews St Phila
Reid Ahmed Y Jr 7330 Ogontz Ave
Reuben Weiner Trt Dtd 07/21/81 6318 Anderson St
Richardson Cherice L Richardson Lamont M 7474 Tulpehocken St E
Rivler Walter R 6731 Limekiln Pike
Robinson Cleaon 7161 N Ubrer St
Robinson Edward G Est 6201 Crittenden St
Rogers Horace L 7237 N 20th St
Ruff Virginia O 6568 Limklin Pike
Ruthledge John 6939 Rodney St
Rutledge Vivian 6939 Rodney St
Rutledge Vivian Rutledge John 6939 Rodney St
Sacet George 6209 N 20th St
Sample Anna 6037 Woodstork St
Sanford Dwayne Cust Sanford Eva 5957 N Beechwood St
Santman Walter J Santman Eric J 1973 Georgian
Saunders William 1520 E Walnut Ln
Schaffer William H Schaffer Mary E 6309 Wister St
Scott Bertha M Scott Lisa J 7924 N 79th St
Scott Pamela E 1949 Plymouth St
Scriver Susan R 7167 Ogontz Ave
Shepard Mildred Shepard David 7434 Sommer Rd
Sherlock Thomas F 5613 Chew St
Shinholster Antoine 1935 72nd St
Simmons Hazel M 5522 Boyer St
Small Andrew 501 Chelten Ave
Smith Cassandra R 1809 E Pastorius St
Smith Cathryn J 7529 Briar Rd
Smith Ida Po Box 14220
Smith III John L 6249 Clearview St
Smith Linda 6533 N 20th St
Smith Mae J 1373 E Rittenhouse St
Smith Michael 6533 N Uber St
Southerland Mamie Est C/O P Southerland 5727 N 20th St
Spearman Jerome W 1500 E Pastorius St
Squire Solomon 7503 Briar Rd
Steadman Judge 1991 Penfield St
Steinberger Henriett Steinberger Beatrice 1327 E Narragansett St
Stevens Edward D 7156 Andrews Ave
Streeter Maureen 1924 Dallas Rd
Streeter William 1924 Dallas Rd
Sullivan Olandun 2103 E Washington Ln
Sullivan William 6911 Ogontz Ave
Taylor Charles A Po Box 20600
Thomas Scherrie P 5915 Kemble Ave
Thompson Amy 6114 N Norwood St
Thompson Marjorie 7137 Cedar Park Ave
Thompson Mary 6659 Limekiln Pike
Tikare Seyi 1990 Plymouth St
Townes Tracey 1212 E Chelten Ave
Turner Shannon 6231 North Norwood St
Vanhook Marie 6120 E Wister St
Walker Margaret Walker Calvin G 7447 Tulpehocken St
Walker Tameka 6336 Lambert St
Warren Evril Dba Eve World Gift Shop 6830 Ogontz Ave Apt B
Wayne Helen 7248 Cornelius St
Wayne Helen Wayne James 7248 Cornelius St
Weeks Carol 1230 E Stafford St
Weiner Reuben B 6318 Anderson St
Werner William F 6953 Stenton Ave
West Charter 111 N 49th St
Whitfield Hannah L 5727 Crittenden St
Whittaker Helen Whittaker Henry 1988 Plymouth St
Whye Bernice E 1745 Wynsam St
Wiley Zera 1930 68th Ave
Willard Thomas 1009 E Haines St
William M King Do Pc 5801 Chew Ave
Williams Carlton A 7113 Woolston Ave
Williams Edward D 1432 E Washington Ln
Williams Florence A 6062 N Beechwood St
Williams Mildred 5619 Sprague St
Wilson Claywood 2004 W Cheltenham Ave
Wilson Nicole 6323 Limkiln Pike
Zaiss Joseph Estate 7007 Forrest Ave
Zaiss Joseph J Estate 7007 Forrest Ave
Zeigler Earnest Zeigler Marie 6334 Anderson St
Philadelphia Pa 19139
Abats Insurance 5117 Chestnut St
Abdalghani Joyce 4836 Walnut St
Abdus Salaam Jamilah 202 S 65th St Apt 2
Abron Sherrie 5011 Chancellor St 2nd Floor
Adams Lawrence 14 N Millick St
Adams Richard H Estate 135 S 53rd St
Adams Timothy 6033 Chestnut St
Allston Gertruded In 4926 Chestnut St
Andrien Joseph G Andrien Gladys 24 S Salford St
Argyropoulos Theoharis Argyropoulos Angelos 5528 Walnut St 22nd Fl
Backhus Florence 6325 Vine St
Ball Rose D 20 N Millick St
Barksdale Willie 48 N Robinson St
Barlow Obert Est 607 Arista Pl
Beattie Erica 5749 Cherry St
Benson Andrea H 6225 Chestnut St
Best Charles 446 N Farson St
Bethae Corrinah D Est 115 N Conestoga St
Birch Anthony 5748 Chestnut St 1st Fl Rear
Black Louise 4833 Fairmount Ave
Blackman Muriel C 5165 Funston St
Blackmon Virginia Est 5133 Funston St
Blakemore Horace C 5828 Sansom St
Booker Laura S 52 N 61st St
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Boone Janie M 133 S 61st St
Bowers Joseph 4907 Haverford Ave 1
Boyd Edward 6234 Spruce St
Boyd Oscar 148 S 62nd St
Boyer Helen G 254 S St Bernard Pl
Boykins Susie A 5720 Walnut St
Braswell Charles L 5565 Spruce St
Brown Bertha 17 N 54th St
Bryant Thelma 882 N 48th St
Buele Gabriel Antonio 243 De La 65 St
Campbell John Estate 4527 Walnut St
Campbell Stanford 12 N 50th St
Carey William 129 N Edgewood St
Carr William B 5518 Chancellor St
Carter Lorence F Est 46 N Farson St
Carver Evelyn B 35 N 51st St
Cell Zone 3 The 27s 60th St
Chambers Ronald P Chambers Anna 252 South Hirst St
Chang Eng 4836 Spruce St
Chester Andrew In 5117 Folsom St
Chung Sam L 5302 Haverford Ave
Ciminiello Frank A 239 South Melville St
Clark Orpha 6248 Sansom
Codnir Joseph 4715 Walnut St
Cogan Anthony R Estate 122 S 62nd St
Colen Shaheed 150 N 61st St
Coley Jessica F 5100 Walnut Apt B 203
Conn Blanche E 233 N Edgewood St
Crawley Leonard 243 S Hirst St
Cross Francine 5010 Walnut St
Crowley Joseph D 23 S 53rd
Cryor Jeffery 441 N 52nd St
Dancy Malcolm D 32 S 62nd St
Daniel Earnest 246 S 52nd St
Dantzler Anthony 134 N Sickels St
Davis David 239 S 53rd St
Davis Gladys 422 N 39th St
Davis Lillian R Est 269 S 55th St Apt 2
Deane Carrether 1401 Ivy Hill Rd
Demarco Lina Demarco Nino 321 N 64th St
Demark Keith 5713 Arch St
Dixon Mattie L Estate 5401 Spring St
Dolin Shirley 4728 Chestnut St
Dougherty Paul A Sr Dougherty Paul A Jr 42 N 51 St
Douglas Patricia I 125 S 55th St
Dozier Dante 32 N St Bernard St
Duke Anna C O Anna Duke 6212 Wa
Duke Kura C/O Anna Duke 6212 Walnut St
Duncan Charlotte D Care Pavilion Nursing Home
Dupree Rudolph 251 N Robinson St
Easton Aaron A 253 N Avondale St
Eisenberger William V Eisenberger Helen T 5404 Haverford Ave 1st Flo
El Glendora 5444 Walnut St
Eskridge Regina E Eskridge Nadine 128 N Felton St
Etris Marion C/O Mercy Douglas Human Svcs 4508 Chestnut St
Eubanks Van R 5127 Market St
Evans Ronald 4940 Walnut St
Everett Vernice N 5341 Market St 3rd Floor
Feldman Dorothy K Feldman Arthur 36 South 48th
Fields Donald 4507 Nehemiah Way
Fisher Angeline 5517 New Place
Fitzgerald Thomas J Fitzgerald Maureen 5100 Walnut St
Fletcher Julia R Apt A First Floor 5431 Walnut St
Flowers Samuel 124 S Conestoga St
Francis Omar K 4615 Locust St 2
Freedman David Estate 5506 Walnut St
Full House Properties Llc 143 S 53rd St
Gabor Anthony 5024 Arch St 2nd Floor
Garner Tiarra 115 N Farson St
Germantown Home Health 5601 Chestnut St
Gesualdo Michael 321 N 64th St
Gesualdo Michele 321 N 64th St
Gillison Dora R 349 N Horton St
Gilmore Beatrice 232 N 52nd St
Glass Craig 243 N 58th St
Glenn Virginia In 825 N June St
Gloria Prince M 121 S Peach St
Goldsmith James E Jr 5821 Chester Ave
Goldson Karen P 4944 Locust St
Goodwin Victor J 400 N 50th St Apt 209
Gorman Franklin C 112 N Edgewood St
Graham Edna 150 N Redfield St
Green Toni D 5860 Spruce St 2nd Flr
Grose Lawrence W 5820 Sansom St
Ha Hong Su 200 S 60th St
Haliburton Tobie 6202 Vine St
Hamilton Scipio M 4813 Locust St
Hammond Milton L 214 N 53rd St
Hardick Elwood Hardick Ida S 4632 Parrish St
Harding Jabez Jr Harding Hazel M 159 N Edgewood
Harley Mary 6006 Chestnut St
Harris Gerald Estate 272 S Cecil St
Harrison Geraldine 5468 Spring St
Hart Juanita 5424 Spring St
Haughton Akeem 5448 Spruce St
Hawkins Nora In 6110 Chancellor St
Haynes Anthony Haynes Alice A 122 S 49th St Apt A 101
Haynie Sherry 6325 Vine St
Heang Sovannary 4601 Market St
Herndon Lorenzo R 30 N 57th St
Hickman Blanche 5014 Reno St
Hilaire Marguerite 1521 N Willow St
Hill Seldon S 28 N 61st St 28 N 61st St
Hinton Izola J 5522 Arch St Apt 207
Holland Howard 5412 Pearl St
Holloman Davis 6300 Walnut St Apt 118
Holman Gloria 624 Moss St
Holmes Keith 151 North Lidenwood St
Hoskins James 5939 Chestnut St Fl 2
Hughes Terrance 400 N 52nd St
Hundley James R 101 N Vodges St
Hurley John J Hurley Auth E 438 Wilton
Hussey Catherin E Hussey Francis L 6123 Chancellor St
Hutson Leroy I Jr 14 S 55th St
Inglesby Helen 5004 Spruce St
Isaac Betty Apt 819 6250 Walnut St
Jarmon Sarah 124 N Vodges St Apt A
Jiles Yvonne 5427 Sansom St
Johns Anee 1309 Old York Rd
Johnson Andrew A 263 63rd
Johnson J 53 N 56th St
Johnson Mary 150 N 62nd St
Johnson Renee Q 5517 Chancellor St
Jones Alphonso Jones Beverly 4930 Walnut St
Jones Madeline Jones William 326 N 52nd St
Jones Tonya Yvette 5937 Sumner St
Jordan James Hood 104 N Edgewood St
Jordon Mary 4833 Fairmount Ave
King Nicy 4511 Walnut St
Kins Kevin 1309 Old York Rd
Knox Leola 6300 Walnut St Apt 514
Korngut Phillip 4634 Locust St
Kuhn Emma C 212 N Robinson St
Kuot Kuot M 231 North 63rd St
Lee Evelyn C 131 S 50th St
Lee Jermaine A 131 S 50th St
Lewis Albert 239 N Wilton St
Lindsay Eddie 5055 Reno St
Long William Estate 893 N 49th
Love Deborah Love Victor 4747 Sansom St
Love Robert 5829 Market St
Lovett Kim R 110 North Allison St
Lullo Helen Estate 254 N 64th St
Macarthur Sandra 4601 Market St Fl 4
Mackins Jacqueline K Po Box 9231
Maher Elizabet 212 N Robinson St
Mahone Nathaniel 4942 Locust St
Malcolm Dwayne 5712 Filbert St
Manning Linda 5831 Arch St
Manns Arlyne J Manns John 5429 Chestnut St Apt 308
Marshall Henry 6115 Locust St
Marzullo Luigi Estate 338 N Simpson St
Massimo Enrico Estate 213 N 63rd St
Matthews Orlando 5749 Commerce St
Mayhue Jamie 5420 Locust St
Mays Jennie Mays Taylor 5538 Pearl St
Mccray Charmaine 6015 Irving St
Mcguire Frances 5004 Spruce St
Mcguire James 232 S Edgewood St
Mealy Barnes Monica 5046 Locust St
Mears Argie H 114 S 50th St
Middletown Cornelius 885 N 42nd St
Miklusak Charles A Miklusak Frances 17 S 46th St
Miles Carrie V 5466 New Place
Miletic Tatijana 4528 Locust St
Miller Josie A 218 S Melville St
Mitchell Freddie 5503 Spring St
Morales Judy 20 S Farragut St
Morris Pauline 45 N 59th St
Morris Stanley G Jr Morris Mabel 239 P 57th St
Morris Stanley G Morris Mabel 239 P 57th St
Mosley Nicolas 256 S Alden St
Munson Gerald 6153 Chancellor St
Murchison Novella 524 N 56th St
Murphy Marion Est 34 N Paxon St
Najarin Shenourek Estate 140 N Robinson St
New Supermarket 5949 Market St
Newell Mary V 325 N Edgewood St
Nichols Trummell O 107 S 59th St
Nicholson Marie In 160 N 60th St
Nickens Hortense D 258 South Cecil St
Norden Carl R Norden Mary 56 N Hirst St
Ns Concerned Hous 21 S 61st St Phila Concerned About Housing
Oliver Alverta C 4511 Walnut St Apt 322
Owens Norbert W 30 N Saint Bernard St
Parham Gennie M 6300 Walnut St Apt 514
Parker Nannie In 207 N Wilton St
Parrish Deli Grocery 401 North 54th St
Pechin George Estate 5244 Locust St
Perdue William O 22 N Conestoga St
Peters Josephine 45 N 58th St
Phan Chau 5106 Spruce St
Pierce Jerome 6622 Woodland Ave
Pinney Elizabeth L 34 N St Bernard
Pinneyjr Norman W 34 N St Bernard
Powell Kevin L 5500 New Pl
Powell Warren Powell Carrie 5000 Locust St
Pryor Luella 4837 Haverford Ave
Purinson Mark 108 S 46th St
Quinlan James P Quinlan John R 20 North 52nd
Ramirez Aides 5051 Hoopes St
Randall Nefertity 5429 Irving St
Reid Ruth A 14 N 62nd St
Ressler Ethel B 6248 Sansom
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Revell Horace Estate 224 N 52nd St
Richardson Mary 4812 Olive St
Roach Kimberly 816 North 46th St
Robinson James M Est 5919 Walnut St
Robinson Sophie 112 N Edgewood St
Rosenblatt Betty Estate 5016 Walnut St
Rozier Gwendolyn M 125 S 55th St
Rudo Arthur 5127 Locust St
Russell Baxter 4587 Wilshire Blvd
Rutaremwa Gideon 206 South 46th St Apt 6
Sammons Albert 5627 Sanson St
Sanders Olivia G 218 S Melville St
Satchell Arthur J Jr 237 N Wilton
Savage Greg W 5028 Chestnut St
Sayremorris Advisory Council 5831 Spruce St
Scarborough Jamillah 5140 Parrish St
Schaeffer Steven 5947 Race St Apt4b
Scott Jean 400 N 50th St Apt 209
Scott Juanita M 624 N Moss St
Scott Lynette E 5427 Walnut St Apt A
Shenfelder Elizabeth Shenfelder Ralph 5035 Chancellon
Shepherd Pauline B 4934 Sansom St
Shiley Elinor 6247 Sansom St
Simmons Anya 6213 N Bouvier St
Simms Janice 326 North 59th St
Simpson Esther M Simpson William 123 N 63rd St
Singleton Julius 4815 Olive St
Skorpel Joseph Skorpel Eva 61 North 52nd
Small Thomas 319 N 321 61st St
Smith Chris 4567 Spruce St
Smith Frances E Smith William W 44 M 61st St
Smith Lamar H 4940 Chancellor St
Smith Linda 128 N Salford St
Smith Louise Est 43 N Hobart St
Smith Michael M 20 N 58th St
Smith Theresa A 254 N 52 St West
Smith William W Smith Frances E 44 No 61st St
Spearman Montrel R Spearman Serena 5415 Locust St Apt A
Sprag Patricia 5944 Sansom St
Stanford George L Stanford Kathy 4948 Sansom St
Stewart Katheryn In 5053 Haverford Ave
Storey Wendell 5313 Locust St
Strother Ernest L 140 S 57th St
Sumcos Inc 5028 Chancellor St
Sycamore Virginia 276 S Alden St
Tate Annamarie 5026 Locust St
Tate George E 5720 Walnut St
Thomas Therisita 5107 Chancellor St
Tillery Sterling 4508 Chestnut St
Tillman Frederick W 5009 Brown St
Treacy Loretta A 23 S 53rd
Trent Dolores A 113 N 53rd St
Trinh Vo Khac 5618 Walnut St
Tuck Kenneth 45 Edgewood St
Turner Ernest C Turner Fannie J 6129 Irving St
Turner Sheila 244 N Salford St
United Telecard Alliance 4510 Walnut St
Upright Evelyn J 861 N 46th St
Valentine Property Development 101 N Gross St
Vallen Beryl 33 S 59th St
Vaughan Mattie In 5814 Chestnut St
Wade Viola 5037 Market St
Wallace Willie J N 6044 Walnut St
Waller Lebron 242 Nfelton St
Walton Lawrence 5256 Walnut St
Washington Greg 133 S 61st St
Washington Mutual Bk 140 S 57th St
Waterman Carrie 4653 Locust St
Wells Julia M 5522 Race St
Wescott Willie 5048 Irving St
West Medical & Rehab 5860 Market St
West Phila Achint C S 111 N 49th St
White James Est 5819 Race St
Whitfield Samuel Estate 6153 Locust St
Whittington Ercil M 231 N 59th St
Wilder Leroy 32 S Salford St
Wilson Edward 6248 Chestnut St
Wilson Mark 29 N Ruby St
Wojtczak Chester S Wojtczak Anna 223 N Ramsey
Woodson Bradley 120 S 46th St
Woodson Lauren T Woodson Byron W 227 S46th St
Wright Jason D 6012 Spruce St
Wright Sandra M Wright Donald 5431 Haverford Ave
Wright Willie 232 N 52nd St
Wyatt Yvonne Po Box 24078
Young Charlotte 108 S Peach St
Zap Tees Custom Imprintin Po Box 9301
Zeigler Helen 4841 Walnut St Apt A 1st Floor
Philadelphia Pa 19140
Abdul Leaf 3411 Reese St
Adam William C 4532 N Uber St
Alicea Emmanuel 3912 N Fairhill St
Americredit Financial 4518 N Camac St
Amonitti Thomaseeni 3908 N Smedley St
Amoro Esmeraldo Amoro Lyz 442 W Erie Ave
Anderson Vaughn D 2038 W Tioga St
Anderson Wayne 3512 N 6th St
Apple Vending Company 188 W Wingohocking St
Armitage Catherine Armitage Ronald 3741 N Percy St
Armstrong Dolores E 434 W Cayuga St
Arteaga Julio 811 West Erie Ave
Ayala Gladys 3341 N Palethorp St
Ayala Mardo 3614 N 6th St
Bach Earl 4132 Old Yooe Rd
Bailey Florence 3716 N Bouvier St
Bailey Flossie 3716 N Bouvier St
Bangiyev Boris 4223 N 9th St
Barbara K Schneider Md 3439 North 17th St
Barbour James 3911 North 10th St
Bausch Frederick J 4310 N Franklin St
Beattie Ann 2239 Ruffner St
Beattie Anna 2239 Ruffner St
Bendon Lorraine Estate 1037 W Tioga St
Bennett Hattie M 4414 N Gratz St
Berezynsky Michael Estate 4460 N Uber St
Berger Adelaide 1233 W Erie Ave
Beta 2 Power Ten Club Darryl Richardson President 4632 North 12th St
Bing Terrance 1618 Juniata St
Blackson Craig 4510 Lawrence St Apt 1
Blackwell Joshua Est 1328 Jerome St
Blevins Mattie In 2323 W Tioga St
Bodon Carmen 3838 N Fairhill St
Boehner Frederic 4426 W 6th St
Bond Charles 2109 Belveiw
Born Eleanor 3712 N Randolph St
Bousono Angel L 3311 N Palethorp St
Boyd Albert 1127 W Wingohocking St
Brantley Ralph 4145 N Brd St
Brass Rail No 1 Inc 625 W Bristol St
Breidenbach Charles 4034 N Darien St
Brooks Charles 3316 N 20th St
Brophy Anna D 440 W Annsbury St
Broscious Alphonse Broscious Delores 2324 W Venago St
Brown Brad 3739 N Sydeenham
Brown Raymond 3530 N 8th St
Bruno Lena 536 W Rising Sun
Bryant Anthony B 2100 W Venango St
Burgos Nylsa 3912 N Marshall St
Burton Agnes Burton Harry 3529 N 19th St Fl
Burton Harry Burton Agnes 3970 Elser St
Butler Carolyn B 1843 W Venango St
Butler Howard 3622 N 9th St
Buziak Helen Estate 3945 Alfred St
Byrd Ashley T 4340 Carlisle St
C.C.R. 3426 N Mascher St
Camacho Pedro 3938 N 8st
Campbell Alice M 3333 N Gratz
Campbell Elizabeth Campbell Joseph 731 W Ontario
Camphion John 3802 N 10th St
Candelario Mart Nilsa 3757 N 5th St
Car One 4425 Rising Sun Ave
Cardona Nelsy 4046 N 5th St
Carlos Jean 3341 Hancock St
Carrasquillo Maria 3144 N 6th St
Carroll Lynette M 1539 W York St
Cecelia Barrett 434 W Cayuga St
Charter J C 3800 North 15th St
Chatelain William L 629 Bristol
Chea Kevin H 4673 N 13th St
Chew Lewis 3327 N 20th St
Chiaradio Pasquale Estate 4429 N Uber St
Childs John J Childs Anna 3336 N Hope St
Childs Johnn J Childs Anna 3236 N Hope St
Childs Thomas E Childs Mary 3336 Mascher
Cintron Santiago Isabelo Rose 4212 N 6th St
Clark Julius 3839 N Sydenham St
Clark Myrtle 1201 W Atlantic St
Cohen Robert 721 W Butler St
Coleman Ivory 3836 N 15th St
Coleman Kate T 3319 N 16th St
Colomitchijr John J 3405 North Orian Ave
Colomitchisr John 3405 North Orian Ave
Colon Margie 2947 N 8th St
Comegys Dallas 4330 Wayne Ave
Community Mntl Facility 2120 W Tioga St
Compas Spencer Samuel 3830 N 10th St
Congresso De Latinos Unidos Inc 3439 N Hutchinson St
Connolly Gerald J 403 W Ctland
Connor John W 2104 W Venango St
Contrera Carmen S 513 W Westmoreland St
Cooper Bernice C Cooper Floyd L 1210 W Butler St
Cooper Emily C 619 W Luray St
Corbin John 452 N 12th St
Cousins Supermarket Inc 4037 N 5th St
Crespo Ismael 3431 N Bodine St
Crouthamel Richard T Crouthamel Mildred 4523 Hicks St
Cruz Carlos A 234 W Tioga
Cruz Jetson 1922 E Pike St
Cruz William 1132 Ctland St
Cuadrado John 5128 N Whitaker Ave
Cuautle Esteban Cuautle 3525 N 8th St
Cuevas Antonio 613 W Venango St W26
Davis George 3858 N 15th St
Dejesus Ismael 307 W Annsbury St
Dejesus Maria 3900 N 7th St
Delaware Asbestos Rubber 3645 N Smedley St
Delgado Doris E 3816 N Darien St
Devlin James 3302 N 5th St
Diaz Carlos 4451 N 4th St
Diaz Gilberto 4200 N Franklin St
Diaz Herberto 3852 Delhi
Diaz Richard 3353 N Phillip St
Diaz Victor 3936 N Fairhill St
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Diffenderfer Diane 3515a Germantown Ave
Dinatale Charles Estate 4408 Germantown Ave
Dinatale Veronica G Estate 4408 Germantown Ave
Disandro Mary 3616 N 6th St
Dodel Barbara 3322 N Reese St
Dole Kathryn R Dole Alyah F 4317 N 17th St
Donchak Peter 2214 Yelland St
Douglas Barry 3810 N Darien St
Dow Wilhemina 1737 W Wingohocking St
Duckrey Nancy E 3836 N 16th St
Dukes Brandon 1444 W Loudon St
Dunn Elizabeth 3342 N 13th St
Durant Michael E 1707 W Bristol St
Eldredge Anna M Estate 233 W Atlantic St
Elliott Dorothy 142 W Lurky St
Ellis Clyde 1918 W Airdrie St
Emery Maggie 2129 Bellevue St
Enochs Charles A Enochs Dorothy 4505 N 8th St
Erhardt George A Erhardt Gertrude 3637 N Marvine St
Evans Margaret T 440 W Wingo Hocking
Evans Ruth M 548 W Venango St
Fehrle Teresa Fehrle Carl A 3947 No 8 St
Fejhl Lydia 4612 N 12th St
Fernandez Antonio 3605 N Lawrence St
Fernon Jack 4030 N 5th St
Fetters Clarence C 3838 N Gratz St
Figueroa Hilda G 306 W Erie Ave
Fitzgerald Helen Fitzgerald Laura 2022 W Venango St
Fleet Ricardo 197 W Glenwood Ave
Fleming Matthew Fleming Eleanor 3523 N Dillman
Florencio Vargas 4122 N Reese St
Flores Carmen Camacho L 3301 North 6th St Apt 2a
Flores Iris 885 E Westmoreland St
Flores Maria 4202 N 6th St
Ford Louis In 3740 N 18th St
Frederick Hayden 1446 W Lycoming St
Freeman Albert Bf 4335 N 9th St Apt 9th
Fuentes Luis F 3848 N Fairhill St
Gaddy Robert 3561 N 11th St
Gallardo Otto R 4322 N 7th St
Garcia Angel 937 W Tioga St
Garcia Beatrice 4026 N Reese St
Garcia Edwin 4029 N Franklin St
Garcia Jesus 426 W Raymond St
Garcia Joshep C 4125 N Reese St
Gaukler Louise M 4019 N 8th St
Giannone Jacqueline W Giannone Michael A 2110 W Venango St
Gibson Helen B Gibson Peter 510 W Cornwall St
Gillespie Beacon Pro 1801 West Pike St
Globe Steel Drum Co Tioga & Casper St
Gnoza Mary 2214 Yelland St
Goenner Harry Goenner Doris 4058 N 7th St
Goldman Bertha 3838 N Smedley St
Gomez Martin Antonio 3922 N 5th St
Gonzalez Ivan 3403 3rd St
Gorgal Charles C Gorgal Catherin 3735 N 7th
Graham Frederick Graham Helen 4026 N 5th St
Grahl William Grahl 3805 N Marshall St
Grandinetti Michael Grandinetti W E 3938 N Fairhill
Grant Harry 3635 H 15
Green Ivan 4526 N 13th St
Greene Margaret Greene Anthony 3556 N 7th St
Griess Blanche Griess Elsie 3318 N 2nd St
Grubmeyer Charles 3307 N Brd St Dept Of Bioc Temple Univ School Of Medicine
Guzman Jose 4007 N Marshall St
Guzman Luis A 3525 N 8th St
Halstead Dorothy Halstead Everett 3450 N 3rd St
Hampton Francis G Hampton Oliva M 4018 N Franklin St
Harper Ruth B 1427 W Erie Ave
Harris Darryl 1314 Lycoming
Harris Sarah 3814 N 17th St
Harris Ulysses 4517 N 17th St
Harrison Harriet 3740 N 18th St
Hart Kahlil 2030 Rowan St
Hawkins Eddie 3342 N 22nd St
Helms Thomas Lee Sr 1362 Colwyn St
Henderson Margaret Henderson Harry H 4016 N Fairhill St
Hermann Dorothy Hermann Elmer 3411 N Phillip St
Hernandez Hector 227 W Westmoreland St
Hernandez Maria 4234 N American St
Herrington Ida B In 2316 W Venango St Apt Rear Floor 2
Hill Parker W Hill Ruth 1210 W Erie Ave
Hines Tericka 3353 North 5th St
Holloman Jerome 422 W Raymond St
Holmes Eloise Est 1424 Lenox Ave
Honnen Helen L 4604 Palelthorpe
Hooks Anthony 1219 W Wingohocking St
Hooks Cornelius F 1219 W Wingohocking St
Hourigan James E 3339 Mutter St
Hourigan Virginia L Hourigan James E 3339 N Mutter St
House Golden 4001 N 6th St
Huerta Jose M 4163 North Fairhill St
Hunt Spencia 3720 N 13th St Phila
Hurvitz Gertrude Hurvitz Mary 4644 N Hutchinson St
Huston Cornelius 1739 Bonitz St
Igartua Edwin 3860 N Percy St 2
Insuran Derrick J 4343 Wayne Ave
Inyanga Mack Md 3322 N Brd St Ste 203
J E K M Realty 4437 N 20th St
Jachimovicz Helen Estate 3852 N 19th St
Jackson Katherine 1727 W Hunting Pk Ave Apt 435
Jakimec John 1926 W Cayuga St
Jeffers Benjamin 142 W Lurky St
Jenkins William A 3627 N 19th St
Jimenez Mari 3713 N 2nd St Apt 2nd
Johns Reginald Jr 3822 N 17 St 1
Johnson Delores Johnson Randall 3356 N 2nd
Johnson Renee D 4641 N Camac St
Jonnen John K 4604 Palelthorpe
Jordan Elmer 4652 N 12th St
Judge Gertrude Judge Joseph 438 West St Luke St
Judge Gertrude M Judge Joseph 433 St Luke St
Justina Rodriguez And Wilkie A B 3932 N 6th St
Kahn Reba 2032 Estaugh St
Kelly Dorothy Kelly Robert 243 W Onario St
Kennedy Catherine Kennedy Joseph 3431 N Howard St
Kennedy Joseph 3431 N Howard St
King Shawn 4539 N Colorado St
Klein Vogin & Gold Her Attor 3536 North 23rd St
Knaus Walter Knaus Elsie 321 W Wingohocking St
Kneeream Doris Dau 3242 N 15th St
Kohl Herman 4022 N 5th St
Kohler Laura Kohler John 4121 N 6th St
Kondyra Emil Estate 4440 N 16th St
Kondyra Michael Estate 4440 N 16th St
Kornorosky Paul Estate 4146 N Reese St
Kozak Eugene D 1309 W Roosevelt Blvd
Kraekel Eal 3441 Germantown Ave
Kurland Catherin 3904 N 9th St
Landis Verna F 3242 N 15th St
Landrau Edwin 3224 N Hope St
Lapointe Stingerclub Brd & Belfield St
Latino Scholarship Fund Inc 4322 N 5th St Fl 3
Laws Lucille 1817 W Pacific St
Lb Remodeling Renovation 4555 N Mole St
Leitch Anna M Leitch Robert 626 W Annsbury St
Lempe Hedwig 3344 N Hope St
Leonard Delores 4521 N Carlisle St
Lerner Louis 2201 W Venango St Apt 413
Levins Alice C 3333 N Gratz
Lewandowski Leon Lewandowski Mary 1730 W Juniata St
Lewis Dorothy Nix 3732 N 18th St
Linck Edward F 3337 Goodman
Lines Edward 1216 W Ontario St
Long Robert J 3218 N 13th St
Lopez Ayala Elizabeth 248 W Ontario St
Lopez Carmen 3959 N 8th St
Lozano Luis F 4060 N Marshall St
Luis Serrano 507 W Raymond St
Luka Luka M 2206 W Hunting Park Ave
Luna Carlos 516 W Moreland St
Lusk Mildred Lusk Earl 4335 Franklin
Maldonado Maria A 935 West Russell St
Malone Celeste S 4322 N 7th St
Manes Antonio Manes Jennie 3900 Marshall St
Marks Charles T Estate 3260 N 5th
Martinez Hector M 4127 N 6th St Apt 1
Martinez Taimar 3539 N 6th St
Mateo Sonia 4048 North Sth St
Mathis Rodney 3941 N Darien St
Matthews Ikeda Marquis 3439 Old York Rd
Matthews Violet T 4230 Wayne Ave
Mayers William Estate 23348 Mutter
Mc Knight Steel Tube Co 4435 N American St
Mcateer Mary T 4452 N Cleveland St
Mcintyre Lola 4209 N 6th St
Mckeon Eleanor J Mckeon Joseph 3725 N Delhi St
Mclaughlin Elizabeth J Mclaughlin Richard 3529 N 21st St
Mcnair Elizabeth 1531 W Tioga St Apt 704
Meis William J 4039 N Darien St
Melvin James 3448 Marshall St
Merced Sandra 3602 N Marshall St
Meteor Supply 3632 N Lawrence
Michael Bruno 536 W Rising Sun
Middlebrook James 4600 N Camac St
Millan Jose 3825 N Fairhill St
Miller Langdon Miller Jeanne 5106 Goodland Ave
Miranda Jimenez Juan 4401 North 4th St Apt 2
Miranda Luz 3301 N Hancock St
Mitchell Little 933 W Erie Ave
Mitchell Phyllis 4014 Nice St
Mitchell Raynell 3515 Hope St
Mitchell Steve 3718 N 7th St
Mobil Heritage 4421 N Brd St
Monet Yarivette 4340 N 4th St
Montes Eduardo 4128 9th St
Moore Sherron 3536 North 23rd St
Morales Hermino B 4322 N 8th St
Moralez Luis A 541 W Moreland St
Morel Jesus M 3113 N Fron St
Morgan Arthur W 3756 N 15th
Moronta Jose L 1234 N C St
Morron James 4558 N Palethorpe St
Mosley Julia 4536 N 15th St
Mungin Culbreth A A 4441 N Marshall St
Murray Richard 4453 North Uber St
Musgreave Majella Musgreave Robert 4521 N Mole St
Musgreave Robert T Musgreave Majella 4521 N Mole St
Myers James 3736 Delhi St
Name Two Llc 1614 Rowan St
Neczypier Justine 552 W Westmoreland
Neczypier Justine Neczypier Olga 552 W Westmoreland
Nelson Charles Nelson Nora A 164 W Wyoming Ave
Norris Katherine Estate 3621 Old York Rd
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Northwest Ctr 2120 W Tioga St
Nunez Jimmie 3450 N Phillip St
Ocasio Candido 335 N American St
Ogburn Artice Estate 3728 N 18th St
Oppmann Virginia H Estate 3434 N American St
Oqundo Luis 9388a Neil Rd
Ortiz Rafael 522 W Venango St
Osei Michael 3305 North Park Ave
Other Bar The 4265 N 8th St
P And A Nursing Llc C/O Attn Peg Pearson 141 East Hunting Park Ave
Paddison Beatrice 1742 Pacific St
Padilla Sujeil 3829 N Fairhill St
Pantalone Joseph W Pantalone Margaret 3325 N Palethorp St
Pantalone Margaret 4030 N 5th St
Parento Grace 4445 N 17th St
Parks Frank 2059 Bellevue St
Pastores Unidos 3520 N 9th St
Patterson Edward G 4308 N Darien St
Pena Eddie 3219 N 5th St
Pennick Howard In 2117 W Westmoreland St
Peralta Gilerto A 4436 N 4th St
Perez Evelyn 4223 N Fairhill St
Perks Charles 440 W Annsbury St
Perry Caroline H 4512 N 12th St
Phillips Margaret A 3339 N Mutter St
Pontarelli Joseph Pontarelli Edith 4546 N Bouvier
Powell Rasheamia F 1966 Hunting Park
Powers Alfreda C M 440 W Wingo Hocking
Pressley Hykeim 4123 N 7th St
Ramcharn Shannon 4051 N M St
Ramerez Ephrain 4410 N 6th St
Ramirez Frederick 430 W Annsbury St
Ramirez Jacobo Marte 3232 N 6th St
Ramos Alfredo 199 W Glenwood Ave
Ramos Felix 3844 N Marshall St
Redfield Elma Est 3733 N 18th St
Redfield Velma In 3733 N 18th St
Reed Beatrice Estate 3307 N 13th St
Reyes Wanda 411 N 9th St
Ritchie Bertha C Ritchie Allen 4618 N Palethorne St
Rivera Carmen M 4007 N Marshall St
Rivera Felix Valentin E 3721 N Randolph St
Rivera Olga 4127 N 6th St Apt 4
Rivera Paolo 3422 N Bodine St
Robinson Samuel 1024 W Ontario St
Rodriguez Myrna 3217 N Hancock St Apt E
Rodriguez Rafaela 4059 North Reese St
Rodriguez Virgen M 1135 W Venango St
Rolon Wesley 1843 E Venango St
Rosado Katrina 366 E Luray St
Rosari Jeanette F 730 N 5th St
Roskozsky Anna Estate 3804 N Marshall St
Rubio Viviana 440 E Wingohoking St
Sadlik Thaddeus J Sadlik Peter 1937 W Hunting Park Ave
Salgado Jesus 729 W Ene 2ndfl W26
Sanabria Jose 1205 W Butler St
Sanchez Anna 3421 Bodine St
Sanchez Sharmen 414 W Glenwood St
Santiago German 3860 N 10th St
Santos Liliana 4407 N Marshall Rd
Sanz Carina M 199 W Annsbury St
Savage Kobini 3643 Darien St
Sawicki Catherine Sawicki Edward J 1521 W Wyoming Ave
Sawicki Helen Sawicki John 3964 Pulaski Ave
Scherzer Leonard Scherzer Dorothy 4646 N Hutchinson St
Schilk Joseph C 3332 N Palethorp St
Schimmel Marie Estate 4035 N Fairhill St
Schnauffer William Schnauffer Ethel 2039 W Ontario St
Schreck John A Estate 1805 Brunner St
Schropp Raymond 3707 N 5th St
Schultz Dot M Estate 156 W Ontario St
Scott Donald C/O Gerber Quilting Co 924−26 W Schiller St
Sebastian Della 3210 N 13th St
Sees Anne M 4019 N 8th St
Serrano Jose 243 Westmoreland St
Shannon Cassie 2053 W Cayuga St
Sheppard Marie A Sheppard Kevin 1645 Dounton St
Sherman Mines 267 W Sparks St
Shevlin George Shevlin Lavina 3401 N Orannie St
Shevlin George T Shevlin Lavina 4236 Reese
Shrieves Atiya T 1215 W Wingohocking St
Siebenaller Martin Estate 3836 N Franklin St
Simms Tricia Y 4236 N Sydenham St
Singleton Marvin L 2100 W Tioga St Apt 307
Sledge Thelma L 1743 W Erie Ave 1f
Slotilock Gladys Slotilock John 4505 N 19th St
Smallwood Latisha 619 West Venango St
Smith Esau 4519 N Uber St
Smith Marie L 3317 N American St
Snow Edwin 3718 N 9th St
Snyder Sophia Snyder Irene 4053 N Fairhill St
Sobrepena Jose S 3836 N 6th St
Soto Bulmaro G 3310 N 5th St
Soto Victor 4127 N 6th St Apt 3
Stargell Ethel 4454 N Reese St
Stephens Roland 3313 N Park Ave
Stephenson Morris Jr Stephenson Eileen 4242 N 8th St
Sterling Joseph J Sterling Sandra J 1418 W Erie Ave
Suarez Bernardo 4523 N 5 Th St
Sun Sea Food 1413 W Erie Ave
Swallow Dorothy Swallow June M 3922 N Marshall St
Swallow Elmer Estate 3922 N Marshall St
Swann Ida F 3725 N 15th St
Swint Christopher C 1505 W Ctland St
Szczur Czeslava Estate 4048 N 12th St
Tanco Juan 3502 N Franklin St
Tate Roberta 4049 North Reese St
Taylor Darlene D 4327 N 16th St
Taylor Juanita L Est 3317 N 16th St
Taylor Linda 1637 Staub St
Temple Brd And Ontario Sts
Temple Orthopedic Sports Po Box 38049
Temple Univ Children’s Mc 3509 North Brd St
Temple University Health Center 3525 Germantown Ave Attn T Desanto
Temple University Hospital 3401 N Brd St
Temple Upulmonary Dep Assoc Vivian 3401 N Brd St Ste 740pp
Thakrar Anil 3613 N 19 Th St
Tholen Annie L Tholen Annie Y 724 W Wingohocking S
Thomson James 3756 N 15th
Tioga Nicetown Civic League 3900 3902 N Smedley St
Todd Charles 2120 W Tioga St
Tollifierro Willie 4516 N Camac St
Torres Jacqueline I 3748 N 5th St
Torres Nariangie P 4127 N 6th St Apt A1
Torres Pedro 3064 N 10th St
Torres Rafael 4535 N Fairhill St
Torres Virginia 3338 N Mutter St
Trawick Geneva 3532 N 22nd St
Ubaldo Martin 3401 N Brd St
Valentin Felix R 3721 Randolph St
Valentine Luis 3431 N Phillip St
Vasquez Nefta 717 E Russell St
Vaughn Suzanne E 2010 W Tioga St
Ventrua Albizu 4156 N 7th St
Vilsmeier Shirley J Vilsmeier Walter 4541 N Howard St
Virtue William Virtue Sarh 4052 N 12th St
Wagstaff Mary Estate 1219 W Airdrie St
Wallace James C 3623 North 16th St
Watrin Louis E 4034 N Darien St
Weiss Florence 2032 Estaugh St
Wenger Albert Wenger Anna 3027 N Fairhill St
Wilder−Rahming Kecia 3848 N Reese St
William S Matura Dc Pc 701 West Erie Ave
Williams Annie R 3732 N 15th St
Williams Lilly B 907 W Butler St
Williams Nicole L C/O Holden’s Boarding Home 1422 W Erie Ave
Williams Robert Williams Dora R 4523 N 7th St
Willis Brenda 2017 W Ontario St
Witmer Leopoldi Witmer Albert 432 W Wyomning Ave
Wojtko Anna Estate 1936 Dalkeith St
Wolfert William S Wolfert Mary E 236 W Wensley
Woodson Robert Woodson Ida 3828 N Camac St
Yancey Lloyd L 3833 N 18th St
Yancey Nancy T 3750 N 18th St
Yellock Katherine D 3812 Pulaski Ave
Young Ethel L Estate 4330 N 8th St
Young Frances K 4041 N Brd St Apt2
Young Frederic G Young Nora E 3541 N 19th
Young John L Apt2 4041 N Brd St
Zimmer Blanche Zimmer Donald 624 W Luzerne St
Zimmerman Harry G Zimmerman Ida M 122 W Westmoreland St
Philadelphia Pa 19141
Adams Joe 1826 Medary Ave
Ali Ron 5104 N Brd St
Ali Ron 5108 N Brd St
Allen Willie J 5741 N 17th St
Any Enterprises 5907 Old York Rd
Armstrong Monique R 6316 N 10th St Apt B
Arthurs Joyce W 5913 Old York Rd
Association Of Comfort Ministries 5928 North 19th St
Auerbach Samuel Auerbach Ruth 6252 N 17th St
Baldwin Donna 6735 Carlisle St
Balland Lillie M 1722 Church Ln
Barksdale Margaret 5014 N 16th St
Barnes Reginald 6028 North Marvine St
Baurys Stanley Baurys Sarah 6335 N 13th St
Beck Constanc E Beck Harry O 5630 N 16th St
Bell Clarissa Bell Tywander 5440 N 11th St
Benjamin Betty 5401 Old York Rd
Berman Harriet Phila Geriatric Ctr Rm No 117 5601 Old York Rd
Berry Jenny 5600 Ogontz Ave Apt C 31
Besborodko Alexandra Besborodko Natalia 4934 N 13th St
Beta 1 Power Ten Club 1980 W Spencer St
Blassingame Bernice L 5903 N Camac St
Blue Dorothy H 1915 Conlyn St
Boccella Rudolph A 1845 Rockland
Bokhoum Cheikh 4831 N Brd St
Bonel Medical Equipment Inc 4849 N Brd St
Brennan Gloria 4849 N Bouvier St
Brown Beverly 1829 W Champlost
Brown James 1209 W Fisher Ave
Bryant Elizabeth 5708 Virginian Rd
Bryant Josh 5005 N Warnock St
Bunting Diane M 1930 W Sparks St
Carlson Raymond A Carlson Alfrid A 5905 Mervine
Carr Melvin 5450 W 11th St
Carr Stephen 1831 Champlost Ave
Carruth Mamie Apt A 1414 Windrim Ave
Carter Earl S 6241 N Camac St
Carter Wadell 5218 N Carlisle St
Chappell Princetta 1037 Wagner Ave
Cherian Punnoose K 4937 N 13th St
Church Zion Alg 635 S Roosevelt Blvd
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Cole Myrtle C 4928 North 16th St
Cole Robert A Jr Cole Myrtle C 1415 Clearview St
Colejr Robert A 4928 North 16th St
Conover Geraldine 5236 N 15th St
Conway Margaret 926 W Tabor Rd
Cooper Frederick W Cooper Albea 1523 W Chew St
Cunningham Kahreem R 1128 W Rockland St
Cureton Louella 1752 Church Ln
Decatur Carmen Est 1424 Nedro Ave
Delaware Cty Emerg Phys 5501 Old York Rd
Delbridge James Est 1610 W Nedro Ave
Desidor Marie C 1807 W Grange Ave
Dillette Edith S 1838 W Champlost St
Doughtery Michael 5207 N 15th St
Dowd Louis 931 Anchor St
Drouillard Jamy M 5115 N Marvine St
Drt Financial Holdings Llc 1813 W Rockland St
Dubois Demitrius 1455 W Chew St
Easler Bey Dieast 4815 N 12th St
Egan Daniel 5033 Sydehan
Fahey Anne M 6022 N 10th St
Ferguson Sherima 5109 North 15th St
Finn John 1615 W Mentor St
Ford Dorothy G Ford Edward H 6326 Ogontz Ave
Four Freedom Ho 6101 Morris St
Foy Perstine P Po Box 20913 Pa
Franklin Garnett 5243 North Sydenham St
Fulton Gregory 1512 W Nedro Ave Apt B
Gaines Alfred L 1600 Stenton Ave
Galas Exxon 6201 N Brd St
Gamble Emily 1825 Eleanor
Gambler William H 1825 Eleanor
Gardiner William Gardiner Wanda 6206 York Rd
Garrett Marie Garrett John 1716 Church Ln
Ghee Joyce C O Michelle Ghee 940 W Olney Ave
Gillis Takiya 4846 N Bouvier St
Graff Virginia Graff Joseph E 5945 N 13th St
Granderson Claudette 5725 N Camac St
Grant Neil Equaino 6100 North 17th St
Grasty Merdice A 1722 Church Ln
Green Lillian M Est 4913 N 12th St
Greenleaf Michael T Estate 4820 N Sydenham St
Guzman Hector 4102 N 6th St
Hanover C/O R Smith 5835 N Park Ave
Hardin Yvette M Phillip Murray House 6300 Old York Rd Apt 916
Harmon Breonna S 6231 N Camac St
Harper Alice 5719 Ogontz Ave
Harris Arnold F 1415 Clearview St F 422
Harris James E 6256 N 17th St
Harris John S 1725 Roselyn St
Harris Robbin M 1628 Nedro Ave West
Harvin Carol 1725 Godfrey Ave
Healthcare Etc Inc 5737 N Brd St
Henderson Allan T Ii 6201 N 10th St
Hilton John H 4921 N Camac St 1st Fl
Hinson Tamika 1516 Nedro Ave
Hitchner Betty J 1422 Nedro Ave
Holliday Vance 1712 Conlyn St
Hopkins James 1088 Wagner Ave
Howe Donni 1600 W Godrey Ave 1st Floor
Hullings Ralford 6047 N 11th St
Hutcherso Irvin L 5715 Virginian Rd
Jack Wray Estate 1955 Church Ln
Jackson Gladys 1610 Lindley Ave
James De A 1838 Roselyn St
James Margaret 5632 Warnack St
Jeffreys William Jeffreys Helen 1808 Medary Ave
Johnson Alan B 1924 Medary Ave
Johnson Victor Damont 1626 West Ruscomb St
Joines Martha B 5902 No 12th St
Jones Danielle A 6008 N 16th St
Jones John J 1715 W Nedro Ave
Jones Marshall 1861 W Champlost St
Jones William 5114 N Brd St
Jordan Cora 6300 Old York Rd (1442)
Jordan Sharon 1941 Sparks St
Kaplan William 5301 Old York Rd
Katz Anna 5301 Old York Rd
Katz Bennett Levin Neurology Associates 5401 Old York Rd Ste405
Katz Richard I Md 5401 Old York Rd 405
Katzbennettlevin Neurology 5401 Old York Rd Suite 405
Kearse Takia C. C 1721 Conlyn St
Keokham Chanta 1321 W Ruscomb St 2nd Fl
Kirkland David 701 Rockland St
Kissinger Sue 1422 Nedro Ave
Knauf Claire M Knauf Barry 4757 North Camac St
Krauser Anna 5905 N 11th St
Kreeger George L Jr Kreeger Mary C 4920 N 10th St
Kuock May N 4942 N 12th St May Ney Kuock
Kuock Nanh T 4942 N 12th St Nanh Tech Kuock
Lam Kim 4913 Old York Rd
Langley Dallas L Jr 4909 Old York Rd Apt 3rd F
Lanier Mabel L 6300 Old York Rd Apt 916
Lareos Santos 263 W Lindley Ave
Leapman Bessie 5301 Old York Rd
Lee Frances 5701 N Marvine St
Levin Ruth H Estate 5240 N 10th St
Lewis Karen S 6203 Ogontz Ave
Liang Yat W 5744 Kemble Ave
Lofton Jamel 5907 N Camac St
Lork Sokhom 1319 W Ruscomb St
Lurlee Day 4938 N Marvine St
Mahoney J A Automobiles 1754 Belfield Ave
Mallory David K 1618 Conlyn St
Mathews Grace 6242 N 18th St
Maxwell Steven 901 W Champlost St
Mc Donald Antoinise 1632 Loudon St
Mcdougal Ida 5325 Old York Rd Apt 1124
Mcennis Eric 5754 N 17th St
Mckenna Annabelle Mckenna Jeffrey T 4703 York Rd
Mcneal Richard Jr 1222 W Louden St
Melendez Eduviges 4808 North Brd St
Montalvo Geniver 1626 Conlyn St
Moody Shakerah 1965 Church Ln
Moore Adele A Moore Adele J 5755 Kemble Ave
Moore Nadine T 6301 N 10th St
Moreland Milton C In 1427 Fiche Ave
Murrell Jahlil 4854 North 10th St
Myers Bea 6261 N 18th St
Nast Kelly 4814 Minerva St
Nero Paula D 6157 N 17th St
Newson Charles 4922 N Hutchinson St
Newson Gertrude Newson Charles 4922 N Hutchinson St
Newton Gertude 4922 N Hutchinson St
Newton Kenneth C/O Lien Department 5623 N 16th St
Nguy Ngoc 4913 Old York Rd
Nguyen Johnson 4942 N 12th St May Ney Kuock
Nguyen Johnson 4942 N 12th St Nanh Tech Kuock
Nimmons Charles S Jr 1937 Church Ln
Northcutt David L 1716 Wagner Ave
Ohara Patrick F Ohara Lillian 5626 N Uber St
Penaverde Pura E Penaverde Juan P 5211 N Brd St
Penaverde Rosario E Penaverde Pura E 5211 N Brd St
Penn Sheila J 1830 Champlost Ave
Phillips Richard M Phillips Nelson S 6018 North 16th St
Pickney Chris F 1845 West Ashdale St
Pierre Schuller 5133 N 15th St
Pizano Paul 146 N 52 St Phila
Pope Regina 4851 N 18 St
Premiere Asset Services 5330 N Carlisle St
Pricewilliam Regina Ntz Ave
Queenan Brenda 5101 N 12th St Apt 104
Radbill Martha 5325 Old York Rd Apt 1205
Rathana Chan 4839 N Brd St
Reed James E 5613 N Warnock St
Remy Claire Remy Lewis 5018 N Smedley St
Riday Clarence 1433 Sparks St
Rothman Richard 1530 Widener Place
Ruby Small 6143 1/2 Old York Rd
Sanders Louise 1934 W Nedro Ave
Sar Sophia 1325 W Ruscomb St
Sauerbrey Edith L Sauerbrey Ruth L 1422 Chew Ave
Saunders Patricia 1309 W Rockland St
Saverbrey Edith L Saverbrey Ruth L 1422 Chew Ave
Shannon Gregory 5626 N 18th St
Shea Mary T Estate 1309 Wagner Ave
Shippen Yvonda 5101 N 12th St Apt 104
Siddeswarappa Madhu 1320 W Somerville Ave 203
Singkhumkhong Phin 1321 W Ruscomb St 2nd Fl
Skokan Mildred D Skokan John 1541 W Louden St
Smalley Stanley 5135 N Sydenham St
Smedley Harry Estate 5311 N 12th St
Smith Courtney Y 1937 Medary Ave
Snyder Edwin D Tabor Rd And Old Yrk Tabor Medical Bldg
Stelmach Frederick C/O La Salle University 1900 W Olney Ave Box 831
Stoltz James J 1801 Medaryne
Syrena Auto Body 1618 Conlyn St
Taylor Craig 1621 W Sparks St
Taylor Evelyn 5946 N 13 St
Taylor Helen M Taylor Lisa C 1527 Conlyn St
Thelma Robins In 1925 W Sparks St
Thomas Durrell Thomas Barbara 6338 N Opal St
Thomas Martha 1025 W Duncannon Ave
Tilghman Robert M 5131 N Marvine St
Tuhsltc Elmira Jeje 5301 Old York Rd Weiss Bldg
Ulysse Frantz 6300 N 13th St
Washington Yusuf A 4840 N Warnock St
Watson Bernice 1005 W Rockland St
Weatherly Yvonne D Po Box 26233
Webb Eric 6322 N Camac St
Wellness Medical And Rehab Center 6000 North Brd St
Wertheine Carly A Estate 1624 W Ruscomb St
Wiggins Kenneth J 5351 Belfield Ave
Williams Beverly A 5035 N Sydenham St
Williams Donald 1427 W Fisher Ave
Williams Khalil Z 2059 W 65th St
Williams Paul 1934 West Spencer St
Williams Satherike 5639 N 19th St
Wilson Harry 5325 Old York Rd Apt 413
Wilson Marcus 5113 N 13th St
Witcher Stephanie A 5615 N Uber St
Witherspoon Haughty Mae Witherspoon Dennis 9833 N 15th
Wright Harold 1001 Rockland St
Yorkhouse 5325 Old York Rd Attn Deborah Jackson
Zellars Cynthia Cooper 1854 Nedro Ave
Zellars Cynthia Cooper 1855 Nedro Ave
Zheng Shun Q 5744 Kemble Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19142
Aguilera Tavare Fulgencio 2561 S Massey St Apt 2
Ahern Catherine Ahern Alice 6074 Regent St
Alessandrine Domenick 2402 So Edgewood St
Alto Sign 2000 South 71st St
Armstrong Henry Jr 2615 Bonuaffon
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Ausby Fannie M 2634 So 68th St
Bailey David Bailey Marie 2227 S Hobson St
Baird Gertrude V 6431 Guyer Ave
Baker Marguerite M 6544 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Barber Teri D 7029 Elmwood Ave
Basciano Celeste Basciano John A Po Box 33151
Beasley Gordon Est Po Box 33277
Beck John 6336 Dicks Ave
Beyer Lawrence Beyer Anne B 2310 S 66th St
Bissonette Helen Bissonette Leo 2656 S Felton St
Blount Rasheedah 6306 Chester Ave
Blue Patricia Est C/O D S Blue 6525 Wheeler St
Bluford Jackie 6900 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Brennan Joseph P Brennan Mary R 1863 S 65th St
Bride Dorothy 6220 Reedland St
Brown Omar 2134 Simpson St
Brown Tom 7136 Woodland Ave
Burwell Anna In 2105 S 72nd St
Butler Steven 6508 Paschall
Caldwell Louis F Caldwell Louis 2623 S Dewey St
Caldwell Louis F Jr Caldwell Louis 2623 S Dewey St
Campbell Lennox 6100 Wheeler St
Campbell Stacy 2028 S 67th St
Canady Carlton 6038 Upland St
Carey Helen S 6014 Lindbergh Blvd
Carroll Mary 2533 So 61th St
Carter Dora L 2618 S 66th St
Charlotte Mary 6207 Elmwood Ave
Chestnut Harry B 6075 Reinhard St
Chestnut Harry B Chestnut Marie D 6075 Reinhard St
Chobert John D Chobert Mary 2624 Holbrook St
Churn Gezelle L 6023 Allman St
Cizmarik Joseph 2100 S Simpson St
Craig Richard Craig Helen 2217 S Hobson St
Craig Richard Craig Helen 7203 Paschall Ave
Crisculo Jennie Estate 6431 Woodland Ave
Cruz Kelly Ann 5439 Springfield St
Cubbage Alma Jane 7117 Elmwood Ave
Cuttino Zendra Cuttino Keith 6317 Elmwood Ave
Daniels Catherine 5216 Hazel Avenur
Daversa Lisa 2828 S 64th St
Davis Marchanda D 6539 Paschall Ave
Davis Mary 2602 S Daggett St
Day Aiesha 2608 67th St
Dempsey Dorothy 6856 Dicks Ave
Deversa David 2828 S 64th St
Doe Arlene 6332 Greenway Ave
Dolan Helen K 1730 S 60th St
Dougherty Elizabeth M Dougherty Florence 2341 Finch
Dunbar Crystal 2509 S 62nd St
Enverso Ann 2429 S Edgewood St
Eubank Clementin 6014 Lindbergh Blvd
Eva Fredericks 2550 Holbrook
Fernandez Kristian 6513 Grays Ave
Fitzpatrick Martin F 2503 Carroll St
Fitzpatrick Mary H 6351 Greenway Ave
Fleming Dorothy Fleming John J 7142 Theodare St
Ford Daniel C/O Cobbs Creek Nursing Home 6900 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Forsythe Mary 6821 Guyer Ave
Frances Daversa 2828 S 64th St
Frempong Frank 6070 Upland St
Gai Deng 7201 Baist Ave
Gainnotti Mildred M Gainnotti John A 6213 Grays Ave
Gebretsadik Hiwot 6821 Chester Ave
George Theresa 6747 Greenway Ave
Ghebre Berhane 2909 S 67th St
Gill S 6525 Belmar St
Gombar Stephen R: Stephen M Gombar Dec D 6544 Dorell St
Gordon Roland 6432 German St
Gorson Lois 6106 Wheeler St
Grahm Marcus 2110 60th St
Green Joseph 5917 Chester Ave
Greenway Supermarket 2101 S 65th St
Hagan Robert Hagan Agnes 2438 S Edgewood St
Haigh Olga M 6131 Harley Ave
Hall Kenneth M 6427 Paschall
Hands Naeemah 6864 Guyer Ave
Hargarve William Estate 6570 Belmar St
Harris Leonard L 6831 Lindbergh Blvd
Harris Louise S 2545 So 69th St
Harrys Auto Body 7048 Elmwood Ave
Harvey Thomas E 6632 Elmwood Ave
Hassan James I Jr 6548 Glenmore Ave
Hastings Helen L Po Box 33044
Haswell Lawrence 2337 S 72nd St
Healey Dorothy 7045 Passyunk Ave
Healy Augustus J Healy Vivian 6700 Linmore Ave
Henderson Christine C 2603 S 68th St
Hermann Gertrude 2641 S 66th St
Hessel Helmuth Hessel Imogene 6543 Theodore St
Hessel Helmuth L Hessel Imogene 6543 Theodore St
Hessel Imogene Hessel Helmuth 6543 Theodore St
Hetherington Eunic Estate 2322 S 70th St
Hobbs Donnell Jr 6428 Buist Ave
Holmes James 2656 S Hobson St
Holroyd George E Holroyd Anne 6538 Windsor St
Howard James W 2822 South 65th St
Hummel Margaret Hummel Alfred 6011 Reinland
Jackson Debora 2034 S 66th St
Janes Lovada D Janes William 6129 So Millick
Johnson Dennis 2134 Simpson St
Johnson Julie F 2641 S Hobson St
Jones Faith Eunice 6917 Garman St
Jones Leslie 2218 Bonnaffon St
Jones Reubin 6321 Greenway St
Jones Robert J 6418 Dorel St
Kannah Sylvester 6536 Wheeler St
Keenan Ethel Est 2922 S Felton St
Kelsall Robert A Estate 2607 S Daggett St
Kildea James J Kildea Marie 2631 Daggett St
Kokol Dorothy J 6031 Upland
Kotanone Alouny 6500 Dorel St
Kuktelionis Joseph 2116 Cemetary Ave
Kyne Veronica A Kyne Veronica 2605 S 70th St
Leng Lim 2100 S 65th St
Lurch Annalese 1853 S 65th St
Lyde Rokeysh 2641 S Bonnaffon St
Mackey Mary E 6750 Dicks Ave
Macwilliams Grace Macwilliams John 2603 S Muhlfeld St
Maddox Frances 7156 Upland St
Magnin William W Magnin Sandra 2659 S Holbrook St
Mall Dennis 5410 Grays Ave
Mamo Fekadu 6732 Dorsel St
Mancini Elizabet R Mancini Bernard P 2053 S 68th St
Marie Chestnut 6075 Reinhard St
Marshall Deatrice C 1828 S 67th St
Masterson James E 2516 S 61
Mccaulry Catherine Estate 6744 Paschall Ave
Mccurdy Jeanette 2641 S 66th St
Mcgovern Theresa 6430 Dicks
Mcguigan Ellen Mcguigan John 1781 S Avondale St
Mclemore Sonya 6306 Wheeler St
Meany Charles H III Meany Charles H Jr 6246 Lindbergh Blvd
Mendin Kerbeh N 7058 Reedland St
Mitchell Nakesha D 2618 S 66th St
Mitros Aloysius J Mitros Helen 2217 S 63rd St
Monaghan Mary Susan 2042 S 65th St
Morris Atees J 2219 Bonnafon St
Morris Lennox V 5821 Theodore St
Moses Gwynne 2514 S Hobson St
Moskowitz Martin Moskowitz Anna 6843 Guyer Ave
Muktar Samia A 6540 Windsor St
Mulvihill Julia A Mulvihill John 2922 So Felton St
Mulvihill Julia A Mulvihill John 2925 S Felton St
Murphy Richard L 6910 Buist Ave
Musumeci Salvatore A 2547 S Carroll St 42
Musumeci Salvatore A Musumeci Sara F 2547s Carroll St
Nam K L 2602 S 65th St
Nedbalski Stanley Nedbalski Agnes 6067 Reinhart
Newcombo June F 6431 Guyer Ave
Nguyen Ngoc 2608 South 60th St
Nwadike Kenneth O 6760 Dicks Ave Fl1
Nyelenkeh Khadijatu 6110 Grays Ave
Obrien Anna Po Box 33044
Oliver Christopher 2516 S Dewey St
Olsenguiney Joan Po Box 467
Palmer Ethel M 2305 S 63rd St
Pasley Nellie 2822 South 65th St
Patch Robert E 6007 Greenway
Pearce Genevieve 6351 Greenway Ave
Pepe Anna M Pepe John 7016 Wheeler
Perez Amanlan 6523 Woodland Ave
Phillips Alexander Phillips Dorothy 2530 S 66th St
Phillys Bag Co Ltd 7105 Grays Ave
Plowden Francine 6515 Regent St
Pompei Rita A 2550 So Shields
Pompei Rita A Pompei Rose M 2550 So Shields
Poort Richard L Poort Gale M 6335 Chester Ave
Powell Barbara A 2634 S Massey St
Powell Calvin 6119 Upland St
Raible Dorothy E 2550 Holbrook
Ransome Kyree 641 S 52nd St
Reeves Howard H 2039 Bonaffon St
Richardson Erin 6121 Upland St
Richman Sylvia L Richman Paul 1700 South 60th St
Riley Bette 6031 Upland
Robinson Lisa 2617 S Hobson St
Rodriguez Lorena 2659 S 70th St
Ronan John J 6153 Wheeler St
Rosenfelt Lois R 6741 Harley St
Rouse Dorothy 7001 Upland St
Scarle James H 6207 Elmwood Ave
Schaeffer Cecelia Estate 6036 Woodland Ave
Scotti Anna C 2055 68th St
Seib Lauretta M 2637 So Hobson
Seid Shemsya 6419 Guyer Ave
Sellers Bennie 2552 S 68th St
Sesay Joseph 6512 Elmwood Ave
Shea Ella G 6430 Dicks
Sheehan Helen M 6307 Chester Ave
Sibajavarga Hector 6234 Wheeler St
Simmons Purnell Estate 7021 Upland St
Small Jazlynn 6348 5th Ave Apt2
Small Thomas F Jr Small May C 6806 Paschall Ave
Smargisso Anna C 2540 S Carroll St
Smith Elanda 7031 Passyunk Ave
Smith Kathleen 2055 68th St
Spence Marie 7026 Woodland
Stevenson Shawn 5835 Bel Mar Tr
Stone Ridge Llc 6317 Elmwood Ave
Street Ahkeem E 6718 Woodland Ave
Summers Richard 2131 S Daggett St
Tamaccio Marie 6303 Buist Ave
Tappeh Manna N 2116 South 65th St
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Taylor James 5821 Whitby Ave
Teears Elmer Estate 6412 Buist Ave
Thai Tung T 2815 S Simpson St
Thomas Elizabeth Estate 6410 Woodland Ave
Thompson Michael J Ii 7217 Saybrook Ave
Thuy Dang 6703 Regent St
Tran Dan T Tran Nam V 2843 Bittern Pl
Tran Kevin 6706 Grovers Ave
Tran Vinh H 2234 S Shields St
Traore Sylamara 1770 S 65th St
Trasatto Helen Estate 1824 S 68th St
Tucho Aster T 6505 Woodland Ave
Ubotee James 1756 S 60th St
Uelli Rose 6436 Dorel St
Vandergrift Mariann Vandergrift Frances 6232 Wheeler St
Vo Cindy 6314 Dicks Ave
Vo Hon V 2835 Simpson St
Waldron Rosetta G 2105 S 65th St
Walker Nicole 6740 Dicks Ave
Watkins Claudette 6528 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Weah Arthur 6428 Glenmore Ave
Webster Rosaline D 652 Wheeler St
Wesley Cynthia N 6409 Buist Ave
White George 2105 S 65th St
Wilkes Helen 6439 Paschall Ave 2−Fl
Wilson Cheryl 5301 Delancey St
Wishman Albert E 6519 Gesner St
Womack Marcus 6515 Woodland Ave
Yantin Marcelino 2015 S 66th St
Young Bernard C O John S Young 7246 Gr
Young John S C/O John S Young 7246 Gr
Zulu Simone 2016 S
Philadelphia Pa 19143
48th Street Foodrite 310 S 48th St
A Physical R 5301 Cedar Ave
Acevedo Cynthia 5629 Thomas Ave
Adams Arnold Sr Adams Alfred 6012 Walton Ave
Adams Catherine Adams William 5311 Greenway Ave
Allen Ame Church Of 5901 Larchwood Ave
Amdur Margery 22 Pennsylvania Blvd
Anderson John J Anderson Sandra 5126 Springfield Ave
Anderson John J Anderson Sidney 5126 Springfield Ave
Anderson Mary 5518 Gibson Dr
Anderson Rose 4800 Paschall Ave
Anderson Sarah 5833 Trinity St
Armstrong Julius 1655 S Conestoga St
Arthur Karen Marie 4825 Greenway Ave
Baldwin William 5445 Norfolk St
Ballway Mary Ballway Ann 5628 Chester Ave
Ballway Mary Ballway Anna 5628 Chester Ave
Bantom Walter E 4616 Kingsessing Ave
Barnes Otis 521 S 57th St
Barnhart Marshall P Jr 5401 Webster St
Barroso Elaina R 615 S 48th St
Barry John J Barry Anne E 5850 Carpenter St
Bartletti Salvatore 1120 S 46 St
Barton Magaret Coleman Barton Michael B 6221 Carpenter St Apt 12d
Bass Matthew Jr 1414 Graysferry Ave
Baukman Theodore 1745 S 55th St
Baylor Curtis E 5545 Pemberton St
Baylor Jenean N 837 S 56th St
Beatty Charles Beatty Alice 4619 Chester Ave
Beech Robert 1042 S 58th St
Beech Robert Beech Ruth 1042 S 58th St
Beech Ruth A Beech Robert 1042 S 58th St
Beerh Ruth A 1042 S 58th St
Belance Serge 1639 S Frasier St
Bennett Dorothy 6134 Carpenter St
Billups Randolph Billups Denise 4619 Chester Ave
Binford Melvin 4712 Chester Ave
Bingham Marcus M Bingham Geraldin 4929 Chester Ave
Blaik Omar 526 S 46th St
Blake Elizabeth F 1646 S Lindenwood St
Blim Daniel 4522 Osage 2 C
Bloodwell Benjamin 536 S Meleville St
Bloodwell Pictures Inc 536 S Meleville St
Bolden Mary Est Of 4720 Springfield Ave
Bolden Robert O 5024 Osage Ave
Booker Leon 4945 Florence Ave
Boooker Jesse 4945 Florence Ave
Boulden William 1209 S 58 St Apt C2
Boyd Diana 5534 Delancey St
Boyd Ethel 641 S 57th St
Boyd Evleyn Apt D 648 So 59th St
Breslin Mary 5829 Thomas Ave
Brew Richard L Est Brew Richard L 1231 S 61st
Brezner Doven E 419 S 48th St Apt 213
Brickhouse Willie Mae 321 S Ruby St
Briggs Robert 5324 Reinhard St
Brooks Joyce A 5410 Pentridge St
Brown Antonio 1121 S 61st St
Brown Arthur 902 S Alden St
Brown Bessie 5625 Elliot St
Brown Beverly 6241 Carpenter St
Brown Charles 5400 Kingsessing Ave
Brown Jessie 5330 Angora Ter
Brown Mary 1433 S 52nd St
Brown William F Brown Elaine E 5615 Osage Ave
Brown Willie M 4943 Catherine St
Bryce Elizabeth 817 South 49th St
Bullock Raymond 1227 South 61st St
Burgess Nathan 5341 Grays Ave
Burkhar Edith W Estate 626 S Conestoga St
Burnett Angela 1611 S 53rd St
Burnett Jerusha K 4815 Pine St Apt D1
Burns Lawrence J 5331 Hadfield St
Butler Douglass D 1522 S 55th St
Butts Fannie Mae 1018 S 48th St Apt 103
Campbell Cynthia 4706 Chester St Rear
Cardisco Lewis Est 4712 Hazel Ave
Carroll Alfred B Jr 4842 Osage Ave
Carroll Leslie 1629 S 56th St
Carter Joseph 2100 S 58th St Apt 567
Carter Walter L 5950 Windsor Ave
Casey Christina 809 S 49th St Apt 3
Cash William 900 S 60th St
Causey Andrew M 4512 Osage Ave 2r
Cavanaugh Dolores M 5433 Norfolk St
Cedar Healthcare Center 5212 Cedar Ave
Chasan Emily M 349 S 47th St
Chatman Nathaniel 5638 Osage Ave
Chatmon Edna D 826 S 49th St
Chea Ty 1402 S 52nd St
Christaldi Frank 1120 Linn St
Church Sarah Estate 5300 Pine St
Chuse Harriet E Chuse Louis 5800 Christian St
Clark Dorothea R 5949 Wharton St
Clark Juanita In 4712 Chester Ave
Clark Kim 1623 S Conestoga St
Clarkson Kareem 1248 S 53rd St
Coffey Helen M Coffey Cyrus 5447 Angora Ter
Cohen Noel III 4532 Pine St
Coleman Nannie Esc Acct 4800 Pine St Bldg B Apt 204
Coles Alton 5856 Cedar Ave
Collins Doven Collins Brad 439 S 48th St
Collins Lenora 5614 Cedar Ave
Colon Gabriela E 4628 Larchwood Ave
Converson Willie E 1211 S 50th St
Conwell Sara J 1113 So Wieton St
Cook Rosaline A 1947 S Alden St
Copper Edward K 5527 Larchwood Ave
Corporation Fulwider 509 S 63rd St
Cotton Moses Jr 1620 S 54th St
Coverson Willie E 1211 S 50th St
Covington Henrietta 1308 S 51st St
Cowen Arline E 4830 Hazel Ave
Craig Florence I 5455 Thomas Ave
Crawford Pearl 4615 Kingsessing Ave
Cray Joan 510 S 47th St
Crews Lennee 5731 Springfield Ave
Culpepper Theodore 1330 South 54th St
Cunningham James A 5750 Cedar
Cunningham Kyle D Cunningham Kari L 5004 Florence Ave
Currenpreis Martha 4638 Hazel Ave 2nd Floor
Daley Katherine 5320 Grays Ave
David Roger A Iii Estate C/O L Frankie Francis Gr 1409 S 58th St
Davis Ivra E 6012 Catharine St
Davis Karl 6233 Walton
Davis Steve 5430 Malcom St
Dawkins Sabrina 5612 Osage Ave
Deacereto Roderic Deacereto Ruth M 5403 Woodland Ave
Death Doris D 2100 S 58th St Apt 567
Dengler Catherine Dengler Frank 5431 Kingsessing Ave
Dental Pavillon Inc Erik Williams Dds 4613 Baltimore Ave
Devers Green Jeffrey 819 S 49th St
Devlin Ruth 5617 Pine St
Dickerson Robert 5136 Cedar Ave
Dita Oil Corporation 1601−03 S 49th St
Diven William B Diven Elsie 5407 Delancey
Dixon Dawn L 4840 Pine St Apt 100
Donnelly Marjorie S Donnelly Thomas M 1829 South 58th
Doorey Mary J 1914 S Salford St
Drake Craig E 806 S 49th St Apt 1
Draves Frances A 5331 Hadfield St
Dubois Cecelia B 5433 Norfolk St
Duffy John Duffy Mary 546 S Yewdall St
Dutton Carl L Jr 5215 Cedar Ave 1st
Echols Ellen 1511 S 47th St
Edwards Micah 429 S 50th St 3
Elam Mikhail 6053 Angora Terr
Emile Magalie 5941 Cedar Ave
Endrigian Jacob Endrigian John 415 S 55th St
Eschen Janice M 4920 Cedar Ave
Ethelyn Harrison 5655 Warrington Ave
Ethengain Richard 4824 Sansom St
Faisst Anna M 528 So Conestoga
Farlow Hakeem 5709 Springfield Ave
Ferro Donald 5729 Chester Ave Apt 2
Fields Geraldine R 5923 Latona St
Fike Richard J 4642 Hazel Ave
Fine Nina 4617 Kingsessing Ave
Finney Antoinette O 731 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Fisher Bernard J 1313 South Paxon St
Fitzgerald James J 868 S 55th St
Ford Joan 5835 Montrose St
Ford John A Ford Mary A 2448 S Frazier St
Francis Cynthia K 4652 Hazel Ave
Francis Funeral Home Inc Assignee 5201 Whitby Ave
Frank Catherine Frank John 1952 S Salford St
Franklin Clifford Po Box 23946
Freedom Property Investment 1233 S 57th St
Freeman Rasheedah 6227 Market St
French Derrick 4800 Pine St 203 Bldg B
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Friedman Leonard Friedman Claire 5758 Cedar Ave
Friends Rehab Program Inc 1224 Fairmont Ave
Fulme Emeline Estate 5322 Angora Ter
Gadson Victoria E 4926 Baltimore Ave
Gaines Arthur 6020 Pine St
Gaines Pearl L Estate 5446 Pine St
Gaither Martha 444 S 50th St Apt B
Gallagher Joseph 1617 S Lindenwood St
Gallagher Margaret Gallagher Joseph 1617 S Lindenwood St
Gallagher Phillip P Jr Gallagher Viola M 5215 Woodland Ave
Gandy Delores E 431 S 62nd St Apt 2
Gantt Michael 5332 Willows Ave
Gee Frederick 6113 Webster St
Gibbons Telemachus 5517 Regent St
Gibbs Gail 6219 Carpenter St
Gillen Joseph 1338 S Ruby St
Gilmore Percy 5025 Woodland Ave
Gissendanner Kevin G 2452 Millick St
Goodman Melvin 1424 S 49th St
Gordon Phylllis 5853 Trinity St
Gore Anthony 6032 Chester Ave
Goyal Sameer K Apt 3 806 South 47th St
Grande Charles 5420 Cedar Ave
Graves Evelyn 5501 Chester Ave
Greater Chap 913 S 47th St
Green Quinton W 5717 Hoffman Ave
Greenagh Iris 5401 Bartram Dr Apt 2a
Griffin Laura B Griffin John J 5436 Ridgewood St
Grimes Catherine A 5843 Montrose St
Gunther Elizabeth 4919 Florence Ave
Gutierrez Lilia A 4628 Larchwood Ave
Gyoshev Stanislav 1009 South 46th St Apt 1r
Haas Francis J Haas Mary E 2108 S Frazier St
Hackel Florence T 4612 Osage Ave
Hall Lorraine V 1047 S 53rd St
Hall Tirq 6115 W Hazel Ave Phila
Happening Diocese Of Pa 5647 Broomall St
Hardaway Nathaniel A 5822 Larchwood Ave
Hardy David 927 South Saint Bernard St
Hardy Marie 5507 Upland St
Harlan Donald M Harlan John B 823 S 48th St
Harlan Donald M Harlan Peter F 823 S 48th St
Harlan Jeffrey A Harlan Donald M 823 S 48th St
Harrell Ruth E 5115 Baltimore Ave
Harris Abraham Harris Aida 6220 Carpenter St
Harris Alfred Jr 1546 S 53rd St
Harris Charmaine 5718 Catharine St
Harris Dorothy 2100 S 55th Terr
Harris Norman A 5446 Florence Ave
Harris William 4822 Larchwood St
Harrison Edward B 5836 Washington Ave
Hart Paul A Hart Alice 5708 Cedar Ave
Harvey Forrest A Jr 1013 S 60th St
Harvey Joseph 5306 Osage Ave
Hasson Mary J 1532 S 53rd St
Hayes George Hayes Mary 6111 Osage Ave
Hayes William F Hayes Russell 6111 Osage Ave
Heck Hazel 510 S 47th St
Hennessy Frances E Estate 1522 S 55th St
Hicks Mabel Re L E Hicks Dec D 5526 Osage Ave
Hill Brenda 5210 Litchfield St
Hill James 5719 Broomall St
Hill Micheal 2015 S Frazier St Apt 2
Hill Robert 2100 S 58th St Apt 664
Hine Elizabeth W 1257 S 50th St
Holliday George 4816 Osage Ave
Holmes Huett Alana 5813 Florence Ave
Hornstein Rebecca 6027 Carpenter St
Howard Sarina 5425 Regent St
Howard Ulysses 729 S 59th St
Hughes Anthony Estate 2115 S Frazier St
Hunt Charles L C/O P E Cox 6112 Washington Ave
Hunter Suzanne L 5936 Walton Ave
Hurst Barbara 5713 Whitby Ave
Ibrahim Wanda 541 S Redfield St
Irick Ivory 5617 Rodman St
Jackson Frances Sybil 1125 South 60th
Jackson Joanne B 4811 Trinity Pl
Jackson Loretta Rosa 5633 Windsor Ave
Jacques Rosana 1220 Mallick St
Jalloh Amadu Bailor 4725 Chester Ave Apt D−9
James Gertrude James Donald W 1014 S 54
Janco Loretta C/O A Brown Pcbh 5309 Chester Ave
Jenkins Oscar 5449 Kingsessing Ave
Jimenez Geneva 5226 Larchwood Ave
Johnson Agnes 5704 Delancey St
Johnson Andre L 1007 S 51th St
Johnson Betty 5317 Delancet St
Johnson Vanessa A 801 South 49th St 1st Floor
Jones Anna E 5532 Catharine St
Jones Casey 3405 Chippendale
Jordan Benjamin 4705 Cedar Ave
Jordan Margaret 5110 Catharine St
Joyner Anthony 5635 Kingsessing Ave
Karngbaye Victoria 5442 Pentridge St
Kassa Matu 4619 Hazel St
Keating Andrew Estate 1356 S 51st St
Keating Richard Estate 1356 S 51st St
Kellem Geraldine 5449 Kingsessing Ave
Kelly Charles B 5744 Hazel Ave
Kelly Thomas 5837 Chester Ave
Kelsey Helen 5524 Florence Ave
Kennedy Thelma 5823 Florence Ave
Keown Doris C 5455 Thomas Ave
Knight Patrick 1111 S 53rd St
Kohan George M 5563 Wheeler St
Kraft Timothy 645 S 55th
Kratz Henry B Jr Kratz Ann K 5843 Montrose St
Lafantoe Eugene 937 South Paxon St
Lamond Loretta 14295 Vodges
Laribo Tomarea D 6034 Washington Ave Apt 1
Lathan Janaya C 5340 Angora Ter
Lathbry Kathryn S 1042 S Ithan St
Lawler Loretta Lawler Michael 5415 Woodland Ave
Lawley Charles Estate 444 S 52nd St
Leblang Clifford Leblang Minnie 328 South 52 St
Lee Kinoh 4823 Chester Ave
Lewis Adena 5115 Walton St
Lewis Atlane Estate 4914 Woodland Ave
Lewis Emanuel Jr 5643 Chester Ave
Lewis Nora 4842 Larchwood St
Lezenby Kathryn 4711 Cedar Ave
Liggon Gerald A 844 S Allison St
Limehouse Jacqueline 1142 S 60th St
Lincoln Dester E 5449 Pentridge St
Lindsay Hudson I 1208 S 57th St
Llewllyn Samuel Estate 1948 S Salford St
Lockhart Michael 810 S Allison St
Loeper Engelber H 923 S 54th St
Lorenz John 5237 Beaumont Ave 1st Floor Apt
Lovell Harry 430 S 55th St
Lovette Trina 5620 Larchwood Ave
Lucy Fred 5222 Catherine St
Lueders Elsie A 528 So Conestoga
Macdonald Mary A 6122 Larchwood Ave
Mackenzie Mary 4824 Paschall
Mackrides Augustus 6246 Larchwood Ave
Magerer Cathrine R 2131 S 57th St
Maloney Loretta R Maloney Dennis 5450 Windsor Ter
Mangam Organ Inc 215 Fairmount Ave
Manning Charles E Estate 2113 S Frazier St
Martin Bernard Martin Patrick 5549 Regent
Martins Dias Carla M 4713 Baltimore Ave
Mashore Mary 5638 Chester Ave
Masztak Stanley T Masztak Gloria I 5501 Wheeler St
Mata Gustavo 4627 Cedar Ave
Mathews Anna V Estate 5616 Windsor Ave
Mathis Judge W 5120 Walton Ave
Mathis Sarah 5120 Walton Ave
Mattaldi Musu 5626 Ridgewood
Mattheus Pauline Estate 727 S 52nd St
Matthews Sidney 1113 N 42nd St
Maughan Lilian M Maughan Matt J 621 South 48th St 2nd Fl
Maurancy Harry 5048 Cedar St
Mays Gladys C/O 720 S 59th St
Mcaleer Eileen P 5231 Woodland Ave
Mccall Raymond G 533 S 55th St
Mccall Salimah 5639 Elliott St
Mcdevitt Michael J 828 S 48th St
Mcdowell Crystal 510 S 54th St
Mcginty Catherine 2000 S 59th St
Mcintyre Katherine Mcintyre Jerome 5342 Upland St
Mcmahon Matthew P 1137 South Ruby St
Mcmahonsr Matthew 5833 Chester Ave
Mcneill Vivian Mc 5338 Upland St
Mcsorley Agnes C Estate 948 S 58th St
Mcveigh John F Sr Mcveigh Louisa H 5325 Lindberg Blvd
Miller Catherine M 5826 Pentridge St
Miller Dorothy 5433 Springfield Ave
Miller Hakeem 6246 Addison St
Miller Keith 5538 W Linmore Ave
Mills Aaron D 1209 S 58th St Apt 4a
Moelbert Emma W Moelbert Grace 5861 Angora Ter
Moelbert Grace 5861 Angora Ter
Mohammed Nigeea 5837 Hazel Ave
Moore Estelle 1821 S Alden St
Moore Rosetta 828 S Allison St
Morreo Mariela 4627 Cedar Ave
Mose Richard Mose Mary 6118 Larchwood Ave
Mosley Felton In 5945 Webster St
Mullen John P Mullen Marian 5641 Windsor Ave
Mulligan Robert J Sr Estate 4800 Larchwood Ave
Mulqueen Helen Mulqueen John 2038 S Alden St
Mulvey Eleanor Estate 5853 Washington Ave
Munu Mohamed 5545 Springfield Ave
Murray Emma C/O 720 S 59th St
Murray Ethel J 6115 Delancey St
Navarro Carlos A 4719 Baltimore Ave
Northington Kina S 5353 Lindbergh Blvd
Ogunsola Ayobami 1211 S Millick St
Okolo Andrew 5119 Baltimore Ave 1b
Oleary Catherine Oleary Maurice 1505 S 53 St
Oliver Kanisha 5853 Walton Ave
Oltman Morton 644 S 60th St
Orourke Lawrence M Orourke Margaret M 2112 S Cecil St
Orourke Lawrence M Orourke Margaret M 5663 Springfield Ave
Orourke Margaret M Orourke Lawrence 2112 S Cecil St
Oshea Donald Oshea Anna 1103 S 53rd St
Outlaw Hayward Est 1135 S 60th St
Outtenicha Nicholas 5522 Baltimore Ave
Paris Patricia 1022 S 47th St
Parker Frances Parker James F 1644 S 52nd St
Parker Mary In 4933 Osage Ave
Parks Philip 6225 Ellsworth
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Pasquale Anna Pasquale Mary 5942 Greway Ave
Pasquale Mary Pasquale Anna 5942 Greway Ave
Pearson Martha 1620 S 54th St
Peche Jeanette 1022 S 47th St
Pellegrine Elvira Pellegrine Peter 5732 Pine
Peoples Ruth Estate 2063 S 57th St
Peters Joyce 205 Cevar Dr
Peterson Ralph K 6029 Christian St
Petty Jamal 8115 Lyons Pl
Pfizenmayer Vic Estate 5537 Upland St
Phd P Y 4517 Osage Ave
Philadelphia Auto Inc 5608 12 Green Way Ave
Pines Apts Esc Acct 4801 Pine St Bldg B Apt 204
Pines Apts Esc Agt 4800 Pine St 203 Bldg B
Pitt Leverner 1416 S 5th St
Pitt Virginia Lee 6148 57th St
Pollakis Olga 1928 S Alden St
Potter Katherine A 4913 Pentridge St
Powell Thomas R Powell Edna F 5912 Washington Ave
Pressley Samuel 6060 Webster St
Price Anathony Ernest 6230 Webster St
Pulmonary Medic Consult 5401 Cedar Ave
Puryear Jerry A 6039 Catharine St
Putman Mildred Est 5836 Catharine St
Quattlebaum Beulah 808 S 57th St
Quinn Joe 5859 Warrington St
Rairone Esther 5231 Hazel Ave
Ramallan Aisha 1100 S 58th St B203
Ravitch Sharon M 330 South 46th St
Reed Shelley A 6007 Baltimore Ave
Reliable Instrument Co 1134 S Cecil St
Revels Mildred In 5726 Christian St
Revels Mildred In 5926 Christian St
Reynolds Owen 5419 Malcolm St
Reynolds Toshiko 638 S 60th St
Rice Landus D 5844 Hazel Ave
Richie Ella Maye 441 S 62nd St
Riley Steven 5535 Pentridge St
Rizvi Safia 4617 Pine St H 310
Rko Enterprises Llc 5440 Hadfield St
Robinson Gloria J 5425 Whitby Ave
Robinson Irwin 4604 Chester Ave 1f
Robinson Jane R 1547 S 53rd St
Robinson Sankofa Zahmu Brian 5011 Pine St
Robinson William A Est 5228 Osage Ave
Rodman Frances 5544 Linmore Ave
Rogers Anthony J Rogers Dorothy 5323 Grays Ave
Rosborough Robert S 5642 Whitby Ave
Ross Stephanie 6209 Washington Ave
Rutheford Edith Estate 831 S 57th St
Rutherford Bernice T 5340 Angora Ter
Ryan Charline M 713 S 56th St
Salters Verna 1021 S 56th St
Samake Mamary 4815 Pine St Apt C 1
Sample Johnny 6121 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Samuelain Kalust Estate 703 S 56th St
Sanders Brady H 900 S 48th St 3f
Sandy Kwasi 5441 Springfield Ave
Sauder Anthony 4818 Beaumont Ave
Savage Cecelia 5617 Pine St
Savage Cecylia 5617 Pine St
Savers Mary C 5648 Montrose St
Scarborough Ralph A Scarborough Mary 4601 Chester Ave
Schnepp Joseph A Jr Schnepp Vicky 5432 Delancey St
Schnovel Andrew 1633 Cobbs Creek Pkw
Schwartx Anthony 5410 Pine
Senbeta Aklilu & Abonesa 5025 Florence Ave
Senbeta Aklilu&Abonesa 5025 Florence Ave
Sesay Nabie 5112 Walton Ave
Shannon Richard 5520 Malcolm St
Sharma Gaurav 4520 Springfield Ave Apt C4
Shaw George F Shaw Norman F 5639 Catherine
Sheridan Samuel J Sheridan Jean 5630 Christian St
Shisler Godfrey 5821 Hoffman
Sillah Zainab 5401 Cedar Ave
Simpson George Simpson Marion 832 S 56th St
Sinclair Gladys 1106 S Ruby St
Smith Dolores U 2100 S 58th St Apt 263
Smith Stafford Jr 1331 S 15tn St
Smith Timothy D 5509 Florence Ave
Smith Wayne A 5031 Pine St
Speller Kimberly 1249 S Peach St
Stallworth Elizabeth 715 S Ithan St
Stephens Juanita Est 5918 Woodland Ave
Stevenson Shawn 5934 Bel Mar Tr
Stewart Andrew 5645 Elliott St
Stewart Hifeice 5719 Ashland Ave
Stewart William 5641 Addison St
Stone Ruth V 1344 S 51st St
Stuppy Mary V 4813 Kingsessing Ave
Suiter Mary L 6125 Webster St
Sylla Mahmoudou L 4833 Pine St Apt C1
Tang Lynn 5501 Pine St
Terziev Nedyalko S 211 N 36th St Apt 1f
Thomas Ella M 5630 Pine St
Thomas Robert J Thomas John 616 S 54th St
Thomas Victoria 1208 S Edgwood St
Thompson Dora In 4804 Paschall Ave
Thompson Natalie 1817 S Woodstock St
Thorne Robert 5917 Trinity St
Tilahun Degefu Dba Addis Market 225 S 45 St
Tillie Osher 5811 Walton Ave
Tisdale Jacquelyn 5820 Theodore St
Toledo Jorge L 5820 Osage St
Tomasso Carrie L Estate 4833 Pine St
Tomlinson Eugene R Tomlinson Anna M 5532 Elliott St
Tony Auto Repair 5823 Woodland Ave
Toure Aliou O 400 S 49th St Apt 11
Triple A Pharmacy 702 S 49th St
Truitt Oadline 5303 Catharine Stree
Turner Dennis 7040 Elmwood Ave
Tyner Gwendolyn 5921 Cedar Ave
United Shredding Inc 510210 Woodland Ave
University City Dental Llc 5338 Baltimore Ave
Van Chau Soi 5500 Forest Ave
Vanchau Soi 5500 Forest Ave
Vanfossen Margrite M Estate 5902 Baltimore Ave
Vanfossen Marguerite Estate 5906 Baltimore Ave
Walker Anna 5109 Catherine St
Wallace Nettie 818 S 58th St
Wallace Sarah T 5925a Carpenter St
Walter Frank 635 S Felton St
Ward Abverian 5022 Catharine St
Warren Vivian 5443 Beaumont Ave
Warring Sylvia H 5539 Catherine St
Washington Rosemary 4725 Chester Ave Apt C6
Weatherley Vinette 928 S Cecil St
Weir Mary Est 1942 S 57th St
Weir Mary M Est 1942 S 57th St
Wells Edythe 516 S 57th St
Wells Hakim C/O I Wells 1133 S 51st St
Welsh Annette Welsh Harry 5032 Hazel Ave
White Anthony T 5651 Pentridge St
Whitfield Luberta 2001 S 59th St Apt 105
Whitney Devon 6250 Larchwood Ave
Wiesen Sylvia Wiesen Mary 431 South 57th St
Wiliiams Willie 1632 S 59th St Apt D
Williams Aaron A Williams Dana A 5206 Larchwood Ave
Williams Charles Williams Mary L 5838 Delancey St
Williams Curtis R 4915 Osage Ave
Williams Dia 1836 S Alden St
Williams Jacqueline 5529 Hadfield St
Williams Lawrence 924 S 49th St
Williams Mary H 5841 Walton Ave
Williams Richard Williams Edward 909 South 60th St
Williamson Margaret A 5627 Rodman St
Williamson William 5223 Webster St
Wilson Beatrice 735 S Alden St
Wilson Dorley 5403 Chester Ave
Wilson Majorie 1433 S 52nd St
Wise Edith G 5829 Thomas Ave
Wise Gerald S 1228 S 53rd St
Wolfe Henry 5427 Willows Ave
Woodards Frances E 6010 Osage Ave
Woodland Inc 5125 Woodland Ave
Woodson Bradley 5700 Delancey St
Yellow Bird Bus Company 5364 Linbergh Blvd
Yerkes Eugene H 5544 Linmore Ave
Yi Dardanelle 4606 Baltimore Ave
Yokeni Hellen Y 5233 Walton Ave
Zelman Evelyn 5245 Cedar Ave
Zho Fa 1838 S 58th St
Zurnieden Eleadora 4919 Hazel Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19144
Adams Heleln L 4551 Pulaski Ave
Alcorn John E 6017 Baynton St
Allen Frances 5347 Newhall St
Allibone Mary A Estate 116 S Penn Ave
Ambrose Edward L 720 Chelten Ave
Americredit Financial 430 W Manheim St Apt 17b
Anderson Phillip 125 E Tulpehocken St
Anderson Robert P 174 W Maplewood Ave
Anderson William 6141 Wayne Ave
Andrew W Mccrudden 432 W Clapier St
Ashton R Ivan 372 W Johnson St Apt C3
Assured Roofing Corp C/O M Regan 3520 30 North Front St
Austin Tobias 237 W Zeralda St
Bailey Francis I III Bailey Michael B 5232 Mckean Av
Bailey Keith Po Box 29615
Baker Lillian 5450 Wissahickon Ave Ste 416
Barnwell Sanford 5107 Wayne Ave
Barrett Alice 5053 Stenton Ave
Barry Marie G Barry John F 13 W Seymour St
Beaber Brandon Apt 1211 5555 Wissahickon Ave
Bell Barbara S 515 W Chelten Ave Apt 1308
Bennett Jawina R 463 W Abbottsford Ave
Berger Robert P Estate 33 Erringer Pl
Bethea Henry J 240 W Coulter St
Betty Elizabeth M 156 W Manheim St
Black Nurses Investment Club A Partnersh Inez Tory 6144 Wayne Ave Apt 5
Blake Kawana E 1453 Mc Kinley St
Board Hagins Kathy V V 4615 Morris St
Boone Caleem 348 W Johnson St
Branch Anthony L 442 W Harvey St
Brandt Lillian 5070 Morris St
Breakey Dorothy Estate 425 W Queen Ln
Bria Angela Bria Louis 219 E Ashmead St
Brink Matthew 118 W Maplewood Ave 1st Flr
Broadnax Dacel 5304 Wayne Avenu Apt 1
Brooks James 45 E Narragansett St
Broomer Ronald 133 W Apsley St
Brown Brenda 44 W Rockland St
Brown Edward F 2nd Fl 6334 Greene St
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Brown Helen 5515 Wissahickon Ave
Brown Jessica 426 East Church Ln
Brown Lorrie 642 E Locust Ave
Brown Marlo 5549 Germantown Ave Apt A
Bryant Drayton 224 W Tulpehocken St
Bucknor Winston 360 E Tulpehocken St
Bundy Phillip 5808 Greene St
Burgess Bessie M 320 West Queen Ln
Burke Katherine Burke Joseph 536 W King St
Burke Katherine Burke Joseph 5419 Lena St
Butler Anthony 340 Mechanic St
Carpenter Russell 126 E Tulpenhocken St
Carter Julius 11 W Pomona St
Casalena Peter Est 14060s Marston St
Centrix 125 E Tulpehocken St
Cephas Eric 255 E Dual St
Chappell Charles 650 W Johnson St
Clemens Joseph 6327 Wister St
Cohen Jerry H 5127 W Sheldon St
Colebaugh Bernardinel 5847 Morton St
Coleman Syreeta 60 E Walnut Ln
Collemachine Martin 304 W Apsley St
Colly Eunice 5603 Mcmahon St
Coln Alvin 6224 Gdnia St Phila
Conti Edward Conti Mary E 335 E High St
Cook Thomas Est 18 W Chelten Ave Apt 1202
Cooker William M Est 6101 Morris St Apt 224
Council Theodore 6218 Wayne Ave
Crawley Mary B 459 W Coulter St
Crocken Barbara 2991 Schoolhouse Ln E31w
Crosby Florence Crosby Louis 4654 Fern Hill
Cruse Vanita 300 E Price St
Curtis Adrienne 6311 Mccallum St
Cwikla Stanley 6122 Ross St
Dalencour Patrice 333 W Berkley St
Dan Lepore & Sons Company 57 Armat St
Davidson Wilbert 1416 Clearview St F123
Davis Garfield 63 E Seymour St
Davis Mike 20 E Herman St
Denison William 5847 Morton St
Dennis Denise R 469 W Abbottsford Ave Apt 3
Denzer Florence T 5233 Laurens St
Devlin Charles Estate 2316 E Gilbert St
Didonato Jean M Didonato Mary J 89 E Seymour St
Dittman Paul B Estate 32 E Tulpehocken St
Dolan Johanna 648 E Chelten Ave
Driscoll Eleanor T 108 W Queen Ln
Dugan Marion Estate 519 W King St Apt E35
Duran Jimmy 4411 N9th St
Eason Latoia 447 E Walnut Ln
Eddy Charles H Est 50 W Queen Ln
Eller Ron 5555 Wissahickon Ave
Ette Iboro U 423 W Earlham Ter
Everett Pauline H Estate 36 E Clapier St
Everitt Jack 5447 Morris St
Farlow Ruth L 5682 Morton St Phila
Feeley Eugene Feeley Mary 6215 Gdnia
Fleming John 1 Penn Blvd Willow Tr
Ford Dorothy M 2029 S Bedfield
Forrest Joan V 5224 Laurens St
Fox Independent Living 180 E Walnut Ln
Foy Steven R 115 E Coulter St
Fresa Emma One Penn Blvd
Friends Of Kensington 165 W Harvey St
Fulton Ruth Estate 181 W School House Ln
Furth Emma Elizabeth 5501 Wayne Ave Apt 102
Gaeta Vincent 5161 Wakefield St
Gallagher Marie F 317 West Seymour St
Gardner Lillie 6228 Magnolia St
Gaspari Eileen 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Geraldine Irvin 5313 Baynton St
Germantown Home 6970 Germantown Ave
Germantown Womens Educational Project 21 West Washington Ln
Gibson Henry Est 5325 Wakefield St
Gilbert Alexander 48 E Seymore St
Gilligan Gertrude Gilligan Edward 4625 Fernhill Rd
Glackin Margaret S Glackin Edward J 242 Manheim
Grant Charles E 340 E Armat St
Grant Sharon 5028 Stenton Ave
Green Mary 244 E Walnut Ln
Greene Rufus S 4921 N 7th St
Grobes Eloise A 213 E Washington Ln
Guerpel Peter Estate 288 E Bringhurst St
H E F Inc 4811 Stenton Ave
Haigler Edward Apt M4 5915 Magnolia St
Hall Zuline Est 5555 Wissahickon Ave A111
Hanton Beatrice H 5214 Schuyler St
Hawley Nina C/O Administrator 221 W Johnson St
Health Partners Inc Pharmacy Dept 4700 Wissahickon Ave Ste118−A
Heard Ronald 552 East Penn St
Hebron Mildred 636 Parkln 1st Fl
Heins Helen T Heins Warren 206 E Bringhurst St
Herbert Hester L 114 E Pastorius St
Hernandez Jesus R 240 W Chelten Ave
Hibberd Evelyn M Hibberd Albert 418 E Chelten Ave
Hibberd Evelyn M Hibberd Albert E 5708 Germantown Ave Apt 1
Higa Naoyuki 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 807a
Hingorani Renu G 633 W Rittenhouse St Apt
Hirthler Alfred III 4627 Wayne Ave
Hoffman Henry A Hoffman Margo 139 W Sylvania St
Hoffman Margo Hoffman 139 W Sylvania St
Holmes Isabelle 5457 Wayne Ave Apt 622
Home Edgewood 221 W Johnson St
Horstmann Robert 2979 W School House Ln Apt 912
Hoskins Braoddus Po Box 44107 Phila
Howard Arnold Estate 316 W Hansberry St
Howard Margaret F C/O J Suggs 50 W Haines St
Howard Marion Howard James 5013 Copley Rd
Howell Ernest M 5608 Utah St
Howell Wenona N 73 W Duval St
Howlin Thomas Estate 432 E Chelten Ave
Huff Darlene 5100 Wayne Ave Apt 1b
Humphrey Thelma M 114 W Seymour St
Hydie Troy M 18 West Duval St
Hyun Unha 5500 Wissahickon Ave Apartment M 211 C
Isom Brittany 511 Brinton St 2nd Flr
Jackson Jaconda Po Box 44372
Jackson Robert T 6255 Morton St
Jackson Rudolph 4921 Greene St
Jacobus Francis Estate 90 E Haines St
Jay Hilary 4200 Henry Ave
Jeffers Lemuel 216 Wpenn St
Jefferson Doreen R 4928 Keyser St
Jefferson Stephanie 185 W Logan St
Johnson Diane 329 Milne St
Johnson James W Johnson Edna 437 W Hansberry St
Johnson Michael 126 Abbottsford Ave
Johnson Mrs Violet B 6300 Greene St Staple Hall 114 Germantown
Jones Crystal 310 W Chelten Ave
Jones Ivory 50 W Queen Ln
Jones Lamarr 5427 Wayne Ave Apt H22
Jones Mark 2624 S Robinson St
Jones Robert 5103 Wayne Av
Jones Valerie C 18 W Chelton Ave Apt 403
Jordan William H Estate 230 E Clapier St
Just Here Pharmacy Llc 633 W Rtnhs St Unit 8608
Justice Juvenile Attn Nslp Claim Payment 100 West Coulter St
Kante Mamadou D 425 W Chelten Ave Apt 310
Kappe John 613 E Chelten
Kauffman Malcolm G 555 Wissahickon Ave 816
Keeny Mary 612 Woodlawn Ave
Kelly Brian S 224 W Penn St
Kemp Anna M 26 W Harvey St
Kenna Daniel Kenna Marion 431 E Wister St
Kennedy Patricia M 612 Woodlawn Ave
Kennon Jesse 4935 Morris St
Kiggins Nora M 5313 Baynton St
Kim Jin W C 503 W Spencer St
Kitzmiller Ruth N C/O R Philip Steinburg 2967 West Schoolhouse Ln
Kobrnyski Robert 4627 Wayne Ave
Kulp Katherine L 5500 Wissahickon M 702a
Lamb John E Est 415 W Chelten Ave
Lambert Rita 315 E Price St
Lamberti Nicholas 315 E Price St
Lamberti Nicholas Lamberti Rita 315 E Price St
Lane Charlton 600 W Harvey St Apt B901
Lawrence Lisa 5009 Tacoma St
Lawton James C 600 E Price St
Lee Deloris Po Box 44246
Levitan Elsie 6300 Greene St
Lewis Kimberly Po Box 12238
Lieberman Albert 2991 Schoolhouse Ln E31w
Lightcap Eugena 5017 Wakefield St 0
Lilly Mary 1 Penn Blvd
Little Horace 101 W Johnson St
Loar Josephine Estate 159 W Tulpehocken St
Locatelli Frank Byrds Boarding Home Personal C 4625 Wayne Ave
Logan Cherron 600 W Harvey St Apt B901
Loughran Charlotte Estate 402 W School Ln
Madjecki Judith 553 W Clapier
Maher William J 618 W Johnson St
Mancino Mfg Co Inc 4700 Wissahickon Ave Unit E
Mangete Otonyo E Dr Apt E108 121 W Tulpehocken St
Marks Barry 6302 Morton St
Marte Richard 4411 N9th St
Martin Carolyn 5545 Blakemoer St
Mason Herbert 6333 Ambrose St
Mathis Gertrude L 150 W Wyneva St
Matthews Fakeeta 512 E High St
May Damien 746 E Gray St
Mayo Charles L Mayo Eunice 6221 Magnolia St
Mays Bernice 633 W Rittenhouse 406b
Mcdermott Mary Ann Mcdermott James M 4914 Royal St
Mcelroy Thea Mcelroy D J 4613 Morris
Mclaurin Kevin 6227 Magnolia St
Mclean Mary E Mclean Gail D 5333 Wakefield
Mcnair Jospeh 4707 Greene St
Mcnelis Joan 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Mcnellis Jos A Jr 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Mead Lillie M 515 W Chelten Ave Apt 1308
Medley Lamar 174 E Tulpehocken Ave
Meiswinkel R W Estate 239 W Berkley St
Michael George F Michael Evelyn 5117 Knox St
Mild George V Estate 564 E Woodlawn St
Miller Cynthia 78 E Walnut Ln
Mills Robert H 5135 W Knox St
Minott Barrington 4804 Stenton Ave
Mohammed Tamika 5501 Crowson St
Moore Malachi Jr 5676 Morton St
Morris Robert J Estate 115 W Duval St
Murray Charles D Murray Catherine 5115 Wissahickon Ave
Murray Rita 28 East Seymour St
Myrick Kristin C/O Rhd 4700 Wissahickon Ave Ste 126
Negron Domingo 435 School House Ln
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Ocoyne Nick Jr 5500 Wissahickon Ave
Odonnell Marion F 425 W Chelten Ave
Omrod Barbara A Omrod William 432 E Tulpehohen St
Oneal David 111 Sylvania St
Parkin Mari 156 W Manheim St
Parlee Grace B Estate 4524 Fernhill Rd
Parlee Grace B Estate 547 W Clapier St
Patterson Michael 137 W Hansberry St
Paul Renay Y 401 W Walnut Ln Apt 122
Payne Rahmir 5044 Copley Rd
Peberdy Charles A Peberdy Mary V 25 Herman St
Peterson Lateon 423 Walnut Ln
Peterson Sonja Lewis 6200 Wayne Ave Apt 102
Philadelphia Hair Company 5805 Germantown Ave
Prabhakaran Anita 5500 Wickahickon Ane Apt M409−C
Presley Emani 6144 Wayne Ave Apt 5
Pressley Charles 502 E Queen Ln
Purnell Robert V 6319 Homer St
Quinn T Martin 519 W King St Apt C44
Radiss Samuel Radiss Anna Manor Apts 8905 Park Dr
Railroad Retirees Association Attn J Bond 455 E Walnut Ln
Raiser Elaine Aemc−Ltsr Germantown Hosp 3 Penn Blvd
Ransome Neil 63 E Ashmead St
Reddy Eugene F 119 121 Duval St
Reel William Sr Po Box 48263
Reeves Warren P Estate 223 W Tulpehocken St
Regan Catherin M 5358 Morris
Reid Edith A Estate 5356 Priscilla St
Remera Roger K 420 W Schoolhouse Ln Apt 1 Phila
Resources For Human Dev/Point 4700 Wissahickon Ave Ste 126
Reyes Daneen 4912 Germantown Ave
Reynolds Audrey 6245 Gdnia St
Rhoads Jonathan E Rhoads Teresa F 131 W Walnut Ln
Richardson Nancy 4 Freedoms Apts 1013 6101 N Morris St
Richberg Samuel L 216 Wpenn St
Riley Helena 4940 Rubicam St
Rines Bessie 1 Penn Blvd
Roach Ernell Estate 360 E Walnut Ln
Roberson Beatrice M 5236 Schuyler St
Robinson Eura B 6237 Magnolia St
Robinson Hassan 319 E Elwood St
Robinson Jean 5015 Knox St
Rodriguez Maria 5213 Germantown Ave
Rodriguez Richard 2320 Oregon Ave
Rooney Patricia E CO K Rooney 209 E Price St
Rowe Ronald 5857 Baynton St
Runge Viktor L 18 W Chelten Ave Apt 505
Russell Tayana S 23 E Herman
Saeed Taha A1017 W Rittenhouse St 633
Sanford Kanija 6350 Greene St
Santana Lina D Po Box 48202
Santwani Kishore M 633 W Rittenhouse St Ste 6
Sasse Walter W Sasse Anna 344 E Wister St
Scanlon Helen T Scanlon James P 5635 N 20th St
Scannell James J 159 E Chelten Ave
Scherb Raymond R Estate 4819 Greene St
Schilt Robert J Estate 171 W Manheim St
Schoener David F 6342 Greene St
Schultz Catherine 5358 Morris
Schutzenhoffer Rose 380 W Milne St
Scott Dennis 14 S Ashmead Pl
Seals Leon Kings Manor 6901 Woodland Ave
Seminary Vincent 500 E Chelten Ave
Shane Paul G 265 E Penn St
Sheppard Mildred C Estate 154 E Duval St
Sherman Mary 103 W Duval St
Shirley Warren 403 W Penn St
Shuler Deborah 45 E Narragansett St
Singer Bertha Singer Harold 705 E Church Ln
Small Mary V 535 Church Ln
Smalls John 4463 Old Stenton Ave
Smith Corey D 6100 Mccallum St Apt G1
Smith Florence 62 W Harvey St 64
Smith James Smith Ruth 4987 Sheldon St
Smith Stephen 450 E Haines St
Spann Jonathan D 133 E Tulpehocken St
Spatchee Florina 209 E Church Ln
Spears Home Retirement 62 W Harvey St 64
Speller Howard Jr 660 Morris St
Speller Howard Speller 6101 Morris St
Spence Jerome 322 E Shedaker Ave
Springer Vincent L Springer Edna V 222 Apsley St
Stanley Kenneth 117 N Manheim
Stanton Antoinette 6318 Sherman St
Stanton Deana 519 E Washington Ln
Staub Katherine Staub Harold 122 W Manheim St
Stephanian Leonie 221 W Johnson St
Still Elaine H 5323 Newhall St Apt 301
Stokes Francis L 22 W Rittenhouse St Apt 215
Stout Tyrone 5008 Mcken Ave Birch Apt B5
Subramani Umashankar 5450 Wissahickon Apt 108a
Tate George 4639 Greene St
Taylor Camille 6221 Gdnia St
Taylor Ruthlyn 642 E Locust Ave
Tesche Peter J 553 E Penn St
Thomas John 6310 Chew St
Thompson Aaminah 5924 Germantown Ave
Tierney James E Tierney James R 4800 Mckean
Tillery Kenneth 5332 Wakefield St
Tinney G M 4423 Greene St
Torres Marilyn 2967 W School House Lan Apartment C802
Treatman Howard P 1 Lehman Ln
Trinidad Philomena 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 843
Tucker Sandy L 5008 Mckean St Apt Ba8
Turner Rita B 648 E Chelten Ave
Vessels Jamie 36 W Rockland St
Walker Oma C 147 Penn St W
Wallace Bettia 325 High St
Wallingford Apartmen 215 W Walnut Ln John C Wilson
Walls Adalaide Estate 1349 Beddfield Ave
Walters James A 671 W Johnson St
Washington Douglas Est 6117 Lensen St
Watson Jacquelin 200 E Church
Watson Shalak 344 W Zeralda St
Watts Ann 4700 Wissahickon Ave
Webb Lamont 249 West Duval St
Weir Florence M 2029 S Bedfield
Wells Teruko 19 E School House Ln 2
White Cynthia 600 W Harvey St Apt B1208
White Herndon B 5922 Greene St
Williams Andrea 220 W Duval St
Williams David S 6014 Ross St
Williams David S Son 6004 Ross St
Williams Gregory Son 6004 Ross St
Williams Marcelliee M 515 W Chelten Ave Apt 1408
Wilson Damian 2991 W Schoolhouse Ln Apt 14e
Wilson Susie 5363 Morris St
Wimberdy Floyd 633 E Locust St
Worthing Martha Estate 5321 Knox St
Wright Gloria G 506 King St
Wright Jonathan 297 School Hse Ln K1205b
Wright Mary 633 Rittenhouse
Yarbrough Mae 139 W Sylvania St
Yoshida Tetsuya 633 W Rittenhouse St Apt A910
Youngs Discount 5723 Germantown Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19145
Abruzzo Benjamin Abruzzo Helen 2806 Snyder Ave
Aupperle Dorothy L Aupperle Walter 2710 S Colorado St
Baroni Stephen H Baroni Viola 2209 S 22nd St
Baroni William M Baroni Viola 2209 S 22nd St
Barretta William Barretta Frances 1811 S 17 Th St
Caines Anna L Caines Harry 1432 Jackson St
Cannuli Anthony Cannuli Ella 1626 So Brd St
Caprara Charles Caprara Anna 1717 S Bancroft St
Carbin Catherine Carbin Thomas J 1724 S 28 St
Checchio Hettie Checchio James 2237 S Colorado St
Chiachetti Philip J Chiachetti Ann 2308 S Woodstock St
Clavin Thomas B Clavin Rose T 2513 S 15th St
Daly Patricia E Daly Patrick J 1714 S Taylor
Davis Ernest Davis Sheila 1910 South 21st St
Deberardinis Robert J Deberardinis Mary K 2943 S Smedley St
Di Meo Joseph J Di Meo Janet R 2526 S Colorado St
Ellis Patrick F Ellis Patrick J 2149 S Beechwood
Evensen William E Evensen Ann M 1853 Roseberry St
Fleming Robert P Fleming Winifred 2542 S Mole St
Gianfrancesco Vincent Gianfrancesco Dolores 1919 S Hemberger St
Grecco Lillian E Grecco Margaret 2323 S Colorado
Hollins Frances Hollins Edward 2612 S 15th St
Huynh Thanh Thi Huynh Ha 1612 S Rosewood St
Iannucci Ralph C Iannucci Marie 1920 Mifflin St
Janson Harry Janson Ida 2412 Hoyt Ter
Johnston Frances Johnston Wm 2215 Bonsall
Jones John N Jones Viola 1519 Tasker St
Kelly Dorthy M Kelly James A 2225 Jackson St
Kelly Helen J Kelly John M 2811 Cantrell St
Kelly Joseph Kelly Anna 2145 S 19th St
Keough Joseph Keough Alice 2724 S Mole St
Levy Richard Levy Marcia 2017 Pine St
Mammarella Mamie Mammarella Emma 1839 Mifflin St
Masino Eleanor D Masino Robert 2634 S 15th St
Matteo Ronald V Matteo Ann 2121 S 17th St
Mccrossan Stacey Mccrossan James 2449 S Lambert St
Mcdaide Edward Mcdaide Helen 2423 S Lambert
Mclaughlin Margaret Mclaughlin Arthur 2620 Jackson St
Mulligan Mary Mulligan Fred 2819 Jackson St
Omalley Martha Omalley Mary 2800 Cantrell St
Pauciello Eleanor Pauciello Thomas 2033 Mifflin St
Procopio Frank J Procopio Palmina 2119 S Woodstock St
Rachlin Rowena S Rachlin Henry J 2345 S Carlisle St
Russell Curtis Jr Russell Rosanna 2041 S 22nd St
Ruttenburger Amelia Ruttenburger Emma 1725 W Oregon Ave
Shelton Virginia O Shelton Ruth 1400 Snyder Ave
Simon Harry H Simon Mary 3016 S 15st
Smyth Steven Smyth Susan 1723 Johnston
Stokes Frances Stokes Harry 2209 S 21st St
Sulistyaw Dyana N Sulistyaw Fnu V 1732 Snyder Ave
Taggart Florence N Taggart Charles 2221 S 20th
Taylor Martin Taylor Julia 2123 Elting St
Torelli Vincent Torelli Rachel 1821 S 24th St
Twasta Charles D Twasta Ida 2543 S Rosewood St
Wade George W Wade Edna M 1625 Ritner St
Wall Albert C Jr Wall Carmene 1842 S 15th St
Webster Eleanor J Webster Edward H 2419 S Carlisle
Acheampong Alex 3800 Gateway Dr C119
Adams Deal 1821 S 22nd St
Alanguilan Benhamin G 1811 S 16th St
Alanguilan Rosemarie V 1811 S 16th St
Alloy Curtis A Dr 1900 South Brd St Ground Floor
Aquino Karen 1717 Ritner St Phila
Archer Florence 1922 Pierce St
Ardmore Infinity 2634 S Hicks St
Au Stephen M 1611 S 17th St
Augustine Harry Estate 2622 S Colorado St
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Austin Shahita N 1931 S Lambert St
Baez David Peralta 2152 Opal St
Baird Veronica 2329 S Bonsall
Bakow Frances 3154 S 17th St
Barbetta Susan F 1723 Johnston St
Barnes Michael J 1428 Jackson St Floor 2
Barnett Davis Estate 2421 S 21st St
Barrett Craig M 2621 S Carlisle St
Bell Rosalie 2028 W Reserve Dr
Bell Sheila 1620 S Ringgold St
Bickley Anne P C/O T Bickley 2224 S 17th St
Biswas Debashis Dr 1514 Wolf St
Bove Ekia 1730 S Ringgold St
Bowman Michael 2035 Sigel St
Boyd Cordova E 1926 Fernon St
Boyd Katherin E 2932 S Smedley St
Boyer Jamel 1936 S Croskey St
Brewer Shirley 3700 Sheaff Ln
Bright Almar 2344 Fernon St
Brown Katherin 1719 Packard Bldg
Brugan Walter Estate 2241 S 21st St
Bugsch Mary Jane 2825 S Smedley St
Byrd Robert C 2119 S Lambert St
Cagnasso Anthony E 1526 W Snyder Ave
Calvello Carmela M Estate 1848 S 16th St
Cannuli Charles 1517 W Passyunk Ave
Carbin Catherine Mrs 1724 S 28th St
Cardenas Fredrick D 2313 S 15th St
Cardiology Consultants Of Phila 1809−13 Oregon Ave
Carlone Anna 2034 South Chadwick St
Carney Mildred 2934 So 15th St P
Carpenter John 1835 Johnston St Apt 7
Casetta Joann Est 2233 Bancroft St
Cassetta Joann 2233 S Bancroft St P
Cecchini Albert Estate 1835 Johnston St Apt 6
Ceccola Georgina 1730 Moore St
Ceglia Carrie 1617 S Ringold St
Cellucci Christine 2608 South 17th St
Chan Ying 1746 S 17th St
Checchio Hettie 2237 S Colorado St
Chrisna Dedy 1614b S 17th St
Cipparone Anne C 1609 Snyder Ave P
Concilio Anthony J Iii 1806 Ritner St P
Coppinger Michael 2042 S Chadwick St
Cox Agnes V 1628 S Newkirk St
Cunningham Valencia 2508 Jackson St Apt 6e
Daly Helen 1428 Mckean St
Defence Supply Agcy Ipcp−Ztv Bldg 9−1−F
Degaetano Maria F 2036 S Newkirk St
Degaetano Richard Est 2036 S Newkirk St
Dejoseph Anthony Estate 1837 Hoffman St
Deloach Wallace 1850 S Ringgold St
Derose Dana 2339 S 18th St
Destefano Angelina 1835 Johnston St Apt 11
Devuono Sue 1815 Hartranft St
Di Angela 2117 Mckean St
Diamond Henry 40 Neilson
Diaz Lambert Anita 2227 S 23rd St
Digiorgio Jean Est 2619 S 19th St Apt 10
Dill William J 1638 S 24th St
Dippolito Martino 1922 S Hicks St
Distasio Elizabet 1801 So Dover St
Djie Kiem I 1806 S Hicks St
Dogan Robin Y 2033 Watkins St
Donato Gina 2638 S Bancroft St
Dorum Robert 1815 S Rosewood St
Drivus Ethyan 2905 Oregon Ave
Dujour Inc 1429 Wolf St
Dymecki Martin 2002 S Bucknell St
Edwards Margaret M 3013 Mountain Dr
Edwards Nancy E 2116 Mcclellan St
Eng Sao 1812 S Hicks St
Erfling Anna E 1700 Pt Breeze Ave
Falligan Theola 1926 Fernon St
Feagins Ralph C/O Catch 2401 Penrose Ave
Feldman Robin 2401 Penrose Ave
Felkoff Elizabeth A 2500 S Lambert St
Fiorelli Mary 1833 Mccellan St
Fiorelli Mary 1833 Mcclellan St
First Development Corp C/O S Cucinotti 1811 S 28th St
First Pennsylvania Llc 2056 Mercy St
Fiscella Philip 2011 So 18th St
Floriana Maria 1922 S 29th St
Fornaretti William 1524 Shunk St
Fortune Mabel T 2502 Jackson St Apt 7f
Fritz Neva F 1841 Snyder Ave
Fusaro John M 3134 S Uber St
G F N Inc 2206 S Brd St
Gallo Lillian 2832 Snyder Ave P
Gauglinore Tiffany 2634 S Hicks St P
George Young Co 20th St & Oregon Ave
Grabowski Edward 2558 Gladstone
Grand Buffet 2437 S 24th St
Ha Jimmy 2741 Snyder Ave
Hanley Joseph 4435 S Garnet St
Harrell Gloria 1732 S 20th St P
Harris Ella 2342 S Bancroft St
Harris Jerry Germantown Home 8950 Germantown Ave
Hee John 2846 Smedley St P
Heidel Derek 2847 S Sydenham St
Helman James E 1623 S 26th St
Hennigan Helene 2523 S 20th St
Hercker Joseph C 2235 S 20 St
Hill Marquis 2224 W Moore St
Hill Troy 2043 Fernon St
Him Thol 2107 S 19th St
Hinson Trina 2220 Snyder Ave P
Hodgson Edward P 2935 S Smedley St
Holiday Cafe 1824 S 18th St
Hort Brandon 3243 Chaucer St
Hovatter Helen M 2828 S Smedley St
Howie Mary A 1833 Morris St
Hughes Lewis 1804 S Taylor St P
Hutchinson Leccy 2329 S Bonsall
Hyde Regina 2208 S 16th St
Iannucci Ralph Est 1920 Mifflin St
Ibrahim Oumar 3800 Gateway Dr Apt C5
Ismael Elianie U 1718 Sigel St
Ismael Rafael S 1718 Sigel St
Jackson Herman 1735 S Taylor St
Jamac Joseph 2319 S Bucknell St
Jameison Jennie 2932 S Smedley St
Jamison John 2633 So 15
Johnson Annie 2229 Moore St
Johnson Christopher 1813 S 18th St P
Johnson Kevin 2023 Sigel St
Johnson Robert B 2226 Sigel St
Jones Sherea M 2654 Wolf St
Joseph Teresa 1516 Mifflin St
Kassem Kassem 1617 Jackson St
Kaufman Margaret 1617 S Ringold St
Kay Saround 1810 S Rosewood St P
Kelly Helen J 2319 S Bucknell St
Kelly James Estate 2050 Mercy St
Kobaissi Haifa 1617 Jackson St
Lacovara Brad 1623 S 17th St
Lambert Phillip 2227 S 23rd St
Lee Bruce Jr 2020 Morris St
Leone Louise 1723 S Dorrance St
Leonetti Rose 1943 Schley St
Lostritto Paul 1836 W Passyunk Ave
Ltsu Catch 2401 Penrose Ave
Luu Nguyen 2013 S Etting St
Luu Nguyen 2214 S 20th St P
Lyles Eli 2011 Dorrance St
Mackiewic Mary Ellen 2342 S Bancroft St
Maisano Frances 2017 S Beechwood St
Mallardi Marie 2219 S 18th St
Malloy Terrance R 2136 W Passyunk Ave
Mandi Thomas 2901 S 16th St
Manlandro Vic Estate 1632 W Porter St
Marino Stephanie T 2621 S Mole St
Marsico Joe 1513 Packer Ave
Matacena George J Est 2642 S Mole St
Matthews John 1833 S 28th St
Mccrea Anthony 2046 S 19th St
Mcdonald Jennifer 1542 Mckeanst
Mcfalls Sally D 1801 So Dover St
Mcguigan Lillian H 2832 Snyder Ave
Mckenna Catherine 1940 S Beechwood St
Mckinney Edward 3rd Fl 1610 Wolf St
Mckissick Amy B Ex 1841 Snyder Ave
Mcmanus Mary 1822 Ritner St
Mcmonagle Nancy 2619 S 19th St Apt 108
Mcquaide John 1829 Rosebury No
Mercurio Vincent 2035 S Colarado St
Messick Raymond H 2415 South 15th St
Michael Pomerantz Hisher Att 2619 S 19th St Apt 108
Miller Charles S 2401 Penrose Ave
Molodich Erin 2236 Snyder Ave
Mongello Rochelle A C/O Ram Consulting 2727 South
Morgan Rickey 7600 Lindbergh St
Mornhinweg Marty 1 Novacare Wayc/O Eagles
Morris James Est 1726 S 24th St
Mount Anna 2524 S 18th St
Moyer Edward 2401 Penrose Ave
Mullen George Melrose Diner 15th S
Mulligan Fred Estate 2806 Jackson St
Murphy Virginia 2934 So 15th St
Musallam Margaret 2132 S
Mut Samol 2045 S Dorrance St
Napolitano Clara 1914 Mcclellan St
Nappi Dominic 1849 S 15th St
New 1714 S 21st Inc 1714 S 21st St
Ng Tjiu Fung 1836 Mckean St
Nguyen Kim 1413 Tasker St
Nicolo Rita 1516 Mifflin St
Nixon Troy 2118 S Bailey St
Noto Michael 2100 S Brd St
Novembrino Anna 1835 Johnston St Apt 11
Nuthulaganti Tina 3415 Capri Ct
Odonnell Ariona Alexis 2238 So 23rd St
Oeaa Trust Account General Fund 24338 S Woodstock St
Olisewsky Katherine 1700 Pt Breeze Ave
Oliveto Rita C/O T Vellucci Dibatti 2411 South 21st St
Olmo Robert 2636 Mifflin St
Oneill Joseph 2516 S Mole St
Ouyang Hui 1611 S 17th St
Owens Elizabeth C/O Joseph Ianni 1526 Wolf St
Pace Antoinette 1836 S 17th St
Pacione Rose 2219 S 18th St
Palladino Filomena 3138 S 17th St
Palmisano Nicholas 2638 S Bancroft St
Pandolfi Alyce 2319 So 21st St
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Parker Annie L 1908 S Hicks St
Paulich Irene 3214 S Brd St
Pearson John Estate 2316 S 22nd St
Pelleriti Angelina 1934 S 21st St
Pezzano Joseph 1633 South Dover St
Pezzano Joseph 2629 S Chadwick St
Phan Bao T 2202 S 15th St
Phens Market 1801 S Chadwick St
Phila Honda 1810 S Rosewood St
Phoeun Phan 1734 Watkins St
Piernock S Estate 2742 Pierce St
Pomante F M 2609 S Chadwick St
Pompa Catharine L 3185 S 18th St
Posluxzny Walter 2924 South Smedley St
Price William R Estate 2129 S Hicks St
Purnomo Henry 1517 Mifflin St
Quach Lee 2438 S Brd St
Quinn John 1901 W Ritner St
Ranins John 1908 S Newkirk St
Ranzzer Marie 1730 Moore St
Rapid Staffing 1732 Snyder Ave
Rapid Staffing Inc 1732 Snyder Ave
Raye Alexander W 2208 S Carlisle St
Renzulli Anthony G 2238 S 16th St
Reuterskiold Stephen A 1525 Emily St
Richards Robert D Estate 1829 Hoffman St
Roach Tess 1723 Tasker St
Robinson Laurence Ex 3600 Gateway Dr Apt A415
Ross Dorothy V 1833 S 23rd St
Rossi Rita 2943 S 15th St
Rutledge Damien L 2025 Snyder Ave
Ruttenberger Amelia 1725 Oregon Ave
Ryan Melissa 2001 W Porter St
Salvatore Ronald 1825 Roseberry St
Sanders Willie 1621 S 19th St
Santana Javier 3000 Sydenham St
Santo Fnu 1922 S 29th St
Saunders Natasha 1521 Moore St 3rd Floor
Scherer Helen P 2524 S 18th St
Schiavo Rita 1915 S 21st St
Scott Alberta E Est 1703 A S 34th St
Scott Henry 1425 Snyder Ave
Sedacca Paul J 2300 S Brd St Ste 201
Seng David 2107 S 19th St
Shanahan Edward Estate 2151 S Beechwood St
Smalls William 1703 S 21st St
Soverign Bank 2336 So 20th St
Spencer Andrew Estate 2140 S Lambert St
Spinal Care Pain Associates Pc 1840 S 15th St Fl 2
Stalfieri Viola 3138 S 17th St
Stewart Kalila 1611 S Napa St
Stezzi Gregory 2449 S Lambert St
Stillson Robert 1919 Hoffman St
Sysco Phila Po Box 6499
Tamburino Sabrina 2009 South Corskey St
Tan Djaya 1823 S Hicks St
Tankle Anna Estate 2131 S 21st St
Tauponte Angel 1422 Snyder Ave
Taylor Jennifer A 2317 S Lambert St
Taylor Milton L Estate 2622 Jackson St
Te Kuy Lims Grocery 1527 Tasker St
Thai Huynh 1648 S Ringgold St
The Vu Hung 1814 S 22nd St
Thomas Arabella Est 1930 S 22nd St
Thomas Delgratta 1823 S 22nd St
Thomas Jason 1420 S 19 St
Thomeut Irene 2344 Fernon St
Thompson Christopher V 1646 S Taney St
Todd Arthur 2032 Tasker St
Tolomeo Todd 2634 Bancroft St
Toth Laslo Estate 2823 Cantrell St
Toth Veronica Estate 2823 Cantrell St
Townsend Theresa 1727 Ringgold St
Tran Gi 1746 S 17th St
Tran Khanh 2016 S Hollywood Ave
Tran Tina 1630 Morris St
Vahab Reza R 2037 S 16th St Apt 4
Vandy Sopheak 1944 S Lambert St
Vasaturo Rita 2034 South Chadwick St
Velta Danielle 2421 S Mole St
Verrecchia E Estate 1718 Mcclellan St
Vinson Wanda B 2028 Sigel St
Vongsaly Vienkhone 2039 Mercy St
Voong Khuyen 2014 Mountain St
Weinrich Regina Estate 1510 Porter St
Weiss Antoinette Estate C/O H Romagnoli 1812 S 18th St
Wells William Apt 2a 2506 Jackson St
White Florence 1701 Snyder Ave
Wilkins Marjorie 2213 Watkins St
Willis Marlon 1652 South Ringo St
Wood Ronald 1850 Mcclellan St
Wrisley Jason 2221 S Rosewood St
Young James C 2226 Norwood St
Zingo Louise 2030 S Beechwood St
Zuccato Agnes C 2531 S Mole St
Philadelphia Pa 19146
15th Annual 600 Schuylkill Ave
Addison Robert L 1420 Christian St
Ailawadi Monica 2415 South St
Alexander Thomas 2746 Earp St
Alexs Auto Body Obo Maurice Haltie & Jacquelin E Haltie 1120 Sbrd St
Amos Aminda 2210 Pemberton St
Anderson Clifford Anderson Edith 2518 Lombard St
Anderson Dorot 2111 Carpenter St
Andrews Randolph Jr 2642 Federal St
Ann James Deborah D 505 South 26th Stt
Aracena Grocery 2050 Dickinson St
Aronoff Raymond Aronoff Lisa 415 S 20th St Apt B
Arpaderli Vahid 1109 S 31st St
Arthur Phyllis A 2019 Rodman St
Avani Inc 1440 Federal St
Bailey Arthuretta 2109 Cross St
Baker Ralph S 1223 S 23rd St
Banford Catherine Banford William 1412 S Marston
Barker James 2114 Titan St
Barkofski Henry 1526 Lombard St
Barnes Darryl 1147 S 26th St
Barnes Edith 1937 Bainbridge St
Barnes Jettrice E 1920 Christian St
Barta Ann C 2020a Addison St
Basemore William 1231 S 18th St
Bembery William 1941 North 23rd St Apt−3
Bennett Andre 2233 Cross St
Bennett Rosalie 1405 S Chadwick St
Berkane Badra 1722 Addison St
Bernardini Lauren J 508 S 20th St
Berry Damien 1448 South Patton St
Beverly Myrtle 1110 S 22nd St
Biferie Marie D Est 1328 S 17th St
Bilde Hugues 2000 Pemberton St 1
Black Samuel Hassell 2217 Federal St
Bonnet Dominique A 632 S Bambrey St
Bowe Whitney P 408 South 19th St
Boyd Michael R 2135 Federal St
Bradford Pattie 1201 South 23rd St Apt 217
Brandon Joseph A Brandon Viola 2933 Wharton St
Brett Eufrosina T 876 N 26th St
Brown Cooper 5025 Rodman St
Brown Jack 418 South Van Pelt St
Brown Jacqueline D 2626 Wharton St
Buchan Tammy 2507 Carpenter St
Buchanon Diana 1526 Lombard St
Bullard Carolyn 933 S Bonsall St
Bulman Hilary E 763 South 17th St
Burke Clare Est 1527 S Hollywood St
Burke John F Jr 1525 S Newkirk Ave
Bush Rufus In 2050 Webster St
Cabry Michael J Cabry Rita V 1249 S Dover
Cain Benjamin Cain Dorothy 1631 Titan St
Caldwell Nellie 2447 Carpenter St
Cardiac Care Specialists 1740 South St Suite 502
Caring Josephine Estate 1539 South St
Carolyn Marvin 775 S Cleveland St
Carroll Catherine Carroll Peter 2413 Waverly St
Carroll Charles W Estate 1830 Gerritt St
Carter Elizabeth 525 S 16th St
Carvell Frances A Carvell Richard 2945 Gerritt St
Catlett Thomas A 1618 Ellsworth St
Cecchin Margaret Cecchin Domenick 1440 Dickinson St
Chack Julius S 1515 Christian St
Chandler Nichole 1519 Ellsworth St
Charlton James F Charlton Marie 1420 S 27th
Chen Xiong K 3613 Reed St Phila
Chugh Mohammad A Carpenter St 2410
Clayborne Julia 1525 Fitzwater St
Clinton Leslie Lynch 2026 Kater St
Club Divine I 817 S 17th
Cobbs Virginia B Cobbs James L 2249 Earp St
Cohan Hanna D 420 S 19th St Apt 15a
Coleman Dominque 2026 St Albans St
Coleman Donna C 1304 S Hicks St
Coleman Frances 2231 Dickinson St
Collette Catherine 1436 S 28th
Colon Albert 745 South 15th St
Concannon James P Est 2616 Gerritt St
Concannon Mary E 2616 Gerritt St
Connell Jessica W 2008 Kater St
Constantino Benjamin Constantino Dominick 1513 Latona
Constine Catherin 1340 S 29
Cook Ulyssee S 742 S 22nd St
Cooper Evelyn 2427 Manton St
Corbi Gaetano T Corbi Louise M 2652 Wilder
Corham Yvonne 2031 Dickson St
Corsair Realty Venture A Pa Ltd Partners 2332 Catherine St
Cosby Barry 1024 S 18th St
Cosgrove Ellen R 300 Governors Ct
Costello Kathleen 1340 S 29
Cotton Cleveland In 703 S Hicks
Cotton H S 1725 Wharton St
Craig Joseph 911 S 25th St
Cresta Armand J Jr 2928 Gerrett St
Cusick William 1240 Dover St
Cutner Elizabeth Cutner Micheal 1926 Carpenter St
Czajka Stanley 3603 Earp St
Damle Shashikant Damle Deepali S 1745 Lombard St
Dargan Aline 1127 S 20th St
Davis William G 1354 Spangler St
Dean Stuart 3001 Dickinson St
Delia Joseph A Delia Millie 1524 S 26
Denizkurdu Ali 2020 Carpenter St
Di Paolo Margaret P 2121 Titan St
Diciurcio Kathryn 1552 S Etting St
Diciurcio Ralph 1552 S Setting St
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Dicks Robert E 2315 Christian St
Diering Michael 1320 S 29th St
Digiovanni Richard 1815 Titan St
Dipiero Professional Reporters 404 S 6th St
Donofry Stephen 2231 Christian St
Doolin Helen Doolin Anna 2424 Linbard St
Dove Charles C/O Liberty Ct 1526 Lombard St
Drake Deborah 1930 Reed St
Drzal Mary 3629 Earp St
Dundee Florine 1304 S Hicks St
Dupree Dora In 2344 Dickinson St
Easley Albert 1137 S Sydenham St
Edwards Dward Est 2035 Christian St
Elite Property Agency Inc 1737 Washington Ave
Elliott Julia 2327 Madison Sq
Emg Of Pa 1740 South St Ste 503
Epps Poole Doreen 1442 Lombard St
Esposito Clara 1443 South Chadwick
Evans Franklin J 762 South 18th St
Evans Lula J Est 2046 Carpenter St
Everett Ruby 1429 Ellsworth St
Fagan C/O Estate Of 2425 Kimball St
Falcone Hilda 2302 So St
Farley Joesphine Farley Fanny B 2410 Waverly St
Farley Josephine Farley Fanny B 2410 Waverly St
Feldman Michael S Md 1800 Lombard St Suite 802
Fennessey Margaret Fennessey Robert J 2209 Bainbridge St
Fiorentino Peter 2321 Catharine St
Floyd Qiana M 1830 Federal St
Foster Lanson Jessup Foster Ronald P 1310s 18th St
Foster Mack Jr 744 S 22nd St
Frame Thomas 1539 S 16th St
Frankford Candy And Chocolate Compa 2101 Washington Ave
Freeman Wade 1305 S Patton St
Frye Willie Mae Est 2006 Bainbridge St
Gaffney Peter 2031 Fitzwater St 1
Garvey Rachael 1817 Bainbridge St Apt 2
Geary Ernestine 1239 S 29th St
Gehdham Virginia 622 South 19th St
Gibbs Annette Gibbs Lonnie 1606 Latona St
Gibson Tommie L 1342 S 31st St
Glasgow Yvonne 1540 S 27th St
Glover Reginald P 1812 Catherine St
Gordon Norman Joseph 1502 Montrose St
Gorman Earl 1526 Lombard St
Graduate Hsp 1800 Lombard St 3rd Fl Adminis
Graduate Pulmonary And Sleep Assocpc 1800 Lombard St Suite 607 Pepper
Grant Dorothy 2108 Ellsworth St
Grassi Joseph 2131 Reed St
Green Clare 1723 Market St
Greenwald Emily 2133 Bainbridge St
Greys Ferry Medical Ctr 1740 South St Ste 401
Griffith Geraldine M 1523 S 27th St
Gullett George H 2355 Gerritt St
Haley Christopher Haley Denise 1232 S 15th St
Hamilton John 2242 Saint Albans St
Hammond Harvey J 1611 Manton St
Hanna Wayne 1017 S 20th St
Hannan Helena M 525 S Taney St
Hannibal Rnold Est 811 S 13 St
Harrison Kathryn L 757 S 17th St Apt 2f
Haynes Mary 5527 Kingsessing Ave
Heinrich Domenick 2926 Genritt St
Hennie Anthony 1228 S 27th St
Hicks Earl Benjamin Hicks Verna 2321 Wilder St
Hjh Card Services 1701 Washington Ave
Hoisington James 401 South 16th St
Horlbeck Barbara 2429 Naudain St
Howell Lisa M 2721 Wharton St
Hudson Marlowe R 1736 Ellsworth St
Hunter James 1318 S 18th St
Jackson Eric 1849 Wilder St
Jackson Karen 2926 Genritt St
Jackson Marie 1310s 18th St
Jackson Michele A 2719 Oakford St
Jackson Vaneeta M Estate 1811 Wilder St C/O Temple Robbins
Jalibey Jahi I 1158 S 18th St
James Kevin 278 S 30th St
Jenessa Cintron 1405 South Brd St
Johnny Goodtimes Inc 723 S 19th St
Johnson John 1007 S Chadwick St
Johnson Marlene 1514 Wharton St
Jones Elizabeth 1448 S Bouvier St
Jordan Nellie In 743 S Dorrance St
Joseph Moellerdo 1740 South St Ste 503
Kane Mary Kane Anna 2212 Lombard St
Kellam Brent A 2309 Carpenter St Apt 304
Kells William D 1236 S Brd St Apt 3
Kiett Michael A 2308 Dickinson St
King Alexandra 1710 Naudain St
King Henrietta 1100 S Brd St Apt 3100
Kocimski Mary 2608 Manton St
Kornfield Zev N 2010 Saint Albans St
Kratchman Brett 2005 South St
Kulpa Eileen 1510 S 30th St
Kyne Betty 2327 Madison Sq
Lac Dung 1341 S 16th St
Langley Lucresha 2022 Federal St
Lawrence Tanita 1354 S Stanley St
Lawson Joseph Lawson Martha 2235 Carpenter St
Lawson Percy 1206 S Harmony St Po Box 32154
Lawton Frances 1443 S Etting St
Leary Gerard F Leary Anna M 2632 Wilder St
Legacy Of Love Foundation 1442 Lombard Ave
Lems Peter 1806 Catharine St Apt 2
Leonard Howard 2414 Lombard St
Leonard Lillian Leonard Howard 2414 Lombard St
Leornard Lillian 2414 Lombard St
Lieberman Alexander Harris 408 G South Croskey St
Lind William In 2949 Wilder St
Lind William J 2949 Wilder St
Litke Eva C 1920 Rodman St Apt B
Lombardo Nancy 1443 South Chadwick
Long David E 913 S 17th St
Long Priscilla 2617 Earp St
Lopez Jose At 1935 Kimball St
Lord Randolph E 2231 Dickinson St
Lucey Alberta E 1515 S 27th St
Lynch John J Lynch John 1354 S Stanley St
Lynch John J Lynch Maria 1354 S Stanley St
Lyons Elsie A 1436 S 28th
Maguire William 2407 Kimbal
Malseed James 1234 S 29th St
Mann Joseph Mann Jane 2609 Webster St
Mapp Charon P 1643 Federal St Apt B
Margaret Rabb Estate 2541 Wharton St
Marion Anderson Advisory Council 740 S 17th St
Mark S Geller 2140 Bellmore Ave
Marquez George R 1036 S Bouvier St
Marquez George R 1041 S Bouvier St
Marrone Rose 1445 S Hicks St
Masiello Richard 1944 Lombard St
Matthews Gerard Y Estate 1233 S 18th St
Mcbride Paula A 1318 S Myrtlewood St
Mccabe Edna H 1423 S 29th St
Mcclurkin Irc J 1702 Christian St
Mccollum Frances 1443 S Etting St
Mccormick Nora 1439 S Newkirk St
Mccrane David J 2429 Lombard St
Mccullough Shalee I 2610 Garrett St
Mcdaniel Diane 1531 S 24 Th St
Mcgahee Robert 1224 South 22nd St
Mcguire William J 1335 So Ringold
Mcintosh O W 1937 Bainbridge St
Mcintyre Joseph 1333 S 23
Mcnamara Joseph Mcnamara Mary 2610 South St
Mcsorley John J 2633 Reed St
Meenan James D 2321 Catharine St
Mell Ezra 1812 Fitzwater St
Mercy Douglas Center Inc 1013 S 21st St
Messer Maximilian 2008 South St
Messinger Brad 2224 Kater St
Mickens Jim 1906 Catherine St
Miller Theresa C 1823 Titan St
Mitchell Ronald 2906 Pierce St Apt A
Molloy Beatrice Molloy Anthony 1500 So Bailey St
Moore Nathan 1522 S Rongold St
Moore Roger 2232 Catherine St
Moore William 1609 Bainbridge St
Morgan Vivian 1110 S 22nd St
Morris Annett In 2302 Catharine St
Morris Earl 1830 Reed St
Moss William Moss Anna K 1532 S Bambrey St
Murray Maybell Est 1411 S Marston St
Myers Diana H 1920 Rodman St Apt B
Myers Lisa A C/O E C Litke 1920 Rodman St Apt B
Myers Lisa R C/O D Helen Myers 1920 Rodman St Apt B
Neary Penco C/O Corestates Bank N A Securities Clearance Dept F C
Nelson Julius L Estate 2033 Catharine St
Newsome Nakia 1311 S 18th St 2nd Floor
Norris George B 1525 South 20th St
North Thomas P North Mary C 1520 S Bailey St
Oconnor James 611 S 27th St
Ortiz Sandra R 1616 Naudain St
Pandy Eugene A 1814 Catherine St
Patterson Sarah 1335 So Ringold
Pearson Beatrice 1041 S Bouvier St
Pellizzeri Santa 2309 Carpenter St Apt 201
Philadelphia Society For Ser 415 South 15th Stunited States
Pine Adam M 1616 Naudain St
Poindexter Elizabeth 1913 Pemberton St
Poindexter Robert 733 S 21st St
Price Logan Heath Price Randi 1900 Wilter St
Pyatt Tamika Y 1326 S 15th St
Ramsey Fannie B 2247 Catharine St
Randolph Nafis 2342 Catherine St
Raudenbush John J 2020 Bainbridge St
Redley Anthony 2104 Montrose St
Reed Catherine 1529 S 20th St
Reimann Fritz 22218 Naudin St
Rhoades William 1507 S Corlies St
Ribisi Rose 1815 Titan St
Richardson Joseph 1442 Lombard St
Riley Curtis Jr 1809 Manton St
Rogers Mack In 1914 Webster St
Rosado Norma 1445 S Hicks St
Ruffin Maggie In 1635 Ellsworth St
Russell Grace L Estate 1539 Kater St
Ruth Thomas G 2010 Naudain
Ryder Harry 816 S 20th St
Sarocy Joseph 1329 S Taylor St
Scholl Daniel & Helen 2228 Montrose St
Scott Alberta Estate 2210 Reed St
Scott Marie H Estate 1238 S 36th St
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Scott William 1203 S 16th St
Serna Jorge A 1st Fl 533 S 17th St
Shanahan Anna M 2407 Kimbal
Shaw Geneva 2118 South St
Shen William 408 C South Croskey
Sherman Jimmie 2432 Christian St
Shockley Mary 1426 S Bouvier St
Silpasuvan Artit A 1 Academy Cir Unit 302
Simkin Phil M 1434 S Brd St
Simonoski Francis 700 S 15th St
Sladek Robert J 1408 S Marston
Slader Mary 1408 S Marston
Smith David Jr 1333 S Bancroft St
Smith Dorothy M Smith Carrol 1306 S 20th St
Smith Elizabeth F 1333 S Bancroft St
Smith Thomas 1022 S Cleveland St
So Jae 1420 Christian St
Soni Amit 1705 Naudain St
South Central Development Corporation C/O E L Williams 2129 Kater St
Sparks Ruth M 2408 Madison Sq
Stein Joel M 2207 Naudain St Apt 3f
Stevens Paul 1721 Latona St
Stolle Jennifer 540 Oregon Ave
Stroup Lillian 3202 Latona St
Sudler Mary S 1720 Ellsworth St
Sutton Michael 1304 S Hicks St
Tang Natalie 1545 S Chadwick St
Taylor Kenneth 1725 Manton St
Temple Dental Class Of 2006 1100 S Brd St Apt 413c
Thomas James E Jr 2004 Bainbridge St
Thomas Joseph D 2024 Annin St
Thompson Jacqueline L 1100 South Brd St Apt 302c
Thompson Kevin 1539 S 20th St
Thompson Leroy 2525 Ellsworth St
Tim Rachanna S Tim Mao 2118 Washington Ave First Fl
Timlin Jean 1535 S 30th St
Townsend Lena E Est 1303 So Chadwick St
Truitt Lamar 1533 Reed St
Truman James H Po Box 32054
Truong Jane 3600 Earp St
Tynes Minnie E 1816 Tasker St
Ubanco Andrew 1525 Fitzwater St Apt 608
Urbani Joseph J Urbani Janette 2647 Dickinson St
Urologic Surgeons Inc 1800 Lombard St Peppe
Valentino Anthony Estate 1319 S 17th St
Vargas Susan 1517 S Taylor St
Vinciguerra Dominick 1517 Ellsworth
Virginia Boyd D 2135 Federal St
Vissa−Gaxiola Mariana C 2002 Kimball St
Wade Andrew 1324 S Brd Stapt 2r
Walker Derrick 2335 Carpenter St
Washington Real Estate Corp 1929 Kimball St
Whitefield Waynnesha 2241 League St
Whitfield Barbara 2241 League St
Wilson Verna L 1832 Latona St
Wise Ethel 1241 S 24th St
Wood Margaret 1448 S Patton St
Worldwide Appliance Dist 1529 S 22nd St
Wright William 762 S Opal St
Yan Xiao Ping 3634 Earp St
Yellow Cab Co Of Phila Phila Airport Tax 3111 Grays Ferry Ave
Yong Khi 1335 S 20th St
Zimmerman Diane 412 S 22nd St 2nd Floor
Philadelphia Pa 19147
Abtahian Farhad 516 S 6th St 1st Fl
Acorn Contracting Inc 1125 Gerritt St
Alexander Jeffrey C 521 Christian St
Almax Homes Inc 322 Bainbridge St
Aly Alaa 420 Katherine St
Amisson Catherine 763 S 8th St Apt F5
Arcangelo Marie D 1429 S Percy St
Aupperle William 1326 W Sirandare
Bailey Mitchell C 401 S Quince St Apt 1r
Ballato Rose Est 510 Carpenter St
Bandachowicz Stephen Bandachowicz Helen 800 South 2
Barbone Nicholas J 1337 S 6th
Barbone Nicholas J 621 Earp St
Barbone Nicholas J Barbone Concetta 1337 S 6yh
Barbone Nicholas J Barbone Concetta 621 Earp St
Barksdale Kay 1235 Ellsworth St
Bartley Steven A 1246 Ellsworth St Fl 1
Baskin Blair R 513 S 13th St
Bauer Stephen Marc Dr 732 Lombard St
Beato Mary Beato Paul 1330 East Passtunk
Belfino Catherine Belfino Domenic 1534 S Iseminger St
Bell Marie 1307 S Leithgow St
Bello Lawrence 810 S 8th St
Berman Allison 1206 S Adler St
Berry Ismael 318 Federal St
Birch Daniel 428 Catharine St
Bodhise Paul 609 S 11th St
Boggi Dominic C Estate 625 Cross St
Bolen David E Bolen Mary L 704 South St Apt 2f
Bowers Horace 416 Bainbridge St
Bradley Belen A 830 South 2nd St Apt A
Braun Elizabeth A Braun Rachel 518 S 12th St
Braun Mary R 737 Kimball St Apt 3
Brittingham Grace 1344 Ellsworth St 48
Broad Street Abstract 1505 S Brd St
Bronca Juliano R Bronca Rita 1536 S 9th St
Bruzo Rozalia 221 Hill
Bucci Michael N 1123 Ellsworth St
Busso Carmela Estate 914 S 8th St
Butikis Evelyn Butikis Joann 754 S Front St
Butler Dennis 1006 Christian St First Floor
Butteri Anthony J Butteri Rose 1326 S Clarion St
Butteri Rose 1326 S Clarion St
Cain Mary M 1136 S 6th St
Callan Joseph 4089 Landisville Rd
Capizzi Joseph 1165 S 11th St Apt 3
Carafelli Gregory A 400 S 9th St Apt 1f
Cash Edward Estate 1120 Dickinson St
Catherine Zellman 218 Reed St
Cazares Jaqueline 538 Manton St
Chamelin Esta M 519 Christian St 3
Chau 1316−20 South 9th St
Childress Alice 1344 Ellsworth St 48
Chinea Ana 1521 S Brd St 3
Cirello Carmela Cirello Joseph 1313 South 5th
Cluster Music 126 South St
Cobank Renato 1521 S 5th St
Colanero Ferdinand 623 Sears St
Collision Care 325 A Monroe
Cook Malani 513 Washington St
Corabi Celline 728 S Mildred St
Corona Joseph 829 S 4th St
Corporation 211 South St 336
Corrine Morgan Chiropractic Center 1019 Christian St
Costello Charles 1211 S 8th St
Counsin Latif 2309 Wilder St
Crossanpricewortman Jedupont 1300 Lombard St Apt 1713
Curran Caroline Curran Howard J 312 Earp St
Cutillo Denise 1225 S Warnock St
Czupka Stephen 235 Monroe
D And M Development And Realty Group Llc 127 Kenilworth St
Daddario Frances 1331 S Clarion St
Danella Robert 1101 Gerritt St
Daniels Loretta R 413 Greenwich St
Dannunzio Matthew T 510 South Front St
Dav El Of Phila 719 Dickinson St Phila
Davis Malcolm 1300 Lombarce 508
Dearborn Thomas 774 South 3rd St
Debellis Elizabeth Debellis John 1443 S Brd St
Dechristopher Dorothy T Dechristopher Joseph L 1141 E Passyunk Ave
Decristoford C Estate 1026 Catharine St
Decristoford G Estate 1026 Catharine St
Deflavis Primo F 1343 S 6th St
Derago Charles A Derago Ruth 1300 Lombard St 201
Designer Fabrics Of Society Hill 770−772 South 4th St
Devito Angela R 711 Reed St
Di Lin Hua 1541 South H St
Diaz Jose 1416 Dickinson St
Dibona Costanzo Dibona Daria 1524 South Franklin St
Dichristoford Jose Estate 1026 Catharine St
Difilippi Henry Jr 728 S Mildred St
Digiulio Elainea 811 Latona St
Diprima Grace 1414 S Beulah St Phila
Dougherty Brendan P 415 S 11th St Apt 1f
Dunn Anna M 1134 So Front St
Dunn Elizabeth 321 Queen St
Durnell Donald 1344 Ellsworth St 48
E Zone Inc 525 South St
Eames Robert 1123 Ellsworth St
East West Travel 600 Washington Ave
Edelstein Randal 507 S 4th St
Edwards Mary 414 Bainbridge St
Egee Annie G 633 Earp St
Eisendrath Craig 320 Lombard St
Eisenstein Susan 713 Montrose St
Enders Helen S 126 Greenwich St
Enright Patricia H 122 Greenwich St
Etl Guideline S 754 S 9th St
Excel Physical Therapy 420 Bainbridge St First Floor
Facenda James 1121 Wharton St
Facenta James R 1121 Wharton St
Facenta Ronald J 1121 Wharton St
Fahy Edward A 114 Earp St
Faloughi Emi 1314 S Warnock St
Fante’s Gourment & Kitchen 908 Carpenter St
Faramelli Elizabeth 1213 Wharton St
Felder Waleem 748 S Marvine St
Figueroa Erick 755 S 8th St
Filippello Laura F 1142 S 9th St
Fineman Morton A 414 S 11th St
Fleishman Sylvia Fleishman Harry 701 S 5th St
Foglietta Margaret Foglietta Thomas M 708 Clymer St
Foreaker Patricia E 526 Cross St
Foster Jeffrey 1509 S Brd St
Foy Dennis C C/O Bernadett Foy 761 S 2nd St
Frank Baskin 725 S 3rd St
Funk William 627 S 4th St
Fuoco Marie Estate 1402 S 7th St
Fuscellaro Mary 766 S 6th St
Garcia Raymond 1226 S 7th St
Gardner Louise E 1300 Lombard St Apt 1315
Gertrude Curtis 1021 S 4th St Apt 1507
Gesualdi Frank Gesualdi Rita 1305 South Brd St
Gionta Alfred P Gionta Angelina 610 S 9th St
Giordano Viola 1136 S 6th St
Goldsmith James Mr 1727 Federal St
Gonzales Gil 1218 Washington Ave
Graves Derma Care Ctr Pc C/O V C Graves Md 306 Queen St
Greco Rose 1505 S Juniper St
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Griffin Laura Po Box 2526
Guan Bihong 2104 South 8th St
Gugini Marie 1544 E Passyunti Ave
Hagans Lillie 441 Greenwich St
Haji Asfandyar 2016 S Colorado St
Hapanovich Nicholas C/O Daniel L Glennon Adm Cta 342 S 2nd St Ste 5
Harper Jamal 1004 Galloway Place
Haynes Jeffrey 719 S Percy St
Hendrickson Stan 1333 S 4th St
Henry Robert J Henry Mary E 427 S Eighth St
Hernandez Eduardo S 924 Arch St
Hernandez Jimmy 908 S 9th St
Hernandez Rene 10 Katherine St
Hightower Melvin 2504 Jackson St Apt 11a
Hoffman Balda 1306 S 8th St
Humen Mary 235 Brainbridge
Humen Mary 245 Fitzwater St
I4mation 200 Lombard St
Iacone Andrew 526 Christian St
Iaricci Frances 1111 S 7th St
Intriglia Grazia 1533 S 6th St
J Brite Cleaners Inc 609 31 South 5th St
Jacoby Mary K S 7th St Rear
Jakes Alice Po Box 25104
Jankowski Mary 1300 Lombard Apt 613
Jenkins Robert In 616 S Clifton St
Jiminez Carlos 1151 11th St
Johnny Rockets 443 South St
Johnson Charlotte 509 S Brd St
Johnson Joseph 1227 Bainbridge St
Johnson Willie 808 S Warnock St
Jones Lawrence In 626 S 11th St
Juares Miguel Angel Annin 922st
Julius A Mingroni Do And Assocs 1439 E Passyunk Ave
Junkins Emily 1230 S 10th St 1sr Fnt
Kamanjaya Fanny 1155 S 11 Th St Apt 3
Kantrowitz Michael 620 Christian St
Kauffman Harry M Casa Fermi Apts 1515 13th And Lombard Sts
Kaufman Joshua L 113b Lombard St
Keating William J 244 Monroe St 3rd Fl
Keefe Christina 228 Gerritt St
Kelly Lorraine 610 Greenwich St
King Edwards Steaks Hoagies 1315 Bainbridge St
Kirby Kirk 706 Clipton St
Klein Jeffrey 300 Kauffman St
Kraemer Gerd W 1200 S Clarion St A
Krzyszewicz Stanley F 126 Greenwich St
Laformica John 1223 Snyder Ave
Lamassa Samaul Lamassa Rose 613 Kimball St
Landau Richard S 7th St Rear
Lapolamento Stella Lapolamento Ralph 1142 Gerritt
Laske Thomas J Laske Helen 735 So 4th St Apt 2 3
Laughrey Chester J 726 S 10th St Apt 2 Pa
Laurel Vazquez Leydi 1401 S 8th St
Lee International I 742 South St
Leieritz Jean C/O Sister Margaret Conry 1210 Lombard St
Levesque Robert P 1021 Dickinson St
Levin Timothy W 781 S 2nd St
Lexus Financial Services 1221 S 7th St 2nd Fl
Lieu Sockha 1417 S 6th St
Lin Qin 1541 South H St
Lolinas Patricia B 1228 S 3 St
Longo Anthony 540 League St
Lopane Laura Lopane Louis 824 League
Lucky S Cafe 225 South St
Mack Eugene Mack Jean 1328 Dickinson St
Maldonado Linda 772 South Front St Apt 110
Mangine Dominick C 609 Annin St
Marcantonio Carolanne M 533 Wharton St
Marinelli William J Marinelli Josephin 1106 Annin St
Markiewicz Janina 132 Beck St
Marshall Linda S 211 Montrose St
Martino There 1143 S 10th St
Marvin Sarah Ellen 700 S 10th St
Mary Vicario 834 Nickerson St
Mattel Frank A Trust 1421 S Brd St
Mawson Jane L 1135 Rodman St
Mcallister Rachel 1344 Ellsworth St 48
Mcmullen John Mcmullen Mary 818 S 3rd
Mcnair Elizabeth Senior Ctr 509 S Brd St
Mendoza Saul 230 Catherine St
Meng Soy 1316−20 South 9th St
Merlin Jesse W 515 S 6th St 1f
Mezzarobaes Albert A 1110 Dickinson St
Miller Darryl 529 Wilder St
Miller Jennie In 401 Washington Ave Apt 502
Mingo Steven R 308 Kater St
Monahan Brian 860 Bainbridge St
Mongeluzzi Joseph Mongeluzzi Robert 120 Lombard St
Moore Atiya 318 Federal St
Motta Biagio 1449 S 8th St
Mullelly Stephen Mullelly Louise 1301 Ellsworth St
Munoz Oscar 832 League St
Murphy Dion L 1321 Christian St
Nastasi Michael A 763 S 8th St
National Multiple Sclerosis S 1 Reed St 200
Navarrete Samuel 620 Sears St
Navek Bruno 1181 S 13th St
Neal Gaylord C III 734 Passyunk Ave
Nelson Corey K 521 S 9th St Apt 3b
Ngai Pun 833 Wilder St
Nguyen Vu 1221 S 7th St 2nd Fl
Nickel Charles 715 S 3rd St
Niglio Ralph P Niglio Caesar 1126 Christian St
Nkembe Mballe 1106 S Alder St
Obhradaigh Seosamh 630 Pine St Apt 1
Orner Jeffrey A 1333 S Fifth St
Otieno Tracey 1115 Wharton St
Owens Lamont 1310 South 5th St
Pak Jonathan T 1028 South St
Palmer Nancy 1328 Dickinson St
Pan Asian Assoc 101 Ellsworth St 3rd Floor
Pappas Aleni 748 South 9th St
Parzanese Rose R 1159 Gerritt St
Pasha Mary 416 Bainbridge St
Paternino Lilian 233 Bainbridge St Unit−B
Patterson Josephine 938 S 5th St
Peachtree Insurance Group 428 Wharton St
Pedorenk Catherine 332 Gerritt St
Pedorenko Catherine 332 Gerritt St
Peel Douglas D 465 S Brd St
Pelegrino Josephine Po Box 2562
Pellegrino Josephine E Po Box 2562
Pestacchi Angelina Pestacchi Louis 1410 S Beulah St
Philadelphia Acupuncture 530 S 2nd St Suite 107
Phy Veasna 824 League St
Piccillo Renne L 803 Dickinson St
Pinckney Thelma Estate 1110 Webster St
Pixley Roy 1344 Ellsworth St 48
Poritsky Neil T 724 S 10th St Apt 2f
Pounders 216 South St
Prichard Brian R 704 S Philip St
Quigley Sarah H 755 S 3rd St
Rachamim Zuares 739 Second St
Raffa Joann 1102 South Front St
Ragone Lillian Ragone Frank 540 Gerritt St
Ray Kay 1 Christian St 31
Reavis Vivian Reavis Karen 614 S 7th St
Reeves Samuel J 334 Lombard St
Rivers Jean 1535 S 13th St
Rodriguez Idelphonso 1090 Reece St
Rogers Funeral Home Inc Re L Martinez Jr 1428 S 3rd St
Rojas Rigoberto 1917 Sherman St
Rosado Zacarias Rosado Yvonne 1408 S 6th St
Rose Stephanie J 325 A Monroe
Rosenbaum Laura T 215 Carpenter St
Rossi Pauline 527 Washington Ave
Russo Antonio Estate 736 Manton St
Russo Carmela Estate 736 Manton St
Rutkowski Richard J Rutkowski Wilma 1317 S Howard St
Salamanca David 412 South 13th St
Salp Po Box 2424
Samuels Walter 1214 Catharine St
Schiavo Anthony 515 Titan St
Schlachcerman Jonah 237 Monroe
Settanni Ralph J 1107 Gerritt St
Shaw Rachel 116 South St
Sherwood Kathleen 710 Wharton St
Shore Bets Inc 429 South St
Simons Stephen 1218 South 10th St
Singleton Andrew Apt F 765 S 2nd St S
Small Theopolous 1221−23 Bainbridge St
Snell Ronald Apt 208 712 S 12th St
Soto Avila D 1142 S 12th St
Southwark Plaza L P 1024 S 4th St
Spahr Glenn 1512 E Passyunk Ave
Sparkman Edward Esquire 1030 South 9th St
Spinks Mildred 625 S 12th St
Spurgin Gaetan 933 S 13th St
Staskin Nellie 720 S American
Stefanowicz Antoinet 1315 S American
Sterling Helicopter 801 S Columbus Blvd Ste 1
Stone Adam T 315 Gaskill St
Stoner Kenneth 707 Catharine St
Suchman Kate Esc Account 827 S 7th St Unit 1h
Susanne M Worobey 127 Pemberton St
Swanson Crag 617 S 7th St
Swift Sally 915 E Passyunk Ave
Tachman Mary C/O University Nursing Home 747 S Brd St
Tancredi William 1020 S 2nd St
Taraskus Anthony 1519 East Moyamensing Ave
Taraskus Anthony Taraskus Stella 302 Cross St
Tauzevald Yuliya 751 S 8th St
Temprano Mary 720 S American
The United States Of America 441 Greenwich St
The Ups Store 3633 Customer 211 South St
Tidewater Building And Loan Association 228 Wilder St
Tiplitz John E 934 S 10th St 1
Tiplitz John Esc Account 827 S 7th St Unit 1h
Tiplitz John Evan 934 S 10th St
Touch Orn 803 Tasker St
Tran John 220 Tasker St
Tran Quang 1428 S 7th St
Trojak Stephen Trojak Anna 726 North 4th St
Troung Tachao 1316−20 South 9th St
Tyrell David E 409 Cross St
United Construction Mgm 1337 South 6th St
United International Auto Llc 506 Washington Ave Fl 2
Valente Alfonse 1436 S 13th St
Valesky Stephen Valesky Helen 112 Christian St
Vicario Michael 834 Nickerson St
Wagner Lawrence Wagner Annie 127 Reed St
Walshjr Thomas J 1406 S 13th
Wang Lawrence 773 S 7th St
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Weiss Anna M Apt 613 1300 Lombard
Welsh Eleanore Welsh Robert 1317 S Leithgow St
Wenger Charles W 1118 Cross St
Williams Clarence Senior Ctr 509 S Brd St
Wilson Angela 401 S 9th St
Wilson Patricia B 320 Dickenson St
Wing Kee China Import Inc 1122−38 Washington Ave
Witt Elisha 626 League St
Wollotkiewicz Anna 1134 So Front St
Womack Sheri 1422 S 5th St
Wright Vincent 425 Manton St
Wylie Mary 222 Wharton St
Yam Ching 1536 South 8th St
Yang Bao Y 708 Earp St
Yi Touch 1507 S 9th St
Yong Yom 1507 S 9th St
Yuhas Theodore V Jr Yuhas Theodore V 501 S 2nd St
Zeigler Angeline 756 South Front St Apt 2m
Zerah Frank 1344 Ellsworth St 48
Zerambo Mary A 1337 S 6th
Zerambo Mary A 621 Earp St
Zhang Zi Feng Zhang Jundian 1238 South 11th St 2/Fl
Zheng Qing G 1026 Ellsworth St
Zolinas Joseph C 1228 S 3 St
Zukas Joseph J 218 Gerritt St
Philadelphia Pa 19148
Abbott Walter V Abbott Mary 2853 S Randolph St
Abraham Samuel M 1941 S 8th St
Accetta Elmer A Estate 917 Moore St
Adams Jojuan 707 Dudley St
Affa Peter G Affa Sarah 1322 Mifflin
Aita Frank Aita Lena 1653 S Orkney St
Alberto Castro 508 Mifflin St
Alyan Mohammed 206 Pierce St
Amicone Carmella M Amicone Samuel J 2651 So 10th St
Ammerman J E 338 Snyder Ave
Amoroso Karen 2541 S Sartain St
Amoroso Saia Karen 2541 S Sartain St
Ancello Henrietta 2636 S Sheridan St
Annocki Joseph Annocki Anna 420 Wolf St
Ashton John 2112 S 3rd St 2fl
Asper Ronald F Md 1304 Ritner St
Austin Francine B 1742 E Moyamensing Ave
Austin Leonard L 1742 E Moyamensing Ave
Baez Victor 2026 S 5th St
Barch Mary 1742 E Moyamensing Ave
Barkowski Charlotte 1612 S Orkney St
Barnes Cory L Po Box 54404
Bartolomeo Roseann Bartolomeo Joel A 330 W Oregon Ave
Batastini F Dds 2505 S Brd St
Bator Vincent 836 Dudley St
Bauman William 1331 Porter St
Baumeister Robert C 2538 S Hancock St
Bayer Frances 133 Sigel St
Beers Jennifer 1331 Porter St
Bello Thomas 2805 S Front St Suite 100
Bergman William T 2509 S 4th St
Berk Christopher 1007 Mckean St 2nd Floor
Bernabei Ernest J Ex 2509 S Brd St Ste 201
Bernabeo Adele 2836 S 8th St
Bianchini Modestino Bianchini Katherin 2809 S Franklin St
Bladox Gerald 508 Moore St
Bleshman Charles Bleshman Sylvia 441 Fitzgerald St
Booth Mary M Booth John W 2322 South 6th St
Bowman Stella E Estate 1723 S Water St
Boyd Helen Boyd Sadie 436 Fitzgerald St
Braude Richard 420 Ritner St
Broadhurst Erin 2518 S Sertain St
Brough Elizabet C Brough Blanche B 2451 N Franklin
Brown George F 718 Winton St
Bruni Robert L 1222 Emily St
Buck Elizabeth Buck George J 434 Cantrell St
Burkowski Jean 1612 S Orkney St
Butler Lillie M 743 Emily St
Butler Sylvin 743 Emily St
Calcara Joseph F Jr 1718 S 11th St
Capozzoli John 1043 Fernon St
Cardiology Consultants Of Phil 1703 S Brd St Ste 300
Care Group Pc 1843 S Brd St
Carmolingo Cecilia 2602 S 6th St 1f
Carr John A Jr 1222 Wolf St
Carroll Irene 2033 S 5th St
Caruolo Virginia E 2634 S Sartain St
Catalano Phyllis Catalano John 1220 Mercy St
Cavallo Rose 1037 Daly St
Ceca Majlinda 115 Danube Dr
Cerceo Frederick Cerceo Madalina 1140 Fitzgerald St
Cerione Frank 2817 S 13th St
Chambers Joseph F 2829 S Randolph St
Chandra Viviani Cantrell St 950
Chao Lui 832 Morris St
Chen Chang Z 2419s 8th St
Chen Hong Hui 819 Mckean St
Chen Mau S 633 W Oregon Ave
Chhuon Mean 534 Tasker St
Cho Yuk 812 Tasker St
Church Edith 713 W Moyamensing Ave
Ciampitti Filomena 2410 S Camac St
Ciccotelli Mary Estate 1226 Emily St
Ciriaco Luis J 2617 S 7th St
Cleneenin Clifford 1012 Cantrell St
Coghlan Jennifer 2535 S 9th St
Cohen Morris Cohen Anna 313 Daly St
Colletta Ann A 1631 S Clarion St
Conti Melanie 2406 S Hutchinson St
Corcoran Dolores 730 Stella Maris St Apt 106
Corrado Rose Marie 1700 S 10th St
Correntini Antoinette M 2237 S 9th St
Crisomia Anthony 1631 S Franklin St
Crosomia Alice 1631 S Franklin St
Crossin Charles Crossin Marie 407 Tasker
Croumbley Paula B 2102 South Howard St
Csx 3400 S Columbus Blvd
Damico Angelina 1105 Cantrell St
Dean Stella 2839 S Isminger St
Decroce Marie F 2229 S Front St
Delbuono Michael 3231 S Brd St
Delvecchio Joseph M Delvecchio Albert 2210 S Juniper St
Demilio Dominic 2315 S 12th St
Deng Rui Ping 935 Morris St
Denicola Helen E Denicola Carlo A 1032 Johnston St
Devine Edward 2132 S Phillips St
Diberardino John 2834 S Camac St
Dickstein J S 2110 S 7th St
Difrancesco J 1231 W Ritner St
Dillon William E Dillon Millie 811 Tsker St
Dimeo Joseph L 2023 S 6th St
Dimes Frances 2023 S 6th St
Dimperio Michael Dimperio Anna 1142 Tree St
Ditullio Nicola Estate 2011 S 12th St
Domard Francis Domard Frank 410 Dudley St
Donahue Carol C/O E V Donahue 2518 S Beaulh St
Donahue Genevieve C/O E V Donahue 2518 S Beaulh St
Dorazio Leon 2426 Alder St
Dougherty Donald J 1800 S 2nd St
Dougherty John J 2415 S Swanson St
Dragon Roll 1837 S 5th St 2f
Ducm Kruon 1609 S 5th St
Eddy Kenneth C Eddy Mary 213 Mountain St
Eishalor Corporation 2431 S Marshall St
Eleanor Polimeno 1007 Wolf St
Emoda Com Corporation 302 Moore St
Esposito Anthony 1133 Daly St
Esposito Anthony J 2839 S Isminger St
Farlow Anna M 2832 S Camac St
Farlow Louis 452 Durfor St
Fattorusso Rose 2313 S Percy St
Favors Flavors 1709 S 12th St
Fazio Rose 2545 S Jessup St
Feliciano Pablita 1628 S 5th St
Fiorello Charles 1214 Wolf St
Floczak Philomena 1214 Wolf St
Fok Muk S 626 Watkins St
Foresta Josephine D 2521 S 12th St
Four Gs Recycling 932 Cantrell St
Franchine Salvatore A Franchine Rose 2405 S 11th St
Fry Joseph A Fry Anna A 1313 Wolf St
Fuchs Robert F Fuchs Frank M 352 Cantrell
Galecka Florence C 540 W Moyamensing Ave
Gargon Margarita Gargon Helen 427 Moore St
Genovese Nella 827 Mountain St
Gentile Anthony C/O Anthony’s Painting 2615 South 10th St
Gentile Carlotta 904 Emily St
Girardi Robert T/A Girardi House Of Beauty 1816 S 2nd St
Gjuzi Ferid 1009 Tree St
Glenn Willie 514 Dudley St
Godfrey Dora M 2509 S Brd St Ste 201
Gold Inc 1648 50 52 Passyunk Ave
Grasso Rudolph Grasso Jennie 2847 S Warnock St
Green Ruth In 730 Winton St
Grinnell Joshua 334 Tree St
Grosso Joseph 434 Wolf St
Gulotta Samuel S 1813 S 8th St
Hart George R 2349 So American
Harvey Kevin 2745 S Beulah St
Heck Karl Estate 201 Mckean St
Heick Fred J Heick Anna 2618 S 12th St
Higgins Geraldine Higgins Edythe I 1933 South Brd
Holt Helen M Holt Lewis F 1606 S 4th St
Holzer Leslie Po Box 54893
Honig Peter R Do Pc 1805 S Brd St
Horizon Stevedoring Inc 2147 S Columbus Blvd
Horvat Diane E Horvat Mark 616 Emily St
Howe Laurence 1631 S Camac St
Infinity Agency & Business Service 1611 S 8th St
Jackowski Joseph A Jackowski Agnes 236 Fernon St
Jacobson Darlene Jacobson Mary 2829 S Franklin St
Jahn Mildred 2219 S Front St
Jeanette Marie 920 Morris St
Jiang Ming 1714 S 5th St Fl 2
Johnson Catherine H 354 Tree St
Johnson Florence Johnson Ronald 125 Roseberry St
Johnson Florence Johnson Ronald 137 Gladstone St
Johnson Retta In 182l Fernon St
Joseph Rhodes 1712 S 4th Watkins St 2nd Flr
Karabella Albert E Karabella Esther 2446 S Philip St
Karkowskyj Stefan 2450 S 9th St
Kay Mary 2410 S Camac St
Kearney Anna C/O Piselli Chapels 1725 S Brd St
Keller Karen K 2304 S 3rd St
Kerrigan−Shaw Aimee K 1220 Mercy St
Kessler Emily 904 Emily St
Khamdarailone Manolack 2346 South 6th St
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Kimmel Benjamin F Kimmel James B 1331 Tasker St
King Charles King Rose 364 Wolf St
Kings Ransom Llc 3540 S Lawrence St
Kligman Eva 1318 South Tenth St
Kolodzie Julia 2622 S 9th St
Kong Sunnarith 2440 S 6th St
Koung L 529 Mountain St
Kownacky Brian C 1701 S 9th St Side Entrance
Lagrew Sophie Lagrew Samuel 732 Pierce St
Laine Philomen Laine Patrick 2512 S Fairhill St
Larrea Margaret 1617 S 6 St
Lauer Dora 2349 So American
Laws Kenneth R 2302 S 12th St
Le Cuong 2553 S Mildred St
Leabourne Elizabeth 2538 S Hancock St
Ledonne Christi 1127 Shunk St
Lehnan Margaret 2024 S Philip St
Lehnan Thomas 2024 S Philip St
Lehnau Thomas Jr 2024 S Philip St
Lejarza Rita 2636 S Sheridan St
Leonard William 2554 S Reese St
Li Zhan Qing 1934 S Warnock St
Lin Bi Y 2301 S Mildred St
Lin Bi Yun 2301 S Mildred St
Lin Carri 1016 Mountain St
Liou Rong 1711 S 12th St
Lipstas Bertha 207 Tasker St
Lisa Anthony In 952 Tree St
Lisok Michael Lisok Helen 2506 S 3rd
Little William Lee Little Elizabeth 630 Johnston St
Liu Bau She 1840 S 5th St
Liu Hsin 3650 S Gallway St Unitc
Loggia Charles J 2652 Watts St
Lombardo John 2511 S Clairion St
Longo Eleanor 2231 S Juniper St
Lotierzo Gertrude Lotierzo Francis 944 Tree St
Lukes Tony Commissary 1701 S 4th St
Luong Mui 1707 S 11th St
Macey Joseph Macey John 2503 Cantrell
Manchio Dorothy E 2216 S Mildred St
Mancini Catherine 1116 Tree St
Manuel Eryl Est 2531 S Sheridan St
Mariani James 2421 S Lee St
Mark Frank W 1717 S 6th St
Mark Ian W 1815 S 7th St Fl 1
Martha Frances Estate 208 Morris St
Massanova Margaret Estate 2514 S Juniper St
Mastrodonato Alfred Mastrodonato Mary 716 Tree St
Mccafferty James 309 Tree St
Mccarry Judith Mccarry James 247 Mcclellan
Mcdonald Joshua M 2533 S 13th St
Mcfarland Nicole 370 Winton St
Mcmullen Fred L Mcmullen Hugh 2825 S Randolph St
Mcmullen Fred L Mcmullen James 2825 S Randolph St
Mcmullen William Mcmullen Fred L 2825 S Randolph St
Mcnutt Jennie Mcnutt Earl 1247 Snyder Ave
Mcswiggan Angelina Mcswiggan James 2234 S Clarion St
Mendez Tamica N 2518 S Hancock St
Metro Waste Po Box 37553
Meza Investments Llc C/O M Schreiber 942 Porter St
Michele Venuto Estate 722 Mifflin St
Miller Catherine Miller Eugene J 300 Mckean
Miller Robert 1618 S Lawrence St
Minniti Nancy 1809 S 13th St
Moksefsky Robert A 1012 W Oregon Ave
Montone Anna Marie 2550 S 3rd St
Morgan Wm 1935 S 2nd St
Morris Edward Morris Sophia 350 Durfor
Mount Kelly 138 West Ritner St
Murphy Kathryn M 2302 S 12th St
Murray Harry 1801 South 2 St
Myers Clara Myers Peter 2450 S 5th St
Myers Robert Myers Anna 2823 S Fairhill St
Nardone Alexander Nardone Stella 2647 S 3rd St South P
Nasen Michael 2210 S 5th St
Nasuti Pasquale C 816 Snyder Ave
Navarrete Hernandez Inocencio 811 Mcclean St
Nedaee Zabuillah S 420 Morris St
Needleman Ida 1638 5th Ave
Needleman Ida 1638 S 5th St
Netzer Albert 363 Tree St
Nickels William 126 Jackson St
Nowak Erin 212 Mountain St
Onofre Olegario T 2022 S 8th St 2f
Ortiz Camilo 1710 S 8th St 2nd
Pace Joseph Estate 2308 S 10th St
Palumbo Robert 1012 Fernon St
Passarella Robert 439 Durfor St
Passyunk Pharmacy 1804 E Passyunk Ave
Pastore Angelina Pastore William 2318 South 9 St
Patchefsky Freda 528 Morris St
Patton Ramona 2515 S Franklin St
Patton William 63 Snyder Ave
Patton Wm 63 Snyder Ave
Pawlowski Margaret A 2718 S Randolph St
Pecca Gregory B Sr 2831 S 11th St
Perez Balvina 1737 S 5th St S
Peterson Margaret 164 Sigel St
Phal Yim 2001 S 5th St
Philbert Bertha 2132 S Phillips St
Phillies Global Spectrum 1 Citizens Bank Way
Phillies One Citizens Bank Way
Phu Paul Va 1840 S 5th St
Pisano Michael J 3225 S Brd St
Polan Harold 152 Wolf St
Powles Michael 2630 S Camac St
Prader Thomas Prader Alice 2028 S Philip St
Pril Toeum 2723 S Fairhill St
Puggi James 931 Hoffman St
Pullen Fletcher W 2509 S 4th St
Ragonezi Michael 2390 Snyder Ave
Rankin Frances 2210 So 2nd
Ranoia Vincent 907 Morris
Raponaitis Frances Raponaitis Edward 113 Morris St
Ray Danny 641 Tree St
Review Newspaper Nw Corner 12th And Porter Stre
Robbins Susan 349 Daly St
Robinson Thomas Robinson Marie 2641 S 6th St
Robinson Timothy 6200 W Jefferson St
Robles Juiconso R 917 Dudley St
Rocha Alex E 2617 S 7th St
Rodack Wendy 621 Fitzgerald St
Rosen Benson 2503 S Sheridan St
Rozarto Eric 1926 S 11th St
Ryeco Inc 3301 S Galloway St Unit 112
Samuses Eva 133 Sigel St
Sansone Marcello M Sansone Anthony J 1915 S 10th St
Sansone Mary 2601 S Brd St Apt 2ndf
Santoso Djoni 1324 Morris St 3rd Floor
Sarno Antonetta Sarno Louis 1001 Mckean St
Sarricchio Tom 2742 S Darien St
Sata Amoroso Karen 2541 S Sartain St
Savarese Madeline 2014 S Mildred St
Sax Helen S C Packard Bldg 12 Floor
Scattergood Catherine 2639 South 11th St
Schipsi Joseph J Schipsi Alma 2609 S 13th
Schmidt Zebulon J 356 Daly St
Schneider Wayne 2414 S Sartain St
Schnieder Josephin 2414 S Sartain St
Schulz Christopher 618 Fernon St
Sciarro Joseph D Sciarro Marie R 1141 Daly St
Screnci Antonio 1016 Mollbore Ter
Sherman David W 2522 S Jessup St
Shinn Clifford 350 Daly St
Simpson Elizabeth Simpson Robert F 316 Daly St
Singley Harry 2408 S 9th St
Siravo Mrs Louise 1201 Mollbore Ter
Sithisane Mahothone 2322 S 8th St
Sivieri Joseph 809 Porter St
Smith Bernard Smith Rose A 246 Mifflin St
Spavente Joseph F Spavente Sarah 121 Tree St
Spigel Elisabeth J Packard Bldg 12 Floor
Stackhouse Warren 1620 S 13th St
Stahl Edward J Stahl Sara J 105 Mountain
Stefanovicz Antoinet Stefanovicz Stanley 216 Pierce
Steingard & Testa Medical Associates Pc 2601 S 12th St
Steingard Testa Medical Assoc 2601 S 12th St
Steven Arthur 528 Morris St
Strano Charles Strano Naomi 1803 S Brd St
Sulistyawati Dyana Mira 2454 S Darien St
Sullivan Kathleen 120 Fernon St
Sweeney James F 1008 Daly St
Tamburino Albert Tamburino Savino 2919 S 13th St
Tamburino Savino Tamburino Mary 2919 S 13th St
Tang Hong 2127 S 7th St
Tang Jian W 621 Fernon St
Tang Kin S 2301 S 9th St
Taylor Carmella 363 Tree St
Taylor Michael 2515 S 7th St
Tesche Francis Jr Tesche Jeannette 141 Morris
Testa Gennaro 2541 S Jessup St
Thor Leng 2602 S Marshall St
Thorng Roeun 2002 South 5th St
Tordini Rita L 2615 S Alder St
Total Insurance Plans 1701 S 9th St
Tran Truc 502 Ritner St
Travaglio Rose 1019 Wolf St
Truith Helen L Estate 1945 S 4th St
Turish Andrew J 2502 S 6th St
Twereet Abudulaha 410 Morris St
Van Zile Philip T 925 Mifflin St
Vannguyen Tai 1837 S 5th St 2f
Vazquez Albert Romero 1626 South 9th St
Vecchione Sarina 2011 S 12th St
Verdi Angelina Verdi Thomas 1024 Morris St
Verrill James J 2432 Watts St
Villari Paul 907 Morris
Viola Lvcia 1624 S 9th St
Wade Howard 2634 S 10th St
Wagner Raymond 2732 S Darien St
Webb Sara 2339 South Beulah
Weiss Jennie M 540 W Moyamensing Ave
White Carolyn 348 Daly St
White Dewayne 622 Cantrell St
White Dwight 531 Emily St
White Dwight 531 S Emily St
Whitley Wayne Jr 1833 S 5th St
Williams Cora Lee 540 Moore St
Wong Suk K 1844 S 12 St
Yan Sophea Yan Rutha 1621 S 16th St
Yanga Jill M Yanga Marc C 1823 S 11th St
Yeramian Ruth 635 Morris St
Young Mary 2610 S Mildred St
Youth Enrichment Program Inc 2031 S 7th St
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Youth Enrichment Programs Attn Cacfp Claim Payment 2031 S Seventh St
Yurick Robert 2351 Bonsall St
Z & L Properties Llc 2315 S Beulah St
Zalewska Theodore Zalewska Jennie 2110 S Philip St
Zheng Yi Jiao 2303 S 9th St
Zulo Nancy 2622 S 9th St
Philadelphia Pa 19149
A J Carpentry Inc 2009 Disston St
Abbatiello Anthony 6432 Large St
Abrams Herbert A Abrams Celia 7020 Ruthland St
Adel Mohamed Tyson St
Ahmataj Agim 7201 Revere St Apt A 11
Ajala Olufemi 5926 Bustleton Ave
Albaladejo David 2953 Gillham St
Aliaj Elida 7226 Battersby St 1st Fl
Alicea Alex Jr 6057 Loretto Ave
Allendorf Richard J 3223 Princeton Ave
Anderson Vera L 6920 Oakland St 1st Floor
Angeles Vincente 6346 Cardiff St
Aponte Gloria 6335 Loretto St
Appleton Arlene R Estate 2909 Gilham St
Aristizabal Hector 6732 Castor Ave
Ashendorf Lynn S Ashendorf Stacy 7130 Eastwood St
Aubry Kathryn 7228 Bustleton Ave
Azzarano Aileen M 3110 Brighton St
Bagnato Louis A 3149 Barnett St
Bankle Robert L Bankle Harry R 3221 Englewood St
Bao Ngo Tri Phu 3112 Knorr St
Barber Ida 6205 Mershon St
Barry Elizabeth 3128 Disston St
Barry Elizabeth Estate 3145 Disston St
Barteles Heiner 6924 Oakland St
Beach Ruth 1511 Rosalie St
Begum Mosammat 6347 Horrocks St
Bender Elizabeth 7239 Leonard St
Beneficial C/O B Marinan 3525 Cottman Ave
Berens Joseph H Est 3214 Unruh Ave
Bertha Sabalans 1547 Lardner St
Bhatti Jawed 6630 Large St
Bittner Clara L Bittner Paul A 3337 Tyson Ave Phil
Bitzer Marian Bitzer Joan 6013 Alma St
Blackburn Warren Estate 3209 Unruh Ave
Boan Verna P 1430 Comly St Apt H
Bobiy Paul 2205 Unruh Ave
Bonner Marie 2132 Lardner St
Boris Lois J 1430 Comly St Apt H
Bowen Helen Est 3305 Brighton St
Boyd Gregory 1409 Alcott St
Boyd Martha A 2712 Devereaux Ave
Boyle James P 711 Bradford Aly
Brennan James J Brennan Eve 3306 Wellington St
Bringhurst Catherine A Bringhurst Joseph 6218 Cardiff
Brown Namar 5955 Shisler St
Bruey Florence Bruey George 7205 Rutland St
Buitrago Juan 6328 Leonard St
Burkett William S Estate 5838 Penn St
Burnite Catherine Burnite George 6924 Revere St
Burnite George Burnite Susan 6924 Revere St
Burns Mary D Estate 3006 Wellington St 2
Campagna Jason Englewood St 3133
Capra Caryn 5210 Algon St
Carraway Methodist 2052 Devereaux Ave
Carroll Nicholas Carroll Margaret 6914 Large St
Carson Justin 1587 Willis Rd
Chan Quang Y 1353 Van Kirk St
Chan Wai Ching 2152 Unruh St
Chavez Jorge 7257 Leonard St
Chen Jing N 7130 Oakland St
Chen Li 6335 Calvert St
Chen Mei Y 3118 Princeton Ave
Chen Rui 2237 Glenview St
Chen Tai Bin 3440 Cottman Ave
Cheskis Erin R 6638 Sylvester St
Chevyland Motors 6301 Roosevelt Blvd
Christian Francis W 2805 Magee Ave
Cigarettes & Cigar 6447 Sackett St
Cisse Seydou 2112 Friendship St
Cohen Morton 7100 Souder St
Collazo Miriam 6993 Oxford Ave
Collins Joseph F 5867 Saul St
Colwell Irma 2855 Stevens St
Conville Joseph P 6117 Castor Ave
Correa Celestina 1008 Van Kirk St
Coulson Thomas 6825 Horrocks St
Crandall Leonard 3156 Wellington St
Croll S Newton Croll Hazel M 7225 Horrocks St
Dadurka Caroline 7122 Oakland St
Darlington Anderson 1437 Devereaux Ave
Dasilva Simon 6133 Belden St
Davis Steven 1457 Highbee St
De Andrade Rosilane M 1568 Mckinley St
Decampli Dawn 6209 Mershon St
Decristo Chiago A 2840 Lardner St
Defaria Eloiso 3047 Magee Ave
Deitzel Edward 3130 Tyson Ave
Delgado Luz 6996 Sauder St
Delmonte Bernadine 3043 Glenview St
Deng Niao H 6105 Alma St
Derricks Margaret 1436 Benner St
Desouza Izabel 7003 Souder St
Dias Pricila Q 7277 Lynford St
Diaz Gilbert 2100 Devereaux St
Dickens Warren E Jr Dickens Lois A 5931 Alma St
Diener Florence G Estate 6934 Synford St
Dietrich William 3353 Friendship St
Diluzio John 3467 Friendship St
Donohoe John T 2044 Robbins Ave
Dougherty Alice K 1431 Howell St
Douglass Walter H 1633 E Comly St
Dovman Ralph 6713 Akron St
Drayton Frederick 1506 Benner St
Drayton Frederick M Iv 1506 Benner St
Dressner Andrea 1508 Rosalie St
Dumphy Ada M Estate 3307 Englewood St
Einhorn Mark I 6277 Kindred St
Ellershaw William J Ellershaw Mary 1436 Creston St
Elliott Jeanette 2844 Devereaux Ave
Eternity Fashion North 2371 Cottman Ave
Evans Amanda 7252 Eastwood St
Farber Randi B 6731 Souder St
Feldman Sidney Feldman Rose M 1527 Devereaux
Fenster Claire Fenster Paul 6310 Farnsworth St
Fesmier Amy E Estate 3223 Brighton St
Filar Jeanne K Est 7237 Bradford St
Filmyer Deborah 5943 Augusta St
Fisher David C Fisher David W 7225 Leonard St
Fleming Madeline 6063 Alma St
Florent Thomas 7050 Kindred St
Fluehr Theodore 3301 Cottman Ave
Flynn Rita 5955 Loretto
Fofana Manaka 6336 Everett St
Foster Annie 7250 Leonard St
Foster Edith C Estate 6805 Roosevelt Blvd
Friedman Marvin 2000 Tyson Ave
Frost Frances 7204 Calvert St
Fung Donald 7211 Souder St
Fusco Rosalia Estate 1212 Van Kirk St
Fusi Emilia 2005 Glenview St
Galloway Andrea 1523 Robbins Ave
Gao Mei L 2035 Longshore Ave
Gaston Sylvia 2142 Friendship St
Gilmore Edward J Jr 3340 St Vincent St
Glover Denise D 6801 Souder St
Goft Marlene Goft Seymour 7232 Bradford St
Gold David A Gold Jack 7154 Bustleton Ave
Goldstein Jennie C Est 1937 Princeton Ave
Gonzalez Figueroa Hector L 10204 Bustleton Ave
Gonzalez Juan 1228 Van Kirk St
Gordon Andre C 1573 Devereaux Ave
Gordon Larry Po Box 6633
Grahame Marie Estate 7211 Rutland St
Grassey Margaret A Estate 3452 Saint Vincent St
Greater Northeast Fam Med Assc 2835 Tyson Ave
Green Darnell Sr 2133 Stevens St
Griffin Robert D Griffin Stella 7204 Eastwood
Gulkowski Mary 3023 Disston St
Hagan Mary J 3032 Longshore Ave
Hagen Margaret E Hagen Margaret 5732 Leonard
Hartenstein Alice Marie Hartenstein William J 3134 Fanshawe St
Hartenstein Joseph D 3134 Fanshawe St
Hegh Leon F Jr 2954 Fanshawe St
Henderer George T Estate 5927 Castor Ave
Hendly Arline 3402 Brighton St
Hendri James 7141 Akron St
Henry Lorraine Ann Henry Karl 3042 Glenview St
Hepting Mary T Estate 3429 Friendship St
Hernandez Milagros 1414 Monty St
Higginbotham Eleanor Higginbotham George 6442 Akron St
Hogan Christine 1547 Lardner St
Hooten Catherin Hooten John J 2921 Elbridge St
Horner Caroline W 2855 Stevens St
Huang Hui Z 7140 Horrocks St
Hudes Ellis M Hudes Gary 1411 Levick St
Hughes Stephanie 3030 Robbins Ave
Hult Victoria M 2122 Devereaux Ave
Humphries Jeanette Est 5913 Algon Ave
Hunt Victoria M 2122 Devereaux Ave
Hurley James H Jr 3113 Barnett St
Huynh Tiffany T. 2112 Mckinley St
Irwin Gladys 3015 Mckinley St
Islam Mohammed 6347 Horrocks St
Izzo Elsie Estate 2730 Hellerman St
J And M Shoes Inc 2141 Cottman Ave
Jacobs Tanya E 6832 Large St
Jacobucci Susan 3014 Wellington St
Jewelry Cove Ii Inc Mayfair 6445 Sackett St
Jiang Ai H 7109 Oakland St
Jun Chun 7043 Large St
Just Concrete Inc 1546 Magee Ave
Kamara Musa 2111 Lardner St
Kamont William S Jr 3344 Princeton Ave
Karetny Joseph 2108 Robbins
Karetny Rose 2108 Robbins
Kasprzak Mark 6001 Horrocks St
Keenan Chelsey L Keenan Rachel 7220 Calvert St
Kelly Edward J St Matthew Church 3000 Cottman Ave
Keough James M 3429 Cottman Ave
Khan Soyed A 3132 Levick St
Khindri Ranjit 3103 Willington Ave
Kimbrel Ginger G 2052 Devereaux Ave
Kleese Margaret Kleese Noah W 1532 Longshore Ave
Konchar Edward L Konchar Celia 7248 Castor Ave
Kositsyn Mikhail V 1356 E Howell St Apt B
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Kuzbyt Annastazia 6847 Roosevelt Blvd
Lauff Florence 6211 Mershon St
Lavelle Joseph J 6805 Rutlend St 1st Fl
Leader Elizabeth 6344 Mershon St
Leauy Eliz 2929 Fanshawe St
Leavy Peter A Jr 2929 Fanshawe St
Lee Alverez R 6038 Schisler St
Leung Susanna 2155 Magee Ave
Li Wan Y 6831 Roosevelt Blvd
Lin Sin S 1513 Levick St
Lo Kin S 7224 Hanford St
Loewy Arlene P 6646 Oakland St
Logan Denise A Logan Harry 6706 Large St
Long Jeffrey 2958 Hale St
Lublin Arlene 2245 Friendship St
Luca Pizza 6398 Castor Ave
Lyczkowski Cloria 5943 Augusta St
Mac Bung 7008 Kindred St
Macminn William Estate 3146 Fanshawe St
Magee Sharyn 6011 Frontenac St
Mahoney Joseph A 1630 Longshore Ave
Maldonado Dyanne 6985 Sauder St
Maloy Walter H Maloy Jane 2311 Friendship St
Marchetti Tony 2919 Glenview St
Marotto Rose B 3001 Disston St
Marquis Harry R 5721 Leonard St
Marrero Jose 2012 E Wingohocking St
Martinez Jennifer 6038 Alma St
Martins Wanderlia 6939 Horrocks St
Mastrando Michele Mastrando Albert 2106 S Mckinley St
Mateo Jason 6623 Souder
Matthews Wayne 7229 Leonard St
Matz Catherin T 2939 Glenview St
Mc Cann Dorothy Estate 1432 Van Kirk St
Mcatee Joseph P Mcatee Sara 2842 Unruh St
Mccafferty Thomas 6530 Horrocks St
Mccann Dorothy Estate 1432 Van Kirk St
Mccullough Florence L Mccullough William 3329 Wellington St
Mccullough Florengel Mccullough William 3329 Wellington St
Mcdonald Matthew 3349 Princeton Ave
Mcgill Mary V 1431 Howell St
Mcgowan Mary 3342 Brighton St
Mcgrath James 6006 Frontenac St
Mckeever Marie 5926 Roosevelt Blvd
Mckinley Margaret 2932 Unruh Ave
Mcmanus Mary Estate 2950 Magee Ave
Mei Pei L 6100 Loratte Ave
Mikes Auto Body 7116 Castor Ave
Mikos Lucy 7235 Large St
Mims Ronald E 1561 Devereaux Ave
Mitchel Jimmy 6710 Leonard St Ste 169
Mitchell Riana C O Tracey Mitchell 6837 Large St
Moses Beatrice 6921 Souder St
Mr Paul Sisco And Sterling A B Inc 6281 Souder St
Muradov Alexander 7256 Kindred Str
Murdock Elsie W PO Box 7092
Murphy Joseph 3101 Fanshaw St
Muziani Michelle 3156 Englewood St
Napiorkowski Cecelia 6502 Roosevelt Blvd
Neff Marie E Estate 2113 Glenview St
Nelson Christine E 6731 Horrocks St
Ngng Li C 7052 Lynford St
Ngo Savet T 1421 Alcott St
Nguyen Heng 2907 Benner St
Nguyen Thanh 6822 Horrock St
Nguyen Thy 1436 Mckinley St
Nisenfield Howard 7116 Rotland St
Northwood Fcu 6836 Castor Ave
Nugent James W 3110 Brighton St
Oates Eleanor M 3115 Knorr St
Oates Raymond A Oates Eleanor M 3115 Knorr
Ogrod Walter 7244 Rutland St
Ohare Rory 3403 Cottman Ave Fl 2
Orrick Helen A 5955 Loretto
Ott Anna M 3429 Cottman Ave
Ott Liadyn C/O T A Ott 3147 Englewood St
Ott Timothy A 3147 Englewood St
Palmer Dorothy E Estate 5906 Loretto Ave
Parodi Reamer Evelyn 3134 Longshore Ave
Party City 2201 Cottman Ave
Pascavage Alberta B 1615 Van Kirk St
Patel Raj 1601 Vankirk St
Patorskivich Mary Estate 3011 Glenview St
Pena Graciela 2814 Unruh Ave
Peoples Irma Estate 3013 Devereaux Ave
Pereira Jose 1414 Mckinley St
Perez Janette 3005 Hellerman St
Philadelphia Sea Horses Po Box 45907
Phillips Richard M 2939 Glenview
Piedra Gerardo 400 Large St Apt1
Plawa Stanley C 7217 Rupert St
Pote Amanda M 3225 Friendship St
Pressman Rose 6646 Oakland St
Pryor Ann 6063 Alma St
Pullin Linda J 2921 Robbins Ave
Qorraj Qorraj Pellumb 2242 Glenview St
Queiroga Nelsinho 1419 Levick St
Quinones Carmen G 6602 Rutlan St Apt 3
Raza Saleem 7039 Calvert St Pa
Redding Dorothy D Redding George R 3022 Rawle St
Reynolds Denise M 2118 Saint Vincent St
Rhodes Keneth J H Rhodes Anne M 5926 Bustleton Av
Richards Gertrude M 3134 Longshore Ave
Riegler Nick Riegler Mary 3210 Longshore Ave
Riley Michael F 2712 Elbridge St
Robinson Steven J 2849 Gilham St
Rodgers John A Estate 1418 Lardner St
Rodriguez Christian M Rodriguez Madeline B 1543 Lardner St
Rodriguez Madeline B Rodriguez Charles A 1543 Lardner St
Rodriguez Madeline B Rodriguez Christa L 1543 Lardner St
Rodrigueznieves Hector Estate 5928 Elmhurst St
Rodriquez Jeanette 6607 Souder St
Rogers Margaret 6230 Crafton St Phila
Rojas Odalis 6200 Crafton St
Ruan Yang Z Ruan Wei N Ruan Mu X 6831 Roosevelt Blvd
Rudnitsky Robert Bruce 6727 Eastwood St
Ruoff Charles W 2940 Princeton Ave
Ryan Elizabeth V Ryan Thomas J Ryan Agnes M 7268 Rupert St
Samara Samah 5942 Agusta
Sanchez Robles Angel F 412 Gilham St
Sannutti Joseph 6016 Belden St
Santiago Wandecy 2039 Shelmire St
Savar Dorothy 1240 Vankirk St
Schmeing Viola W 6608 Roosovelt Blvd
Schofield Anna 3133 Barnett St
Schwarz Charles T Schwarz Ernestin 7145 Castor Ave
Schweitzer Elaine 6519 Large St
Scott Amelia H Estate 6730 Rutland St
Seminario Teodoro E 7054 Roosevelt Blvd
Simpson Eugene 3039 Tyson Ave 1st Floor
Smith Tom 5440 Sanger St
Smith William 2474 Hillendale Dr
Solene Groudet 2613 Elbridge St Apt 1
Somaelfatarani Tarek 6701 Eastwood St
Sonnies Hardware Inc 6519 Roosevelt Blvd
Stahl Mary 3402 Brighton St
Stein William Stein Esther 7112 Large St
Steingraber M A 2904 Knorr St
Stella Elizabeth L 3128 Disston St
Stern Aron 5960 Shisler St 1st Pa
Strenger Maria 6432 Akron St
Suarez Angel 1040 Howell St
Suber James 7252 Roosevelt Blvd
Sweeney Patrick 3214 Cottman Ave
Szewczak Helen M 3120 Fanshawe St
Tavarez Franklin 3107 Stirling St
Theodore Marie 6710 Lynford St
Thompson Adolbert 719 Oakland St
Tobin Margaret J 3353 Friendship St
Tobin Mary J 1240 Vankirk St
Toland Daniel 6308 Revere St
Torres Dolores 7040 E Roosevelt Blvd
Trader Michele 2033 Disston St
Tran Cara R Tran Duy M 3156 Unruh Ave
Tran Kent 2000 Devereaur Ave
Tung Yuk 7116 Oakland
Turner Robert Estate 3120 Unruh Ave
Turner Robert R Estate 3120 Unruh Ave
Tyndall Barbara M Tyndall Gregg J 7145 Oakland St
Ubele Russell N 1455 Lardner St
Udovenko Mykola 7010 Large St
Uzun Orhan V 6401 Akron St
Velez Jubettsy 1439 Alcott St
Velez Santos 6607 Souder St
Vivino Trust Susie 1508 Rosalie St
Wachtman Dana N 3254 Wellington St
Walker Margaret T 3149 Barnett St
Walsh Thomas Est 1515 Van Kirk St
Walters Creton 6637 Kindred St
Ward Viola R 6608 Roosovelt Blvd
Washington Regina 1119 Rosalie St
Weiss Family Bakery 6635 Castor Ave
Wells Danielle 1088 Alcott St
Wenik Bert Estate 6823 Oakland St
Werschek Debra C/O Est Of C Disipio 3332 St Vincent St
West Harold W Jr West Harold W 3208 Friendship St
West Haroldjr W West Harold 3208 Friendship St
Whalen Anna R 2950 Fanshawe St
Whalen Eleanor O Mccollum 2902 Fanshawe St
Wicsmiller Maria 6120 Loretto Ave
Wilkerson Gary 1477 Stevens St
Williams Dawn 6926 Roosevelt Blvd
Wolk Agnes 6120 Loretto Ave
Wonlah Jessie Lynford St 6712
Wu Chun X 1513 Levick St
Wu Yu Z 1541 Lardner St
Xie Ping J 6118 Shisler St
Xu Xiao Y 1537 Stevens St
Yeh Ching H 7244 Kindred St
Yet Go Oui Restaurant Inc 6649 Castor Ave
Yih Benjamin H 6115 Loretto Ave
Zheng Jin Y 7235 Rupert St
Zimmermann Bruce T 606 Rutland St
Zorn Earl S 3153 Saint Vincent St
Philadelphia Pa 19150
A Dollar 81 2385 Cheltenham Ave
Adams Genevieve 7541 Woolston Ave
Adger Deborah A Adger Antoine D 1104 E Dorset St
Allen Adam 7619 W Williams Ave
Allen Donald 1305 Weaver St
Allied Mri 7625 Ogontz Ave
Allied Nuclear Imaging 7622 Ogontz Ave
Alpha One Power Of Ten Clb A Partnership C/O R T Savage Jr 8228 Temple Rd
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Alston Caterers 3222 Cheltenham Ave 00 F St 325
Anderson Linda F 1603 E Yerkes St
Anglanick Julius 8254 Fayette St
Bantom Walter E Iii 934 East Sedgewick St
Battle Lorraine Po Box 37
Bey E Wiley 1000 Ivy Hill Rd Apt B21
Blanco Argelio 1005 Phil Ellena
Booth Richard C Booth Dolores 7609 Oguntz St
Bowers Nancy 7531 Gilbert St
Bradley Albert S Bradley Grace 8242 Pickering St
Brown 1158 East Hortter St
Brown David 7817 Temple Rd
Brown Nathaniel 6212 Mansfield Ave
Brownjones Lerlene 1214 E Sydney St
Bush Dominique C 8661 Rugby St
Byrd Inez 7830 Providence St
Byus Genotra 1044 E Sydney St
Carter Kevin L 8542 Williams Ave
Childs Cheryl L 7932 Thouron Ave
Christopher Elmore 909 E Dorset St
Coates Robert L 1037 E Durham St
Cockrell E G Cockrell F 8645 Temple Rd
Cohen Alfonso 8544 Fayette St
Crocker Claude M 8118 Rodney St
Davis Annette 8251 Fayette St
Davis Ronald G 7919 Thouron Ave
Day Carrie M Bf 8083 Fayette St
Dees Lateefah Apt A4 7527 Thouron Ave
Eddowes Elizabeth 7551 Gilbert St
Einhorn Elliott F 1000 Ivy Hill Rd Apt C15
Ellis Jennifer 8077 Temple Rd
Elsaesser Penny M 7647 Gilbert St
Enoch Wellington J 7521 Thouron St
Evans Fred 7810 Fayette St
Fant Gene 2486 79th Ave
Feeney Margaret D Feeney Helen 1605 E Barringer St
Fischer Anna 7541 Woolston Ave
Flournoy Eric 7840 Provident St
Ford Margaret L 7810 Rugby St
Foster Tyrone 7942 Forrest Ave
Garnett Karen C/O D Garnett 7938 Fayette St
Giddens Rosemary 8323 Gilbert St
Gilbert Dental Center Benjamin F Gilbert Dds 1539 Dekalb St
Gilliam Theresa J 7634 Fayette St
Gordon Robert 2505 78th Ave 2nd Fl
Graham Eddie 1612 Woodbrook Ln
Greene Eleanor 2417 80th Ave
Hamilton Tyrone 2056 E Cheltenham Ave
Hampson Grace V 7909 Provident Rd
Hardy Magdalene 1113 E Upsal St
Hargrove Myrtle B 1403 Yerkes St Lynnewood Gardens
Harris James 7805 Rugby St
Harris Marcus 8501 Williams Ave
Heitz Robert S 8234 Michener Ave
Hendersonbrooks Candace E 1061 E Mount Airy Ave
Hoffman Esther Estate 7503 Thouron Ave
Howell William P I 8237 Temple Rd
Hunt Anthony 8535 Temple Rd
Jeremiah Laster Jr 1013 Hazelwood Dr
Johnson Deloris Y 8110 Rugby St
Johnson Julia 1101 E Dorset St Apt A
Johnson Ken 7928 Temple Rd
Jones Ernestine 1308 E Sharpnack St
Jones Wiley L 7903 Woolston Ave
Jumpp Frank 1616 E Roumft Rd Apt 02
K A Insurance Agen 7612 Ogontz Ave
Kaid Najeeb 8300 Michener Ave
Kellan Damion 7518 Gilbert St
Kid City 38 2385 W Cheltenham Ave
Kinchhuker E C Estate 8433 Temple Rd
Kls Enterprises 7911 Ogontz Ave Mcdonalds 1032
Kls Enterprises 7911 Ogontz Ave Mcdonalds 2337
Lawler Eleanor C 7521 Thouron St
Levin Samuel 8528 Fayette St
Lewis Cherise Lewis John 7976 Rugby St
Lit Charlotte 8441 Forrest Ave
Long Elizabeth Estate 8449 Williams Ave
Macks Samuel 7614 Gilbert St
Marley Rachel 8640 Gilbert St
Marlin Walter 7914 Provident St
Mayo Pat 8256 Temple Rd
Mays Leon 8139 Temple Rd
Mccants Anita 1600 Roumft Rd
Mcgowan Regina G 7531 Gilbert St
Mckeon Edward L Mckeon John J 7961 Provident Rd
Milton Equipment Co 1121 Ivyhill Rd
Mitchell Lynda 923 East Ellet St
Moore Richard 7728 Fayette St
Morffiah Victor 8500 Fayette St
Muller Booker Shirley A 8311 Lynnewood Rd
Murray Mamie K 912 E Sedgwick St
Ned Dolores J 7830 Woolston Ave
Nichols James A 8101 Fayette St
Nordlinger Isadore Frank 7821 Forrest Ave
Odey Patric 8032 Rodney St
Owens Stephen 1651e Mt Airy Ave Apt 313a
Palmer Solomon T 8012 Rodney St
Paradis Florence Estate 8636 Temple Rd
Parker Carlena 8627 Temple Rd
Parker Julia M 1104 E Hortter
Prescott Ronald A 933 E Roumft Rd
Price Gregory C 8608 Bayard St
Reskof Sylvia H 7820 Bayard St
Robinson Helene 927 Mt Pleasant Ave
Rosenberg Lawrence A Rosenberg Mildred 8320 Lynnewood Rd
Rowlett John N Rowlett Hazel 8229 Thouron St
Rudick Morris Rudick Sylvia 8328 Williams Ave
Rumsey Constance 7834 Thouron Ave
Scorpio Inc 2383 W Cheltenham Ave
Shipman Joseph Jr 918 E Dorset St
Small Phyllis M 8246 Woolston Ave
Smith Antoinette L Estate 7500 Fayette St
Snyder Jacqueline B Snyder Carlyle W 7809 Cedarbrook St
Stephens Harry 7622 Fayette St
Suber Arianna 1505 E Clivden St
Sykes Vicky 386 Inner Cir Dr
Tabourne James W 1301 E Weaver St
Terry William M 1511 E Mount Airy Ave
Wagner Margaret B Estate 7924 Cedarbrook Ave
Waite Daria B 1507 East Mt Airy Ave Apt 1
Walker Lorna Y 8324 Michener Ave
Wallace Ted Jr 2414 76th Ave
Waters Virginia L 8421 Temple Rd
Weeks Katherine 7310 Stenton Ave
White Sylvester 1054 E Upsal St
Whitman Olivia Maxwell 1615 E Mt Airy Apt 301 A
Wilkinson Leslie H 7937 Pickering Ave
Williams Ira In 7512 Ogontz Ave
Williams Jeremy I 8305 Rugby St
Williams Louise 8417 Michener Ave
Wilson Merritt W 6800 Stenton Ave
Wolfe Albert W 1401 Ivy Hill Rd Wyndmoor
Woods Ernest R Woods Annie B 7718 Temple Rd
Young Lillian E 7909 Provident Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19151
Abbonizio Alan 824 Marlyn Rd
Amoroso Nancy Estate 431 N 66th St
Anderson Charles 7440 Brockton Rd
Anyika Makesi H 7528 Brentwood Rd
Baldwin Grady 7415 Brockton Rd
Barber Gregory 1365 Pennington Rd
Barbour Arie Est 1237 N 60th St
Bass Albert O 6205 Lansdowne Ave
Bethea Ricky 200 W Sedwick Ave
Bice Helen J 1101 N 63rd St
Bradshaw Jackie 7406 Drexel Rd
Bradwell John 6437 Sherwood Rd
Braid Cathy 258 Tomkenn Rd
Brennan Virginia Estate 1002 N 64th St
Brinson Reginald W 7000 Haverford Ave
Briscoe Virginia Briscoe John 6448 Woodbine Ave
Bros Paul On Behalf Of Abdul M Chowhury 6229 Girard Ave
Burke Emma L 1461 N Redfield St
Burke Estelle A 6461 Woodsrest Ave
Cabiness Tamika M 75th St 1346 N
Camilli Raymond N 520 N 67th St
Campbell John P Estate 1449 N Felton St
Carter Petreana R 1423 N Hirst St
Cervino Irene Estate Cervino Irene G 1214 Marlyn Rd
Cervino Irene G Cervino John J 1214 Marlyn Rd
Chamberlain Elsie 1101 N 63rd St
Chefo Meskerem 7452 Rhoads St
Cherry Bernard 6338 City Ave
Cherry Bernard Cust 6338 City Line Ave
Chieppa Angelina Chieppa Emidio 6603 Leeds St
Christopher Murray Alexs Auto Body 720 N 64th St
Clerville Jean R 911 N 65 St
Congregation Beth Yeshua 7301 Haverford Ave
Conroy Carol Q 5920 Lansdowne Ave
Cooke Gertrude M 6626 Lansdowne Ave
Cooke Gertrude M Cooke Michele 6626 Lansdowne Ave
Cooley Percy 6207 Lansdowne Ave
Corse Kenneth Robert 426 N Redfield St
Cox Catherine Cox Robert 6133 Haverford Ave
Croyes Richard 5920 Lansdowne Ave
Cruise Jeffrey A 2051 N 63rd St
Curran Helen 6626 Lansdowne Ave
Curry Bahim 7400 Haverford Ave Apt W313
Danchi Nathan 6357 Lancaster Ave Apt 3
Darin Bernadette Estate 941 Marlyn Rd
Davids Auto Body Inc 533 North 62nd St
Davis George In 6000 W Oxford St
Davis Karen 448 Daggett St
Davis Rosemary 6415 Malvern Ave
Delta Iota Chapter Of Alpha Kappa Alpha 50th Aniv Committe 6220 Haverford Ave
Dendy Abbie H 1527 N Felton St
Dicocco Mario 7530 Sherwood Rd
Donna M Jones Exec 924 Marlyn Rd
Duke Gabriel 6515 Lebanon Ave
Duplessy M 7400 Haverford Ave Apt W115
Edmondson Leo In 1439 N Felton St
Edwards John M 7400 Haverford Ave Apt E313
Elivert Marie M 1552 N Felton St
Etienne Emmanuel 6621 Leeds St
Faison Jr N R Jr 1234 Redfield St
Feder Louis M 7325 Drexel Rd
Feinberg Gertrude M Feinberg Norman 7643 Malvern St
Fell Norma C Estate 1006 Marlyn Rd
Fisher Cornell 6115 Callowhill
Fluellen Jerry 1638 N 62nd St
Foss William J Estate 643 Marlyn Rd
Franchi Charles Estate 7663 Brentwood Rd
Frederick Anne M 1101 N 63rd St
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Freeman L Estelle 1540 N 62nd St
Fries Harry S Fries Claire 1511 N Felton
Gale Bertha R Estate 1105 N 63rd St A1
Garcia Alfredo 7400 Ruskin Rd
Garrison Barbara 66131 Leds St
Gary Geraldine 1515 N Robinson St
Gaskins Chanara 1645 Pennington Rd
Gass Rose Gass Abe 7330 Ruskin Rd
Gavin Margaret Gavin Michael 1423 N 59th St
Gibson Rose A 7303 Haverford Ave
Glauser Harry Estate 5922 Lansdowne Ave
Golden Tina 6428 Haverford Ave
Green Mark 6352 Montgomery Ave
Greenway Dolores 707 Atwood Rd
Guerrieri Dennis 7437 Woodbine Ave
Guerrieri Dennis Guerrieri Mary 7457 Woodbine Ave
Guerrieri Mary 7457 Woodbine Ave
Gutirez David 555 Garman St
Harding Frederick E Estate 821 Marlyn Rd
Harmon Clarence J 1654 N 62nd St
Harris Anthony 814 N 63rd St
Harris Dana 6121 Callowhill St
Hatz Ervin N Or Mary E 1214 N 59th St
Hawkins Yvette 436 N 61st Str
Heins Freda 428 North 61st St
Henderson C 616 N 63rd St
Herbert Yentis & Co Bf Herbert Yentis & Co Etal 7300 City Ave
Hill Sophia A 430 N 65th St
Hopkins Lakenya L 7612 Wyndale Ave
Horne Kiesha 901 N 65th St
Hunt Reginald 6043 Kershaw
Innocenza Paparo 6538 Girard Ave
Jackson Juliette M 6404 Morris Park Rd
Jallah Sorsor 1373 Westbury Dr
James Thelma E 1747 N Felton St
Jamison Arnold 4909 Callowhill St
Johnson Anthony 620 Edegemore Rd
Johnson Lavelle 410 N 59th St
Jones Anthony 645 North 66 St 2
Jones Naeem 6526 Lebanon Ave
Kane Elizabeth Estate 1241 Marlyn Rd
Kirlew Rhonda D 6727 Leeds St
Lady Savage 7532 Overbrook Ave Overbrook Hills
Lam William 6004 Haverford Ave
Lambert Rosaline 1612 Farrington Rd
Lanni Charles L 6241 Callowhill St
Lansu Mary 6132 Master St
Larkins Darrell 1449 N Robinson St
Lattanza Josephine 914 Atwood Rd
Lavelle Marianna 6538 Girard Ave
Lebrun Marie P Cust 7400 Haverford Ave Apt W115
Lee James M 6300 Sherwood Rd
Lennox Catherine V 628 N 63rd St
Levine & Goldfine Dc Pc 7225 Haverford Ave
Lewis William A 1461 N Redfield St
Littma And Hamid Medical Assocs Pc 7300 City Line Ave Suite 203
Lively Sarah C 913 Wynnewood Rd
Lockard Melissa D 6707 Lebanon Ave
Logan Eva M 1406 N 61 St
Lossoff Ann 7331 Woodbine Ave
Maiale Joseph C 6241 Callowhill St
Mary Guerrieri 7437 Woodbine Ave
Marziani Nicolo Marziani Gloria 419 N Daggett St A/K/A Dagget
Massey Darren 6129 West Oxford St
Matthews Howard Matthews Helen 6510 Lansdowne Ave
Mattio Justino 1114 N 64th St
Mccloud Deborah 1501 N 62 St
Mccluskey Ella L 1336 N 75th St
Mccullough Francis C Mccullough Alice 1011 Flanders Rd
Mcdowell Herbert 1442 N Edgewood St
Mcdowell Kathleen Mcdowell Hubert 1442 N Edgewood St
Miles Michael 7516 Woodbine Ave Overbrook
Miller Jordan E Miller Norma A C/O K M Miller 6608 Woodcrest Ave
Mullen Michael Leonard Sr 810 N 64th St O 1
Murrell Bella M 1731 N 59th St
Murtagh Amer A Estate 2146 N 62nd St
Nelson Maltiee 1424 N 62nd St
Nelson Neomosha 930 Marlyn Rd
Newberry Margaret 7345 Woodbine Ave
Newton Samuel Est 1445 N First St
Nickens Howard J 5927 W Oxford St
Oneil Jennifer L 2073 N 63rd St
Oxygenworks Inc 6398 Church Rd
Paolone Alfred J Estate 735 Wynnewood Rd
Paulfils Joseph 911 N 65th St
Pedrick Michael J 6484 Woodbine Ave
Perdue Phillip 6024 Girard Ave
Peretta Albert Estate 428 N 65th St
Persia Josephine Persia John F 1118 N 64th St
Pham Benjamin 455 N 65th St
Phillips Estelle 1710 N Robinson St
Phillips Mary E Estate 1652 N 61st St
Postell Alfonso A 730 North 63rd St 2nd Flr
Prettyman Rosiland 935 Wynnewood Rd
Pyne Ann W 1101 N 63rd St
Rahman Nichole N 4910 Wyalusing Ave Apt 503
Redmon Esther 1535 N 60th St
Richards Margaret 707 Atwood Rd
Rieck William A 428 North 61st St
Rifkin Stanley Y Rifkin Dorothy 7212 Haverford Ave
Salio Lucille V Est 1445 West End Dr
Sarpong Charity A 7464 Brockton
Sawadogo Mahama 1426 N 75th St
Schleifer Mary Schleifer John 6208 Lansdowne Ave
Scott Jennifer 1742 N Redfield St
Scott Theresa M 6129 Jefferson St
Simmons Stephen O 1115 Atwood Rd
Slamon Joseph D Slamon Anne C Lankenau Medical Bldg
Slom Beth R 1642 Ashurst Rd
Smith Kevin A 7555 Sherwood Dr
Sneddon John F 6634 Leeds
Solis Chris 146 Woodcrest
Sparrow Cleoria C 1212 N 59th St
Steward Florence R Steward Joseph F 828 Marlyn Rd
Stovall Idris 7659 Brookhaven Rd
Stribling Randolph 1466 N 60th St
Townsend Glen 6501 Haverford Ave
Tunkara Abubacar 1623 Redfield St
Vaden Mary E 1540 N Robinson St
Vincent Jean 6219 Lancaster Ave
W A T C H Investment Club C/O Attn J P Mungai 6021 W Columbia Ave
Wang Chung 6374 Overbrook Ave
Ward Gordon L Estate 6112 Nassau Rd
Washington Lanxton L 1630 North 59th St Overbrook Hills
Waugh Mary L Estate 6013 Lansdowne Ave
William Morrison 7418 Drexel Rd
Williams Christopher 6432 Haverford Ave
Williams Denise 6133 Callowhill St
Williams Edward Re: Solomon M Williams Dec D 6150 W Oxford St Apt G203
Williams Tyrone 7635 Brookhaven Rd
Willis Eanette M Est 6317 Lebanon Ave
Wilson Earl % Alisa Khairy 6520 Lebanon Ave Apt C
Wood Moira 6386 Church Rd
Zumba Manuel 443 N 63rd St
Philadelphia Pa 19152
A One Enterprises Inc 8801 Fairfield St
Aclaim Adjustment Agency 7820 Castor Ave
Alpha Healthcare Llc 7800 Bustleton Ave
Americhoice 50009 Frankford Ave
Anderson Mark L Anderson Ann 2101 Strahle St Apt 423
Arnold Susan 8002 Lexington Ave
Assurance Abstract Corporation 7929 Bustleton Ave
Atkins Dorothy A Atkins Joseph 3120 Ryan Ave
Bak Boy Chuk Oksana 8151 Revere St
Baldwin Linda 2149 Benson St Apt 1st
Beck James 7417 Roosevelt Blvd
Bendig Mary A 2002 Solly Ave 1
Berishvili Nodar 8114 Langdon St
Bianchi Peter 1809 Bergen St
Bilinski Michael C 2121 Glendale Ave Apt 103
Boyle James P 1815 Fox Chase Rd
Brunetti Benjamin Brunetti Alice M 2807 Rhawn St
Bushka Kathleen Bushka Caroline 2252 Faunce St
Caitlo Anna 7915 Btlusi Ave
Carroll Karen 8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Castor Beverage & Tobacco 7618 Castor Ave
Chaim Etz 1630 Emerson St
Charasi Youssef 8111 Castor Ave Phila
Chudnoff David 8420 Roosevelt Blvd 227
Clark Linquest Clark Joan B 2882 Walnut Hill St
Corlies Robert P 2906 Sandyford Ave
Cukier Faye 2201 Strahle St
Danh Anh P 2125 Solly Ave
Daodu Ayodele 2732 Willitis Rd
Darocha Saulo 2216 Hoffnagle St 1st Floor
David Chudnoff Revocable Trust 8420 Roosevelt Blvd 227
Davis Alesha Law Office Of Kenneth Spiegel
Ditri Damiano 8921 Leonard St
Dramise Elizabet Dramise Joseph 8923 Leonard St
Dykyj & Dykyj Med Asso Keogh Mpppl 8151 Revere St
Dykyj Roman 8151 Revere St
Eshaikh Babikr 2401 Hoffnagle St Apt A−305
Fang Jianhua 1809 Strahle St
Fehrle Teresa A Fehrle Carl 2226 Starwood St
Fisher Dorothy 2113 Bleigh Ave
Fong Shuilian 8835 Hargrave St
Friedland Benjamin 7731 Richard St
Galperin Zhanna 1822 Benton Ave
Garcia Lisa T 2801 Walnut Hill St Apt3−E
Giammaruti Elizabeth Giammaruti Laura 2317 Faunce St
Gilbert Kim 1709 Arthur St
Giorla Mary B 2114 Fuller St
Glassmire John Sr 2743 Clayton St
Goldfeather Louis Goldfeather Luba 2228 Lansing St
Greenstein Leon E 2628 Welsh Rd Apt 107
Greer Florence V 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt C
Groark Grace 2334 Rhawn St
Guckin Elizabeth M 7215 Erdrick St
Gupta Rajan S Ste 107 2701 Holme Ave
Halstea Josephine E Estate 2760 Fuller St
Ham Mii Ae 1738 Bergen St
Hamid Khaldoun 2321 Hoffnagle St
Hanlon Marie M Estate Hanlon Marie M 7823 Horrocks St
Hansen Rosemary Hansen Rose H 8006 Caster Ave
Hansen Rosemary Hansen Rose M 8008 Castor Ave
Harriott Ackielia 8221 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 29f
Hauser Joshua F Hauser Tracy 8825 Manchester St
Heiman Mildred Est 2150 Benson St 2nd Fl
Helen Jack O 2512 Vista St
Henkin Anna 2121 Glendale Ave 18
Herblife International 8839 Calvert St
Heron John Jr Heron Barbara 122 Lister Rd
Hill Marilyn 7820 Castor Ave
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Ivanova Alla 1611 Tustin St
Kane Julia 2214 Fuller St
Kanneo John 2740 Axe Factory Rd Apt C304
Kaplan Jean 2317 Benson St
Katz Frances 8538 Castor Ave
Kenyaz Stan 8625 Augusta St
Kiesling Ronald 2991 Welsh Rd
Kimmel & Silverman Pc 7731 Richard St
King Joseph 2609 Maxwell St
Kolb Florence Kolb James 19017 Fuller St
Koltover Eugenia 1801 Evarts St B 4
Komada Veronica M 8132 Farnsworth St
Koplin Harris 2101 Glendale Ave Apt 16
Koziychuk Igor 1836 Carwithan St
Labonville Catharine Labonville Theodore Ste 501b 8001 Roose
Lam Tron 7958 Bustleton Ave
Laur Alexander A Laur Julia T 8937 Revere
Lee Han 1843 Hoffnagle St
Lempert Frances Lempert Abe 2233 Strahle St
Lerner Jason 3033 Vista St
Letitchever Bene Asc 7605 Horrocks St
Levenson Rebecca 7800 Bustleton Ave
Levine Stuart R Levine Helene S 2102 Hoffnagle St
Leyman Allen 8569 Benton Ave
Lieberson Dorothy Lieberson Steven 1717 Mcgargee
Lipkin Jenny Lipkin Jack 7400 Roosevelt Blvd Apt E−201
Lomax Home Center 1815 Fox Chase Rd
Mackell James V Jr Md 2701 Holme Ave Ste 101
Maloney Cathy 2532b Faunce
Marshall Family Trust 8401 Roosevelt Blvd C323
Marshall Milton S Marshall Evelyn L 8401 Roosevelt Blvd C323
Martin Josephine C/O C Ann Simon 2859 Sebring Rd
Mathews Janet P 2117 Vista St
Mcallister Catherine E Mcallister John J 8210 Castor Ave
Mccanney James M Mccanney Joan M 2538 B Faunce St
Mcfadden Eleanor 2419 Stanwood
Mcgee John Estate 1707 Emerson St
Mcgill Mary 7416 Brous Ave
Mcintyre Lorraine Mcintyre Sean 2700 Rhawn St
Mckenna H 7740 Bradford St
Mclaughlin Grace 7416 Brous Ave
Miles Domenick E 7400 Roosevelt Blvd Apt D211
Miller Aaron J Cust Miller Stephen D 8151 Lister St
Miller Mary E Estate 7936 Large St
Miller Michael T Miller Michael 2301 Faunce St
Miranda Marcilene 2515 Vista St
Morales Miguel A 2115 Rhawn St Apt 30
Morente Baudillo 2103 Rhawn St Apt 10
Murphey Barbara Borbeck Ct Apt 203 7801 Bustleton Ave
Murphy Barbara 7801 Bustleton Ave Apt 203
Nguyen Linh T 8618 Colony Dr
Nh House Physicians 2601 Holme Ave Nazareth Hosp
Ohayon Jacob 2212 Rhawn St Apt C
Ohayon Nissim Ohayon Hanit 2158 Strahle St
Olivo Carmen L 2014 Lansing St
Ortiz Ortiz Maria 1521 Scaller Good St
Paez David 2855 Welsh Rd
Parnes Ralph M 2314 Vista St
Patel Aruna M 2633 Tremont St Apt A
Patel Nimesha D Apt B 2673 Tremont St
Paul Nickolas 2309 Vista St
Phila House Of Worship 2472 Tauton St
Philadelphia Telco Trustees 7306 Castor Ave
Polens Anna E 7801 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 21 7801 Roosevel Blvd
Poyda Natalia 2310 Afton St
Rdensinski John 2028 Lindale Ave Apt 1 Phila
Rednor Ronald 7501 Brous Ave
Rednor Ronald P Md 7501 Brous Ave
Reginelli Annette 2300 Arthur St
Ricketts Allyson 2656 Tremont St
Rite Aid 8216 Roosevelt Blvd
Rivera Rodriguez Angel M 8014 Dorcas St
Robinson Sally R 8012 Algon Ave
Romero Jacqueline 1709 Kendrick St
Rymarczuk Andrew 8836 Calvert St Pa
Santiago Marluce A 2649 Tremont St
Schmid Christian C 2759 Tolbut St
Schuster Rebecca 8804 Fairfield St
Schwartz Mary M 7931 Castor Ave Apt B
Seidel Outstanding Uniforms Inc 2520 Welsh Rd Suite 220
Siedell Sharon E 2153 Benson St 2
Skoczylas Gerald 2103 Oakmont St
Skowronek Stella A Skowronek Helen C 8604 Colony Dr
Solis Carolyn 8317 Dorcas St
State Rep Alan Butko Attn Lisa 7901 Bustleton Ave 205
Strauch Daniel Allen 2153 Benson St 1st−Fl
Strikowsky Benjamin Est 8914 Leonard St
Swain Beatrice Deer Meadows Rm G55 8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Taitelman Myra 2113 Bleigh Ave
Tompkins Steve 2208 Benson St
Traska Pauline S 1701 Solly Ave 2 Floor
Traska Stanley M 1701 Solly Ave 2nd Fl
Tribuiani Samuel 2218 Fuller St
Udell James Md 7908 Bustleton Ave
Ungar Naftali 1630 Emerson St
Valenti Dana 7913 Leonard St
Valentin Martinez Jose 8014 Dorcas St
Varghese Zachariah 2740 Taunton St
Wal Const Mangmnt Ser Inc 8852 Calvert St
Walsh Catherine T 3 Shipley Pl
Walters Eleanor 7801 Bustleton Ave Apt 203
Walters Eleanor Borbeck Ct Apt 203 7801 Bustleton Ave
Ward Elizabet T Ward James J 2922 Galena Rd
Whomsley Eleanor M Estate 2022 Ripley St
Winters Allan F C/O M M Winters 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Winters Maxine M 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Wolfson Samuel 2309 Oakmont St
Yhost Frank 8301 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 702
Yohay Alon 8333 Algon Ave
Yuen Tiffany 2228 Napfle St
Zampier Lillian C 8325 Algon Ave
Zampier Lillian C Zampier Karl H 8325 Algon Ave
Zampier Lillian C Zampier Kenneth A 8325 Algon Ave
Ziv David 1717 Arnold St
Zonis Jack B Zonis Helen 8301 Roosevelt Blvd 559
Philadelphia Pa 19153
Acello Ricardo 7404 Lapwing Pl
Aerolink Transportation Inc International Airport
Ag Edwards & Sons 8600 Tinicum Blvd
Aiello Albert 7722 Orpheus Place
Airport Parking 7060 Essington Ave
Allen Edwin 2258 S Ashford St St
Armstrong Edward Jr 2658 S 73rd St
Barbelli Khristian 7147 Doral St
Berwind Financial Management Inc 5 Hig Island Rd
Bevan Harold M Bevan Anna B 8712 Eastwick
Bird Windle C Estate 3124 S 86th St
Blackburn Susan 2704 Dothan Plaza
Butkus Julia Estate 3209 S 83rd St
Chandlee Ignota 7824 Holstein
Chapman Thelma Estate 8549 Eastwick Ave
Coke Mark 3045 Apt1 Island Ave
Crowley Francis 8880 Bartram Ave
Damato Joyce 7412 Medrick Place
Dixon Deborah 8027 Brunswick Ave
Dorsey Darryl 7424 Buist Ave
Druding Ronald J 3021 South 72 St
Eichinger Anna Eichinger John 8518 Harley Ave
Excel Truck Auto 3200 South 61st St
Fahy Kathryn A Fahy William 7356 Chelwynde Ave
Garner Shelley M 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 3305
Georgieva Antoaneta 7900 Lindbergh Blvd
Grace John R Grace May 2627 S 73rd St
Green Leila 8400 Lindbergh Blvd 1009
Griffin Margaret Griffin Joseph 2437 S 74th St
Harrod Sandra 8025 Lyons Ave
Henry Leon 8400 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 2416
Hoang Vinny 7238 Guyer Ave
Hodges Reginald A 7701 Lindbergh Blvd
Industrial Material Handling 8436 Enterprise Ave
Jones Keith S 8231 Chelwynde Ave
Kay Elizabeth P Estate 9020 Tinicum Blvd
Kelleher William Kelleher Ann 2525 S Phillip St
Lioti Rose M 7224 Guyer Ave
M And M Displays Inc 7700 Brewster Ave
Mackin Janet 8106 Lindbergh Blvd
Maiga Hamza 7301 Buist Ave
Manfree Inc 3601 Island Ave
Martin Mary 8109 Harley Ave
Mccabe Gertrude A Mccabe Bernard J 2529 Ashford Rd
Mealey Louis J Mealey Anna 2442 S Claymont St
Meissner David CO Meissner Chevrolet 7001 Essington Ave
Melchiore Shirlie M Melchiore Louis G 2552 S Bellford St
Meridian Growth Fund Ste 200 C/O Pfpc Trust Company 8800 Tinicum Blvd 3th Fl
Metro Chrysler Jeep Subaru 6729 Essington Ave
Metro Nissan Metro Mitsubishi 6925 Essington Ave
Metro Volkswagen 6915 Essington Ave
Morgan Frank E Morgan Betty 2526 S 77th St
Mukerjee Reashant Mukerjee Henry O Mercy Eastwick Medical Bldg
Pacifico Auto Body 6751 Norwitch Dr
Pacifico Ford Inc 6701 Essington Ave
Park Betty 8436 Gibbs Place
Patel Dental Patel Minesh 7900 Lingburg Blvd Apt 4912
Pendleton Theresa 8512 Luther Place
Pennock Co 3601 Island Ave
Pfpc Inc 8800 Tinicum Blvd
Pollman Jessica M 8400 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 1715
Prescott Dorothy R 3002 Mario Lanza Blvd Apt N
Redae Hedat 2706 South 73rd St
Richardson R W 880 Tinicum Blvd Floor 5
Rivadeneira Robert 7147 Guyer Ave
Robinson Louise C/O 7305 Sanderling Pl 1st Fl
Rossi Martin M 2439 S Claymont St
Schaaf Shirley S 7718 Orpheus Pl
Scurry Gertrude E 8500 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 1410
Serno Frank 2605 S Bialy St
Sheraton Suites 4101 Island Ave
Sidle Anna Estate 7910 Lindbergh Blvd
Sims Timothy 7315 Sanderling Place
Sluzski Edward Estate 2823 S 80th St
Smith Christopher 2654 S72nd St
Spivey Ward D Iii 7900 Lindbergh Blvd 3001
St Irenaus Roman Catholic Church 2728 South 73rd St
Stith Darwish 7701 Lindbergh Blvd
Suarez Mardella A 7701 Lindbergh Blvd 400
Swing Mary 7321 Theodore St
Tallrot Anna 2258 S Ashford St
Tewildebrhan Jerusalem 2700 Dothan Plaza
The Hertz Corp 8201 Bartram Ave
Thomas Johann 6615 Norwitch Dr
Toole Kevin B 2504 S 78th St
Toole Louis 7350 Chetwynde Ave
Villagrana Rhoda 2512 Claymont St
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Vongnarath Khamsang 7154 Guyer Ave
Wesley Sonja Y 7113 Humming Bird Pl
Whitelam Ignota 7824 Holstein
Wise Henry J Wise Henry 8115 Suffolk Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19154
Academy Plumbing & Heating 10761 Pelle Cir East
Almo Distributing 134 Pennsylvania 2709 Commerce Way
Americredit 2135 Benson St
Arters Franklin N 12404 Academy Rd
Banda Sazkia M 6721 Oakland St 1st Floor
Barron Lillian P Barron Edward J 10864 Perrin Rd
Bellantese Vincent Bellantese Elsie A 12634 Biscayne Dr
Bethel Margaret M 187 Dimarco Dr
Bibson Gloria 3505 Vinton Rd
Bolli John A 12119 Medford Rd
Bradby Jean 12608 Nanton Dr
Braun Margaret M 187 Dimarco Dr
Brehouse Harold H 157 Ridgefield Rd
Brown Ann F 12634 Chilton Rd
Brown Florence C/O Mark Deegan 2832 Normandy Dr
Callahan M M 187 Di Marco Dr Pa
Callahan M M 187 Dimarco Dr
Callahan Margaret M 187 Dimarco Dr
Cavanaugh John G 3664 Academy Rd
Ciarlante Julie E 10936 Templeton Dr
Coia Victoria 3226 Gurley Rd
Colon Islya 11722 Joseph Kelly
Comp Usa Training 103 Franklin Mills Blvd
Conly Brian C 10830 Harrow Rd
Coppola Patricia 3519 Vinton Rd
Dalessandro David 3308 Belgreen Rd
Degen Lois G 3701 Nanton Pl
Delaware Valley Healthcare Coal 2980 Southampton Rd
Dietz Elaine D 2949 Normandy Dr
Dilorenzo Dominic Dilorenzo Susan P 3846 Violet Dr
Dilorenzo Susan P 3846 Violet Dr
Direnzo David 11716 Lntt Rd
District Council 21 2980 Southhampton Rd
Douglas Albert J 8115 Frankford Ave 9
Dudley Eric M 1522 Riverside Dr
Duscher Robert 3044 Derry Rd
Fakorede Comfort 12820 Galdi Ln
Farley Shawn 12819 Cabell Rd
Feeney Brian 11761 Dimarco Dr
Futchko Mary 2960 Secane Dr
Gallagher Dorothy C Gallagher Arthur C 137 Meadow Ln
Geiss Harry 2815 Nature Rd
Gesker Barbara 3323 Woodhaven Rd
Gibson Robert 3505 Vinton Rd
Grande Theresa M 10863 Academy Rd Fl 1
Graziano Edward Graziano Kelly 12028 Millbrook Rd
Griffith Kathryn 12601 Biscayne Dr
Gugiliemello Agnes E Gugiliemello Josep 9101 Ashwood Ave
Gugiliemello Josep 9101 Ashwood Ave
Hanna Amgad 10825 E Keswick Rd Apt 78
Hawthorne John G 12135 Rambler Rd
Hayden Ruth E 3886 Alberta Ter
Hb Properties 12700 Townsend Rd
Henryse Regina C 10854 Modena Dr
Hicks Tina M 4201 Lawnside Rd
Jaskiewicz Stella 3810 Charteris Rd
Jastrzebski Edwin 12119 Barbary Rd
Jastrzebski Tamiko 12119 Barbary Rd
Javanni Kq 1016 Riverside Dr
Johnson Carl C/O Woodhaven Ctr Finance Dir 2900 Southampton Rd
Jones Jonathan D 3850 Woodhaven Rd Apt 606
Kelleher Christina 11843 Brandon Rd
Kemenes Susanne 11735 Brandon Rd
Kendrick George 12050 Waldemire Dr
Keys Sadye 302 Waterview Ln
Keyser Edward J Estate 11108 Kirby Dr
Khalupsky Gennnady 11874 Academy Rd
Kogut Edward 2701 Southampton Rd
Kozlowski Dorothy M 239 Dimarco Dr
Kurian Gail 1714 Riverside Dr
Kurz Hastings Inc Dutton Rd
Lavery Thomas J 2949 Normandy Dr
Lehman Edwina M 3604 Rayland Rd
Leiva Marco A 1229 Unruh Ave
Lok Fai 12805 Medford Rd
Loughlin Charles Sr 2868 Normandy Dr
Loughlin William A Loughlin Doris A 12031 Glenfield St
Low Ingrid 3131 Walnut St
Maisenhelder Frank Woodhaven Bexbay Rd
Martini George 10825 E Keswick Rd Apt 125 Fbo Lois Degen
Matchett May M 3242 Rhett Rd
Mather James J 10756 Albemarle Ln
Matthews Mary E Woodhaven Bexbay Rd
Mccormack Linda M 12407 Wyndom Rd
Mchugh Russell W 2515 Ashwood Ave
Mclaren Catherin A 3540 Kyle Rd
Merk Michele 3329 Atmore Rd
Merlino Fred 12614 Medford Rd
Miller Robert Pepsi Cola 11701 Roosevelt Blvd
Mone Jean V 3015 Byberry Rd
Morgan Deborah 2135 Benson St
Mui Kwok 3927 Patrician Dr
Mullen Michelle Mullen Michael 10857 Harrow Rd
Nathan Mary Elaine 11904 Millbrook Rd
Navarra Pasquale 12524 Deer Run Rd
Newton Lynda A 101 Hahnstown Rd
Nolan Linda 3735 Genesee Dr
Odonnell Theresa 2812 Nightingale Rd
Ogilvie Edwin & Elsa 13086 Townsend Rd
Ott Thomas A Ott Tara K 10923 Kirby Dr
P C C Local 35 Of 2706 Black Lake Pl Vacation Fund
Pali Josephine 2800 Norcom Rd
Patel Kirtikumar Patel Kala 3626 Genesee Dr
Penn Jersey Paper Company Inc 2801 Red Lion Rd
Peronace Sara 12206 Sweet Briar Rd
Pfeiffer Gregory J 3120 Birch Rd
Plumbers Pens Ark Local 690 2791 Southampton Rd
Pomrink Joan 3424 Lamar Pl
Rementer Todd E 3626 Bellaire Pl
Rexco A Partnership C O Christopher Blum 3203 Lester Place
Reynolds Anna M 3540 Kyle Rd
Rigler Sarah Ann C/O J A Gunderman 3633 Genesee Dr
Riviello Nicholas 10718 E Keswick Rd
Rodgers Florence M 3805 Brookview Rd
Rodriguez Diana 3756 Westhampton Dr
Sachs Harry 11102 Waldemire Dr
Santos Licinio 10852 Perrin Rd
Schmer April Lee 1415 Riverside Dr Bl14 Stewards Glen
Seckinger Helen E Seckinger Robert 11106 Dora Dr
Shellys Medication Services 2813 Southampton Rd
Simone William J Jr 12010 Elmore Rd
Sinclair Carol C/O Robert C Sinclair 3310 Gurley Rd
Somers Marion T 3166 Belgreen Rd Apt B
Stott Margaret H 3815 Nedla Rd
Thomas Cieka E 12601 Biscayne Dr
Thompson Corwin 2532 Ashwood St
Tomassetti Mary M 3501 Brookview Rd
United Refrigeration Inc 11401 Roosevelt Blvd
Unso Patricia 3846 Violet Dr
Vanderslice John A 12121 Medford Rd
Vasquez Betty G 11847 Academy Rd Unit C5
Voll Frank 3565 Dows Rd
Walker Ava 3229 Morning Glory Rd
Watts Tedara 10825 E Keswick Rd Apt 257
Wentes Alberta 3850 Woodhaven Rd 902
Wissahickon Spring 10447 Drummond Rd
Woehlcke Edward S Jr 12406 Sweet Briar Pl
Wood Edward J Jr 3779 Genesee Dr
Woznicki Stephen F 3604 Rayland Rd
Wright Christina 11703 Telfair Rd
Zarol Winifred Zarol Anthony 12557 Deer Run Pl
Zheng Zhi Q 12810 Mccarthy Cir
Zillmer Jared 13030 Townsend Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19170
Adp Inc Po Box 7247−0351
Adp Pob 7247−0351
Aetna Cobra Billing Unit Po Box 7247 0230
Ams Sales Corporation Po Box 7247−6586
Chubb Po Box 7247 0180
Citicorp Vendor Finance Inc Po Box 7247−0322
Citicorp Vendor Po Box 7247 0322
Cobra Billing Unit Po Box 7247 0230
Ctb Mcgraw Hill Llc Po Box 7247−7020
Efi Global Po Box 7247−7273
Gab Robins North America PO Box 7247 7162
Gemplus Corporation Po Box 7247 8806
Health Net Of Ct Inc Post Office Box 7247 6124
Heineman Library And Raintree Po Box 7247−7011
Interior Design Po Box 7247−0466
Kuehne Nagel Po Box 7247 7382
Liberty Mutual Po Box 7247−0109
Magee Rehab Services Franklintown Psych
Manoir Industries Po Box 7424−6897
Manulife Financial PO Box 7247 7122
Mckinsey Company Inc PO Box 7247 7255
Mercer Health Benefits Llc Po Box 7247 8929
Nah Nah Co Heller Financial Inc PO Box 7247−8292
Neckwear Christian D Box 7247−8094
Netapp Financial Sol Po Box 7247
Nielsen Bookscan Po Box 72478868
Panalpina Inc Atl PO Box 7247 6404
Prime Temps Po Box 7247−8341
Reed Bus Info Publishers Weekly Po Box 7247 7026
Reed Business Info Po Box 7247−7026
Thyssen Security Elevator Co Po Box 7247−7662
United Parcel Servic PO Box 7247 0244
Uthayashankar Arun S 1218 Walnut St Apt 704
Ventana Medical Sys Inc Po Box 7247−0371
Philadelphia Pa 19171
Chilton Book Company Po Box 8538−120
Philadelphia Pa 19173
Verison Po Box 8585
Philadelphia Pa 19175
Acker Michael A Po Box 0820
Adecco W501845 Po Box 7777
Aetna Fbo Footstar Po Box 7777 − W7480−897
Aetna Us Healthcare Po Box 7777−W2685
Allan Mark D Md Po Box 7777
Apdim Apdim Registration Po Box 7777−Ro560
Aushc Po Box 7777−W2685
Bethany Primary Care Llc Po Box 510712
Bridges Charles R Box 0820
Castillo Minerva Po Box 7777 W7625
Columbus Medical Po Box 513072
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Enyi Okereke Md Cpup Dept Of Ortho Surg PO Box 7777 W3605
Gentiva Health Servi Po Box 7777 W501818
Greater Chamber Of Commerce Po Box 7777w5040
Hosp Of University O Po Box 7777 9500
House Brunswick Po Box 7777−W0585 C/O Oxford Finance Comp
Mediq Prn Life Support Service S Box 7777
Mellobank Po Box 7777 W5035
Moore Wallace North America Inc Po Box 905046
Moore Wallace Po Box 7777 W501934
National Medical Imaging Po Box 7777 W6980
Nco Financial Sustems Inc Po Box 7777−W1195
Neighborcare Pharmacy Service P O Box 7777
Neighborcare Po Box 7777 W2205
Neighborcare W 4755
Penn Detroit Diesel Allison Po Box 7777 W7830
Penn Primary Care East Marshall Stre PO Box 7777 W9480
Riverview Center C Po Box 510349
Rosenau Philip Inc Po Box 7777
Rumsey Electric Po Box 777−W510064
Salomon Smith Barney Inc PO Box 7777 W9700
Semoran Retail Llc PO Box 7777
Teixdo Michael T Md Po Box 7777
Tri County Emerg Phys Inc Po Box 512536
Vanstar Po Box 7777 W 4310
Vwr International Inc Po Box 7777 W0450 Mellon Bank Eas
Philadelphia Pa 19176
American Honda Fin Corp Po Box 70252 Loan Of Fannie Graham
Honda Finance Exchan Po Box 70252
Independence Bc/Bs Po Box 70250
Independence Blue Cross Po 70250
Philadelphia Pa 19177
Cross & Co C/O First Penna Bkg & Tr Co Po Box 8068 1252
Mc Ilhenny Francis S Jr CO First Penna Bk N A Po Box 8068 1252
Philadelphia Pa 19178
Air Liquide America Specialty Po Box 8500−50910
Alliance Digital Inc Lockbox 2298 Po Box 8500
Amh Ob Gyn Service Corporation Po Box 8500−6896
Anesthesia Associates Of Abing Po Box 8500−5365
Ari Po Box 8500 4375 Philidelphia
Aria Health Po Box 8500−6395
Belmont Po Box 8500 2585
Boston Post Road Dialysis Po Box 8500−8200
Buffalo & Pittsburgh Railroad Inc C/O Reltek Ops Group Po Box 8500−1951
Capital Health System Po Box 8500 1576
Capital Imaging Asso Po Box 8500
Carter Kenya 8400 Lindbergh Bv Apt 1116
Centers For Occupational Health Po Box 8500
Chas Hude As Po Box 8500−50820
Cole Vision Corp Cole Vision Services
Consolidated Rail C Po Box 8500 4450
Consolidated Real Estate Dept 75 17701 PO Box 8500 4450
Cooper Electric Supply Co Po Box 8500 41095
Covertry Healthcare Of De Delaware Plan Refund
Dako Corp PO Box 8500 52353
Duggan T M Md Po Box 8500 54388
E Z Pass Po Box 8500
Ebi L P Po Box
Ebi Lp Po Box 8500 41335
Emerg Care Of Atlanta Inc PO Box 8500
Esn Pc PO Box 8500 7235
Fast Fleet Inc Po Box 8500
Fhcs Phys Services Po Box 8500
Garelick Farms Box 3926 Po Box 8500
Goose Creek Dialysis Po Box 8500−8085
Han Ob Gyn Po Box 8500 6355 Han Ob Gyn
Haverford Anes Assoc Po Box 8500
Haverford Anesthesia Associate Po Box 8500
Haverford Asc Po Box 8500
Health America Bf Eastern Po Box 8500−54173
Hibbert Group The PO Box 8500 41705
Home Health Corp Inc Po Box 8500 50165
Hummingbird Communications Po Box 85003885
Innoviant Pharmacy Inc Po Box 8500−54842
Insight Health Corp Po Box 8500
Jefferson Thomas PO Box 8500
Kessler Dialysis Po Box 8500 8055
Land Instruments Po Box 8500 S2675
Law Journal Newsletters Po Box 8500 54073
Level 1 Inc P O Box 8500−5155
Merion Publications Inc Po Box 8500−52278
Middletown Dialysis Center Po Box 8500 53213
Monroe Systems For Business Business Inc Po Box 8500 52873
Moore Wallace Po Box 8500
Moyer Packing Company Box 2931 − Po Box 85
Moyer Packing Company Po Box 8500
Mri Professionals Inc Po Box 6550
Nahatan Drug Inc Post Office Box 8500 9430
New York Stock Market Po Box 4006
Nicol Scales Co Po Box 8500−S 8910
Northeast Electrical Distributers C/O Sonepar Dist Ne Inc Po Box 8500−4848
Northwestern Mutual Life Re 5145 Po Box 8500
Novacare Outpatient Rehab Po Box 8500−6000
Nyse Market Inc Box 4006 Post Office Box 8500
Nyse Market Inc Pa Po Box 8500
Oki Data Americas Inc Po Box 8500−1485
Oticon Inc Po Box 8500−52843
Patterson & Co Po Box 8500 S 1620
Pfizer Inc C/O Natl Ba Po Box 8500 S−1335
Photomedex Inc Po Box 8500
Plaza Medical Obo Mika Taylor Po Box 8500
Pnb Personnal Trust Po Box 8500 S 1620
Pomerantz Staffing Po Box 8500−42150
Rehabclinics Inc Po Box 8500 6000
Reliance Standard Life Po Box 8500−52348
Risk Management Assn Lockbox 1140−Po Box 8500
Rms Dm Llc Po Box 8500−7171 Lockbox 7171
Robison Douglas E Po Box 8500
Rtc Cambridge Dialysis Center Po Box 8500 8085
Rtc North Houston Po Box 8500
Sancor Medical Enterprises Po Box 8500
Smith Medical Asd Inc Po Box 8500
Smiths Medical Po Box 8500
Software House Intl Ent P O Box 8500−41155
Southcare Po Box 8500 53223
Temple University Outpatient Dialysis Po Box 8500 51780
Towers Perrin Po Box 8500 S6110
Transit Group Transportation Po Box 8500−52763
Tv Guide Network In Lock Box 9026 Po Box 8500
Veritext New York Reporting Co Po Box 8500 54797
Veritext Pennsylvania Reporting Company Po Box 8500 54797
Waterford Crystal PO Box 8500 (S 41650)
William B Kessler Memorial Hospita Po Box 8500 4116
Zaeri Nayere S Md Po Box 8500 2940 19181
Philadelphia Pa 19181
Cavanaugh Caitlin K 425 N Swathmore
Colonial 19th At Market
Colonial 5 Penn Ctr Plaza
Conseco Tela Services 399 Market St Fl 5
Philadelphia Pa 19182
2dresnicksterl Emerg Of Maryland Po Box 827416
A Girls Po Box 827733
Alexandria Lake Ridg Po Box 828516
Allegheny University Of The Health Sciences Pnc Lock Box 828243
Alliance Consulting Group Po Box 820938
American Furniture Rental Po Box 821014
Anesthesia Consultants Of Nj Po Box 828348
Apria Health Care Inc Po Box 827462
Apria Healthcare Apria Healthcare
Apria Hlthcr Riverr PO Box 827462
Au Psych Svc Grp Po Box 7780 5054 Au Psych Svc Grp
Au Radiology Assoc Mcp Pobox 7780 5054
Balford Farms Po Box 827228
Baxter Healthcare Po Box 820011
Baxter Hyland Divisi Po Box 7780−5032
Beebe Medical Center Obo Randon S Masters Po Box 828790
Best Manufacturing Inc Po Box 827136
Bristol Myers Squibb Fbo Robert M Gilmartin Po Box 827358
Caf+ Bustelo Po Box 827660
Capital Area Pain Management Assoc Llc Po Box 822733
Ccbn Com Po Box 826132
Ccbn.Com Po Box 826132
Citistreet Associates Llc C/O S Walsh Po Box 828549
Daniel Robert Md James St Anesthesia Po Box 827630
Diligenz Po Box 822448
Elkins Park Hospital 1500 Market St 33rd Fl W
Empire International Po Box 826152
Exerox Business Services Po Box 827598
Family Support Services Inc Attn S Gagnon−Frantz 201 S 69th St
Fox Chase Pain Mgm Assoc Pa Po Box 7780 4214
Geisinger Cl/ Gc Orthopaedic Ge1337 Po Box 828729
Gilmartin Robert M C/O Bristol Myers Squibb Po Box 827358
Gonzalez Robin Po Box 820−405
Harris Mary L Po Box 824173
Hw Baker Linen Co Inc Po Box 820448
Institute For Dermatopatholgy Po Box 827279
Intracorp PO Box 7780 4255
Kessler Insitute For Rehabilitation Po Box 827914
Langhorne Physicians Services Po Box 827477
Liberty Property Limited Part Po Box 828438
Mcnesby Francis X Jr Po Box 828699
Meadowlands Hospital Po Box 820962
Mercy Suburban Hospital Po Box 828310
Mirsky Kenneth Md James St Anesthesia Po Box 827630
Ml Diag Im Womens Ct Po Box 827275
National Medical Services Po Box 820090
Netversant New England Po Box 823207
Novacare Rehabilitation Po Box 827523
One Call Medical Po Box 822534
Ophthalmic Subspecialty Consul Po Box 7780−1679
Osteotech Po Box 822577
Parkview Hospital Po Box 828142
Pavilion Ped At Green Spring Station Pa Po Box 822647
Philadelphia Newspap PO Box 82853
Philadelphia Newspapers Llc Po Box 822063
Progressive Gourmet Po Box 826145
Rehab Clinics Spt Inc Nova Care Rehabilitation Dba Po Box 827523
Rehabclinics Spt Novacare Obo Victoria A Mcstravic K Po Box 827523
Rehabclinics Spt Novacare Po Box 827523
Renfrew Center Of Nj Llc Po Box 827868
Rittenhouse Square Imaging Po Box 827275
Rocky Mountain H Dba Lifenet Po Box 829177
Rocky Mountain Holdings PO Box 829177
Saxon And Co Po Box 7780−1888
Saxon Company Fbo 276104 Po Box 7780−1888
Schc Pediatric Assoc Po Box 828699
Simone Alyssa Do Po Box 828962
Sterling Anestesia Of Md Po Box 822360
Suzanne Walsh Po Box 828549
Temple Physicians Inc PO Box 820956
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Temple Prof Assoc Eastern Region Po Box 820820
Templeton Readings Llc Po Box 822786
Tenet Healthsystems Elkin Po Box 828163
Tps II Of Llc Lock Box 827 Tenet Hlth System
Tps Of Pa Llc Po Box 828126 Tps Of Pa Llc
United Concoroia Co Inc P O Box 827399
Warminster Hosp Po Box 828107
Wentworth J G Po Box 7780−4244
Young Patrick Md Po Box 7780 4117
Philadelphia Pa 19184
Wa Wa Dairies Po Box 510708
Philadelphia Pa 19187
Boston Scientific Corp Po Box 8500−6205
United Healthcare Aarp P O Box 13999
Philadelphia Pa 19191
Alfred I Dupont Insititute O Po Box 13700
Dupont Ai Institute Of Th P O Box 13700
Gordon Laurence 1933 E Allegheny Ave
Milford Fastening Systems Po Box 13700−1349
Nydh Emergency Servi Po Box 13700
Phelps Memorial Hosp Po Box 13700
Proconex Po Box 13700 1259
Pulitzer Lilly Sugartown Worl Po Box 13700
Reliance Standard Po Box 8330
Philadelphia Pa 19192
Breast Health Institute Care Of Signa Insurance
Hornig Gerhard 1601 Chestnut St Tl17f
Inamar Ltd 1601 Chestnut St Tl20j Phila
International Rehabilitation Assoc 1601 Chestnut St Tlp−11
Intracorp 1601 Chestnut St
Sawyer Jeremy 1601 Chestnut St
Vanratingen Peter 1601 Chestnut St C/O Ci D Roker Spain Tl53a
Willis Corroon 1130 Sherbrooke St
Philadelphia Pa 19195
Acucare Physicians Pc Po Box 95000−1395
Assbi Radiation O Po Box 95000−2456
Berjis Vala Md Po Box 95000 2412
Berjis Vala Po Box 95000
Beth Israel Ambulatory Ca Po Box 95000
Beth Israel Medical Bimc Petrie Pob 9
Beth Israel Medical Center General PO Box 95000 2432
Beth Israel Medical Center PO Box 95000 2195
Beth Israel Medical PO Box 95000 2195
Drexel Family Practice Associates PO Box 95000 1035
Gruber Steven J Po Box 95000−2150
Lourdes Imaging Associates Llc PO Box 95000 2840
Mendes Donna Po Box 95000−2400
Tmany Po Box 95000 1650
Westside Pediatric Assoc PO Box 95000 2889
Invalid Zip Codes
Alvarez Jose 3111 Custer St
Anthony J Macchiavell Md 2511 S Brd St
Aviles Marta 12 E Silver St
Darin Strong 6567 Woodstock St
Dobbins Wayne Molly Pitche St
First American Administrator Po Box 8500−7425
Howells Dorothy M Estate Howells Dorothy M Howells John B 4724 Worth St
Landstar Logistics PO Box 8500 54302
Leuzzi Peter 3242 S Medley St
Richart Dorothy Richart Joseph Deauville Apts Apt
Sewell Michael 26 Nugent St
Taylor Donald Po Box 19269
Weiner Stuart Po Box 8500
Zip Codes Not Reported
3955 Lancaster Cleaners Inc 3959−63 Haverford Ave
Abel Harry 2635 Annin St
Abiona Olugbenga O 2316 Watkins St
Adams Clites 4551 Pulaski Ave
Adams Lawrence J 4167 Salem St
Adams Louella 1826 Medary Ave
Adams William R Jr 6327 Lancaster Ave
Adolf Dorothy 516
Afflick Zena 125 W Logan St
Aherne John 4613 Greene
Aiello Louis C 2135 S 16th St
Allegheny House Inc 1415 W Allegheny Ave
Allen Audrey R 1514 Mckinley St
Allen Donald 1305 E Weaver St
Allen Reuben J 2707 Ingram St
Allen Robert L 3110 N Croskey St
Almeida Thomas Mary 2156 Furley St
Alston Ella L 5535 Jefferson St
Ambra Luca 1529 S Camac St
Anders Lois J Anders J 7111 Enden St
Anderson Edward D 5762 Colgate St
Andreoli Orlando 2950 Mckean St
Andrews Raeburn 3433 Cornes St
Angelucci Kristen 3451 Ainslie St
Anglin Robert Anglin Laura 1508 N Gonestogast
Annan Daniel 6620 N Ol St
Arata Lawrence 1700 W Norris St
Archibold Mariam 2736 W Stumer St
Arneth John Bruce 1150 S 13th St
Aslam Irshad B 607 Mercy St
Atkins Marie J 755 N Sloan St
Atkinson Flore Delisa 2023 Mountain St
Autho Collision Experts Inc 6701 Tulip St
Ayala Mario 1701 N 10 St Apt 408
Aytch Chester 1553 N Peach St
B Reshit Properties Llc 4807−09 Leiper St
Bader Marie 3221 N 34th St 29
Badger Betty J 838 E Woodlawn St
Bailey Ezan 4136 Mantua Ave
Bailey Richard P 38 N 61st St
Bained Raymond Iv 3254 N 15th St
Baker Hazel 122 N 49th St
Bakun Louise M 5229 Burton St
Ballard Olden R 7279 Saybrook Ave
Bankers Trust Co Of California 5423 W Girard Ave
Banks William K 2955 Kensington Ave
Barber Ernest Trustee 2225 Tasker St
Bartletti Irene 1120 S 46 St
Bartolett Charles 504 E Lippencott
Battaglini Gary V 2102 S Dorrance St
Bausch Frederick 4308−10 N Franklin St
Bb Enterprises 2306 E Cabot St
Beaver Andrew J 898 Carver St
Beck William H 4412 N 4th St
Beisher Frederick H Jr 6339 Farnsworth St A/K/A Ave
Belfon Bertrand 5124 Market St
Bender Robert C 1834 W Etting St
Benjamin Franklin Federal Savings And Lo 2526 E Hagert St
Bennett James L 1331 N Newkirk St
Berlena Henry 7021 Yocum St
Bethel Frederick F 1440 N Franklin St
Birch Rudolph 1507 W Erie Ave
Bisaccia Salvatore L 838 S 2nd St
Blanding Edith 2222 N 12th St
Blassingame Carol Blassingame Paul 5903 N Camac St
Blowney Steven Page 7030 Greene St
Boatwright Etta S 2325 N Van Pelt St
Boddy John H Jr 507 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Bonella John F II 7055 Elmwood Ave
Bongiovanni Dan II 5610 Devon St
Borrelli Louis 244 Wilder St
Bortash Abraham Estate E 847 NS St
Boyer William C 914 Marlyn Rd
Braddock Holmes Patricia 4995 Sheldon St
Bradford William E Jr 1421 S 52nd St
Bradley 1514 S Mole St
Brady Francine C 3150 Tulip St
Branch Selena J 1315 E Duval St
Branzuela Saturnino B 5629 N Marvine St
Brath George W Montgomery
Bratten Pervies 2528 S Sheridan St
Braxton Roger T Sr 4824−26 Yocum St
Breitmeyer Albert W Breitmeyer Eleanor 5438 Osage
Bright Charles 436 N Holly St
Bristen Elizabeth A 422 Winona St
Brooking Cora 852 E Woodlawn Ave
Brooks Dwight L 5621 Woodland Ave
Brooks Eugene Iv 6222 Old York Rd
Brown Denise 2514 S Felton St
Brown James F 623 Marlyn Rd
Brown James W 2108 S Alden St
Brown Lawrence 5537 Bloyd St
Brown Thomas O Jr 3448 N Dillman St
Bryant Eugene 78 E Seymour St
Bryant Isaiah W 2440 W 79th Ave
Burnett Celestine 1213 E Stafford St
Burns Charles A Jr Burns Edith P 3209 Sansom St
Burris Renee 2463 N Tton St
Butcher Aaron L 1750 Scattergood St
Bychik Yana 9921 Bustelton Ave Unit D−14
Bynum Margaret R 6450 N 16th St
Bynum Tillman Marherlia 6100 Kingsessing Ave
Cafferty Joseph 1917 Bonitz St
Calabrese Richard V 2328 S Mole St
Callaway Masonary Corp 1224 N Marshall St
Camoratto Anna N E Cor Of 112 Ann
Camp Robert E 6059 W Girard Ave
Canada Robert L 5432 Delancey St
Capertino Silvio 2511 S Sheridan St
Carbaugh Stanley W 3313 Emerald St
Cargill Andrew 5421 Race St
Carodine Andrea 1602 Godfrey Ave
Carr Edith L 5518 Chancellor St
Carroll Charlotte 1611 Reed St
Carroll Cooper Investment Corp 7644 Forrest Ave
Carroll Henry H Jr 865 E Chelten Ave
Carter Ella Ree 5716 Walton Ave
Cassidy George 1928 W Carey St
Catlett Anna 1618 Ellsworth St
Cauciello Saverio 1027 S Fairhill St
Cavanaugh Elizabeth M 3664 Academy Rd
Cephas Bensella 7126 Greenway Ave
Chac Bohdan 4719 N Marvine St
Chaney William Isaac 1420 Ridge Ave
Chapman Francis E 2127 Ritner
Chasteen Robert L 4128 Welsh Rd
Checchio James 5540 Catherine St
Chelten Property Partnership 109 W Chelten Ave
Chengula Lucas 1923 Reed St
Cher Wm N Estate 342 Aldine
Childrens Hospital of Pa Po Box 7780−1192
Christian Lois J 4431 N 16th St
City Sort 511 W Oxford St
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Clark Andrea M 536 N Simpson St
Cleary Elizabet 4819 Ansuh
Cleveland Sandra 2217 Federal St
Cobb Archie 2501 N 19th St
Cobbs Edward W 5407 Morse St
Cocco Domenico 1505 Latona St
Coco Partnership 1314 S Hollywood St
Cohen Harry Leib 731 Emily St
Cole Mary 1915 Ruth St
Coleman Juhn 1507 Hanson St
Coleman Lucy Trustee 5130 W Stiles St
Collins Donna M 2615 Hobson St
Connor Richard W 5871 Sylvester St
Connor Stanley M 2631 N Na St
Cooper Oliver L 4513 N 20th St
Cooper Thomas C 4551 Silverwood St F/K/A Wood
Corbett John J 3628 N 16th St
Cordoro Cesar 127 E Wishart St
Cox Eileen 2902 Wharton St
Cozmo Development Co 4324−26 Ul St
Craig Irene M 1720 Liameh St
Crawley Amanda L 459 W Coulter St
Crompton Michael R 2001 E Ontario St 45th Ward
Cuello Nelson 1770 Scattergood St
Cummings Michele 5514 Wyalusing Ave
Cunningham Arturia 6615 N 17th St
Curry Sadie J 4114 Parrish St
Cybok Mary 2220 W Nenango
Cynthia 5130 W Stiles St
Dahequist Leonard A 522 N Leithgow
Dahlquist Carolyn R 522 N Leithgow
Dang Le Dinh 4426 Lancaster Ave
Davis John 737 N 42nd St
Dawkins Mary Arlene 3006 Girard Ave
De Val Old Timer Soccer Association 2580 Frankford Ave
Delacruz Amando 1829 Mountain St
Deluca Henry 1220 7th St
Deluca Mary A Deluca Henry 1220 7th St
Demore James 1607 Manton St
Dennis Soley Linda V 6842 Woolston Ave
Diamond Henry D 4019 Neilson St
Diaz Juan Alberto Diaz Juan A 1020 N Orkney St
Dick Catherin 1237 N 27st
Dietzler Helena M Dietzler Harry S 2133 Sigbut
Digabriele Bernard 430 Mifflin St
Digiovanni Antonio 1815 Titan St
Dipuppo Orlando 2526 Allehiany
Dixon Doris A Estate Rr 1
Dixon Harry 51 W Sharpnack St
Douglas Nathan 1819 Gerritt St
Drummond Walter G 139 W Manheim St
Drury David 1439 S Taylor St
Duckat William Duckat Evelyn Lindley Apts13thlindl Ey Ave
Duehling Kevin G 9240 Melrose St
Duke Celeste Estate 422 Hortter St
Duncan Howard 2909 W Girard Ave
Dupree Rudolph 5218 Pennsgrove St
Durham George 3062 N Lee St
Dutton Stephen E 4849 Rorer St
Dzundza Wolodymyr 5107 N 4th St
Eason Earnes Stene 2614 N 23rd St
Eckardt Ruth C Estate 46 6 Ella
Economy Joseph 4535 N 19th St
Edson Adaline Estate 10016 W 31st Ave
Edwards Minnie 2642 Jessup
Elentrio Michael 4319 Bennington St
Ellison Eugene E Jr 715 N Shedwick St
Emanuel Temple Church 725 N 41st St
Emery Dorothy R 102 E Wyoming Ave
Engstrom Cecil M Estate 1645 Bull St
Estevez Raul 760 E Ruscomb St
Etugh William A 6967 Rodney St
Evans Childs Cassandra 2238 N Lambert St
Faragher Mary 1036 Dorrance St
Farmer Marvin W 3411 Kirkwood Rd
Farrell Patrick 2507 Federal St
Faulkner Lawrence 8037 Walker St
Federenko Michael 4319 N Orianna St
Ficken Doreen 3063 Coral St
Fields Calvin E 1030 S Frazier St
Figueroa Angel Ld 1822 Ridge Ave
Fine Minnie Fine I E Su Cor 10th Spruc
Finnegan Margaret 26535 Mole St
Finney Page 2245 Oakford St
Fiscella Virginia 2011 So 18
Fitzgerald Ella 868 S 55th St
Fleming Laundromat Inc 2030 N 31st St
Flickener Martha R Estate 1800 N 98th St
Flormer Hickman Estate 21 S 12th
Floyd Daniel 2523 Webb St
Foley Grace 4526 Higbee St
Ford Heywood P 110 N 60th St
Foster Robert H 1509 Sbrd St
Fowler Joseph B 3515 N 17th St
Frank Charles 2559 Coral St
Freeny Millard 2457 N Tton St
Friend George 3083 Potter St
Gaddy Nathaniel Executor 2337 W Tioga St
Gallen Alan 1923 N Waterloo St
Gandy Thelma M Estate Rr 1
Garzia Louis 5317 Westminster Ave
Gause John Thomas 4725 Penn St
George Hentz Estate 6 Haln Ct
Gilbert Woolsey Thorn 6004 Germantown Ave
Gillen Anna M 1940 S Croskey St
Gillespie Linda Ex 940 West Erie Ave
Given Lavenial Estate 1125 Spaxon St
Glavin Jeremiah P 2034 S 61st St
Glazer Shirley 8940 Krewstown Rd Unit 311
Glen Meyer Estate Paul And Vandyke
Glover Mary 2016 Annin St
Gold Jeffrey 1653 Pratt St
Gold Jeffrey 1660 Granite St
Gold Jeffrey 1856 E Russell St
Gold Sandra L Trustee 1124 N 39th St
Golden Opportunities Real Estate 1619 Fillmore St
Gonzales Flossine Trustee 3129 N Wendle St
Gonzalez Eduardo 245 E Cambria St
Gorham Earl Jr 145 N Wilton St
Grabber Joseph 227 Nedro Ave
Grafton Thomas Jr 1936 N Stanley St
Graham Anthony 272 S Alden St
Grant John 2732 N Garnet St
Grassinger Marty 2212 S 10th St
Gray Antoinette W 1943 Wharton St
Gray Ruben L 2701 Manton St
Griffin Marie R Griffin John L 8529 Mascher St
Griggin Harry 972 Aka 972−74 N Leithgow St
Gross Abraham 1811 N 6th St
Gross Emmett Jr 2114 Sears St
Grosso Domenic 2934 N 24th
Hagains Derrick 5661 Malcolm St
Hagan Mary J 3032 Lakeshre Ave
Hageman Wesley B 218 Rolling Hill Rd
Hailey Mortgagor Henry C 6331 Garnet St
Haines Dennis 3381 Agate St
Hall Wakeem 1829 S 18th St
Halligan Julia 3088 Wicked St
Hamilton Carl J 5843 Ludlow
Hampton Paul M 4603 Schall Ave
Hardnett Henry Lee 2923 Diamond St
Hariston James E 2226 W Jefferson St
Harris Walter 5155 Rrish St
Hartline Georg 676 May St
Hartman Lucy C Estate 20th S Dauphin
Hartz Hilbert A Estate 7523 Linier Park
Hassell Charline 2217 Federal St
Haughton Edna B Estate 5435 Jamestown
Hawkes Oliver 1245 N 60th St
Hayes Jade 1832 Harrison St
Hayes James 4826 Regent St
Heagy Clarence 1336 Dover
Healey Bernard W Estate 1117 E Tioga St
Heffernan Timothy E 2219 Watkins St
Heisse Helen 658 E Wensley St
Hengemihle Anna 2409 Spruce
Henry Deborah 1632 Worrell St
Hernandez Gladys 720 W Russell St
Hernandez Leo 2445 Kimball St
Herrera Flor 3048 N Orianna St
Herrera Juan Jose 2835 N Mutter St
Herring Henry 2033 S 5th St
Hg Berk Inc 1900−1902 N 4th St
Higgins Patricia 6837 Bustleton Ave
Hill Bertha 1215 W Nedro Ave
Hill Mary A 3086 Aramingo Ave
Hillen Thomas 31 Catherine
Hoban Thomas F 2220 S Lee
Hoch Lily G 3933 Saviarter
Holcomb Jack L H 5812 N Lambert St
Hollinsworth Walter 2023 Gerritt St
Holmes George 3829 Cambridge St
Holmes Michelle 3810 Pulaski Ave
Holt Diane M 3433 W Westmoreland St
Holts Althelia 432 N 60th St
Holtzer Hampton Meta 7265 Pittville Ave
Hopkins Martin W 7329 Garman St
Howard Richard 2439 Master St
Huber Carl 2046 N5
Hunter Katie 2243 Sears St
Hurtado Ricardo P 198 W Chew Ave
Ianetti Catherine Ianetti Joseph 1429 Marston
Ifill Horace G 543 Mountain St
Ingram Norman 2619 Almond St
Inner City Development Corp 3357 N American St
Irizarry Roberto 2340 N Hancock St
Irvin Wilma W 27 N Reese
Iwaszkiewicz Margar 411 George
J And J Construction 2116 Lloyd St
Jackson Corinne 820 N 42nd St
Jackson Henrey 1699 N 56th St
Jackson Jan S 2426 E Indiana Ave
Jame Construction Corp 2461 Memphis St
Jamison William 720 Winton St
Jasper Sylvester 1327 Dorrance St
Jefferson Ronald 3308 N 2nd St
Jerome Daniel 719 W Raymond St
Jettison Corp 1903 Webster St
Johns Robert L Jr 6226 N 10th St 1220 N Brd St
Johnson Arthur 2024 Aikens St
Johnson Brenda A 3016 N Sydenham St
Johnson Carrie E 3445 N 15th St
Johnson Charlene Y 1449 N 55th St
Johnson James B 3869 Cambridge St
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Johnson Jeannette W 1253 S Ringgold St
Johnson Leroy 4946 N Uber St
Johnson Modeh G 5847 Windsor Ave
Johnson Shirley 4442 N Colorado St
Johnson Tanya 1350 S Stanley St
Johnston Robert D 2705 Ingram St
Jones Alfred 2423 N Rk Ave
Jones Andrew R 6729 N Woodstock St
Jones Catherine 535 S 55th St
Jones Florence 1636 N 29th St
Jones Harold 531 Mifflin St
Jones Johnnie E 2117 Fernon St
Jones William G 6049 Angora Tr
Katziner Angela 2347 College
Kaufmann Frederic 1827 N 2nd St
Kaukeano Kevin M 2551 E Lehigh Ave
Kavitsky Morris 1338 S Grove St
Kavtarian Suren 5013 Portico St
Kelly Darlene A 5505 Belmar Ter
Kelly James T Estate 2050 W Nercy
Kenjorian Inc 3829 Frankford Av
Keyes Celestine E Trustee 1220 S Bucknell St
Keys Marva E Adm 1332 E Barringer St
Khaldi Yousef M 934 N 19th St
Kim Eric Kevin 6002 Master St
Kim Soo Ding 4901 Wayne Av
Kinsey Carol J 5614 Heiskill St
Kirkland Darla 26 N 42nd St
Kittrell Michael 6355 Ross St
Kmiec Isabelle M 845 Granite St
Kneiss Chas H Estate 439 Dittman
Koepke Joan P 2421 Almond St
Kollas Maria Albert 1518 N American St
Korina Investments 1006 S Cleveland St
Kotran Stephen 3721 N Darien St
Kramer Raymond E Jr 10859 Farlin Ter
Kueny Stephen 2540 N 15th
Kurtz G G 2612 So Pershing
Kurtz Jack G 2612 So Pershing
Lagan John 366 Upsal
Lake Mark 5916 E Tabor Ave Aka E Tab
Lang Adolph 1705 Penn
Langehorne William B 2826 Chatham St
Lee Roger Trustee 5120 Hawthorne St
Lehman Martin J 2637 Annin St
Lentz Phyllis 2033 Tiopa St
Leonard Jerome Derry 257 W Cornwall St
Levister James Frank 5606 Henry Av
Lewandowski Wallace 1807−19 Blair St
Lewis Bernard L 3717 Mt Vernon St
Lewis Wallace 36 W Rockland St
Lewis Wilhelmeania 8045 Temple Rd
Lilley Elbert L 1343 S 46th St
Lincoln Marion Jr 2239 Titan St
Lincoln Romaine 5147 Ludlow St
Lista Michael 1509 S 8th St
Logan Philip S 2640 Ellsworth St
London Jack 723 N 41st St
Love Geraldine 3508 N Sydenham St
Lovering Elliot 1923 N Marshall St
Ludovici Anthony M 12498 Sweet Briar Rd
Lyles Kevin 5005 Chestnut St
Mabry David 5450 Catharine St
Macalister Christia 7415 Rockwell
Mack Eva 1307 S Leithgow St
Madyun Abdul 1338 N Taney St
Magen Lawrence 1305 W Hoyamensing
Maguire Vincent Estate Rr 1
Mahon Hubert R Estate 7142 Wissinoming St
Malaughlin Agnes V 8829 Giuicuin Ave
Malbille Frank Estate 3629 Gdn St
Maldonado Yaschajar 4128 Claridge St
Malish Lenard Stuart 1845−47 N 6th St
Malkin Ann 2954 N Hicks St
Malky Mehsin Al 623 Garland St Unit A
Mancini Angelina Se Cor 8th Bainbridge St
Manion Joseph J Estate 2015 Beaver Ave
Manosca Leopoldo 2466 Frankford Ave
Manosca Romeo 2467 Frankford Ave
Maranca Alexander Maranca Albert Liberty Bell
Marchiafava Stella 2220 S Lee
Mariano Joseph Mariano Teresa 1414 S Bancroft
Markus Terry 2838 Waterloo St
Martin Eleanor M 624 Wilder St
Martin Rubin 2906 Wharton St
Martinez Nelson 4314 N Fairhill St
Massey Darby 1230 Kater St
Maui Friedrich Marion Maui Marian 2159 E Cambria St
Mauras Denzyl 5213 N 2nd St
Maxwell Murray Peter Sr 3854 Wyalusing Ave
Mayers Lillie 4156 W Girard Ave
Mayfield Amanda L 62 E Seymour St
Mcardle Edna 835 S 56th St
Mccarthy John 1527 S Beily St
Mcclure Samuel 2223 Wallace
Mccrystal Patrick 5536 Crowson St
Mccullough Raymond 49th And Lancaster Ave
Mcdonald Edward Mcdonald George 1515 N Cadwallader S
Mcevoy James P Jr 2822 Winton St
Mcfarland Thomas Estate 2409 Alleghany
Mcglawn Walter 3810 Rrish St
McGrath Agnes Estate 1428 S Geunther
Mcguire Earl 44 E Price St
Mchenry John H Jr Mchenry Dennis J 183 Red Cedar Dr
Mckellar Rubin 5505 Crowson St
Mckeown Anne G Mckeown Anne C 544 Cheltenham Ave
Mclaughlin Anna 8829 Giuicuin Ave
Mclaughlin Nicole L 5113 Newhall St
Mcmahon Mary 5833 Chester Ave
Mcmorriss A Estate 13 W Stampins Ln
Mcmullen Ruth M 2520 Firth St
Mcnichol Dennis J Jr 2830 South 56th St
Medina Julita 3043 Amber St
Meister Helen 1212 Andie
Melendez Julia Lopez 3428 Front St
Melnick Thomas 8329 Eastwick Ave
Mendez Mary Varga 5508 N American St
Menough William M 1721 N28
Mension John H 442 N Holly St
Mertz Harry 3230 E St
Michell David B 2135 Kennedy St
Mignone Michael 3428 Kip St
Miles Willie N 405 S 60th St
Milla Benjamin 6320 Baynton St
Miller Clara 1618 S Lawrence St
Miller Kathleen 1803 Roselyn St
Miller William 6045 Wister St
Milligan Robert T 107 Gates St
Milling Sarah R 3062 N Leithgow St
Milton Waites 1511 Mayland St
Minor Calvin W 4821 Florence Ave
Mitchell Elizabeth 1537 S 21st St
Mitchell Emanuel A 7026 Georgian Rd
Mitchell Richard 1807 W 67th Ave
Mole Lanyetta Alyce 444 E Mechanic St
Molino Charles A 7146 Oakland St
Monroe Gerald P 2309 E Letterly St
Montier Hiran J 1161 Dorrance St
Moore Anna 1443 Lawrence
Moore Harriet 5528 Cedar Ave
Moore William 3308 N 16th St
Morales Juanita 714 S 58th St
Morris Dorothy 353 West Queen Ln
Morris Jason 2633 Earp St
Mosley Oliver 2031 S 5th St
Moszkowicz Edward M 127 E Albanus St
Mukhalian Martinh 1702 Mgusal St
Mukhalian Teresa 1702 Mgusal St
Muse Jennie Mae 615 N 39th St
Mwagala Hugo 1923 Reed St
Myers Elsie D 5900 W Oxford St
Myles Leroy A 2048 Mountain St
Nasuti Marie 620 Cantrell St
National Temple Non Profit Corp 3001−15 N 12th St
Neary Dorothy M 559 Comly St
Nelson Joseph L 7232 Valy Ave
Nguyen Cong Pham 2141 Simpson St
Nguyen Lam Kim 6028 Trinity St
Niedzialek Nellie 811 W Lehigh Ave
Norton Thomas E 4406 Benner St
Norwoos George 5851 Market St
Nuccio Josephine G 368 Daly St
Obrien Francis C 2214 Bonaffon Ter
Otoole Geraldine Ann 517 Alcott St
Outlaw Dense S 3224 W Susquehanna Av
Page Addie 1216 S 18th St
Page Shirley 5854 Montrose St
Paige Carlos Md 547 W Westmoreland St
Palmer Jeanne 1522 N 8th St
Palmer Teddymon Carlos 6966 Cedar Rk Ave
Parker Victoria 4641 N Marvine St
Parks Russell 1613 S Calisto
Parks Wilkins Mccoy 7826 Willims Ave
Parson Rufus Estate 2626 N Lomisset
Passeri Maria 1629 S 40th
Patterson Elizabet C 5440 Ansdowne
Patterson James H 5440 Ansdowne
Pearl Kramer 10859 Farlin Ter
Pearlstein Bernice Estate 557 N Indiana St
Pender Margaret 1614 Wingohocking St
Peraze Florenc 4123 Lancaster Ave
Perry Lillian 1326 S Garnet St
Persia John Persia Ruth 5056 Hoopls
Pfeiffer Helga H Pfeiffer Mark G 350 Zane St
Phila Real Estate Development Corp 5329 W Oxford St
Philadelphia Redevelopment Llc 1547 N Front St
Phillips Jerome 5528 Sprague St
Phillips William H Jr 6422 Trinity Plc A/K/A Trinity
Pinarath 3123−25 Wharton St
Pitts Virginia 635 Mckean St
Plitt Joseph F 423 E Eleanor St
Polk Lottie C 2729 N Sydenham St
Polk Senora 132 W Duval St
Pomianek Josephine Pomianek Walter 6011 Greenway
Post Brandon L 7424 20th St
Potts Authur S 5702 N 7th St
Pounds James W 2310 Moore St
Powell David L 439 Hansberry St
Powell Walter T 5300 Race St
Powers Lawrence F 2318 Margaret St
Prejsnar David 7827 Devon St
Prendergast William G 6144 Edmund St
Price John Albert 3420 N Orianna St
Provenzano Salvatore A 1441 Dickinson St
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Pullman Paulin E Ogontr Olney Ave
Pusey Jean O 6653 Cornelius St
Quinn James J Estate 1106 Wake
Quinn Sarah V 1927 N Philip St
Rabboni El 1506 Poplar St
Rafferty Thomas M 721 Daly St
Ralls David R Jr 1259 S Peach St
Ramos Lilian D 3860 Kipling Place
Randolph Shirl 1856 N Bucknell St
Ratner Fred 2437 S Beulah St
Rawley Douglas 1818 E Madison St
Ray Jean R 4526 Salmon
Raymond Gillespie Estate RR1
Raynor Michael W 1925 Princeton Ave
Readdy Simeon R 4316 Wyalusing Ave
Reed David 418 Pensdale St
Reese Francine S 1538 N Allison St
Reinhart George W 6316 N 21st St
Reliable Sewer Cleaners 3548 Old York Rd
Rendall Charles Estate 3121 Alvin St
Reta Vietmeir Estate 2728 Library Rd
Reynolds Alred G 2029 E Rush St
Rich Brian 1523 Sol St
Rider George E 1524 S Cleveland St
Righter Rose 1527 S Beily St
Rinde Barbara 1847 E Cambria St
Rios Margarita 4936 Ella St
Ritman Morris 2125 Tyson Ave
Rivera Gomez Anselmo 4944 N 8th St
Robbins Alfonso W 426−28 N Sloan St
Roberts Gustave Estate RR1
Roberts Sandra 2008 W Stella St
Robinson Michael 5139 Pulaski Ave
Robinson Robert 1336 S 51st St
Rodan Management Inc 6148 Upland St
Rodriguez Francisco Perez Jr 5219 N 9th St
Roesch Marie T 4819 Ansuh
Roho Maairifa 5536 Chancellor St
Roman Jean 7919 Rugby
Rose Annie Estate Rr 2 Box 45
Rowe Dencil 4233 Otter St
Royal Troy 4520 N 12th St
Ruggiano Annette 1722 Watkins St
Ruth Goldhagen Estate 60 & Pine
Saalfrank Clifford 3034 N Haileluem
Sackett Noris Estate 644 Terick St
Salahuddin Rashid 1312 S May St
Sanchez Pedro Roman 2047 N Philip St
Sanders Orsby 947 N 48th St
Sanford Angelique J 2813 Stiles St
Santiago Angel 1727 S 4th St
Santiago Rafael Jr 491 Sanger St
Santos Luis O 5832 N Howard St
Santousso Richard 6642 Yocum St
Save Me Lord Faith Ministry Inc 1853 & 1855 Hoffman St(Rears)
Scalzo Julia Estate 48 E Sharport St
Scarborough James R 1939 Plymouth St
Schultz Howard 221 Gaul
Schwartz Shaun L 3008 N A St
Scott Benjamin F 3234 N 15th St
Scott Daniel S Jr 5611 Florence Ave
Seib Richard W 2637 So Hobson
Semann Raymond 2716 S Marshall St
Session Dallas 5433 Malcolm St
Seuffert Fred 2741 Eddington St
Shannon Idell 5426 Baltimore Ave
Shapiro Philip 3308 Kensington Ave
Shaw Charles 259 E Penn St
Shubert Emmitt A 7536 E Tulpehocken St
Shulman Benjamin Estate 5633 Provident Rd
Sibert Valrie 7578 Mayland Rd
Sicoli Salvatore J 220 E Haines St
Siegrist Charles F 1943 E Cumberland St
Sills Marcia A Trustee 2140 Oakford St
Simmons Blanche 174 E Ontario St
Simmons Joseph K 6725 Woolston Ave
Simmons Keith L 869 N Preston St
Simmons Purnell 7021 Upland St
Simpson Eric 1706 W Wingohocking St
Skillen Clara G 2326 Firth St
Smalls Lawrence 2612 W Lehigh Ave
Smith Hilda 6503 N 6 St Oak Ln
Smith Irene 5113 N Marvine St
Smith Juanita M 3022 N Judson St
Smith Karen 4536 Fernhill Rd
Smith Karen L 1718 W Edgeley St
Smith Lucius 333 E Elwood St
Smith Thomas H 139 N Hutingdon
Smith William C 3013 N Croskey St
Snead Percy Jr 5969 Trinity St
Southwark Eastern Neighbothood Enterpris 1440 S 5th St
Spain Anthony 3254 Germantown Ave
Spanier William J 3042 Saul
Spencer Elijah T 936 N 13th St
Staten Kevin L 6562 N Uber St
Stephens Alfonzo 624 E Lippincott St
Steth Raymond 132 N 50th St
Stevenson Jerome C 6114 Chestnut St
Stills Milton Jr 5025 N Warnock St
Stoker Gerald E Stoker Marion 2433 E Elm
Stott Edwin Estate 4728 Mercett
Strong Rosa 2459 N 18th St
Subsidized Affordable Housing Lp Ii 6323 Saybrook Ave
Summers Dorothy 1836 N 17th St
Superior Ventures Inc 4023 W Girard Ave
Swanigan Ba 2029 W Nedro Ave
Swisher Joyce A 7200 Marsden St
Sydnor Virginia Ruth 216 W Fisher Ave
Szefczak Adam 936 N Warmock
Talbert Clemon 5219 Beaumont Ave Aka St
Tann Louis 2038 Morris St
Taylor Edward C 24 E Hortter St
Taylor Pamela 5630 Willows Ave
Teleky Stephen 432 W Venango St
Thatcher Ida 1933 E Cumberland St
Theodore R Knight Inc 942 W Erie Ave
Thomas Charlotte A 6509 N 16th St
Thomas Corbin W 259 S 60th St
Thomas Dorothy K 5831 Ladsdown Ave
Thompson George E 1935 S Bonsall St
Tierno Edmond A 1016 Dickinson St
Toler Arthur 5510 Warrington Av
Tompkins William 5151 Reno St
Topalidis Michael 2743 N 47th St
Torres Genaro A 5427 Discher St
Tucker Ann Trustee 6540 N Beechwood St
Ubaonu Ernest 6051 Elmwood St
Uncle Bills Time Out Inc 5249 N Warnock St
United Security Building And Loan Associ 2226 N Delhi St
Valasquez Collado 2227 Titan St
Valderama Peter E 3326 Salmon St
Vance Romie Jr 12 N 42nd St
Vandegrift Harold R 542−44 N 54th St
Vanhorn Katherine Vanhorn James 1429 Marston St
Vogel Richard E Jr 1643 Granite St
Vokes Grace 2912 North Bonsall
Walker John Francis 2053 E Arizona St
Walker Kenneth 3229 Morning Glory Rd
Walker Myles South 17th St
Waller Singleman Reuben 1919 N Uber St
Wang Helen 2135 Walnut St Unit 202
Ward Joan 4614 Strahle St
Ward Trent E 26 West Southampton Ave
Ward William Estate 2045a N John Russel Cir Elkins Park
Wardell Davis 216 W Fisher Ave
Warner Dolores B 2112 Mountain St
Warson Alice C 2132 Sears St
Waterloo George 1947 E Cumberland St
Weldn John D 6109 Colgate St
Wells Henry 37 W Upsal St
Weng Helen 2618 Columbia
Weser Elizabet 1608 St Mark
Wesley Stella Wesley Louis 3924 I St
West Willa Mae 4716 Wayne Ave
Weston Holly 6201 N 11th St
Whartenby Theresa 535 Knorr St
White Charles 2000 S 8th St
White Stephen A 3900 W Girard Ave
White Watson Queen E 2244 Reed St
Whitman Warren J Estate 401 Fountain St
Widman Lawrence 2539 N Hutchinson St
Wilhite Paul 1080 Alcott St
Wilhite Paul 1440 E Bristol St
Wilkerson Michael 812 W Huntingdon St
William Bruce 1044 E Upsal St
Williams Oscard 3245 ‘‘ A ’’ St
Williams Robert 914 E Price St
Wilson Catherine 1609 Germantown Ave
Wilson Dennis Jr 2727 N 29th St
Wilson John W 5228 Pulaski Ave
Wilson Lloyd 3715 N 16th St
Wilson Ralph 1217 S Harmony St
Wilson Rita Administratrix 144 N Wanamaker St
Wilson Samuel 4614 Hawthorne St
Wing Shirley 2131 Moore St
Woodley Fernando J 7008 Cresheim Rd
Wright Edward A 218 S Alden St
Wright Juanita 232 N 52nd St
Wyatt Elizabeth M 1517 Latona St
Wyszywaniuk Maria 2225 Woble St
Yaegel William A 4248 Lawndale Ave
Yancey Michael 1228 N St Bernard St
Yeon Byung Choi 2001 S 7th St
Young Augustus Jr 3406 N 22nd St
Young Timothy 1928 N Na St
Yusavage Michael 1423 N Franklin St
Zeigler Evelyn 1340 S Bouvier St
Zera Victoria E 2637
Zherelyev Ilya 9228 Blue Grass Rd Unit 9
Zorbas George 320 E Somerset St
Zuber Benny 1337 N Hancock St
Pike County
A
Abramov Valeriy 309 Canoebrook Dr Blooming Grove Towns Pa 18428
Adams Randolph Po Box 163 Matamoras Pa 18336
Albano Jean Po Box 133 Bushkill Pa 18324
Alikas Karen 59 Moonbeam Cir Hawley Pa 18428
Ammenwerth Cory 810 Appaloosa Ct Hemlock Farms Pa 18428
Angelakakis Demetris 1264 Pine Ridge Bushkill Pa 18324
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Angiulli Millicent 170 Wild Meadows Dr Dingman’s Ferry Pa 18328
Aqua Pennsylvania I Hcr 6 Box 6040 Hawley Pa 18428
Arce Rodolfo Arce Martha 87 Heavely Valy Tafton Pa 18464
Austin Alice M RR 2 Box 2070 Shohola Pa 18458
B
Banta Silvia Po Box 1062 Milford Pa 18337
Barillo Ronald 406 James St Po Box 1378 Milford Pa 18337
Barnett Wilby 1694 Pine Ridge Bushkill Pa 18324
Beberick Martha Po Box 741 Bushkill Pa 18324
Beebe Matthew 21 First St Apt 3 Matamoras Pa 18336
Behney Mary Po Box 435 Paupack Pa 18451
Benjamin Amy 1st Rd Tafton Pa 18464
Bennett Stephen Bennett Clare 153 Wisperwood Dr Dingmans Fry Pa 18328
Bernard Kelly Po Box 135 Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Beylik Gregory 245 Wild Acres Dr Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Bilodeau Dolores 3234 Hemlock Farms Hawley Pa 18428
Blair Ottille Fosterhill Milford Pa 18337
Blumberg Matthew 113 Fern Place Milford Pa 18337
Blumfield John 3784 Sunrise Lk Milford Pa 18337
Borbely Zoltan 2nd And Ann St Milford Pa 18337
Bossart Marilee Bossart Maureen Box 1528 Hemlock Farms Hawley Pa 18428
Boyd Charles 148 Tunnel Rd Milford Pa 18337
Brengel Nicholas 174 Birch Leaf Dr Milford Pa 18337
Brennan Regina RR 1 Box 80 Dingmans Fry Pa 18328
Broderick Edward 164 Marina Way Greentown Pa 18426
Brodman Jane 79 Wickes Rd Bushkill Pa 18324
Brown Christian 1350 Saw Creek Estates Bushkill Pa 18324
Brown Kevin C/O Progressive Health Of Pa 112 Eharford St Milford Pa 18337
Brown Stephanie 113 Pine Tr Rd Matamoras Pa 18336
Bruner Kevin 217 Prospect St Hawley Pa 18428
Brussel Elaine Po Box 132 Lackawaxen Pa 18435
Burmil Adrienne 450 Saw Creek Es Bushkill Pa 18324
Burriesci Nicholas 1215 Rte 507 Grentown Pa 18426
C
C G Photography Hc 67 Box 45 Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Cabrera Harold 3561 Chelsea Ct Bushkill Pa 18324
Campbell Jeffry Po Box 75 Dingman Ferry Pa 18328
Cancer Ctr Upp Delaware Vally 113 Pocono Dr Milford Pa 18337
Caraturo Liane 108 Forest Dr Apt 11 Milford Pa 18337
Carbone Brenda 939 Saw Creek Est Bushkill Pa 18324
Carlin William Carlin Louise 911 Hudson St Hawley Pa 18428
Carter Scott RR 1 Po Box 101e Milford Pa 18337
Caton Amanda 1402 Rte 739 Dingsman Ferry Pa 18328
Charles Steuhl & Sons Po Box 97 Greeley Pa 18425
Charter One 21 First St Apt 3 Matamoras Pa 18336
Christ Nancy Christ David 135 Cornelia Ln Milford Pa 18337
Ciupak John 149 Bennett Ave Unit I Milford Pa 18337
Coakley Rosemary Coakley Megan 1615 Hemlock Farms Hawley Pa 18428
Coakley Rosemary Coakley Timothy 1615 Hemlock Farms Hawley Pa 18428
Coleman Monica RR 1 Box 1008 Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Computing Solutions 206 Ave F Matamoras Pa 18336
Corrigan Devin 112 Bellemonte Ave Hawley Pa 18428
Cossu Patricia 442 Ranchln Bushkill Falls Pa 18324
Costello Gerard RR 2 Box 2626 Shohola Pa 18458
Crane Maybert A Est 207 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 1 Matamoras Pa 18336
Cruz Anthony 253 Wickes Rd Bushkill Pa 18324
Culbreath Chris 762 Saw Creek Estates Bushkill Pa 18324
Culhane Denis Jr 187 Pocano Mtn Lake Bushkill Pa 18324
Curtin William 2928 Hemlock Farms Lords Valley Pa 18428
Custer Brett 128 At The Falls Bushkill Pa 18324
D
Dean Clyde Township Rd 395 Hawley Pa 18428
Dehaven Grace PO Box 470 Greentown Pa 18426
Dellert Marilyn Po Box 406a Shohola Pa 18458
Delling Grace 402 Brd St Milford Pa 18337
Demaris David Demaris Aninna 3066 Sunrise Lk Milford Pa 18337
Desantis Carol RR 2 Box 112 Bushkill Pa 18324
Desena Frank 3447 Hemlock Farms Lords Valley Pa 18428
Detrick Britton Detrick Sandra 66 Saw Creek Est Bushkill Pa 18324
Diaz Michael 42 Saw Creek Est Bushkill Pa 18324
Dickison Mary Rd 2 Box 640 Dingmans Ferr Pa 18328
Dochnahl Harold 404 Church St Hawley Pa 18428
Dolan Jeannie RR 1 Box 28 Hawley Pa 18428
Dolan Jeannine RR 1 Box 28 Hawley Pa 18428
Duffy William J C/O Whitetail Construction Inc 63 Bluebird Dr Bushkill Pa 18324
Dunn Joseph Dunn Lydia 203 Sarah Milford Pa 18337
Dutta Sujit 378 Ranchlands Bushkill Pa 18324
Dzyak John 452 Pocono Mtn Lk Est Bushkill Pa 18324
E
Ed Nikles Custom Builders Inc 104 Barnett Ave Milford Pa 18337
Eisner Marton 201 Fox Rd Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
F
Fedorka Anna Est Of Po Box 126 Matamoras Pa 18336
Feinhals William Po Box 741 Bushkill Pa 18324
Fennell John Fennell Helen Po Box 121 Tafton Pa 18464
Foley John Po Box 496 Millrift Pa 18340
Frace Donald Frace Barry 671 Old Greentown Rd Greentown Pa 18426
French Alicia French John RR1 Box 1204 Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Fulton Nelden Box 213 Dingmans Ferr Pa 18328
G
Gaeta Susan 1573 Pine Rdg Bushkill Pa 18324
Galimi Matthew 119 Forest Ct Hawley Pa 18428
Gentes Rudolph Estate Po Box 52 Shohola Pa 18458
Giacalone Elizabeth 104 Cottonwood Dr Hawley Pa 18428
Gibson Keith 159 Oak Ridge Dr Milford Pa 18337
Glatz Gennaro 113 Ruffed Grouse Dr Greentown Pa 18426
Glodzik Krzysztof 782 Saw Creek Estates Bushkill Pa 18324
Gobin Nizamudeen 101 Pedersen Ridge Rd Milford Pa 18337
Goldfarb Norma Goldfarb Neil Hemlock Farms Po Box 1537 Hawley Pa 18428
Gonzalez John 3350 Sunrise Lk Milford Pa 18337
Gonzalez Misael 1672 Pine Ridge Bushkill Pa 18324
Grafman Semion 54 Oak Mountain Dr Hawley Pa 18428
Graham Joyce 126 Green Acres Ct Milford Pa 18337
Greck Frank RR1 Box 850 Hawley Pa 18428
Gregory Carolann Po Box 112 RR 2 Bushkill Pa 18324
Gross Margaret 110 W High St Milford Pa 18337
Gwynn Mary PO Box 148 Hawley Pa 18428
H
Haese Robert 271 Ranch Lands Bushkill Pa 18324
Hall Patricia 280 Hemlock Farms Hawley Pa 18428
Harris Morton Po Box 1a Lackawaxen Pa 18435
Harty Gilbert Hc Box 530 1 Greeley Pa 18425
Heidemann Alexander Heidemann Jennifer 2506 Gold Key Estates Milford Pa 18337
Helinek Marilyn Box 3716 Sunrise Lake Milford Pa 18337
Hendrickson Rose 116 Cardinal Dr Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Hennessey Lillian 603 Ave H Delaware Run Apt 112 Matamoras Pa 18336
Hicks Phyllis Estate 206 Ave K Matamoras Pa 18336
Higgins Arthur 193 Mountain Top Lackawaxen Pa 18435
Houck Edna Estate RR 1 Greentown Pa 18426
Hourani George M Dba Born To Build Llc 134 Kokolias Ln Matamoras Pa 18336
Hovey Bruce 12418 Marcel Lakes Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Howey Emily Rd 2 Box 640 Dingmans Ferr Pa 18328
I
International Connection Inc 803 Saw Creek Ests Bushkill Pa 18324
Iorlano Peter 809 Dogwood Lords Valley Pa 18428
Irons Antoinettea 330 Wickes Rd Bushkill Pa 18324
J
Jackson Dennis Po Box 191 Milford Pa 18337
Jaekel Ernest Jaekel Joan 125 Oak Manor Dr Milford Pa 18337
Jagger Mildred RR 1 Box 134c Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Jankowski Mariusz 1194 Dorchester Dr Bushkill Pa 18324
Jiava Catherine Po Box 1103 Milford Pa 18337
Johns Power Equipment C/O J Fredericks 215 Rte 6 Milford Pa 18337
Johnson Katherine 101 Fugi Ln Milford Pa 18337
Johnson Pamela J Hc 67 Box 301 Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Jordan Walter Jordan Ruth Po Box 576 Tafton Pa 18464
K
Kalpin Kathryn 258 Wickes Rd Bushkill Pa 18324
Karanu Kagure 40 Dogwood Cir Bushkill Pa 18324
Keene Kenneth 15 Williams Dr Milford Pa 18337
Kelly Carolyn 2183 Hemlock Farms Lords Valley Pa 18428
Kelly Constance B 1573 Pine Rdg Bushkill Pa 18324
Kiesel Flora Estate RR 1 Milford Pa 18337
Kropf Diana RR2 Box 849 Hawley Pa 18428
Kudrich Diana Kudrich Eric 101 Ave K Matamoras Pa 18336
L
Ladwig Diane 578 Rtes 6 209 Milford Pa 18337
Ladwig Robert H Jr 578 Rtes 6 & 209 Milford Pa 18337
Larsen Tore 220 Columbus Ave Hawley Pa 18428
Lawler Joyce 117 Spencer Rd Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Leon Joseph Leon June 243 Bellemonte Ave Hawley Pa 18428
Leonard Joseph Leonard Judith 102 Hemlock Rd Shohola Pa 18458
Lewis Billy 165 Upper Lakeview Dr Hawley Pa 18428
Locicero Janice 24 Frances Ln Greentown Pa 18426
Lords Valley Bld 647 Rte 739 Lords Valley Pa 18428
Loss Theresa 75 Gapview Cir Bushkill Pa 18324
Luhrs Ace Home Cent PO Box L Milford Pa 18337
M
Marroccolo Angelo 420 Saw Creek Est Bushkill Pa 18324
Martinez Ebelen 104 Stag Ln Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Mcdonnell Kathleen 416 Penn Ave Hawley Pa 18428
Mckenna Patricia 423 Hudson St Hawley Pa 18428
Mckenzie William 1210 Delaware Dr Matamoras Pa 18336
Mckeon Scott Po Box 1698 Hemlock Farms Hawley Pa 18428
Mcpartlin James Po Box 104 Matamoras Pa 18336
Michael Passante T Pml 150 Bushkill Pa 18324
Mikes Laundry Equipment Supply Inc 4288 Conashaugh La Es Milford Pa 18337
Miles Traisha 116 Teak Dr Green Town Pa 18426
Millen Frank L Hc 8 Box 811 Hawley Pa 18428
Miller Albert 184 Lakeview Cir Hawley Pa 18428
Modera Dolores Po Box 621 Milford Pa 18337
Muir House The 102 Rte 2001 Milford Pa 18337
N
Nardolillo Tina 3001 Hemlock Farms Hawley Pa 18428
National Claims Information Systems Inc Po Box 463 Bushkill Pa 18324
Nelson Doris L Hc 1 Box 170 Rt 590 Greeley Pa 18425
Newman Christopher Michael Po Box 1331 Milford Pa 18337
Newnam Christophe 619 Fifth St Apt 2 Milford Pa 18337
Notaro Catherine Notaro Neil 3137 Hemlock Farms Hawley Pa 18428
O
Oamil Inga Cust 104 Mountain Top Dr Milford Pa 18337
Obrien Michelle Obrien Keith 166 Butternut St Dingsmans Ferry Pa 18328
Oleary Kevin 47 Fawn Lake Forest Hawlsy Pa 18428
P
Parker Catherine Parker Gene 411 Ave O Matamoras Pa 18336
Paterson Dorothy Rr 1 Box 1660 Shohola Pa 18458
Peltonen Kathleen 252 Forest Ridge Dr Hawley Pa 18428
Petaccio Harry PO Box 229 Rowaland Pa 18457
Petrein Virginia 110 Elderberry Aly Milford Pa 18337
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Poperetchny Alexander 176 Mtain Lk Dr Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Powertec Inc Ste B 578 Rte 6 & 209 Milford Pa 18337
Pribitnowsky Matthew C RR 1 Box 1396 2 Shohola Pa 18458
Pribitnowsky Sheri L C/O M C Pribitnowsky RR 1 Box 1396 2 Shohola Pa 18458
Proctor Michael Scott Proctor Sandra Propst Box 129 Hawley Pa 18428
Purdon Daniel 140 Robin Way Lackawaxen Pa 18435
R
Raeven Agnes 102 Sawkill Rd Milford Pa 18337
Ramos Susanne 1482 Pine Rdg Bushkill Pa 18324
Reinhold George A Jr Reinhold Eric Box 257 Tafton Pa 18464
Reyes Santiago Reyes Juana 286 The Gln Tamiment Pa 18371
Rickett Marguerite Rickett Stanton 306 W Harford St Milford Pa 18337
Rivera Guillermo 3567 Kensington Dr Bushkill Pa 18324
Roberts Gerald Jr Box 213 Dingmans Ferr Pa 18328
Rocha Ralph 166 North Lake Dr Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Roche Steven 113 W Shore Dr Shohola Pa 18458
Roehm James 404 Church St Hawley Pa 18428
Rogers Thomas 142 Wickes Rd Bushkill Pa 18324
Ryan Durosky RR 5 Box 5135 Bushkill Pa 18324
S
Sa Frederick 169 Valy View Rd Greentown Pa 18426
Sallese Nicholas Rd 1 Box 54 Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Sanchez Dario 106 Ann St Milford Pa 18337
Sandman Frederick 169 Valy View Rd Greentown Pa 18426
Santos John Fosterhill Milford Pa 18337
Sargent James Roberts Ln Milford Pa 18337
Sauer Dolores Sauer Edwin 22 Couger Ct Dingmans Fry Pa 18328
Savaro Natalie 3377 Hemlock Farm Hawley Pa 18428
Schaeffer Richard G Hc 1 Box 337 Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Schmidt Roy 123 Saw Creek Est Bushkill Pa 18324
Scholl Catherine M Hc 1 Box 1335 Tafton Pa 18464
Schwartz Joseph 4009 Milford Lndg Twsp Of Westfall Pa 18337
Sciangula Angela Charles D Sciangula Jr An 265 Pioner Ct Lackawaxen Pa 18435
Sciangula Charles C/O C D Sciangula Jr 265 Pioner Ct Lackawaxen Pa 18435
Scott Madeline 170 Saw Creek E Bushkill Pa 18324
Serrano Shaina PO Box 116 Bushkill Pa 18324
Sherlock Randy PO Box 892 Milford Pa 18337
Skala Thomas Box 982 Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Skinner Joan 90 Oak S Matamoras Pa 18336
Smith Buttina RR 2 Box 194 Hawley Pa 18428
Smith Donald L Hc 1 Box 1791 Tafton Pa 18464
Smith George 212 The Gln Tamiment Pa 18371
Snead Liza Box 5 Milford Pa 18337
Solverson Richard Hotel Rd Rowland Pa 18457
Soucy Marie Soucy Neal RR 1 Box 28 Hawley Pa 18428
Soucy Marie Rr 1 Box 28 Hawley Pa 18428
Stalzer Joseph E 140 Mountian Lake Estates Hawley Pa 18428
Stewart Alice 107 Harley Sq Greeley Pa Greeley Pa 18425
Stickle Greg Po Box 1641 Milford Pa 18337
Struble Frederick 4355 Conashaugh Lake Milford Pa 18337
Summerell R L 105 Conifer Ln Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Swiggens Jim 559 Saw Creek Estates Bushkill Pa 18324
T
Tansky Boris 3377 Hemlock Farm Hawley Pa 18428
Taylor Ernest 3531 Sunrise Lake Milford Pa 18337
Tecanhuenue Andres PO Box 299 Matamoras Pa 18336
Tobin Philip 700 First St Matamoras Pa 18336
Torapovski Anton 750 Saw Creek Estates Bushkill Pa 18324
Toribio Rinyer 3373 Wikes Rd Bushkill Pa 18324
Trainer Edward Re Paul Nemeth Dec D Hci Po Box 1076 Tafton Pa 18464
Tri State Medical Associates Pc Po Box 219 906 Penn Matamoras Pa 18336
Trynz Allan 2311 Hemlock Farms Hawley Pa 18428
Tucker Patrick 962 Rte 507 Greentown Pa 18426
V
Valdes Alan 485 River Rd Millrift Pa 18340
Vanderbilt Garey 12371 Marcell Lake Estates Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Vanderzee Edward Po Box 532 Milford Pa 18337
Vario Vito 201 Wild Acres Dr RR 1 Box 575 Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Villanueva Tricia 3350 Sunrise Lk Milford Pa 18337
W
Walker Jessica Lynn 112 Quinn Ter Milford Pa 18337
Walker Kasey James 112 Quinn Ter Milford Pa 18337
Weber Louise E Hc 8 Box 811 Hawley Pa 18428
Weicht Ingrid 338 Pocono Mountain Lake Ests Bushkill Pa 18324
Welker William 45 Walker Lk Shohola Pa 18458
Weston Scott Rd 1 Box 750 Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Wetzel Oradell Box 231 15 Greeley Pa 18425
White Douglas North Colony Cove Rd Hc 1 B Tafton Pa
Wild Dorothy Po Box 132 Lackawaxen Pa 18435
Williams Perlene 1549 Pine Ridge Bushkill Pa 18324
Wilson Melynda 136 Brinkhill Rd Greentown Pa 18426
Woolford Wayne 269 Oakhill Rd Hawley Pa 18428
Wright Kenneth 1368 Pine Ridge Bushkill Pa 18324
Wuchter Shaun RR1 Box 69c Greentown Pa 18426
X
Xenos George 16 Tinker Ln Hawley Pa 18428
Y
Yetter Eric 122 Boulder Dr Hawley Pa 18428
Young Thomas 3716 Sunrise Lk Milford Pa 18337
Your Design Team Inc Po Box 409 Hawley Pa 18428
Potter County
A
Amidon Sandra J337 Toad Hollow Rd Coudersport PA 16915
Armstrong Deana 508 N Main St Coudersport PA 16915
B
Birosh Leonart 1 Box 92 Roulette PA 16746
Booth James 67 Sherman St Galeton PA 16922
Boyles Tru P 127 Jander Run Rd Shinglehouse PA 16748
Buckler Transport In PO Box 269 Roulette PA 16746
C
Calabrese William M 111 Germania St Galeton PA 16922
Campbell Richard Estate Germania St Galeton PA 16922
Cole Phyllis L PO Box 93 Harrison Valley PA 16927
Comes Nathan D 419 Main St Roulette PA 16746
D
Daub Dorothy M PO Box 23 Shinglehouse PA 16748
E
Elder Aida L Estate RR 2 Genesee PA
F
Faiths Café 08 Main St Roulette PA 16746
G
G E Hults Inc 607 N Main St Coudersport PA 16915
Gill Jeffrey R 306 S West St Coudersport PA 16915
Glover Judy L Po Box 166 Genesee PA 16923
Goodenough Edward L RR 3 Box 208 Coudersport PA 16915
H
Haines Rebecca Honeoye Haven 212 Shinglehouse PA 16748
Haskins Steve L Po Box 115ulysses PA16948
Headwaters Oasis C/O M Palmatier 456 Pump Sta Rd Genesee PA 16923
Heller Charles Q 25 Jeans Ln Coudersport PA Coudersport PA 16915
Heymann Libbie L Estate 401 N West St Coudersport PA 16915
Horst Robert H 1430 Germania Rd Galeton PA 16922
I
I Link Inc V 712 N Main St Coudersport PA 16915
J
Jackson Wilhelmina 123 Sherman St Galeton PA 16922
Joseph C/O Estate 1032 Whitney Creek Rd Coudersport PA 16915
K
Kistner Joyce Estate RR 1 Roulette PA 16746
Kistner Joyce Estate Second St Roulette PA 16746
Kistner Katherine Estate RR 1 roulette PA 16746
Kozik Joseph R776 Paul Hollow Rd Galeton PA 16922
L
Latimore Samantha PO Box 93 Mills PA 16937
Level 3 Telcove 65 Damascus Rd Cowdersport PA 16915
Lloyd Princeengler Aveshinglehouse PA 16748
M
Milchuck Joseph P 3rd 42 Milchuck Ln Po Box 724 Coudersport PA 16915
Mill Stream Inn Inc 918 East Second St Coudersport PA 16915
Mitchell Carolynne A 240 Smt Staustin PA 16720
Montgomery Palmer Estaterr 2 Coudersport PA 16915
N
Neighbor Era G Main At Water Strts Coudersport PA 16915
Neighborhood Internet Main At Water Strts Coudersport PA 16915
Northwest Savings Bank 42 Milchuck Ln Po Box 724 Coudersport PA 16915
Nrk Of New Jersey Inccost Of Services Main At Water Strts Coudersport PA16915
O
Olosky Mariankaren Reed 392 Ridge Rd Genesee PA 16923
P
Palmatier Josh A 1050 Johnson Rd Ulysses PA 16948
Pelchy Ray 30 Upper Lacoudersport PA 16915
Peters Barbara A1385 Us Hwy 6 W Galeton PA 16922
Petrencsik Edna M16 1st Stgaleton PA 16922
Pippys Grub N Tuff 1327 East Second St Coudersport PA 16915
Pippys Grubb And Stuff 1327 E 2nd St Coudersport PA 16915
Prince Tess A Engler Aveshingle House PA 16748
Q
Qtron Inc 712 N Main Stcoudersport PA 16915
R
Rawson Charles E 47 Fairview Avegaleton PA 16922
Remax Real Estatecost Of Svcs Job Ctr Main At Water Strts Coudersport PA 16915
Remax Unitedcost Of Svcs Job Ctr Main At Water Strts Coudersport PA 16915
Rouse James 680 Academy Stulysses PA 16948
S
Samtercimino Shari Cpo Box 48roulette PA 16746
Saulter Delores E Estate 205 Mill St Coudersport PA 16915
Saulter Maisie 334 Steer Brook Rd Coudersport PA 16915
Seventh Day Adventist Church C/O Robert Monroe 10045 South Main St Coudersport
PA 16915
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Smith Alyene K Smith Vergil Honeoye Shinglehouse PA 16748
Smith Rose A cmhp Lot 33 Coudersport PA 16915
Snyder Kelli J PO Box 228 Roulette PA 16746
W
Whitcomb Marion L PO Box 105 Coudersport PA 16915
White James C 7 W 1st St Coudersport PA 16915
Y
Yeager Donna L PO Box 114 Roulette PA 16746
Schuylkill County
A
A S Installation Stati 635 Pine St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Aaaa Trucking Inc 115 S Ctr St Aristes Pa 17901
Acker Claudette Po Box 262 Nuremberg Pa 18241
Adams Helen E Est S Main St Pine Grove Pa 17963
Adams Lee F Est 121 Saint John St Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Adams Lynn PO Box 31 Spring Glen Pa 17978
Aguilar Tiffany 234 South Chestnut St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Akumback Frances Estate 240 N Railrd Ave Frackville Pa 17931
Akumbak Ellen Estate 240 N Railrd Ave Frackville Pa 17931
Alex Walk Estate Main St Mahanoy Plane Pa 17949
Althouse Jeff 105 North George St Apt 1 Pottsville Pa 17901
Ambruck Anna 442 Riddle Coaldale Pa 18218
American Computer Assoc 207 South Balliet St Frackville Pa 17931
Androshick Anthony 227 South Jardin St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Angelo Evelyn M Estate 328 Pine St Minersville Pa 17954
Anthony Linda Rd 3 Box 3083 Pottsville Pa 17901
Armine Furrer Estate 21 S Centre St Pottsville Pa 17901
B
Bambrick John 107 Spring St Tremont Pa 17981
Banko John Estate 402 S Wylam St Frackville Pa 17931
Barbieri Gregorio 258 W Howard Ave Coaldale Pa 18218
Barnum Harold 1515 Spg Gar New Ringgold Pa 17960
Bast Dorothy E Rural Rte 1 Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Bearmont Pet Shop 1816 E Grand Ave Tower City Pa 17980
Bechtloff Margaret Est 649 S Rte 183 Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Beem Ralph Beem Robert 121 North Main Shenandoah Pa 17976
Bellock Jean 538 Spring Gdn St Pottsville Pa 17901
Bellock Joseph 538 Spring Gdn St Pottsville Pa 17901
Belsak Beatrice RR 3 Box 4 New Ringgold Pa 17960
Benedict Anna Bowmans Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Benedict Joseph E Bowmans Mahanoycity Pa 17948
Bennie Margaret Estate RR 1 New Ringgold Pa 17960
Bensinger Roy Po Box 198 New Ringgold Pa 17960
Bergan Catharine Rd 2 Coul Castle Pottsville Pa 17901
Berger Laura 644 E Grand Ave Tower City Pa 17980
Berk Wagner Real Estate C/O C P Wagner 1084 Shady Ln Tamaqua Pa 18252
Betz Ruth 1119 Pottsville St Pottsville Pa 17901
Bingaman Norman R Estate 106 N Fifth St Minersville Pa 17954
Bittner Berry Rd 34 Box 353 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Black Christine Black Jared 813 Pinewood Dr Pottsville Pa 17901
Black Diamond St Machine Asoc Po Box 491 Minersville Pa 17954
Blaschak Coal Company Po Box 12 Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Boner Elizabet Boner Dorothy 1105 E Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Bonkoski Margaret Estate 27 South D Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Boyer Thomas H Cust Boyer Carrie Anne 311 E New York St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Boyer Thomas H Cust Boyer Patrick T 311 E New York St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Boyer Violet Estate 117 N Market Shenandoah Pa 17976
Boyle James 153 2nd St Coaldale Pa 18218
Br Grumpy 415 S Main St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Brahler Mary 2275 Mahantongo St Pottsville Pa 17901
Breiner Carl Rd 1 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Brennan Joseph Rest Haven Nursing Home RR 1 Box 401 Shuykl Haven Pa 17972
Bridy Ronald 247 Brd St Arnouts Addit Saint Clair Pa 17970
Britton Anthony 124 Country Club Rd Ashland Pa 17921
Brooke Kelly 605 W Norwegian St Apt 2 Pottsville Pa 17901
Brown Arlene RR Box 186 Klingerstown Pa 17941
Buchanan James Estate 220 N Bower St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Budnavage Vincent 147 C St Girardville Pa 17935
Budro Ellen 117 Grier Ave Barnesville Pa 18214
Burke Randy 43 S Morris St St Clair Pa 17970
Burns Christop Burns Mary Main St Tuscarora Pa 17982
Burns Jules 543 Centre St Pottsville Pa 17901
Burrell Robert Burrell Alice 407 E Elm St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Bush Douglas M 103 Oak Ln Pine Grove Pa 17963
Butcher Christine 3215 Ferguson St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Butler Elizabet 16 Madury Terrance Hillside Pa 17901
Butz George 205 Ctr Ave Schuylkill Ha Pa 17972
Bykowsky Helen Estate 317 Sibrd Mt Frackville Pa 17931
C
Capelli Inc 1661 Oak Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
Carl Mary 2401 W Market St Pottsville Pa 17901
Caufield Alicia 404 W Market St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Centiole Marietta Centiole Joseph 1 E Main St Girardville Pa 17935
Champy Mary 1015 E 19th St Ringtown Pa 17967
Chaposky John Estate 105 Thomaston Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
Chawluk John 1504 Rte 61 Pottsville Pa 17901
Chawluk Olga M Attn B Chawluk 1789 Tanglewood Rd Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Chioda Antonette Estate 14 W Poplar St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Christensen Leland Christensen Gayle 1402 Seneca St Pottsville Pa 17901
Chupak Michelle 15 Judy Dr Cressona Pa 17929
Clark Gladys 1829 Market St Ashland Pa 17921
Clark John 749 Seltzer Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
Clark John RR 2 Box 2078 Pottsville Pa 17901
Clark Judy Apt 304 10 W Ctr Mahoney Pa 17948
Cleary Paul A29 Clay St Tremont Pa 17981
Clemence Charles J Jr Estate RR 1 Box 1384 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Clouser Kathryn PO Box 352 S C Pottsville Pa 17901
Cocco Bertha Estate 30 W Main St Girardville Pa 17935
Collihan Mary Main Shenandoah Pa 17976
Conn Oscar Rd 1 Box 1238a Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Connelly Margaret St Marys Ave Branchdale Pa
Connors Lillian 149 N Nicholas St St Clair Saint Clair Pa 17970
Connors Paul 302 Forest Wood Dr Pottsville Pa 17901
Coppola James Estate 322 W Brd St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Corl Wanda 644 E Grand Ave Tower City Pa 17980
Costanzo Robert 35 Ave A Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Crosland Kathryn 27 Pottsville St Port Carbon Pa 17965
Crosland Wilbur 27 Pottsville St Portcarbon Pa 17965
Cuccia Theresa 14 W Bacon St Palo Alto Pottsville Pa 17901
Cuna Diaz Jose 124 126 East Penn St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Curley Edward 9 S 10th St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Cutler Joseph 131 Schaeffer Hill Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
D
Dale Kimmel Construction 520 East Biddle St Gordon Pa 17936
Dalto Joseph Estate 36 W Phillips St Coaldale Pa 18218
Dalton Mary B Estate 212 Haven St Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Dargis Mary Po Box 151 Lost Creek Pa 17946
Darinsig John Est 321 Maple St Minersville Pa 17954
Dattilio Vincent 9 Cottage Hill Pottsville Pa 17901
Dautlick Evelyn 2418 W Norwegian St Pottsville Pa 17901
Davenport Corey 187 Fox Rd Schuykl Havn Pa 17972
Davidson Robert Po Box 234 Main St Brockton Pa 17925
Davies Helen Main St Nuremberg Pa 18241
Davis John W Estate Philadelphia St Donaldson Pa 17981
Davis Marciann 100 S Centre St Pottsville Pa 17901
Davis Richard Hometown St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Derzack Joseph 107 W High St Coaldale Pa 18218
Design Schuylkill 215 East Church St Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Devine Mary 1922 Centre St Ashland Pa 17921
Dewries Sadie 366 N 8th Ringtown Pa 17967
Doddi Patricia Po Box 712 Pottsville Pa 17901
Dolby Clarence Dolby Adeline RR 1 Minersville Pa 17954
Dolzani William 448 North St Minersville Pa 17954
Dougherty Peter 20 E Market St Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Doyne Margart 112 Sunbury St Minersville Pa 17954
Dr Roofing Inc 962 West Penn Pike Tamaqua Pa 18252
Dr Roofing Systems Inc 547 Penn Dr Tamaqua Pa 18252
Draper Lisa 45 W Grand Ave Tower City Pa 17980
Drozdowski Walter Estate 530 N Centre St Pottsville Pa 17901
Dunsavage Joan Rd 4 PO Box 400 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Durose Kathleen 32 Preston Ave Girardville Pa 17935
E
Eagan Richard 218 W Bacon Paloalto Pa 17901
Ebert Elmer Estate Schuylkill St Cressona Pa 17929
Edwards George 310 Mcknight St Gordon Pa 17936
Eisley Helen Eisley Herbert 159 Orwisgsburg Tamaqua Pa 18252
Elmer Hill T Rfd 3 Tamaqua Pa 18252
F
Faleski Helen Faleski Henry 315 W Oak St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Fanelli Frederick J 103 Maple Ave Pottsville Pa 17901
Fanelli Window Pros 103 Glenworth Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
Fenstermacher George Fenstermacher A A 245 Margaretta Schuylkill Ha Pa 17972
Fenstermacher A A 33 Stanton St Schuylkil Hvn Pa 17972
Fenstermacher George W 33 Stanton St Schuylkilhvn Pa 17972
Fenstermaker Brian 120 1 2 Pkwy Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Fenton Evelyn 128 W Spruce St Mahanoycity Pa 17948
Ferugio Marie Estate 160 E Savory St Pottsville Pa 17901
Ferugio Mary A Estate 160 E Savory St Pottsville Pa 17901
Fisher Margaret Fisher Russell S 411 East Brd St Apt 4 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Fisher Larry Jr Po Box 288 Nuremberg Pa 18241
Flanders Corp Precision Air Attn Jerry Haas Auburn Pa 17922
Foley James C O Sean J Foley Gen Del Gordon Pa Gordon Pa 17936
Fowler Harold 140 Faux Hill Rd Zion Grove Pa 17985
Frantz Amy 513 Howard Ave Pottsville Pa 17901
Frantz Antonette 408 Coal St Port Carbon Pa 17965
Freeman Robert E Estate 325 W Laurel St Tremont Pa 17981
French Margaret L Estate 122 Pkwy Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Frets Wilfredo 229 Fisher Ave Coaldale Pa 18218
Frith Grace 30 Liberty Hill Mahanoy City Pa 17948
G
Galezniak Patricia 371 Brandonville Rd Ringtown Pa 17967
Gallagher Janet C R2 Box 166b Lorraine Ave Tamaqua Pa 18252
Galluppi Brandon 319 W Mahanoy St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Galubinsky Elizabet Galubinsky Charles 414 Pottsville Minersville Pa 17954
Gannon Shirley 313 W Main St Girardville Pa 17935
Gaughan Deborah 420 S Kennedy Dr Mcadoo Pa 18237
Geier Mary Apt 136 2200 1st Ave Pottsville Pa 17901
Generella Gina 573 E Market Pottsville Pa 17901
George Noah 20 E Bacon St Pottsville Pa 17901
George Thomas 315 Penn St Minersville Pa
Gerrity Maureen Gerrity William 702 Centre St Ashland Pa 17921
Geschwindt Fern B C/O Rest Haven Schuylkilhvn Pa 17972
Giamarino Mark Anthony 413 East Mifflin St Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Gibbons Kenneth Po Box 302 Ringtown Pa 17967
Gibson Alice Gibson Frank Market Auburn Pa 17922
Gibson Catherine P Est 110 S Tulpehocken St Pine Grove Pa 17963
Gipe Richard Gipe Nancy 218 Lakefront Dr RR 1 Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Glembocki Julius Est Rr 1 Box 521 Ringtown Pa 17967
Glembocki Nora 36 Little Mountain Rd Ringtown Pa 17967
Glevenyak John Estate 108 W Blaine St Mcadoo Pa 18237
Glezniak Patrica Po Box 138 Ringtown Pa 17967
Glowacki Dawn 151 Main St Mowry Ashland Pa 17921
Gohootricka Jessie Estate 11 N Railrd Ave Frackville Pa 17931
Good Samaritan 700 E Forwegian St Pottsville Pa 17901
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Gordon Francis Gordon Anna 2116 Mahantongo St Pottsville Pa 17901
Goss Charles Goss Carol301 Fairview Pottsville Pa 17901
Gottschall Catharin 245 Union St Pottsville Pa 17901
Gottschall Helene E Estate 30 Vaux Ave Tremont Pa 17981
Greene Robert 133 N Railrd Ave Frackville Pa 17931
Greth Harold Po Box 83 Pine Grove Pa 17963
Griffiths Millie Estate 500 Main St Pottsville Pa 17901
Gross Louise A Est Po Box 119 Pottsville Pa 17901
Gruba Martin D Estate RR 1 New Ringgold Pa 17960
Guhl Thelma 228 Lake Front Dr Deer La Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Gwyther William Estate Phoenix Park Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
H
Hafer Frederick Estate 230 N 20th St Pottsville Pa 17901
Hahner George 2170 West Norwegian St Pottsville Pa 17901
Hain Ruth N Main Tremont Pa 17981
Haluska Michael 111 S Front St Saint Clair Pa 17970
Hanson Lylah 218 W Rowe St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Harborone Credit Union Attn: Al Grimes 68 Legion Pky Brockton Pa 17925
Harner Albert Estate 709 W Main St Valley View Pa 17983
Harris Sarah A Estate 130 E Phillips St Coaldale Pa 18218
Hartman Grace 101 Mahantongo St Apt 401 Pottsville Pa 17901
Hatter Dawn 3 Lakefront Dr Pine Grove Pa 17963
Haughton John R 3 Box 152 54 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Hawkins Chevrolet Oldsmobile 510 Lee St Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Heffelfinger Ryan 823 Penn Dr Tamaqua Pa 18252
Hefffner William 19 N Chestnut Shenndoah Pa 17976
Heher Francis 352 Jones Minersville Pa 17954
Heim Gilbert Estate 433 E Mahanoy St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Heise Tom 157 Wilder St Cressona Pa 17929
Helen Plewa Estate 412 W Cherry St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Helen Werranich Estate 29 Lower Beechwood Ave Pottsville Pa 17901
Heller Harry Estate 431 E Arch St Pottsville Pa 17901
Helt Helen 452 Greenwood Ave Pottsville Pa 17901
Helwig Lois Estate 1319 Market St Ashland Pa 17921
Hepler Jennifer Trust C/O N Allen 1 Mahantongo St Pottsville Pa 17901
Herring Beulah Rr 5 Bx 332 Pine Grove Pa 17963
Herring Noreen 107 American Legion Blv Pine Pa 17963
Herring Noreen 66 N Main Pine Grove Pa 17963
Hildegard Shirey In 118 E Frack St Frackville Pa 17931
Hill Matthew Po Box 222 Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Hill Mildred Rfd 3 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Hillibush Beatrice 128 W Spruce St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Hittle Abram 200 Taylorsville Mtn Rd Pitman Pa 17964
Hoch Donald Po Box 597 Minersville Pa 17954
Hoffman Alice 801 Pottsville St Pottsville Pa 17901
Holman Mary E Estate 537 E Centre St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Holzenthaler Sadye 34 W Pine St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Hope Helen 340 Oak Port Carbon Pa 17965
Houser Blanche 43 E Main St Ringtown Pa 17967
Houser Jessie B 411 Schingskill Ave Tamaquer Pa
Hoy Beulah I Estate RR 3 Pine Grove Pa 17963
Hoy Naomi L Estate RR 3 Pine Grove Pa 17963
Hozella John Jr 1468 Sunbury Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
Hruska John Est 149 Lafayette Ave Tamaqua Pa 18252
Hu Catherine Hu James 239 W Centre St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Huebner Josephine Estate 8 Maple Rd Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Humes Ruth W Camp Grounds RR 1 Trenton Pa 17948
Hummel Mildred 107 American Legion Blv Pine Pa 17963
Hummel Mildred 66 N Main Pine Grove Pa 17963
Hummel Paul 115 S Ctr St 115 S Ctr St Aristes Pa 17901
Hunt Edward 199 Valy Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
Hussain Chaudry 50 Zerbe St Cressona Pa 17929
Hussey Mary Po Box 1150 Pottsville Pa 17901
I
Iisefski Helen Estate 600 Creek Rd Ringtown Pa 17967
Isgate Francis 56 Weston Pl Shenandoah Pa 17976
J
James Ruth RR2 Box 431 D Pine Grove Pa 17963
Jane Harris Estate 130 E Phillips St Coaldale Pa 18218
Jennie Corshick Estate 9 South Catherine St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Jermyn Elaine 301 E Centre St Shenandoah Pa 17976
John Hansen Estate 769 N Centre St Pottsville Pa 17901
Johnson Keith 42 St John St Schuylkil Haven Pa 17972
Jones Donald Estate 1108 Mahantongo St Pottsville Pa 17901
Julia Polatz 557 N Third St Minersville Pa 17954
K
Kalbach David L Sr 201 Ctr Ave 6 Shuykl Haven Pa 17972
Kalis Anthony 367 S West St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Kaufman Mary 213 Saint John St Schuykl Havn Pa 17972
Kawala Mary 9 1 2 3rd St Po Box 104 Kelayres Pa 18231
Keenan Laverna 636 Canal Dr Pine Grove Pa 17963
Kehler Hilda A Box 95 Valley View Pa 17983
Kehler Joseph Estate 22 Railrd St Frackville Pa 17931
Keller Margueri Keller Paul Rd 1 Schuylkill Ha Pa 17972
Keller Leo 1222 Centre St Ashland Pa 17921
Keller Mary Estate RR 2 Box 283 Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Keller Susan Estate 247 W Brd St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Kellner Gregory 327 S Nicholas St St Clair Pa 17970
Kenney John 1526 Ctr St Ashland Pa 17921
Kerr Joyce 1196 Valy Rd Tamaqua Pa 18252
Kerrigan Madeline 2429 Sharp Mountain Rd 10 Pottsville Pa 17901
Kevin Securda And Sch Haven Body An 525 Pine Hill St Minersville Pa 17954
Kimmel Miriam H Estate 407 W Baulphimore St Donalson Tremont Fall Pa
Killian Eileen Est 407 W Ctr St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Kirklosky Necole PO Box 1 New Ringgold Pa 17960
Klass Betty 213 N Chestnut Shenandoah Pa 17976
Kleckner Clarence 34 E Spruce St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Kleckner Herbert C/O M K Weston Execx 109 W Brd St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Kleppinger George 336 Ridge Ter Coaldale Pa 18218
Klesh Peter Main St Nuremberg Pa 18241
Klinger Judy 11 Division St Pine Grove Pa 17963
Koerbler Scott 630 Mcintosh Ln Andreas Pa 18211
Kokemor Michelle 1976 W Penn Pike New Ringold Pa 17960
Korell Bonnie 941 Summer Hill Rd Auburn Pa 17922
Kotch Joseph C/O Mr John Kotch 10 W Centre St Apt 707 Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Kotevska Alexandra 801 1/2 Pottsville Pottsville Pa 17901
Koval George 718 Peacock St Pottsville Pa 17901
Kowalski Kathryn Po Box 28 Fern Glen Pa 18241
Kozak Frank Kozak Susan 20 S Ferguson Shenandoah Pa 17976
Kramer Leon Kramer Leon 20 Old 61 Rd Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Kramer John Po Box 263 Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Kramer Luther 228 Lake Front Dr Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Kraus John J Estate Gen Del Branchdale Pa 17923
Kremer Irvin R 25s Berne St Schuylkill Ha Pa 17972
Kriner Clarence Kriner Bertha 112 Chestnut St Cressona Pa 17929
Kritak Elizabeth Kritak Joseph 21 Acre St Port Carbon Pa 17965
Krizanuski Mary 213 N Chestnut Shenandoah Pa 17976
Kupusnick Wassil Estate 39 N Nice St Frackville Pa 17931
Kutsavage Helen Estate 371 W Mahanoy Ave Girardville Pa 17935
Kutz Charles F Market Auburn Pa 17922
L
Laudeman Ethel 84 Washington St Middleport Pa 17953
Laudenslager Elva M Estate 116 E Main St Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Lauer Grace 1332 Centre St Ashland Pa 17921
Leahy Elizabeth Jr 513 W Market St Mahoney City Pa 17948
Lebanon Valley College Class Of 1999 3561 Sweet Arrow Lake Rd Pine Grove Pa
17963
Lecher James 573 E Market St Pottsville Pa 17901
Leibson Michael Leibson Ellen 14 Spruce Rd Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Leiser Theodore Leiser Wilda 26 E Elm St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Lentz David 468 S Goodspring Rd Hegins Pa 17938
Leon Isabel Estate 636 E Centre St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Liddle Mary 426 Bacon Palo Alto Pa 17901
Lindenmuth William E 711 W Washington St Apt 3 Frackville Pa 17931
Linder Hans 17 Oakdale Estate Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Lipkin Alexander 1903 Oak Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
Lipkin Treesa 2200 1st Ave Apt 304 Pottsville Pa 17901
Lloyd Allen PO Box 352 S C Pottsville Pa 17901
Long Claire 525 Mahantongo St Pottsville Pa 17901
Lorretta Langton Estate Back St New Philadelphia Pa 17959
Lotz Charles 115 S Centre St Apt 9 Pottsville Pa 17901
Love Wayne 357 Tremont Rd Pine Grove Pa 17963
Lowthert Anna 2200 1st Ave Apt 216 Pottsville Pa 17901
Lyman Louise 510 West Arch Pottsville Pa 17901
Lyons Arlene M Est 6 Chestnut St Cresson Pa 17929
M
Mahalage Gloria 438 W Spruce St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Mahoney Auman Priscilla 255 Pkwy 1005 Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Mahutsky Viola Estate 134 1/2 E Coal St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Major Florence Major Charles 539 Arlington St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Manderlink Anna Est Maizeville St Gilberton Pa 17934
Manion Mary Estate 1530 Mahantongo St Pottsville Pa 17901
Marasiak Michele 20 E Phillips St Coaldale Pa 18218
Marcenic William Do Marcenic Dolores 108 High St Pine Grove Pa 17963
Marcincavage E Estate 145 S Line St Frackville Pa 17931
Margaret Zerby Estate Grand Ave Tower City Pa 17980
Marron Francis 218 W Bacon Palo Alto Pa 17901
Martin Elain J Estate RR 1 Pottsville Pa 17901
Martin Mary Estate 426 W South St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Mary Burke Estate 211 N Vine St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Marzlin Betty 541 South Centre Pottsville Pa 17901
Masiar Paul Diener S Hill Caroline Ave Saint Clair Pa 17970
Mason Judy 17 W William St Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Matuella John 602 South Kennedy Dr Mcadoo Pa 18237
Maurer Clarence Estate 47 E Main St Tremont Pa 17981
Maury Dean 250 W Howard Ave Coaldale Pa 18218
Mcandrew Mary 125 S Brd Mt Ave Frackville Pa 17931
Mccullough Connie Mccullough Wilmer 351 Rte 61 S Shuykl Haven Pa 17972
Mcdowell Ross 23 S Spencer St Frackville Pa 17931
Mcelhenny William Estate 49 Main St Morea Colliery Pa 17948
Mcgovern Lorraine 245 Union St Pottsville Pa 17901
Mclanachan Mary Mclanachan John 569 Laurel Tr Pottsville Pa 17901
Mclanachan Mary C 569 Laurel Tr Pottsville Pa 17901
Mclaughlin William Jr 127 E Jackson St Mcadoo Pa 18237
Mead Ruth L Estate R 931 Clay Scranton Pa
Mcminn Bonnie Jean Mcminn Robert 220 Ave A Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Melewski Walter Estate 423 W Mt Vernon St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Melinchock Kathleen A C/O Tremont Health & Reha 44 Donaldson Rd Tremont Pa
17981
Melusky Justin 603 Second St Marlin Pa 17951
Mendinsky Christine M 135 N Nice St Apt 4−Rear Frackville Pa 17931
Mengel Lee 217 W Union St Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Merlini Elizabeth 500 W Laurel St Frackville Pa 17931
Merwine Timothy 1514 Market St Ashland Pa 17921
Metkus John J Est 1178 W Centre St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Meyers Ervin Estate Liberty Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Meyers Margaret 419 North St Pottsville Pa 17901
Michalik Darlene 110 N Bower St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Michalik Victoria 216 W Arlington St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Miles Rosalie Estate 115 S West St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Miller Michael Miller Mary 429 Carbon St Minersville Pa 17954
Miller Donald 191 Virginia Ave Shenandoah Pa 17976
Miller Emma 44 Donaldson Rd Tremont Pa 17981
Miller Kathleen B2 Holiday Village Sch Pa 17972
Miller Stephany 10 Peacock St Pottsville Pa 17901
Mimm Dianne Rd 1 Box 149 C Andreas Pa 18211
Mimmpiana Larry Rd 1 Box 149 C Andreas Pa 18211
Miners 2006 Porter St Box 92 Tuscarora Pa 17982
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Miracky Yolanda 118 Franklin St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Mock Dorothy 1634 Mock St Ashland Pa 17921
Mohl Jacqueline Mohl Lorraine 822 Grant Pottsville Pa 17901
Monahan Mary C Estate 116 N 2nd St Saint Clair Pa 17970
Monsulick Joanna 612 N Centre St Pottsville Pa 17901
Morgan Ellsworth Estate 209 Sunbury St Minersville Pa 17954
Mort Dorothy Mort Cinton 222 W RR Girardville Pa 17935
Moyer Melvin Moyer Mary W Main Valley Pa 17983
Mraz Anna Estate 15 Elm Ave Barnesville Pa 18214
Muhammad Golsorkhi Md Pc 93 Brd St Ste 1c Ashland Pa 17921
Muldowney Tracey Muldowney Chris 200 N 9th St Pottsville Pa 17901
Murphy Catherine Estate High Rd Shenandoah Pa 17976
Murphy Florence Estate RR 1 Shenandoah Pa 17976
Murphy Helen Estate 108 Market St Port Carbon Pa 17965
Myers James E Rebers 24 W Ma Schuylkil Hvn Pa 17972
N
Naus Dorothy B2 Holiday Sch Pa 17972
Naylor Grace 10 East Centre St Mahoney City Pa 17948
Neany James Estate 65 S Line St Frackville Pa 17931
Neilson Robert 625 Laurel Blvd Pottsville Pa 17901
Neiman Amanda Neiman Ellard 110 S Tulpehocken St Tower City Pa 17980
Neumeister Ferne E Estate 300 Centre St Ashland Pa 17921
Ney Leo J Est 32 Wilson St Cressona Pa 17929
Noonan Thomas 103 S White St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Norris March 2304 Cochise Cove Auburn Pa 17922
Notaro Sandra 100 James St Kelayres Pa 18231
Novotka Raymond Estate 409 S Main St Shenandoah Pa 17976
O
Oblas Patrick 6 Walnut Delano Pa 18220
Ohare Marie 103 S White St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Ohio Casualty Po Box 176 Minersville Pa 17954
Olde World Cheesecake Co Inc Po Box 259 Frackville Pa 17931
Olson Alfred Olson Kathleen Wood St Cumbola Pa 17930
Oneill Agnes Oneill Nellie C/O J P Towey 305 Mcknight St Gordon Pa 17936
Oneill Henrietta 312 Catherine St Fountain Spgs Ashland Pa 17921
Onushko Lottie Estate 7 E Elk Ln Pottsville Pa 17901
Opps Francis 17 N Cleveland St Mcadoo Pa 18237
Orf Millicent Estate 109 S Del Ave Minersville Pa 17954
Orth Helen Est RR 2 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Ortlieb Kara 231 W New York St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Ostrovsky Stanley Estate 1029 Laurel Blvd Pottsville Pa 17901
Ott Wayne 755 Lizard Creek Rd Andreas Pa 18211
Otto Anna Otto Jay 111 Railrd Cressona Pa 17929
P
Palko Margaret 25 Oakdale Est Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Paris Margaret 16 S Chestnut St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Pastue Helen 122 N Ctr St Frackville Pa 17931
Patel Sudhir 715 Ridge Rd Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Patrick Harry Middle Creek Tremont Pa 17981
Paulis Mary RR 209 And Ridge Rd Bo Cumbola Pa 17930
Peretti Alessio 15 Poplar Dr Apt 4 New Ringgold Pa 17960
Perry Christine Est 23 E Liberty St Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Petrie Charles Estate 248 5th St Coaldale Pa 18218
Petrie Richard Estate 248 5th St Coaldale Pa 18218
Phillts Jane 61 Fieed Frackville Pa 17931
Piller Anthony J Estate 601 Schuylkill St Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Pine Grove All American Rd 1 Box 326 Pine Grove Pa 17963
Pitkus Mary Main Middleport Pa 17953
Potnoring Joseph Estate State Rd Branchdale Pa 17923
Pottsville Auto Service 411 S Calrod Blvd Pottsville Pa 17901
Precisionaire Ind Rt 895 West Auburn Pa 17922
Prep Victor Estate 3 N Wylam St Frackville Pa 17931
Print Inc 215 East Church St Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Pugh John L Estate 610 N 8th St Pottsville Pa 17901
Pukauage Bertha Estate 400 E Lloyd St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Pusavage Francis Pusavage Eileen 328 E Arlington Shenandoah Pa 17976
Pytak Pauline 63 Back St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Q
Quirin Helen Estate 100 S Front St Saint Clair Pa 17970
R
Radziewicz Charles J Est 707 Lytle St Minersville Pa 17954
Rakowski Leonard Rakowski Leonard 125 S Brd Mt Ave Frackville Pa 17931
Rakowski Leonard 125 S Brd Mt Ave Frackville Pa 17931
Raudenbush Mary 2059 King Ave Pottsville Pa 17901
Refowich Doris 101 W Market St Pottsville Pa Pottsville Pa 17901
Refowich Doris Attn Atty F Hobbs Thompson Bldg 101w Thomaston Rd Pottsville Pa
17901
Reidel Alfred 409 W Main St Hegins Pa 17938
Reilly Patrick 401 University Dr Schuylkill Havn Pa 17972
Remley Dorothy 604 W Bacon Pottsville Pa 17901
Rench Irene 234 E Ogden St Girardville Pa 17935
Ressler Barbara Ressler Richard N Rd 1 Gordon Pa 17936
Revtyak Dolores 312 E Pine St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Rigano Louise Rd 2 120 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Riley & Fanelli Pc C/O Necho Allen 1 Mshsntongo St Pottsville Pa 17901
Ringtown Valley Snowmobile Service 371 Brandonville Rd Ringtown Pa 17967
Rivera Mario Solis 301 Mcadoo Mcadoo Pa 18237
Robinson Thomas 24 Earl Stoyer Dr Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Roman Rosemarie RR 3 Box 385 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Rosey Sandra 502 W Ctr St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Roth Michael Charles 398 Front St Pottsville Pa 17901
Rothermel Agnes 1760 W Market Pottsville Pa 17901
Ruggero Andrew Estate RR 1 Pottsville Pa 17901
Rumberger Joe 414 St John St Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Ryan Edw 360 RR 2 Pottsville Pa
Ryan John 10 Hiilside Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
S
Sadak Christine Sadak Stephen 6 East Coal St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Sadusky Helen 22 S Bridge St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Santoro Jayne 1433 W Market St Pottsville Pa 17901
Saylor Karen S 500 E Union Sch Hauen Pa
Saylor Ethel M 500 E Union Schhauen Pa
Sarli Anthony Re Nancy M Sarli Dec D 164 Spruce St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Scalley Alicemae CO W Atlee Davis III 145 Lawtons Hill Pottsville Pa 17901
Scarlato Samuel Cust 17 Snyders Ave Mc Adoo Hts Mcadoo Pa 18237
Schally Bernadine Dolores 116 South Fourth St Frackville Pa 17931
Scheerer Margaret Scheerer Susan 1590 W Market Pottsville Pa 17901
Schnerring Eura Schnerring George 411 Pierce Pottsville Pa 17901
Schroder Betty C/O J Williams Schuylkill Pa 17972
Schuettler Germaine 1746 W Norwegian St Pottsville Pa 17901
Scott Lucille Est Po Box 311 Sheppton Pa 18248
Seder Alberta Estate 100 Main S Gilberton Pa 17934
Seiger Kathryn Seiger Clyde F 225 Ctr St Donaldson Pa 17981
Seiger Clyde 225 E Ctr St Donaldson Pa 17981
Seiger Kathryn 225 E Ctr St Donaldson Pa 17981
Seiger Patricia 225 E Ctr St Donaldson Pa 17981
Seiwell Mary 30 Main Shenandoah Pa 17976
Seltzer Erla 150 Country Hill Rd Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Seltzer Milton W 2639 Panther Valy Rd Pottsville Pa 17901
Semanchick John Estate 453 North St Minersville Pa 17954
Sematavage Ellen 100 S Main St Apt 708 Shenandoah Pa 17976
Shaffer Louise 1302 Elm Greenbury Pa 17901
Shaub Russell E Estate 505 E Brd St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Sheehan Carol Ann 34 E Spruce St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Sheey Martha 500 W Laurel St Frackville Pa 17931
Sheey Zulma 500 W Laurel St Frackville Pa 17931
Sheganoski Edward 1315 Main St Gilberton Pa 17934
Shields Peter W Jr 25 Hilltop Mobile Home Park Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Shirley Schaar Estate Locust Vly Barnesville Pa 18214
Shuh Kegina A29 Clay St Tremont Pa 17981
Simmons Kenneth 10 N Kennedy Dr Apt 2 Mcadoo Pa 18237
Sitcoske Victoria 340 Oak Port Carbon Pa 17965
Sito Martha Rebers 24 W Main St Schuylkilhvn Pa 17972
Skripnek Neil 533 Arlington St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Skurow Julie 137 Lion Church Rd Pitman Pa 17964
Slotterback Amy 146 N Morris St Saint Clair Pa 17970
Smith Charles 2250 Mahantongo St Pottsville Pa 17901
Smith Steve 187 Tremont Rd Pine Grove Pa 17963
Smith Walt 926 Long Run Rd Pine Grove Pa 17963
Smolsky Leonard 717 Forest Ln Pottsville Pa 17901
Snyder Alberta Estate 807 Water St Pottsville Pa 17901
Snyder Alfred 1241 Sweet Arrow Lake Rd Pine Grove Pa 17963
Snyder Anna Estate 807 Water St Pottsville Pa 17901
Snyder Grace Estate 807 Water St Pottsville Pa 17901
Snyder Marie Estate 807 Water St Pottsville Pa 17901
Socker Olga In 407 S Middle St Frackville Pa 17931
Soditus Joseph Soditus Margret 137 Mill Creek Ave Pottsville Pa 17901
Sopko George 10 Shade St Middleport Pa 17953
Springer Jonathan 111 North Second St Minersville Pa 17954
Stabinsky Regina Estate 325 N Ctr St Frackville Pa 17931
Stancawage Mary Estate 14 E Washington St Port Carbon Pa 17965
Stanford Feinberg Md Pc 700 Schuylkill Manor Rd Suit Pottsville Pa 17901
Stefanick Esther B Estate Bowmans Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Steinert Evelyn RR 2 Box 170 Tamaqua Pa 18252
Stensky Marion Apt 304 10 W Ctr Mahoney Pa 17948
Stephens Michele 426 Dock St 2 Shuykl Haven Pa 17972
Stewart Gertrude Stewart Colin West 9th St Trenton Pa 17948
Stiney John K RR 1 Ringtown Pa 17967
Stout Mary Box 5437 Rd 5 Pottsville Pa 17901
Stover John 299 Picnic Rd Spring Glen Pa 17978
Strausser Kipling 355 N Coal St Port Carbon Pa 17965
Strollo Angelo Palo Alto 121 Fox St Pottsville Pa 17901
Strollo Doris 121 Fox St Palo Alto Pottsville Pa 17901
Stromberg Mark Stromberg Ruth 1235 W Norwegian Pottsville Pa 17901
Strovinski Anna Estate 125 S Gilbert St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Stuper Anna Rest Haven Schuylkil Hvn Pa 17972
Suburban Transit Inc 31 39 E Vine St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Sunday Agnes 541 South Centre Pottsville Pa 17901
T
Teeley Mary 513 W Market St Mahoney City Pa 17948
Terzopolos Olga 119 N Jardin St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Thur Elizabeth S 709 W Race St Pottsville Pa 17901
Timperi Clarabelle Estate Majestic House 201 E Brd St Apt 5m Tamaqua Pa 18252
Tomalonis Stanley A Locust Valy Barnesville Pa 18214
Tomcavage Dolores Est 83 Weston Pl Shenandoah Pa 17976
Tovar April 239 E Mahoney St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Tracey Raymond Tracey Victoria 50 Patch Locustdale Pa 17945
Trost Robert 407 Mississippi Joliett Pa 17981
Troup Beth 405 Walnut St Ashland Pa 17921
Troxell Cindy Rd1 Box 83a Andreas Pa 18211
Tucci Jeff R 600 3rd St Port Carbon Pa 17901
Tulpinski Mary 437 Main St Turkey Run Shenandoah Pa 17976
U
Umbenhouer Rebecca 58 Zions Stone Church Rd New Ringgold Pa 17960
Uni Mart 155 South Lehigh Ave Frackville Pa 17931
Urban Harry Urban Mary Rd 1 Phoxnis Park Pottsville Pa 17901
Usewicz Maria 22 N West Shenandoah Pa 17976
V
Valentine Kathryn 67 Hunter St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Valento Knob Johanna Valento Joseph 217b Providence Retirement Com Pottsville Pa
17901
Vandack Felix 173 Municipal Rd New Ringgold Pa 17960
Vandak Aldona RR 1 New Ringgold Pa 17960
Vargas Gregorio 44 North Sheridan St Mcadoo Pa 18237
Varvisotis Betty 106 S 2nd St Apt 1 Saint Clair Pa 17970
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Vazquez Vazquez Luciano 113 Kettle Rd Pitman Pa 17964
Vidunas Stanley 1017 E Mahanoy St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Vinglinsky Keith 4 Pike St Port Carbon Pa 17965
Vuksta Julie 1645 West Market St Pottsville Pa 17901
W
Wabo Eugene 305 Mahantongo St Pottsville Pa 17901
Wach Metro Estate Main St Mahanoy Plane Pa 17949
Wagner Dolores Main St Locust Dale Pa 17945
Walck Raymond Walck Esther 510 S Kennedy Dr Mcadoo Pa 18237
Walkuskie Magdalena Walkuskie Alfred 411 Kantner Minersville Pa 17954
Wall Elizabeth P Estate 425 Harrison St Pottsville Pa 17901
Wall Joseph R Estate 425 Harrison St Pottsville Pa 17901
Wall Naomi 2120 West End Ave Pottsville Pa 17901
Wallick Quinn East Main 319 31 Ashland Pa 44805
Walsh Dorothy 114 S White St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Walton Eugene 237 E Mahanoy St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Waniencyak John Estate RR 1 Pottsville Pa 17901
Warner Roberta Estate 1695 Goshen Hill Rd Se New Philadelphia Pa 17959
Wasileski Anna Main St Gilberton Pa 17934
Welker Robert 32 Keller Rd Tamaqua Pa 18252
Welsh Annia H Estate 3427 Summerside RR1 Llewellyn Schuyskill PA
Williams Donna Williams Roy 2139 Walnut Ashland Pa 17921
Williams Sherwin 377 Ctr Ave Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Willing William Jr 70 Hunter St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Wilson Jeanette 4506 Brookside Ct Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Wimbrow William 1823 Ridgewood Rd Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Witm Elizabeth 23 Oakdale Est Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Wizda Mary Ellen 301 Tresckow Rd Mcadoo Pa 18237
Wjm Truck & Equipment 52 Zerbe St Cressona Pa 17929
Wolfe Kathleen RR 2 Box 317 Pine Grove Pa 17963
Woll Kathryn M 123 N 2nd St Saint Clair Pa 17970
Wowak Mary 502 W Ctr St Shenandoah Pa 17976
Wychech Eve 1017 E Mahanoy St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Y
Yackabonis Minnie Estate 1307 E Pine St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Yeich Lewis E Jr 509 S 2nd St St Clair Pa 17970
Yerusavage Joseph 211 Capple Ringtown Pa 17967
Yob Leo Estate RR 2 Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Yourshaw Anna In 210 N 2nd Pottsville Pa 17901
Youst Richard 279 Wallace St Pottsville Pa 17901
Yuengling Sheryl 1804 Mahantongo St Pottsville Pa 17901
Z
Zackus Tammy 408 Coal St Port Carbon Pa 17965
Zane Joseph Providence Place 2200 First A Pottsville Pa 17901
Zanis Patrice 115 Minersville St Seltzer Pa 17974
Zeigler Edward 101 W Rowe St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Zerbe Mary W Estate 14 S Pine St Tremont Pa 17981
Zettlemoyer Mildred Zettlemoyer Irwin 2 Woodbridge Rd Ste H Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Zheng Wen 249 E Brd St Tamaqua Pa 18252
Zimmerman June Zimmerman Roy M Mount Rd Ravine Pa 17966
Zimmerman Catherin 513 Howard Ave Pottsville Pa 17901
Zimmerman Julie 7 Aly St Pine Grove Pa 17963
Zimmerman Sarah 255 Pkwy 207 Schuylkill Haven Pa 17972
Zimmerman Shawn 26 W Laurel St Tremont Pa 17981
Zmuida Vera 150 Country Hill Rd Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Zuppert Jennifer 113 W Pine St Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Somerset County
A
Alvins Enterprises Po Box 343 Windber Pa 15963
Angert Matthew 141 Church St Hooversville Pa 15936
B
Balogi Karen 1523 Tailor Way Hidden Valley Pa 15502
Banks William 1602 Maplehurst Dr Somerset Pa 15501
Basinger Jay 2982 Jersey Hollow Rd Confluence Pa 15424
Basinger Joseph 3191 Jersey Hollow Rd Confluence Pa 15424
Beitzel Corporation Po Box 326 Springs Pa 15562
Beltowski Mitchell 464 Laurel Smt Rd 3 Boswell Pa 15531
Berkey Auto Sales Po Box 323 Hooversville Pa 15936
Berkey Danielle 110 John Ave Somerset Pa 15501
Berkey Excavating Co 524 Berkey Rd Boswell Pa 15531
Bittner Rebecca Bittner Robert 165 Westridge Rd Somerset Pa 15501
Bittner Robert 165 Westridge Rd Somerset Pa 15501
Bittner Robert Bittner Rebecca 104 N Ctr Ave Somerset Pa 15501
Boag−Dinning Tana Po Box 205 Stoystown Pa 15563
Bonus Dutz 655 Lynn St Central City Pa 15926
Bowman Anna Po Box 188 Salisbury Pa 15558
Boxen Ethel 102 10th St Windber Pa 15963
Boyer Elizabeth Boyer Richard Po Box 183 Hooversville Pa 15936
Boyer Margaret C Estate RR 1 Berlin Pa 15530
Boyko Thomas 1912 Hillside Ave Windber Pa 15963
Brehm Eva A Est 314 Eva Ln Windber Pa 15963
Burkett Wayne 902 Grove Ave Windber Pa 15963
C
C A Express Inc 7887 Lincoln Hwy Central City Pa 15926
Caldwell Brian 511 Church St Garrett Pa 15542
Chaves Fernando Chaves Janice 966 Causeway Dr Friedens Pa 15541
Cincinnati Insurance Co Po Box 174 Central City Pa 15926
Claycomb Leslie A Estate 339 Stoystown Rd Somerset Pa 15501
Color Wear George Fitzpatrick 1416 Mae West Rd Confluence Pa 15424
Coughenour Jeffrey Po Box 25 109 Palmer St Fairhope Pa 15538
Crosby Karen 190 Sawmill Rd Berlin Pa 15530
Czapp Mary Estate 195 Shade St Hooversville Pa 15936
D
Deberry Eric 234 Brdway St Apt 10 Meyersdale Pa 15552
Deem Jamie 848 Allen Miller Dr Confluence Pa 15424
Deist Hilda L Estate 330 Salisbury St Meyersdale Pa 15552
Devlin Hugh B Estate 312 S Edgewood Ave Somerset Pa 15501
Dinning Stephen Po Box 205 Stoystown Pa 15563
Doyle Rev 253 W Sanner St Somerset Pa 15501
Dratfinsky Mark 1523 Tailor Way Hidden Valley Pa 15502
Durst Pauline Durst Robert 126 S Main St 1 Friedens Pa 15541
Durst Daniel 149 Houston St Apt E Somerset Pa 15501
E
Elersic William Rd 2 Box 115 Windber Pa 15963
Emerick Ernest Po Box 19 Fairhope Pa 15538
Enfield Ronald C/O V Enfield 401 W Main St Somerset Pa 15501
Erickson Lynne 437 W Catherine St Somerset Pa 15501
F
Fisher William H Estate 706 Sterner St Confluence Pa 15424
Frazier Joy 1023 First St Windber Pa 15963
Furigay Margaret 609 Somerset Ave Windber Pa 15963
Furigay Margaret Po Box 56 Windber Pa 15963
G
Galasso Betty 687 East Main St Somerset Pa 15501
Gambino Richard 116 Woodside Dr Somerset Pa 15501
Gastley Benjamin Sr C/O D Kerr 740 Summerset Ave Rockwood Pa 15557
Gindlesperger Larry Box 284 1640 Pitt St Jennerstown Pa 15547
Gnagey Davis Judy 2707 Charlotte St Somerset Pa 15501
Goetjen Lauren 405 Davis Ave Somerset Pa 15501
Griffith George Est 252 St John St Rockwood Pa 15557
Groff Barbara A Estate 2802 Jackson Ave Windber Pa 15963
H
Haer Karen 805 Village Way Somerset Pa 15501
Hartman Junior Po Box 165 Acosta Pa 15520
Hays William E Estate RR 1 Davidsville Pa 15928
Hemminger William 307 Ralphton Rd Stoystown Pa 15563
Henry Deborah RR 3 Box 86 Rockwood Pa 15557
Holsinger Clair Holsinger Louis 1205 Grove Windber Pa 15963
Holtzapple Lawrence Rd 1 Spring Pa 15562
Hommay E 842 RR St Windber Pa 15963
Hosmer Elizabeth K 335 Sterner St Confluence Pa 15424
J
James Michele 370 Townhill Rd Berlin Pa 15530
Jarvis Thomas E Sr 1088 2nd Ave Central City Pa 15926
Jaskola Tadeus Estate 40 Reitz 2 Cairnbrook Pa 15924
K
Kadillac Frances Box 367 Hollsopple Pa 15935
Kavar George Estate RR 2 Boswell Pa 15531
Kemp Marie 1137 Shirleys Hollow Rd Meyersdale Pa Meyersdale Pa 15552
Kenny Ross Chevrolet 2006 Ctr Ave Somerset Pa 15901
Kettler Brothers Inc 1 6 10 Craighead Dr Hidden Valley Pa 15502
Kissinger Gwen Karen 101 Honeysuckle Ln Windber Pa 15963
Kriss Edward 1006 West Mudpike Rd Somerset Pa 15501
Kuhns Gerald 2431 Berlin Plank Rd Po Box 235 Berlin Pa 15530
L
Lehman Marilyn Box 41 Kantner Pa 15548
Libang Fu Md Adranih F Ernay 600 Somerset Ave Windber Pa 15963
Linda Berkley 370 Worthington Ln Somerset Pa 15501
Lohr Ralph Rt 1 Staeptown Pa 15563
Love Keegan George 196 Maple Dr Boswell Pa 15531
M
Malkin Wilmer 894 Lohr St Central City Pa 15926
Malone Doublas RR 2 Box B−15 Boswell Pa 15531
Marion Clinton 132 Rear Uhl St Somerset Pa 15501
Mason Kenneth 536 Williams St Confluence Pa 15424
Mathven Sharpe 1900 Somerset Ave Windber Pa 15963
Mckenna Carl 907 Laurel Smt Rd Boswell Pa 15531
Mesmer Raymond 417 Alpine Rd Boswell Pa 15531
Meyer Margo Po Box 4412 Hidden Valley Pa 15502
Miller A L Estate RR 1 Berlin Pa 15530
Miller John 1902 1/2 Somerset Windber Pa 15963
Miller Vera 1902 1 2 Somerset Windber Pa 15963
Montgomery George Cust Montgomery George A III 792 N Ctr Ave Somerset Pa 15501
Mulcahyklonick Mary 200 Park Ave Windber Pa 15963
Mulhollen Eugene Mulhollen Mary 825 Brdway Somerset Pa 15501
N
Nichols Rita 1548 Chickentown Rd Somerset Pa 15501
Norris Zackary 224 Quemahoning St Boswell Pa 15531
O
Obrien Kevin Box 4052 Hidden Valley Pa 15502
Ogline Alice 302 Quemahoning St Boswell Pa 15531
Oyler Robert 1602 Baumgardner Ave Windber Pa 15963
P
Palm John 174 Klines Mill Rd Boswell Pa 15531
Pauletta Walker Po Box 135 Garrett Pa 15542
Pcola James 918 Graham Ave Ste 1 Windber Pa 15963
Pelesky Stephen Pelesky Sara 1314 Terrilin Dr Somerset Pa 15501
Pile Kay 123 Foster Dr Somerset Pa 15501
Pletcher John 707 W Garrett St Somerset Pa 15501
Poorbaugh Ferne Po Box 266 Garrett Pa 15542
Porter Bruce 289 Middlecreek Rd Rockwood Pa 15557
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R
Rauch James 625 Mckinley Dr Somerset Pa 15501
Rhodes Virginia Apt 324 222 Main St Meyersdale Pa 15552
Robert Czekaj 2431 Berlin Plank Rd Po Box 235 Berlin Pa 15530
Rodriguez Huber 4078 Kingwood Rd Apt 3 Rockwood Pa 15557
S
Sanner Cristine 948 Piedmont Rd Somerset Pa 15501
Sanner Nancy 512 Fall Run Rd Rockwood Pa 15557
Sawchyszyn Helena Sawchyszyn Frank RD 1 Central City Pa 15926
Schminkey Eric 723 Autumn Dr Somerset Pa 15501
Schrock Ruth O Estate 529 N Edgewood Ave Somerset Pa 15501
Scipione Patsy House 61 Tire Hill Pa 15959
Sciplone Geraldine House 61 Tire Hill Pa 15959
Scislowicz Mary 719 3rd St Windber Pa 15963
Scislowicz Theodore 719 Mine 37 Windber Pa 15963
Sell Ethel 2150 Klines Mill Rd Boswell Pa 15531
Shark Paul 35 Gardner Rd Hidden Valley Pa 15502
Sharpe Josephine 1900 Somerset Ave Windber Pa 15963
Shauley Dorothy C/O C Wright 512 Railrd St Windber Pa 15963
Shaulis Owen Rd 2 Stoystown Pa 15563
Sheffield Tracy 4423 Mason Dixon Hwy Meyersdale Pa 15552
Shroyer Burton 130 Lape Rd Hollsopple Pa 15935
Shubik Betty 308 Allegheny St Boswell Pa 15531
Shubik Sam Estate 705 Morris Ave Boswell Pa 15531
Shutt J Daniel Shutt Laura 424 Latrobe Ave Confluence Pa 15424
Smith Margaret Smith Thomas RR 5 Chauncey Woods Somerset Pa 15501
Smith Genene C/O H Gowarty 891 Rolling Hill Rd Boswell Pa 15531
Snyder Jackie 165 David Ln Somerset Pa 15501
Soika Michael D 201 6th St Windber Pa 15963
Somerset Business Machines 123 N Ctr Ave Somerset Pa 15501
St Lutheran James Association C/O R E Brown Sr 711 Hower Ave Boswell Pa 15531
Supanick Justin 108 Community Park Dr Boswell Pa 15531
T
Taylor Theodore Taylor Alma 544 E Main St Somerset Pa 15501
Taylor Shirley 249 Horner Church Rd Stoystown Pa 15563
Thibault Serge 4848 Penn Ave Boswell Pa 15531
Thomas Iva 519 Shdy Ln Windber Pa 15963
Thompson Gregory 273 White Horse Pike Berlin Pa 15530
Timber Inc 2431 Berlin Plank Rd Po Box 235 Berlin Pa 15530
Tipton Margaret In Rd 2 Friedens Pa 15541
Toth John 365 Bassett Rd Hooversville Pa 15936
Troll Edward RR 3 Box 48f Somerset Pa 15501
V
V W Credit 405 Davis Ave Somerset Pa 15501
Varner Galen C RR 1 Windber Pa 15963
W
Watkins Mindy P O Box 8 Boswell Pa 15531
Weakland John Po Box 303 Tirehill Pa 15959
William Presto Construction 4117 Glades Pike Somerset Pa 15501
Wiltrout Ruth 128 Lower Listonburg Rd Confluence Pa 15424
Wong Doris Wong Albert 162 E Sanner Somerset Pa 15501
Wong Monique 162 E Sanner St Somerset Pa 15501
Y
Yobp William Yobp Helen 1906 Cambria Ave Windber Pa 15963
Younkin Sheri 805 First St Mine 37 Windber Pa 15963
Z
Zabrosky Mary In Rd 1 Box 73 Windber Pa 15963
Zelenak George Zelenak Joseph 317 11th St Windber Pa 15963
Zentnos Elizabet Lehigh Mountain Salisbury Pa
Zindash Nick 132 Locust St Windber Pa 15963
Sullivan County
B
Boylan Arthur J Po Box 10 Laporte Pa 18626
C
Chatterton Luther D RR 1 Box 1116 Forksville Pa 18616
D
Durzak Florence Estate RR 2 Box 75a Dushore Pa 18614
H
Hottenstein Helen J RR 1 Box 1073 Forksville Pa 18616
J
Jordan Richard V Box 85 Muncy Valley Pa 17758
K
Kachmar Michael J RR 2 Box 2074 Dushore Pa 18614
Kelly John F RR 1 Box 1116 Forksville Pa 18616
Kronmiller George J RR 1 Box 1097b Dushore Pa 18614
M
Macelhaney Helen Po Box 44 Hillsgrove Pa 18619
P
Phipps Thomas Estate RR 1 Dushore Pa 18614
R
Rogers Charles D Darway Elder Care 5865 Rte 154 Forksville Pa 18616
S
Shepard Charles Po Box 44 Hillsgrove Pa 18619
T
Trasco Anthony 644 Convent Rd Dushore Pa 18614
Susquehanna County
A
Ackerman James Ackerman Lois 3 Fifth St Hallstead Pa 18822
Amatos Pizza 54 Main St Lanesboro Pa 18827
Ambirge Elizabeth Po Box 115 319 Franklin St Great Bend Pa 18821
Anderson Richard Anderson Sarah RR 1 Box 1552 Friendsville Pa 18818
B
Baumgardner Virginia Baumgardner John RD Rushville Pa 18228
Blachek Doris L Estate RR 1 New Milford Pa 18834
Brown David RR1 3440 Brittan Rd Brackney Pa 18812
Burns Betty Estate 1300 N Main St Forest City Pa 18421
Butler William RR 2 Box 2403 Brackney Pa 18812
C
Cahill Doris Estate RR 1 Thompson Pa 18465
Cahill Linda Box 223 Susquehanna Pa 18847
Carrico Ronald RR 2 Box 121 New Milford Pa 18834
Chester F Trust RR 2 Box 231 New Milford Pa 18834
Clarkson Melissa Po Box 244 Harford Pa 18823
D
Daniels Eugene 16 Drinker St Montrose Pa 18801
David J & Stacie M Rechlicz 62 S Main St Montrose Pa 18801
Decker Kathy Po Box 201 Kingsley Pa 18826
Demauro Donald RR1 Box 1040 Friendsville Pa 18818
Depew Gilbert Depew Yvonne RR 3 Box 200 Union Dale Pa 18470
E
Endless Mountains Investment Club Randol Randolph Lacroix Sec RR 1 PO Box 71s
Union Dale Pa 18470
Englert Alberta 516 Grand Susquehanna Pa 18847
F
Farnam Anna RR 4 Box 400 Montrose Pa 18801
Ferguson Patriciama Po Box 28 South Gibson Pa 18842
Flaherty Joseph RR 1 Box 1322 Friendsville Pa 18818
Fortune Squires Ryan 467 Main St Susquehanna Pa 18847
G
Genito Kelly 18 Drinker St Montrose Pa 18801
Gerrity Kimberly RR 1 Box 97a Forest City Pa 18421
Grady Vanessa Po Box 648 Hallstead Pa 18822
Graham Calvin Graham Elsie 71 Grow Ave Montrose Pa 18801
Great Bend Exxon RR 1 Box 221 Great Bend Pa 18821
Green John RR 1 Box 207d Springville Pa 18844
Griffith William Griffith Mary RR 1 Box 1890 Brackney Pa 18812
Grosvenor Cliff Rd2 Box 202b New Milford Pa 18834
H
Hall Jeremy 2 East High St Susquehanna Pa 18847
Harvilla Steve Estate RR 1 Cottrell Lake Rd Union Dale Pa 18470
Hewitt Mark RR 2 Box 61 Montrose Pa 18801
Hixon Dale Rd1 Box 117h Uniondale Pa 18470
Hough Margery 514 Brd Ave Susquehanna Pa 18847
I
Innes Ruth Po Box 273 New Milford Pa 18834
Iveson Sara 308 Laurel St Susquehanna Pa 18847
J
Jackson Robert RR 2 Box 20 Susquehanna Pa 18847
K
Kapp Frances 105 Maxey St Forest City Pa 18421
Kelleher Cornelius Estate 71 Depot St Forest City Pa 18421
Kemble Luella 42 Cherry St Montrose Pa 18801
Konchar Alphonse 1221 N Main St Forest City Pa 18421
L
Langan Alice 915 Delaware St Forest City Pa 18421
Lapeax Jane 616 Jackson Ave Susquehanna Pa 18847
Law Barbara 101 Lake Ave Montrose Pa 18801
Lederer Antonie Rd 2 Box 42 Uniondale Pa 18470
Lee Mary 424 Hudson St Forest City Pa 18421
Lindemuth Walter Po Box 81 Brooklyn Pa 18813
Lloyd William RR 1 Box 161b Forest City Pa 18421
Lokens Michaelle RR 1 Box 164 Union Dale Pa 18470
Loverso Arlene Desiree Loverso Olga Iris RR 1 Box 235 Montrose Pa 18801
Lowry Barbara 12 Grand Ave Forest City Pa 18421
M
Malinkos Body Shop Po Box 11 Brooklyn Pa 18813
Masker Jim 7 Mount Laurel Dr Forest City Pa 18421
Mcavoy George RR 1 Box 1392 Quinn Rd Friendsville Pa 18818
Mcnulty Siobhan RR 2 Box 3200 Union Dale Pa 18470
Menges Iola 240 Johnson Ave Brooklyn Pa 18813
Mitchell Florence Po Box 96 South Montrose Pa 18843
N
New Forest Lake Rte 267 N Box 1073 Friendsville Pa 18818
Nick Andrew III 722 Delaware St Forest City Pa 18421
O
Oakley Richard Rd 1 Box 107−A New Milford Pa 18834
Olson Ronald 1940 RR 1 Friendsville Pa 18818
Oneil James Oneil Clara 107 Willow St Susquehanna Pa 18847
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Osinski Florence 117 Nassau Ave Brooklyn Pa 18813
Osinsky Aloisius 117 Nassau Ave Brooklyn Pa 18813
Overfield James W Estate Po Box 102 South Montrose Pa 18843
P
Page Robert RR 1 Box 78a Springville Pa 18844
Page Walter 66 High St Susquehanna Pa 18802
Peters Leo RR 1 Box 1508 Friendsville Pa 18818
Petriello Angelo RR 2 Box 329a Thompson Pa 18465
Potter Sharon 1 RR 3027 Brackney Pa 18812
Powers Brad 28 Park St Montrose Pa 18801
R
Resh Rhea 101 Lake Ave Montrose Pa 18801
Richards James 693 School Rd New Milford Pa 18834
Richardson Jr Mark E Estate 21 Jackson St Montrose Pa 18801
Rieck Robert RR 1 Box 207−C Springville Pa 18844
Riecke Mary RR 1 Box 1150 Great Bend Pa 18821
Roney Archie Roney Doris Rd3 Box 211a Susquehanna Pa 18847
Ropecka Joel RR 1 Box 353 Brackney Pa 18812
Rowlands Scott RR2 Box 2600 Susquehanna Pa 18847
S
Sekelsky Thomas Box 73 Hop Bottom Pa 18824
Shepard Michelle Po Box 636 New Milford Pa 18834
Sickler Jane E Estate RE 4 Box 78 Janice Ely Montrose Pa 18801
Slater David 80 Main St Lanesboro Pa
Smith James RR 1 Box 104 Montrose Pa 18801
Smith Tanya Po Box 9 Montrose Pa 18801
Sopko Andrew Sopko Mary Richmondale RR Forest City Pa 18421
Spencer Karl RR 1 Box 147 Brackney Pa 18812
Spoonhower Alice 307 Brd Ave Susquehanna Pa 18847
Steel B A S Erectors Co Rd 3 Box 346 Montrose Pa 18801
Stone B B Box 188 Montrose Pa 18801
Strickland Irene Box 73 Hop Bottom Pa 18824
Susquehanna Veal Farms RR 2 Box 49c Susquehanna Pa 18847
T
Temples John Rr4 Box 240 B Montrose Pa 18801
Terpstra Deborah RR 1 Box 173 Montrose Pa 18801
Turner Kenneth G Po Box 364 Susquehanna Pa 18847
V
Vancott Alicia Rd 2 Box 113f New Milford Pa 18834
Viotto Anthony RR1 Box 44s Three Lakes Rd New Milford Pa 18834
W
Wallace Michael Jr Wallace Edward 147 Martin St Forest City Pa 18421
Wallace Michael Wallace Edward 147 Martin St Forest City Pa 18421
Wallace Edward 145 Martn St Rd Apt 2 Forest City Pa 18421
Washburn Robert RR 1 Brackney Pa 18812
Whitaker Dolores Po Box 817 Hallstead Pa 18822
Whittenberg John Sr Rd No 1 Box 1283 Hallstead Pa 18822
Wilber Barbara Estate 21 Jackson St Montrose Pa 18801
Williams Clarence Po Box 45 Susquehanna Pa 18847
Y
Yulke Brian 15 1/2 Public Ave Apt 1 Montrose Pa 18801
Z
Zurko Anna Rd 1 Box 36a Hop Bottom Pa 18824
Tioga County
A
Acorn Markets Dba Putnam Copo Box 114 Wellsboro PA 16901
Acp Manufacturing Co Llc attn Sharon Myers PO Box 68 Blossburg PA 16912
Aldrich Waneta L 621 W Main St Elkland PA 16920
Allen Chad J RR 7 Box 305 Wellsboro PA 16901
B
Black Richard F 140 Main St Wellsboro PA 16901
Boyd Grace R Boyd Kenneth PO Box 61 Nelson PA 16940
Boyd Kenneth Boyd Grace R PO Box 61 Nelson PA 16940
Boyo Kenneth Boyo Grace PO Box 61 Nelson PA 16940
Brace G S RR 3 Box 425 Wellsboro PA 16901
Broughton G Estate RR 3 Wellsboro PA 16901
Burfield Frances E 101 Hill St Elkland PA 16920
Burfield Frances E 210 N Buffalo St Apt 1 Elkland PA 16920
Butler Leroy 141 S Williamson RD Blossburg PA 16912
C
Clark Donald 396 Sheer RD Wellsboro PA 16901
Clementi 76 Main St Wellsboro PA 16901
Coles Pharmacy 2 S Main St Mansfield PA 16933
Collections By Carolyn 2395 York RD Jamison PA 16929
Connelly L I RR 2 Roaring Branch PA 17765
Conroy Constance R Estate 203 Owens Ave Liberty PA 16930
Costanza Josephine 418 E Main St Elkland PA 16920
Crable Gary F 335 Robbin Rd Mainesburg PA 16932
D
Doran Wayne Estate RR 1 Knoxville PA 16928
Drew Leonard Estate 35 Grant St Wellsboro PA 16901
E
Early Roberta L 81 Skyline Dr Spur Wellsboro PA 16901
Elkland Shursave Forestview Dr Elkland PA 16920
English Elizabeth L 261 Maple St Westfield PA 16950
F
Fitzgerald Brenda J Fitzgerald Scarbough Po Box 653 Mansfield PA 16933
Fuller Juanita A Fuller Clyde202 S Academy St Mansfield PA 16933
G
Gardner William F PO Box 219 Westfield PA 16950
Gee Robert 22 Riberolle St Wellsboro PA 16901
Germino Mark 80 Main St Wellsboro PA 16901
Grant Cassandra C 14 Cone St Wellsboro PA 16901
Grovenstein Elizabeth PO Box 6 Wellsboro PA 16901
Gruslewski Brian Patrick 3 Adrian Ln Wellsboro PA 16901
H
Harvey Robin 912 Rte 660 Wellsboro PA 16901
Hebe William Esq 17 Central Ave Wellsboro PA 16901
Hendershot Maxine O PO Box 191 Elkland PA 16920
Heverly Leo W PO Box 21 Sabinsville PA 16943
Horner Larry Custone Morris Ln Wellsboro PA 16901
Howd William F Main St Westfield PA 16950
Hurleys Super Market Inactive 173 N Main St Mansfield PA 16933
J
Jacobson Charles Sr 2 Kelsey St Apt A Wellsboro PA 16901
Jadoski Evelyn C RR 3westfield PA 16950
Jenkins Pearl Novelty Place 337 Sherwood Manor Mansfield PA 16933
Johnson Fred G Cust Johnson Shannon A RR 1 Box 53 W Millerton PA 16936
Johnson Janette A 37 Central Ave Wellsboro PA 16901
Johovic Victoria Johovic Joseph 8 Main St Wellsboro PA 16901
K
Kennedy Christin Kennedy James Brd 1 Cavington PA 16917
Kennedy Ruth M RR 5 Box 338 Wellsboro PA 16901
Kilshaw William C Kilshaw Rose Erd 6 Box 307 B Wellsboro PA 16901
Kirby John M 14344 Rte 6 Mansfield PA 16933
Kline Ricky L Kline Julie M 1610 Old State Rd Mainesburg PA 16932
Kramer Margarete E RD2 Box 778 Lawranceville PA 16929
Krieger Edward RD 1 Liberty PA 00000
Kroll Samuel Jr Estate St Covington PA 16917
L
Lee Thomas W Jr RR 1 Covington PA 16917
Lee Thomas W RR 1 Box 12 Covington PA 16917
Long Cynthia B PO Box 174 Morris PA 16938
Lovejoy Larry R PO Box 441 Tioga PA 16946
Lovell Brandi L 615 W Main St Elkland PA 16920
Lyon Robert C/O Betty L Mack 1089 Cummings Creek Rd Middlebury Center PA
16935
M
Mahosky Jeanne E RR 2 Box 319A Wellsboro PA 16901
Mansfeld Richard E RD2 470 Po Box 57 Knoxville PA 16928
Mcintire George C/O David Mcintire 150 North St Apt 202A Westfield PA 16950
Mitstifer G L RR 1 Liberty PA 16930
Moore Beverly D 3122 Roseville Rd Mansfield PA 16933
N
Nittinger Brenda RR 1 Box 201C Covington PA 16917
North Penn Comp Htlh Services PO Box 549 Wellsboro PA 16901
P
Peffer Dollie P Peffer Lloyd G RD 3 Mansfield PA 16933
Phyllis Clark Estate Main St Westfield PA 16950
Pritchard Morganne138 Walnut St Westfield PA 16950
Q
Quinn Margaret C RR 2 Box 324 Middlebury Center PA 16935
Quinn Troy O & Beatrice Trust 31 Woodland Ave Wellsboro PA 18901
R
Robinson Blake W 2056 Milk Plant Rd Liberty PA 16930
Rouse James F PO Box 42 Wellsboro PA 16901
S
Salamone Frances 418 E Main St Elkland PA 16920
Sawicka Pelagia RR 1 Box 1265 Osceola PA 16942
Seibert Kathleen M PO Box 58 Gaines PA 16921
Selleck Willis E RD 1 Lawrenceville PA 16929
Sherman George M Jr PO Box 174 Morris PA 16938
Sherwood Julie A 957 S Main St Lot 10 Mansfield PA 16933
Signor Sylvia F 3058 Princeton St Wellsboro PA 16901
Sleboda John 227 Austin Dr Mansfield PA 16933
Sochalski Monica L PO Box 49 Middlebury Center PA 16935
Sochalski Wayne G RR 2 Box 4 9middlebury Center PA 16935
Spong Alice K Estate57 East Ave Wellsboro PA 16901
Springbrook Century Farm 4781 Lambs Creek Rd Mansfield PA 16933
Stier Gabriel R2 Box 149 Old Tioga Rd Lawrenceville PA 16929
T
Tar Peter RR 1 Box 84C Liberty PA 16930
Teed Cindy 6 Buffards Mhp Wellsboro PA 16901
Thomas Collin Estate RR 1 Lawrenceville PA 16929
Tioga Petroleum Co Inc 125 Brooklyn St Mansfield PA 16933
Tokarz Theodore J RR 1 Box 145 Covington PA 16917
Tolbert Bruce E RR 1 Box 215 Lawrenceville PA 16929
Townsend Julia L Estate 5 Eberenz St Wellsboro PA 16901
V
Vanwinkle Robert L Vanwinkle Viola 55 Spruce St Morris Run PA 16939
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W
Walters Kenneth S RD 1 Box 111 B Covington PA 16917
Wantanabe Shoko 40 7th St Mansfield PA 16933
Watkins Ralph O RR 1 Box 38 Covington PA 16917
Webster Susan W Estate RR 3 Box 612 Wellsboro PA 16901
Wellsboro Family Pra 103 West Ave Wellsboro PA 16901
West Auto Body And Paint 1610 Old State Rd Mainesburg PA 16932
Westfield Tanning Co 360 Church St Westfield PA 16950
Wheeler Dick 326 Horsethief Run Rd Wellsboro PA 16901
Wheeler Jon C PO Box 143 Tioga PA 16946
Woodruff Raymond 126 N Academy St Mansfield PA 16933
Wright Rick RR 1 Box 201c Covington PA 16917
Y
Yoggy Ernesti 6 Tioga St Wellsboro PA 16901
Warren County
A
Allinger Kathryn 12 Plum St Warren Pa 16365
Ananea Caroline 1129 Pennsylvania Ave W Warren Pa 16365
Ananea Ross 1129 Pennsylvania Ave W Warren Pa 16365
Anderson Toni 32 Mill St Sheffield Pa 16347
Andrea Rosezella Andrea Vedo RD 1 Box 1324 Clarendon Pa 16313
Andrea Rosezella Andrea Vedo RD 1 Brown Run Rd Clarenton Pa 16313
Andrea Vedo 87 Brown Run Rd Clarendon Pa 16313
Apts Holly 1284 Conewango Ave Warren Pa 16365
Armstrong Mary L 89 Mckinley Ave Warren Pa 16365
Arnold Jami 210 East St Apt 6 Warren Pa 16365
B
Barnes Jeri Rt 2 Box 205 A1 Pittsfield Pa 16340
Barrett Luella A In 108 Oak St Warren Pa 16365
Baxter Lynnetta 101 N Irvine St Warren Pa 16365
Beers Mildred Box 194 Russell Pa 16345
Berger Richard 11 1/2 Franklin St Warren Pa 16365
Bergstrom Harold Bergstrom Harriet Star Rte Sheffield Pa 16347
Berkhous Harris R RR 1 Bear Lake Pa 16402
Blair Corporation 220 Hickory St Warren Pa 16365
Blyth Cory 1269 Yankee Bush Rd Warren Pa 16365
Borden Lloyd Funeral Home 15o9 Penna Ave W Warren Pa 16365
Borton Indee L Est 55 Highland Dr Apt C4 Warren Pa 16365
Boyd Evelyn 16 Conewango Pl Warren Pa 16365
Branch Faye 15 N Carver St Warren Pa 16365
Burch Chad PO Box 3 Bear Lake Pa 16402
Burleigh Howard A RR 1 Grand Valley Pa 16420
C
Cerra Orlando Estate 7 Plum St Warren Pa 16365
Cerra Stella Estate 10 N Irvine St Warren Pa 16365
Chimenti John 211 Madison Ave Warren Pa 16365
Class Of 1976 C/O PA Webster 200 Crescent Park Warren Pa 16365
Cole Rachel B 108 Oak St Apt 910 Warren Pa 16365
Conarro Family Agreement 107 Redwood St Warren Pa 16365
Cook Lester Cook Ruby J Box 274 Sugar Pa 16350
Courtney Danette 165 Scranton Hollow Rd Warren Pa 16365
Creola Mary Estate 25 Ludlow St Warren Pa 16365
Cullinane Mary S C/O Steve A Cullinane Exec Po Box 903 Warren Pa 16365
Cullinane Mary S Po Box 903 Warren Pa 16365
Cullinane Steven 114 N Parker St Warren Pa 16365
Curtis Frank 311 E 5th Ave Warren Pa 16365
D
Davis William 316 Church St Sheffield Pa 16347
Defrance Ray RD 1 Youngsville Pa 16371
Dreszer Zofia 128 Water St Warren Pa 16365
Drum Arbutus 1333 Jackson Run Rd Warren Pa 16365
E
Elletson Jesse 115 Farm Ln Warren Pa 16365
Elmquist Diana Elmquist Scott 12 Sunset Dr Warren Pa 16365
F
Fedorchuk Margaret C/O Rachel Cressley Box 121 Pittsfield Pa 16340
Fischer Ralph 11 Church St North Warren Pa 16365
Flasher Christine Cust 1597 Pleasant Rd Warren Pa Warren Pa 16365
Freeborough Dana 191 Scott Run Rd Warren Pa 16365
G
Genberg Selma 463 Pleasant Dr Warren Pa 16365
Gl Central 3960 121 Central Ave Warren Pa 16365
Gnage Melvin 86 Crestview Blvd Warren Pa 16365
Goal Helen C Estate 115 Conewango Ave Warren Pa 16365
Golton Coilla M Estate 241 Pennsylvania Ave W Warren Pa 16365
Gorton Robin Gorton Jacob Po Box 261 Clarendon Pa 16313
Group Medical Services Rte 6 And Tollgate Rd Sheffield Pa 16347
Gruber Erma Estate Gruber Janet Po Box 237 Sugar Grove Pa 16350
Guiffie Joseph F Jr 601 Pennsylvania Ave E Warren Pa 16365
H
Hall Kathleen 15 Werner Dr Russell Pa 16345
Hoffmans Dan Koebely Collision Rd1 Box 10a Columbus Pa 16405
Hotaling Ethel 106 Conewango St Russell Pa 16345
Houghton Carissa 20b Hartwell Rd Tiona Pa 16352
Hunter Verne 146 Bates St Youngsville Pa 16371
I
Ingenito Edward V Jr Ingenito Ardeth 22 W 3rd Warren Pa 16365
J
John Gertsch Memorial Po Box 846 Warren Pa 16365
Jones Chevrolet 413 Pennsylvania Ave E Warren Pa 16365
K
Kasaback Mary 326 Church St Sheffield Pa 16347
Kirkwood Deborah 208 Onondaga Ave Apt 2 Warren Pa 16365
Kmeyer James 704 East St Warren Pa 16365
Kourtu Mohamed A 1284 Conewango Ave Warren Pa 16365
Kourtu Mohamed Kourtu Faiza Po Box 66 Warren Pa 16365
Krebs Margaret 16 Conewango Pl Warren Pa 16365
L
Larson Fenton Irven Warren Pa
Lenna Duane Est 1112 Madison Ave Warren Pa 16365
Lindstrom Jamie R01 Box 165 Youngsville Pa 16371
Logan Geraldine Po Box 101 Tiona Pa 16352
Loranger J A Estate 17 W Wayne St Warren Pa 16365
Lyon Merle 37 Ford St Youngsville Pa 16371
M
Mahaffey Kathleen 242 Egypt Rd Warren Pa 16365
Mark Phelps 519 North Main St Youngsville Pa 16371
Marlett Margaret 19 Canton St Warren Pa Warren Pa 16365
Maynard Norman C RR 2 Box 2 Youngsville Pa 16371
Mcclement Ronald RR 1 Box 1771 Russell Pa 16345
Mcfarland Thomas Estate 205 Frank St Warren Pa 16365
Mcguire Mable Mcguire John 700 Penn Ave Warren Pa 16365
Mckeehan Arthur 15 N Carver St Warren Pa 16365
Mckown George 209 Market St Apt 506 Warren Pa 16365
Mcmeans Marla Mcmeans Scott 16 N Marion St Warren Pa 16365
Mcmillen Larry J RR 4 Box 291 Sugargrove Pa 16350
Mcstraw Paula J Rd1 Box 10a Columbus Pa 16405
Megill Daniel 17 Green St Warren Pa 16365
Messinger Althea E 350 Hemlock Rd Warren Pa 16365
Metz Joseph Trustee Metz Brandon 89 Tippy Ln Tidioute Pa 16351
Minnis Miriam 111 Ctr St Warren Pa 16365
Minor F Hanson 9 N Irvine St Warren Pa 16365
Misty Moore Designs RR 1 Box 272 Youngsville Pa 16371
Morgan George W Jr Morgan Goldie Rfd 2 Sheffield Pa 16347
Moylan Maryalice 706 Pennsylvania Ave W 128 Warren Pa 16365
N
Neale Paul RD 1 Youngsville Pa 16371
Nelson Eleanor C/O R Whitehill Box 261 Pittsfield Pa 16340
Niver Hannah 713 East St Warren Pa 16365
Northwest Savings Bank 108 Liberty St Warren Pa 16365
O
Olskey Cash Register Inc Po Box 702 Warren Pa 16365
Orinko Peter C/O R Orinko 218 Chu Sheffield Pa 16347
Orinko Peter J Est Orinko Peter 682 Pleasant Dr Warren Pa 16365
Owens Stanley Po Box 325 Warren Pa 16365
Ozgas Ltd Attn S Enterline 225A Sweed Rd Tidioute Pa 16351
P
Papalia Ralph R RR 1 Box 150a Spring Creek Pa 16436
Pastilock Ethel 33 Mason Rd Warren Pa Warren Pa 16365
Pees Rebecca 609 S State St Warren Pa 16365
Pees Stephen N Est 609 S State St Warren Pa 16365
Penn Dot Dist Judi Renwick 2579 Pennsylvania Av Warren Pa 16365
Pennbank 315 Second Ave Warren Pa 16365
Pennbank George B Duke Indent Tr 315 2nd Ave Warren Pa 16365
Pennbank Paul C Duke III Trust 315 2nd Ave Warren Pa 16365
Petersen Beverly 26 Franklin St Warren Pa Warren Pa 16365
Petersonblickfuho Apt 910 108 Oak St Warren Pa 16365
R
Ralston Raymond Po Box 14 Sheffield Pa 16347
Rc Marketing Inc Po Box 218 Columbus Pa 16405
Regina Richard 19 Linwood St Warren Pa 16365
Retzer John Retzer John 236 Penna Ave W Warren Pa 16365
Ritchie Eleandra G Estate 313 Park Ave Warren Pa 16365
Robbins Sandra Robbins Violet 7 Canton Warren Pa 16365
Roberts Elnora M Est 147 Sulpher Spgs Rd Youngsville Pa 16371
Roberts Ruth Estate 215 Jackson Ave North Warren Pa 16365
Rockwell Becky Po Box 204 Tiona Pa 16352
Rosentrater Alton G Est 25 Locust St Warren Pa 16365
Rudolph Esther Rudolph David 112 Willoughby Warren Pa 16365
Ryberg Edward A Maj Aus Ret 14 East 3rd Ave Warren Pa 16365
S
Sanden Calvin RD 2 Box 2136 Russell Pa 16345
Sandrock Robert E Est 19 Grant St Warren Pa 16365
Schlaack Richard Jamestown Rd Warren Pa 16365
Schwartz Elma 17 N Turner Warren Pa 16365
Shattuck Barabara Shattuck Fred W Jr 212 Madison Ave Warren Pa 16365
Skagges Janet 427 Averill St Ext Warren Pa 16365
Skaggs Janet 427 Averill St Ext Warren Pa 16365
Smith Harry Smith Esme E 36 Buena Vista Blvd Warren Pa 16365
Snadrock Robert E Est 19 Grant St Warren Pa 16365
Stenstrom Derwin 4625 Hatch Run Rd Warren Pa 16365
Stewart Amy 185 Hospital Dr Warren Pa 16365
Stroup Kim 1461 Jackson Run Rd Warren Pa 16365
Sweet Diedra 228 Pennsylvania Ave W 7 Warren Pa 16365
T
Thompson James Thompson Laura 134 Highland Ave Yougsville Pa 16371
Tiona Tv Association Po Box 324 Tiona Pa 16352
Tressler Ralph 19 Linwood Ave Warren Pa 16365
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U
Udovich Frances Udovich Robert J Tan Sheffield Pa 16347
United Refining Co 2 5 C/O Attn C B Reagle PO Box 780 Warren Pa 16365
V
Vedo Andrea 87 Brown Run Rd Clarendon Pa 16313
W
Walters Twila M W Main St Youngsville Pa 16371
Warren Copier Business Machines 230 Pennsylvania Ave W Warren Pa 16365
Watson Donald 4 Woodlawn Dr Warren Pa 16365
Watson Kelly Watson Jon J RR 1 Box 1771 Russell Pa 16345
Weburg Dorothy 12 Canton St Warren Pa 16365
Wehrer James Apt D 301 Park Ave Warren Pa 16365
Weiler Joan 474 Follett Run Rd Warren Pa 16365
Wiedmaier Martha 111 Franklin St Warren Pa 16365
Y
Yaegle Lloyd RD 1 Warren Pa 16365
Z
Zapp Elizabeth Estate Dim More North Warren Pa 16365
Washington County
100 Southpointe Realty Llc 100 Southpointe Blvd Canonsburg Pa 15317
A
Abbott William Estate 435 3rd St Monongahela Pa 15063
Abel Systems 20 Eastwood Ln Washington Pa 15301
Abreu Claudio 107 Bradford Cove Venetia Pa 15367
Acker Jack 849 Midway Candor Rd Bulger Pa 15019
Adam Jennie C/O G Martin Po Box 427 Roscoe Pa 15477
Adams Mathew 1130 Locust Ave Washington Pa 15301
Adams Patrick 100 Waverly St Monongahela Pa 15063
Adams Sara B Estate 3 Wilmont Ave Washington Pa 15301
Adams Taylor 100 Waverly St Monongahela Pa 15063
Air Tech 1018 Old Washington Rd Mcmurray Pa 15317
Algeo Drew 488 Venetia Rd Venetia Pa 15367
Allison Geraldine Estate RR 3 Finleyville Pa 15332
Altizer Charlie 269 N Main St Apt 8 Washington Pa 15301
American II Settlement Services Inc 4150 Washington Rd Mcmurray Pa 15317
Amodei Gary 74 Walnut Ridge Rd Charleroi Pa 15022
Amos Roland Amos Edna 212 S Wade St Washington Pa 15301
Anderson Anne 318 Second St Marianna Pa 15345
Anderson Carol 431 Blaine Canonsburg Pa 15317
Anderson Donald 734 Walnut St Donora Pa 15033
Anderson Sarah Johns St Apt 72 Mc Donald Pa 15057
Anna Corona 36 Old Hickory Ridge Rd Washington Pa 15301
Applied Coatings Custom Co 101 Highview Dr Venetia Pa 15367
Apriahealt 250 Technology Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Argentine Christopher 207 Spruce Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Arthur Lee M J L J 105 E Kallam St Washington Pa 15301
Atkinson Livia 22I Beallsville Rd Bentleyville Pa 15314
Ayres Mitchell Lloyd 1119 Fairfield Ln Mcdonald Pa 15057
B
Backos Donald Backos Debra 8 Grant St Monongahela Pa 15063
Baillie George 336 S Main St Burgettstown Pa 15021
Bakaitis Elizabeth 505 Vankirk Ridge Rd Washington Pa 15301
Ball Gregory Ball Dorothy Ball Brian 16 Coal Ctr Rd Coal Center Pa 15423
Banahasky Jane 30 Banahasky Ln Finleyville Pa 15332
Bandranke Frank 501 First Ave Elco Pa 15434
Barnhart Lillian 960 E Maiden St Apt 614 Washington Pa 15301
Bartanus Joseph Jr 79 Peterson St Avella Pa 15312
Bartanus Joseph Jr Box 322 Burgettstown Pa 15021
Bartanus Joseph Sr Peterson St Burgettstown Pa 15021
Bartanus Joseph Sr Petterson St Box 322 Burgettstown Pa 15021
Bartanus Joseph Sr Petteson St Box 322 Burgettstown Pa 15021
Bartanus Joseph Sr Po Box 322 Burgettstown Pa 15021
Bates Eloise Main St Bentleyville Pa 15314
Bb T Charels I Durbin 1031 Rte 18 Apt Flr 48 Burgettstown Pa 15021
Be Mobile Communications Inc 608 Main St Bentleyville Pa 15314
Beddow Wilbur In 565 Brd St Washington Pa 15301
Bedford Ernestine Estate 89 Lincoln Ave Donora Pa 15033
Bednarczy Khelen 1106 Oak Ave Monongahela Pa 15063
Belcastro Lucy 174 S Wade Ave Washington Pa 15301
Benn Irene Estate 116 Williams Ave Mcmurray Pa 15317
Bernardi Dominic Bernardi Anna 804 1st Canonsburg Pa 15317
Bernice Exum 65 Highland Tr Donora Pa 15033
Biagini Amelia California Apts 303 325 Second St California Pa 15419
Bidzila Antoinet Bidzila Peter 519 8th St Donora Pa 15033
Birtig G P 1016 Waterford Ct W Canonsburg Pa 15317
Biwer Alex 262 Fairview Ave Washington Pa 15301
Blake John Po Box 1562 Washington Pa 15301
Bliss Joanne 850 Beech St Apt 201 Washington Pa 15301
Blobner Douglas B 176 Fairway Landings Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Blodgett Thomas Blodgett Sarah 915 Fourth St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Blose Mary 525 N Franklin St Washington Pa 15301
Bob Massie Toyota Inc 302 Phillips St Charleroi Pa 15022
Bobak Wladyslaw 601 Thompson Ave Donora Pa 15033
Boening Esther 1450 Yorktown Dr Lawrence Pa 15055
Booker Thomas 4th California Pa 15419
Bosworth George R Estate 1094 Lynn Portal Rd Washington Pa 15301
Bouchard Elmer 479 Carlton Dr Bentleyville Pa 15314
Bowen Donna Cust 428 S Ridge Rd Coal Center Pa 15423
Boyce John 18 West Pike Houston Pa 15342
Brautigam Paul 223 Sygan Rd Mcdonald Pa 15057
Brawdy Willard Brawdy William 2148 Rankintown Rd Finleyville Pa 15332
Brennan Wishner 213 Valy Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
Brezinski Tammy 328 Lincoln Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Britton Mary A Estate 1370 Allison Ave Washington Pa 15301
Broadstreet Communication 601 Tecnology Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Brooks Floyd N Sr 141 Bellevue St Washington Pa 15301
Brothers Restuarant 4593 Jefferson Ave Avella Pa 15312
Brounce Marie 987 Rt 837 Monengahela Pa 15063
Brown Christina 440 Franklin Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Brown Mary 520 Liberty St Apt 309 California Pa 15419
Brown Nevella Rd 1 Box 187 Ne Fredericktown Pa 15333
Brownlee T J 113 Woodland Ave Washington Pa 15301
Bruce Brothers Tires Of Washington 88 Murtland Ave Washington Pa 15301
Bryant Jean B CO Mrs J B Mitz 200 Tandem Village Rd Apt 216 Canonsburg Pa
15317
Bryner Donald 832 Regent St Houston Pa 15342
Buchanan Benjamin 471 Horne Run Rd Amity Pa 15311
Buell Jason 60 Jones Ln Monongahela Pa 15063
Bujanowski Carolyn 178 Fisher Ave Donora Pa 15033
C
Cadas John 162 Alex Strabane Pa 15363
Cadaz Frank 162 Alex Strabane Pa 15363
Caffrey Paula Barone 445 Mckinley Ave Washington Pa 15301
Campbell Bertha 215 E College St Apt 19 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Campbell Marian Mariem M Campbell 88 Skyline Dr California Pa 15419
Campi Josephine Main St Monongahela Pa 15063
Campsey David 346 Wayne St Claysville Pa 15323
Canon J John 500 Mccombs Rd Venetia Pa 15367
Canonsburg Anesthesia Ass Po Box 28 Washington Pa 15301
Caputo John 203 Shady Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Cargnoni Pete 215 E College St 4 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Carson Frances Carson Howard 212 4th St Charleroi Pa 15022
Casper Alice 317 Wellness Way Apt 124 Washington Pa 15301
Cathy Mcconnell 355 Trinity Dr Washington Pa 15301
Cellini Chuck 210 Woodridge Ct Canonsburg Pa 15317
Century 21 Frontier Realty 4121 Washington Rd Mcmurray Pa 15317
Cerda Margie 143 S Maint St Apt 2 Washington Pa 15301
Cerenzia Hattie Box 131 Neil Hts Canonsburg Pa 15317
Cerntimark Roofing C/O Dave 12 Grandview Cir Canonsburg Pa 15317
Chan Michelle 126 Marlboro Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Chappel Mary Rd 1 Washington Pa 15301
Chaveriat Marie RR 1 Box2159 Charleroi Pa 15022
Cheesebrough James 100 Helen Av Donora Pa 15033
Chester Esther L Est 1841 The Cir Washington Pa 15301
Christensen Lawrence 425 Thomas Rd Mcmurray Pa 15317
Christensen Ralph 425 Thomas Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
Christinis Marie For Ralph Devenney 568 Galiffa Dr Donora Pa 15033
Christopher Nancy 1246 N Main St Washington Pa 15301
Chromulak Cathy Ann Po Box 216 Meadow Lands Pa 15347
Church Virginia 319 Wellness Way Washington Pa 15301
Ciletti−Filipek Dorene 406 S Point Ct Mc Donald Pa 15057
Ciliberto Michele 715 Millcraft Ctr 90 W Chestnut St Washington Pa 15301
Clark Amanda 448 N Main St Apt 9 Washington Pa 15301
Clark Drusilla Estate 27 Mcnutt St Houston Pa 15342
Clark Jessie O General Del Cannonsburg Pa 15317
Cleaver Sarah Rd No 4 Box 73a Washington Pa 15301
Clements Michael 970 Davis School Rd Washington Pa 15301
Clutter Robert 85 Stone Marker Dr Washington Pa 15301
Cohen Estelle Cohen Robert 158 Piersol Ave Bentleyville Pa 15314
Cohen Nat C Esq 129 Vista Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Coldwell Banker Realty 215 Valyview Dr Mcdonald Pa 15057
Cole Shane 6 Youngstown St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Coleman Marion Po Box 22 Charleroi Pa 15022
Colucci Dora RR 2 Box 524 Monongahela Pa 15063
Columbia Gas Of Pa 501 Technology Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Connected Office Products Inc 601 Technologies Ste 200 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Corkum Douglas 105 Saratoga Dr Mc Murray Pa 15317
Cornerstone Capital Advisors Llc 171 Hillpointe Dr Suite 30 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Coulter Daisy 739 Fallowfield Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Craig Sandra 225 N Jefferson Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Crawford Barbara Crawford Ronald RR 1 Box 33 Marianna Pa 15345
Cunningham Eric Alan 601 Fallowfield Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Curtis Gregg 400 Franklin Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Cushey Ruth In 6320 Jack St Finleyville Pa 15332
Custom Design Cust C/O R Semul 1125 Valyview Dr Lawrence Pa 15055
Cwiklinski Margaret Po Box 279 Rr 3 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Cyanovich Eleanor Estate 510 Main St C Bentleyville Pa 15314
Cyberdine Systems In 311 Conrad Ave N Charleroi Pa 15022
Cypher Marion Estate 424 W Main St Monongahela Pa 15063
Czoka Lois Richeyville Pa 15358
D
D&P Realty Lp 461 2nd Ave New Eagle Pa 15067
Dalesandro Edward 52 Pleasant Rd Mcdonald Pa 15057
Dami Arnold 687 North Main St Houston Pa 15342
Daugherty Dolores 498 W Rd Apt 1 Charleroi Pa 15022
Davidson James 122 Dyers Stone Dr Eighty Four Pa 15330
Davies Harvey Estate 7 Hillcrest Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Davies Yvonne Box 36 Venetia Pa 15367
Davis Jennifer 106 Lexington Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Db Michael J G Attn H Rosati 135 Technology Dr Ste 400 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Dean R C/O W Dean 463 Ctr Ave Apt 3 Charleroi Pa 15022
Deangelis Daniel J Jr Box 182 Cecil Pa 15321
Debaker Joyce RR 2 Box 195a Canonsburg Pa 15317
Debolt Harry W Jr 639 Lake Rd Claysville Pa 15323
Deegan Susanne Hatch 114 Tanglewood Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Delaney Harold Jr Delaney Madeline Box 360 Rd 6 Mcdonald Pa 15057
Delfeno Zampatti 117 Baird Ave Monongahela Pa 15063
Denovus Coroporation 480 Johnson Rd Washington Pa 15301
Dentica Inc 330 Morganza Rd Cannonsburg Pa 15317
Destefano Dan 128 Golfview Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Dga Po Box 330 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Digovanni Regina 4273 Battleridge Rd A Mc Donald Pa 15057
Dimmack Elnora T Estate Mcvehil Plan Rd 2 Washington Pa 15301
Diversified Group PO Box 303 Canonsburg Pa 15317
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Dollish George Dollish Christin 1026 Michigan Washington Pa 15301
Dombrosky Helen Estate Rr 1 Finleyville Pa 15332
Dombrowsky Alexande 445 4th Ave New Eagle Pa New Eagle Pa 15067
Dominski Mitchell Dominski Bessie 446 E Pike St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Donal James 10 Northern Ave Joffre Pa 15053
Donald H Winkler Ins 781 Rte 18 Burgettstown Pa 15021
Donaldson James 10 Northern Ave Joffre Pa 15053
Donner Mary 234 Grant Washington Pa 15301
Dougherty Dolores 498 W Rd Apt 1 Charleroi Pa 15022
Dowd Thomas 604 N Kings Creek Rd Burgettstown Pa 15021
Downey Joseph Downey Ida 411 Wilkins California Pa 15419
Doyle James Rd 1 Federicktown Pa 15333
Dreier Eunice M Estate RR 4 Finleyville Pa 15332
Drews Racquel Drews David 114 Fox Creek Rd Venetia Pa 15367
Dreyer D L 525 Alexander St Monongahela Pa 15063
Duffield Cory 280 Dry Ridge Rd West Alexander Pa 15376
Dulis Noah J 423 West College St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Dumann Carmella Dumann Harry Box 333 Cecil Pa 15321
Dunfee Benjamin 353 North St Mc Donald Pa 15057
Dunmire Richard Estate Stahlman Apartments Apt 5 Monongahela Pa 15063
Dunn James 105 Little Daniels Run Rd Scenery Hill Pa 15360
Duran Michael Duran Joann 601 Candor Rd Bulger Pa 15019
Durbin Leroy Durbin Patty 487 Vankirk Ridge Rd Washington Pa 15301
Dzvonick Bernard 601 Sixth St Donora Pa 15033
E
Ea Davies Davies Ford Of Charleroi 728 Mckean Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Eastham Shirley 1693 Pleasant Grove Rd Claysville Pa 15323
Easton Joseph 259 Thompsonville Rd Mcmurray Pa 15317
Ehrenreich Margaret Ehrenreich Leo 220 Lakeview Ct Washington Pa 15301
Eighty Four Agway 1025 Rte 519 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Eighty Four Lumber Po Box 365 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Eklund D C Box 993 Washington Pa 15301
Ellibe Brittany 466 Thompsonville Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
Erdely Margaret 53 Cedar St Ellsworth Pa 15331
Erdner William J Jr Po Box 154 Venetia Pa 15367
Errett Gene 322 Kay St Apt 8 Mcdonald Pa 15057
Errett Gene 892 State Rte 980 Apt 2 Mcdonald Pa 15057
Eugene Marraccini 1567 Rte 2023 Monongahela Pa 15063
Eusanio Domenick 215 Union St Monongahela Pa 15063
Evans Ronald Evans Mary 245 N Jefferson Canonsburg Pa 15317
Evans Elizabeth Estate RR 2 Burgettstown Pa 15021
Evergreen Village Co 209 Village Green Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Everly James Dba Mckean Manor Pch James 787−789 Mckean Ave Donora Pa 15033
Executives Monitor Inc 400 Southpointe Blvd Ste 200 Canonsburg Pa 15317
F
Fallow Nancy 1046 Woodbridge Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Farquhar Minnetta 112 2nd St Allenport Pa 15412
Fender Roy 2257 Belmont Ave Washington Pa 15301
Fender Sharon RR 5 Box 342a Washington Pa 15301
Ferri Joseph 226 Pleasant Ave Mcmurray Pa 15317
Filauro Marsha Filauro Tony Rd 3 Mcdonald Pa 15057
Filipek Sabrina 406 S Point Ct Mc Donald Pa 15057
Fine Marvin Pangburn Holw Monongahela Pa 15063
Fino Julius 200 Sugarwood Dr Venetia Pa 15367
Fisher Jesse 419 Pershing Ave Houston Pa 15342
Florio Deborah 1336 Main St Burgettstown Pa 15021
Foley John W Estate 603 S Central Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Foster Donald Jr 500 East Main St Monongahela Pa 15063
Foster Kathy 102 Short Chestnut St Donora Pa 15033
Foster Margaret 162 Grandview Way Charleroi Pa 15022
Fox John K Estate 695 N Main St Washington Pa 15301
Frameli Floyd 1345 N Main St Washington Pa 15301
Frameli Isabelle Po Box 3 Fredericktown Pa 15333
Francis Jennifer 3360 Old Oakdale Rd Mcdonald Pa 15057
Frick Gertrude D Estate 14 Beagle Club Rd Washington Pa 15301
Fridey Charles Incorrect Address Mc Murray Pa 15317
Fuchs Teresa K Esq Chromulak Assoc Llc 401 Technology Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Fuiak Charlene 140 Mcadam Ave Washington Pa 15301
Furlong Sarah Washington Ave Apt 101 Finleyville Pa 15332
G
Gablers Drug Fifth & Mckean Charleroi Pa 15022
Gallmore Jeree 717 Mckean Ave Apt1 Charleroi Pa 15022
Gallo Robert 220 Mcgregor Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Garlitz M Kathleen Cust Box 816 Washington Pa 15301
Garret Robert 1049 Bruce St Washington Pa 15301
Gee Virginia 304 Castner Ave Donora Pa 15033
Geffert Catherine Geffert Mike 17 Washington St Burgettstown Pa 15021
Geier William T 1540 Robinson Hwy Mcdonald Pa 15057
Gelder Harry G Estate 833 Prospect Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Gembarosky Frances S Est Gembarosky Frances 140 Donora Rd Monongahela Pa
15063
Geracitano Contracting 7 School Pl New Eagle Pa 15067
Giles William In Rd 2 West Alexander Pa 15376
Golias Jeffrey 307 Doubletree Dr Venetia Pa 15367
Goodnight Christopher 227a Pennsylvania Ave RR California Pa 15419
Gori Meghan Gori Frank 1206 Thomas St Monongahela Pa 15063
Gottschalk William 541 Birch Rd Prosperity Pa 15329
Gouvernor Anna 704 Lookout Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Grandel Billy Rd No 4 Box 73a Washington Pa 15301
Grant Maintenance Company 139 Main St New Eagle Pa 15067
Grant William Estate Grand Vw Donora Pa 15033
Greathouse Candice J Noble 628 Old National Pike D Jodi L Noble West Alexa Pa
15376
Greco Patricia Jeffrey Watson & Assoc 144 N Main St Washington Pa 15301
Greely Raymond 25 East Pike St Houston Pa 15342
Greenberg Cheryll C/O New Adams House Po Box 494 Claysville Pa 15323
Greenlee Funeral Home PO Box 164 Fredericktown Pa 15333
Gregg Danny 114 Second St Allenport Pa 15412
Gregory Vivian Est 3022 Hudson Ave Mcdonald Pa 15057
Gress Albert Gress Elmer 108 Castner Ave Donora Pa 15033
Grice Margaret 639 E Beau St Washington Pa 15301
Griffith Clara L Estate 104 Mount Blaine Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Grilli Louis 119 Linden Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Grimes Fred 30 Bel Air Dr Washington Pa 15301
Guinness Associates Llc Po Box 532 Lawrence Pa 15055
Gumbert Terry 122 Murray Ave Washington Pa 15301
Guthrie William 2512 Ridge Rd Finleyville Pa 15332
H
Haggerty Barbara Po Box 92 Meadowlands Pa 15347
Haines Sarah E Estate RR 1 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Halen George Estate 710 8th St Charleroi Pa 15022
Haley Elizabeth Haley Helen J Lynn St Roscoe Pa 15477
Haley Elizabeth Haley Helen Corwin St Roscoe Pa 15477
Haley George P Estate 710 8th St Charleroi Pa 15022
Haley Helen Box 264 500 Corwin St Roscoe Pa 15477
Haley Keith 1038 Eldersville Rd Burgettstown Pa 15021
Haley Ruth Estate 710 8th St Charleroi Pa 15022
Hall Jennie RR 1 Box Marianna Pa 15345
Hall Richard 819 Country Club Rd Washington Pa 15301
Hamilton Ashley 428 S Ridge Rd Coal Center Pa 15423
Handa Helen Estate RR 3 Washington Pa 15301
Harding Mary Po Box 162 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Hardy Joseph A III C/O The Hardy Family Trust Rte 519 Po Box 584 Eighty Four Pa
15330
Harford Bessie Harford Robert 318 Shady Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Harper Pearl 28 Harper Dr Burgettstown Pa 15021
Harrington John 190 Mcchain Rd Finleyville Pa 15332
Harris Barbara 317 E Lincoln Ave Mcdonald Pa 15057
Hatala Nellie Po Box 3 Fredericktown Pa 15333
Havel David 1419 Reissing Rd Mcdonald Pa 15057
Hayduchik Josephine Estate Po Box 66 Coal Center Pa 15423
Haynes Triangle 301 Oak Spring Rd Washington Pa 15301
Hays Timothy 3071 Dividend Dr Washington Pa 15301
Hc Davies Davies Ford Of Charleroi 728 Mckean Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Heartland Homes Po Box 535 Lawrence Pa 15055
Heavenly Cause Foundation Po Box 536 Lawrence Pa 15055
Hewittlaird Sherri 393 Delashawn Rd Claysville Pa 15323
Hickman Thomas RR 1 Box 386a Claysville Pa 15323
Hill Top 210 Rte 837 Room 219 Monongahela Pa 15063
Hinerman Gail 247 W Hallam Av Washington Pa 15301
Hobby City Inc Po Box 5 Gastonville Pa 15336
Hoffman David 6867 Wall Rd Monongahela Pa 15063
Hoffman Kevin 5 Colonial Dr Bentleyville Pa 15314
Holt Robert 252 Springdale Rd Venetia Pa 15367
Homes Heartland Po Box 535 Lawrence Pa 15055
Hommey Hannah Hommey John Rd 1 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Hooe Henry 154 N College St Apt 801 Washington Pa 15301
Horner Wendy 51 Allen Ave Donora Pa 15033
Hower Erik 365 Allison Ave 2flr Washington Pa 15301
Hrabcsak Marion Estate 134 Maple St Muse Pa 15350
Hughes Kelli 372 Bower Hill Rd Venetia Pa 15367
Hughes Michael 117 E Pike St Cannonsburg Pa 15317
Hughes Robert 2208 Orchard Hill Dr Finleyville Pa 15332
Hunter Sally Lou Po Box 34 Venetia Pa 15367
Huston John R Jr 78 Sprowls Rd Claysville Pa 15323
Huweart William 25 Furlong Dr Coal Center Pa 15423
I
Ihrig Brian 210 Gee St Monongahela Pa 15063
Immekus Judith 1241 Lidenview Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Industrial Commercial Elevator 3177 Millers Run Rd Cecil Pa 15321
Irene Waveck Estate Green Aly California Pa 15419
Irons Yolanda Irons Bert Po Box 343 Washington Pa 15301
J
Jackson Leatha Rd 2 Box 143a Claysville Pa 15323
Jana Heisler 3216 Kennedy Dr Northampton Pa 15067
Jenkins Geoffrey 419 Steubenville Pike Burgettstown Pa 15021
Jobes Tricia 207 Railrd St Stockdale Pa 15483
John Cheze 196 Dorothy Ave Washington Pa 15301
John Patrick Jr 119 Taylor Run Rd Monogahela Pa 15063
John Pivovarnik Box 197 Daisytown Pa 15427
Johns Annamaria Johns 210 Woodridge Ct Canonsburg Pa 15317
Johns Dwight 2104 Hill Church Houston Rd Ap Canonsburg Pa 15317
Johns Nina Rose 210 Woodridge Ct Canonsburg Pa 15317
Johns Robert RR 2 Box 66 Scenery Hill Pa 15360
Johns Rosa 2104 Hill Church Houston Rd Ap Canonsburg Pa 15317
Johnson Francis E Estate 1b4 4th St Mc Donald Pa 15057
Johnson Katharine 524 Central Ave Washington Pa 15301
Johnston Thomas 610 Franklin Ave Cannonsburg Pa 15317
Johnston Wilma 326 E Maiden St Washington Pa 15301
Jones Amilia Estate Po Box 146 Marianna Pa 15345
Jones David 25 Old Plank Rd Washington Pa 15301
Jones Louella 455 Brd St Washington Pa 15301
Jordan Tax Services 102 Rahway Rd Mcmurray Pa 15317
Jrr Catherine D W Box 182 Cecil Pa 15321
Jutca Alan Jutca Mary 60 Sheraton Dr Washington Pa 15301
Jutca Alan 60 Sheraton Dr Washington Pa 15301
K
K Mart 4041 Washington Rd Mcmurray Pa 15317
Kacvinsky Dorothy Estate 204 Clutter St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Kagle Lois 512 Lincoln St Monongahela Pa 15063
Kalemtis Matilda Estate 240 Mckean Ave Donora Pa 15033
Kang Yong Ho 1278 Cir Glen Dr Finleyville Pa 15332
Kappa Kappa Gamma 60 South Lincoln St Box 1294 Washington Pa 15301
Karchella Gloria Karchella Charles 135 Maple St Muse Pa 15350
Katlub Josephine Estate Po Box 225 Marianna Pa 15345
Katrencik Lawrence 499 Ridge Rd Mcdonald Pa 15057
Kavolak Susan Est 988 Lynn Portal Rd Washington Pa 15301
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Keller Brian 57 W Chestnut St Washington Pa 15301
Kelly Winifred Kelly Lisa 109 Elm Crest Ave Monongahela Pa 15063
Kelly Martin 548 Ctr Church Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
Kelsall Margaret 4499 State Rte 40 W Claysville Pa 15323
Kendall Dale 102 Cobblestone Creek Venetia Pa 15367
Kennedy Agnes 116 Woodland Ave Washington Pa 15301
Kenneth L Ashmore Exec C/O J W Mccreight 30 E Beau St Ste 314 Washington Pa
15301
Kenser Jean Po Box 22 Charleroi Pa 15022
Kent Anna Po Box 436 Roscoe Pa Roscoe Pa 15477
Kern Carl 200 Weirich Ave Washington Pa 15301
Kerns Hilda 200 Weirich Ave Washington Pa 15301
Kerry Diana 48 West Hallum Ave Washington Pa 15301
Kifer Louise 328 Vance Ave Monongahela Pa 15063
Kimes Margaret Po Box 97 Millers Run Rd Cecil Pa 15321
Kindelberger Sophia Emily Narsavage Washington Pa 15301
King Trs 141 Scott Ln Venetia Pa 15367
Kinney John 311 Sugarwood Dr Venetia Pa 15367
Kitchens Merdis 420 Weis Ave Donora Pa 15033
Klinzing Grace In 87 Hilltop Acres Rd Washington Pa 15301
Kloss Eric Po Box 1226 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Knox King 306 Meadow Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Koblarchick John 2210 Park Ave Lot 23 Washington Pa 15301
Kohut Mary 201 West Main St Apt 301 Monongahela Pa 15063
Kojaks Auto Body Apt 3 119 S Wade Ave Washington Pa 15301
Kolesser Rudolph 704 Lookout Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Konjc Renato 404 Linnwood Rd Eighty Four Pa 15330
Kopanic Nicholas 117 Church St Monongahela Pa 15063
Kopanic Robert RR 1 Box 590 Monongahela Pa 15063
Korcek Norma Po Box 6 Ellsworth Pa 15331
Koskoski Josephine 500 Mckean Ave Donora Pa 15033
Kotlar Margaret Estate 74 Allen Ave Donora Pa 15033
Kovich Donalddaralyn Po Box 395 Meadow Lands Pa 15347
Kraf Edward 202 Latimer Ave Strabane Pa 15363
Kramer Sean Kramer Eva 1501 Candor Rd Bulger Pa 15019
Kress George 405 4th St Mc Donald Pa 15057
Kuhns Allice Kuhns Howard 3 Rd St California Pa 15419
Kuhns Howard Kuhns Alice 3rd St California Pa 15419
Kveder Alice 402 Fallowfield Ave Apt 1 Charleroi Pa 15022
L
Lacara Dominick J Sr 258 King Richard Dr Mc Murray Pa 15317
Laird Samuel 393 Delashawn Rd Claysville Pa 15323
Landsperger Josephin Landsperger Jesse 124 Chess Monongahela Pa 15063
Lank Jessica 551 Johns Ave Mc Donald Pa 15057
Lappe Mary Po Box 612 Claysville Pa 15323
Larimer Neil 640 Lakeside Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Larter Douglas 67 Mayview Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
Lasalvia August 1645 S Ringgold St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Lauderbaugh Claude In Rd 2 Box 23 Eigthy Four Pa 15330
Laura Keisling Collector 550 Washington Rd Washington Pa 15301
Lavella Kendell 127 Aerial Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Lavella Lucas 127 Aerial Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Lazor Anna 121 N Central Ave Apt 801 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Le Vasseur Christine Marie Le Vasseur Alfred Joseph 107 Treetop Ln Mc Murray Pa
15317
Leftwich Cunthia Estate 43 Mckennan Ave Washington Pa 15301
Leichlit Margaret M Estate 718 Fallowfield Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Leming Lynn A Estate 32 Parkvue Dr Finleyville Pa 15332
Lenio Andrew Lenio Helen 312 Fourth Muse Pa 15350
Lesefka Stella 533 Park Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Leson Ethel Estate 408 Richland Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Lettrich Michael 267 Grandview Way Charleroi Pa 15022
Lewis Mike F23 Cokeburg Pa 15324
Liguori James 129 Vista Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Lindley John 306 E Buffalo Church Rd Washington Pa 15301
Lobb Catherine Estate 212 S Lincoln St Washington Pa 15301
Loines George 321 6th St Donora Pa 15033
Louis Zomak 36 Old Hickory Rd Washington Pa 15301
Lounder Mary 440 S Main St Burgettstown Pa 15021
Lowe Danyel PO Box 132 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Lownsbery Susan RR 1 Box 66 Fredericktown Pa 15333
M
Macdonald Thomas Macdonald Donald 477 5th St Donora Pa 15033
Magerko Margaret H Trust 4121 Washington Rd Mcmurray Pa 15317
Maggi George 507 Highland Avneue Canonsburg Pa 15317
Mahramas Valante Mahramas Sophia 437 Blaine Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Majoris Larry 42 John Dr Burgettstown Pa 15021
Makovsky Gary 302 Phillips St Charleroi Pa 15022
Malli Charlotte 451 Burnsfill Ridge Rd Claysville Pa 15323
Maloy Cleo 565 Fayette St Washington Pa 15301
Manson Judith 212 Glen Ardin Cir Washington Pa 15301
Maresca David 1 Upper Cove Rd Washington Pa 15301
Margaret Basle Estate 355 E Beau St Washington Pa 15301
Marino Millie 45 Ridgewood Dr Mcdonald Pa 15057
Mario Gabriell Main Rd Avella Pa
Marley Todd 118 Ashland Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Marr Cindy 118 Springdale Rd Venetia Pa 15367
Marr Mary 131 Highland Ridge Rd Washington Pa 15301
Marshall Mark 202 Crawford St Houston Pa 15342
Marta Track Constructors Inc 1024 Rte 519 Suite 300 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Martha’s Public House Inc 60−80 S Main St Washington Pa 15301
Martin Custom Builders 1272 West Finley Rd West Alexander Pa 15376
Martin Jean 54 Highland Ave Burgettstown Pa 15021
Martin Rose 749 Mckean Ave 2 Donora Pa 15033
Martinez Pauline 1082 Mckean Ave Donora Pa 15033
Martorella F Estate 704 Lookout Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Masi Marcia Po Box 171 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Mathews Kyle 200 Canyon Dr Washington Pa 15301
Matteson Kari C/O Vitac Corp 101 Hillpointe Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Matthews Marie 319 Wellness Way Apt 320 Washington Pa 15301
Matway Pont B Olds 108 Breezewood Dr Venetia Pa 15367
Mc Cullough Carlton Estate CO C J Mc Cullough M D George Washington Hotel
Washington Pa 15301
Mc Donald John W Jr 660 N Wade Ave Washington Pa 15301
Mcadoo William 122 Seminary Rd Avella Pa 15312
Mcausland Sara C Est 850 Beech St Apt 203 Washington Pa 15301
Mcbride Dorothy Po Box 614 Claysville Pa 15323
Mcburney Elizabeth 825 S Main St Washington Pa 15301
Mccausland Sara C 850 Beech St Apt 203 Washington Pa 15301
Mcclory Tracy C Po Box 127 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Mccloy Dorothy 518 Railrd St Stockdale Pa 15483
Mccullough Carlton Estate C/O George Washington Hotel Washington Pa 15301
Mcdade Peggy 520 Berthel Ave Washington Pa 15301
Mcdonough Sandra Mcdonough Patrick 219 Ctr St Mcdonald Pa 15057
Mcfall Paul 122 N Main St Apt 2a Washington Pa 15301
Mcgary Mabel 1440 Allison Ave Washington Pa 15301
Mcginty Paul 441 Third Ave New Eagle Pa 15067
Mcgrew Bessie Mcgrew Donald 325 W Chestnut Washington Pa 15301
Mcgruder Margaret 235 Burton Ave Washington Pa 15301
Mckenna Josephine Mckenna Robert 928 First Ave New Eagle Pa 15067
Mckenna John J Estate RR 1 Bentleyville Pa 15314
Mckenzie Gary 711 Wildwood Dr Mc Donald Pa 15057
Mclemore Evelyn Rt 1 Box 294 Claysville Pa 15323
Mcluckie Gertrude 531 Fallowfield Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Mcmc Ics 701 Technology Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Mcmonagle G Estate Phillipsburg St California Pa 15419
Mcmurray Dorothy 800 East Beau St Apt 9f Washington Pa 15301
Md Dc Utilities Association Attn: K Kuharik Canonsburg Pa 15317
Mdlantoni William 42 Emery Rd Po Box K Richeyville Pa 15358
Mele Catherine Mele Samuel 115 5th Ave New Eagle Pa 15067
Mencer Gaynelle Estate 1110 Mzonolia Dr Washington Pa 15301
Mencer Robert 604 Fourth St N Charleroi Pa 15022
Meno Sophia Estate Box 273 Bentleyville Pa 15314
Menzer Mary 975 Venetia Rd Venetia Pa 15367
Metz John 39 N Main St Apt 5 Washington Pa 15301
Meyer Malcolm 333 E Beau St Washington Pa 15301
Michael Charles R Jr 54 Craven Dr Charleroi Pa 15022
Mihok Eleanor A Estate RR 2 Box 101a Mc Donald Pa 15057
Miles Jonathan 811 North Main St Washington Pa 15301
Miller David Jr Miller Olive 59 Hidden Valy Dr Finleyville Pa 15332
Miller David W Miller Olive 59 Hidden Valy Dr Finleyville Pa 15332
Miller Eleanor Rd 1 Prosperity Prosperity Pa 15329
Miller Graham 1701 Vis Valy Rd Washington Pa 15301
Miller Mary 517 Sylvan Dr Washington Pa 15301
Miller Maxine Estate 86 S Wade Ave Washington Pa 15301
Miskevich Lisa Po Box 285 Roscoe Pa 15477
Mitchell Ronald Po Box 170 Burgettstown Pa 15021
Monnich Ellen E Estate 246 Shirls Ave Washington Pa 15301
Montgomery Kathryn Montgomery Alf 714 Underwood St Roscoe Pa
Moody Inez 223 Johnston St Mc Donald Pa 15057
Moody Kathryn 210 Rte 837 Monongahela Pa 15063
Moore Linda 249 Washington Ave Hickory Pa 15340
Mortimer Timothy 113 W Pike St Lower Cannonsburg Pa 15317
Moss Joanne 174 Hampton Ave Venetia Pa 15367
Moss Kevin 432 Fourth Ave New Eagle Pa 15067
Moss Lon 319 Wellness Way 312 Washington Pa 15301
Motika Joseph Motika Dana 17 Springhouse Ln Canonsburg Pa 15317
Muchant Jessie 319 Wellness Way Apt 217 Washington Pa 15301
Mullaney Lucas Po Box 438 Westland Pa 15378
Murphy Bill Po Box 505 Meadow Lands Pa 15347
Musit Magdalin Estate 317 S Main St Washington Pa 15301
Muziani Rose In 224 Walnut Donora Pa 15033
Myers Beulah 1502 E Maiden St Washington Pa 15301
N
Naccarato Carmen 1017 First St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Narey Jack RR 1 Box 425 Monongahela Pa 15063
Naser Evelyn Naser Frank 201 Humbert Ln Washington Pa 15301
Natalie Lash 314 Franklin Farms Rd Washington Pa 15301
Neal Garratt 711 6th St North Charleroi Pa 15022
Neil Amy 145 Bittersweet Cir Venetia Pa 15367
Nelson Joy 525 Elm St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Nescott Mildred 1231 Country Club Rd Monongahela Pa 15063
Nescott Mildred 814 Vance Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Newman Earl D In Rd 1 West Alexander Pa 15376
Nichols Desiree 338 Quarry Rd Washington Pa 15301
Nicola Mary Estate RR 3 Box 70 Mc Donald Pa 15057
Nirella Joshua 42 Meadowcrest Dr Cecil Pa 15321
Nirella Laura 42 Meadowcrest Dr Cecil Pa 15321
Nixon Paul 60 1 2 Oakwood St Washington Pa
Noble Mildred Rd 1 Box 394 West Alexa Pa 15376
Nourigat Laverne Nourigat Del Po Box 253 Midway Pa 15060
Novick Charles 3892 Henderson Rd Hickory Pa 15340
Novotny David 12 N Pine St Ellsworth Pa 15331
Nuss Irene 512 Lincoln St Monongahela Pa 15063
O
Ochana Shlomi 235 W Chestnut St Washington Pa 15301
Odell Larry 117 Chess St New Eagle Pa 15067
Oneil Donald Oneil Jean Maple St Muse Pa 15350
Orthopedic And Sports Pt 625 Lincoln Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Osborne Gloria 824 Shady Ave Charleroi Pa
Overton Jr. George 151 Orchard Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
P
Pacific James 2 Farmcrest Dr Cecil Pa 15321
Pagasky John 244 Cherry Valy Rd Mcdonald Pa 15057
Palermo John 1041 Beech St Washington Pa 15301
Pamela Bolger Individually And 416 1/2 Duquesne Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Pappasergi Todd 5 Esther St Charleroi Pa 15022
Parks Byron G Jr 92 Haines Rd Washington Pa 15301
Parrino Sons PO Box 434 Meadowlands Pa 15347
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Pasierb Marcia Pasierb Joseph 210 Rte 837 Room 219 Monongahela Pa 15063
Pastrick Philip Jr Pastrick Anna 55 Daley Dr Washington Pa 15301
Pata Darcie Po Box 143 Claysville Pa 15323
Patrick Virginia Po Box 315 Charleroi Pa 15022
Patterson Mary 100 1st Ave Monongahela Pa 15063
Patterson R W 2760 Ridge Rd Finleyville Pa 15332
Paul Barbara 801 Nelson St Monongahela Pa 15063
Paullet James 467 Sylvania Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Pendo Justina 1010 Fallowfield Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Penline Paul Estate Fallowfield Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Perry Barbara 348 Houston St Washington Pa 15301
Phillips Patricia 112 Colonial Way Canonsburg Pa 15317
Phillips Robert 121 Champion Way Canonsburg Pa 15317
Piatt & Barnhill 1961 N Main St Ext Washington Pa 15301
Pilecki Alex Estate 115 Adams Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Pochapin Sherman Cust PO Box 21 Westland Pa 15378
Polansky Rita 1231 Country Club Rd Monongahela Pa 15063
Polka Julia Estate 105 Henderson Ave Washington Pa 15301
Pollak William Po Box 344 Muse Pa 15350
Pollard Lloyd Estate RR 2 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Pollard William Estate RR 2 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Popelas Thomas Po Box 825 Donora Pa 15033
Popp Jacqueline 663 N Main St Houston Pa 15342
Poroda Linda Kay 113 Billen Ave Monongahela Pa 15063
Posego Mary Posego John Box 128 Rd 1 Finleyville Pa 15332
Powell William Eric 555 Allison Ave Washington Pa 15301
Power & Industrial Service Corp 95 Washington St Donora Pa 15033
Premier Rehab 4160 Washington Rd Ste 221 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Presbyterian Seniorcare Phcy 835 S Main St Washington Pa 15301
Preston Pizzi 204 Wilson Ave Washington Pa 15301
Price King Car Rental 2605 Washington Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
Pritchard Edith Allenport Holw Allenport Pa 15412
Pro Solutions 305 Sugarwood Dr Venetia Pa 15367
Proudfit J Paul Proudfit Jane 319 Wellness Way 307 Washington Pa 15301
Pts Automotive 1710 Rte 980 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Purnell Alice 113 Old Meadow Ct Canonsburg Pa 15317
Pusharich Mike 20 Eastwood Ln Washington Pa 15301
Puskarich Michael 20 Eastwood Ln Washington Pa 15301
R
R And J Site Development 1019 Rte 519 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Radchel Cowler 213 Ctr Church Rd Mcmurray Pa 15317
Rader Thomas 301 Mccormick Ave Bentleyville Pa 15314
Rader Toni 301 Mccormick Ave Bentleyville Pa 15314
Rakosky Helene 123 Lincoln Ave Bentleyville Pa 15314
Rank William C Estate 74 Kenric Ave Donora Pa 15033
Ratica Bertha Ratica Steve 112 4th St California Pa 15419
Ratley Windell 231 N Lincoln St Washington Pa 15301
Raven Carriers Llc 220 Parker St Houston Pa 15342
Recovery Industries Inc 250 West Wylie Ave Washington Pa 15301
Reed Carol 28 Harper Dr Burgettstown Pa 15021
Reedy Denise 365 Allison Ave 2flr Washington Pa 15301
Reese Betty 815 S Main St Apt 225 Washington Pa 15301
Regan John Po Box 300 Cecil Pa 15321
Reliant Energy Rte 837 Elrama Pa 15038
Reno Dennis 129 Brawdy St Venetia Pa 15367
Resh Ruby K Estate 1st Ave New Eagle Pa 15067
Residence At 210 Rte 837 Room 219 Monongahela Pa 15063
Rettinger Frances Rettinger Husband 301 Columbia Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Reynolds Garnet Reynolds Harry 5th St California Pa 15419
Ricci Donna Po Box 813 Fredericktown Pa 15333
Ricci Joann 844 Po Box Mcmurray Pa 15317
Richardson M Estate RR 1 Charleroi Pa 15022
Richardson Thelma L Est Po Box 345 Fredericktown Pa 15333
Richman Sanford 450 Ironwood Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Ridings Robert 1679 Rte 481 Charleroi Pa 15022
Riggle Cathy 118 Ellis Ave Washington Pa 15301
Rishert Jack E Estate 348 Penna Ave North Charleroi Pa 15022
Rizor Lester Estate Po Box 1 Eighty Four Pa 15330
Roberts Harold 37 Riter Ln Burgettstown Pa 15021
Roberts Hilda 55 Grove Washington Pa 15301
Roberts John W Estate RR 4 Washington Pa 15301
Robinson Margaret 503 Meade St Monongahela Pa 15063
Robson Robby 17 Griffith Ave Washington Pa 15301
Rockidge Wendy 242 N Franklin St Washington Pa 15301
Rockridge Esther Estate RR 2 Charleroi Pa 15022
Rogale Alma Estate 416 Duquesne Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Romito Elizabeth Romito Robert 918 Harold Ave Washington Pa 15301
Romito Tori 339 Trinity Dr Washington Pa 15301
Rooney Laurie PO Box 229 Meadowlands Pa 15347
Rose Willa 113 Old Meadow Ct Canonsburg Pa 15317
Rosenberger Gary 248 William Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Ross Leonard 113 Marra Ave Washington Pa 15301
Rossell David Rossell Roy 173 Oalspring Canonsburg Pa 15317
Roth Kimberly 102 Christman Ave Washington Pa 15301
Rubin Lisa 602 Best Ave Washington Pa 15301
Rudin Kenneth 16 Hidden Valy Dr Finleyville Pa 15332
Rush Florence K Estate 1014 Howard St Monongahela Pa 15063
Rusin Anna 201 Parkwood Cir Canonsburg Pa 15317
Rutan Dennis 169 Arrowhead Rd Prosperity Pa 15329
Ryan Barbara 520 Liberty St Apt 106 California Pa 15419
Ryan Catherin 178 Fisher Ave Donora Pa 15033
S
Sabaton Lucy 4813 Main St Mc Donald Pa 15057
Sabo Elizabeth Sabo William 740 Thompson Ave Donora Pa 15033
Salzman Brian Rte 481 Monongahela Pa 15063
Salzman Denise Rte 481 Monongahela Pa 15063
Sauerzopf John 32 S Main St Ellsworth Pa 15331
Saxon Mortgage Services 10 Northern Ave Joffre Pa 15053
Scafuri Randy 305 Bunkerhill Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Schellinger Thomas 138 Demmel Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Schmid Alois Schmid Lois Po Box 425 Roscoe Pa 15477
Schmitt Catherine 211 Wylie Ave Houston Pa Houston Pa 15342
Schneider Ethel Apt 304 154 North College St Washington Pa 15301
Schrall Darlene 113 W Mcmurray Rd Rm227 Mc Murray Pa 15317
Schrall Darlene 124 Valy Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
Scott Emily 3762 Baltimore St Finleyville Pa 15332
Scott Guy 51 E Chestnut Washington Pa 15301
Scott Mildred 3762 Baltimore St Finleyville Pa 15332
Scott William C/O D Scott 314 Castner Ave Donora Pa 15033
Scoville Rhoda 100 Helen Av Donora Pa 15033
Security Spec Of Pittsburgh 519 Taylor Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Sedmak Joseph J Attn Careys Confectionery 252 381 Wylie Ave Strabane Pa 15363
Segin Ann 1107 Mc Kean Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Seibert June Box 993 Washington Pa 15301
Seiler Daniel James Jr 114 Hidden Valy R Finleyville Pa 15332
Semul Robert 1125 Valyview Dr Lawrence Pa 15055
Sereda Clarissa 116 Sherborne Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Severa Chris 105 Orchard Hilands Dr Venetia Pa 15367
Sheperd Gayneil Victory Hl Monongahela Pa 15063
Shipley Timothy 119 Trotwood Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Shoemaker Charles 52 Mcjay Dr Washington Pa 15301
Shorts Thomas 504 Ketchum Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Shoupp William 106 Pin Oak Ct Venetia Pa 15367
Shrontz Rhonda 11 North St Scenery Hill Pa 15360
Shurcott Charles E Estate 230 Vine St Monongahela Pa 15063
Siciliano Jennie 2031 Trillium Ct Canonsburg Pa 15317
Sickels Harry Jr Laken St Monongahela Pa 15063
Sieffert Denise 138 Demmel Dr Mcmurray Pa 15317
Silvestros Mary 511 Chartiers Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Simons Travis 87 Peterson St Avella Pa 15312
Skarupa Teresa 121 N Central Ave Apt 307 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Skerbetz Jean E Estate Lincoln Ave Bentleyville Pa 15314
Skrabski Blanche Skrabski Theodore RR 123 W Wylie Ave Washington Pa 15301
Slech Margaret 60 1/2 Oakwood St Washington Pa
Sligar Beatrice In Rte 2 West Alexander Pa 15376
Smeloski Mary L Estate Po Box 378 Charleroi Pa 15022
Smith Barbara Smith Clyde 88 Crestline Dr Charleroi Pa 15022
Smith Barbara 102 Apple Blossom Dr Mcdonald Pa 15057
Smith Jon 2457 Manown Rd Monongahela Pa 15063
Smith Ralph 146 Walker Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
Smith Tracy 6910 Sw Oak St Tigard Pa 15317
Smutney Virginia R 119 Ammons Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Snyder Marg 317 Fremont Rd Charlero Pa 15022
Sonson Andrew Jr 311 Chestnut Hills Apts Washington Pa 15301
Sorrow Jennifer A 224 Parker St Houston Pa 15342
Southpointe Development Llc The Fairway @ Southpointe Canonsburg Pa 15317
Southpointe Plaza Suite II 380 Sothponte Blvd Cano Pa Canonsburg Pa 15317
Southwestern Pa Neurology Assoc 378 West Chestnut Place Washington Pa 15301
Sowers Bernard Sowers Mary 92 Murray Washington Pa 15301
Spanish George 132 Penn St Apt 3 Washington Pa 15301
Spears David 555 Fairway Dr Washington Pa 15301
Sperl Louis J Jr 660 S Main St Washington Pa 15301
Spirko Nicholas 119 West Chesnut St Washington Pa 15301
Spitak Margaret Box 197 Daisytown Pa 15427
Spohn Darlene Spohn Edward Rd 1 Box 258 A Amity Pa 15311
Spotti Bruno Spotti Laura Rd3 Box 348 Mcdonald Pa 15057
Standard Clifford 57 W Prospect St Washington Pa 15301
Standiford Kathryn 1452 N Main St Washington Pa 15301
Stasicha Carol Po Box 159 Stockdale Pa 15483
Steiner Barbara Steiner Robert 530 Franklin Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Stewart James N 620 Fallowfield Av Apt 1 Charleroi Pa 15022
Stewart Ruth E Estate RR 1 Claysville Pa 15323
Stickle Virginia 24 W Pike St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Stipetich Mildred 121 Woodside Dr Side Canonsburg Pa 15317
Stocker Harry A Estate 310 Mcclay Rd Washington Pa 15301
Stonecrest Associates Llc 101 Commerce Blvd Suite 101 Lawrence Pa 15055
Stottlemyer James 15 Florence Ave Burgettstown Pa 15021
Straight Thomas 35 Glenwood Dr Washington Pa 15301
Strimel Adlin 223 Fair Meadow Cir Houston Pa 15342
Sulkowski Andrea J Estate 423 Mcclelland Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
Sulkowski Helen 19 Fairmont Ave Houston Pa 15342
Sunshine Food Mart 1390 W Chestnut St Washington Pa 15301
Suwak Roberta 3951 Henderson Rd Hickory Pa 15340
Swavely Linsey 309 Second St K California Pa 15419
Swint Marcella Swint Charles 245 Glenwood Dr Washington Pa 15301
Sworch Josephine 815 Church St Apt 355 Marianna Pa 15345
T
Talley James 613 Valy View Tr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Tarabrella Ceridwen 401 W Main St Monongahela Pa 15063
Taylor Albert Taylor Vonda 110 Buttonwood Ave Washington Pa 15301
Taylor Marvin Po Box 101 Bentleyville Pa 15314
Thein Charles 204 Woodbridge Dr Mcdonald Pa 15057
Thomas Virginia 319 Wellness Way Apt 308 Washington Pa 15301
Thomas William 54 Grange Rd Coal Center Pa 15423
Thompson Laura 4150 Washington Rd Ste 100 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Tompkins John 125 Vine St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Toolnaround 447 Jefferson Ave Washington Pa 15301
Toprani Delena Estate RR 1 Victory Hl Monongahela Pa 15063
Tornavene Helen Apt 307 121 N Central Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Torriero Construction 100 Houston Sq Ste 102 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Totora Anthony 212 6th St Apt 100 Charleroi Pa 15022
Towner Harry 726 Washington Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Triple M Mini Mart Ta Robert B & Joan Mackinney 360 C Ten Mile Rd Amity Pa
15311
Turley Brandon 2708 Ridge Rd Finteyville Pa 15332
Turner Gretchun Rd 2 Box 396 Monongahela Pa 15063
Tustin James 2956 Sbridge Rd Washington Pa 15301
Tyrun Scott 652 Palm St Washington Pa 15301
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U
Uram Gregg 1356 Oakridge Rd Mcdonald Pa 15057
Uram Melinda 1356 Oarkridge Rd Mcdonald Pa 15057
V
Vasko Brian 347 Linnwood Rd Eighty Four Pa 15330
Vayansky Joseph Po Box 238 Donora Pa 15033
Vazzana Byrnece 100 Waverly St Monongahela Pa 15063
Vecho Louis 777 W Main Washington Pa 15301
Vedder Jo Elen 25 Sacred Heart Rd Monongahela Pa 15063
Veltri John Anthony 10 Veltri Dr Washington Pa 15301
Venturella Lorraine Venturella Jeff 143 West College St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Villas Of Woodcreek Community Serv Assn 107 Blaine Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Vish Ann Estate 812 Kennedy St Monongahela Pa 15063
Vision Decorating 70 S Kings Creek Rd Burgettstown Pa 15021
Volker Laverine Volker Edward 204 Morton St New Eagle Pa 15067
Vrastyak Stephen Jr 699 East Main St Monongahela Pa 15063
W
Wagner Margaret L Estate 91 Ewing Washington Pa 15301
Walter Albert M III 5 Marie Rd Washington Pa 15301
Wang Zhuo 109 Pine Creek Dr Venetia Pa 15367
Warchol Dorothy Box 296 Atlasburg Pa 15004
Washington County Hfh 54 West Wheeling St Washington Pa 15301
Washington Ford 507 Washington Rd Washington Pa 15301
Wasuchno John 274 Smithfield St Canonsburg Pa 15317
Waterdam Utl 1000 Waterdam Plaza Dr Suite 240 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Watson Virgie 424 E Wheeling St Apt E4 Washington Pa 15301
Waz Joseph Waz Frances 330 Short St Mcdonald Pa 15057
Weber William Weber Bessie RR 3 Mcdonald Pa 15057
Weber Donald Apt D6 C/O Ecutive House 800 E Washington Pa 15301
Weber John C O Ecutive House Apt D6 Washington Pa 15301
Wege Marian V Estate 8 W Maiden St Washington Pa 15301
Weik David G Estate 1143 Lincoln Ave Charleroi Pa 15022
Weiss Charles B Estate 1st St New Eagle Pa 15067
Wells Clara Belle Wells Edward 124 Emery Rd Fredericktown Pa 15333
Wells Kerri 308 Georgetown Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
West Dawn Box 812 Fredricktown Pa 15333
Wharton Maurice Apt 3 119 S Wade Ave Washington Pa 15301
Wheeler Edna 850 Beech St Apt 201 Washington Pa 15301
Whitaker 102 Rahway Rd Mcmurray Pa 15317
White Dawn 3035 Scenic Ct Finleyville Pa 15332
White Lillian Po Box 194 Fredericktown Pa 15333
Wickerham George Wickerham Irene 242 Main St Monongahela Pa 15063
Wiggins Robert 209 Winfield Ave Bentleyville Pa 15314
Wilbert Frank W Jr 2125 Nine Eighty Rd Mcdonald Pa 15057
Wiley William H Van Voorhis Ln Monongahela Pa 15063
Williams Leonard 511 Allison Ave Washington Pa 15301
Williams Toni 629 Railrd St Houston Pa 15342
Williams Tricia Po Box 16 Venetia Pa 15367
Wilson Louise Main St Hickory Pa 15340
Winters Dorothy 750 Jefferson Ave Washington Pa 15301
Wise Anna 256 Cortez Dr Washington Pa 15301
Wise Sallie 475 E Prospect Ave Washington Pa 15301
Withers Elizabeth 787 Cassidy Ave Monongahela Pa 15063
Wolfe Mark 214 N Main St Houston Pa 15342
Woltz And Wind Ford Inc 663 N Main St Houston Pa 15342
Woods Christophe 451 Valybrook Rd Ste 201 Canonsburg Pa 15317
Worry Karen 2512 Ridge Rd Finleyville Pa 15332
Wright Adeline 336 N Maine St Washington Pa 15301
Wright Alan 690 Valy View Rd Eighty Four Pa 15330
Wright Donna J B 337 A Rd1 Daisytown Pa 15427
Wright Eleanor 120 Short St Bentleyville Pa 15314
Wright Sandra 358 Hunting Creek Rd Canonsburg Pa 15317
Wunderlich Harvey 4130 Miracle Ridge Rd Monongahela Pa 15063
Y
Yance Debra 235 Haft St Houston Pa 15342
Yarbrough Mark 47 Aylesworth Ave Washington Pa 15301
Yohe Rebecca 3353 Rte 136 Finleyville Pa 15332
Young Betty J Estate 1106 Chess St Monongahela Pa 15063
Young Reita 285 Brookside Ave Washington Pa 15301
Young Virginia 51 E Chestnut St Washington Pa 15301
Younghans Catherine H Cust Younghans Grandin 528 Hahn Dr Canonsburg Pa 15317
Yuss Margaret Walnut Ridge Rd Charleroi Pa 15022
Z
Zepka Stanley 426 Franklin Ave Canonsburg Pa 15317
Ziegler Neil Lot 722 Bridle Trail Venetia Pa 15367
Zrimm Janis 232 Green Cove Rd Avella Pa 15312
Zukauckas Mark 2113 Rankintown Rd Finleyville Pa 15332
Zukauckas Mark 1085 Venetia Rd Eightyfour Pa 15330
Wayne County
A
Ala Beare RR 1 Box 3364 Honesdale Pa 18431
Austin Jim 310 Carroll St Honesdale Pa 18431
B
Babcock Joseph In Care Kenneth Babock Po Box 166 Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Baker Karen 535 Main St Apt 20 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Bannan James RRR 2 Waymart Pa 18472
Bannon Lorraine RRR 2 Box 332 Waymart Pa 18472
Batchelor Mabel RR 1 Box 559 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Becker Edward 34 Laurie Estates Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Bibi Hussaina Po Box 562 Waymart Pa 18472
Bishop Leona E Est Po Box 585 Waymart Pa 18472
Blevins Ruth RR 2 Waymart Pa 18472
Bonnon Helen RR 2 Waymart Pa 18472
Brooks Patricia RR 2 Box 2166 Waymart Pa 18472
Bruckich Arguela Estate RR 4 Honesdale Pa 18431
Burchell Kathryn L 2521 Shuman Rd Honesdale Pa 18431
Byrnes Brian 286 Deerfied Ct Lake Ariel Pa 18436
C
Cabrera Carolina 158 1 Cancer Mew Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Canfield Diane RR 2 Box 157 Waymart Pa 18472
Carter Beverly RR Box 699f Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Caucci David J Md 1325 Main St Honesdale Pa 18431
Cavanagh James 6a Crestmont Dr Newfoundland Pa 18445
Chapman Boyd Est RR 4 Box 381 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Chapman Minnie Estate RR 1 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Charles Ra E Dds Po Box 293 Hamlin Pa 18427
Chavez Daniello 4139 River Rd Equinunk Pa 18471
Cole Mary Po Box 364 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Concepcion Morales Sanche Newfoundland Po Box 476 Newfoundland Pa 18445
Cooley James 208 Fountain Dr Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Costa Richard F Costa Dianne RR 3 Honesdale Pa 18431
D
D S W Tool Co 1322 N Main St Honesdale Pa 18431
Daniel William 200 Sunrise Ave Honesdale Pa 18431
Darrow Donald RR 1 Box 1476 Gouldsboro Pa 18424
David John 1701 East St Honesdale Pa 18431
Defelice Fred Star Rout Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Dial Eric Po Box 235 Thornhurst Pa 18424
Donnelly John R Est 576 Clifton Beach Rd Clifton Township Pa 18424
Donnini Richard 851 Maplewood Rd Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Donovan & Tallman Inc 148 Willow Ave Honesdale Pa 18431
Dragos Frank 19 Lookout Smt Ct Equinunk Pa 18417
E
Ebner Steven RR 9 Box 9025 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Esselman Herman Estate RR 1 Milanville Pa 18443
F
Felderbach Joseph 51 Wood Rd Prompton Pa 18456
Ferraro William Ferraro Jean Ann 212 Maryland Ave Lakeville Pa 18438
Figura Mark 725 Maple Ave Honesdale Pa 18431
Finn Mary 546 W Ave Gouldsboro Pa 08424
Fitzgerald Aurora Fitzgerald Jayme 23 Village Rd Beach Lake Pa 18405
Flavin Dorothy 36 Indian Country Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Foley John Po Box 115 Damascus Pa 18415
G
Gaeta Mercedes 1043 Wildwood Ct Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Garramuno Kristen Po Box 538 Hamlin Pa 18427
Gaughan Kevin Po Box 13 Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Geary John 18 Cir Dr Box 5 Lakeville Pa 18438
Gibbons Robert RR 9 Box 9475 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Gilleran Paul RR 1 Box 274 Starrucca Pa 18462
Giordano Cynthia A Hc 62 Box 591 Honesdale Pa 18431
Glosenger Bruce 20 Rose Ln Honesdale Pa 18431
Goodman Charles 151 Willow Ave Honesdale Pa 18431
H
Hager Kent Estate RR 1 Hamlin Pa 18427
Hanson Aggregates Pennsylvania Inc Po Box 127 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Harrison Raymond 330 12th St Apt 1 Honesdale Pa 18431
Haslam Marcella Box 255 Lakeville Pa 18438
Henriksen Mary 29 Pocono Ranchettes Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Hobbs Michael 465 Crestmont Ave Newfoundland Pa 18445
Hochstetter F J Star Rte Box 244 Lakeville Pa 18438
Hoeckel Hildagarde Star Rte Box 292a Lakeville Pa 18438
Hotaling Deborah Hc 1 Box 52 Starlight Pa 18461
Howard Kimberly 2 Roundup Trail Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Howard Sylvia H Hc 62 Box 72 Honesdale Pa 18431
Hricak Frances RR 2 119 Lake Ariel Pa Lake Ariel Pa 18436
I
Intelisano Joseph PO Box 155 Rte 590 Hamlin Pa 18427
Ismaily Malika Po Box 562 Waymart Pa 18472
Ismaily Wazir C/O H Bibi Po Box 562 Waymart Pa 18472
J
Jaffer Suzanne RR 4 Box 4100 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Jamison William Po Box 256 Waymary Pa 18472
Jesse Alberio Dba Jesse Alberio 147 Tryon St Honesdale Pa 18431
Johnson Edward S Cust Johnson Kathleen Cust Johnson Steven R Hc 62 Box 223
Honesdale Pa 18431
Jones Carol 1170 La Hwy Lake Ariel Pa Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Jones Joseph 610 Elm Dr Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Just Julia 100 4th St Honesdale Pa 18431
K
Kalbaugh Aubrey 23 Sunset Ave Honesdale Pa 18431
Kemble James C Son 247 Wallenpaupack Lakes Estate S Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Keohave Silvya Estate Main St White Mills Pa
Klepadlo John 615 Klepadlo Rd Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Knichel Russell Knichel Joyce 417 Wle Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Korgeski Warren C/O Cingular Wirele 33 Lake Dr Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Korgeski Warren C/O Lvnvfundg 33 Lake Dr Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Kronick Kirstin 2 RR Box 2687a Gouldsboro Pa 18424
L
Larkin Brian 214 Nevin Rd Newfoundland Pa 18445
Lauterbauch Edward 580 The Hideout Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Lee Jonathan 63 Fords Rd Honesdale Pa 18431
Leonard Paul Box 107 Pleasant Mount Pa 18453
Leslie Richard Rd5 Box 5750 Honesdale Pa 18431
Levier Thomas Rd 1 Box 2585 New Foundland Pa 18445
Lewis Leah 4 Sleepy Hollow Rd Waymart Pa 18472
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Lewis Susan 66 Callicoon Rd Damascus Pa 18415
Lorenz Ruth C Estate 250 Ridge St Honesdale Pa 18431
Lundquist Charles 15 Lakeside Dr Honesdale Pa 18431
Lutchko Rose Lutchko Adam Hc 62 Box 385 Honesdale Pa 18431
M
Mallory Beatriz Po Box 650 Newfoundland Pa 18445
Markel Service Inc 1114 Texas Palmyra Hwy Ste D Honesdale Pa 18431
Martins Pharmacy 1002 Main St Honesdale Pa 18431
May Hilda E Estate RR 3 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Mccormick Thomas Po Box 352 White Mills Pa 18473
Mcdonnell Brigid 110 Pearl St Honesdale Pa 18431
Mcninch Lorraine A Hc 1 Box 1146 Milanville Pa 18443
Merrigan Judith RR 1 Box 1802 Waymart Pa 18472
Merva Pauline Pine Grove Rd Star Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Mohn Timothy RR 2 Box 2980 Waymart Pa 18472
Monahan George 309 Parkwood Rd Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Moore Olive Rd 2 PO Box 1715 Honesdale Pa 18431
Mousley Carol Bldg 53 Clifton Pa 18424
N
Northeastern Radiology Associates I 4298 River Rd Equinunk Pa 18417
O
Obrien Sandra Old River Rd Damascus Pa 18415
Orth Alberta A Hc 62 Box 595 Honesdale Pa 18431
P
Pantano Annette Po Box 704 Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Pantano John Po Box 704 Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Pederson Patricia 15 Ski Bluff Tr Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Pesarcik Mary Box 91 Chapman Rd Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Pettit Melvin 1302 Brookfield Rd Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Pierson Howard Po Box M Waymart Pa 18472
Pietroforte Marc 135 Rose Bank Rd Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Pilgrim Stacey Po Box 15 Sterling Pa 18463
Pinto Carlos 3 Lakeview Dr Ariel Pa 18436
Podunajec Emily Po Box 17 South Canaan Pa 18459
Pollard Charles Pollard Ellen 316 11th St Apt 113 Honesdale Pa 18431
Pozza Angelo J Gen Del South Canaan Pa 18459
Preite Susan 109 Lakeview Hts Dr Honesdale Pa 18431
Private Brands Specialty RR 4 Box 32aa Lake Ariel Pa 18436
R
Ramble Mary Po Box 93 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Resault Mary RR 1 Box 1430 Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Ricther Donald Park Hotel 9th And Church St Honesdale Pa 18431
Robinson Edward J Jr RR 6 Box 6889 Honsedale Pa 18431
Robinson Edward Jr RR 6 Box 6889 Honesdale Pa 18431
Ross Jane 16532 West Desert La Beachlake Pa 18405
Ruban James W Hc 62 Box 860 Honesdale Pa 18431
Ruiz Juan 289 Hellmers Hill Rd Equinunk Pa 18417
Russell Bernicm RR 1 Box 447 Waymart Pa 18472
Russell Clint 403 Wle Lake Ariel Pa 18436
S
Salak William RR 1 Box 1657 Waymart Pa 18472
Satriano Louis 438 Tr St Honesdale Pa 18431
Scarfallotto Joseph RR 3 Box 3464 Honesdale Pa 18431
Schenk Michael 1139 Main St Honesdale Pa 18431
Schweighofer Joan RR 5 Box 5337 Honesdale Pa 18431
Scrimalli Michael Po Box 293 Hamlin Pa 18427
Shaffer Donna RR 5 Box 5126a Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Shohola Inc Po Box C Lakeville Pa 18438
Simonson Olga Po Box 453 White Mills Pa 18473
Skinner Beatrice 1814 Easton Tpke Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Smith Virginia C/O Kozy Krest Personal Care H 878 Main St Newfoundland Pa 18445
Spotts Isabel 302 9th St Honesdale Pa 18431
Stalker Elaine 210 13th St Honesdale Pa 18431
Stephens Norman J Est Po Box 82 White Mills Pa 18473
Stevenson Betty And George Trust Rd 2 Box 1516b Honesdale Pa 18431
Streamside Inn Rr3 Box 1935 Waymart Pa 18472
Swingle Jillian Po Box 408 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
T
Tallman Nancy RR 2 Box 272 Honesdale Pa 18431
Teague Thelma RR1 Box 400 Honesdale Pa 18431
Tinsley William 102 11th St Apt P Honesdale Pa 18431
Tyler Duane Estate 473 Carbondale Waymart Pa 18472
V
Vansickle Elaine RR 2 Box 137 Waymart Pa 18472
Vergari Grace Vergari Peter 219 Ash St Honesdale Pa 18431
W
Wagoner John D Van 127 Redhawk Dr Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Walsh Aurelia Estate Country Rd Prompton Vw Prompton Pa 18456
Warnock Arlene Po Box 282b Waymart Pa 18472
Wasco Andrew RR 1 Old State Rd Honesdale Pa 18431
Wayne County Ford 416 Main St Honesdale Pa 18431
Wertz W F II Wertz W F RR 3 PO Box 1976 Waymart Pa 18472
Whaley Johnnie 42 Ascott Ave 10 Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Wilding Irvin 139 Ctr St Waymart Pa 18472
Winter Jessica RR1 Box 147a Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Winters Melissa RR 1 Box 87 Q Newfoundland Pa 18445
Wisdom Foundation Inc 57 Sunny Ln Beach Lake Pa 18405
Wolfson Marjorie Hc 62 Box 820 Honesdale Pa 18431
Woody Margareto RR 1 Box 447 Waymart Pa 18472
Y
Young Virginia Young Robert 13 Wood St Honesdale Pa 18431
Young Ivan RR 2 Box 87d Newfoundland Pa 18445
Z
Zaug Jeffrey 181 Wallace Rd Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Zea Lisa 50 The Hideout Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Westmoreland County
A
Aami 3330 Washington Blvd Arlington Pa 15650
Abraham George Abraham Joan 1632 2nd Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Abraham Robert 426 1/2 Lehmer St Latrobe Pa 15650
Ackerman Joyce RD 7 Box 2 Greensburg Pa 15601
Adams Marilyn 623 5th Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Aegis Software Corp 3840 Beatty Ct Murrysville Pa 15668
Agnes Kochis Rd 4 Box 171d Latrobe Pa 15650
Albert Duane E Jr 1318 Kenneth Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Alcorn James Estate RR 1 New Kensington Pa 15068
Aley Earl 302 3rd St Trafford Pa 15085
Alice Buchanan 108 Water St New Stanton Pa 15672
Alincic Patricia RR 6 Box 809 Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
All Points Land Surveying Co 3325 Tarr Hollow Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Allegheny High Lift Inc Rd 6 Box 510 Greensburg Pa 15601
Allen Clarence Rd 3 Box 116a Ligonier Pa 15658
Allen Paul 67 Barry Ct Greensburg Pa 15601
Allen Ronald 705 Bear Rocks Rd Acme Pa 15610
Alpha Coal Sales 1 Energy Pl Latrobe Pa 15650
Altman Nancy 337 Willow Crossing Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Altman Susan 12921 Lincoln Way 222 N Huntington Pa 15642
Altomore Betty A Estate 412 Pearl Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Alumni Assoc Of Gamma Chapter RR 6 Box 235 Greensburg Pa 15601
Ambrose Eugene B 200 E Main St Ligonier Pa 15658
American General 416 E Pittsburgh St Greensburg Pa 15601
Americredit Po Box 111 New Kensington Pa 15068
Anderson Ashley 513 Wonders Ln Ligonier Pa 15658
Andrews Sales And Service 100 State Rte 271 North Ligonier Pa 15717
Andrews Samuel 5550 Old William Penn Hwy Apt Export Pa 15632
Andy Szakosuse 205 Grove St Jeannette Pa 15644
Anne Desammy 4097 W Benden Dr Murraysville Pa 15668
Antonette John S Estate 414 Spruce St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Antonucci Sanora Po Box 216 Whitesell St Salina Pa 15680
Appleby Lily 312 Ferlidge Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Arbore Thelma 1403 Ligonier St Latrobe Pa 15650
Armor Martha Rd2 Ligonier Pa 15658
Arnoldi Renaldo Arnoldi Esther 521 Rostraver Monessen Pa 15062
Arthur Robertson 29 Kinsey Farm Rd Ligonier Pa 15658
Ashbaugh Teresa R R Ashbaugh Lloyd W H Gen Del Rillton Pa 15678
Assanasen Charin 596 Rte 66 Apollo Pa 15613
Attenberger Margaret Attenberger Joseph Spruce St Greensburg Pa 15601
Atwater Asa Atwater Asa A 11326 Tioga Rd N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Augustine George 125 Chasake Trl Apollo Pa 15613
Aukerman Carrena 1207 Iris Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Aurelio Anna 402 Dornin St Greensburg Pa 15601
Ausk Raymond Rd 2 Box 261 Vandergrift Pa 15690
Austin Dennis 430 Cedar St Jeannette Pa 15644
Austin Elma Est 1920 Kimball Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Automotive Finance Corporatio 512 N Second St Attn K Der Apollo Pa 15613
B
Baier Scott Richard 3627 Balisinger Rd Vandergrift Pa 15690
Bailey Elizabeth O C/O Bayberry Ct 101 Little Rd Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Bailey Lee 128 S Water St West Newton Pa 15089
Baker Grace Baker Edward Grey Jeannette Pa 15644
Baker Jarmain Jamar 1404 4th Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Baker Lena Est RR 1 Box 353a Jeannette Pa 15644
Baker Margaret V Estate 507 Oakland Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Baker Raymond 223 8th St West Newton Pa 15089
Ballentine David RD 2 PO Box 248 H Pfeffer Rd Export Pa 15632
Banachowski Stayda Estate 1816 Kensington St New Kensington Pa 15068
Banachowski Stella Estate Mckean Pl Arnold Pa 15068
Banchiere Kathryn A Cust Banchiere C 251 Lakewood Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Barker Irene A Est 210 Richard Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Barra Anna RR2 New Alexandri Pa 15670
Barra Michele Box 322 Dixon St Youngstown Pa 15696
Barra Michele Dixon St Youngstown Pa 15696
Barron Anna 1037 Graham Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Bartosiewicz Edward 532 Campbell Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Bashioum Pearl E In 128 W 2nd St Greensburg Pa 15601
Battistone Samuel R Jr Battistone Samuel 1113 Nash Modessen Pa 15062
Baum G W 1058 Edmon Rd Apollo Pa 15613
Bauman Fred 4901 Hunter Dr Murrysville Pa 15668
Baumgardner E Jane Baumgardner Sara 2021 James St Apt 126 Latrobe Pa 15650
Baumgardner Richard Baumgardner Sarah 2021 James St Apt 126 Latrobe Pa 15650
Baumgardner Sarah Baumgardner Jane 2021 James St Apt 126 Latrobe Pa 15650
Bayani Delia 6 High View Place Calumet Pa Calumet Pa 15621
Bazzar Frieda Rd 6 Box 1745 Mount Pleasand Pa 15666
Bazzone Michael 4019 Mayflower Ln Murrysville Pa 15668
Beach Lowry A Jr Beach Jennifer 601 Lime St N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Beard Dorothy Estate Star Rte Apollo Pa 15613
Beighley Helen 143 St Rte356wshgtn Apollo Pa 15613
Bell Thomas Bell Isabel Rd 2 Box 99 E Murrysville Pa 15668
Belsen Martha Estate RR 1 Greensburg Pa 15601
Belton Robbie S 115 Stan Ave Apt 3 New Stanton Pa 15672
Benes 322 Kennedy Vandergrift Pa 15690
Bergstein Adolph Bergstein Magda 1341 Leeds Monessen Pa 15062
Bergstein Rita 431 Fairwood Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Best Mattress 2085 W Pittsburgh St Greensburg Pa 15601
Betsy Ciarimboli 431 Ridge Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Betty Croushore Estate 914 Orchard Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Beyer Grant M C/O Cir Pine Estates Po Box 207 Adamsburg Pa 15611
Bielecki Mary 105 Linden Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Bier Construction & Supply PO Box 279 Apollo Pa 15613
Biggs James 9798 Deerfield Dr Apt 364 North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Binda Desiree 418 S Urania Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
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Bird Mary 111 Prittstown Rd Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Biss James 149 Main St Latrobe Pa 15650
Bitner Robert RR 5 Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Black Lee 900 E Pittsburgh St Apt E−24 Greensburg Pa 15601
Blackwell Charita 1531 4th Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Blackwell Patricia Po Box 152 Forbes Rd 15633
Blair George Jr RR 1 Box 284 New Stanton Pa 15672
Blakeley Patricia C/O P Hallam 1324 Smt Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Blakelock Douglas 119 Eastern Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Blanset Charles Estate Po Box 14 Latrobe Pa 15650
Bligh Bob 430 Wayne Ave Apt 203 Greensburg Pa 15601
Blum William F Estate 1300 Leeds Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Boccabello Sam 22 Seneca Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Bodnar Danial Bodnar Wendy 45 Zane Ave Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Bold Dorothy Bold David 903 Ridge Av Jeannette Pa 15644
Bold Robert A Jr Po Box 33 Grapeville Pa 15634
Boles Dorothy 178 Park Dr Delmont Pa 15626
Bolick Frank 120 Tomahawk Ln Greensburg Pa 15601
Bono Marianne 340 Concord Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Boojser Nancy Box 95 Hempfie Jeanette Pa 15644
Borbonus Construction Corp Po Box 223 Scottdale Pa 15683
Bordas Mary Ann Rd 8 Box 181 White School Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Borland Carol 61 Cir Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Bortz Mary 760 N Main St Apt F18 Greensburg Pa 15601
Bossart Margaret E 340 Concord Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Bossert Glenn In 311 S 5th St Jeannette Pa 15644
Bova Thomas C/0 R Bova−Coletta 511 Austin St Greensburg Pa 15601
Bowser Kurt 4738 Shirley Ln Murrysville Pa 15668
Boyd Clinton 207 Florence Dr New Stanton Pa 15672
Boyle Catherine Estate RR 1 Greensburg Pa 15601
Boyle James 2907 Mutter St New Kensington Pa 15068
Boyle John Po Box 400 Laughlintown Pa 15655
Bracken Joseph 906 Walnut St Apt 13 Latrobe Pa 15650
Bradburn James 16 High Ridge Ct New Kensington Pa 15068
Brady Mary Louise Brady John 306 Satinwood Ln Greensburg Pa 15601
Branch Banking And Trust 473 Hartford Sq Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Brasco Gertrude RR 4 Box 1222 Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Brayer Samuel Walter Brayer Paul 375 Markle Rd Apollo Pa 15613
Bretzel Carl 401 Poplar St West Newton Pa 15089
Bridge Margaret 143 Sunset Ln Stahlstown Pa 15687
Brown Mary Brown R L 500 N Second St Jeannette Pa 15644
Brown Arlington Est 1110 Tr Ave Vandergrift Pa 15690
Brown Esther Estate RR 5 Irwin Pa 15642
Brown Kenneth 217 David Dr Delmont Pa 15626
Bruce S Lessa RR 7 Box 55a Greensburg Pa 15601
Brunner Jamie 1215 Kenneth Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Bruno Anthony Bruno Acf 2890 Leechburg Rd Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Bruno Anthony 430 Charles Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Brunscsak Olive 1512 Woodmont Arnold Pa 15068
Buchman Herbert Cust 9 N Main St Greensburg Pa 15601
Buchman Herbert R C/O H Buchman 9 North Main St Greensburg Pa 15601
Buffone Rocco 8 Deerfield Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Bures Nancy Bures J C 2935 Seminary Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Burke Helen 1172 Dennis Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Burke William Po Box 111 New Kensington Pa 15068
Burns Drug Company 544 Main St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Bush John 716 W 2nd Ave Latrobe Pa 15650
Business Alternatives Inc 109 Clearview Ct Irwin Pa 15642
Butler Richard 217 Falcon Ridge Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Byers Donald 404 Depot St Youngwood Pa 15697
Byers Mae RD 2 Ligonier Pa 15658
Byers Osephine Est 219 Mccurdy Dr Ligonier Pa 15658
Byers Rita C 201 Ave B Latrobe Pa 15650
Byersjr George RD 2 Ligonier Pa 15658
Byrd Lee 10979 Old Trail Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Byrnes Elizabeth J 4900 Beatty Dr Apt 103 Irwin Pa 15642
C
Cain Bernard Estate Po Box 453 Export Pa 15632
Cajka Helen 1528 Victoria Aronold Pa 15068
Calabrase Irene Ridgeview Ct Apt 203 Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Callahan Donald Callahan Gertrude 129 N S Lansoowne A Manor Pa 15665
Callihan Andrew Callihan Leona Box 769 Murrysville Pa 15668
Callihan Leona M Estate 100 Valy Stream Dr Apt 2b Delmont Pa 15626
Campana Jasper 20 Delrose Dr Monessen Pa 15062
Campbell Sylvia Cust Campbell Robert 7 Woodcrest Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Campbell Diana Mae 4819 Treesdale Ct Murrysville Pa 15668
Campbell Elaine M Estate 116 Morgan St New Kensington Pa 15068
Campos David 5959 Kemeter Hollow Rd Alverton Pa 15612
Capitol One 17 Village Dr Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Cappello Ann 176 Esther Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Cappello Emilie 1615 5th Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Card Gallery Norwin Hills Shopping Ce 8775 Norwin Ave N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Carey Mary Carey John 616 Sellers Ave Jeannette Pa 15644
Carfang Patricia Lynn 24 Christy Rd Delmont Pa 15626
Carmike 15 South Annex Westmoreland Ma Greensburg Pa 15601
Carnevale Margaret Carnevale Frank 1083 Martin New Kensingto Pa 15068
Carrop Jessie RR 2 New Kensingtn Pa 15068
Cassell Frank 430 Glenmeade Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Castle Joe 2105 Walnut St North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Catello Gerald 15 Stoden Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Catherine Mccormick 307 Arona Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Caughey Kiley 604 Oakland Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Cermak Miloslav Cermak Paige 154 Maple Dr Trafford Pa 15085
Cernuto Inc 139 Snyder Town Rd Suite 100 Tarrs Pa 15688
Chadwick Covington Caitlin 116 Straboard Ln Apt 204 Greensburg Pa 15601
Chambers Katherine In 204 Dent Dr K M New Kensington Pa 15068
Chambers William 11 N Hamilton Av Greensburg Pa 15601
Chambersii Robert 129 Mohawk Dr Arnold Pa 15068
Charlotte Morton Estate General Del New Kensington Pa 15068
Chekanski Frances Chekanski Richard Box 255 Rd 2 Greensburg Pa 15601
Chen Yuying 906 Walnut St Apt 10 Latrobe Pa 15650
Chesney Eugena Estate 319 Freeport St New Kensington Pa 15068
Chesney Mary L Estate 319 Freeport St New Kensington Pa 15068
Chupka & Knoeller Rd 2 Box 318−A Latrobe Pa 15650
Cigoi Karl M Jr 616 Spring St Latrobe Pa 15650
Cindrich Peter 333 E Main St Madison Pa 15663
Clair Sharon 208 Walnut St Vandergrift Pa 15690
Clark Betty J Estate 206 4th Ave Scottdale Pa 15683
Clark Betty 2491 Oak Hill Dr New Kensingto Pa 15068
Clarke Lauffer 528 Fulton St Gbg Pa 15601
Clegg Earl 1 Rd West Newton Pa 15089
Clemens Scott E In 11 Wayne Ave Jeannette Pa 15644
Clever Mary 2302 Dime Rd Vandergrift Pa 15690
Cline Marjorie 321 Rte 66 Apollo Pa 15613
Clymans Florine 5579 Saltsburg Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Cochran David 114 Keystone Estates Rd New Alexandria Pa 15670
Coffroth Ernest 1520 Stewart St New Kensington Pa 15068
Cohen Florence Crest Pcf 211 Carol Dr New Alexandri Pa 15670
Colombo June Po Box 89 Forbes Road Pa 15633
Colonial Chevrolet Perf Point 1595 Mission Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Comprehensive Substance 408 8th St 3 New Kensingtn Pa 15068
Connelly Edward 422 Fairmont Ave Trafford Pa 15085
Connolly Elizabeth Connolly James 117 8th Monessen Pa 15062
Conrad Lucy A Estate 1071 Spruce St Greensburg Pa 15601
Construction Materials Consultants Inc 1693 Clearview Dr Latrobe Pa 15690
Cook Gloria 625 Thomas St Greensburg Pa 15601
Corley James 638 Mcmahon Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Corsini Mary 638 W Pittsburgh St Greensburg Pa 15601
Coulter Daisy 264 Mccargo St New Kensingtn Pa 15068
Cousins William 409 E School Monessen Pa 15062
Cover Jeff RR 1 Box 272h New Stanton Pa 15672
Cowan Merle 1123 Wills St New Kensingto Pa 15068
Cowen Ethel 1123 Wills St New Kensingto Pa 15068
Cowman Ronald 604 Tr Rd Ligonier Pa 15658
Cox Hilory 3510 Meadowgate Dr Murrysville Pa 15668
Craig Barry 515 Vine St 2nd Fl Greensburg Pa 15601
Craig Crane Service 4200 Commerce Cir Trafford Pa 15085
Cramer Ruth E Estate RR 2 New Alexandria Pa 15670
Craze Lois 340 Camp St North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Credit Acceptance Corp 1531 4th Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Creevey Kelly 9 Spring St Wyano Pa 15695
Crenshaw Brett 638 Mcmahon Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Cribbs Harrold 259 Sherman Ave Vandergrift Pa 15690
Crivella Monty Box 96 Stahlstown Pa 15687
Croker Lynda 115 W Main St Su 10 Po Box 776 Ligonier Pa 15658
Cross Kyle 405 Liberty St Scottdale Pa 15683
Cuccaro Angelo Est 1420 Jasper Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Cuccaro Anna 1420 Jasper Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Cullen Victoria Cullen Scott 1739 Diane Merle Dr N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Curcio Gina 1331 6th St Apt A Westmrlnd Cty Pa 15692
Cute Constanc Cute Charles 737 St Claire Latrobe Pa 15650
Cuthbert Eleanor Cuthbert Jack 405 Hickory Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Cutlip Melanie 15 Keystone Dr Monessen Pa 15062
Cyphert Viora 517 S Ninth St Youngwood Pa 15697
Czarneiki Daniel 11340 Pershing St North Huntington Pa 15642
D
D D E Associates R134 Jefferson Greensburg Pa 15601
Damore Adolph 15 Keystone Dr Monessen Pa 15062
Danko Claudia Po Box 272 Rillton Pa 15678
Dario Perez 2004 Arlington Ave Export Pa 15632
Daughenbaugh Amanda 620 Locust St Greensburg Pa 15601
Davies Richard W Rd4 Box 1242 Fairview Dr Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Day Chevrolet 608 Penn Dr Trafford Pa 15085
Daye Tami 624 Division St Jeannette Pa 15644
Days Inn 6 Landings Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
De La Roche Beatriz Po Box 1201 Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Deane & Deane Inc Po Box 123 Murrysville Pa 15668
Dearden Karen 710 Hempfield Towers Greensburg Pa 15601
Decourcy Dorothy 13029 Pine Hollow Rd Trafford Pa 15085
Deemer Barry J CO J Salinski 507 Welty St Greensburg Pa 15601
Delaini Valerie Delaini James Po Box 34 Jacobs Creek Pa 15448
Delaney Claudis Delaney Eva 428 So 6th Jeannette Pa 15644
Dell Ira C Jr 606 S 5th St Youngwood Pa 15697
Dellavedova Christin 428 Division St Jeanette Pa 15644
Demangone Mary Rear Atlantic New Derry Pa 15671
Demek Joseph 14306 Overholt Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Demers Wilfred Demers Margaret Clay Path N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Detar Dc Richard 1244 Cedar St Westmoreland City Pa 15692
Devincentis P Estate 114 Vermont Ln New Florence Pa 15944
Dewitt Edward Dewitt Esther 413 N 2nd St West Newton Pa 15089
Di Carolis Albert 1528 Horne Blvd Apt 804 New Kensingtn Pa 15068
Diebert Loretta Estate RR 1 Jacobs Creek Pa 15448
Difrancesco Denise 502 Santone Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Dimaggio Nancy 4272 Hilty Rd Export Pa 15632
Dimascio Joseph 9 Colonial Dr Monessen Pa 15062
Dinsmore Group Inc The C/O Latrobe Grand Rental Stat 216 Kingston St Latrobe Pa
15650
Dip Ch 11 647 Donahoe Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Disaster Restoration 544 5th St Ext Trafford Pa 15085
Dishington Lucy 368 Elm Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Dixon Christopher 14441 Winchester Rd Trafford Pa 15085
Dnp Ims America Corporation 1001 Technology Dr Accts Pay Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Dolan Samantha 19 W Hills Dr I Greensburg Pa 15601
Dolmayer Steve M Estate 320 Kennedy East Vandergrift Pa 15629
Domato Joseph Estate 225 Washington St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Donahoe Michael Donahoe Annie 1576 Meadow Monessen Pa 15062
Donald Japalucci 309 Sloan Ave Jeannette Pa 15644
Donald Rugh 1007 Thompson St Jeannette Pa 15644
Donatelli Joseph 1100 Woodmont Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Dongilli Jeanine Dongilli Angelo 1613 Woodmont Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Donnelly Robert 381 Robbins Sta N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Douglass Irene 2480 South Grande Blvd Greensburg Pa 15601
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Douglass Matthew 511 Franklin Ave Vandergrift Pa 15690
Drr Associates Lp Robert Wayne Rairigh Po Box 20 Greensburg Pa 15601
Dubaich Nellie Est 9800 Downing Pl Irwin Pa 15642
Duff Florence M Estate W Pike St Export Pa 15632
Duffner Angela Cust Duffner Richard 714 Rubright Rd Apollo Pa 15613
Duncan Alan Jr 29 Mckee St Monessen Pa 15062
Dunmire Hannah Estate RR 1 Avonmore Pa 15618
Dunsworth Paula 132 Ridge View Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
E
Easler Donna 410 Espher Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Ebner Roy E Arona Rd Rr 2 Box 267 New Stanton Pa 15672
Echard Jean P Estate 653 N Geary St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Echard John 128 N Brdway St Scottdale Pa 15683
Eckels Pamela A Est 245 Laurel Dr Apt 4 Greensburg Pa 15601
Eckenrod Loretta Estate Newtown Rd Larimer Pa 15647
Edgar Mai 419 9th St New Kensington Pa 15068
Eirhart Elizabeth 200 Ciocco Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Elliott Robert Estate RR 1 Greensburg Pa 15601
Engler Chistopher 1011 Arlington Ave Jeannette Pa 15644
Enrico Ernest C/O Southwest Natl Bank Trust Greensburg Pa 15601
Enrico Joseph CO Southwest Natl Banktrust D Greensburg Pa 15601
Enrico Robert 402 Division St Jeannette Pa 15644
Erny Anna K Estate 917 Mission Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Erskine Weusi 2518 Sta Rd Erie Pa 15610
Erwin Francis R Jr 288 1 2 E Main St Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Esherwood Dorothy Estate 321 8th St New Kensington Pa 15068
Espositio Sabbia 229 Aliquippa Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Evans Anna A Top Row Pricedale Pa 15072
Evans Elizabet 1715 Rebecca St New Kensingto Pa 15068
Evans Philip P Jr 1715 Rebecca St Newkensington Pa 15068
Everson William Everson Carolyn 200 Butterfield Dr Irwin Pa 15642
F
Fairfield Manor Inc 15 N Main St Greensburg Pa 15601
Family Chiropractors Inc 1458a Clearview Dr Latrobe Pa 15650
Farber Mollye 119 Morey Pl Greensburg Pa 15601
Farms Perkey RR 3 Box 329 Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Farroll William V Estate RR 1 Irwin Pa 15642
Fees Anastasia D 1512 Woodmont Arnold Pa 15068
Feick John W Guest Hough Tire Co Pension Plan Admin 900 Water Scottdale Pa
15683
Feick Karen Pension Plan Admin 900 Water St Scottdale Pa 15683
Feltes William E Jr 306 Highland Ave Herminie Pa 15637
Fencil Ella 912 Light Rd Acme Pa 15610
Ferguson David 519 4th Ave Sutersville Pa 15083
Ferguson Mary 519 4th Ave Sutersville Pa 15083
Ferrante Josephine 501 Longfellow St Vandergrift Pa 15690
Ferrick Anne Po Box 697 New Kensington Pa 15068
Fiduciary Investors 1211 Leisman Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Fields Kellar Mc Cracken Assoc 2 Frick Ave Irwin Pa 15642
Filchock Joseph Filchock Anna 4022 Dubln Ct Murrysville Pa 15668
Filicko Gene 417 1/2 High St Derry Pa 16234
Firestone Building Products Co 3690 Rte 30 Latrobe Pa 15650
Fisher Linale Estate Christmas St Derry Pa 15627
Fisk RR 10 Box 10rte 119 South Greensburg Pa 15601
Flanders Olivia 2779 Italy Rd Export Pa 15632
Fleming William Fleming Edith 48 Short Trafford Pa 15085
Fletcher Dorothy Madelyn 157 Aluminum City Ter New Kensington Pa 15068
Flickinger Richard 422 Smt Ave Ligonier Pa 15658
Fluke Margaret Fluke Ronald 812 Alwine Jeannette Pa 15644
Fondrk Ashley 532 Rte 366 Apollo Pa 15613
Foodland Fresh 730 E Pittsburgh St Greensburg Pa 15601
Fortuna William Steven 548 Renee Cir Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Fox Russell Fox Beulah Rd 1 Vandergrift Pa 15690
Francis Richard Estate 724 1 2 Fourth Ave New Kensington Pa
Frank Vozel Rd 3 Box 267k Greensburg Pa 15601
Franklin Harry 721 Mace St Greensburg Pa 15601
Fred Home Inspections Inc 26 Windihill Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Fruezone Inc Rte 30 E Greensburg Pa 15601
Fry Rosemary Fry Kenneth RR 3 Box 82 New Florence Pa 15944
Fry Joseph F Estate RR 1 New Kensington Pa 15068
G
Gabel Kristen 1048 Windgate Dr New Stanton Pa 15672
Gabonay Dolores Locust St Apt 2 Wendel Pa 15691
Gaffney Mark 306 Alexis Ct Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Gall Dorothy Gall James Rd2 Jeannette Pa 15644
Gallagher Bassett Services Aso Bg Personnel 540 Pellis Rd Ste 3000 Greensburg Pa
15601
Gallo Barbara 117 S 4th St Youngwood Pa 15697
Gareis Gertrude Estate 809 Saint Clair St Latrobe Pa 15650
Gasdek Walter RR 2 Box 209 Ligonier Pa 15658
Gaskell Jeffery 204 Indiana Ave Avonmore Pa 15618
Gatons Michael 525 Locust St Greensburg Pa 15601
Gazze Ony Est 142 E Otterman St Greensburg Pa 15601
Geary Lillian I Estate 428 Culbertson Ave Apt 2 Greensburg Pa 15601
Genberg David 216 E Fairmont St Trafford Pa 15085
Genduso Nathaniel Genduso Gerald PO Box 213 Madison Pa 15663
Genduso Emily PO Box 213 Madison Pa 15663
George Michael 1868 Ivanhoe Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
George Pamela 731 7th St Trafford Pa 15085
Gettemy Jeffrey 305 Culbertson Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Gettens Robert L Estate RR 1 Irwin Pa 15642
Ghantous Edward Est 610 S Church St Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Giannetto Angelina 1831 Dailey Ave Latrobe Pa 15650
Giesey Merle R Giesey Rita 112 Deeds St Ligonier Pa 15658
Gillingham Robert C/O R Gillingham 12 Mulberry Ln New Alexandria Pa 15670
Giordano Mary Giordano Agnes 514 Sycamore St Vandergrift Pa 15690
Giovannelli Nicholas Giovannelli Helen 1011 Frances Blvd New Kensingto Pa 15068
Giunta Angeline Giunta Marino 142 Columbia Vandergrift Pa 15690
Glick Robert Estate 208 S Church St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Gmac Po Box 323 Champion Pa 15622
Goerman George Estate H Jr 624 Earl Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Goimarac Richard 1537 Marion Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Gombos Steve Jr Gombos Mary 414 Second Monessen Pa 15062
Gongaware Emory 8002 Dorset St Irwin Pa 15642
Gooder Agency Inc 232 N Market St Ligonier Pa 15658
Gower Warren 1112 Latrobe Crabtree Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Gracan Norma 397 Country Hills Rd North Huntington Pa 15642
Gradwell Arbara Est 702 Armstrong Ave Apollo Pa 15613
Graham Ruth Graham Dona 728 Greene St Greensburg Pa 15601
Granche Chris 3942 Hills Church Rd Export Pa 15632
Grant Julie 120 Good St Jeannette Pa 15644
Gray Evelyn Gray John 220 Lloyd Ave Latrobe Pa
Gray John 218 E 4th St Derry Pa 15627
Graziano Valerie Lakewood Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Green Don 420 Ctr Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Greensburg Collision 402 E Pittsburgh St Greenburg Pa 15601
Gregg Eveline Estate Rr 4 Apollo Pa 15613
Greshok Alice 209 Richmond St Loyalhanna Pa 15661
Grieco Ida M Estate 500 N 2nd St Jeannette Pa 15644
Griffiths Leonard Griffiths Aldean Hutchinson Mine Rillton Pa 15678
Grimm Dave 7830 Rte 30 North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Grote Raymond 110 Washington St Latrobe Pa 15650
Grove Margaret 727 1/2 Harrison City Rd Trafford Pa 15085
Gump Wendy 122 E 2nd Ave Apt A Derry Pa 15627
Gunther Rodney 9 Spring St Wyano Pa 15695
Gutwirth Eve 5100 Beatty Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Guzzi Gregory Estate 191 Sinclair St New Kensington Pa 15068
Gwynn Jerome Gwynn Mary Box 202a Rd 1 Scottdale Pa 15683
H
Hackel Annie 1318 Arnold Pa 15068
Haessler Peter 738 Laurel Dr Ligonier Pa 15658
Hall J M Old Rte 22 Po Box 5 Murrysville Pa 15668
Hall William 536 Finnin Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Hamill Manufacturing Co 500 Pleasant Valy Rd Trafford Pa 15085
Hamilton Eleanor Apt 103b Cedarcrest Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Hanson Timothy 4517 Hilty Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Hantz Joseph H Jr 8993 Delaware Ave North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Harden Lawrence 37 Burrell Hill Cir Penn Pa 15675
Harkobus John J Jr Po Box R Irwin Pa 15642
Harliss Specialties Corp Po Box R Irwin Pa 15642
Harries Deanna 227 Walnut St Apt 3 New Kensington Pa 15068
Harris Angela M Cust Harris Alex 214 Thompson St Apt 3 Latrobe Pa 15650
Harris David 1600 Whitney Ct Dr G44 Latrobe Pa 15650
Harris Jay Po Box 124 Westmrlnd Cty Pa 15692
Hart Homer E Jr Hart Homer E Sr Po Box 4 Ruffs Dale Pa 15679
Hartman Robert J 1016 Leishman Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Hartsig Sallie 152 Sheffield Dr Delmont Pa 15626
Hartzell Vivian G Estate 331 Murray Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Harvan Jason 2650 Rear Chestnut St Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Hathaway George 2905 Bryer Ridge Dr Export Pa 15632
Havaran Rose Havaran John Po Box 225 New Stanton Pa 15672
Havrilla Elizabet 1971 Mickanin Rd North Hunting Pa 15642
Hawthorn Dorothy 740 Angela Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Hayes Frances 616 Spring St Latrobe Pa 15650
Hayes Robert 49 Village Dr Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Haymaker Evelyn Estate Observatory St Manor Pa 00000
Healey Lawrence E 215 Seminary Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Heasley Elizabeth Heasley Jared Rd 1 B0x 280 Lowber Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Heasley Anna L 118 Plant Rd Export Pa 15632
Heasley Elenore I 19 Depot St Penn Pa 15675
Hedges Carl Hedges Karl Rd 2 Newflorence Pa 15944
Heise Helen 102 Kensington Arms New Pa 15068
Hempfield Foundries Company Po Box 69 1075 S Main St Greensburg Pa 15601
Hemphi Charles 119 Hemphill Hollow Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Henderson Anna 262 Deerpath Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Henderson Ethel L Estate RR 1 New Florence Pa 15944
Henigan Elaine Henigan Sean 710 Bush Rd New Alexandria Pa 15670
Henry Jasmine 806d Armstrong Ave Apollo Pa 15613
Henry Michael 619 State St Greensburg Pa 15621
Herbert Christina 615 W Otterman St Greensburg Pa 15601
Herbert Denine 2650 Chestnut St Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Herrington Harold 143 Jefferson Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Heydorn Patricia Heydorn Gary RR 1 PO Box 345b Jeannette Pa 15644
Heydt Sadie 908 Shellhammer Rd Apollo Pa 15613
Hice Douglas 450 Turkeytown Rd West Newton Pa 15089
Hieber Samantha Hieber Dina Cust 714 Rubright Rd Apollo Pa 15613
Hill Anna G Rri Box 323 New Alexandria Pa 15670
Hilland Catherine 1166 Clay Pike Rd Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Hillenbrand Marie 159 Sheffield Dr Delmont Pa 15626
Hillwig John R Jr 833 Highland Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Hixson Fred Rd 7 Box 10 Latrobe Pa 15650
Hlavsa Joseph Po Box 1 Loyalhanna Pa 15661
Hm For Aged Westmoreland Co 111 W 2 Greensburg Pa 15601
Hobaugh Kenneth 259 Tailor Ave New Kensingto Pa 00000
Hobson Joseph Hobson Helen Uptopia Fourth Ave Derry Pa 15627
Hoffman Margaret 28 Sequoia Dr Export Pa 15632
Hoffman Richard 28 Sequoia Dr Export Pa 15632
Homa Dorothy Homa Doreen 209 Lenawee Monessen Pa 15062
Home Ott Funeral 504 Oak St Irwin Pa 15642
Hopps Lerisa RR5 Box 64 E Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Horates Carolyn 440 Schoonmaker Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Horton Loretta 300 Colt Dr N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Hospital Medical Education Association 109 Brush Creek Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Hott Jay 11670 Ctr St N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Houser James Estate 511 Penna Ave Irwin Pa 15642
Howell Robert Latrobe Reg Health & Rehab Cnt 576 Fred Rogers Dr Latrobe Pa 15650
Howley Patrick 80 Penn Ave North Irwin Pa 15642
Huber John Po Box 89 Torrance Pa 15779
Hubert Delores Estate 306 5th Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Hudson Jean Mckenna Hudson Virginia RR 4 Box 126−D Latrobe Pa 15650
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Huffman Edith E Estate 135 Mcclure Rd Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Huges Thomas 97 Middletown Rd New Stanton Pa 15672
Hughes Christine 606 North 6th St Youngwood Pa 15697
Hughes Genevieve Estate 98 White Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Hughes Genevieve M Estate 98 White Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Hunnell Raymond 89 Sixth St Ext Hermine Pa 15637
Hunter Judith 940 Burns St Latrobe Pa 15650
Huntsman Heather 6 3rd St Apt 1 Irwin Pa 15642
I
Iezzi Angeline 447 Westminster Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Image Craft 724 1/2 Sellers Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Immel George Immel Daisy 410 Truby St Greensburg Pa 15601
Industrial Process Equipment Corp 647 Donahoe Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Inservices Ins Po Box 789 Greensburg Pa 15601
Invest In Your Debt 1061 Main St Drawer 19 North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Irwin Bank & Trust Co 309 Main St Irwin Pa 15642
Irwin Family Care Pc 905 Spruce St Irwin Pa 15642
Irwin John RR 1 Box 314 Jeannette Pa 15644
Iseman Robert E III 1160 Mary St Vandergrift Pa 15690
Isenberg Wilda 105 Baly Stream Dr Apt 3d Delmont Pa 15626
J
Jackson Bette 409 E School Monessen Pa 15062
James Wojtaseski 400 Magnus Ln North Huntington Pa 15642
Jankowsky Louis S Estate 132 E Smithfield St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Janson Alicja 615 Chestnut St Irwin Pa 15638
Jarosinski Marcella Jarosinski John 220 Connecticut Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Jarrett Noel 149 Jefferson Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Jeffrey Eror 118 Ligonier Ct New Kensington Pa 15068
Jenkins Edmund 09 Charlotte Dr Ligonier Pa 15658
Joan Palko 226 Ave D Latrobe Pa 15650
Jobe Mary E Estate 1528 Beaver Run Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Jobes Monica 253 Deborah Dr Export Pa 15632
Johnson Alice M Est C/O C Brodstibner 12629 Deborah Dr North Huntington Pa
15642
Johnson Clain 2 RR 2 Pob 3 Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Johnson David 522 Scott Ave Jeannette Pa 15644
Johnson Eliz Estate RR 1 Latrobe Pa 15650
Johnson Jacqueline Rd 1 Box 610 Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Johnson Mary 306 Heritage Village Greensburg Pa 15601
Johnston Elizabeth RR 1 Box 474 Ligonier Pa 15658
Johnston Sara Rd 2 Box 542 New Alexandria Pa 15670
Jones Michele 105 Mcmahon Dr Manor Pa 15665
Jones Nelson 216 Blackwood Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Joseph Mohar Box 31 Darragh Pa 15625
Jozees Inc Po Box 548 Harrison City Pa 15636
Jubinsky Joseph Keeper Of The Flame 60 W Clare St Blairsville Pa 15650
Jurezyk Patricia Reservoir Mount Pleasan Pa 15666
Jurezyk Stanley Reservoir Mountpleasant Pa 15666
K
Kadagishvili David 223 Potomac Ct Latrobe Pa 15650
Kaib Joseph Estate RR 1 Avonmore Pa 15618
Kalwarski Celia 356 Millers Ln Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Kapfer Margaret Kapfer Robert 1190 Craig Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Karcher Kurt 12759 Ridge Rd North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Karen Feehan 102 Maplewood Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Kasparek Calvin In 200 Carpenter Ln Irwin Pa 15642
Kaufman Kenneth Po Box 236 Ruffs Dale Pa 15679
Kawamoto Motoyuki 322 Laurentz Ln Greensburg Pa 15601
Kelley Helen RR 1 Smithton Pa 15479
Kellogg Rebecca 4953 Cline Hollow Rd 233 Murrysville Pa 15668
Kelly June Citizens Plaza Apt 502 700 4th Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Kelly Rodney 504 Tr Ave Aptc Apollo Pa 15613
Kemerer Susan 513 Coulter Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Kennedy Viola 127 Grant Ave Vandergrift Pa 15690
Kenshaft Alice B Estate General Delivery Monessen Pa 15062
Kenzevich Patricia Lane 532 Rte 366 Apollo Pa 15613
Kerin Anna E Est 901 Evans St Jeannette Pa 15644
Kerr Lachmanek Genevieve 5771 Grant Ave Export Pa 15632
Kerr Lachmanek Patrice 5771 Grant Ave Export Pa 15632
Kerr Patrice 5771 Grant Ave Export Pa 15632
Kerr Patrice Lachmanek 5771 Grant St Export Pa 15632
Kessler Joseph Estate 1305 Marim Ave Monessen Pa
Keystone Municipal Collections 118 Wendel Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Kifer Edwin Kifer Susan 17 E Gaskill Ave Jeannette Pa 15644
Kleppick Thomas 10129 Lavonne Dr North Huntingdo Pa 15642
Kling Lois N Estate RR 2 Box 334 Apollo Pa 15613
Klinkhamer George Estate Grove And Spring Greensburg Pa
Klos Ronald A Jr 412 Rampart Blvd New Kensington Pa 15068
Knight Gayle 307 Ramsay Ct Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Knorr acqueline Knorr Thomas Rd 6 Box 45 Greensburg Pa 15601
Knupp Robert New Florence Pa New Florence Pa 15944
Kobayashi Nobuo 302 Bridlewood Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Kocian Caroline K Estate 512 N Maple First Fl Greensburg Pa 15601
Kociszewski Frank Kociszewski Joseph 129 Forbes Dr Latrobe Pa 15650
Koehler Luther 196 Central Rd Tarrs Pa 15688
Kohley Hazel 403 Chestnut St West Newton Pa 15089
Kollar Ray 8581 Brdway Pob356 Westmorelandcty Pa 15692
Kolosky Emma Weaver 11341 Tioga Rd North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Komoroski Robert RR 2 Export Pa 15632
Kontra Donald Kontra Bertha 8850 Barnes Lake Rd N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Kooser Donald 270 Kooser Rd Scottdale Pa 15683
Korzun William 356 Millers Ln Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Kostella Natalie 128 Main St Po Box 122 Jacobs Creek Pa 15448
Kotula Alfred B Est Po Box 177 Delmont Pa 15626
Kovach Victoria RR 1 Box 150 Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Kovack Mike RR 1 Box 150 Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Koval Elenor Estate RR 2 Hillcrest West Newton Pa 15089
Kovitch Michael 147 Manor Rd New Kensingtn Pa 15068
Kowal Michael Po Box 894 Greensburg Pa 15601
Kowall Donald 1327 Rostraver St Monessen Pa 15062
Kowinsky Ann RR 8 Box 460 Greensburg Pa 15601
Kozar Rose RR 4 Box 7 Derry Pa 15627
Kozel Kevin 400 Green Briar Acme Pa 15610
Kre Properties Inc 100 Chestnut Ridge Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Kristler Florence Estate RR 1 Harrison City Pa 15636
Kroeschel Joseph 37 Reed St Monessen Pa 15062
Krupey Esther 1885 Ridge Rd Jeannette Pa 15644
Krynicki Leonarda 514 Edgeview St Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Kuniak Stephen 516 Chester Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Kunkelmann Agnes 79 Kimberlin Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Kurz Kara 223 Potomac Ct Latrobe Pa 15650
Kusenko Alexander 325 Main St Apt 709 New Kensington Pa 15068
Kusiolek Andrew RR 1 Hunker Pa 15639
Kusiolek Andrew Tile Yard Hunker Pa 15639
Kusiolek Edward Tile Yard Hunker Pa 15639
Kuszaj Anna 2492 South Grand Blvd Greensburg Pa 15601
L
La Mantia Dominick Po Box 218 Bolivar Pa 15923
Lace Chester Lace Margaret 122 K Grant Vandergrift Pa 15690
Lachmanek Genevieve 5771 Grant Ave Export Pa 15632
Lamantia Dominick P Jr Po Box 218 Washington St Bolivar Pa 15923
Lamouree John 4877 Cole Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Lancaster Isabel Estate Po Box 269 Smithton Pa 15479
Langan Lois C/O J Cochran 22 Wineland Dr Herminie Pa 15637
Lanzino Jennie Lanzino Julia 933 Mulberry Scottdale Pa 15683
Lauffer Steve Sr Cust Lauffer Steve Jr 104 E 15th St Vandergrift Pa 15690
Laukas Rose 10279 Jefferson Ave North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Laver Megan 203 South Maple Ave 3rd Floor Greensburg Pa 15601
Lawrence Contrella 11 Mccune Dr Hermanie Pa 15637
Lawson Anne Estate RR 1 West Newton Pa 15089
Lawson Barbara Estate 314 Smithfield St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Layton Catherine Rd 11 Box 672 Brown Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Layton Robert Rd 11 Box 672 Brown R Greensburg Pa 15601
Leadbitter Thomas Leadbitter Violet 2759 Brdway Adderly Pa 15601
Lebroni Rosemarie Estate Rr 5 Greensburg Pa 15601
Lechner Georgia 39 East Second Ave Latrobe Pa 15650
Lee Portia 3603 School Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Lee William 10 E Schoonmaker Ave Apt 601 Monessen Pa 15062
Leech Gwen 152 Sheffield Dr Delmont Pa 15626
Legato Jeffrey 5089 Ashbaugh Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Leighty Charles 7857 Penna Av No Huntingdon Pa 15642
Lemmon Todd Fraser Dr 403 Balsam Ct Greensburg Pa 15601
Lenders Service Po Box 642277 Pittsburgh Pa 15624
Lenio Andrew Lenio Helen 312 Fourth Monessen Pa 15062
Leonard Edgar Estate 502 Schoonmaker Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Leonida Efren L Md RR 6 Box 1923 Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Lersch William 4135 Windsor Ct Murrysville Pa 15668
Lessa Bruce RR 7 Box 55a Greensburg Pa 15601
Lessig Clarence Estate 709 N 1st St Jeannette Pa 15644
Levrio John 111 Grant St Latrobe Pa 15650
Leybold Vacuum Products I 5700 Mellon Rd Export Pa 15632
Lilja Robert Lilja Maryjane Rural Rte 10 Box Greensburg Pa 15601
Lin Ming 402 E Pittsburgh St Greenburg Pa 15601
Linda Taylor Signs 205 Main St Donegal Pa 15628
Lindquist Dorothy M Estate RR 1 Dodwood Acrs Derry Pa 15627
Lintner David Po Box 389 Latrobe Pa 15650
Living Tr Of Rosalie G Evans 5891 Fillmore Ave Export Pa 15632
Living Treasures 288 Rte 711 Jones Mills Pa 15646
Lizza Jodi 2015 Raymond Ave Latrobe Pa 15650
Lloyd John 1813 Alcoa Dr Arnold Pa 15068
Lobing Gergeanna 105 Bridgeport St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Lobodinski Robert 785 Story Rd Export Pa 15632
Logan−Firestone Melissa 1515 Marion Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Long Nancy 524 12th St New Kensington Pa 15068
Loope John 8 Rowan Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Lopez Rasheed 15 St Clair Ave Po Box 250 Greensburg Pa 15601
Loreto Ann 314 N 1st St Jeannette Pa 15644
Loscar Robert Cust Loscar Amanda 714 Rubright Rd Apollo Pa 15613
Loughner Paul 1111 Jefferson St 701 Latrobe Pa 15650
Louise Hardy 313 Eastern Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Lovelace Constance Lovelace Richard 6815 Stephanie Ct Delmont Pa 15626
Lowe Joyce Po Box 44 Laughlintown Pa 15655
Lowers Robert 201 15th St Arnold Pa 15068
Luciani Basil Lawrence 133 Lenawee Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Lutz Emma M Estate Rr 5 Box 343a Irwin Pa 15642
Lycoming Auto Trust Autotrakk 420 Ctr Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Lynch Frances Lynch Ralph 2609 Leechburg Rd Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Lytle Construction Services 3941 William Penn Hwy Murrysville Pa 15668
M
Macey Acacia 1839 Rte 100 Greensburg Pa 15601
Macfarlane Elizabeth Macfarlane Samuel 125 Arch St Greensburg Pa 15601
Maclance Lorraine Estate RR 1 Kensington Pa
Macphail Anna 8 Rowan Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Madatic Stephen Madatic Steve Box 13 Bradenville Pa 15620
Madeja Elizabeth Madeja Jimmy 455 Spring St New Kensingtin Pa 15068
Magaro Patricia 322 Chestnut St Vandergrift Pa 15690
Mahan James Mahan Bonnie 1335 Upper Mateer Rd Vandergrift Pa 15690
Makar Mike 645 East Pittsburgh Apt 221 Greensburg Pa 15601
Manovich Iller C Est 2829 Arthur St Export Pa 15632
Mansfield Barbara Mansfield Philip Po Box 471 Murrysville Pa 15668
Mansfield Christopher Mansfield Jeffrey 620 Mace St Greensburg Pa 15601
Mantz Bernard Mantz Henry 420 Ridge Ave New Kensingto Pa 15068
Marcinik Dorothy Estate RR 1box 408 Latrobe Pa 15650
Margaret Chesney Estate 319 Freeport St Parnassus Pa 15068
Mari Romeo 22 S 4th St 24 Youngwood Pa 15697
Marilyn Makarsky Po Box 136 Armbrust Pa 15616
Markland Wilbert Estate Stello St Jeannette Pa 15644
Markle John 1248 Plummer School Rd West Newton Pa 15089
Markovich Mylo Rd 11 Box 730 Smartnick Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
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Markwood Marie 940 Burns St Latrobe Pa 15650
Marnell Florence Estate Po Box 245m Ligonier Pa 15658
Marsh David 970 Hannastown Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Marsh Robert 1233 Victoria Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Martha Hacker 180 Brinker St Latrobe Pa 15650
Martin Anthony Martin Grace 759 Wildlife Lodge Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Martin Grace Martin Anthony 759 Wildlife Lodge Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Martin Josephine 638 W Pittsburgh St Greensburg Pa 15601
Martinowski D L 218 S Diamond St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Mary Kay Holman Joanne Holman 3129 Pignatilli Crescent Mt Pleasant Pa 29466
Mary Mitchell Estate RR 106 Apollo Pa 15613
Mary Pierzchalski 208 Sunset Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Mary Plaza Estate RR 1 Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Mathias Kathleen Mathias Robert 516 Sidney St Greensburg Pa 15601
Matisko John R Jr 9048 Evergreen Ct Champion Pa 15622
Matrunick Mark 1126 Elm Dr Latrobe Pa 15650
Matthew International Two North Shore Ctr Youngwood Pa 15697
Mauldin Michael Po Box 509 Irwin Pa 15642
Maund Jeffrey Rd 1 Box 272 Smithton Pa 15479
Mauro James 110 Mcwilliams Rd Trafford Pa 15085
Mauro Norma 110 Mcwilliams Rd Trafford Pa 15085
Mazanet Alice 1971 Mickanin Rd North Hunting Pa 15642
Mazur Eugene Mazur Rose1021 Parkview Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Mazzatosta Thomas 3380 School Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Mazzei Jr Samuel Po Box 201 Manor Pa 15665
Mc Cormack Adele 100 Freedom Way Apt M202 Greensburg Pa 15601
Mc Cormick James 146 Westminster Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Mcanulty James Jr Mcanulty James 804 5th St Trafford Pa 15085
Mcbride Teresa Mcbride John Box 130 Tara Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Mccarney Gregory 301 Mount Manor Rd Manor Pa 15665
Mccloskey Jason 474 Hotel Rd Wilpen Pa 15658
Mcclymonds Vera C/O G Brown 368 Marguerite Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Mccullough Emily A Estate RR 2 Jeannette Pa 15644
Mccune Richard Po Box 276 Grapeville Pa 15634
Mccune Siebert 133 Farragut Ave Vandergrift Pa 15690
Mcdade Gregory 7077 Leechburg Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Mcdonald Michael 791 Butterfield Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Mcendorfer Grace 625 Walnut Irwin Pa
Mchenry Hazel 613 6th St Trafford Pa 15085
Mcilvaine Anna R Est 574 Old State Rte 66 Greensburg Pa 15601
Mcintyre Terrance 636 Marguerite Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Mcintyre Terrence Po Box 88 Pricedale Pa 15072
Mckay Jane Reeves Wonderwood Country Club Rd Rector Pa 15677
Mckay Robert 6975 Rte 22 Hwy East New Florence Pa 15944
Mckelvey Richard W R 6 Springer Rd Ligonier Pa 56588
Mcknight Lenora 704 1 2 N 3rd St Jeannette Pa 15644
Mcknight William 704 1/2 N 3rd St Jeannette Pa 15644
Mclaughlin Richard Mclaughlin Linda Rd 2 Box 307−G Latrobe Pa 15650
Mclaughlin Charles Estate 337 4th Ave Parnassus Pa 15068
Mclaughlin Theresa 88 Lamont Dr N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Mclaughlin Theresa Po Box 606 Manor Pa 15665
Mcmullen Allan 777 Waterwheel Dr Champion Pa 15622
Mcsherry Jean 102 Kensington Arms New Pa 15068
Mears Harry A III 303 Walnut Ave Apt 2 Greensburg Pa 15601
Medical Mutual Of Ohio Po Box 906 Latrobe Pa 15650
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacies 701 Hancock Ave Vandergrift Pa 15690
Mehok Cynthia 1234 Hillcrest Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Meihl Joseph 6040 Schafer Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Melissa Rosensteel RR6 Box 560 Woodward Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Mellars S L 3585 W Windover Ct Murrysville Pa 15668
Melvin Michelle Melvin Sean 126 Fairview Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Mentzer Bob Ford Inc PO Box 948 Greensburg Pa 15601
Meny Joshua 300 Fraser Purchase Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Mersky Ira Po Box 124 Westmrlnd Cty Pa 15692
Messich Louise B Estate 29 S 2nd St Youngwood Pa 15697
Metz John 140 Marlboro Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Meyer And Meyer Electrical Inc Po Box 84 Trafford Pa 15085
Mfs Heritage Trust Fbo Shawn Koze 438 Hoover Dr Apollo Pa 15613
Mignogna Collision 256 Beatty County Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Mignogna Collision Center Inc 119 Hydrangea Ln Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Mikoljczyk Josephine RR2 New Alexandri Pa 15670
Miller Judith Miller Randy 436 Lloyd Ave Latrobe Pa 15650
Miller Frankiln Rd 3 Box 419 Latrobe Pa 15650
Miller Ida R In 1 High St Rm 605 Latrobe Pa 15650
Miller Ira C/O Millers Service Sta Rte 2 Po Box 246 Apollo Pa 15613
Miller James Donahue Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Miller Jonathan Po Box 95 Arona Pa 15617
Miller Lillian J Est RR 15 Box 124 Greensburg Pa 15601
Miller Robert 227 Rampart Blvd New Kensingtn Pa 15068
Miller Terry 140 Toll House Rd Apt E24 Greensburg Pa 15601
Miller Terry Po Box 125 Loyalhanna Pa 15661
Misko Judith PO Box 213 Madison Pa 15663
Mitchell Walter 137 Sherman Ave Vandergrift Pa 15690
Mohar Anna Below Burretts East Vandergrif Pa 15629
Moir Margaret Estate RR 1 Murrysville Pa 15668
Mongelluzzo Raffael 118 13th St Jeannette Pa 15644
Monicks Mary A Estate General Delivery Crabtree Pa 15624
Monsour Robert 1500 Brd St Greensburg Pa 15601
Mook Rosemary West View Manor Pch Po Box 337 Apollo Pa 15613
Moore Barbara 1714 Alcoa Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Morgan Beth 125 E Tacoma Ave Latrobe Pa 15650
Morrah Margaret 428 Division St Jeanette Pa 15644
Morris M Young Co Inc 258 East Pgh St Greensburg Pa 15601
Morrison Jason 320 Larimer Trl Apollo Pa 15613
Morter Herman 1310 Victoria Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Moss Hoda 1322 3rd Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Mossos Pharmacy Rte 136 And Janyce Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Mowry Gerald J Est 295 Lewis Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Mpiani Bo Anthony For Robert Gillingham 229 South Maple Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Mull Elaine 20 Lincoln Ave Jeannette Pa 15644
Mullen Patrick 584 Crestwood Dr N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Mullens Lisa 584 Crestwood Dr N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Murkley John W 4945 Piney Branch Ln Murrysville Pa 15668
Murphy Laura Rd 2 Box 292 New Florence Pa 15944
Muto Anthony Muto Carmella 1600 Stanton Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Myers Coachlines Inc 2001 Ball Park Rd Export Pa 15632
N
Nabor Margaret Rd 1 Paulton Apollo Pa 15613
Nader Virginia Nader Dennis 409 Craigdell Rd Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Nagle Rosemary In 531 Oakland Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Nagy George Est 13740 Harriet Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Nair Scott Po Box 44 Laughlintown Pa 15655
National City Rd 7 Box 159 Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Neiderhiser John 165 Whistle Wind Farm Ln Ligonier Pa 15658
Nemeth Jeane 12256 Longview Dr N Huntington Pa 15642
Newill W K 204 E Main St Ligonier Pa 15658
Nichols Dorothy 1348 Airport Rd Vandergrift Pa 15690
Nickels Joseph 100 Freedom Wa Apt D 106 Greensburg Pa 15601
Nider Michael 6002 Kennedy Ave Export Pa 15632
Niessner Luke 110 Lambert Ln Greensburg Pa 15601
Norbeck Anna 358 Concord Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Norgren Deric 10 Morewood St Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Norkus Joann 408 Motheral Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Norwin Shop & Save J Vijo 12681 Rte 30 N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Nurse Anesthetist Service Po Box 121 Trafford Pa 15085
Nutter Earnest Nutter Muriel House 63 Wyano Pa 15695
O
Obbink Gary 636 Vance Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Oberly Lawrence Farm Pricedale Pa 15072
Obey Marcus 889 East Hill Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Occhiuzzi Michael 1 Shrader Jeannette Pa 15644
Okobi A N Md Post Office Box 2505 Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Olbrish Joseph 601 S Church St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Omni Care Rd 6 Po Box 5114 Hempfield Industrial Park Greensburg Pa 15601
Ondriezek Joan 201 Ave B Latrobe Pa 15650
Opsitnick John 2500 S Grande Blvd Apt 422 Greensburg Pa 15601
Ormesher Edna 1712 Constitution Blvd New Kensingt Pa 15068
Orzechowski Lillian C/O L Orzechowski 3058 Leechburg Rd Ste 10 & 11 Lower Burrell
Pa 15068
Oshea Mary Oshea Art 1308 W Erie New Kensington Pa 15068
Otoole Dolores A Estate 1136 Rostraver St Monessen Pa 15062
Overdorff David 202 Russmoore Rd Ruffs Dale Pa 15679
Overly Ann 1519 Rte 981 Ruffsdale Pa 15679
Overly Michael 748 South Main St Greensburg Pa 15601
P
Pacienza Mary 200 Craig Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Paddock Stephen C/O L Orzechowski 3058 Leechburg Rd Ste 10 & 11 Lower Burrell
Pa 15068
Page Catherine Page Joseph Rd 6 Lincoln Hwy Irwin Pa 15642
Panfil John Estate 300 Western Way New Kensington Pa 15068
Papenmeier Claudia Papenmeier Arthur 211 N 5th St Youngwood Pa 15697
Parham Constance 219 N 1st St Apt 2flr Jeannette Pa 15644
Parke Lillian M Estate RR 2 New Kensington Pa 15068
Parker Robert Parker Loann 17 Village Dr Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Paskey Joseph S 312 W Otterman St Greensburg Pa 15601
Pass John 5771 Grant St Export Pa 15632
Pass John 5849 Madison Ave Export Pa 15632
Passaro Louis 760 N Main St Apt F3 Greensburg Pa 15601
Pasulka Victoria 2480 Grande Blvd Greensburg Pa 15601
Paterak Leo Est 1615 7th St New Kensington Pa 15068
Patterson Sarah 103 Woodstone Ln Apt 44 New Kensington Pa 15068
Patterson Teresia Estate 636 Freeport Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Paul Nancy 9897 Joan Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Paul Richard J Estate 505 Old Lincoln Hwy Irwin Pa 15642
Paulisick Peter C/O B Paulisick 6192 Kemerer Hollow Rd Export Pa 15632
Paulone Annette Paulone David 145 Cherrywood Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Pavlekovich Margar RR 3 Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Paw Print The 2521 Leechburg Rd Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Pawlikowski Laura 610 Academy St Apt 5 Youngwood Pa 15697
Payroll Account 647 Donahoe Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Pdc Builders Inc Po Box 149 Latrobe Pa 15650
Pearson William S Estate 1102 Ctr Way New Kensington Pa 15068
Pearson William S Estate 225 Marne Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Peer Eugene 1103 Sullenberger Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Pehl Carl 1819 Service Ln Monessen Pa 15062
Pennavaria Brenda 144 Bella Vista Dr Trafford Pa 15085
Penney Angela Rural Rte 1 Smithton Pa 15479
Pereino Susan 509 Burns St Vandergrift Pa 15690
Perfetti Roberta 113 Chestnut Jeannette Pa 15644
Performance Health Inc 1017 Boyd Rd Export Pa 15632
Perry Marla Perry Eileen 604 Chestnut St Irwin Pa 15642
Peske Edgar 3135 Attleboro Pl Greensburg Pa 15601
Peterson Robert 1818 Snyder Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Petrakis Elaine 112 Asbury Ct Murrysville Pa 15668
Petros Kathryn 250 Donner Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Petrovich Gail 223 S Ligonier St Derry Pa 15627
Pettitt Cara 507 S High St Scottdale Pa 15683
Pevorni Elizabeth 21 Painter St Jeannette Pa 15644
Pfeifer Patricia 288 1/2 E Main St Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Phelan Joseph 3344 Tarrhollow Rd Murrsville Pa 15668
Phillips Carole Rfd 2 Beach Hill Jeannette Pa 15644
Piecka Mary Estate 3441 Garvers Ferry Rd Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Pierchalski Joseph D C/O Son 208 Sunset Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Pilipovich Penny S Ing Financial 1240 Lindencross Ave N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Piraino Ross A 113 Marianna Ct Delmont Pa 15626
Pitoniak Michael Rd 1 Paulton Apollo Pa 15613
Podolak Isabel 14640 Catherine St Irwin Pa 15642
Pokusa Edward 120 Welty Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Polansky Frances J Est Po Box 174 New Stanton Pa 15672
Polard George Estate 804 E 2nd Ave Derry Pa 15627
Polard George Estate Po Box 206 Derry Pa 15627
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Polcsak David P Est 2532 Virginia Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Polier Emily 371 E High Acres Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Pollick Steve Po Box 815 Rd 1 New Kensington Pa 15068
Pollock Larue 1911 Robbins Sta Rd N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Ponzetti Brian 311 Margaret St Jeannette Pa 15644
Porterfield Grant C C/O J Porterfield 3659 Pine Tree Ln Box 312 Murrysville Pa 15668
Pottle Robert Estate Po Box 14 Parnassus Pa 15068
Potts Christina Maple St Apts 154 Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Powerhouse Produce Llc Buncher Commerce Pk Bldg 103 Ave A Youngwood Youngwood
Pa 15697
Powers John 224 James St Latrobe Pa 15650
Poynter Norman G Estate 111 18th St Vandergrift Pa 15690
Pozzuto Martin 114 Sumner Ave Vandergrift Pa 15690
Price John 529 12th St New Kensingtn Pa 15068
Price Lee 13763 Redwood Dr N Huntingdon Pa 15641
Prokopik Helen Estate 1724 2nd Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Provance William 5840 State Rte 981 Ste 102 Latrobe Pa 15650
Pulmonary & Crititcal Care Med 426 Glenmeade Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Pultanovich Victor 326 Edgewood Ave Trafford Pa 15085
Q
Quinn Mary 401 Hawthorne Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
R
R & L Development Co Inc Po Box 529 New Alexandria Pa 15670
Radosh John 517 Forest St Monessen Pa 15062
Raible Arthur 152 Sunrise Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Ralph Isla Kennedy 11490 Dennis Cir North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Ranker John Ranker Amy 130 Woodhaven Dr Jeannette Pa 15644
Rastogi Kamal 2014 Souli St Unity Twnshp Gbg Pa 15601
Rastogi Vijay 2014 Unity Twnshp Gbg Pa 15601
Rautenstrauch Beth Y 333 Harvey Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Raymaley Leland Chalmers 553 Jefferson School Rd Ligonier Pa 15658
Raymond Mary 500 Richmond St Arnold Pa 15068
Raynak Margaret Estate 1949 Reynals Claridge Pa 15623
Raynor Helen Box 95 Hempfie Jeanette Pa 15644
Reconfio Margaret 2907 Mutter St New Kensington Pa 15068
Redman Anna 210 S 7th St Jeannette Pa 15644
Redpath William B Est Redpath William 1111 Jefferson St Apt 103 Latrobe Pa 15650
Redpath William 403 Lloyd Ave Latrobe Pa 15650
Reese Debbie 119 Treager Way Greensburg Pa 15601
Reid Anna 201 Greenfield Rd Derry Pa 15627
Reid Surlaney R RR 12 Box 41 Greensburg Pa 15601
Reiff Eddie 303 Silvis St Jeanette Pa 15644
Remi Retail Communtn 138 South Main St Greensburg Pa 15601
Renee Eleanor G 1528 Horne Blvd Apt 506 Arnold Pa 15068
Residential 837 Hummingbird Ln Apollo Pa 15613
Resovich Julie 916 Maliniak St Monessen Pa 15062
Reuter Hubert 625 Sixth Trafford Pa 00000
Rhodes Kenneth Rhodes Mildred Box 174 New Florance Pa 15944
Rice Roxie A Estate RR1 Vandergrift Pa 15690
Rice Twila 112 Northumberland Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Richards Keith 152 Voyager Estates West Newton Pa 15089
Ridgeview Veterinary Clinic Po Box 921 Greensburg Pa 15601
Riems Leslie 1401 Lyons Run Murrysville Pa 15668
Rifenburgh Susan Rifenburgh Doris 754 Cabin Hill Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Rinaldi Franklin 634 S Wain St Gbg Pa 15601
Ritenour Clarence Dba Sams Landscaping 20 Ritenour Rdg Champion Pa 15622
Ritter Charles Est RR 1 Murrysville Pa 15668
Rivera Higinio 550 5th Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Rivosecchi William Rivosecchi Dora Rd 3 Irwin Pa 15642
Rizzardi Stephanie 220 North 5th St Jeannette Pa 15644
Robare Geraldine Robare Thomas 249 Mc Laughlin Dr New Kensington Pa 15068
Robert Shaffer Estate 406 George St Greensburg Pa 15601
Robertson Harry 1 South 8th St Youngwood Pa 15697
Robicon 500 Hunt Valy Dr New Kinsington Pa 15068
Robillard Darin 109 Timberridge Ct Apt A 22 New Stanton Pa 15672
Robinson Linda RR 1 Bolivar Pa 15923
Rocco Frank 7781 Butler St No 5 Irwin Pa 15642
Rockot David 10640 Crestview Dr N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Rodger Moore 150 School St New Stanton Pa 15672
Rodger Morgan 305 Tr Ct Trafford Pa 15085
Rodgers Susan 905 W Vine St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Romano Robert 9281 Clubview Dr N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Romeo Elenora C Est 1518 Riverside Dr Arnold Pa 15068
Romish Ruth Estate RR 4 Box 527 Apollo Pa 15613
Rosalie G Evans 5891 Fillmore Ave Export Pa 15632
Rose Cecelia Railrd Hyde Park Pa 15641
Rose Emma 449 College Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Ross Cheyenne Ross Denise Ross Alvin 511 Smtt Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Ross Earnest Ross Alda Star Rte Stahlstown Pa 15687
Ross Jason 233 Painter St Greensburg Pa 15601
Rosyak Arlene 2541 Scotch Hill 1 N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Roth Helen 222 W Smithfield St Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Rozinsky Joseph Rd2 Latrobe Pa 15650
Rsi Inc 953 5th Ave New Kensingtn Pa 15068
Ruth Lydic 20 South Sixth St Youngwood Pa 15697
Ryan William H Est 121 Ashley Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Rysz Anna 29 Rumbaugh Ave Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Rywak Emma Estate 1820 Leishman Ave Arnold Pa 15068
S
S Tantisira & Associates Profit Sharing 1001 Ash St Irwin Pa 15642
Sabolik Travis P RR 2 Box 379b Ligonier Pa 15658
Sachakul Chitrinee Dr Medical Commons II 540 South St Suite 304 Greensburg Pa
15601
Safran Edward 10951 Old Trail Rd North Huntington Pa 15642
Sajna Leona 616 Front St Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Sams Patricia Apt 813 New Kensington Pa 15068
Samulski Leo RR 1 Box 314 Irwin Pa Irwin Pa 15642
Sanders Althea E 1546 Woodlawn Dr Latrobe Pa 15650
Sanfilippo Grace L Estate 407 Spring St Latrobe Pa 15650
Santina Raymond Box 77 Hyde Park Pa 15641
Santone Charles 171 Oak Hill Dr Latrobe Pa 15650
Sapone Edward Sapone Stella Apt 3 Fl 2 Frnt Right 18 W Pi Greensburg Pa 15601
Sarah Burgman 10865 Old Trail Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Sarnese Janine 204 Walnut Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Sarocky Ronald 165 Wilps Dr Herminie Pa 15637
Sasso Joseph A Jr 1019 Fieldstone Dr N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Saxton Elizabet Saxton Walter 409 Humphrey Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Scalzitti Virginia Scalzitti Arthur 301 Hickory St Jeannette Pa 15644
Schaffer Elenore Estate 309 W Otterman St Greensburg Pa 15601
Schaller Leslie Apt B 106 Kenneth St Greensburg Pa 15601
Schank Rosemarie Estate 611 6th Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Schendel Catherine Schendel Urban 85 Westmoreland Rd Trafford Pa 15085
Schnee Elizabeth 1615 5th Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Schneider Daniel M 111 Holly Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Schneider Gregory 4023 Mayflower Ln Murrysville Pa 15668
Schultheis Charles RR 3 Box 202a Export Pa 15632
Schumacher Helen 3821 Harwick Ct Murrysville Pa 15668
Selby Jane Estate RR 2 New Alexandria Pa 15670
Seman Mark 11581 Ctr St N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Seven Springs Mounta Rte 1 Champion Pa 15622
Shadler Betty L Estate RR 2 Box 457 Latrobe Pa 15650
Shafer Dana 105 Clay Ave Apt 1 Jeanette Pa 15644
Shafer Florence 710 N Main St Apt A−7 Greensburg Pa 15601
Shaffer Joshua 473 Hartford Sq Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Shamey Mary 230 East Loyalhanna St Ligonier Pa 15658
Sharick John W II 149 Alter Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Shaw James 222 B Clay Ave Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Shawley Olga Rd 2 Box 562 Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Sheahan James 5128 Scenic Dr Murrysville Pa 15668
Shearer George 301 Wimmerton Blvd Apt 114 Latrobe Pa 15650
Shehab Patricia 555 Arizona Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Shellgren Dalton James 13921 Winchester Rd Trafford Pa 15085
Shetty Usha 124 Lakeview Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Shewbridge William 206 Park St Scottdale Pa
Shick Lewis 1148 Spruce St Greensburg Pa 15601
Shirer George Shirer Della 7 14th Jeannette Pa 15644
Shirey Mildred Rd 3 Box 300 Latrobe Pa 15650
Shuey Margaret 3244 Vermont Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Shuster Edith RR 4 Box 279 Greensburg Pa 15601
Shuster William 700 Weldon St Latrobe Pa 15650
Shutt P Arthur 1423 Latrobe St Latrobe Pa 15650
Siegel Virginia Siegel Eugene 205 No Fairfield Ligonier Pa 15658
Siemens Energy & Automation 500 Hunt Valy Dr New Kinsingto Pa 15068
Sikora Stephen M III Sikora Stepehen M Jr 5315 Kistler Rd Export Pa 15632
Silicki Stephanie Estate 319 RR 1 St Vandergrift Pa 15690
Sinclair James 202 Country Rd Slickville Pa 15684
Sindorf Helen 209 W 3rd Stapt 307 Pershing Sq Greensburg Pa 15601
Skeath John A Jr 304 E Mulberry Dr Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Skovira Donald Po Box 150 New Stanton Pa 15672
Skovira Paul Po Box 24 Donegal Pa 15628
Slewinski Thomas 210 Main St Jeannette Pa 15644
Slivka Cornelia Slivka Andrew RR 4 Ridge Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Slivka Cornelia Slivka Andy RR 4 Irwin Pa 15642
Smarra Paul 3388 Pike St Herminie Pa 15637
Smartnick Melanie 119 Hydrangea Ln Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Smarto John 434 Jane St Jeannette Pa 15644
Smatlak Donald 150 Clairmont St N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Smen Antonio RR 1 Derry Pa 15627
Smetanka Anne 320 E Main St Ligonier Pa 15658
Smilack Craig 3323 Meadowbrook Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Smith Albert C Estate RR 2 New Alexandria Pa 15670
Smith Alex 308 Oakland Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Smith Dorothy 205 Donnell Rd Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Smith Jack 957 Leeds Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Smith Kory 3001 Stoupas Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Smith Mary 301 Lincoln Ave Apt 108 Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Smith Matilda R Estate 225 Glenview Dr Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Smith Samantha 857 Georgina Dr Derry Pa 15627
Smith William 2961 Dirling Ln N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Smorada Albert 34 Brenda Ave Jeannette Pa 15644
Snyder Katherine R Estate RR 1 Murrysville Pa 15668
Sobinsky John Sobinsky John Rd 1 Mount Pleasan Pa 15666
Somyak Evelyn 5131 Beech Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Soncini Bertha 2280 Douglass Run Rd Sutersville Pa 15083
Sondecker Frances Sondecker Ted 123 Windsor Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Sovic Richard M Cust Sovic Erica 216 Chris Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Spadafore Edith 910 Sawgrass Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Spagnolo Irene Spagnolo Louis 400 1 2 Jackson Vandergrift Pa 15690
Spencer Helen 1802 Kenneth Ave B New Kensington Pa 15068
Spurling Casey 308 S 4th St Apollo Pa 15613
Stafford George Po Box 103 Herminie Pa 15637
Stahl Christy 28 Observatory St Po Box 188 Manor Pa 15665
Stangl Geraldine Est 5109 Scenic Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Stano Shawn Po Box 186 Southwest Pa 15685
Stayke Betty J Estate 716 Welty St Greensburg Pa 15601
Steck John Steck Edna 506 Canterbury Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Stegman Blaise 177 Hill Crest Ln Sutersville Pa 15083
Steigerwald Patricia J 9101 New Falls Rd Apt B7 Murrysville Pa 15668
Stevenson James 209 W 3rd St Pershing Sq Greensburg Pa 15601
Steward Hazel 209 W 3rd St Apt 10 Greensburg Pa 15601
Stewart Helen 139 Prittstown Rd Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Stewart Margaret 308 Columbia Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Stiffler Sara Rd 1 New Florence Pa 15944
Stoneman William 2480 South Grande Blvd Greensburg Pa 15601
Stoner Gerald 13 Park Ave Scottdale Pa 15683
Stoner Pearl Po Box 820 Greensburg Pa 15601
Stoner Teresa 212 Saunders Sta Rd Trafford Pa 15085
Stouffer Ann Box 322 Dixon St Youngstown Pa 15696
Stouffer Ann Dixon St Youngstown Pa 15696
Stough Gerald Estate RR 1 Grapeville Pa 15634
Stout William 317 Locust Greensburg Pa 00000
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Stover Donald 11 Woodcrest Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Streekers Night Club 331 Gas Ctr Rd Seward Pa 15954
Streets Kimberly 44 Sewickley St Herminie Pa 15637
Strickler Margaret 234 E Tacoma Ave Latrobe Pa 15650
Sun Parlor Tanning 5024 Rte 30 Suite 2 Greensburg Pa 15601
Surinder Bajwa 305 7th St New Kensington Pa 15068
Susko David 200 Craig Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Sutovich George 618 Smt Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Svymkow Eric 2764 Grant St Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Sweetapple Amy 256 Beatty County Rd Latrobe Pa 15650
Swensrud Cynthia 507 Milltown Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Sylvester Albino Rfd 1 Mountpleasant Pa 15666
Sylvester Rodger Rfd 1 Mount Pleasan Pa 15666
Sylvester Roger 57 Pattontown Slickville Pa 15684
T
Tammy Catalano 600 Cedar Glen Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Tantisira S 1001 Ashe St Irwin Pa 15642
Tantlinger Onnarae 1417 Alcoa Dr Arnold Pa 15068
Tatsch Robert 956 Athalia Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Taylor Turner Martin Henry 303 N 3rd St Apt 2 Jeannette Pa 15644
Teeters Gusty 524 N 5th St Youngwood Pa 15697
Templeton Helen 308 S 4th St Apollo Pa 15613
Tepke Agnes Est 14030 Wayne Dr Irwin Pa 15642
Testamentarytrust RD 1 Park Meadows Irwin Pa 15642
Thebom Blanche F Estate 467 Clarendon Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Thf Realty 2070 Greengate Cir Greensburhg Pa 15601
Thieshen Marion M Est 404 Pleasant Manor Dr Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Thomas Richard Thomas Mary RR 7 Box 378 Greensburg Pa 15601
Thomas Joseph 229 Aliquippa Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Thompson Dorothy Thompson Larry 407 Penn Ave Hyde Park Pa 15641
Thomson Juliane 200 S Ligonier St Derry Pa 15627
Tj Shoppe Inc Dba Quiznos Subs 1185 E Pittsburg St Greensburg Pa 15601
Tobin Patricia RR 2 Box 266f Latrobe Pa 15650
Tom Garry Rd 1 Box 403a 19 Export Pa 15632
Toney Louis 1528 Horne Blvd Apt 713 Arnold Pa 15068
Trafford Corporation 550 Fifth St Ext Trafford Pa 15085
Trafford Distribution Company 1 Steward Sta Dr Trafford Pa 15085
Travalena Edward Travalena Rose 409 Ontario Monessen Pa 15062
Trembach Olga Estate Po Box 6 Pricedale Pa 15072
Tri State Area Hockey Association C/O E M Sam 622 Ctview Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Tribunereview Publi 622 Cabin Hill Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Trilli Attilio 635 S 14th St Monessen Pa 15062
Trisch Robert 971 Colonial Manor Rd N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Trogler David 300 Mcfarland Derry Pa 15627
Troth Hilda 37 Reed St Monessen Pa 15062
Trout Paul Est Rd 2 Box 34 Acme Pa 15610
True Virginia True Oscar Rd 1 Irwin Pa 15642
Trygar Peter Back St Avonmore Pa 15618
Tucci Victor RR 2 Box 489 New Kensingtn Pa 15068
Tucker Lillian 17224 N 5th St Apt 1 West Newton Pa 15089
Tucker Lillian 224 N 5th St Apt 1 West Newton Pa 15089
Turka Robert One Energy Place Latrobe Pa 15650
Turner Stella 2810leechb Rd Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Tuttle Robert 2763 Laurel Dr Export Pa 15632
Twigger Henry 58 Depot St Greensburg Pa 15601
Tzou Daisy S M Tzou James 1316 Samantha Way N Huntingdon Pa 15642
U
Umak Martin Umak Mike 2 Harrison St Delmont Pa 15626
Universal Coil Llc Attn R Shanno 800 Cabin Hill Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Unterreiner John 261 Burning Oaks Dr L 240 Irwin Pa 15642
Urban John 258 Thorne Run Rd Export Pa 15632
Urbany Catherine Estate Po Box 256 14 Central Tarrs Pa 15688
Ustohal June Estate RR 1 Penn Pa 15675
V
Valasko J A Jr 712 Skyline Dr Youngwood Pa 15697
Valero Lucy Ann CO J A Valero Po Box 111 Slickville Pa 15684
Valesky Homes Inc RR 12 Box 46b Greensburg Pa 15601
Valo Virginia Valo George 100 Boyd Monessen Pa 15062
Vandergrift Womans Club C/O C R Jaros 180 Franklin Ave Vandergrift Pa 15690
Vernail Doris 71 S Pine St Irwin Pa 15642
Vestrand Pauline 2491 Oak Hill Dr New Kensingto Pa 15068
Vischer Else 906 Stratford Rd Ligonier Pa 15658
Vitale Gatene Estate RR 1 New Kensington Pa 15068
Vitale Micheal Estate RR 1 New Kensington Pa 15068
Vo Thu X 40 Country Farm Ln Harrison City Pa 15636
Vodhanel Susan RR 1 Box 302 Irwin Pa 15642
Vof Trust Rd 1 PO Box 108 New Alexandria Pa 15670
Vogle Margaret 149 Main St Latrobe Pa 15650
Vogle Mary B Estate Main St Mt Pleasant Pa 15666
Voytek Joseph 200 Rd 3 Latrobe Pa 15650
Voytek Joseph 31 Penn Ave Latrobe Pa 15650
Vrcek Lee 4897 Peachtree Dr Murrysville Pa 15668
Vukovich Virginia Vukovich John 124 4th Grapeville Pa 15634
W
Wachter Edward 7101 Leechburg Rd New Kensingtn Pa 15068
Wadsworth Romayne RR 2 Box 314 Ruffs Dale Pa 15679
Wagner Jennifer Wagner Bernice Rd 1 Box 326 New Florence Pa 15944
Walcott Reginald 364 Orr Ave Apollo Pa 15613
Walker James Lower Main Youngstown Pa 15696
Walkinsham Andrea Estate RR 1 Derry Pa 15627
Wall William Estate C/O E Wall R1708 8th Ave Irwin Pa 15642
Wall William Estate Elm St Irwin Pa 15642
Wallace Kruse Sol 1172 Dennis Ave Monessen Pa 15062
Walroth Scott 219 Maple Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Walthour Christ C Jr Box 536 Manor Pa 15665
Wang Melinda 305 Jefferson St Export Pa 15632
Warner Scott 2710 Raymond Ave Latrobe Pa 15650
Waterbeds Emporium 11639 Rte 30 N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Waterhouse Bradley 935 East Pittsburgh St Greensburg Pa 15601
Watterson Brandon 106 Franklin Ave Vadergrift Pa 15690
Waxter Mary Waxter Donald Rd 8 PO Box 152 Hilton Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Way Eric 3110 Ben Venue Dr Greensburg Pa 15601
Weaver George W C/O Estate 15601 Greensburg Latrobe Pa 15650
Webster Mary Jane 1858 Bernice Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Weible Elizabeth 515 Delaware St Monessen Pa 15062
Weible Lawerenc 515 Delaware Monessen Pa
Weir Corey 3482 Rt 130 Irwin Pa 15642
Weisel Anita 188 Winfield Cir Greensburg Pa 15601
Weishner Terrence 609 Akita Ln Greensburg Pa 15601
Weishorn Ronald Weishorn Linda 720 Shady Dr Level Green Pa 15085
Wellek Frank In 1000 Main St Latrobe Pa 15650
Wells John A Jr Rd 1 PO Box 108 New Alexandria Pa 15670
West Penn Auction Sales Po Box 432 Adamsburg Pa 15611
Western Pa Nlc 1042 Sandy Hill Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Westinghouse Electric Corp Waltz Mill Site Madison Pa 15663
Westmoreland Forest 77 1423 Latrobe St Trustee Acct Latrobe Pa 15650
Westmoreland Manor 2480 S Grande Blvd Greensburg Pa 15601
Whirlow John C/O Josephine Pandolph 1124 Ninth Ave Irwin Pa 15642
White Ashleigh Po Box 323 Champion Pa 15622
Whiteman Richard E Estate Po Box 96 Claridge Pa 15623
Whiteman Richard E Estate RR 1 Claridge Pa 15623
Wike Francis Wike Trey 103 7th St Ext Trafford Pa 15085
Wiley Geraldine 1301 Bennett Ave Jeannette Pa 15644
Williams Charles 507 Park Manor Dr Monessen Pa 15062
Williams Steven 1850 Leger Rd Ardara Pa 15615
Wilson Kepple Rd 2 Box 802 New Alexandria Pa 15670
Wilson Sherry 602 Old Lincoln Hwy Ligonier Pa 15658
Wiltrout Walter 1796 Breakneck Rd Scottdale Pa 15683
Wingfield Coral 4953 Cline Hollow Rd Murrysville Pa 15668
Wise Mildred E Est Rd 1 Box 178a Greensburg Pa 15601
Wisniewski Raymond Wisniewski Lori 135 Bella Vista Dr Murrysville Pa 15668
Wolf Dennise Childrens Trust Regis M 6 Spencer Ln Irwin Pa 15642
Wolfe Douglas 19 6th St Hutchinson Pa 15640
Wolfe M J 162a Jefferson Ave Vandergrift Pa 15690
Wood Hunter Box 391 Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Woods Mary Catherine Woods Ronald 127 Abbe Pl Delmont Pa 15626
Woomer Clara Estate 1742 Wildlife Lodge Rd New Kensington Pa 15068
Workman Margaret Thornwood Scottdale Pa 15683
Wright Darob Dwan 550 4th Ave New Kensington Pa 15068
Wright Shannon Po Box 190 Murrysville Pa 15668
Y
Yakovac Isabel RD 1 Park Meadows Irwin Pa 15642
Yates Anita 322 Rear South 6th St Jeannette Pa 15644
Yeager Elizabeth Yeager George 2315 Robert St N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Yeager Cindy Po Box 15 Hutchinson Pa 15640
Yelich Randi 1 W Hills Dr Apt A24 Greensburg Pa 15601
Yelinek Emily 413 N 6th St Youngwood Pa 15697
Yimin Virginia 500 Richmond St Arnold Pa 15068
Yocca Timothy 40 Park St Apt 2 Pittsburgh Pa 15601
Young Philip Young Ivan 333 Harvey Ave Greensburg Pa 15601
Young Elizabeth Rd 2 Apollo Pa 15613
Young Michael 714 8th St Irwin Pa 15642
Young Nancy PO Box 94 New Stanton Pa 15672
Z
Zahorchak Joseph 130 W Pittsburgh St Delmont Pa 15626
Zaph Sharon 305 Robison St Moneffen Pa 15062
Zarod Stephen Zarod Maria 608 Penn Dr Trafford Pa 15085
Zelenak Debra Po Box 22 Calumet Pa 15621
Zello Debra Zello Mark Po Box 105 Loyalhanna Pa 15661
Zepek Eugene Estate RR 1 Irwin Pa 15642
Zerebnick Annaliese B 113 Marianna Ct Delmont Pa 15626
Zetwo Gregory 4207 Lochner Ct Murrysville Pa 15668
Ziegler Curt Rd3 Box 264d Beaver Rd Greensburg Pa 15601
Zigarovich Anthony 770 Northeast Dr North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Zimmerman Tracie 1790 Hahntown−Wendel Rd N Huntingdon Pa 15642
Zrelak Agnes 1706 Ridge Ave Arnold Pa 15068
Zsak Joseph 1023 Paintertown Rd Irwin Pa 15642
Zwingler Paula Jean 230 E Fairmont Ave Trafford Pa 15085
Wyoming County
B
Bagg Kenneth RR 1 Box 1506 Nicholson Pa 18446
Bates R RR 2 Box 2770 Factoryville Pa 18419
Blanco Joshua 172 N Bridge St 2 Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Bonczek Christine Bonczek Sophie 53 E Tioga St Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Bonczek Edward Bonczek Sophie 53 E Tioga St Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Bouch Brenda RR 2 Box 2289 Factoryville Pa 18419
Breitweiser Bruce G O Box 27 Meshoppen Pa 86300
C
Casella Joseph RR 1 Box 1162 Nicholson Pa 18446
Cashmark Madlyne A Est RR 1 Factoryville Pa 18419
Churilla Eliz & Fornwalt Chestnut St Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Coleman Jeffery Rd2 Box 335d Nicholson Pa 18446
Connerton Gerard RR 2 Box 1218 Falls Pa 18615
Cowan Teyana N Rural Rte 4 Box 1169 Meshoppen Pa 18630
Crandall Ronald RR 1 Box 49b Meshoppen Pa 18630
D
Dimmig Russell RR 2 Box 198a Mehoopany Pa 18629
Dixon Alfred Dixon Susie 39 East Harrison Tunkhannock Pa 18657
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G
Galenty A Po Box 34 Lake Winola Pa 18625
Gawronski Robert RR 2 Box 352 Mehoopany Pa 18629
Gay Marble C/O J S Gay 626 Sr 29 S Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Gerchak Edward 250 Roosevelt Hwy Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Giannetti Ronald Giannetti Donald RR 1 Box 376 Falls Pa 18615
H
Hall Beverly Po Box 96 Factoryville Pa 18419
Hamilton Lockwood Phyllis B RR 3 Box 3384 Laceyville Pa 18623
Hauser Dawn RR 2 Box 161−B Meshoppen Pa 18630
Healey Gregory 208 Sr 292 E Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Heinbach Verna RR 2 Box 90 A Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Hickok Nancy RR 2 Box 2024 Nicholson Pa 18446
J
Jaklitsch Marie Po Box 5 Lake Winola Pa 18625
Johnson Amy RR 3 Box 286c Meshoppen Pa 18630
K
Kalmanowicz Marge Mr 50 W Harrison St Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Kintner Richard RR 1 Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Kittle Thomas RR 3 Box 90 Meshoppen Pa 18630
Kiwanis Wyoming County 109 Warren St Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Knapman Leona J Estate RR 1 Laceyville Pa 18623
Koerber Arlene Rd 1 Avondale Hill Plymouth Pa 18657
Kravch Cheryl 8 Swale Brook Apts Tunkhannock Pa 18657
L
Little Robert 408 Stony Mountain Rd Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Lonaberger Kathy RR 1 Box 1038 Factoryville Pa 18419
Lopatofsky Sandra Cust 6 W Harrison St Tunkhannock Pa 18657
M
Mackey May Estate 184 Refuge Ln Mehoopany Pa 18629
Mcdonough William 125 E Tioga St Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Mcelroy Kevin 6 Jeanne Dr Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Molchan Rosalie 45 Woodland Way Tunkhannoc Pa 18657
N
Nalbone Laura RR 1 Box 109 Maple St Noxen Pa 18636
Newell Helen 66 Redfield St Tunkhannock Pa 18657
O
Oliver Arvilla Second St RR 2 Laceyville Pa 18623
Owens Harold Est RR 1 Box 1544 Factoryville Pa 18419
P
Patton Karen Po Box 25 Mehoopany Pa 18629
Peabody Audrey RR 2 Box 90 A Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Pengelly Wm J Estate RR 2 Factoryville Pa 18419
Proulx James 19 Gary Ln Tunkhannock Pa 18657
R
Ramey Donald 500 297 Henry Holod Rd Factoryville Pa 18419
Reid Marion 130 Oakwood Lake Village Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Riedinger Walter 40 Carey Hill Rd Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Rogers David Rogers Trina 123 Rogers Ln Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Rosa Samuel 356 Starlgt Ter Tobyhanna Pa 18446
S
Samosky Kelsie 274 Sr 292 East Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Sherwood Real Estate Llc Single Member Llc 131 Sherwood Dr Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Sherwood Walter 140 W State St Nicholson Pa 18446
Sobonski William T Hc 1003 Box 50 Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Stirewalt Rita RR I 1393 Nicholson Pa 18846
Stony Mountain Garden Center Mile Hill Rd Tunkhannock Pa 18657
U
Usa Eurocos 473 Sr 292 E Tunkhannock Pa 18657
V
Varhade Shakuntala Y Dr Varhade Kids Clinic Inc Po Box 821 Tunkhannock Pa 18657
W
White Suzanne RR 1 Box 18−A Mehoopany Pa 18629
Whitman Michaline Estate RR 2 Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Williams Candice 18 Vase Ln Falls Pa 19054
Williams Donald RR 2 Box 2765 Factoryville Pa 18419
Winola Industrial RR1 Box 1070 Factoryville Pa 18419
Wisor Dorothy Wisor Burt RR 3 Box 115d Meshoppen Pa 18630
Z
Zito Anna Rd 1 Avondale Hill Plymouth Pa 18657
York County
1002 Associates Llc 1002 Mount Rose Ave York Pa 17403
A
Aaron Eby Colin 50 Monteview Dr York Pa 17404
Accufab 15894 Elm Dr New Freedom Pa 17349
Acharya Keshav 7 N Us Hwy 15 Apt 250 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Adams Steve 210 Knob Creek Ln York Pa 17402
Airtacs Po Box 349 Red Lion Pa 17356
Alagood Kenneth 228 N Pine York Pa
Alan Niezgocki And Pritz Auto 117 North Cheviot Way Red Lion Pa 17356
Albert K S 38 May Dr Dillsburg Pa 17019
Alessi Dennis 826 Maryland Ave York Pa 17404
Ali Shaukat 2051 N Susqhenna Tr D York Pa 17404
Allen Richard 40 Grant St Apt 5 York Pa 17401
Allen William J 1022 Us Hwy 15 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Almoney Margaret Almoney Robert W Rd 1 York Pa 17404
Alston James 3060 Spectrum Rd Dover Pa 17315
Altland Shirley Altland Brian 119 E 6th Ave York Pa 17404
Altobelli Susan 1176 Big Mount Rd Dover Pa 17316
American Distributors 540 Industrial Dr Lewisberry Pa 17339
American Honda Finance 2451 Old Forge Rd Brogue Pa 17309
American Investors 23 Camp Ground Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Ames Michael L 2915 Freysville Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
Ammac Holdings Lp 6000 Susquehanna Plaza York Pa 17406
Amspacher M W 13094 Rennoll Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
Anderson Brandon 50 Lafayette St York Pa 17401
Anderson Carl E Son Inc 325 Pinehurst Rd York Pa 17402
Anderson Erik Pmb 149 644 Shrewsbury Commons Ave Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Anderson Linda D 180 Honey Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Anderson Stuart 638 W Brdway Red Lion Pa 17356
Anderson Thelma 102 Dew Drop Ct York Pa 17403
Anstine Juanita 304 Dewdrop Rd Township Of York Pa 17402
Apple Body Shop 927 N Hartley St York Pa 17404
Applied Solutions Inc 55 S Richland Ave York Pa 17404
Arcuri Josephine V Estate 529 Dallas St York Pa 17403
Arnold Edward 814 E Philadelphia York Pa 17403
Arnoldjr Edward T 814 E Philadelphia York Pa 17403
Ashman Patrick 1001 S George St York Pa 17405
Associated Wholesale Grocers 600 Arsenal Rd York Pa 17402
Aten Angela 35 Cedar St Manchester Pa 17345
Atlas Cold Storage Llc York 380 Willow Spgs Ln York Pa 17406
Atnafu Ermiyas 437 Radcliffe Dr Harrisburg Pa 17019
Aucheys Plant Farm 1851 Baltimore Pike Hanover Pa 17331
Aughenbaugh Carey Aughenbaugh Nancy 2953 Robin Rd York Pa 17404
Austin H Eberly Funeral Home 104 W Main St Dallastown Pa 17313
Automated Data Instruments Inc Po Box 2823 York Pa 17405
Auxer Frederic Auxer Gladys G Exyers PO Goldsboro Pa 17319
Awan Maryam 7738 Grand Lake Dr Seven Valley Pa 17360
B
Baer Edward 1815 W Philadelphia St York Pa 17404
Baer Lauren Po Box 8539 Hanover Pa 17331
Baer Robert 36 W Mackt York Pa
Baer Susanna 747 S Queen St York Pa 17403
Bagnall Kyle 25 Oakwood Dr Etters Pa 17319
Bahn Mary E Estate RR 5 York Pa 17402
Bailey Candi 145 Burberry Ln Mount Wolf Pa 06/29
Bailey Marie 1770 Barley Rd York Pa 17404
Bair Sara 458 W Princess St York Pa 17401
Baker David 1432 Stanton St York Pa 17404
Baker Shane 650 Black Rock Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Baldwin Garvie Baldwin Robyn 3470 Sticks Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
Bankert David 1745 Beck Mill Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Banks Kevin 580 Arbor Dr Red Lion Pa 17356
Barber Kelly 122 E Clearview Dr Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Bargelt Dorothy Bargelt Philip 330 Peyton Rd York Pa 17403
Barley Gerald Barley Lorna 601 S Front St Wrightsville Pa 17368
Barnes Marie 195 Pine Woods Rd Wellsville Pa 17365
Barnes Tim 65 Hemlock Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Barnett Lori 4 Larch Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Barwick Kathleen Ann B 179 Pond Rd Delta Pa 17314
Bastas Marie S Estate R2 Hellam Pa 17406
Basuki Siska Basuki Don 108 Woodland Dr Jacobus Pa 17407
Bates Jonathan 1875 Pineview Dr York Pa 17404
Bauer Helen Estate 323 Baltimore St Hanover Pa 17331
Baugher Barbara Baugher Robert 2517 Joppa Rd York Pa 17403
Baughman David L Sr RR 1 York Pa 17404
Baughmen Marguerit RR 1 York Pa 17404
Beatty Sherry 433 Atlantic Ave York Pa 17404
Beaverson Brandon 110 S Front St Wrightsville Pa 17368
Beck Edward Re D A Beck Dec D 420 Park St York Pa 17404
Becker Alvin C Mc Allister Hanover Pa
Becker Mark 3591 Partridge Dr Dover Pa 17315
Begley Melissa 207 Prospect Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Benn Karen 1981 Ridge Rd Wellsville Pa 17365
Berdell Paul 279 Good Rd Apt 1 Airville Pa 17302
Berkheimer Jesse E Estate 30 Mcallister St Hanover Pa 17331
Berkheimer Jesse Estate 30 Mcallister St Hanover Pa 17331
Bessemer Daniel Bessemer Robert 101 Ridgefield Dr York Pa 17403
Better Deal Cell 2331 East Market St York Pa 17402
Biddle Zane 4251 Dogwood Ln Glenville Pa 17329
Biggs Gregory 270 Highland Ave Manchester Pa 17345
Billingslea Allen 2028 Ashcombe Dr Dover Pa 17315
Bittinger Elizabeth 25 Brandy Ct Hanover Pa 17331
Bittle Diane 1032 W Market St Apt 3flr York Pa 17404
Black Earle 649 Poplar St Hanover Pa 17331
Black Nicole 822 Logan Ln Hanover Pa 17331
Blair Clarence H Estate Grandview Park Yerkes Pa
Blanchette Jamie Elizabeth 2 Virginia Ave Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Blanchette Joshua 2 Virginia Ave Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Blevins Jennifer Blevins Lori 921 E Poplar St York Pa 17403
Block Wayne PO Box 3325 York Pa 17402
Blumhard Christopher 2880 Deer Chase Ln York Pa 17403
Bocek Nicole 3116 Wooster Dr Dover Pa 17315
Bonello Lori J Crna 1205 Copper Beech Dr York Pa 17403
Booth Jessee Booth Karyn 6000 Susquehanna Plaza York Pa 17406
Booth K Scott 5 Morris Ave Fawn Grove Pa 17321
Border Line Llc 2880 Deer Chase Ln York Pa 17403
Bortner Betty J Estate 914 E Market St York Pa 17403
Bosserman Richard K Estate 864 Gunnison Rd York Pa 17404
Bostic Irene Bostic James N 1288 W Princess St York Pa 17404
Boteler Michael 206 Carlisle St Apt 3 Hanover Pa 17331
Bowman Madeline 1731 Orange St York Pa 17404
Bowser Robert 613 Hill Point Dr Etters Pa 17319
Boyce Andrew S Dr Dept Of Medical Edu Po Box 15118 Attn L Fritz York Pa 17405
Boyle L Eamonn Boyle Susan 2020 Knights View Rd Wrightsville Pa 17368
Boyle Liam Suite 185 25 Monument Rd York Pa 17403
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Bradley Katrina Bradley Jason 370 Lynne Dr York Pa 17347
Bradley Raymond 6132 Brich Rd Stewartstown Pa 17363
Brady Brenda 2252 Meadow St York Pa 17408
Brady Linda 338 Third St Hanover Pa 17331
Branin Mary Branin Loyd 980 Clubhouse Rd York Pa 17403
Brannan Richard Brannan Samantha 2636 Vireo Rd York Pa 17403
Brehm Joann 400 E Middle St Hanover Pa 17331
Breneman Donald 7400 Carlisle Rd Wellsville Pa 17365
Breneman Lois 213 Gross Ave Dover Pa 17315
Brimfield Miriam C Estate 1012 Smallbrook Ln York Pa 17403
Britton Brandon 607 West Mason Ave York Pa 17404
Brook Randy Rr 5 Box 5750 Spring Grove Pa 17362
Brown Juanita Est 519 Mckenzie St York Pa 17403
Brown Matthew 25 White Dogwood Dr Etters Pa 17319
Brown Norma 100 S Newberry St York Pa 17402
Brown Wesley 2211 East Market St York Pa 17402
Bruce David 52 1/2 Frederick D Hanover Pa 17331
Bruno Samuel 203 S Queen St York Pa 17403
Bryan Kimberly Bryan Edmund 2944 Godfrey Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
Bryerton Leslie E 107 W Greenhouse Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Buchanan Beulah Buchanan Dan 14997 Bonnair Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
Budget Host Inn 1162 Haines Rd York Pa 17402
Bugard Charlotte S 1801 Folkemer Cir York Pa 17404
Bulk Sara Bulk Ned A 18 Oak Ridge Dr York Pa 17402
Bull Robert Bull Emily RR 3 PO Box 89a Glen Rock Pa 17327
Bull Robert Bull Susan RR 3 PO Box 89a Glen Rock Pa 17327
Bull Earl 12293 High Point Rd Felton Pa 17322
Bupp Francis 800 E Prospect St York Pa 17403
Burg Richard 1445 W King St York Pa 17404
Burgess Dawn 149 Coventry Rd Dallastown Pa 17313
Burkey Stacy 2140 Carlisle Rd York Pa 17404
Burnette Phillip 119 Orchard Ln Hanover Pa 17331
Burnham Vauna 777 Cherry Tree Ct Hanover Pa 17331
Buttrey Richard 563 W Philadelphia St York Pa 17404
Bywaters Ruth 800 E Prospect St York Pa 17403
C
C H Reed Incorporated PO Box 524 Hanover Pa 17331
C Works Solutions The Signal 625 Willow Spgs Ln Rm A York Pa 17402
Cadawas Susan 4 Woodland Dr Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Cafferky Clifton 9836 Bluehall Rd Stewartstown Pa 17363
Cameron Jamie 4840 Copenhaver Rd Glenville Pa 17329
Cameronbaker Susan 20 Central View Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Campanelli Marie E Estate 130 N Queen St York Pa 17403
Candeloro Michael 214 High St Hanover Pa 17331
Capital Assurance Inc 100 Leader Hts Rd York Pa 17403
Caplan Barry Caplan Harry 1726 1st Ave York Pa 17403
Caprarola Joan 1465 Abbottstown Pike Hanover Pa 17331
Carannante Salvatore 25 East Third St Spring Grove Pa 17362
Carbaugh Jodi 584 W Princess St York Pa 17404
Carr Barbara 823 Mckenzie St York Pa 17403
Carr Rose 823 Mckenzie St York Pa 17403
Carrier Transport Air Cond Inc 715 Willow Spgs Ln York Pa 17402
Carrington David 20 Eagleton Dr Jacobus Pa 17407
Casimiro Mable 609 Chesnut St York Pa 17403
Caster Mae 127 Fox Run Dr York Pa 17403
Castillo Bradley 664 East Market St York Pa 17403
Castillo Xiomara 878 Baltimore St Hanover Pa 17331
Cdg Homes 300 Bailey Dr Suite 106 Stewartstown Pa 17363
Cessna Steven Cessna Terry 943 Calhoun Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
Chadburn Arthur 5245 Bull Rd Dover Pa 17315
Chadwick Evelyn Chadwick Joseph 46 Royal York Pa 17402
Chagouris Dawn 25 N Liverpool St Apt G Manchester Pa 17345
Chance Robert 5th Inc 7530 Mountain Rd Felton Pa 17322
Chatman Thomas V Est RR 5 York Pa 17402
Cheng Yuk F 50 S Pine St York Pa 17403
Cheniae Rose M Estate RR 1 Etters Pa 17319
Cherry David 819 Latimer St York Pa 17404
Cherry Scott M Dr 955 S George St York Pa 17403
Cho Paul 92 Raypaula Dr Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Christina Ermel Diehl Colliision In Po Box 264 Emigsville Pa 17318
Church Canaan Po Box 2292 York Pa 17405
Clark Joshua 1800 North Hills Rd Apt 115 York Pa 17402
Classic Landscaping 110 Greenbriar Dillsburg Pa 17019
Cletus Mayer Estate 420 S Duke St York Pa 17403
Click Glendon Click Ethel 504 E Boundary Ave York Pa 17403
Click Glendon Click Ethel 632 Salem Ave York Pa 17404
Clinton Ray E 2620 Freysville Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
Cole Edward R 608 Hillcrest Dr Dillsburg Pa 17019
Cole Kimmy S / Roto Rooter 1590 Whiteford Rd York Pa 17402
Coleman Ernest H Jr Md 743 East Mt Airy Rd Lewisberry Pa 17339
Coleman Robert 417 Walnut St York Pa 17403
Colon Clarisa 513 S Queen St York Pa 17403
Columbus Home Knights Columbus 1481 W Market St York Pa 17404
Conn Amy 634 W College Ave York Pa 17404
Conner Soundra Conner Roy 17 N Duke St York Pa 17401
Conner Nicholas 2971 Solar Dr Dover Pa 17315
Connor Jeanne O Cust 47 Timber Ln Hanover Pa 17331
Conrad Christine 53 Wmaple St Dallastown Pa 17313
Conrad Craig Po Box 222 York Haven Pa 17370
Cooper Albert 18 Bee Jay Ln Hanover Pa 17331
Cooper Tracey 139 Sharon Dr York Pa 17403
Coordinated Case Management Inc C/O D D Harper 341 W Newton Ave York Pa 17401
Copas Bill Pete Shockely York Pa 17403
Copas William 300 E Market St York Pa 17403
Corish James Corish Jill 7 Mandy Ln Dillsburg Pa 17019
Cornish James 970 Colonial Ave York Pa 17404
Coronel Luis 1023 W Poplar St York Pa 17404
Correa Carlos 683 Park Ave York Pa 17402
Cottrell Rowland 35c Walnut Rdg Dallastown Pa 17313
Cousins Errol 127 Comanche Trail Hanover Pa 17331
Craley Raymond F Jr Craley Raymond 55 W Main Windsor Pa 17366
Crawford Coleen 826 Apple Valy Dr Red Lion Pa 17356
Crawford Wilton 202 E King St Apt 4 York Pa 17403
Crimmins Curtis Crimmins Thomas 714 E Princess York Pa 17403
Crist Jay 1328 Cherry Hills Rd York Pa 17404
Crist Robert 616 Chronister St York Pa 17402
Croft Romaine Croft George 461 State Rte 1034 Hanover Pa 17331
Cromwell Catherine 2420 Eastwood Dr York Pa 17402
Crone Eric Crone Lisa 1610 Harrison St York Pa 17406
Crone Harold Crone Mary 1719 Orange St York Pa 17404
Crook Kenneth 112 Mckinley Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Cross Margaret 2600 Eastern Blvd Ste 204 York Pa 17402
Croston Charles 616 N West St York Pa 17404
Crowley Helen 109 Lyle Cir York Pa 17403
Crowley Helen B Est 109 Lyle Cir York Pa 17403
Cruse Melissa Po Box 374 Mount Wolf Pa 17347
Cruz Angel 740 E Clarke Ave York Pa 17403
Custom Tech Inc Rural Rte 4 Box 40305 Glen Rock Pa 17327
Cycle Chem 550 Industrial Dr Lewisberry Pa 17339
D
Dallmeyer Herbert 616 W College Ave York Pa 17404
Dalmeyer Louella 616 W College Ave York Pa 17404
Dangerous Goods Council Inc 509 Hillcrest Rd York Pa 17403
Dangerous Goods Council Inc Po Box 7325 York Pa 17404
Daniels Robert 708 Wallase St York Pa 17403
Danner Kathleen 25 Carroll St Wellsville Pa 17365
Danowsky Albert 10 Belair Dr Dillsburg Pa 17019
Dart Steven 2015 Thelon Dr York Pa 17404
Dausinger Saundra Elaine Dausinger Michael 2638 Bowser Rd New Freedom Pa
17349
Davidson Harley Attn A Massam 1425 Eden Rd York Pa 17402
Davis Alan K Lot 174 Chesapeake Estates Thomasville Pa 17364
Davis Michael 315 Mumper Ln Dillsburg Pa 17019
Dawn Foods 3701 Concord Rd York Pa 17402
Deamer Dolores C Cust 1855 Deamerlyn Dr York Pa 17402
Dean Monique 210 Rocky Ridge Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Deardorff Kristin 1736 Chesley Rd York Pa 17403
Deardorff William 235 Mine Bank Rd Wellsville Pa 17365
Debeukelaer Sarah E M Debeukelaer Frankli 501 S Queen York Pa 17403
Degussa Ney Dental Inc C/O Tax Dept 570 W College Ave York Pa 17404
Deitz Paul 645 W College Ave York Pa 17404
Delaware Char Guar & Tr Ira A/C 113 Kings Arms At Waterfor York Pa 17402
Delgado Quinones Carlos 703 Holland St Wrightsville Pa 17368
Dellingers Auto Body Inc 6 Brookside Cir Dillsburg Pa 17019
Delos Santon Axel 1748 Yorktowne Dr Apt F York Pa 17404
Demaio Lisa 1756 Deer Ford Way York Pa 17404
Denny Frances H Est 1285 Taxville Rd York Pa 17404
Dens Service Center 5109 E Prospect Rd York Pa 17406
Dentsply International Po Box 2846 Accts Payable York Pa 17405
Dettinger Jennifer 354 Cherry St Red Lion Pa 17356
Dettmer Paul 8316 Hickory Rd Stewartstown Pa 17363
Diaz Yadira 731 Madison Ave 2nd Floor York Pa 17404
Diaz−Salas Tatiana 50 Ramblewood Dr Etters Pa 17319
Dick Verna E Estate 117 E Philadelphia St York Pa 17401
Dickson Heidy 2687 Carnegie Rd York Pa 17402
Diege June W Estate RR 2 S Queen Dallastown Pa 17313
Diehl Edmund 1234 Edison York Pa 17403
Diehl Motor Co Inc 1885 Whiteford Rd York Pa 17402
Dietrich Thiessen 1526 2nd Ave York Pa 17403
Dietz Eleanor Dietz James 1900 Greenbriar Rd York Pa 17404
Dietz Andrew 1106 Klines Run Rd Wrightsville Pa 17368
Dietz Bettina Rd 3 York Pa 17402
Dietz James 1900 Greenbriar Rd York Pa 17404
Dietz Letha S Estate RR 1 Hellam Pa 17406
Difebo Emily 2317 N George St York Pa 17402
Dillinger Beulah 763 Saint Johns Pl Dallastown Pa 17313
Dinino Barbara 488 Linden Ave York Pa 17404
Diodato Louise 1765 Powder Mill Rd Apt 103 York Pa 17403
Doll Doug 101 Hurst Dr Spring Grove Pa 17362
Donnellan Kym Po Box 8 Manchester Pa 17345
Dorworth Carol Marie Dorworth Charles 806 Midland Ave York Pa 17403
Doucette Industries Inc 20 Leigh Dr York Pa 17402
Dougherty William 1208 Perry Ln York Pa 17403
Downs Beatrice 249 W Philadelphia St York Pa 17404
Doxzen Kimberly Doxzen Patrick 4733 Blooming Grove Rd Glenville Pa 17329
Doyle John 1107 Main St New Park Pa 17352
Dqe Synfuels Lp Brunner Island York Haven Pa 17370
Drs Formalwear Inc 351 Loucks Rd York Pa 17404
Duarte Baptisa Santo 377 Philadelphia St York Pa 17315
Duke Darla 435 Eden Bridge Rd York Pa 17402
Dull Alverta 3290 Oakland Rd Dover Pa 17315
Dullen Boneta 600 S Yale St York Pa 17403
Duncan Nathan Duncan Ann 1241 Ruxton Rd York Pa 17403
Duncan Ralph E E III 6779 High Fields Ln Glen Rock Pa 17327
Dunlop Tire Corp 300 S Salem Church Rd York Pa 17404
Dunnick Naomi H C/O D M Craley Esq 246 W Brdway Ll Red Lion Pa 17356
Duran Nancy 1208 Perry Ln York Pa 17403
Dutchman 338 S Front St Wrightsville Pa 17368
Duttera Charles Duttera Estella 427 Baltimore St Hanover Pa 17331
Dyer Regina L 410 Madison Dr Shrewsbury Pa 17361
E
Ebi Consulting Attn Lee 6876 Susquehanna Trail South B York Pa 17403
Eckard Debra 1861 Radnor Rd York Pa 17403
Eckert Jennifer 555 Gatehouse Ln E York Pa 17402
Edenwentz Anne 650 Linden Ave Fl 2 York Pa 17404
Edwads Paul 2374 Craley Rd Windsor Pa 17366
Edwards Arthur Wade Jr 749 Snyder Corner Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
Ehrhart Virgie RR 7 York Pa 17402
Ehrie Ronald 245 E Maple St Dallastown Pa 17313
Eiberly Walter RD 4 York Pa 17401
Eichelberger Beverly 182 Chain Sw Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
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Eisenhart Sarah RR 3 Dover Pa 17402
Eisenhart Wallcovering 400 Pine St Hanover Pa 17331
El Serrano York Pa 341 E Market St York Pa 17402
Ellinger Karen Est 2505 Red Bank Rd Dover Pa 17315
Elmwood Center Medical Assoc 1600 Sixth Ave Ste 114 York Pa 17403
Emerson Isaac T Jr 1463 Salem Rd York Pa 17404
Emig Allen 713 Mcallister St Hanover Pa 17331
Emig Erin 210 Coventry At Waterford York Pa 17402
Employment East Inc 1628 E Market St York Pa 17403
Endres Mary Pat 5 Franklin Ct New Freedom Pa 17349
Ensminger Rebekah Dielh Collision C 301 N Sherman St York Pa 17403
Entler Lawrence Jr 83 S Oak Hts Trail Delta Pa 17314
Epley Thomas 6691 Detters Mill Rd Dover Pa 17315
Eppley Lena S Estate RR 5 York Pa 17402
Epps Daniel 87 Chestnut Grv Dillsburg Pa 17019
Equity One 970 Loucks Rd Suite 3b York Pa 17404
Esterby James 2520 Admire Spgs Dr Dover Pa 17315
Evans Harry 12 Charles St Hanover Pa 17331
Evans Joseph A Jr 1863 Atom Rd Delta Pa 17314
Everett Carolyn 133 E College Ave York Pa 17403
Eyemart Express 2899 White Ford Rd York Galle York Pa 17402
Eyler Chad Po Box 7318 York Pa 17404
F
Fager Verna R Estate 424 N Main St Red Lion Pa 17356
Fahs Margaret A Est 93 Monument Rd York Pa 17403
Fahs Scott 346 Larkin Dr Red Lion Pa 17356
Farinelli Michael 436 S Franklin St Hanover Pa 17331
Farley Michael PO Box 711 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Farrow Jessica Farrow James 157 Smeach Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Fast Signs 2801 E Market St York Pa 17347
Feathers Alfred M Jr Feathers Merle 91 Heritage Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Featherstone Raymond Featherstone Emma 701 W Market St York Pa 17404
Fee Amber 131 S Main St Dallastown Pa 17313
Feeser Robert A Estate 1925 Worth St York Pa 17404
Feliciano Nitza 453 N George St York Pa 17403
Ferguson Robert 203 1st Ave Red Lion Pa 17356
Fernon Dorothy 711 Randolph St Hanover Pa 17331
Ferree Roderick 707 Maryland Ave York Pa 17404
Ferrence Lester D Estate C/O Thomas Ferrence 7135 Hershey Rd Spring Grove Pa
17362
Ferrence Ruth 5846 York Rd Spring Grove Pa 17362
Ferster Fern Estate 232 Clearview Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Fetrow Alan 1626 W Philadelphia St York Pa 17404
Fetrow Shawn 1065 Detters Mill Rd Dover Pa 17315
Fickes Oda D Estate 464 W King St York Pa 17401
Files Leroy F Sr Files Jean 319 N Hawthorne St York Pa 17404
Fink Stewart E Main St Emigsville Pa 17318
Fipps Paul 540 W King St York Pa 17401
Fishel Linnaeus W Jr Fishel Mary 411 W Market St York Pa 17401
Fisher Harry 322 W Maple St Dallastown Pa 17313
Fissel John Fissel E J 2760 Pine Grove Rd Apt 329 York Pa 17403
Fitzgerald Eugene 2005 Ashcombe Dr Dover Pa 17315
Fki Industries Inc 76 Acco Dr York Pa 17402
Fleming Iva 455 Thunder Gust Hill Rd Wellsville Pa 17365
Flenner David 66 4th St 292 Mount Wolf Pa 17347
Flenner David Po Box 292 Mount Wolf Pa 17347
Flory Donald 115 Marshall St Red Lion Pa 17356
Flounoy Sharef 102 S Baltimore St Apt 7 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Fluitt Kevin 58 Sara Ln Hanover Pa 17331
Folkenroth Richard 300 Chestnut Hill Rd York Pa 17402
Fordney Matthew 1110 Green Hill Rd York Pa 17403
Forrey Adam Estate RR 11 Hellam Br York Pa 17406
Foster Lester Foster Lillian 38 S Charles St New Freedom Pa 17349
Foust Allison 45 N Sherman St Apt 1 York Pa 17403
Franck Clifford 17 W Hanover St Hanover Pa 17331
Frank Janet 244 Lanie Ct York Pa 17402
Franklin Jamie Phoenix Healthcare Inc 228 Oak Manor Dr York Pa 17402
Frebertshauser Dakota Frebertshauser Drew E 1848 Smith Sta Rd Spring Grove Pa
17362
French Theresa 5 Baugher Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Frendo Christopher Dominic Dr Dept Of Medical Edu Po Box 15118 Attn N Jackson
York Pa 17405
Frey Alana Maria 107 Country Club Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
Frey Zoann 36 Second St Po Box 243 York Haven Pa 17370
Friedmeyer Steve 19 Valy View Rd Delta Pa 17314
Fuhrman Holly 71 Blenheim St Hanover Pa 17331
Fullen Linda 557 Madison Ave York Pa 17404
Fypon Moulding Po Box 365 Stewartstown3 Pa 17363
G
Gable Ralph E 2817 Sunset Dr Dallastown Pa 17313
Gaibie E Dds 1055 Baltimore St Hanover Pa 17331
Galbreath Anne RR 1 Box 25 Delta Pa 17314
Gant Ruth RR 2 Box 10 Delta Pa 17314
Gantz Megan 9659 Manifold Rd New Park Pa 17352
Garcia Rumulo 321 Diller Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Garhammer Edwin Garhammer Elsie 111 N George St York Pa 17401
Garner Charlotte 1626 W Philadelphia St York Pa 17404
Garner Paul L Sr 1066 Richmond Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
Garrett Geraldine 311 Brdway Hanover Pa 17331
Garrett Gordon 55 Wimbleton Way Red Lion Pa 17356
Garrett Larry 801 Madison Ave York Pa 17404
Garrison Marie 25 Oakwood Dr Etters Pa 17319
Gavitt Michael 339 Springdale Ave York Pa 17403
Geesey Palmer Geesey Mary 1635 Mt Rose York Pa 17403
Geiselman John W II 217 Eichelberger St Hanover Pa 17331
Geisler Roy E III 139 Jackson St Hanover Pa 17331
Gelbke Richard 12 Liberty Ave New Freedom Pa 17349
Gemma Anthony Cust Gemma Anthony III 230 Cobblestone Ct Red Lion Pa 17356
Gemma Veronica Gemma Anthony 230 Cobblestone Ct Red Lion Pa 17356
George Stephanie 201 Three Hill Rd Spring Grove Pa 17362
Gerdes Michael 474 Mount Olive Church Rd Fawn Grove Pa 17321
Gettys Lori 640 Park St Manchester Pa 17345
Getz Charles Getz Marie 2657 Sandra Ave Red Pa 17356
Giannone Retta 349e Locust St York Pa 17403
Gibbs Melissa 233 A Friendship Ave Hellam Pa 17406
Gilbert Lester Gilbert Joan RR 3 Red Lion Pa 17356
Gilbert Joan 83 Gilbert Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
Gilbert Lincoln 568 Baltimore St Hanover Pa 17331
Gilbert Ssuan R Ira A/C 113 Kings Arms At Waterfor York Pa 17402
Gingerich Donna 650 Mundis Mill Rd York Pa 17406
Gingerich Maude Rd 1 Stewartstown Pa 17363
Girling Doris 1305 S Ogontz St York Pa 17403
Gitt Laverne Gitt Charles 1277 West King York Pa 17404
Gitt Memorial Library Trust 2001 Brdway Hanover Pa 17331
Glatfelter 228 Main St S Spring Grove Pa 17362
Glatfelter P H 228 South Main St Spring Grove Pa 17362
Glen Elicker Rd 1 Box 283 0 Wrightsville Pa 17368
Glosser Ruth Glosser Wade 1968 Bannister St York Pa 17404
Gochoco Benjamin Gochoco Jacinto 96 S George St York Pa 17401
Godfrey Elsie 464 E Maple St Dallastown Pa 17313
Godfrey Elsie M Est 464 E Maple St Dallastown Pa 17313
Goldstein Howard Lees Insurance Agency Pension 118 S Dake St York Pa 17403
Good Susan Po Box 552 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Goodemote Paul 41 W 9th Ave York Pa 17404
Goodwin Dorothy Goodwin William 333 S Queen St York Pa 17403
Gosnell Ruth 436 N Water York Pa 17403
Govesan Manufacturing Inc 939 Monocacy Rd York Pa 17404
Graham Karen 102 Morris Ave Fawn Grove Pa 17321
Graves Mira 718 Range End Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Gray Jessica 118 Zeigler Park Rd Windsor Pa 17366
Green Matthew Green Erin 217 Meade Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Green Lori 6460 Salem Run Rd Dover Pa 17315
Green Michael 75 Southcrest Rd York Haven Pa 17370
Gregg Thomesina General Del Hanover Pa 17331
Greiss Bradley 131 Sylvan Dr York Pa 17402
Griffiths Jerry 25 Happy Hollow Ln Wrightsville Pa 17368
Grim Irene M Estate 249 E Maple St York Pa 17403
Grimm Thomas Grimm Esther 301 W Brdway Red Lion Pa 17356
Grimm Erica N RR 1 Box 1335 Felton Pa 17322
Grimm Joseph PO Bx 95 York Haven Pa 17370
Groft Margaret Rd 4 Hanover Pa 17331
Grosklos Thomas Rd 1 Box 186 Wrightsville Pa 17368
Gross Harold A Estate RR 6 Forrest Hl York Pa
Gross Verlyn 161 Crown Point Dri York Pa 17402
Grove John Est 1990 Worth St York Pa 17404
Grove Mary 432 N Pershing Ave York Pa 17401
Grove Miriam G Estate 679 Wallace St York Pa 17403
Grove Oscar 449 E Main St Dallastown Pa 17313
Grove Ruth 645 S Franklin St Red Lion Pa 17356
Gruber Robert F Sr C/O R Gruber 1388 Timber Ct Seven Valleys Pa 17360
Grumbines Rv Center 677 Cassel Pa Lot 177 Manchester Pa 17345
Gruver Ora Rd 1 Box 253 Thomasville Pa 17364
Guderjohn Dorothy May 101 South Brd St New Freedom Pa 17349
Gunnet Lucille Gunnet Ray 1869 Stoverstown Rd Spring Grove Pa 17362
Gunter Louisa 3974 Druck Valy Rd York Pa 17406
Gwynn Melody 40 N Belvidere Ave York Pa 17404
Gwynn Perry 3694 Cannon Ln York Pa 17404
H
Haines Marc 116 Carriage Hill Ln York Pa 17402
Hakes Body Shop 233 A Friendship Ave Hellam Pa 17406
Hale Mary Julia 45 Chapelwood Dr York Pa 17402
Hale Trevor James 45 Chapelwood Dr York Pa 17402
Hall Robert A In RR 12 Box 328c York Pa 17406
Hallman Katherine Hallman Harry 91 Davidson Dr York Pa 17402
Hamberger Marilyn 902 W College Ave York Pa 17404
Hamilton Donald 639 West King St York Pa 17401
Hampton Inn Hanover 309 Wilson Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Hannibal Richard Hannibal Barbara 555 Laurel Ter York Pa 17406
Hanover Anesthesiology 250 Fame Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Hanover Trading Inc 103 121 Carlisle St Hanover Pa 17331
Hansen Michael 2152 Pemberton Pl York Pa 17404
Harakal Robert 410 E Beaver St Hallam Pa 17406
Harbold Robert 65 Shawnee Trail York Haven Pa 17370
Hare Leonard 4 Charles St Felton Pa 17322
Harkins Construction Inc Po Box 318 Lewisberry Pa 17339
Harr Byron 125 N Fileys Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Harris Denise 101 Northridge Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Harrold Joan 1491 Cly Rd York Haven Pa 17370
Hauck Kenneth 411 Brdway Rear Apt Hanover Pa 17331
Hawthorne Allison 1400 East Market St York Pa 17403
Haynes John S 321 S Harlan St York Pa 17402
Heartland C/O Terry Frail 2600 Eastern Blvd York Pa 17402
Heather Juluis And Jack Giambolvo I 3947 Eastgate Dr York Pa 17402
Hechinger Robert D CO Insulation Applicaors 243 W King St York Pa 17404
Heindel Julian 805 Oatman St York Pa 17404
Heiner Jessica 5271 Nursery Rd Dover Pa 17315
Heiner Jessica 735 Madison Ave 3 York Pa 17404
Hemler Bernadet 2663 Carnegie Rd T2 York Pa 17402
Hemler Bernadet 936 E Princess St York Pa 17403
Henderson Construction Service 160 Roosevelt Ave Ste 202 York Pa 17401
Heninger Danielle Heninger Michael Heninger Layne 834 Pennsylvania Ave York Pa
17404
Heninger Danielle Heninger Michael 834 Pennsylvania Ave York Pa 17404
Henratty Debra 6 Macrtny Rd New Freedom Pa 17349
Henry Kathryn Allfirst Trust Company Po Box 869 York Pa 17405
Henry Timothy Waverly 28 Frederick St Apt 1 Hanover Pa 17331
Henshaw William 1413 Filbert St York Pa 17404
Herbert C I 1025 Priority Rd York Pa 17404
Herbert C I 1415 White Rose Ln York Pa 17404
Herbert Catherine 1415 White Rose Ln York Pa 17404
Herman Bessie 47 N Franklin St Glen Rock Pa 17327
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Hernandez Gloria Hernandez Edwin 348 Frederick Dr Dallastown Pa 17313
Hertz Elvera K Estate 262 York St Hanover Pa 17331
Hess James 685 E Phila St York Pa 17403
Hess Thomas L Bf 9230 Orchard Rd Spring Grove Pa 17362
Hickman George H Estate 253 S Albemarle St York Pa 17403
Hickman Inez Est 1908 W Philadlephia St York Pa 17404
Hicks Richard Jr 427 S High St Hanover Pa 17331
Highsmith Carl S III 115 Percheron Dr York Pa 17406
Hill Jaime 414 Little John Dr Dillsburg Pa 17019
Hodgson Dennis 1350 Stillhouse Ln Etters Pa 17319
Hoffman S E 1353 Hill St York Pa 17403
Hollinger Edward 420 Jerusalem School Rd Mount Wolf Pa 17347
Hollingsworth Barbara 2180 Smith Sta Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Hollingsworth Judy 321 Carlisle Ave York Pa 17404
Holtzapple Thelma 1112 W College Ave York Pa 17404
Hom Franklin B III Hom Franklin B Jr 64 S Pleasant Ave Dallastown Pa 17313
Hom Franklin B Jr Hom Beverly Ann 64 S Pleasant Ave Dallastown Pa 17313
Hom Franklin B Jr Hom Diane Lynn 64 S Pleasant Ave Dallastown Pa 17313
Hom Franklin B Jr Hom Timothy 64 S Pleasant Ave Dallastown Pa 17313
Hoon Justin A 28 Dogwood Ln 2 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Horn Marjorie 407 Hillside Dr Red Lion Pa 17356
Horner John W Jr Horner Joanne 908 W Princess St York Pa 17404
Horst Gerald Maple St 143 Manchester Pa 17345
Hostetter Dorothy Julius 812 Mckenzie St York Pa 17403
Housseal Donna N5 Kenray Ave Dover Pa 17315
Housseal Marie 70 N Emigs Mill Rd York Pa 17404
Housseal Vincent 70 N Emig Mill Rd York Pa 17404
Howard Jessica 13 Northern Dancer Dr Dillsburg Pa 17019
Howard Michael 603 Frederick St Hanover Pa 17331
Hoyle Craig 16 Ridgewood Ave Felton Pa 17322
Hueser Shirley 1825 York Haven Rd Etters Pa 17319
Huffer Laura 4025 Scenic Ln York Pa 17406
Huffman William S Huffman Brian 851 Beaverton Dr York Pa 17402
Hughes Jason 359 Valy Rd Etters Pa 17319
Hughes Philip 139 W Maple St York Pa 17401
Hunt Robert 4926 Zigglers Church Rd Spring Grove Pa 17362
I
Iheiningen Dick Van 6850 Carlisle Rd Dover Pa 17315
Ilgenfritz Charles 970 Colonial Ave York Pa 17403
Inners Fred F Jr 2915 Braxton Ln York Pa 17402
Install Tech Inc 4220 Lewisberry Rd York Pa 17404
Interstate Truck Parts 502 Industrial Dr Lewisberry Pa 17339
Irons Mark A 327 N Penn St York Pa 17401
Israel Adrienne Ira Td Bank Na Cust 2320 Conewago Rd Dover Pa 17315
Israel Edward Ira Td Bank Na Cust 2320 Conewago Rd Dover Pa 17315
J
Jamaine 84 Oak Rd York Pa 17402
Jamouneau G Andrew 55 Hidden Spgs Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Janeal Hodgson 1350 Stillhouse Ln Etters Pa 17319
Janista Eva 2 High St Hanover Pa 17331
Jeanmenne Phillip Dc 20 N Harrison St York Pa 17403
Jenkins Elsie 301 W Cottage Pl York Pa 17403
Jennings Dawn L Estate 733 Fahs St York Pa 17404
Jimenez−Mendez Luz 388 Simpson St York Pa 17403
Joes Smok E 2323 Carlisle Rd York Pa 17404
John Potter And Sons 25 Brewster St Hanover Pa 17331
Johnson Edith Johnson Jerry 15831 Johnson Rd Stewartstown Pa 17363
Johnson Alfred 250 Green Valy Rd York Pa 17403
Johnson Gail 775 Silver Lake Rd Lewisberry Pa 17339
Johnson Page 313 Chestnut St Mount Wolf Pa 17347
Johnston Linda 750 W Poplar St York Pa 17404
Joines Reid 14180 Hyson School Rd Stewartstown Pa 17363
Jones Beverly 2845 Larue Rd Seven Valleys Pa 17360
Jones Christopher 94 Lindy Rd Seven Valleys Pa 17360
Jones Doris 135 S Pleasant Ave Dallastown Pa 17313
Jones Leonard 103 Fox Fire Ln Lewisberry Pa 17339
Jones Timothy 690 Doe Ln Lewisberry Pa 17339
Jones William 300 W Maple St Apt B Dallastown Pa 17313
Jonessquires Sonja A Church St Apt 371 Glen Rock Pa 17327
Jordan Mike 13672 Curran Dr Felton Pa 17322
Joseph Thelma L Estate RR 2 Dover Pa 17315
Jp Morgan Chase Bank Etal 428 N Pershing Ave York Pa 17404
K
Kahl Destin S 415 Fisher Dr York Pa 17404
Kaltreider Ralph Kaltreider Emma 1487 Rte 116 Spring Grove Pa 17362
Kates James Estate 7019 Van Dyke St Shilo Pa
Katz Emma The Estate Of Emma Katz 2518 Stanford Dr York Pa 17402
Kearse Scott 701 Linden Av 2nd Fl York Pa 17404
Keefer Kathy 2262 Pine Rd York Pa 17404
Keller Brian 1465 Huntley Crt York Pa 17404
Keller Joseph 96 Oaklyn Dr P O Box G 6 York Haven Pa 17370
Keller Matthew 529 Middleview Dr York Pa 17402
Kelly Richard C/O M Bell 1741 Verdan Dr South York Pa 17403
Kemps Body Shop 445 Bowers Bridge Rd Manchester Pa 17345
Kempske Herman Box 1982 Rfd 1 New Freedom Pa 17349
Kennard−Dale High School Class Of 1 237 Carea Rd New Park Pa 17352
Kennedy Heather 60 Glen Ave Dallastown Pa 17313
Kerfoot Steven 23 Scarborough Fare Stewartstown Pa 17363
Ketterman Alda 1430 E Canal Rd Dover Pa 17315
Kibler Joseph 419 South Franklin St Hanover Pa 17331
Kilburn Gary 161 Furlong Way Red Lion Pa 17356
Kilby Ginger 194 Kilgore Rd Delta Pa 17314
Kilgore Sean 1382 Paper Mill Rd B Delta Pa 17314
Kimmel & Silverman Pc 1863 Atom Rd Delta Pa 17314
Kinard Gary 945 Linden Ave York Pa 17404
King Linard King Susan 517 Muddy Creek Forks Rd Brogue Pa 17309
King David 342 S Albemarle St York Pa 17403
King Margaret 178 Oakridge Dr York Pa 17402
King Roslyn 733 Carl St York Pa 17404
Kirkesser John Jr 811 Pennsylania Ave York Pa 17404
Kiser Evelyn 724 Daylight Dr York Pa 17402
Kitzmiller Barbara 1685 Detters Mill Rd Dover Pa 17315
Kline Crystal 636 Frederick St Hanover Pa 17331
Klinedinst Andrea 518 Walnut St York Pa 17403
Kling Carmen 162 South 4th St Mt Wolf Pa 17347
Kling Edna M Estate RFD New Freedom Pa 17349
Knaub Damien 506 E Elm Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Knaub Jacob 2451 Old Forge Rd Brogue Pa 17309
Knbr Inc 140 E Market St York Pa 17401
Kneller Kathryn 4760 Blue Hill Rd Glenville Pa 17329
Knepper George F Estate 349 Smyser St York Pa 17401
Knopp Clarence A Estate Po Box 159 Delta Pa 17314
Koeller Kim 474 Mount Olive Church Rd Fawn Grove Pa 17321
Kohler Beatrice 185 White Oak York Haven Pa 17370
Kohler Fern CO Fulton Finanical Advisor York Pa 17401
Kohr Judith 162 South 4th St Mt Wolf Pa 17347
Komschlies Brian 45 Westview Manor York Pa 17404
Koons Martin Po Box 6 Red Lion Pa 17356
Kopp Jamie 408 Locust Rd York Pa 19403
Kopp Kim 612 College Ave York Pa 17401
Kormos Jeffrey 191 Silver Spur Dr Apt A4 York Pa 17402
Kovacs Richard 325 Laurel Dr York Pa 17406
Kozlowski Elizabeth Kozlowski Vicki 2440 Heather Rd York Pa 17408
Kraft Edna M Estate 948 E Princess St York Pa 17403
Kralick Bettie 238 High St Manchester Pa 17345
Kranich Kathryn 860 Grantley Ct York Pa 17403
Krebs Jeremiah 760 Breezewood Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Krizek Adolph 6841 Woodbine Rd Delta Pa 17314
Krizek Elizabeth 6841 Woodbine Rd Delta Pa 17314
Kuhns Peter 430 Lincolnway Dr York Pa 17408
Kunkel Gordan 836 W Poplar St York Pa 17404
Kurtz Thomas A York Towne House 299 N Duke St Apt 416 York Pa 17403
L
Lamparter Todd Michael 1430 E Canal Rd Dover Pa 17315
Lanciotti Leonard 5115 Arnold Rd Glenville Pa 17329
Landis Brian 261 Pine Woods Rd Wellsville Pa 17365
Landis Pamela 81 Lexton Dr York Pa 17404
Lane John 540 Mumper Ln Dillsburg Pa 17019
Langeheine Holly 850 Green Spgs Rd York Pa 17402
Laniewski Margaret 214 Waldorf Dr York Pa 17404
Lartz Jony 5841 Din Carlise Rd Dover Pa 17315
Laticrete Int 3107 Espresso Way York Pa 17402
Lauber Holly 571 Carriage Ln York Pa 17406
Laughman Anna M Estate 106 Moul Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Laughman Donald Po Box 63 Hanover Pa 17331
Le Thuy Linh T 331 Holbrook Rd York Pa 17402
Leaders Interiors Inc 17 York Rd Jacobus Pa 17407
Leas Meagan 2767 Carnegie Rd 203 York Pa 17402
Lease Lester Lease Ruth 312 Warren St York Pa 17403
Lease Sara 634 Florida Ave York Pa 17404
Lee Dennis 300 Chestnut St Delta Pa 17314
Lee Poy L 447 N Main St Red Lion Pa 17356
Leffler Ray 2330 Fredom Way Apt 123 York Pa 17402
Lehman Motors Volvo 6281 Carlisle Pike Hanover Pa 17331
Leib Brandi 5751 Old Carlisle Rd Dover Pa 17315
Leiphart Lynn 351 South Kershaw St York Pa 17402
Leiphart Melissa 103 Oak Leaf Dr Windsor Pa 17366
Leister Cloyd E Jr Leister Nancy 4185 Somerset Rd Dover Pa 17315
Leister Glenn F R 220 Potomac Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Lenhart Autumn 450 Madison Ave Apt 64 York Pa 17404
Lenz William 223 W Market St Hellam Pa 17406
Leonard Sharon 360 E Poplar St York Pa 17403
Leppert Colleen V Est C/O D Burgess 401 N Main St Red Lion Pa 17356
Lessig Eugene C/O S Hoke 2206 Eastern York Pa 17402
Lessig Katherin CO S Hoke 2206 Ea York Pa 17402
Letendre Amy 40 Sandy Cir Manchester Pa 17345
Levin Lawrence 429 West Market St York Pa 17401
Libert Ruby 89 Coventry At Waterf York Pa 17402
Liberty York Street Beverage 918 York St Hanover Pa 17331
Liddick Linda 18 Tree Hollow Dr Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Lillich Craig 306 Fulton St Hanover Pa 17331
Lin Mei Ying 35 E 3rd Ave Spring Grove Pa 17362
Lind Elizabeth M Estate 324 N Queen St York Pa 17403
Lindemuth John Lindemuth Mary 740 N Hawthorne York Pa 17404
Linebaugh Mildred Linebaugh C M 221 N Richland Ave York Pa 17404
Lipinski Harry 49 Independence Dr New Freedom Pa 17349
Lippy Ellen 1589 Bowbar Rd York Pa 17403
Lippy Linda Jamestown Apts 23 Hanover Pa 17331
Livingston Phillip Livingston June 1449 Carlisle Pike Hanover Pa 17331
Lloyd Emile 3400 Eastern Blvd Apt F2 York Pa 17402
Loessel John C/O R N Kerr Ttee Po Box 1331 Hanover Pa 17331
Long Raymond Estate 1123 E South St York Pa 17403
Longenecker Paul 129 W College York Pa 17401
Lowe Michelle 237 Carea Rd New Park Pa 17352
Luckenbaugh Kenneth 567 Baltimore St Rear Hanover Pa 17331
Luttman Judith 84 Cheyenne Dr Windsor Pa 17366
Lutz Eric 30 Cir Dr Red Lion Pa 17356
Lynch Katherine 3099 Brush Valy Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
M
M & C Family Sales 90 E Forrest Ave Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Magness Ramon 122 Keener Ave Red Lion Pa 17356
Maiakgotso Boingotio 2513 Knob Hill York Pa 17403
Maine Mildred Maine Edward 806 Topper St Yhork Pa 17402
Manchester Po Box 577 I 83 Industrial Park Manchester Pa 17345
Manifold Elizabeth 26 Northview Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Mann Dennis Mann Chelsea 5130 Harmony Grove Rd Dover Pa 17315
Mann Robert 114 N Queen St York Pa 17403
Manning Dominic Manning Jenna 271s Belvidere Ave York Pa 17403
Manning James 17203 Waltemyer School Rd New Freedom Pa 17349
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Mansberger Jennifer 246 W Main St 1st Floor Dallas Town Pa 17313
Mantz Miller Mantz Insurance Agency Attn Dennis 1480 Delta Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
March Gail 517 E Lancaster St Red Lion Pa 17356
Marin Audrey 31 E Franklin St New Freedom Pa 17349
Markel Norman Main Glen Rock Pa 17327
Markle Charles Markle Pamela 1391 Stratford Dr York Pa 17403
Markley James 417 Prospect Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
Martel Diane 2 Virginia Ave Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Martin John 112 Clarks Dr York Pa 17403
Martin Samuel S Mr 202 Meadows Ln Dover Pa 17315
Martin Steven 822 Maryland Ave York Pa 17404
Masch Vincent R Sechrist Appliance Str Pension 135 E Main St Dallastown Pa 17313
Matherly Charles E Estate RE 1 Hanover Pa 17331
Mathis Jeremy R Dr Dept Of Medical Educ Po Box 15118 Attn N Jackson York Pa
17405
Mbasse Issa 423 W Market St 1st Fl York Pa 17404
Mc Distribution Mc Distribution 3350 Concord Rd York Pa 17402
Mcafee Marion 1301 Ruxton Rd York Pa 17403
Mccleary Jeffrey Mccleary Seymour 7 W Edgewood Ave Red Lion Pa 17356
Mcclure Brent 3 Shetland Dr Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Mccoy Tina 11187 Shortcut Rd Felton Pa 17322
Mcculley Lloyd RR 1 Box 1335 Felton Pa 17322
Mcdonald Ashley 824 Topper St York Pa 17406
Mcgee William Thomson 11 Jamison Dr York Pa 17402
Mchale Adam 549 Madison Ave York Pa 17404
Mcmillan Tamara 32 East Cottage Place York Pa 17403
Mcnew Timothy Po Box 284 Hanover Pa 17331
Mcpherson J Lee 2204 Carlisle Pike Hanover Pa 17331
Mcwilliams Navin 751 S Royal St York Pa 17402
Meck Kari 16 West St Glen Rock Pa 17327
Medina Cynthia 321 Pine Hill Ln York Pa 17403
Medvedev Efim 755 Ellis Ave Delta Pa 17314
Medyork Inc 3321 Whiteford Rd York Pa 17402
Melhorn Stanley 255 N Main St Manchester Pa 17345
Melton Johnny 367 Randolph Dr York Pa 17403
Meyer Clark 1054 2nd St Mount Wolf Pa 17347
Meyer Dora M In 131 N Third Mt Wolf Pa 17347
Mildred M T 260 School St York Pa 17402
Millard Harold E Estate RR 2 Box 189 Etters Pa 17319
Miller Charles Miller Norean 256 W High Red Lion Pa 17356
Miller Danielle Miller Matthew C 15 E High St Windsor Pa 17366
Miller Darren Miller Sean 235 Roosevelt Ave York Pa 17404
Miller James R Miller Ann 304 Clearview Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Miller Kalsiha Miller George 1915 Patriot St Seven Valleys Pa 17360
Miller Kathryn Miller Hugh 505 Stock St Hanover Pa 17331
Miller Ann R 304 Clearview Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Miller Esther S Estate RR 6 York Pa 17404
Miller Jacob A 16 Eisenhower Dr 16 York Pa 17402
Miller Josephine L 1208 Perry Ln York Pa 17403
Miller Robert 2610 Meadowview Dr York Pa 17402
Miller Ryan C/O R Scott Miller 139 Maple Grove Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Mioler Francis E Estate RR 6 York Pa 17404
Mister Rosemary Silk 9 Wirt Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Mitchell Kyle 710a Colony Dr York Pa 17404
Mitchell Thomas 1681b Kenneth Rd York Pa 17404
Mitchen Martha 103 Strassburg Cr Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Mitzel Charlotte Mitzel Millard 2140 Fineview Rd York Pa 17402
Mitzel Marjorie Mitzel John 875 E King St York Pa 17403
Mitzel Johnathan S 298 Rathton Rd York Pa 17403
Mllikon Rachel Estate RR 3 Salem Pa
Moffitt C 5237 Lincoln Hwy W Thomasville Pa 17364
Moller Melba 13 E College Ave York Pa 17403
Mooney Timothy 151 S Franklin St Red Lion Pa 17356
Morgan Clara 566 Mundis Race Rd York Pa 17402
Morgan Keith 3187 Rexwood Dr Glen Rock Pa 17327
Morgan Louis 51 N Penn York Pa 17401
Morgan Nettie 51 N Penn St York Pa 17401
Morris Gail 821 Donnelly St York Pa 17403
Morrow Timothy 1902 Ashcombe Dr Dover Pa 17315
Mowery William Mowery Ruthetta 663 Third Hanover Pa 17331
Mummert Kathleen 105 York St Hanover Pa 17331
Mummert Keith 223 W Market St Hellam Pa 17406
Mummertkleckner Gail 2926 Baltimore Pike Hanover Pa 17331
Munafo Melissa 508 Madison Ave Apt 1 York Pa 17404
Mundis Dolores J Estate RR 3 Red Lion Pa 17356
Mundis Helen E Estate 2618 E Market St York Pa 17402
Murray Cynthia 724 W Poplar St York Pa 17404
Murray Donald RR 8 Box 104 York Pa 17403
Murray Donald RR 8 York Pa 17403
Mutzebaugh Geneviev 2670 Sandra Ave Red Lion Pa 17356
Myers George W Jr Myers Helen 433 Juniper St York Pa 17404
Myers George W Myers Helen 433 Juniper St York Pa 17404
Myers Wilson Myers Viola 134 N Duke St York Pa 17401
Myers Aaron Duan Myers Karen April 6440 Lauren Ln Spring Grove Pa 17362
Myers Amber 123 S West St York Pa 17404
Myers Chanley Rd 3 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Myers Elmer R RR 3 Glen Rock Pa 17327
Myers John 15 Woodmyers Rd York Pa 17403
Myers Kenneth E Jr 7 East Pennsylvania Ave Dallastown Pa 17313
Myers Shirley 11 W Siddonsburg Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Myers Thelma 580 W Market St York Pa 17404
Myers Todd 2536 Willard Dr Dover Pa 17315
N
Nace Dale 4024 Palmer Ave York Pa 17408
Narvarz Carmen 167 Crown Point Dr York Pa 17402
Nauman Colby 755 Conewago Creek Rd Manchester Pa 17345
Neely Betty Jane Box 250 New Freedom Pa 17349
Neff Evelyn E Estate 1428 Stanton St York Pa 17404
Neff Evetta R Estate 21 W Howard St Red Lion Pa 17356
Neiderer Dollie 1674 Jacob Mill Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Neiderer Sylvia 63 Test Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Nelson David J RR 8 Box 73 York Pa 17403
Nelson Elmer 3445 Catholic Valy Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
Nelson Gwendolyn 238 N George St York Pa 17401
Ness Franklin Ness Joan 2198 Eden Rd York Pa 17402
Ness Franklin Ness Joan RR 5 York Pa 17402
Ness Charles 115 Shady Ln Manchester Pa 17345
Ness June D Estate RR 2 Red Lion Pa 17356
Ness Mary J Estate 1515 Monroe St York Pa 17404
Ness Ryan 2876 Myers Rd Seven Valleys Pa 17360
Network Pull Thru 255 Jasmine Dr Hanover Pa 17331
New Life 211 Brdway Hanover Pa 17331
New Life Investment Club A Partnership CO R Strubin 211 Brdway Hanover Pa 17331
Newson Linda 315 Wheatfield St York Pa 17403
Nguyen Ngoc 721 E Boundary Ave York Pa 17403
Nguyen Thomas 517 Carlisle Ave York Pa 17404
Nguyen Tri 633 Lombard Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
Niles Michael 15 Clearview Ct Hanover Pa 17331
Niles Sarah 4 North Ave Windsor Pa 17366
Nitzsche Michael Nitzsche Tammy 30 Fox Tail Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Nocket Patricia M Nocket James 510 River Rd Delta Pa 17314
Noel Earl F Jr 165 Acorn Rd Spring Grove Pa 17362
Nolden John 320 W Maple St York Pa 17403
Nottingham Wynona 118 Pleasant Acres Rd York Pa 17402
Nozawa Machiko 251 Camp Ground Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Nsc Mgm Joint Venture 101 S George St Po Box M68 York Pa 17405
Null G E II 455 W Market St York Pa 17404
O
Obrien Daniel 427 W Jackson St York Pa 17403
Occasionne Mary 138 Boxfield Rd Dover Pa 17315
Orthopaedic & Spine Spec 1855 Powder Ml Rd Michael Furman York Pa 17402
Ortiz Angelina 681 Country Club Rd Apt C Red Lion Pa 17356
Osinski Norma 3b Pheasant View Dr Dillsburg Pa 17019
Osman Sarah Osman Melvin 253 Edgeboro Dr Manchester Pa 17345
Oss Imaging Center 1855 Powder Mill Rd York Pa 17402
Ostrander Scott 5919 Susquehanna Trl Manchester Pa 17345
Ott Mary Kathleen 1137 Sarazen Way York Pa 17404
Ousmane Conte 1426 South Duke St York Pa 17403
Outdoors Do I 730 N Franklin St York Pa 17405
Owen Inc 18650 W Corporate Dr 300 York Pa 17404
P
P & T Refreshments Po Box 7027 York Pa 17404
Pacot York Hosp (Agarwal) 1001 S George St York Pa 17405
Palmiotti Andrew 165 Watters Rd New Park Pa 17352
Pamraning Chas E Estate 413 S Duke St York Pa 17403
Parrish Elizabeth 131 North Pine St York Pa 17403
Partin Marion 133 S Brd St Apt 198 York Pa 17403
Patsis James 351 W Newton Ave York Pa 17401
Patz Phillip 530 Aqua Ct York Pa 17403
Peanut Oil Llc Ent 318 Barley Cir Hanover Pa 17331
Peffer Thelma 301 York St Manchester Pa 17345
Pena Kaye 160 Woodland Dr York Pa 17403
Pennaco Hosiery 4075 East Market St York Pa 17402
Per Lamar 3974 Druck Valy Rd York Pa 17402
Pere Charlotte L Estate 406 N Williams St York Pa 17404
Perry Raymond G Jr 709 Cleveland Ave York Pa 17401
Peterman Jay Est 1127 Roosevelt Ct Hanover Pa 17331
Peters Clarence 197 Shawnee Ave Dover Pa 17315
Peters Elwood 101 Lisa Ln York Pa 17402
Petro Usa 2039 S Queen St York Pa 17403
Philipps Donna 444 Appaloosa Way Red Lion Pa 17356
Phillips Danielle 3793 Fox Chase Dr York Pa 17315
Phillips Walton A RR 2 Box 10 Delta Pa 17314
Piatt Tyler Piatt Betty Po Box 399 York Haven Pa 17370
Pierce Edward 13020 Pleasant Valy Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
Pierozak Cynthia A Cust Pierozak Daniel Box 296 Seven Valleys Pa 17360
Pilat Pamela 280 Skyview Dr York Pa 17402
Pilat Pamela A Est 280 Skyview Dr York Pa 17406
Pilat Pamela Est 280 Skyview Dr York Pa 17406
Pivk Darko Cust 133 N Findlay St York Pa 17402
Plymire James 2255 Lemon St York Pa 17408
Poe Roberta 1446 Whiteford Rd York Pa 17402
Pomper Brodie 300 Gartner Ln York Pa 17402
Porter Craig 4160 Locust Point Ct Dover Pa 17315
Porter Wendy 3731 Kimberley Ln Dover Pa 17315
Potter Robert Potter John 25 Brewster St Hanover Pa 17331
Powers Cory 23 Laurel Dr Airville Pa 17302
Prather Casey 127 Oak Ridge Ln Dallastown Pa 17313
Preap Roth 539 W Princess St York Pa 17404
Priester James 440 E King St Apt 183 York Pa 17403
Project Solutions In 211 Brdway Hanover Pa 17331
Property Acquisition 35 Violet Ct Hanover Pa 17331
Provost Beatrice 900 S George St York Pa 17403
Prunka Henry Bear Creek Township 721 Thornhurst Rd Etters Pa 18424
R
Rahman Jameel 2640 Durham Rd York Pa 17402
Rajkowski Michelle A 146 Royal Ct York Pa 17402
Rampley Arthur 144 Country Ridge Dr Red Lion Pa 17356
Ramsey Morris 530 Cleveland Ave York Pa 17403
Rankins Clarence 803 W Princess 1st Fl York Pa 17404
Rapid American Corporation CO Mccrory Parent Corp Legal 2955 East Market St York
Pa 17402
Rappold Willilam H III Rappold Stacy 157 Wenzel Rd Airville Pa 17302
Rasmunelo Gelber 142 Manchester St Glen Rock Pa 17327
Rauhauser Dorothy 2730 Pine Grove Rd Apt 2304 York Pa 17403
Ray Morgan 2159 White St Ste 3 York Pa 17404
Rayac 435 W Philadelphia St York Pa 17347
Reachard Shawn 21 Baltimore St Spring Grove Pa 17362
Rearden Metal Products Inc 600 Farmbrook Ln York Pa 17402
Recycling E H Co Inc Po Box 291 York Pa 17405
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Redifer Rediver 50 Barley Cir Hanover Pa 17331
Reel Direct Llc Formerly Usa Direct 1879 Grantley Rd York Pa 17403
Rehman Gail 21 Main St Yorkana Pa 17406
Rehman Michael 120 Stone Bridge Dr Dillsburg Pa 17019
Reichart Jeanne H Est 433 Parkview Ln Hanover Pa 17331
Reimold Vera 100 Luther Rd Box 24 Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Reinhard Craig Reinhard Fran 2710 Stevenson Dr York Pa 17404
Reinike Marcus C/O F Holt Esquire 34 N Queen St York Pa 17403
Reitz Dorothy 151 W Maple York Pa 17403
Reterstoff Kurt 547 Mcallister St Hanover Pa 17331
Reynolds & Whitcomb Inc 2051 Industrial Hwy York Pa 17402
Reynolds Eliz 393 Meadow Trl Delta Pa 17314
Reynolds Elizabeth 252 Westwood Dr York Pa 17404
Rhoades Gary 495 Naevoo Rd Lewisberry Pa 17339
Richard Kent 2940 Ashgrove Ln York Pa 17403
Richards Elizabeth 420 Locust St Wrightsville Pa 17368
Richcreek Samuel Po Box 215 York Haven Pa 17370
Rickels Ryan 273b Friendship Ave York Pa 17406
Rickert James 1661 Westgate Dr Apt 202 York Pa 17404
Ricketts Morris 607 West Mason Ave York Pa 17404
Rider Rebecca 2654 Danielle Dr Dover Pa 17315
Riegel John 137 N Newberry St Apt 1 York Pa 17404
Riese Robert 868 S Albemarle St York Pa 17403
Rineholt Jerrleen Rineholt Dave 194 Kilgore Rd Delta Pa 17314
Rineman Madison 3550 Riding Club Dr York Pa 17404
Rios Yara 168 Lewis Rd Windsor Pa 17366
Rishel Edward 3031 Village Cir West York Pa 17404
Ritter Joseph P Ritter Joseph 145 Charles St York Pa 17403
Roberts Jude Po Box 279 382 Torbert Rd Fawn Grove Pa 17321
Roberts Ronald 17 Glennwood Rd Lot 21 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Robertson Barbara 132 Camelot Arms Bldg P York Pa 17402
Robinson Deborah 2606 Oakwood Hts Dr Stewartstown Pa 17363
Rodgers Marakay 952 E Market St York Pa 17403
Rodriguez Doris 318 W North St York Pa 17404
Rodriguez Mauro 446 N Beaver St Fl York Pa 17404
Rogers Beth 100 Jewel Dr York Pa 17404
Rogers Marakay 74 N Tremont St York Pa 17403
Rogers Marakay 952 East Market St York Pa 17403
Rogers Marakay Jessica 74 N Tremont St York Pa 17403
Rohrback Ray Po Box 9 Glen Rock Pa 17327
Rohrbaugh Ricky 885 Mill Creek Rd York Pa 17404
Rollins Robert 3762 Eagle Ridge Ct Hanover Pa 17331
Roper Andrew Roper Amie 128 West Cloverdale Ave Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Rosenbluth Betty 2299 Mount Zion Rd York Pa 17402
Ross Naomi 15393 W Boundary Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
Rosser Jesse 3403 Glen Hollow Dr Dover Pa 17315
Roth Michael 221 1st Ave Red Lion Pa 17356
Rotz Commerical Realty 105 Leader Hts Rd Suite 110 York Pa 17402
Routson Mabel 6 Orchard St Hanover Pa 17331
Rowe Aric 1691 Westgate Dr Apt 102 York Pa 17404
Rowe Aric 5 Ramblewood Dr Aptf Etters Pa 17319
Rowland Jh Ta Gst Ex 1 E Market St York Pa 17401
Rs Automation Inc 10 Church Rd Emigsville Pa 17318
Rudy Betty E W Seven Up Bottling Co Pension 254 W Princess St York Pa 17404
Rudy J B 118 Pleasant Acres Rd York Pa 17402
Rudy John L C/O Seven Up Bottling Co Pensi 254 W Princess St York Pa 17404
Runkle Carrie 1842 Long Level Rd Wrightsville Pa 17368
Runkle Harold 1429 Orange St York Pa 17404
Ruppert Shaine Northwood Mnr Lot 109 York Haven Pa 17370
Russ Marie 315 Floral Dr Red Lion Pa 17356
Russell Donald 1025 Hastings Blvd York Pa 17402
Rynn Richard 925 Richwill Dr York Pa 17404
S
Sadowski Victor F Est 368 Blue Ridge Dr York Pa 17402
Sanchez Ivon 1366 West Market St Rear York Pa 17404
Sanders Fannie D Estate RR 1 York Pa
Sandusky Evelyn R C/O Sandusky 2495 Hepplewhite Dr York Pa 17404
Sassman Debra 4468 Federal Rd York Pa 17404
Schaszberger Elsie Schaszberger Anna 419 W Market St 2101 York Pa 17401
Schaszberger Anna 419 W Market St 2101 York Pa 17401
Schrack William Po Box 310 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Schrantz John 918 Wood St York Pa 17404
Schrum Roy 767 Wallace York Pa 17403
Schulark Jasmine 147 W Cottege Place York Pa 17403
Schultz Helen E Estate 683 E Market St York Pa 17403
Schultz Steven 464 Market St York Pa 17403
Sciera Emily 150 Oak Ridge Dr York Pa 17402
Seigel Susan 5a Camelot Arms Lot York Pa 17402
Selewach Virginia 402 Little John Dr Dillsburg Pa 17019
Senft Thelma Senft Walter 901 Midland York Pa 17403
Serrano Rivera 613 Susquehanna Ave Windsor Park Pa 17403
Servac Po Box 154 Hanover Pa 17331
Shaffer John Shaffer Anna RR 5 York Pa 17402
Shaffer Nevin Shaffer V F 120 3rd St Hanover Pa 17331
Shaffer Rebecca L Shaffer Brian 326 Greystone Rd York Pa 17402
Shaffer Laura 1019 Roosevelt Ave York Pa 17404
Shaffer Matthew 2 Locust St Po Box 303 York Haven Pa 17370
Shah Shalini 690 Leaf St York Pa 17404
Shanabroo William E Estate RR 3 Dover Pa 17315
Shaner Stewart 4145 Abbey Ln York Pa 17402
Sharp Miriam 5145 N Susquehanna Trail York Pa 17406
Shaub Cheryl 3203 Glen Hollow Dr Dover Pa 17315
Shaw Carol 16144 Lowe Rd Stewartstown Pa 17363
Sheaffer John Sheaffer Sara RR 1 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Shearer Alan 25 S Baltimore St Apt 2 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Shearer Daniel 32 Covington Dr Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Sheckenbaugh Laver Estate 831 Cir Dr York Pa 17315
Sheehan Mildred 175 Scarboro Dr York Pa 17403
Sheffer Sara Estate RR 5 York Pa 17402
Shelley C J 17 W Market St York Pa 17401
Shenberger Bruce 302 Elmwood Blvd York Pa 17403
Sheneman Scott 1701 Taxville Rd York Pa 17404
Shepherd Bonnie 4 Cedar Dr Felton Pa 17322
Sheppard Lunn Heather L Po Box 877 Hanover Pa 17331
Shildt Lara 3610 Lewisberry Rd York Pa 17404
Shipley Storesa Llc 415 Norway St York Pa 17405
Shirey Kathy 422 W Howard St Apt A Dallastown Pa 17313
Shue Brenda 767 Wallace York Pa 17403
Shue Lois 1050 S George St York Pa 17403
Shultz Foods Po Box 993 Hanover Pa 17331
Simmons Wade 897 North Mcdermott Rd Fawn Grove Pa 17321
Sinay Batel Sinay Ai 3348 Ridgeview Rd Dallastown Pa 17313
Singer John 3872 Shaffers Church Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
Sipe Glenda M RR 8 Box 103 York Pa 17403
Siple Eleanor 414 Wallace St York Pa 17403
Sizelove Katherine Sizelove M Kathleen 13 Brook Meadow Cir Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Sizelove M Kathleen Sizelove Nicholas A 13 Brook Meadow Cir Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Skariah Biju 2242 Slater Hill Ln W York Pa 17402
Small Clara Small Ruel 335 Franklin Hanover Pa 17331
Smart Robbin 28 Camelot D York Pa 17406
Smith Benedict Smith Diane 210 Eichelberger St Hanover Pa 17331
Smith Frances M Estate RR 1 Etters Pa 17319
Smith Jeramie 731 Conewago Ave York Pa 17404
Smith Kenneth 1700b Devers Rd York Pa 17404
Smith Robert 1564 Windy Hill Rd New Freedom Pa 17349
Smith Roxanne 40 S Duke St York Pa 17401
Smith Tia 190 E Cottage Pl York Pa 17401
Smyser Bobbi 35 Loucks St Manchester Pa 17345
Sneeringer Laura 2112 Rodko Ct Spring Grove Pa 17362
Snell Michael 1050 Felton Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
Somers Mary 54 Woodward Dr York Pa 17402
Souriau 25 Grumbacher Rd York Pa 17406
Spaan Corey Attn C Spaan 57 W Cabin Hollow Rd3 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Spangler Dorothea 1541 W King St York Pa 17404
Spangler Micah 1855 Deamerlyn Dr York Pa 17402
Spartler Georgia Spartler Daniel 731 Carrol Rd York Pa 17403
Spears Christine 2767 Carneige Rd Apt 201 York Pa 17402
Spencer Darlene 202 Crown Point Dr York Pa 17402
Spicer Leslie 812 Ceder Villiage Dr Newark Pa 17402
Spicer Norman 9489 Brogueville Rd Felton Pa 17322
Spiegel Louis 685 Chestnut St York Pa 17403
Spirit Of 76 Motel 1162 Haines Rd York Pa 17402
Spurgeon Jill N 245 W Ore St Seven Valleys Pa 17360
St Clair Justin 1246 E Philadelphia St York Pa 17403
Stackhouse Stanley Stackhouse Ethel 2935 Round Hill Rd York Pa 17402
Stackhouse Richard 464 So Persing Ave York Pa 17403
Staimans Recycling 213 Poplar St Hanover Pa 17331
Stambaugh William Stambaugh Betty 653 W Clark York Pa 17404
Stambaugh Lindsay 17058 Mt Airy Rd Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Stanbaugh Timothy 17058 Mt Airy Rd Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Stanley Steemer 3450 Industrial Dr York Pa 17402
Stauffer Dorothy F Est 323 Brentwood Dr Apt E York Pa 17403
Stauffer Francis E Estate 213 N Williams St York Pa 17404
Stauffer June G Est 3531 Carlisle Rd Dover Pa 17315
Steele James 604 Lincoln Dr York Pa 17404
Stephens John Stephens John 900s S George St 70 York Pa 17403
Sterner Marjorie H Estate RR 2 Hanover Pa 17331
Stetler Marshall 458 Park St York Pa 17403
Stevens Lori 621 Windsor St York Pa 17403
Stevens Refrigeratio 2071a Park St Dover Pa 17315
Stevens Timothy 12 Strassburg Cir Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Stewart Associates Land Development Po Box 902 York Pa 17405
Stine Steven Stine Betty 202 Crown Point Dr York Pa 17402
Stine Warren Stine Betty 202 Crown Point Dr York Pa 17402
Stine Betty 202 Crown Point Dr York Pa 17402
Stoltzfus Kenneth 3375 Cape Horn Rd Red Lion Pa 17356
Stone Margaret Stone Joyce 123 N Fileys Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Stone Christophe 424 South High St Hanover Pa 17331
Stowe Pf 2080 Crescent Rd York Pa 17403
Stoyer Estella J Estate RR 4 Dover Pa 17315
Strayer Kenneth E 118 N Duke 2nd Fl York Pa 17401
Strayer Kimberly Dycus 86 Cherokee Dr Dover Pa
Strickler Lynette 322 Hillside Ln York Pa 17403
Strock Myrtle 2663 Carnegie Rd T2 York Pa 17402
Strock Myrtle 936 E Princess St York Pa 17403
Strong Trust Of 1991 1137 Sarazen Way York Pa 17404
Strubin Robert 315 Foxleigh Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Stubbs Elsie 348 Westwood Dr York Pa 17404
Studler Bruce 1010 Crest Way Apt 402 York Pa 17403
Suenkonis Joanne 1260 Valy View Rd York Pa 17403
Sullivan Richard 85 Hilltop Rd Delta Pa 17314
Susquehanna Rawhide Llc 1880 Austin Ln York Pa 17404
Sussman Debra 4428 Federdal Rd York Pa 17404
Sutton Stephanie Sutton Ona N 4081 Board Rd Manchester Pa 17345
Swartz Gina Sue 237 Carea Rd New Park Pa 17352
Swartz Helen Est 711 W Brdway Red Lion Pa 17356
Swartz Helen W Est 711 W Brdway Red Lion Pa 17356
Swartz Karen 724 Ash Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Sweigart Kenneth E II 2216 Bernays Dr York Pa 17404
T
Tamburrino Dan 610 Florida Ave York Pa 17404
Teague Robert W Cust Teague Joshua 1548 Monroe St York Pa 17404
Tebbs Mildred L Estate RR 1 Box 80 Lewisberry Pa 17339
Tek Cuisine Inc 2200 S George St Plaza C York Pa 17403
Test Charles Test Ruth 90 W Locust Ln York Pa 17406
The Wiley Group 130 West Church St Dillsburg Pa 17019
Thomae Tami 29 Hemlock Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Thomas Annie E Estate 1240 Kenmore Pl Spring Grove Pa 17362
Thomas Douglas CO Miss Roberta Carpenter 640 Madison Ave York Pa 17404
Thomas Gary 710 Strayer Dr Windsor Pa 17366
Thomas Gregory Trust 105 W Brdway Red Lion Pa 17356
Thomas Maurice 61 Cool Creek Manor Dr Wrightsville Pa 17368
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Thompson Christian Thompson Julie 33 Bryn Way Mt Wolf Pa 17347
Thompson John 18 Oak Ridge Dr York Pa 17402
Thompson Scott 225 Mountain Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Thorne Vernon 84 Raptor Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Ticas Roger 4 N Shaffer Dr New Freedom Pa 17349
Timesavers Inc 1070 Friar Run Hanover Pa 17331
Tokach Andrew 14 Russian Olive Dr Etters Pa 17319
Tome Robert 168 South Main St Yoe Pa 17313
Toomey Elizabeth Toomey Terence 1662 Beech Ln Hanover Pa 17331
Topper George L Estate RR 7 York Pa 17402
Torres Jonathan 625 Cleveland Ave York Pa 17403
Toyota Motor Credit 625 Cleveland Ave York Pa 17403
Transkrit 18 S George St Ste 703 York Pa 17401
Trimmer Gary L Jr Trimmer Gary Rd 3 Red Lion Pa 17356
Trinity Wireless Inc C/O Trinity Wireless 3601 E Market St York Pa 17315
Trodden Mildred Est 2007 Village Cir E York Pa 17404
Trostle Dorothea 716 Prospect St York Pa 17403
Trout Kimberley 2317 Knobhill Rd York Pa 17403
Troutman Richard 2325 N Point Dr York Pa 17402
U
U Stor It 1331 North Sherman St York Pa 17402
U Stor It U−Stor−It 1331 North Sherman St York Pa 17402
Urban Scott 800 York Rd Dover Pa 17315
V
Vaartjes Anja 9 Sheffer Rd Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Valencia Juan 604 E Philadelphia St 2 York Pa 17404
Valley Grange 1360 Rd 2 Box 160 A York Haven Pa 17370
Vanhein Olivia 6850 Carlisle Rd Dover Pa 17315
Vanolinda Claire 581 W Market St York Pa 17404
Vector Business Systems Inc 339 E Market St York Pa 17403
Vein And Laser Cente 221 Potomac Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Velazquez Oquendo 223 S Penn St 2nd Fl York Pa 17404
Viands Kevin 810 Cragmoor Rd York Haven Pa 17370
Villott Sean 5 Apache Trail York Haven Pa 17370
Voeun V 515 W Princess St York Pa 17404
Voir Toni 1250 Futurity Dr York Pa 17404
Vollmerhausen Sarah 18 Utz Dr Hanover Pa 17331
Vose Richard 235 Melvale Rd Dallastown Pa 17313
Vought Pamela Vought Mark 439 Park St Manchester Pa 17345
Vu Tan 690 Leaf St York Pa 17404
W
Wagner Michele Wagner Barry 512 Norman Rd York Pa 17406
Wagner Roy J Jr Wagner Mary Rd 1 York Pa 17404
Wagner William Wagner Alice 25 E 3rd Ave Apt L5 Spring Grove Pa 17362
Wagner Alverta H Rd 1 York Pa 17404
Wagner Glenn C Jr RR 3 Dillsburg Pa 17019
Wagner L Melvina Po Box 7321 York Pa 17404
Wagner Lisa 28 W 8th Ave York Pa 17404
Waki Enterprises 50 Meeting House Rd Manchester Pa 17345
Walker Sharon 330 Park Hts Blvd Hanover Pa 17331
Wallace Edward 1243 West King St Apt 304 York Pa 17404
Wantz Charlott Wantz Howard 35 N Oxford York Pa 17404
Wantz Charlotte 3866 Tunnel Hill Rd Seven Valleys Pa 17360
Wantz Stewart Jr 213 Roosevelt Ave York Pa 17404
Ward John Midland Ave 955 York Spring Garden Pa 17403
Warehime Patricia 1199 Grosstown Rd Hanover Pa 17331
Warholic Delores Cust 531 Mountain Rd Dillsburg Pa Dillsburg Pa 17019
Warner Dorothy L Estate 209 N Newberry St York Pa 17401
Warner Wayne 68 N Main St Apt 1 Red Lion Pa 17356
Washer Ronald 673 Woodburne Rd Lewisberry Pa 17339
Way Christopher 18 Eagleton Dr Jacobus Pa 17407
Wayne Alexander Lee 3888 Ridgewood Rd York Pa 17406
Waypoint Brokerage Services Po Box 3100 York Pa 17402
Waypoint Insurance Services Inc 2500 Kingston Rd York Pa 17402
Weber Angela 66 Jean Lo Way York Pa 17406
Weigle Elva Rd 1 York Pa 17404
Weikert James 103 Wynwood Rd York Pa 17402
Weirich Bruce 52 Travis Cir Wrightsville Pa 17368
Weirich Sharon C/O G L Landis Po Box 7321 York Pa 17404
Welsh Margaret Welsh William 58 York St Spring Pa 17362
Welsh Judith 420 Locust St Wrightsville Pa 17368
Welsh Marie A Estate 1085 Hays St York Pa 17403
Wertman William 952 E Market St York Pa 17403
Wertz Jonathan Wertz D M 400 School St York Pa 17402
Wertz Hylaria 20 Hagarman Dr York Pa 17402
Westerlund John 3110 E Market St York Pa 17402
Wetzel Dorothy CO D Walters 133 S P Dallastown Pa 17313
Wetzel Gwendolyn 4 Timber Ln Hanover Pa 17331
Wetzel Harry C/O D Walters 133 S Park S Dallastown Pa 17313
Wharton J R 6757 Smtt Rd Glen Rock Pa 17327
Wheeler Susan 343 E Philadelphia St York Pa 17403
White Gary L Sr 55 Sugar Maple Dr Etters Pa 17319
Whitehead Christine Whitehead Joseph 2323 Carlisle Rd York Pa 17404
Whitman Florence 2355 North Point Dr York Pa 17402
Whitney Richard Jr 304 Harvest Field Ln York Pa 17403
Wickeys Caterers 2200 S George St Plaza C York Pa 17403
Wiest Travis 309 N Main St Spring Grove Pa 17362
Wilkes Catherine 322 Allegheny Dr York Pa 17402
Wilkes Lawrence 322 Allegheny Dr York Pa 17402
Willey Michael 324 Springdale Rd York Pa 17403
William Girling 1305 S Ogontz St York Pa 17403
Williams Anthony 2516 Manor Rd York Pa 17408
Williams Michelle 15 Oneill Ave Hanover Pa 17331
Williams Nathaniel II 265 W Beaver St Hellam Pa 17406
Williams Service Co 1760 Sixth Ave York Pa 17403
Williams Wayne 1420 Brittany Dr York Pa 17404
Williams William 1114 E Poplar St York Pa 17403
Willman Katherine 267 West Main St Dallastown Pa 17313
Willman Timothy E 6 Brookside Cir Dillsburg Pa 17019
Willow Dorothy RR 1 Hanover Pa 17331
Willwert Diane E Bf 965 Gebhart Rd Windsor Pa 17366
Wilson Alexander 29 Woodland Dr Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Wilson Carl 338 East King St York Pa 17403
Wilson Stacey 1525 East Philadelphia St 5 York Pa 17403
Wilt Edward L Estate 344 3rd St Hanover Pa 17331
Wilton Frederick M III 122 Oak Ridge Dr York Pa 17402
Winand Gertrude A In 145 Old Quaker Rd Etters Pa 17319
Winemiller Thelma M Estate RR 2 York Pa 17403
Winston 84 Oak Rd York Pa 17402
Winter Catherine RR 4 Box 104c York Pa 17404
Winter Engine Inc 1600 Pennsylvania Ave York Pa 17404
Winter Jessica 104 Oak Leaf Dr Windsor Pa 17366
Wisler Debbra 208 Teila Dr Dallastown Pa 17313
Wisner Jennifer Wisner Keith 1951 Stoverstown Spring Grove Pa 17362
Witter Anna 138 S Penn St York Pa 17404
Wohlford C F Estate 250 E Princess St York Pa 17403
Wolf Diane Estate 1847 Stone Hill Dr York Pa 17402
Wolfe Pauline M Wanetta St New Freedom Pa 17349
Wolgamuth Gail 5241 Davidburg Rd Apt 1−F Dover Pa 17315
Wood Barbara RD 3 Red Lion Pa 17356
Wood Richard 765 Conewago Creek Rd Manchester Pa 17345
Woods Audrey 4 Mitchell Ct 103 Hanover Pa 17331
Woods Charles 432 W Main St Dallastown Pa 17313
Woods Thomas 212 Coffeetown Rd Dillsburg Pa 17019
Woollard Bradley 851 Mcallister St Hanover Pa 17331
Wright David 1544 Seven Valys Rd York Pa 17408
Writer Cormeal 14 W Water St Jacobus Pa 17407
Wycoff Travis 5 Sara Ln Hanover Pa 17331
Y
Y O E Concrete 267 Wilson Ct Dallastown Pa 17313
Yingling Ingeborg 2 High St Hanover Pa 17331
Yohe Samuel 1679 Seven Valys R York Pa 17404
Yohe Terrance 2410 Winterberry Ln York Pa 17402
York Chrysler Body Shop 1250 Futurity Dr York Pa 17404
York Container Company 138 Mt Zion Rd York Pa 17402
York Endodontics Pc 2210 East Markent St York Pa 17402
York Fed Sav & Loan Dba Howard Johnson Attn Harry Lloyd York Pa 17401
York Intl 631 S Richland Ave Door 100 York Pa 17403
York Nissan Inc CO JSt Clair 1246 E Philadelphia St York Pa 17403
York Symphony Orchestra 10 North Beaver St York Pa 17347
Yorktowne Caskets Inc 654 Lincoln St York Pa 17404
Yorktowne Hotel Attn General Manager 48 East Market St York Pa 17401
Young Donald W Rollover Ira 4125 Leah Ave Dover Pa 17315
Young Ralph 119 N Belvidere Ave York Pa 17404
Young Richard 800 York Rd Box 121 Dover Pa 17315
Z
Zander James 830 Bremer Rd Dover Pa 17315
Zanes Auto Sales 3170 Grenway Rd Dover Pa 17315
Zart Julie 175 Fourth St Dallastown Pa 17313
Zheng Jian Liang 35 E 3rd Ave Spring Grove Pa 17362
Zimmerman Patricia Zimmerman Richard 22 N Main St Red Lion Pa 17356
Zojac Adaline Estate 657 Wyndamere Rd Lewisberry Pa 17339
Zold Robert 832a Silver Lake Rd Lewisberry Pa 17339
Unclaimed Property Reported Without
Name or Address
When holders of unclaimed property file reports with Treasury, some accounts are
reported without the name or address of the owner. If you have done business with
any of the companies or organizations listed below and believe you may be entitled
to unclaimed property, contact the Bureau of Unclaimed Property at (800) 222−2046,
Monday through Friday, 7:30 a.m.—4:30 p.m. Please note that original documents
will be required to file a claim that has no reported name or address.
Abington Township Police Department 1166 Old York Road Abington Pa 19001
Safekeeping
Affinity Insurance Services 4 Overlook Point Escheat Dept 3rd Fl, South Mailstop
4oa−3s−1 Lincolnshire Il 60069 Premium Refunds
Allegheny County Dept Of Court Records 436 Grant Street 115 Allegheny County
Courthouse Pittsburgh Pa 15219 Escrow Account
Allentown Police Department 641 S 10th Street Allentown Pa 18103 Safekeeping
Amity Township Police Department 2004 Weavertown Rd Douglassville Pa 19518
Safekeeping
Bank Of New York Mellon Corporate Trust Bank Of New York Mellon 401 South
Salina St Syracuse Ny 13202 Uncashed Checks
Berks County District Attorneys Office 633 Court Street Reading Pa 19601 Safekeep-
ing
Berks County Jail System 1287 County Welfare Rd Leesport Pa 19533 Safekeeping
Borough Of Cleona Police Department 140 West Walnut Street Cleona Pa 17042
Safekeeping
Bristol Township Police Dept. 2501 Bath Rd Bristol Pa 19007 Safekeeping
Cambria County Clerk Of Courts 200 South Center Street Ebensburg Pa 15931−
Refunds / Rebates
Capital Area Transit Authority 901 N Cameron St Po Box 1519 Harrisburg Pa 17105−
Safekeeping
Carlisle Police Department 240 Lincoln St Carlisle Pa 17013 Safekeeping
Carnegie Mellon University Police Dept 300 South Craig St Pittsburgh Pa 15213−
Safekeeping
Cheltenham Township Police Department 8230 Old York Road Elkins Park Pa 19027−
Safekeeping
City Of Bethlehem Police Department 10 E Church Street Bethlehem Pa 18018
Safekeeping
City Of Erie Police Department 626 State Street Rm 307 Erie Pa 16501− Safekeeping
City Of Franklin Police Department 430 13th St Franklin Pa 16323 Safekeeping
City Of Pittsburgh Police Department 1203 Western Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Safekeeping
City Of Warren Police Department 318 W Third Ave Warren Pa 16365−2380
Safekeeping
Computershare Unknown Excess Cash/Shares (Common) Computershare 250 Royal
Street Canton Ma 02021 Uncashed Checks
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Delaware County Court Of Common Pleas 201 West Front St Media Pa 19063 Refunds
/ Rebates
Delaware County Court Of Common Pleas 201 West Front St Media Pa 19063
Restitution Awards
Dormont Borough Police Department 1444 Hillsdale Ave Suite 1 Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Safekeeping
Duquesne Light Company 161 North Concord Exchange Pittsburgh Pa 55075−0000
Suspense Accounts
East Brandywine Police Department 1212 Horseshoe Pike Downingtown Pa 19335−
Safekeeping
East Hempfield Township Police Department 1700 Nissley Road Box 128 Landisville
Pa 17538 Safekeeping
East Lampeter Township Police Department 2250 Old Philadelphia Pike Lancaster Pa
17602− Safekeeping
East Pennsboro Twp Police Department 98 S Enola Dr Enola Pa 17025 Safekeeping
Easttown Township Police Dept 566 Beaumont Road Devon Pa 19333− Safekeeping
Ephrata Police Department 124 South State Street Ephrata Pa 17522− Safekeeping
Erie Regional Airport Authority 4411 West 12th. Street Erie Pa 16505 Safekeeping
Falls Township Police 188 Lincoln Hwy Fairless Hills Pa 19030− Safekeeping
Fidelity Deposit And Discount Bank 338 N Washington Ave Scranton Pa 18503
Safekeeping
First Savings Bank Of Perkasie Po Box 176 219 S Ninth Street Perkasie Pa 18944
Safekeeping
Fort Indiantown Gap Police Bldg 7−5 Wiley Rd Annville Pa 17003 Safekeeping
Green Tree Borough Police Department 10 West Manilla Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Safekeeping
Grove City Police Department 337 East Pine Street Grove City Pa 16127 Safekeeping
Hamot Medical Center 300 State Street Erie Pa 16550− Safekeeping
Hanover Borough Police Department 44 Frederick Street Hanover Pa 17331− Safe-
keeping
Hatfield Township Police Department 2000 School Road Hatfield Pa 19440 Safekeeping
Haverford Township Police Department 1010 Darby Rd Havertown Pa 19083
Hemlock Township Police Department 26 Firehall Rd. Bloomsburg Pa 17815 Safekeep-
ing
Hilltown Township Police Department 13 West Creamery Road Po Box 260 Hilltown
Pa 18927 Safekeeping
Immaculata University 1145 King Road Immaculata Pa 19345 Safekeeping
Jefferson Hills Borough Pd 925 Old Clairton Rd Jefferson Hills Pa 15025 Safekeeping
Johnstown Police Department 401 Washington Street Johnstown Pa 15901 Safekeep-
ing
Kishacoquillas National Bank 25 Gateway Dr Reedsville Pa 17084 Safekeeping
Lafayette College Controller’s Office 202 Markle Hall Easton Pa 18042 Safekeeping
Lake Erie College Of Osteopathic Medicine 1858 West Grandview Blvd Erie Pa 16509
Safekeeping
Lancaster City Bureau Of Police 39 W Chestnut St Lancaster Pa 17603− Safekeeping
Lancaster General Hospital 555 North Duke St Po Box 3555 Lancaster Pa 17604
Safekeeping
Langhorne Borough Police Department 114 East Maple Ave Langhorne Pa 19047
Safekeeping
Lansdale Police Dept 35 Vine Street Lansdale Pa 19446 Safekeeping
Lehigh Valley Health Network 1200 S Cedar Crest Blvd Allentown Pa 18103
Safekeeping
Lipkin Marshall Bohorad And Thornburg Pc 1940 Wst Norwegian Street Po Box 1280
Pottsville Pa 17901−7280 Escrow Account
Lock Haven City Police Department 20 East Church Street Lock Haven Pa 17745
Safekeeping
Lower Paxton Township Police Department 425 Prince Street Suite 320 Harrisburg Pa
17109 Safekeeping
Lower Pottsgrove Township Police Department 2199 Buchert Road Pottstown Pa
19464− Safekeeping
Lower Saucon Township Police Dept 3700 Old Philadelphia Pike Bethlehem Pa 18015−
Safekeeping
Lutheran Social Services Of S Central Pa 1050 Pennsylvania Avenue York Pa
17404−1999 Safekeeping
M&T Bank 285 Delaware Ave 4th Floor Buffalo Ny 14202 Safekeeping
Marple Township Police Department 225 S Sproul Rd Broomall Pa 19008− Safekeeping
Metlife Inc C/O Bank Of New York Mellon 500 Ross Street Pittsburgh Pa 15262 Stock
Undeliverable
Mid Penn Bank 894 North River Road Halifax Pa 17032 Safekeeping
Millcreek Township Police Department 3608 West 26th St Erie Pa 16506 Safekeeping
Milton S Hershey Medical Center 600 Centerview Dr Academic Support Bldg 4th Flr
Suite 4100 A420 Hershey Pa 17033 Safekeeping
Monongahela Valley Hospital Inc 1163 Country Club Road Monongahela Pa 15063
Safekeeping
Montgomery Township Police 1001 Stump Rd Montgomeryville Pa 18936 Safekeeping
Montoursville Police Department 617 North Loyalsock Avenue Montoursville Pa
17754− Safekeeping
Muncy Township Police Department 1922 Pond Road Pennsdale Pa 17756 Safekeeping
Nco Group Inc & Subsidiaries 507 Prudential Road Po Box 1007 Horsham Pa 19044
Accounts Payable Check
Newtown Township Police Dept. 100 Municipal Drive Newtown Pa 18940 Safekeeping
North Lebanon Township Police Department 725 Kimmerlings Road Lebanon Pa 17046
Safekeeping
Northampton Township Police Department 50 Township Road Richboro Pa 18954−
Safekeeping
Northern York County Regional Police Dept 1445 East Canal Road Dover Pa 17315
Safekeeping
Northumberland Borough Police Department 175 Orange Street Northumberland Pa
17857 Safekeeping
Penn Hills Police Department 12245 Frankstown Road Pittsburgh Pa 15235 Safekeep-
ing
Penn State University Lion Surplus / Salvage Bldg Services Rd University Park Pa
16802 Safekeeping
Penn Township Police Department 20 Wayne Avenue Hanover Pa 17331− Safekeeping
Penn Township Police Department 97 N Penryn Rd Manheim Pa 17545 Safekeeping
Pennsylvania State Capitol Police Suite 70 E Capitol East Wing Harrisburg Pa 17125
Safekeeping
Perkasie Borough P.D. 311 S 9th Street Perkasie Pa 18944 Safekeeping
Pinnacle Health Hospitals Po Box 8700 409 South Second Street Harrisburg Pa
17105− Safekeeping
Plymouth Township Police Department 700 Belvoir Rd Plymouth Meeting Pa 19462
Safekeeping
Pnc Bank P−7pfsc−02−0 500 First Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219 Safekeeping
Pocono Mountain Regional Police Dept Hc 89 Box 200 Pocono Summit Pa 18346−
Safekeeping
Ppl Electric Utilities Corporation Two North Ninth Street Allentown Pa 18101 Credit
Balances
Prudential Insurance Company Abandoned Property Operations 200 Wood Avenue
South Iselin Nj 08830−2726 Death Benefit Check
Psp Bureau Of Gaming Enforcement 8000 Bretz Drive Harrisburg Pa 17112 Safekeep-
ing
Psp Troop A Greensburg 100 N Westmoreland Ave Greensburg Pa 15601 Safekeeping
Psp Troop B Washington 83 Murtland Avenue Washington Pa 15301 Safekeeping
Psp Troop C Punxsutawney 485 N. Findley Street Punxsutawney Pa 15767− Safekeep-
ing
Psp Troop D Butler 200 Barracks Road Butler Pa 16001 Safekeeping
Psp Troop E Erie 4320 Iroquois Avenue Erie Pa 16511− Safekeeping
Psp Troop F Montoursville 899 Cherry Street Montoursville Pa 17754 Safekeeping
Psp Troop G Hollidaysburg 1510 North Juniata Street Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Safekeeping
Psp Troop H Harrisburg 1800 Elmerton Ave Harrisburg Pa 17110 Safekeeping
Psp Troop J Lancaster 2099 Lincoln Highway East Lancaster Pa 17602− Safekeeping
Psp Troop L Reading 600 Kenhorst Blvd Reading Pa 19611 Safekeeping
Psp Troop M Bethlehem 2930 Airport Road Bethlehem Pa 18017 Safekeeping
Psp Troop N Hazleton 250 Dessen Drive W Hazleton Pa 18202 Safekeeping
Psp Troop P Wyoming 475 Wyoming Avenue Wyoming Pa 18644 Safekeeping
Psp Troop R Dunmore 85 Keystone Ind Park Dunmore Pa 18512 Safekeeping
Psp Troop T Turnpike P.O. Box 67676 Harrisburg Pa 17106− Safekeeping
Psp Troop W Blce 3655 Vartan Way Harrisburg Pa 17110− Safekeeping
Quakertown Borough Police Dept 35 N 3rd St Quakertown Pa 18951 Safekeeping
Reading Hospital & Medical Center Po Box 16052 Reading Pa 19612−6052 Safekeep-
ing
Richland Township Police Department 322 Schoolhouse Road Johnstown Pa 15904−
Safekeeping
Ross Township Police Department 1000 Ross Municipal Drive Pittsburgh Pa 15237
Safekeeping
Salient 3 Communications Liquidating Trust C/O Computershare 250 Royall St Ms 3a
Canton Ma 02021 Dividends
Sci Camp Hill 2500 Lisburn Road Camp Hill Pa 17011 Safekeeping
Shippensburg Police Department 60 West Burd Street Shippensburg Pa 17257−
Safekeeping
Sinking Spring Police Dept 3940 Penn Ave Sinking Spring Pa 19608 Safekeeping
Springettsbury Township Police Department 1501 Mount Zion Rd York Pa 17402−
Safekeeping
St Lukes Hospital 801 Ostrum Street Bethlehem Pa 18015 Safekeeping
St Lukes Miners Memorial Hospital 801 Ostrum Street Bethlehem Pa 18015 Safekeep-
ing
Stroud Area Regional Police Dept 100 Day St East Stroudsburg, Pa 18301 Safekeeping
Susquehanna Area Regional Airport Authority One Terminal Drive Suite 300 Middle-
town Pa 17057 Safekeeping
Susquehanna Township Police Department 1900 Linglestown Road Harrisburg Pa
17110− Safekeeping
Telecheck Services Inc P.O. Box 7035 Greenwood Village Co 80111 Uncashed Checks
Temple University 1805 N Broad St, Rm 1108 11th Floor Wachman Hall Philadelphia
Pa 19122− Uncashed Checks
Towamencin Township Police Dept 1090 Troxel Road Box 303 Kulpsville Pa 19443
Safekeeping
Township Of Derry 600 Clearwater Road Hershey Pa 17033− Safekeeping
Township Of Lower Merion 75 E Lancaster Ave Ardmore Pa 19003 Safekeeping
Trembath Agency Inc 5906 Victor Circle Aliquippa Pa 15001 Escrow Account
Union Bankers Insurance Company 1001 Heathrow Park Lane, Ste 5001 Lake Mary Fl
32746− Uncashed Checks
University Of Pittsburgh Medical Center (Upmc) 600 Grant St, 58th Floor Pittsburgh
Pa 15219 Accounts Payable Check
Valley View Haven 4702 East Main Street Belleville Pa 17004− Safekeeping
Warminster Township Police Department 401 Gibson Avenue Warminster Pa 18974−
Safekeeping
Washington Township Police Department 13013 Welty Road Waynesboro Pa 17268
Safekeeping
West Mifflin Borough Police Department 4733 Greensprings Avenue West Mifflin Pa
15122− Safekeeping
West Penn Allegheny Health System 320 East North Avenue Pittsburgh Pa
15212−4772 Safekeeping
Westmoreland County Court Of Common Pleas 2 N Main Street Ste 203 Greensburg
Pa 15601 Restitution Awards
Westmoreland County Park Police 2 North Main Street Greensburg Pa 15601
Safekeeping
Whitemarsh Police Department 616 E. Germantown Pike Lafayette Hill Pa 19444
Safekeeping
York City Police Department 50 W King Street York Pa 17401− Safekeeping
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